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Carnegie

Tech dramatic students, Will Hays
declared his chief object s head of
tho producers and distributors was
He *poke
to eliminate censorship.
briefly on the subject, declaring the
public the real censor for the picture, "just as it is for the press and

?™*tthropist has an unusual plan
working out its
The
™* showing will production.
be given in a
" Amcrlc anization
"?
camp,"
.IS
, le<5
each season by Sabin up»t?kT r
tho mf>«ntatns. With spe- pulpit."

«

WM *ects
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"The King of Kings"

tried there.

"The movies represent an invest-

ment

—

Author Unknown

-

MAN COMMENTS

SCHOOL HOUSES

HAYS TALKS MONEY

"

ing to Locate Publishers

NOW STREET BEGGAR

Continued Presence in New York of
Const Men Starts Rumors
Tho continued presence in New
York of Irving Ackerman (Acker-

Camp—

"The King of Xtaigs."
which Dorothy Onner

Through Ordi-

ONCE HANDSOME STAR

H.

Harris) of San Francisco,
who has been in frequent conferences with Marcus Loew, has given,
rise to several reports concerning
the nature of whatever negotiations
"King of Kings" First Tried are pending. Sam Harris, who came
East with his partner, left last Sat*l Sabin's
Author's
urday for the Coafct.
Widow Has Script
Ackerman &. Harris are associated with Loew's, the A. & H. far
theatres
Western
having
been
posthumous production of a
•X Walter Browne, author of merged with the Loew Circuit at the
latter's reorganization.
roman,"
is
the
unusual
The exact nature of the deal will
for next season. The opus
lil.ely be disclosed within a week, if
» known as

a former professional (his
has had ** h
possession

—

Ons of the most intimate and
detailed accounts of a bootlegger's
operations yet to come into tho
possession of prohibition enforcement authorities is contained in a
little red book which United Statee
Attorney Hiram C. Todd of Saratoga, N. T., holds. The diary, which
lists booze
prices both purchase
and sale—the source of supply, the
name of persons "greased" and the

addresses and telephone numbers of
Los Angeles, May SI.
accomplices, shows a profit ts the
Federal authorities, hsaded by
(Continued on page 4)
Postal Inspector Clark Webster of
Los Angeles, are searching for the
author and publisher of a book entitled
"The Sins of Hollywood,"
Radio, and particularly its popu- which is said by them to be too
lar manifestation, radiophone, songs
(Continued on page 2)
and song records, is looked upon by
the in and out of doors vendors,
makers and publishers of popular PLAYS IN
amusement as an encroachment.
Helene Odilon Advertises It in
That has been true of every form 10c Admission to Morning PerformVienna by Sign on
of novelty amusement or entertainances Schools Participate
ment that has reached the proporThe Children!' Theatre Co., under
Now Peddles Pictures
tions of a fad or craze within the the management of George Dam(Continued on page 22)
roth, is presenting full length verBerlin, May 31.
sions of "Robin Hood," "Jack and
In
the Beanstalk" and "Cinderella" In
Vienna these days Helene
the local public schools.
Odilon, a once rich and well known
The plays ars presented mornings actress,
is playing her last and most
in tho school auditoriums.
An adrole,
that
of beggar,
mission of ten cents is made, the touching
company splitting the receipts 50-50 through the restaurants of tho Auswith the school, the latter's share trian capital.
Every evening she may be seen
being turned into a fund.
Each Wants Geo. M.
The company carries scenery and as the lights begin to flare up, a
W. A. Pinkerton Making
props for each of the plays, with the bedraggled old lady setting pictures
cast Including Hamilton Bingham, of a handsome young ghrl whom
Bids for Chicago
Francis Keeley, John O. Hewitt, one would take to be her daughter,
Lest or Speller, Mabel Sennite, Shir- but who is none other than The
Odilon in her prime.
ley Temple.
Chicago. May 31.
On tyer hat la a sign, reading:
Upon the completion of the school
Indirect references by local newspaper columnists reveals a terrific season, which ends this month, the "Helen© Odilon, once a much adunderground jealou.sy Chicago play- company will play a road tour dur- mired stage star, half lame, plays
ing the summer with th
same her last part as saleswoman."
goers now hold against Boston play
The first evening she took ia alplays.
goers,
most a million krowns, which is a
is
Cohan
It's all because Geo. M.
lot, but not all It sounds.
(Continued on page 2)
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stallation

Girl

The straight and narrow path was
too much for Maude Myrtle John(Continued on page

Use

OF HOLLYWOOD"
STIRS OP AUTBORITffiS

Comparatively Few New
Device May Permit In- Federal Postal Inspectors Try-

Swindler

Railroad

Notorious

Attorney at Saratoga, N. Y., Secures
Data on Rum Running, Protection
and Selling—412,000 Profit in 14 Days

S. District

Interesting

The negative result of the producing managers' meeting, held last
Friday, has provided basis for doubt
whether the legit managers will go
through with their announced Intention of selecting an executive
head or controller.
Though all
members were aware of the Importance of the meeting because of
tke general attendance at the an•ual meeting, there was no quorum.
Not only was the resolution to
attend the by-laws permitting the
areation of the new post necessarily
9*t upon the table, but the matter
e£ voluntary stage censorship was
•Jeo again put off. Without the P.
M. A. taking ^definite action in the
censorship plan, the other bodies
(Continued on page 4)
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of $500,000,000 in real estate,

^^jjer the eye of Sabin the play studios and equipment, with 50.000
Worked on *»• *» the fall a persons employed at salaries total•Den
^J^u Production will be made for ing $600,000,000 annually. Tor prospent.
duction, $200,000,000 a yenr
said the financier is willing, For admission to movie theatres,
^ J*
g^fPond
up to $180,001 on the more than $800,000,000 is paid annually/" said Mr. Hays.
t
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CHICAGO AND BOSTON

START JEALOUSY FEUD

Cohan—

Detroit,

May

31.

IN STAGE PLAY
The Detroit "News" has delivSessue Uayakawa. the Japanese ered what, is said to be the first

HAYAKAWA
film

star,

will

appear

in

legit

on

next fall, under the
Huberts' direction, in association
Walter
C, Jordan.
with
The piece has been selected but is
Fred deGresac ia the
untitled.

Broadway

author.

yearly contract for rudio entertainment. It u a contract to 16 AVul
musicians to play twice daily fee
tho 'News'" radio concerts.
The
musicians will be called the
Orchestra the calling number for
the 'News' " broadcasting station.
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"BARBE BLONDE" GIVEN

ACTORS ASSOCIATION
AGITATED OVER LABOR

New

With Con.
science Tortured Husband
Play

In

Paris Deals

Paris,

Move

Remove William Luqq

to

As Secretary

—Association

Pledged to

To

follow

May

ES^h^ ^^F*Skj
'

Henry

*

produced a new play,
"Barbe Blonde*' C'CJolden Beard")

L

by Bradby and Bouvelet,

May

fm

London,

May

23.

years' existence established themselves as a useful institution, they
•re about to commit the grave error
throwing over the pilot.
€»f
For
some time past a certain section of
the members has been agitating for
the removal of the present secretary
William Lugg, and the matter has
risen to a head in a resolution
which Kva Moore puts before her
i

brother and sister artists.
The resolution runs: "Mr. Lugg,
the paid secretary of the Actors'
Association is definitely pledged to
& certain political party under
which he seeks election. It is probable that the Actors' Association
may appear to be connected with
that party. It would be detrimental
for the assoeiation to be identified
Would
with any political party.
therefore, not be advisable to
it,
have a secretary who would devote
of the
his whole time to the woi
Actors' Association?"
been
already
has
William Lugg
the Labor interest
and has been defeated.
association
has done
When the
anything for the player or has

at the St.
Palfey revived
"The Night of the Party." The acstrike

May
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cast including Henry Burguet (who
also is credited with the staging),
Mmes. Yolande
Alcover, Numes,
Laffon and Mady Berry.

ANIMAL ACT^REPORT
Recommended

Chimpanzees

— Strict

Barred

Be

Supervision

London,

May

23.

Select Committee of the
of Commons on the allegations in the training and exhibition of

its

performing animals has laid

report on the table of the House.

It

recommends performances by

i

Berlin,

May

BOOTLEGGERS' DIARY

(Continued from page 1)
of $12,118.02 during a period

owner

Ike Hose, American showman, is
here looking for suitable attractions
for American circuses and carnivals.
He has already engaged a complete

r

"Lass o Laughter" Flops in
Heat and Manager Tests

midget circus with 30 liliputians and
a full band of midget players.
Rose says he will probably pre-

Novel Plan

sent the attraction as a feature with
one of the larger carnivals. Mr.
Rose, who visits Europe frequently,
recently took a Dutch giant and a
pair of grow^n-together twins to the
United States. He was the manager of Rosika and Josepha, who
died recently at Chicago.

The' heat has put a crimp in
everything, including even "Lass o*
Laughter" at the Queen's. This was
regarded as a phenomenal success
and proof against bad attendance,
but it dropped with the rest when
the weather turned warm.
As a means of encouraging bu*dness Sir Alfred Butt tried a scheme
for the first time over here. He inaugurated the issuing of free passes
for all parts of the house on the
written application of the public.
After witnessing the performance
the applicants received neatly writrequesting
communications
ten

Arthur Hammerstein Wants Her for
"Sunshine"

May

London,
Edith

Day may

return

31.

New

to

York

London,

May

31.

them to send checks in payment of
their seats, if the play pleased them.

She has been ofa musical shew to
be produced by Arthur Hammerstein there. The show is to be called

in the fall.
fered the lead in

PLAY FROM OLD SONG
"Dumollet" at Paris Vaudeville Does
Fairly as Operette

"Sunshine."

of 14 days.

Upon its pages, In a clear, legible
hand, is written a detailed story of
the hootch hound's activities for the

"SEE FIRST, PAY AFTER*

31.

EDITH DAY RETURNING

FRANK VAN HOVEN

tors have received their backbone Chimpanzees should be prohibited,
directly or indirectly from the Va- and that there should be closer suriety Artist9* Association, which is pervision than at present in the
very much Labor and proud of it, case of other animals.
The registration of trainers and
and the only friends who will fight
the actors' battle in the House of exhibitors by the Home Office is sugmembers.
Labor
gested,
and the appointment of a
Commons are
Committee of Control, with large
powers, consisting of a chairman
and four members appointed by the
/
"EILEEN" BRILLIANT
Home Office, two by the Royal SoNew Piece at Globe Has a Touch of ciety for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals, and two by the profesthe Highbrow
sion itself.

London, May 31.
produced at the Globe
May 27, was disclosed as a clever
comedy yomewhat on the type of

^kw-

!l

oddly whimsical style, but beneath
Frank Van Hoven not a bad act
the surface of social irony there is for a good show and a good act for
a deal of keen psychology. The a bad show.
thing is extremely well done, but it
is doubtful if it is appropriate to
the Clymna.se.
The piece is interpreted by an able

The
has been by ap- House

lightning
the
James,' when

^^^"^^^

ly guilty and suffers keen remorse
until he finds consolation with a
faithful servant girlr
It's a curious play, written in an

i.p for election in

thought it has it
proved Libor methods, as witness

i

'

story deals with a country attorney whose chief physical charHe
acteristic is a golden beard.

jokes when his cantankerous wife
threatens suicide, but she accidentally falls out of a window and
The family blames tire
is killed.
husband for the humble tragedy,
and although the police investigation proves it a clear case of suicide,
the attorney believes himself moral-

t
f

'«JMauf

•

*

1

The

What might oe termed war clouds
»re gathering over the Actors' Association.
Having,
after
many

dp

*

24,

which was well received.
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the successful run of

Thief*' at the llymnase,

"The

^dM

B^^^^^P^-^..

Friday, June

"Sunshine"
the

latest

is the tentative title of
collaborative work of

Paris,

May

31.

Following pictures the Theatre du
Alonzo Price and Tony Buffano. It
two weeks in question. Each page was played for several performances Vaudeville again reverted to a stage
is divided into two sections, the left
in Hartford recently by a local com- production "Dumollet May 25. The
for expenses, and the right for pany and accepted by Hammerstein. piece has Vilbert in the name part,
income. In every instance there is The same authors did "Somebody's supported by Fernal No-Colle and
a substantial profit when the bal- Sweetheart," which was tried out Mesdames Edmoe Favart and Gebance is struck.
before acceptance in the same man- ron Norbens. It was received only
The book carries the names of ner.
fairly.
"obstructionists" over "the greased
The book is by Victor Jannet and
It Is more than likely another title
The
trail from the Canadian border to wiYfbe"seVctedr
***** by Hughes Delorme.
New York city," and written in the called "Sunshine" was toured two leading character is lifted from an
recites
which
ia
song
left hand column, opposite their seasons ago
with Richard Carle old French
ballad form how Dumollet, a draper,
names, Is the amount paid them on starred. It never played
New
York.
conspires against the great Naeach trip.
poneon, hiding other conspirators.
"Cops," according to the diary,
comes under the suspicion of
He
can be bought for "one bottle','
Conrad's Invitation to Creditors
but wins immunity
police
the
while others, including '"Benny" at
London,
May
31.
through the love of a police officer
Carthage, "Patsy" at Massena, and
Con Conrad, who has been on this for his elaughter.
"Mrs. CJold" come higher, payments
to them on several occasions being side for some time, is sailing for
jotted down as an, expense of $3501 home June 1 by the "Rotterdam."
BARS AD LLBBING
In announcing his departure ConIn addition to the notations of
London, May 31.
expenses and profits are other rad said: "You may say that if my
Merson
was criticised by the
Bill
items, including a list of "good ad- creditors will assemble on the pier
the Lyric for gagstage
manager
of
in
New
York
and
women,
to
dresses," names of men
meet the :ship, I will
ging his role in "Whirls Into Happiand their apartments and telephone settle in full."
ness" on the ground that his ad lib.
number*, the majority of them being
'

comedy injured the legitimacy of
K." "Marie," "Leona,"
the performance.
are a few of the young
QUEEN
Indexed as "O. K.," and
(Continued from page 1)
Lillian Herlein, American, opens ladfes
among the men "Kenney," ''Fogler," son (late producer of girl
shows,
••Enter Madame,* It is brilliantly at the Olympia here^June 2.
"Flurey" in New York city, •'Baft" and
better known as greatest of
acted by Brugherne and Dion Bouclat Carthage, "IManty" at Massena,
women swindlers) to follow, so she
cault.
COHAN
CHICAGO
and "Dennis" are rated "safe."
Reported through Paul Tauslg &
ic now in jail in Portland.
No doubt of its skill and clever(Continued from page 1)
There is a toucb of remorse and
Reformation, loss of a fortune in Son, 104 East 14th street:
but the piece is slightly ignoring Chicago altogether too
ness,
sadness in the little red book, for production
June
17 (New York for Antwerp),
of girl shows, stranded,
"highbrow" and there is a chance much to satisfy the l<5op-hound ad- mention is made of the fact that
temptation, forgery and remorse tell Gautier's Bricklayers (Lapland).
It will miss with the general public.
mirers of the great little guy. Local "Mary" is now in a sanitarium on of
June 6 (New York for London),
her bitter attempt
recognized first-nighters, headed by the Boston Road.
Known to police and railroad Nathan Levy.
From one entry in the expense ac- claim agents throughout
William A. Pinkerton, staunchest
June 3 (From New York to BudFRENCH PLAYS IN LONDON of all Cohan admirers here, claim count even a good bootlegger has States a few years ago the United apest),
Mitzi Hajos, Frieda Hampel
as "Queen
Chicago can uncork more enthu- his troubles, for the cryptic phrase, of Fakers," Mrs. Johnson is
Paris, May 31.
(Olympic).
said to
June 3 (From Le-ndon) Mr. and
The new version of "Aux Jardins siasm for a personal presence of "stolen $200" is written down on the have swindled railroad companies
(AquU
Meurcle," played in the United Geo. M. in one night than Boston left side of the page. The day that out of thousands of dollars through Mrs. Robert C. Halliard
d«
So the jealousy misfortune happened was the poor- her ability to fake injuries
States as "Spanish Love," is being can all summer.
while tanla).
est during the two weeks' operaJune
(from
York
Liver3
New
for
produced June 14 at the Kingsway, fight is on.
riding on railroad trains. AccordThe Cohan move of sending tions, for only $47.20 was netted ing to the police, she Is able to pool), Kimberly and rage, (Celtic),
London, by Ben Rimo, who is stagperiod.
24-hour
The
during
the
the
Movies"
to
Coand
"Madeleine
June 3 (New York fe»r London),
ing the London version.
throw her joints out of place, tear
Sacha Guitry opens with his han's Grand without even Georgette busiest day recorded in the diary ribs loose and cough up blood at Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hampton (Aquitania).
French company in his own com- Cohan, not to mention himself, has was March 16. when $2,607.80 was will.
coming from One of her tricks, so the story June 1 (Liverpool for New York)
$1,500
Princes, London, greatly disappointed the whole Co- credited,
the
edies
at
han local field. Those who know "Aaron," $100 from "Arthur," $100 goes, is to place a bottle against
Con Conrad (Rotterdam).
June 12.
money order, "Sacks $25," one of her ribs, and then to throw
claim Geo. M.'s reception the night by
May 31 (from New York), Mr.
$90."
$195,"
"Klimanow
"Swcdneck
the
Powwalked
stage
at
out
on
he
hersel* on it at any sudden jerk of and Mrs. Arthur Bergh and daughers after the performance of "Genius Later on "Aaron" came back for the train, tearing the rib loose.
ter
(La France).
TRIUMPH
She
and the Crowd" two years ago $1,600 more. The only notation of could not only seemingly injure
May 30 (from New York), Harry
London, May 31.
day
on
that
was
to
paying
out
prove the love in which he Is held
herself in this mariner, but the trick Pilcer (Berengaria).
May Wirth and the Wirth Family by Chicagoans, and easily topped "Klibanow $100."
May 30 (from New York), Mr.
would cause hemorrhages.
In their riding act scored a sensa- anything of its sort contributed by
The book also contains, District
She is said to have won damages and Mrs. Max Winslcw, Mr. and
tional success again this week at playgoers elsewhere.
believes,
the
code
Attorney
Todd
Because of
in this manner to the extent of Mrs. Walter Blaufus, Jack Curtis,
Leeds.
this and for other reasons a big howl used by bootleggers when ordering
S. Jay Kaufman (Berengaria).
The Stoll tour has booked all the is being made for Cohan to come hootch by mail or by telephone. If $200,000. The smallest claim grantMay 27 (New York to London),
ed her was $2,800 and the largest
time remaining until their date for on to Chicago instead of giving Bos- Haig and Haig is wanted, a reeiuest
Jane Cowl (Aquitania).
She
haa
$32,000.
19
railfleeced
sailing for the United States, where ton all.
is made for "double," John Dewar
May 27— (London for New York),
roads in this mann r, and damages
the act has outstanding contracts.
The celebrated Chicago's Folicc- is designated as "single," and White paid her have run into a good sized William Harris, Jr. (Mauretania,
men'fl <B>and wasn't obtainable re- Horse is referred to as "team." fortune.
from Cherbourg).
address
and telephone
cently when an attempt was made to "John's"
(All from New York)— May 25,
over $150, COO of this money
DILLINGHAM SEEKS PLAYS secure it as an escort for a promi- number In Westville Center is also sheWith
has produced girl road shows Frank and Gertie Fay (Scythia);
London, May 31.
nent actor's arrival in town, but on file In the diary.
and motion pictures in the North- June 3, Elida Morris (Olympic);
Only .once in the book is a pur- west territory.
Charles Dilli.ighan will leave Lon- the first-nighters, under the comFailure followed June 3, Emil and Curt Regal (Presreferred to as "booze," that
failure and loss followed loss.
don for Paris in a few days on the" mand of Mr. Pinkorton, will not only chase
A ident Taft); June 8, Yalto (Hellig
March
16, when an expense item
on
guarantee
for
Geo.
it
promise
M.'s
plays.
declares
He
final
attempt to make up her for- Olav) June 17, Morty Forkins and
hunt for more
to visit Chicago as a playing celeb- of $1,032 for "booze" is listed. On tune was made,
and the phow Mrs. Forkins (Rae Samuels), (Van
is nothing he wants among the
the
other occasions purchases are reDyke); June 17, Carl Laemmle, Julanded stranded near Portland.
current London productions except rity, but they will contribute other
features that will prove Chicago ferred to as "stuff" or "white stuff."
Entirely out of funds, a series of lius Laemmle, Clara Belle Laemmle,
••Loyalties" and "Tons of Money,"
wants anel will appreciate Cohan's pOOd whiskey, if from "Spitzer's" checks grossing $232.50 on local Harry Zehner, Eddie Polo, Chung
both of which he secured for "The
costs $87.50 a case.
"Leveontl'S"
return to the Chicago stage.
stores were forged and blamed to Hwa Four (Majrstic); 17, Mr. and
Syndicate" before they were proThe wag claims Geo. M. refuses price is a little lower, $S5 a case, her. Arrest quickly followed.
Mrs. Herman Ergotti (President
duced here.
to come to Chicago unless either the while "Fogler's" is $92.50 a case.
A nervous breakdown from re- Fillmore).
During the 14 days' operations
White Sox or the Cubs win anrequires
constant
morse
May 24 (From London to NeW
medical
atParis, May 31.
other pennant.
Under this condi- two automobiles were purchased, tention upon her.
York), A. C. Herman (Olympic).
with
tires
and other
Charles Dillingham was expected tion Chicago playgoers have many together
Extreme leniency will be dished Mr. Bcrman is connecteel with Alin Pario from London yesterday seasons
wait
to
for
the
busy equipment, licenses were secured out to her.
lied Artists, London, pictures.
anel substantial amounts paid out
(Tuesda>).
Geo. M.
for the upkeep of the machines. The
rum runner ended up his trip in the
ity, visiting a barber shop, where
visiting London are cordially invited to make use of our olhVes for their they nicked him $1.50 for tonsorial
mail. We shall he pleased to assist anel advise you respecting your songs work, and later a restaurant, where
anel material, whether published by us or not.
the food bandits charged him $3.50 g«mm» fostkii
foster
for a simple evening repast.
ENGLAND'S LEADING THEATRICAL AND VAUDEVILLE AOENTR
liccognized
District Attorney Todel has no
Acta Itequirinjc European BookinRa Please Communicate.
CHARING ( HOSS HOI NK, 29a CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON. W. 0. *
Idea of forgetting the red book. He
AMERICAN BOOKINGS THROUGH:—
138-140 Charing Cross Road
C, ENG. either has or will present the Cast f'uMe AddreHM: Confirmation, London.
WILLIAM MORRI8 AGENCY, INC.
J*
Cable: ARPEGGIO LONDON
to U*e grand ji ry for action.
PUTNAM HI II DING. 14W BROADWAY
NEW ¥ORK ClTt
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Lillian Herlein in Paris

Paris,

May

31.
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CUT RATES IN LONDON

Berlin -Harris

Palace with

London,

The

—

Joseph Leblang, who conceived
and developed the Public Service
wherein cut-rate
Ticket Offices
tickets for Broadway attractions are
dispensed, is planning to estab-

have to consent to the establishment
of such an office. English theatregoers, who purchase the cheaper
seats, which form the bulk of the
cut-rate
sales
here,
have been
trained by English managers to
in
London
agency
lish a similar
stand
in line.
Zimmerman,
The
Matty
appearance
of a
season.
next
general manager of the bargain queue in front of London theatres
Whether the
agency, is leaving for Europe dur- is the usual thing.
ing the month and will survey the managers will be willing to elimEnglish metropolis with (be estab- inate the custom of box office lines,
lishment of a cut-rate headquar- though patrons would be able to secure moderate priced tickets at 4he
quarters in mind.
In the fall Leblang will go abroad. proposed cut rate office, it is a mat,

Mr. Lcblai g
in

when asked

if

he was

the Chicago cut-rate

stated he had no connection or interest in it, and said he
engage in cut rating in
not
would
any other American city except
New York. It is reported cut rates
may be attempted in Philadelphia.
Boston. Chicago and St. Louis next
office,

season.
At this time the cut-rate king
stated be was not f;urc of the ground

ter to be settled.

^The power of the cut rates has
been demonstrated this season as
never before. At one time over 60
per cent, of the entire

was

Broadway

list

Most of the lowere balcony and gallery

offered there.

cations

May

C.

BERLIN
HOOPER TRASS

SI.

"Why

Berlin,

At the Theatre

am

May

13.

but for attractions nearing
the end of their runs, lower floor
seats are to be had at reduced
prices.
It is conceded that a number of shows wVre able to continue
in New York only through aid from
the bargain office.
This aid was
particularly important, In light of
the unprecedented number of failures on Broadway and the number
of mediocre offerings.

seats,

burlesque,

Among

visitors

in

Paris

last

LONDON

cording

correspondents

throughout: Stella Arbenlna, born
been singing in opera at Zurich.
has
Harold Bauer, pianist, who has of American parents In Russia,
W. D. Waxman, one of the leadgreat reputation there and is now
a
ing Hebrew actors in England, who
not played in Paris for 10 years, well known in Berlin for her work
is generally
billed as the Angloappeared there in a recital last at the Kampaerspiele. She was the
American tragedian, will shortly
week. Walter Rummel is in Lon- Laura; Arnold Korff, the Brockton,
produce
a drama by
Benedict
don for a month's concert season. also American by birth, Is a distinJames entitled, "The Rabbi and the
Joseph Hollman has again taken up guished member of the Burg theater
Priest."
This play was originally
of Vienna; Charles Meredith, the
produced as "The Little Brother" certain tricks, establishment of a his residence In Paris.
Madison, needs no introduction to
at the Ambassador in 1918,. with commission of control.
American film fans. The house was
to

official

recommendations will be: the
compulsory registration of all animal trainers, the conferment of
power on proper authorities for the
inspection of animals undergoing
training, imposition of heavy penalties where cruelty is proved, total
prohibition of the performance of
the

White as the rabbi. In the
new production he will play the
priest and Waxman the rabbi. FolFisher

lowing this tour Waxman will produce Gutzkows "Uriel Acosta" In
West End. This has also been
done in London, by Jacob P. Adler
at the Pavilion, Mile End E. This
theatre,
with one of the finest
the

stages in London,
to pictures.

William

Is

now devoted

Morris wrote Sir

Barrie offering to produce
We Join the Ladies" If

J.

M.

"Shall
Barrie

CHANGES AT DRITRY LANE
The
bomb

police have hurled another
at Brighter London, and this
time the hopes of the dancing fraternity aro badly injured. The Criterion Roof Garden was the first
resort to be hit, a notification reaching the management at the last
minute that dancing after 12 o'clock
would be illegal. This place is one
of unblemished respectability, and
if it is closed at that hour, few
other places will have a chance.
The cabarets which are springing
into existence as "after the show"
places of entertainment are likely to
be hit hard, and exhibition dancers,

London,

May

31.

"Decameron Nights," at the New
Drury Lane, does not end this week,
will
be
reported, but there
in the cast.
Willette Kershaw retires from the
organization. Her place will be taken

as

changes

by Margaret Bannerman.
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Tno report

o\f

1

the select commit-

production it has in view "Up in
Mabel's Room," the rights of which
they received, along with all the
other Woods' shows, from A. H.
himself during his stay in the Ger-

man capital lately. They also have
added Frank Conroy, late of "Daddy's
Gone a-Huntlng," to their roster,
but still have room for well-known
London, May 31.
vacationWhite, Black and Useless, the American players who are
through Europe.
American turn which opened a fort- ing it
examples
of
more
specific
give
To
whose name is legion, will be hurt. night ago in Blackpool, has scored
This action on the part of the police strongly. Last week it played New- the newspaper comment: Tho Berspeaking
of
after
"Tageblatt,"
linger
is said to be the result of a badly
castle and this week Is in Glasgow.
Laura as the most real character of
worded clause in the license. It Is.

—

25
i
22E?

The notices in
the German papers were universally
favorable to the acting if a little
condescending toward the play; In
short, the company may consider
itself definitely established. As next
satisfactorily filled.

AMERICAN ACT A HIT

would finish writing it and make
into a full play. Barries reply
to the effect that he was not
thinking of doing any such thing.
This is the one-act murder mystery
play which has been done once or
twice at benefits and special percourse, the result of the recent
formances.
On the last occasion of
wholesale prosecution of the cheap
J. J. Shubert Still on Continent
the author hinted
that he was and so-called "smart" night clubs.
going to finish it.
London, May 31.
Many of these have gone under
J. J. Shubert Is still on the Contiwithin the past fortnight, and the
Sir Robert Home,- Chancellor of
nent, presumably. At least, he has
whole
is marked for anniissue
the Exchequer, received a deputanot returned to London and as far
tion of managers and others inter- hilation.
as known no hotel reservations have
ested in the financial side of the
The run of the revival of Sir J. been made for him In the British
theatrical profession. May 11. The
deputation arrived armed with a M. Barrie's "Quality Street." at the capital.
Plan and schedule for the mitiga- Haymarket, finishes .lune 3. after
It is
well over 300 performances.
tion and rearrangement of
the tax.
more than likely the next producEngaged for "Kitten."
*n reply the chancellor said
the tax
Dover
"The
Milne's
would not be taken off, at any rate. tion will be A. A.
London, May 31.
with Henry Ainley in the
Road/'
ior the present year;
it would mean
Arthur Hammersteln has engaged
The production of
leading part.
too large u los3
of revenue. The
George Hassel by cable to appear in
"'noma industry was not repre- this piece has been contemplated
for over a year, but the success of "The Blue Kitten" in the States.
sented but are seeking leave
to
"Quality Street'' has hitherto intersend a deputation of their own.
fered with the original plans.
Alan Brooks Booked by Stoll
l'ortunello and Cirillino. the ItalLondon, May 31.
One day last week AI Woods left
ian clowns and tumblers who were
Alan Brooks, who opened here for
e
lhe bl« hits of "The League the Savoy hotel, saying it was too
has now been
show"
"to
Stoll
n5 xr
Nolions " at tno Ncw Oxford, noisy too many Americans about.
Si
^onaon,
The Council of the Incorporated booked for the whole tour.
in their anxiety to get to
Arnonca have signed
two con- Stage Society announces the forthtacts. One with Morris (Jreen for coming production of "At the Gates
of the Kingdom" for two private
years
for
the
"Greenwich
5J5
Village Follies."
This contract was performances at the Court May
Paris.'May 20.
Particularly lucid; it consisted of 21-22. The play is the work of Knut
The American conservatory of
Hamsun and was for long in the
8 fu » of details and Inrl,!£ J***
a for f ^t»re clause of $10,000 report ory of the Moscow Art the- music at Fontainbleau will open
tn
*
n order
that it could be thoroughly atre. The English translation is by again this summer. The first conunderstood by the act. who know Theodore Komi.sar.ievsky. who will tingent of students is due at the
So- end of June, the first list already
r nD Bntfteh.
Having car- produce for the Incorporated
riili >u
containing SO names.
ciety.
matter of business
It

was

Caleb Porter i^ fl West End character actor and has be n associated
with Fred Terry In many of the hitHe Is also
ter's biggest puccesscs;
a Clever utist iii color 6r block nnd

Henri de .".othsehiM. who
I '.iron
controls the Theatre Antolne.
has acquired the French rights of
which i< heing transit."
'The

now

I*,

lated for him l»y Pierre Resploux
White and a writer, lie now h is :m It is reported Gilbert Miller will
eye on the top <-f gome vaudeville
ome tv) Paris rj "ii if tor Ins return
it
bill, and has added the joyousn
tiii rope to produce 'The dat"
t.»
of confirmed optimism to his other the Theatre Antolne, where "The
he
to
also
Doott"
is
accomplishments. Ho intends staff- Sigh on the
ing a somewhat imu>ual act. and in Riven next season by the same
(Continued on page 22 )
translator.
(

HH

by gosh, the chorus
costumes ulmost three

and,
its

times!
leading

Woerner plays the

Hildo

role as usual; as usual.
Ferry Sikla as. tho diamond king
does his best with a badly written
part. Carl Bachmann, from Vienna,
almost makes you think that he has
material to work with, and that Is
some achievement. If the backers
got their money back, they should
be well satisfied.

April

15,

at the

KomUche

Oper,

under the direction of James Klein.
"The Master of Montmartrc." The
music is by Offenbach, but whether
he would admit it or not is another

The librettists, who «hall
be nameless, have knocked together
to be
episodes from the life of the above
composer, and set thereto, at every
inopportune moment, melodies from
his best works:
"Tales of Hoffmann." "Orpheus." "Paris Life."
"Engagement by the Lantern." It
was rather a dirty business, and tho
w. k. composer did the w. k. turn
in his grave.
But the cast was excellent, including as it did Waldemar Staogemann of the Dresden Opera, Margit
Suchy, Herbert Kieper and Hans
Werder, and the scenery and staging are above the average; so ttie
question.

somo scenes which purport

evening

is

really

many now on view

far better

than

here. The management has given out that the

rights have been sold for America,
and, although this seems unlikely,
yet certainly there have been cases
where less was received for money
Invested.

second.

The two best performances are the
week were George McManus, carLeopold of Kugen Hex, combining
toonist; Frank Crownlnshield, edicomedy, personality and nice singLondon, explaining that the
in
tor of Vanity Fair; Thomas Hogg, ing, and Steffi of Ilsa Marwenga,
managers there would necessarily
former manager of the Denver Post: who has been engaged by George
Abram Sopkin, violinist; Enid McLellan for America. The remainWatkins, prize winner at the Fon- ing cast, which did competently, intaineblcau American Conservatory cluded Curt Lillen, Charlotte BoerIn for
of Music last summer, due for a ner and Hellmut Neugebauer.
fair run.
concert here June 1; Ruth Draper, a
for performances at the Maison de
The first performance at the
l'Oeuvre; Walter Damrosch; Geo. American
"The Easiest
theater.
London, May 21.
teo that has been inquiring into Elmer Browne, painter.
Way," bv Eugene Walter, took place
Mrs. Edna F. Cunningham, pian- April 29 at the Deutsches theatre,
The Knickerbocker Club which the matter of performing animals
in general has not yet been made ist, is touring Germany.
Berlin. The cast was composed of
has taken the place of the old
to the House of Commons, but acprofessionals
Loretta P. Higgins, soprano, has English -speaking
Vaudeville opened May 21.

IN

of beef)

Nollendorf changes

April 15, "People in Love"
("Vcrllebt Leute"). by Herman Hal-

Platz,

Bother ler and Rldeamus, music by Eduard
About Words," introduoed by Masie Kuenneke, the authors of "Wenn
Gay in the new edition of "From A Liebe Erwacht" and "Vetter aus
to Z" at the Prince of Wales was Dingsda." The period of the action
is 1818 in Charlottenbuerg, giving
taken out without notice.
,
opportunity for Biedermeier cosThis is the adaptation of the tumes. The leading figures are two
"Music Box" scene "Words Mean young unmarried couples, Steffi,
Nothing" from the "Music Bjox" daughter
von
of
Regierungsrat
show in New York, lifted by Miss Ah if eld, and Leopold von MoeGay who was over here during the bius, a young government clerk;
winter as a member of "Pins and Countess Ilsa and Heinz Von Neuhoff, a young officer.
General von
Needles."
uncle,
Neuhoff's
a
When word reached New York Suwatscheff,
suitor to llsa's hand, also plays a
the adaptation had been put on role.
without authorization, the Sam H.
The plot of the operetta is so InHarris office asked its attorneys to finitesimal as to defy analysis. The
notify its London correspondents two couples are so evidently suited
that the material was protected and to each other from the very beglnreek to end its public use. Irving ing and there arc no obstacles to
Berlin was then in London and keep them apart. Neuhoff is a little
nervy in his manner of introduction,
looked after it.
but one can see that Usa takes to
him from the very start.
A musical comedy libretto is selAMERICANS ABROAD
dom anything to rave over when the
Paris, May 20.
music is subtracted, butMt has never
Alexander Powell is now in Arme- been our privilege to see one in which
nia gathering material for a book. so little happened in so lengthy a
Laird W. Archer, of Kansas City, time. The lyrics are quite another
has reached Tlflis.
Rose Wilder matter and maintain a high standLane, of San Francisco, is visiting ard of snap and punch. Kuenneke's
best since the "Vetter,"
Mount Ararat for literary work on score is his
Generally charming and happily orArmenia, illustrated by Mrs. J. J. chestrated, it hits three high spots
Marquis. Elsa Hardcastle, of Cleve- two duets for Steffi and Leopold, In
land, is in the Caucasus, for Near the first and last acts, and a trio for
Ilsa, Heinz and the General, in the
East Relief publications.

Over English Prospects Cut Rates Proposed by
Others for Different American Cities

interested

Company

"The Music Box" show is signed
for the Palace, London, in the early
fall.
Confirmed this week, although
unofficial statement had previously
been made, deal was completed.

New York's Cut-Rate King, Joe Leblang, Will Look

for certain attractions.

IN

London

at

English

By

MAY BE TRIED NEXT SEASON

at which time a decision will be
made whether to attempt there the
American system of reduced tickets

BOX" SET
Show

the piece, said that It was splendidly
played, and named the complete
cast quite a tribute in Germany,
the land of the repertoire company.

—

"The Two Nightingales," April 9,
at the Walhalla theatre, under tho
direction of Willy Bredschnelder.

Tho

libretto, by Leo Walter Stein,
is well above the run:
In a small
country town at the beginning of
the nineteenth century a traveling
opera company appears, and the

temperamental prima donna wins
the heart of a newly-engaged youth
of tho village.
Tragedy is Imminent, but all is finally smooth again;
he remains at home with his first
love.
The music Ib not without
moments of much- charm, delicacy

and humor, and the cast Is quite
up to its opportunities. Especially
to be mentioned are Cordy Milowitsch and Alfred Laeutner. A success, by all tho omens.
At tho Central theatre also a new
operetta, the fifth within a week.
This time it is called "The Girlies

From Davos" (Die Maedels von Davos), and boasts a book by Buehlet
and Halton, and music by Knopf

seems, to say the least, doubtful
this piece will be sold to
8., as the villains of the
drama are two Americans, apparently the librettists' idea of typical
Americans. It seems that a young
Swiss inventor has perfected a bobsled which will coast not only down
hills but down mountains.
By this
ho saves from bankruptcy the factory where he is employed.
Help
shall come from America, but when
the American patent buyers arrive
they appear to be the type who
would rather steal the secret than
pay for it. It looks bad. but fortunately in the end American materialism Is defeated and idealistic
Europe Is left triumphant.
Both
wit and music are of the standard
rubber stamp variety, nnd from tho
general mediocrity of the performance only the gaiety and the legs of
Lilll Flohr remain.
It

whether
the U.

The "Deutsche Allgomeino Zcltung"
Jcssner
spoke tho best gave last week. May 7,
and "8 Uhr Abend Blatl
of his whole
much In tho same tone, while the season at performance
the State Schauspielhaus.
'

"Boersen Courier" especially feat- "Napoleon," by
Grabbe. This drama,
ured the playing of young Melba a German classic
written in tho
Melslng and Claire Keats as Elfle year 1840. seems
and Annie. T-ho only really unfa- worthy of revival, on reading hardly
but
Jessner made
Monty
was
from
notice
vorable
through his revolutionary staging a
Jacobs of the "Vosslche Zeltung," quite
overwhelming evening out of
who often admits his knowledge of it. The
effect of tho scenery by
English, but who, leaving the theaCesar Klein should not be forgotten,
tre after the second act, left It with
nor
the
acting
of Dagny Servaes,
the impression that he had attended
a British drama. Would It be very Lothar Moot hoi, Fritz Hirsch. Ernst
Gronau.
Rudolf
Forster
and Leopold
rude to suggest that perhaps said
Jacobs is a little overoptlmlstlc von Ledebur. A substantial success.
about his much-boasted bilingualEugen Kloepfer has been at It
ness?
Tgaln; In one week he created the
leading
role in two plays and diAt the Berliner theatre, under the
summer direction of Walter Brom- rected one of them at the same
time.
The
first
as Hermann Babr's
me, "Madam Flirt," an operetta by
Okonkowski and Steinberg, music The Master" (known In New York
through
Daly's
production), April 7
by Bromme himself. The libretto
concerns itself with the wife of a at the Kammersplcle; this ho also
Brazilian diamond king who has directed and with care that nobody
married the old fossil for his else In the cast should obscure his
money. As chauffeur she has an performance in the title role. The
jprvi»rnitn count whom
«he trontM plav has aged little and made a
like a dog until she finds out his good success. April 12 at the Leasreal station in life, when she finds ing he was the Professor In a rethat she has loved him madly all vival o' Hauptmann'i early comedy
along, and forthwith divorces her "College Crampton"; It Is now quite
h us band. In the last net, to secure evident this is not one of the better
a pass for Germany, she plays the works of this dramatist; a case of
part of a toUgh English chorus girl. int.-iiectual cold
feet
changed a
A generally feeble and humorless tragi -comedy into a sentimental
effort.
Rromme'il music is some- farce. Only a fair success. As to
what letter, but overpretentious Kloepfer's acting—well, there aro
and reminiscent, The production is those that like that sort of thing.
very lavish r>r these parts; in New
T1m« French Invasion still conYnrU ir would look like thirty cents.
There is one Of those naked ballets Unties: April 1 at the Theatre am
one
think oneself In I Kucfuerstendamm,
that make
"Der
Frechsh " by Verneo.il; April u, at
butcher shop funstocklnged legs •i
are about as timulating as a side
(Continued on page 22
'
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VAUDEVILLE

Friday, June

CONVICTS PLAY

BURLESQUE'S CHARACTER COMEDIANS
OUSTING VAUDEVILLE'S POLITE COMICS
HOLLYWOOD
Vaudeville Bookers Note Ease with Which Low
Comedians Make Audiences Laugh Roger Imhof
Was First Plenty Now Burlesque Worried

—

—

comic
in vaudeville is fading, and an influx Of character comedians from
burlesque and other fields are being eagerly snapped up by the booking men.
of the dress

The day

recent new comers,
most of whom qualify as low
comedy and character acts, are
Harry
Watson,
Hilly
"Sliding"

Among

Circuit Manager's

The book, which made its appearance in Hollywood last week, is said
to be a vicious account of motion
picture life and seems to have been
written by somebody who knew
every social detail of picture folk

Son Saves Three

of the past four or five years. Many
of the stories are branded as falsehoods; others are considered false
in parts; none are considered even
somewhat true. It is said by the

From Drowning
Los Angeles, May 21.
Bodney Pantages, son of Alexan-

the

beach visitors at Santa Monica last
week when he rescued two girls
and a man from drowning, after
ton, Harry "Dutch" Ward, Bobby
they had traveled beyond the breakCollins
Barry and Dick Lancaster,
Murphy, ers and were unable to swim back
"Rags"
Pillard,
and
to shore.
Harry ("Hickey") Le Van and
He brought the girls in on life
Glaire Levine, Al K. Hall, Jimmie
Coughlan, Jess Wise and Patty preservers.
Moore, McAllister and Shannon, Sid
Gold and Bro., Max Kields and Anna
ILES
REEN'S ALTMON
Fink, Mildred Campbell, Joe Marks,
Bert Yorks, Jack Pearl an<J. Ben
Harry Brcen was arrested ThursBart, and a host of others.
day night, May 25, while playing an
low comedy
The ease with whl
engagement at Hender. en's Coney
acts have been cleaning up on the
Island. Detective Tom Smith, of the
local vaudeville bills has convinced
the bookers the public want this Coney Island Police force, arrived
type of act in preference to the "re- at the theatre with a warrant for
vues" or the dressed "up comic.
the actor about 8.15 p. m. Alimony
R.^er Imhoff started the invasion, arrears were the trouble.
jumping from burlesque into stanAlex Weiss, manager of Henderdard vaudeville circles with his low son's, prevailed upon the detective
Jack
characterization.
comedy Irish
to allow Breen to conclude his perConway, another Irish comedian formance at the night show before
Solly
from burlesque, followed.
taking him into custody. After the
Ward, now playing Sam Bernards performance Breen was admitted to
"The Mu*ie Box," also bail of $500, furnished by Lem
in
role
hopped Into vaudeville from bur- Blakeman, owner of the Parkway
lesque, making good instantly with Restaurant, Coney Island.
his "dutch" character.
Breen was arraigned in the Coney
Burlesque producers are reported Island District Court Friday mornas very much worried over the de- ing and adjusted the legal tangle.
mand for their comedians by the
vaudeville bookers, figuring that
those who qualify and are not tied
to burlesque contracts for next seawon will elect to remain in the two
and three a day, where the remuneration is necessarily much higher.
It will probably be the beginning
of the long-term contracts for burlesquers, who are liable to be in demand after developing.

WILLIE WESTON'S ESTATE
The final accounting of the estate
left by the late Willie Weston has
been approved by the Surrogate's
Court in New York, and his widow,
May Weston, as the administratrix,
discharged from her duties as such.
Mrs. Weston, who lives at 1 West
83d street, New York, accounted in
her statement for $800 in cash, deposited in the Hudson Trust company, which she stated was all her
Against the
husband had left.
amount were liabilities of $875.50,
all of which have been paid, acMrs.
cording to the accounting.
Weston stated she had added $75.50
from her own purse to settle outstanding obligations. Among these
were claims from Campbell s under-

Auburn, May

Good Eddie."

In

of cast.

addition

to

his

Rachel Levy, and

widow,

The Mutual Wel-

The books are as scarce as ancient
heirlooms and cannot be had today
It is reported that all
at any price.
of the picture colony has glanced
over its contents and the gossips
are now in full bloom.

"RINGS OF SMOKE" AGAIN
Joe Sullivan has brought togefner
the original company, with Pat

Mr.

brothers

r

CURTIS' SON DROWNED
The two-and-a-half-ycar-old son
?K
cf Fred Curtis was drowned May
The
at ^Greenwood Lake. N. Y.
It was but
hild fell off the dock.
a few moments that bis disappearance was no' d.
turned last month.

Chicago,

caused by
newspapers.

May

New

where he re-

the

affair

in

the

Efforts to make the censorship
plan an actuality will be continued
in light of the court of appeatf

VAUDEVILLE'S DEBUTANTE

decision

VIVIENNE SEGAL
Playing B.
This week (May

29), Keith's

Orpheum, Brooklyn.

Next Week (June

5), B. F. Keith s,

Philadelphia.

Week

of

June

12,

Maryland, Baltimore.

Week

of

June

26,

Keith's Talace,

New

in

"The

Demi- Virgin"

ease, wherein the power < f the
license commissioner to close theatres was denied, which bai Nl
unless »
otticials to believe that

MUSICAL COMEDY'S YOUNGEST PRIMA DONNA
CHARLES AMBLER, Accompanist
F. KEITH'S THEATRES By Permission of C. B. DILLINGHAM

«

the

LOU GOLDBERG MINUS WIFE

stir

FRED

in

Wichita, Kan., next week.

situation again.
Hopkins was of
the P. M. A. censorship committee.
His play actually benefited by the

Known as one
previously.
in
of the best character singers
vaudeville, he has taken to singing
when
after starting on the stage
15 as a dancer.

months

office,

hambra, Milwaukee, this week, and
goes to the Capitol, Jackson, Mich.,

manuscript to Arthur Hopkins, who
produced the play,' takipg no action
whatever, may have changed the

W

a booker

Cleveland, Allen theatre, next week,
by Jack Pine. Frisco played pic,
ture houses last week and in Kansas
City this week; dates arranged by
the same agent.
Joseph Sheehan,
star of the opera organization bear,
ing his name, is playing the Al.

'

eston was about 35 years
of age and a native of Paooklyn.
He had been ill for about nine

Is

31.

of the opinion it would be questionable economy to engage a man at
$25,000 per year to make speeches.
If that is to be the duties of the
proposed
leader,
individual
an
demight be secured who coul
liver equally as well for $5,000.
The idea of one producer was that
unless the association could see its
way clear to secure a powerful individual such as could only be attracted by a salary approximating
$100,000 yearly, the plan would carry little actual value.
One manager is reported to have written
the P. Iff. A. that if the organization believed it necessary to secure
a man to tell him how to run his
business it was time to withdraw.
It is understood the most powerful
producing firms are opposed to the
controllership plan altogether.
A delay on the P. M. A. attitude
to the voluntary play censorship
idea was forecast.
That followed
the surprising action of the chief
magistrate against "The Hairy Ape."
That the court merely acted on «
complaint and quickly returned the

passed away.

Curtis

May

mind between the annual meeting
and that last week. Several were

sisters, all residing at 25 East
98th street, excepting Gertie Waldman, one of the sisters who lives
at 1448 Sterling place, Brooklyn. The
father of the deceased was living
at his son's death, but has since

York Pantages

Chicago.

Chicago hooking agents are plats
ing a great deal of talent in leading
picture houses, west of New York.
Eva Tanguay has been booked ia

original proposition that the P. M.
A. needed a "leader" changed his

and

Willie

—

Booked by Fine

31.
Booney, of his "Bings of Smoke"
According to Judge Sabath of the
act.
It reopens at the Talace, New
Superior
Court.
Lou
Goldberg,
The Hollywood Board of Trade is York, next week, then goes to the
brother of Jack Goldberg, the New
said to have started an investiga- Orpheum, Brooklyn, f or a week,
agent, also an agent and exYork
tion regarding the publishers, but with
another month of playing
actor himself, will be minus a wife
are known to have encountered an around New York laid out for it.
week.
unconquerable gap because of the
When the turn closed in Kansas this
This will be due to the petition
inability to locate the headquarters City on the Orpheum route, through
filed by Hazel Green Bangster Goldof "The Hollywood Publishing Com- the Orpheum closing five or six
pany," which company is said to houses before the "Smoke"' pro- berg (Hfizel Green and her 5 H*»au
have printed the books. It is now duction could play them, it cost Sul- Brummels), which alleges that two
history that the company existed livan quite a bill to jump the 'oupe hours after her marriage to Lou in
long enough to get out the first issue, back to New York from that point, 1912, his parents took him away
which is said to have spilled every- besides not allowing him time to from her and he has not lived with
her since.
thing and to have been so strong get out on his investment.
Mrs. Goldberg was 15 years old
that a second publication of similar
The Brooklyn Orpheum is heavily
and Goldberg 20 years old at the
facts would.be impossible.
billing the "Bings," saying Pat BooNearly every known star is given ney will appear in every other act time of the marriage.
a page or so in the booklet. Their on the bill that week, besides framintimate lives are made known, with ing an afterpiece with all of the
FOR LEGIT CHIEF
their alleged domestic activities laid turns in on it.
(Continued from page 1)
out bare. A number of prominent
forming the consolidated committee
film folk who are known to be free
the
cannot establish
machinery
of any scandal whatsoever are given ALIMONY CUT, BUT STILL $200
Max Hart was successful in his proposed for next season.
prominence which, according to the
One important change in the plan
postal authorities, will probably re- appeal to reduce his alimony oblifor a "Hays" or "Landis" to control
sult in libel suits.
There are 225 gations to Madge Fox Hart, the or direct the activities of the
propages in the publication, covered Appellate Division last Friday or- ducing managers was made.
That
with cloth and it bears a photo of dering that the $200 weekly aliBlindness
was the withdrawal of the original
Owen Jones' Temporary
Mephistopheles, a beautiful girl and mony be cut to $85, and the $1,500
counsel cut in half. However, Hart resolution for a controller and its
Owen Jones, of the Keith Club a motion picture camera.
substitution
of another.
The new
blind
stricken
still
pays
was
his wife, who is suing
department,
So far nobody has lesrrned who the
Monday of this week at his home author is and it doean'C seem any for an absolute divorce, $200 week- plan is that should an executive
leader
be
secured,
he
is to function
ly because he voluntarily, by prior
in New York City.
one will.
agreement, gives her $115 weekly under the control of a board of
Mr. Jones w^s leader of the Paldirectors, the directors to be chosen
for separate maintena ice.
during
professionally
Martine,
Janet
ace, New York, orchestra
The Appellate Division's opinion from among the managerial body.
known as "Janet of France," sailed
the musicians* strike.
A meeting to act on the new resoWednesday on the La France for a provides that if Hart defaults on lution was set for the middle of
His physicians report that the
months' visit with her mother the $115 voluntary payments, Mrs.
blindness is from overwork and two
June.
Upon her return she will Hart may again bring action for
nervous breakdown. The condition in Paris.
The controller-directors idea may
the $200 weekly alimony.
offer a new vaudeville act
permanent.
appeal more to the leading prois not expected to be
ducers than the first plan appears
to have done. More than one manager who ostensibly agreed to the

his mother,

seven

MID-WEST HOUSES

Chicago Agents Placing Soma
Tanguay Is
Bookings

The

fare League band added to the entertainment.
That the rare comedy and apsituations
of
pealing lines and

Dr. R. S. MacDonald, $125.

Weston was survived by

IN

quality of the performance indicated well that here is talent inside
the walls which has made hundreds
laugh on the professional stage.
In the cast there were a few oldtimers, men who have been in other
Auburn Prison shows, bu* there
were new faces also. The many
transfers from Auburn Prison of
recent months and the large influx of new convicts sent from Sing
Sing were reflected in the changed

make-up

BOOKING

29.

Tht chapel of Auburn Prison was
well filled last week when the Mutual Welfare League of the prison
staged its semi-annual show to the
"Very

NOW

i

Pri«-

Auburn

taking parlors for casket and cutter
case, $300; livery, $98; death notomb, $45;
receiving
tices, $15;
flowers, $50; complete funeral arrangements, $112.50; attorney. $50:
bond premium, $10; J. J. Koff, druggist, $20; Dr. Edward M. Coverton,
$50;

"NAMES"

1922

who purchased the books
and then to the Strand, Lansing,
booked by C. L. Carrell. Jan Ruthat just so many were printed and
"Very Good Eddie" lost nothing
bini, violinist, at the Chateau, Chiwere to have sold at 50 cents each,
through convict presentation, was
cago, the last half of last week, at
but that the call was so great that
by the applause of the
many buyers paid as high as $10 indicated
the Strand, Ft. Wayne, Ind., this
large audience.
week, and to the new Miller,
for a single copy.
persons

der Pantages, a high school student
of this city, became the idol of

Harry ("Zoup") Welch,
Steppe;
Bert Lahr, Harry Welch, Lew Hil-

SINS

circles.

YOUNG PANTAGES HERO

si.it

oners at

public,

(Continued from page 1)
scurrilous for the mails and of that
type generally discredited in better

—

"Very Good Eddie" Given

2,

York.

voluntary system is attained censorship by statute might result. K
is to avoid such legislative action
that the voluntary plan wa« conceived.
J

(

June

rrfday,

2,

VAUDEVILLE

1922

— .-—
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FAMOUS PLAYERS' FRESH TOP10

NEXT SEASON'S BOOKINGS

FOR GOLDWYN TURNED DOWN

ARE PROCEEDING SLOWLY

Broadway Story Accounting for Behavior of Gold-

There were
galore in the

fresh

developments interests could

amusement stocks over heavy a

the holiday.

A circumstantial story was spread
Goldwyn Co.
around that the new

management had made a flat offer
share to Samuel Goldwyn
f 10 a
in the company; that
for his stock
entertain
Goldwyn had declined to
movement of
the tender and the
Curb
York
New
issue on the
the

hung on this circumstance.
Famous Players moved up Mon(amountday under heavy trading
shares for the
ing to around 11,000
nearly
for
high
new
a
to
session)
It was the
three years of 87%.
trade
and
general gossip in market

retire
this
to

On
Loew

loss.

without

All

Comedy

tion of Last Season

A

too

argument the

survey of vaudeville booking

conditions

most

discloses

of the
circuits proceeding very cautiously
in routing acts for next season.

failure of
move far in
either direction would indicate a
favorable situation. Besides all of
which the last two Loew statements have shown surprisingly well

"BE CABEFn. FOR NOTHING"

Meaning, be not overanxious, be
bank loans to date
and promise to clear up other obli- note diroly apprehensive, be not
f raid of what tomorrow may bring
gations so that the company will be
forth
provided you do your very
clear of outstanding paper by mid- best —
each day to help tomorrow to
July or thereabouts.
bring favorable developments — and
Famous Players' Peak
"DEMAND THE ORIGINAL"
in

Up Last Week—Booked 20 Acts,
—Big and Small Remember Conges-

Keith's Livened

—
—

wyn Issue Company Seeks to Buy Sam Goldwyn Out Famous Goes to 87

liquidated

.t

There are several reasons for this
condition, some affecting one circuit and not applying to the other,
and vice versa.
In the Keith office about one-half
of the acts usually routed ahead by

time of the year, the usual quota
of acts having been routed.
The

Orpheum

circuit, through its houses
being in the far west mostly. It
appears, cannot afford to take
chances in securing desirable material, if waiting too far into the

summer

to

Among

make

their bookings.
routed for the

the acts

Orpheum circuit for next season are
Henry Santrey and Band, Robert
Pandur, Harry and Anna Seymour,

booked.
The greater
turns routed by the Jessie Busley, Claude and Fannie
are the smaller acts, Usher, Dave Roth, Mildred Harris,
BETTY—
—PHILIP
the second, third and Jean Grancse. Hyams and Mclnand
closing spots on the tyre, SIgnor Friscoe, Lillian Leltzol
TALK No. 24
bill.
Very few headliners have been and Moran and Mack.
engaged for next season by the
The Loew people are also proKeith people, aside from those list- ceeding slowly with next season's
PAUL ALLEN
ed as ofllce acts and under threo- bookings, through the congestion
year contracts with Keith's.
that also existed in the" Loew bookWas Former Vaudeville Agent In
One of the most important reasons ings throughout last season.
Trouble Before
why the bigger acts are not booked
The Keith office Issued about 20
ahead by the Keith people is that routes last week, mostly to comedy
Paul Allen, iormer email-time a general request for salary cuts acts.
Previous to this, tho office
vaudeville agent in New York, was have been made to most of them has less acts on its books for next
arrested last week when it was al- by the Keith agents, and in other season than ever before at this time
leged he attempted to pass a forged instances headline turns asking for of the year.
check In a Broadway bank. Allen an increase have been turned down.
A few weeks ago, It .r&a reported
disappeared some months ago, at Another reason in the Keith offices the Keith people were slow in issuwhich time he was accused of ob- is that the bookers, remembering ing routes, but that comedy acts in
taining money under false pre- the congestion that obtained all "one" were In demand.
The last
tenses.
By means of a phoney last season, want to avoid a repeti- batch of routes Issued seems to vercontract for the Pantages circuit, tion of that condition next season, ify this report
Allen is alleged to have secured $500 and are exercising extreme care in
The word has gone out that the
from a woman single act as advance the number of acts selected.
Keith people are not encouraging
commission.
The booking meetings of the the large producers to any lavish
Allen was reported in trouble in Keith people are held regularly expenditures for the revue
type of
Chicago
shortly
afterward,
but every Thursday and acts submit- act for next season. Booking men
friends here intervened in his be- ted by the agents, but the booking se
to think the office will be more
half.
Recently his brother. Jack managers appear to be taking plenty Inclined to buy comedy turns. It la
Allen, brought him east and In- of time in making decisions.
the prevailing opinion In booking
stalled him as manager of a house
Bookings ahead by the Orpheum circles the public has been surfeited
in Perth Amboy, N. J.
Paul's in- circuit appear to be normal for this with the "revue."
structions were to deposit surplus
receipts of the house in the local
bank and mail the deposit slip each
night
Jack Allen, after several
weeks, visited Perth Amboy and
called at the bank for the balance.
There he was informed only one
deposit had been made by Paul.
The other duplicate deposit slips
shown to bank officials were de-

Famous Players suddenly took
the aggressive on Saturday. After
a long period of turnovers between
2,500 to 5,000 shares a day. trading
jumped to 13,000 shares in the Saturday half-session. For many reasons this was a remarkable cirhad been
circles that the old pool
cumstance. Ordinarily the weekreorganized and was in the market end is a time of cautious dealings,
stock well
In earnest to shove the
mostly of an evening-up character.
up.
±
The fact that Tuesday following
Orpheum Gain*
was a holiday ought normally to
Orpheum made a splendid show- have intensified this caution. When
within operations more than doubled,
ing, getting back Monday to
it
a fraction of its old high and hold- was apparent that 'something was
Wednesday
the
during
gain
its
ing
doing," and the Monday turnover
It appears that the new
trading.
(day before a holiday) reached
regime in Chicago is at work in a 11,000 emphasized the importance of
posfuture
its
and
way
constructive
the change, particularly when prices
The continued on the upgrade to a new
sibilities are being discounted.
got back around high of I7H, the best in about three
daily turnover
normal, and the movement had the years.
appearance of a substantial charThe explanation was that there
acter of strong buying.
had been a realignment in the pool.
The improvement in the other It is said the present personnel of
amusement stocks was reflected the clique is the strongest so far,
necessarily in Loew, but there re- and
it
is
intent
upon driving
mains a wide division of opinion as Famous Players beyond 90 and posto its future and as to what policies sibly to par.
There was a slight
should be followed. There is a con- setback on Wednesday, when
a low
fusing assortment of circumstances
of 85% was touched in the late
One line of morning on profit taking, but before
surrounding Loew.
market argument tries to make it
the close prices stiffened.
appear that the safe and forwardBeyond the surface story of an
looking thing for Loew to do is to
concentrate for example to confine effort to acquire Samuel Goldwyn's
stock at 10 the situation in that
its operations east of Kansas City
and thereby make its organization issue is full of surmise and guesscohesive. The opposite view is that ing. Jn all likelihood there is some
the strong element in Loew is the personal bitterness between the forextent of its operations.
The more mer president of the company and
Since clared forgeries. It appears that
houses it has on its books the more its present management.
time it can offer acts and the great- Goldwyn has. according to gossip, after the first receipt, the brother
had made a rubber stamp, duplier number of playing dates it can refused to sell his holdings at 10,
the situation then becomes one of cating the receipt stamp of the
Offer to picture producers, a considbank, and then made out "mind deeration that showed, but doesn't a business maneuver, the company
posit" Blips, which he sent to Jack.
give Loew an advantage in buying management seeking to force GoldAllen had decamped from the
playing
a
material (vaudeville acts and film wyn's hand and Goldwyn
features.)
waiting game, probably figuring town, but was picked up In New
that by holding out he could delay York after a warning had been sent
Figuring the Aliens
the consummation of the Goldwyn- out
Advocates of concentration point
Tuesday Allen, who was held at
First\National deal and thus force
io the difficulties which lately have
than 10. It then be- the west side Jail, was released unbeset the Aliens,
As long as the a better offer of endurance between der $1,000 bail His case is due for
a test
'Allen interests remained content to comes
How this figures In hearing today (Friday).
Operate In a modest way in Canada the contenders.
Is a matter of
movements
price
.they made money and the organiza"rolling hla
tion began to weaken only when speculation, everybody
the stock broke beit reached out too far.
Probably the own." Monday
in weeks, Vaudevillians
time
Compose Traveling
first
low 8 for the
fcltter fight between Loew and the
level of
Organizations Over the Shubert
Allen in Cleveland contributed con- but recovered to the old
siderably to the weakening of the 8 ft at the close.
None of the other curb stocks
A vaudeville road show under the
Dominion firm. Loew has on its
management of Charles McDonald
hands a number of similar battles came out.
The nummary of transactions May 20 to and headed by Princess Zuleka, a
In other territories, particularly in
May 31 Inclusive are as follows:—
mind reader, has been organized
the West. The question is whether
8TOCK EXCHANGE
the Allen difficulties will not spur
for a tour of independent vaudeville
Pales. Hiffh.Low I-nrt. Chg.
Thursday—
houses,
to be played on a percenton these other competitors to re- Fam.
82% 82% - ft
Play.-L.. 3.400 83
300 95% 95% 9ft% + % age basis.
newed effort. One side of the arguDo. pf...
1.100 10% 10% 10% - %
Loew.
Inc.
The company includes Jim and
ment is that this added impetus to Orpheum
—3%
20
20
200 20
Betty Page, Mallen and Clark and
BostOfl sold GO Orpheum at 20%.
Jght will involve Loew in many dif-

MARTIN

MOORE

June

1

part

of

are
the
Keith people
those taking
opening and

ARRESTED

—

.

—

'

FRANCIS

iew

The other

side takes the

Fam. "Play.-L..

B.900
1.500
100

+1%
84% 83% 84
17
10% !•% + %

Marie Clarke and Sophie Wilson.
The company was schcduulcd to
open Thursday at the South Broad

that fighting in business profits L0«W, Inc.
20
20
20
nobody and trade rivalries always Orpheum
y
lead to compromise and amalgama84% 85% -H% Street theatre, Trenton.
Fam." na y""-L..l2.8O0 80
tion.
200 05% 95% 96%
Billy and Cora Monohan are orDo. pf...
1.100 10% 10% 10% + %
Loew, inc
ganizing a vaudeville road show to
Commercial America is just now Orpheum
000 19% 19% li>%
on tho co-operative plan. The
play
Jlonday—
...
the mlll8t ot a wave of mergers.
„„,,
Fam. IMay.-L.. 11.100 87% 85% 80% +1% company will play one and twoirst it
%
was the combination of Do. pf
400 90
90% 90
f
17
17
+ % night stands in sui lmer resort
1,000 17
several
Loew, Inc
independent
and Orpheum
steels
\m 20V4 !!% 20%
towns, starting in the Catskills.
others likely to come
in.
Oil. railHoston sold 50 Orpheum at 19%.
road and tobacco
/
Tuesday—
interests are being
Holiday
more and more concentrated, so are
ROBINSON'S
Wednesday—
— "ft
several of the
sen MM M
chain candy stores. Fam. IMay.-L 4. GOO
—
BR*
«**
%
M
WW
pf
Do.
« Loew and Loew's comptitors both r.ocw. Inc
George Robinson, manager of the
]<v* 16% — %
1.4U0 17
Wse money in local
- % Brighton theatre, Coney Island, has
20
600 20% 1W
fights the logi- nrphcum
*1 thing to do is to compromise'
taken over the building adjoining
THE CURB
*°d get together.
Chg. the theatre on tho right, formerly
Sale*. HlKh. Low /Mst
Thursday—
2,000
8%
Goldwyn
occupied as a restaurant by Hcversi
All these things
are more or less
Friday—
& Keisenweber, and other catering
-remote and concern only the funda- Goldwyn
6\ 8% 8%
2.200
concerns.
He will operate it as a
Saturday-?
mentals of business. More imme1.R0O
8% 8* fl'4 - %
Goldwyn
bathing pavilion. The bathing pajjiate in Its
Mondn v—
effect upon stock mar9*
will
be ready for business
1*00
vilion
8\4
Jet prices is the financial backing Goldwyn
Tuosdnv—
or.
about .June 15.
Loew and the possibilities of
liuiid.iy
Wednesday—
manipulation.
Strong Wall Street Goldwyn
A
8
V,
S.200
8*
Miss MacDonough's Final Decree
interests are
deeply Interested in
L,°ew's
Ethel MacDonough- received her
*«,,««•
nnrt must
«,.~.*
i»
#~- Spanish Singer for Vaudeville Tour
and
for
support
it
C. P.
of divorce fr^j
their own
Jose Morlche, a Spanish tenor final decree
protection. If these interWor e dissatisfied to the point who has achieved great success in Stockhtuse la*t week. The action
JrJwanting
nctross
the
October,
last
heard
i\a*
parj»
to get out of tho enter- tho Lat in -American countries,
and asking for the
prise the.
mos^ likely thing to hap- ticularly Mexico, has been signed waiving alimony
restoration of hor madden name
Uld
be ^ campaign to send for a tour of Keith vaudeville next
?°
thn
granted.
no "lock
court
the
which
up t^a level where these season.

+%
-%

S

,

!?

+%

BATHS

•

—

•

f

BUSHMAN

AND

TWO ROAD SHOWS

ficulties.

X.

BEVERLY BAYNE
in

"POOR RICH MAN," by EDWIN BURKE
KEITH'S PALACE,

NEW YORK

Next Week (June
Direction:

D00LEY SEQUEL

PIER VAUDEVILLE
Markus Booking Over 8ummer
Former

2)

LEWIS * GORDON

for

Cincinnati

Keith's, Atlantic City

Girl

The Garden Pier theatre (formerunder the
Progressive
which J. A.

ly Keith's) Atlantic City,

management
Amusement

Waxman

of
Co.,

the
of

general manager, will
install vaudeville for the summer,
commencing June 24. The pier theatre will play a two-a-day fullweek policy, booked by Fally Maris

Brings

8uit

for

$7,500 Against Palace

Cincinnati,

May

31.

As a

sequel to the row between
Bill
Dooley,
comedian at the
Palace, and three girls in the

audience

last

Plucker, aged

20,

week,

Margaret

of 4204 34th street,

Oakley, a Cincinnati suburb,

filed

suit for $7,500 damages against the
Tho house played Keith vaude- Palace Amusement Co., declaring
ville for several seasons, the Keith she was one of the trio and allegleaso (held by the Stanley Co.), ex- ing that she was ejected by two
piring at tho time the house was ushers. The "humiliation," accordpurchased by its present owners.
ing to Miss Plucker, has made her
exceedingly nervous and her repu-

kus.

tation
and character has been
damaged.
Walter Duchl, who has been at
Dooley said the girls annoyed him
Saranac Lake, N. Y., was reported l»y laughing almost continuously
dying Wednesday. He had been un- during his act, and at the wrong
conscious several days, Duehl went time. Miss Plucker charged that the
to tho mountain resort six months ushers threatened to have her arago in an effort to allay tubercu- rested. While walking out of the
losis.
Ho was formerly manager of theatre, she asserts, she fainted and
unconscious half an hour.
tho Wilson Avenue theatre, Chicago, was
but camo to New York several years Dooley did not complete his week's
i
engagement at the 1 'a lacs.
ago.

BUEHL REPORTED DYING

•

VAUDEVILLE
FINKELSTEIN

& RUBEN

ACCUSED

CHAS.

C.

SHAY ELECTED;

Friday, June

ORPHEUM CIRCUITS

1822

2,

2 POLICIES

FAVORS NO DECREASES

OF UNJUST CANCELLATIONS

A.

I.

T.

S.

E.

IN EFFECT

Convention

FOR NEXT SEASON

Refers Matters of Policy

Several Acts Charge Northwestern Managers Did Not
Honor Play or Pay Contracts Booked by Mor-

—

ganstern in Chicago
A communication

received by VaIN
through an edipaper on May 19,
headed "Damages by Cancellation,"
LIGHT
several acts suffering what they allege to have been an unjust cancellation by Finklestein & Ruben of
Minneapolis and St. Paul, prompted Vaudeville Before Nine O'clock

stated

riety

torial

AIRDROMES

STAGES

that

this

in

ACCOUNT

them

to write the letter.

When

Finklestein & Ruben play vaudeIn the two cities, booked by
representative, Charles W.
their
Morganstern, in the western booking agency of Shubert vaudeville,
Morganstern issued
Chicago.
In
the acts pay-or-play contracts for
full
two
weeks for the firm, one
week to be played in each of the

SAYING

Pictures Are

Shown

ville

Local airdrome owners in several
instances have installed stages for
the purpose of playing vaudeville
in conjunction with their picture
policy during the

cities.

A

The letter charges the acts were
to have played May 7 week i 1 Minneapolis and the following week in
It states the acts opened
St. Paul.
May 7 at Minneapolis; that Manager Hooley of Finklestein & Ruben's Palace, St. Paul, went over to
Minneapolis to see the bill, and
after seeing the performance canceled three of the acts.

number

of

summer.
open-air

theatres

have been forced to remain closed,
duo to the daylight saving laws,
which make it impossible to show
pictures before nine o'clock.
In
several vaudeville is played the
early part of the evening, the acts
not being affected by daylight.
By the time the vaudeville portion of the bill Is completed it is
sufficiently dark to show pictures.

acts also claim that at Hoosuggestion,
Finklestsein
&
Ruben immediately held a meeting
At which it was decided to go into
a split week policy at both houses.
This was done, says the letter,
without any effort on the part of
the firm or Morganstern to protect
the acts holding the play -or- pay
contracts for full weeks.

The

No

Chas. C. Shay was elected president of the International Alliance
of Stage Employes and Moving Picture Machine Operators last Friday
at the twenty-sixth convention of
the organization held in Cincinnati.
Mr. Shay's only opponent for the
executive office was James Lemke,
who was a candidate for re-election.
Shay's vote was about twice and
one-half times as much as Lemke's.
The only other change in the executive officers was the election of
E. J. Tierney, of Youngstown, as
fifth vice-president.
Tierney succeeded H. C. Hollinger. Tierney was
not opposed. Frank Lemaster was
re-elected treasurer without opposition.

make Shay's

This will

as president of the
tion is
1924.

for

I.

A.

eighth term

The

elecin

two years, expiring

BERNSTEIN-McMAHON CASE
The

Sam

Bernstein
against "Paddy" McMahon, the New
Britai
Conn., theatre owner, for
$2,400, salary claimed by Bernstein
for booking McMahon's Keeney's
theatre in that town, is on the calendar for hearing before the Supreme Court, New York. McMahon
was served in the action some time
ago, though the case has been
pending for nearly three years.
Bernstein is represented by former
Assemblyman Sensheimer.

A

complaint was registered, it Is
but up to the date of the letnothing had been
27)
heard about it.
The names of the acts holding
play-or-pay contracts and that did
play St. Paul are given as Belmont's Mannikins, Prof. Armand
("Fall
of
Rheims"), Urownstore,
Doherty and Shone, Jack Levy's
Orchestra, Ray Conklin, Noble and
Brooks, Hite and Kettow, Rocco
said,

(May

suit

of

PANTAGES CUTS OUT

5th

SHOW

San Francisco, May

Bros.

31.

be taken on suel. matters during the
of June 8, in Cincinnati, the
executive board of the I. A. meeting
there while the American Federation of Labor convention is in ses-

week

Shay went on record in his acceptance speech, and the convention
endorsed his stand, that the I. A.
would hold a pat hand at least as
far r.s wages and conditions are concerned.
This means no reduction
for traveling crews that now receive $62.50 weekly will be agreed
to by tlie I. A. Tor next season.

The election fight between Shay
and Lemke was rated as the bitterest in the history of the organization. At first it was thought'Lemke
would withdraw, intimations to that
effect having been made by the*
Lemke backers. Lemke, however, if
having any intention of withdrawing, changed fell mind and put up a
stiff

fight

for the office.

Pantages, Oakland, has eliminated
the feature film from the regular
program and is using short reel
comedy instead.
The continuous
show policy also has been cut on

full

Francisco theatre.

Miss Tanguay's salary will be

MISS TANGUAY IN BUFFALO

The Lafayette, Buffalo, playing a
week at 50 cents top is after
The house is
Sundays and holidays. During the name headliners.
Dancers Cancel Palace When Band other days of the week one show booked by Wayne Christie of the
Sun,
Gus
New
Vork
exchange, who
two
and
afternoons
the
is
given
in
Is Left Out of Act
The fifth Sunday show has accepted Eva Tanguay for the
at night.
Hackett and Delmar failed to has been cut out also from the San Lafayette for the week of June 12.

HACKETT DELMAR MIXUP

open at the Palace
conspicuously

this week,

billed.

though

Split

Weeks, Juniors Routed With Big Time

Orpheums
3 Full

—Juniors

Week

to

KEITH OFFICES ACQUIRE

FOUR READE HOUSES
Hip's Lease in Cleveland Goes

Back

to Keith's

— Houses

to Be on Big

Be More Small Timers —
Time Shows

Juniors on Big

Time

The Orpheum Circuit will have
two distinct policies for its Orpheum
and Junior Orpheum houses next
season.
The routes now being issued by the local Orpheum office do
not include any Junior Orpheum
split week houses, covering only
solid week stands.
The Hennepin,
St. Paul; Main Street, Kansas City,
and Golden Gate, San Francisco, all

week Juniors, are included in
main Orpheum routes.
The split week houses are being

full

the

A deal was consummated this booked out of Chicago almost exbetween
"Walter
Reade clusively, which indicates the calibre
(Rosenberg) and the Keith inter- of the shows w'll be small
time.
ests whereby four Reade theatres Last season the Junior bills
were on
will become Keith
ntrolled with a par with the bills of the
senior
Reade retaining an interest in each. houses, most acts playing both.
The
The houses involved include the lower admission prevailing at the
Hippodrome, Cleveland, at present Junior Orpheums in addition to
the
playing Keith vaudeville, and which feature pictures being shown
was
was to have gone over to Reads said to have hurt business at some
July 1.
The Reade Hippodrome of the older big time stands.
leaso has been purchased by the
The New York office will continue
Keith interests. It is reported they to route the Orpheum Circuit and
will
continue vaudeville in the the three full weeks on the Junior
house.
According to the present list. Last season the routes conplans, the present two-a-day policy tained big and splits alike.
will be moved to the new Keith
house now under construction in
Cleveland and a continuous policy
NO. 802 LOCATED
installed at the Hippodrome.
Tho other houses are the Capitol, New Musicians' Recognized Local
Moves Into Own Headquarters
Trenton, N. J., secured upon the
completion of a merger of realty
The Associated Musicians of
interests in that city last week;
State, New Brunswick, N. J., and Greater New York, Local No. 802 of
the
American Federation of Musithe Main Street, Asbury Park. The
three Jersey houses at present play cians, established itself in its new
split week vaudeville independently headquarters in the Fisk Building,
booked. They will commence play- 57th street and Broadway, this
ing Keith shows June 12.
Charles week. In addition to administrative
Bryant, general manager of .the offices the new No. 802 quarters
Reade houses, will make his office embrace an assembly hall and enin the Keith offices of the Palace gagement exchange of some 8,000
Theatre building and book the feet floor space.
This means 802 has landed a renewly acquired theatres.
Reade has not disposed of his taliatory blow of great strategic imother houses in Asbury Park and portance on the old local No. 310,
which it succeeded as the New York
Long Branch.
local in the Ar. erican Federation of
Musicians, when President Joseph
FOX HOUSES ALL OPEN
The Fox theatres in the metropoli- N. Weber ousted the former 310 for
insubordination.
Heretofore, Local
tan district will remain open over
802 members were forced to utilize
the summer, with the exception of
the 310 (M. M. P. U.) assembly hall
the Albemarle, Brooklyn, playing
or engagement exchange when seekpictures, which closed Wednesday
ing work. This made the M. If. P.
night. The Albe.narle's policy for
U. building on 86th street a ren«
next season is undecided. It may be
dezvous, with the pick of New
pop vaudeville.
York'e musical talent congregating
week

<

All wage scab increases were referred to the incoming executive
board for action. Resolutions calling for increased pay ranging from
10 to 25 per cent, for traveling stage
carpenters, property men and electricians were presented. Action will

sion.

ley's

ter

Executive Board

to

$2,500.

Through

there daily.

misunderstanding or a change of
plans in the booking office, the new
turn was billed without its band,
the Syncopated Serenaders, and o.i
inquiry they were informed that the
salary set was with a view of their
playing without the band.
Contracts with the musicians made
this impractical, and the dancers

With their own assembly hall and
engagement exchange, the 802 mem-

withdrew.

exchange will gradually drop out,
with a large loss of membership
apparently looming up
the
for
M. M. P. IT.

bers will not now find it necessary
to use the former 310 hall at all.
This in turn probably means that a
number of 802 members who have
held membership in M. M. P. U,
principally on account of the advantages offered by tho engagement

LOEWS OTTAWA FORECLOSED
Montreal,

May

31.

A

dispatch from Ottawa says:
'Judgment in a mortgage action
brottght some time ago by the Bryfion Estate Limited, against Loew's
Ottawa Theatre Limited, was fore-

.

interests

day night.
Nearly 1,000

have five or
which they can

redeem the mor'gage.

make any statement

in

Harry

forces for several years, acting in
He formerly
Keith's Colonial, transferring to the Bronx house.

regard to

a managerial capacity.

managed

WHITEMAN FOR

Posthumous Daughter
the fair and circus
died suddenly in Balti-

eight

Allen,

agent who

of MphyxiatiOn a few months
beeume tin- mother of a daughter

last week.
Mrs. Allen is still running her husband's booking business in the Astor Theatre building,
having taken a partner.
Allen's daughter, who returned to
New York on her father's death,
has quit the business and is in a

commercial position.

8

WEEKS

Paul Whiteman's Band

J.

more
ago,

Bronx

A silver service was presented to
the guest of honor by his friends.
Darling has been with the Keith

*

foreclosure, and said that he
would have to await further instructions from Montreal.
Allen's

citizens of the

among them Toastmaster
Edward Flynn, Billy Gibson

and Benny Leonard.

the

Mrs. Catherine Allen, widow of

Given

attended,
Sheriff

T. C. Bate, vice-president of the
theatre company, which is a Canadcorporation,
stated
ian
that
at
present he was in a position to

Manager

Al Darling, manager of Keith's
Royal, New York city, is to be married some time next month.
The
fact leaked out when a "send-off"
dinner was staged for the manager
at the Hotel Commodore Wednes-

still

six weeks' grace In

Royal's

Send-Off Banquet

closed at the court house."
The amount of principal owing to
the Bryson Estate Limited, was
shown to be $150,000 and unpaid
Interest $4,500. The foreclosure was
signed by John Bishop, K. C, the
local master. Though the mortgage
has been legally foreclosed, the
thea'.re

DARLING^SJ)INNER

Keith's

MILDRED HARRIS
(FORMERLY MRS. CHARLIE CHAPLIN)
In her successful vaudeville act,

"MOVIE MAD"
LEWIS and GORDON.

Presented by

weeks at

the

may

Palace,

play

New

The
York,
beginning July
17.
musician is asking $5,000 weekly for
the summer engagement, it being
planned to double the band into
other metropolitan houses while the
Palace run is on.
_
If the bookings of the other houses
can coincide with the Palace engagement, the turn will be routed
this week. Whiteman is now at the

New
.......

Palais Royal,
!

York.
I

"~X

4

^^M
June

iday,

2,

BURLESQUE

1922

BEDIMS "CHUCKLES" POSSIBILITY

FOR LONDON SUMMER RUN

London

—Can

Weekly
Negotiations

between
on
and Jean Bedini,

are

Charles B. Cochran
Courville acting for
with Albert de
for the Bedini
Cochrane, calling
1922," to be
ihow "Chuckles of
London this sumbrought intact to
at the Oxrun
six-weeks'
for a

mer

The cable sent by de Cour-

outlining the
show
London offer for the Bedini
incjuding
cast,
original
the
calls for
McCullough. scenery,
Clark and
over to Lonprops, etc., to be sent

M.

vil'e to

FOR COLUM. PRODUCERS
Meeting Decided on Increase

—Generally

S.

Bentham

Attended

FORMER CHORUS GIRL

Up Producers — Asks and

ELUDES UP-STATE COPS

Answers Pertinent Question

Sam

—

Oxford,

SCRIBNElTS LETTER

t

Jacking

Scribner sent a heavy bar-

rage into the rail;* of the Columbia producers this week in the form
of a circular letter which bluntly

Mrs. Beatrice Jones, 22, Keeps

Things Moving

the travelling producers many
had kept business away from tho
Columbia houses through the poor
quality of shows presented.
told

by Members

Cochran Negotiating Original Production,
Clark and McCullough Wanted for

B.

Including

ford

% ADDED ON TERMS

The playing terms

Colum-

of the

Into
IloiiL.es

— Escapes

Canada

Point, N.

Y. May

31.

The letter in effect particularly
State troopari and other police
mentioned tho practice of some of Officials in this section are seeking
the road producers putting on old Mrs. Beatrice Jones, 22 years old. a
and stereotyped bits season after former burlesque chorus girl, who
season.
The letter further states escaped from police custody near
owners and managers was held
the burlesque goer is "wise" and here.
The girl is reported to be
Wednesday, following which it was cannot
be kidded any longer, the re- the illegitimate daughter of un Italreported a 5 per cent, tilt in favor
sults of last season proving that.
NO. 2
ian count and has a lengthy police
of the shows had been decided upon.
•'Why did one show average $7,000 record. She has earned the sobria week and another average but quet of "the female Raffles" by her
B. B. 0.
$1,000 a week on the season last daring exploits.
GOETZ'S FRANCHISE
year with both shows playing the
Mrs. Jones was in the custody of
May Produce "As You Were" for same houses?" the letter queries. the police on a train near Laconia
Latter Scheduled to Dissolve
The
answer
follows
and say. "Be- on the way to Albion to serve a
Burlesque Bentham Interested
cause one company gave a good en- three -year sentence, and made a
No. 2 With 20
tertainment and the other show was spectacular escape in a motor car,
E. Ray Goetz. the legitimate pronot good."
which, driven by a male accomplice,
Weeks for Krauses
ducer and husband of Irene BorThe Scribner letter carries the had followed the train from Malone.
doni, was reported as having been
usual post -season warning that if The escape, in itself, was startling;,
awarded a Columbia Circuit franThe Burlesque Hooking Otflce cor- chise,
the
hows are i ot up to standard but the police were amazed when
which he was to operate in
poration la scheduled to be dissolved
they will be thrown out.
they learned that, while they were
conjunction with M. S. Bentham.
within a week or two. This is the
watching the State roads in other
Goetz, according to report, is to rebooking corporation formed to book
sections, the former show girl had
vive a burlesque version of "As
shows in the houses that seceded You
broken through a network of State
Were"' for the Columbia wheel. COLUMBIA, N. Y.,
from the American wheel when the
troopers long enough to return to
spiit-up between that organization
a Malone hotel and hand back to a
waitress a curling iron and some
and the Columbia Amusement Co. AM. STOCKHOLDERS' MEETING
money she had borrowed.
happened during the middle of last
The annual
oekholders' meeting
Receiving a tip that Mrs. Jones
season.
of the American Burlesque circuit
was in Malone, the State troopers
That the 15. B. O. will pass does grill be held Friday.
Election of
not mean there will not be a No. 2 :>ttlcers and other routine matters Broadway's Burlesque House dashed in post haste to the hotel
where she had stopped, but arrived
burlesque circuit next season. It il will be disposed of.
Will Reopen with the
'on late.
As a matter of fact, the
understood a coterie of burlesque
It is understood the annual reNew Season
State policemen reached the scene
men, headed by the Kraus brothers,
by the olllcers to the stockt
just as the girl, waving her hand
who operate the Olympic, 14th street. holders will have to be postponed.
at
them from the auto of her
New York, are lining uo a circuit owing to the bankruptcy proceedTour Columbia wheel shows and
friend, speeded away toward the
of theatres that will embrace 20 ings against the American circuit.
house.; playing list week, and but
Canadian line.
weeks, and will p'.ay burlesque at
The final hearing in the bank- tWO the current week.
"Tit for
The girl and a man who gave the
75 cents top.
ruptcy matter is scheduled for dune rat," at the Columbia,
New York. name of Charles Brennan were arThe general plan of the proposed 7 before ex -Judge Henry
lie
/ast wecU, d'd very poorly, grossrested after the pair had engaged In
No. 2 week will call for about 20 combo.
ing about $4,500. The matinees were
a boisterous street argument which
shows, with each to play over the
especially lad. due to baseball and
terminated
in blows.
with
Mrs. Jones,
season,
a
the
twice
in
circuit
shore resorts opposition. The show
because of having a police record, it
change of bill for the return en- MARION ENGAGES D. COLEMAN itself was not rated
above
passwas said, received a three-year sengagement.
Dave Marion has engaged Dan able, which, with the
weather and tence, while Brennan drew a fine.
The cities that will be played will Coleman as principal comic for one competition, tended to depress
at- Brennan feigned hostility to the exof the Marion Columbia shows next
be in the east.
tendance. The Columbia, New York.
chorister and offered to expiate her
The Star and Gayety. Brooklyn. season. Coleman was with Harry Is dark this week and
will not re- delivery
to the penal Institution by
will not be included in the proposed Hastings for upwards of ten years, open
until September, when the
driving her. in company with a
No. 2 wheel, as both houses were but did not play burlesque last sea- regular wheel season
Starts.
policeman, to Malone in his car.
sub-let last week to Sam Raymond, son.
Barney Gerard's "Follies of the where she was to meet a
marshal
Marion has purchased the Zicgfeld Day.
representative for Mrs. Ren Kahn.
in its second week at the from tbe
Athlon jail.
When the
11)21"
will
and
equipment
the
"Follies
for
acting
and understood to be
Gayety, Boston, got slightly under
The two Brooklyn bouses use it for his Columbia shows next $7,500. This was a drop of about train pulled out of Malone he follatter.
lowed in the machine until, at Lawill play the same policy of stock season.
$'i00
under the first week.
The conia. Mrs. Jones jumped from a
burlesque that the late Ben Kahn
Gerard gross is considered good for window of the train and escaped
Anna Spiers Dies of Pneumonia
played so successfully for a numthe season of the ye ir and condi- with him
In his high-powered car.
ber of years at the Union Square.
Anna Spears, known in burlesque tions. The Gerard otnee conducted
The pair figured in skirmishes
New York. The Raymond sub -lease as a mem! vr of the chorus of a an extra publicity campaign during with
police in Adirondack towns,
taking
is for three years, Raymond
number of wheel shows, died last the week and will continue as long and the local police exchanged shots
over the three remaining years of week in New York. Death w;is due as the show remains.
It
helped with them as they sped through
Columbia Amusement Co.'s to pneumonia.
the
Daniel Lahy, her business considerably.
Rouses Point.
It
is
believed the
lease of the houses from the Hyde husband, survives.
Bedinis "Chuckles of 1922" at the couple are safe over
the Canadian
& Behman interests.
Burial was in Albany from the Empire, Newark, last
week, did border.
wheel home of the uncle of the deceased.
about $6,500. "Chuckles" is underThe proposed No. , 2,
lined in the Boston, Gayety, newssponsored by the Krauses will not
OLYMPIC CASTS CHANGE
play the semi-stock policy followed Minsky's Change at Wintergarden paper billing as "coming," but no
The stock cast headed by Harry
the
move
will
by the B. B. O., but
Wintergarden on Hous- date is mentioned. The Gerard Steppe and Harry O'Neal closed nt
Minsky's
show is at the Gayety this week.
entire company from stand to stand
the Olympic, New York, Saturday
ton street. New York, closed its
It3 continuance depends on busiweekly, including the choristers.
after a four weeks' run. The new
stock burlesque season Saturday,
The plan of keeping the same and will reopen tomorrow (Satur- ness.
cast which opened Monday includes
'immie Cooper's show at Hurtig
chorus girls at a given stand day) with an all-colored organizaFrankie Hunter, Lew Dean and
permanently as followed by the tion, headed by Creamer and Leigh- & Seamon's got about $4,000 last several
other
Columbia
wheel
week. The Cooper show and "Tit
B. B. O. last season was not suc- ton, in "Strut Miss Lizzie."
people.
for Tat have closed f ?r the season.
cessful, audiences tiring of the same
The Olympic will try for an nil
"Chuckles" is at Hurtig & Seamon's
faces.
summer run this season, with
Maxwell's Columbia Wheel Show
this week.
It is likely that another No. 2
change of people every third or
burlesque
to
new
name
Another
wheel will be organized in the west,
fourth week.
was added to '.he list
Burlesque Club's Annual Election
with the shows of the eastern No. 2 production
of Columbia wheel producers for
interchanging.
The annual election of officers of Thrown by Street Car Into Auto
next season, this week, when Joe
Frank (Bud) Williamson (burthe Burlesque club was held yesterMaxwell was awarded a show.
day (June 1). The present incum- lesque) was struck by an Kighth
COLUMBIA INCREASES CAPITAL
bents are I. H. Herk, president; avenue street car May 25 and cataJames Cooper, vice president; E. pulted into an auto. He was moved
Albany, N. Y., May 31.
Thomas
Beatty, secretary. m he lat- to the Flower hospital, where an
capithe
increase
to
certificate
A
Lftdf Greon, leader of the Man Hater
Pauline Harer ter is filling out the term of the examination found his injuries to
tal stock of the Columbia AmuseClub
be painful, but not serious.
late Ben Kahn.
ment Company from $250,000 to Miss Gray, a member of the club
Hattle Ueall
Burlesque Circuit are to be
given a general tilt upward in favor
of the shows for next season.
A
joint meeting of producers, house
bia

Gross £3,000 ($14,000)

BURLESQUE WHEEL

WILL REPLACE

—

—New

:

don.

The cable further states the capermits of
pacity of the Oxford

playing to a gross of
pounds a week, at popular
about $14.0C0
prices. This would be
money.
in American
"Chuckles"
3 000

Bedid.'s reply is said t.;
for a guarantee of

have

about
transportation
$3,500 a week, with
the
understood
is
It
way-.
both
English manager is agreeable to
asked

which

paying the transportation,
would amount to some $15,000

to

round trip.
Clark and McCullough are under
Harris for the new
Sam
contract to
Music Box show, with rehearsals
probably starting around the middle
By making close conof August.
and McCullough
Clark
nections
could make the trip with the show
between June 12 or thereabouts,
play in London for six weeks and
$18,000 for the

New York in time for
Box rehearsals.
of
engagement
overseas
The
"Chuckles" hangs on the question
whether Cochran will agree to a
guarantee, the matter to be settled
quickly one way or the other.
Should the "Chuckles" deal go
through, it will mark the first time
an American burlesque show has
ever played in London.
get back in
their Music

MAURICE KANE'S

SHOW

Operate on Franchise Controlled by P. 3. Clark Estate
Maurice Kane, executive in the

Will

Hurtig & Seamon office and in
charge of the firm's production enterprises for several years, is to
produce and operate a show en the
Columbia
wheel
next
season.
Kane's show will be operated on the
franchise controlled by the Peter
8. Clark estate, on which Arthur
Pearson played "Bits of Broadway"
•n the Columbia circuit last season.
The other franchise operated by
Pearson, on which he played "Step
Lively Girls" in partnership with
George Jaffe last season, is controlled
by Phil Sheridan.
Jaffe
bought out Pearson's interest in the
fStep Lively Girls" toward the end
•f last season, and through an arrangement with Phil Sheridan. Jaffe
will operate the show Individually
for the remaining two years of the
franchise.

DOLLY WINTERS SHOOTS SELF
Cleveland, May 31.
Dolly Winters, show girl, appearing at the Star here, shot herself In
oer room at the Hanna
Hotel Friday evening.
On her dresser was

*

note,

addressed to "Lorrain."

It

read:

have been planning this for
The road is too hard for
»« to travel. Don't let me die a
iS2er Notif V Mrs. Louise Myfus,
11829 Twelfth street.
Detroit."
She was taken to Lakeside Hospital, where
it was found a bullet
nad pierced her
left side, narrow-

CLOSED

TTrFORTAT';DiD$45CO
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IRVING PLACE STOCK

$500,000

was

filed

the

at

of

offlce

Secretary of State John J. Lyons
this week by Attorney Leon Laski
of 160 Broadway.

New York

City.

"I

V

missing the heart.
Police say she told
£e.en twice
married.

them she bad
Her first husjrand's name
was Wintringham She
obtained a divorce
from him and
carried

OLYMPIC STOCK
Tony

Sp.Ti?('Ui

.

Null McHOOb
IT. Tcllom

.CtiarJei

.

.Virginia Ware
...Kitty Warren

.

.

.

.

Seymour.

Teaiie Swert
(.'utie

llol»

Hon.

Weston

•George Nalmola
Joe I.iUHC
.Prank YYtrano

Trutt

Im.i Pearli
1'mcci1;i

.Frank Hunter

Lew Dean

......

So-vp Hru'lie
Will IT. BtfOOd..,

Tommy

.

,

.It h.j
.

.

.

e

Kece

Jar<|iie Wilwtll

.»

"

!

nii-iu.

the character of a theatre with
bill. ><> that it will
not settle down In the mind of the
llth Street clientele it is a Mod!
house. The management has gone
so far as 10 give a preference to
chorus girls of distinctly stock* rxt;tin

weekly Change of

Brooklyn Stock Winds Up
H ° :)kms °n. in Hie Browns vnile
section of Brooklyn. X.
Y..
burt «m«# stock for the list
'

CJ
oul

'reeks, closed

Saturday nighty

Johnny Kane

new door

tender.. Joe Hose
.Irving Lewis

wrong

burlesque

Stock

week

in

in

is

at the Irving Place,

third

its

with busi-

ness continually on the increase, according to Mike Kelly and other
hOUSC attaches.
The theatre is a bit out ot the
way and will require considerable
ballyhoolng to get them in. but once
in they should get the habit.
The entertainment Tuesday ran

of
The Olympic has assembled for smoothly without any semblance
and next week an entirely new ad libbing. although the book has

this

John Tlppleton last Decern
company, headed by Frank Hunter,
s;iU1 sne had a ^'-'-year-old
Only one member remains from the
Virorganisation,
stock
in Boyal Oaks, a suburb original
or Detroit.
combinaginia Ware, who plays
In an effort
tion of SOUbret and prima donna.
to save her life.
to be the policy of the
Whence Satchel!* blackface com- It appearskeen
away from the stock
house to
,h< star tW* v.<eu. nave Ins
frequent change
to
idea,
encourage
b,*"
ood in ;i
transfusion operation of faces and titles.
is to re«
purpose
the
tfeemtngly

day

also looking for hia wife....

IJIup,

Abe Cohen, always

Zii*
cnud living

11

Joe Cunningham

Mr

Ail.im Souse, the

Weeks.

'

P.lue. also a member. Margie Pennltte
Rosa Rosollla
Ilia* Love, a Hinger
Mr. (Jray. looking for hia wife

Miss

,

lContiiLUjL-oL_oj'

page -7>

Joe
changed each Monday.
Rose Is the producer and principal
street
llth
around
Rose is a favorite
having been one of the principal
comics at Kahn's Union Square for
been

seasons.
include

several

The

rest

Pauline

COmpahy

of

the

Harer.

Hat tie Heal!, soubret-ingenue; Margie Pennltte, ingenue.
and Rosa Itosellia, who possesses
•oubrct;

the voi

women

•«

Of the trOUPe.

Cap

*ing

All Of the

and are loug on
include John-

The men

appearance
Kane, juvenile
ny

straight;

Jnc

straight, and Irving
Lewis, second comedian, in l Hebrew character that Just about
(Continued an page l'7>

Cunningham

TWO

VIOLET
GIRLS

nnd LOIS
FROM THE GOLDEN WEST

l)id you t'ver see an act that you would really LIKE to give a cortWell we have JUST that kind of an act-ask Leo Fitzgerald
lr.it to?
of the Marinelli ofhec.
Wc- cordially invite all mat lagers to s«><' pur n't at MOSS* Franklin,
New Stork, this week (juiic i-i>.

<

I

lllll

WORTHAM'S WORLD'S BEST SHOWS
St. Louis,

May

31.

Strict adherence to a policy that
Invites complimentary credentials
official! and the police,
instead of interference for misuse

from public

'carnival," Wortham's
World's Beet Shows easily displays
to the visitor why it how a rating
of being ono of the strongest and
most satisfactorily arrayed outfits
under its system of management.
Under the auspices of the Ameri-

of the

name

with a 12-piccc band for good measure.

CARNIVAL AGGREGATION

The "Bearded
Link" and cage

Circus

Man

Agent

Note Becomes
Cooper Rialto

of

for

Shows

sale.

The concessions are run without
any grift. All running under the
term of "Merchandise Wheels," and
exhibiting such things as canary
birds In cages, beaded bags, Indian
blankets, Japanese baskets, dolls,

Known throughout the open-air
field as a promoter of indoor circuses and formerly general manager

is put on in the
with at least 65 monform of a
keys on display, with 30 of them
actually working. The usual monkey
stunts ate done, the monkey band,

A monkey

circus

pit,

etc.

The auto drome makes a tremendous appeal to the young and old,
and especially so to the mechani-

cally inclined. A pcrpendiclar circle,
40 feet high, is used for the actual
riding, the riding being done by two

men and two women

miniature
automobiles and regulation motorin

o 1 o fl

Another pit show Is "Dido Park"
and the "White Mice Palace." Dido
Bark is an entire amusement park
layed out in miniature mechanical
form, while the White Mice Palace
jue real white mice going through
various paces. A magic show with
14 people, showing various illusions,
mind reading, answering of quesetc.,

Hofer,

owners, with

Lady,"

said to be
the largest individual carnival man
and owner in the United States,
having taken a leading part in outdoor attractions.
The two shows
carrying his own name are said to
be the biggest of their kind.
C. A. Wortham himself is looked
upon by all carnival men as a leader
whoso first principlo in running his
organizations is clean shows, posi-

Toronto,

May

bathing beach
here opens June
the manager.

15.

MIGHTY

SHOWS

SOLD TO

BERNARD!

are

21,

much

The

title

Bernardi

has been changed
Greater
Shows.

is

Over

Played

May

31.

dailies

heart of the town.
The affair is
givta for the benefit of the disabled
veterans* of the world war, and there
is a small tent at one corner of the

grounds

where the vets
watch proceedings. There

sit
is

and
some

public feeling against the carnival
locating itself directly in front of
the city hall, as it has, and it is
probable that editorial attention

to the

This

he has suffered a fractured skull, a
broken left shoulder, and that silver wires which reinforced three of
his ribs following a similar accident a year ago. had been torn

week the carnival is at Garfield, will be given it.
When the negro manager of the
N. J., and will play Morristown,
''°} d
la " ta " on sh ™s" with the
N. J., next week (June 5).
I
£
lt
Harry Mohr, brother of Mrs. J°l? n_T. ^McCaslin Carnival Shows
the
(on
Civic Center Plaza) struck
Brunen, and another carnival man
loose.
named Powell are awaiting trial of an eight-year-old white girl with a
After Wilson completed his dive the murder of Brunen at his home brick last night a mob of 200 white
Sunday night he arose and walked in Mt. Holly, N. J., last March. men attacked him. It was only
to his dressing room, but collapsed
Brunen was shot dead while seated after a battle that the police were
v

shortly
is

His condition

afterward.

serious.

|

at a table on the ground floor of his
house, his murderer shooting him

through a window.

NO CALI0PE IN WHEELING

able to rescue the negro.
The negro, Cecil Carter, saw the
girl, Catherine Bradley, 507 North
Exeter street, peering under the
flop of his tent

Wheeling, W. Va., May 31.
ordinance making it unlawful
for a circus to play its caliope
within the city limits of the city
has been passed by the city coun-

LEAVES BERNSTEIN'S TROUPE

concert each night before the performance.

Monks, also with th0 Uernstein outfit,
also went to Porto Rico with

An

Joe Woods' "Mimic World,' a

girl

According to

show.

witnesses, he shied a brick at the
girl and struck her on the temple.
Carter then came outside of his
tent and was forced to beat a hasty
retreat from a crowd of men who
were crying "Get him." The negro

San Domingo
some weeks ago with Freeman
Bernstein's carnival company, has
cil here.
Show boats are also prohibited split away from the unit and is now was rescued by a patrolman and
Frank RafTn's
from giving the customary caliope in Porto Rico.
act which he took to

tho

San Francisco, May

Herman

Heller,

who

is

31.

recently re-

signed as leader of the California
theatre orchestra, will conduct at
Pacific

the
park.

City,

amusement

Words show.

The balance of the Bernstein arty
still in San Domingo, being last
reported at San Pe d ro-Macoris.
The shows with the outfit have
;

CONDUCTING AT SAN MATEO

new San Mateo

done mediocre business, the natives,
however, patronizing the merchandise booths which arc a part of the
carnival.

taken to the central police station,
where he was charged with assault.
Two concessions connected with
the same show were ordered closed
yesterday and a number of alleged
cappers, men and women, were
driven out.
The cappers were
driven out after they had been
watched for several hours by the
police, who say that after each
game the cappers always came out
in the lead.

Monday

night, according to the
cappers were caught slipping through the back of the booth
the articles which they had apparently won by chance when playing with the crowd before the booth.
police,

CIRCUS ROUTES
Walter

Ringiing Bros.-B. B.

June 2-3, Cleveland; June 5, Niagara Falls; 6, Geneva; 7, Syracuse; 8, Watertown;' 9, Utica. N.
Y.;

10,

Pittsfield,

week (June

12),

June

2,

Following

Mass.

L.

Main

Marlboro;

Waltham,

3,

Mass.
Cole Bros.

June 2, Norwood; 3, Morla; 5,
Chautauqua; 6, Rouse's Point, N. Y.

Boston.

Selli- Floto

June

2-3,

Lynn;
Lawrence;

Boston; June

Hagenbeck- Wallace

6,

Salem; 7, Haverhill; 8,
Manchester; 10, Lowell, Mass.

June 3, Plattsburgh, N. Y.; 5-6,
Montreal, Can.; 7, Ottawa; 8, Cornwall;

Abe Solman

The

#

May

at Electric park,

more serious than first reported.
An X-ray examination showed that

31.

resort and
at 'Sunnyside near

Baltimore,

The attachment was served on the
show owners here Saturday by

The mighty Doris and Colonel
Francis Ferari's Shows (combined)
CONDITION SERIOUS
have been sold by the widow of
Kansas City, May 31.
The injuries received by Charles John Brunen to Mrs. Felice Ber(Daredevil) Wilson in a high dive
nard!.

6,

The new amusement

Up

Far from Center of City

three riding devices.

9,

NEW TORONTO PARK

Worked

— Formerly

due.

is

tively.

Location

—

Homer Jones

Wortham

Baltimore

bond.

manager.
Clarence A.

FRONT OF CITY HALL

East Liverpool Legion members
and Moose Lodge of Wellsvllle obtained the attachment and filed
suit for $2,000, which they allege,
is

1922

CARNIVAL FINDS LOT IN

"Missing

of monkeys were
attached Saturday by the sheriff
and are being held until the owners
of the Rubin and Cherry shows can
raise the required

2,

have been giving con*
siderable space to the fact that en
of the Barnum-Bailey circus for the Sheriff Pat Hutchinson.
the site of the buildings demolished
Bingling Brothers, Sam McCracken
is now general contracting agent for
at Gay and Fayette streets to make
the Cooper Bialto Shows, a carnival
DORIS
way for the civic memorial to the
aggregation operating in the middle
soldiers of tho world wa \ the John
west.
MRS.
T. McCaslin Carnival shows are
It is McCracken's first venture in
doing a thriving business.
Here*
the carnival end, and he is reported
tofore
carnival show have had to
making good at it.
content themselves with a lot far
The Cooper Bialto carnival is Brunen's
Widow Transfers from the center of the city, and
the
rated as a small show. It carries a
Property
Name Changed papers of the town appear congirl show, a wrestling show (called
siderably perturbed
because the
an athletic stadium) and a snake
to Bernardi's Shows
show has come right down into the
show. It has six shows in all and

Alamo Shows, Wortham, Waugh and

work.

tions,

LEGION ATTACHES CARNIVAL
Akron, Ohio, May SI.

exhibition, showing various
trophies of the World's War, has a
free gate, with various souvenirs for

hams, bacons and market baskets
filled with merchandise.
It is iminvolving 450 people, is holding possible to play for money, each perThe
cents
receiving
weeks.
son
paying
their
10
two
for
here
sway
crowds in attendance indicate the something in return, either a small
public has a tip-off as to what car- package of candy or a few sticks of
No buy back is permitted,
nivals are worth witnessing. Auto- gum.
mobile visitors proved beyond any and no percentage wheels operated.
doubt that Wortham's clean adver- Anyone is privileged to turn the
tising, supported by clean offerings, wheels, and it is not at all necesmakes the caliber of 'draws" that sary to run crooked wheels, as, if
decent people will Hock to. if the every number is played, enough is
proper trademark is floated. grossed to give the concessionaire
Wortham's outfit has this, and a fair profit on each spin. If all the
keen observers probably became numbers are not played, the concesacquainted with the trademark by sionaire has the same chance of
exactly the same atmosphere which having the numbers not played turn
predominated when the writer paid up as the numbers sold.
There are also no games of skill,
this carnival an unexpected visit:
where the percentage is so great it is
It was an atmosphere that boasted
In
©f "cleanliness" and an entire ab- almost an impossibility to win.
the language of the carnival people,
sence of an 'air" of "come-on."
hold
outs."
Every
venFred Beckman directs as man- "no gaffs or
ager, and the machinelike manner dor working a wheel was cleanly
in which matters needing attention dressed, presentable, never facetious
are adjusted gave the visitor only or bold, and showed extreme courtesy
the thought that the executive work to the patrons. They all cried their
of this outfit is efficient, as the wares and made a bid to the passing
result of having been oiled with people, but no one was pulled off the
common sense and desire to hold midway. The vendor stands behind
aloft the good name of "carnival." his counter, never coming in perBeverly White attends to the press sonal contact with the customers.
Other games are run, such as "Pitch
work.
Stepping on the grounds, one la Till You Win," which insures the
impressed with the cleanliness of all buyer something for his money.
All in all, this can be rated as a
stands, booths and the dress appearance of the concession directors clean commercial enterprise, with
and the ballyhoos. There are two most of the games run on the same
merry-go-rounds, three abreast, all principle as church bazaars. Carfreshly painted; two ferris wheels, nivals may be classed as a poor
a whip and seaplane for rides. They man's amusement and, though in
have such places as "Noah's Ark," this instance there was a small ad"Room 202" (trick house), another mission gate charge of 10 cents
trick house called "The Jazzer" and (which all went to the American
one called "Over the Falls." The Legion) the entrance is usually free,
shows comprise a pit, with various and one can pass through and
animals and reptiles. There is an- around the grounds without going
other entertainment called "Mamie," into any of the shows or riding any
which is a girl show, a musical of the devices or playing any of the
comedy, with eight women appear- concessions, and spend an enjoyable
ing on the stage, strongly directed hour or two.
It is understood that this show
to refrain from all risque work, and
the show "plays" on its merit as a plays mostly large state fairs, cenFive tennials, celebrations, home comings,
attraction.
perfectly clean
minutes of an open-air ballyhoo is etc.
C. A. Wortham. beside owning the
done for "Mamie.* In brief, it is
World's Best Shows, is also owner
a small time musical comedy. The
whole Idea should bo a lesson to of Wortham's World's Greatest
those who claim «uch a girl show Shows, Walter Stanley, manager,
cannot bo made a success without William F. Floto, press agent, and is
interested in the John T. Wortham
hip movements and the like.
John T. Wortham,
The girls do not mingle with the Famous Shows,
(father of C. A. Wortham);
manager
the
after
immediately
patrons, but
open-air ballyhoo walk through a Snapp Brothers* Show, Ivan and
William Snapp, owners (brothersside entrance to tents that lead to
in-law of C. A. Wortham), and the
the stage and go right into their

*

Friday, June

SAM McCRACKEN WITH

A war

can Legion, Wortham's 30-car show,

i V*

t

June

2,

Al G. Barnes
Caldwell, Idaho; June
5,

Brockville;

10,

Belleville,

Circus

Its

Auburn, N. Y., May 31.
Auburn will have its circus thla
year that it has been yelling for.
G. W. Finney, advance man for
the

bits

was

in

organization*
se-

Sells-Floto

town

las'-

week and

cured a permit from City Manager
John P. Jaeckel to show and parade
here June 23.

Can.
3,

Twin

Falls; 6, Burley; 7, Idaho Falls; 8, Pocatello; 9,
Ogden, Utah; 10, Salt Lake.

Boise; June

9,

Auburn Gets

Sparks' Circus

June

2,

Hempstead, L.

ington, L. J.;

6,

I.;

3,

Hunt-

Bennington, Vt.

Wild West at Hillside Park
Newark, N. J., May 31.
Hillside Park opened Saturday,
featuring a Wild W<^3t show.

served as another time

killer.

attraction on the
probably a pit show of
freaks, conducted by Myer Myers,
featuring the Hilton Sisters, the
The girls
grown-together twins.
are not exhibited as a monstrosity,
a human
order
of
the
but more on
The girls are about 16
curiosity.
exhibition
their
for
years old, and
run a string of cockatoos through
various tricks. Other attractions in
this side show are a glass-blowing
and an Indian clay
exhibition
jnolder, a colored armless boy, who
drawing with his
free-hand
docs
t, a mind-reading act and a rubt.
man.
skin
ber
In point of size a diving exhibition
with five girls and ten seals is probably the biggest thing on the ground.
This show also makes an outdoor
ballyhoo, with tho girls dressed in
oiio-piceo bathing suits, but standing absolutely rigid during the hallyhOO, after which they go through
tlxir various exhibition of diving
This show would make a
tricks.
corking good feature for big-time
vaudeville, with tho girls and the
seals working in one tank. An act
Similar to this was shown, though
not on such a pretentious basis, by
Captain Winton somo years ago on
the big time. The main tent features a wild animal exhibition, with
four lions that are handled in showman-hip stylo. The show Itself consists of an act of wire-walking, Juggling, high-school horses and such.
No effort is made at pretentiousness
and a 15-cent admission is charged,

The

ground

biggest
is

.

LEBLANG'S PUBLIC SERVICE BALL

TEAM

The photo does not do Justice to the color scheme of the new costumes sported by cut rate ticket men's baseball team which battled to a
twelve inning tie with tho Broadway theatre treasurers at the annual "Hellraisem's" outing at Glen Cove L. I last Sunday
The suits are violent
green, stockings and caps Just as violent orange When the team paraded on the field they sported red bow ties
which were discarded in the heat
of the contes -someone said it was bad luck. Just visible are letters over the chests of tho players,
they meaning the names of various theatres
and tho location or the houses worst seats.
Joe Lcblang, himself, Is the man in civies. He was "umps" for the game.
play with his goof team but la the principal •hellraisem."

Matty Zimmerman

is

the neiiy
hefty cnap
chaD on tne
the r,gnt
rlirht

*

He dot«nt
£?,.™

CARNIVAL INFORMATION
* TECHNICAL
classes of carnivals, but tho usual classification gives
•
There are various
types of show, namely:
.Ja
**° iyp

GILLEY

^^

SHOW

AMERICANS IN EUROPE

SOUTH CLOSING

Mr. and Mrs. Rosenborg are here
accompanied by their son, Jerome.

They

are sightseeing.

Gatti-Casazza,

manager

of the
which owns no wagons or flat railroad cars. This type of Metropolitan, New York,
has gone
service using box or baggage car furnished by
to Milan; Hamilton Fish Armstrong,
w travels in passenger
•
also
furnishes
The railroad
day coach or coaches of Now
llroad company.
York "Evening Post," has
accommodation of the people. The charges are based on the arrived In Paris from Bohemia;
to* the
so many passengers for each baggage car. The Reginald
passengers—
ot
lumber
C, Bobbin*
author, of
to railroad yards by local
is hauled to and from lo
Boston, has arrived in Paris from
bhow's equipment
whom contract is made for this work by the agents Switzerland;
transfer man, with
Charles
W. Price,
president of the New York Internabf the show.
RAILROAD SrlOW
tional Trade Press, is taking the
and better carnival organizations own their own rail- cure at Bad-Nauheim; Louis Gra?
All of the larger
train consisting of flat cars, upon which to load wagons, veur and Raymond Burt, of New
road cars, the
for stock, baggagj car for small material trunks, concession York, have been appearing ii\ conitoclc cars
merchandise used by concessionaires. Sleeping oars certs in Berlin; Olive Fremstad,
frames and tents and
and employes and a dining car usually known as the soprano, is resting in Switzerland.
for performers
Among visitors to Paris last week
This type of show moves in freight department by connrivilege car.
"special freight" or "circus movement."
The bulk of were Jesse Lasky and family, Willtract known as
equipment is loaded Into large circus wagons, which are iam Harris, Jr. and Mary Garden.
the show
Miss Zenita, the dancing violinist,
The show's .executive offices are usually in a specarried on Hat cars.
This kind of show usually carries a few teams of baggage is in Paris, arranging for a new
cial wagon.
Many of the larger ones own heavy tractors, which musical act.
stock or draft horses.
for hauling wagons to and from the
Little Lydia VVeltsrh.-ff. pianist.
have proven highly satisfactory
easil/ walk away with two heavily loaded full- 8 years of age, gave a eon. en May
will
tractor
A good
25 In Pari
wagons.
circus
glted

*

i

Four Keith Booked Towns Will Remain Opsn

.

i

.

PAY ATTRACTIONS

These include all shows and riding device.* and any attraction where
an admission price Is charged at the ticket box such as Merry -Co-Bound.
Whip. Ferris Wheel. Sea Planes. Aeroplane. Swing*. Frolic. Dodgem and
all side shows.
•

FREE ATTRACTIONS

Sensational and novelty acts used to attract ;md to hold people on a
midway. Only the mailer shows carry free acts. Usually high diver,
The feature free act is
aerial acrobatic or bicycle leap or loop the loop.
always staged late at night. It is only necessary where side sht)ws are
lot.
the
too weak to hold people on

I

BALLY SHOWS

show or "sit-down" show

Is an attraction which offers a comperformance lasting Vom 20 to 45 minutes. In order to sell the
the
ballystage or platform outside of
given
on
are
ballyhoos
show the
Here the performers show themselves to the public while
ths tent
the show talker makes an announcement explaining the nature of the
show. From two to three ballys are usually necessary to get an audience. A good talker with an attractive bally will till his tent with one
This is known as 'turning 'em."
spiel.

A

"•

bally

plete

Abe

Attell

busted

Into

print

week after the lire
started lamping what
looked like a fire plant within the
'Ming Toy Bootery," a P. road way
shoe shop in which An el has a
half interest.
The night watchman of a basement cafe discovered
fluid dripping through a trap door
crack from the shop above and on
investigation found it to be gasoline.
Entrance to the store was
made and it was alleged a quantity of papers soaked with the inflammable fluid were found. It was
also said the door was locked. Reports in the dailies stated the expugilist wis to be questioned.
again

last

department

MIDWAY SHOWS SCARCE;

The Keith southern houses booked
Delmar, which have remained open longer this season
than ever before during the hot
months, will close shortly.
The Palace, New Orleans, and
Mobile close June 18. Birmingham
and Atlanta, discontinue June 10;
Baton Rouge, Shreveport, Louisville
and Nashville conclude Juno 24.
Norfolk, Roanoke, Richmond and
Charlotte may remain open all
summer, due to the unusual cool
weather prevailing and the close
proximity to New York.
Outdoor amusements and summer parks In Dixie have received
the toughest break in 20 years from
the weather man.
Last season the Oelmar houses
closed four Week* earlier than at

by

A PLATFORM

is

a

Rosenow, of the Jenle

confined to his home
for several weeks as the result of
a nervous breakdown, has left the
city to recuperate.
office,

show with an

The
Individual attraction, usually a human freak or living curiosity.
enclosure in which the attraction is exhibited being raised up from
the ground, acts as its own ballyhoo, and as both front and sides are
left open the crowds on the midway are attracted by curiosity of the
desire to

know what

the other fellow

is

looking

.*,»»

Last season was the worst, finanmany years, and even the

cially. In

make up for the losses
of tho carnival dates during
the
earlier part of the season.
Owners
of independent shows have
not forgotten their 'experiences of the
past
and the wiser ones prefer to leave
their equipment In the barn
rather
than go to the trouble and
expense
of framing up for a too
early start.
The real carnival season In the
East is rarely at its best until
the
end of June and the wise and
wary
side show owners appears
to be taking; advantage of his
dearly bought
fairs failed to

safe.
real harvest for the
carnival

The

Its Aide

where,

at.

STRING SHOW

features

all

dead spots

is

Is

at the fairs

any decent kind of
fear of bloomers and

with

a break,

cast to the winds.

HOUSES CLOSmo

.

Sunday concerts

of Keith vaudeat the National Winter Gar-

ville

WALK-THROUGH SHOW

den, New York,
for the summer

were discontinued
Sunday (May 28).

The house

is operated by the Mlneky Bros, and plays burlesque stock
during the week.
Palace, South
Norwalk, Conn.,
pop
vaudeville.
started
picture

policy

CONCESSIONS

wcok

this

for

balance

summer.

The concessions with the larger shows are invariably legitimate, although all midway organizations carry merchandise wheels. The merchandise wheel is accepted and permitted almost everywhere outside of
New York City and at all of the state and county fairs, with few ex-

Playhouse,

Passaic,

N.

of

pop

J*

vaudeville, split week, has discontinued vaudeville over tho summer.
Pictures will be the hot Weather

ceptions.

policy.

MERCHANDISE WHEELS

Koosevelt, West Hoboken. pi lying pop vaudeville, has a picture

These are concessions where various sorts of merchandise are given
away to those holding the paddle containing the number at which the
wheel stops. There are usually three numbers or chances on each paddle.
In recent years the "lay down" has superseded the paper paddle,
jUI It means faster money.
With the lay down, a lay out with corresponding numbers Is painted on the counter.
The player places his
dime on the number of his choice.
When all numbers are covered
somebody must win a prize at every turn of the? wheel. The concessionaire is assured of a profit, as there are always enough numbers to
allow a margin for the storekeeper.
The wheels are usually sold "exclusive" for a specified type of merchandise, and where no exclusives
are sold, seldom more than two of similar kind are allowed.
The predominant wheel displays are dolls, silverware, blankets, ham and bacon,
baskets of fruit, baskets of groceries, silk shirts, « ndy, electric table

policy over tho summer.
The Strand, Hoboken,

has

dis-

continued

its split week vaudeville
policy for the summer.
Sunday
vaudeville shows are given, with the
house remaining dark the remainder
of the week.
Strand, Bayonne, June 11.
(•(immunity. Meriden, Conn., May

27.

The
closes

Myrtle,

June

Brooklyn,

N.

Y.,

4.

Vaudeville will be discontinued at
the Kurtz, Bethlehem, Pa., June 10.
Pictures for the summer.

etc., etc.

WHEEL

P. C.
wheel is operated precisely the same as a merchandise wheel,
excepting that one dollar bills are given away instead of prizes. The
•tore Is usually flushed with merchandise.
This form of wheel is very
popular with the public.
Most shows will tolerate at least one or two
*.
wheels, where the local authorities are agreeable.
P. C.

IN AND OUT
Bobby Higglns and company, unable to open Monday at Keeney's,
Brooklyn, N. T. One of the women
in the act reported III.
"Keep Smil-

C

GRIND STORE

•

A

Qrin I Store is an ordinary concession with a ten -cent game, of skill
which merchandise prizes are given to the winners. Those include
Rop Vm ins," "hoop la," roll down. Japanese box ball, knifo and cane
racks.
All legitimate ball gaires and racks may also be described as

ing"

for

STRONG JOINTS

Strong joints are crooked games of all types, usually operated with
include flat whe.ds. spindles, drop cases, hand
The "pick out" is known as peek 'em" stoVe.
Numbers corresponding with those on the prizes ire placed in envel°I>e«.
The player has little chance to beat the game. The device which
M
^controls the strong joint
is Known in the vernacular as "the sque*ie,
"»e pinch" or "the
gimmick." The spot is a game which is classed as a
16 ° f 3kiU and
As a matter of fact,
a'r.ywhere.
r,1I °wed to operate
fhf
"" game Is almost impossible
to beat, although with practice one can
^ulre the knack,
SH ILLS'
e
4U" ,: tlM "•tieM" (sometimes catted
ire the cap perI
steifej
u«If by
With crooked
strong-joint workers to encourage the suckera.
joints only
the sticks or shil's are perrai tfl to win. The sucker always
* lo s,1
(None of the bigger and better shows tolerate crooked
ram
or 8 *rong joints.
Although some will permit percentage wheels
EJJJJJ
r ° loc,-1
conditions are favorable, the big shows which are out after
*c*
8 f ° r th * ,,ig naUon
«l e xposition s and state fairs present real
After i s-Tnational st-asofi on the Keith, Orpheum and Interstate
attr
ti*
* f>f cI '* an * in ess and merit.
These attractions are able to Circuits has igain proven himself pre-eminent as the delineator of female
brln
revcnue enough to carry the show and piy a profit. The small
characterizations
earn?vali
.

control devices.
These
strikers and pick
outs.

?

2J

i

-

»

JULIAN ELTINGE

•

l

!

which has no worth while shows

concessions.

is

compelled

Lo

filled

In.

Barker and
the Boulevard.

Krind stores "

m

sc;ireity

midway shows w is
amply demonstrated in a New Jersey "spot" a week or
ago.
it
was the occasion of the opening pf
a show owned by one of the best
known managers in the business
The show, which has hitherto heen
in tho 25-car class, was sold last
Cull by its owner, who is also owner

knowledge nnd playing

A walk-through show is a mechanical fun factory with laughter-producing devices, and in which the visitor walks through a darkened corFun houses include such mechanical
ridor to exit at the other end.
Shows as the House Upside Down, Haunted Swing, Katzenjammer Castle, Old Hell Ship, Through the Falls, and other mechanical laugh shows.
Ths Crystal Maze, which is a series of passages with mirrored walls, Is
another favorite walk-through show.

A

Convincing proof of the
of Independent

and

A string show is a pit show with a number of pit* or onelosures In
which the attractions are displayed. These are usually human or animal
freaks with a few papier mache fakes, such as double-headed babies, the
f
These shows are often
devil child, and impossible prodigies of all kinds.
advertised as 10 in 1 or 20 in 1, etc.

lamps,

%

tractions.

Melville

Jacobs

SHOW

on a specially constructed wagon

or

Two Shows

of another big midway organization
or carnival company. The reopening of the show was widely Heralded
and a big line-up of attractions
was promised, but when the time
for tho show's initial opening came
only one or two shows reported for
prevent.
business and the midway presented
a crestfallen and sorry appearance
on the opening night.
Since tho
ENGAGEMENTS
opening stand new shows have been
Jeanne Kagles, for 'A Gentlemen's added, one at a time,
in Jersey
Mother," by Martin Brown (Sam H. lost week there was a vast Improvement. The show is under the manHarris.)
agement of a capable and experiLew Brlee, "Love and Kisses."
enced showman, but in spite of this
Lewis and Brown, with "Green- and
of the popularity of the shows
wich Village Follies."
title, some difficulty
was evidently
experienced In getting together
a
satisfactory line-up of suitable atILL AND INJURED

GRIND SHOW

built

Organization

Opened With But One

.

grind show i; a show where a continuous Show is given and where
no ballyhoo or announcement* is necessary. This applies to pit shows,
The talkplatform shows, walk through and mechanical fun houses.
ing, which is usually done by the ticket seller is known as "grinding,"
and the spielers on this type of show are known as all day talkers or all

Sometimes

Independent

Jule

A

day grinders.

EVIDENCE IN JERSEY

IN

depend upon

Closing season this week

(May

2d;, at 8. F. Keith's Palace,

New

Dunn were

New

out

tho
half,

Harlem
due

O.

II..

it

York, Mou.li/,

due to illness.
Pedrick and
Vere substituted.
Talbot and Meyers were out

New

l>e

of

York, last

Miss Meyers suffering

to

a sprained ankle.

NEW

ACTS

IJonel Atwdl will play several
weeks for the Keith circuit this
summer In a dramatic sketch by
Hdgar Allan Woolf.
Katherine
Mackey, leading lady for Mr. Atwill In "The Grind Hiike," will he In
the cast.
"Look Who's Here." three p-^iple
comedy skit featuring Jack Ellis
Produced by J ick Blue, with special

songs by LJ-lie
Snyder.

Midden and

Ji k

Lee and Jime* Wor.-cly.
two-act. Lee was formerly of Ho,-y

Harry

an<J

York.) with

Lee.

Wor.sely

Jimmy Hussey.

v
l

*

was

formerly

*

v^T::

a^rs^a^
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Tom Kennedy, formerly of Kennedy and Burt, has become associated with Harry Uomm, the independent agent.

a

The John Sparks Circus opened"
tour of Long Island Monday jn

Jamaica.

The dispute between

the Equity

and Producing Managers' Association as to which organization was
responsible for any fee Judge Julian
Mack might charge for arbitration
services in the "Equity Shop" controversy was settled last week by
Judge Mack himself announcing no
fee was to be charged, hence neither
side would have to pay anything.

A

rest estate auctioneer operating

on Long Island has devised the
scheme of giving a free show at
each of his sales. A large circus
tent is erected on the property, in
which the performance is given.
The bill is made up largely of circus acts. The music is furnished
by a 20 -piece band.

The Weequahick theatre, Newark,
N. J., under the management of S.
Grey,

playing vaudeville three
days weekly, booked by Harry Lorraine of the Fally Markus office.
is

The

State, Beacon, N. T., was
last week by the Good-

purchased

man

Brothers from Joseph Kligler

and Herman

Lees, the

WORKED OUT

A procedure to enforce the Tolstead act by injunction took place
in tfte Albany, N. T., district last
week when Judge Frank Cooper of
the United States court of the NorthConcurrent wrth the co-operative excursions the Little theatre idea ern New York district issued an ormoved steadily forward, winning attention of the professional field mors der restraining Dominic Rocco and
than before and with an outlook now that makes for permanency. The hie son, Frank Rocco, proprietors of
Little theatre plan is in itself co-operative, a mixture of the budding the St. James hotel at Saratoga
professional with the professional and the amateur.
Tho professional Springs, from illegally selling liquor
co-operative tries that abounded are still eoming. However, the standing or in any other way violating the
of the players, which appears to mean little, is different from the Little federal prohibition law,
until a
theatre units in the vitally important matter of control or management. hearing is conducted la Albany
June 1. The writ, unlike the one
The Theatre Guild may be classed as the highest type of Little theatre issued last week closing the Kientx
development. Skilled direction is bringing forth the Provincetown play- hotel at Slingerlands, does not close
house, the Neighborhood playhouse and several ethers. All three organ- the Saratoga hotel, but simply enizations named have within their control one or more common sense joins it from violating ths Volstead
business men. The latter may have first become interested through a act.
Judge Cooper will decide at
love of the drama, but that has not prevented the employment of busi- the hearing in Albany whether to
ness methods. At one time it was believed that art and business won't make the injunction permanent. It
mix, but the Little theatre exponents arc proving that half a fallacy Is the first time the federal officials
anyhow.
the Northern New York district
have used this method in the cruThs Equity Players, formed of artists in the Actors' Equity Associa- sade against violations of the pro/
tion, announced last week they had leased the 48th Street theatre for hibition laws.
next season; that members attending a meeting had pledged themselves
to the amount of $93,000 to back the venture; that the Equity Flayers
Morris Greenwald, Jimmie O'Neill
would conduct the house and productions co-operatively in part; that and Clarence W. Morgenstern have
live productions would be made which, if successful, would be turned formed a combination for the purover to legitimate managers and that stock would be sold, to outsiders pose of establishing a replica of New
who might be interested in the venture. The Equity Players i» to be York's Plantation at the Green Mill
a corporation, a business device, not unusual in operating theatres or Gardens, Chicago, 111.
Greenwald
producing plays.
and 0'N.eill are in New York at
present looking over the establishThose who have pledged financial support, which persons the Equity ment as well *s endeavoring to get
Players term guarantors, may receive stock to the amount of their sub- Kramer and Leighton to head the
scriptions. But the statement stated the guarantors would be reimbursed colored entertainers in the local
from the first profits of the venture. How this will mix with the sale Plantation, show.
An admission
of stock is not clear unless it is to be implied the guarantors have no charge cuVTSt. will be made.
thought of profit in mind, whereas an outside investor would look to
"Bill" Sill, who is running Sill's
profits if there were any.
Hotel at Broadway and 13th street,
More important is the method of management to be used for Equity Flushing, L. I., is inviting you "to
Players, Ino. The entlro scheme is akin to that of tho Theatre Guild, come out in the country and keep
which for seasons has produced plays at the Garrick and moving the cool." The Sill place is just a half
successful ones to Broadway. The handling of most co-operative com- hour from Columbus circle by mapanies! has proven disastrous. It is patent plays selected by most of the chine over the 59th street bridge,
co -operative failures have been poor, perhaps because regular managers and is on the direct road to Belmont
haws culled the best available. The Theatre Guild showed there were raee track, Douglass Manor, Bayside, Plandome, Little Neck, Great
sources of play supply other than ordinary channels.
for the co-operative attractions, and thi* spring they have been
plentifully offered in Broadway theatres. None of this season's projects
of that class succeeded.

m

new owners

Co-operative productibns have up to now been pretty much scrambled,
with too many artists attempting participation in departments of the
organization which should be in the lands of persons of business ability.
Linder, the vaudeville agent, who On past performances the success or failure of the Equity Players, mo.,
will continue to book the tyst half is going to depend in part, at least, upon how the venture la handled.
r
bills.
he house plays pictures the
lirst three days of the week.
taking possession Monday.
The
transaction was mads through' Jack

The Appellate Division

last

week

vaudeville) for contempt of court.
She charged he failed to pay (50
weekly alimony under a separate
decree, but the upper court held
that Mrs. Letraunik Is no longer
his wife by virtue of a successful
After
countersuit for annulment.
i
was awarded the alimony on
i

charges of abandonment, Letraunik
countersued, alleging fraud.
Billy Delaney, Keith booker, returned to his desk Monday, after
three weeks spent In looking over
the houses he books.

booked to play
four Orpheum weeks on the Pacific
coast before he goes into, during
August, the new Oliver Morosco
production in Los Angeles, the name
of which hat: not yet been anCarrillo

is

nounced.

Arthur Pearson, who ran out on
Broadway secretly several weeks
ago, picked himself a warm place to
get a coat of sunburn.
Ho has
been fishing in .and around Mobile,
Ala., with Ed Walsh, manager of
the

Lyric

there.

Pearson

is

due

back Saturday.

The Playhouse, Hudson, N.

Y., is

playing three or four acts of vaudeville

and a picture the

last half of

the week, three shows daily.
Fox's theatre at New
Conn., will go into straight pictures
Negotiations are in prog5.
ress, it Is understood, whereby several tabloid shows will play at the
theatre.
Britain,

June

Daniel Finn has succeeded Jame3
f-'.iyer as manager of the Olympia,
Lynn, Mast. Mr. Sayor resigned to
assume charge of the Canobie Lako
Hotel at JSHlem, N. IT.

Ralph Isen (professionally Oorgo
}T.
FiSher pf Fisher and Hurst,
Vaudeville) was assessed $25 weekly
jn tho form T alimony ho must pay
to May Is« n
Iseh is suing his wife
<

tot divorce, the latter countering
similarly, naming Honey Hurst, his
vaudeville partner. He must also

Kc-ndler
& Goldstein, Mrs.
Ison's attorneys, $:.")0 counsel fees.
Mrs. Isen originally defaulted in
answering the plaintiff's allegations
because of poor health and straitcourt
the
circumstances,
ened

pay

Neck, Seacliff and Oyster Bay. It is
an old fashioned village hotel with
space 'or dancing, private dining
rooms and good food. Special rates
are made for the season for a number of newly furnished rooms that
"Bill" is willing to let some of the.
"boys" who were his friends, have
in the stag section of the house.

INSIDE STUFF

denied Kitty Letraunik's petition to
punish Samuel Letraunik (professionally Senator Franeis Murphy,

Leo

CABARET

was forecasted by Variety Inst season that this season would see
an unprecedented number of co-operative theatre ventures. At the time
it was not anticipated the theatrical year would be as bad as it turned
out.
The quick demise of attractions regularly produced made fertile
It

soil

•Sime Silverman, Frosi«l<Mit
New York City
151 West 46th Street

Annual

LITTLE THEATRE HAS

The Winter Garden,
in

the only eafe

Los Angeles using a complete

has installed another new
show. This revue consists of the
Dancing DeMarrs. Claire Vaughn in
song specialties, and Harry Seyrevue,

ON VAUDEVILLE
David Apollon, pianist and mandolin expert with Mabel Ford and last
He was a
season with tho Ford Sisters turn, hails from. Siberia.
Bolshevik refugee. During the war an English musical comedy company
touring the Far East traveled as far inland ae Icikutsk to entertain
While there Apollon begged the entertainers to smuggle him
soldiers.
out of th country. With the players he reached Harbin, China, and
there was taken care of for a time by a Swedish merchant. Later he
reached Shanghai and finally sailed for America. In addition to his
•

musical ability Apollon is said to be a dancer. In return for their
kindness he taught the traveling professionals some of the Far Eastern
dance steps.

Frank Monroe established a unique record at the Broadway Friday
He appeared there in "A Modern Old Timer," a playlet
night last.
which has given him a strong start in vaudeville after many years on
the legitimate stage. At the supper show,, when not over 200 persons
were in the house, the act was accorded half a dozen curtains, after
which Mr. Monroe appeared before the drop and made a speech. The
manager went back stage to tell Monroe that it was the first time in
the history of the house that a speech had been earned at a supper show.

The recent report that Morrisons, Rockaway Beach, might not play
vaudeville this summer through the noise of an adjacent roller coaster
brought out that the Morrison family has leased the theatre, also the
park around it, for five years with an option for five more. The new
tenant* built the roller coaster at a cost of $75,000. It took In $1,000
the first Sunday open. Morrison's has been a famous summer vaudeville
theatre for 30 years, a little more or less. Now it is playing pictures.
Sophie Tucker was singing over here, just before leaving for England,
a song with a personal note in the lyric. The singer told what she had
done and would do. One of the- catch line gags was to tho effect the
Prince of Wales had called upon her and she told the Prince to come
back when he was King. Miss Tucwer sang it in London— once out!

—

One of the smart -managers of a clean carnival couldn't understand
complaints coming in, about town folks being trimmed by some of his

The manager personally walked around the grounds
concessionaires.
from 7 in the evening until everything was cloeed for the night, until a
Every morning at 10 the
relative of his wife gave him the lowdown.
owner would go downtown to attend to financial and publicity matcould
be relied upon to be away
ters.
He had done it for pears, and
from the lot for two or three hours. The "come on fellows" and "hanpeors
on" would spot prospective victims at night, making a date with them
for the next morning around 11. when they would be given a "chance
to play for something worth while.'* "This work is very etfldom employed
before the final blow-off of the carnival into the next town. It usually
occurs either on a Friday or Saturday morning.
i

The
I.,

Centre,
Rockvillo
Strand,
trected by a lOCOl corporation

"dry" towns, since its new mayor,
George Oles, took oillce lost January. The fact is, considerable "wet
goods" is still to be had there, much
as in any other city, in, the few
converted saloons, and
cabarets,
various private organizations, all of
whk:h operate out of reach of the
law by dispensing the stuff through
an employe or other attache, or In
some ether method avoiding the authorities.
Other reports of the
town's- vice cleanup, however, arc
largely
vieious

true.

Sines

element

has

mueh

the

of

been ousted,
former yean

whereas tho town in
real haven of crime.

opens Sunday with pictures.

mencing June

Com-

8 vaudeville will play
tho last half of each week, live acts,
booked by Fally Iffjfkua. The house
has a seating capacity of 2,000.
John Fitzgibbons of Bay Shore,
L. I., has leased the Garden, South-

firm of vaudeville auth<
billy Link,

the

64th;

season^

The

restaurant at

Ftotilfa

Sixth"

Tho Cafe do Paris at Broadway
and 48th street will attempt to
breast the summer as a cabaret
with a bathing number in addition:
to a regular bill. The bathing girhi
will make a crowd of 40 in the show,

was intended to remodel the res*
taurant into a straight dance resort*
A new dance place, to be called
Rainbow Palace, is now modeling
on the other corner.
It

"Stop Along," produced by Arthur;
Kretlow and directed by Louis B,
Zoeller, opened at the Beaux Artnj
New York. In addition to Kretlow*
Dixio O'Neill, Agness Purtell, Dolly*
King and Martin e appear, supported
by a chorus of six. Louis Breau
wrote it.
Crane's Georgian Garden*
addition to Kansas

amusement

A

places.

'be the* dining service

tM

is

latest

City's

feature wiH
tables on

v.-ith

a balcony overlooking the swimming pool. Another Innovation is si
dining room and dance floor for tho
use of bathers'

A

in.

now

revue

m

costume.
preparation will

open at the Music Box, formerly
known as Friar's Inn, Atlantic City,
N. X, Saturday, May 27. Principals
include

Alice

Mitchell,

Ted

Hoff-

man, Billy Wirburn, Viola Ifanftjov
Jack White, Svn Hale and Peggy
Hart, with a chorus of six.
Dixie O'Neill
thur Kret low's

opened

New

lust

is

featured in Arrevue, which*

new

week at the Beaux

Arts*

York, singing "Flapper Blues*
Be Lonely Too."

and

"You'll

Gene Dabney's California Orchestra

is

at

th*>

Knickerbocker

Grill*

cooling

started

system,

summer

its

giving

the

it

Murray's

and

f

Forty-second

street,

Weiss has returned to the
Blossom Heath Inn. Weiss disposed

of his interests in Fontaine Tnn, *
short distance away from Blossssl
on the Merrick road. Charles Cameron, formerly at Churchill's, is now

managing Fontaine.

Joe Susskind
took over Murray's entire establishment as his own venture. It Is »
big building located near Broadway, with restaurant downstairs!
while the upper portion has many

eommnrilrmq
Mr.
living
suit* f,
Russkind is said to have eecun the
place on very favorable U rmo. J" 9*
about the t.'mo Joe asaimn
ehaffi
«1

•

wit h

i

on

Dave

'

Contrary to a previous report, no

Dorothy Phillips and

for

avenue and- 56th street will close
this Sunday for the summer. TkeJ
Percy Elkeles revue ended its rus{
there Monday.

air

a

Pittsburgh* cabaret
liquor license. Black's Palace Royale
Bongiovanni'i two establishJr.
ments, the Nixon Cafe and Wildwood Gardens, are again the leaden
An "Old Heme Week" bill will B ii the summer bidding for patronstaged at tho Fordham, New York, age, with the only evldeneo of prothe week of Juno 12.
Local ama- Volstead days in tho customers who
teur talent Interspersed with regu- bring their own; of these, there Is
lar vaudeville acts will be featured. still a goodly number ,

A new

closed:

Tho Glades has

ampton, opening this week with pic-

|g

has

Business had dropped away down;
there,
fn the height ef the season
it had been doing overflowing pa^
troniage. One of the Salvin groupy
The night before tho Royale closed
a liquor arrest was made there.

Newspapers the country ove* edge on warm evenings on nearly
about all of the Broadway places.
stories
carried
have all
Youngstown, O., reported to have
become one of the few strictly
With Joe Susskind in ehargC at

applied

L.

Tho Club Royafo on West
street

in

theatrical circles.

tures.

the default.

Wayne Scott and Broadway Syn.»
eopators are at the Cafe* La Vis*
New York.

nut comedy songs. Henry New York. The orchestra includes;
Williamson does several solos at besides Dabney, saxophonist; Dick
the head of the chorus of 12 girls. Winifree, violinist; Phil Eoutelisj
The show is given twioe nightly. At pianist and special arranger; Con
midnight dancing ends.
It
runs Trager, bassoon; Joe Dubin, sax;'
close to an 'hour.
Grover Frankle Cal Janowitz, banjo and 'cello; Fred
is the producer.
Business at the Greene, drums. Winifree and Greene
Winter Garden is heavy principally came east with Dabney from the
because of the revue. Bert Fiske's coast.
orchestra has gone to the Sunset
Inn and has been replaced by King
The May- November Farm all
Brady's band.
Hartsdale, N. Y., under the direction
of Nick Prounis, has started on its
Larry ¥oell, Billy Hall and Charles summer season, after remaining
Ward are entertaining at the Cap- open during the winter. "Tho'
ital
Inn,
San Francisco.
Alma Broadway restaurant in the woods*
The resort is Is becoming a regular stopping
Gillette is hostess.
conducted by Kid Herman, a for- place for the New York motorists
mer prize fighter.
who want a nice rido and a good)
meal when out in the car. Ths)
Walter Tyler, former owner of the Farm Is on the White Plains (Jer*
Pekin and Beaux Arts, famous omo avpnur) road.
Smith? Irre*
"Black and Tan" reports in Chicago sistible Eight are the musicians.
a decade .ago, who retired from the
business long since, is dying at his
"The Review of Syncopation" at
home on South State street. Tyler Healy's Golden Glades, at 6«tn
was well known in sporting and street, has added Andrne and ITanel

mour

was a
granting h<r special ha veto reopc

1922

2,

SB

-11117

f<

r

intention

to

oversee

re-

ihe

modeling and renovation, his foot
UP
became Infected and no was
in one r,f the apartments (or several
i

li

days.

When

the original proprieto*.
said to
Murray, died, his widow
have been represented In the Mur.>tive»
ray's management by a
Later a receiver- was appointed for
the place. To cronr the* matter ulfc
Mrs. Murray made a proposal to Joe
i

i

i*<

(Continued on page 17)
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lourrr; bacon exonerated
Manager Demanding Full Retraction as Promised
Other Listed "Defaulters Said to Have ComList Published First in November
plained

—

Equity
.

monthly

its

in

fast

uwf1

week

booklet

failed to carry the

"defaulting managers" for
time since the list was
feature of the pubjaade a regular
soon after the start of the
tjgt

of

the

first

UoaUon

•Bflulty"
flrtt

used

In

the

the

—

>

LEGITIMATE

MM

DEFAULTING" LIST OMTTTED IN

|

—

;

November
Under the
issue

FRANK DARE'S WIFE IN
CHORUS

GBtLS'

HOTEL

Equity's Chicago Representa-

Remains at Fashionable
Bismarck—"Duty Calls"

tive

lists.

following does
ijatameat that "the
the list of managers
act exhaust
members,
who owe money to our
managers were
the names of S4
Asterisks beside the names

saa «• a*™
Newspaper Men

n

FINANCIAL STATEMENT READ

AT

Promote
Co-operation With Publicity

People

Cincinnati.

An

organization

EQUITY'S

ANNUAL MEETING

to

No Change
May

—Regular Ticket Elected

—Hitchcock Charged with Having "Cooked

31.

known as the

Stage and Screen Scribes of America has just been started here. The
William
President,
officers
are:
Smith Goldenburg, dramatic editor

in Directorate

Up»t
1

"Follies" Trouble in Chicago

STEVEN'S HEADLINE

of the Cincinnati "Enquirer''; vicepresident, Albert Thompson, dra-

•

OF EVA LE GALLIENNE

matic editor of the "Commercial
Tribune"; secretary, Myrtle Miles,'
picture editor, "Times-Star"; treas- Said
urer, Elmer H. Dressman, picture

She "Loathed Actors"—

Actress Corrects Critic

editor. Cincinnati "Post." Directors:
William G. Stiegler, dramatic editor
"Times-Star"; Carl Adams, picture

Desk

Man

the Goat

editor "Enquirer"; Lew Heck, press
agent Lyric and Gifts theatres;

The annual meeting of the Actor's
Equity Association was held May
26 at the Hotel Aston. New York. It

was estimated about COO members
attended, considered very light at
this time of the year. The meeting
was called to order at 2. 30 and adjourned at 4.30 Friday afternoon.
The election of officers during the
meeting resulted in the entire regu-

Chicago, May 31.
lar ticket, headed by John Emerson
Chicago, May 31.
Discovering there arc social privi- Charles O'Neill dramatic editor CinLoathed aetors? For a time after as president, being held over for anleges that involve the executive cinnati "Post"; Bob Newhall the- the Ashton Stevens interview ap- other term.
"Commercial Triwriter
atrical
printed.
About the most and apparently
managers had duties of the Equity's Chicago office bune."
those
meant
Rudolph Benson. Chester peared, the local public imagined
eight
of
or
jittle
litt
duties
that
With
don't
make
wun
for
the
-—
mAmM pnoiuanies.
companies,
Le Gallic nne, co-star of the only interesting development of
Park publicity agent, was named Eva
Klran
was continued h am) i n08S f any home involved— chairman of a committee to draft "Liliom," now playing here. did.
the meeting to the members was the
ne change the list
tho constitution.
monthly.
Mrs Frank Dare, wife of Equity's
eight-line heading reading of the llnanclal statement
the
fact,
«,;*»,
In
t^
w
«
QM1
*
with
*
The organization was formed to
Gerald Bacon, a showman
Chicago representative, has been
Stevens' by Grant Stewart, In the chair in
fair play, protested
promote greater co-operation be- which now features the
the absence of Emerson. Stewart
a rsputaUon for
in the list, forced into a most unhappy state of tween newspaper editors and pub- Sunday interview with celebrities
name
his
of
inclusion
the
gave the losses for the year on the
"Princess mlrtd
affairs,
licity people.
playing Loop theatres sweepingiy Motion Pletune Branches as $26,313;
He was a stockholder in
which lost
Lew Heck originated the idea at claimed Miss Stevens did. There- expenses in connection with tariff
yirtua," a musical show
Mra Dare has been obHged tQ
summer. About juu.ouu forsake the brilliant 'loop" life be a dinner given to Eugene Quigley, upon. Mlns Le Gallienna couldn't on foreign films and "Equity Shop,**
tMAAA
000 last summer
$10
was invested by cause she has found it impossible to retiring manager of the CapitoL, get a pleasant look front a soli- $6,000. The surplus was announced
of that money
who be invited to all of her husband's Quigley, a former legitimate ad- tary male artist in town, not even as $R3,804; mentioned
Bacon and Edward Flammer,
without being
at first oo- alleged "duty calls." She is now liv- vance man, was presented with a from the members of her own com- itemised, as Including
Bacon
listed.
va* not
leases, furnifrom the ing apart from her hu-band because handsome desk set as a token of the panyjected to being singled out
ture and fixtures and debts owing
stockholders to be the goat by, of family differences. While Dare is friendship of Cincinnati newspaper
Before suddenly leaving town and the organisation.
from the cast of
It Is a matter of record holding aloft amid the gayety of the writers and publicity fraternity.
Equity.
withdrawing
Suspensions for the year were
sal"Liliom" for a reported trip to Eu- 2,500, according to Gilmore, who
tmat Equity stepped in when
Bismarck Hotel, Mrs. Dare's presCentral
rope, Miss Le Gallienne wrote Ash- explained many joined Equity duraries were not paid at the
ent address is at the Raleigh Hotel/
ton Stev«ns and the critic pub- ing the strike without having paid
theatre and the company's share of a northside hostelry for the lowly
dislished her letter adjacent to his anything since. Thero was no u*e
the receipts was taken over for
paid chorus girls.
usual apace.
tribution to the players.
carrying them on the books, he said.
Dare's average as a fast worker
why
Claiming she was deeply shocked New members during the year
Bacon can not understand
is the talk of the Loop's theatrical SUITS
a
branded
been
statearrogant
have
very
such
a
to see
he should
totaled 2.13*, while IIS were reincircles. The existing situation beLater th» tween Equity's representative and
defaulting manager."
ment as that contained in the head- stated or re-elected life members
line Issued under her name, Miss numbered eight. One expulsion was
Showman secured the counsel of his wife makes it common talk that
Britain Run Ends DisasThe Mrs. Dare proposes to do considerLe Gallienne's letter to the critic reported, J. Marcus Keyes, formerly
three attorneys of standing.
"It is not actors the Equity's Chicago representative.
further stated:
Commonwealth's
answers to Bacon from Equity able inquiring into what constitutes
trously
that I 'loathed,' as you aay—it is the Resignation* were reported as IS;
were evasive. He was told by one the real official non-social wort of
Week
Final
list
the
cheap theatricality that is so often, deaths, «€.
Bauity officer the idea of
an Equity representative in Chicago.
connected
inevitably,
sometimes
to stop the practices of manTotal membership of good and bid
The separation of the Dares has
with the theatre the pettiness and standing was given in all branches
who incorporated for $5,000 been known for some time. The alBritain, Conn., May 81.
New
that
Also
tawdriness and cheap publicity
trusted to luck.
of Equity, Chorus Equity, Picture
leged "duty calls" alibi is no longer
long impending "crash" of
The
Equity might make mistakes that necessary
roaming the Cormican stock, at the Lyceum and all those things that make so, Branches and A. A. F. (vaudeville
Equity's
for
many people look upon actors and branch) as 18,43«. with 10,100 of that
did harm to individuals, but that Romeo.
for sis: weeks, came Saturday whan
(Continued on page 17)
Whether or not the Dare matter James Cormican. owner, failed to actresses as something apart out- number in good standing, leaving
it is
(Continued on page 17
will end in court remains up to appear after the final curtain to aide the pale of society as
that have so largely docalled
Mrs. Dare.
pay salaries. As a result, members
theatre of the dignity
the
prived
Lawyer
of the company, through
with which the other arts are enDavid L. Nair of this city, Monday
dowed."
*
GIRLS'
brought suits against Cormican, atMiss Le Galli«>nne will probably
LOSES
taching his lease on the theatre, on
Stevens
Ashton
Thrown Out of Geneva Mitchell's which, it is understood, six months' get a wireless from
mid-ocean, stating that it was a
Party in Boston
rent at a monthly fee of $750 has
hemlllnc wrfter on the desk who
been paid in advance. Union stagelisten to Me" Closes Tour.
Boston, May 31.
bathes actors, and not
hands and musicians are also takAll Cast Agreeable to
Cut
Lasor,
Eleanor
and
Marie Le Ven
Biqqest Day's Business
ing legal steps to secure wages
a couple of chorus girls with "The alleged due them. It is understood
for Four. Week But One Who
PRIZE PLAY
$1,600.25
Last Waltz," started something here several local business houses with
Insisted on
when they complained they had been whom Cormican had dealings are Publicity Must Help "Anna" to Stick
thrown out of a Commonwealth seeking a means of "getting theirs,"
Chicago, May tl.
in Chicago
apartment house where
"Listen to Me." Le Compte and avenue
"Tangerine" was withdrawn from
as all attachable property owned by
Fletcher's one-night stand musical Geneva Mitchell (at that time with
Chicago, May II.
the Casino, New York, Saturday by
Cormican has been placed undor
•how, closed its season Saturday at "Sally") was giving a party, because attachment.
Local exploitation, started with a Carle Carlton at the conclusion of
Hammond, Ind., and the organiza- they resented the attentions of men
During the final and extremely vengeance in the Sunday newspa- its 4*d week. It was the leader in
tion managed by Frank E. Fletcher, in attendance.
trying minutes of the company's pers, over "Anna Christie" being the number of we«ks played for prowith Walter Holies in advance, acThe girls were taken from the New Britain sojourn, once again awarded the Pulitzer prize medal, ductions of last season up to the
eompllshed the seemingly impossi- Hotel Brewster, where they were
has got to "save" the attraction now time It stopped.
(Continued on page 16)
ble, for it remained out a season of stopping,
to a local hospital the
running at the Cort,
Until Friday night everything was
18 one-half weeks, losing only four morning after the party and were
Repeated references of brilliant set for continuance for another
EQUITY
sights. Three of the lost dates wore treated for abrasions. The Le Von GIRLS FORCED INTO
nature by all the critics at every month. Better terms had been arion to making long railroad jumps; girl was the more seriously injured.
n opportunity during the local run ranged with the theatre for the addof "Hollywood Follies
the fourth was the night before
The story at first was common- Choristers Time to Pay Dues
didn't prevent a startling slump, ed time and the cast had agreed on
Given
Christmas. The show laid off Holy place, but developed through publicstarting a week ago last Sunday a t5 per cent, salary cut for the
Week, so the tour lasted almost the ity until both girls were discharged
It was a fight to gain the wind-up weeks. One member of the
night.
Chicago, May 81.
"forty weeks- that made up the
Saturday night trade, usually A cast held off and is responsible for
from "The Last Waltz." Miss MitchFol"Hollywood
the
of
Choristers
Weal season in the days when one- ell
sell-out for any attraction playing the attraction being taken off until
was dropped from "Sally" at the
at the Playhouse
ight-stand
organisations
were request of Marilyn Miller. Now the lies," which opened
the Cort by 7 o'clock.
fall.
This player declin<*d to accept
numerous, popular and profitable. District Attorney of this county and Sunday, found themselves ensnarled
A turn for the best, If It comes, more than a 20 per cent, cut and
into the Equity meshes by being
The show opened Aug. 25 at
the Federal authorities are interest- forced to Join the Chorus Equity or can be looked for In about 10 days, said he would agree to that only for
tWaukesha, Wis.
The tour carried ing themselves in the matter, with
and if it doesn't happen, chances three weeks.
(He demanded full
restrained from working. As
Jho organisation into two-thirds of things getting hotter every minute being
of the piece running through July salary for this week.)
»o States of the union. The show and the publicity becoming more most of the girls were unable to pro- are slim.
said
that
members of the
It
is
duce the necessary money for memJ*«t West as far as the Rocky profuse.
chorus and orchestra called on
bership when Fran* Dare, the local
JJountains, south to Miami and East
<(
Claire Miller (Marilyn's sister) Equity representative, accepted their
LAWFUL LAICEWY" CUTS Carleton, agreeing to make up the
* Wilmington, Dot, Staunton, Va, replaced
the
in
Mitchell
difference in the obstinate player's
Miss
applications, they were frlven from
There will be three changes in the
•fcts the show the biggest single
salary, but the manager declined
cast.
"Sally"
two to three weeks to pay the asf "Lawful Larceny" at the Re»jrs business on the season $1,with thanks.
Saturday afternoon
According to the stories of the sessment.
public Monday, when Gail Kane, Al
which was exactly 25 cents
the
JJjJ^
girls, liquor was plentiful at
Tho principals of the company, Ian Dinehart and Floyd Krembs tho balky actor sent word he wis
tore
than the Al G. Fields minstrel
wer
they
agreeable
the
finish
to
cut for four weeks.
the
•how got in that town. The biggest party, and at
mostly all vaudevilliana, however. leave.
The answer was that the Shuberts
and thrown
two-day stand on the season was bound and gagged
did not join Equity, as they are all
Salary cutting for the remaining
downstairs to the street. Others at working on the commonwealth l.Ian, weeks of the season brought about had been notified and the show
the attraction got
a nl
the statements of the which obviates tho necessity of the changes. They will be replaced w
5i *' where
WW.16.
\
Tampa did almost as well, the party deny
player !_
The *??_!!!
in question was to
a couple of Harvard stu- joining.
by Pauline Armitage, Fleming Ward
the organization $2,712.20 on girls, but
have headed the No. 2 "Tangerine"
dents who were guests at the affair
two days.
and Byron Beasley.
Another will
next
season.
on tour
are in hot water over the publicity
LIBRABY WANTS BOOKS
be secured for tho berth.
and stand a good chance of abOut
Passing
Binghamton,
Armory,
Marine
Merchant
The American
HLCEB SCOUTING ABROAD
ruptly ending their college courses.
Binghamton, N. Y., May 31.
Library is desirous of securing
Harry Pilcer sailed on the BerenPLATS
The Armory theatre, long a local AUSTRALIANS BUY
books
to be furnished the men of
garia Tuesday
Mrs.
life
is
Claire Miller in private
for Paris, taking
Producing rjghts for two of the
landmark, will be transfrom
theatrical
the merchant fleet sailing
hlm " Tnc National Anthem," James B. McKowen.
1 '.roadway
successes have
I™L of
formed into a business structure as season'a
United States porta. The organi
the Fi
"Lawful Larbeen sold through Sanger & Jordan
zation is supplying each ship leav- the result of its purchase by Albert
T**> "East Is West," "The Woman
Williamsons
for Australia.
tho
to
from
contractor,
Willey, local
SHOWS CLOSING
lag port with a library for the free
* Room 1J" and other Shipman
the Armory Theatre Co., which is They are "Sally" and "The C\t and
»**» tor production abroad. Pilcer
"Beware of Dogs," in which Wil- use of the crew.
Canary." This gives tho Antipodean
Persons desiring to furnish the controlled by the Kodico Realty
"^rested with Baron de Roth- liam Hodge stirred this season,
firm two mystery plays, "The Bat"
JL.
may send Corporation.
ih Some theatrical tentures closed at the Riviera, Now York, organization wJth books
being purchased some time ago.
back
dates
theatre
Armory
a
The
lath French
public library with
any
to
them
anin
appear
will
He
capital and may put Saturday.
Sanger A Jordan also leased the
erected by
t^")*
card attached, directing that they to the '70's when it was
~** Play, on in Paris.
fall.
the
In
show
other
will
He
pur- Rnglish rights for "The Cat and the
be turned over to the Merchant the state for militia armor/
Follies'
— •ft os American scout for tho
Village
•Greenwich
Canary"
to Grossmltb & M alone.
poses.
l
Marine Library, .^
**wofi j tig
naja^d ^ays. dosed at Duiuth May ft -
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LITTLE THEATRES

INSIDE STUFF
ON LEGIT
A comedian *<tar in a Broadway show Is working on a guaranteed
•alary plus a percentage of the profits. From time to tim© the weekly
statements given him have included production expenditure items charged
•gainst the attraction. One item in particular aroused his risibilities. It
vafl the amount quoted for glue, the star telling friends he paid for
•nough of the stuff to join New York to Brooklyn.
Mmc. Kotchetovsky is a Russian actress with "Chauve-Souris" at the
Kven Balief says about the monicker "what a name."
Street.

49th

of last week, soon after the performance, she became
a mother, having worked in the show that evening. Morrie Gest explained that had it not been for the daylight saving the infant would
have been born in the theatre.

Thursday evening

Mis. Thomas Whiff en was announced for a part in "The Rivals," which
being revived for a week at the Empire, New York, for the benefit
of the Players' Club. At the time of the announcement she was in "The
Advertising of Kate," which closed after three weeks at the Ritz. Her
appearance in "Kate" was thought to be the reason why another player
was selected for the revival. Her daughter objected to Mrs. "Whiff en's
appearance in "The Rivals. " saying the role was too long for a woman of
b€l mother's age to prepare.
is

Oaborne Hall, Auburn, N. Y., was
filled Saturday night for the second
entertainment by the Auburn Amateur Dramatic Club. The 30 players appeared in two one-act plays
and a pantomime. The Initial efforts of the club in the dramatic
line in February were far outdone.
Jerome K. Jerome's tense drama,
"The Violin Maker of Cremona,"
with Harry R. Melons playing the
lead, and Barrie's "Twelve Pound
Look" were the plays, while the
Spanish pantomime was the effort
of Thomas Mott Osborne, Auburn's
millionaire prison reformer.
Mr.
Osborne is president of the dramatic club.
"Th
Twelve Pound
Look" was capably presented by
Mrs. E. Donaldson <~*lapp, City
Judge Underwood, Mrs. William
i

McCarthy and John Meadows. In
the pantomime R. H. Bertram Hole
delighted with his solo work, and
the principals, Jane Cook, Dutton
Noble and Dudley Fay, were excellent.
Mr. Osborne was at the piano
directing the orchestra, in which

CharUs

three big hotels

is

getting 17 seats.

For a summer dropis an eight-people piece in one set.
about the best and softest that has shown for years. J. C. Nugent,
who wrote the play, had great faith in it. It was produced at a Wilmer
& Vincent theatre in Pennsylvania some months ago. At that time it
was said Sidney Wilmer was interested. Mr. Nugent, his son Elliott
and daughter Ruth appeared when it first played as now. The local
papers raved over the- comedy, but nothing more was heard of it until
with title changed to "Kempy it landed at the Belmont.
The Broadway bunch seemed rather pleased that Dick Herndon picked
up this kit as he did. The Belmont had, had an in and out season. Herndon and Harry Nelmes, the Belmont's manager, are well liked, and
when 'Kempy'' landed everyone said "Good."

"Kempy"

'

Vancouver's (B. C.) Little Theatheir first public

appearance this season May 25-27
at Templeton hcill, presenting three
playlets as the program.

i

The contract was not excrci^« d
the organization's arrival in Seattle.
learned that George T. Hood had tied up $8,000 in getting
it
the Russians started.

when
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A traveling stock under the management of William Augustine, is

announcement

being organized through the Louis
Hallett office to play a week of.onenight stands in New York state.
The company will play one day in

each town with a new play each
week.
"Getting
Gertie's
Garter" has
been released for stock by A. H.

Adeline Hendricks bas completed
a new three-act comedy drama.
"Sandpaper," in which Helen Lowell
is

to

Woods.

star.

and will sail for London to see
"The Heart of a Rose," which is
showing there. The Shuberts have
purchased the American rights to
the musical play, and will star Miss
Painter in

*

•

_______

Jack Norworth will join the McLaughlin Players, the summer stock
at the Ohio, Cleveland, next month.
He will remain four#weeks, one of
which will be devoted to the trying
out of "What's In It for Me?" a
comedy written by Emil Nyitray,
who died two weeks ago. A. H,
Woods and Robert McLaughlin are
concerned with the production rights
of the new piece. Three other plays
in which Norworth will appear are?
"Buddies," "La La Lucille" and "M*
Lady Friends " Norworth replaced
the late Clifton Crawford^ In the
latter play, appearing in It on tour.'

Eleanor Tainter left the cast of
"The Last Waltz" vhich is running
strongly in Boston, last Saturday,

in the fall.

and not Arthur
Say lor, is handling t'e publicity
for "The Hairy Ape," which broke
Oliver M. Saylor,

onto the front pages after a police a season ago.
Arthur, a
complaint recently.
i
brother to Oliver, is an Indiana atClara Joel and William Boyd ¥••
torney. In addition to the Eugene
turned as the leads of the ProctoX/
O'Neill play, Saylor is handling the
Players at Harmanus Bleecker HaH*.
publicity for Morris Gest's "ChauveAlbany, N. Y., this week.
"Miss
Souris." He was in Russia during Lulu Betts" is the play for
their rethe early days of the Bolshevik re- turn. "Branded" next week.
gime, and is c nsidered an authority
on Russian art and the theatre. In
Ernest Glendinning will fill a
th? June issue of the Century Magvisiting star two-weeks' engagement
azine there is a special story on the
with
the Manhattan Players at the
Balieff show under the title of "The
Temple, Rochester, N. Y., before
Theatre of Let's Pretend."
opening his summer's stock engagement at Denver. Mr. Glendinning
Arthur G. Delamater head of the will appear next week in the role
Players and Patrons Associated, he created in "Little Old New York."
Inc., formed to produce along new
Thomas A. Wise will open next
co-operative lines, issued a state- week as the temporary star of the
ment this week explaining the try- Robins Players at the Royal Alexout of "Her Temporary Husband." andra, Toronto, in "Three Wise
the association's first piece, and Fools."
Jos Kilgour returns from
denying the players were not paid the company to New York after
The manager states the a visiting stay of several weeks.
salaries.
cast agreed to accept part salaries
and part stock in the corporation;
No change in the syndicate forces
that the average salary paid for the In Philadelphia season, according to
(Continued on page 17)
present plans as announced. Thomas
Love will continue as general
Iff.

REINER TO CONDUCT

manager

of the three legit theatres

under the direction of Fred G. Nixon

Cincinnati, May 31.
a
("Fritz")
Reiner,

Nidlinger.
Frank Wolf will look
Hungarian musician, has after Nidlingers vaudeville bookings
and
Harry
Smith, manger of the
been engaged to conduct the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra during Nixon theatre, will assist him in bis
the coming year, and as the suc- film interests.
ressor to Eugent Ysae, famous
Reiner was chosen from
violinist.
The dramatic stock at the Broad-

Frederick

j

!

among

applicants,
including
16
of the best known orchestral
conductors in Europe and America.
He did not apply for the position.
Reiner will come here in September. He was born in Budapest in

way, Philadelphia, closes Saturday.

some

He has had charge

1888.

orchestra and opera
and Munich and made

of

Stock opens at Proctor's, Troy,
26, displacing the vaudewhich ends this week.

N. Y., June
ville,

i

the

Dresden

at

his greatest
success in Rome as conductor of the
"Costanzi." He is now conducting
an opera festival in Zurich, Switzer-

land.

RUSSIAN SINGERS
Group of

Fifty

Coming

Over

In

October

Max

Babinoff

will

bring

to

America for opening in October the
RICHARD DORNEY'S ESTATE Ukrainian National Chorus, a south
A revised accounting of the estate Russia singing group of about 60
left by Bichard Dorncy, the the- voices said to be the most perfect
organization yet heard.
atrical manager, has b«
filed in ensemble
the Bronx Surrogate's Court, New The chorus is under the direction of
York, by Bita Maloy Dorney, his Alexander Koschetz, a composer and
widow, and George CJ. Milne, a includes several noted song birds of
i

friend, as executors.

—

t

1923

was a

tour.

'

.

2,

i

Among young

those who took part were Rupert
Caplan,
Dorothy
DaMrs,
Esther
Brandes, Sarah Weber, Mrs. Nodkin, Miss Lernu, Mrs. Elman and
Miss Hart, and Messrs. Verner,
Sidney, Harwitz, Kirsch, Ewing,
Diner and Becker.

at A. H. Woods' Eltinge, New York, this
week. Following the Court of Appeals of New York affirming the decision defining the powers of the License Commissioner of New York,
which lower court decision was to the effect the commissioner had not
the power to arbitrarily close a legitimate theatre, the commissioner
issued a statement in which he stated in that case the only remedy left
Iowa has the distinction of being
to supervise the theatre was through official censorship.
Meanwhile the license for this year to the Eltinge had not been Issued the first state to organize a Little
up to the middle of the week. It is expected by the theatre very shortly. Theatre circuit. A- conference was
The same law statute giving the commissioner power, as he thought, held at the Iowa State Fair last
1o close and revoke the licenses of legitimate theatres empowers him to autumn and a committee appointed
That was not included in the "Demi-Virgin" to organize the circuit. Four towns
issue licenses at will.
matter that went before the courts. So far it remains an undisputed furnished companies including the
Grinnell Players, Bloomfield Players,
point in the license commissioner's favor.
Iowa City Players and Mason City
The season when producers and stars are looking Sharply after mate- Players. During the winter season
rial for next season's exploitation, the current play market reports the following plays were presented
This is attributed, in large measure, to the in each town, 'Passers By," "The
activities below normal.
train of disasters that befell the tidal wave of new productions, making Truth," "The Molluse" and "Her
the season now closing remarkable for shows that failed to score. A Husband's Wife each unit appearnew phase of blay leasing and buying is the number of group players ing in a different play.
seeking material for their activities unsponsored by any producing firm
than themselves. Fully a score of these combinations are forming, or
have formed, with, of course, the Players' Guild the inspiration for their
STAIR OUT?
The friction between producing managers and players over
activity.
salaries asked and salaries Offered for parts next season is, naturally, a
Garrick Coming Down Not Lookcontributing impulse to the decision of different bands to decide to take
ing for Other Theatres
a chance on their own. Mary Milburn, just in from her season with
Ziegfeld "Follies," is one ot the individually ambitious along the lines
Detroit, May 31.
She is reported arranging with comof this self-supporting trouping.
It
looks as if E. L\ Stair is
posers and librettists for road rights to two pieces in which she has
through with the theatre business.
appeared*
His only theatre in Detroit is the
Garrick.
This will be torn down
A look-in at New York's present theatre situation is Indicated in the
lack of enthusiastic bidders for the Astor, conccdedly among the best of with the rest of the building startplayhouse properties in Manhattan. Although offered by Bim, owner, at ing next May, as he has leased the
$75,000 yearly on a ten-year go, with Sunday reserved for Bim's picture*, entire property for a commercial
no avid takers appear. Bim is credited with offering it at $85,000 if structure.
From what can be learned, Mr.
the new lessee demands exclusive tenancy, Sundays included, but so few
die the takers that it looks as though the lease now held by the Shuberts Btair has no thought of building
at something near the above figures would be extended by them. The new theatres, which means that the
Shuberts' willingness to let go the house is due to the growing list of Bhtiherts after the coming season
theatres they control in the heart of the city's show center. When they will be represented in' Detroit exoriginally took it over from Cohan & Harris, on the lease now expiring, clusively by David Nederlander, who
the Shuberts' theatre holdings in the city were not so numerous; $100,000 now has the Shufcert-Michlgan and
Js the price they paid as a bonus to Cehan A Harris lor the lease piue a the Shu bert- Detroit and is looking
CCont.i"*' ' "n page il6)
for a third house.

"The Demi-Virgin' closes

i

The sumjnier stock at the Lake,
wood Park aheatre (Maine) opens

says
Irene
Castle will tour the country next
season, showing in auditoriums from
October to December, in "Fashions
and Dances of 1923." Ernest Briggs,
Inc., is mentioned as directing the

The Y. M. H. A. at Montreal gave
J. D. Barton, formerly of the National Printing Co., is In Japan artheir annual dramatic performance
ranging for a Far Eastern tour of Carter, the magician* He may bring Monday night. The play
was the
back a group of "Cherry Blossom Girls," nationally famous over there. modern morality drama, "ExperiB.'irton has offered the novelty to Sam Harris for tho nexj Music Box
ence," slightly modified to meet the
revue, but it is probable they will be used for concert appearances exigencies
of an amateur producinstead.
The girls used for the Cherry Blossom ceremony are Geisha tion. The Y. M. H. A. Symphony
When Barton was in Orchestra, under the direction of J.
girls and the pick of the land, all being small.
the Orient a year ago- he placed under contract the Russian Grand J. Gagnier, furnished
the entr'acte
Opera Co. which recently arrived in New York after touring from the and incidental music, and the play
ast.
He and another showman interested were amazed to learn of was produced under the stage di<

Who

actor,

Frohman productions and
member of the Lambs.

"Savva," by Leonid Andreyev, will
be played at Scarborough, N. Y.,
7-9, by the Beechwood Players, local
to that town.
Henry
Stillman will direct.

made

',

11*20. left a net
estate of $7,098.69, according to' a June 19 with Barry Whitcomb,
diin
Surrogate's rector.
filed
the
report
Court asking that it be passed for
Under the
inheritance taxation.
The Aborn musical stock, closing
will, executed December 27", 1918, at the Colonial, Utica.,
N. Y., will
the property was divided equally move to Springfield, Mass., openi \m
between the Actors' Fund of Amer- there in /"Going Up." The Colonial
ica; Mrs. George Henry Trader, a expects to remain dark
until Augdaughter of his former wife; Annie ust.
Dobson, his sister; Stanley Sharp,
his nephew, and Mrs. John Storey,
Louis Morrison, James Dillon and
Daniel Frohman was Ruth Van, formerly members of
his niece.
the
named and qualified as e: ^cutor. Strand stock at San Diego, Joined
The deceased, who died after a short in a dramatic sketch, "One Christillness, was 74 years old and had mas Day," with which they
plan
appeared on the stage for 50 years. to tour the Pantages vaudeville
He had been in the cast of several circuit.

June

tre riayers

Butler,

!

died September 17.

Peter Kurtz, violinist, w. s featured.
Behind the reason for Violet Herfflng's leaving "The Rubicon" to join In the chorus of the pantomime
"The Rivals," which opens at the Empire, New York, June 6, Js a dif- were Margaret Severson, Margaret
ference of opinion between the actress and the management. In addi- Mickes, Alice Meaker, Adrian Hention to objecting to a salary cut, which prompted her fortnight's notice, derson, Josephine Hammond and
Miss Heming is said to have told Henry Baron, the author-producer, Stanley Paul, Sidney Parcell. John
that the destiny of the piece was in her hands.
Lawler, Edwin Ross and Jasper
Sims.
Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., is reporting on the New York "American,"
Mrs.
Samuel Hopkins Adams,
with a promise from his father that if the younger Vanderbilt learns once a star under Belasco, was reand likes newspaper work, he will buy him a New York daily. Accom- sponsible for much of the success
panying Junior in his journalistic wanderings is Preston Hollander, an- of the evening through the trainother social light in the youthful set who favors reporting. Young Van- ing and direction she gave the amaderbilt was assigned by the "American" on the Ward murder case at teur players.
Special scenery by
New Rochelle. He plunged right into it, with the paper featuring his Carl Tallman and Robert J. StephVanderbilt wrote that Ward had left jail one night while under enson
etuff.
and
brillirnt
costumes
arrest and had gone to his home. Vanderbilt said he saw and spoke to brought
from New York added
Ward, who replied. But the same afternoon and the next day the other much to the entertainment.
papers carried denials from Ward and everyone else. Vanderbilt replied
it was so, and let it go at that.
The English Club of Syracuse
(N. Y.) University, after a lapse o/
"Kempy" at the Belmont, New York, looks good for all summer. If years, will revive the custom of
making that hard goal it will easily run along there through the cooler presenting plays in the open air
weather. The Belmont has but 230 seats in the orchestra. It has an at the June commencement. Three
agency sale into July with a follow up buy almost a certainty. At plays are to be offered, including
present the larger agencies can't secure one-half of what they could use "The Constant Lover," "Aria da
nightly. One of the largest gyp agencies is unable to secure over four Capo" and "The Dar'
Lady of the
McBride's is getting
seats a night for the house with a steady call.
Sonnets."
about 50 nightly and could sell 150 or more. The Bascom agency with its

in, it's

"W.

,.t

STOCKS

LEGIT ITEMS
:

'

The decode. .t who died January
a

will, directing his
1mm residi ary estate,
and his children all the moneys on
deposits with the bank which he
held in trust for them.
In the accounting the executors

16,

1921,

left

widow receive

»

themselves with $05,605.06.
fce
Against this amount the are credited
with $18,628.19 for expenses,
etc. and hold a balance of $46.-

the Fetrograd Imperial opera.

The Ukrainian Chorus is due t<J
open at the Hippodrome for a Sunday concert. It is claimed an extraordinary feature of the singing
is the tones,, akin to organ, violins
and cornets which are perfectly
blended.

ch;:

976.67

subject

tion.

Sherman

to

further distribu-

•'UGHTNIN' " CHANGES
Chicago, May 31.
The first change since the opening of •Xightnln'" Bept 1 last will
be Ida St. I,con rr lacing Mildred
\

Relieved by Bankruptcy Booth as the California-Nevada
Lowell Sherman was discharged state-line Innkeeper and Sam Beed
from bankruptcy Monday morning succeeding Sam Ce.t in the pait 0*
before Federal Judge Mack.
the western sheriff.
Sherman's liabilities were* over
Coit announces that he will retire
$17,000.
Meyer Kura acted, iqr the from the. stage and return to th
I profession of teaching in J*eW J

W
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COAST AND NORTHWEST RUSS OPERA MOVES

HAS PORTLAND AS
MANAGERS MARKING TIME ON
—
NEW SHOWS FOR NEXT SEASON
Not Much

Road

in

Remainder

Shows

DOWN ON EAST

OASIS
for

Billings,

Broadway Engagement Called
Flop— Run Cut One Week—*
Dropped to $5,000 Gross

Mont., Second Choice

number

See Little Hope of Help in Reduction of Fares and
Party Rates Claim They Need a 10% Cut in
Follies Open Next Week
Players* Salaries

—

—

Production for next season remains far under the normal, indicaspring of holding
tions in the early

back by managers still attaining.
Usually at this time an approximate line-up of the first flight of
available. To date
fall premieres is

not even

the booking heads have
penciled in attractions for the bulk

Tryout
Broadways theatres.
but
proceeding,
are
productions
are
producers
big
Several
slowly.
doing new plays via summer stock.
season
the
While it is assumed
of

be in stride again by Labor
or before, there are no signs of
rushing to secure bookings. Signs
assuming a
•till point to producers
waiting attitude in an attempt to

costs is the hope of the producers,
but they are well convinced that any
sharp decline is highly improbable.

going to mean a lot more than
securing a party rail rate. ExaminIt is

ation*nof the statistics of several
shows the current season* proves the
transportation item is inconsiderable when compared to other expenditures. That at least goes for the
musical productions.
If a 15-fare party rate is secured
it will be of real assistance to the
dramatic touring attractions, such
shows rarely having more than that

of players. But for a musical etimedy the proportion of saving
the proposed rate reduction would
affect is unconvincing to the managers. If the rate is lopped off 25
per cent, the saving is figured to be
from $75 to $100 weekly for a total
of from $2,500 to $3,006* on the season.
Another item of outlay complained
of is transfer charges.
musical

A

show out 34 weeks this season spent
$17,075 for transportation. Its transfer cost (hauling of production and
baggage to and from the stations)
was $8,572, or Just 50 per cent, of
the railroading.
This attraction's
share of the total gross was $304,069.
Its greatest outlay was for salaries,
the total being $157,502. That may
not be exceptional, since the heaviest payment of any show is its salaries.
From the producer's standpoint, a reduction of 10 per cent, in

salaries

would be by far more wel-

will

come than a drop

Day

costs.

learn how business looks for the
coming season.
A downward revision in operating

CANTOR WANTS SCRIPT

"HELLRAISEMS" OUTING

HAS DAZZLING EFFECTS

Regular

Comedy

The proportion of transfer costs
to that of transportation was shown
to be in almost the same ratio for
another musical attraction on tour,
which in 18 weeks spent $8,551 for
(Continued on page 17)

Joe Leblanq Treats the Boys
"Shuffle Along" Treasurer

—

Had Something on Others

Comedian Anticipates Appearing in

in transportation

NEW ACTING
Alfred

Lunt Loses Voice- -Stage
Manager Reads Role

The annual outing of the "Hellraisems," the monicker sicked onto
the party given each May by Joe
Leblang's Public Service Ticket

Newark, N. J., May 31.
Last Friday evening Alfred Lunt,
wanted by Eddie Cantor, «star of
for Billie Burke in
leading
man
"Make It Snappy" at the Winter
"The Intimate Stranger," at the
Cantor wants Agency to Broadway's
Garden, New York.
theatre
Broad, lost his voice through a seto make a selection from those ^treasurers, dazzled the landscape
vere attack of laryngitis. The mansubmitted, as he anticipates per- around Glen Cove, L. l. last
Sun- agement offered to refund, but the
t
of
piece
sonally appearing in a
day.
audience stuck it out. Frank Kirke,
either description when "Make It
Mattie Zimmerman is blamed for
stage manager, announced he would
Snappy" Anally ends.
one of the dazzling effects. They
Cantor is now under contract to were the uniforms worn by the Le- read the lines while Lunt did the
acting, Kirke concealing himself in
the Shuberts, with his agreement blang ball team that proudly
walked advantageous spots on the stage.
having yet a year to run. Regard- on the field. The suits
were green,
Those who saw the performance
less of what management he may be
stockings and caps orange and, to
say that it was entirely successful
under in future, Mr. Cantor says, make it worse,
large red flaring
and that the reading was not noticehe will insist the script selected by bow ties adorned
the necks of the
able. The same method was used
him shall be produced. His idea of players. Each suit
had the name
Saturday matinee and evening. As
a play is a comparatively small cast of
a theatre, and under it the worst
Lunt
will be voiceless for some time,
show with about 16 chorus girls.
seats in that house were marked by
McKay Morris was called upon to
Scenarios for film comedies that
row and number
those behind
might suit him in either black or
replace him, and will play the prrt
posts and the like.
white face will be read by Mr. Canthis week.
The
big idea, on paper at least,
tor, if submitted, and his opinion
Lunt was married earlier In, the
was
the ball game. The Leblangs
given. He is prepared to purchase
Friday to Lynn Fontanne.
had been blustering about w'.;at they day on
scenarios for future production with
would
do
to the treasurers at the
himself starred. "He believes that
outing. The finish found the teams
sooner or later there will be CanEAST
locked in a 15-15 tie, 12 innings.
tor comedy pictures on the market.
Last season they also played a tie
Favorite Stock Player on Coast
game, and it is beginning to look
Scripts of farces or comedies are

—

Chicago, May 31.
experiences await
the attractions heading for the
northwest section of the coast trip,
not to mention the one-: lghters in

What

The Russian Grand Opera com-

pany, after three weeks at the Now
Amsterdam, New York, was moved
to Kesslers, on the East Side, Monday, the Amsterdam being turned
over to F. Ziegfeld for the rehearsal
California, is hard to saty after of the now "Follies."
After several weeks more in New
listening to reports made by advance men grouped here switching /York the "vodka opera" troupe will
railroad itineraries because of gen- journey to Mexico City, playing
there in the open air within the bull
eral conditions out West.
Seattle is reported to be in piti- ring. The Mexican appearances are
ful shape.
Same is reported of under the auspices and guarantee
Butte and Spokane.
Portland is of the Mexican government. Folthe only spot where the playgoers lowing that engagement, appearare attending to their theatricals ances in Cuba and South America
with profit for the touring com- are planned.
panies.
The Broadway showing of the
So encouraging is Heilig's
theatre that Leo Ditrichstein is Russian operatic organization is
contemplating doing the unusual by counted as a failure.
The first
going from San Francisco to Port- week's business grossed about $15,land for the dates alone at the 800. For the second week the takHeilig, and then direct to Chicago. ings declined to $9,300 and the third
Billings, Mont., is reported good, and last Week the box office found
but if all the attractions struggling taking about $5,000.
over the Northwest should pick
Tho loss of Mme. Bourshaia, tho
Billings as one of the anchor spots, outstanding star of the foreigners,
the town would flop because it isn't who is under contract to the Met
big enough to support a heavy con- and was prevented from singing
secutive play.
with the Russian outfit in New
The one-nighters in California York, partially explains the flop of
started to flop over a month ago. the attraction after favorable reThe two big cities, Los Angeles and ports of good business wMrch flowed
San Francisco, are disapponiting in from all points after the Russians
several of the big ones which left Seattle. A poor orchestra also
headed west for summer money. A counted as a handicap.
keen observance will be made of
The draw at the New Amsterdam
"The Circle's" fate in Los Angeles, was almost altogether from the East
where the Drew-Carter combination Side. With hardly any advance, the
opens next Monday night.
Two box office did spasmodic business
weeks of one-nighters in California anywhere from 7:30 until t o'clock
have been suddenly cancelled by the in the evening, showing the audiSelwyn office, and no attempt will ences were coming from long disbe made to play the Northwest on tances principally the lower section
the trip home.
of the city. As In Chicago, the call
Irrespective of conditions, return- was for upper floor seats, but the
ing agents say Charlotte Greenwood second week in New York failed to
will make her customary clean-up stand up as well as the similar week
on the coast this summer. Careful in Chicago.
routing and no cast exaggerations,
The original booking at the New
such as advance copy for const at- Amsterdam was for four weeks, the
tractions has a tendency to exploit, violent decline in business permitare apt to save several attractions ting the shift to the Second avenue
now using coast mileage.
house.

deadly

—

INDEPENDENT TICKET BROKERS

AND CUT RATES

MARY NEWC0MB

BUYS "GOODNESS SAKE"
George Lederer's Co. Makes Second
Purchase of Broad wry Hit

a brother act.
Joe Leblang for the first time
stuck out the outing. He was umpire at the plate, after

Los Angeles, May

The Broadway Productions Co.,
which George Lederer is the ex- Coy, a "dick" known to the theatre
men, told them who was safe and
who was out. He had to "be harsh"
last week. The production and cast several times to stop arguments.
Intact will open in Chicago Sunday. The Leblangs claimed their boss
The musical comedy, recently clos- gave all the breaks to the theatre
ing at the Lyric, has been assigned ticket men.
That is known as
the Garrick, the Shubert consenting "business." The batteries were Joe
to move "Liliom" which is figured Keith and Benny Fisher for the
to land for a run there, to the Great cut-raters and Bill Bisland (GarNorthern,
den) and Harry Martin (Liberty)
of

second purchase of the for the treasurers.
Broadway
of
Productions
Co.
The relay race went to the treasBroadway shows.
The first was urers, the team being "Blutch"
"Lilies of the Field," also in ChiLarry Levey (Astor),
(Liberty).
cago and playing to profitable bus- Tommy Burke (Town Hall) and
iness. Its recent pace has been from
Mac McCauley
Harry Newman.
$10,000 to $11,000 weekly.
(Morosco) and Joey Keith won the
three-legged race. Gold pieces were
I HENBY KOLKER ASSESSED the prizes in both races. Lee ArnIt is the

Henry Kolker must pay Lillian
Kolker $60 -eekly alimony and

J.

B.

$450 counsel fees as a result of a
separation
suit
on
she
began
grounds of desertion.

(Miller) beat Barney Klawens
(Cort) in golf driving, a new event.
was a mashic shot played with
a midiron. with a dozen golf balls
the prize.
.Coy won the 100 -yard "dash" and
was promised a gold -tipped wallet.

old
It

The couple were married May 17,
1906.
The alleged desertion occurred between Dec. 25. 1921. and The SA" o prize went to Harry
April 6, 1922.
Benjamin (Leblang orllce) for winHenry C. Quinby is acting for Mrs. ning the fat man's rare. Clarence
Kolker.
Jacobson (Sam H. Harris) fell

HARTMAN'S COMEBACK
Ferris
cal

Ban Francisco, May St.
Hartman, a popular musi-

Comedjr

JJjMy

star 25 years ago. is
do a "come-back" at the

to

Auditorium in Oakland, where
producing a series of his sucof
quarter of a century ago,
*J*JJ
The slums billed for
presentation
"JPlude -The Idols lOve,
rhn Tov

J^vic
ne >s

"

Thi *ta*rt of the
p aul steindorff,

inn
" a oth ers.
k

own musical conductor,
led WJ th

Hartman

Nile"
well

is assoin the venture.

across the lino in the potato race,
thereby Whining a bottle of some-

Norton (Music Box)
thing.
Bill
tho ball throwing contest (two
nd picked I
bonis.
n minutes)
gold Gillette Sft

won

,

Tiure

were

n

doxer

sime

other

con-

lnit tne
outings.
ndaptarle to any place, nny time.
Tin- KeaVy prise winner of th" P
m\ Ktnn ry (49*4
P TcT t M Kr ai
said he has b*>n
is
It
street*.

tests,

all

p'ayinar

the
not

in

confined

kind.
t.»

n

raining by taking lessonj! from experts in "ShufHc Along.' the attraction there.

Bait

31.

leading woman at
Majestic, and a well
in stock circles of the

of

Each Promised

to Bid for

in Fall

IN CHICAGO

—Independents Want

"Buys"— "Cash and No

—Secrecy That

Returns'

as

Isn't

Mary Newcomb,

Lep Solo-

mon was canned for bum decisions. Tom Wilkes'
On the bags, "Morvich" John Mc- known figure

ecutive head, purchased "For Goodness Sake" from Alfred E. Aarons

More

Engaged by 8am Harris

like

SIDE

appear on
York's Broadway. Miss Newcomb has been engaged by Sam H.
Harris. Following the local run of
the new Harris-Wilkes play, "In
Love With Love," in which she is
playing the leading role, it will go
It is expected that
to New York.
Miss Newcomb will open with her
present vehicle, which is getting its
break-in at the Majestic.
Nana Bryant, formerly with the
Alcazar stock players of San Francisco, is to succeed Miss Newcomb
at the Majestic.
Bichard Bennett, who is expected
in Los Angeles shortly, will appear
at the Majestic In a special production, during which time Edward
Everett Horton, the Majestic leading
man, will take a vacation.
Through an arrangement with
Sam Harris, Mr. Wilkes is trying
out a number of new plays at his
Pacific Coast, is soon to

New

local theatre.

RUTH FIELDING VERY ILL
Binghamton, N. Y., May 31.
Ruth Fielding, of the Somerville
Players, at the Stone opera house,
seriously ill from grippe and
is
pneumonia.
Two trained nurses

Chicago, May 31.
Secret maneuvering on the part of
the independent ticket brokers for
Loop theatres, whereby they will

accomplishing, through the fact
new houses
here in September (Harris and Sel-

would indicate, "independent," and do away
with the worrisome moments and
tricky tactics they have to employ

tractions

become what

their titles

to be assured of important tickets,
has popped to tho fore.

now

that there will be two

wyn) and that the

caliber of the atfor

already announced
(ContinuecTbn page 17)

FIDELITY'S ELECTION

—

Same

Officers Re-elected ArrangA cog has slipped in the gentleing for New Clubhouse
men's terms of secrecy presumed to
have been agreed upon so that the
The annual meeting of the Actors*
functioning of the ideas now on tap Fidelity Leaguo
was held Tuesday.
would hit Loop theatricals with a All of the directorate were
re-elect"successful smash."
ed with Henry Miller president.
Several impromptu gatherings reDuring the meeting arrangements
cently point to the efforts of the in- were completed for
the lease of tho
dependent brokers to organize them- new clubhouse Fidelity has
secured
selves. As it has transpired in re- for a term of five years
with an opseasons,
independent tion.
cent
the
brokers
have found
themselves
It
was reported the Fidelity's
floating on an altogether too spa- benefit performance In
New York
cious a sea of gambling. With what last Sunday night had netted
$ 12,000
is now being quietlj executed, the
to the organization.
Independent ticket brokers expect to
throw themselves lifebelts and over-

come

perilous situations.

Once organized, the independent
brokers plan to assemble a sum of
money which will be known as a
"protection fund" and with the aid
of it talk "cold turkey" to the legiti-

"MADELAINE" CAST CHANGES
There are three cast changes in
"CJarrlson and the Girls," the new
title of the George M- Cohan comedy which was called "MadelaiiH
and the Movies" when it played

mate managers who want to make New York with Cohan and Georg
a temperature of 104, an outright sale of Broadway hits ette Cohan. Donald Brian v "\ play
Miss Fielding insisted upon playing striking the Loop theatres. The the lead, Boots Wooster playing
Ben Johnson is the
ecauce there "buys" would then be systematically Madelaine.
last week in "Jerry"
was no one to take her part. It distributed among the brokers who other new member. The balance of
was necessary to have a nurse in are declared "in" on the new idea. the cast is James Gleason, Uuth
The originators of the plan realize Donnelly, Frank Hollins, Edward
lip wings of the house to take care
of Miss Fielding after every exit. they would he blocked in dealing Nannery, Edward Jackson, Louisa
Finally, when she failed to over- with the syndicate houses because Orth. Jean Bobertson, Charles Hal*
eom«- b*£ trouble, x-ray plates were of a tie-up that Couthoul is alleged ton and Martin Mallo}
The "Garrison* company leave
made. They showed that the actress to own with that faction. However,
was suffering from both grippe and they draw their greatest enthusiasm next week for Chicago, where it will
irl* at Copneumonia, and she was hurriedly to make a huge success, or at least s'jccefd "The O'Brien
/a better existence than they are han's Grand June It.
sent to her bed.
no
are attending her.
In spite of

',
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SHOWS

IN N. Y.

AND COMMENT

BUT TWO SHOWS LEFT
IN

Figures estimated and comment point to some attractions being
successful, while the same gross accredited to others might suggest
mediocrity or loss. The variance is explained in the difference in
house capacities, with the varying overhead. Also the size of show
cast, with consequent difference in necessary gross for a profit.
Variance in business necessary for musical attraction as against
dramatic play is alsc to be considered.
These matters are included and considered when comment below
points toward success or failure.
Irish

•Abie's

On

week).

Here

(2d
Rose," Fulton
coast scale is $1 top.

$2.50.

Opened Tuesday

last

week, with the five days getting
about $7,500, or half capacity of
house for a week. After premiere
takings were from around $bOU
nightly. Mixed comment from reviewers.

"Blossom Time," Arabashudor <36th

week). Season's operetta success
can break even or little better
with gross of $0,000 weekly. It is

riding at nearly $10,500. and looks
safe iniu summer.
•Bronx Express," Astor (6th week).
Adaption of Yiddish success has
not climbed, though classes as disbeen
tinct novelty. Takings have
around 45,000 weekly. House to
of
get musical attraction, "Spice
1922," in three weeks.
(23d
Cort
Applejack,"
•Captain
of Sam H. Harris
Arrived around New
Year's and has been with nonmusical leaders since. Now getfor
ting around $14,000, smart pace
present going.
„«•**.
(17th
National
•Cat and Canary,"
This season's mystery
week).
play success which got oft to wonderful start and put new theatre
on map Last week takings were

One

week).

successes.

between $11,500 and $12,000.
(18th
•Chauve-Souris," 40th St.
week). Morris Gest's winner this
season;

still

getting $5 top.

"Will

move to Century roof theatre next
Monday for summer, with new bill

offered by Balieff's Russian novelty

company.

"Demi-Virgin," Eltlnge (33d week).
Farce has made long run. Around
$6,500 last week. Closes this week.
•Drums of Jeopardy," Gaiety (1st
New mystery play conweek).
testant presented by Alfred E.
House dark several
Aarons.
weeks. Show rehearsed two weeks
and opened cold. Fixing process
began after premiere.
•Fanny Hawthorn," Vanderbilt (4th
"Hindle
of
Revival
week).
Wakes" won favorable notices, as
true of original presentation. Business not strong. At $2 top show
Musical
getting around $5,000.
show sought for summer.
week).
(84th
•First Year," Little
Pulled $6,000 or bit better last
means
probably
week. That gross
Plan is to pool with house
profit.
Atgoing.
summer
and try for
traction is comedy run leader.
week).
(15th
Lyceum
•French Doll,"
Final week for Irene Bordoni show,
house going dark for summer. It
will possibly get "Shore Leave,"
new Belasco attraction, In fall.
Latter show tried out two weeks
,

ago and looks good.
•Good Morning, Dearie," Globe
in

(31st

field.

Demand

Driving

CRITICS

npasMss*

Layout

profit,

•Make

hoi:se

and attraction

"Letty" Left— Nothing
pected Over Summer
Philadelphia,

May

Ex

31.

open
here, and remains so another week,
but aside from that, It looks like
mothballs until Labor Day.
The remaining show is "Letty
Pepper," which has rather surprised
even the most sanguine with a run
of good business on a return visit
to the Walnut. This is the seventh

One legitimate house

week

(in

all),

that, unless

ic still

and indications are

a particularly hot wave

comes along, the show

will

ride

along with better than $10,000
weekly grosses, and depart for Denver and the coast with a good profit.
There have been many reports
and rumors cf a successor at the
Walnut. An attempt" to run as far
into the summer as business permits, but at present writing it looks
as if the house will be dai\ when
"Letty" goes.
"Sue, Dear," and a
couple of other new musical shows
It is understood
were suggested.
that the Walnut people were very
anxious to break the recc t tradition here against summer-going.
The consensus of opinion here is
that the legit houses closed Just in
time this spring. The Garrick tried
it a week too long with "Welcome

It Snappy,"
tween $7,000 and $8,000. No sumEddie Cantor show
(8th week).
mer attraction yet secured for
doing around $20,000 weekly. May
house.
drop somewhat lower during June "Up the Ladder," Playhouse (13th
but should pick up in July, and
week). House bid for one of few
figures to run well into fall.
musical shows being prepared for
•Music Box Revue," Music Box (27th
ummer, indicating drama Is
"Dearie'
week). This revue and
ready to withdraw.
continue at top of musical attracBlayds," Booth (12th
"Truth
Abo»
season.
of
tions and are smashes
week).
Another two weeks in
Only "Follies" will supplant ihem.
sight
for
this
Milne comedy. Last Stranger," which cams back after
off
matinee
'•Music Box" Saturday
week's business not much under an earlier run, and did n':ely up to
Gross last week
for first time.
previous
week,
with about $5,500
$24,000 or little more.
when it dropped to
last week,
drawn.
(5th
Selwyn
Again,"
•Partners
Frazoe.
Withdrawn with- $5,500.
"Billeted,"
nonof
leader
Money
week).
surrounds the
mystery
Complete
out announcement Saturday. Was
musical attractions, In front of
revival, moved up from Village, proposition to put Alms into the
comedy contenders by many
where it had two weeks. One ;>Lyric for two weeks. Nothing more
Ability to draw $18,000
lengths.
week sufficed on Broadway.
has been heard, and the idea seems
weekly at this time of season
"Silver Wings," /polio (3d week)
The Garrick, toOr is
makes it remarkable offering.
to be all wet.
doing
little.
Reported
Film.
(1st
Miller
Henry
*Pinch Hitter,"
not likely to get any films after all.
Film.
English play with cast "Nero," Lyric (2d week).
week).
Is still open nearly
Broad
The
Notices extraordinary but busiheaded by Allan Pollock. WAs
every night with amateur shows.
ness off.
called "Other Correspondent" In
.

IN CHI

May Mean Summer Premieres and Open
May Join Shubert Open List

—
—Medal

PHILLY QUIET

Only

DOWN

—

Weather
3 Plays Out

out Opposition

MAY HOLD

"Anna

—

now
to hold up, and
pooling.
grsos of $16,500 is capacity. Only "The Rotters," 39th St. L»d week).
bettered in money takings by
Drew general panning from eritics
laughing whale, "Partners Again."
and no chance given this try.
•Lawful Larceny," Republic (22d
Under $2,000 reported, with closdue
to
changes
east
week). Some
ing slated for Saturday.
salary cutting; pace $7,500 or lit- "To
Liberty
the
Ladies,"
(15th
stay
will
Probably
more.
tle
week).
Ought to stay through
through month.
June, recent takings being beWinter Garden
show continues

"Sally" and "Tavern" With-

—

.

matic

LIVELY CHICAGO THEATRICALS

BOSTON NEXT WEEK

Theatres Princess
Boston, May 31.
Unless some unusual condition deHelps
velops but two of Boston's legitiEngland
House dark several mate houses will be open next week.
weeks.
"The Tavern" will continue on at
"Red Pepper," Shubert (1st week).
Chicago, May 31.
"Sally" at the CoMeln'tyre and Heath head musical the TremonJ and
Switching of the leading gross
show which has been out of town lonial, but the other three shows dramatic attraction to another theall season.
Came on from Chi- are due to drop out this week. It atre, two openings and the detercago, exchanging places with "The
mination of the Shuberts to have a
Hotel Mouse," which left Shubert has been announced It is the final higher percentage of attractions for
Saturday.
week for "Smooth as Silk," at the at least June than was originally
"Rose of Stamboul," Century (13th
Night" at the stated is a trio of facts, that brighten
week). Pretentious musical show Selwyn and "Ladies*
the spirit of those who take their
on week to week basis; continu- Plymouth. No announcement has theatricals serious the year-round.
ance up to volume of business now been made as yet regarding "The
"Lilliom" is determined To seek
between $12,000 and $13,000; that
further spoils beyond its usual flash
Last Waltz," but it is figured that of four weeks' good
may get show by for a time.
business by
"Rubicon," Hudson (16th week). in the several weeks it has been going to the Great Northern, and Al
French piece that drew fire of redraw
Spink
will
be
kept
on
its
here
to double
about exhausted
viewers and others because of here it has
the effort to create winning trade at
story has dropped off considerably and the closing notice is expected. the uncertain house. Into the GarLast week
in last three weeks.
As regards "The Tavern" and rick June 5 goes the musical piece,
under $6,500.
last "For Goodness Sake," which is the
Russian Grand Opera, New Amster- Sally" business was very good
saliber of an attraction always
Moved down to Kessler's week. As for the others weakness sought for the Garrick over the hot
dam.
East Side theatre; though bookopening of months. "Liliom" has "caught on,"
the
with
and
developed
ing here was originally for four
but the question always is if this
weeks, imported songsters stayed the summer season at the parks play's clientele is big enough to hold
but three. Business again dived, and the arrival in town of the first aloft the winning gross beyond four
with takings about $5,000 for
weeks.
Chicago book-lovers will
third week. Flop as far as Broad- circus they are about through.
have a chance to outdo Boston and
The Sells-Floto circus is in town Philadelphia by continuing the presway is concerned.
show
with
Ringling
revival
This
"Salome," Klaw.
this week with the
ent gait since the Shuberts have repanned dance of the "Seven Veils" next week.
Tho summer parks opened the Great Northern to hold
qott at end of first week. Its busi- opened Memorial Day and did a "Liliom" in town.
ness, despite reports of cooch
"The O'Brien Girl" is approaching
whale of a business. It is decided
dance, very bad.
Kelly," the new the end of the engagement at
"Shuffle Along," 63d St. (54th week). that "Little Nelly
Grand, but it is a certainty
Cohan's
Colored troupe is sitting pretty, Cohan musical show, will not open George M. Cohan's entertainment
and management's claim for an- at the Tremont until July. It is will go out with a winning gross.
other summer's continuance looks doubtful if "The Tavern" will last There is talk that George M. wants
right.
Draw very big, with cut as long as that and the possibility Elizabeth Hines over in Boston for
rates turning trick. Patronage is is that there will be a couple of his new musical show, and it would
more than 90 per cent, white.
weeks of darkness which Cohan will be suicide to keep "The O'Brien
"Six Cylinder Love," Sam Harris utilize in whipping the new produc- Girl" here without the popular Hines
girl.
(41st week). Business here quoted
The negotiations for "The
tion into shape.
Charlatan" for Cohan's Grand sudat $6,500, said to be slightly
Estimates for last week:
denly stopped, and Immediately
profitable by virtue of house and
"Sally" (Colonial, 6th week). About news of the coming of "Madeleine of
attraction being under same manMay stick through same from start; gross around $32,- the Movies," with its title changed
agement.
to "Garrison and the Girls," for June
000 and no weakness noticeable.
month.
3rd 11 opening. This will return Donald
(Tremont,
"The Bat," Morosco (93d week).
"The Tavern"
with
Last two weeks around $5,500,
week). About $15,000 and good for Brian, credited with the faithful loQuestion is that several weeks more, if Cohan de- cal following, as proved Joy his long
cut rate help.
stay here in "Buddies." Once word
pace can make any money for
sires to keep it on. His new musical got around that Cohan's play was
producers, who are set for keepof coming curiosity arose if Georgette
some
when
time
the
waiting
show
ing show in until late August for
the "Sally" draw has evaporated.
Cohan was to come. Stunt admirers
two-year record.
"8mooth as Silk" (Selwyn, 7th of George M. in the Loop and they
"The Blushing Bride," 44th St. (17th
Under $4,000. showing number in the thousands are of the
week). Will try for continuance week).
Business last weakness which made It bad busi- opinion, after the latest news, that
through month.
two weeks about same, takings ness to keep show in even under it will be necessary for them to orbeing bit under $7,500. With rent economic conditions prevailing. Due ganize and proceed in full formation
to Boston and lassoo the little leader,
out, that may net some profit.
to leave this week.
yanking him into the Loop if they
"The Charlatan,* Times Square (6th
"The Last Waltz" (Wilbur, 7th are ever to enjoy what he so abunweek). Good mystery play which
of weakening and dantly gives Boston.
Signs
week).
has not gotten patronage support
The public announcement of the
week
deserved.
Business under $5,000 able to last out about one
prize medal for Eugene O'Neil's
but, with house and show pool- more.
play, "Anna Christie," came at a
"Ladies' Night" (Plymouth, 5th
ing, little money may be made.
most appropriate hour for the Cort
"The Dover Road," Bijou (24th week). Cracked with first warm attraction. Spreading itself
in no
This comedy has made weather and will disappear at end mistaken manner to reap the benefit
week).
money from opening. For past of this week.
of the award, the management is
two months declined, but with
fighting away a sudden slump which
little under $6,000, present pace,
hit the piece out of a clear sky.
still earns profit.
What effect the extraordinary hon-

Money leader of BroadBusiness "The Goldfish," Maxine Elliott (6th
present going.
week). Grossed $7,000 last week.
dropped somewhat as with almost
$25,000 last
While that probably turns acceptall musical offerings.
week demonstrated great class.
able profit, further decline does
not indicate continuance after
•He Who Gets Slapped," Garrick
(21st week). Theatre Guild moved
this month.
best production contender back "The Hairy Ape," Flymouth (7th
Can ride bit
here last week.
week). Publicity anent claims by
longer, with cut rates figuring.
police,
though short lived, did
•Heads I Win," Earl Carroll (1st
something for this unusual O'Neil
week). New comedy drama, probpiece.
Last week another $500
ably on co-operative basis. Preadded,
ith nearly $9,500 on week.
miere postponed from Tuesday to
That is nearly $2,500 increase in
House will continue
Friday.
two weeks
operating through summer.
"The Nest,"' 48th St. (18th week).
•Kempy," Belmont (3d week). NewPace for past two weeks around
est comedy success, written and
which means show Is
$3,500,
acted in by vaudevillian entry (J.
ready to stop any time, even with
Pulling great busiC. Nugent).
nttraetion and house pooling.
ness for house of this size, gross "The Perfect Fool," Cohan (32d
$9,000 or little better. That means
week). Aiming for summer concapacity, and for first time since
tinuance with help of cut rates,
house opened.
recently inserted.
Business bit
Broad•Kiki," Belasco (27th week).
better last week, takings between
way's unquestioned leader in dra$10,000 and $11,000.
That nets
for Belasco
week).

way
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make
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its biggest play for a brilliant
opening at the Studebaker with the
appearance of Patti Harrold, soprano, daughter of the tenor, Orville,
in the title role. Previous title roles
for "Irene* 'in Chicago have been
sung by Helen Shipman and Dale
Winter. Due to disappointing outlooks on the coast, Leo Ditrichstein
is known to be considering dates at
the Studebaker for the latter part
of July and the month of August.
It appears the Studebaker is going
to be a haven for unsettled plans
and surprise bookings until the theatre is takeh over by Tom Hanks
and Frank Gazzolo on Oct. 1.
Now that they have reopened the
Great Northern and the Studebaker,
the Shuberts will probably offer the
Princess to the numerous stars and
managers buzzing the wires for Chicago late spring and summer possibilities.
This arrangement would
have all the Shubert houses lighted
up save the Central, bearing out tho
statement that the Shuberts are
fighltng hard to keep their houses
open.
With everybody concerned,
this is o. k. except a couple of the
dramatic editors who had purchased

fishing utensils for early vacations

and lasting longer than usual. As
matters now form, the only "fishing"
that can be done by the newspaper
critics will be for reasons why the
theatres should be kept open with
the entertainment offered.
It's an
even break all-around with those
who take their theatricals seriously
the year around picking up their
step because of the extended plans.
Last week's estimates:
"Liliom" (Garrick, 3d week). Pri-.
vato auto trade at matinees indicated best draw in town on gold
coast patrons.

Odd

clientele at all

times.
Moves* June 5 to reopen
Great Northern to give Garrick "For
Goodness Sake," the right booking
for hot months.
Enough of "Liliom's" clientele left to hold show in
town until June 24. Slacked up a
bit at $14,300.

"Anna Christie"

(Cort, 7th week).

Something gave trade
particularly

going

stiff

into

uppercut,
three

last

performances of week, surprising
everybody, but is bound to return to
figures
immediately over $10,000
with terrific publicity now raging
with play christened best of year
and drawing prize medal. In case
there is no response for the prize
medal publicity/it's a guess if the
Hopkins o Alice will keep piece here
if it happens to fall below stop
clause. House reckoning on holding
play until August 20; $8,800 caused
Mel Raymond to draw heavily on
ammunition to stop sudden skidding.
"It Pays to Smile" (Olympic, 6th
and final week). Went out amid
ors now owned by "Anna Christie"
slow music, dropping hard and fast
will have on increasing business will
after the
be a matter of speculation for the to tally. cut-rate tickets even failed
Both house and company
new week.
stabbed with exit gross of $3,600.
"Just Married" and "Lilies of the
No
new
attraction heralded.
Field" are keeping up their respec"Lightnin"'
(Blackstone,
38th
tive good paces, with the former
week).
probably going into the lead for nil, and Balcony trade absolutely
unless it returns, attraction
gross receipts among the non-musiwill not hold figures management
cal shows in town after "Liliom"
claims. One houso where figures are
goes to the Great Northern. There'll
either boosted beyond reason or elsa
have to be considerable dent made closely
guarded. Under the condiin the bubbling enthusiasm now for
tions
of
everything,
happiness
"Just Married" to be forced out of
should be gained from gross of
town this summer.
$11,300.
The total disappearance of bal"Red Pepper" (Apollo, 7th and
cony trade is hurting "Lightnin'."
week). Very sad business for
Loop geographlsts claim there is no final
Mclntyre
and Heath, who drew as
hotter place than the vicinity of the
B^ackstone when Old Sol steps on only sweet remembrance of this engagement
a powerful personal tribthe gas, and there'll be no further
chance to gauge "Lightnin's" try ute from Sheppard Butler in "The
Tribune"
in lengthy farewell critifor the Sept. 1 mark until the real
heat descends upon the community. cism of the entertainment itself.
But the balcony trade right now is "The Hotel Mouse" opened Monday.
"The
(Cohan's
O'Brien
Girl"
known to be such that empty rows
Wednesday's
downstairs gives the gross a severe Grand, 8 th week).
There are plenty of rows matinee was suddenly called off,
Jolt.
downstairs outside of the Sunday causing refund to early purchasers
at usual matinee hour and also anand Saturday performances.
The new openings, "The Hotel nouncement that midweek matinee
Mouse" at the Apollo and "Holly- will hereafter be omitted, saving
wood Follies" at the Playhouse, will management one-eighth performturn every trick to keep open these ance. With Adolph Klaubers "The
two houses, particularly the latter. Charlatan" deciding to stop negoDespite what may bethought around tiations, "Madeleine and the Movies,"
town, Lester Bryant has made a with name changed to "Garrison and
good clean-up in his first year as the Girls," starring Donald Brian,
lessee of the Playhouse. A success announced for June 11, making right
would
to top off tho waning Season with guess that "The O'Brien Girl"
plans to keep the house open during he checked out when tho gross approached
$1.1,000.
Despite the canthe summer would be a tremendous
winner and send Bryant into tin cellation of Wednesday matinee,
new fall season heavily fixed finan- Wednesday and Thursday night's
cially to function ideas now shap- grosses g.uned over previous week,
So speedily did the comuany allowing week to safelv hit $14,000.
ing.
"Lilies of the Field" (Towers. 4th
members purchase tickets for Their
ritra-response from hotels
friends for the IMayhotiso opfening week),
that the hotels found themselves g&VC this comedy good push fof*
ward
and saved falling-olf al winwithout opening pasteboards.
It's
a commonwealth basis entertain- dow because of stormy we. i! her.
ment, and because of this every tiling Largo convention in town wouM
will be granted to koer; moving. turn attention toward this offering,
"The Hotel Mouse" cr^pt quietly because check-room proves out-ofinto the Apollo, and Whet force it town patronage is ccming along
will reveal will come dii><. tiy from nicely. Mighty swo r t at $9,600.
"Molly Darling" Palace. 3d week)
the worth of the names '<,f Frances
White and Taylor Holmy*.
Do Lylo Alda, local girl and wiih
Next Sunday night -**Jn
(Continued on pi'*'* '»>
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some distance

BROADWAY REVIEWS

to

this

house.
"Smilin' Through"

I

IS

125th street*

is

FOREIGN REVIEWS

the current

attraction. While the recent release
of the Norma Talmadge film version
of Allan I.angdon Martin's play

RED PEPPER
•

[iuyRo**
Sr.h Latlui
r«l Shelbx Bright

daughter

hli

ffiir

Sjcbard Pitney
nollr Pitney

Krd

Oathe-Coy ne

5^» ty

£Tm # Bull
fimmy Swift
Tommy Dodd
rirlat Ike

scenes they featured. There is still
a hearty laugh-kick In the old team,
and It is bound to count.
"Red Pepper" came in on a warm
K*bel Blaine
evening, it is aimed to stay two
Lillian Roaedale months of summer and
a bit longer
Han Qulnlan if possible. At
a scale of $2.50 top
Florence Ray field
B» rro " Greenwood it might make the grade, though the
Feme Rc«ere management probably does not look
Ch r *^ " r ? wn for heavy takings. More than
\Rob Nelnon
moderate business would be surprising.
SaMl Foo.shee With the rent period over the show
l>an Brennan ought to operate to profit in low
1 *? *£"<**
gear.
i,** Ho
/ac Bee
Gray
I

Ada *bummervl|le

JJ"T_

Oeorge Youngman
George Youngman

ft. R.' Attorney
Rembrandt

Eacamlllo

fUmonda

the Shuberts production
for Mclntyre and Heath, who rate
as the oldest biackfaced funsters on
As a team they are
the. boards.
Hearing their golden anniversary,
rightly figured
managers
their
and
the nearly two and a half decades
before the public had won a natural
draw on the road. "Red Pepper"
had its genesis in November, having
been continuously on tour virtually
This

is

DRUMS OF JEOPAHbY
Emmet
Kurokl.

5?3* Kar,ov
mH^li »•••.;
Edward
Burlingame

Kitty Conover
Antonio Bernini
Stemmler.
John Hawkuley
Patrick Conroy
Dr. Richard Harrison
Stepan Gregory
Chauffeur

O'Reilly

Paul Everton
William CourtLlgh
Bernard Reinold
Marlon Coakley
George Frenser
John Colvin
C. Henry Gordon
M. Tello Webb
Victor Harrison
Reginald Barlow
George Golden

"The Drums of Jeopardy," by
Harold MacGrath, ran in the "Sat-

The show jumped into urday Evening Post"
about two
the Shubert Monday night from the
Apollo, Chicago, where it played years ago as a serial. As a printed
"The Hotel Mouse" story it was interesting in its telling,
seven weeks.
season.

all

leaped westward in exchange. "Red
Pepper's" business was fairly good
at the start in Chicago, but eased
off for the latter half of the run.
The show never was intended for
Broadway except for an emergency.

That arose when there was no succeeding attraction for the Shubert,
a house which the Shuberts desire
to keep open continuously.
Mclntyre and Heath were on early

They drew a hearty
due them after a season
two away from New York. James

and

often.
greeting, as

or

Mclntyre identified himself as "Juniper Berry," explaining his father

for gin and wanted to
keep the name in the family. Tom

cast of vaudevillians, with four or
turns worked into the going and
several specialties spotted where
they were of the most benefit. Bee
Ho Gray was allotted considerable
time at the opening of the second
act for his lariat manipulation.
Gray chatted during his exhibition.
(Which ended with roping "Onion," a
five

stones

Hawksley proves to be the
descendant of the royal family,
although educated in England. He
has been followed around the globe
by Bolshevikl intent on seizing the
baubles, to be converted into food
house.
last

and supplies for their starving kinsmen. Boris Karlov (Paul Everton)
heads this insurgent band. Karlov
white mustang ridden by Ada Som- is a madman who fancies he had
merville.
Gray worked in knife been wronged by this fugitive scion
throwing and whip stuff during the of regal ancestry. Kitty Conover, as
comedy hold-up and tomato scene Irish in spirit as her name, refuses
Of Mclntyre and Heath.
any suggestions from Cutty (Mr.
Bob Nelson, first as a race track Courtleigh) to change her abode for
tout, is one of the few changes
in safety purposes. Cutty, on the other
the cast of the show after the first hand, refusing to divulge any reason
eteht weeks.

Set down near
he stepped In for a hit

therefor in order not to cause her
finale,
any fear. Evidently the authors had
with his nut, nervous style of song intended
to mystify the audience
delivery.
Herbert Heswon was at very much in this fashion, and thus
the piano for Nelson.
Chink num- increase the suspense. The objective
ber sounded freshest and Jt was
put was missed. The stage mechanics
across excellently, a first encore were so artificially obvious bare inbaving Nelson singing a new
small terest ln the developments flagged,
town Dixie number. Florence Ray- if anything.
neia is another change in
Hawksley is the most manhandled
the cast
as originally lined up.
She was an character in the piece. Having been
extremely nervous Ingenue
during corporally assaulted with foul in12* " rst act, but improved under tent so often It is surprising he surJhe steadying influence of Barrett vives for the curtain. A bang on the
Greenwood, the Juvenile.
head evidently is dragged in to Jazz
Fooshee Sisters, Gladys and up the piece, the final k. o. resulting
Svhn were refreshing
Sybil,
and good to when Cutty and he goes to Kitty's
WorkIn S wcI1 several rescue from the hands of Karlov.
t?mi-^?u'*T
lt!
elson and wortng with How Kitty in the first place has
fh?i7«pc f £
Ity in " one "
The y also been enticed to Karlov's attlo is
S?r
?!?
tne
ranch scene which barely explained and not plausibly.
f
he
Cond act Vivian "OH As a matter of fact the inconsisten2nd j m« a n
£°?? dal ° wcro on twIcc cies are numerous. There is an inSSJtHnl
g ibolh
tImes e^ctively. In coherence that defies sympathy and
th« i.
u 8C
no Dan Br °nnan and almost insults the intelligence. The
Hal TffS
^
dancIn
S as a team in attempt to ring in the anti-Bolshevik
iev P r«i 2
V
evera
spots,
won recognition.
propaganda was palpably artificial
fj*
the °J

A
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might be deduced as affecting any
stock presentation, there was no eviINTO HAPPINESS
dence of it Monday night, according
London, May 19.
to the management.
The Tuesday
holiday was off, both matinee and
"Whirled Into Happiness," a new
evening, as was to be expected on a George
Edwardes production, had
holiday. At that business was not
Lyric last night.
so bad Tuesday evening. The man- its premiere at tl
agement avers that the first four The original book 1 by Robert Boweeks of the new policy have drawn danzky and Bruno Hardt -Warden;
consistently near-capacity audiences English adaptation and lyrics by

WHIRLED

.

Dorothy
Shoemaker,
Dwight
Meade, Houston Richards and Ted
Wilson still head the company as female lead, leading man, juvenile,
and heavy, respectively. Miss Shoemaker displayed unusual ability in
the "Smilin* Through" role of an Irish
lass, with a wealth of brogue and

blarney at her tongue's command.
surprise and
to past perher vaudeville
the male lead,
who because of the script appears
in an old character role for the main
part of the action excepting the 50
years' flashback scene, did a flnc
piece of work.
Mr. Meade is said
to be a stock favorite in the New
England section. He should be reviewed as a Broadway prospect.
Ditto Miss Shoemaker, who has already appeared in legit, and Mr.
Richards and Mr. Wilson.
The
latter is an unusually convincing
heavy.
/
The play when produced a little
over two years ago with Jane Cowl
starred did not mean so much on the
"spiritualism" phase that is rather
deftly handled.
Just now, with
Doyle, Lodge and others so much to
the fore with their doctrines, it bocomes a striking element in the re-

She was a complete
revelation compared
formances in some of
skits. Dwight Meade,

the book itself also enjoying somewhat of a vogue later. As a play,
dramatized by Howard Herrick in
collaboration with the novelist, it is
the most obvious, unmystifying and
uninteresting sort of "mystery" play
imaginable. Coming on the tag end
of a cycle of "mystery" mellers, the
past success of "The Bat," "Cat and
Canary," "Charlatan." et al.. will so
count. For the final curtain, after
far overshadow this one by comparithe man who for 50 years has harson that the word -of -mouth adverbored a grudge against the man who
tising of playgoers will only boomwronged him, Moonyeen Clare (Miss
erang.

The title refers to two emerald
of almost magical power
which have rested in a branch of
the now defunct Russian family for
Heath as Jickson Weed could not ages. Cutty (William Courtleigh),
disguise himself from being a bear a benign sort of war correspondent
for the bones, a gambling boy every who has mysterious power to salve
time he saw money.
the police, is also an expert on gems,
Edgar Smith and Emily M. Young and recites part of the history of
wrote the book, Into which is writ- these drums of Jeopardy to Kitty
ten in part the vaudeville bits so Conover (Marion Coakley).
It so
often employed by the team.
One happens that they are both dragged
was the "whole shirt on your back" into the mystery as to who owns the
betting bit; another was a variation emeralds as John Hawksley (C.
of the tomato idea.
Henry Gordon) has taken a room on
"Red Pepper'' has a supporting the same floor in Kitty's boarding
was a hound

.

^

'

I

abe Elalne wh0 walked and "American flag applause" ln inawav^,JJ
Wth he snow,s Principal
The audience scoffed silently
tent.
n7mLr
,^
C
w^tten
by Albert Gumble, and let it go at that.
S' rphy
and
The
piece cost little to put on, so
IIow
ard
Rogers!
Sis pKVIne a3 In bur
Alfred E. Aarons, who is sponsoring
i!

5„

"t cork, as a
hilhh?
^
highbrown whose
hand was sought
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.
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Harry Graham.

Music by Robert
Described on the program as
a musical farce, the phrase should
really designate it a romantic muStolz.

farce

sical

—

or,

better

an at-

still,

tempt to produce a romantic musical
farce.

This is not an easy task and the
demerits of the presentation can
readily be traced to such an effort.
Producers of musical shows have

stalled this spring for

a

proval

unless

unfolded

via

the

wealthy plebeian will recognize him.
He arrives in the foyer of the theatre where his mistress, Delphine,
hearing of the proposed meeting,
slaps his face, knocking his monocle
off,

For the current week, 'The
Naughty Wife," a comedy ln three
acts written by Fred Jackson and
Edgar Selwyn, is played.
As a
Broadway attraction the piece failed
As a
to attract much attention.
stock production it fits nicely. Short
cast and two sets. As produced by

attractive sets used
piece materially.

The

helping

company

Alhambra

the

has

Charles D. Pitt as director. Pitt
put on "The Naughty Wife" in expert style.
His people were well
directed and gave an entirely satisfactory performance with the exception of Margaret Bird, the socond woman. She appeared at sea
throughout -nd became the only
discordant note ln the entire production, lone Magrane handled the
lead capably.
Miss Magrane is a
leading woman of experience. She

'

S^BP.JS
'

ALHAMBRA

KSh
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,

succeed there.

Jolo.

DEUX MASQUES SHOW
Paris,

May

20.

the former, with both quantity
and quality perhaps more of the
former. Five pieces are given, the
hcadliner being "Vers l'Au-Dela,"
drama in two acts by Paul d'Estoc
to

—

and

C. Hellem.
This Is another
medico-tragedy, describing an experiment made by a physician to
solve the query whether the brain
survives after the heart has ceased
to beat. A woman Is to be executed
for murder.
Professor TIercelot
obtains permission from the authority to repeat the trial made
years ago In Brussels. At the time
of the execution a girl is mesmerized, ordered to believe she Is
the prisoner, and after the latter's
death the said medium Is supposed
to feel the sensation of the entrance
Into eternity.
The medium is a
medical student, daughter of the
prosemtlng magistrate. She offers
herself for the experience unknown
to her father.
At the moment of
the prisoner's death
y the guillotine she shows slqrnq of pain, kicks
and faints, and then also expires.
The doctor Is cr.rry at this conclu'

sive result,

and

while the father

b*

comes

Is In

delirious,

despair.

This

stock.

The

-^

'

w

-

-

Another drama is •'Solitude," two
by Piere Palau. laid ln the
of Canada, where a
official
pretends he Is
summoned to a distant village, In-

backwoods
Dominion

tending to return to the log cabin
and rob himself of the rents he has
recently collected foi the government.
His own wife, not recognizing her spouse when she detects
a man entering the room, fires her
revolver and kills the guilty sheriff.
It constitutes a good sensational
drama for this class of little theatre.
*'Edouard," one-act comedy by
Ernest Depre, concerns a burglar
caught
by
Blanche,
vaudeville

On

the whole, in the opinion of

PETITE MAIN QUI SE PLACE
Paris. May 13.
^
This light comedy

ln three acts
epilog, by Sacha Gultry, recently produced with success at the
Theatre Edaourd VII, is reported to
be the 40th theatrical effort of the

and an

young

versatile

actor-playwright

In this Instance he has not taken
much track of the plot, but dressed
his title to get the highbrows wondering what the little hand was
doing.
"Une Petite Main qui se place"
("A little hand that gets a place")

refers to a dressmaker's assistant,
termed a petite main in the vernacular, who secures a Job with a doctor
after ho has examined her under the
belief she is a new patient.
Employment ln her own trade being
rare, she seeks a position as parlor
maid. The doctor discovering his
wife is deceiving him with his best
friend (that Is the usual role of the
best friend in French comedy) does

not hesitate to take the needle plyer
for a walk in the park, while a detective secures motion pictures of
the wife's treachery which are projected for the edification of the
audience and are warranted to obtain the requisite divorce.
This unique plot is told In the
very best Sacha style, recommended
as an after-dinner cocktail. The
first act particularly keeps
the lucky
fans In a continual giggle and is
a
prize -package for early attendance.
Many other authors tackling this
modern subject would have flopped.
ng ®acha irrespectively
J' M
dabbed
like ithe rest of us by the
rising generation aa a
petit vleux.
is equal to the occasion.
He has
studied human nature. Is experienced in observation, has evidently
a kind heart and a ready wit, so he
easily fashions a gem from the
commonest me'al, or a silken purse out
of a sow's ear. I know of no other
playwright who can attract a critical public, anxious to
find fault,
with such a trivial plot as
that so
often handled by Sacha Gultry

SnL

But

It,

notwithstand-

made good

this

time.
of hln a8s<4 t« Is the choice
,*#??* *
of
his troupe: In the present
comedy
he has the right person for
each
part, himself likewise
perfoct as
the elderly doctor who
practises

Marcel Nancey, running the Deux
this Brooklyn company it proved Masques on the same lines as the
entirely
satisfactory,
the
clever Grand Gulgnol, has presented a medicine as a pastime.
handling of the lines and the two new program, equal In all respects

*tf«WffW*S5
„™SS

M

this category.

acts

the role of the daughter.
Mai
attractive French
music hall start, albeit an overweening desire to lift her skirts and
display her lower limbs, which
predilection does not seem to have
been at all curbed by the producer.
One of our high class new musical
comedy producers might be able to
stage
an
elaborate
edition
of
"Whirlod Into Happiness" In a
manner that would appeal to the
American public. In its present he must not
form it is not likely the piece would ing he has ovordo
again

The Bacon makes an

added.

ln creating an atmosphere of horror, considered Imperative for an entertainment af

farcical situations and dialog.
A those who like this sort of dope,
young marquis has arranged to oc- the new program is up to highcupy a box at the theatre wearing water mark.
Kendrcw.
a monocle with a blue ribbon at—r-M i—
tached, by which the daughter of a

to

trial.

recruiting of a generally worthwhile organization put the new
policy over. The Alhambra is well
situated for stock. It is a neighborhood house in a thickly populated section. A goodly portion of
the clientele secured with vaudeville has been retained and the more
staid members of the community

drama succeeds

always found it a difficult matter artiste,
ln
her
flat.
Smoothto blend romance with farce for the tongued, he quickly wins the confireason that when the author shifts dence of the woman by making her
to romance the farcical action is a present of the money he
has
delayed in its progression, and previously stolen from a cupboard
necessitates practically a new start and becomes her protector.
at the conclusion of each "romantic"
"Le Procede- Vibrant," a spicy
interpolation.
cynical sketch by Michel Cazavan.
The story itself is essentially terminates the mixed bill which
romance, but so elemental in plot begins by a sporting farce, "La
it would not meet with general apTuyau," by Jack Abeille.

and It Is left upon the floor.
Enter a barber with a gallery ticket,
who picks up the blue ribboned
monocle. A theatre attendant mistakes him for the young marquis
Shoemaker) "materializes" in spirit and insists on placing him in the
and meets her amour from whom stage box. It is hardly necessary
she was so prematurely parted, say- to go further into details of the
ing, "if only these poor dears on complications arising
therefrom.
earth who fear death would realize
Whilst such a premise offers unwhat awaits them, their whole life limited opportunity for comedy, the
through they would keep smilin' author has not taken full advantage
through."
Such propaganda for of it, and as a consequence "Whirled
spiritualism is far more effective Into Happiness'' will probably prove
than reams of sernuns a d lectures. a halfway success when it might
The play, which has been fully have been what we in America
dealt with before, admittedly is a would describe as a
knockout.
sweet creation. It has proved itself
The piece starts very
by its long stay at the Broadhurst practically the entire first actslowly,
being
two years back. As a stock favor- taken up in developing the simple
ite it will always please.
Its pro- plot In a tedious fashion. The music
duction and props make it highly is not the kind
that will be sung
practical for any high-grade stock and whistled
about tow^i, but it does
company.
nicely.
It varies from mild syncoWilliam Webb, the director of the pation to dignified
concerted numcompany, is deservant of commenda- ber.
tion for his staging.
Abel.
Billy Merson heads the cast in the
low comedy role of the music hall
who annexes himself to
ALHAMBRA PLAYERS, B'KLYN attendant
the bogus marquis in the belief that
The Alhambra Players are ln he has become the valet of a titled
their second month at Ward & gentleman. Tori Walls contributes
a legitimate cockney characterizaGlynne's Alhambra, Brooklyn, lo- tion of the millionaire
hat manucated at Knickerbocker avenue and facturer who is anxjous to break
Halsey street. The house formerly into society. Lily St. John supplies
played vaudeville, with stock in- beauty, youth and an excellent voice

the production on his own, will have
and Jlm P«°n. "Strut little to mourn for. The play is ln
ff
comin e as the finale of five acts (programed merely as
the flSi
16
CasHy the b ° 81 sccnes) t three the same, all interiors.
of th^enTire
score.
Miss Elaine The cast represents no great exstepped aside
pense. If there is a sufficient num- can effectively handle an engenue
while the
strutted
ber of the 2,500,000 readers the "Sat- lead, or the heavier dramatic type.
^velvet ,0
The present crop of new plays
«wallow-tail coats urday Evening Post" brags located
of t£ S 1
?SI*
t lmmcd ln wh
in
the metropolis "The Drums of for stock call, to large extent, for
»«. *""<
hat, ,„ ^°. L
The
whit0 «*"•• Jeopardy" may beat locally for a an engenue leading woman.
scene finale in couple of weeks, with the assistance Alhambra company Is well fortified
act had the dancers of of Joe Leblang's bargain salesmen. In this respect with Miss Magrane.
the oh'°
ea Iy drc9Sed ln waup.
Abel.
Robert Hyman played the male lead.
melon Si T i
He has established himself as a
!t
XCO,>tiona,, y vv e". and,
leading
man should. His work in
like ail
,5;
all K
"*e
PLAYERS, N. Y. "The Naughty
strutting
nnmiw„.L.
it i„L^^,i
rutt,n8r num
bers, it
Wife" was admirlanded.'
vi*;i
Miss Elain
16
tep P cd aIo »e for the
fifth week of the summer able.
The
secured all that could be
He
aniah with
wSl!
h a fhard 8hoe
shoe routine:
stock policy at this Harlem Keith's gotten out of the part and added a
routine,
OS or is credited with put
house (regular policy, big time comedy touch at
mes that protine nn /L
L
Orris Holland, a
SS5.S?.ih « dances. He appeared t« vaudeville) has proved its practic- duced returns.
e
"
tnoso
two
ability
as
a
summer
innovation.
Its
juvenile
comedian,
was entrusted
numbers,
which" r£l e ed
2?
J UofP t"e almost com- pormanency throughout the year with the third Important role. NotPlete absence
"looks"
bo
bad
idea.
not
a
Dramatic
would
withstanding
in
certain
staglness In
a
the
chorus
stocks are few and far between In his work, the part was worked up
A
n
wlth
a
the
metropolis,
and
it
if
lf
doubtful
nicely.
,,nks
la
Character
roles
were en*°
«roD hart
?
?
Intyro
and ,,oath with one as high-grade holds forth in trusted to Carrie Lowo, Louis Al»ome £?fterIa
?
not identified with Greater New York at any time of bion, Bernard J. McOwen and WilthSff nwn
]
and
the comedians made the year.
liam Davldge.
The minor parts
it is »m
Ui
Cath offcred Mc "
The neighbors appreciate the com- were II well placed.
'ntm i? i ng a *iha
™rd
a-«cad - pany, and from personal knowledge
Alhambra company has esThe
«i iMftrfS
proved himself several inveterate theatregoers, who tablished itself on Its merits. An
an'Jf, n Qu«nlan
ra ,Rht l th COrr '° dy for some roason or another have up-to-date selection of plays has
°
°
thj Dri-^"als in most of the other missed certain shows, travel quite been made, with th* productions

^

v

•

Yvonne

while Betty Daussmond ably
invl
personates the unfaithful wife.

Kendrcw.

UN JEUNE MENAGE
-,.

miT

.

« ?° W

SSLv
week

Paris, May 20.
f0 " r " ac t Parisian come nouU
last

a^ ^
.

Panted

,s

r
at the Potlnlere
is on
subject.
Robert,

a moth^
young guy, on the council ofan Idle
friends
marries Madeleine after a short
acquaintance in order to got rid of
an
embarrassing mistress. The young
couple
eaten

made a

quickly perceive they ha vl
deplorable mistake and

decide to get a speedy
divorce.
,o
thla forma, "y oven the
r
8 .° ° tan S |b '<» Pretext,
so Robert declares
ho

Hwi«
£VS!S!nf

m

has another

of old letters written by
the former
ml8tr P S
Madeleine', pride Is hurt
j
.

EW?

nnd

flhe Pretends
**
KLff*!,
heir friend. George, has
made
tures to her. Such confessionoverex-

rites

1

the ..ushand's Jealousy,

until
he Innocent George Is able
to prove
e a ""jPterfuge invented
bv
It*
i!i
MndoMno bemuse she felt voxo,\

of 8'ncere afSSUVS
fection
merely a matter of amour
,,,M9,on

above the average
admission scale

is

f<<r
r
7. »

conts top at

night and 33 cents for matinees
during tlie week, and 50 cents Saturdays and hollda s.
The house Is managed by George
Kann. who has conducted It successfully for the owners for some
time. Th# Henry Frankel orchestra
one of the prides of the com-

Is

munity.

,

uorU

Is

prnj.rc,

,

ut

!t

is sufficient

vr„^V ndCr

*

lo
love
united several

Ino

for Ihim
PretensesTf

months loncer

when, as ft mutter of
fact
the
Ann My divorce.
* thCy
Two years later Madeleine cnlN
o son ncr former
husband to ask
Ms a.lvice relative to
her remarrying.
Do assures her there
jj no
(Continued on
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INSIDE STUFF LEGIT

BED-SIDE CHATS
BY NELLIE REVELL
$75,000

annual rental.

Wagenhals
(Nellie Revell has been for nearly three years confined to her room
cot in the St. Vincent Hospital, Seventh avenue and Twelfth street,
New York City. Without having moved from one position within the past
six months (Miss Revell having lost the use of her spine) she has written
and dictated these weekly articles for Variety, at the same time having
variously contributed to other periodicals. Miss Revell has been called

»nd

woman

in

the world by many.)

Did you ever take your car

2,

:i

1922

?TC=r

=3:

the bravest

Friday, June

to

a garage

to

have a slight repair made

•nd then And out there were so many things the matter with it you
wondered how it ever held together? Well, that is exactly what happened to me. When my chassis got disabled by the mishap to my
carburetor and I had to be towed to this human garage for housing
and repairs I had no idea that it would be so long before I was again
stepping on the accelerator. Nor did I suspect that the medico-mechanics could possibly And so many things wrong with my differential
gears, ignition and lubrication. Had I known I presume I would have
keen skilled enough a chauffeur to have applied the emergency brake
and stopped to have my magneto overhauled. But as a matter of fact
1 didn't realize that my cylinders were misfiring until the motor balked
and the repair men put on the muffler. Thank Heaven my spark plug
continue 1 to function and my shock absorbers were in good condition,
otherwise I do not know what would have happened while my tonneau
has been undergoing remodeling. There have been times when I came

& Kemper

(Continued from page 12)
Harris bought the lease
was their yearly rental.

When Cohan &
$40,000

SALARY ATTACHMENT
(Continued from page 11)
the famous P. S. McMahon, former
owner of the old Keeney theatre
and still proprietor of the famous
from Hotel Bronson, played a central role.
When Cormlcan failed to make an

appearance Saturday after the

final

curtain, the company held a meet"Partners Again," the comedy smash at the Selwyn, New York, and an ing
to consider "ways and means.'*addition to the "Potash and Perlmutter" plays, brings to light the reason Lynn Starling,
the leading
why none of the P. and P. plays have never been done in pictures. and Kathryn Meredith, whom man,
CorMontague Glass has steadfastly refused to sell the rights of any of his mlcan brought here by means
of a
plays or stories of the characters he created. His contention even when
flattering offer, were appointed a
the P. and P. series was interrupted, and it was uncertain when another
committee to wait upon McMahon.
play of the kind would reach the boards, was that once a Potash and
That is all the committee did—
Perlmutter play should be sold for pictures it would not be long before
"waif* on McMahon for, according
the P. and P. stories were merged and shown broadcast.
That, the to report, "P. S." remains the same
author believed, would destroy the P. and P. names for the stage. His
old "P. S.," wherein actors and
refusal to sell for pictures makes the prospect of bigger profits for
"P. S." had
nickels are nicked.
"Partners Again" stronger, he contends. It is assumed the film rights
"done all he was going to," and the
for the new show might bring $100,000, but the show is anticipated to
committee returned with the dis-

—

make

$1,000,000.

appointing ^report.

Last week the company put on
William Moore Patch, who prdouced several musical shows on Broad"Smilin' Through,'* and, being a
way, is back in Pittsburgh where he is engaged in the insurance busileally capable troupe, drew forth
ness.
He was formerly dramatic critic for the Pittsburgh "Dispatch," commendation
from local press
but branched out in the show game during the war when he produced a
Several times during the
critics.
propaganda play called "The Man Who Stayed at Home." The piece
various members of the comweek
was later taken to Boston, Patch in the meantime coming to New York
pany threatened to "quit cold" if
and establishing offices. The play was put on here earlier under the
not given some of the money due
near being short-circuited, but happily that dangerous curve in the road name of "The White Feather." Patch for a time was also interested in them.
C o r m i c a n, when badly
moving
pictures.
now seems to have been passed. When my transmission gets O. K.
pressed, agreed to allow the comagain, my radiator becomes normal and the storage battery is fully
pany to take the box office receipts.
The "Plantation" wave that has given that. Broadway cabaret capacity Business was so poor that some
charged I am going to attach the non-skids and sail up Broadway with
business
nightly
with
a $2 coveur charge per -person to see an all- nights only $35 was divided among
the throttle wide open and all cylinders working.
Please excuse my
colored floor revue running 50 minutes must have made Broadway the- the troupe. To make matters more
dust!
atre owners and producers think what caused it. Plantation seats 225. interesting for Cormlcan, and
In the mail recently I received from Julius Witmark a copy of a The revue has been running there for some weeks. "Shuffle Along" gave "tough" for the company, A. Rosen
eong I wrote oh, ever so many years ago, and on the title page was a an entire evening's performance of all colored for $2.50. Other $2.50 and of the Rosen Film Delivery System
picture of me taken ditto. The number was supposed to be a comedy $3 shows along the main line have been doing hardly more in gross of New Haven brought a suit for
coon song entitled "After What He Done to Me," and Mr. Witmark than the total of Plantation's coveurs. In the restaurant, of course, the $250 against Cormican, securin^ an
ventured the opinion that it was more timely now than then.
He coveur is merely tacked on to the food check. Heavy attendance means at achment on Saturday's box office
promises or threatens to sing it for me just as soon as I can stand a much greater gross in all than the calculation by the capacity at receipts, which action made it im$2 per could figure.
the ordeal.
possible for the company to divide
Cabaret-restaurant men are a funny lot. If the place is doing busi- the receipts of the only fairly large
ness
and
you
ask
what
the
draw
is
the
restaurateur says it's the place. house of the week.
Stephen Clow doesn't write to me very often, but when he does he
Realizing that their chances of
He can even discourse most entertainingly on the If business is bad ho says it's the show. As Plantation changed its
•ays something.
name from Folies Bergere when putting on the colored performance, collecting even part of their salaries
uibject of boils. 1 quote an excerpt from a recent letter:
and
as
the
performance
isn't
anything unusual, the wise Broadwayites were slim, members of the company
Indeed I never can get over my amazement at your endurance
have concluded the one responsible is Eddie Fidgeon, who press agented, consisted Lawyer Nair, placing their
and your cheerfulness. Personally I have no patience under
publicized and exploited what was thought to have been an impossibility cases in their hands. Monday Lawsuffering. In the past four months I have been tormented with
into a midnight rage.
yer Nair issued the following write
boils and have exhausted the entire vocabulary of the obscenity,
What "Chauve Souris" did because it charged $5 a seat as the Russian against Cormican, which are reso much bo that my wife has threatened to run out on me if I
fad Plantation did because it charged $2 and demanded evening clothes turnable in the City Court at New
don't stop. What I have suffered must be but a drop in the
in
for the colored fad, backed up by that fine inside and internal work a Britain on the third Monday
bucket as compared with you, and would be taken by you with
Edna Archer Crawford.
publicist like Pidgeon gets over without any part of the extra finesse June:
a smile. However, as you have so often remarked, suffering has
Lynn Starling, 235.45;
appearing in the newspapers. It looks as though Eddie made society $113.65;
some wonderful revelations of the soul and spirit Inextricably
Kathryn Meredith, $100.05; Marcelle
go to Plantation and the rest followed as they always do.
associated with it. You recall Shelley's marvelous line in "The
Kendrick,
Skylark" about learning in suffering what he taught in song,
Promoting this colored floor revue was skillful, adroit and experienced. Nelkcn, $95.41; Rexford
Campbell, $38.67;
and Goethe's, so beautiful and magical that I venture to give you
It's the hardest Job a publicity man could tackle
putting over a res- $229.68; George
Thomas
a free translation of the stanza:
taurant that had died, and the Folies Bergere had died even Eva Tan- Desmond Gallagehfl $150;
Me eg in, $45.32; Horace James,
"Who has not eaten his bread In sorrow,
guay couldn't bring life to it.
it immake
actions
The
$146.64.
In anguish waited for the morrow,
Cormican to transfer
Throughout the long night hours
The borrowed costumes, hats and props of "Zero," the "society show" possible for
According to current reHe knows ye not, ye heavenly powers."
which was put on at the 44th Street some weeks ago. have been returned his lease.
port, he had been negotiating with
J've got you, Mr. Stephen, but my optimism has been greatly exagto the establishments lending them, including Giddings. and Best & Co.
party to take over
gerated. I don't smile at boils. I am still human.
The show was put on under the direction of Mr. and Mrs. N. Hamilton a Bristol. Conn.,
for motion pictures and
Dalton. The scale was $5 top and the show could have played to about the lease
vaudeville.
Silvio Hein, accompanied by Mrs. Hein, came direct from the Lenox $38,000 gross.
Its actual takings were reported about 10 per cent, of
At the end of the first act SaturHill Hospital where he underwent a serious spinal operation to show that.
The house was under a rental, but because of bills taken care
night, Marcelle Nelken, who is
day
exchanged
stories
We
about
the
getting
along.
was
well
he
how
me
of by the theatre and other things the 44th Street took a loss of about
this week appearing with Louis
And what Silvio and I cannot tell you about ortho- $4,000.
chart hounds.
Mann in "Friendly Enemies" at
pedics isn't or ain't.
White Plains, N. Y., refused to
The production of "Go Easy Mabel," the musical show under the continue the performance unless
She, too, is using a direction of Lee Morrison, which stayed but two weeks at the Longacre,
Jenie Jacobs was another convalescent visitor.
> cane, but very grateful for her miraculous escape.
part of the money due her.
New York, is still within that house, there being unpaid claims due the given
There had been some talk among
management. The show starred Ethel Levey and featured Estelle Winthe members of the company to
The passing of Tom Oliphant was a great shock to me. We had wood.
take a similar stand, but when they
been friends for years, he, too, having come from Indianapolis. We lived
failed to, Miss Nelken "went it
in the same building in New York, his apartment being directly underThat some cabaret shows act as training schools for Broadway atten- alone," refusing to go on in tho
neath mine. When my collapse came he was one of the first to come tion has been known for a long while past. Many of the better known
second and final acts. Lynn Starto me and to spread the news among our mutual friends. He promoted names in present Broadway musical comedies ct the past season came
and Rexford Kendrick are also
and arranged a Christmas tree for me my first Christmas here. He from the cabarets. The closing of Percy Elkeles' "Flotilla Revue" at ling
with Mann In "Friendly
was a good friend. His passing is a distinct personal loss to me and the restaurant of that name last week was another example. Of the appearing
Enemies" at White Plains, N. Y.,
with and for his widow.
1 griev
review's company, Truman Stanley was drafted for the next season's this week.
road tour of "Dearie," Lessie Nazworthy was engaged as a specialty
According to Cormican when he
You know how mad you get because a telephone operator, a waiter dancer in the new "P'ollies," Zella Sharp was sent to Chicago to take a
came to New Britain, his plan was
or a bell boy doesn't answer your ring as .soon as you thipk they should. role in "The O'lhicn Girl" and nine of the Flotilla's choristers were signed
an Actors' Fidelity
to establish
Well imagine my state of mind when I rang 30 minutes for a nurse for the chorus of the new "Follies."
League house here. His first diffithe other day before ono appeared. Then learned that this large hall
culty began when union stagehands
lull of patients, five of us helpless, had Veen left in the care of but two
There's a story around Broadway that actors and actresses playing made demands for a larger crew
student nurses with on<- taking a patient to X-ray and the other had
wages. He refused to
gone oul to get her hair bobbed, leaving us without a nurse. The nun Shubert houses in Chicago are finding it difficult to happily pick their and higher
demands, and union
who has charge of the floor had gone to prayers. There were graduate own hotel when Tat Henry arrives on the scene in tho interests of Sam concede to their on strike with the
musician went
nurse.* on the floor, hut they were specials, and in case of fire they Gerson's offices. The Shuber* publicity in Chicago is handled out of the
affecting a setAfter
stagehands.
would naturally look out for their own patients. But I shudder to think Gerson offices, separate from John J. Garrity's otfices, and Henry is
Henry plugs for the Congress Hotel until tlement with the stagehands, the
Gerson's right hand man.
what wo Id have become of the rest of us.
now he has been christened a "hotel runner." There are actors and Hartford musicians' union placed
"defaulters' list"
Some of you may think you are in tough luek because you have to actresses, desirous of living elsewhere in Chicago during their engage- Cormican on the
to pay the sum of $166.75
get i doctor's prescription to get a drink. But I had to have a doctor's ments, who fear they will not be favored with Shubert publicity unless for failure
the Hartford local
prescription tu get a bath. A nurse had told mo I could have only one they go the way of Henry's enthusiasm and register at the Congress owed members of
from the year previous, when Corbath a week, as they were too busy to give me more. So I asked my Hotel.
stock company in
managed
a
as
a
good
hotel
war
Is
mican
Inasmuch
expected in Chicago this fall, with
"Revell, two baths a
about it. The order book now reads:
doct
A settlement was eftheatrical people getting a "break" in rates, the affiliation of Henry Hartford.
week."
with the Gerson offices and hammering away so strongly on behalf of fected by Cormican's making a part
had
To Mr. and Mrs. Will Cressy belongs the distinction of having thought the Congress Hotel is expected to bring a retort from other Chicago payment. It is understood that this
the theatre remained open
of something to brin, that is at least different from anything yet hotels that are extremely friendly to the Shubert interests.
week, tho Hartford local would
(The might just as well have
Will brought a hat brush.
offered.
placed Cormican on the
brought a pair of roller skates or a bicycle.) Will says he read in my
Recently in London a remarkable tribute to the memory of Charles have again
going
buy
nice
to
me a
new hat and Frohman, who went down with the Lusitania, was paid at the hotel "defaulters' list," ho having failed
column that Blanche Ring was
the second
I love Will's optimism as
thought a ha brush might come In hand.,
Savoy by a party of friends and fellow workers. Earlier in the day a to make a payment of
installment due on their bill.
Also his cheering visits and letters. Likewise wreath of American Beauty roses was placed on the chair in
well as his originality
the Savoy
to open
plans
said,
it
is
Cormican,
bis endless fund of corking stories which T retail to the doctors.
grill room, which Mr. Frohman occupied when in London, and where he
and vaudecarried through some of his famous theatrical deals. Speeches were made the house with pictures
to
Chief Magistrate McAdoo has been investigating "The Hairy Ape." bearing on Frohman's efforts to promote the Anglo-American entente. ville next week, but this is open
Business at
violent debate here.
Wonder If he is trying to ascertain the number of hairs or fleas?
the Lyceum has been poor for a
fs^general manager for Sam H. Harris, and Ethel,
own musical long time. The owner of the place
A woman who lost $200,000 in gems while at sea is said to have comedy star, but claimed by London. I found myselfourthinking
about
Walinfy Lech.
protested nt the high cost of ocean trav«r\ At least she has first hand two other Leveys. The lamented old time friend,
agent and manager,
Information.
Ja-k Levey, husband of Delia Fox, several years deceased, ai d Jules
accounting of the estate left
An
Levey, who with his Solo B cornet has never been replaced. I wonder
Ex-Kaiser Wilhelm has written a book of 100,000 words, explaining do other people have runs on name* like I do. I
hy Daisy Hardenberg Andrews, a
mean
getting
mail
from
reviewers
get
through
tho
with
him
he didn't start the war. Before
several people of the same name on the same day as in the instance play broker, who died March 4, 1921,
he'll be sorry lie ever left the woodpile.
leaving a will naming her father,
Of the four Leveys. One day I heard from five Arthurs in the same mail:
Arthur Brisbane, Arthur Rosenfield, /rthur Clark, Arthur Kane and Walter Scott Andrews, as execuPresbyterian
Church
has apNow that the GeneMkl Assembly of the
tor, has been tiled in the Surrogat* s
Arthur O. May. Sounds like an attack of Arthur write us.
proved of Sunday Joy rides motortafci arc expected to refrain from
Court. The executor charges himslipping washers into the collection plates.
with $1,999.78.
Against this
self
A Pennsylvania judge refused to divorce a man whose wife used rougr amount he credits himself wi'h $1.freely.
and
lipstick
too
Grateful
ensacola's
finest
theatre,
sends
flappers
I
box
of
of
a
wishing
manager
to
* $700.
Levey,
show
their appre- 299.13. leaving a balance
Sidney
native pecans. I wa« well remembered by the Leveys last week. Besides ciation of the decision are said to be organizing petting parties for the Claims against the estate by 24
\nat
ney I hearc* from Iiert. of vaudeville, rt and literary fame; Abe, who jurist.
creditors amount to $",707.62.

—

—

—

—
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BROADWAY
(Continued from page 13)

bagrailroad fares and $4,317 for
light operagage hauls. The item of

and extra stage hands was
t
Ion
of the transfer charges.
about mthat „l(r..if.tlr>n
nal/4
fOT itS
attraction paid
A.

Th(
production
$36 000 for

The subscription blank asked sub- Increased

nouncement as

scriber to designate class selected.
It was stated Equity as a soeioty would not invest one cent in
Equity Players, but would receive
one-third of any profits. The other
two-thirds would be equally divided

to outside agencies,

but it ia generally believed there
no hitch in regard to the
brokers' seats.
The eight shows in the buy list
are
"Kikl"
(Belasco),
"Kempy"
will be

between a sinking fund to be employed for propaganda purposes to
promote similar Equity ventures
throughout the country, while the
remainder would go toward reimbursing Equity Players guarantors (original bulk subscribers). It
was announced Lillian Russell had
wired $2,000 toward the 48th Street

"Captain
Applejack"
and showed a profit of (Belmont),
two seasons. The sec- (Cort), "Good Morning Dearie"
(Globe),
"Music Box Revue" (Music
on papers,
ond had a profit of $5,000
paid $55,000 for Box), "Cat and the Canary" (Nabut the manager
stands
to lose tional), "Partners Again" (Selwyn),
and
production
the
"Make It Snappy" (Winter Garden).
on the venture.
$50,000

Better sharing terms are not conceded possible, nor a revision of the

though
labor costs is not looked for,
from the analysis that class of ex-

Manpenditure is considerable.
agers say that salaries for next
as
the
same
about
appear
season
despite the record-breaking
this,
volume of failures and the growth
The only
of the c j-operative idea.
talk of revising theatre labor scales
was at the I. A. T. S. E. convention
and that applied to the small stands.
Local scales for some one-nighters
was shown to call for payment for
week, even when the
house played attractions for a few
The logic of
dayr of the week.
putting such scales on a performrecognized.
was
ance basis
Broadway has two class openings
next week, both set for Monday
Ziegfelds "Folpremiere conflict.
lies" moved its first night back to
the

entire

Monday

from

Tuesday,

whereas

Morris Gest has already announced
his premiere at the Century Roof
promenade theatre of a new show

by the "Chauve-Souris" company,
the Russian novelty bunch headed
by the comedian. Nlkita Balieff.
Gest claims to have the call from

The roof
society patrons.
house holds about 500 persons and
the scale will be kept at $5 top.
many

The

critics will

be divided between

the two premieres, unless there is
a change in the opening date for the
The revival of "The
"Follies."
Rivals" at the Empire for one week
is likely

to split the

reviewing cor-

don three ways.

The closing list has three sure
withdrawals up to Wednesday, but
indications were for double that
number this week. "The Demi-Virgin" will leave the Eltinge dark
after Saturday; that goes for the
Lyceum, from which "The French
Doll" departs; "The Rotters" will
give up, after only two weeks at the
39th Street, which once more puts
up the shutters. The 49th Street
passes out of the picture for the
summer,
with
the
moving of
"Chauve-Souris" to the especially

,

act

Santley and Miss
adjourned

Emmett

as the
pleading with

meeting
the

but there was a fairly good advonce
for the latter end.

but without result as far as noted.
Gilmore brought an amused smile
over the crowd when he attempted
an Emerson imitation by "panning"
Variety, exhorting his hearers not
to read it, while holding Variety of
the same date (May 26) in his
hand. Gilmore mentioned Variety's
story of Equity's Chicago representative and the Will Morrisey
new show in that issue. He shouted
"Don't read Variety" as he slammed
his hand around, brandishing Variety in doing so.
Among others on the platform
were John Cope, O. P. Heggie.
Harry Brown, Mrs. Whiffen and
Jane Cowl.

members to "Make your
pledges."
"Buy your tickets now,"

The attractions offered at half
price were "The Bronx Express (As"The Truth About Blayds"
(Booth), "The Rose of Stamboul"
(Century),
"The
Perfect
Fool"
(Cohan). "The Demi Virgin" (El-

tor),

tinge). "The Nest"
(48th .Street)
"The Blushing Bride" (44th Street),
"Abie's Irish Rose" (Fulton), "He

Who

Gets Slapped" (Garrick). "Six
Cylinder
Love"
(Harris),
"The
Rubicon**
(Hudson).
"Salome"
(Klaw), "To the Ladies" (Liberty),

"The French Doll" (Lyceum), "The
Goldfish" (Elliott), "The Bat" (MoT
rosco), "l p the
Ladder" (Playhouse). "The Hairy Ape" (Plymouth). "Lawful Larceny" (Republic),
"Red
Pepper"
(Shubert),
"Shuffle Along" (G3rd Street), "The
Rotters" (39th Street) and "The
Charlatan" (Times Sq.).

"DEFAULTING LIST" OUT
(Continued from page 11)
the general idea was for the general
good.
Finally it was admitted to Bacon
that he had been done an injury.
But instead of his name being re-

EQUITY'S FINANCIAL REPORT
•
(Continued from page 11)
a bad standing membership in

26.

moved from the list, it remained
month after month. Even though

all

of the organizations of 8,270. It was
accepted that those registered as in
bad standing referred to delinquents
in dues, about 45 per cent, of total.
Gillmore said all of the figures
would be published in the next issue
of "Equity," the house organ put
out by the organization. One member in front said at this juncture:
"Isn't it a bum idea to publish
broadcast that Equity has been losing members and our finances are

fortified

to

his

June, 1924.

and

nays,

either,

with

rights.

eminent counsel

Bacon

still

is

encourage a
owner to "buy in" on the idea.
to

held

as
off

going to the courts, continuing to
ask for a retraction, and that was
promised.
In last week's "Equity," in place
of the list of "defaulting managers,"
there was printed a brief item to
the effect Bacon should not have
been included in "the list of managers who owe our members money.
Equity is happy to make this announcement, because we do not
want to print anything that is unfair to anyone."
When Bacon saw the Item he
again went to Equity, demanding
to know why its promise of a full
retraction as outlined by him and
promised by Equity was not printed.

CABARETS

being

Whether

or not the slip in the cog
to maintain secrecy will alter the
future plans remains to be seen, but
the wisest of the independent ticket
brokers believe the competition here
in the fall is going to be so rich that
an opportunity affords itself for

them

to become organized and be
taken more seriously by the New
York managers.
Meanwhile, Mrs. Couthoul is planning herself a vacation.

as

erlne Emmett talked at length about
the Equity Players with Joseph

LEGIT ITEMS

(Continued from page 10)
Susskind that he eventually

ac

cepted.

The Hotel Walton,
will dispense

the

with

its

Philadelphia,
roor show over

summer.

Arthur Buckner, the cabaret producer who I~ now in trouble vith
authorities in Philadelphia, had a
$237. 65 jud^.nent entered ^against

him

week by the New York

last

Hotel Statler. Inc., which operates
the Hotel Pennsylvania.
The action is on a bad check for $200,

which Buckner is alleged to have
had a hand in passing.
(Continued from page 12)
eight days the show was out was
La Vis, a new cabaret at 48th
$200 for each member and that the
equivalent in stock was given the street and Broadway, opened May
24 with a floor revue of 18 people,
players for the balance.
La Vie was
Julius von Kerekjarto, a concert staged by Al Davis.
violinist known as Duel de Kerek- formerly "The Palace" and is unmanagement.
der
new
jarto. is being sued by the National
Concerts, Inc., through Edward A.
Local prohibition agents are real
Brown for $K,0G9. which the corporation alleges it advanced him anxious to ascertain who is the
against contracts for engagements owner of the Broadway Gardens,
which he failed to play. All to- 5346 Broadway, Chicago, which they
gether the concert bureau claims to raided recently and arrested a numThey have, as
have advanced $9,876, of which ber of employes.
something like $1,800 was actually they say. a new violation against
Nathan the place and would like to serve
earned by the violinist.
Burkan is defending the action the owner with a warrant. But no
one can be found who will admit
against the artist.
ownership. William Suchler, ownThe Fairbanks Twins are leaving er of a string of candy stores, is
for Paris where they will remain a said by the prohibition agents to
year.
The sisters will not appear be the owner of the place, but he
professionally abroad unless it be denies it. Charles Appel, owner of
next season.
Their mission is to the North Side Turner hall, and
study singing and dancing in the father of Lila Lee, picture actress,
French capital. The Twins have also denies he is the proprietor.
been appearing In "Two Little (lirls
While the agents were trying to
in Blue* for the past two seasons. establish the identity of the owner,
they have raided the place twice,
Sarah J. Merrill and Jay S. Buek- arrested four waiters and a barley, executors of the estate of Annie tender nnd sized six cases of "real"
Louise Cary, opera singer, have whiskey.
been directed by Surrogate Cohalen
to pay $483.30,
which represents
taxes due New York State under
the inheritance tax laws. The net
value of the personal property left
by the decedent, a resident of Norwalk, Conn., who died April 3. 1921,
was appraised at $357,444. 86, which
included $33,875 in New York State.
A will named several beneficiaries,
among whom the estate was divided.

Clarence Schmetzel has been appointed appraiser of the estate of
William Sampson, the actor, by Surrogate Cohalan to ssess the estate
for taxes, if any, due the State of
New York. Sampson, who appeared
last in "The 'First Year," died April
5, 1922, l.ft a will naming his widow.
Mary M. Sampson, sole legatee and

Elgar's Band, a 2G-piece local
colored band, has been accepted by

Morris
Green vvald
and
Jimmy
O'Neill for their "Ph nation" show
which opens at Green Mill Gardens,
Chicago, June 16. Eugene Cox has
been assigned the tar' of designing
the scenery for the production.

Beulah

May has been engaged

as

the soubret on the Strand Hoof.

Davidow

&

LeMaire have brought
Third District Municipal
Irene Bordonl for
$750 for commissions alleged due.
The agents last December negotiated a contract for Miss Bordonl to appear at the Club Maurice,
New York, for eight weeks at $1,000
executrix.
a week guarantee against 50 per
Annie Sweeney has been ap- cent, of the covert charge Intake.
He was told the retraction was pointed by
the Kings County (N. Miss Bordonl is alleged not to have
inserted as it was to "save our
Y.) Surrogates' Court administra- fulfilled this contract, but that the
faces."
trix
$70C
bond of the following March 22 she entered Into
The patience of Bacon appears estate under
of the late Harry Tilfold. a a month's contract with the Club
to have been of little avail. He has
vaudeville actor, who died Dec. Maurice management during which
again demanded a retraction in full
29. 1921.
The administratrix was period she earned $7,500. Davidow
as promised, and has served notice
named sole legatee of the estate, & LeMaire ask 10 per cent, for
upon Equity that he has not relin- which
amounted to $700. The de- their services.
quished his legal rights.
fendant, known privately as Harry
It is known that other complaints
The 8hip Cafe In Venice, Cal., h is
C. Benson, died without relatives.
from managers have been made,
reopened. William Paine and Mauthough none was successful in seThe
Broadway
Stock,
Phil- ri© Kauch. owners of cafes here
curing deletion of their names un- adelphia, closes this
week with "The which include the flreen Hill, are
til the sudden erasure of the entire
Roth
Brat." Business has been poor right the proprietors of the Ship.
list.
That the list does take in along in the South Philadelphia the Ship and the CJreen Hill use musome "bad boys" is undoubted. In location. Last week an appeal for sic supplied by Snell. Highsmith
the case of Bacon, however, there
patronage was made from the stage. and Conklin. Cliff Carney Is leader
is no question as to his clean recEdna Hibbard and Leon Gordon of the Ship musicians. Neither cafe
ord. He stated this week that the
headed the excellent company. This Is using a revue at this time, alretraction did not mean the end of
leaves only the Cross Keys with though there are several soloists.
his battle to clear his name, but
stock in Philly.
that he had only begun to fight.
A new cafe to be known as the
The "Princess Virtue'* show was
"Plantation" is to be added to Los
hooked up for a $9,000 operating
FOREIGN REVIEWS
Angeles' boulevard and beach reexpense. Bacon was In charge of
(Continued from page 15)
sorts.
The Plantation is being
the front of the house, and his eftrue happiness in marriage, and it erected by Mike Lyman and V. R.
forts to revise the overhead were is on this
abnormal mentality the "Blondy" Clark, owners of the Winunavailing because of control back comedy terminates.
"Un Jeune ter Garden and the Palais Royal of
stage by other interests.
Menage" (a young married couple) Los Angeles. It will be ori Washis laved by admirable acting, but
ington Boulevard on the road to
it
met with the indifferent recep- Venice.
An old Southern atmosCUT RATES IN CHICAGO
tion it merited.
Jane Danjou rephere
is to be reproduced in archi(Continued from page 13)
veals talent as the wife, with Andre
both new houses is of such brilliant Luguet fine in the role of Robert, tectural and scenic style.
New York character that they will rattling off false philosophy amidst
The Hotel Astor roof will open its
be the cynosure of all eyes. They spasms of broad psychology. The
also have expressed confidence that action is laid in the best of society, season Juno C. Next winter the roof
but conveys a poor Impression of will be enclosed and
used for con"ready cash without returns" will real
society. Such crude ideas must ventions.
It has a seating capacity
gain Immediate hearing from the be taken with a grain
of salt.
of
2,000.
The
Astor
Is
outdistancShubert offices. In brief, the indeKcndrrw.
ing all New York hotels in the numpendent brokers propose to organize
ber of conventions or meetings held
and be so protected they will be in a
LIVELY IN CHICAGO
there.
They avorage from IS to '.'0
position to outbid Couthoui when it
(Continued from page 14)
daily.
The hotel has 25 convention
comes to buying shows outright, and
Follies reputation, went into lead- rooms.
The Paul Spccht Orchestra
gain their strongest point in proing feminine role and brought win- will play on the roof over the
sumducing ready cash without asking ning attention
to this entertainment. mer.
for the privilege of "dump-backs'" Should be no reason why
"Molly
It is thought that
the new idea Darling" shouldn't go over $14,000
Liquor pinches have been numerne>xt week, for all signs point to
will lead to the opening of a genMurray's and
Officially
given
eral Office on Randolph street, under popularity.
as ous the past week.
th" Knickerbocker were taken, while
the caption of the "Associated In- $13,800.
"Just Married" . (La Salle, !Uh the road houses have also been
dependent Brokers." More of a play
week). Sensibly organized, making grabbed.
Two along the Pelham
than Chicago has ever witnessed will pleasing proflta for
owners and road was raided, and Hoffman's, a
be made on rut rate tickets.
keeping at work good cast.
Best new place on the Merrick
road, Long
The servicer of a prominent ea- word-of-mouth advertising in town
giving attraction the strongest boom. Island, suffered an arrest for liquor
e.-isurer of a Loop theatre are beviolation
last
Sunday.
Just
what
These'
is
going
liquor
to
stop this ofing sought to act as gene'ral manfering from completing an all-sum- raldl are funny if you notice how
ager and adviser In the selection of mer run
they
can't be reckoned.
pick
*em
ami
what they leave
Raced

When asking for ayes
no one answered for
with Stewart declaring the
its continuance.
"Red Pepper" the resolution adopted. Later Gilmore
Mclntyre and Heath show that has told the members no contraet must
been on tour all season
entered the be entered into by them for after
onubcrt. there aimed for summer dune, 1924, without carrying a voidnone}*.
ing clause in case Equity should
The two special Fox picture show- direct the contraet be caneelrd
ings nre failure
to date.
'Xero," (relates to the expiration of the
Which won really fine notices, is not agreement between the P. M. A. and
drawing anything like what was
1921).
Gilmore
ox- Equity in June.
nected.
while next door "Silver mentioned that long before June.
1 ***"
ta
reported losing at the 1924.
Equity Shop" would be in
Jv
Tat
of $.-,000 a week.
An Aug- effect all over the United States.
mented orchestra is the
As members entered the Aster's
big Item of
Wpense In addition to the rent.
ballroom they were handed slips
Only Eight "Buys" Left
carrying a subscript ion. blank for
1,1
the premium agencies there the Equity Players' isth Street thearebw eight "buys- remaining with atre season. It had three classes.
* n<J
arrival of June.
The agency with one seat In crohestra or first
"»en fjgure that is
about all thev balcony row for five performances
to carry at thin
time and that (excepting on Saturdays and Holl
£unin
v.-eek a few e>f these will
da.\s> at a gross cost of $11 for
J
* Wiped out with the advent
of the class A; class R. one seat in re* n »»'l
'Follies." the only thing at mainder of baleoM.\ for live performi resent
on the horizon as a possible ances, same exceptions. $7.f)0; class
for them.
," y
Vp to mid-week C, box seating five, for five perP
no _.
Zioyfei,, ,, ad
nol ma(1(¥ any ftn _ formance;,
same exceptions, $75. attractions

we

will

in before this week is out.
in cut rates was also
slightly off because of the holiday,

"The Follies" closing, added GilIt will open at Atmore, was bad business.
week before.
"Ziegfeld was four-flushing when
Four next shows were announced
he said he would never engage one
for the current week.
There was of those actors because he had ensome doubt as to the premiere of
gaged Raymond Hitchcock, and as
"A Pinch Hitter," listed to bow in
a matter of fact it was Hitchy who
Thursday night at the Henry Miller.
held the curtain in Chicago and the
"Heads I Win," said to have rewhole thing was cooked up in
hearsed, but briefly was marked to
Hitchy's dressing room," Gilmore
reopen the Karl Carroll Tuesday but
stated.
the opening was redated
to Friday.
Stewart read a resolution regardMonday night two shows did open. ing contracts of Equity members
'Drums of Jeopardy" at the Gaiety with managers for services after

<-'

Duncan

stage director for Equity Players
and Gilbert Emery select the plays,
it was stated.
Gilmore and Kath-

The demand

lantic City the

disclosed a mystery plot, rehearsed
only two weeks and a 'cold"
open
There was some doubt as to
Jig.

Augustin

also

work being done
Loop restaurant

$1,000.

coming

not so good?" Gilmore. with no contradiction of the statement, replied
that only
Equity members got
"Equity" and no outsiders ever saw
copy.
a
Stewart's financial statement inremodeled Century Roof. Whether
cluded income of $16,515 from the
"The Rose of Stamboul," playing
Equity ball at the Astor; $8,502 from
downstairs in the Century, will conthe Equity ball, Chicago, and $17,500
tinue is questionable, and is likewise
from the Equity annual show at the
for some of the dramas which are
Metropolitan, New York, May 7.
being gambled against the weather.
Charges against Flo Ziegfeld had
Last week's closing list was inbeen
filed with the Producing Mancreased by two, for a total of seven
agers' Association, said Gilmore, by
withdrawals. The added departures
the
Equity
on the charge of diswere "Salome." which couldn't pull
Ziegfeld had stated,
over a few dollars into the Klaw for crimination.
the one week of its run, and "Bil- "I'll never engage one of those acwho
were
concerned in the
tors
letted," a revival, which moved uptown from the Village to the Frazee Chicago trouble," said Gilmore, and
and lasted the same number of days. that was discrimination. Ziegfeld
An added summer musical show also had said he had closed "The
Follies" four weeks earlier than inIn sight in "Spice of 1922," a revue
of proportions, which is due into the tended to deprive the actors of four
weeks' salary. The real reason for
Astor. succeeding "The Bronx Express" June

and George Arliss

project

Neither of the week's new arrivals, "Red Pepper," at the Shubert nor "Drums of Jeopardy" at
the Gaiety entered the buy list.
Despite that seven attractions
closed Saturday, the cut rate list
held to 23 shows offered with a possibility of one or two additional

capital
sought, with heavy

1

suit in the

:

Court

1

picked

for

the

"buys."

fist for 112,0)*,

alone.

against

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

18

LOU TELLEGEN

and CO.

(3)

"Blind Youth" (Dramatic)
22 Mini.; Full Stage (Special)
Flatbush
Lou Tellcgen is programmed as
the author of tho one-act tersion
of "Blind Youth' he ia appearing
In making the conden.sed verIn.
sion Mr. Tellcgen preserved the
spirit of tho original. The theme is
plays
Tellcgen
a
regeneration.
youthful arti.st who has taken to
drink after an affair with a woman
who leaves him for a man of greater riches. That sounds a bit theatrical, and that's just what the

FLO LEWIS

CLAY CROUCH

(1)

Song Cycle
17 Mins.;

J

Two

(Special)

5th Ave.

Flo Lewis (most latterly teamed
has a new
with Paul Morton)
vehiclo written by Eddie Moran,
music by Jesse Greer, her accompanist.
It is titled "Characterizing
famous women with silk and laces."
Quite a stem to that monicker.
Opening before a stunning curtain
creation which includes a novel
canopy arrangement over the baby
grand she sings about her desire to
star on Broadway, hokeing the draTellegcn's matics in a mcller "Camillo" and
theatrical.
playlet
is
playing, however, does much to other scenes. A sweet daddy nummake the playlet convincing. A ber about a girl friend who has an
special set showing a garret studio obliging papa wi Is up lyrically "I
helped the atmosphere wish she'd wish him on me." Anin Paris
other number was about certain
also.
The story revolves around the types at a club meeting. It carried
visit of the ex-sweetheart of one with it a feminist type who insisted
Maurice (Mr. Tellegcn) to the stu- that "if there were no famous
dio, with her meeting with her ex- women there would be no famous
lover and plea for his return to her men." A soubret and sissy number
forming the basis of the plot. The took her off strong.
For an encore, following a "finale
program carried no mention of the
names of the supporting players. hopper" ditty, Miss Lewis came out
the
part
of
It was a wow
in flapper get-up.
The woman playing the
ex-sweetheart deserves programing. following it up by bringing three of
She has a voice that somewhat re- the stage crew out in hoke flapper
calls Ethel Barrymore and a style regalia. There was no doubt of her
of playing that denotes plenty of hit after that. It looks like a set-up
One of the men was for No. 4 on the biggest time for
experience.
Abel.
inclined to speak his lines a bit Miss Lewis.
So was
too loud at the Flatbush.
Mr. Tellcgen, for that matter, on GIBSON and CONNELLI Co. (1)
several occasions during the act. "The Debutante" (Farce)
The other man, who can only be Full Stage (Parlor)
identified by the fact of his press- Orphcum, Brooklyn
ing * pair of trousers during the
William L. Gibson and Regina
intel- Connclli
act, played smoothly and
seasons in
several
for
ligently, speaking in an easy, re- vaudeville
played
a honeymoon
pressed manner.
playlet.
Mr. Tellegen's contribution to
This new and silly farce by "Will
vaudeville is not particularly good Hough is of a jilted youth (Mr.
or bad, just an average sort of Gibson) about to commit suicifie via
dramatic sketch. It will do, how- pistol in his apartment, as it is
ever, once around as a vehicle for invaded by a young woman (Miss
Tellegen, who must depend upon Connclli), a stranger to him, who
his name as a vaudeville attraction. states she has investigated his charThe fans will probably like the acter, found him reliable and wants
dramatics of the sketch it's the to be compromised by him, in order
sort of stuff that picture audiences that she may have "a past" to vie
rave over.
with that of her fiances, one

—

—

and Co. (4}
Skit
21 Mint.; Full Stage
American C of
Clay Crouch is In blackface In this
act, and Clay Crouch in this act
There la*rt@Eeik the girl
is the act.
and a couple of/ dancing young
l

women, but it's Olay Crouch wro
makes the small timers laugh, and
he can make them laugh with his
takes in the methods of
For
blackface comedians.

style, that

other

gags also Crouch

Is

a good

selecter.

Two

or three not new to him got a
regular giggle when uttered.
The story is nothing, so slight in
fact that toward the finish, as

Crouch was about

to

end an inter-

PETE CARROLL and HARMONY LJLLIAN FOSTER
Comedy Sketch
BOYS (6)
Jazz Band and Dancing

>

time?

The Sheik has a deep

voice

is

LILLY VON KOVACS
Howard.
The young woman suggests she Pianis-te
12 Mins; One (Special Hangings)
remain in the apartment with him

Proctor's,

I

(2)

Yonkers

23rd St.

talent in the whole septet

and erly handled.

Besides there
was some hokum business that
didn't require an author, but still
Crouch can carry this playlet over
for small time if the salary isn't too
big.
He's something of a blackface
comic, despite his lack of originality.
He has personality which is
most or mostly important, and
would make a first class conKdit-n
for a sn all production like a road
show, tab unit, revue or burlesque.
On the American -Roof bill the
first half the turn had a bit the
worst of it through a comedy Sheik
song ("Ave. XT') having been sung
ahead* of it.
Bimc.

and CO.

Lillian * Foster is a local stock
This combination were the suc- company leading woman. She is ascessful contestants in the amateur sisted in this sketch by two men
try-outs at this theatre the week from the Forbes Players. The skit
preceding. As a result they have is badly constructed and the charbeen booked for three days as a acters sloppily introduced.
egular act to show for further bookA young lawyer six months marings. The jazz band, all youngsters, ried wagers he can induce a famous
looking nice even in their everyday actress to sup with him at his office.
street clothes, opens ensemble with The curtain rises upon him secreting
a rag. Carroll enters stepping a la the supper ordered as his wife stops
Jim Barton, shuffling and shivering to visit him on her way to the opera.
That one dance will prob- She overhears a telephone conversaniftily.
ably carry the youngster on with tion and hides in an adjoining room.
further development. Again the jazz A friend of the lawyer tel -.hones
band jazzes and another chap en- and then drops in, mistaking the
He wife for the actress. A "party" folters for another lazy shiveree.
is dressed like Carroll and cads3s lows, with wifey making a great
hit
discussion whether he is or not. He with the friends until mutual exis another local boy, Harry Lloyd. planations clear up the situation.
Both then enter for a double soft shoe
The sketch is amateurishly «connumber following the slide trom- structed, the introduction of the
bone solo in the spot by one of the characters and situations straining
band members. The double num- the credulity. Before a sympathetic
ber was neat, although slipping up gathering the turn landed solidly.
in rhythm once or twice.
For the two-a-day a stronger veFrom the side seat perch Carroll hicle is needed.
Con.
was seen to fling his straw disgustedly on the floor and almost jump
HELEN GOODHUE and Co. (3).
on it because of the slight mishap.
The boys evidently are earnest and "Sister Wives' (Farce Comedy).
23 Mins.; Full Stage (Special).
take their work very seriously.

and potential

did a couple of songs.

possibilities

They look

"Sister Wives
is the latest May
Tully tabloid bedroom farce effered

prop-

if

'

like will-

ing pupils.

Abel.

IBACH'S ENTERTAINERS

(5)

vaudeville.
It is a revival of
the "I^eno" sketch, and not a condensed version of a full length play,
such as some of this producer's former production acts have 1 een.
in

Musical
20 Mins.; Full Stage
58th St.
this band has
It is understood
been placed under contract by Cunningham and Bennett for a production act with them next season. If
so, the act looks safe for scoring in
advance, for the Ibach Entertainers
crash through for attention. The
instruments arc drums, piano, violin,
banjo and saxophone, particularly
the latter.
This unit has a sax marvel. He

It is played in full stage with
drapes employed, the action supposedly taking place in a room of
a Reno hotel. Two women named
Smith have wired for reservations.
The firrt Mrs. Smith arriving secures the last room in the house.
The other, a former guest, arrives
later.
The' management, desiring
not to lose her patronage, requests
the first to share her room with the
latter for the night, it having twin
beds.
This is agreed upon.
The
two women are of distinctly differ-

after the drummer
ent types. The first arrival is the
Dixie-Mammy
number. The band blonde baby type and the latter a
a
HAMILTON and BARNES
5th Ave.
more mature and worldly woman.
then
During
toyed
with
"Kalua."
the
Talk
over night, but he prefers to suicide
Lilly Von Kovacs is heralded an number the clearness of the saxoThey begin to chatter. It de18 Mint.; One
and be done with it. The girl wins
Hungarian
prodigy.
She
appears
to
phone was first noted. Then a.s the velops they are the wives of the
Jefferson
her point and they dance to a VicThe blonde has teen
This couple have developed a new trola melody whilst reading love be about 16 or 18 years old, maybe youth secured ringing steel guitar same man.
She affects notes from his instrument, he drew forced to come to Reno by her
angle in the way of a flirtati.n passages in a book each holds open more, maybe less.
Bell.

!

1922
*

2,

23 Mine.} Full Stags

12 Mine.; Three
City

polated monolog, he confidentially
informed the audience the whole
thing was a bunk, that the sheik
wasn't a Sheik, really, that the girl
was his wife in private life, that
the two dancing girls were Just
there because, and that there could
be no finish to the act because there
should have been the lieutenant
they were all talking about who had
to be killed, but they had no lieutenant, so the whole company would
have to come on to sing the finale.
And the wht company came on to
sing the finale. How simple? And
how many headaches that would
have saved if a finish like it could
have been gotten away with on big There
'

Friday, June

came forward

stepped out of his character to sing

.

opening, Helen Hamilton weeping while dancing.
with her partner, Jack Barnes deThe thing meanders on in this
livering flip answers to her sobbing manner until at the finish when
They follow it up with a "Howard," presumably, appears and
remark
table bit along familiar line;, the the girl vamps, after having lifted
chatter however lifting it above the everything of value from the place
commonplace.
and person. "Howard" (E. J. Brady)
Some radio talk is opportune with introduces himself as a plumber.
the doctor tory too long drawn out.
There is no meat to the playlet
The passing of tho sacks of flour and but one real laugh through a
over th«j footr Ms I is no great line of dialog about Tennyson over
comedy value with the idea tending a kiss. There are several lasses and
to lengthen the turn.
much implausibility.
doesn't
It
This c
have bright material commence to compare with the Giband in looks could be better if house son-Connelli previous sketch, nor
drop and t". e usual prop table were does it readily become explainable
At the Jefferson how experienced vaudeville pi .yers
not employed.
Monday evening the audience pn.il accepted the script. It's beyond
more attention to this couple than them because it is beneath them.
is generally credited to a talking If they can
proceed with it on big
turn at the downown house.
time they will be fortunate, for the
Uart.
idea seems to forbid it being built
up.

Rime.

GILLES CONSOLE

HARRISON
TERS (2).

Ballet
Gaite, Paris

The

story told In this short ballet
by Mario de Villers, regulated by
Berge, at the Gaite, is the constant
infidelity of Colombine.
In this instance, prior to her death, she has
been tho sweetheart of Gilles. He
religiously attends the funeral.
Three other men are there mourning the deceased.
The spirit of Colombine appears
before the grief stricken Gilles,
lending scope for a delightful tableau and duo dance by Emmy MagHani and Bcrge. The other three
mournera return, and after a prayer
for the late Colombine, they dispute as to who was really her
preferred lover, each having beThis
lieved he was the only one.
sceno consoles Gilles, likewise a
maiden.
fickle
the
dupe of
The ballet is well developed, and
the music tuneful.

K entire w.
HUNTER, MARTIN and HUNTER

8ongs
12 Mins.;
58th St.

A

BURTON

SIS-

State.

Harrison is a magician and the
Burton Sisters a comely pair of
misses used effectively in conjunction
with the magical routine.
Harrison follows closely the methods employed by other magicians,
with the novelty possessed in the
turn offered by the girls.
They
furnish vocal numbers and dances,
with some miner feats in the way
of magic. The magic, including two
cabinet tricks by Harrison, is effectively handled, with a certain
amount of comedy worked up with
each.
aot is well dressed and away
from the general run of turns of
this order.
Placed in the middle of
the State, it gives complete satisfaction.
Unit.

The

BARKER

^u\

DUNN.

Songs.
15 Min.; One.
State.

One

three-man act with

and

Magic, Songs and Dances.
18 Min.; Full Stage (Special Set).

a knack Of
their wni-

From

the introductory talk, Billy
Barker and Henry Dunn give the
impression they have been associ-

harmony into
They are using published
maksongs, adapting them to special trio ated with phonograph record
putting
bling.

usage.

two numbers were sent
across largely through the harmony

The

first

Following was an extended nut comedy bit that might be
shortened to permit a singing addition. They closed effeetively, with
a number not as fresh as the others.
Tuesday afternoon before a light
bouse they did well on, second.
effort.

Jbce.

ing,
for vaudeville they have seBoth
published numbers.
possess vocal ability and the personality to put over numbers.
After the introductory chatter the
time Is devoted entirely to tinging.
They build up with each number
and have the necessary punch to
land in tho hit column on any bill.
At tho "tate they scored an apHart.
plause hit.

lected

\

juvenile costuming.
"Whatever her
age, minus the "prodigy" appella-

sole

attention

mother to secure a divorce.

thereafter.

The

still
loves her husband, although
having been informed he had not

musician from the apron
with piano accompaniment. The band in action with "The
Sheik" again had the sax illuminating the melody. His manipulation
of the stops proved him a master of
it.
There was a variation into inother melody. That allowed the star
certy."
to come forward again, this time
She opens at tlie baby grand with playing sax and
claronet at one
"Hungarian Fantasy," her
Lizt's

tion.

Miss Von Kovacs

Is

a dex-

terous digited instrumentalist and
vaudeville would find a place for her
in the fore section of big time bills
if she in turn arranged her stuff to
comply with vaudeville requisites.
As she is Miss Von Kovacs is "con-

own

transcription of the rhapsody.

The

title

t.ien soloed

time.

make

The stunt

in

for melody, but

itself
it

did

was

'

She

secured his final decree of divorce
The other
there to settle the divorce matter, and is glad to be rid of him.

from his former wife.
is

The

not

,

novel.

husband

comes

upon

scene suddenly.

He

the room
wives.

greeted

and

is

the

admitted to
by both

At this point the farce reaches a
high pitch. The first wife, seeing

announced in an elecThe curtain dropped for a bang that the baby -faced one and hubby
trically
illuminated frame wHiich
encore, the youth this time handling are not anxious to separate, arhad previously built up the girl's
smaller
a
"crying"
sax,
then ranges a reconciliation.
entrance aj
Europe's sensation,"
Miss Goodhue plays the worldly
switching to the bigger instrument
An elderly woman (probably for
etc.
more fine finger work. There was woman. She does it with finesse,
her mother) is in governess* cosdisplaying
ability as a comedienne.
tume to change the sign cards. In another earned encore, which meant The action rests upon her and she
a lot from the small attendance
the first number Miss Von Kovacs
handles it well. The blonde, bobbedTuesday afternoon.
displays her proficiency to the fullIs

Ibach's Entertainers can deliver
is
phantasy de alone and in real company, for they
carrying a brilliant saxophone
are
concert. Lizt's Campcnalla was the
lbec.
third and final selection
the musician.
in
nature of an encore. Somebody remarked he wished she played "Dar- BOBBY BARRY
danella" instead.
That's the so- Comedy Talk, Songs, Dances
called "lowbrow's" vaudeville desire, 14 Mins.; One
and since they comprise a fair ma- Proctor's, Yonkers
jority of vaudeville audiences, Miss
Bobby Barry was last season in
Von Kovacs could accomplish more burlesque with "Maids of America."
by adding something lighter. Not For vaudeville he has assembled a
"Dardanella" necessarily but "Dear routine of comedy talk, written by
Old Pal o' Mine," "Roses of Picardy" Billy K. Wells, that should keep
or "Kiss Me Again," if needs be, to him in the fastest of two-a-day
compromise.
company. Barry is assisted by Dick
She was heartily received at the Lancaster, who registers heavily
5th Avenue by the lower floor con- on appearance and with delivery.
tingent.
An unruly element in the He dominates Barry at all times,
Upper shelves made it difficult for making his comedy stick out and
Abel.
a number of turns.
inserting punch into the contrast.
Barry is a short chap with baggy
"MELODY REVUE"
evening clothes, trick hat and ec19 Mins.; Full Stage (Cyclorama) centric nose.
The crossfire at the
Proctor's, Yonkers
opening has Barry ae a florist's deframed
of
this
usual
act
type,
The
livery I oy.
It is bright.
A piece
along conventional lines. A male of business that grows funny with
pianist solos an introductory song repetition is Barry's attempts to
for the principals. They consist of waltz with the straight man.
two girl singers, a mixed dancing
Travestied
impersonations
are
team, a male piano accordionist, worked in, preceded by a legitiwho formerly singled around the mate announcement by the straight
pop circuits, and the pianist, who that Mr. Barry will Impersonate
doubles on the violin for a number Farnum. Barry comes on in mangy
with the other musician.
wig and top hat for funny legit
The dancing team handled their travesty. The next announcement
dances smoothly, the girl possessing is Sam Bernard, with Barry doing
personality, appearance and grace. Lander singing "She's My Daisy."
After specialties from each an en- A bit of stepping also landed
semble finish occurs with the danc- heavily.
ers In tough ge^-up doing an acroBarry has all the elements for
batic tough waltz to the accom- vaudeville success.
He is an expaniment of violin, accordion and perienced, capable comedian who
mandolin.
knows how and who holds. This
As a flash for the Intermediate pair should be up there rJl the time
houses it averages up with any of any time.
At this house they
its predecessors on production and copped the v* e* t±* MIL
est in every phase.

an

"Annie

'

ability ef its personnel.

Con.

Con.

miss

haired

The second

playing

the

opposite

role fits into the picture nicely, the
role calling for no extra work. The
husband figures in only the last few
minutes, furnishing all that is necessary for the short part.
The
fourth member is a juvenile, a bellboy.
He is inclined to carry the
part overboard at times.
This new May Tully act can be
whipped into shape to take its place

Laurie"

in

two-a-day

bills.

Hart.

ETHEL PARKER and Co. (2).
Songs and Dances.
12 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Hang*
ings).

J

23rd St.
^thel Parker is a dancer supported by two boys, a singing and
dancing juvenile and a piano player.
The juvenile occupies the stage the
major portion cf the time, using

pop numbers during costume
changes by Miss Parker, lie also
figures in all of the double dances
with her.
Opening with a number, they top
it off with some Russian stepping,
the boy following with a number
allowing his partner to change to
a country girl costume for a eolo
dance, including toe work, splits
A
and slides cicely performed.
special number is furnished by the
boy in conjunction with a double
dance, the finale being given over
to an acr tbatic jazz routine cf step-.
ping. The piano player is given a
chance for a satisfactory demonstration of key work.

v

The

act

is

mounted

nicely before

Its
a cyclorama of gold cloth.
da ing hits a good average, with

turn in general sufficiently
strong to meet the requirements of
the best three-a-day bookers.
the

llorf.'

.

.

I

——

OUR FAMILY

ORPHEUM

A half houso at Keith's Orpheum.
Urooklyn, for the holiday matinee—
By
pretty good crowd at that, consider•i'
ing it was in Brooklyn and a nice
lay on a holiday.
Fanny Brice headlined, with Vivirhyming, I don't know a thing,
Kow when it cornea to
enno Segal another new single over
the bill at the Palace seem* to be the erase this spring; the bridge.
rhyming
Miss Bogal but lately
««t
#
d"butted into tiie twice daily. Miss
oq I pranced down to the matinee, my Maurey couldn't go.
Brice has been absent for about
my baby, so I went alone to the show.
seven years, meantime with Ziegfeld
^aa I couldn't bring
"Follies."
the Bricklayers, held the opening spot
Gautler's Dogs,
The program framed as entertainEveryone enjoyed them, they're sure a talented lot.
ing for this season of the year. There
concerned
there
was
one
thing
I'm
wrong.
as
was
far
quite a variety on it without
Only 'aa
much dancing; that lift it easy for
should have taught those dogs to sing a little song.
Mr. Gautier
Morton and Glass in their new skit,
number, called "That Dog Gone Dog of Mine."
'April Showers," to score heavily on
Hy Maurey wrote a
their stepping. It's a different setIt sure would have been Just fine.
With that song in the act
ting but the same Tramework as the
contortionists, came on No. 2;
The Le Orohc, thre?
other turns of this couple— talk,
and took a couple of i»ows when they were thru. songs an. I family crossfire. It did
They contortionished,
well all the way.
One of the men is tall and slender the other one's quitn stout
The Morton-tJlass act had a landfigure like my Maurey's— why. without a doubt.
a
has
neither
scape
effect of a moving red light on
But
a train, with the Harry J. Conloy
an
acrobat
not
is my Maurey there?
thatVi
man
a
For
comedy, "Itice and Old Shoes," havDid you ever see his shoulders? Never such a pur.
ing a* similar effect on an auto. Mr.
Conley's showed first and got the
And my baby la just like my Maurey. What a kid he Is!
benefit. His turn, with Naoma Ray,
says
Maurey
our
baby
has
my
a
shape
like
his.
Why, even
was a laugh maker through his boob
He played and played and played.
rum I character. It could well have
Slgnor Friscoe's some musician.
exchanged
the second after interMaurey's
songs!
my
of
Can you imagine how long he'd
If he used some
mission position with the CJibsonhad stayed?
Connelli farce',
"The Debutante"
(New Acts), that was second after
My Maurey writes lovely music, but I don't like to talk.
intermission, and very tiresome, to
Still I think he's the best writer in all New York.
say the very least. The Conley turn
was No. 3.
Why, If the Beaumont Sisters had sung a «ong or two
Opening after intermission was
That my Maurey has written— no telling what they wouldn't do:
Edward (Eddie) Miller, with his
splendid voice and numbers, and
As it was. they were a great big hit; their act— why, it's a peach—
Miss
Victor Vesola at the piano.
But with my Maurey's music, they'd have had to make a speech.
Segal and Mr. Miller composed two
You know Maurey's not only a musician, he's comical, too.
similar singles of opposite sex. Miss
Segal had Charles Ambler as her
I laughed at the Four Marx Brothers, but I'm telling you
pianist. She was No. 4.
My Maurey should be In that act, he's an awful clownMack and La Hue were programed
to close, but opened, in their roller
Hardly anyone know* it, he's so dignified down town.
skating
is all summed up in a
He can do female impersonating, too, and make Julian Eltinge look sick. SWiWel that
trick they do. with the girl
He's got a* better form than Julian, and of course that does the trick. swiveling while clear .of the ground
and held by a neck brace attached
My Maurey loves Ethel Levey; he thinks she's the greatest of all.
to an apparatus upon the chest of
And, some afternoon this week he says I ought to call
V- '
the man. It's their one real trick,
And show Miss Levey our baby she's seen many a one
the one that will hold them on the
But wait till she sees my Herbert, my little son.
big time, and the only trick of it3
He's just learning how to walk, and says "Ma-ma" and "See See,"
kind ever seen in anything apAnd Just think that tiny little living thing belongs to Maurey and me.
proaching an act of this description.
How long the girl can stand it is
Sylvia Clark. I didn't forget ydu, but I want to mention you last.
And seriously tell you I love your work you're cert, inly getting there problematical, as the strain upon
her neck and head must be terrific.
fast.
No. 2 held a novelty int of what is
What a little irtiwte! My bonnet's off to you
known as "finger dancing." Frank
My Maurey says he's going to let you see our baby. too.
Ward does it. He bai now composed
Forthe turn of all finger work.
merly that was employed as a bit.
'em over.at the Pilate, as it has at At one time Ward did the same
the rest of the Keith houses in New
with Marty Culhane. Culhane
A variety show made up prin- York. Both the man and woman thing
is
also now doing it, usually in
cipally of specialty turns, with a plants are good ones
they don't tip Broadway restaurants, where Culdash of burlesque at the end of the they are plants and get laughs— lots hane has grown to be a favorite, he
bill at the Palace this week.
The of 'em.
adding talk, songs and music to the
lay-out
figured
attractively
on
Beaumont Sisters, fourth, had the finger dancing accomplishment. Mr.
paper, but fell somewhat short of whole house singing the old songs Ward performs nicely with the linexpectations. Five of the nine turns from a sheet at the finish, and
gen- gering impersonations of internawere singles, Signor Frhu »e, Sylvia erally whooped things up for a tional dances, concluding the act
Clark, Julian Eltinge, Ethel Levey man's size hit.
Funny about that with an encore bit of a walking doll
and Chic Sale. The burlesque flavor old song thing In a theatre. The that Is brief but good. The trouble
mentioned in the opening sentence men of 40 and thereabouts are more with finger dancing is that once seen
arrived in the Marx Brothers act, on the level about
remembering the it tells everything, and it is difficult
t"On
the
Balcony."
The four old ones than the women who ap- to follow the opening. Ward at that
brothers have been away from New parently believe too good
a memory time is holding a little doll in either
York for nearly a year, playing the of the old melodies
may tell their hand, with the two fingers of each
Orpheum time. Since last seen here age. That so many of the younger sticking through. He calls It an
the act appears to have been roughgeneration are -familiar with the imitation of the Dolly Sisters. The
ened up considerably by the intromelodies of the songs of 20 and billing is Frank Ward and Dollies.
duction of low comedy business, not more
years ago Is probably ex- It's a worth-while novelty for once
to the original script as written by
plained by the talking machines, around, and if Mr. Ward can conHerman Timberg.
One hit had which have put out a number of trive to do away with the monotony
Harpo" manipulating a rubber medleys of
these old time numbers of repetition he can make it standglove after the fashion of a person
In. the past few years.
The Beau- ard. Sansone and Deliah, with their
milking a cow.
Pretty crude for mont Sisters did a couple of double strong and balancing turn, closed
any place. In another part Julius
the show.
had a bit of dialog about something dances that showed they can still
Miss Segal presents an attractive
step.
creeping over him— addressing his
picture as a single singer, with
stage
Sylvia Clark, next, with the charconversation to one of the women in
red hair and looks. She uses several
acter
doing
she
has
been
eongalog
tne act— and following it
numbers, brought in
of
grades
up with for a couple of seasons, has a genanother remark about "scratching
introductory rhyme,
uine sense of travesty and marks through an
U out. The Marx Brothers are an most
for the songs, and which
broken
up
of her numbers with a genexceptional quartet,
tells how the several members of
all
talented, uinely satirical touch.
one
The
suggested different melo«arpo and Julius particularly, but
about the cabaret girl appears a bit her family
dies for vaudeville. With Miss Set(> necd direction.
A bit overdone as regards the toughness gal's
m? y »ioemruhhor
reputation In muslBroadway
K\ove thing doesn't of the characterisation. The RusiiK
Jine
W ith Harpo's remarkable
il comedy she should do nicely all
tal- sian dancing bit as handled by Mis3
of the vaudeville way if she can go
a I>*ntomimlst. and the Clark
Is a gem, 'so is the one about
m^t.
u?
scratching
that far between IegitimAte engagecrag is equally out of
the spotlight.
The latter should
y wifh J uUu»*« comedy abil- have some new verses of a topical ments.
S™S,u
ity.
The present act of Miss Brice's Is
The turn closed the show, held
nature such as the one about
the one she will present at the
2m v ery well, hut the house seemed Bryan and other politicians liking not
Palace week after next. Next week
s how-weary along tothe spot. Miss Clark In response to Miss Brice is at Keith's, Washington.
SLS"??e10 ?ml
of the act
mainly insistent applause at the finish Last week sh« wis in Pittsburgh,
W»...8e f.*
h ™S MH that had asked if the house
,°
wanted ^ speech
playing Cleveland after
Preceded andP*
partly because of the or song. Someone said both, so she previously
The
breaking in at ML Vernon.
Bro n «P« turn covering too
did another song.
InnI a
f
*ong
as
turn
»t th« Orpheum in
given
period—it ran 45 minutes.
Julius Eltinge wis accorded a re- eluded songs she hid made in difhe Le BfOhi, No. 2. disclosed ception when his card was Hashed.
The Brice aet at
ferent "Follies'*
hJ
aeir novel acrobatic
turn.
One of He did four numbers, each one a the Palace will have some new numn,,>n l3 3tout and a contorclassic in the art «»f impersonation, bers written by Blanche MerrilL/who
ELiT aIso
PPlcndld ground tum- and each embellished with a crea- also wrote most of Miss Brice'l proESr\A fat acontortionist
assuredly tion in the way of costuming Clos- duction numbers. With Fanny Brice
Way
fr>m
the conventional— ing the first half wasn't an easy now it's a matter Of the draw. When
52Li a un
it
Eltinge
*
"»ual
a none-talking assignment;
did
but
last appearing In vaudeville she rehL?K
r :l civil •levator man.
The handily and they had to hold the ceived $r,().')-$(;o(). Now she is being
?
chap [ * "lender-* good con- curtain until he made a brief speech paid $2000 i week.
.S>mc.
22f*
sist for the fat fellow. He is like- of acknowledgment;
«e
Ethel Levey, opening the second
acrobat. The slender
Je wa corking
n *s i trick of walking on half,
had to follow considerable
L 'i°.
- and tV,4t
on a »*<*
oni1
singing with her own four numbers,
Hal weather coupled with DecoraEH?
"«ata not been done
around in the three acta preceding, Beaumont tion Day's lure hurt the usual M>»ti^,
AnoiM °r unusual feat is n Bister, Sylvia Clark md Kltinge, day ni«ht attendance
the River«ni
somersault with the
flock nf songs
side, but Bushman and Bayne, who
body curved each reeling off
« a halj bending position.
The Miss Levey r dved i welcoming were headlining, must be credited
doea foiw <»"is on one hand outburst when her card ippeared with h iif tilling the house.
The
In • ?
gj* class by themself. On^ of the and another whe.i she entered, matinee attendance was tlso touted
acts of its type in vaudeville. Bach of the numbers landed,
Miss
is beyond the expectation! of the
JJJJJ
Levey probably could have Jockeyed m inagemeni The h«>ad liners closed
nl ZT an y otnor day.
^WJtler/s Bricklayers,
holding the spot
halt,
Speech th.- tiist
log
ir|
her nnUjhing ipjifause foi
y™ea. That made two silent tarns burl didn't.
splendidly in their Bketch, "Poof
" Mr. Bushman must InvMan
Kii-h
grabbed
Friscoe
>-n>'.r.
next
to
lie
?hic S
was third, and
dntlu- » i
gjPUcated
from i cold, for his
i».-<-n suffering
hit.
the hit he has )..-.. reg- off hn regulation whale of
rf, ii"<l in the
lever voice was Inaudible at times from
ill
other
(ike
other m dro- Mr.
Sale,
JZ"1 ? »OUW
to »»•>
the middle «»f ihe housed The former
lityen
with
evidently
his
comics,
"
xylophone
turi
muh UHP of
He Is now finishing lilni favorites h i\- proven one of
Plants takes the serious ictor.
arf \ 7 *
of ,h " mu»*cal claw *nd Oft tin- l.-ni
iiic season's best
Iraws," according
il o-h-.in
)n h-i d-Mil;
maw?
to the vaudeville bookers, bui rumor
bit
of pathos
lira t-ratc come<lv turn
playing tut with
Tho
»•> reran n to the
"
u it, it Mi.-y ii

BELLE BAKER
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show
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Whefl

bv another
It bowled

vaudeville.

aight,

done,
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M

Patfcco

w:

stnidve*

ii

panic.
This was announced
as ft burlesque on Italian
street Singers.
not credit the
Melani Trio with the bit in the an-
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will

woi
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simply
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Why

Mow
turn cold to take its encore.
stealing in Springfield, III., may be
an art. In New York It's not Cveu
artful.
Funny, too, because if the
small time should be fooled the mise

wouldn't be over $25, add one must
an awful lot of bows to even
the booking olMce consider a
raise.
The same time spent in improving the turn might bring a lot

steal

make
more

in less time.

Miss Davis is from the big time
and a good card for the small time.
Her sneezing song Is sure fire, but
her best is red-headed looks. Like

many

other red Ifrads she is partial
to grey coloring through knowing
that Is the most becoming, and Miss
Davis' change was Just as attractive
as her ilrst gown. She delivers her

numbers in a conversational style,
getting everything over with the aid
of a

may

modest piano accompanist.
find other

numbers

Bhe

better liked

by the small time, but the present
routine
tion, for

is all

right for that popul

i

-

Miss Davis can make them

look hard ut her. It's noL so often
small time gets a looker.
Miss Arbuckle cn\ carry 'he small
time along at any cnontenL
She
must be a small-time standard. Her
act is full of tricks that get over, in

nouncement, inasmuch as they were
the first to do the number over here,
and in the manner and .>tyle affect
ed by Arlington and his troubadours
McLaughlin and Evans, fourth. changes of costume and numbers. A
brunet with a likable
held
em solidly throughout their "gopd-lookinc
distinctive character turn.
Both vaudeville voh-e, she registered so
portray their roles in the little skit strongly with an Irish song that it
by Ben Ryan in the natural style of Sth avenue and 42d street the hojs<»
characterisntfon thni denotes real was hers from that moment.
Bchafer, Weymar and Carr had i
H'ntry. The laughs popped continuously while the pair were on, and little nkit with music that was
identity fare© in int"io.
mistaken
(he vocalizing put a fitting clitnai
Kt. that
L0 in
one Of the one man trying to sell another an
iteS
with
auto
other be'«eving be w
the
s" rron*s imds.
Miss CarUS is
fivorde with speaking >>t t womar Old stuff, but
pictjtre r«ifl<et." despite U^'t^ring
still 4a ughahie f<»r -.mm n *wer finer
offers to continue on the speaking Itiooklyn audiences, and she received n<»n r»f
if the
stnaM-t'.fts patrotis.
reception jrh,en she entered. Miss
stage
(Conti lUCd on p !.;.* }|>
ludeville c trus' ih it costume was i trifle too
KigJitMici* oft #rd< nary
«
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Billy Arlington, assisted by C. I.
Taylor. E. F. Hennessey and Eleanor
Arlington, chalked up a neat score
with a collection of burlesque hoke
nicely mingled with music.
The
fiddle and guitar duets tickled the
house pink. «nd the litushing "Chira
Birra Bee" travesty was a small

RIVERSIDE
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was out

dancing routine. As an encore bit
he announced Eddie I^eonard's absence, and said he would do an Imitation of the minstrel. It was a good
one and registered. La Salle went
splendidly, overcoming the difficulties of netting the house warmed up

M

f

Leonard

the two performances
reporting sick Tuesday
Emma Carus replaced the
blackfacer. Four of tho eight acts
used a piano on the stage. Bob La
Salle put plenty of life into the
show, No. 2, with songs and a varied
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AMERICAN ROOF
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will

house all season. This turn could
have held a spot. Both of the memBusiness was almost as light Monbers made a neat appearance in yellow one-piece form-fitting suits and day night In the American as daylight
saving. "Is Marriage a FailA corking routine of
bare. legs.
hand-to-hand stunts and ground ure?" was the feature, and as a
drawing
card it was.
There was
rumbling with the woman handling
the heavy man at times held the at- nothing in the vaudeville to draw.
tention of the house like a vise. It's It looked like a regular Loew summer show, especially in the early
a pip of a turn.
The Caits.Bros. deuced and hoofed part and in the layout. Two twoto nice returns, but "gummed things men acts followed one another
up stalling for bows. The antiquated Nos. 2 and 3 while the two single
business of reluctantly backing into women on the bill Corinne Arthe wings, at the same time signal- buckle, opening after interralMaion,
ing your partner to come on out and Ethel Davis, next to closing
has been discarded even on the Gus were placed in the second half, with
Sun Circuit. The latest method of but one turn intervening.
One of the two-men turns was
stealing bows is to have the orchestra play "Mr, Gallagher and Mr. songs and the other a wire act, but
the first, Walters and Goold (New
Shean" for encore music.
Grey and Old Rose followed with Acts), opened in "one" in tuxes, and
their veteran vehicle that wears well. remained there, while the other, MelThe special drops provide a pretty notte Duo, started off in "one" in
setting for the dancing of the pair, evening dress, later going to full
which run the gamut from the old stage for their deft wire work. It
style minuet to the acrobatic waltz. was a bad conflict Ion. notwithstandThe costumes of the girl got a buzz ing that perhaps Miss Arbuckts
of admiration from the women. It's couldn't close for the convenience,
etc., but separating the two sets of
a pleasing addition to any bill.
De Voe and Hosford, next, went turns would have made a large difstrongly.
The singing of the boys ference.
As It was the first part ran rather
landed solidly ,and the *'damo" of
the comic was good for big laughs devoid of anything other than thu
walking and Clay Crouch's
wire
at this house. Two new comedy
songs got something, one having a blackface comedy in bis semi-pronumber ending the first part.
duction
couple of catch lines that were good
The Clay Crouch Co. of five got a
for woofs of laughter.
little
something
during the running,
"Topics of the Day" hung up an
unsullied record of reloased gags, but died hard at the finish through
hut th*» "Kahles" proved an enjoy- an inexcusable ending that they may
have thought was prepared for
able diversion.
Con.
through an announcement there
could be no finish. If .small time
will stand for things like this
The Decoration Day matinee Tues- meaning that finish particularly —
why
should It expect that producers
day at the Brighton, Coney Island,
found but a handful of the faithful should give any thought to smallproductions? From what has
time
in,
perfect weather for outdoor
sports and baseball furnishing com- been heard and seen about smalltime
productions, producers there
petition that simply ruined the afternoon attendance. So few wero out don't glvo any thought to anything
front that the performers' voices beyond figuring how much not th"y
sounded hollow in the auditorium. can grab. And they are grabbing'
One of the acts Monday night got
The small delegation were a nice
bunch to play to, however, reacting Its best comedy trying to steal bows
quickly to anything that called for a and Hopping in that, having to re-

r
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house to hear him, he

.
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Weston

Lucas and Inez, a man and woman staged head balancing turn, backed
hand-to-hand duo, opened, and were by a production setting, and Morale
Ucll.
accorded one of the heartiest ova- Sisters opened.
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Kerr and

ask tho orchestra to tone down a
the caricature and were silent. bit. Tuesday afternoon the brasses
Miss Sadlier broadens the character easily won the contest in one of
of the third person, aiming at com- Handman's solos.
Herschel Henlere, n xt to closing,
edy. She gets some laughs, but the
skit is sadly in need of a finish. The found a house rather surfeited ^viUi
idea has been done several times show, but went right at 'em and
previously in other acts.
held 'em at least to a draw. A lot
Dolly Kay endeavored to close the of Meniere's talk went right out the
show, but Mopped dismally.
Miss windows, because of the house not
Kay is assisted by a pianist and being able to catch what he was
She saying, through the application of
sings the usual pop songs.
tries to get her numbers across with too much dialect.
The business of
action and gives one the impression playing a medley, and changing the
she is shadow boxing. Sans voice key
frequently
with the house
and restricted njumbers Miss Kay is whistling, and consequently being
at best an early spot entry for the thrown oft by the key changing plan
big time bills. A "claque" tried val- didn't land its usual quota Tuesday.
iantly to avert total rout, but didn't This was because It's the upper part
quite succeed. A trickle of walk- of the house that does most of the
outs started when the singer at- whistling and Tuesday there just
tempted a slow ballad and continued wasn't any upper part of the house
through the next two numbers. to speak of, to whistle. Bert Green
Acknowledging some applause from used the key changing idea for
one portion Miss Kay foolishly es- years. So did Mike Bernard at Passayed an encore to an emptying tor's, before Bert Green.
house.
The Hedieys closed with a finely

—

'

Donald

started the second half off with a
rush.
Kerr is an expert dancer.
One style is the same as another to
him. apparently.
Miss Weston, in
adtlition
to contributing her full
share of the stepping, displayed several nifty costumes. A flapper song
with inane lyrics was made entertaining through the team's characterizations and dancing. Lou Hand man, at the piano, is an excellent
ivory tickler, but if he expects the

to

PALACE

'ftg* the'"''-"

voluminous for her bufomness. All
of the Kong numbers glided over
smoothly. The act is about the same
as during the season.

pounds handling his broom.
They finished in high favor, but declined to encore, taking a decision
from the heat.
Dorothea Sadlier«and Co. next in
"ISM," Wm. C. DeMilles satire, got
laughs, but the turn dellates like a
punctured tire at the finish. Denton
Vane as "Kollo," the reversed apex
of the triangle of the future, has a
diilicult and unsympathetic role as
the domesticated
The
husband.
males in the house didn't take kindly

—

-

surrounded the film stars, with the
honors going to Glenn and Jenkins,
opening after intermission. The colored boys gagged and hoofed their
live

—

22?

—

way to usual returns. The slender
member of the team must have lost
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NEXT WEEK (JUNE

IN VATJDEVTLLB THEATRES
open for ths week with Monday math

bouN

(All

Jd half

below are grouped

bille

according to booking

In divisions,

A Lee

The manner In which these bills are printed does net denote the relatlre
Importance of acta nor their program position*
* before name denotee act la doing new turn, or reappearing after absence
from vaudeville, er appearing In city where listed for the flrst time.

Sampson A Douglas
Roman Tv
(Two to All)

4

2d half

KEITH CIBCinT

NEW YORK

CITY

2d half (i-ll)
Sinclair A Gray
•Allen Collins A I

Kay

Dolly

Van Horn A Inez
Creole Fashion PI

(Others to nil)
Praetor's 125th St.
2d half (1-4)
Pe Norer A Darin
A) K Hall
'Paul Zarrie
Warren A <» I'run

A Don

Voltes

*

Curtis

Bushman A Payne

W

J Mandell

a>

Ruth IiudU
Keith's Riverside
Elsa Ryan Co

(One

fill)

Paramo
Bernard A Meyers

(Others to

Sadler
Ornas
Moss* Colfeewsa
Weils Virginia A
Alice Harrington
Howard A Clark

W

Weber Berk A
Nestor
Aithca

Nice

to all)

-Oh Henry"

A KUlsa

Pressler

I'tkim Charles Co

(Two

to

Wells Virginia A
Joe Browning
Howard A Clark

i

I

•Jose Moriche
Harrison's Circus

Flint

(Others to All)
2d half

N.

CLUB,

A.

V.

•Case A Mayne
Bob Hall
Seven Bracks
Toto Hammer

<Ons

•Ittne Franklin Co
GeorRO Jescel

Hawthorne & Cook

BROOKLYN

ts AIT)

Keith's

Keith's Hamilton

A Nash

I'urman

R A A

Boylan

Bernard
I

(Others lo All)
2d halt
William* A Taylor
•Diaz Sis A P

Hammer
Oillis*

Herschel Henlere
B Arlington Co
Dolly Kay
•Charles Relliy
2d half

Dam. ral Vail Co
Ruth Roye
Hans Robert Co
Glason
De Teron Trio
(One to All)
Billy

A

Kmily Lea Co
Lahr A Mercedes
L Browning
Dr
li Thompson
(Two to fill)

A Mayne

•Case

Billy GlftHon

(One

to All)

JOHN
50

J.

W

(Others to fill)
2d half (S-ll)

Warren A O'Brien

half T.-7)
McCoy A Waltnrj

Ben Smith
L»ol!y

The Stanleys

Kay

•Diaz Sis A P
(Others to (1)1)

(Others to nil)
2d half (8-11)
Mabel B-irke Co

Keith's 81nt St.

Mr
i

Jit

a vim

Mrs

&

(1

Shaw A

WUde

wtantoa
Arnaut BfSg

(Two

harp's Rev

L.-iiy

Dixie

ift

Werner

Hamilton

A
«*

ChOJT lilnp

(One to

B*^deau
Karrv
Foo Tr

fill)

1st half (5-7)

Oil)

ha] f (5-7)

A

Mao * D

Rtephens
Douglas

•Clarence Wilbur

Rica

JAB

iRuth Roye
I

(Others to

fill)

N. Y.

Mcntambo Japs

A Gray

Sinclair
.

(Others to

fill)

Tucker
4

Anna Vivian Co

NASHVILLE

Lucca

Kano A Grant
Elizabeth Brlce Co

Kennedy Bros
Henodce Troupe

NEWARK,

Dunham A

JAB

Silk

A

BOSTON—B.

Flsh<

BOSTON

Souk Shop"
lloffjn.iii A Hoghe:

(3-6>

(Sams hill playi
Anaconda 7; ilis-

M Kan

A

ml

Palaco

A Oakland

Murray

Dotson
(One to fill)
Gordon's Olympfat
(Scollay Sq.)

Wilson Aubrey Trio
Jeanne La Crosse
Tracey A McBrido
Bobbe A Nelson
Tom Brown's Co ,
Gordon's Olyntpia
(Waehington St.)
Cadleux
Foster A Joyce

Herman A

B

Shirley

to

2d half
Three Arnauts
Walters & Walters
Margaret Ford
Blackstono Co

St., 75e.

:

CINCINNATI

Runaway Four
Mcc>,y &. Walton
T Allen Co

(Two

to

Melva

Rita

Sternarcfs Midgets

DAYTON
B. F. Keith's
IGIenoos
Rodcro A Marconi

A B

J

(^reighton

(Others to

PORTLAND. ORE.

•

fill)

HARTFORD
Capitol

.»

Salle

Ben

& Duncan
Hoffman & Hugh* t

Leddy

A

Leddy

Pierco

A

('off

Ourdent

Orpin- iiiii

"Melody Garden"

Bobby McLeaq Co

riy.ng Millers
Id hair

half

run o

Boston

s< h>

l''i;jr

Mooro \- Jayns
w Manthey Co

FT.

Ask RAE SAMUELS

WAYNF,

IM>.

M'Quay h li iz« Hon
Paramounl Four
2d half

poMtv Henshaw
Hamlin A Mack

i

of

(Two

lo

\-

psjtrick

I'm
(ill)

TOIFDO.

Palnes

Ct>

GRAND RAPIDS
Romano Park
1

Florcy

Grace I'oro

lt'«

Pantages
Buster Quillan Co
Uarly A Early

Seymour A

Three White Kuhns

O.
D. F. Keith's

Dufrern
Cha<? Keating Co
B< n Pernio
Carlos

Nelson Co
Basal Moran
I A J Marlin

TRAVEL
Mallo
Powell Quintet
Lulu (.'nates

Pantages
I

s

ranlarre*

" ira

Cralf & lioitsworth

<i

1

Koiii

1
.<t

Prleo
rs

i

Co

Varmen

-3

DifTer< ot

Rev"

2d half

Robbie Gordons
Rodcro' A Marconi
Crelgbton
Four Valentinos

JAB

JACK NORTON and
By

CO.

"RECPPKRATION"
III

Direction;

Gil

HERBERT

CHAS. UORRlflpN

(One

Sis

Joe Roberts
Rueker A Winifred
Cooper A Ricardo
"Innocent Eve"

Berry

'Hits of Scotch"
•

BRYANT

Duo

Warman A

St.

Sllvae

to fill)

2d half
Vito

Mabel Whitman Cs
(One to till)
Gates
Hector
Carm y A Carr

T03:M

WILLIAM CUTTY
STUDIO
St., New York City
PIANO CELLO

West 47th

112

VOICE

Special Orchestration Bureau

Rul--

St

Ri

Rubini & Rosa
Lorraine Biat<
I<OW Hilton

Wyoming

la

Trio

N'ntionul

Rubin
,<
[(OSS
Una Clayton Co
i

MX
In

Kirksniith Sisters

May McKay A

tiS

A.-

"In 1939"
Pulaee

Warman A Maek
Harry Meehan

Jimmy Reynolds

Saunders 3
Tj j
Paulhncf
Burns A Wllsbn
'

a C

Florette

Bros

Xd half

Miles

'

w

Gottler

Stamm

Orviile

2d half
Kl»ln

Irwin

CLEYELANO

opening)

Mrs Jo nsen
Whiter '.rower

Kama

Raddsn

Kiii^' Si

A

Fields

Joe Fanten Co
2d half

Hubert Dyer Co

Vorke .% Mayhnllo
Toyland Frolics'*

as tors

Ja< h

Twins

Lacey

Parker & Dunn
C Alhertson Co
Ramsay Yarke * Maybelle

4

Pasquall Pros
Del Paity Jap4

SAN FRANCISCO

St

Teleplinne

MEMPHIS

A Nagaml
Beeman A Grace

St

Km-.sjehnsffsr

Bobby .Tirvis Rev
Ths Leightons

il.es

Pnntnges

Pot Pourrl
Brson City

Cooper
King A

Stamm

Orviile

KANSAS CITY

llori

A

Tr

S«|»

DeAtrwey

Japanese Romance

(Open week)

(Suiul.iy

Greeley

Norma Tulma
Klass A Priliant

Kdforda Oddities

W

A B

Coaslar

I'M I In li

wsll

.!•

L»>\vis A Henderson
"Goodnight Nurse" [Cook A Vernon
David Reese
:'»nnsi A "'tevens

Jejin'te

.Jack Conway Co
Clark A Verdi

Hlbbltt

Browning & 'Davis

Carson A Wlllard

FRANCIS?

Oil

Eileen

i-'.

Is

to

Bobbie Oordonis

Mash

Who

Millers

PAD1 (AH, RY.

Moran A

1'itliirn

All
Verobell Co

Bobhy Henshaw
2<\

Phil on

fill)

LEXINGTON, KY.

Mme

(Two

BETROIT

Co

Pantages
Bards

Whipple Huston Co

to

"Melody Garden"

Bros

OMAHA, NEB.

(Others

Paramount Four

Co

Co
'Rome A Wager

Cappell

Stevens A Brunelle
Hchaeffer
A C
Marie Stoddard

Frank tfansAsli
Carney A Carr
"Stateroom 1ft''
S«nna A Stevens
Joe Fanton's Co
Parcel !a

plays

Iaeut Barry

Do w man Bros

The Gaodsehmidts

liitton

A

W

2d half

Gia.ivs ECsltan

(5-7)
bill

Lew

8F'G&

Pueblo 8-lft)
"Cupids Closeups"
PoriHini Troupe
"Melody Gardens"

Ward Bros

Flying

Pin Demi
Fuller

3

COLORADO

Plckfords

A

Bids;.) N. T*

Walsh Reed A
John Regay Co

3d half

Rev

Johnson Co
Amblcr Bros
#

(Sumu

Pantages
Novelle Bros
Clinton

(Putnam

Il'way

Morton

W

\

TACOMA

2d half

A Dufreai

Chn<» Keating

Roman Tr

Mares ^ Luu!«o

V. Keith's

II.

Nihla

2d half

Carlo

fill)

Jack La Vicr
Dougal A Le.iry

Four Valentlnos

2d half
Morr.-ll

Waldron A Wlnsl'w

|

Piintages

Robt McKlm Co
Bryon Girls

Could

INDIANAPOLIS

Sisters

Walton A Brandt
Chong A Moey

011)

1st half (5-7)

Job L Browning
(Others to All)
2d half (S-ll)
Dooley A Sales

C

ALWAYS OPEN— AUTO TRUCKS

CHICAGO—KEITH CIBCUIT

BROOKLYN
Metropolitan
Palermo's Canineg
^"nrlnne Arbueklo
Clay Crouch Co

•

Julia Edwards
Skelly A Helt
Foley A O'Nell

Nada Norralne

Special Load Rate to Bio Act*.

$1.00.

"Stepping Some"

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

R

Pantages

Will Morris

310 W. 47th ST. •""JE.^S™
Brooklyn.

Macfc

Fred Weber Co
Harry Meehan

2d half
Palermo's i:. nines

DENVER

B.C.

Pantages

1

Bronx,

Warman A

Lev/.- St Henderson
senna A Wcbcr
Billy SVhoen
Henry Catalans Co Nat Na/arro Jr Co
Maggie Clifton Co
Lincoln Pq.
Mason A Bailey
Forls * West
Southern 4
Barker A Dnnn
4 Danubes
Seymour St Yates

I^eo (»reenwoo<l Co
Callahan A Bliss
Royal Rev
Teiaak A Dean

'

Floret te

Rose Seblea A Bro
Lind A Treat
T P Jackaon Co
Jimmy Reynolds
Nat Na7arro Jr Ce

t-10:i

Pnntagee

VANCOtVEE,

.2d half

W

(8-10)
Bcrnivici Bros

'

Olympia

Tuj«U« A BeiUMtt

OGDKN, irTAH

Ballet

SEATTLE

fill)

~Bit» of fleoteh"

Warman A Berry
Marks A Wilson

Vie fern*

••iYUicoats"

Pantages
Emfle A Willie

BEDF'D, MASS.

A Vernon
A Goltlor

Official Dentist to the? N. V. A.

La Pins A Kmery
Cater A Garnish
-Skipper K'n'dty A

Pantages Opera Co
Emily Darrell

Rulowa

Ce
Walsh Reed A
Le» Silvas

Pantages
Joe Thomas Co

A Crumley

Fields

Gladys Keitoa
Six Tip Tops
Adams St Gerhue
Una. Clayton

SALT LAKE

Bouncer's Circus

Jones

2d half
IfcKe&ver's Revue
Alia Axiom

Dunley A MHIIU
MllMr Khnt Co
Moran A Wiser
L'G BRACK. CAL.

"Breezy Buddies"
Kola Jacksoa Cs

SPOKANE

Axiom

(Two

addle

Piintages
Lipinski'e Dogs

Three Arnauts
Walters A Walters
Margaret Ford

N.

T.

Cf.ok

John Regay Co
Avenue B
Vito Duo

"Syncop't'd Stndlo"
Loftus A Lyneh

Torn Kelly
"Country Viliage"
Stanley A Jaffery

Bryant A Hai*
Carl McCullough
sTeLsftasj & Carson

Olympia

Alia

A

Toekett

8017

LYNN, MASS.

Leo Hoyt Co

(Others to

•Ye

Pantages

'Scess Yesterday"

Boston

Shriner A Fltzg'ns
Pinto A Boyle

r

2d half
ITists A Frosts
Archer A Belford
Morrl^aoy a Young

|

2d half
Hartley A Jee
d-.rinne- Arbueklo

•

I

Gaudachmidts

Tiie

:d half
Miirtin-ri
.

Farrell a Hatch
Futur.sfic Roy
Lady Aliee'e Pets

BUTTE. MONT.

KEITH

F.

Elvia

ralaee
Nelson's Fatlence

N. Y.
Proctor's
2d half (1-4)

B

C Belling Co

B!dg.

PHONE: BRYANT

R Adair Co
YONREES,

Mardoek
Max Ford Rev

Poll's

Savoy

soala 8)

O'Mal'y

Jean A El^le
i*

Romax

Lorraine Sisters
Marie Stoddard

Trio

Bohoen

Haig A La Vere
Borkin A Petty
(One to fill)

Errcttos

HAN DIEGO, CAL.

plays

blir

Frank Mansflpid
Oeets St Puny

Cossicr A B Twins
Pete Grldin
"In 10D9"

Jim
WaldeniasOk Press)

to All)

Dcslevnrd

».-

Rev
Duval * Nymonds

Crouch Co

(One

!

Asneric-au

Billy

half

A Ramsay
Le Van A De Viae
Al Raymond
Pure.: la

Ernesto

Wyoming

2e>

('has

Kitty Francii! Co
Baig A Le Vere
Horlick
&ir fc.s

Little

Helena 8)
Family
Judson Colo
Mile Khea Co
Britt AVood
"Love Nest"

.t-

<

Hector

Dan Downing

Monkeys

P»t Pourri Dancers
Mack a I.ane

4

Clayton a Lennte
Mnrliek
Bar Sia

Ke'liy
.vs

Cinderella
1

Senna &. Wobcr
"Htateroom 1»"

Sis

Ricardo
Cooper
"At the Party"
2d half
Jack Hanley
Bunnin Si; t< rs

Pnntuges
Wilton A McAvoy

Pcttit

NEW YORK

Morgan
Hanaka Japs

Kdward^ A Allen
thel Pasksr Co
(Two to fill)

a>

(Same?

Fos A

LOS ANGELES

Verdi

BOOKmO WITH ALL

245 West 47th Street

A Rhoda
P0LI CIRCUIT

BBIIK.KI'ORT

i

(6-7)

FREE STORAGI ONE WEEK.

Princess
(Louisville split)
1st half

A

McKay A

KtevMae A Brunelle
Joe Roberts

Jesta A M
Popularity (TlrTs
Nelson A M*dt.«an
h'verett'S

\::itn:

<

AUSTIN and ALLEN
"BROADWAY TO Till ORIENT''

?.foI.^

Pis

GT. FALLS, WONT.
Pantagrs

Suite 417,

JffiZGSlA,
Theatrical Rats ts 123th

Lyrio
(N. Orleans split)
1st half

i»

(Saturday opening)
Hchcarsal"

OFFICES

NOW AT

Hampton A Blake

Pantages
(Sunday opening)

75cSERV-US EXPRESS75c

2d half (1-i)

Hawthorne A Cooh
Flore nee Brady
to

to

fill)

KiilliH (irpenpoint

Val Harris Co
Keith's H. O. II.
2d half (1-4)
•Zick A Randolph

(Two

I-ee

B Arlington Co
Toto

Dsfhall

V A

Billy

11)})

MOBILE

Frldkin

l-t

Kelly Co

Proctor's
1st half

Ann Gray
Mrs Eva Fay

Phone: Bowling Green 2100
2d half

D

O'M'Ilcy

Pantnges

Homer

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS

2d half

Dunham A

OAKLAND

MOr«ss

J.

Orphcura
Jack Hanlcy

|

hob

MINNEAPOLIS

Coscla

Foxworth A Fr'ncis

Wilton Sisters
Forater Co
Polly Dassis Co
1st half (5-7)

Theatrical Insurance
JOHN STREET. NEW YORK CITY

Do'gias
Vill'gers

fill)

Pantages
O'Hanlon A Z'b'nl
Bob Pender Troupe
Jim Thornton

Geo McFarlano
The Com* backs
(Two to fill)

B. F. Keith's

N. J.
Proctor's
2d half (1-4)

KEMP

to

WINNIPEG

Proctor's
'FollisSis

L

Lucciana

(Two

Pred licrens
Parish A Peru
Schietl's Ma*nettes

fill)

Jean A Miller
Whiting A Burt
Daniels A Walters
Stan .Stanley Co
Sylvia Loyal
Vaughn Comfort

B«g City

Jos

A

Greenwich
I

CHAS*

SCHENECTADY

SYRACUSE.

Sandy McGregor
Cus Rdwards Rev
Mel Klee
Anderson A Graves
La Fleur A Portia

Burt

(Others to

Proctor's
2d half (1-4)
OrBoer Hyman
Dooley A Sales
AndrtfC Duo

Perez A M'guerlte

.Keith'* Prospect
2d half (t-4)

(Two to fill)
The Paynes
Bainpsoa

Norworth Co

Jack

Radjah Co

,<fe

"Awkward Age"

CAM Dunbar
half
LAP2dMurdoch

Bobby Jarvis Rev

,

~

Wellington Cross
Paul Decker

bills, at the
request of the circuit, are printed
herewith in the order of their travel.
The Pantages shows move ovtr the
circuit in tact. Heretofore the Pantages bills were published with the
cities in alphabetical order.)

Ye Song Shop"

Greenwich Vill'gers

Mayhew

Morpnn
MT. VRNON, N.Y. Hanako Japs

R-?fd

•

CIRCUIT

Rose

Jt

A O

Al Fields

State

(The Pantages Circuit

B Watson

Sliding

Rex
Bayden G'win A R
Dane'*? Humphreys

YORK CITY

i

Rugc

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

Ploaa
& Wilson

Francis
i

Huston Ray

Drels

(Others to

MASS.

Folerica Trio

Reddington A Gr*t
Col Jack Georgo
Doris Duncan Co

Cleo Gascoignc
R« ck A Reektor
Moss' Flatbusb

Keith's Regent
Williams A Taylor
De Peron Trio

Anderson

Keith's National
(Nashville split)
1st half

Bessys Clifford
Imhoff Conn A C

Orphean
Cowan

"Awkward Age"
Dunbar
CAM
W Manthey Co

Pnlacs
Monroe Bros
Moore A Davis

Edith Clifford
St Clody

Wright Dancers
Fenton A Fields
H La Vail A Sis

WUKKLING.W.VA,
Class Manning

Dr Pauline

I0EW

Prows Pis
Ned Norworth

Blair

Bakers

i-unatle

A Leonhf
Hortmana Co

Swan & Swan

Yost

Clark

Sr

A

Bensee

Ssmpsel

Pantages
Dunbar A Turner
Shaw's Dogs
Mabel Harper Co

Orphenm

* A Clark

Roberta

Smith's Animals
Cratg A Cato

3

HAMILTON, CAN.

^Sunday opening)
Midgets

split)

1st half

Green A Dnnbar
Aleko
Pan American 4
Sweet's Buzzards
Mendozas

S! mrer*s

Jimmy Lucas

Monroe Bros
Mooro A Davis

SP'GFI'LB,

1st half

Marion Murray Ca

Kdwln George
Kitty Doner
Jim McWiliisms
Harriet Marlowe

M

Wyoming

Broneon & Baldwin
Rubin A Hall
Mcintosh Maids

Hill Street

MUss
(Scranton

TORONTO

Camerons

LOS ANGELES

2d half

Alex Bros A E
Robbins Family

B. F. Keith's
Charles Semon

I

Mrs Eva Fay
Shaw A Lee

Keith'*
Bailey A

Keith's Jefferson

split)

Ross

Frank Ward
Joe Cook

Lyric
(Norfolk dpHt)

Mi Waters A Tyson
Jack Wilpon

Norton A Melnotte
Lucas A Inez

Herschel Henlere
(One to fill)

The

Miller

Ben Welch

Peaumont Sis
Bevan A Flint

Toto

BddM

Basbwkk
A Garry

&

RICHMOND

LOUISVILLE

CITY

Burt A Rosedalo
Itawgon A Clair
Mildred Harris Co*
Herman Berrens
Tho Heynoffs

1st halt

Berrlck A Hart
Crane May A Crane
Healey A Cross

2d halt

sEW YORK

PoU's
(WilkeR-B're

Ross

PORTLAND, ME.

Al Wohlman
Barrett A Cunneen
Carleton A Bellow

Princess

Presto

<fc

SCRANTON

Romantic Teacher

Luster Bros

Montgomery A A
The Duttons

Pott's

Eva Shirley Co

A Lynn

A

Frests

WORCESTER

Jack Norton Co
Stella

FAR ROCRAWAY
Colu m bit*

Zuhn

The Heynoffs
Max Ford Rev
C Belling Co

UENNESSY

8.

Ward A Gory

Golden Gate
(Sunday opening)
Norton A Nicholson
Joe Bennett
4

IING"
Best VaaelsefBs

W.

Direction

SAN FRANCISCO

Sandy Shaw
Harry Kahne
"Modern Cocktail*

A Macey

Lydeirl

Wallace Oalvln

HUGH HERBERT

Brown A Whltrlller
The Sun Dodger

Newman

fn

E^ith Wi

Peggy Parker Co
Reed A Tucker

Caddy—CHAS. BIERBAUER

20).

Chio Supreme

Walter

Dutton

A

Ira vis

Een»ftJarto
Sewell Sis

,

Leo

Panl Sydell Co
Johnson A Baker
White Sis

North

Mankin
McDonald

A

PITTSBURGH

Temple

(ff-11)

Clarldge
Sullivan

A

Bsyden

New (May

York,

Van & Schenck
Walsh A Edwards

105th St.

Anderson A Burt
W A J Mandell

Sol man

Reed A

9

DETROIT

to All)

fill)

Aadrieff Trio

Harry Cooper

Jean Moore Co
Jarrow
Kenny A HolHs
(Others to

Moss' Franklin
Dlas Sis A P
Venlta Gontd

Pevan A

(Two

2d half

R A A Boylan

Downey A
Patrice

Chic Sale
Royal Gascoignes
Vivien ne Segal
Wilton Sis
Gautler's B'klayers

Bob Murphy

A

F. Keith's

11.

"Flirtation"

Doohey A Dale?
Florence Brady
*8 H Everett

W

PHILADELPHIA

Hlppodvosaw
Tesas Comedy e
Geo LeMair* Co
Jack Rose
Helen MacKeller
Kitamuri Japs
Sllber

split)

1st half
Will Mahoney
(Others to fill)

Koran A Mack
Kenu Keyes A M

1st half (5-7)
Electro

fill)

2d half

Academy

A Paynes
A Lucas

Lockett

•Dorothy Kenton
Ferguson A Mack

Ana Grey

NORFOLK
(Richmond

CLEVELAND

(Others to nil)
2d half (1-11)

KeHhs Faaefsasa
J C Me r tea Co

Elizabeth Murray
.st A Clstte

Dcmar*

Crisp Sis Co

Sue Roberts
(Others to fill)
Prwetar's 23d St.
2d half (1-4)
Leigbton A Dw Ball
"Cheyenne Days"
Billy Glasoa

J C Morton Ce

A Wallace
Moratl A Harris
Briscoe A Rauh

Clnymo

Kifaro Japs

A

(Mobilo split)
1st half

Grant

«

.

A B

Herman Berreno
Moore A Jayne

Palace

Lyrio
(Atlanta wpllt)
1st halt

Harrison's Circus
26 half

(Two

r.i

fill)

NEW ORLEANS

BIRMINGHAM

Hob Halt
Seven Bracks

A Whits

(Others to

A King
Campbell

Sinclair A Gray
(Two to fill)
1st half (5-7)

De Haven

1'ressJer A Kleiea
The Gil Ms

McCoy A Walton

Lee
Doctor"

Arthur AgjtU Co
Swor Bros

fill)

Chas Harrison Co

JAN

Marion Murray Co

Columbia

3

New

(8-11)

Hyman

Officer

Laretto
Jed Pooler Co

'Tetty Larceny"

Howard A

split)

BATON ROIT.E

Proctor's 5th Ave.
2d half (1-4)

Clara Howard
Seed A Austin

2d half

(Shrevej)ort split)
1st half

A D

Daly Mac

Willie Rolls

Keith's Riverside.

Spencer A Willi'mu
A Hern Stanley
(Others to fill)

Can Do"

Leonard A Whitney
Maureen Englm

Loaey Hascall

Nap

Maryland

(Others to nil)
2d half

A La Tour

St

A

Aliases

1st half

2d half

A

Espe

W

Lois Bennett
McCormack A
Raymond A Hchr'm
MINNEAPOLIS
Worden Bros
Hennepin
KANSAS CITY
(Sunday opening)
Berk A Shaw
Main Street
Haley Sis
W A H Brown
Prineston
Wats'

(Scranton split)

Lordons

Oliver A v Olp
Tom Patrlcola

A Ward

Gordon
Poll's

A Frances

Hale

MILWAUKEE

Patrlcola
"Show Off'
Sealo

fill)

McLoughlan
1

Duncan

GREY and OLD ROSE

Follls Sis

Tho Comebacks
Geo Mc Far lane

"New

to

PnJaes
Ellsworth
Archer A Belford
Morrlssey A Young

Others Is 111)

2d half

Brlerre

Lovett's Ce'nt'tlon

(Two

A

Qarson A Wlllard
Parker Co

1st half
Tybelle Sis

Web"

"Spider's

Miles
Wilkes- B' re rpMtl

Olcott

Hal Skelly Cs

Co

Billy Kelly

Kelno

WARD and DOOLEY
Moms' Broadway
Connne A Himber

i

1st halt
Portia Sis

— FTHKL

WALTER—

Kerry Conley Co
Jack laglia

Wright A Dietrich
Daly Mae A D

Foxworth A Fr'ncis

BALTIMORE

Four Fords

We

Toto

gaxtoa A Farrell
Adler A Dunbar

Silk

(

A BaktwtB Meredith A Sno'ser Tumbling Dancers
A Man
Oklahoma 4
Virginia L Corbln
B A F Maya
Fulton A Burt
Hollard A Oden
Emerson

A Cayman

Miller

A L

Langton Smith
i Patrowars
Kegent

Hall A Dexter
Minstrel Monarchs

4 Ortons
Rlnaldo Bros

half
HAG.2dBEllsworth
Watson

HAG

1st half (8-7)

Proctor's

(Birmingham

El< ctio

A Cowan

Frank Monroe Co

N. Y.

Lyrie

Florence Brady
The Stanleys
(ethers to IR)
Proctor • 58th St.

The Lo Grohs

Jean

ALBANY,

ATLANTA

(Others to rill)
2d half (h-11)

Delilah

fill)

Bontambo

Kenny A Hollis
A Gray

York A King
Four Readings
KeHh'H Royal
Jones & Jones
Morris A Campbell
•Lionel A twill Co

Foley

Bailey

Sinclair

Moody A Duncan

"What

Holmes
The Stanls>s

(Others to

Jarrnw

CTafts A Haley
Kddie Rossr

A

to

1st half (5-7)

Vulda

s.wiboi.o

Hammer

Tot«j

Wood

J't-KKy

A Weraes

A Walters
A La Vers

Willi* Solar

Rice

^Others to All)

Keith's Palace

Bfinty A Bent Rev

Walters

ll)

ft

Chahot A Tortonl
Ruby Norton

8<BANTON, PA,

"Current of Fun"

Davs Schooler
Margaret Waldron
Mason A Shaw

Sis

Larry Reilly Co

Laaar

Orphenm

fill)

Sliding
Philson

1922

2,

El Cota

BABAAdair
Dale

Ths Dnttonsj

Van A Corbett
Jos Quon Tal A

(Ons to

DETROIT

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
CHICAGO

Lovett's Co'aftlon

A Rials
A Fisher

Jean

2d half

A Mercedes

I.nhr

Morrell Co

Friday, June

I

Ths Faymaa
Ulls A Las

BIJsei

B

'.

Day a

NEW HAVEN

supplied

offices

fronv

I

WATERBURY

Marco A Louise
McLaughlin A M

when not otherwise

I."

I

Mlldrsd Harris Co

Rising Generation
Ulls

ee,

1,-1

Day A Maiiada

5);

Indicated)

The

= "I'fc
Rawson A Clair
Bart A Rosedale

3=3

l.'l.

BILLS

Fos

snnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnVKEl

(VARIETY,

20

Van
Xlj)

(One

to

De
To WW

.v

v»n<

fill)

Id half

Rose Selden A Bro
King A Rosa
Jackson Taylor 3
The Leightons

"Inno< <*nt Kve"
Al Raymond
Bpscht'l orehestra
2d half

Cooper St Lacey
Connor * ciiiiona
<

i

K.^x Si Kelly
Clnyton A Pcnnls
(One to till)

Wnrwiek
Van Sr Fme»son
Hn rv y Sr Btadlef
Miller
rrsa rs
l're<l Wiber Co
Mab- Whitman Cs
.«.-

l

2d half
Tnlrtte A Bennett

Naldy A Naldy
Qooda A Waldo
Hubert Dyer Cs

RIETY

June

iy,

21

Tl. T'

Bert Walton
Franols Bom

ATLANTA
Grand

A D

MOODY
ana DUNCAN
OPKRA and JAZZ, WO,

BUFFAIX>
JSd Scbwarts Os

Eldridse
go* A Kinnsy
Oe

Prevost
Wllllns;

Hubert
Id half
Do*
Cliff Bailey

Abbott Co
Arthur Dsagon

Gold

RMtor A

BiU"

J^BIU of

Hippodrome
SJ,,,

A

Don A

Carroll

•

> CAL,
Hippodrome

_

- *T*enttBS"

WU aonAK.lly

Zeno Muller

1*9 Arados

A

BIRMINGHAM

qm

Tom

JtfcRae

Co

Jack Walah Co

CLIFTORD

WATNB TBIO

FBATURINO

World's Foremost Mlnatura Star.

Orpheum and Keith

Clrculta

Foley & Spartan
Josephine Harmon

Homer Miles Co
A I-uw.-li
I lodge
"Getting It Over"

2d half

Kawana Duo
I^ewl»

Fred Bchwarts Co
Hohr & KIdridge
Hubert Kinney Co

BOSTON
Orpheain

Bo Fast
Watntt
Edna Dreon

rah

&.

Scarth

& Manloy

llarston

Bogany Troupe

MONTREAL

Loew
Turner Broa
Morley A Mack
(One to fill)

NEWARK,

"Dancing Whirl"

Elisabeth

L'O

to

State

A

Dura & Peeley
Dana A Loehr
Barry A l...>u.n
Geo Stanley A His

Lillian Steele

Burke

Tom

D

Mi

1st half

Chas Lcdcuar
Shan Toek A Y

W

Pete Curley Trio

I.'

Dell

Mason Co

i

A O'Connor

Calvin

Allman A Harvey

IIOHOKEN, N. J.
loew
MEMPHIS
Fowler A Carson
Loew
Chnllis A Lambert
ohas
Ledegat
Barrle A stremel
Shan Toi k Ac Y W
IS A 11 Ko.»b
Ptte ('»irKy Trio
(One to till)
Allman A Harvey
2d half
Kdna Keir
Or on in A Hart
Nibio a Spencer

A

Rose

"Syncopated Feet"

"Thr Poster Girl"
Royal Pekinese Tr

OAKLAND, CAL.

SALT LAKE

State

State
i>aught'r

WHliaaiH A Daisy
Hbert Carlton
Wahl A Francis

Dimond A
L«

A

i;r

Bell

GiM Co

Chu.u

AHyna Car Lone Co

LOUIS McNUTT

SAN ANTONIO
I'rim

AMKKONS)

La

Hi IfS

«

s-

l>uo

A /* L lsariow
Gordon A Henly
Criterion Four

Touring Orpheum Circuit
Next Week (June 4), Golden Gate,
San Francisco

LOUIS.
I.oew
Tully

Hale Korcrv h« Co
Harry Sykss
Deeoseassaia
2d*half

Jack
Carl

K A L

Charles Girard Co

Four

Fairfield

HARRY KAHNE

INDIANAPOLIS
Lyric
C

A

Matin

Boise

LAM
Hart
Brown Syrell

SIX CYLINDER BRAIN
NEVBR MISSES.

A D

Ted Healy

ORPHEUM C1BCU1T

Again Tsewtsjt

Paul LaVan

ST.

LOUIS

Grand Opera
Roso Kress DiTb
Mason A Ilooney
Gardner A Revere
Lloyd Nevada Co
Davlcs Co

Tom

Carl ttmmy's Pets
Tul Bits of 1222"
Bill

Robinson

"Kiibeville"

I

.

Beck & Stone

Rucsell

Llllette

Eleetrte
Sterling
2d half

St'p't'n

Beilecialre A Frets
2d half

A M
BANSA8 CITY
Khoda A Crampton ROCHESTER, N.T.
Globe
Creedon A Davis
Victory
Hoklaworth A Burt
Savoy A Capps
Permane A Shelly
Jark
Lee
DETROIT
Dolce Sis Co
Frank A Ford Co
Colnnibla
Uogart A Nelson
2d half
3 Cromptons
Harney First
Fiske A Lloyd
2d half
Nelson A Gale
D Darling A Boys
M !' 'Almond CO
C A J Lewis
TOLEDO.
O.
Maye
Hunt
Furinan A O'smith
Two Rose las
Rlvoll
Warren A Wsdo
Knapp
A Cornalla
Camilla's Birds
Mathews A Ayres
McNally
P Conchas Co
M'SH'IITWN, 1A.
GLENS F*LS, N.Y. Shadoweths
Casino
Knox A McGown
Empire
Grace A Berkes
Bell Sis
Kimball A Goman
Leonard G'dn'r A O 1 Palo A Palet
Charles Wiles

Aitken
Carlton A Tate
Roberts A Boyno
Wilson ft Larren
Mssel Green Co

A

Eleetrle

Flanagan A

Harry Watkins

H.i.

l'alace

Vee

A Day
A T Francis
Williams A Howard
ST. JOB, MO,

6 Stellas

lAfayette
Gen Pisa no Co

JAB

ST.

Trio

JOPLIN, MO.

Darling A Boys
2d hal>

Burke A

BUFFALO

BBATTLE

Hippodrome

Florlan

Bell Sis

Co
Jack WalBh Co

SACRAMENTO

2d half

Glen A Adams
L'wrences Bros

Lillctte

loando A Mllo
Leonard G'dn'r A
(One to fill)

80NGLAND

•!

A

Hanson Co

Claire

Mayc Hunt

Hudson A Jones

D

Km press
Florlan Trio

Fr'cls

Majeittlc

Bryant A Stewart
Phlna Co

Y.

A

Jo-Jo

(Three to fill)
2d bait

l

1

<

Bert Walton
Franc in Rous A

Co

2d half

(4

Jovedah Rajah Co

FLAYINO KEITH CIRCUIT
Direction: AL STRIKER
H. B. MARINKLLI OFFICE

A L

uinn A Sparling
Mabel Hlondell Rev

Graec Cameron Co
Franchini Bros

Majestic
Juggling Ferricr

N.
Majestic

SUCCESSFUL 8YMC0PAT0R8

1'iks

\):as.

Irene

Loew

ALBANY,

A Carr
Trevette

Linkey

G'D ISLAND. Nhll.

GUS SUN CIRCUIT

1st half

ULIS and LEE

State

tio'

Hippodrome

Kramer

Crescent
Theodore Trio
Fletcher A Pasq'le

Montu & Lyons
"Let's

SAN JOSE, CAL,
Zeno Mull

Sla

A

Delleclalre

King Bros

Rose A Dell
Lee Mason Co
Calvin A O'Connor
"The Poster Girl"

Frank Cornell Co
Lester A Moors

Cameo Revne

Carrie Avery

American Aces

NEW ORLEANS

LOS ANGELES

A

Geo Stanley

State

TORONTO

Id half

Van A

Adrlenne

Hart Wagner A E
Hawaiian^

L

Royal Pekinese Tr

Bart Doyle

N. J,

^Trovato
Wyatt's Lads

Jonla's

B.

Emery

STOCKTON, CAL.

Hippodrome
Bender A Herr

A Knave
OMAHA, NEB.

Monkeys

2d half
Elliott

BAN FRANCISCO

2d half

Knight

Criterion
Galletti's

Playing Stoll Circuit In England.

Bertie

4

Melville A Stetson
In Wrong"

Fred's

PORTLAND, OBB.

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE
BN1D. OKLA.

EDDIE VOGT

Ring;

Roy La Pearl
Zaaa Adele Co

Dora A Fee ley
Dana A Loebr
Barry A Lay ton

Loew

Co

Saltl

fill)

BEACH, CAL.

Obala

Monkeys
nOl STON, TKX.

2d half

A Bradner

Davis

AlvlB
Harry Gilbert

PBOVD'NCB,

Laew
Wilbur A Olrlte
Morton Bros
Song*"* Scenes
Jimmy Lyons
Fred La Reine Co

LONDON. CAN,

Chapman A

A

AlYln

Hippodrome
"Money Js Money"
Will A Blondy
Brown A Elaine
Marie Russell Co
L Wolfe Gilbert Co
Ethel Gilmore Co

Roma Duo
Mack A Dean
Qulnn A Caverly
Pags A Gray

Barton A Pparllng
Mabel Blondel Rev

Loew

Qulnn A Caverly
page A Clrny

Dogany Troupe

Bernard

Id halt

•

HAMILTON, CAN.

Hack A Dean

A

"Syncopated Feet**

Co

Lillian Steele

(One

MASTER KARLH WAYNE

Carlotta

Betty

3d half

Booked Solid:

C

MR. GEORGE CHOOS
PRESENTS

Id half
Juggling Farrier
Gibson A Betty

Loew

HARRY WEBER

Keith's, Washington, D.

)

Sd hall
Theodore Trio
Fletcher A Paaqnale

Carr

Irene Trevette
J'v'dah de Rajah Co

Roma Duo

<Tfce

A

Otbeon

Leach La Qulnlan 3
Downey A Whiting
Bander A Armetr'g;
Texas Onlnan Co

BALTIMO&B
p, L7l«

f

(May

CaT'ngh A Bverett Chapman A Ring
Bay La Paart
0HI0AOO
Adele Co

* G

Armstrong

A Jordan

COM1NO BAST
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OBITUARY

"Getting Gertie's Garter."

CHARLES OSGOOD

(brother of the late judge, Abram
Ditttmhoefer).
Mr. Fishel is a
nephew of" the deceased.
During the existence of the socalled "Theatrical Exchange," composed of Charles Frohman, Klaw *c
Erlanger, Al Hayman and Nixon
J.

&

Zimmerman, Mr. Gerber

was

its

One

*>f

iggeyt hits was made in "Baby
Mine."
He also appeared in "Tit
for Tat," "The Girl and the Bandit,"
his

Charles Osgood, age 63, for more
than 30 years connected with A. L.
Erlanger, died May 26 at his home,
104 East 40th street, New York, after
an illness of several months. He is
survived by a wife, son and daughter. The burial took place at Wood-

I

counsel.

A new

angle in the "Dardanella"
proceeding. In which Felix
Bernard sued Fred Fisher, Inc., for
an accounting of royalties, is an action Fisher is about to begin against
Bernard to assess damages against
a $1,000 bond Bernard posted.
Bernard last year secured a temporary injunction compelling Fisher
to deposit in a separate bank account all the proceeds "Dardanella"
has subsequently earned, the plaintiff posting a $1,000 bond to cover
court costs in case of an adverse
decision. Bernard three weeks ago
dropped the accounting suit against
Fisher, Inc., in favor of a Brooklyn
Supreme Court action for accrued
royalties his attorneys state they
will begin shortly.
court

"The Duchess," "Around the World
in 80 Days* "The Night of the
Fourth," and others. He graduated
into legit via the circus, running
away from his home at the age of
12 to join John Robins*:. '* Circus.
A mother and wife survive.

He Bived the title of
"Chantecler
infringement,
from
protected
the rights
of
James
WALLACE
ONeill in his adaptation of "Monte
The death of Wallace Owen at his
Cristcv" and prevented unauthoriz- home in'Winchester, Ky., May 11 Is
ed- picture adaptations of "Ben reported to Variety by Austin Webb,
Hur* and "Peg o* My H«art." In who says Mr. Owen died after a
association with Judge Dittenhcofer lingering illness he had heroically
Actors' kept a secret from his numerous
he was counsel for
'e
Fund of America, also acting as professional friends.
was employed by Klaw & Erlanger special counsel on copyright quesThe deceased played the Profesas an advance man and still later as tions for two metropolitan dailies, sor in "Way Down East" for several
manager for the St. Charles and "The American" and "The World."
seasons and created unique charAcademy of Music, New Orleans.
Mr. Gerber was born in this city acter portrayals in many of BroadHe arrived in New York for the 55 years ago. He was unmarried.
In his
way's? dramatic successes.
firm in advance of "The Country
long theatrical career he had been
Circus" when the offices were loBARRY BAXTER
in support of many of the best
cated at 30th street and Broadway,
Barry Baxter, 25, considered one known stars.
and was placed in charge of the of the leading juvenile leads of the
routing books in the exchange which
present day stage, died May 27 at
LEONA DARE
at that time
was known as the the home of Dr. E. L. Rounds, 130
Mrs. Leona Dare, who risked her
Charles Jefferson, Klaw & Erlanger West 70th street, New York, of
Exchange, they having purchased pneumonia, following an accident life many times in making balloon
ascensions' in various parts of the
the old Taylor Exchange business.
Uiat occurred during a performance world, died in Spokane, Wash., May
Silica that timo he had been con^aBnVnBMnVnVsnVHKBIaYSBnB
24 at the age of 67, after an illness
tinuously handling the routes booked
IN MIMCHIAM
of four months. Mrs. Dare entered
out of the Klaw & Erlanger office
her dangerous profession as a girl.
and later of the A. L. Erlanger ExC. RICE
She once drifted over London (Engchange, until he was taken ill some
In Cherished Memory of a Devoted
land) hanging by her teeth from a
five years ago. At that time Victor
Hu«?l-iin«l and Ltivinu Fatht*.
pendant on the trapeze, it le said.
May His D. ar Soul R« «t in Peace.
Leighton was placed in the office as
JPNK 5TH. 1015
In
the 70's and 80s Leona Dare's
his assistant, Mr. Osgood devoting
KA1XY ( MII'A liKK
beauty and daring won her a wide
GLADYS RICE
about live months a year to the
reputation.
She appeared with
.Work.
Eighth Wife," about circuses in this country and at the
Since the time when taken ill Mr. of "Blue Beard's
Her real
In executing a fall Follies Bergere, Paris.
ago.
six
weeks
Osgood underwent two operations,
Baxter's head struck name was Leona Adelaire Stuart.
recuperating from both at his win- from a couch
cona
sustaining
floor,
ter home on Hope Sound, Fla. His a bolt in the
necessitated an operGILSON WILLET8
Florida place was part of a colony cussion which
at a
which was originally formed by ation, which was performed
Gih'on Willcts, 53. for several
the
city
which
In
years productions manager of the
himself and some five or six of his Chicago hospital,
playing at the time. Pathe Film Co., died In Los Anintimate friends, all of whom pre- attraction was
to the homo of geles, May 26.
came
later
Baxter
He was born at
ceded him in death, including Auwoman physician In Hempstead, N. Y., was editor of
gustus Pitou, Sr., Lee Juda of Kan- Dr. Rounds, a
New York, and remained there until several magazines and a corresas City,
Charles Jefferson and
Ho was born spondent In the Spanish-American
death.
William Tremaine, who at one time the time of his
in England and first came to this war.
Mr. Willets wroto several
was head of the Aeolian Co.
to A. H.
contract
country under
novels and was credited with havCharles Osgood's name is one that
appeared In ing oiiginaled tho picture serial.
he
Later
Woods.
will for all time be
identified with
and finally as
the formation of the first theatrical "Happy-Go-Lueky"
leading juvenile for Ina Claire In
syndicate in this country through
MARGARET
Wife."
Eighth
Beard's
"Blue
his association
with Klaw & ErlanMrs. Roslo Greer berg, formerly
his death came
with
connection
In
ger in tho earlier days of thoir
a story from abroad to tho effect known as Margaret Wendt profesactivities in New York. Those fathat Mary Landon Baker had again sionally, was found dead May 25 In
miliar with the inner workings of
postponed her wedding to A Hitter a disreputable Chicago boarding
the Erlanger otficc
state that he was McCermlek, it being intimated thai house which had hecn termed by
the most intimate
"business associate the sho'-k of the death of the young neighbors "tho house of a thousand
A L. Erlanger ever h.ul.
1
*
because of numerous
actor was responsible for tho po«t- mysteries
Mr. Osgood was a life member of
and unusual happening!
the ceremony at this crimes
nt
of
ponenv
the Actor* Fund,
tho -Shrine, Ma- time. It Is about the third or fourth there. The deceased was evidently
•On arid New York Athletic Club.
time a d« lay has b*>en CCCaarOned on strangle -i to death, her clothing
having been torn from hrr body,
the part Of the bride-to-be.
lawn Monday.

WITH THE MUSIC MEN

a generation ago than now. His
last appearance in farce was in

OWEN

Saul Bornstein of Berlin, Inc., returned home from Europe before

CHARLES
Charles

J.

J.

8URBI0GE

Burbldge. TS years

ww
a

thr.jo

month's illn. •.
Ho wis
Jor many years a partner .of the
Judge Dittcnhocfrr, having
J
fil;
'»K-d in the latter's firm as an
••

''

©fii.o

which showed many bruises.

WALTER JONES*

f

hoy.
Tho sole survivors of
the oldest theatrical
law firm in
jn« country
now are Mortimer
Fishel
and L N. Dittcnhoefer

Walter Jones

<!•

.1

at his

home

"HM

ma

ye.-irs

afterward.

better

known

to

,

GRACE HAWTHORNE

In

N. Y. May 20, after
an Illness of three month*. He w;is
l^rn In Connecticut 48 years
Introduced *to Nesr Tork by
first
E. Hire in 1*94 as tr.< prlnci] .1
EJ.
"
fun
k es in
Ho originated the clown specialty
which traveled over the country for

Bensoi hurst,

Grace Hawthorne, actress srui
authoress, died in London, May 14.
She was- well (WOWn aS an ActfCMLondon, and in this
country gainod some reputation In
tho Wcsl and mid West, although
not so well known in the East She
appeared here in "East Lynno,"
"Frou-Fiou," "Camille" and kindred

managi

Jonos was
theatre patrons of pieces
Mr.

r

in

in the 80's.

The Q

Goorgo Angus McEdwards, brother
of J. Gordon Edwards, the general
director for Fox and purchasing
agent at the Fox Studios, Los
Angeles, died there last week. His
age was

53.
His widow, a son and
two brothers survive.

Falck,

musical com-

48,

and

arranger, assistant to
Hugo Riescnfeld, of the ItivoJi,
Rialto and Criterion theatres, New
York, died at his home, 12T West
82d street, New York city, May 27.

ALBERT

moving "Its recording
Chicago June 1.

Irving Berlin,

H. FITZ

Albert H. Fits, songwriter, author

"The Honeysuckle and the Bee"
and over 100 other popular songs,
died in Los Angeles May 22 after
a long illness.
He was born In

Inc.,

VarX
Gen-

has tak#n over

5

Lee David's "Abie's Lullaby" *from
the B. D. Nice Co. The song was)
inspired by the advent of a son iffto
the David family. Its appeal as a
professional stage number caused
the exploitation arrangement be-

tween both
A.

firms.

Broadhurst,

V.

representing

Enoch
Sons, British and American music publishers, arrived here
from England on a tour of inspection of local and Canadian branch
Hit.

offices.

Harold Normanton has- connected
Harms on the professional

with

staff.

Russell Hird is on the WatersorvBerlln-Snyder pro" ssional staff.
Billy
Bernard
(Bernard
and
Meyers) has gone into the publishEd Kamnetz.

ing business wifn

of

i

to

Mrs. Rocco Vocco (Dolly I si
is seriously ill at the Chicago
eral Hospital.

EDWARD FALCK
Edward

Is

Studios arc being furnished on the
North Side.
Living quarters for
artists who aro working at the
studio will be provided in the building.

GEORGE ANGUS McEDWARDS

poser

R. S. Music Roll Co. has

announced It
department

last
appearance
was in
"The
Gamblers" in 1918. The funeral was
under the auspicies of the Actor's
Fund.

WENDT

DAVID GERBER

considerable revenue.

old,

died May 30 in the Brunswick Sanitarium, Amityvllle, L. I.
He was
born in England and had appeared
in
legitimate attractions on the
American stage for 36 years. His

>

G<.rber one of the leading
'h'.'trical Attorneys, filed May 20
°f fceart disease
at his home, 215
Ssth street. Now Y< ri<, after

recovering.

tioned in the Berlin, Inc., New York
office for the summer.
Pearl \p
manager of the Philadelphia branch.

JOHN

LavM

Underwent a serious operation. She
is possessed of great vitality and is

Washington authorities are furnishing the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers
with a list of radio broadcasting
stations to assist the society in
notifying them that the broadcasting of popular songs constitutes m
public performance for profit, subject to prosecution by the copyright
owners unless licensed and granted
such privilege. It is estimated there)
are over 150 broadcasting stations)
in this country, a licensing arrange*
ment with each of which should net
the authors, composers and pubHarry Pearl and his wife are sta- lishers

'

Mr. Osgood first entered theatricals as a member of a song and
dance team and later became an advance agent for traveling attractions.
After this for a number of
years he managed theatres for Tat
Harris in Baltimore,, Washington,
Cincinnati and Louisville. Later he

scheduled, owing to illness of his
Mr* Bornstein successfully

mother.

Samson
Belwin,

Winn

Inc., In

Is
representing
Atlantic City.

Eddio Cantor has signed to record
Medford, Mass., 58 years ago, al- for tho Columbia disks. His "I Love
You"
will bo released shortly.
though he spent most of his life
In New York.
Jack Landau of the Berlin staff
will join tho Waterson, Berlin and
MRS. MARY ROMANI
Snyder concern May 29.
Mrs.

Miry Romanl

Two

ally of the
Berlin, May

(prof< sslon-

Concertos) died

!fi

8.

Mrs. Ward, associated with Jo<perry in the management of Pe rry 's,
Con« y Island, died May 2*5.

The one-year-old son of Lawrence Gold is (Keith office) died la
:>«.
Wi ek after a i i>oi t
rt

mm

"A Bird In a Gilded Cage," tho
popular song of !;5 years a«o, will
bo mado Into a picture »>v Arthur J.
Lamb, tho

Juno

of Bam
rnard died
*
Clemens, Mi. h.
y 2*. BnTj
about two weeks

The mother

M

went

treatment,
her son Joseph.

prior

b

'

I

*o the resort

for

accompanied

5

Harry

marks the beginning of

Ight

national

many

nvi leal
All are

<

tlona,
in

lyric writer of this

Von Til/.er Int. B. P. Schulberg is
producing it for release through the
Al Lichtrnan Corp.
conv» ntlons of ay
Industry oi
:!zabe held In New

to

York.

Harry and Mabel Pearl
ing

the

local

"plug* act

In

h< rlln hou.:e.

arc. tourhon*< • with a
the interests of the

Loew

rw-

-,

VARIETY;

Friday, June

2,

1922

:j** i..i-a',i

one character Is allowed to call another a "bloody fake." No author
can rely upon St. James Palace.
There Is no knowledge there of the
saying, "What is sauce for the goot»e
is sauce (or the gander."

LONDON

IN
i

*
(Continued from page 3)
I quandary as to wb.it he shall do.
A decree for tiie restitution of
In the early autumn Marie Lohr
return requires £300 a week. Tt's produces an adaptation of de Flers conjugal rights, the general prolog
a rfood Idea, even if he doesn't get It. and do Croisset's "La Ketour" and to an action for divorce here, has
wishes Boucicault to play an im- been granted to Gwendolyn Brogden
Bortram Mill*, accompanied by B. portant part in it. On the other against her husband, Basil Foster,
Bherok, id on the Continent looking hand, Somerset Maughan has just airman, cricketer, former racquets,,
for this year's international circus completed a comedy for Irene Van- champion and now ploying In "Tilly
at Olympia. At the moment he Is brugh with exceptional parts for of Bloomsbury." Petitioner Is now a
after horses In Poland. From there herself and her husband, Bouci- "Co-optimist," having taken Betty
he moves on to Marseilles to see if cault. The future, as far as the Chester's place at the Palace. The
In
the big exhibition now running there actor Is concerned, is a toss-up. If parties were married In 1910.
holds anything for London, and he accepts Mario Lohrs offer, Irene December last respondent's manner
changed. He became indifferent to
from there he goes to Barcelona.
Vaubrugh will go holidaying.
her, and she received a letter from
telling the usual tale, and addThe new series of Grand Guignol him
He moved over to the Piccadilly.
ing
that he earnestly hoped she'd be
There he found the quietude he shocks includes: "A Happy New happier without him and that he
'bought, only too much of it; so he Year," adapted from the French of personally would find "some rest and
moved back to the Savoy. There he Gustavo Duclos by Seymour Hick3; peace from the unbearable mental
had hardly settled down when two •The Sister's Tragedy," by Richard strain." She replied pleadingly, but
American managers buttonholed Hughes; "To Be Continued In Our in due course received tl s usual letBored stiff, annoyed and Next," another adaptation from the ter declining to return. The decree
him.
"The
frightened of being talked to death, French by Sewell Collins;
was granted, to be obeyed within 14
Better Half."
I

j

!

ho once more packed

his grip

and

returned to the Piccadilly.

by Noel Coward, and
a revival of the ghastly spiritualistic

|
j

I

I

j

Managers are evidently getting
wary after the long list of failures
which have been registered of late,
and there Is a marked tendency to

revive old favorites. Many of these
earlier West End successes, apart
from their popularity, have the advantage of simple staging. This Is
an enormous advantage In these
days when the producers of heavy

spectacular shows

wail that they
cannot make any profit unless they
play perpetually to capacity. Two

I

particularly

Interesting

revivals

which are promised for the West

End

in the very

near future are Sir
Arthur Wing Pinero's "The Second
Mrs. Tanquerary" >ud "The Light

That

Failed."

With the arrival of the heat wave
and the sunshine the concert party
•

'

I

proprietor is spreading throughput
I he
country and the prospects 'for

[this kind of entertainment seem unusually bright. Gone forever though
is the "busker/* and the parties to-

ifay are well-organized affairs, their,
artists being often well-known
musical-comedy players.
Despite
the very high rates demanded by
,

i

|
!

town

local

councils, charges

which

aliow that all the amusement profiteering is not in the West End of
London, every holiday resort will
have several parties and the number of touring troupes is larger than
before.
A new move will be the
municipally run parties in the
parks of the big cities. Altogether
It is estimated that between 700
and 800 parties will be on the road,
to say nulhing of itinerant troupes
who in some places still struggle to

"thriller."

"The

Hand

days of service.

In

—

—

—

Elder Heam's "Minstrels of 1922"
occupy by far too much time on
the current Coliseum program. The
entertainment they present Is quite
excellent as a holiday attraction for
school children, the singing Is good,
but the jokes are weak and have
long, white whiskers on them.
It
is certainly not a satisfactory item
for the greater part of the

show

Woods was

the Adlon
to look over the German

A. H.

at

week
stage, and although he didn't buy
much, he seemed to be in very good
spirits. Through George MacLellan
he acquired the rights to "Gri-Gri,"
an operetta by Paul LInke, and also
took options on the farces, "The
Werwolf" and "Casanova's Sohn."
last

r

at

ii

Z*ast week In Munich c. couple of
London's leading vaudeville house.
stirred up
It* also handicaps the rest of the young American girls
bill by reducing the audience to quite a rumpus In the opera house.
something like boredom.
George They were giving a performance of
Choos presents Alan Brooks in the Wagner'i "Twilight of the Gods"
dramalet,
"Dollars
and Sense," with a new scenic investiture, and
which repeats its Alhambra suc- the pauses with lowered lights
cess.
Ruth St. Denis, Ted Shawn seemed quite endless.
Suddenly
& Co. provide the great attraction from the balconies came shouts of

of the week and had a big reception from the poor house at Monday's matinee. The whole of their
six numbers are exquisitely proparticularly
duced
and
staged,
their Aztec dance drama "Xochltl,"

I

by

(Continued from page 1)
•

past two generations.
directly
learn is

What

those

concerned would like to
whether history will repeat

—

in the matter of radio
will
that /decline in popularity as .have
itself

the other crazes?

"Profiteers

lowed

out!

No smoking
Policemen

here!"

al-

rushed

|

\

j

;

cording to th,e statements of dealers in radiophone apparatus, although the radio set manufacturers
are behind in orders. The explanation Is that the average layman
has .conceived the idea radio is unsafe during the summer months he
has read enough to get some idea
of static disturbances that abound
in the electric storm period, and
such disturbances detract from the
results to be obtained by radiophone broadcasting. The desire for
higher priced sets is given as another reason.
The dealers, however, claim a
come-back is due in the fall, at
which time the leading manufacturers will "jazz up" the trade. Information from dealers in radio apparatus is to tNe effect eompc atively few living within New York
are owners of radiophones.
Difficulty encountered in placing antenna properly accounts for it in part.
The newest device whereby the
radiophone may be made effective
by connection with the ordinary
electric light socket (claimed to do
away with the necessity for wire
aerials) Is expected to bolster sales

—

among apartment house

dwellers.
Despite the various counter fads
the music publishing trade states
the volume of popular music sales
increased steadily until two years
ago.
The chain stores accounted
for unprecedented sales for a time.
But a revision of the entire scheme
of sheet music eales via chain
stores has dropped the volume of
sales during the past year.
The
first important decline came when
the Wool worth chain eliminated
Sales at
1,000 music departments.
10 cents a copy became impossible
of profit to the publishers, and
Woolworth's policy could :.ot stand
raising the price. There Is no way
of dividing sheet music and selling
one part for 10 cents, as is done
with other articles.
The Kresge stores, next In importance, then reframed its music
departments, selling sheet music at
25 cents per copy, feeling secure of
being alone in the field, with Independent stores soiling at 80 cents.
Publishers say the chain stores now

\

I

,

t

i

:

(

(of Pinero's "The Second Mrs. Tanquery" will open.
"The Wheel'
'finishes at the Apollo on May 27,
t

and

alio,
?
.

Nvilsou Terry will
revival of
"Trilby"

1'jiyllis

present her
three days later.
"Nuts in May."
Which opened at the Duke of York's
last week, closed Saturday.

\L

—

At the Palace, May

Laddie

Cliff will light

2G.

at

11:30,

Parry Lupinu

for the lightweight championship
of the vaudeville profession. R. H.
Gillespie will present a silver cup
to tho winner nnd the loser will be
given a large wooden .spoon by the
"Co-optimists." The battle will be
public anil there will he a uniform

has obtained a decree for the res- Newark, N. J., charged with opertitution of conjugal rights against ating last Sunday.
and
actor
Miles
Mullesou,
the
dramatist.
The Auditorium, Harrison. N. X,
was damaged to the extent of
Maurice, (lie French Juggler, who $25,000
by lire last week*
manipulates six halls with one hand,
He
Is about to leave for America.
The
Creole
Producing C6. will
Is not certain yet whether he will
present "Strut, Miss Lizzie," written
play any American time, but his ul- by Creamer
and
Layton, authors of
timate object is settling down in the the
song of the same title, at the
States.
National
Winter Garden,
New
York, soon.
played
Charles Garry,
i

I

i

who

Sven-

gala performance
of du Manner's "Trilby" before the
King nnd Queen at the Palace, has
dropped out of the cast for the Phylcharge for admission of two shill- lis Neilson-Terry revival at the
ings and six pence.
The receipts Apollo The part will now be played
will go to
the
Variety Artists' by Lyn Harding.
gall it the recent

Benevolent Fund.
I*

On

'

The

will

tho

of

late

Richard

Thornton, who, with Sir Hugh
Moss, founded this Moss and Thornton vaudeville enterprises, has been

sworn

at-

estate

is

there

are

£105,000.
left

to

many

his

Most of the
widow, but

legacies

to

rela-

tives and to employes.

occasions artistic London tries
to appear interested In the
plays nnd players of non-English

suburbs and unless things buck up
have to close. Business has
been disastrous, although every act
In the show is first class. For the
will

flatter of that since the early Vicorlan days London has been unable
%0 support a circus.
Is

—

m

The

York.

theatre

is to

be erected

on West 46th street, adjacent to
Broadway. Edward Margolies is to

speaking countries. We have had
Japanese players, French players,
Sicilian players, Russian players,
and we are now about to have Indian players. They will appear for
two matinees at the Duke of York's,
June 6-7, in a three-act play by
Niraujan Pal. This is said to be
the first time an Indian play, by an
Indian authfer and with an Indian
cast h is been seen in any theatre
outside of the Occident*

put up the 'structure, which, it Is
estimated, will cost $800,000 %0

selves with the historical fact that
it is derived from the slurring of an
olj ejaeulatory prayer. "Uy Our
CJeorce Bernard
Shaw parallel y.
Lady."
tsernara !->n
ueorae
vzed the tirsr ni«ht audien ce on the
production of 'Pygmalion" at His
Majesty's by putting it into the
mouth of his leading lady, and since

then
to its

not often on let or, even a
"star," is swamped hy offers or
even hesitating between two seemingly substantial stools with a firm
Seat on each. He will tell you he is,
but Don rV'ticicnult. Jt the moa
anent, ho..e\et, 'is- genul'iely
It

X group of prominent Germans,
headed by Adolph Philip, plan to
erect a $1,000,000 theatre in New,

hard

Although In days gone by we
have had several good circuses in
P.ritain, the two shows run hy the
Sangers and Clinnetts for instance.
Englishmen never seem to take
kindly to the "big top." They look
upon It an a kind of kids' show.
The sanguinary expletive Is a
The latest circus to try and win popular one In England, probably
bread and butter on the road is an some of its users comfort themex-officer concern, Sylvester's CirThis has been touring the
cus.

Mary Servoss has been placed
under a contract by David Belasco,
who will present her In a new play.

many dramatists have bowed
power

realism

to

of providing a touch of
their characters.
In

Galsworthy's "Windows" a character Speaks of an ex-convict as having done "something bloody," the
Lord Chamberlain's reader deleted
the name word from "Loyalties," but
the Bavoj in "The Oard. Flayers"

<tt

constitutional

rights

copyright privilege you enjoy.
is

an admitted fact that

in

With the approach of summer photoplay theatres, 40 per cent, of
radio sales started downward, ac- the actual entertainment derived by

down the aisles and arrested in the
front row of the orchestra the pair
earu a living.
of miscreants who were killing time
Fred Molr Bussey, for many years although they might have had a in this. It must be admitted, rather
tactless fi anion. It took some time
editor of the Parliamentary Record,
pronouncablo title and one less, to get the house quiet again*
known as "Hansard,'' died May 16. more
name
of an antiseptic
like the
Apart from his official duties he tooth wash.
Richard Strauss has* Just comwas a regular contributor to seva
pleted
the
orchestra
score of a new
eral publications and was the Britselling; popular muslo have, sifted
May II Prlscilla Laurllard, maiden ballet. "Whipped Cream"
(Schlagish representative for John R. RogO'Dowd, was granted a di- sahne), which Is to be played In down the catalogs to a few super
*rs.
One of his sons is business name
vorce from I'M ward Laurilard, the New York at the Met and In Vienna hits and let It go at that Back
manager for Lord Northcliffe, an- theatrical manager. There was no
other holds the same position on defense, the grounds for the action at the same time. It la said tfl be orders are said to be a thing of
as light as Its name.
the past. Plugging and advertising
fhe Sunday paper, "News of the
being desertion and adultery. The
World," while he youngest is agent parties were married in 1900. During
~=-» *j|g
to create a demand la now leas effor the. "Syndicate" papers.
fective than before because of the
the evidence Laurilard was de\L>
NEWS OF DAILIES ** store managers' present policy.
scribed as a "Dutchman" domiciled
I'
•The Sign on tho Door" finishes here for 30 years.
A well known music radio home
Its successful run at the Playhouse
Ten theatre managers were ar- entertainment publisher in tracing
May 27 and on June 3 the revival
Lady Constance Mary Malleson raigned In the First Precinct Court, the various "counters" to the prog'

the

authors and composers by
Congress and revert to thorn a
small percentage of your enormous earnings as royalties for the.
to

"It

*

of.

the last item, George'
IN BERLIN
Bealby will play his original part.
(Continued from page 3)
Aurfrd Lee will take up Sybil Thorndyke's position as leading lady.
the Kammersplele, "The Steamship
Tenacity,"
by
Charles
Vildrac;
George and Harry Foster and April 22, at the Lessing theatre,
Paul Murray will shortly present "Madame Sans-Genc," by Sardou.
what they describe as "a new The first may be dismissed at once
style of entertainment."
The title as a stupid farce a deserved failis
"All In One," book by Laurl ure. The second, a fine play, done
Wylie, staged
by Jack Haskell, in New York this season also, was
"conceived and supervised" by Paul killed here by the heavy direction
Murray, George and Harry Foster. of Iwan Schmith, only the Segard
There will be 11 scenes ranging of Hans Brausewetter catching the
from the lounge of the*liner "Aqua- mood an undeserved failure. The
pura" to a harem in a playlet, "The third justified its revival by the
Sheik." The company includes Jay brilliant acting of Kaethe Dorsch in
Laurier. Ben Beyer, Charles Perez- the title role a very fine piece of
off & Co., and Cicely Eldon.
The impersonation that carried success
cast In each town Is made up of with it.
the current week's Variety program.

Death."

BLAME RADIOS

ress of popular

music has crystal-

patrons is through the music furnished. Some picture fans even declare it is a fifty-fifty proposition
and that they enjoy the music fully
a a much as the pictures. For this,
the picture theatre is taxed 10 per
cent, per seat pe*- year, a very nominal, fee considering that it hardly
totals one day's receipts out of the
thousands of performances given
in a year.
"Now that the majority of the
vast film industry recognizes this
legal and moral right, will the radio
manufacturers meet the issue? It ia
identical in their case, in that they
also perform copyrighted music for
profit,
excepting only that it is
through somewhat different agen-

They have everything to gain.
There are indications already tho
fickle public will tire after some
months of radio. The interest must
cies.

L

be constantly stimulated. The programs must be widely varied and individual tastes catered to.

Rsdio Music

Now

"Many prominent

Mediocre

publishers

who

provided the great percentage of
the popular melodies that proved
such a great inspiration during the
war. are holding aloof from radio
until they know where they stand.
The class of popular music broadcast up to now has been largely of
the mediocre type, drawn from the
smaller catalogs, and in some instances poorly rendered by uninteresting song pluggers and free talent.

Over

3,000,000 Sets

Have Been

Sold

"Commercially, radio has taken
on astounding proportions. So many
parts are required and so many
varieties of each are manufactured
that the volume of business runs
into the millions. Even though industrially radio Is only in its infancy, already 700,000 instruments

makes are in use. To
gain some Idea of the future volume,
that the manufacit is reported
turers are several millions of in-

of the leading

struments behind

in

makers running three

orders, some
shifts day and

night to catch up.
every
*'As
another indication,
other Incorporation In the daily
papers bears soma connection with
radio. The machines are universally
sold everywhere^ Department stores,
specialty shops* phonograph and
muslo dealers artj si! beginning to
stock up* attracted by the great
demand and liberal profits. A small
8x12 Broadway shop that specializes
in radio considers it a poor Saturday's trade if a thousand dollars or
more is not taken in over the counter.

Music and phonograph dealers

who formerly concentrated on

rec-

the professional idea of ra- ords, music rolls and sheet musioj
diophone concerts and the absence now reflect in their show windows
to date of general payment for ar- a deep interest in radio at the ex*
tistic services in the. broadcasting pense of the other musical items
stations.
formerly exploited exclusively. The
He said:
'The radio erase Is primarily a new trend is evidenced by the folform of horns entertainment, reach- lowing sign displayed In an up-toing every Isolated spot where the date Brooklyn phonograph dealer's
class of entertainment was formerly window:
"Why buy a victrola when you
almost unobtainable.
The lasting
power and attraction of radio will can have the music brought right
into
your own home by radio?"
depend largely upon the conduct of
the business and the liberality and
"It is with this phase of the radio
the broad-mindedness of the powers craze that we of the musical clan
in control.
have to deal. No other business Is
"Looking back s to the various quite as sensitive to commercial or
causes that have, from time, upset other disturbances or to the inroads
the muslo business proper, we re- of a prevailing public fad as the
call the golden period of canned theatrical and music business. The
music, when phonograph records equilibrium of these highly temand rolls reached the zenith of their peramental Unas Of entertainment,
popularity.
It has always been a art and luxury Is easily upset.
more or lesg discussed question as
Bicyols and Bleating Fads
to whether or not these mechanical
There ars soma of us who redevices impair the sale of sheet
member only too well the blcycM
music. They probably do, and this
craze of soma years back. It lasted
reminds one of the ancient chant, only a season or two, but wluio it
"And a water came and extinguished did last. It kicked the musical busthe fire, and burnt the stick, and
iness, to use tho vernacular, 'n\ fhe
beat the dog that bit the cat, which
slats.'
Everybody an! his sweetdevoured the kid," etc. For just as heart learned
to ride the bicycle
canned music put a dent into the out of doors. The parlor piano and
sale of sheet music, so, also, is the
organ were deserted, and the music
music of the air waves having its business temporarily did i.ot i.'aaw;
demoralizing affect on the sales of what struck it.
records and rolls, and to carry the
"Again, when the roller-skating
simile further, along come the Socraze hit the country at large and
ciety of« Authors, Composers and
enormous rinks sprung up almost
Publishers,
controlling
all
the over night like mushrooms,- the
worth - while musical copyrights, crowds followed
the rollers, nnd
with its recent message to the radio once
more the business of pianos
broadcasting stations, which interp- and music
suffered and was shot
reted into plain language, says:
to pieces. The theatrical business
You,
who make millions
w»s not inn 'ii better off.
through the brain-children of
"But these cntertainnssftti were
f. minus
composers and authors
only passing fads. A short iedWO"
of the world, must cease to use
or two and the pi.l.lic returned to
copyrighted music for profit,
its
normal entertainment with i
unless through license you abide,
consequent revival iu the Interest
lized

.,.

build.

:

'-'

Helen MacKeller

appear In
vaudeville for five weeks in a condensed version of "The Storm."
will

Robert B. Williams, In "Abie's
Irish Rose," at the Fulton, New
York, was held on a technical
charge of manslaughter when his
automobile ran down and killed a
seven-year-old boy.

"Robbed* Hair." by Laura B
Alden. has been accepted for production by Max Marcin.

Audrey Munson, artist model
and picture star, who attempted
suicide by poison in Syracuse, X. Y.,
is recovering.
Prlscilla Dean, pieture star, when
attempting to save prints of her
latest picture, was burned on her
face and hands In i fire in a western

studio.

Eddtf Cinfor ordered' the large
lank benei'h

th*»

(Cont,in<ied
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abundance

CORRESPONDENCE
The

as follows,

BALTIMORE
BUFFALO
CHICAGO ..... vv
CLEVELAND

20

DETROIT

30

DULUTH
KAN8A8 CITY

28

23
23

.

23

23

t

All

matter In

week ante**

Grazer

MONTREAL

26

PITTSBURGH
PORTLAND, ORE..,
ROCHESTER
SAN FRANCISCO
SYRACUSE, N.Y
VANCOUVER, B. C
WASHINGTON, D. C

28
28

worst of

30

Mack glided through
a marimba routine, opening before
a drop in one with a cutaway which
parted on the chorus of their first
number.
The
man hammered
mostly, with the woman stepping
out for a solo. She has appearance
and a soft voice, yet did not show
choice in her selection. Her voice
is peculiarly adapted to a "Buddy"
style of ballad, while she chose a
lullaby. The act is entertaining and

Shie

in

issue

Variety

of

are

23
20
29

24

VARIETY'S
OFFICE

CHICAGO

Corre»p«»ndence
refer* to current

confidence,
which
the footlights

of

as far as

and then stopped reacting.

impressed in every way with either
being obliged to show under handicaps, or else showing a new routine.
He started off with piano playing,
cornet work and finished with
dances of every description. He Is
not expert in any of his work, and

Correspondence
and on oag*s:
under

cities

Htute-I.nke

Theatre

otherwise

llltlg.

CHICAGO

ladieated.

bowed

off

J

timidly.

He

flopped the

all.

Sullivan and

pleasingly presented.
Gifford and Morton are a combination of George Gifford, a single
who kicked up a bit of dust hereabouts a while back, and his woman
partner. As a combination Cifford
has sacrified much of his single
merit, particularly his burlesque
classical dance, which he uses as
an opener for the two-act, while it
was his curtain coaxer during the

SCENERY

STAGE SHOES "ELI," the Jeweler

EVERYTHING

—

TO THE

Irving Yates and Irving TlshNew York agents, motored
here last week to spend a few days
with their relatives. They returned

man,
to

New York

by motor Tuesday.

Halton Powell, well known about
Chicago, and who has had his ups
and downs in show business, has
hit it right again with a musical
stock
at
the
Kmpress,
Grand
Rap. <ls, Mich.
The company has
caught on, and it is said that Powell
is showing a handsome profit each
week.
12.

C.

Collins,

who has been on

the door at the Apollo this season,
has been added to the staff of Shubert box office men and assigned to
the Studcbaker, which opens June 5.

BETTER THAN THE BEST SHOW

IN

TOWN

RAINBO GARDENS

CLARK

at

Continuous Dancing— Vaudeville.'

LAWRENCE.

Prima V\,s( P h,ii

iin <|

KuIiiImi

OrrheMrn.

Amateur

Theatrical Nile Every.

Friday

niFKU

WEST RANDOLPH STREET

OrrOSITE APOLLO and WOODS THEATRES
CENT!! A L 4358

CHICAGO— THAT'S

THE BEST SCENERY MADE
VOU'VE TRIED

"THE

13th

ALL

NOW TRY THE BEST

THE REST

CHAIR" "PETE"

Hsxt Door to Colonial
Theatre.

30 W. RANDOLPH

Soteros
ST.,

CHIC AGO

THE FOLLOWING HEADL1KERS ATE HERE LAST WEEK:—
BOOSTERS FOR STEAKS
••well and

Fox, L, Wolfe Gilbert, AJ Wohlman, Flanders and Boiler,
and Mel lory, Fear Mar* Bro* and Llhoaatl.

Hun

.

for

Opening the show was Raymond
"Unusual
with an unusual classy
opening turn consisting of hoop rolling and talk. Wilbert can be added

showman category

showmanship

as far as

concerned with getting a turn over, as he has his turn

trimmed

is

to the core

and

sells

it

in

to hit the right spot, for it
bright forth tumultuous applause
after the rendition of each number.
In the "trey" spot camo Walter
Newman and Co., two women, in the
comedy sketch, "Profiteering." The
Newman turn has been seen hereabouts considerably, but it still manages to get over in good stead, garnering an abundance of wholesome
laughs.
Doc Ilaker, in "Flashes." a lightning change revue, also a familiar
turn hereabouts, is another offering
that can repeat and do so without
wearying the eye or ear. The appearance of the act hero marked the
return to the offering of Polly

Walker,

who

deserted "Molly Darl-

and true love.
Miss Walker pretty and chic, seemed
to work with an abundance* of zeal
and delight.
Kf Ham and O'Dare found things
mighty soft for them with their coming'' tor

her

old, tried

Cross, however, with fine person-

and entertaining routine, in*
eluding Babe Ruth telephone conversation and some good stories,
had the audience with him.
ality

Mason and Shaw, two

In

male

scored

attire,

girls,

one

effectively;

No. 2. The excellent dance, very
manlike, and the surprise feature
are the act's best assets.
Frawley and Louise in "Seven
A. M.," programmed for No. 2 spot,

were moved to the fourth position.
The material as handled by Frawley, a nifty and speedy light comedian of production calibre, scored!
the hit of the Incoming acts. His
ballad stopped
the show.
Miss
Louise is pretty and handles hep

assignments refreshingly.
to
Frank Wilcox and Co. In "Ssh-h*.
registered a laughing success. This
farce affords Wile
excellent opportunities and 1.1s natural style
proved a big winner. Marga Waldron
with George Halprin at the piano
repeated
soundly.
The Luster
Brothers with contortion acrobatics
held the audience in the closing
position. Bert and Flo Mayo opened
the show well with a snappy routine
of trapeze stunts. Some slides into

difficult holds by the man and the
Richard, former booker In captivating manner of the young
V. M. A. offices, has been woman are pleasing features.
appointed New York representative
Miss Friganza, adding a bass viol
for Eagle & Goldsmith, and will bit to her "Bag o* Trix," was again
make his New York headquarters the show's big feature, her success
with Harry Burton.
being most pronounced.

J

Flo and Betty Elroy, who closed
Business was off Sunday evening
season in vaudeville at the at the Golden Gate, with
more vatheatre last Sunday, left cancies
on the lower floor and boxes
Monday for their home in Los An- than any
preceding Sunday. The
geles by automobile. The girls will show
included a strong comedy laytraverse the northern country hy| ou7";
„..,
The bill
their

Rialto

way

of Seattle

(

and after arriving
remain there

'

'

''

in Los Angeles will
until September.

Charles McElroy 15 In New York
up acts to play the Middle
West next season under the direction of Allen Summers.
lining

SAN FRANCISCO
VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO
OFFICE
FANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING
With Trixle Friganza and Marga
Waldron repeating and Frank Wilcox and Co. presenting a new
sketch for their sjcond week, the
current Orpheum's program, comprised of eight acts, played satisfactorily.
Wellington Cross, given
top billing, with Dean Moore at the
piano, held next to closing credit-

ftpentl

a Few Week*

la

WILL ISSUE A

Special

Shubert
Vaudeville

Number

SUNNY SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA
The

Fellow,"
to the

it was not until Miss Friganza appeared with Cross at the
finish In a burlesque dance that
genuine enthusiasm was aroused.

ably, but

Max
W.

the

seemed

W

¥1
308, 36

benefit

an easy and suave manner.
Then came Claudius and Scarlet
with their banjo specialty, dubbed as
"The Call of the Sixtiets." Their
rendition of the old-time songs

ACME SCENIC ARTIST BTUDI05
SUITE

financial

"Wilbert, described as the

FRED MANN'S

Circuit
to Follow

the

Inc.

order to
house.

—
—
—
—
19—Orpheum

Mar.

skit and scored roundly, preceding Adelaide and Hughes.
Closing the show was Peggy Breman and Brother, with her scenic
novelty, "The Imps Playgrounds."
Tins turn shows marked improvement within the past year or two,
and the novelty of Its construction
and scenic embellishment make it a
most fitting turn for the bigger bills,
as the work of the duo on the ladders, augmented by their hoop tossing, manages to hold the crowd to
the climax of the offering.

'

^

—
—
—
—

5—

edy

and draggy performer; that is not open to corwhich lingered along, climax- rection, yet his moldy routine bartered for brisky chattor would even
ing the evening with hut a slight
appetizer of vaudeville being served surprise Rogers with the result
L,aHeen and Di.preece, man and
against a strong hunger. The show
its pred- woman, talked more for an excuse to
is not to be compared with
ecessor, either from an individual fill up their allotted time and rests
act or collective angle. There were between their sharp shooting than life of his single.
The miss he has
on the bill a few turns which surged any other conceivable cause, Their with him is just a foil, who has
above the others anu stood out in singing and talking just isn't what dancing ability, fair looks and an
The shooting is most acceptable voice. Gifford has made
contrast boldly, too much so for the it might be.
remarkable, and this is sufficient to the two-act a hpdge-podge of hoke,
other acts* benefit.
send
them
over.
distalent
of
plenty
was
but it did not turn out so good.
There
played in the opening turn of Maria . The outstanding act of exceptional
McCormick and "Winehill, two
Miller,
Parker
merit
was
and
Selz,*
was
there
yet
Partner,
and
Racko
men, favorites on the small time,
something lacking which did not consisting of two men and .one wom- just whizzed through their offering
make it easily digestible. It might an. The two men dress similar to and rang the bell. Frank Stafford
have been presentation, it might the Miller and Mack type, interpo- and Co. consists of an apparent
have been skilful showmanship, it lating a series of pantomime facial midget and Marie Stone, besides his
They pointer dog. Stafford' j new offering
might have been lack of stage dress- expressions that are gems.
ingi yet a mixture of these with the click through a snappy chatter diais "Rip Van Winkle's Dream," with
present assets would increase the logue of questions and answers such his whistling remaining the mainvalue of the act. Frank Rogers, col- as "If a boy bought ten cents worth stay. In all his new turn has much
nnils
ored ventriloquist, rambled through of nails what did he buy the
of the old in it, starting oft with a
and the answer, "For ten cents, mountain scene, with the midget
his routine of spelling match, sing- for
Much calling Van Winkle, with Stafford
ing and circus ballyhoo, familiar to you big yap.'* and the like.
the point of mechanical reaction on ancient stuff or this order is served coming out with his dog.
Rogers is a by them from the warehouse, yet
the audience's part.
they all land as though "just off the
Appears as though the Majestic
This phase of their act
press."
could extend indefinitely and place has hit its stride as far as business
concerned.
This is the second
is
they
promotion
if
them in line for
modernized It. The woman has a Monday in succession that the lower
floor
has
been
almost
fully occupied,
volvoice,
resonant
most unusuai
uminous, clear and delightful to and can be considered as a phenomUNIVERSAL SCENIC
Adelaide
Hughes
had the
enon.
and
but
sing,
men
other
The
listen to.
volume seems to be their object headliner honors, with Henry SanBand,
and
His
held
over
a sectrey
ARTIST STUDIOS, Inc.
time
Small
harmony.
rather than
them the bacon. ond week, carrying the next to stel126 State- Lake Building, CHICAGO audiences handed
lar position to them.
them.
for
store
in
Bigger
bait
is
Phone: Dearborn 1776.
It seems as though from observaArnold Grazer, the second single
I* P. LARSEN, MGR., ART DIRECTOR
that Santrey and his crew were
on the bill, trotted on, with an tion
the stellar attraction. This was signified by the fact that for the second week they occupied the same
spot on the bill as the first week
next to closing and succeeded in
holding the house in In its entirety
PROFESSION
as well as stopping the show.
Immediate Delivery. Single Pair or
All in all, it proved that the SanProduction Orders.
Special Discount to Performer*
trey turn was a good investment
SEND FOR CATALOG.
WUEN IN CHICAGO
for a holdover as far as the bookers
State- Lake Theatre Bids-,
,
are concerned, and probably another
Stevens Bldg.. 17 No. State St., Chicago
extension of his stay might be in
Ground Floor
Hialto housed a jerky

affair
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Keith's,
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25

Jan.
1
Palace, Chicago
Jan.
8 Majestic, Milwaukee
Jan. IS—State-Lake, Chicago
Jan. 22
Keith's, Cleveland
Jan. 29 Temple, Detroit
Feb.
Temple, Rochester
Feb. 12—Shea's, Buffalo
Feb. 19 Shea's, Toronto
Feb. 25 Princess, Montreal
Mar.
5 Keith'/, Syracuse
Mar. 12 Bush wick, Brooklyn
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—
—

Nov.

Deo,
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If you are laying off on th« Coast
or planning to spend » few week* in
California come and a«e us.

The Agency
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announcements that

will

carry
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Anywhere
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Theatre Bldg.
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FrnnrUrn

Cafe Marquard
GEARY AND MASON STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO
THESPIANS' FAVORITE RENDEZVOUS FOR LUNCHEON, DINNER
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DANCING AND CABARET
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Friday, June

1922

Equally successful at the London Pavilion
With the HAKRY LAUDER SHOW.

of the Show at the opening of
•\MAYI«'A1K AND MONTMARTRK"
at the Oxford Theatre. London

The Hit

"Another Important Item

first spontaneous eheer of the evening
the dancing of Batch* Pl&tov and l^ois
Natalie."- /'a// Mull.

u

2,

the wonderful,

In the program
violent, Cocaine Fiend

"The

Is

is

Dance by the Russian dancers. Sascha Piatov
and Lola Natalie.* Mail.

if
1

—

PLAYING TWO WEST END HOUSES AT THE SAME TIME

SASCHA PIATOV
Under

the

Management

of

CHARLES

SAILING FOR AMERICA IN SEPTEMBER

COCHRAN.

B.

PERMANENT ADDRESS
consisted of all comedy acts with
the exception of the opening and
closing turns. Clinton Sisters opened
the show with a pretentious dance
offering in which the girls appear
to advantages. The screen cartoons
between changes arc novel but tend
to slow up the routine.

Marie and Ann Clark made good
despite the heavy comedy earlier
in the bill, with portions of their
routine securing screams, next to
closing.

did

Miss

nicely.

Wahl

put

comedy numbers expertly and

over
he;

partner's dance at finish
substantial applause. Weston

violinist

drew
and Kline won show's honors with
a comedy routine. Miss Eline. mixing with
strongly.

"Dance

audience,

the

caught on

including

Follies."

six

With th<
closed the show.
exception of the danseuse. who held
the stage alone, the act has little
merit,
girls,

Minstrel Monarch proved a novel

The old minstrels scored with
their individual specialties, the act
going into the hit column.

act.

Ray Fern and Maree appeared
No. 2, but can be classified as a
next to closing act on most bills.
They stopped the show.
Fern's
vigorous style in a routine replete
with good comedy hit and material,
ably assisted by Maree. was a hit
start.
Harry La Vail and
Sister hold closing position with
nifty routine of trapeze stunts.

from the

Harry Singer, who is here looking
after the interest! of the Orpheum
Circuit in the west, including the
big houses as well as the junior theatres, issued a "time table" of the
show at the Golden Gate last week.
The idea caught on so effectively
that Loews Warfield. across the
street, got out a similar "time table"
the next week, and then Fantages
followed.
Alexander Pantages is getting a
of local publicity out of a report
published in the press here that he
was to acquire a new million -dollar
theatre to be built at Eighth and
When questioned
Market streets.
about the rumor Fantages said he
was negotiating for the home but
that the plans were as yet tentative and for that reason he was not
lot

With business holding up

nicely

Warfield presented a pleasing
minus any extraordinary feaCowboy Williams and Daisy
started things satisfactorily.
The
catching of the cannon balls on his
neck from a drop of 20 feet proved
a good closing feat. Ubert Carlton
in blackface with talk and songs
dealing with women made favorable
impression.
Dorothy Wahl and Allen Francis
the

bill

tures.

SHORT VAMP SHOES
Footwear
stock

and

mad*

to

order.

Also stage shoes and
toe dancing slippers a
specialty.
Our ihoei arc used far most
of the laadlng productions now
running on Broadway.
Mail ardara promptly filled.
Catalogue oa request.

talk

about

scheme.

his

New York

LONDON OFFICE

In explanation of the reported falling off in the sales of music, Little
blames the trouble on the Jazz orchestras. He says that most of the
orchestras are resorting to such extreme syncopation in the playing of
the various popular songs that an
audience can no longer carry an air
or. in fact, detect the melody of a

song because it is submerged in a
of jazz discords.
Little announces that he has arranged Australian bookings for Spencer's Orchestra, which he intends to send to
the Antipodes this month.

maze

Bill Ely. former manager of Loew's
who resigned recently,
has arrived in San Francisco and
will remain definitely.
He has not

in Portland,

announced

his plans for the

immed-

iate future.

Paul Locke, who for more than
months has been producing the
revues at Marquard's Cafe, has left

eight

that resort and will become manager of entertainment at liartlett
Springs, a summer resort about 150
miles from San Francisco.

There Is talk here of a vaudeville
troupe being formed to be sent to
the Hawaiian Island during the
Shriner's convention in June to play
Honolulu. The identity of those interested and the personnel of the
troupe is not made public.

A

Real

Home

for Your Dos When You're
on the Road
K. FOSTER'S

DOUGHBOY KENNELS
CHAMFION BRED POLICE DOGS
1IAYS1IOKK. I.ONO ISLAND
Telephone Bayshore G89
Board by the Day. Month or Year

Elwyn Harvey, formerly leading
woman at the Alcazar here and who
was starred by Frederic Belasco in

Picture houses: Palace. "The Or.
deal"; Columbia. "The Good Pro*
vider"; Rialto. "The Trap"; Metro*
politan, "Trouble" and 'Step For*

the road production of "Daddies" on
the Pacific coast, is going into
vaudeville. She is playing "His Last
Battle," comedy dramatic sketch by
Walter A. Rivers.

ward."

»

This is the final week of ths
Strand with Loew vaudeville. It is
professional the intention of Manager Sparrow to
dancer, is preparing big spectacular continue
the house with films.
act for vaudeville that is described Vaudeville resumes in August.
as a musical melodrama.
The act
will carry special scenery and costumes and a cast of six people. The
»
cast has been rehearsing for several

t

Edward Du Harne,

weeks.

f

Publicity

Hale Brothers, a big department
store, are reported to have purchased the block in K street, SacraIn the contest held by the Shrine mento, in which
the Clunle
Committee for the San Francisco stands. This house has beentheatre
playShriner's convention, to be held here ing Orpheum vaudeville
t4
and road That Pertains
next month for an official song. attractions and is a very
old theatre.
prize
Fanchon and Marco won the
The report says the Clunie will be
with their contribution, entitled torn down. Very little
regret has
"Islam Greets You." It is published been expressed over
the rumor, as
by Sherman & Clay and will be there is general feeling that
a town
adopted as the official song during the size of Sacramento should
have
the convention.
a modern and better equipped house
to play its road attractions. A numDiamond Jim Furness, one of the ber of capitalists of Sacramento, are
proprietors of the Continental Hotel planning to build a business block
here and known as a golf addict, and include in it a big modern
played a game with Don Barclay, theatre.
playing at the Orpheum and succeeded in "shooting a one," whatA brief season of grand opera
will
be given at the Stanford
stadium during June for the benefit
of the endowment fund of Stanford
University.
A stage 80 feet wide
has been built in the northern end
of the stadium and the portion of
the oval to be used will seat 18.000.
Among the stars to appear are
Giovanl Martinelli, Leon Rothler,
Est. Henry C. Miner, Inc. Vicente Ballester. Ina Burskaya
Bianca, Saroya, Doria Fernanda,
Marsden Argall, Georglana Strauss.
The principals will he supported by
an orchestra of 110 pieces and a
chorus of 150. There will also be
ADVERTISE
a ballet under the direction of IT
Natale Corossio.
via this plan, which covers

EXACTLY

Variety's

Special

NO SICK DOGS TAKEN

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?

PAUL SPECHT

M

INERS

Service

MAKE UP

Plan

AND

HIS

PAYS TO

ORCHESTRA

perioa of

(Miss) Leo Penman, who was
struck by a runaway horse and
taken to the hospital suffering from
a basal fracture of the skull, will
recover from her injuries.

THE QUICKEST VAUDEVILLE SENSATION IN THE HISTORY OF BROAD.
WAY HAVE AUTHORIZED US TO MAKE THIS STATEMENT:
That the orchestra is wholly under his own management and has no association, affiliation, or connection with any other individual or group of individuals; that his orchestra opens on June 5th as the main
and featured attraction at HOTEL ASTOR ROOF DANCES under his own management; that his orchestra is recording for the phonographs under his own management; that he is just completing a sensationally successful vaudeville headline engagement and will soon begin another under his own man-

SAMMY

WASHINGTON,

Gate.

Amateur composers are besieging
the office of Ed Little, manager of
the music publishing department for
Sherman & Clay. Little is kept
busy "shooing" away the beginners
in order to have time to greet the
professional members of the craft.

itenmahfp accommodations arranged on all Llncaj, at Main Office
Prices.
Boats are groin* very ffnlli arrange early. Foreign Money
bought and sold. Liberty Bonds bought and sold.
PAUL TAUSIG A SON. 104 East 14th St., New York.
Phonct SlDTTeaaot 0130-0137

agement.

erer that means. Furness was reaD. C.
sonably elated over the feat, and
Barclay, for the moment, lost all his
By HARDIE MEAKIN
humor, so the habitues of the Rialto
Washington's only remaining legtU
concede that Furness "must be a imate attraction, the Garrlck Play,
bear" at golf.
ers, is continuing to draw good busi.
ness. This week, "Enter Madame,"
Grace Barnes Fuppets. presenting with Earle Coxe and Wanda Lyoo,
"The Tale of Peter Rabbit" and "A appearing for the final week before
Puppet Circus," a performance for going over with the Belasco theatre
children, opened at the Savoy Thea- stock company. Next week William
tre last week and did so well that Harrigan will be the visiting star in
the ei.gagement was extended an- "The Acquittal."
other seven days. The show also is
bcoked to be played in Oakland at
All the summer parks are com*
the Orpheum. Jessica Colbert, concert manager, is directing the ven- plaining of poor business.
Great
Falls did not get started until Dec
ture.
oration Day.

The Oakland Orpheum has closed
its regular vaudeville season and
Business at Pantages. San Fran- the house is being devoted to road
This attractions. Last week "The Unloved
cisco, is reported to be bad.
house is feeling the drawing power Wife" drew but a poor attendance.
of the new Loew's Wasfleld and the
Orpheum Junior house, the Golden

ALLAN

"BARNEY'S"
654 Eighth Ave.

to

I

Original and Novelty
la

ready

Archibald Treat. Fantages legal representative here, who was first questioned, said he knew nothing about
it. and added that he didn't think it
true because the lease on the present Pantagee house has still fifteen
years to run.
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NEW YORK APPEARANCE OF
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NOVELTY BY HAROLD SELMAN

MOSS* BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK, THIS

WEEK (MAY

29)

—

^

Friday,

June

2,

VARIETY

1922

25

FAMILY TINTYPE"
BOOKED SOLID
(POPPY) CHICK

(MOMMY) ROSE

Next Week (June 5), B. F. Keith's Riverside,

New

York

Week of June 12, B. F. Keith's, Washington
Week of June 1 9, B. F. Keith's Bushwick, Brooklyn
Week of June 26, B. F. Keith's, Boston

KEITH

f

NEW YORK
Week

of July

3

t

"Hold 'em, Newt;

they're

headed for a return engagement over the Orpheum and Keith Circuits

THANKS TO LEE & ROSALIE STEWART

IN

PREPARATION

j

JACK

HARRY

and
"GOLDEN VOICES FROM THE GOLDEN WEST'
WILL ALSO ACT OUT
Produced by

IN

THE "OLD FAMILY TINTYPE"
Representative,

CHICK YORKE
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Friday, June

8,

1928

:

"THE RELIABLE OFFICE

MAY-NOVEMBER FARM

SAMUE

OPEN FOR SEASON

W.

NICK

City Island, N. Y.

NOW OPEN FOR

GRAND.— Stock

Wonderful Orchestra
Shore Dinner at $2.50 and exquisite a

Milton Feld, manager of the Newhouses, was in Chicago this
week on business pertaining to the
annual
"Follies" which will be
third
"Adam and

in

started

Eva."

ELECTRIC PARK.— "Foil lei

Of

June

at

Newman

the

la

Carte service

man

HUGHE8

YEARS

Beautifully Decorated

Excellent

R.

MANY

SEASON OF

1922

Ask 4 American Aces

KANSAS CITY

TIME
IN

VAUDEVILLE MANAGER AND PRODUCER

By WILL

PROUNI3, Managing Proprietor
WHITE PLAINS 1471-1669

The Chateau Laurier

NEW YORK

P. 5.

D.

Tel.

Suite 202-203

46th Street

FIRST

DANCING AND DINING
SMITH'S IRRESISTIBLE EIGHT

BAERWITZ
160

THE

Central Ave., Hartsdale, N. Y.

HELD

Management

Sunday,

William Werner

Julius Keller

4.

1922."

With

the opening of the parka all
the houses, except Mainstreet, Pan-

and Grand, have closed.
Shubert has a number of

tages, Qlobe

The

rentals in sight.
Joseph B. Click
will get away for hid annual visit
to the Main Alley and the deep
water seYne time late in June.

"Deacon" Jones, stage doorman at
the Orpheum, seriously ill for several weeks, has recovered sufficiently to take his summer's position with one of the big rides at
Electric Park.

The 12th annual season of grand
opera, given last week by the Kansas City Grand Opera Company,
probably the most pretentious
The Kansas City Elks will pre- was
local
talent
entertainment
ever
sent their "Jollities of 1922," the
given in the city.
The directors,
lodge's annual charity show, at the
chorus, ballet director and ballet,
Shubert June 4-6. This year's en- musical director and, with one extertainment will be on the minstrel
ception, the principals, were all
order with a "flapper chorus" and a
This searesidents of this city.
cast of 100. The production is under
son the repertoire consisted of
th-„ direction of Joe Bren, now of
"Mignon."
"Lucia,"
"Faust,"
"II
Chicago, but a Kansas Cityan and
member of the local Elks lodge. He
produced the first Elks show here a
number of years ago.

A CORaECT
TREATMENT
FOR

Baldness
Buldnena Can Be Prevented by
Quarts Rays

Trovatore"

and

"Bohemian

Girl."

MURRAY'S ROMAN GARDENS OVER
West 42d

Street, Between 7th and 8th Avenues
York's Most Popular Dining Palace
Management!
New Service!
New Prices!

New

New

NOW UNDER THE EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT OF

JOSEPH
of the

SUSSKIND

A.

Blossom Heath Inn, Merrick Road

Special Moderate-Priced Business Men's Lunch
Afternoon Teas and Dancing on the Revolving Floor
Dinner and Supper Service a la Susskind
Dancing with an Orchestra De Luxe
Also Renting High-Class, Elegantly Equipped Apartments with Service

—

The CHAS. W. GROLL REALTY CORP., Owners

CHAS. W. GROLL,

JCS. A. SUSSKIND, Treasurer

President

ALBERT

P.

HEINEMAN,

Ottley and Louise Collier Cranson
directed the company, with the ballets arranged by Marie Kelly.
A
large chorus was used and the ballet

school

numbered more dancers than are
usually seen on a western stage.
Tom Burke was the visiting artist
and enthusiastically w loomed.
The sensation of the engagement
was the debut Tuesday evening of
Marion Talley. a 15 -year-old high

the management in
presenting this youthful star, there
was no little speculation as to" how
she could handle the difficult role.
After her first number there was
no question as to her voice and

PHONE BRYANT

hemian

girl,

the company to the Empress is still
pending, and it may be consummated at any time. Meanwhile the
Empress is dark, the management
having closed the pop vaudeville
there Saturday.

ability, s

and

all Scalp Disorder •urressfully treated
with my Incomparable 8un-IUy treatment*.
TLle la unconditionally guaranteed, providing your hair bulbs show vitality.
Those
treatment* have been (ratlfylngly realized by
aome of the most prominent stars In America
and abroad. Free Literature.

ALOISsMERKE
The Well Known Scalp Specialist
512 Piftb Are., at 43d St.

Boom

TAMS

•

*e»

• ••

409.

Inc.

WARDROBE TRUNKS
HOTEL NORMANDIE I1LDC,
38th A B'way, If. T.
PHONEl FITZROT 8848

S B. cor.

C.

COSTUMES

and Prnfe8Rlonal Theatricals, Minstrel Shown, Pageants, Etc., Etc.; Wigs,
Make-Up Materials, Make Up People and Professional Coaches.
(MUSICAL and DRAMATIC)

M MCAL LIHKAKY.

1913-14-15

I

hitch In the nego
tlations between the management of
the Drama Players' Stock and Bonfils
& Tammen, owners of the
Empress, Kansas City, is the cause
of the players remaining in the
Grand, for a while at least. It had
been announced the company would
appear at the Empress in "Adam

INC.

MAJESTIC
CHICAGO

theatre

An unexpected

FORM AN ACTORS' COLONY

OF P.YKKY DESCRIPTION. FOR EVERY OCCASION.
FOR hike— m auk to ORDER
318-320 WEST 46th ST.. N. Y. CITY.
THE LAROKST COSTUMING ESTABLISHMENT IN TUB WORLD.
We Furnish Everything for Motion Picture Productions. Masquerades. Amateur

LONOACRE

C. Grubel and E. J. Grubel.
managers on the Kansas
have been sued in the District
Court for $3,000 damages
"* U A *™ by
u Willie
**•
tt?*
er ™J?'
w^° uZZ. e 3 \in his ^petition
that /.
he was mistreated by one of
the Grubels' house managers. The
suit was brought by the boy's
father.
It is claimed the boy attended one of the defendants' theatres In "ovember, and, as he was
leaving, Clarence Smith, manager,
set upon him and beat him without
F.

EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL

AT

4535

and Eva" May 28, but the lease reWhile much had been mains unsigned. The deal to move

by

BALDNESS— FALLING HAIR—DANDRUFF

Longacre 8732.

Secretary

WEEK

as Arline in the "Bo-

Girl."

promised

ANOTHER

side,

,
!

^

^"

provocation.

11,000 cash, balance easy payments will
buy 760 lots Suffolk County, Long Island.
Can be sold for bungalows, tent sites or
speculative Investment. This la a real

Henry

MONTREAL

business opportunity.
Property should
like hotcakes at $26 a lot and earn
for you several thousand dollars profit.
Title guaranteed.

By

sell

JOHN

M.

GARDINER

PRINCESS.—Vaudeville.
LOEW'S.—Pop vaudeville.
ST. DENIS.— "The New Disciple."
CAriTOL.— Capitol Opera Co.;

Brandley, 1133 Broadway, Dept. A,

New York

"Horsemen."

—

ALF T. WlLTON

ALLEN.
Alien
Concert
Co.;
"Ruling Passion."
IMPERIAL.— Dalton and Craig;
Four Readings; Adler and Dunbar;*
Maureen Englln, Foster and Joyce;
Fields and Fink; feature, big super
production, "Sisters."

DOMINION PARK.— Open-air

at-

tractions.

Santre
AND

HIS

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITS

SYMPHONIC
ORCHESTRA

BOB MURPHY and
IN

COMBINING BUSINESS WITH PLEASURE
**

Vaudeville Bargain

"JUST THE HAT YOU WANT — AT
LESS THAN YOU EXPECT TO PAY"
SMART
C'HIO
ORIGINAL

—
—
"ADELE" CREATIONS

"NOT TOO GOOD FOR NUMBER TWO
GOOD ENOUGH FOR NEXT TO CLOSING"

A

"Shoe m«

10%

well

droned women and

ALSO TO PROFESSIONALS

S.—Bingham

Beach, South Royalton, Vermont, for a Real Summer's Vacation
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBH

100
t

I

I'll

•how you on Adelo Hat."
A'a from an N. Y. A.

dl»eount to N. V.

WIGHT 45th HTKKKT

Doors Bast of Broadway

ROSE & CURTIS
REPRESENTATIVES

iday,

June

2,

VARIETY

1P22

-

ANOTHER

—

27
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CYCLOHt C&MltiG EAST

#<

ARE YOU PLAYING
HENRY

rihy

A

R. COHEJN"

IRVING PLACE STOCK

life of

shame.

OLYMPIC STOCK

was all right.
The burlesque consisted of two
a specialty by
full stage scenes,
Rosa Rosellia in "one'' between

(Continued from page

7)

perience and training, for the double
scene one and two, and an afterreason that stock girls have been
part. The bits while old and famildrilled in a great variety of steps
worked
and
amused and chorus maneuvers, while the
up
iar were well
the house, which about three-quarregular Wheel girls are familiarized
ters filled on the lower floor.
single show routine. The
Rose worked with a knowledge of with only a
value of this lies in framing Up new
auditors
that
insured
porhis
his
for the first and second week.
shows
tions and had no trouble pulling

Instead of a gram does not make it clear. He
of pace.
wriggler a little stronger than the looks a little like Wilbur Mack, of
last, he reversed the process and vaudeville, and has something of
gave a number to Jessie Rece, a that fine comedian's nonchalance and
simple, sentimental ballad. The con- ease of manner.
To build up the
trast was tremendously effective. singing of the show they booked in
Miss Rece, by the way, is an ex- the Three Syncopators, who do a
tremely pretty girl with a sweet singing specialty in the second act,
voice and a fine high note, and she and generally are scattered through
has the knack of getting over bal- the pieces. Their specialty was an
lads.
She did several later on and onjoyable musical interlude of jazzy
scored every time she took the stage. trios, a solo or two, and for the finish
What could seem stranger than a an operatic medley, but their enburlesque
show that alternated deavors during the rest of the time
shimmy dancers and singers of sen- were palo and inconsequential, as
timental ballads? Take it or leave commonly happens to specialists inRush.
it, they make a tremendously effeccorporated into a show.
tive combination. You'd sicken of a
whole evening of cooch dancers, and
ing of effects in bits.
you'd tire of a whole evening of senAmong the women Kitty Warren timental balladists. This matter is
CO.
made the best impression. She is a worth some study by the burlesque
whirlwind of a singing and dancing producers.
1421-23 Third Ave.
The aggregation has a first-class
soubret.
One of her dances was
NBAR 80th 8TREBT
rather over the line, a loose-hip, straight man at whose identity you
Probably he Is
wriggling affair that approached the have to guess.
Charles
Weston,
although
the
prolimit, but somehow (it's hard to tell
how one gets the sum total of impressions of this kind) it was not
THE NATURAL
offensive.
Besides it was the one
high spot of the kind during the perBOBBED HATH,
formance.
For the Profession
Otherwise the women
Without Cutcomported themselves rather disAmerica's finest designs
creetly.
ting, $10.
No burlesque man needs be told 814* Ear WavM. $5 pair.
for dining room, bedroom,
that the general effect of a show is
Ear Putt. $2 50 pair.
library and living room*
oftentimes a matter of luck.
One

line

"You

NEW YORK

FURNITURE

dirty

song of time.
The current show, billed as ''The
with
"Frankie and Johnnie" as a favor- Morvich Girls," is a splendid burite
among the habitues of the lesque offering. The girls are a good
"Dumps of Long Ago'' (apologies looking lot for this type of performto Bell).
A basement cafe scene ance. The company has two firstdoing
Hunter,
comedians,
served as a background for the bit. class
Rose as a sap who is to be sold the "Wop" for the first part and blackquartet
and
a
second,
place by Joe Cunningham the grift- face for the
•r, wanders in and rescues Pauline of gingery, animated principal womHarer, who is anxious to leave this en. The show perhaps goes a little
further in sprinkling the spice than
anything New York has seen in a
season or so, but under skillful handling it is entirely harmless, and
back of it all there is that priceless
element of genuine entertaining talent which has the cleverness to distinguish spice from smut.
The one is without defense, the
other needs none. There is all the
difference in the world between an
vorite, "Ace in the Hole," a
that used to split first honors

off-color line that is deliberately
shocking, and a tinted line
that has a spontaneous laugh as its
purpose and excuse. This week's
burlesque show is full of blue material, but it is handled by genuine
comedians who probably are honest
in their effort to give a characteristic
burlesque show that shall earn
laughs. Nothing in it could be called
crass, and much in it is really high
class humor.
Hunter has half a dozen splendid
bits and at all times he is distinctive in his style. The blackface bit
at the beginning of the second act
is extremely amusing, and his specialty, which involves some confidential chat with the audience, is thoroughly enjoyable. In the same specialty he turns off an acrobatic
dance that is a gem of smooth and
Always he is the
easy stepping.
quiet worker, and that style is usually the mark of a capable player.
As Hunter stands he is a thoroughly

conscientious striving for effects.
carefully made show may turn
out to be a bloomer, and the careless
one evolve to the surprise of the
producer into a world beater. Here
is a case in which a hurriedly done
stock show has a world of neatly
placed values. One instance will
demonstrate the point.
The first half hour is given over to
pretty blue dialog and some rather

The

—

higher

ALMA NEILSON
AND COMPANY

in

Wynn make-up

for
is a mistake,
individual ability th.it
following
by
gains
loses rather than

Dean

LEW GOLDER

has

P

WMk
.1

(May

29-H1).

Direction:

PAUL ASH

K«(]

MAX

•

or

CREDIT

A

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS

JUST TRYING TO GET ALONG

AM) I.KXTMKK BR IFF CASKS.

ART BOOKBINDING CO.
119 WEST 42d STREET
NEW YORK CITY
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^

WARNING
AND MANAGERS

TO PRODUCERS

11

THE ENJOYER

An idea constructed around a character who aits
commenting upon the performance upon the stage

"IS
I

I

lave

MY OWN AND

Jl

in various parts of the theatre

ORIGINAL IDEA"

Been Informed It Is Being Submitted to Producers by Some One Other Than
Any Infringement Will Be Prosecuted, as CHARACTER WILL BE

Myself.

INCORPORATED

IN

LEW

FIELDS'

NEW REVUE"

WHITE

THE TWELVE MINUTE MAN.
IVi-m.ii

CASH

YOUNG

SPEAKER LEW
Thin

CO.
New York

CHICAGO'S BEST TICKET BROKER

.

lass of offering.

His co-worker is Lew Dean, doing
an eccentric, modeled rather closely
The
in make-up on Ed. Wynn.

"BOHEMIA"
Direction:

i

—

WALTER HAIR GOOD8

729 Sixth Ave., at 42d Street,
• Dept V. Room IS.

extreme dancing by Miss Warren.
While everybody was looking for
something a little stronger, the producer (Matt Kolb is credited with
the staging) worked in a quick

made

dependable burlesque comedian, and
with a lucky break and rifcht direction he ought to have a future in a

change

HOLZWASSER &

man may spend hours and days of
girls fall into the standard toil, long periods of thought and
bum" The
mighty effort to the making of a
much
requiring
without
formations
was a sure laugh getter and used at
training.
Also stock girls are for high-class show. Another (or the
least a dozen times.
content
to remain in same man) may throw a show topart
most
the
The punch of the first part was a
considerable length gether haphazard, without much
dramatic bit of the old sawdust fa- one house for a
The

co.

^rStSSS^W

WHISTLING

IS

Miss Harer and Cun- somebody else. He is a good dancer
and a fairly agreeable singer. In
present company he is rather overshadowed by Hunter. Alone he will
develop. Just for one detail of his
performance, he does an impersonation of Bert Williams singing "Late
Hours."
Ordinarily, when a burlesque comedian announces his intention of doing an Imitation, the
seasoned burlesque fan shrinks back
and prepares for the worst. In this
case Dean's impersonation was interesting. He had a good deal of the
spirit and >-ly!e of Williams, two elements which most imitators miss.
For the rest he was a smooth and
easy worker, never loud or boisterous, and always aiding in the build-

ningham render the song at a table
(Continued from page 7)
scene and wowed the old-timers
The pathetic passages
passed and a tough guy bit fa one present.
pulled a few laughs, but passed on
^Eighteen peppy, .bare -legged chor- the whole. It was hafd for Roue to
making a few accomplish the transition from comisters cavorted about
changes and working willingly at all edy to drama and have them accept
girls are of him seriously.
line
front
The
times
the rest
The last act is a hodge-podpe of
the pony classification, with
to different old bits laid in a department store
running
bunch
of the
denominations and proportions. On" with a «pin sticking piece of busipick-out number led by Joe Rose ness the best laugh getter. Between
wasn't gone after and diedaftcr a acts! Cunningham announced that
amateur nights would start next
couple of encores.
Another diversion was during one Thursday and that Dave Shafkin
numbers.
A
Pennetti's
Margie
from Minsky's National Wintergarof
baby in a stage box stood up and den, Laura Houston, Paul Yale and
shimmied in the spotlight. The in- Clarazora, a dancer, had been enfant was utilized at different posi- gaged for the company.
tions in ad lib dancing and was
A bare-legged hula dancer was
probably the offspring of one of the the added attraction, but failed to
Miss Pennettl invaded startle, probably working under a
principals.
the same box on another occasion strong pull.
Con.
and belted a sleeping patron over
The
the head with a straw hat.
ushers said it was her husband, so it

laughs.

"Why Dear" ete.
ELLa«aELt publishing

writer of "Canadian Capets"

.MELODIOUS FOX TROT SONG

THAT THE WHOLE WEST

FAIR ?

Chicago

IIAI.FFRIN

GRANADA THEATRE,

SAN FRANCISCO

—

VARIETY

Friday, June

2,

192ft

WILLIAMS
*

in

If

44

FULTON THEATRE, NEW YORK, NOW
21, 1921, obtained a permit from the
city for one year, but a license was

WIUBON ROY

J.

OHIO— McLaughlin
In •'Experience."

Roportoiro Co.
Next, "The Hoora-

withheld. At the expiration of the
permit the city council held a spemeeting and ordered the playhouse closed at once. The city is
willing that the Lyceum operate as
a picture house without alterations
but would require compliance with
all features of the building ordinance
if it is to offer stage attractions.
The order to close the theatre
caused consternation and hurried
cial

erantf."

HANNA- Dark.

KEITH'S— Vaudeville.

KEITH'S 10DTH ST.— Vaudeville.
PRISC1LL.A— Lew Kelly Co. and
pictures.

MILES — Lillie

Co.,

Jewell-Faulkner

Whirlwind Trio. Roach and Mc-

Curdy, "Tips and Taps," and pictures.

LUNA PARK— Outdoor

amuse-

ments.

STAR — Stock burlesque.
FILMS— Allen, "Fair Lady";

Still-

man, "Ueyond the Rocks"; Park and
State,
"Smilin
Through';;
"The Primitive Lover"; Alhamhra,
1

Mall,

"Pay Day" and "Mamma's

Affair";

Knickerbocker, "The Man Without
a Country": Standard, "Step On It";
Heights, "The Last Trail"; Monarch,
Believing";
"Seeing's
Square, "Where Is My

Cordon
Wandering

Boy Tonight?"
Betty BIythe
week.

is

here in person this

Brothers -Barnum

Ringling

&

Bailey, June 2-3.
Illness

Mayhew

prevented Stella

from appearing on the Keith Hipp
bill Monday and Burt Gordon and
Gene Ford (on the 105th street bill)

NEW GARRICK— "Sonny." film.
NEW LYRIC—"The Oath," film.
Shop,"

film.

New York

go to

will

in

ment

there

an engageLeona
season.

next

for

who was leading woman for
local company two seasons, has

Powers,
the

THEATRE
TO LEASE
To

cnd

Zelda theatre.

PORTLAND, ORE.
JAME3

By

Better,

PITTSBURGH
By COLEMAN HARRISON
The sale of the former holdings

to Cardinal O'Connell of

Binney and three promoters have

the east.

The Orpheum closed May 24 and
the Baker Stock May 28. All other
Portland theatres remain open during the summer.
Headed by Hoot Gibson and Tom

from

'

I.

New
I

York: Rm. 617.

BROOKLYN

CHICAGO

Wanted At
Prima Donnas,

Time

All

Summer Stock

Soubrcttes,

Singing

Women

Trios,

Can Always Use Experienced Burlesque People
ADDRESS

CHAS. H. WALDRON
WALDRON'S CASINO, BOSTON, MASS.

i—

I

Flushing 91

HOTEL

SILL'S

Phones (Flu shing 3880- J

O

N. Y.

It

N

the Direct

and quickly

can be

TRACK,

secure tome absolutely

NEW YORK

Five minutes' walk from Murray Hill Station, Flushing, L.

TO ALL SINGING ACTS
to

I.MILLER

THIRTY MINUTES BY MOTOR FROM COLUMBUS CIRCLE

PRE-PUBLICATION ANNOUNCEMENT

oHer you an opportunity

The Caprice

Quartettes, Producers, Chorus Girls, Etc.

WIENER

ARTHUR SINCLAIR
Buffalo,

individuality.

AGENTS WANTED

New York

Comedians,

prlrea that will suit.
Introducing a
few mills' product to the public.
Quality, Value and Style, the first consideration. Your satisfaction our only
advertisement. You will call again.
R. J.

Restricted material
order.
Written
Visiting artists write for appointonly.
ment. Good scripts always on hand.
l

likable touch of

$10

to

no*

in style gives
to the Caprice a

Dills

Curtis Gallagher, aged 27, was
lodged In jail here charged with
vagrancy. He Is suspected of pickpocketing at the circus here last
week.

invited to buy your Hilk hose
our distributing quarters at

303 Fifth Ave.,
II.IIMI

Too

A dainty whim

has given \ift high
school teaching here to return to
the stage. He I» directing the dramatic stock at Spokane.
Billy

Af ills' Product

f

Address the Owner, care of
Theatre

Quality,

Mix. a bunch of Los Angeles movie
cowboys will participate in the
Pendleton, Ore., roundup in August.

You are

of

Acts, Skits and Sketches

Corvellis.

27, and will take a brief
vacation and % then invade

Burlesque People for
LADIES! HOSIERY!

automobiles
all carnivals
of

May

summer

and depart

•very year.

at

of

off

A package of old clothing or
household articles formed the basis
of admission to the Liberty, May 27,
to the picture, "Trouble," starring
All goods were
Jackie Coogan.
turned over to the poor.

wf

town theatre having car service at the Majestic's roof collapse, only
five have remained dark. The other
itreet level. Ten minutes to North 11, all acting on the advice of the
director of public safety, made varior South Terminal Stations, where

We

closed

raffling

held here.
So far the number
cars for the season total 15.

DR. FOX'S

the J J. F. Keith estate in the heart
of Fifth avenue here ends all guessing as to the probability of Harry
Davis being supplanted here for
many years to come as the Keith

future stronghold.
more years.
Only downOf 16 houses closed as a result

Ore.,

of

BOSTON, MASS.

60.000,000 persons arrive

The

has been the feature of

FOR THAT HEALTHY OUTDOOR GLOW
sky laws for $100,000 on his good
will and five scenarios, Josh Binney,
who claims to have founded and
pioneered Mack SermeU, is atRouge Permanent
tempting to produce super feature
A vegetable extract that cannot harrn
comedies without experienced movie
complexion. A little on your cheek*"
actors or technical men.
He has the
will last the whole day.
ca j
produced one comedy nnd has been «UY A JAR TODAY.
Price,
three months talking about another. Shapfleld
Industries, 1133 Broadway

secured plenty of newspaper space
in Oregon papers, and the yarns
would do credit to a Los Angeles
press agent on pay day.
It looks
as if these air castle builders are

Boston by
A. Paul Keith, there were insistent
rumors that the Keith interests were
counting on the structure as their

1,857.

"Follies."

«

Though the proprepresentative.
erty had been left several years ago

lease for one or

cabaret last week, the only one in
the populous East Liberty district.
entertainer is Ted Reilly
of New York, who was advertised
as an assistant to Zeigfeld in the

The leading

Q. KELLEY
cleaner uad more representative pictures was the plea set
Two Duluth theatrical men have forth In a document to be sent Will
entered the political arena. James H. Hays and signed at the recent
Mulhern, of the Orpheum staff, has meeting of the National Motion Picture League of Portland by its
tate { iB
h race f J th
»**«•. subject to the June primaries, members, comprising local ministers, school teachers and reformers.
Lyric
the
an(J Walter Jo hnson, of
Both
staff, is after the sheriff's job.
campaign.
Although rumors and. announceactive
are putting up an
ments have it that Portland is to
William Vance, former representa- bo a film production center, there is
tive of Finkelstein & Ruben, in DuV no possibility of it.
luth, and now head of the Vance
Amusement Co. in the Copper coun- ^-Incorporation under Oregon's blue

Arlington Theatre,

Seating capacity

The Motor Square Hotel opened a

been engaged to take Miss Collins'
Miss Powers closed a seaplace.
son's engagement with the Baker
Stock of Portland, Ore., May 27.

Whether a steel curtain is preferable to asbestos as a tire preventative medium will be threshed out in
court here June 3, when the jcity of
ll nt
ey
Duluth and h
• Lyceum
SJI:.«
i
present
the
operators
rs of fi
arguments. The city ordered the
Lyceum closed last week and the
thoatre operators obtained a temporary injunction which permits them
to operate until June 3, when final
arguments will be presented.
The city charges that the theatre
has not complied w^th the require- try, was in Duluth Saturday and was
ments of the building ordinance, inducted into Aad temple, A. F. and
chiefly in not providing a steel curA. M. Mr. Vance is operating a
tain, which entails an expenditure of chain
with
theatres
of
picture
The theatre management Thomas Furniss, former Duluth the*
$6,000.
maintains that its asbestos curtain atre owner.
curtain.
is preferable to a steel
The theatre, which was reopened
Gustave Jackson, violinist, former
director of the New Lynic orchestra,
has organized a new orchestra and
will be in charge of the music at the

™^SV

They

season.

Collins, picture star, who has
taking a course in acting as

leading woman for the Orpheum
Players, will close here June 3. She

"The Hottentot."

J

organized for social get -together of
professionals.
A weekly series of
dances and entertainments is being
arranged.

.

been

Beauty

of

Sam Kendis, brother of the song- offices are still -maintained in this
"Greenwich Village
open Thursday with writer, James Kendis, is manager of city.
•
Cancellations the Aldlne, Felt Bros.'s pop vaudebegan to come in, and out-of-town ville house here, which is making
Two
reputable concerns are Kiser
orders dropped off. The injunction good in the same stand where the and Bruce.
Kiser Film Co; has
Shubert vaudeville failed. The Al- completed building a large studio,
saved the day.
Owing to the uncertainty as to dine presents, perhaps, the sole solu- said to be the best north of Los
what the court will do June 3 the tion to the success of that house, Angeles, and are at w6Tk, on ten
Lyceum has announced that the which has to contend with bad loca- two-reel scenic comedies for Pathe.
engagement of the "Passing Show," tion. The house has been prosper- Bruce is shooting over on the coast
June 15. has been cancelled. Sev- ing since Kendis has been at the with a company of ten and .has
eral other big road attractions have helm.
completed two pictures of a series
been booked for later dates.
The head of a New York film ex- of six for Educational.
Edmund Breese as guest star of change has asked local authorities
L. W. Lewis and the American
the Orpheum Players closed a very to assist in locating a Pittsburgher Lifeograph
Companies, that have
successful engagement Saturday in who insists on sending amateurish
successively produced in Portland,
•The Lion and the Mouse." The the- scenarios in large quantities without
remain
inactive
and do not contematre did a heavy business all week, revealing his identity.
plate doing anything before Sepwith many being turned away the
*
tember.
m
latter half. This establishes the star
Jake Lieberman. who managed the
Martha Academy, stock burlesque, for the
stock system in Duluth.
Kolb
Dill
in
"Give
and
Take"
and
Hedman will come June 25 in "The past several seasons, is now in did greater business in the
oneBoomerang," and Robert Edeson «in charge at Black's Pala Royale,
July in "Fine Feathers." Each for where a small revue is atracting night stands in Oregon and at Portland than any other road show this
goodly patronage.
a week.

DULUTH

LYCEUM— "The

great

a heavy advance sale.

May

By JAMES WATT8
ORPHEUM— Orpheum Players

the

In

action, as the
Follies" was to

substituted.

'

A fine of $25 was the outcome of
Ejb Spooner's clipping off the ear
a trained vaudeville monkey for
The Premium Pictures Corpora- revenge when the monkey bit him.
Mildred Harris sent a letter to the tion organized and capitalized at
District attorney here pleading for $500,000 in this city was to have
The local T. M. A.'s carnival
the release of Virgil Bennett, a produced pictures here, according here May 22-27 was a financial held
sucnegro, who was arrested as the thief to T. J. Flemming, president of the cess.
she
necklace
when
who stole her
company. They have changed their
played here three weeks ago. Miss plans to produce in Los Angeles.
Rube Shaw has opened a bookh.g
Harrki explained that in her belief They are making five-reel western
the necklace was not stolen, but that pot boilers starring Russell Simp- office.
she must have lost it.
son and Molly Malone. and have
The Cinema Art Club has been
completed four productions. Head

under the present operators June ous Improvements to meet require- just another ripple
ments generally and were again al- crime wave.
lowed to open.

CLEVELAND
By

Road

of the North Shore of

accessible

reached on the

from the Heart of

way

the

to

Douglass Manor, Bayside,

I.

R. R.

Broadway and
Flushing,

Long

New

13th Street
1_. I.

Island,

York.

BELMONT RACE

Little

Neck, Great Neck,

Sands Point, Plandome, Manhasset, Port Washington, Roslyn,

(

NEW UNPUBLISHED SONG MATERIAL

Sea

and identify yourself with the tntroduct.on of one of the many good
If you have room iA'
long numbers we are in a pos't.on to offer you
your act for one or more good numbers, visit our professional department at once, as we are prepared to supply songs that will fit moat
any occasion. Out-of-town acts may either write or phone their requirements to our professional manager and ** will ma. copes of

Cliff,

Oyster Bay and

all

the

beautiful

suburbs along the

Sound.

PRIVATE DINING ROOMS FOR MOTOR PARTIES

I

songs su it ab le.
»-

KNICKERBOCKER HARMONY STUDIOS

Kr* it k
-,.;

\

l«rwd», I'nif. M«e!
v, rit,

««r,„.

v

Where

Hospitality

Welcomes

and Good Food prepared by an
Experienced Chef is the Standard

AN OLD VILLAGE

HOSTLERY

Newly Furnished Rooms

fof|

Bachelors Only.
Special Rates for Season*

Friday, June

VARIETY

i9£2

2.
r

I

I

I

29

.I

•

«,»--,

ROSE

With

and

TED DONER

NEXT WEEK (JUNE 5)— KEITH'S ORPHEUM, BROOKLYN
EDDIE FITZGERALD at Piano
%

LETTERS
When aending for mall to
VARIETY addreae Mall Clerk
CIRCULAR LETTERS
HOT BE ADVERTISED.
LETTERS ADVERTISED 5K
OICE ISSUE ONLY.

Earl Billie

Mack Gill
Mason Edgar

Frnnccs Porls

Melvin Bert

Fox Eddie "Bozo"

MarcHl Pot

Mm

Glan2man Sam

or
POSTCARDS. ADVERTISING
WILL

Murphy Gene

Newman

Garrison Sisters

A

Gellie

Gorman Eugene F
Good Bruce R
Gallagher Ed F

Polly

Toole Patricia

Parry Rhod.

Chas
Helmont Mania
Blackston Magic'na
Ball

Cecil

Hagan Fred C

Jordan Gladys

Holland Eugene
Hammond Jack

Rob.nsun

La France Fred

Hollingftworth

Ppaul

LnMignon

Mildred

Mi Bride Carl

Cole Ruth
Corbett John

McGure

Geo
DeHaven Milo
Xverdean Adelaide
Jorrest

Mat tie

B

Frawley C
jrriedman

FetrofTa Animals
1'iland Juliaa
Phillips Golf

Lew

Lew

Reeae

I

l!
|i*

Haines Char

Hildtr

Raujlal!

...

Singer Adolph

Smith Jim
1

P

WilkaRuth

Kami T

Williams H
Wilson Billy
Winters Jackie
Woods Marion

Harlow Beatrice
Haskell Jack
Bines Phoebe
Bird Russell

Woods

Hoffman Pave

Mae

Underwood A

Car us

Milllo

W

Inasmuch as no announcements
of Shea's Court Street

Emma

Borman Evelyn
Barclay Jack

Day George

Players in "The Pigeon."

MARYLAND— Vaudeville.
GARDEN— Pop vaudeville. —
LOEW'S HIPPODROME

CENTURY— "Is
NK\V — "The

So/id

ALBOLENE
and Prevent Make-up
Poisoning
Remove your make-up with McKesson

A Robbins

Solid Albolene.

the grease paint instantly.
lutely free

Cuts

Abso-

from water.

The same splendid and dependable
product you use to buy back In 1914
At

all

druggists

it

is

and supply uteres

generally

R

played

its

num May

capacity.

Kingling-Bar-

30-31.

Charles Bowe, for many years
a connected with the Olympic inter-

Matrimony

now managing

the Frontier
one of the General string of neighborhood houses.
ests, is

Glorious Fool."

V O L I— "Jackie

Circus
annual Buffalo date Mon-

day to excellent business. Matinee
crowd showed strong, with evening
going to

PARKWAY — "Faseination."
I

Hagenbeek -Wallace

The

Top

Failure?"

Old-Time

for next

believed that Saturday will mark
the closing of the house for the

BALTIMORE
By ROBERT F. SI8K
NEW LYCEUM—George Marshall
vaudeville.

the

bill

week have been forthcoming
Wyse Ross

ia

Coogan

in

for act*,
To rrnt by hour or day
productions or dancing.
1
Al
Mho MiitaWe a* h ftgSJ&jg**
STREET
145 Wr>T 43.1

*

Off llrnadway

I*!"'™*

Kr>ant

MACK TALKS:
little,

M

. •»

No. 85

By

EDDIE MACK can

VAL

CHESTER

B.

program

months' have of absence,
made imperative by failing health.

three

During

absence R. O. Weinberg
Mr. Weinberg bads

ins

charge*

in

is

from Buffalo.

VANCOUVER,
By H.

Monday
impression
The
night was generally favorable, although in some respects the Compart} will stand Improvement.
lie Ailam«j, leading man. h.ol

Les-

little

the real burden failing upon

P.

B. C.

NEWBERRY

ORPHEUM

-Vancouver Player*
Madame." Last week,

"Enter

in

"Naughty

Business conRichard Frazier reafter absence of

Wif*>."

tinues

good.

turned

to

company

several weeks.
I

A NT AGES— Vaudeville.

TKMI'LKTON
ver's

The Park, Utica, embroiled In a
series of financial misfortunes in recent years, has been attached by a
warrant issued by County Judge
Hazard in the action of the Gold-

HALI-— Vaucou-

Theatre Players, who
first
appearance this
their
presented
one-act

Little
their

season,
plays 25-26-27.
Pictures.
Pictures.

ROYAL—
COLUMBIA—
EMPRESS

—

v

starred in a special produc-

will be
tion.

also.

—

I

and

fit

them

in

Ge<

tall

The

if

year Limerick)

1582-1584 Broadway

722-724 Seventh Ave.

©&p. Strand Theatre

Opp. Columbia Theatre

I

Players will likely return this fall
from Orphetim.
Dark. No road attrac-

AVENUE—

tions listed.

ALLEN-

"Turn to the Right,Brothers Amusement Co., Rex Ingram production. »
against Utica Theatres, Inc., schedFilms: Capitol, Dominion, Globe,
uled for trial at the September trial Rex, Maple Leaf,
Colunial and
term. The Goldstein firm has been Broadway.
operating the Park since 1918 for the
Utica Theatres, Inc., owners. Alfred
S. Black of Boston, interested in the
Piedmont Motion Picture Corporation, is the chief stockholder in the
34th Street
Utica corporation, although the
Goldsteins also own stock in it. In
the Goldsteins complaint there are
A.
Inc.
thirty-one
items
claimed,
the
amount sought standing at $25,219.08.
Loans are featured. It had
been reported for some time that
the Park was destined to pass to the
Frank Em psall- Charles S«sonske
Interests of Watertown, but the deal
is off, at bast until the completion

On

RATKOWSKY,

THOMPSON'S
ALL MODERN ONVENIENf
Ol

l.

SUMMER
FURS
One of the oldest
furrier! in tho city.

established
For years,
love smart furs have
come to us. Because we are really
wholesalers selling at retail, you
are sure to find here the most extensive collection, the most
wanted pelts in the most popular
styles, always at tremendous
savings.

women who

M

I «

I

Al.
I

niHC'Ot'NT
IK)

I

TO TUB

KSSION.

U IM Kit PUR! STOItlll.
REPAIRED and REMODELLED

AND FISHING

MAINE

BOTE AND CAMPS

EH IN HOTEL OR IN OI'R PRIVATE CAMP8.
«
IDEALLY LOCATED IN THE SALMON KIMHNO DELT ON
IIEAI TIEIJI. HEIIAOO LAKE.
TARES IS THE REST THE MAKRETS AND LOCAL FARMER8 CAN SUTLT,

SPFXIAL RATES DURING JUNE
Address: R. P. THOMPSON, NAPLES, MAINE
We Rafeff te HARNEY DREAR!), Producer off -rolllea off tha Daj"
US UEST 4^111 STREET. NEW YORR MTV.
Illft RAMP ADJOIN* OCTRS.

Mail

AXKmE i Y

every week

all.

ERNIE STANTON <
New Ycrk

i

Emprfs

Dark.

stein

BAHN

heei to chin,

Mess' Broadway,

(Send

Rder;*r L. Weill, long the manager
of the strand i films) here, is on a

Paid For."

IN

rage," by the
a^ the opening Of the summer stock.
The players are pew to Syracuse,
Coming Here from Mount Vernon.
where they have played for two sea-

do

shows played.

thick or thin,

wrong from

Short and stout, or lean and

AsU

the
tho

llagenback- Wallace

FINEST FOOD

week. "The MiW NOTING— All
Westchester Player!

to

ail

The

1

The Billy Alien musical comedy
troupe opened an engagement at tho
Avon, Watertown, this week. Film

son!.

Big or

I

of Education Ctoeed all
schools ther* last w»'«'k when

Board

Alterations have been completed
"Trouble."
at the Criterion and the house is
for occupancy in the early
ready
Incidentally, Ruth Budd and Karyl
No announcement of the new
Norman are on the same bill. Tlu ir fall.
policy
has
y< t been made, but it is
engagement was reported as having said second-string burlesque will be
been broken last week.
current. Local rentals are being so- of the suit.
for the sumrn* r.
The bill at the Maryland next licited
"William Delaney, Keith booking
week will be one selected by popular
Lazarus, exploitation man agent, dropped into Binghamton last
Jeffry
vote. For the past month ballots for First National, put over a fast
week
and signed the Kiwanis Quarwas
Steel
have been taken, and John
one on the trusting official! of Ni- tet of that city for a ten weeks'
the leader. He has been secured to agara Falls last Week in connection
vaudeville
trip.
StanThe personnel of
headline the bill, with Aileen
will with the "Smilin' Through" publicity the quartet is drafted from the sololey, who was here last week,
been burning ists of Binghamton churches. T.;.*t
which
has
campaign
SisLightner
return again, and the
up Western New York. Lazarus ob- week the quartet was singing at the
ters and Newton Alexander will tained permission from the authorcomplete the trio of headliners. A ities to paint 8cv« ral slogans conyear ago, when Steel appeared here taining the name of the picture on
Guerrini A. Co
reto top a "request" bill, he was
Tbt Leading an#
the pavements of the principal thortained a second week, and packed oughfares.
Larseif
It was ordered, howSince
ACCOHOION
the house at each performance.
done
In
he
lettering
the
that
ever,
FACTORY
his appearance here in the "Follies
in tn« United States
that it might be easso
whitewash,
fallen
has
J'li*
only
two years ago Baltimore
•< turj
Inasmuch as the
ily obliterated.
if.it
irakra any act
hard for his voice.
picture was showing an entire week
Of flee da — mad* to
hand.
degree of pcrmananey was elesome
277-279 Columbai
The George Marshall Players have- sirable. Some one dumped glue into
Avtnu«
begun their sixth week in Baltimore the whitewash bucket and the city
8«a Franctic*. Cat
that
Pigeon,"
"The
by producing
officials are s'iil trying to scrub the
play of ups and downs which \\ in- lettering off the pavements.

REHEARSAL HALL

Shape

(

Ithaca appreciates a firm*.

made

SYRACUSE,"^. Y.

EDDIE

Strand, Pinghnmton, for a local enDelaney, after hearing
gageraent.
tlum, Bigucd them for the Keith
time,

The summer season of musical and
operatic stock that will be offered at
the Bastable will be sponsored by
the Professional Players, Inc., an
organization formed by Syracuse
professionals and society leaders.
The incorporators Include Lucia L.
Knowles, Mrs. Gard Foster, Mrs.
Olive V. S hiller. R. It. Edwards and
Stephen Bastable. The Bastable will
open the season June i!6, jt is
planned.

summer.

Dance Flashes
De Haven A Milo
Davenport Paul
De Lane Dale

Use

RIVOLI— "Bought and

dict Of %'ilh

W

Stevens Millie

Miss

Brasche Louis
Bonnet Renee
Barnes Stuart

BUFFALO

3

l.f-u

La Ptrnw

J

night."

Cliff

Viola

Chief Little Elk

l.iin.

A'ntenore

Babe

& Taylor
E E

Direction

ROBB1NS-ECKEL—
SAVOY— "Other Women's Clothes."

before.

Tremmell M'.nnie
Trainor Jack
Thompson & Berri
Tips A Taps

NEW YORK
HARRY WEBER

RIVERSIDE,

The Peeeroft Film Co. of New
York has found a now Jackie Coogan in tho person of Ira Kaplan of
"After Mid- Utica, and the three-year-old Uilcan

The Victoria this week won a verin the Supreme Court
against the New Amsterdam Casualty Co. for burglary insurance
Verobell B C Mme
arising out of the robbery of that
VanAlstyne A C Its theatre October 13. 1921. when $867
Khaym
Kiaii Richard
Vert Hazel
was taken from the safe. The inKessie Herman
surance company contended that the
Werner Elsie
policy called for a watchmnn at the
Wayne Clifford
La France Billy
theatre at cill times, except when
Weston Billy
Lloyd Loia
Waatika & L" study the house Was or en, and that as thfc
Wallace Jtaa
Miller Viola
burglary occurred at 9 o'cloek a. m..
Walczak Tony
Murdock Japla
when no watchman was on duty, the
Warren B
Murray & Popoka
policy was \m<i. The theatre company took the position that the polBAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
icy was in force, as the hou^e \\u.s
open for business at the time.
Iforrell Frank
Bunting Bunny
Carney

CHICAGO OFFICE

Alexander

Sheppard Pick

Jordan Josephine

Holtz

Ander

E

tverson Fritzle

l

Gates Chan
fledney Billy
Gilbert Billy

W

Schuyler Elise
Stone Georgie

Kennedy Molly
Keane Porls
Kuehn K A

Nolan Mildred
Nonette Miss

Edmonds Fanchon

Miss

Shermon Dorothy

Jackson
Johnson

J
Melnotte Coral
Mercer Vera

Bill

E M

Swoarengcn

John.«on

Mayer C

Pel Court

Amy

Mrs
Bichuid

May

Peagon Larry

JTorrest

W

E M

Hendrlckaon Jas
Howard Julius Mrs
Irish

Billy

Mclntyre
Mansfield

Dale Jack
Dal ton Marion

Riley Joe
Rose Bail

Ifenlere llerschel

Lancaster Dick

Carlton II

a

T V

Hetzel Minnie

A Eugene

Jennotte

* Oz

Purcell

lloyt Francis

Armin Walter

Wm

Phillips Ji yn

Georgalic Trio

Howard Joe

Alberts Nat
Albright Robt

?jjv

throp Amos selected in 1911 to open Lillian Desmond, the lending woman,
The
his Little theatre.
Although they in the Florence Heed role.
have been doing high comedy, such company's best bet, judged from the
as "Wedding Belli," "A Successful showing In "The Mirage," is Susan
Calamity," "Our Little Wife," and Scott, who was an emphatic personal
have also Included a thriller, ''The hit. Edward Pawley, Nellie Dewey
Ouija Board," this is their first at- and Frank Day are three others who
tempt at a serious play. Since Mar- will-have no trouble here. Virginia
got Kelly and her glorious red hair Duncan, character woman, Is not up
left tho cast Elizabeth Rlsdon has to the standard that Syracuse Stock
been secured, and her performance has offered in the past. J. Dallas
of Mrs. Megan In the "Pigeon" was Hammond is another weak link.
acclaimed by J. O. I* of the "Even- Lawrence O'Brien, character man. is
ing Sun" as a piece of acting as fine only fair. Harry Jackson, stage dias anything seen here this winter. rector, who also plays parts, is very
Of the entire cast she was probably satisfactory. Laurel Love and Irlne
the only one who measured up to the O'Brien round out the cast. Next
requirements of the play, yet all In week, "The Copperhead."
all, it was a marked advance for a
TEMPLE— Vaudeville.
repertoire, and Baltimore filled the
STRAND— "Penrod." all the week.
theatre as it has never been tilled
EMPIRE— "Doubling for Romeo."

Mel Tarn Laily

Gardner A Aubrey
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THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

'*

Leonard Hicks,

ND

GRANT

LORRAINE

CHICAGO

DouMn

week
week

R!n*le without l»»tli. 910.50 p«r
Single with bath.
f 14.00 per

OFFER SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

l>oul>le

with hath. $17.50 and 911.00 per week
without Imth.
f 14.00 per weak

— Bryant

Phone; Long-acre 9444

HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS

300

£UL DUO DINGH EQlTirpKD WITH NTK AM IIKAT AND
West 45tb Sfc.
Phone Lonsncre 95G0

911 to 941

mtTANT

Thn-e

ottcM.

room* have
965.00

fall-tiled

355

phone.

Phone Bryant 6131
One, three and four apartment*
with kitrhcnrttcH. private huth and
telephone. I u usual luni»«.!iiiig». room

minM-mrnls

a (ford* the lit moat priAll nifrht hall attendant.
Uatc* 916.00 up Weekly.

Directly off

Times Square.

Un-

Bate*. 916.00 np weekly.

Seen Evenings.

lie

cALPIN
HOTEL
AHFI PHIA

8 -Story, Fireproof.
ChestnutpUY I
rrill^i\EJCsiasTEs\M\^%pyionB in Every Room.
Street*
WIRE FOR RESERVATIONS

and

te H>« Heart of Theatre and Shopping District.

Recently Op»*flS; BenutifsJIy FuriHihw)

BPECIAL RATES TO PEKFOUMKRS—BOOMS WITH TWIN BKD8.

READ AND SAVE 4

1

Schirmer, one

O.

classical publishers,
P. P. A. last week.

Edna Gladstone,

of the oldest
joined the

M

formerly

with

THEATRICAL

ROOMS NEWLY RENOVATED.
>

Now

acaneies

Open.

40th St.—Off B'way
Phone: BRYANT 1477-9

W.

Florida

MRS.

E.

Country Cottage

DOTTORY,

Tol. Dongnai Hill

FURNISHED ROOMS TO LET IN HIGH CLASS, MODERN BUILDING

5?I

Room* with hot and cold r una lot; water, housekeeping privilege*.
gas. electricity, maid service, aad linen Included; telephone, bath,
kitchen on every floor for your convenience.
Situated 50 feet from Central Park Woat; IS minute* from booking
office*, next 8th Ave. surface cars, 9 minute* from Cth aad tth Ave.

NEW YORK

CITT. N. 1.
from the It. H. or city car

PRINCETON
MRS.

T. O.

FURNISHED

APARTMENTS

STIFTER, Prop.

2 -3 -room
apartments, also singl* and
double rooms, $7 to $20; complete housekeeping; nicely furnished; bath, telephone, hot water; cool and comfortable.

CITY

ROOMS, $10.50 PER WEEK

THE AMERICAN
(OPPOSITE N.
100 Furnished

water and

V. A.)

—Running

Rooms

all

conveniences,

Telephone

BRYANT

NEWS OF THE

Paul Gordon has succeeded Courtenay Foote in the leading male role
of "The Rubicon." Estelle Winwood
will replace Violet Homing in leading feminine role next week.

The Metro Music Co. has accept.
ed two new numbers.
One is by
Sam Erlich and Hampton Durand
while the second is by Miller and
Rock. Joe Hollander is now with
the firm in the professional depart*
ment.
Henry Miller presented "La Tendresse," by Henri Bataille. with a
cast including Blanche Rates, Ruth
Chatterton, Bruce

$4 and up.

TBRINO to the PROFESSION ONLY
MRS. I. LUBIN, Prop.
T*
MRS. J. RAMSY, Mgr.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE ARTIST
Room and Hoard at City Price

"L" Stations.

9950-1

SPECIAL RATES TO PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE

Prop.

969-W

Railroad Avenue

GRANT

S4 feet

SINGLE ROOM, $6 WEEKLY
FRONT SUITES S14 WEEKLY
DOUBLE ROOM, $7.50 UP, 5-ROOM APARTMENT, $25 WEEKLY
OFFICE ON PREMISES UNDER SUPERVISION OF OWNER
14 WEST 101st ST., N. Y. CITY
Phone RIVERSIDE 5026

Florence Reed has "The Divine
Crook" after a two weeks* tryout.

38th Street and Broadway

Manager

!

HOME FOR PERFORMERS

Reported Mildred Harris is engaged
Byron C. Munson, a film actor.

to

HOTEL NORMANDIE

H»T)EL
DOUGLAS
BEN DWORETT,
\lhConvenience*.

—
Phj>ae»: Bryant

GKOKGK UlEGEl* Mgr

B1K.S

Strictly Professional.

Fred Fisher has brought suit
against the Connorized Music Co.,
roll manufacturers, for $1,004
royalties, due but not paid for the
privilege of reproducing and selling
Fisher publications. The action is
filed in the Third District Municipal
Court.
"Hollywood" is the title of a new
waltz song with lyrics by Tom.
Jones and music by Charles Fritsche.

One Block Went of Broadway
Between 46th and 47th Street*
Three. Four and Flve-Itoom High-Clnae Furnished Apartment* 919 Up

207
}

Bob Schafer is touring the Loew
houses with a "plug" act in the interests of the Sid Calne music firm.

Inc.,

EIGHTH AVENUE

754-756

Each Building.

Office in

I

10th

W. 48th Street
2310 LONGACRH

312

CIRCLD

THE ADELAIDE

All night hall at-

tendant.

—

Apartments Can

HENRI COURT

61st Street

ELEVATOR

Address All Communications to II. CI-AMAN,
Yamlis Court, 311 West 43d Streel, New York.

Principal Oflloe

W.

usual furnlAhlng*, room arrr.njrrinrnt affords every privary.

ning.

AIRY.

Fireproof baildlrg* of the newest type, having every device and convenience.
Apartment* are beautifully arranged, und consist of 2, 9 and 4 room*, with kitchen
and kitchenette, tiled bath and phone.
917.00 Up Weekly.
Addreas all communication* to Charles Tenenbanm, Irvlngton Hall.

with kitchenette*, private hath* and tele-

THE DUPLEX

CLEAN AND

IRVINGTON HALL

7019

One, three and four room apartment*

830 West 43d Street

vacy.

UGHTS

9440

np Monthly.

Joe McKiernan, songwriter, last
week belatedly announced his mar.
riage last September to Olga Man-

NEW YORK

241-247/WB8T 43d 8TBXKT

type elemlor, flrcproof lialldIn*. One, two aad three room.; builtin bath* with shtmcr.H, Tilct! kitchenkitchen.
#184)0 up Weekly.

KI.KCTllIC

J. Frank Hatch, picture producer
living la Newark. N. J., Is being aued
for $100,000 for breach of promise.

CITY
323-325 West 43rd Street
Jack Mills, is now assistant to Phil
Private Bath, 3-4 Rooma, Catering to the co fort nnd convenience of Ponce of the Ponce Music Co.
the profession.
Steam Heat and IE lee trie Light - • • 90,50 Up
.Fradkin. the violinist, has been
signed as an exclusive artist by the
Brunswick Co.

YANDI8 COURT

HILDONA COURT

professional staff.

FURNISHED

APARTMENTS

COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING.

:.'

nor > loo and cleanliness.

Ceo. P. Schneider, Prop.

4293

THE BERTHA

of Economical Folks)
(Of the
rnfler the direct AtiperviHlon of the owner*. Located In the heart ofthe olty. Ju»t
theatre*, deportment otores,
principal
offices,
nil
booking
Itroadwmy,
rlone
to
WT
traction line*. "L" road ami subway.
.
i\.
...
fnrnlahed annrtwonts opcclnlniWo ar« the larireat aaaintalnera of honnckeepln*
tne tn theatrical folks. We are on the ground daily. Thio nlouo insure* proonpt

Better Kind— Within Mesne

one of Paul Whi toman's orchestras
as pianist.
Following a western
tour he will return to the Mills

Hotels

Operating

1822
»22

2,

6882-0261

self, in

McRae and

San Francisco May

him-

30.

Pedro de Cordoba has been added
"The Rivals."

to the cast of

Mitzi having completed a tour of

DAILIES

39

weeks

in

"Lady

Billy," will sail

(Continued from page 22)
for Budapest accompanied by Frieda
ter Garden cleaned out so that It Hempel, June 3, to visit her mother
can be used by the members of and sisters. Upon her return she

"Make

It

Snappy" between the af-

will

make a

tour of the coast houses

September, returning to New
in February to begin rehearsals
in a new play written by Zelda
The
Motion
Picture
Directors'
I
Association,
Sears
and Harold Levey.
American
Dramatists,
44th St. NCW Y ork city Screen Writers' Guild, Actors'
254
Bet Broadway an<1 8th Are.
31 West 71st St.
Equity Association, Stage Mechan''Heads I Win" has been postponed
ics, Motion Picture Operators, Guild until June 2, opening at the Earl
CITY the Temple, having
played at the of Free Lance Artists, American Carroll, New York.
Columbus 9780
Lyceum in other years. Florence Federation of Music and Cinema
"Makers of Light" will close at
Kldredge heads the company for the Camera Club have agreed to coFOURTEEN FLOORS OF SUNSHINE
operate in seeking the appeal of the the Neighborhood Playhouse June 11.
third year.
single rooms with shower, sis.eo weekly and up.
present censorship laws and prevent
DOUBLE. WITH TUB BATH AND SHOWER, fl7.50 WEEKLY AND UP.
passage of new ones.
SUITES, WITH PRIVATE BATH, 929.00 WEEKLY, AND UP.
Sea Breeze Park opened on Sunday with a number of new attracSPECIAL RATES AND ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE PROFESSION
Fanny Ward was robbed of sevtions.
Since the city took over On- eral thousand dollars' worth of
new
tario Beach Park a few years ago gowns
Phone LONGACRE 3333
that she left in a taxicab in
Phone: Columbus 2973-4 1473
^for a bathing beach Sea Breeze has
Paris last week.
had practically a monopoly on the
Furnished Apartments
amusement park business in this
AND ROOMS
Maurice E. Swerdlow, until resection.
1—2—3 ROOM APARTMENTS
cently with Jack Mills, has joined
ternoon and evening performances. in

York

W.

NEW YORK

HOTEL JOYCE
SOL R APTS.

33 West 65th
2,

I

St.,

New York

919

City

aad 9 rooms. Complete housekeepPhone in every apartment.

TO

919

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
310 WEST 48th ST- N. Y. CITY

ing.

MRS. RILET. Prop.

les of Gold," Washington; "North of
the Rio Grande," Broad way -Strand.

DETROIT

Tom

By JACOB SMITH
John H. Ku risky Announces he

ready to dispose of all of his neighborhood theatres— that hereafter he
oonfine himself entirely to the
operation of the Adams, Madison
and Capitol theatres— all biff first-

the past year has been laying the
foundations of his system of music
study known as the rhythmic method at the Eastman School of Music,
has agreed to return in the fall.

Artists in Michigan.

By

L. B.

N. Y*
SKEFFINGTON

LYCEUM—The

Chicago,

May

31.

Following the economy policy of
the Western Vaudeville Managers'
Association,
Willie
Bergcr and

ROCHESTER,

-will

Henry

Lyceum Players

Mr. Kun- in "Oh Boy."

The Stai

For The Boudoir

BERGER AND SHAPIRO OUT

representative for the United

cial
is

Ealand has resigned as spe-

Dr. Yorke Trotter, principal of the
London Academy of Music, who for

Shapiro,

bookers,

STEINS MAKEUP
Booklet Upon Ri

severed

STEIN COSMETIC CO

their connection with the organization this week.
Berger has for three years been
Sam Kahl's principal assistant and

4^30 BROOME SI

run downtown theatres.
cky was one of the first exhibitors to
TEMPLE— Manhattan Players in
build up a circuit of theatres taking "My Lady's Dress,"
Shapirp has had a book.
in the outlying sections, but finds
FAY'S— Six Stellas, Al Stryker,
downtown
his
that it conflicts with
Murray and Irwin, Mann and Dean,
operations.
Morey. Senna and Dean, Allen and
Moore,
Larceny,"
"Grand
film
The only dramatic shows in town feature.
Majestic
the
at
stock
are
week
this
and the Garrick. All of the vaudeThe Manhattan Players begin
ville houses are still open except the their tenth season in Rochester at
Orpheura. There is a likelihood that the Temple this week, the first at
few small desirable

—

TIMES SQUARE

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

OFFICES

A

the Miles will close part of the summer to permit of important alterations to the interior. The Regent is
reported as closing in a few weeks.
The Colonial will remain open

throughout the summer, as will
of the houses on Monroe avenue.

—

•'Rose of the Sea," Capitol; "Shack-
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Phone Bryant 8778

NOW
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1664 Broadway, N. Y. City
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$55 Up
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ROMAX BUILDING

all
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Pictures
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Offices —low rent
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'THE CIRCUIT OF OPPORTUNITY"

SHUBERT VAUD
ALL APPLICATIONS

FOP.

ENGAGEMENTS AND TIME FOR SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE SHOULD BE MADE TO

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
/ARTHUR KLEIN, General Manager

233 West 45th

Street,

NEW YORK CITY
The

daring.

Marcus Loew's AMALGAMATED
BOOKING AGENCY
VAUDEVILLE
160

Broadway,

1441

PHONB BBYANT

West 46th Street

BOOKING

12

58TH
The perfect form

Day weather

didn't

ST.
of tho Decoration

mean a

thing to

and Tuesday afternoon's gathering
here was of anythirfg but holiday
proportions.
The first half show
was a good one, the house being

New York

8093

s

New Yrok

whirl was a whizz.

is

purveyors of indoor entertainment,

AGENCY

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX

man

exceptionally clever.
The comic is strangely like Cflark of
Clark and McCullough, but his comedy dance was a wallop. The talk
was fair. The act equalities for at
Lait.
least this spot on any bill.

*>

General Executive Offices

final

.Sherman and Q'l&ourke deuced. The
straight

WEEKS

ready for any break tht%t) might
keep celebrants closo to home.
There was a real hick in the bill.
It
came at the finish with I bach's
jKntertainers (New Acts), a musical
'five that probably won't need to sefey
on dance hall work for a season or
two to come. It is said the musfreians have been put under contrast
for a production sat fee neat fall.
It is to be predicted they wiil conic
through with honors, for the Ibaeh
bunch includes a youthful appearing
player who ie a marvel with the sax.
Kid Kenny, "doing bis best" and
waving red 'kerohiefs with old Doc
Hoi lis, featured the hill and planted
the hit of the show up to the time
of the musicians, who followed them.
Kenny was for having the audience
I
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Baltimore
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in Charge
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MARKUS

AUSTRALIAN
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ADDRES8 ALL COM Mufj NATIONS

GRAND OPERA HOUSE

GAIETY THEATRE BLDG.
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DAVE RAFAEL
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DEVII
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ROMAX
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I
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TELEPHONES BRYANT
BLDG.,

1047-1255
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CITY

Representative for FRANK WOLFE,
Colonial Trust BI1I4?., Philadelphia, Pa.

New York

Jr.

hereabouts to need no indorsement
of her talents, good looks ancr personality, it may be reiterated that
her partner, with her appearance,
smiles, melodious tones and scintillating key work, is of imtu-nse
value. Mi.^s Burke now has a big-

a touch of variety. He went well.
of course; but he should be sheered
always, for he has a Jolsonesque
sincerity with certain types of ballads and he should feature them al-

time

routine of talk in a novelty set on. a
crag of the Alps, honeymooning.
The script is by Paul Gerard Smith,
the young Chicago wit, who is one
of the moHt promising vaudeville
writers of seasons.
The finish, of
this skit was good hoke and it closed
a clever line of. comedy. Plerettos
opened, a man and woman in dances

act.

Bryan and Brouerick closed. The
novelty opening, two billboard ads
coming to life, started them off
help commenting on It, and the liphtly but sweetly. The w«tltz with
VAUDE. REVIEWS
house, knowing it was holding out, the stop tempo, as before, proved
(Continued from page 10)
felt rather flattered than "called"
trio want to get anywhere
fheir wow number, and the Spanish
thev
the hardaaeulu try better material* perhaps when the boys referred to
jazz brought them, into high for a
propensities of their "guests."' bang-up linale, such as these unhoiled
without songs. The present skit is
When they had said "Cut yours, if usual steppers could scarcely miss
° "mall timey it stamps them.
severalth
Equillo Brothers closed the vaude- a piece of cake" for the
anywhere.
time and one woman didn't have the
ville, with Kiefer
Joe Dareey preceded. His reeords
and Kewpie In a heart not to giggle, Ernie said "ReBcries
of several
things, mainly strain yourself, lady. Where do you have helped him and his vaudeville
aancing, opening. No. 4 held Yorke
sh«»w stopping were remembered,
think you are— in a theatre?'* The Joe mipht take a tip or two from an
Booking Now for Wllriwonri, Ocean City and Atiunllo City

Maybelle, a sort of nut comoxiy
in
a way pleased the
roof audience. If the duo
are satisfied with
that reward everyone else should be. It would he
just
•£ "Mjny without the lapstfcK ta-

JJJ

J5J »!
American

gged

In.

8Hne

.

BROADWAY

The audionce wasn't so poor nuJ"fncal!y

Monday

evening, but In-

Stanton boys did an Eddie Leonard
Bluefl that
had to kid

went so blue that thry
it

themselves.

Mabel Burke, the Fifth Av»-nue
girl, with a feminine pian-

Theatre

certainly knew her trade
and wlto has a voice that gives Miss
Burke competition as well as sapport. Seemed to come nearer to that
OUtflt than any other I>« 11*01 mc r of
Miss Burke's movtethe layout.
^•iiti«> song, .1 sympatHetle number by
Berlin, woke them from their coma

ists,

who

"classing up" a
bit too much and ho tells too many
He is onoSof the greatest
stories*
heart-song sellers on the boards,
ami he Should stick rather elosely
nly enough other stuff
to that, with
to let him catch his breath and give

admirer: he

old

is

ton's "wop" characterization is the
playlet's best acting. Her dialect Is

most exclusively,
Andersen nnd Burt ran a

rattling

and neck whirls, going to difficult
and showy stunts of strength and

suggests tho near- Broadway table
de hotes,
Viola and Leo Lewis, a youthful
sister team, offered a routine that Is
partly written.

*'

least the opening

EVERYBODY'S 8INGING

"LOVE
DREAMS"
CWCAOO'S OniDATKST
Mrrui.u

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS

At

so suggested, When the girls appealed in hoosj skirt for tho "Modest
GrenadineT song. After a blues numb< r, following a strip, the smaller
one gave a lesson in arithmetic
anent kissing, which is probably also
exclusive.
Hunter,
Martin
and
Hunter (New Acts) a Hinging trio,
got across in the second slot.
Bert and Hazel Skatelle, with
.their roller skato dancing, provided
a good opening. Tho clogging ot
the couple is an oddity from routines
of the clas*.
"North of the Rio
Grande," with Jack Holt and Bebe

v

BONS* HIT.
nod Orrh«D<*rntionn for sale I 2S

each

At

I'UoIImIh r»'

r»*n.

••

Brown and Friedman Music

240 \V. 38th St., N. Y.
Fhurie Vita Buy 081
S- ml
for Catalogue

Publishing Co.
177

North State Street,

CHICAGO

(

MUSICAL COMEDY

it
>0.<i5
was
If
FOR STAGE AND STREET
«at crowd wasn't offimpossible.
i'\i
need young man with two
"-tin S.tmo Pump
Catalogue OOC W. 4?rJ 3t.
on its Intelti- for a rousing hand,
Not to disvocal training dpsircs op< nlpjjf
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two rows,

into the first

but the house wasn't as bad a* that.
is still getting giggles with
the curtain signs, getting the best
of that with a very slow rise of the
front drop. Kenny, with antl-Telstead version of "Thirty Days Hao
September," got himself liked, but
his "Hear, Doctor" gag was for some
reason a 100 per eent. muff.
Nick Leng, Idalene Cotton and Co.
presented "Angela" to excellent purposes on third. There is also a
youth in it who is promising. His
idea of rehearsing the drums to the
tunes of a graphophone may be his
own.
Skigie" (not on the stage)
onetime kid critic for Variety and
now on the staff, pulled that stunt
years ago. It made him so good
when only a youngster he received
offers
in
orchestras and bands.
("fikigie" still makes himself a oneman band on occasions, when it's the
off season for running speed boats).
The lad in "Angelo" is a budding
hoofer besides, as shown by his stepping to cajiued music. Miss Cot-

good and she never steps out of the
role for an instant.
Tho presence of
the "Vino" en the table Immediately
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Harrisburg, Penn.
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Have a little fruit delivered to your home or
your friends take it to your week-end outing
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Adelaide
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21 and 28

Novelty Songs and Travesty
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CECIL

THE GINGER SNAPS
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NEW YORK

WILL JACOBS
LEW GOLDER
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DE LYONS DUO
and

Just finished Loew'a Western

Southern Time.
Continuing on Loew's New York
Time.

ABE FEINBERC

RUTH HOWELL DUO
The only Lady
Toe Catch.

America Doing the

in

To.'-to

Playing Keith an-l Orpheum Circuits.
EjMttfa Kep.: JOI. Ml I. LI VAN.
We*tern Kep.: JACK GARDNER.

JACK

ASSISTED

CALVIN and O'CONNOR
Next Week (June 4), Hip-

TETTE
DIRECTION:

HARRY
R O G E R 3

GEORGALIS TRIO
Sensational Rifle and
Playing

Pistol Shooting
V. M. A. and B. F. Keith

W.

(Western) Circuits

Daniels, was the picture feature,
further strengthened by the showing of 'The Boat," a Buster Keaton
Ibee.

comedy.
i

~
'

CITY

Fox's 11th street

roll, s-n.l Harmony Boys closing the
»how. Carroll won the "Its Up to
,You" amateur try-out contest the

t

Direction:

IS.

JACK GARDNER

"St. Louis Blue/*" and a peculiar
calliope yodel as part of the coon
shout.
Wilkins and Wilkins revived the

business.

customers. This veteran team has
been goaling 'em on the small and
better three-a-day time for many a
month. They are made to order for
a mob like the 14th street gang. His
sap get-up makes the goofs out

Fitzgerald and Laxton, two men
with farmyard and woodland imi-

They entertained.
Fine and Tennyson (New Acts) there feel on good terms and Miss
were followed by Cook and Vernon, Wilkins' svelte straight only conmixed team. He is the girl's elder trasts the male's clowning. Comedy
She

sox get-up
persontaing a 12-year-old, although
sophisticated to a degree.
While
not attempting a Frances White, the
girl does Miss White's "High In
the
Middle, Round on the End
is in

dovehowever, and, despite their fain one guise or another,

tail,

miliarity
click.

'The

ture.

Abel.

Mardi Gras" held

Spirit of

nothing

of the sort where he brags of his
uncle's farm, saying the pumps furnish clam chowder and the billy
goats give beer instead of milk,
tickled their risibilities.
The team
gave them all of that -sort of stuff
and more besides, departing the
applause hit of the show.
Pete Carroll and His Harmony
Boys (New Acts) closed.
"Mr.
Barnes of New York" was the fea-

new on

the revue idea. The
evening and is terps were average, the warbling
SHOW IN SING SING
lulfllling a three days' booking in ditto. The jazz band, although more
Sing Sing, H. Y., May 31.
exan
deserves
act
The
reward.
experienced than the Pete Carroll
The Mutual Welfare League,
tended trial to test it to its fullest, bunch, did not eclipse the latter.
vaudeville
experienced
an
although
The novelty attempts at quartet through its entertainment commitcoach could do wonders with the saxophoning and other formations tee at Sing Sing prison, submits
aspirants.
missed sadly.
The lackadaisical the following appreciation:
As a result of the sudden book- matinee audience may have acOnce more, through the co-operaing of another jazz band turn, the counted for this.
The orchestra tion of the management of the
bill held two such acts. "The Spirit leader seemingly does little. If there
Victoria
theatre in Ossining, were
top12-people
the
das,"
Mardi
bf
to direct the jazz band, they looked
the inmates of Sing Sing able to
lining production, being the other. everywhere but at him.
One of see
seven
cast
a
its
vaudeville
bill presented by
in
a
Includes
It
the specialty hoofers stood out with
Friday
people jazz band, an orchestra some difficult toe and ankle work. the lets appearing there.
leader, a prima, a specialty singer The specialty singer got something evening, May
2G,
four excellent
and a female hoofing duo. It carries
some production to qualify for a
AMERICA'S "OREMOST THEATRES AND HITS — Direction, LEE and J. I. SHUBERT
big three-a-day flash, although its
cast cost might prohibit it for
"
Wo3t 4 ,h Street. Eves, at 1:30
Broadway &
average bookings. The turn when
"VJV *
Matinees Wodneaday A S*turdaj
60th Street.
reviewed in Chicago two years ago
WINTHROP
AME3 Presents
Matin.-"! Thursday A Situr.inr
singled out the single woman for Bf*a at 3 M
mention of her abandoned style and

Friday

preceding

-

Thrills
Opening on Orpheum Circuit August

on

is that wifey has a Jack.
Exit hubby and she rings Jack,
asking him to come up—George has
just left.
That explains her trusting willingness to co-operate nightly
in
dispatching* her
George for

sister's beau.

RHOTU
*

WINTER GARDEN

blues shouting. The local showing
hits nothing of such mannerisms.
Minus the suggestion of the prior
review, it dors appear as if the
woman worked with restraint where
there Was nmr^Je opportunity to
Strut it and whit might have proved
to better advantage and returns. It
may be another woman, however.

The bill was ragged in playing,
although laid out in accepted fashJuggling De Lisle Juggled
ion.
clubs, feathers, halls, boxes,
valiently to moderate returns.

"MAKE
With

r.v.M

it

i

Co.

believes his present fabrication that
the phone call is from his boss asking him down to the office for niRht
work, believes it all despite a meddlesome neighbor who enters to show
up the trustful wife's two-faced
In fact, hubby himself
husband.

becomes remorseful and is almost
tempted to confess and throw himBut he goes to
self at her mercy.
keep the cabaret date and. of course,

sit

Their N >weS

"RED PEPPER"
A

EKtravagania With a Ca»t
Favsritet and a "Giaaery" Chorui

Muileal

""LIVELY

SUMMER SHOW.
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BARTON
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In th e BiggeHt Magical Hit In

Town
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The CAT and
The CANARY
Matinees Wed. and Sat.

Bank:

Kitty Warren; L N. Weber; $11 70.
Melvin Dalbera; H. P. Keith; $1.163.10.

Victor Murray and Mabel McCane; Jay Thorpe. Inc.; $197.87.
Huah Weir; B. B. Ohristi; $829.20.
A Fool There Was Co.; City of
N. Y.; $45.22.

Combined Phot-Plays Producers,
same; same,
Arthur K. Wing; same; same.

Inc.;

Judgments
and Boyle; J.
'

Pinto

Michaels;

$141.28.

Chautauqua
Mutual
Lyceums
System; People; $402.
First -Mutual Music Publishing
Co.; V. L. Buck; $46.57.
Same; 'A. Molloy; $36 25.
Bankruptcy
.

Wilke.

MARRIAGES
Helen J. Reeves, picture actress
and ayiatrix, to Harold W. Jirka,
Chicago attorney. May 20. it Valparaiso, Ind.. by Judge T. B. Louderback.

Lynn Fontanne

$840.71.

Delancey Amus. Co.; N. Benjamin; $500.
Arthur Buckner; N'. Y. Hotel Stat-

In

New

to

Alfred

Lunt,

York, last week.

Eunice Burnhanv to Br. Zagory
Jordan Lewis, at City Hall. New
ler. Inc.; $237.65.
York
City. May 16.
Arthur P. Buckner and Fidelity 6.
L. Marie Day and Herbert F.
Casualty Co. of N. Y.; People. $2,500.
Mrs.
Percy W. Barton; Reisenweber's, Moore, May 22, at Toledo.
Inc.: $65.40.
Moore was formerly the contralto
John A. CurleV; same: $75.30.
The
of Jarvis' "Whirl of Mirth."
W. R. Deuel; same: $61.36.
Moores will reside at 135 South
George A. Friedman, Inc.; N. Y.
•

.

Ritter avenue, Indianapolis.

Tel Co.; $85.88.
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Six Cylinder Love
A New Comedy

by

Wo.

S^/tnT*

A New

Wcxt4RthSt. E»«a-. 5 J5'
Mat*. Wed. A Sat at S:15.
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COKJ,

LENORE ULRIC

« KIKI

Anthony McOulre
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Extra Matinee Decoration Day
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COH AIN

Eves. 8:15.

Metropolitan

with

Evenings

BROADWAY,

H E A T R EBroadway and 43d Street

Mats. Wed. and Sat

ED WYNN

CHARLES DILLINGHAM

NEW MUSICAL

MOROSCO $&«£Kyy$

THE BAT
—

4
Bat.,

Mats. Wed. A
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FANNY HAWTHORN
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"A National Institution"— R'way
Direction

"I

Prices:

D
at 47 St.

Joseph I'lunkett

Eva

A

$2 50.
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AU—Adolph

Khiubcr's

Charlatan
AT TUB
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A DRAMA OF TBI GREAT OUTDOORS

STRAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
CARL EDOUAUDH. Conductor

—

new comedy

By Montague Glaua

AM THE LAW"

TOWN

BARNEY BERNARD and
ALEXANDER CARR in
a

with a Distinguished Cmt
Seats All Performanroa, $2 00

—MARK—

s

IN

f — SF.I.WYN THEATRE, W. I2d St.—^

"PARTNERS AGAIN"

By Stanley Houghton
A Comedy Drama
Oroh.

of

N. Y. Favorites

RIOT

VANDERBILT $&*T?S
Eves. 8:25.

Presents

With a Cast

DEARIE'

"The Perfect Fool"
HIS

st.
an<i Forty-sixth St
Mats. Wed. and Sat. 2 20.

8.25.

'GOOD MORNING

—

Favorite*

1: 21.

"DULCY"

HELEN HAYES
and
OTTO KRUGER

"Beat Muilcsl Sho*

IRVING BtRLIN'8
MUSIC BOX REVUE

Mata Wed. & SaL

'TO THE LADIES!"

NASH

"CAPTAIN APPLEJACK

8:1V

ANDRE PICARIX

NEW COMEDY

the Authors of

ORF
SWSft PI
MUSIC BOX SR Sat
UL.VDC
Wed.

Eree.

w

RFI
ASPO
DbLAJW

Attractions

I

KEMPY"

Nugent ind

MORRIS GEST

Pacific

$583.80.

Hugo

Same; same: same*
Alexander Beyfuss; A. Rothstein;

MOSCOW— Dirtet Crow LONDON— PARIS
NKW IK«M.K\M

From

DOVER ROAD

and

BALIEFF'3
Chauve Souris

stiurday

THE

My

ST.
Bra*

Lockfords

WILTON LACKAYE THE BLUSHING BRIDE"

with

T\r A.
n. of

TH

& The

Maude;

Arthur

-ooo-

02d Mreet and

JAMES

TESSA

ualty Co.; $3,000.

Glavey (Glavey Prods.);

J.

E. Stern. $231.65.
Russell E. Ball and Gladys H.
Ball; Brewster Pubs., Inc., $124.70.
Harry Collins.
8. F. Williams;
Inc.; $209.65.
Eustace E. Ball; J. Knoll: $47.20.
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The Musical Sensation

She
who believes in
in
believes his lies about staying up
night,
one
on
friend
with a lick

Cf-II IRPDT
DEjIx 1
Oilv/

*

quarter-hour of thrills and
twists were breathlessly watched.
The evening closed with the
screening of "The Man Who MarWife." a feature
ried His Own
greatly appreciated by the audience, with Frank Mayo, the fea-

By A. A. MILNE

AMBASSADOR KcS/Ei:

Touring Orpheum Circuit

;

ABOUT BLAYDS"
THKATUE.

DEXTER
H. 3. Heckheimer; Columbia Cas-

WALLACE

PFNTIIRY

DUVAL

i

turns played before the 1,200 "men
rison.
in the chapel of the
Arthur Terry was cheered loudly
for Tils amusing wine' cracks and
his splendid feats with his ropes.
Johnson and Crane greatly pleased.
Penn and Roma in a seml r rube
sketch, were the cause of much
applause.
The Anker Trio's nau-

"THE TRUTH

NAN HALPERIN

Maxine Elliott's «*•»»'•*•
were MATINKIW WlDNSSDAY AM) SATURDAY:

8

him

SNAPPY

IT

»»

The

with an •bvioUfl though acceptable sketch— for the small time.
Randall is the husband of a woman

No

Winter Garden's Annual Revue

etc..

onc-quartor capacity attendance on
deck Memorial Day matinee was 25
per cent. Staunch on the applause
That does not make for
returns.
very forte audible approval. Golden

and Lewis Now Acts).
George Randall and

EDDIE CANTOR

In the

KATHLEEN

tical

the punch

(O-Hi-O)" number. The crosstalk
is as good a selection of sure-fire
vaudeville house gags as could
be desired. They

boasted a nine-act bill the first half,
the added sUirtcr being Pete Car-

and JESSIE

a Cycle of Laughs and

In

podrome, Sacramento, Cal.

tations, followed.

SIMON AGENCY

Direction

MARK LEVY

GIBSON

KKKTCII-

AND

UNTIL JULY—THEN HOME

troduction.

lit

M. A.

V.

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Let's get acquainted now, so next
season the new act will need no in-

Direction

HALL

Things"

Different

POWELL & PANFORTH

Direction

MAD WAGS

McNAUGHTON

RIGB Y

HARMONIOUS
COMEDY

"A Few

CHAS. and CECIL

America's Premier Aerialists

JULIAN

Savoy and Capps

SILVER

AND

IVrm incut Address: 803 Timet Building,

Direction:

to

CARL EMMY

"A TAIL OF THE LONESOME SPINE'

n

'

Thanks

Leading All Others

Still

ALICE SHER
"That's My Horse"

LYLE and VIRGINIA

LEW GOLDER

Direction
-KKNUALL

Booked Solid— W.

MAX BLOOM

VIRGINIA HARRIS

I.Y1.K

Orpheum, San Francisco

WILL JACOBS

Ask:

Sailed May 12 after a successful engagement with Moss* Empires and
Sir Harry Lauder's Company. Returning to England June, 1923,
for twenty weeks.

PAUL—

EVERDEAN Weeks

and

1922

PRINCESS WINONA

TRIXIE

"The Corn-Fed Boob"

WOODSIDE

>

2,

TIMES SQ. THEATRE

—

It's

a Qrcat Entertainment I

riday,

June

2,

PICTURES

1922

which a camera happened to attend. rose, the other gay and happy, live
The dependence on caption to ex- together In a tiny cottage. The mopress the emotions of the characters rose man falls in love and captures
Is
pitiful in its Inadequacy.
the heart of a village maid by sheer
showing the other
At a private
Traak.
brutal assault.
On the eve of his
picturlaation of Shake
a
in*
marriage he has an accident, and
an Ufa film, un"Othello,"
the
result
is
paralysis.
His brother
JSJi
and sweetheart look after him and
of Dimitri Buchollarthe direction
fall
In
love,
as
is
almost
inevitable.
or,
excellent
cast was
London, May 23.
itikl. The
On their wedding day the cripple
excellent on paper:
A very fine picture and probably curses them. From then on he gives
Lber* looked
Jannings; lago, Wer- the best ever made by a British pro- them no peace. He is always lying
Othello, Emil
Roderigo, Ferdinand von ducer in a British studio and with on his couch, watching their every
ner Kraus;
British
The story is well action.
Theodore Loos; Des- told and players.
relies entirely on its natural
lten: Casblo,
Then the time comes when a child
Lenkeffy.
con
simplicity and truth.
is to be born to the woman.
The
demona, Ida
Alten
It is a story of British rural life doctor fears the worst and the husvon
and
Kraus
only
of these
"life in the raw," and its charac- band begs the paralyzed man to lift
anything of characterizaggested
gu
Jannings being ters are those any one can meet in his curse. He refuses. A child is
f?nn the Othello of
having any littlo sleepy village. Its trag- safely born, however, and it Is the
he
disappointing,
most
edy Is the tragedy of many homes, baby who brings peace and forgivestage.
overgrimace
Cached the
pathos devoid of slobbery "sob ness to the household.
And the direction of Buchowitzki its
stuff," and, above all, its sentiment
of
The production work Is really
stupidity
the
again
.n^nroves
The rinKS absolutely true.
fine, the director,
Graham Cutts,
Jn^usTn/any big Job to him.
Two
brothers,
having
stageplay
one
stern
and
moneglected no detail.
a
His
merely
is
Pi<* ure

OTHELLO
Berlin,

May

S3
I

12.

WONDERFUL YEAR

—

whole

work Is marked with a natural
strength and freedom from straining after effect, which is seldom
seen on the screen. This is nil second picture, and beforo taking Up
the studio work ho was a film traveler.
Today he is probably the best
producer in
England. The picture is also notable for the discovery of two artists
who may well become our first two
genuine British stars. Both of them

and most truly

artistic

were unknown beforo "The Wonder-

the one In which the paralytic struggling from his bed by sheer will
power seeks to strangle her. Her
one fault is that in the earlier scenes
she looks rather like a society girl

playing at being a milkmaid. The
supporting east, a very small one,
is far above the average and consists chiefly of Olaf Hytten as the
brother and Bernard Vaughan as an
old clergyman.
The whole of the scenic arrangements are laid among beautiful
rural lanes and pasture lands, the
interior "shots* being confined to a
cottage living room.
Tho photog-

Story" was shown to tho trade.
Herbert Langley as the paralyzed
gives a performance which reminds one of tho Swedish-Biograph. raphy Is excellent. Up to now when
and through more than three-quar- turning out a "great British super
ters of the film ho is on his back film" we have Invariably relied upon
anc\ compelled to rely only upon his a servile copying of American granfacial expression.
Lillian Hall -Da- deur and tho inclusion of a cast of
vis, the other newcomer, plays the big stage names.
This picture is not a "super film";
lover, and is equal to Langley in
power.
Very few more gripping it merely lives up to its title.
Gore.
scenes h.tve ever been screened than

ful

1

man

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM

CO. PRESENTS

The Five Star
Special to

Prosperity

Directed by

Story by

HARRY

CHAS.

O.

HOYT

BLANEY
M. SHEAR

E.

Produced by JOS.

STATE RIGHT MKN:

A board
STATE-RIGHT DISTRIBUTORS:

WEBER & NORTH

CO.,

Inc.

729 Seventh Avenue

1600 Broadway
Bryant 6642-3

FOREIGN RIGHTS?

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM

N. Y. City

Bryant 4566

N. Y. City
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MR. BARNES OF

SONNY
A

Firnt National release, witli Itu-har.l
Inn s-i Btaired.
The Mtory Ih ndHplrd
of the *amo title bf Qeorff*
Frances Marlon and ll<nr>
with the latter
arrlpt
sui'plyiiiK
the
Kinp
directing.
HtoVjf has a war angle.

B<irt

In

from the play
Ilohart.

V.

Bonny

Mr. R.irrics of

Munna

Anna Lohr
Namnl Chllders

Paoli

Knld Aiistruther
tioruM Anstruthi
Antonio

N. Y.
Tom Moore

New York

Lewis WillouRhby
Ramon Samaniego

r

Tomasso

•

Danella

Otto Hoffman
Sidney Aln^worth

/

RI> hard Rarthi Imcss

Joe Mnrdon
Crosby
Florenc Crosby
Madge LValg
,

un

Har|»er

ICargarst s.-Uon
Pauline (.lanion

Lucy Vox
Herbert Gritnwood
Patterson l>ial
Fred Nioholls
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Summers

Ooldwyn

feature,

starring

Tom

Moore, from tho play of the same
by Archibald Claverlng ciunter,

title

screen form by flerald
Victor Schertzinger did the

placed
Duffy.

in

directing.

A

number

with

tiic

of liberties were taken
original play "Sonny" that

The production is a costume picture, the action taking place in the
The director has followed
80s.
closely the dressing of the times
which for the average screen fan
will not prove as interesting as the
modern modes. The title role gives

Friday, June

screen and looks like one of the few
real bets that Goldwyn have. Helene Chadwick makes a very charming heroine, but Rosemary Theby as

the

vamp

runs away with

all

the

honors as far as the girl contingent
of the cast is concerned. The advantage of having been a screen
player from the old days stands her
in good stead, and she certainly
utilises all of the tricks of the trade.
Henry Harrows as the principal
heavy gives a performance that
registers, and the balance of the cast
fills in most capably.
Fred.

GAMBLER

was presented in New York only
DR. MARBUSE,
last season and failed to get much
Berlin, May 12.
of a run, although on the stage it
At the Ufa Palast am Zoo, April
was a much better entertainment
15, the first showing of the first part
than it is on the screen. "Sonny"
Moore few opportunities and could of Dr. Marbuse, the Gambler," from
Is a story that has its foundation on
easily have been played by an in- the novel by Norbert Jacques, scethe war. It is going to be a quesferior actor, although the' Moore narized by Thea von Harbou.
A
tion whether or not the public nt
name will probably prove more of a good average popular thriller dimelarge is willing to look at war stuff
than the title. Anna Lehr and novel stuff in a $100,000 setting— but
draw
of this sort at this time and accept
Naomi Childers divide the honors of sufficiently camouflaged to get by
it as entertainment.
They certainly the
feminine division, with Otto with a class audience.
did not seem ready in New York a
playing a character role of
The story builds itself about the
few months ago. As an example, Hoffman
considerable importance effectively. character of Dr. Marbuse, the great
one of the girl ushers at the Strand
The layout for the production has gambler, the player with the souls
(a widow of the war) became hysnot reached n hitfh figure. The plot of men and women.
He runs an
terical Sunday, when the picture
counterfeiting estabis laid In Kurope. with the exteriors underground
was first shown, and had to be taken and
sets sufficiently well planned to lishment, and with this money starts
home.
the proper European atmos- all his enterprises. In the first reel
As a picture "Sonny" is a corking give
The photography reaches a of the film he appears as stock exphere.
feature, but the Question tie exhibchange speculator. He steals an
good
standard.
itor will have to find out for himThe
story, starting with a duel be- important commercial treaty, which
self is whether or not his audiences
English naval olllcer and causes certain shares to tn\U hean
tween
are willing to sit through a story
birth, has the greater buys.
He lets the treaty, be found
where the son of a blind mother is Corsican of
portion of action in the early footage again; the stocks rise; he sells. To
killed at the front and a double in
and
the last moments. The Corsican get money out of a rich ypiing man
the same company consents to go
being killed, his sister vows ven- he sets Carozza, a dancer, on his
back to his home and impersonate geance
against his slayer. The lat- trail; then he meets him and. hyphim for t he mother's sake.
ter is hunted throughout Europe. notizing him. wins large sums of
The war stuff, battle front, Mr. Barnes, a globe trotter, was a money from him at his club.
Martrenches, etc., are strongly played up
Two years buse meets Countess Told and dewitness to the affair.
in the first few reels. They are exhe becomes acquainted with sires her.
He fixes the mark of
ceedingly well done from a pictorial later
the officer's sister who. it is believed,
and directorial standpoint.
The did
the killing. The Englishman in
lightings are particularly effective.
turn being in love with the Corsiespecially the hand-colored bits with
can's sister. The entire tangle is
of
flame
from
bursting
flashes
rhells.
cleared up when the naval officer
The picture is a corking one for admits
having loaned his gun to a
Barthelmess, and he enacts the dual
take part in the
role with cleverness.
The double fellow shipmate to meantime havexposure scenes in the early part duel, the latter in the
ing died. This brings about the
as well as the vision bits later are
happy ending for the couple, who

—
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cheating at cards on her husband, and larger, until it covers the whol*
in the ensuing excitement steals screen. This is tremenously effective and film technique. This is thi
her away.
And so it goes on, a bit confusedly direction the film must and will go
but generally with speed and life. It Is my unfortunate duty to have to
The best moments are achieved by chronicle that Mr. Lang somewhat
the conflict between Marbuse and negated these good effects by twenty
the attorney, von Wenk, who is try- forty -word captions of a ludlcroui
ing to uncover him. This first part unconclseness.
The film is doing tremendous busends with the stealing of the countess and the second and last (not yet iness, filling the Ufa Palast twice
publicly shown) with the finding of nightly, and should, with some intelMarbuse. insane, in his own coun- ligent retltling, recutting and the
terfeiting celler. where he has been aid of a good continuity doctor fit
neatly into any Broadway program
trapped by von Wenk.
The film is somewhat hurt by the
Trash.
casting of Rudolf Klein- Rogge for
the title role; he is physically too
small and not a clever enough actor
to make one forget this. Fritz KortA new series of "kid" comedies
ner would have been a far better have made
their appearance with
Paul Richter as the young the
choice.
release of "Supply and Demand 3
millionaire and Bernhard Goetzke as
a J. K. McDonald Production in
von Wenk do very nicely in their which Johnny
Jones Is starred. This
And the Carozza youngster manages
respective roles.
to make a favorof Aud Egede-Nissen, the Countess
able impression. The supporting cast
Told of Gertrude Welker are among is well selected
and
the juvenile
the
film
work
of
pieces
of
the best
players manage to pull any number
Especially Miss Nissen is a of laughs.
year.
fine type for America, as she comThe story of the first release has
bines great physical charm with Jimmie Finn as the author, and
if
some real emotional ability.
his initial effort is to be taken as
a

and

SUPPLY AND DEMAND

The interiors of Stahl-Urach and
Hunte are sumptuous and tasteful,
and Carl Hoffmann's photography

The direction of
Lang has moments — at last

generally adequate.
Fritz

through the consciousness of the
picture world is beginning to filter
the idea that what you see is worth
at least twenty times what you read.
For instance, the handling of a scene

criterion

card, the rest of the characters dim
out. leaving only the faeo of Marvisible, and this becomes larger

what

is

to

follow

It is a small -town story, with tha
who have invested in a mailorder scheme and received a number
of house traps, creating a demand
for their wares after they have been
unsuccessful in Helling them. Well
worked out and has any number of

laughs.

F re d.

bits
of
photography, had been married before the discloto the advansure was made and Liarnes and the
tage of the star. In support Marofficer's sister make another match.
garet Seddon as the blind mother
The production is not strong
gives a tine performance, while Lucy
Fox and Herbert Grim wood carry enough for over one day anywhere.
Hart.
the heavy section convincingly. A

worked out very well

but if not ready for it as yet around
the country then the picture will
draw fair business. Under ordinary
conditions, however, it should be
pretty much of a knockout.
Fred.

THE ORDEAL
Marie Dix from the W. Somerset Maugham
story and directed by Taul Powell. A tale
of self Kuennce on the part of an elder
sister fur her younger brother and sister.

Agnes Ayres

starred.

Agnes Ayres

George Bruce
Dr. Robert Acton
Helen tiayshaw
Gooff rcy Crayshaw

Clarence Burton

Conrad Nagel

Kdna Murphy
Edward Sutherland
Ann Schaeffer

Minnie

Gene

Mme. St. Levis
Kir Frauds Maynard.

Kugene Corey
Adele Farrington
.

Kitty

.

.Kdward Martindale
Shannon Day

Elsie

A

Clare

Du Brey

good society story that
has something of a punch, but
pretty much along lines of similar
self-sacrifice stories that have been
seen in the past. There is naught
that will take it out of the run of
the program productions, as far as
the Paramount standard of production is concerned.
However, it
looks to be a picture that can be
played at most any of the week-run
houses with the advance assurance of an average week's business
if in a drop-in neighborhood.
It
is a picture that will not pull anyfairly

thing extraordinary in the

box

of

office returns.

The
ries

way

story is of a girl who marfor money so that she can

educate and support

flve-reoler. presented at the
Directed by Irvin Willat.

Richard D1k

Parriwh
Ressle

Chad wick
Henry Barrows
Rosemary Theby

Helen*?

Carroll

Carmen
Lynch

Richard Tucker
Fred Kohler
Henry Herbert
Ooro Kino
George King
.William Carroll

Craven
Todd

Chang
Jill

John

Paramount picture presented by Ariolph
Zukor fit the Rialto. Adapted by Reulah

Hybil Bruce

YELLOW MEN AND GOLD
A Goldwyn
Capitol.

"Yellow Men and Gold" as a feature picture has little to recommend
It
it from the box-office standpoint.
is a good adventure story, but holds
nothing that hasn't been presented
on the screen at some time. There
is

an

effort to

condone

its

common-

place aspect through a "twist" finand that is the only thing that
makes the picture at all possible to
the audiences of the better class
houses. In the regular run of daily
change theatre it will get by nicely,
but the week stands will not hold
up in business on the picture.
The story is by Gouverneur Morris, who in writing it undoubtedly
figured on the serial magazine angle
But the magazine
for the yarn.
punch doesn't show on the screen.
ish,

Helene Chadwick and Richard Dlx

make

it

portrayed

in

a

a beautiful
in

setting

conflict*

of

gor-

geous gowns and luxury.

Conrad Nagel and Edna Murphy in the cast.

different.

The story opens in a bungalow
owned by a young author. He has

had nothing but rejections on his
and finally,
for a time,
stories
when his mystery story comes back,
wonders
and
he holds It in his hand

her younger
and brother. On her hus- what is wrong with it. From that
band's untimely death he wills that point the screen version starts with
she must remain a widow to enjoy the real story, although the audience
his estate.
She is in love with a Is kept in the dark until the last
young physician, but her belief that few feet of the feature.
nhe still owe« her relatives duty
A Murdered man, a map of an islprevents her from accepting her and where a Spanish treasure ship
happiness until she finally becomes was sunk, a gang of crooks, the hero,
aware that the money that she is a vamp and a girl heroine are the
holding through her refusal to wed principal characters. There is the
is bringing about their ruin.
chase across the South Seas of two
Miss Ayres gives a really clever sailing ships to reach the treasure
performance and appears before the land first, a fight on the Island, the
camera In a stunning series of defeat of the crooked gang and,
gowns. In one particular dressing finally, the victorious return. Then
gown, when she informs the doctor comes the twist, with the author
that it isn't necessary that they be standing In the position that he was
wed to enjoy love and he spurns in when the treasure hunt story
her, one really wonders what is the started, with the fact revealed that
the story that he was
Inci- it was
matter with his eye-sight.
dentally, this is one of the spoken wondering about that has just been
However, in this case it
titles that the censors are going to shown.
Jump on. How it got by in New wasn't a rejection, only a request
York is a mystery. Conrad Nagel. for revision, and then he goes to the
as the hero, is just about all that adjoining bungalow, where all of the
could
bo expected, while Edna characters that were s«en in his
Murphy and Kdward Sutherland, as story are in the life. They are his
the ungrateful younger relatives, neighbors and are aware of the fact
floored heavily.
Adele Farrington that he has cast them as the villains
and Kugene Corey provide the in one of his fiction yarns and are
heavy clement in the cast and do elated that he has finally sold a
story.
80 to the Queen's taste.
In the cast Richard Dix. who Is
lightings
and photography
In
there la nothing to be desired. The the author and the hero of the Acdirection of Paul Powell carries tion yarn, gives a corking performthe story along at a speed that ance and stages a couplf of fights
that have a lot of speed.' This boy
holds the interest at all timet,
is coming along like wildfire on the
Fred.

Bister

nr^HE drama of
* woman's soul

are featured, with a fairly strong
cast behind them. Irvin Willat directed the story, and at times managed to keep the action going along
at a fairly speedy pace, but on the
whole the story is commonplace In
the line of treasure-seeking yarns,
and no doubt it was a task for the
director to "get something" out of
the script that wasn't in it, so as to

ADOLPH ZUKORc
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Agms Mi/res
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W

in
.

Somerset

Maugham

The Ordeal

— Directed by Paul Powell—Scenario by Beulah Marie Dix

HEN

a great author wrjtes directly for the
you realize what a screen story can
be.
"The Ordeal," Somerset Maugham's first
original screen story, is one of the most dramatic
and powerful ever written. It is one of the most
unusual pictures of the year.

Y/U

screen,

Ct (paramount ^picture
^*X**T
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ADOLPH ZUKOR.
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MTV

it

ster.

kids,

in which Marbuse tries to hypnotize
von Wenk and force him to play a

buse

of

would appear that the McDonald
productions have found another
Booth Tarkington, for Finn in this
picture seems to lay the groundwork for a "Penrod." if there is to
be a second edition of that young-

masterly

lot of the comedy relief of the original play is lost in the manner in
which the Lucy Fox role Is handled
In the screen script.
If the audience will stand for war
stuff this is going to be a winner,

1
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of the
European Film Corporation, but
«nong the exceptions may be men-

distioned Sir Henry Ironsides, a
Jniruished diplomatist; General Sir

Percy Sykes, D. S. O., and Lady
In the High Court on May
gvkes
sued Lieutenant-Colonel
they
I
James E. Adamson for the return of
in the company.
invested
moneys
stated that he
Sir Henry Ironsides
in the diplomatic
years
Had been 40
minister at
service and was British
his return
gofla during the war. On
he met Colonel James Adamson, who
concern.
film
the
about
told him
Eventually he allowed himself to be
brought
Sir
also
and
persuaded,
He was to be
Percy Sykes in.
and
company
the
of
chairman
bought £500 of qualifying shares.
that
counsel stated
In defense

Colonel Adamson had spent over
£11000 of his own money on the
company. Sir Percy Sykes had also
dropped for £600 and Lady Sykes
Defendant being too ill
for £100.
adjourned.
to appear, the case was

release
in
film
Principal
United Kingdom for the week

the

com-

be -The Birth
mencing May
of Love" (Walker), "A Dear Fool"
22 will

(Stoll,

"Diana

British),

of

the

—

FRENCH FILM NOTES

LONDON FILM NOTES
Few people have heard

S3

Paris,

May

COAST FILM NOTES

13.

During the week ended May 13
Los Angeles, May 27.
there were presented at the local
Guy Price, dramatic editor of the
trade shows 25.16C metres of films "Herald," and a leading title writer
things which make a picture moral (compared with 32,272 metres the for pictures, is getting his first vacaor the reverse.
No decision as to previous week), released by Erka tion in two years at the resort in
the appointment has been made, Co. (Goldwyn Pictures), 3,100; Para- Corona do. Price is accompanied by
Vitagraph,
and will not be .nade until the mount, 2,380;
1,906; several picture folk besides his own
whole of the board has thoroughly Eclipse, 2,380; Eclair, 1,050; Aubert, family.
Agence
Generate,
discussed
2,632;
the
matter.
Native 1,705;
censorship has much io be desired, Pathe, 3,850; Gaumont, 4,353, and
Louis Milestone is an author as
The Erka well
but it is to be hoped the men on the Univers Cinema, 1,800.
as a film cutter. Besides havJob will, in choosing their woman, offered a special for the press at the ing charge of the cutting of all Doris
pay particular attention to her Salle Marivaux for "Souviens Toi," May features for R-C, Milestone is
broad-mindedness and knowledge drama, with Sydney Ainsworth and part author of the little star's stories.
of the trade.
A crank in such a Barbara Castleton, and "Menteuse."
position would make trade condi- comedy, with Madge Kennedy, both
Having made the final touches on
tions even worse than they are if Goldwyn Pictur
"The Wreckage," his first sea story
that Is possible.
for pictures, H. II. Van Loan is restArthur Bernede has adapted a
at Santa Monica Canyon with
The week's important film re- piece from his picture, "L'Aiglonne," ing
Lindsay McKenna, press representaleases here are: "All Roads Lead to intended for touring purposes.
The
tive of the United Studios.
Calvary" (Astra), "A Dangerous
scribes • have purchased a classy
Paradise"
(Walturdaw),
"It's
a
Work in hand: "La Bete traquee"
playing hermits so
Great Life" (Goldwyn), "The Ken- (the hunted beast), by Michel castle and are
of the world is contuekians" (Famous-Lasky), "Kitty Carre, produced by Rene Le Somp- far as the rest
cerned.
Tailleur" (Granger), "My Lady's tier, with E. van Daele and France
Latchkey"
(International),
"No Dhelia; "Les Hommes Nouveau,"
Dr. H. W. Martin is now official
Good
Guy"
(Western
Import), novel of Claude Farrere, by DonaWarner Bros,
the
at
"Polly with a Past" (Jury), "The tien and E. Viloet, with George Mel- physician
The doctor
Rail Rider" (Hayward), "The River choir, Marthe Ferrare and Lucienne studios in Hollywood.
in Chicago,
practice
in
was formerly
of Light" (Globe), "The River of Legrand;
"Le B« d," by Andre where
profesmany
of
care
took
he
Stars" (Stoll), "The Torrent" (Film Perye, produced by Geo. Leprieur;
sionals.
Booking Office), "Why Trust Your "L'Heure d'Allah," by Luitz Morat;
Husband?" (Fox), "Women Men "L'Evasion," book by Villiers de
J. B. O'Reilly has deserted his post
Love" (Gaumont), "Behind the Cur- 1'Isle Adam, by G. Champavert;
tain" (London Independence Film "Sarati le Terrible," from the story as doorman of the San Francisco
Traders).
of Jean Vignaud, b., Louis Mercan- Casino for a similar position at the
where
Auditorium,
ton and Hervil. with Henri Baudin; Philharmonic
"Cocaine" has been banned by the "Le Fils du Flibustier", serial by Will King is producing.
Film Censor. The picture was very Paul Cartoux, produced by Louis
Louis B. Mayer left last week for
cheap rubbish, and had not even Fftuillade, with Aime Simon-Gerard,
the virtue of being hastily realistic. G. Biscot and Sandra Milowanoff; New York for a business conference
The story was bad, the acting mc. .- "La Fille des Chiffon ni'ers," famous with his associate and counsel, J.
ocre, the staging gaudy.
Perhaps melodrama played at the Paris Robert Rubin, and his sales manAmbigu many yearu ago, produced ager, Paul C. Mooney.
its very weakness is the reason for
its being banned.
So ordinary are by Desfontaines, with Madeleine
Harry Myers, of "Connecticut
the effects of just one pinch of Guitty and Blanche Montel; "Le
.

Crossways" (Ideal, British), "The
Love Light" (Allied Artists), "The
Loves of Letty" (Goldwyn), "Everything but the Truth" (Herald), "The
Marriage of William Asche" (Jury),
"Prairie Tales" (Box), "The Price of
Possession" (Famous-Lasky)," Prin(Vitagraph), "Tiger
cess Jones"
True" (F. B. O.), "What Shall It
(Pathe), "Whisper- "snow," despite the joyous exhilara- Petit Por.cet" (Tom Thumb), fairy
Man?"
a
Profit
ing Devils" (Hayward), "Ever Since tion following about 100 feet later story of Perrault, produced by R.~
"The Village that the authorities may have Boudrioz; "Le Courier de Lyon"
and
(Fox)
Eve"
Sleuth" (Famous-Lasky).
thought the audience that saw it (Lyons Mail), popular novel of
would go In for cocaine as a mild Maxime Valoris, by Leon Poirer;
Government beer has "La Dame de Monsoreau," of AlexThe Progress studios at Shore- relaxative.
ham, near Brighton, have recom- more disasters to its credit than ander Dumos (for Aubert); "Le
menced work. Wilfred Noy, who were shown in this film of "sensa- Voile du Bonheur," piece by Georges
has joined the directorate of the tion." Even the debauchery was of Clemenceau, to be screened by E.
company, is busy on "Little Miss a mild nature, the ladies of the Violet.
Nobody," with Marie Ellington, Sir "notorious" night club played by
Simeon Stewart, Bart., and Sydney real habitues of these dens, as one
An international exposition Is to
Paxton in the cast. The studio is fatuous daily paper bent on boost- be opened Sept. 7 at Rio do Jaessentially a daylight one and is lit- ing the thing informed us were
neiro.
The French picture prosufficiently clad, and, even if they
tle used except in the summer.
did show their calves, it was done ducers and manufacturers of accessories
Intend to make an imThe Astra
The Pioneer Film Agency is at the with great decorum.
back of the Peggy Hyland concern. people say they lost £10.000 over portant show at thie world's fair.
the
film being banned.
They deThe "star," who is her own producer,
served to lose ten times that amount
Is chiefly supported by Gibson GowMile. Naplerkowski has gone to
land, an American picture player. for handling such tripe.
Morocco to appear in a picture beThe title of the first Hyland picture
ing
executed in that part of Africa.
Arthur
Pusey and Molly Adair
will be "Fixing Father."
sailed on the Kilfauns Castle for
The
report of the sale of the
South
Africa to play the leads in
Gaumont has bought the rights of
'two Associated Producers' subjects, the African Films Productions of Paris Hippodrome caused a flutter
de
Vere Stacpoole's "The Blue in certain quarters. This building
"Love Never Dies" and "Blind
Hearts." The first is a King Vidor Lagoon." The rest of the cast will was acquired by Gaumont some
production, while the second fea- be provided by the stock company. months ago, and in order to settle
Most of the picture will bo made
tures Hobart Bosworth.
a question of real estate belohglng
off the coast of Mauritius and in
The Harley Knoles "Alliance" film the Seychelle Islands. Pusey, who to heirs not yet of age. The propGirl"
is
"Bohemian
an
actor
of the marcelle-waved, erty was put up for auction, but
production of the
was trade shown successfully May pretty boy type, seems hardly a thie does not affect the lease of the
feature
good
this
choice
for the youngster, Dick, Gaumont Palace.
17.
In many respects
but Molly Adair has a lot of good
is one of the finest ever made in
this country, although the story is work to her credit.

—

—

somewhat frail and penny novelish.
The photography is perfect and the

Guy

George Clarke Pictures will be
"Fox Farm." This will be yet another story of English country and

cast.
This includes Ellen Terry,
Gladys Cooper, Constance Collier,
Ivor Novello and Aubrey Smith.

considerably under 30 shillings.

"Shorts" appear to be the vogue
studios just now. George
Cooper is doing a series for
Quality Films, and having completed
the first subject, "The Thief," Is
busily engaged on the second, "A
Matter of Principle."
The "British Screencraft" picture.
"Byron," will be shown to the trade
June 2l\ A change of title is probable.
"Screencraft" is, of course, a
Gaumont brand.

Awakening," the star of which
Georges Carpentier.

In British

sporting life. Ivy Duke will be the
leading lady, and for this part her

wardrobe

is

said to have cost her

Myron Selznick has purchased the
picture rights to the story •Wine,"
by William Macllarg, which originally appeared in Hearst's "International." The story is to be made
here soon with an all-star cast.

"Under Oath," the Elaine Hammerstein feature for Selznick, is in the
cutting room at the United Studios.
is the first Coast-made Selznick
production.

It

Edith Roberts has been added to
the cast of "The Sunshine Trail,
the
Douglas
MacLean comedy
vehicle now in production at the
Ince studios under the direction of

James Home.
"Someone

to

Love"

is

about com-

pleted at the Ince lots. John Griffith
Wray production. Madge Bellamy,

Cullen Landis and

Noah Beery are

cast.

Ward Lascelle has entered production of the Mary Roberts Rhinehart story, ''Affinities," with Colleen
Moore playing the lead. It will bo
another Thomas H. Ince special.
Al Christie sent his brother in
Hollywood his first bulletin from

Mr. Christie is delighted
Yankee'' fame, has been chosen for London.
an important role in 'Captain Black- with the English atmosphere.
bird," Which R. A. Walsh is to do
Marshall Neilan's newest First
for Goldwyn. George Siegmann and
National attraction, "Her Man," will
William V. Mong are also cast.
be released this fall. The producFirst aid administered by John S. tion was suggested by George PatRobertson, director, and Harold tulo's story in the Saturday Even*
Rosher, cameraman, both of the ing Post, and titles by Hugh Wiley.
Mary Pickford staff, to Anna Wil- In the cast are Leatrice Joy, Matt
the Moore, George Barnum, Helen Lynch
son, actress, probably saved
woman's life last week when she and Raymond Griffith.
was stung by a scorpion while on
Lloyd Hamilton plans a pretenlocation with the "Tess of the Storm
Country" company at Chatsworth tious program upon his return from
Lake. Miss Pickford, who was sum- New York, according to advices remoned to the scene of the accident, ceived by M. C. Levee, president of
assisted in caring for the player. the United studios, where Hamilton
Miss Wilson has an important role makes his comedies for Educational.
During the coming year Hamilton is
In the Pickford film.
to make six big special comedies un"Rags to Riches," starring Wesley der his own name. In the past he
Barry," is well under way at Warner has worked under the HamiltonHollywood studios, .where White banner. Jack White, of the
Bros.
Henry Rapf has arrived from New Whlto end, will produce his own
York to take charge of the produc- comedies also for Educational. Hamilton will supervise his own produc«
tion business.
tions, with Hugh Fay as chief diHarry Rapf, production manager rector. Irene Dulton is to continue
for Warner Bros., who is now at the as leading woman for Hamilton.
Hollywood studios supervising WesJoe Reddy, formerly in New York
ley Barry in "Bags to Riches," issues a denial to a recent statement with Pathe, is handling special pubthat "Brass" is to be made a pic- licity on tho Coast for Pathe and
ture by an eastern company. Rapf Harold Lloyd. He keeps his headcontrols the production and will quarters on the Roach lots.

We

Will Release

is

•TO

Peggy Hyland, the English player

who found

her feet in the studios of

Los Angeles, and was brought back
home by G. B. Samuelson to play in
several features, has returned again
to England and Is playing lead in
some small comedies.

The

Gaumont
is

production
of
nearing completion.
a member of the
stage family and the

C. Calvert,

a contract with British International well-known
by which he will make six pictures producer of some of the best Gaua year for this concern. The first mont British pictures, is the prowill have the exteriors "shot" in the
ducer.
Sahara and the company will be
solid throughout.
Several British
films have already been made in the F. P.'S L. I. STUDIO REOPENING
Sahara desert and amid the sand
After 10 months closed, the Fahills
of Southport, whlo his
up mous Players' Long Island studio
north in Lancashire.
will resume prvdue.lon work next
Another new producing concern, week with Alice Brady starred in a
The Albanian Film Co., is making Joseph Henaberry production.
its first picture.
Up to now, since the studio's re"The Cause of All
the Trouble.'' at the Barker studios
opening, educational* have been the
»n Ealing. Edward
D. Roberts is the only things "shot."
producer and the company includes
*'ora le Breton, George K. Arthur
Edgar MacGregor's case against
and oiaf Hytten. It is described as
Philip Bartholomae and Paul Sipe
•traight comedy.
for 33 1-3 per cent, of the $11,000
The
British
Board
Film secured from Famous Players for
of
tensors, of which T. P. O'Connor the
picture rights to "All Night
[« the president, is about to take to
Long," came up for trial in the City
jnemselves
a
female
colleague
MacGregor alwnose knowledge of what is good Court Wednesday
ed that portion of the price for
r
tho
P u Mic will, they hope.
Ir, v.
the agent's
less
rights,
screen
the
"•ble tlurn to add to the many existing "Thou
his due under a
shalt nots" on their commission
"K and givo ui only such films as contract that he held with the auiu "** wit hout
In their defense through
°\
Injury to our thors.
nfn
™r;iK
Many names have been Nathan Rurkan the wj er« Allege
loned, hut the announcement
that MacGregor was to receive that
"at Mrs. Bedford,
the widow of share of the royalties for assisting
«n« late
Examiner of Plays for the
in the rewriting of the play, and for
q
JTT Chamberlains Department, had
Shubert
"een appointed
is not correct.
Nor placing it with the Messrs.
"correct that she has spent some for production, which, they state,
J
yens i n b( lng nstructed
accomplish.
failed
to
ln lh0 that he
!•

Warner

Now that Sessue Ilayakawa has
deserted the silver screen for the
legitimate stage, appearing this fall
in a production by the Shuberts, the
Jap star will leave here June 12 with
his wife, Tsuri Aoki. also a picture
player, for a belated honeymoon in
Japan.

Stuart

"Byron"

WATCH

WAIT
FOR OUF

SENSATIONAL ANNOUNCEMENT

;

EARLY IN JUNE

\

MM

.

*

fall for

Blackton will shortly
start work on his new film, "Love's
J.

Roy Granville has signed Captain

,

himself this

FOR THE COMING YEAR

R.

Fred Le

it

Bros.

Newall's next production for

settings on the scale of magnificence
usually seen in the best Italian
works. The chief, charm, however,
in the feature will not be the producer's work, the story, the setting
©r the photography
it will be the

—

make

«>.

A

Line-up to Suit the Times

Selected by the Biggest Exhibitors in America

—

.

PICTURES
SENNETTS 'CROSS ROADS OF

ROOSEVELT DEAL

N. Y.'

TALK OF

TOPS B 'WAY'S BUSINESS LIST
Heads All Other Picture Houses by About
$10,000—Fox's Two Specials Not Drawing—
"Beyond Rocks" Finishes Third Big Week

1

—

&

STANTON

K.'s Posses-

Rain

All

1922

2,

POOR QUALITY OF FILM
PHILLY MAKES FRISCO SUFFER

BAD BUSINESS CLOSES

IS

CHI'S RIALTO

Waiting for B.
sion July

Friday, June

Last

IN

May Be Legit House Next Season—Hot Weather Slump

Business

at Film Places

N*

Week Dampened Box

Way

Off Last

«—Frisco-Made

Week

Picture

Does Poorly

Capitol

With

the business on the weekend shot to pieces because of the
Broadway's
holiday
approaching
banner receipts last week went to
tha Capitol with the Mack Sennett
special, "Cross Roads of New York"
*s the attraction. The picture drew
nearly $32,000 on the week and
topped the next highest receipts by
nearly $10,000.
The surprise is that the two William Fox specials being; run in legitprices, the
failed to pull

any

real

HURTS

business.

looked for, especially in the light of
the heavy publicity the production
obtained locally.
The early part of the current week
business picked up somewhat, but
Tuesday (Memorial Day) was particularly light at the matinees, going
to good returns for the evening performances.
"The Cradle Buster"
Cameo
(American Releasing). Seats 550.

—

Mats., 55,* eves., 75. Glenn
Picture got corking notices
in the daily press, but business was
off In spite of this, gross on week
showing only $3,800. Held over for

Scale:

Hunter.

York"

(Sennett -First

of

New

National).
Seats 5.300. Scale: Mats., 35-55-85;
eves., 65-85-$M0. Special that First

for Business

—Depression

More Noticeable
L.os Angeles,

May

31.

Exceedingly brisk competition on

and the holiday yesterday.

Broadway

week

last

"Monte

Cristo" at the Mission started on
its

second week with something of

a spurt, but

it seems doubtful if
the picture can stand up for the
six weeks' run that Is scheduled for
It.
At Miller's theatre "Kismet,"
back for a return date, failed to
attract at all, while at the Kinema

"Trouble" failed to arouse anything like unusual activity at the
box ofllce, despite which the production is being held over for a
second week.

Estimates for last week:

Grauman's

—

"The

(Paramount).

Man

from

Seats

2,300.

Scale, matinees, 35 cents; evenings,
55 cents.
George Fitzmaurice
production, all star cast, headed by

A

James Kirk wood, Anna Q. Nillsen
and Norman Kerry.
Special atopen mar- traction that helped, draw was an

National is to release in
ket. Pulled biggest business of any

on

getting

automobile

assembling

Kern

which

County

contest

met

in

Los

Angeles. Drew $13,800.
Gouverneur Morris*
California
Central
"Virgin of Stamboui"
(Universal).
Seats 960.
Scale: "Yellow Men and Gold" (Goldwyn).
Scale, matinees, 2565-75. Prlscilla Dean. This is reis- Seats 2,000.
sue of about two years ago. Failed 35 cents; evenings, 35-55 cents.
Elinor's
Also
orchestra.
The picto attract any business on Broadture was the attraction last week,
way, house getting $3,800.
both
stars,
as
well
liked
here,
cou"Missing Husbands"
Criterion
with
Gouverneur
Morris'
[(Metro). Seats 1,100. Scale: 55-99. pled
In its second week picture just name, aided the box office. Grossed
{topped $5,000 mark, getting little $11,300.
Kinema— "Trouble" (First Nabetter than that figure.
Rialto
"Beyond the Rocks" tional), Jackie Coogan, star. Also
(Paramount). Seats 1,960. Scale: "The ralcface" (First National),
Scats 1,800.
60-85-99. For third week on Broad- Buster Keaton, star.
way this picture was moved from Scale, matinees, 25-35 cents; evenings, 35-55 cents.
Prices have
Rivoli, where it had been two weeks,
been restored to where they were
to the Rialto. Got around $21,000.
change
policy.
before
the
of
InRivoli— "Find the Woman" (Cosmopolitan-Paramount). Seats 2,210. cidentally with the Norma Talmadge
"Smilln*
feature,
Through,"
50-85-99.
Alma Rubens.
Scale:
Business fair; the gross going to a the house policy also reverted to its
former standard and will probably
little better than $17,000.
$31,890.

—

—

—

.

—

Strand
tional).

— "Trouble"
Seats

2,989.

30-50-85; eves., 60-85.

.(First
NaScale: Mats.,

Jackie Coo-

With corking publicity picgan.
ture held fair draw, getting $17,070
on the week.

State — "The

remain

so.

Rene Williams

is

K. interests.
As reported last week in yariety,
the Roosevelt under the Ascher
regime was not a success and they
did not break even. It has battled
hard to make a showing against the
lavish entertainment offered by the
Chicago (theatre) and it seemed as
though Unable to stand the pace in

San Francisco, May |L
Business at the various picture
houses was off considerably laet

31.

presentations.

Regent.

been

No announcement

made as

legits.

The

policy

pending

Newark, May 31.
The Rialto, which opened two
woeks ago under the Fabian management, will close the middle of
June.' In the fall prologs will be
chorus
given with the pictures.
Of 25 will be permanently engaged,
while the principals will be fre-

A

quently changed.
The 'Fabians will keep the Branford and Paramount open through
the summer.

the straightening of its
regular bookings as the result of
the 14-wcek run of "The Silent
Business way off, the gross
Call."
being around $2,200.

Writing Score for "Salome"
Henry lladley,- tho grand opera
composer, is to do the score for tho

Nazimova

picture

version of
"Salome," which was recently completed. A print was brought east a
week or DO ago and shown privately.
The United Artists will handle
the release.

feature

Monroe Salisbury and

starring

telling

an-

other story of tho Northwest with
the usual snow, ice and dogsleds did
very poorly.
The public, here at
least, is plumb tired of Northwest
films; audiences have been satiated
with every angle to this tvpe of

at 16th

plot.

Business bore out that

Business way off.
The Imperial drawing big with
"Fascination" starring Mae Murray.

fact.

point.

rumors are that the Al-

latest

may go over to the legit in the
playing for the distinctly high
class stuff.
In addition to the closing of the
Stanton, the week's most interesting
feature was the reported determination of the Stanley company to use
the Karlton as Its second-run house,
instead of the Palace. The Karlton

At the California attendance was

fall,

has been taking average program
pictures and has done little of late,
even with a price reduction to 50
cents. It is understood that, beginning next week, It will take the biggest and most popular pictures
shown at the Stanley and run them
a week or so later. The reason for
the change is the belief of the Stanley people that the Palace, being a
drop-in house, can do better without the big name stars than the
Illinois Troupes Under Fire," under Karlton can. "Smilin' Through" is
the auspices of themselves, twice said to be the first of the Stanley
daily, and a fair play.
films to get a second run showing at
Estimates for last week:
tho Karlton.
"Sonny" (Chicago. First NaThe only house which held up last
Richard Barthelmess. A week to anywhere near the former
tional).
rousing response from dailies, with two weeks average was the Stanley,
fair business result. Specialties and which did splendidly with "Smilln*
prologs came In for good share of Through." On the other hand, the
attention.
Aldine took a tumble (despite good
"Is Matrimony a Failure?" (Roos- notices), and the Karlton wobbled
Divided opin- miserably, though its comedy, "Too
evelt; Paramount).
ions on probable success. Plot was Much Business," was well liked and
thought by most of the dallies as made friends.
Star cast, which
trifle impractical.
Estimates for last week:
all contributed toward picture, get8tanley— "Smilln' Through" (First
week.
ting nV ^ut $10,000
National) While not up to mark
"Your Best Friend" and "Sawing set by first week of "Beyond the
a Woman in Half Exposed'* (Ran- Rocks," this splendid feature did big
dolph). Vera Gordon's new one was and steady business and was not afwell thought of. Played one week, fected by some very hot nights;
although exploited as second "Hu- $29,500. This week, "Penrod" and
moresque." The "Sawing" film re- Buster Keaton's "His Wife's Relaleased through Greiver Brothers, tions,"
almost equally featured,
while John E. Coutts took* principal though former gets edge In billboard
part and Edna Fletcher subject for posters.
Next week, "The Proxy
sawing. Both films did not bounce Daddy." (Capacity, 4,000; scale, 35up to the usual b' nesa likely, 50 matinees, 50-75 evenings.)
falling to around $4,000.
Aldine
"Sisters" (American).

only

fair.

Estimates for

last week:
"The Bachelor Daddy"
(Paramount). Seats, 2,780; scale 5075-90.
Thomas Meighan star. The
feature created favorable comment
but drew only fair attendance.

California

Granada— "North of the Rio
Grande" (Paramount). Seats, 3,100;
scale, 50-75-90. Jack Holt and Bebe
Business way. below. Gross

Daniels.

around

$12,000.

Imperial
Seats,

— "Fascination"

1,425;' scale,

—

Got some nice notices, but lack of
any big names meant small draw.
House Is acknowledged In bad way,
and looking for some avenue of escape. Rumored It will be taken over
for summer by one company which
will run some specials there. This
week, "Woman, Wake Up" (Associated Exhibitors, through Pathe),
with "At tha End of the Rainbow"
coming; $4,000. (Capacity, 1,500;

PITTSBURGH'S TRADE
Grand Did $21 ,000 Last Week
—Others Around $9,000

scale, 60.)

—

(Metro).
35-50-75.
Mae

Murray created more interest than
any down town houses.
Figures
showed $9,000.
Strand

— "Cardigan"

(Am. ReleasSeats, 1,700; scale, 25-50.
William Collier, Jr., and Betty Carpenter. Around $4,500.
Tivoli
(American Releasing Co.).
Seats, 2,240; scale, 25-40.
Monroe
Salisbury, of "The Great Alone,"
This feature was offered with pretentious prolog but type of feature
not popular and started out poorly
ing Co.).

—

Finished week with $5,000.

BOSTON LIGHT
No Improvement

in Business, With

Gloomy Outlook

—

WEATHER D0ESNT STOP

—

$14,000.
j

f

Boston,

May

There was no improvement

SI.

In the

business at the first release houses
here last week, and with this week
bringing the summer parks, all of
which boast picture houses; soma
of them quite elaborate in con*
struction and program, the outlook
is rather gloomy.
In the opinion of those familiar
with conditions as regards the in*
town picture houses, the theatre!
seem to be more sensitive to
weather and other conditions this
year than ever before, and it if
claimed they are reflecting fully
the conditions that exist in other
branches of the theatrical business,
Loew's State (25-50; capacity,
4,000).
Thomas Meighan in "Tha

Bachelor Daddy" and Nazimova in
"A Doll's House," about same as
gross of preceding week, $7,000.
"North of the Rio Grande" and "I*
Matrimony a Failure'' this week.

Stanton "Orphans of the Storm"
2,400).
capacity,
Park (40-60;
(United Artists)—Kept week too Using same bill as lrst week: "The
long; sagged to practically nothing, Good Provider" and "The Young
which, with high rental, hurt and Painter." Grossed about $5,000 last
finally decided Stanley people to week with this bill, but doubtful
close house for summer;
$5,250. If it can be repeated this week.
(Capacity, 1,700; scale, 50-75.)

Karlton

— "Too

Much Business"

(Vitagraph)— While well liked and
improving bit as week went on, not
sort to lift this house out of rut, and
in near future reported that Stanley
pictures will be given second show-

week or two following first
"The Trap," with Lon Chaney,
week may make gross rise; $3,-

ing here
run.
this

(Capacity, 1,000; scale, 50.)
Aldine Did average business with

500.

.

NEWARK

new Fox,

believed, to the un«

Franclsco-made

dine

back

orchestra leader, while Eddie
Horton supplies the organ recitals.
Inasmuch as the Kinema can draw
as many at the 55-cent top as at
40-cent top the management seems

as

the

it is

will be.
The Granada with "North of the
There have beeh several rumors Rio Grande" likewise suffered poor
the Stanton might be turned into a attendance.
legit house, but last year the manAt the Strand "Cardigan" is not
agers voiced the opinion the city up to the expectations of the manhad all it could stand with seven agement from a box office s:and-

to the exact
the Roosevelt will operate
under the Balaban & Katz banner,
outside of it going on under a grind.
Whether the Roosevelt will play in
opposition to the Chicago after July
1 in presentations, prologues and
It may
features is problematical.
be expected though that the eyes
upon
itself
will
focus
of the trade
tho developments.
Movie business suffered as much
as did other forms of entertainment last week due to steady rain.
The situation is the same as it has
been for the past few months with
no recuperation in sight for busiThe pictures presented met
ness.
with the critics' approval and might
have found favor with the fans except for the disagreeable weather.
The Woods, a legit house, la running "The Rainbow Division of the

has

When

due,

upshot

—

week.

week

appealing nature of the films offered
at the first run houses.
At the
Tivoli "The Great Alone," a San

and Market, just below the Stanton,
opens, the jam will be even greater.
Everybody is wondering what the

Pittsburgh, May 31.
Face Between" to have made a paying move.
Mission— "Monte Cristo" (Fox).
The hot spell here failed to
(Metro), "Bachelor Daddy" (ParaSeats
800.
considerable
damage at
Scale,
matinees,
any
55
cause
mount). Scats 3,600. Scale: 30-50.
With regular split week vaudeville cents; evenings, 55-80 cents; lodges, the box offices of the largest picture
reserved,
$1.50. Picture commenced houses last week. Good reports have
bill also. Business fell off little last
its
second week last Wednesday been recorded in all instances.
week, getting around $16,500.
after seven days of big business
The Grand had an extra feature
"Nero" and "Silver Wings," two
that was aided by a $5 top cpening in the person of Fellcian Pelot,
William Fox specials, are playing
night when movie stars attended violinist, who gave a solo at each
in the Lyric and the Apollo theain a body.
showing of "Reported Missing."
tres, both legitimate houses, with a
Grauman's Rialto "Beyond the Song-plugging In all tho music
$1.65 top scale. The former is doing
Rocks" (Paramount).
Seats 800. shops helped "Fascination," on disonly a fair business, even though Scale, matinees, 25 cents; evenings,
play In various forms.
the picture is an unusual one, and 55 cents.
Gloria Swanson, star;
Estimates last week:
the latter is barely managing to Rodolph Valentino also featured.
Grand— "Reported Missing" (Selzexist. Fox has both theatres on an
Sixth and final week. Got $5,200. nick). (Seats 2,500; scale, 35-55c).
outright rental, and the loss at the
Miller's— "Kismet," Otis Skinner, Owen Moore. "Sawing
Lady in
Apollo is reported about $5,000 a star. House has been using fill-Ins
Half; Expose" also factor In steady

PROLOGS IN

May

Business slumped again last week

,

second week, with returns picking Home."

Roads

Philadelphia,

SI.

Roosevelt

HOUSES

"Nero" production, a most the part of the vaudeville and legitunusual picture and one of the real imate theatres here during the last
features of the year, is not turning week had the effect of holding down
anyone away, while "Silver Wings" receipts at the picture houses. The
at a theatre within a few doors is business depression which began
operating at a considerable loss to the early part of the month was
further noticeable last week and all
the Fox people.
Three weeks on Broadway Is the of the houses with the exception
record that "Beyond the Rocks" of the California took a further drop
made for Itself between the Rivoli in receipts. The Miller house, howand the Rialto, coming to the latter ever, attracted something like $3,000
house for its final week and getting over its business for the preceding
a heavy play. At the Strand the week.
The present week off to a great
Jackie Coogan picture Just topped
$17,000, which was not as strong as start, with good business Monday

—"Cross

May

NOVELTY

The

up.
Capitol

& KaU's

now. The buzzers flashed this his- after two weeks of briskness. One
torical event through film row with
a punch. It is holding the boards of the results has been the closing
for the most important incident of of the Stanton for the summer.
the week. It all occurred so sudMarket street, west of Fifteenth,
COMPETITION denly
it was difficult to grasp the
has been spoiled for pictures apparfull meaning of the transaction.
ently with the opening of the StanFILM
July 1, the Aschers will relinquish ley, which gets all the business.
their holdings on the Roosevelt, re- The Stanley company has a big
taining the deed in their name, and problem on its hands for next seaVaudeville and Legit Struggle renting the Roosevelt to the B. & son with the Stanton and smaller

with high admission
top being $1.65, have

imate house

Chicago,

Balaban

It's

draw.
Few counter attractions>
other than rival picture houses, was^
another reason for good rctur/ns
despite torrid days. Picture given
good publicity, and lavish praise by

—

"Why Announce Your

Marriage?"
Palace did splendidly with
"Across tho Continent," just the
kind of a picture to please this clientele. The Victoria, with "The Last
Trail," suffered from the hot wave.
critics. About $21,000.
Olympic "Is Matrimony a Fail- A feature of the week was the anure?" (Paramount). (Scats 1,100; nouncement of "Foolish Wives" at
scale 25 -40c). T. Roy Barnes and the Great Northern (Stanley house
Lila Lee. Business started gloomily in North Philly) for all of this week.
but picked up as wevsk went alortig, The same picture is also being
with smash at rnd. About $9,100.
shown at the 69th Street. It is the
Liberty— "Fascination" (Tiffany). first case where the Stanley com(Seats 1,200; scale, 25 -55c). Mae pany has taken over a picture origiMurray. About $9,519.
nally shown at the Aldine. All ofch-

and

Tremont Temple (25-50; capacity,
2,400).
"Smilln' Through" such a
flop the first week, attempt to put
Switched to
over abandoned.
house from the Park, Supposed to remain tw weeks at Tem"Tour
ple, but couldn't bo done.
Best Friend" for this week.

It

this

Moderr (28-40; capacity, 800).
"The Bigamist" and "Tho Old Oaken Bucket" this week. Did about
$3,500, about $500 less than normal
last week with "The Beauty Pnop*
and "The Queen of tho Turf."

Beacon (28-40; capacity. 800).
and gross samo as Modern, sis-

Bill

ter house.

—

I

have been shown only In the
Ambassador, in West Philadelphia,
also controlled by tho Felts, who
have the Aldine. This has meant
that pictures like "The Three Musketeers" have had only two showers

W

ings here, except in rare cases
smaller neighborhood ^dependent*,

^^^^^^^^^m
Friday, June

2,

PICTURES
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WASHINGTON CONFUSED

MARCUS LOEW ASSOCIATE DIES

Earlier Rising It Still Being

FOX'S "IF

Argued

About

LEAVING
Bequests to Various

way, Brooklyn

$5,000

House Attaches of the BroadDiamond Stud Bought

—Orders

Loew

for

Reinhardt,
The will of Charles
Theatre
president of the Broadway

the Gates Theatre
N Y.
Company, both of Brooklyn
with Marassociated
who was

Company and

p

and

Loew

cus

in

K. C.

OFF

"Shcba" Does Best, Without Doing
Much, Last Week

the operation of sev-

filed and admitted to
eral theatres,
County Surprobate in the Kings

his net esrogates Court, directs
as follows:—
tate to be divided
Marcus Loew, "a diamond stud
purchased by my executors.
}

be

to

TO MANAGER

in their
shall spend such sum
proper for
discretion as they deem

wn o

same."

BroadPaul Levy, manager of the
theatre, Brooklyn. $5,000; Sally
the
of
manager
assistant
Levy,
Broadway, Brooklyn, $2,500.

way

Rose Reinhardt, widow, of 037 St.
Marks avenue, Brooklyn, $200,000.
residue; Louis
anil one-third of the
Reinhardt, brother, of 756 Flushing
avenue, $75,000, and the Flushing
avenue premises he is residing In;

Kansas City, May 31.
The managers of the prominent

Betty Blythe in the title role, which
had a tendency to attract the
curious.

Harding's leader, the Liberty, was
second best, with "The Good Provider," on its second week's showWith the parks open, the pic706 Delaware avenue, Wilmington, ing.
543 ture managers are playing for a
Del., and Edward C. Huelle, of
Halsey street, niece and nephejv, break-even for .. few weeks, until
the novelty of the outdoof amuseeach $10,000.
Charles Jaffa, friend and business ments wane.
For the current week the Liberty
associate, of 361 Highland boulevard, $125,000, his interest in the law has "The Rosary," with "Shame"
together
at the Royal, and the Newman will
firm of Reinhardt & Jaffa,
with all ofllce equipment and the
law library, and also one-third of

offer

the residue.
Nathan Stern, friend, of 45 Brevoort place, $125,000 in lieu of any or

film

this individual.
Estimates for last

"The Four Horsemen" for the
time at pop prices here.

in

of 63.
Brooklyn, graduated from the publie school and the New York Univeraity Law School, and practiced
The
law for about forty years.
value of the estate left by him will
not be known until, under the direction of the court, It is appraised
for inheritance taxation.

at the ag.

it
i-

>k

li-
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to
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if

BORZAGE'S CONTRACT

n
cr

Los Angeles Brokers Sue Director

S3.

for

ty,

he

Commission

and Gus Inglis
(Willis & Inglis), Los Angeles film
brokers and agents, have started atRichard

in

as
00.

Willis

tachment proceedings In the New
York Supreme Sourt against Frank

la
o).|

?he

in*
astl
full

Borzage, the picture director, to recover a balance of $8,219.30, alleged
due for negotiating a contract for
the director with William Randolph
Hearst.
who directed
Borzage,

"Humoresque,"
ity.
i

a|

putl
to|

up*
»nv

our
|

00).|

ak•out

mal|
op'
00).
sis'

the
>hUu

who
eant
lufl-

iow»

W

"Get

Rich

Quick

Wallingford" and other productions
for the Hearst
film organization,
held a $60,000 annual contract from
Oct. l, 1919.
The second year's renewal carried with it a $75,000 annual
stipend,
Borzage, however,
asking for his release July 15, 1921,
which was granted. In all the director is alleged to have earned
1119,889.40 In
the year and nine
months he was with Cosmopolitan
Productions, 10 per cent, of which
the plaintiffs claim under their contract

manager and publicity
for Borzage. They admit

as

rector
ceipt of $3,769.14.
A sidelight on the legal
ing Is a quotation in one

propriated the corporation's funds.
Dixon, who wrote "The Birth of a
Nation" and other plays, was an
officer of the corporation which had
put out Dixon's "A Man of the Peo-

.'>

Sensation
this picture was said to have caused
in Paris heavily played upon here
and held gross business up. Not held

—

Crandall's Metropolitan
(Capacity
the Law," a James
Oliver Curwood picture which got
play from men. Larry Semon in "A
Pair of Kings" added. This house
bills its comedy film along with its
feature equally as prominently, with

Am

result patrons are educated to anticipate showing of this portion
bill equally with that of main sto-y

presented. Going along evenly; $7,000 on week.

is

trial

BAD FILM FIRE

Na-

going to $8,500.
Lafayette Square "Perjury" and
(Capacity 3,400; scale,
vaudeville.
mats. 20-25, nights 30 50). Strong
vaudeville card, but offset by middling picture. With business slumping, house shows first signs of mak-

—

ing bid for real publicity.1 So far,

has depended upon organ and newness of theatre. Will have to plug

REJECT KUJKLUX FILM
REILLY'S
"Illinois

BUCKS FILM

Troops" Over at
Chicago
Chicago,

Kansas City's Censor Upheld
Appeal Board

May

Kansas City, May 31.
The firm appeal board of this city
31.

has refused to permit the picture,
"The Mysterious Eyes of the Ku
Klux Klan," to be exhibited here.
Troops Under Fire" at the Woods. The picture was sent here from
Starting with last Friday night's Oklahoma City.
It is claimed to
performance, the house held capac- show the Klan in its various activiity, and the Saturday and Sunday
ties and secret workings.
The cenperformances were clean-outs IB
r*fllg*f was"ap'pTaled "to''the
minutes before the opening "punch
Mayor, who referred the matter to
talk was made by Corp. R. II. the
appeal board. Nicholas Hun|

Ingleston.

Negotiations arc now being made
obtain the house for a third
week, with Lou Housman endeavoring to get definite word from New
York if "The Divine Crook" is coming June 12, in case the "Bucks"

total of 185,000 feel Of raw film.
valued at four cents a foot, was

A

FRISCO'S
Scheduled

proceed-

son-Cole), which Walsh directed,
were also attached to secure th<

taking

I

is

in

Vienna making

Albcrtina Rasch.

to

open

during

In

June.

residential theatre, which
to pictures, has
will be devoted
hern built by the Nassar Brothers,
who also control two other houses

second anniversary of the
over of the directorship of
the Capitol, New York, by S. L.
The building Is
Rothafel will be celebrated next in this district.
loo m 150 feet, and is of reinforced
week.
constructed
at a cc*t of
concrete,
A special program will be presented and a number of events of over $200,000.
The new house will seat 1.7&0.
a gala nature are planned by the
house attache* in honor of their Timothy L. PflCUger is the archi-

Thf

chief.

,

tcct.

^«

and E. L. Miller, members, reviewed the film and turned it down.
Regarding the board's action,

ter

Mr. Miller said:
"Wc could see
nothing objectionable in the film,
nor could wo find any reasons why
The name is senit should be run.
sational. It would undoubtedly induce many persons to spend 45
minutes to see it, but it would be
an entire waste of time, for they
would gain no Information, learn
nothing. We believe we should uphold the censor where we can do
so justly, and we find no reason
why this film should be shown
here."

APOLLO HAS CURSE OF DRINK'
The
which

Bobby

North combination,
handling the countrywide

is

sale of state rights for "The Curse
of Drink," ha* closed for six territories for the "five sta.- feature," as

they have designated the production.
The title of the picture has a special appeal to the state right market buyers at present and the fact
that
cett,

Harry

Morey, George FawBreese, Marguerite

T.

Edmund

Clayton

and

Miriam

Batista are
starred In the production is lending
an added interest to the bidding.
North figures that the picture will
sell 100 per cent, territory within
the next month. The distribution In

NCW York

will

be handled through

the Apollo Eschaogo.

NEWEST THEATRE

San FranclSCO, May 31.
The new Castro Street theatre

destroyed.

2D R0THAFEL ANNIVERSARY The new

Walsh

by

Woods,

Reilly's Bucks have "put over"
"Illinois
their
picture
captioned

re-

pictures for an Austrian company.
He has just completed a feature
for the Sascha Film Co. starring

wid

in regular order.

BANK

Cal.

$8,000

$9,000.

to

—

plaintiffs claim.
Fielding, whose homo is in Nice,
France, is at present in Oakland.

own. Between

to hold its

necessary.

(Seats 1,000; scale, 50.) Ho- Explosion at Universal City Causes want to make it an indefinite stay,
$500,000 Damage
and Bessie Love.
bart
under present
prospective
quite
Stars not seen to any great advanenthusiasm and strong endorseLos Angeles, May 31.
House little off of regular
tage.
ment.
All of the picture colony was
theatre path; takes name of ImOut here It is understood "The
"The Sea endangered by fire late last Wednes- Divine Crook" will not again be
portance to get 'em.
day
afternoon when an explosion
Lion" failed to prove much of a
season and,
which rocked Universal City re- seen before the new
draw.
when It does reappear, Florence
Twelfth Street— "A Doll's House." sulted from a short-circuited elec- Reed will not be in it. One rumor
(Seats 1,100; scale, 30; children, 10.) tric wire igniting 110,000 feet of says Marjorle Rambeau may have
Rather peculiar selection for New- film in the cutting room. For sev- the title role that Miss Reed did
man's lowest priced theatre, where eral hours the fire threatened to not fit.
studio.
Appabig portion of trade Is drop-in, but wipe out the entire
was figured Nazimova's name would ratus from all surrounding commuDEPENDABLE'S FIRST
the
film lots.
rushed
were
to
nities
fair.
just
Business
prove attraction.
W. Christy Cabanne is completThe flames were under control
Other feature pictures at the pop
ing
his
first production for the Demore
estimated
damage
after
"A Wide
priced vaudeville houses:
pendable Pictures Corporation at
Open Town," Malnstreet; "Mile- than $500,000 had been done.
The film of "Under Two Flags," the former Metro studio, New York.
stones," Pantages; "The Bear Cat,"
a Tod Browning production with Tammany Young is working with
Globe.
Priscilla Dean starred, wa.i entirely him as assistant director.
Marsh,
the cast are Mae
In
destroyed. Miss Dean made a desbut Martha Mansfield, Julia Swayne
ACCOUNT ATTACHED perate effort to save the film,
unable to gain entranc* to the (Jordon, J. Barney Sherry, Norman
was
Samuel Schwartzbcrg. attorney cutting room, which was padlocked. Kerry, Walter Miller, Dick Leo,
in fact for Thomas B. Walsh, forWhile returning to the lot she Daniel Hayes, Fred Kalgren, Al
merly production manager of the
tripj ed on a robe she was wearing Stewart and T. Young.
Walsh-Fielding Productions, Inc.,
The production is the first of a
and sustained a sprained ankle.
obtained an attachment in the City
"Under Two Flags" will have to series which the Dependable, which
Court last week against Percival If,
the newly formed organization
is
been
just
had
It
he made over.
Fielding, former vice-president of
completed; Five short productions of Morris Kohn and John Woody, is
the corporation. The action is based
to make during the coming year.
were also burned out.
on an I. O. U. note for $617 ad-

Bor-

Drew
many a

best newspaper notices
day. Started off with
bang Sunday with picture held over
Anticipated big busfull
week.
for
iness failed to materialize, takings

Bosworth

vanced by Walsh to Fielding.
The attachment is appliable on
bank account in the
Fielding's
Bankers' Trust Co., New York. The

in

50).
in

tional.

di-

age's Utters to Willis & Inglis
which are appended as exhibits.
Borsagi explains the reason for his
request for a release because of the
'act Hearst was wont to switch
Tories on liimat thc'lasrmoment.
*hich did not meet with the dircctor's approval.

In

The action must now come

corporation'! receipts of "Shams of
Society" (released thrum,' Uobort-

of

had

close

to

lowing in this city. Business just
average for house, considering
disagreeable weather.
First

lars

(Scale, 35 mat., 35, 50 nights.)

1,750)— "I

and

J.

self

Reckoning."
The playwright is charged with
having applied over $16,000 of the
company's funds on false claims.
Specifically he is alleged to have
paid Flora MacDonald, his protege,
$3,250 without consideration. He is
alleged to have paid himself $10,000
for a 20 per cent, interebt in the
two plays above mentioned. He is
alleged to have paid himself $500
commission on a sale of "The Foolish Virgin" to the Clara Kimball
Young Corp. for $4,000. The court
held that these allegations are specific enough and no bill of particu-

Husbands."

$8,500.

failed)

readiness another Dixon opus, "The

Both pictures got fairly good
play. (Scale, 20, 35 mat., 30, 40, 50
nights.) About $13,000.
Loew's Columbia (Capacity 1,200)

fair

Doric— "The Sea Lion,"

(which

ple"

half.

Around

Fri-

day decided that Edward K. Summerwell, trustee in bankruptcy of
the National Drama Corp., need not
file
a bill of particulars in his
charges against Thomas Dixon, author and playwright, of having ap-

$13,000.

over.

McFall, with Shea himattendance. Picture
with
interest. Lafayette Square slumping
somewhat despite unusually heavy
vaudeville bills. Making every attempt to secure ricture bookings,
but picture card at this house
shows up badly In comparison witb
competing houses.
Estimates for last week:
Loew's 8tate— "The World Champion"
and vaudeville. (Capacity
3,400; mats. 20, nights 30-40). Led
bunch by respectable margin. Fell
off $4,000 from preceding week with
no apparent cause. Running along
at excellent pace for pre-summei
business. Close to $10,000.
Hippodrome— "Penrod." Capacity
2,400; scale, mats. 25-35, nights, 35-

Vincent

men watching house showing

Bankruptcy
last

31.

Loew's plugging heavy
feature.
publicity which probably accounts
for leadership.
Management of Hippodrome now
turns from Harold B. Franklin to

Allegations Against Thos. Dixon by

The Appellate Division

May

noticeably dur-

trend for downtown
picture houses. All are now looking for novelties as general feeling
is that public at this time can be
pulled indoors only by some unusual

PLAYWRIGHT ACCUSED
in

off

mean upward

sacrifice."

Trustee

fell

ing past week with summer weather
and outdoor amusements. Attendance fairly well divided, Loew's
leading the field by small margin.
Reported closing of Shea's Court
week will probably
this
Street

a romantic figure of sympathy and

Loew's Palace (Capacity 2,500)
William Christy Cabanne picture,
"Beyond the Rainbow," with long

— "Missing

Buffalo, N. Y.,

Business

"Picture experts say Mark Sabre
will create a new type of film hero,

l|C#,

above previous week, climbing

Nice Weather and Out- Door Amusements Cutting in on Film*

people.

This list of screen and stage names In
was at the Shubert at the com- cast, first half. May McAvoy in
mencement of the season at legit "Through a Glass Window,". second

first

—

it

follow:

Montreal, May 31.
A special cable from London says:
"William Fox, president of Fox
Films, arrives in England on Monday to arrange for the filming of "If
Winter Comes" and to confer with
the author, A. If, S. Hutchinson, regarding the pcenario and location.
The producer follows a week later
and the artists a week later still.
"Mr. Hutchinson says Americans
bought the book in such incredible
numbers that it is fitting that an
American company should film it,
but he is delighted that it will be
filmed in England, because it is essentially of England and the English

helped. Another feature, that
a visiting conductor, Gustav
Heinrichs, also aided. Added picture
feature, "The Yount Painter," with
Mary Astor. (Scale, mornings 30,
•afternoons 40, evenings 55.) Little

h
of

house prices, but failed to attract
claims which he may have many of the regular picture fans,
although
well received by the press.
against the estate, and the remainThe prices were too high for this
ing one- third share of the residue.
Samuel J. Greenfield, of 699 Wil- town.
Newman "Queen of Sheba," Fox
loughby avenue; Herman Goldberg,
Gra- special. (Seats 1,980; scale, mats.,
office boy not yet of age, of 82
ham avenue, and Simon Stern, of 44 25; nights, 50-75.) Best draw in
town last week, but not up to some
Wcirfield street, each $2,500.
of the business a few weeks ago.
Charles Jaffa, who has an office at
No figures.
44 Court street; Nathan Stern, toLiberty— "The Good Provider."
gether with the decedent's widow,
(Seats 2,000; scale, 35-50.) Second
without bonds, were named and
Received unusually strong
week.
qualified as the executors of the espress notices on its initial showing
tate, under the will, which was exePicture
and stars well liked,
here.
cuted on May 18 and witnessed by
but attendance fell off Instead of
Alexander K. Winter, of 68 Chaun- building.
ccy avenue, New Rochcllc, N. Y.,
Royal— "North of the Rio Grande,"
and William Muiray, of 34 Monroe Paramount. (Seats 900; scale, 35place.
50.)
Bebe Daniels and Jack Holt in
Mr. Reinhardt, who was also a this picture largely responsible for
prominent lawyer, died on May 21 business done. Both have large fol-

He was born

week

Moore's Rialto (Capacity 1,900)
Thunderclap,"
with
Mary
Carr recently in person at this

"The

all

k

31.

greater confusion was added
during the past week by the continuance of the hour earlier rising for
work by the government departments and the switching back to
their regular hours of all the stores.
The local picture managers didn't
know when to figure on the biggest
demand,
although
the
greatest
crowds seemingly gathered for the
earlier shows. A survey of the various houses here for the second
show Saturday night
disclosed
goodly houses at all four of the
principal theatres as late as 10.30.
This is not a guide on business, as
Sunday is "sleep morning."
One of the local dailies is conducting a voting contest on the present
arrangement of working hours, and
the sentiment is against it by a wide
maigin. Neither the continuance of
the present plan nor the throwing
back of the clocks is evidently wanted by the greater majority of the
readers of this paper, which, by the
way, has the greatest circulation of
the four dallies here.
One of the voters stated on his
ballot that he liked the new hours
because it permitted taking in an
Still

crbwntown picture houses did not
expect a great deal of business last
week, and none was disappointed,
for there was not much.
The biggest play for patronage
was made by the Newmans with
the '"Queen of Sheba" film at the
Newman. They were not surprised
wrTe"n many of the performances
were run to far from capacity. The
picture, however, received the biggest play of the week. It had been
earlier moviv? show. It would appear
strongly advertised and some of the
that thv movies are a part of the
after notices commented at length
on the "nature" display made by regular day's routine, at least with

Herman C. Huelle, Jr., nephew, of
9119 St. Charles Court, Woodhavcn,
of
L. I.. $75,000; Emily C. Stadter,

3

May

Washington, D. C,

BUFFALO OFF

WINTER COMES"

"HELMET OF NAVARRE" NEX1
The International

Film Service
secured the sciatn
rights to 'The Helmet Of Navarre,"
The contract
by Bertha Ilunklc.
Co.,

Inc.,

has

was closed this week through
Nathan Burkan acting

ofllce of

the
for

the picture organization.
The story will undoubtedly be
utilised as a follow-up costume pi«y
for Marlon Davles, who ha* just

completed
in Flower."

"When Knighthood Wa«

1

P1CT

URLS

Friday, June «,

m*

M

TRUST COMPANY OF BOSTON
ADVERTISES CIRCUIT FOR SALE

TR0UBLE" IN TROUBLE

—
—

—

May

Boston,

The

31.

Cosmopolitan

Trust
Co.,
which is being liquidated, is asking
for bids on a number of securities
and notes that would give the purchaser control of a circuit of 16 pic-

MUSIC TAX INCREASE

CONSIDERED BY SOCIETY

New England Present 10c. Seat May Be
known as* Doubled
Trouble in Collecthe Empire and it has the Bijou,
tions with Expenses Cause
Opera House, Colonial and Strand
ture theatres in the

The

territory.

—

circuit Is

Newport;

the Hialto,
Mass.;
Square,
Central
Waltham,
and
Mass.;
Strand
Premier,
Newburyport,
Mass.;
theatres
Lowell,

in

Town

Amesbury,
Mass.; Strand, Portland, Me., and

Strand and

Hall,

Nickelodeon,

the

Academy

of

Bijou,
Emipre, Fall

Kialto,

Music and

River.

Henry

O.

Cushman, the

liquidat-

The American Society of ComAuthors and Publishers is
thinking of doubling its present
annual tax rate of 10 cents per seat
per year to picture exhibitors for
posers,

the privilege of performing copyrighted music controlled by the society.
This plan is a result of the
number of litigations the A. S. C.
A. P. has had to contend with.
Bringing suit against infringing exhibitors is proving costly,
even

ing agent for the Cosmopolitan is
advertising in the local papers to
the effect that the Empire Circuit
of 16 picture theatres is offered for though the organization has invasale.
This is followed by a notice riably won and recovered the $250
to bidders in which they are invited minimum damages.
But the legal
to purchase
"certain promissory expense incurred in sending witnotes, shares of stock and other nesses and engaging counsel in vasecurities which together are be- rious parts of the country offsets
lieved to constitute controlling in- any damages recovered. The scoutterest in the so-called Empire Cir- ing system maintained to unearth
cuit a common and popular name any infringement by exhibitors is
referring to the following motion another item.
The big circuit and exhibitors are
picture theatres and the various
corporations owning or controlling prompt in their tax returns, but the
same." The final date for the receiv- rank and file of small theatre owners are careless.
ing of bids is June 21.

The Cosmopolitan Trust Co. is the
bank which financed the Mayflower
Film Corp. which made "The Miracle
Man" among other productions. This
picture was the only one that
created any stir in the financial
mart.
The picture financing and

"News"

Drive

Martin Married, Separated
and Divorce Suit Within Week

Irvin

the Sol Lesser production of
"Trouble," with Jackie Coogan as
the star, in conjunction with the

New York

"I/aily

News,"

is

having

the effect of causing considerable stir
In both political and picture circles.
The fact that, through Gray's efforts the "News" got the benefit of
the sign 30 by 25 feet in the midst
of T, ime si Square o» city property
has started the Hearst forces trying
to ascertain the why and wherefor
Incidentally, the fa< that Famous Players, through its 1493
liroadway corporation, paid for the
illumination of a sign advertising a
First National production is causing
considerable of an inquLy in a certain Fifth avenue picture home of.

.

velop them in pictures until a short
while ago, when Sol Lesser gave
him carte blanche to "go ahead" on
the Coogan pictures. In Gray's latest effort he more than made good.
So much so that even the Strand
box office felt the effect of the sign
in the square on its Tuesday business when the receipts jumped $400
over the previous day.
The novelty was a replica of the
front page of "The News" and called
attention to the fact the Strand was
giving a special kiddies' perfor-

mance Saturday morning

for

bun-

dles of discarded children's clothing
for needy kiddies of the slums
which was part of the charity cam-

Mayor John

F.

Hylan gave

his

personal permission after Commissioner Joseph Johnson had refused
to permit the sign.
Atop of that.
Gray, through the plea the sign was

Los Angeles, May 31.
for "The News" charity, got the 1493
that the organization made
Two additional failures in the Broadway Corporation to supply
were partially responsible for the
mart were recorded light for a sign that advertised a
difficulties that the bank got into. matrimonial
rival feature released through the

was the president of here among the professionals last Famous* biggest competitor.
the institution and it was through week, when irvin Martin, art direchim that I. Wolper promoted the tor for the Fairbanks-Pickford pro-

SOLD AT AUCTION

ductions
filed
suit
for
divorce
FAILS
against Eleanore Dowler Martin.
This
established
marital
affair
something of a record for wooed, To Kill Herself by Poisoning Received Telegram Before Taking
wedded and parted even in this
swift moving little city. The Martins
Syracuse, N. Y., May 31.
were married May 24. The husband alleges that his wife deserted
Did or did not Audrey Munson,
him the following day and before former Syracuse sculptor's model
the week was out he had started and picture actress, receive a telhis action for divorce.
egram which shattered her matriThe second divorce action was monial plans just before she swalthe granting of a decree to Rose lowed bichloride of mercury at her
Perfect, (Rose Maude Crosbic) for- cottage home in the little country
merly
in
the
legitimate,
now hamlet of Mexico, Oswego county?
cabaret soloist here. Saturday the
That is the question exciting
courts parted her from her husband Mexico. Upon its answe. in the afwhom she charged with being a firmative rests the only theory that
habitual drunkard.
has been advanced for the attempt

AUDREY MUNSON

—

VALENTINO'S REISSUES

DRAW TO BOX

OFFICE

One at Central— Does
$1,800 on Day With Turn-

U. Tries

away

at Night

The tremendous box office drawing power Rodolph Valentino has
developed in the past six months as
a picture favorite has brought about
the appearance of at least two productions which he appeared in several years ago
Last week the Universal decided
"Once

reissue

Unto

Every

Woman," with

Priscilla Dean as the
Htar and Valentino in the supporting cast, for the Central, New lork.
Valentino was billed almost as large
as the star with the result the house

did a turnaway Sunday night and
played to $1,800 on the day.
The strength cf the draw is entirely
credited to the Valentino
name. i r ext week the Central is to

have "The Delicioi s Little Devil,"
another reissue with May Murray

and Valentino,

originally released
in April, 1919. At that time Valentino appeared on the program as
Rudolph de Valintine. His more
lately adop'ed screen name will be
used at the Central.

WRIGHTS GET ONE YEAR
Stock Sellers Convicted on Charges

Newark, N. J., May 31.
The campaign of the Centre
Amusement Co. to close all the theatres in Newark Sundays in re-

venge for the closing of the CentraL.
which It owns, has proceeded prac?
tically according to schedule. WarLouis rants were served upon tho various

$11,000 Auto Bid in by
Mayer for $3,500— Sale
Held in Musty Garret
Los Angeles, May

auctioneer's

31.

hammer

included a
mateless shoe and an $11,003 automobile.
The sale was conducted in a musty
garret room filled with second-hand
dealers,

curiosity - seekers,
and
of the picture colony.

many members

A

dozen pairs of good *»<V
>ld
for' a few dol'ars.
Louise Fazenda
outbid the others for the former
director's musical powder box, getting

it

for JG.50.

war

Taylor'.s

relics

were purchased by his former publicity man. The Motion Picture Director's

Association got his silver

water carafe. Autographed pictures
of Mary Pickford and Mary Miles
Minter brought around $10.
One
photo included an inscription, "To
William Desmond Taylor, the most
patient and kindest man I have
ever known."
Louis B. Mayer, pictur producer,
bought the Taylor automobile for
$3,500.
He wrote a check for the
amount and walked outside of the
building where the car was standing
and drove it off.
•

FILMING ABROAD

Mitchell

Mayflower company.

to

TAYLOR'S EFFECTS

Every hit of personal property
owned by William Desmond Taylor
fice.
at the time of his murder was sold
Cray is a youngster who came at auction here last week. The list
to New York from the Middle West
of articles that came under the

a few years ago with ideas.
He
hadn't had much of a chance to de-

—

Some Houses Open

for

loans

Max

Campaign by Rival Theatrical Company—
Last Sunday Employes Appeal to Director Brennan to Let Theatres Open

Spite

The publicity wallop young Paul
Cray managed to put over last week

paign of "The News."

FASTJ/V0RK

SERVED ON NEWARK MANAGERS

Times Square Sign Lighted by
Opposition, to Aid

Cosmopolitan Trust Offers Empire Circuit Bids
Until June 21
16 Theatres Included Bank
Financed "The Miracle Man"

"SUNDAF SHOW WARRANTS ARE-

OVER PUBLICITY

Constance Binney to Make Picture
for British Ideal Film Co.

managers
tres <nd
cjurt.

r*

the

downtjwn

thea-

Friday they appeared

in

Those

arrested
included
Charles
Miner,
of
the
Strand,
composed by the same interests
as' those in the. Centre Amusement Co.; Henry Finter; William

X

]

Golding, Proctor's; Fred llu\>ner,
Keeney's; William A. Downs, Loew'i
State; Sam Boss, Orpheum; Leon
Evans, Miner's. The managers were
all paroled for a hearing before
Judge Boettner next Wednesday.
The Federation of Churches followed the Centre people with an appeal to Director Brennan to close
the theatres.
Seventy-five of the
.employes of th- theatres appeared
before Mr. Brennan and asked him
to keep th«i theatres open. To them
fir. Brennan made the only public
statement * » has made in the matter.
He said that the situation was

i

(

different than it had been in the
past, as on this occasion the theatrical people themselves had started the camp- .i~n to closo the houses
and that the churches had naturally
followed. He stated that as far as
he was concerned the theatres could
stay open, but that if any higher
authority ordered him to close them
he Would be obliged to do so.
,

Last Sunday the downtown the*
atres were open as usual while tho
residential houses remained closed.
Sentiment on all sides is very bitter towards the Centre Company.
Even those who would like the theatres closed feel that they acted
unfairly. The "Sunday Call*' had a
strong editorial commending the
Centre people while in its dramatic
columns It published just as vigorous attack upon them.
There is
now a rumor, which can not be
verified, the Centre crowd have lost
their
nerve and will drop the

London, May 31.
Constance Binney is on the water
headed for England, and on her arrival will undertake the making of
a feature for the Ideal Film Co.
Jesse Hampton and Mrs. Hamp- charges.
ton will sail for London June 3 on
the "Aquitania." Nothing has been
disclosed as to the plans here of
the American independent film producer.

1

G dwin; Ray Ducrrne.'
Terminal; D. J. Shepherd, Paramount, Branford ai.d Rialto; Le W
Putnam,

u
la
1.

tl

M
i
c

f.'l

tc

RUBEN WAS LATE; COST

p
It

I

"KNIGHTHOOD" $5,000

r
European picture activities are
t
coming to the fore in the American
market after a period of lapsing. Counter Claim in Actor's Ac- ca
The film made under the title of
tion for Cancelation
Inter"Die Mude Tod" (Death Grows
by Miss Munson to kill herself. Weary") by Decla-Bioscope, has
esting Question Coming Up |
Prompt and heroic first aid treat- been imported to America, and its
S
•a
FATTY WRITING STORIES ment by neighbors and Dr. K. D. distribution has been taken over by
Whether or not appearing late on >r
Stone, of Mexico, it is belb ed, has Weiss Brothers, but through what
foiled Miss lUunson.
Sells "The Vision" to Buster Kea
channels has not been made known. the lot and holding up a set if
Her condition is such the attend- The American sponsors of the pic- legitimate excuse for the discharge
ton Not Directing
ing physician declares hor out of ture predict it will he another "Pas- of an actor by picture producer aRd id
danger. The erstwhile model swal- sion," and neutral interests in the the possible recovery of damages Vi
L.OS Angeles, May 31.
Rosooe "Fatty" Arbucklo may lowed her poison dose before all American film trade declare the pro- for the loss sustained in time on the
never again appear in pictures as four of the mercury tablets had duction is one of the best attempts part of the producer is the inter- >o
The amount of that have come from the other side esting question to be decided in the ILa
a player, but that he intends to been dissolved.
remain in the business is made a poison taken into her system was since the war. The star is Lil Dag- suit which Jose Ruben has brought h
against the International.
very
small.
fact through the sale two weeks
over, heroine of "Dr. Caligari."
Ruben, who was engaged for the e
Mrs. Katherine Munson, mother
ago of a scenario to Buster Keaton,
production of "When Knighthood :1a
of Audrey, and her devoted comwho is now shooting the story.
BURKAN
SUING
PRODUCERS
Was
in Flower," the Marion Da vies e«i
panion
all
times,
refused
to
admit
at
There has been considerable talk
Nathan Burkan is suing Thomas starring production, brought suit wi
that Arbuckle is directing Keaton. her daughter's act followed the reMrs. Munson H. Ince, J. Parker Bead, Jr., Allan* against the producers of the picbut this report is not true, as Eddie ceipt of a telegram.
Maurico Tourneur, Mack ture on the grounds he was disCline is and has been with Keaton Saturday, following her daughter's Dawn,
In a directorial capacity for some rash act, was reported to have de- Sennett and Marshall Neilan for charged without cause after having he
clared that Audrey mixed the poison $5,000 legal fees, for services ren- worked one day of a contract which N(
time.
Arbuckle's appearai.ee
on the solution and drank it, after she had dered between January and Novem- called for at least four weeks at an
Keaton lots was brief. He simply received a mysterious telegram. ber, 1920, in effecting contracts be- $500 a week. Neuman & Newgnss. f .,

—

^
j

<

—

III

Eitl

cxplaine"
an 1 is now
his story
resting at a beach home. The temporary title of his story is "The
Vision."
1

.

What

the

contents

of

that

wire

were Mrs. M.iason refused to say,
but the inference was that it affected the "queen of the studio's"
plans to wed Joseph J. Stevenson, of
Chicago, and Ann Arbor in June.

RAWLINS0N CASE COMING UP

of Fraud

cen the defendants (Associated attorneys for the actor, brought the III
1
Producers) and the Fiivst National. action.
Burkan' in turn is counsel for
Nathan Rurkan, representing the Hi
Neilan in the $100,000 damage suit film corporation, in his denial, a'* we
which the Associated Producers, leges the picture producers were iu
Inc., has begun.
compelled to work the company for ui
an extra day because of Kuben. >k<
when ordered to report on the r<
GETS $4,000 JUDGMENT
studio stage at 9:30 on the morning la
«

Los Angeles, May 31.
MISS WALTON, "MEAL TICKET"
Trial of the $200,000 damage suit
San Francisco, May 31.
San Francisco, May 31.
Los Angeles, May 31.
brought against Herbert Rawlinson
Judgment for $4,000 in favor of
Julian W. Wright and Bessie by Dorothy Clark Elm, who alleges
Gladys Walton, Univcrr.d film star. Attorney Harry F. Davis against
Chapman Wright were sentenced the film star attacked her comes was granted a divorce last week the Pacific Studios
Corporation warn
here last week to one year each in up here before Judge Crail June 3. after explaining to Judge Summer- filed
last week
in
the Superior
the county jail on charges of obThe picture player failed to ap- field that her husband, Frank H. Court. Judge (Jeorgc H. Cabaniss
taining money under false pretenses. pear last week before attorneys for Liddell, failed to fill any
of his found that Davis as Qi >ft| agent
They were convicted on charge of the purpose of having a deposition dowry promises made at the time of for the Clolden (Jatc
Co.. later ab.

i

stock In a picture project
as the Patrician Film Cor\
poration.
Two sons, both Stanford students.
were In court to bid their parents
Belling

known

good-bye.

taken relative to the suit.
Rawlinson must also enter a defense to the damage suit as 'the result of a derision by Judge Crail,
who overruled the star's demurrer.
He was given 10 days to answer.

their

marriage

in

December,

1920.

and that he looked upon her simply
as a "meal ticket."
The little star told the court she
wanted a home and everything, but
that her dreams were not maturing.

sorbed by the Pacific Studios, performed legal services in connection
with the merger.

of April 17. in makeup, failed to n
appear until noon, thereby holding U
up the production and rompellinfl f
tho producer to keep the roinpany he
for an extra day in a scene that ha
Called for Q targe number of extra*
T
and the addetT cont to the pictur'
ve
was *;,.oiio. which #um he counter*
1
<

i

na damages ngnlnst Kuben.
The contract with the fntereg
waa entered into by It p

el.iirns

tlonal

-

The judgment is for this service Carver. It stipulated the actor reand the sale of $80,000 worth of port at such times as required ln
stoc!: of the Golden Gate Co.
the making of the film.

-
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JAPANESE PIRATES DEFIANT
VALLEY OF SILENT MEN"

ALLEGES INFRINGEMENT
Am

I

the

Law" Charged with

—Injunction

Asked

For

THIEVES EXHIBITORS

BRAZEN

Violating Copyright

— International

FUR

IN

WALKER TESTIMONIAL DINNER

EAST

—

Date Changed from June 14 to June 19 Place
Changed from Ritz to Plaza in Order to Accommodate All Reservation Requests

UNCOVERED

Seeks

Court Protection Against Alleged Copyists

George
J

International Film Service

ad the

HOUSES SATURATED

Am

"I

the Law,"

The dinner to be tendered to
Senator James J. "Walker by the
Theatre Owners' Chamber of Comrighted "Japanese Trans- merce has been postponed from
June 19, when the event
Juno 14
lation"
Big Business of will be to
celebrated^ at the Hotel
in

Japan Against Practice-

Theatres

Picture

Legislation Probable

Forced to Close for Several

produced by
sold., through

Days

ADVISES DISTRIBUTORS

and being
which the International
aims is an infringement on its
ory, "The Valley of Silent Men,"
production of which has just
ie
completed by International
ien
ider the direction of Frank Borirewe

Grif-

"Way Down East"
Tokyo—Pirates Copy-

—

Pittsburgh

on the other.
The fiRht is over the production

|

Exhibiting

fith's

WITH CHEMICALS

Inc.,

o. f

Warned

Mooser

Against

Suits and counter suits, injuncons and counter injunctions, are
being used in the
ie ammunition
ittle between the Edwin Carewe
ictures Corporation and the Affil,ted Distributors, Inc., on one hand,

May

Pittsburgh,

fnliated,

31.

Three non-union picture houses
were liberally plastered with yellow
By
paint saturated with chemicals of
obnoxious odors during the last
few days. A. G. Thomas, manager
Tokyo, Japan, April 30.
ige.
of the Crystal, on Cmithfleld street,
There has been little change in
Law,"
was
said
the
he was informed the offenders
"I
Am
picture,
The
last 10 years.
Japan
these
lapted for the tcreen from a James were using a spraying squirt gun.
That Is to say, physical change.
Missiles
containing
the liquid
liver Curwood story entitled "The
Vengeance of Oki San," were burst against the entrance of Yokohama has deteriorated, and is
oetic
the Evaline, near East Liberty, and rapielly losing the importance that
hic'i originally appeared in "Outthe same process was used on the was her's 15 years ago. In Tokyo
"The Valley of Silent

Men"

is

also

GEORGE MOOSER

Orpheum

in

Squirrel Hill.

The theatres were forced to reCurwood story, first published in
earst's "Good Housekeeping," and main closed several days.
While
no direct charges have been
The Hearst
in novel form.
iter
$75,000 for made, the owners have intimated
iterests were offered
»e

Be

picture rights to
time but refused

Late

last

the story at
it.

week Nathan Burkan,

the International, is said
have advised a number of firms
the industry via telegram that
the Law"
ie production of "I
an infringement of the copyright
n "The Valley of Silent Men," and
Mtf
anyone associated with the
Istribution of the prdTluction would
under the copyright
e prosecuted
cting for
>

i

Am

i

Bt

A campaign
ime

effect

of advertising to the
to have been issued

was

Monday, but the
trade
Distributors obtained an
rder enjoining Nathan Burkan, as
ttorncy for International, and the
itter as well, from issuing the adthe

)

ffiliated

ertising.

The screen version of "The Poetic
engence of Uko San" was the work
f
Raymond L. Schrock. In the
ast are-Alice Lake, Kenneth Harhi, Gaston Glass, Rosemary Theby,
Joah Berry, Wallace Beery. A naional advertising campaign in the
Saturday Evening Post" and other
apers as well as in the film trade
ress has been a most extensive one
or this produ(*ion.

Monday

C. C. Burr, acting on the
dvice of his attorneys, Nniman &
JewgrasB, sent a telegram to the
tate right exchanges
that have
>ought territory for "I
the
^aw," to the ef" t the International

Am

hrough
a' orney, was threatenng to send notices to the exchanges
stop release of "I
the Law,"
laiming it interfered with an unrceased International picture.
The
»ire further stated "Advised
by our
attorney that claim is absurd and
ibsoluU'ly without foundation.
No^ce sent is high handed
impudence,
^o law suit of any kind
impending
*nd could not
sneered if begun. Disr gard a11
notices and proceed with
Ustnbution as you see lit."

Am

"1

Am

the

Law"

is booked into the
New York, for a Broadway
jeek beginning
next Sunday.
Mr.
*"rr stated he
felt certain the pic-

strand,

ure

would

•Kewise

play

certain

"court and believed he
Would have
action for the recovery
"Amagc
s
for
Ule action takcn in
1
War mng sent to state right xBJ
nanges against
his picture,

ultimate

<

The manner

PJJM
j*w of
kuich
Ko.

in

which the exoou*

the International obtained a
the production of "I
the
' c att*Hlg somewhat of a

Am

Kome one connected

** picture is said
to
to one
of

^ed

with
have been inthe

Interna-

the beautiful modern office buildings the Fuller Construction Co.
erected for the Mitsuibishi people

Plaza, New York^lnstcad of the
Ritz-Carlton, as originally planned.

The announcement that a testimonial was to be tendered to the
Senator by the T. O. C. C. brought
from outside
so many requests
sources for reservations the limited
space at the Ritz would not permit
of the holding the dinner there and
the first available date was five
days later at the PI ^a. Incidentally, this will be in the form of a
birthday dinner for Jimmie Walker.

The indications are at present
that the dinner is to be one of the
unusual events, inasmuch as
its scope will embrace practically
all of -the notables of the religi >us,
political, industrial, theatrical, picture and sporting
fields
of
the
country.
really

Augustus Thomas

is to be toast
ster.
The speakers are to Include as far as possible to announce
at present, ex-Governor Al Smith,
Mayor John F. Hylan. U. S. Sena.

W. Wadsworth, Jr.,
M. Schwab, E. F. Albee,

James

tor

Charles

Raymond Hitchcock and Will H.
The guests of prominence
include leading lights of the
baseball and boxing fraternities,

Hays.
will

George
M.
Cohan.
Archbishop
Hayes, Babbl Silverman, R. M.
Bowes,
A.
Erlanger,
L.
Samuel L.
receiver-general of big features Is
Sara Harris, Senator
the Oriental Serial Film Co., headed Hot ha pf el,
by Danjiro Ohta and Haruo Taka- Cobb, Joseph Levenson, Hugo Reismura, Asakusa Park, Tokyo. One enfeld, Police Commissioner RichIwaoaka has been the intermediary ard E. Enright, Deputy Commisbetween Shima and other film sioner Dr. Harriss, Hon. Murray T.
thieves in the States, and the Tokyo Hulburt and many others equally
prominent in civic and Industrial
crooks.

marked a new epoch for Japan.
as well as the amusement
We proceeded to inaugurate a hot activities,
The leaven of unrest has been
world, »
the state.
working in the Island Empire as campaign, both in Japan and in
surprising
It
is
to note the fact
well as the rest of the world, and China. This was extremely annoy- that exhibitors from various part£
the operators' union.
Japan has become one of the most ing to "The Film Ring," as they had of the country have wired to the
expensive places in the world to operated so long and frceljf without local offices of the T. O. C. C. for
interference, they had made conlive, twenty sen, or 10 cents AmerThe
$850.000 FOR LYRIC
certain films reservations for the dinner.
ican, for postage on first-class mat- tracts for delivery of
this territory with guarantees to fact that the Senator, during the
for
ter.
The
government
exacts
tax
a
Cincinnati House Purchased by Fox
purchaser that they could not last three years, has w ked for
of from 30 to 60 per cent, upon im- the
and Associates
the general interests of the exports.
The duty upon cigars is 350 be stopped.
hibitors of the country has brought
"Over the Hill," "Birth of a Naper cent.

they are sure the offense was a result of their failure to affiliate with

May

Cincinnati,

31.

"

A

ricksha coolie that would have
25 sen (12V£c.) in the old
days for the trip from the Hatoba,
or landing, to the Grand Hotel now
turns up his classic nose at 50 sen

The Fox Film Corp. and an asso- received
ciation of local interests have purchased the Lyric theatre property on
Vine street, north of Fifth. The reported purchase price is $850,000,
with plans now drawn for an additional $350,000 to be spent in remodeling the interior of the house,
converting it into one of the most
modern motion picture theatres in

the country.
While the Fox interests have control of the property, there is considerable Cincinnati capital represented. Jerome Jackson, I. W. McMahan, Frank W. Huss, Julius Feibelman, Jesse McClain, Charles J.
Heckle and Edwards Ritchie are interested.
All were former stockholders in the old Vine Street Lyric

Theatre Co."
This is the third salo of the Lyric
property within a year. It was first
disposed of by the Heuck interests
to James P. Orr, Charles A. Hinsch

and R. K. Le Blond, who in turn
sold it to the Cincinnati Lyric Theatre Co. Last fall the Shuberts were
in negotiation for the property, but
while the deal was pending the minority stockholders of the company
organized and took over the theatre.
The y, in turn, made the Fox deal.

DEAN

KILLED

M. FIFIELD

Your hotel
(25c.).
three yen tip at llie
and 1 am told the
been idle here in

boys sniff at a
end oX the week,
Soviet has i.ot

their work of
spreading the gospel of unrest.
The "showmen'' of Japan are 10
years' behind the times so far as
pictures, and picture theatres art
concerned.
About 700 theatres in

Japan. The great majority are
very small and showing about 20
reels of film at every performance.
No music, and during the showing,
the audience entertained by a sort
of lecturer, who takes the place of
the sub-title and describes, with interpe nations and localized idioms,
the progress of the story.

all

All the theatres in the Empire are
or controlled by a group of
eight companies. Most of the theatres pay from one to $200 (American) for the entire program of 20

owned

reels.

Toll is made possible by the use
of a locally made film, a cheap foreign feature (freejuently a "dupe,"
or "second" as it is known here)
anel several episode* of a serial.
Upon my arrival here, the foreign
anel Japanese papers rame out with
Btorlefl of the entrance Into the local
field of 'The Big Four a* the product of the United Artist* Corpora-

tion,"

a general demand that In"Way Down about
dividuals, irrespective of any affiliations that they may have with

"Fauntleroy,"

East" and "The Four Horsemen"
have been quoted to exhibitors, and
some of the product of the United
Artists Corporation sold as low as

May

Los Angeles,

Dean M.
\<

iterday

was

Fifie-M

in

was

killed

31.

he re

an automobile accident

the Hollywood
on Hollywood Boulevard,
The machine which he was driving
collided with a surface car when tin
binkes refused to wcrk.
1

Ie

director of

Theatre,

executive*, who. it is said,
production Cor
offered to finance
to
him or
obtain employment with
the International if he coUId see a
tlonal's

sample

of

tli«-

work.

ment was made and

An
FTirne

appointone ap-

peared with a print of the picture
which permitted the International
force t<- make comparisons with

own

their

production,
"The Valley of Silent Men" which
Frank Borsage directed is said to
have cost International 1141,000 t«
To.'iKe

.

tion

known.
open the fact

better

is

niented

Thr y com*
that

almost

of the r. A. product had been
sold or Used in tins country in the
form of stole n <r "duped'' prints,
and ventured the hope that legislation would be secured to effectually
stop tins traffic.
We. j."avt. a luncheon to the heads
companies,
r.f
the
largest
though many of them had stolen or
duped joints in their vaults, they
all

Mm

expressed pleasure at being with

and

hoi

would

we

«i

«

I

*

able

us,
te,

We

that should afford adequate protection*

We

source Of
Stolen or duped pints, and found
the y v.
being shipped from Loi
Honolulu t<
Angeles, Seatth
hael

»

1

trace

1

.-

>

r

>

< i

Hongkong, an exhibitor
li.n
<l

In

l

•

stnl

the

ing
-ijtor

Japan

re

Of

th»>

<

e

the

iver

in Bhang
g< ne tal an<l

stolen

(material

fountain head, anel the

The

was voluntarily
recovery
a conference between

maele

after

me»re or
product.

less

nt the

U<

pendent

upon oui

If every company would have a
circular letter issued by its Foreign
Department warning the tiath. that

they would refuse lO se II their film
to any exhibitor using pirated stuff,
potting an
it would go far toward
en»i to thiv practh

the

el

films.

remedy lies in Mooser and the heads of
thl pirata pre-release in Japan that will ing ring. The rce 1« could not be lobeat out the pirated product, and cated for seizure
by the Officiate.
concerted action by all producers,
Previously Word Lad l.cm sent to
and refusal to deal in any way with Mooser "the short sword men"
exhibitors in the Far East who use Would "get him" and all
r.f
his
They are all party If they did not
stolen or duped film.
the
For the prep*

e

clean up the situation.

exhibitor organizations, be . emitted to make the event a gala one
in the Senator's behalf.

$500 for the original stolen print.
are informed we could never
"THE STORM" AT CAPITOL
secure a conviction, as the Taisho
The Univcrsal's special, "The
Film Co. had lost its case against
the Ni-Katsudo Co. When we final- Storm," is not to hold forth at its
ly contracted for the showing here own* theatre on Broadway, but inof "Way Down East," the thieves stead has been booked for the week
came out into the open, audaciously of April 18 at the Capitol. It is
claiming copyright on the pirated possible that the Central will get
film by virtue of a Japanese trans- second run on the main stem, follation of the story of "Way Down lowing the Capitol date.
It is on the strength of the diEast."
They furthermore warned
us that they wqu-ld take "legal" rectorial work on this production
steps to prevent the showing of our that Reginald Baker obtained the
film, and sent word to the man with contract with Louis B. Mayer for
whom we had contracted, that 50 the rrfaking of a series of Reginald
fe>r
release,
"Black Hand" or "Short Hword" men Barker productions
would be at the theatre to prevent either through First National or
Metro.
his opening.
We arc, of course, very pleased at
the turn of affairs, as it enables us
to obtain a concrete case, and wall ings and return of the film are reeventually lead to the passage of lated in a story In "The Japanese
legislation, as the great business in- Advertiser" of Tokyo of May 10.
The "duped" "Way Down East'*
terests of Japan are as anxious as
we are to put a stop to this sort of was in 11 reels. One reel each had
been secreted In 11 theatres belongthing.
They realist that this touches ing to members of the Japan
Showman's Assee iation.
It
rctheir national honor, and when the
SjUired three hours to collect the
Diet convenes a law will be drafted

'

there.
He was
the International

V>uld n ot be able to substantiate its
'aim of infringement
of copyright

RALLY TO "J1MMIE"

The "duped" "Way Down Bast
tej
was delivered
film
cicorgi
after a court order
Mooser May
i>

hael

been secured directing

the

matter

of

the

.

ourt

pn

1

Tins

there),

f<reeel the

that the

in

earm

confei

t.

ii<

i

i

with the request for the
following.

Haruo Tnwamura, the Jap

exholding the "ebipeel" film.
he; had innocently pUfChaecd

hibitOf
..Ilej/eil
I

answer appears to
|e ilizatMUl Upon the
Mooser campaign w.m

have
.t;.ps

miz

of the "iluje," with MOpsei eh
positing 10,000 >en aH a finely..
lire

Th<

cease

Mooser replied, askproset ution.
ing what good that WOttld do; th«je
Would be others who wouhl follow
anel continue the Work, b-r they
(United Artists) were determined
to put an enel to the thieving of
their pictures (a "duped* "Fauntleroy"
h.iei
aieo
been
discovered

it

in

Khangbal
/

fo.

.r.ooo yen.
tl

«
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2,
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ENGLAND

IN
THE MANCHESTER GUARDIAN
May

2,

written b$

not only

"Mr. Brooks deserves our congratulaIn the

tions.

the piece

second

first

place he has written

"The

admirable

who

Brooks, a young American,
ing his

'"

first

Brooks

is

mak*

appearance in London.

Mr.

also takes the chief part in the

and not only

play,

acts

it

extremely well,

May

chief novelty at the Alhambra,

SENSE '.,...

May

London, Eng.,

9,

be quite a master. ..... .There can be

1922

doubt that

American Author

in

Own

pact,

Play

.one of the best things

"It

is

seldom that one finds anything

are a succession of verbal surprises

Mr. Brooks'

speech of thanks for

little

him yesterday

the hearty reception given

was

unconventionally clever

as

as

actor with a remarkable capacity for extracting every ounce of value

clever lines

from the

and Sense' is
week and 1 cordially

'Dollars

Coliseum

this

recommend Referee readers

LONDON SUNDAY TIMES
May

14,

1922

"Someone
(Alhambra),

told

me

to see a sketch there

in

>

Brooks was appearing :
lars

tragedy

has provided himself With full opportunity to show that he is an admirable

well-written

erable time."

his

drama."

and comedy
cleverly commingled. ..... .Mr. Brooks
with

and

pithy

original,

no

©ne of the most com-

•

kind America has yet sent' us, full

action,

this is

playlets that has been seen for a consid-

—

1922

14,

but proves in his writing of the play to

WESTMINSTER GAZETTE

on the stage so genuinely new as 'Dollars
'Jack' is played by
and Sense.'
Mr. Brooks with perfect finish, his sardonic comments, tinged with witty humor

last week, was a humorous tragedy in
four episodes, written and staged by Mr.
Alan Brooks, entitled 'DOLLARS and

at the

'his

in the leading part is

;

London, Eng.,

of

the sketch interesting but

and

'Dollars

entitled

and staged by Mr. Alan

Sense,' written

and written it very well in the
he lias Revised a fresh

THE REFEREE

its

is

own performance

play

one-act

ing

place,

method of presenting his four scenes
with no break; then he plays in it himself, with competence. ... .The converAltosation is astonishingly good
welcomes 'Dollars atid
one
gether,
Sense' to a stage not too richly endowed
wfth good things."

of

Mr. Alan Brooks. Mr. Brooks

can certainly both write and act, because

1922

May

American.
10,

1922

I

me.

It is

article..

Mr. Brooks has written a clever

"An

enthusiastic reception ensued with

a witty speech from Mr. Brooks."

play.... he acts
clever,
$aki,

little

of

so

cannot imagine a gentleman

country without either

in that

Mr. Alan

I possess so little

either the title appealed to

THE ERA
London, Eng.,

and Sense/ As

this

It is called 'Dol-

well

. .

little

and has a very

Japanese actor, H. S. Kura-

supporting him."

to see it."

LONDON MORNING POST
LONDON

TIMES, May

9.

1922

"DOLLARS AND SENSE"
f

Ati Orioinal Sketch at the

"There
hambra.

is

It

May

9,

London, Eng.,
.

'An Original

Alhambra

an original sketch at the Alcomes from America and is

"The
"The chief feature at the Alhambra
this week is a more than usually interest-

REEVES

Cable Address
\

May

12,

1922

American Playlet

APPRECIATION TO GEORGE CHQOS, ALSO

Address

JEWISH WORLD

1922

plays

'dramalet' in which

the

Alan Brooks

leading role is a wonderful

w©rk."
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LAID 700,000 BRICKS
~
{

'

CASINO REVUE REVIVAL OFF

,

At

the. Arts,

jon

Jjune

3,

June T.
"Li Perle

d^ Chicago" was produced with

Discouraged
Attendance

Volterra

Good
Odeon Quits June

Slump

&

—London

acquaints, the druggist with jthe fact
that the daughter Maude will inherit
a fortune If she marries him (the
druggist), last living relative of the
eccentric testator.

11

Maude suggests they marry and
rarls,

June

7.

Odeon

ends- Its

Is

iwwon JOne

11.

then secure a divorce as soon as they
have possession of the fortune, Camille retaining a share. Henriette
consents to, this .arrangement, but
upon their marriage Loth realize
they are in love, and decade to remain, husband and wife.
Indefinitely
Maude's brother marries Henriette
after purchasing the drug store and
Berlin-r

KAISER OBJECTS TO

causing many
closings and business fh all the
Paris theatres is at low ebb.' The
heat

Bevere

DRAMA

THREE- ACT

Un-

der the circumstances it caused hd
surprise when Volterra announced
that he had relinquished his idea of
reproducing the Casino revue, !'Revue des Etoilcs," at the Mjogador, or
anywhere else, at least for the current season.
The company has been released.
Volterra hopes to have the Casino
restored and ready for reopening in
October. It recently was damaged
by fire back stage. There is every
likelihood that Pearl \Vhite, star of
the discontinued Casino revue, will

"Die Entlassung"

Postponed,

in,

Movement Against

finding
It

conflicts with

coming

In

Emperor William,

k

chewing

gum

factory.

will

definitely

Mile.

,

(Natchalo),

Bouffes

822;

one
Broyvne

is a theatrically Inclined
bricklayer who, finding himself UP
against, building restrictions and
labor troubles, set to.wor.k to build
his theatre, single-handed, brick by

brick.'

new

A

midnight

Paris,

Paris, June 7.
revel was held ,at

.

Capucines (first week of "Ce Que
I'on dit hux Femmes), 2.7^0; Comoedia (Une Poule de Luxe), 710;
Dounou Ta Bouche), 11,113; Deu*.
Masques (mixed program), 523;
Dejazet (Cheri de sa Concierge),
T
883; Edouard VII (I ne Petite Main
qui se place),. 8.936; Eldorado GSozo,

Eden

691;

•

:

prominent actresses, members of Harms,
the audience "being invited' to par-

Inc.,

—

will

The entrance was

10 frs. ($1)"

and

the receipts highly satisfactory for
jthis good cause.
'

AMERICANS AT PAVILION

vine.

8,394;

(Seconde Nult de
fjocea), 6,402;
Porte St. Martin
(Arsene Lupin), 1,945; Theatre de
Paris (last week "Miquette et sa
mere), 834; Renaissance (revival of
"La Gamine"), 848; Scala (Chasseur
de chez Maxim's), 2,177; Sarah
Bernhart (Regine Armand), 2,640;
Trianon
(Petite
Fonctionnaire),
702; Ternes (Surprises d'une Nult
d'Amour), 799; Varietes (Belle Angevine),
Vleux Colombier
3,624;
(Les Plaisirs du HaSard), 2,991 frs.
Closed for rehearsals: Gymnase

Royal

June
June
June

£4

/10b.

a

day, this including everything, but
The las.t. picture ha
his. players.
made in England cost, him £160
weekly, for a converted, shed in an.
•eastern 'suburb and. something Ufc*
£ 40. a week overtime f,or the crew,.
the latter never being on hand when
.wanted, but habitually getting busy
just when the legal, hour,. of closinf

(Aqui-

jarrived.

\,

..
,

The crews
fne

German

of tbp

declares,

'higHwaymap

studioj,

kno^ nothing

of this,
business,, .but are rua.

on"mili,tary lines,
to the minute,

and are„on

dutjj,
.(

AkERICANS IN EUROPE
.-.Paris,

••

May

,«<

26;'

Jtadiana Fazmor», contralto, at*
tached tto 'the American- •Chmrch '*
the Ball*
Paris; sang at a concert
Gaveau, -accompanied by Louis Att^
Lucille
Printems, Peggy ^Trevor, bert,last week.
Olive Burt,- May- Burt, Gwen ParEwan Justice, formerly of- New
due.- Harry Baker.
Irving Reeves, York -World," is seriously Ilial'
Aubrey Wells, James Buckley, Ed Bad Neuheim.

—

'

M

•

;

Walter

Bitfand,

i

Henry

Sharpies,

Hoff, Michael Zelanko,
ders, John Edwards;

Arthur San-

Henry

Mc-

Minn, Mark Scanlon (Mauretanla).
June 6 .(from New York), Mr. and
Mrs* George Arliss, Mrs. Claude
Grahame-White (Ethel Le^ey), MrsThomas B. Clarke (Elsie Ferguson),
Eva La Gallienne (MaureUinia).
June 3 (all from New York),.
Seymour Felix, Miss O. Pardue
(Olympic).
June 3— (From. New York), B. S.
Moss, Seymour Felix ^Olympic):

—

I

*.

'

•I

June

1

•

— (From

2

London

to

New

York), John R. Rogers (Caronia).

Fred Ebbetts of the Selwyn office
been appointed managing di--

has

I

'

the

ROgel

Yvette

13,

where )|f has .acquired- a'
a StUdiQ capable of holding

'

Mme. Frances (Homeric).
,

'

•

The Bereczens (Drott-

10,
10,

tania).
the Wintec Garden building. It reJune 7 (from London), A. H.
opened under the new title with an
all-colored floor revue in a South- Woods (Majestic)..
June 6 (from New York), Mr. and
ern plantation setting, which is now
Mrs. Julius Marx, Mr. and Mrs. Leo
running.
Marx,
Mrs. Samuel Marx, Arthur
Dolly
sister
Rosie
Jenny
Is a
of
/Dolly (Dolly Sisters).
Both girls Marx, Herbert Marx, Mrs. A. Muck,
Linda
Muck,
Eleanor Reilly, Helen
were recently in New Ybrk appearing in vaudeville for a few weeks. Schrocdcr, Edward Metcalf, Harry
Kabaoff, "May Dever, Mr, and* Mrs.
M. S. Bentham, Mr. and Mrs. Jean'
LIKES PAY-AFTER PLAN
Bedini, Clark and McCuIlough, Em.met Baker, Elaine Beasley, Emily
Queen's Continuing Butt's InnovaEarle, Charles Adler. Charles Mac,
Indefinite Engagement
tion
Ruth Wheeler, (Miss) Billy White,

Others on the initial bill are Trini,
Spanish dancer, from the Cochran
revue, "Fun of Fayre," which closed
""lion dorr, June 7.
recently; Anita Elsen, in a dancing
The policy of" pay after you see
^specialty with Charles Brooks, forby Sir Alfred
the
play,
inaugurated'
Mayfair
to
"From
part
of
merly
iButt for "Lass o" Laughter" at the
Montmartre."
jQueen'8. appears to have proven encouragement to the management.
LASKY TRAVELING
The piece Is continuing with an
London, June 7:
announced,
Indefinite e'ngageme'ht
JesAe L. Lasky has gone to France and under the same terms for the
and
will visit Spain before tak- public
in payment for
send
a
check
(vaudeville).
ing up his booked' sailing date from' their seats, if the piece pleases.
rrf
Cherbourg June 28. It Is unlikely
London, June 7.
the picture man will return to LonPARIS EXPECTS "FATTY"
Practically all the London thedon before starting for home.
atres were crowded Monday night
Paris, June 7.
Gilbert Miller is accompanying
(Whitmonday),. a bank holiday in Lasky.
It is reported in Paris that Roscoe
England. The preceding Sunday is
'("Fatty") Arbuckle is coming to the
a religious feast day (the seventh
French capital- to play a number of
CIRCLES" IN FRENCH
Sunday after Easter), and is revaudeville engagements.
garded as the third greatest celeParis, June 7.
bration in the Christian calendar.
George Middleton's "Circles" is to
FRENCH •TEG" REVIVED
be produced, in French at the N(iiParis, June 7.
veau theatre tonight, the evening
My
The French version of 'Teg
PARIS ALHAMBRA PROGRAM being filled out with a thort Froneh
Heart*' was revived at the Theatre
Paris, June 7.
play by Constance Lounsbery.
Antoine June 1.
of

Berlin,
l»-;ise of

.six full sets at a. rental, of

nlngholm).

"Plantation" in New York is a
Broadway cabaret-restaurant, formerly known as the Folies Ber£ere in

•

1

(Celtic).

music publishers.

(

ticipate.

.

•

1

||

TO GERMANS

'

1

London, June 7.
Vaudeville reopening at the Pa-,
(Peche de Jeunesse), 2,325; Mogador (Classical music), 27,367; Nou- vilion under "the direction of C^ B.
veautes (Dicky), 2,680; Opera (Rus- Cochran will have three American
Duncan
sian ballets), 21,099;
Opera Co- acts on the Initial bill:
mique
(Noces
Corinthiennes), Sisters, Sylvester Trio, Gen. Ed La-

The new show

LISTEN

|

/(Atlantide),,

(Arleaienne),

*

with

and

.

-«—

ENGLISH PRODUCERS

:••'.••

remain through the summer, according to present plans.
She is
accompanies by the American jazzPert Kelton and sitter Sue, Edward
eri, the White Lyres.Francisco (Three Heltons), (Aquiwhich
in
painter, Georges Scott,
Webb will also ^ing songs from tania),
several .screen performers took part. the. "Music Box Revu,e" and "Good
June 10— (New York, to GiaqgdW),
As an attraction a picture was Morning Dearie " by special permanufactured before the public by mission of Irving Berlin, Inc., and Florence Baiird (Bensee and Baird),

(revue), 968; Mayol Concert (revue), 1,863; Michel (revue "Le Bel
Ange Vint*' by Rip), 3,956; Marigny

Odeon

appearing

Clifton "Webb as partner,

(mixed), 1,503; Gaite Rochechouart,

18,568;

7.

,

1,050; Femina (Maris KousnezofTs
Russian troupe), 1,600; Folies Bergere (revue), 14,759; Gaite (Vie de
Boheme), 2,870;
Grand Quignol

Palais

IS

.

i

..

:

•

_

Dolly

.

Workingtpn'a

now ready^for open-

SAILINGS

*

'

Jenny

i

.11

London, June 7.
other rooms.
The Germ a • producers are mak»
In building his th.er.tre, Browne
ing
great
efforts
to
capture British
ignored the labor unions, which
enry allow a workman to lay some- producers and players, and numthing like 400 bricks' a day, but did bers df both are crossing backward
obtain help for painting, decorating and" forward.
The British are accenting the
and carpentering.
German proposals with alacrity,
more especially 'the producers of
the "free-lance" variety who have
Rep6rted through* Pau? Tauslg & been badly robbeii in the past by
the owners of so-called studios and
Son, 104 East 14th street:
-»
June 17, Michael Kara (Van their crews.
There are very few really decent
Dyke).
June 15, Gordon and Ford. Bo- studios in London, the best being
those belonging to Gaumont. Stoll,
ganny Troupe (Carmania).
June 15, Anita Draz, W. F. Wirt- Famous -Lasky, Barker and "B. A
C," but there are many old corruscherman tHansa).
June 14 (New York to Paris), F. gated iron sheds, converted coach
houses and the like, and the rental
Barrett Corman (Paris).
.•••
June 14 (From New York), Bo- charges are absurd.
One English producer with a good
gapny's Lunatic Bakers jCSaxonia).
activities to
record
is
removing
his
June 13—^(From New York), Miss

ture Mutual Benefit Society). ,AH
the film stars attended, including
Pearl White, a procession being
formed under the direction of the

.

operetta),'

tion."

Arts in aid qt the newly organized
Mutuelle, du Cinema (Motion Pic-

is

wounded.

The aujjlltorium will, seat 1,400
people. There are an e«njtrance hall,
stage, dressing rocrutv a billiard
room, lounge and cafe, offices and

The Acacias Gardens have been
opened here!' as a duplicate of the
New Yo*rk resort known as "Planta-

(Wagner season b'y Italian troupe)* Magic Cjty May 31 under the
80,057; Comedie Montaigne (Meas- patronage of the Ministry, of Fine
ure for Measure), 5.39;Cluny (Fetiche de Nounouche), 780; Chatelet
(Les Millions de ipncle Sam), £.272;

June

theatre

ing.

—

FILM CHARITY FETE

..time

and

b,ricks,

7.

Believing her benefactor dying, the
girl confesses her love for him, and
the final scene foreshadows their
he has laid marriage.
n

,

In two, years'
70,0,000

(Dede),

8,201; Ba-Ta-Clan (Walts Dream),
1,533; Comedie Francalse (Vautrln),
13,896; Theatre des Champs Elyaees

—

Hotham .Browne.

man,

by

Mad Andral ("The Chicago

,

I

.

.

.

.

7:

...

.

.

London, 'June

'

DOLLY STARTS

,

:

Workington, in the North of England, fs a little town of 25,000 inhabitants.
It has more than its
share of kinemas and theatres, the
latter being notorious for bad business.
To the number of its places
of entertainment is now added the
Oxford theatre. r*-'\t
The opening of 'this building
would pass' without comment except
In tlwe looa) newspapers but for the
fact that it has been buflt entirely

JENNIE
up to the average,
The following were^ the receipts
Tuesday evening, May 23 (fin francs, Wilhelm (I.
"PLANTATION" IN PARIS
Including entertainment taxes, aver-?
Herr Wolf, ihe lawyer who has
aging 16 per" cent, oh legitimates represented Wilhelm II before, put
and 20 per cent, vaudeville)
in <a strong veto against the proDolly, Sister
Dancing with
'Ambigu (Montmartre), 1,30.2, frs.; posed production.
A strong movement against the
Antoine (Mademoiselle ma Mere),
Clifton
Webb
Place
1,721; Apollo (Pouick), 1,*15; Ath- public presentation of the play has
Called Acacias Gardens
enee (Atout, Coeurs), 3,896; Arts necessitated a postponement.
1

ford at Workington-1-

Seats 1,400

postponed, although ac-; Pearl") and Mile. Pierette Caillot.
cepted by the Rotter stages for
presentation at the Theatre des
Westens the latter part of May.
Wegener was scheduled to do the
Bismarck role and Gebuhr that of

the

midst of the "season," played, havoc
with the theatre takings, though in
some cases' the patronage was well

Paris, June

Afc tfie Tjheatxe Bernhardt, May 31
following "Retinal Armand," j U8 {
Withdrawn, the,, management pro*
'duced it three-act melodrama by
Michel Carre and Albert Acremenb
which was poorly received.
The story has to do with an orphan 'girl .nicknamed '."Mome,4
reared by a crook and forced to attempt burglary iri the- apartment of
a fashionable young man about town
as aid to her sponsor. The proprietor's servants disturb the crooks.
The young swell finds the girl unconscious and afterwards helps her
to reform by securing for her a stage
engagement which leads to her tri*
umph.- The crook returns to claln*
his former companion -and protege
and She appeals- for protect it»n to the
young man. In rlie clash between
him and the cro6k the latter is shot
to death and the ••young- 'man Is

Ox

Opens

hardt Indifferently Received

••'

;

I

Browne

Hotham

'

not be produced in the German capIt has been inital for some; time.

appear at the Alhambra.
spell,

7.

/The three-aot drama, "Die Entlassung," by Emili Ludwig, dealing
with the last days of the Bismarck
regime and the Iron Chancellor's

1

hot

June

Berlin,

.a

,Th,e scene of action te. in France,
but the play is said to have been inspired during the vjsit of the author,
Deko'bra,, to \he UnitecJ
Maurice
4
States!' One ©f the hits of the piece
is Leveque," a picture actor, in the
character of an inebriate clergyman
imported from Chicago to. further
the marriage. Other principals are

'

.

The

.

.

.

—

i

mille, a country druggist, engaged to
marry Henriette, when an American
family named Jeffries arrives and

Gets

Night—Parts

Holiday

fajir

'

I

t

The story concern's Ca-'

success.

r

Crook Play at Paris Theatre Berne

"Perle of Chicago" .Does Fairly at
Arts, Paris
Paris',

^

<

ONE MAN BUILDS THEA.; "M0ME" POOR MELODRAMA

FRANCO-AMERICAN PLAY

HEAT CLOSING PARIS HOUSES;

Tr* fa, ** r Sq«* r«

PIace,

Ma,cti,|,t

rector of
Strand, .Kocjkville
the
Center,
I..
L.
for
the
Nassau
Amusement corporation, the owners.
The. house will play vaudeville
the last half of the week, using the
show for three days find a new bill

Variety

Morgan Farley,
iting

after Paris,

vis*

is

London.

Elizabeth Day (Mrs. Mason Day)
made her concert stage debut In
Among visitors'
Paris last week.
in Paris lately were WH^gM*?*
Cooke, Baltimore "San"; Alma Belwin, who lost a d-iamont hatpin in
a taxicab; Edna Ferber, writer, «f'
Chicago: Mrs. Lilian Hirst, returning home June 16 by "Finfand";
Harry Green, of New York. Mrfv
Ada Bodaueky, wife of the condhiC*
>
"
ton
At Berlin: Louis Graveure, after
Philharmonic,
recital
at
the
a song
1

1

'

has gone to Vienna; Rudolph Polk,
violinist; Clara Rabinowitch. pianist;
Henry Deering, Alma Schlcsinger,

of

Milwaukee (who

opening an Art theatre
next

season);

in

intends

Chicago

Kenneth McGowan,

New York critic (writing a book on
Theatre Controlling Co. at the
Merrily Yours Coming Home
COOPER IN MHS. TANCiUERAY'
the German stage); Bruno Lcssing
Paris Alhambra, opening June 2,
London.
June
Ix>ndon,
7.
7.
June
(Rudolph Block), BiJly de Beck (of
comprises. Hazel Elliott and CandyMerrily Yours John K. Rogers Sundays.
"The Second Mrs. Tanqueray'' was
"Barney Goggles"' renown); Eleaner
Girls, Mrs. Walters-Eight Alhambra
well received here when revived left here June 2 on the Caronia for
Sawyer is appearing at the Berlin
C.irls! Two Marconis. Adam and Lee M
IMayhouse with Gladys New York. He had been in London
Fred G. Weiss, former manager Opera; Patty Stuart, sister of Fain-'
Seattle company, Nan Stuart, Wal- Jujue 2 at the
Copper
in
oreatod
for
«ome
time.
the
role
here
Loevv's
by
of
Garden.
Kansas
City,
has
ny
Dillon, the composer, has hewn
Sayton, .Tre-Ki, Togan and
ter
Mrs-. Pat Campbell
1
-«n
transferred to the War field
engaged for the Opera in Ba'l*»
Geneva, Aurora Cycling Troupe.
Indifferent Melo
San Fran> SCO
Switzerland, next season.
London, June 7.
produced
the
Cord,"
at
"The Green
Royalty June 2. was disclosed as an
melodrama,
although visiting London are cordially invited to make use of our offices for thoir
indifferent
mail. We shall he pleased to assist and advise you respecting your BO80
Very well acted.
po*™.
>"««*
and material, whether published by us or not
rosrK,,
AGENTS,
VAUDEVIl.LE
ANP
THEATRICAL
ENGLAND'S LEADING
1

1

:

»

FOSTERS AGENCY,

AMERICAN PERFORMERS

Ltd.

FOSTER PRODUCTIONS

ohm.

hrrnjcnlttcd

Attn

H»-.|Uiring

Europokn Boekjlin Pl«as« _£<J»n1

Cable Adrirew: Confirnmtion, London.

AMI

Kl<

.WIULIAM MORRIS AGENCY,
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DEATHS ABROAD

#'

AN HOOKLNGH THROUGH:—
INC-.

^ A

Germaine Ponzio, actress

of

tf^J
tf
^^ORK
NR^

FRANCIS,

the

Pari! Odeon, died at St. Cloud,
Cltt France, .after a long illness.

'

DAY & HUNTER

138-140 Charing Cross Road
LONDON,
»
i».
Cable!" AHPEGGVO, LONDON*'
.t.

W. C, EN&

(

»

'

'

'" "

Friday, June 9,

an*maaH

VAUDEVILLE

1WS

8

YIDDISH

LOEW CIRCUIT DROPS WESTERN END;
ACKERMAN & HARRIS CIRCUIT REVIVED
'

—

agers, which number few comparatively, are expected to follow suit
The articles of the proposed bylaws of the Yiddish organization
parallel in many respects those of
the P. M. A. It is being organized
for mutual protectim to deal with
the stage bands and Hebrew Actors*

—

&

r>

The Loew Circuit will drop the as to policy and operation between ing the visit here a couple of weeks in the Loew office That also proved
mstern end of Its present chain, the Ackcrman & Harris firm in ago of Mr. Ackerman and his unsatisfactory- At the time Ix>ew
fo/merly known as the Ackcrman & Frisco, which was the Loew coast partner, Sam Harris, who were ac- severed the Pantages booking relaHarris Circuit, commencing June 24. representative, and the Loew home companied by Terry Turner, in- tions, a similar reason was assigned,
terested through A. 8c H. in the that acta charging more to play.
The final papers were signed Mon- offices in New York.
1
Ackcrman, of San
Irving
MacDonald and Kahn, Pantages* western time, increased
It was claimed by the western coa3t chain.
day.
eastern
Francisco, executed them for his men their towns were peculiar to the contractors who built the west- their salary for Loew's
firm in New York
themselves, while the eastern Loow ern State theatres, were also of the houses.
Ackerman & Harris as a firm and
men argued the western towns were A. & H. party coming to New York.
tty the terms of the dissolution
no different from the southern or
the
new
Warfield,
retains
The terms of the transfer as re- individually stand very high on the
Loc-w's
Mean- ported are that Ackerman & Harris coast. They are native sons, astute
San Pran?isco, lately opened, and eastern cities in the circuit
showmen, vyho
enterprising
tbe new State, Los Angeles, opened while competing circuits were en- iclinquish their 25 per cent, interest and
before the Frisco house. tering the western territory, either each in the Warfield and new State, erected a name for themselves beshortly
Both arc now playing Loews pop through new theatres or new poli- l-ios Angeles, taking over the re- fore submerging it with Loew's.
Following the cies. The Orpheum Circuit started mainder of the circuit without a While ippJymg themselves in the
vaudeville policy.
division of the eastern and western Orpheum, Ji\s. (Hilrstreet. Los An- bonus and guaranteeing the Loew past to pop vaudeville and pictures.
Loew's, those two theatres may gcles-CSoldcn Gate, Frisco) and an- Circuit against all loss through it A. & H. handled other amusement
straight
a
picture
others,
policy nounced
while Pantages having assumed any construction lines, including muacial comedy and
adopt
booked by the Loew picture agency built a couple of large popular obligation. These terms are said to legit. Their venture with the Will
priced theatres with various pic- have proven most agreeable to both King stock at the Casino San Franin New York.
Through the separation the Ack- ture houses, notably the Granada. sides. Other than some minor de- cisco, where it ran for a long time,

crman A Harris Circuit

will be immediately revived iu name and
with
fact,
A. & H. securing 11 far
western theatres.
Five are new

houses, all named State, and were
projected by Ackcrman & Harris
before that circuit merged
with
Loew's shortly after the litter increased its capitalization to extend
its theatre operations.

Frisco, also opening.

Harris

State
(new),

The Loew

when entering

Loew

the

Circuit,

excepting the western houses then
;

'

•

commenced to play vaudeville road
shows and pictures booked out of
the Loew headquarters in New
York.
In the dissolution the Loew office
will take nine full weeks from its
route sheet.
Those weeks, with
others the A. & H. firm expect to
locate, will be booked as full or split
weeks by the A. & H booking
offices, either in San Francisco or
Chicago or both.
It
is
possible
A. & H. will establish its own booking offices in Chicago.
The separation of the eastern and
western ends of the Loew Circuit is
looked upon as a shrewd business
move for both parties. The Loew
Circuit benefits through having the
burden of operating the extreme
west from the extreme east removed, while Ackerman & Harris,
who understand the coast territory,
are again free to operate as they
please.

The Loew's New York headquarters commenced to receive
the impression some months ago that in
addition to the extra operation that
involve! a great deal of attention,
the eastern end 6f the
circuit suffered in

expense through

acts,

when

booking with Loew, striving to secure the same salary
for the east
that had been given
them in the far
west. The addition of
the far western bookings, in

conjunction with

Jhc southern time hooked out of
the Loew's New
York office, caused
that

agency to have three grades
one for the cast (with
Greater New York the most
cxten°f salary:
8 »ve

of

sarily

"alary;

Una
the

territory)

lowest

mother

rated

for the*

and necesroute

for
outh, also

middle western and
Canada, the
jneUium salaried territory
on the
J^oew Circuit for bookings; md tbe
'op salary for
acts on the coast.
where the cost of
transportation
»'*d to be included
through the long
railnoid jumps.
Premous to affiliating
with Loew's,
Ackerman and Harris in their coast
laffttrlcal enterprises had
been mat
ftuccessful.
it was on the basis of
their bus
Desa for the preccdNtsj
year.-, the
mor^cr with 1,'x^w w"M
completed
Following the merger
and with tn*.*
opening of the new
State theatres, all
named Iv ?w's
State, besides
(he
irger War'AeM
* n< » Btate,
1k>s
Angeles, it was
found a conflict Of
opinion ousted
I

cy

Circuit has been pre-

vious experiences in attempting \o
operate or book in the west while
maintaining an eastern circuit, its
first experience was with the Sullivan-Considine Circuit some years

offices.

ago.
When Loew relieved itself of
the S-C houses, it builf* up the
Ackerman & Harris firm which took
over most of the Sullivan-Considine
theatres. Later Loew in Ngw York
made a booking connection with the

Pontages

Pantages placing
booking headquarters

Circuit,

New York

its

and Hip, San Francisfco;
(new), Long Reach; State

Salt Lake.
These theatres in reverting to
[Ackerman & Harris will be conducted along the former pop vaudeville and picture policy of the firm,
which continued its playing policy

through the organization.

ACKERMAN & HARRIS
TO BOOK OWN HOUSES
Coast Report Says Chicago
Booking Headquarters to

Be Established

v

San Francisco, luue 7.
Following tho dissolution of tho

the

de.scrirjtion.

as originally outlined.

The theatres returning to A. & II.
Ackerman 8c Harris were agreeare the Palace and Hippodrome, able to' a return of their former theSeattle;
Hippodrome,
Portland; atres and Loew signified a willingHip and State (now), Sacramento; ness to bow out of the coast arm of
Hippodrome
and
State
(new), his circuit if suitable terms could be
Hip,
Stockton;
San Jose; Hip, made.
This lead to preliminary
Fresno;
State
(new)
Oakland; negotiations that culminated followCasino

and other unions When a manager
has a grievance it will not be propounded as an individual claim, but

Loew- Ackcrman & Harrb* merger
a theatrical record west with A. & If. resuming direct operatails that required adjustment, the established
that tion of the coast theatres, it is said
Of
attraction
an
for
Chicago
of
dissolution deal went through almost

The coast condition became acute,
calling for centralized and local attention. It is said Marcus Loew. on
his recent visit to the wewt, at, the
time of the opening of the new
State. Los Angeles, .saw this condition that had previously -been presented to him through the Acker-

man &

Lin*

in

A Yiddish Producing Managers'
Association is in the process of
formation. Charles W. Croll, a local
Yiddish imprcssario. is the moving
spirit.
At present there aro nearly
GO Yiddish managers lined up for
membership, all in some part of .(ho
metropolis. The out-of-town man-

t

—

P. M. A.

Managers
for Membership

50 Metropolitan

Division Occurs June 24 Loew's Retain New Warfield, Frisco, and New Slate,
Final Papers Signed
A. H. Secure Return of 14 Western Houses, -Including Five New Theatres Mutual
J^os Angeles
H. Merger
Agreement Brought About Dissolution of Loew-A.

—

V'"

op

*

BEDINIS 'CHUCKLES' FOR LONDON;

Ackcrman

Mr.

firm

will

establish

New York Mon- booming headquarters
He had booking from there in

own

its

Chicago,
day
conjunction
nothing to say before leaving ex- with their 'Frisco agency.
A representative of Gua Sun i*
cepting to state all dealings bad
been on :i most friendly basis, which now in this city proposing a workMarcus Loew confirmed. Bach ex- ing affiliation between the Sun cirpressed a personal regard for the cuit in the middle west and the
other and said though separated in A. A IT. bookings to the coast*.
Among tho bookings to bo taken
a business way, there would always
remain a bond of friendship between on by A. & II. are said to be the
Finklestein
& Buben housos in St.
the two circuits.
Mr. Ackerman added he had had Paul and Minneapolis, now hooked
no time to consult with bia as- by the western vaudeville agency
sociates regarding policy and book- (Lester Bryant) in Chicago of tho
Shuberts.
A. & II. booked thoso
ings, but they would issue an announcement upon his return to San theatres before merging with Ia>ow
and
when securing their western
Francisco.
supply through the association in
When operating alone, tAckcrman Chicago.
Finklestein & Hubew are
booking
Harris maintained a
8c
reported lo have been apprised of
representative in the Western Vauthe possible dissolution before AckManagers' Association In
deville
erman A Harris went east, when
Chicago, besides its own booking
they informed tho partners if tha
offices in San Francisco, in charge
separation occurred, the F. & U.
Of Mrs. 1311a Weston.
theatres could again be placed on
Acts playing the Ixiew circuit the A.
St II list
hereafter will be routed south, openIrving Ackerman will reach hero
ing in Baltimore, winding up the Friday.
tiiiiirMii.it time, and after
southern tour in St. Louis, jump- consultation
with Sam Harris, no
ing from there to Chicago, then
definite statement will be made at
proceeding into Middle West and the
II
left

for bis coast

in

home.

I

'

FIRST BURLESQUE EXPERIMENT

—

Company

Sailed Tuesday If Successful at Oxford,
English Cast Will Succeed It Returning Here
Late in July

—

production, sailing Saturday, last, on the "Olympic." Felt* will secure the other 12
chorister*, in London,
and have
tion of 12 choristers saited on the them trained in the show numbers
"Mauretania*' for England, Tues- by next Monday, opening day.
day.
The "Chuckles'* company will reThe show will open at the turn to America, July 26. Clark
Oxford, London, for a six weeks* and McCullough are scheduled to
12. start rehearsals with the new Music
Monday, June
engagement,
playing
arrangement Box show, and the remainder of the
"Chuckles*'
calls for Charles B. Cochran, man' company will play on the Columbia
ager of the Oxford, to guarantee wheel next season.
If "Chuckles" catches on in LonBedini $3,500 a week during the
term of the engagement, the show don, an all-English company will
playing on a 00-50 basis over the be recruited, which will continue
playing the show at the Oxford,
guarantee.
The invasion of London by Be- after the six weeks of the American
Chuckles'* has expired.
This will
dini's "Chuckles" marks the first
instance in English theatricals that be on an arrangement between
Cochran
Bcdinl,
with
and
the latan American burlesque show of the
wheel type has made the experi- ter holding an interest in the Lonentire

cast,

The

deal that sent "Chuckles" to

don company.
The sudden decision

to send

tho

London was arranged by M. S. "Chuckles" company to England
Bentham. acting for Albeit de Cour- necessitated special efforts to seturn represented CochCourville saw the show
when he was over here several
weeks ago, liked it and informed
Cochran when the reached London
Negotiations by cable followed. is
announced in Variety last week, .and
were consummated Friday.
The principals sailing include
ville,

ran.

who

in

He

Dabby Clark and Paul McCullough,
Jim Buckley. Willy Shu pies, EdWhile. Charlie
Mick. Bmmelt Baker. Harry Biker.
Aubrey WHIs. Bllljf Beeves, Blaine
Boasley. Fnuly Bui md Chirlie
Adicr
Mike Zelenke, musical director. II my Iloff, property man.
Harry M Minn, electrician; Mark
Scanlon, hi (huge of tbe Hon u*< d
in one of the comedy bits, Ar'hin
lean Berlin! md
Sanders, manager
die

Mrs

Bisland.

Bed ml

Billie

ire

ilao'jptakias

n&

Ibe

"

trip Ml IflC "M nn
'iHn- six choristers included lii Ine
Peuy Tr.-voi.
ire
silling ro.ld
I

Cora i>ehtow. Owen Debrow, Olive
Birt

tnd

Ma

Seymour

I'irt

Pel hi preceded the

mow,

passports for the members.
placed in the hands
T?usig & Son, the steamship passenger agent, who booked
tbe lias. age for the company on the

cure

Tbe matlor was
of Paul

'Mauretania"

Tbe

firm sent a representative to
Washington to secure the necessary
Credentials It was completed within three days of the regular time
lor securing passports, two week*.
TheTausigs also cabled the British
Department of Labor to secure tbe
proper labor permits for the c<»mThe permits which were to
hive been Cabled, filled lo arrive
before the sailing of the steamer

pmy

with t special dispensation granted
by -tbe .-.tcamship company lo «How
a
without
the company to saal
Bnh.di vise on the passports,
" is wis
illowed with tbe unBritish vise officii would hoard the steamer prior
uv
to landing, lo supply the hece
vt.w ifi<r the proper o k had been
gl uilert by the ihjpsilin^nl of La5

bo

i

I

ludms* that

a

Cabaret Revue Will Have Original
Vamp in Dark Skin

HAVE PROPOSITION

scenery and staff of Jean Bcdini's
"Chuckles of 1922." with the excep-

ment.

local offices.

CLE0 COLORED?

LOEW AND ORPHEUM
The

&

A.

Canada.

Cleopatra
cording to

was

ebony-hued,

the

new

all

ac-

-colored

Involves Coast Houses on Both cabaret revue, "On tho Nile." to bo
reproduced Juno 15 by Al Mayor at
Circuits
Meeting Held But
Iteisenweber's, succeeding Mtyer'a
No Decision Reached
present floor attraction, "Bandanna

—

Land*'

The leading
and Orpheum

lights

of

Loew

the

circuits have met

The writers

in

New York within the week, to discuss the probability of reaching an
understanding as to playing policies
in coast houses of both crrcuits.
The theatres involved ore the Orpheum's Golden Gate. San Francisco, and Hill Street, Los Angeles,
that play a
both Orpheum, Jr
mixed show of vaudeville and pictures, the same playing policy that
now prevails at Loew's Stale in the
lower city, and Warfield, Prisco.
The proposition is for the Orpheum to withdraw its feature pictures from each of the Juniors,
leaving them straight vaudeville,
and Loew will withdraw vaudeville
from his two, leaving them straight
pictures, thereby removing all four
theatres from opposition to the
other in their respective cities.
The plan to eliminate the biggewl
Opposition in town for c ich circuit
,

is

said to have

emanated from Mar-

cus Loew.
If an agreeable action

;

a

big

time boose op-

dn

The first contract for the C5ai
Atlantic City, opening with
vaudeville June ?4, booked by Pally
l*icr,

was given Pauline Cook

of

me

&

June 7.
Katz taking over

the Uoosevelt, the possibilities became of the highest for the new McVicker's theatre being established as
a movie, house.
Jones. Ltnick 8c Schaefcr will need
protection for first run pictures, due
to the turn caused by the new owners of the Boosevclt. A iron Jones
is now in New York attending to
matters which will be of interest to
the local rrnovie colony upon his return.

GABY'S BED FOR PICTURE3
Paris,

June

7

After the 'dentil of O iby Deslys
her furniture in London was cold by
the objects

was

the bed-

which has now ben
acquired by 3n American hlui com-

room

Sdlta,

pany,
"Block

md

will be used for tb<*
Orchid iceae," a picture in
It
which Lewis Stone and Barbar
»

b

will
i

Maii'.u*.

v/ill

Cfaicago,

With Balaban

Man

erating

la cobs office for Nat NaHie I'
>penrurrt, Jr., who will be on •»
fng bill.

show

auction."

taken on

the proposal, it will likely go into
effect before the end of tbe month.
In o r<'h of the Coast towns the Or-

pheum has

fir«t

PICTURES AT M'VICKEE'S

Among
is

of the

arrange the new one, and it is their
idea of the past about Cleo in color.

LEE

•

tho protagonists.
i

-

&

J.

J.

3HUBERT

ARTHUR KLEIN
.

ftoM

**thl»<*»

<»i-i"

iimiiiy

'

Iwi'llrif Hi-

tot contmiKvl /«trca*» oT yo«»r
ClfrvM. mil riMiik* for at*
of lln»»ka' coNtunHMl *'•%*

li< III

.

(

•

i:vi:nYTiriNG"
is

Sam Kramrr, the Chicago
visiting in New Vork.

3 gent,
»

lit Wet 10»li Htnvf, N. ¥. O.
••••» JpryolrW No J5

•

•

•

—
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Friday, June

1922
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HUNK OF SWISS";
YORK'S MIDWAY OPENS LIGHT

CONEY'S GETAWAY-—

Stretch from Decoration Day to
Million Behind in Gross So Far
Has Islanders Guessing
New
Boardwalk
Story
July 4th Tells Season's

Quarter*
*<

—Tanagra

—

ii»«»iir*»l

I

|

Theatre the Star

regimes of Fred old artful dodger grind. The new
"Skip" Dundy, a throw-the-balls releases live baby
and's erstwhile delicatesseneer, in- Surf avenue Saturday or Sunday porkers that slide down baby chutes,
ith the social a miniature echo of the old-time
surance agent and grand op ra bug, was a joyous thing,
and civic notables of this and other Fred Thompson 90 -foot slides of
is "a hunk of Swiss!"
So much rain water now In the countries among visitors attracted runs to plunge with towering casflutes and drumheads of Tilyou's by the Island producers' fanfares of cade splashes in the pools at their
base.
sidewalk bnllyhoo that their toot! glitter and substance.
Newest Is Tanagra Theatre
toot! toot! and rum! turn! turn!
During the war the colors got
The newest thing at Coney is the
sounds like a Noah's Ark cubist hectic and order went on a- holiday,
medley.
fascination of the bizarre Tanagra miniature theatre seen in
but th
Coney is more than a quarter mil- was present for any who care for New York at the last Fashion Show,
lion behind in its take thus far, as that sort of thing.
Since the war offering in hand size human figures,
normal
Reasons. the let -down has been marked. by the aid of reductive mirrors, huother
against
Yawps from the Concourse to Sea None of the days now seem to offer man figures in action on a man's
(late are so Incessant and staccato anything like the quality of the size stage behind.
The Tanagra
that Harry Tudor says they're fuss- same old crowd.
The excited in- takes a dime and gives several deing up the wires of the radio show terest that the carousals, rides, moded cooch exhibits of young
he opens there tomorrow in the old parks and myriad catch-penny de- women who know how. The show
fcjtubenbord feed place.
vices aroused in grown-ups and isn't for children.
The Sam Gumpertz Eden Musee,
Officially, Coney's get-away starts youngsters still on the kid side of
with Decoration and runs to Labor the threshold is noted now. rarely. alongside his Dreamland freak exDay. Of late yearn, due to the in- The crowds today suggest rather hibit, now has a-rlval situate on the
creased resident population's hun- participation in an ordered func- old Fred Henderson Surf avenue
gry mitt, Surf avenue's stands and tion than the old "Let's go!" spirit. front.
At the Gumpertz show the
featured horror is Landru,
gimoraok catch pennies get busy as
the
Prophets Pessimistic
early as March and keep after stray
French
Bluebeard, guillotine and
Trophets there are in plenty to
pesetos until late October.
everything, and at the Henderson
tell you that the Island as a holiTilyou's begins among the earliest
spot it's "The Ward Murder Mysday Mayfair is gone for good, and
and hangs out until the last, with
tery."
that its decadence as a laugh spot
an all-year Saturday and Sunday
Clean -Up of Bowery
the universe will be sealed
maw. Stauch's ditto. Luna, more for
The clean-up of the Bowery so
shortly when the city's two million
formal, has a mid-May opening as
dollar boardwalk, now under way. is far this season Is the bust-the-bala rule, and calls the gan | quits
completed. The reduced fare, the loon-and-win-a-prize stand of the
Bhortly after Labor Day.
aftermaths of war, visitors' tight- Reichenthaler Brothers, across the
Opened oh 13th of May
ening purses, Volstead inhibitions, walk from Stauch's.
With a 16The sporting population of Coney the passing away of the grand army spot layout, active most of every 12
Is blaming Luna for its succession
who built working hours on good Saturdays
oldtime showmen
of
of sky souse parties because it Coney to its eminence, the blue-law and Sundays, the week end take
opened the season on the 13th of bathing restrictions and the avarice scales handsomely. Islanders figure
May. The hard boiled eggs place no of the Island's merchants are among the gross daily take on big days for
stock in this interpretation, but are ascribed causes for the degeneracy. the brothers, who, before their adgiving all* their time and thinking Surf avenue, in the old days a gay vent on the Island, owned New
to solving the problem of meeting avenue of waving pennants, blaring York hat check concessions, at close
the second rent payments, due bands and ballyhoo cavalcades, is to $500.
Hard-boiled mathematiJune 15. Last year's 4th of July now, even on week-end days, a sober cians, however, scale the take to
the
Whatever
caught hundreds of Surf avenue's enough spectacle.
less than half this, figuring it out
stand men and Bowery dime grab- chastening processes, the change is at a $1.60 take-down every five
bers shouting anathemas at land- there for all to see.
minutes, or something like $200 per
krds for dispossessing them. Not
day, with half this going out for
No Dips Pickpockets
less than 100 investors of the same
Among the Island's changing at- the merchandise won, estimated at
war,

during

»

hit the vertical wooden pins aimed
at because the operator of the game
shifts it out of range before a player
starts to swing.
And taking it away from the in-

A

1

Coney's 1922 getaway, in the oolloquials of Leo Lowenthal, the Isl-

erned by the law of centrifugal
*>«*, the ban swung by the dime
' allers
°* bowling size, can never

the

Thompson and

*..

i

nocents with even more aplomb
than the swing-ball gyp are the
ground-floor griftcrs with the familiar roll-the-balls-and-win-a-prize|
when - you - score - a - red - number
graft.
There is a chance that the
Feature Dancer with
swing-ball operator might have an
attack of aphasia and forget to Palace Theatre, Chicago,
Indefinitely
shift his upright pin, whereby you'd Formerly with "Irene" and
'Broad,
win, but the red-number layout
way Whirl"
'

NINA PENN

"MOLLY DARLING"

game

doesn't offer you. even this
percentage, because the operator
ONE
DOOLEY SUIT
does the counting, and the player is
breezed along so fast by the count
Cincinnati, June 7.
quesEdison
the
winner
of
that the
The second suit against the Paltionnaire job would go loco if he ace Theatre as a result of the re,
ever tried to keep up with the oper- cent run-in between Billy Dooley,
ator's rapid-fire tally.
comedian, and three girls in the auRegular visitors to the Island dience, who, Bill says, interfered
have passed up the swing-ball and with his act, was filed in Common
red-number dime crashers, so that Pleas Court Monday. The plaintiff
this season but two swing-ball and is Anna Dalton, aged 18, who defour red -number layouts are doing mands $5,000 damages through AtSmoother than any of torney Frank Woodward.
business.
the legitimate ball-rolling games
Attorney Woodward declares that
offering prizes are the Japanese since he brought a similar action
in
miniature bowling dime catchers. behalf of Miss Margaret Plucker,
The Jap games give a prize to aged 20, several weeks ago, he

MORE

(Continued on page 21)

YOUR PAL AL
Banjo in Vaudevilh
Opening Next Week

And

His

j

J

I

—

get-it-easy tribes will get the movmospheres for the better is the al- 80c. a prize, which bait is half the
ing van orders next week, accordmost total elimination of the old- ballyhoo. The other half is freely
ing to present prospects. Unless a
Captain conceded to be the game's barker,
time dip, or pickpocket.
miracle worker shows to turn off
George Busby, who knows the Isl- Dick Martin, Coney's veteran
the floods, last season's evictions
shouter, still with a pair of lungs
and's purlieus as he does New
will be multiplied before .he third
and a stentorian delivery guaranYork's multiple gallery of illicit
payment date, July 4.
numerous staff in ac- teed to shiver plate glass at 20
The present situation suggests mugs, has a Island's jam days, and paces. The bust-a-balioon gag is
tion on the
Ted Marks* historic experience at with punishment swift and sure, the a . three-year-old wheeze for the
the American Roof, New York,
stand men ' but continues
dip bold enough to cross the Bath ******,
about 15 years back, when, after 13
to hold its grip. It replaces the oldBeach
or Flatbush deadline is either
weeks of rain on his open air vaudepromptly plumped back on a trolley time miniature prize-winning horse
ville with but fugitive let-ups, he
headed citywards, or given free 'bus race, though operated individually
decided to quit. "You're not going
in the same way by the players
ride to the Sheepshead Bay cooler,
to blow, now!
It just simply can't
revolution of a crank. Wisecrackers
Coney's keep since its own West
rain any more!" said a well-wisher.
explain the popularity of the balEighth street jail was condemned.
Marks, who had hung
i
until
The immorality that prevailed in loon gag over its predecessors by
everything he owned had been hythe expectant tension the gamble
the old days when a Raines law
pothecated, including his famous
creates in the turners, as they see^
hotel was a mint is also a thing of
boutonniere, proffered his adviser
their particular rubber sphere3 inthe past, thanks to the insistent
the keys to the American's airdome
flate under their own manipulation.
surveillance of women fly cops and
and said: "Forget it. Remember
For a ten-cent play it gives small
Coney's present cop captain, John J.
Egypt!"
thrills in plenty when the variHughes.
Freak Shows Are Feature
colored containers bulb fatter and
boardwalk, it is pre- fatte/, with explosion imminent
The
new
The outstanding feature of the
dicted, will cut a giant wedge into with
every added turn of the
present season's Coney is the way
the land values of the Island. The wheels. For what it claims to be,
the freak shows have started to hog
concrete supports are already up, the bust-a-balloon thing is O. K.
the main stems. Within a baseball's
Ed- There's a bad way and a good way
throw of each other a trio of hu- running from the Concourse to
Mooney's Atlantic Baths, with to grind the controlling wheels: the
man abnormalities hark for busi- die
preparations that promise the com- good way, moderately slow and
ness on Surf avenue within hearing
pletion by October of the proposed steady; the bad way, fast, serving
of the West Eighth Street police
walk 80 feet In width, and coursing to cut off the air suckci into the
keeps, and two make grabs for
along the beach west as far as Sea air tubes by small individual pumps
passersby on the Bowery, one at
Gate.
A $10,000,000 drop in Surf underneath the layout boards.
the junction of Jones' Walk and
avenue land values is estimated as
the alley that the old-time concert
Scattered along the Bowery's
conservative by Island realty exhalls made popular, the other at its
half- mile of thoroughfare between
perts, who at the same time say the
western terminal near Tilyou's.
Jones* Walk and Tilyou's are the
The Island's amusement parks, promenade will jump Coney's shore ball -rolling and ball-swinging dime
line property not less than $25,000,Tilyou's and Luna, offer novelty
grabbers peculiar to every season,
000 gross.
The walk has resident with here and there
this season only in variants of their
a new twist to
Islanders guessing, those on Surf
gate takes. Luna's weekly gate is
grabs that seem to offer everyavenue
hesitant to sink into leases
now a dime, with 20 Sat., Sun. and beyond the
thing but really offer nothing but
present year, and those
holidays.
The Tilyou grab is 55.
the worst of it.
One of these
holding beach fronts reluctant to let
which gives combinations including
shoulder-to-shoulder to t'.e Dick
of a foot of the ground until its
go
what's inside except certain rides.
Martin prize board, offer. ng prizes
value stabilizes.
The
The aim of both managements this
for rolls counting over 15.
Not Fred Thompson's Luna
thing looks fair enough at first
season obviously is to follow a
In contrast to the Luna of the blush, in that four balls'are allowed.
course long popular among the resort's amusement men and general old Fred Thompson days, today's with the player asked merely to
purveyors:
"Let the other fellow Luna is a joke. A sign of the times roll them into holes numbered 2 to
spend all he likes to get 'em to is offered in the fact that this sea- 5, less than an arm's length distant.
Coney, and then watch us boost 'em son no crews of preparatory work- The catch is in the way the holes
ers were employed.
Another is a arc numbered, the most difficult or
in!"
baby size attempt to copy Steeple- last row of holes being tagged with
Not the Same Coney
The observer familiar with the chase's moving floor and up-and- a B, the next nearest the player
changing complexions of Coney down stairways. The good old days libeled 4, and the succeeding rows
since it was the favorite bailiwick of the Park, originally started by 3 and 2, respectively.
Its a brace
of John Y. McKanc not
the shad- Paul Boynton for hi* aquatics, arc game. But a bolder gyp, still active
ing off in smartness of not only the further recalled by the new twist despite its long life at Coney, |m the
institutions of the purveyors but from the west installed in Luna by swing-ball, which doesn't offer a
Of theJr patrons.
Before the a concessionaire last year of, the | million-to-onc chance, because, govI

Al Reeves will invade vaudeville,
opening next Monday at Proctor's
58th St. in his banjo specialty, assisted by four girls.

Dooley said that the girls were
"flappers" and insisted on laughing
at the wrong, times, until finally be
had to call them down. They were
ejected from the Palace, the girls
say.

Al's modest billing reads:
MAXIE, DANCER, DROWNED
"The World's Pal, Al Reeves
Give-Mc-Credit Al and His Banjo."
Winona, Minn., June 7.
Al's opening song mentions the
Maxie Gregor (Maxie and Geornames of many stars who have gie), of a well-known colored dancplayed in his shows before becoming ing team, was drowned here yesterfamous, and has a catch line, "Why day afternoon.
shouldn't I follow them in these
Maxie and Georgie were members
joints?"
of George White's "Scandals of
Alf Wilton arranged the opening. 1921 and 1922," and were appearing
locally with the production. James
BUCKNER FORFEITS BOND
("Rube") Miller, a comedian with
The People of the State of New the White show, tried to save the
York, etc., took judgment for $2,500 colored boy and was nearly drowned
against Arthur P. Buckner, cabaret also.
Maxie and Georgie first attracted
producer and promoter, representing a forfeited bond posted by the attention last season as a dancing
Fidelity & Casualty Co. of New team with the "Put and Take"' show*
York in Buckner's behalf, following an all -colored aggregation that ena mix-up with local authorities on joyed a New York City run. Fol«
lowing this the pair went into
a fraud charge.
Buckner was to have appeared vaudeville appearing on the Sbvfor trial last month but did not, ow- bert Circuit.
They have been with
ing to the fact he is in custody In "Scandals" about six weeks, joining
Philadelphia on a subsequent sim- the show in Boston.
ilar charge.

The trial on the New York charge
was to have come up in General

AL DARLING HOPS OFF

arising from the allegaBuckner had sold too many

Sessions

t.

i.-;

has

received numerous letters from Palace Theatre patrons who witnessed
the controversy and are anxious, to
testify in favor of the girls.

tions

Binghamton, N. Y., June T.
Al Darling, manager of Keith's

quarter interests in an enterprise
that can only yield four quarters.

New York city, and Florence
Mary Garvey, daughter of Mr. and

Royal,

Mrs. Anthony Garvey of Binghamton, were married June 1 in St

SHOW PEOPLE RUNNING TOWN

Patrick's church here.

Chicago, June 7.
Tlnk Humphries, general manager
of the western Keith office here,
has been elected mayor of L. Lakes,
Baldwin, Mich., a theatrical sum-

After the ceremony, which was
attended by numerous friends of
the couple, breakfast was served to
sixty at the Arlington hotel. MlM
Olive Garvey, sister of the bride,
was maid of honor, and George
Darling, a brother of the bridegroom, was best man.
Among the guests were Edward
Darling, Keith booking head; Va-

mer

resort settlement that is being
developed by Lew Earl, the Chicago

vaudeville agent.
Will Cunningham, another Chicago theatrical celebrity, was elected Marshall.

(vaudeville), Edgsr
lerie Bergare
Allen Woolf, vaudeville author, and
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Barry (vaude-

AFFILIATEDS SECOND DINNER
The franchise holders associated
with the Affiliated Theatres Corporation are to hold a dinner Tuesday night. June 20, at the Hotel
Astor.
The dinner will he preceded by a meeting and conference
at which affairs of the circuit will
be discussed.
This is the second dinner to be
held hy the Affiliated since organised a couple of months ago, another being held at the Astor five
weeks ago.

ville).

OFF

NORIAN ENGAGEMENT
The wedding engagement
Budd to Karyl Norman
Fashion Plate) haa been
cnlled

of Rut»
(Creole

dcMnitelf

off.

Mlffl

Budd denies her mother

any

w«"

way

responsible f
breaking of the engagement, & n<1
that it was purely a mutu il agreein

ment between

herself and Mr.

Wf"

man.
Scit

Ada
111

Mrs.
Dirk Rode has

the

Murray

Arjainst

1

rought suit
Court

IN

New York Supreme

»**

tions,

Mrs. Murray

is

the wife of Billy

Illness.

.,

Vivienne Regal through illm*«»£
not open at Keith's, PhilnileH*]J|"
suD
for this week. Yvctte Rugel W

Murray, the phonograph singer.
The defendant was eerved in
FYoeport, L. 1. The Kodes have two
cbjldr'n

AND OUT

Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Emmctt
placed Lew Hilton at the LinC0»
Square, New York. Monday, »"J
l0
latter forced out of the bill «bJe

against Mrs. Grace Murray for $50,000 damages for alienation of her
husband, ^Raymond Rede's affec-

•

stituting.

June

Friday,

VAUDEVILLE

9,

^cs

AMUSEMENT STOCKS UNDER

GOLDWYN ON

PRESSURE AND ALL DECLINE

WITHIN

—

Consideration*

—

de-

the amusement stocks
in a general
clined, participating
mild way
wtback that ran in a
All

through the whole

Tuesday and

list

Players touched

Goldwyn Deadlock

was

also

Goldwyn

off,

but that

strong control and flucwere narrow, top at 8%,
The deadlock bebottom at 7%.
tween Samuel Goldwyn and comfctock is in

tuations

pany interests over Gold wyn's holdblock of
ings is still on and his
Btock, estimated at between 60,000
and 100,000 shares, hangs as a cloud
Two stories are in
over the issue.
One is that Goldwyn
circulation.
refused the company's offer of 10 a
share and the other is that Goldwyn
made that offer and the company
declined to deal on the terms ofsame
fered. The effect is much the
either way, since it means a tug
and
seller
and
buyer
between
of war
not a friendly contest by any means
pubwas
In this case. A statement
lished, doubtless emanating from the
home office, showing that more than
$1,500,000 o* the 8 per cent, convertible notes had been taken care of
and only about $250,000 remained

ON SHOW PUBLICITY

outstanding.

MARRIAGES
and
(Clark
Verdi
Verdi) to Bessie M. Gaby, at SeMrs. Verdi was forattle, May 19.
merly Mrs. Frank Gaby, and was
granted a divorce from her first
husband in New York City July 12,
B.

1921.

Irving Beitel to Phyrne Peppard
(non-professional), June 2, at Des
Moines. Mr. Beitel Is at Rlvervlew
He was formerly
nark, that city.
treasurer of the Des Moines Or-

pheum

(vaudeville).

(Amalgamated
Abigail Murphy
Agency) to Nick Shulte (non-professional) in New York, June 4.
John Clark, erstwhile balloonist
and parachute jumper, giving his
age as 43, and Lillian M. Raymond,
Burrville, were married at
rent assets (cash and inventory) are 18, of
N. Y., June 5. The
sufficient to cover these. The state- Watertown,

As far as known Goldwyn's present outstanding obligations amount
to only the 600,000 shares of common stock. It is stated there is no
paper out in notes or preferred
stock except in bank loans, and cur-

ment referring to the 8 per cent,
notes said "the financial committee
has issued a notice to holders of Its
two-year 8 per cent, convertible
notes announcinng that the corporation had elected to exercise its
right to call and redeem, subject to

BENNETT

Monday night at the field day celebration held jointly by Charles S.
Hammond Post, American Legion,
and Dorchester Post, Veterans of

Foreign Wars, on Franklin Field,
Dorchester. The wheela were the
property of a carnival company
No complaining witnesses ap- which staged the event.
A permit for the use of the field
peared and the bank was unable to
was obtained from the park detestify without its client.
partment, but the permit stated that
Allen is out on bail.
the users must abide by the park
4

Joseph

—

ENGLISH IMPROVING

S, Famous Players ought to
be In a good position for additional
progress. Basically the company is
said to be in a better position than
at any time within three years.
Curiously enough there was an almost entire absence of dealings in
the senior issue which was no more
than steady.

advan

The complaint against Paul Allen,
arrested about 10 days ago when
It was alleged he attempted to cash
a forged check at the Chatham
Phoenix bank, was adjourned in the
West Side Court until Thursday
(yesterday).

It was on account of
regulations.
this that the wheels, spun when a
certain number of ten-cent chances
had been sold, were stopped by the
The proceeds of the field
police.
day will be used to aid disabled war
veterans.

**Flapperfl

Young

,

Contest."
the neighborhood

girls of

were allowed to compete, walking

across the stage something In the
manner of models, with the audience judging the winner through
the volume of applause.
The contest is said to have excited quite some local interest.
It
became
a business getter through
COUPLE GET TOGETHER AGAIN
friends and admirers of the different
Lynn, Mass., June 7.
young women attending each conAfter suing her mother-in-law for
test.
$25,000 for alienation of her husband's affections and living apart
SETS
LONDON
from him for several months, Mrs.
Evelyn C. Ropes, 23-year-old wife
Leo Beers, who was to have
of Lawrence G. Ropes, has effected opened June 5 at the Victoria-Pala reconciliation and the couple are ace, London, has had the time set
again living together at the New back one year. The pianist will sail
York home of his parenta Mrs. July 4 on the "Aquitania" for a vaRopes was formerly a vaudeville cation In Paris and Berlin.
dancer.
William Gaxton and the Cameron
Mrs. Ropes' alienation suit has Sisters sail July 4 on the "Aquibeen settled by agreement with tania" for London.
Mr. Gaxton
judgment for the defendant. It Is opens at the Victoria-Palace July
said that the young Mrs. Ropes 17 In "Kisses," his vaudeville turn.
told a sensational story of her life The Cameron Sisters open the same
with young Ropes, who Is 27 years dato in the supper room at the Hotel

BACK

couple broke into the papers Saturday, when there was a threatened
court move, due to the objections to
the wedding made by the girl's
old.
parents.

July

is

SHOW

Savoy.

redeemed

10.

and $250,000 called and

May

3."

Famous Pool Halted
The

move, of course,
ought to be favorable to the stock,
but the future is full of many possibilities,
good and bad. from a
speculative standpoint. The pool or
the company may elect to keep
prices low to force Goldwyn's hand,
or it may take the opposite course
by running the price up to the
point

effect of this

notes being retired by the
Issuance of treasury stock.
The deal with First National is
regarded as guaranteeing Goldwyn
profits for years to come.
First
National guarantees Goldwyn $450,000 per year as against 50 per cent
of the profits on the pictures to be
made and turned over to First
National. The latter Is to finance
the 20 film productions which Goldwyn guarantees as the minimum
number during the year.
There are 600.000 shares of Goldwyn outstanding, with no bonds nor
preferred stock.
It
is predicted
that one-half the profits will more
than make up tho $450,000 guarantee and that the stock will pay at
least a dollar a share at the end of
tho first year. The further economy
of the affiliation may be judged
from tho distribution expense of
$20,000 weekly which will be lopped
off Goldwyn's operating outlay. The

arrangement between Goldwyn and
First National

Frank

Is

for 10 yoars.

Goldsol Is credited with
over the Goldwyn
corporation. Those interested with
him say his management of the
company's affairs, the deal with
First National and the retirement
of the notes demonstrated financial
about
invested
genius.
Godsol
$200,000 In Goldwyn several years
ago. At the time he Is said to have
regarded It as a flyer. Later he bocame Interested in picture production possibilities and for the past
two years has devoted his entire
time to building up Goldwyn and
Is In control of the corporation.
J.

Several time*, Godsol and Samuel
clashed, the latter Anally
resigning as the head of the corporation. Goldwyn is said to owa
€0,000 shares of stock. He was offered $10 a share for the stock at
the recent directors' meeting, but
refused to sell.
In addition to Godsol and Goldwyn, those known to own targe
blocks of stock are the Du Ponts.
Lee Shubert, the Selwyns, Sam H.
Harris, officers of the Chase National Bank and Eli Bernhelmer of
the Columbia bank.

where Goldwyn
Goldwyn,

Is ready to
in
the abof pool acquiescence, could
scarcely sell out so large a block

liquidate.

anywhere near the top except by
transaction.

sum was

used,

Goldwyn

sence

private

Is to be quoted
board" (Stock Exchange)
within SO days, according to those
on the inside of the Goldwyn plans.

having made

'The original issue was $1,788,400
and to data $805,000 of them have
been converted and cancelled, $232,000 purchased in the open market
And surrendered to the trustee for
cancellation

Goldwyn stock

in the "big

At the recent directors' meeting it
•'Pomp and Circumstance," prois reported a statement had been
duced by Sir Alfred Butt, will open
furnished the New York Stock Extomorrow (Thursday) at the Duke
change which is said to have reof York's as listed.
garded
The Lord Chamberlain issued a GoldwynIt favorably. Up to now,
has been traded on the
statement he had not banned the
curb.
performance because of a bedroom
The
arrangements made by Goldscene in It, but had requested no
Indelicacy be permitted in that wyn with First National exhibitors
is more than an affiliation.
So fascene.
The show's press department vorable Is tho agreement that together
with
clover
financing
the
hopped onto the Lord Chamberlain's
request by announcing the piece outlook for Goldwyn is believed to
would not be presented, as the be the most promising of the big
author had refused to delete the picture corporations.
Tuesday advertisements in the
scene the Lord Chamberlain objected to.
It was this press work dailies provided the last call for
that brought about the Lord Cham- notes to bo retired. There had beon
berlain's statement, for further pub- $1,700,000 due on notes January 1,
1923.
It is claimed that every bit
licity.
of outstanding
paper had been
brought in and that Goldwyn now
"FLAPPER" CONTEST
has $880,000 as a surplus In bank,
without a dollar in bills payable
Loew's Boulevard theatre In the against It. The
company had built
Bronx put on a new extra attrac- a surplus of
$1,200,000 to protect Its
tion last week in the form of a
notes.
Only part of that

right of conversion on or before July
5 $250,000 face value of the notes at
101 and interest.
The redemption

date

DAYS-REPORT

—

Wednesday. Famous
Z bottom of 83*, compared to its
of 87%. while Loew
ton last week
MISS LOIS
ground for the
^nt into i'-w low
A Ray of Western Sunshine, who
15%. Orpheum.
©resent movement at
will finish a successful tour of the
of the most
Situation in Loew
looked upon as one
Orpheum Circuit next week (June
Monday
promising of the group
Loew was progressively weak to 12) at the State-Lake, Chicago.
Last the Wednesday bottom of
15%.
was traded in as low as 19%.
Under the personal direction of
of its There
seems to bo nothing really the
week it was within a fraction
MR. LEE STEWART
Aside from matter with Loew except its Lroad
21%.
year,
the
for
pest
tone of the mar- ramifications.
Its last statements
the generally easy
had its effect, there
(Continued on page 10)
POLICE STOP WHEELS
ket, which
at
seemed to be no broad influence
Dorchester, Mass., June 7.
Each
work among the amusements.
A detail of policemon stopped the
considALLEN CASE ADJOURNED
was governed by individual
operation of all wheels of chance
erations.

30

BOARD"

Goldwyn's Favorable Agreement with First National
Profits for Years to Come Guaranteed
Godsol
Demonstrates Financial Genius

Market in State of Mild Reaction, but Special
Govern Amusements
Famous
Touches 83% New Bottom for Loew, 15%

le
gfl>ol<

<*

"BIG

The Goldwyn

would immediately break the
Even if he did accomplish
*n open market sale such scattered
holdings could sooner or later be
shaken out by pool operators at
•ales

price.

MISS BOYLE ENGAGED
Los Angeles, June 7.
reported Ellen Terry Boyle
Is
to leave David Schooler's act
(this week at the local Orpheum)
in July to become the wife of a
physician of Dayton, Ohio.
The engagement of tho couple has
been known by members of the

moderate prices.

It

The new Famous Players pool appeared to have run into a
The stock was progressively
jrom Monday on touching

snag.

weak

its bottom Wednesday in
the early trad-

The situation appears to be

es.

that the swift
bull

drive of Monday
and Tuesday
a week ago (in two
Gays trading 25.000
shares were rePorted i prices up to
87 8 ) attracted such a horde
of speculative trail* r 8 that
a drastic setback was

bill.

AS YOU WERE," JACOBS' UNIT

.

fleemed
it

i

may
1

(jo

JJ
jechnc.

JWj was
f

Ssary t0 sna kc them off.
vit s t ,p 8 W cre reached
to accelerate the
hi any e vent there prob-

The rights and production of "As
You Were" have been secured by

small,

t

|

ROSE KESSNER

(

a coi.
deraUe shake-out
weak accounts. Now that

fese have been cleared away when
e rr
of the marf^-* resumes the
i

Jacobs for a tabloid version
an afterpiece with
to be used
the Jacobs Shubert vaudeville unit

..,.,

way down

.'•''

Is

Who

Is

scoring a pronounced hit in the character

comedy

role that of a

"MOLLY DARLING"

NOW AT THE PALACE THEATRE, CHICAGO

.Icnie

wealthy widow

in

M

noxt season.
P.«rt Baker has been signed for
ihe lonle Jacobs unit for uext season.

—

;

i

w m*m

\

k

s=r

•.

VAUDEVILLE
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Clause Says Artists Must Appear in Afterpiece
or Revue When Called Upon Without Extra

i

.i«

Compensation

——

l

*~

**

In the contracts now being Issued
hy tho Orpheum circuit for next
season is a new clause, to the effect
that artists engaged to do their
acts in Orpheum theatres must appear .in. any afterpiece or revue
called* for by the theatre, without
extra compensation.
There have been reports off and
on for some weeks that the Orpheum intended to send out unit
shows next season. It is accepted
as indicative of that purpose that
..the revue clause has been inserted,
•»
though from all accounts the Orpheum has made no positive plans
to book a regular number of unit
The Orpheum pror
(intact) bills.
grams touring In "the west often remain together for several wteks
on the trip.

;

;

•

i

-

.
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:
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•
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SOUTH•.,SIDE OPEN

...:•

,'.

RESORT 0NE-N1GHTERS

Tupper Lake;

Pop Vaudeville Houses
Chicago, June 7.
& Sons, a' firm
which operates "five theatres on
'the south side of Chicago, is now
located in new offices which take
up the entire second floor of the
building at 118-120 Michigan boulethat all
vard.
It is announced
of the theatres operated by the
•

1

H. Sehoenstadt

1

'firm will

without

Pottsdam,

Ideal,

t

ii

Chateau Gay;

;

mean

14

i

to California, the train will slop at
Cheyenne, Wyo., for ten hours,

where a genuine roundup, is- prom-

m

ised,

i

Musical Comedy Co. for Honolulu
..

•

'V

«,

...

•

San Francisco,

Jujne

^

£

1

Hits."

Elwyn

former

Harvey,

star

PIEE OPENING JUNE 24
The Garden

Pier theatre, Atlantic
City, wiil open Juno 24. The policy
of the house will be night performances, with matinees only Saturday, Sunday and Wednesday/, The
bills will open there Sunday, after
the first week. The opening night
is Saturday and the first show will
remain 'eight days.
Lew Payton booked the first turn
tot the opening bill, placing the
'

Klein Brothers with Fally Markus.
Irene Franklin is listed to headline,
with Nat Nazzaro, Jr., a feature.

7.

Irene West has. arrived in San 3 READE HOUSES IN KEITH'S
Francisco from Honolulu to engage
Three of the Walter Rcade (Romembers for a musical comedy comsenberg) houses placed in the Keith
pany that she will take to the
office last week are being booked by
Hawaiian Islands, sailing June 16.
Walter Kemp, of the Keith family
department.
The houses are: Capitol, Trenton.
HOUSES CLOSING
N.' J.; Stale. New Brunswick, N.
.
Avon, Watertown, N. Y„ after J., and Main Street, Asbury Park,
•'•";
four weeks' engagement of the Billy n. J.
ReAllen musical comedy stock.
Tho Hippodrome, Cleveland, rein
vaudeville
suming split week
ported ;is fated for a pop vaudethe fail.
ville pottcy; will remain temporarily
Duchess, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., on the books of Jack Dempsey, Keith
first week in July.
middle western booker.
Grand, Auburn, N. Y. (J. S. Burnham), playing split week..Male Orchestra at Fifth Avenue
An all-male orchestra-. will be InMifCs, Scranton, closes Saturday. st ailed
In the -Fifth Avenue, New
The coal, striko was instrumental York, June 19. The house has had
in necessitating the closing,
several women musicians in the pit
slnee the muUenns' walkout sevConmos, Washington, D. C. diseral months a«o.
continues vaudeville for the summer, June 18.
FNGAGEM NTS
Fox's Albemarle, Brooklyn, closed
Rich.vd 1 nrutt, title role in "Tho
June 4. The Albemarle Ih the first
lose
'to
Preb'ool," by Chaphlng Pollock.
of tho local- Fox* houses
sented by the S« lWyns next season.
for the isummer.
Wilfred Young, With "Letty i'ep.

|

bill

be an. "All Magie and
at

the

Rogeht

first

and Bijou,
Plaza, -V HrJdgepert,
Haven, Conn., will close for
10.
the summer, June
Mass.,
The Plaza, ^ Worcester,
i

closing

June

17.

pei

1

.'

>

•
'

'

Ruby Howard, Max Ford's Ro-

\

showmen who became

in

Shubert .vaudeville

and then withdrew.

,

It

was

finally

decided between the brothers that
Lee Shubert was to take charge of
the vaudeville plunge, with J. J.
Shubert handling ail musical productions. For a time it looked as

bert vaudeville, it beihg necessary
under the new legit booking idea to

eliminate some houses which have
been playing xoad shows.

The

idea of unit vaudeville shows;

a combination of condensed

and vaudeville or
originally termed,

olio

as

revuei

was

it

was worked

out

.

,

,'

.

i

.

'

Jt

NEW

t(

J

The

Clinton, Plattsburg, has started vaudeville, playing five acts the
last half of each week, booked by

Fally Markus. The house will use
Almii.i UessimiH, "Oh, Duko."
Jane Richardson with "Spices of tho Markus unit shows playing the
Northern New York towns.
1022."
vue;

interested

.

<

New

ing .ideas of

half; all-girl bill last half; Inter- though William Fox would be a by the Shubert Exchange.
Under
national bill at Flatbuah, Brooklyn; factor ih the then proposed Shu- tho unit plan, the economy to playThe agreement ers was believed attractive. Then
-Old Home Week at Fordham; Circus bert vaudeville.
Week, Hamilton; All-comedy at bringing Fox in was all but signed,' are no railroad fares to be paid by
Coliseum; Carnival Week, Jefferson; one of the Fox partners changing the actors and rehearsals are done
There were 12 such
Blue Ribbon Week, Broadway; All- his mind at the last minute. The away with.
Mastii.'ium interest's of Philadelphia unit shows tried during the season,
Italian Bill at Proctor's 123th street.
were also supposed to have been At first the scheme, worked badly.
ready to sign up. but withdrew. Re- There was talk of doing away with
ports of the pending deals leaked the units and resorting to straight
ILL AND INJURED.
out, resulting' in stories and contra- bookings.
But during the winter
Chas. A. Wilson is recovering Stories of the Shubert'
the weaknesses in the unsuccessful
plans.
from his illness at the Norwegian
units made for working out the
Finally,
in
June,
year
ago,
»
just
Hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Shubert vaudeville idea and it began, to prove popuBill McCaffney, assistant to Jack contracts for
larly, as
Dempsey, the Keith booker, was were issued, Lee Shubert signing increases. shown by the box office
most
contracts
himself, thus
of
the
operated on Friday (June 2) at the
About this time a departure hi
Eye, Ear and Nose Hospitdl, New Infusing confidence, in players bookYork. He returned to his desk Mon- ed and others that the new circuit burlesque ranks occurred. I. H. Bert
was
an
actuality-.
The
of and several other burlesque proissuance
day.
LIgon Johnson, counsel for the .In- the first, contracts followed daily ducers started paying attention to
ternational
Theatrical
Managers, conferences over a Deriod of seven the unit show plan and saw the
months' between Lee Shubert and possibilities of It. Herk declared
Inc., entered Miss McKay's saniArthur* Klein, who was selected as himself out of the Columbia-Amertarium Tuesday for a throat: operathe executive manager and booker ican burlesque coterie.
With his
tion Including the removal of bis
of the Shirbert circuit. Shubert and associates, there was then formed
tonsils.
Klein/ in addition to formulating the Affiliated Theatres Corporation,
Jack Ryan has temporarily taken
the policy of the new chain, made with the Shuberts. Herk attracted
over Bob Nelson's specialties in the
many out-of-town points to finally from the Columbia fold Barney
Mclntyre and Heath show. "Red
select the houses which comprised Gerard, Max Spiegel, Jack Singer
Pepper." Nelson left the cast after
the new Shubert circuit. The Shu- and Arthur Pearson.
From tb«
Saturday night because of illness.
bert Vaudeville Exchango (booking American ranks were drawn ths
He will return after a period of re- office)
was established and started Butler Estate (St. Louis), O. %
cuperation.
Gallagher, E. T. Beatty, Jack ReiA
Mae McDermott, secretary to Wil- functioning.
September
19 last saw the inau- and Henry Dixon.
The unit show
liam B. Sleeper, Keith executive,
was stricken with a heart attack gural of Shubert vaudeville. On idea appealed to other interests
now
named as franchise holders. la
Sunday and removed to Bellevue that date the 44th -Street, New
total the managers identified with
hospital, New York, where she is York; Majestic, Boston; Shubertfos*
confined in a serious Condition. Lit- Crescent, Brooklyn; Detroit Opera Shubert unit vaudeville are a
House, Detroit; Euclid Ave., Cleve- ing of burlesque and vaudeville in*
tle hope for her' recovery is held
terests.
land,
and
the
Chestnut Street
out. Miss McDermott has been with
Opera House, Philadelphia, opened
Tho feeling expressed by all the
the Keith office for eight months.
with the new big time vaudeville franchise owners is that the un
offering.
The next Monday (Sept. show idea is not ah experiment26), seven additional stands were that there is a public demand tat
ACTS
swung into the circuit, the premieres tho combination of girl show and
Grace Sheehan, songs.
Harry K. Morton and Zellnh Rus- on that day being tho Shubert, vaudeville at $1 top".. Tho construcGarden, New tion of the" type of show is a revue
sell are to re-enter vaudeville dur- Pittsburgh; Winter
York; Apollo, Chicago, Kialto, New- or more properly termed condensed
ing the summer.
Liberty,
Dayton;
Shubert- musical show, with five standard
Billy Gaston and company in a ark;
Bclasco, Washington, and Academy, vaudeville acts, the latter makln*
comedy sketch.
Baltimore.
Mass.,
Springfield,
which up the first section' of the show a8
James Kennedy and company in
was to have been a 11th week, was a rule. That the pfan HBpe**
skit.
Gladys Burgette, assisted
by neXer started regularly. That city, other vaudeville interests j» wc
however, Was supplied with Shu- founded and it will rW. be surpria*
Georgia Sands at the piano.
Jack Roseleigh", in a comedy bert vaudeville several times during ing to see other circuits using
the season. Tho new big time was units, to some extent at least, n°*j
sketch with two people.
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Mystery"
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will
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,

bills.

From

days in
Pullmans, of which only four days
will be at San Francisco. En. route
will

vaudeville, that of 19£2*2I, will
*
be'
gin .with 3« full woek stands (s
un
day opening- houses start Sept.

<

men

trip

i

,

Frederick Belasco's road production
of his brothers "Daddies," is to
open at the Hippodrome ih "His
Last Battle," a' comedy' dramatic
ring' by Walter
of the prize organizations in the sketch 'of the prize
of
Shriner parade which is to be held A. Rivers, former drama! i« editor
Bulletin^ Miss
Francisco'
San
the
at San Francesco this month. The
Chicago delegation leaves for San HarVey is supported by Ethan Allen
Francisco June 8. There will be 70 and Charles Gregg.

The

:

COMPETITION

|

.

i

i

,

;(two);
Palace,

,

in the military band, 20 men in
the Oriental band, 50 chanters, 250
men in the battalion, of four companies and 30 officers of the divan,
Altogether,
fro in. potentate down.
there will be 900 men and 4EiQ women
.
in the delegation.

.

t

,

Chicago, June 7.
J. C. Matthews, manager of the
I#oew office in Chicago, is grand
marshal of Medlnah Temple's famous Arab patrol, which will be one

attained]!

though it was attempted in Chica*?
The Shubert Exchange explain*!
tho* Chicago office was never
pron,
erly organ iied becatrge it was
not
Under the /supervision of the
Shol
berts.
The Chicago branch or afJ

MANAGERIAL

policy, vaudeville and pictures. The
flANCY FAIR ON PAN TIME
quintet comprises Atlantic, BrighSan Francisco, June 7.
ton Park, Archer, Verdi, Falneld
and Boulevard.
Two former leading women of the
making their debut in interesting and successful show for
tare
Alcazar
In
The Schoenstadts are pioneers
popular priced theatres on the south local vaudeville houses, here next -"™ ^JJJ
VecVive ~a "pViie "5
Harry Blaundln associated Sunday.
side.
$500 from the Keith offlcc>
in
a
Pantages
l^ancy Fair opens at
with the firm on an* off for yeau,
J. J. Murdock is tho originator of
single with her own pianist. She the idea, and will bo one of the
books the vaudeville
has a melange of songs, comedy' and judges.
dramatic Incidents entitled "Bits
Features

SHRINERS' BIG PARADE

in the
E. in .big time
only in a finan-

'

.

.

week book

split

was never

*

Playhouse, Ticonderoga. To these
will be added the first week In July
the Auditorium, Alexandria Bay.
and. the Opera house, Clayton.
The chain will run all summer If
J. S. Burnbusiness holds up.
ham's Cortland, Cortland. II. Y., Is
scheduled to run all summer. So is
the Grand, Johnstown, owiied by
Charles Scsonske. Both play five-

remain open all 'summer act
change in the present

Development of a
ing department

,.,

Strand,

Grand,. Malone
Plattsburg. (two);

giyen out at the •**

with ,the affiliated bookings to
be
spoked Into tho wheel or circuit
later. t) New York is to have
"IRENE"
two
cerned.
%
houses in the Times square zone,
to
Those middle western interests he chosen -from the, 44th Street
.(Rhinbck-Coxj gave tho Shuberts^ a Garden and Lyric, and. there is to
be
FRIZE good deal of business information one uptown house. The
$500
Chicago
about big time vaudeville and they stand next season. will be the Oarhave continually kept their hand in, rick and in that city also there will
KEITH'S
be. a. neighborhood, house with
the actual presentation of vaiide
a full
vijje 'by 'means of the Sunday con- I week. Shubert vaudeville policy.
certs that started with the Winjter
The
booking
and
pooling
combin*.
Business Stimulator for Great- Garden, New York. That expanded
Uon affected between the Shubertt
to three or four other houses.
and A, L. Erlanger has permitted
er N. Y. Theatres— J i J.
a
Congressman J. H. RhinocK, heav- rearrangement of houses to change
Murdook's Idea
ily interested in Shubert theatrical
from road attractions to vaudevlllt
activities, is ajso a big investor in next -season.
The Colonial, Chitheatre properties, ...Hhinock cago, had been named' to get ShuA special "competition week" to Keith,
believed the Shubert vaudeville plan bert vaudeville, it having been
destimulate business during the hot inimical
to his vaudeville Holdings cided that a change from the Apollo
in all of and has steadily held off from par- was definite.
spell will be lnaugurat
In the' case Of PittaHis views may have burgh, the Nixon, heretofore an Erthe Keith and Moss houses in ticipating.
Greater New York, starting June 12. changed in light of the new unit langer theatre, will play Shubert
idea
for
to be given next sea- vaudeville.
shows
The switching in that
The house managers in each house
for tnat s
e ot entertainment city has taken in three houses, the
will submit their ideas of an ideal 80l>'
regarded also aa an invasion- ot Duquosne having bueen tried after
vaudeville bill to the bookets. who
the original opening at the Shubert
will endeavor to line up the roquui-1
Ip
vaudeville.
Cleveland Shubert vaudeville
salary
ite acts, in keeping .with the
Last season, talk of Shubert changed over from the Euclid AveNovelty features, conceivedlimit.
nue
to the Ohio, the latter also aa
by the house managers will also be vaudeville becoming a fact became
Other Erlanger
"hot' and "cold" almost weekly. Erlanger house.
played up,
Tho manager offering the most Tho reason for that was the chang- houses may also be selected for Shu-

vacation season approaches takings
ftave increased in the smaller stands
from as low as J110 a night to as
high as $290.
The chain consists in part of Fort
Plain, N. Y.; the Linton, Little Falls
(two. nights, Friday and Saturday);
Ogdqnsburg
Strand,
Oouverneur,
Star,

liberally

•

They were interested

Joined.

in

b.ooks the "circuit" on a percentage
of the gross. Ho says that as the

Clinton,

were

son's start.

•

CATHERINE MULQUEEN

.summer .resorts Ingenue /with "Molly Darling" excursion of k. &
vaudeville, though
on or near the.St. Lawrence river.
Palace Theatre, Chicago,.
cial way.
Tho Shuberts have been
bill.
and a picture,
All play a five-act
Indefinitely.
big holders of Lobw dlrcuit stock for
PlMnmer
figuring around $1,000.
Formerly Prima Donna! fwith
many years,' but hot actively con-

(two).;

Five

Its

<

t

Walter Plimmer, specialist In
booking New York up-State split
weeks, has lined up nearly three
weeks of one- and two-night vaude-

Massena;

••

Chicago Firm Operating

1923

9,

.

Plimmor Has Nearly Three Weeks
in Northern New York

ville stands, all

June

filiation, as it was later termed,
did
book about ten. .weeks, with'
thai
Cadillac Detroit, proving tho
beat
season.
of the flock.
For next season the
The Shuberts talked of entering Shubert Exchange intends a C&i,
vaudeville for ten years on and off, cago branch, which will be
under
even though during that period they the direction of JKJein... Lester Bry,
were mo9t prolific in the producing ant; now operating, the ChicagI
of legitimate attractions, and at the booking affiliated office with
the
same 'time prohibited from playing Shuberts, may or may not. continue
vaudeville by the K. & E. settle- that,.If.connection,
ment agreement, In which they
The second season of Shubert

——

.

»•

l

\

Shubert vaudeville will begin Its
second season Sept. 18. Vaudeville
under the direction of the Shuberts
has accomplished more than any
other, .opipesed, big timjc policy, has
yet attained. "Advanced Vaudeville"
i|nder'Klaw & -Erlaijg^dr. lasted frbm
Labor Day until mid-winter, the,"
was completely absorbed by the
Keith interests. William Morris engineered his big time circuit for a
season, thereafter continuing with
two houses for part of a second

New

1

£

t

n'li

•

*

I

\u<

ORPHEUM CONTRACTS

IN

*

•

stiuteRT Vaudeville

FREE SERVICES CALLED FOR
.

Friday,,

.

i

4=

also
intermittently presented
in
Buffalo;
Cincinnati,
New Haven,
Hartford, Atlantic City and Toronto.
Scarcity of legitimate bookings
afforded openings
for
the
vaucTevillo and the books were kept
from becoming jammed* over the
"30 weeks in 24" contracts which

season,
points

particularly

.Tho

at

opposed

tltttor" circuit s,

n° w

"

have rid plans for ft'•]. rall* jn »
shows atom? tin fault '!n<:<.
The hrst year of Shubert vaude^
vine was Inaugurated In i Hra
that proved t»> wor.-t in >• |,H TV
.-rf
(Cor
page 21)
on najre
yd

ever,

-

.

4

'

*
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Friday, June 9, 1922

NO -'JAMBOREE"

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION CONTROL

DIRECTOR TOM

Burlesque Club Votes Against

It-

SUCCEEDS CAMPBFf L

Election of Officers

TAKEN BY HERK AND ASSOCIATES

—

Put Over Coup at Annual Meeting Irons
Resignation Did It Beatty Succeeds
Henry P. Dixon, Now Trustee

—

9

It has been definitely decided the
Burlesque Club of America will not
hold a benefit performance or "JamBy a vote of
boree" this season.
69 to 14 it was also decided not to
returp the $60,000 in donations received from the producers of both
the Columbia and American wheel
•hows as the result of the show
operators turning over one day's receipts to the Burlesque Club building fund fast season.
The annual election, of the Burlesque Club was scheduled for yes10
James
(Thursday).
terday
(Bluch) Cooper will be the next
president, his election being assured
through him heading both the regular and the independent tickets.
The s: le applies to Harry Rudder;
on both tickets for tho office of

Aged

Him

ONLY "FOLLIES" LEFT

The annual stockholders' meeting
of the American Burlesque Associa-

tion was held Friday, June 2, at the Gerard's Show Still
Running in
American Burlesque ofllces in the
Boston—$7,200, Third Week
Columbia theatre building.
A meeting of the "voting trust" of Last week but two Columbia wheel
the American, held prior to the shows and houses Were playing.
.

stockholders' meeting, resulted in
the acceptance of the resignation of
.Warren B. Irons and the election of
B.. Thomas Beatty to succeed him.
Henry P. DixOn was elected as a
trustoe, giving the American Burlesque faction, headed by I. II. Ilork,
control of the board by six votes to
two.
The stockholders* meeting, called
later, ratified the trust elections*,
following which President I. II Herk
adjourned the meeting. A now president will in all probability bo
'elected by the board of trustees,
speculation mentioning Ham Levy of
Detroit and George Gallagher, secretary of the American Circuit.
The meeting developed into a battle of politics.

Herk sprung a

.sur-

prise by digging up the resignation
of Irons, tendered three years ago,
when the voting trust was organized. At that time Judge Muller of
Cincinnati, P. Carey and George
Gallagher were the trustees, representing the Columbia Circuit faction. Herk, who had Just succeeded
to the presidency of the American
Circuit, was represented by himself,
Sam Levy and Warren Irons (damage & Irons), western stock burlesque producers, who came into the
'American Circuit with Hoik's crowd.
According to tho story, Herk's
friends advised him to secure the
resignation of Irons as a protection

"Chuckles of 1922" at Hurtig & Seamon's, and Barney Gerard's 'Follies
of the Day" at the Gaycty, Boston.
"Chuckles" got about $4,800 and the
"Follies" did $7,200 in the third week
at Boston.

The departure

of "Chuckles"

for

Engtaud Tuesday loaves but one Columbia show, "The Follies," operating this week. The run of the "Follies" in Boston is indefinite.
Tho

governors

show

will stay as long as business
keeps above the $5,000 mark. It is
possible that the "Follies" may come
York for an engagement
into

JACK OSTERMAN

included

Sam

Week
Tom

years,
oldest

Henry, connected with

thfc

and

in

point of service its

employe, was elected *
of the board of directors of
that organization at the annual
meeting of stockholders held June l.\
Mr. Henry succeeds Wm. S.
Campbell on tho board, Mr. Camp*
bell tendering his resignation because of a decision to travel wltn
his show, "London Belles," next

member

season.

The same officers
manned the Columbia

that
have
for several

years wcro re-elected at the June
meeting They are J. Herbert Mack,
president; Jules Hurtig, viee-prosident, Sam Scribner, socretary and
general manager; R. K. Hynicka.
treasurer.
It was decided at the
annual meeting the Columbia shows
would open this season tho last
week in August.
None of tho (250.000 of new stock
to be issued by the Columbia via
its decision to double its capitali-

Billy

1

zation from $250,000 to $500,000 will

—

be sold outside of the organisation.

Clark,
Callahan,

the Columbia stockholders, who
may purchase a pro rata amount
of the shares of tho new $250,000
issue, proportionate to their present holdings, do not absorb all of
the issue, any shares remaining

JOHNSON SHOW TROUBLE

unsubscribed will be purchased by
one or more of the larger Columbia
stockholders. The par value of the

If

Lou Sidman, Bobby

Lesser,

Chas. Franklyn.

Bmmctt

Solly Ward.

BURLESQUE ATTRACTION

Wheel

August

different capacities for the last If

K. Wells. Sam Pool Lewis, Bob
Has a great dcat to do in "MOLLY Travcrs. The independent ticket
DAHLING" at the Palace. Chicago; was: President, James B. Cooper;
New
with vim and directness. vice-president. Sam Pool Lewis;
at the Columbia should the gross and does it
Sings, dances and acts with fine treasurer, James Sutherland; finandrop below $5,000 in Boston. The vitality and a staunch security
cial secretary, Harry Rudder, and
Columbia otherwise will remain seldom observable in such a youthrecording secretary, Wm. Roehm.
dark until reopening the latter part ful comedian. Amy Leslie.
The board of governors nominatof August with the regular wheel
ed by the independents included Lou
season.

NEW WHITE AND BLACK

in

Columbia Amusement Co. as house
manager for several theatres and 1a

Scribnor,

John Kelt, James Sutherland,

Colored Fighter Attached in Columbus People Claim Salaries Due

new

—

Two

Issue is $100
into 2,500 shares.

No

Columbus, June

a share, divided

wore declared at
the annual meeting this year, the

7.

People with the Jack Johnson
show following Its appearance here,
claimed they had not been paid

dividends

first time In many years that the
Columbia
Amusement Co. hae
passed a dividend.
Aside from Henry succeeding
Campbell on the directors' board,
that body remains the same as last
year, those re-olectod being Jules
Hurtig, Sam Scribner, J. Herbert
Mack, Charles Waldron, John J.
Jormon, K. K. Hynicka, Leon Laski

salaries.

Myrtle Fox. Katheryn Lyon and
Beatrice Murray, chorus girls, apa local society for aid to
go home, besides bringing action
against Johnson. Catherine Oorham
and William J. Killin, also of the
troupe, likewiso brought actions.
plied to

and Qus

Hill.

OBITUARY

APPOINTED

MARION HARLAND

the
Columbia several weeks ago, and
will be in active charge of all pubThe
licity matters for the circuit.
press bureau will occupy the ofllces
in the Columbia Building formerly
tenanted by the Burlesque Booking

with Edwin Booth.
He was last
Harland, authoress (In seen in Now York in George Broadprivate
life
Mrs. Mary Virginia hurst's "Come Soven."
SIGNED BT M0LLIE WILLIAMS Tcrhunc), died of old age at her GEO. R.
BARRINGTON FLEET
home
in New York. She would have
Mollie Williams has signed Jack
George Rutland Harrington -Fleet,
Dccembor.
The
Hanlon and Ralph Samborn as prin- been 92 next
deceased was the mother of Albert actor and manager, died in London.
cipal comedians for her next seaPayson Tcrhune, author and screen June 1, at the age of 69. He played
son's Own Show. She has changed
leading parts In nearly all of the
the title from Mollie Williams' writer, and Virginia Tcrhune Van de
Water, known in the literary and original Gilbert and Sullivan comic
Comedians.
A third child. opera productions.
Samborn Is a blackface recruit dramatio field.

Office.

from vaudeville, new

Columbia Amusement

Co., effective

July 1. Hill will establish the
press bureau announced by

new

The Columbia press bureau will
following, to succeed
connections,
country wide
Lothrop. This was possible follow- have
ing the acceptance__of_ the Irons through local representatives in each
resignation, as Gallagher, originally of the Columbia stands.
listed as one of tho Columbia's trusHill is a newspaper man of extenFor the last few
tees, was a Herk man, giving the sive experience.
latter a four to two majority.
years he has been in the publicity
exploiting
business
was
The stockholders' meeting
end of the show
railed immediately after and con- the product of the Selznick, Uniducted minus the presence of sev- versal and other film concerns. He
eral of the Columbia men who had is presently connected with the Selsdeparted following the production of nick publicity staff.
Previous to
the Irons resignation and its accept- entering the field of press agenting,
ance. The meeting was conducted, Hill was a theatrical newspaper
with the Columbia trustees arriving man.
as the meeting concluded.
It was said Leon Laski of the
BILLY VAIL, GEN. MGR.
Columbia legal forces Is to test the
legality of the proceedings in the
Billy Vail has been appointed gencourts.
eral manager of the Manhcim circuit, with headquarters in Cleveland.

also

—New Season Opens Last

financial secretary.
The ticket designated by the nominating committee follows:
President, James B. Cooper; vice-president,
Lew
Talbot;
treasurer,
Charles Franklyn; financial secretary, Harry Hudder, and recording
secretary, Louis Lesser.
The regular nominations for the board of

Last week the "Follies" had the
Sells-Floto circus as opposition in
Boston, and this week the Ringling
Brothers- Barnum -Bailey show Is
The opening
playing the town.
week "Follies" did $8,500, and the
second week $7,400. Among the pub- Columbia
Reported
licity stunts arranged by Gerard to
Having Approved Idea
boost the business since the "Follies" opened In Boston was a newsParts in Color
boys' night, last week, attended by
1,500 newsies, and arranged in conjunction with the Boston "TravelThe Columbia Wheel will have a
Tho newsboys wcro invited black and white show traveling
ler."
guests. Another publicity stunt was next season, according to a story
the tagging of autos with the name that ysaya the Columbia officers
the
Columbia interests. of the show and distribution of caps havo approved a plan submitted by
against
Irons wrote out his resignation, and whistles. The circusing of the Jean Bedinl for one of his next
which was turned over to Levy, to- publicity for the show is figured to season's attractions.
gether with the resignations of Herk havo done much to keep the busiThe show Is to hava a first part
They were ness up as well as it has since the of whites, and the second half Is
and himself (Levy).
placed in Levy's safe and forgotten, opening.
to be given over to a colored troupe.
until recently, when Herk got in
The latter will be furnished and
touch with Levy in Detroit over the
produced by Al Mayer, who is a
HILL
long distance phone, advising him to
part owner of "Shuffle Along."
attend the American meeting and to
The mixed performance will reWalter K. Hill Becomes Gen. Press
bring Irons' resignation along.
quire a double set of principals and
Representative for Columbia
When the voting trust arrived at
choristers, it is said, giving the
jthe American headquarters, it was
large complement of people
Walter K. Hill has been appointed show a
suggested a preliminary meeting of
to carry.
the votmg trust be held. This was general press representative for the

Judge Herk
agreed to by Herk.
nominated himself. P. C#rey, George
Peck, Charles Franklin and George
E. Lothrop as trustees. Herk on a
straw vole found Irons voting for
the Muller ticket
He and Lecy
.using powers invested in the original
voting trust, thereupon accepted
elected
and
Irons'
resignation
Dixon was
Beatty his successor.

Elected to Columbia's Board

to burlesque.

Marion

Christine Terhune Derrick,

also

is

a writer.

elected

"Strut, Miss Lizzie," Over Summer
"Strut, Mies Lizzie," a new all
colored show, written by Creamer
and Leighton, started Saturday at
Miitsky's Wintcrgardcn. The house
reverts to stock burlesque again in
The colored show is a
the fall.
mixed musical and farce entertain-

ment.
It takes

its title

from a pop song

written by Creamer and Leighton
and enjoying wide popularity early
this season.

FREDERICK WALTER8
Frederick

Walters,

49,

city.

former

the Scotti
Grand Opera company, died at his
home, 345 East Fourth street,
Brooklyn, N. Y., June 6. He was
with Augustin Daly, Anna Held,
Florcnz Zicgfcld, in charge of tho
scenic equipment.
He la survived
by wife, son, three daughters and
a grandchild.
technical

director

of

WALTER BUHL

Waltor Buhl, former manager of
Texas Visit
Chi"tho Wilson Avenue theatre,
Jim Curtin, manager of tho Em- cago, succumbed to tuberculosis at
pire, Brooklyn (Columbia Wheel), Saranac Lake. N. Y., June 2.
He
is visiting his relatives in Houston,
had been at the mountain resort
his first trip to that town in eight for six months, never able to leave
The Manhcim houses number about years. Ho will bo gone less than his bed after arriving there. At
C. SAT0HEL GIVES BLOOD
eight, the Priscilla, Cleveland, play- a month, returning via Tulsa, Okla., the time of death ho weighed but
Cleveland, June 7.
ing stock burlesque, installed by where Mr. Curtin's married daugh- 40 pounds. Ho was about 36 years
Clarence Satchel submitted to
The others ter makes her homo. He will be on of age. A widow survives, known
Vail four weeks ago.
three blood transfusions for Dolly
play pictures, but three or four will the job when the Empire opens for professionally as Beulah Pearl.
Winters list week, after Miss WinInterment was in 1'iltsburgh, his
be tested out with the stock bur- the season.
ters had attempted suicide through
home town.
lesque idea, as operated at the Prisshooting.
the
is
at
Miss Winters
Mimic World" on Columbia"
"The
cilla.
Lakeside Hospital.
She had been
CHARLES J. DURBRIOGE
This is tho house recently Inshow
wheel
Columbia
The
of the chorus in the burlesque stock
Charles J. Burbridge, 73, died May
augurating a plan of admitting as Maurice Kaito of tho Hurtig & Seaat the Star, but lost the engageas a male 10-cvnt mon ofllcc will operate next Heason 30 after an illness of several months
women
many
ment. Despondent and with a baby
ticket purchaser cared to bring in. in conjunction with Danny Daven- during which time he was a patient
in Detroit, the young woman tried
AmltyTho idea caught on.
port will be titled "The Mimir at Brunswick Sanatorium,
to destroy herself.
ville. L. I.
Born in England in 1849.
World."
Satchel is also at tho Star, one
he
served
In the British Navy and
of the principals
He is of the Howard, Boston, Clo**H f«>r Summer
came to this country 35 years ago.
Sally Fields for Minsky's Stock
vaudeville team
of Satchel and
The Howard, Boston, playing burHis last appearance was in 1913 in
Groves, Satchel had never met Miss lesque stock and a combination pic*
S tlly Meicks ha* been engaged as "The C.amblera" He had lived at
Dale before submitting to the blood turc and vaudeville policy since the one of the principals for the stork
the Actor's Fund Home since 1 C
transfusion.
winding up of tho American wheel burlesque M.fky Brothers will inshow season six weeks ago, clo..«J stall in the I ark in tho fall.
CHARLES W. MEYERS
Singer Staning for Tralles-Butler
Saturday for the summer
Charles W. Meyers. 79. died at the
J. H. Pctrich, former manager of
In addition to producing his own
Tho Howard will reopen in the
Boro park, Brooklyn, »* now home of bis daughter* Mrs. John
Bhubert vaudeville unit, Jack Singer litter part of the summer with a
Murphy, in Baltimore, June 3. In
Will stage thu show the TialKs-IIutrenewal of the stock, vaudeville ma.ni.ging tho Bl«.«OI# Jlempaleid,
Curtin's

r

*

1

tind pictures policy.

1 1

L

1

(i

I

hiS

.>»ily

J »y^

lie

\".m

The mother of Fally Markus, the
independent booker, died suddenly
7 at hor home in New York

June

OOnncct

I

LILLIAN RU88ELL
The American stage lost its most
outstanding personality in the passing of Lillian Russell, who died at
her home in Pittsburgh, June S.
Death was due to a complication of
diseases. While en route to Amer-

from Europe several weeks ago.
Miss Russell fell on shipboard, suffering injuries that brought about

ica

a generally weakened condition of
health which ultimately resulted In
her death.
She was Gl years old, born in Clinton, Iowa, and was the wife of Alexander P. Moore, publisher of the
Pittsburgh Leader.
Miss Russell started hor theatrical
carcor in 1880 In a humble way,
first appearing for a few performances as a chorister in an operetta
at the old Park Theatre, Brooklyn.
Her next public appearance was
with one of E Rice's exlravagansas.
Tony Pastor then gave her an opportunity in his variety house the
following year, 1881. when she did
a singing turn that attracted immediate attention.
Miss Russell's
family name wait Nellio Leonard.
Tho way she came to adopt the
(Continued on page 21)
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OUTDOOR AMUSEMENTS

Friday, June

EXPLAIN UNPAID CHECK

YANKEE ROBINSON, OUT

CIRCUS;

Society

Woman

of Frost

Field —
—Muggivan

Group

4
Ballard - Muggivan - Bowers
circus firm is rushing its fifth .show
into the field.
The Yankee Bobinson outfit which has been packed
away is being made ready for the
road and will start as soon as it
can be put in order. This move i3
the first positive index of what
showmen expect for the coming
months, and is generally regarded
among the wise showmen as an altogether favorable sign.
The French Lick concern has had
four big top outfits in the field since
late April or early May and has secured a pretty fair line on what the
prospects are from actual tests.
That they have suddenly determined
to throw a fifth show into the ring
is looked on as a pretty sure indication that they regard the possibilities as rosy.
The best opinion seems to be
that the shows now on the road are
doing very well in spite of a rotten

tain

American Syndicate Favor Lachine,
Near Montreal, for Site

break.

aro

right
ordinarily

that

men and other exthat if they can
the nut" during the uncertain weeks of May and June,
when real summer comes the harvest will be a bumper one. That,
and the general conviction that the
ecutives

The

it

principal railroad Involved
to prefer to handle only one

plied for.

would constitute a public

RING LINGS GOING TO COAST?
Chicago, June

park

is

OUTDOOR ITEMS
The Cayuga County Fair will be
held at Moravia, N. Y., Sept. 18-21,
the week following the State Fair
at Syracuse.
William
from the

J.

Greenman

office

nothing more

is

known about

it.

BURLESQUE ENGAGEMENTS
Rube Bernstein has engaged
Gattison Jones, juvenile. Elsie Elliott, ingenue; Jack Hunt, comedian;

has- retired

superintendent

of

7.

Binglings jumped Al Butler, contractor, from Chicago to the far
west, where he is now superintending the contracting of advertising
space.
It is accepted as grounds that the
Kinglings will venture to the Pacific
with their show, although

out, the largest amusement
in Canada will be built on the
shores of Lake St. Louis, Lachine.

ried

figure

"off

it

section.

nuisance and bring an undesirable
element into the municipality.
The new proposal is more ambitious than the former, and if car-

the out-turn is extrabad
Between
good.

Bouting

profit.

keep

since

seems

lose

weather losses and good weather
profits it is said the circus generally is showing a margin of net

when

tory,

Montreal, June 7.
show.
Permission to build an amusement park at Lachine, near here,
HOLYOKE BARS CARNIVALS
ia
being nought by an American
Holyoke, Mass., June 7.
syndicate.
It
is understood
that,
Mayor John F. Cronin has stated
in the event of a grant being made,
will be allowed this
carnivals
no
the site will be at Stoncy Point, a
pretty spot near the
famous La- summer to show in Holyoke. The
mayor said the order stands,
chine Rapids.
This is the second time that an whether the carnival may be playing
application of this nature has been independently or under auspices.
The occasion for the statement
made, the former having been allowed to drop whpn the citizens of was the Mayor's refusal to license
carnival
the American Legion apa
Lachine protested on the grounds

Bad weather is
money over cer- Excellent electric car service
weeks, but when the conditions maintained from Montreal.

weather

making them

thing

and secretary of the Cortland Edna Lee, soubret, and Jimmy
County (N. Y.) Agricultural soci- Hamilton, straight, for his Columbia circuit attraction, "The Broadety.

way Flappers."
worst of business depression is over
and the commercial situation of the
The Vernon, N. Y. fair will be
Kitty Warren, ingenue, has been
country is definitely on the upward held Sept. 20 -23. It draws mainly
incline is the answer to the sending from Madison and Oneida counties. signed for a period of three years
out of the Yankee Bobinson outfit. A contract has been negotiated by Harry Hastings for his Columbia
Up until this time the ostensible with Holman Brothers of Seneca show, "Knick Knacks."
views of showmen as to circus Falls to supply the mid'vay a. tracprosperity have varied widely. Some tions.
The Ritz, Jersey City, formerly
havo declared business was sensathe Hespe, under the management
tional, others have been as aggresThe convention of the Volunteer of Frank G. Hall, reopens Monday
sively pessimistic. Some of the cir- Firemen's Association for Centra! with split week vaudeville.
Five
cuses that have devious ways of New York will be held \l Auburn, acts will be played each half, booked
adding to their income can't be fig- N. Y., July 18-20.
by John Bobbins*
ured from the gate, and the outside
takings can't be figured by anybody
not on the inside. But whatever the

>

source of income, when the circuses
thus early show net profit, the indications are that the generality of
the public has money to spend.
Apparently that is what the Muggivan -Ballard people are banking on.
The French Lick people, whatever
one may think of their ethical standards, are a mighty fast thinking
crowd and not likely to be moved
by any but substantial considerations. One sample of their business
acumen which is just beginning to
leak around into the gossip.

WAY TO "CLEAN

W

DISCOVERED BY POLLIE
Put Carnival Out of Business by Playing Opposition
to It
Plan Successful at Dayton Organization
by Clean Outdoor Showmen, Pollie Urges

—

—

Canada Looked Good
routing scouts
for the four shows got an inkling
that Canada looked good. The first
brought
information
for
feelers
back astonishing reports. The llag-

Early

in April, the

enbeck- Wallace show was immediately headed for a tactical position where it could make a quick
across the border. Meanwhile
of the Dominion
were always under examination.
goo" particularly
so
Things looked
formation furnished by the
on the

jump
the

possibilities

1

Grand Trunk and Canadian
railroads

that

Pacific

were

preparations

(Continued on page 10)

PICTURE
•'Someone
direction of

CO.

WITH CIRCUS

the Thomas H. Ince staff, set a precedent in picture location last -veek
when the members traveled with
for

lieves

he has found a partial

CHURCH BARS OUT CARNIVAL

I

days

several

"shooting" truc-to-life scenes. Cullen Landis, Noah Beery and Vernon Dent headed the players who
joined the circus at San Jose and
traveled through the regular valley
one -day stands.
Much of the Howe properties
were brought into action for the

way

At Dayton, Ohio, the UnitetlSpanWar Voter ns contemplated u
carnival. The contract would have
been let to another show, but Mr.
ish

hearing of it, secured the
contract instead, played on the government grounds with the other
carnival showing just outside the
city.
The other show did 'not'^j
over $500 on the week, he says.
It was a heavy jump for the Zeilman and Pollie shown, from Huntington, W. Va., but Mr. Pollie mentions he made it because he did not
believe any but a high grade carnival should show on the grounds
of the National Military Home.
"I am personally for the uplift of
the outdt
amusement business and
believe as you do," says Mr. Pollie.
"that it needs a housecleaning and
Pollie,

invest

ent

it.

in

We

show.

officials of Pleasantville.

nymphs,

vaudeville turns, and Inter With
cuse:-, Is

*roit

and

now Deputy Coroner

W iyiM

County.

<

t

«

ir

Dc

-

Pollie

25

FAIR BOOKING WITH

WIRTH & BLUMENFELT
Combines with Gus Sun on
Outdoor Attractions Booking East and West

—

An affiliation has been formed between the Wirth-Blumenfelt Fair
Booking Association and Gus Sun.
The object of the combination is to
supply shows for fairs for all sections of the country.

concerns

and

in

only

The

outdoor

affiliation

bookings,

vaudeville enterprises.
The recently reported vaudeville affiliation between Sun and M. B. Sheedy
is now said to have been dropped.
The plan of the fair booking affor Sun to handle all
territory west of Pittsburgh and the
Wirth & Blumenfelt office to confine its activities to eastern fairs.
There is to be a division ©f profits,
filiation

is

dating from June 1. Bookings arranged by Wirth & Blumenfelt before that date will not

There

was drawn, with tire notation,
The subpoena
"account closed.''
it

was issued by D. T. Hamill of the
Chicago Show Printing Co., 14 North
Wells street, who received the check
for printing done for the carnival.
the complaint, Edgac A.
assistant State's attorney,
stated there was nothing for him
to do but summon Mrs. Honore for
an explanation. Any intent to com-

On

filing of

no way concerning the Sun Jones,

b.e

pooled.

mit a crime was removed from
Mrs. Honore's position after the
explanation was made.

The

enough to the centre of the
town and the car lines to allow of
crown's attending should the weather
improve.
Because of the row between the churchmen people and the

showj

was

State's attorney's office

emphatic in declaring "bad business judgment" prevailed in the
whole undertaking, and with the
promise that an audit of the receipts
and disbursements for the affair
would be made and handed over

be a combined catalog to the State's attorney's office,
affiliation, though ef- thereby satisfying the Gold Star
for all fair bookings, does Mothers, who woke up too late to
not include the agency activities of find it was an error to have loaned
the Wirth & Blumenfelt office, their name for the project.
which will continue to buy acts for
Mrs. Honore stood a splendid
uot-of-door appearances.
chance to have made financial sucThe latter firm has been partic- cess of the project, if there had been
ularly active in fair bookings for better weather conditions but, as
the past two seasons. Sun has re- it now stands, the society lady will
cent y expanded into that field. It probably be just as skeptical of
is said he already
has lined up sharp-shooting carnival promoters
about 15 fairs and five parks.
as every good community throughThere will be five offices used by out the laUd is at last surrounding
the affiliation, those outside of New and conquering, with the help of
York being the Sun offices in organized investigating bureaus. In
Springfield, O, Buffalo, Pittsburgh this instance the King Investigating
and Chicago. The latter will also Bureau is given the credit for havbe used for vaudeville bookings as ing protected the leading Chicago
at present.
merchants.
The specified carnival gathered in
SOUTHERN LICENSE INCREASE Grant park undeniably one of the
toughest arrays of "come-on" indiChicago, June 7.
viduals ever assembled for any
issued.
fective

will

The

Account of heavy losses due to
floods the Levee Board of Mississippi issued an order authorizing

all
levee districts to collect the
privilege and show licenses as
that collected by the State.
While this will not prevail all over
the State, it means that in districts
along the Mississippi Biver the circus license fee will be doubled, and
recent reduction in such licenses
by the State Legislature is made of
no benefit for this season.

same

project of its kind. The tip-off that
the general public had, and the fact
it rained two-thirds of the engage.)th
ment, prevented casualties in
bankrolls and persons.
1

Joe Bowers Has Nasty Fall
Ashtabula, O., June 7.
While playing here, Joe Bowers,

member

of Mme. Bedini'a riders, fell
horse, seriously fracturing
his shoulder blade.
A veterinary, who was called to
attend, failed to diagnose the cause
of the death of "Charcoal," a very
costly high school horse owned by
Bedini. The animal died about
six miles outside of Lorraine, O.

off

his

Mme

CIRCUS ROUTES

Ringling Bros.-B. B.
Utica, N. Y.; 10, Pittsfleld,
Mass.; 12-17, Boston.

June

9,

will close Saturday.
Fortunately for the shows and
Sells-Roto
their local backers the line of Egg
June 9. Manchester. Mass.; 10.
Harbor township runs through the
Lowell; 12, Portland, Me.; 13, Portsedge of Pleasantville and the new
mouth, N. H., 14, Nashua; 15, Worsite forced on the Kiley shows it
cester,
Mass.; 16, Fitchburg; 17,
close

other

The Zeldman and

MOORE

and

TAL.K No.

An utter lack ^ of organization,
plus slickness of 'grafting -carnival
iincn, who "got in" on the opportunity, not to mention a bad break
in weather conditions, made a flivver of the carnival, and the whole
affair is now verdicted by
the
State's attorney's office as "total
loss, due to lack of business judgment." The expose made by Variety
a fortnight ago is go'ing to make it
stiff for any charitable organization
in Chicago to secure the valuable
space in Grant park for carnivals
under the alias of being for soldier
benefits or the like, especially when
a donation of the grounds is asked
High -class carnival men are
for.
thankful for this.
Mrs. Honore has already been
summoned to the State's attorney's
offices to explain a check for $500,
bearing her signature, which had
been returned by the bank on which

Thomas;

June
ville;
14.

lay;

9,

12,

Chatham;

17,

Wood-

John Robinson
Sandusky, O.; 10, Paines-

Warren;

13,

Ulrichsvillc;

Ma^sillon; 15, Galion;
17, Sidney.

Walter

Springfield.

June
Al G. Barnes

16,

stock.

It

Many

are playing around Cincinnati for
fCW WCck.H. This wci'k the .show
ai Norwood, Ohio,

The show

opened Monday to some extent, but
had weather kept down the crowds.

outdoor showmen have a
larger investment. If they are who
the clean showmen are going to get
together to protect their investment.
Organization by the clean
picture.
showmen will he effective I believe."
Mr. Pollie holds the opinion that
Earlc a County Officer
organization could conduct a oanipnign against the unclean carnival i
Detroit, June 7.
Charles T. Enrle, former owner and oblige th in to eh an up or quit
and manager of the "Six Water iiy tagging the unclean as he did.

Lillics," also Knrle's diving

MARTIN

these traveling shows and their influence was sufficient to secure
practical refusal of license from the

have a $200,000

this

7.

— DON'T GAMBLE
"DEMAND TUB ORIGINAL"
—PHILIP

PLAY SAFE

BETTY—

Preachers and church reformers
bucked the Chamber of Commerce
of Pleasantville, on the mainland
five miles from this city, and as
a consequence the Matthew J. Biley
Shows, engaged by the business
body for a week's carnival, was
forced to move over the city line
A benefit performance for funds
into a neighboring township before for the new N. V.
A. Post of the
throwing open Its tent flaps and American Legion will be held
Sunstarting the amusement features. day, night, June
11, at the Colonial,
It appears that the church folk obNew York city, which is now dark.
jected to any chance or gambling
features now considered almost necessary to" the success of any of

of forcing out the unclean carnival.

must have

Atlantic City, June

|

*

Los Angeles, June 7.
to Love," under the
John Griffith Wray of

Howe's circus

Henry J. Pollie, of the Zeilman
and Pollie Exposition Shows, be-

7.

Because she is reported to havo
guaranteed all possible losses, Mrs.
H. H. Honore, prominently known
in society circles as the sister-inlaw of the late Mrs. Potter Palmer,
is finding an embarrassing aftermath of the recent Gold Star Mothers' carnival in Grant park circling
her head.

cancelled that terriinstantly Sparks and
Walter Main made a dive for that

CANADA'S PARK

The

Chicago, June

Chicago, June 7.
According to reliable railroad information, the John Bobinson show,
which had a shut-out contract in
far eastern Canada, started some-

Interested in Carnivals

Hearing

Still

She Fostered

KOBINSON'S CONTRACT

Index of Business in Outdoor Amusement
Tops Reported to Be Doing Fairly Well

First Real

1922

O. HONORE MUST

MRS.

BALLARD-MUGG1VAN RUSHING FIFTH

9,

9,

L.

16,

Find-

Main

Sanford, Me.;

10,

Bidde-

ford; 12, ftocklanJ; 13. Augusta; 14,
Belfast; 15, WatervMe; it;. Rom*
ford Falls; 17, Livermore Falls.

June 9, Ogden, Utah; 10, Salt
august Chamber of Commerce body Lake.
Ihfl show has received a lot of fret
Gollmar Bros.
advertising which has been supHagcnbeck-Wallace
June 9, Columbus,
N< b
plemented with papering of all of
June 9. Brockvitle, Ontario, Can- Omaha; 12,
Sioux City, la.; IS, D<
Atlantic City hy the carnival boost
ada; 10, Belleville; 12, Hamilton; It,
son; 14, Boone; ir>, Des Moines;
era,
St. Catharines; 14, Brantford;
15, St.
Marshalltown; 17, Cedar Rapids,
,

:

*
/

]

10,
'»i-

K«.

WHEN "GYPSY CAMP" TYPE
—
How Grafting Carnivals Grow "One More

—

Bad Carnivals Say No Thought or Care
Business in Danger of Extermination

Season,"

—Whole

IS

SLOW MOTION PICTURES

SHRINERS TAKE OVER

"CLEANER AND BETTER CARNIVALS"

CIRCUS FOR ONE

OUT

SHOW FOR CON'S BASEBALLERS

Turn Performance
Errors in Hitting Pointed Out.
Over to Masons Parade
Waiting for Cuthbert and
and Ceremonies
Algy to Join

Ringlings

—

Buffalo,

Further news of the outdoor
amusement field will be found

June

7.

The Shriners' ceremonial staged
here last week in connection with
Binghamton, June 7.
on page 10.
the Uingling-Barnum circles proved Dear Chick:
one of the biggest amusement
You haven't heard from me for
a
r
The
events ever seen in Buffalo.
few weeks because I have been too
Shrine took over the show for one
tion from the "gypsy camp" type of complete performance, said to be busy lining up a ball club to do any
show or from the bred-in-the-bone the first time in its history the sheet and scratch stuff. A flock of
grifter-manager is fruitless.
As Uingling outfit ever entered into a local business men got together and
bought this ball club, offering me
long as local officials and grafting transaction of this kind.
politicians aid, encourage and parThe entire show paraded through the management at such good jack I
to put my fighters in dry
decided
ticipate in the ill-gotten gains of the
main streets together with
these sewer rats of the carnival Shrine patrols and bands from every dock for the summer and collect a
business there is small hope for part of the state.
Every wagon, mob of apple knockers.
any material change.
cage and float that the circus
We have been goln' good and are
To bring about a- real reform owned was put "into the procession, in third place In this league. I think
through any kind of an organization with John T. and Charles Uingling I pulled one during the training seamade up of carnival men would be leading the parade in person.
son that will get a rise out of McReaching the show grounds, over Graw and all of the big leaguers.
a doubtful experiment.
Organization has been tried before without 5.000 of the Masons were given sup- You know how ball players get hitresults.
Until local authorities step per in the cook tent, after which tin' to right field and doin' other
in and enforce the law the "cooch an initiation was held under the big things that they shouldn't do, and
show" and the illegal features that top.
then try and correct the faults by
At 8 o'clock the regular show guesswork? Well, I did away with
go with it will always be a part of
and
Shriners
only
the program provided by the low was staged for
all that this spring by having slow
After the show a motion pictures taken of every o:ie
and unscrupulous carnival manager their families.
banquet was given at a downtown of my club while they were up there
of the "grift show" class.
hotel for the circus folk, at which swingln'.
both of the Ringlings were preWhen we run the pictures In front
sented with diamond -studded em- of the bunch over at the clubhouse
James Sweeney has returned to blems.
you ought to have heard the cracks.
the active management of the New
Frank Voole, manager o/ the Some of them had been swingin*
theatre. Port Jervis. N. J., having show, and William Ferris of Buffalo
late at the ball and pullin' all their
been forced to remain inactive dur- are said to have engineered the
lives, and never knew it until they
ing the past year, due to illness. deal.
Both received handsome reseen It with their own eyes. One
Split week vaudeville will rtart in membrances from the Shriners in
guy who had never hit over the size
the house commencing Monday.
appreciation of their services.
of his hat since he has been play in'
ball is now -busting them on the
snoot and up with the .300 babies
for good. He used to take a step
about a foot and a half too long, so
that when he took a cut at the ball
he didn't have enough leverage o
get it past the infielders. He got a
formance lived up to the standard peek at himself on the screen and
Detroit, June 7.
A real circus of the standard type, established by that group of started to correct it.
equestrians.
Another guy used to put his foot
one that has been relished for genThe fifth display trotted out the
erations, is the Robinson outfit. It clowns around the track, headed by in the bucket so far that he nearly
spiked
the visiting bench. He startis now in its 99th annual jaunt and
Doc Keene. who is greatly overed practicin' with a bat laid on the
from the impression it gives no shadowed and forced into the background behind his left foot, so that
doubt will run into its second or ground by the gyrations and stunts
Johnson and Billy if he pulled he would sprain an an"Silvers"
of
third century mark as far as its Lorette, the talking comedy
cop. kle, and now he Is hitting better
title is concerned.
Johnson stands out most noticeably than he ever done In his life.
There is no endeavor by Ballard, through his productive ability. He
I had slow pictures taken of the
tricks and stunts
Muggivan and Bowers, who control works up all ofhisfinesse
in execution mob buntin' and slidin' into a base,
the point
the outfit, to deviate from the pre- to
not pull a 'bloomer" with and it worked wonders.
cedent established by the show in and does
There isn't a guy on my club who
endeavor. Lorette on the
seasons passed, as far as the style a single
can be classified as the can't put a runner down when he is
hand
other
of entertainment is concerned. This
Not alone does ordered to, and most of them wers
outfit.
was most significant from the per- host of the
for his efforts, shamed
into learnin' how by the
formance given here. It was a good he pull a score of falls
but he acts as escort to patrons
big circus, with its animals, et at.,
pictures.
their seats; watches
take
when
they
and one that when the show was with keen interest every stunt and
Nothin' will get a rise out of a ball
over sent the patrons out sounding
endeavor of the numerous perform- player quicker than the thought that
its praises.
ers and burlesques the stunts, and he looks amateurish. You would be
It played a two-day stand here, as well as serving as applause leader
surprised at the number of ball
on two different lots to capacity for the customers. He is a most
business and has Journeyed on its valuable asset in every respect for players In the big league who don't
know how to sacrifice. You'll send
tour of the middle west to unpre- an outdoor attraction.
cedented business. This is probably
Display No. 6 is the piece de re- them up to the plate with a man on
due to the methods employed by the sistance of the show. It is probably first and nono out, with everybody
advance delegation. They paper the the biggest flash of any outdoor in the league knowln' they're goln'
towns in lavish fashion and spend outflt It nag 1(j WO men on swing- to bunt, and they take a cut at the
money liberally in the newspapers, ing ladders In a display of strength
getting plenty of advance notices. and form, all at the same |ime, with first ball, then try to bunt the secAll of these assets which are gained two girls in the center on swinging ond, eight times out of ten poppin*
prior to appearance are taken ad- ropes.
Those in this display are into a double play.
vantage of when the outflt hits town, Rosina Nelson. Kstralia Nelson,
When some of them seen theiras was done here when a good fast Cecil Rogers, Miss Young. Ruby selvos hook slidin' there was a runh
snappy and big show was given.
Chapin, Irene Montgomery, Madame for the slidin' pit, and I could hardly
Sam Dill heads the executive con- Liorett. Rose Russell, Oneida Nelson, drag them away to get some hat tin'
tingent as manager, with George Lulu Gibson, Dessie Bennett, MinMoyer his associate; Fred Ledgett is nie Rooney, Irene Williams and practice. They kept at it until even
the equestrian director and in this Theo Nelson, with cloud swinging the pitchers can book in on either
capacity shows superb showman- in the two center rings by the side of a bag as good as anybody
ship. Al. J. Massey, Is the musical Misses Ward.
except Ty Cobb. When that guy
director and he and his bunch are
The seventh display was a liberty croaks they'll have to screw him Into
heavily featured In both billing and act, or posing, with John Smith,
the ground.
program.
Madame Bedini, Fred Ledgett, preI have wired terms to Cuthbert
"When Knighthood was In Flower" siding over the respective rings and
and
Algy, who are still with a show,
spectacle which
is the allegorical
platform.
and
I expect that they'll turn up any
gets the proceedings under way.
8 in the order of displays was
No.
performers
The entire retinue of
a clown production of burlesquing day now. With that pair In the outand empolyes are used in this a wedding. The next display was field I ought to come pretty close to
15
consumes
which
specialty
programmed as "Dental Dexterity," coppin' the peanut In this league, If
minutes. It serves as a good relish otherwise known as a "strong tooth"
my pitchers hold up. Cuthbert Is
for the performance.
turn. Participating in this were the
The initial display discloses a M iss»'s Lorett and Rcger, In the doin' his female Impersonation, with
and
monkeys
dogs,
combination of
Algy playln' straight, and they have
first ring; the Three De Roy Sisters,
bucking mules, presided over by on the platform, and the llodgini been workin' pretty steady, but I
Bcrnie Griggs in the ring and Victor Sisters, in the other ring.
think that when the sun hits them
Bedini in the other, with Joe Lewis
Then came the Famous Nelson they will get a yen for the old apple
on the center platform.
Family,
six
girls,
two
men
and
a
orchard
and report.
In the second display were nine
child,
doing everything in floor
Cuthbert will probably bring his
elephants, four under the direction acrobatics,
risley work, and with a
and five under
wife with him, which means trouble
of Mme. Dorett.
accorded
announcement
The feature special
Irene Montgomery.
them for one girl doing a series of for me. for me and his old lady get
was "Major" a mammoth pachyderm flip-flops
along like a couple of police dogs,
on a small pedestal.
walking on his hind legs around the
Display 11 brought out the clown but if Cuthcy can deliver the base
Miss Montgomery seems to
track.
band, billed to do "everything that knocks in the pinch I'll put up with
be most versatile. Starting off with
Sousa does not do." and lives up to that bag of his. I understand ho
the elephants as an appetizer, for
its billing.
entree she does a bit on the swingThe twelfth display brought out makes all her clothes and designs
len her compot connK ladders; then
the swinging trapeze artists, con- her hats, so It's barely possible that
sists of work on the trapeze, with
he and Algy wiM decide to go Into
high school riding, hare back riding sisting of Lorett and Reger over
one ring, with the Youngs over the the millinery business this summer
and several other specialties, which
center
platform
Bennett
and
the
instead of chasing the oYange. I
whether
round out a full days work,
Bisters over the other ring, with wish Bert Savoy could hit curvo
it is one or two performances.
Harry
Reno
La
Kelley
and
Fmmett
the
reveals
halls, th^n I wouldn't have to worry
The third display
Four Lamys On a web over the cen- working over the track on one side about the Duchess.
ter platform, with the Bernards and and Walter James on the other.
Keep your eyes on the standin' of
"Lucky Thirteen" brought out
ihe Arleys doing perch acts on what
Troupe
Famous
of the clubs m this league, and tell
look iik*- lhe tallest poles seen with Robinson's
All of their work seems Arabs, who get a Special announce- Hen Tone, Hilly Jordan and the rest
a circus.
perilous and is properly awarded ment nn their pyramid building arid of the mob to keep their eyes open
for prospe<ts f«>r me
from lhe Standpoint of approbation. whirlwind work on 'he track.
I could use a
The fourteenth display consisted
Display 4 has Reno McCrea and
couple of young pitchers that don't
JOC Hodginl", doing hare hack stunts of high and slack wire work, with w int loo much j.t«k. Your pal.
the Tetu Ilnrriman and Minnie Rooney
of
is
Ifodginl
in tin- rings.
Con.
(Continued on page 10;
famous llodgini Family and his per*

new shows are added and,
)
when possible, owners of independent individual tent attractions are
Induced to cast their lot with "The
state authorities in every section, World's Colossal Shows" on a percentage basis. Me^srj. Clippem and
is
last
at
manager
the carnival
Cheatem are now the owners and
awakening to the real seriousness
managers of a real tented city it
of the situation.
is surprising whaP a flash can be
Not that he is doing anything to made with a couple of riding decombat this antagonism against the vices, a few tents and a 'wop"
endeavor that means his band of six or eight pieces. The
line t
managers have nothing jo worry
livelihood, or to, in> the smallest them
their only real property is a
way. defend himself ngain?t the letterhead and a suit case.
One of the members of the firm
harsh attacks of the nation'3 press,
community law and order societies is usually a good mixer, a suave
one3'

With the increased antipathy
against the carnival in general and
the hostile attitude of civic and

—

—

and belligerent "Busines.* Men's
Association. " which ar? working

a,I
I

both tooth grid nail to eradicate him
and hia midway, and to con.dsn
him, tag and baggage, to oblivion's
deepest and darkest. pit.
So far the carnival manager has
remained inert and inactive, and, as
far as can be learned, nothing has

apparent, but Vain
the
crusade
toward "cleaner and better carnivals" and the publication of news
items r:\~arding the real facts from
all over the country have made the
is

carnival

showman

and that

talk,

amalgamation of big f.how

owners with some prominent national figure at its hc~d, nothing
can be learned;
in
fact,
none
seemed to be in possession of any
reliable data on the subject, and to
those
just

interrogated

mere rumor

New York and

the

— plain

scheme

Chicagj

is

bunk.
In
carnival

men

are discussing the situation
with interest, and all appear to
agree as to the dire n:cessity of
speedy action.
Most carnival men are in accord
as to the truth of most cf the published statements, and most claim
to deplore the existence of the

undesirable

features

which

many
have

been the primary cause of the present crusade.

The owners

of the smaller shows
allege that they are really giving
the public what it demands, and

they add that without girl shows,
•49

camps and

athletic

stadiums

(fake wrestling matches) they arc
unable to get by.
It is with the small show, with
some exceptions, that the gambling
features are so predominant and,
as much as the big show managers
would like to. he sees no logical way
•f combatting this condition, al-

a11

around "eocd

fel-

.

Clippem and Cheatem. Eisy money
and little exertion, no care, no re-

Why should they be
Why
the first to help clean up?
should they mend their ways? Why
should they think or bother about
What do they
the other fellow?
care about the carnival business
and its future? It will surely be
good for at least one more season.
"Give me one more season like
this, with everything running wide
open, and you can have the old carnival business." That's how Messrs.
Clippem and Cheatem feel about it,
and that is just about the attitude
of a hundred other "grift show'
managers and owners like them.
When the grifters are not with a
carnival they are with a circus or
thev ,play independent dates in small
rural communities where it can be
sponsibilities.

J

Regarding the rumor of a proposed

!

is,

at least, a sign of hope.

M

fun ft arts.
f hows of this kind reem. like the
proverbial cat. to bear a charmed
life.
They move along through the
country turning up the territory,
ripping and teiring. cheating and
stealing and without a thought to
the future, steadily driving nail
after nail "into the carnival coffin.
is
pickings foe Messrs^
It
soft

interest

riety's

aml

—

been done to meet the situation. No
step.* have been taken toward organization, and no movement in
that direction

^r

!
low.
It is generally a simple matter tj shatter the good intentions
of some easily led sheriff or police
chief and in many towns there is a
locil politician who "handles' just
such matters. By the aid of hush
money
called "fixing dough"- -the
trick is done.
The "lucky boys"
get the word to go to work and the

fixed "to step."

Home comings, reunions, county
firemen's conventions, picnics and
celebrations have always been happy hunting grounds for the flat
joint man and if he i3 not to be
found in one place, he Is sure to
pop up in another.
Many a circus and many a carnival that is in the "big show"
class of today owes its existence to
the grift, to crooked concessions
and to "cooch blow offs" and fake
shows.

That th immoral show and the
crooked concession have got to go,
though the "grift show is the real all sane and sober carnival men
thorn In his side and a menace to concede, but Just how to go about
his very existence.
the task of exterminating them no
The "grift show" owner is more one seems to know. The big show
than often a concession man who owner with up-to-date attractions
has always been identified with can do without them and he is
rambling games, "flat joints" and ready and willing to co-operate In
"thieving stores." In the course of any way to bring about their finish.
his travels he runs into some "hick"
The concession man who confines
who owns a merry-go-round and his activities to legitimate games
maybe a ferris wheel— the country of skill and fair merchandise wheels
is full of them. The rest is easy.
A has never had any use for the flat
couple of tents are purchased, one joint or "thieving store " Men cusfor a 49 camp, the other for a tomers will seldom fool around a
wrestling show. A couple of cheap game to win a basket of groceries
pit shows are added and a string of or a kewpie doll when they take a
concessions complete the picture. A chance at winning a $r» bill at the
carnival company has blossomed next booth.
forth and here we have Clippem and
The money Karnes attract the
Cheatem's World's Colossal Shows. crowds and the lefiitimate concesThe show moves in passenger de- sion loses accordingly. Wl n the
partments, the railroad company law steps In and closes the money
furnishing baggage cars for the wheels, they invariably close the
equipment which is hauled to and merchandise wheels with the same
from the show lot by a local trans- order.
fer man.
For obvious reasons, the straight
Day coaches for the people are also provided by the railroad concession man Will welcome their
company. From two to four box or exit from the carnival lot. They
bagpage cars will easily tike care are the biggest knock the carnival
of the show's material as, outside business ha* to 'ontend With and
of the riding devices, there is n'oth^ the- sooner they are driven, out of
ins but a few bundles or rolls of the field the better tor all.
canvas. Home poles and lumber and
The Whole business i* In danger
a few trunks and packing enses of I'xtermlnstion by state and fedNo otic ran save
containing the merchandise used eral legislation.
f"r flashing the "stores" .ml as the situation but the carnival manwin t>o no <-^y
it
"give-aways" or prizes on
the ager himself,
as
well
n«
task, and energetic
legitimate games.
emIf a "raj* shop" or fly-by-niRht
drastic methods will have to he
outfit of this type happens to strike ployed.
* couple of good spots (i. e. "red
To look or to hope for CO -opcra'

JOHN ROBINSON'S CIRCUS

.

I

j

i

CON

T.

KENNEDY SHOWS

"lucky"
Under the auspices of the Vet- a board with the word numbers
erans ot Fori igii Whim, the Con T spelled out and with five
game
the
letter;
each
running
under
terrific
Kennedy Carnivals did a
and
business four out of the seven days keeper tailing out the letter
a
putting
player
the
number
and
The
111.
<May 22-27) in Decatur,
called.
number
other three dayi were spoiled only kernal of corn on the
eargames,
other
This,
all
hke
in
is
what
by rain This show played
with ca< h
understood |0 DO a new lot for car- ned a small box of candyprize given
purchase, with a grand
nivals, outside of the main portion
If there
keno.
one
When paying an un if there is only choice was
of tho city.
given
two or more,
Announced visit to this carnival on are
cigarettes
of
packages
three
Friday, May 2I». the first thing which between
box
of candy. Kasily
pound
half
or
a
thou
tho
was.
struck the refiewei
machines parked for 100 players could be accommodated
of
winds
It received
tho counters.
blocks around the sHOW. There was around
other probably the most attention of all
charge in
admission
no
played by young and
concessions,
general
the
So
gate
free
words, a
There were other games like
old
Impression is that the carnival throwing a ball through a hole, etc.
must have given the V. F. W's a
seeking a chance to play
Although
$
percentage on the gross
for money or trying to get a buy
The Con T. Kennedy shows can back on smaller prizes that he had
be put down in the Class 1 list or won. this repeated was refused.
under the heading of "White List" The entire show was found devoid
although there arc scv- of this, in fact there was no
• arnivals,
<ial things that Con T. Kennedy gambling,
outside . of tho above
should give his personal atten- hundred to one shot games.
tion to.
Also different in this show it was
Whether it was the fact It was found the concessioners worked in
the day before having town < blow- front of their stands, "pulling" and
off) or whether the hard work pre- trying to force the customers in.
vails all week is not known, but on
Among the paid admission shows
this day the grind stores, bally- that made up for the carnival was
hoos and shows were working on a pit show of midgets, a pit show
all six and with full steam ahead
of animals, snakes, reptiles, etc., a
The first Impression is that there freak pit show composed of human
must be dynamic force behihd this freaks, and also a mystery show.
organization. In casual talks to at- In the mystery show the feature was
taches of the carnival they all "Sawing a Woman in Two," using
Speak of the owner and boss, Con T two women, on the order of the

—

.

ii made to feel
his personality prevails.
The concessions of this carnival

Kennedy, and one

are all owned by one man, who. it
is understood, pays Kennedy a flat
sum for the privilege besides n percentage on the intake.
It was noticeable that there was
not
one wheel working on the
Upon inquiry it was
grounds.
found that Decalur had barred
wheels, but allowed other kinds of

of chance to run. The games
which were on exhibition were all
of the JO and 25 -cent species, and
consisted of Hoopla < tossing rings
around jewelry until the tosser won
something). With every buy, or 10
*l 25-rent purchase, the customer
was given a small box of' candy and

games

told that this was necessary so as
to conform with the law of giving

something for their money.
There arc several games that
carnival owners arc
said to be 100-to-l shots, and with
the owner of the L«mc naturally on

among shrewd

the big end.
One of these games
consists of a ball suspended on a
chain with a bowling alley pin set
up.
The customer swings the ball
forward, meeting the pin on the
forward motion. Though not sounding difficult, it is almost impossible
to do.
There were several of these
games running with beautiful displays of merchandise to tease the
possible winner.
Another game, said to be another
100-to-l shot, was crock bowls set
up in rotation with the inside concave, with the purchaser trying to
throw baseballs into tho bowls and
making them stay there.
After
staying around this stand a half
hour, with this concession securing
a remarkable play, not one winner

was

game

Coldin

style.

Among

the big front attractions
.mow. It was noticed in
during the ballyhoos
and right after the girls, came out
on the outside platform for their
free exhibition, they sit in the tent
It, was only
with the customers.
natural the town boys stood around,
making facetious remarks to the
girls.
This could be easily eliminated by having the girls step into
a parting curtain until called for
Though doing
their next ballyhoo.
nothing while out front on the
ballyhoo, the girls should be kept
strictly to dancing with their feet,
while some were trying very hard
to impress with wiggles. The show
its. it is Just of the small time type.
On another big front is exhibited the
famous Russian dancers. The impression is attempted, they are several Egyptian dancers, with the
ballyhoo given with that idea. Also
with a front display is a mystic

was a

girl

this tent that

to

do.

This

Several

other

Several doll racks of stuffed
dolls, with thiec balls sold for a
quarter, with the dolls supplied
behind in a gioove that made the
player
throwing
and
accurately
swift with three dolls knocked entirely clear ot the board, giving the
« iiftomer
a large kewpie.
These stands sooner or later are
hi and to cause trouble to descend
on the Con T. Kennedy shows unless toned down.
The elands were
being inn by girls
They were not
not king behind the rail, but airiong
the people
They solicited their
trade anion*- the younger boys and
became vciy insistent that every
«»ne take a chance, passing many
....Hi remarks and euch phrases as
"Make a baby " At one stand one

resistance
called

was

Hawaiian

the paid attraction
Village.

This has always been so raw in
many of the carnivals it has been
done away with, but in the Con T.
Kennedy Shows it is done in full
blast, and either should be quieted
down or done away with, as the rest

tent.

After paying admission, the same
girls and the same threo men
did :.ll the work, with a very tame
sort of entertainment, the girls not
shaking nor dancing half as much
on the Inside as on the ballyhoo.
The men played am? sang with a

two

steel guitar, banjo and ukelcle.
is this misrepresentation and
It
appealing to the Senses that creates
most of the distaste for the kind of
a show and must hurt. The girls

also passed remarks such as "shake
it up, honey" that were unnecessary.
The Con T. Kennedy Shows arc
said to travel in 15 or 40 cars, making it the largest carnival in the
United States.
It
is said that in

Decatur it was found impossible to
display all the shows an. I that five
ears of attractions could not be
shown, among them a water show,
minstrel show and several other paid
attractions,

Kusiness was tremendous. With a
more judgment among the girls
and concessions, this carnival easily
makes the white list and would
stand above reproach.
little

The Ley Cabin, Jersey City, unthe
management ot Billy
Ryan,
became so proficient it C loonAM an.i John
w.i*
necessitated Closing the stand and scheduled to reopen Thursday with
baiting him from the play
vaudeville ;md ph -lures.
Is an
It
The biggest confession on the lot
airdomc potently opened fot three
i

eider of keno, everyone purchasing

is

how

to lay out the mid-continental territory so that the show will arrive

the far Western

Canada wheat

country at such a time as to escApe
the reaping and threshing period.
The Sclls-Floto show played Bos-

week under strict orders.
The same was true of the Newark,
the week before. The
stand
N. J.,
show was exclusively a big top entertainment." The Sclls-Floto show
didn't play the Newark stand last
season although it arrived there and
was ready to unload. There has

(Continued from page

djej

days,

but

failed to
license.

»

Insed

set

urc

through having
the proper city

their holdings.

Variety

in

commented
connection

Hagcnbeck-Wallacc stand

They still believed in
the property, but they wanted to
protect what profit they had on paper by realizing immediately, believing that they could renew their
interest later on at lower prices.
The consensus appeared to be that

Loew might move

to slightly below

before the decline was checked.
is said commission houses already have buying orders at and
15

It

slightly

under

finds;

15.

lished records for receipts, th** sue.
cess of the firm in the Studcbaker
has been conspicuous also, long
runs being the rule and certain seasons resulting in a great profit.
Hhubort himself managed
J. J.
the (Jarrick in those first days of
the Shubcrts' invasion of Chicago,
Chas. A. Bird assisting.
1

The Princess was next acquired,
being

from the Binge r

leased

terests.

Last

year

in

mystery.

come out

at

Saturday
all.

didn't

it

Then Monday the

turnover was 1,800 shares, with a
peak more than a point over the
previous close. It dropped most of
the gain Monday, and by Wednes-

t

pf
Itocw, Inc...

IMay-L

Do

pf

!*>cw, Inc.
Hi i'ii' in

koIiI

Tuewlay—

o.v*

at

310

J9'/.

W

8."»\
9.->%

low,

10%

8ft

4.400

M\

8ft Vi

700

!i:><4

9ft

1.100
1.8CO

.

i

Boston

8G*

200
T.OOO

Monday—
Parn.

Orpheum

3. MX)

4 %

+ %
%

in-

was purthe Singers.

it

Orpheum Move Mystery
chased outright from
The move in Orpheum is cloaked The Great Northern

Hos»ton nol.1 40

upon by
with the
in Johns-

Chicago

t,o

liquidation.

Saturday
Tlay

cumstance

in

In 19 years the firm has
have been reflect- progressed from the control of one
ed in improvements market wise theatre to the control of eight, and
One market observer analyzed the next year promises to add two more
situation this way:
modern structures to its manage*
There is a large volume of Loew ment. Under the direction of John
stock in lots of 200 to 1,000 shares J. Oarrity, general western manager
still
in the hands of speculators during tho past nine years, their
who picked it up between 12 and growth has been especially rapid,
14.
These holders arc loyal par- and today eight local houses, the
Htudebaker,Central,
tisans of Loew, Inc., and believe in CJarrick,
its future.
At 18 they had a sub- Princess, La Salle, Playhouse, Apollo
stantial
pa. er
profit,
but were and Great Northern constitute the
abroad for a lone ride, due to their largest group of theatres operated
conviction that the property has by any firm in the -city.
great possibilities for the distant
Although the CJarrick called at
future.
When the price wavered various Wmes the Schiller and
between 16 And 17 their hopes were Dearborn before the Messrs. Shufor the moment balked and they be- bert secured 4t In 1903, has disgan cautiously to disporo of their played on its boards more gn .t
holdings in 100 lots, anxious not to stars than any other theatre out*
encourage a bad break by hurried side New York city, and has estabnections or~ht

While the Sclls-Floto show was Pam.
Do.
moving through New Jersey an extraoidinary visitation of carnivals
was reported in that state. A cir-

7.

19th year of the Mc:isr«.

BhtU
them at the
peak of their progress and wit$
still higher levels of activity loom*
bert

showed undeniable betterments in its
inside financial position and the reported lopping off of Western con- ing ahead.

ton last

ever since been a question whether
rival circus men had brought that

Chicago, June

The

5)

I

customer

was a square stand with a tremend*
hum merchandise store, when the
customers playeil- a game on the

to be heading west, with all indications that it will travel across the
continent to the Pacific coast, returning to winter quarters probably
across Cie southern row of states.

AMUSEMENT STOCKS

•

I

games was main

prize.

show into Canadian territory was
abandoned before it had actually
gotten under way, Although the
Hagenbeek show crossed the border
this week, playing Quebec Monday
and Tuesday. As far as the route
has been disclosed, the show appears

in

SAM GERSON

By

8)

made to switch the route of the
John Robinson show so that it
could work the Canadian territory
in conjunction with the HagenbcckWallacc property.
During these preparations the examination of Canadian conditions
went on the circus side. It was
apparent that the -railroads would
be benefitted by the, visits of the
big tops, not only from train movements but through local passenger
t rathe, such as excursions from rail
points within 60 miles of circus
stands. A special inquiry was made
to check up the suspicion that the
roads wcro over-estimating prosperity for their own purposes and;
this proved to be the case to the
satisfaction of *hc circus men. The
plan to route the John Robinson

The present routing problem

THE SHUBERTS IN CHICAGO

1

at

throwing leather darts at colored
spots on a board
If successful in
making the daits stick into a red
spot the winner is to receive a big
prize.
It is said that the backing
behind the spots aic poitions of
soft pine wood, all except the red
ones, which Is hard mahogany wood,
which makes it next to impossible
foi the daits to stick in.
There is
also a fishing game, or fishing for
numbers, that carries prizes, each
fisherman receiving some kind of a

(Continued from page

[
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day was in low ground at J'.i'a
A
circumstance that may be signifiresult about.
cant was that on Monday Boston
An interesting line of inside gos- prices were slightly better than
Boston holdings are
sip is coming gradually to the sur- New York.
face in connection with the Mug- understood to be largely in the
mind act, with a man reading and gi van -Ballard operations.
has hands of local bankers. Not a trade
It
answering questions, and an athletic always been pretty definitely un- came out in Chicago.
show with boxing and wrestling, derstood that several of the carnival Tho lummary of trAnnaotions June 2 to
drawing attention from the athInclusive is as follow*.
companies, of various grades, are
letically inclined, with the ballyhoo
STOCK EXCHANGE
announcing $1 to any local boy who owned either outright by the circus
Thursday—
High law. l.nnt. Clip.
can stay with the show's wrestlers people or they have a hand in the Fnm Play-l*... Xnlr»
2,400 8«
for even one minute. Also a Noah's management, but now it is reported Loew. inc
300 17
Irk,
%
Ark, several* trick houses, an aero- tho Muggivan-Ballard people have Orph+vm ......
600 19% l'd%
%
Friday—
plane ride, a ferris wheel, two large a tremendous hold on the carnival
Fam
riay-I,...
IX 10
81,
ST. M
85%
H
three abreast merry-go-rounds, a field, having an interest in several
Do. pf
small single box child's merry-gol.oc\v, Inc
1.41K) i«%
16* I8H
%
round and a whip, but the piece de of them and constantly increasing Orphr-urn
100 l\i% 19%
'J*

one of the attractions and amusements
time was a favorite trick in small arc too good to be spoiled by it.
town hotels when traveling men Before the Hawaiian show are
gathered for over Sunday. It was shown three male Hawaiians, with
done with a plain water bowl and two girls. Orte of the girls looked
pitching coins. The game as played like an Hawaiian, but the other was
then paid 10 to 1.
a small blend, not over 16 years old
Another game that is said to be and pure white. In the ballyhoo the
sure-fire is rolling a small ball people were told that there were 10
down a miniature howling alley and beautiful women inside the tent and
to try to knock two miniature bowl- that for "tonight only" they would
ing pins down at the same time. do a Love and Passion dance that
Still another game that can only be meant everything it implied.
''This
done after weeks of hard practice dance had been barred in many
is to cover a four- inch red painted cities, but for tonight they would do
circle with four four-inch tin discs it," etc.
It was a ballyhoo that
and not allowing any portion of the could only mean one thing. The
red circle to be visible
girls did a short grind cooeh dance
These games sound simple, but that led one to believe that somearc all said to be next to impossible thing would we uncorked in the
noticed.

MUGGIVAN-BAUARD
READY 5TH SHOW

—

was

next

leased, beu^, turned back after two
years, although it was acquired

again last autumn when, wilh Sothcrn and Ma::owe in Shakespearian
repertoire, it demonstrated that tho
business acumen of its new proproctors was most timely. For five
years the organizations operated the
American Music. Hall on South
Wabash street until business foresight showed them that with the
changing
population
it
would
eventually become unprofitable.
Another feature of the steady and
certain character of the
firm's
growth was its spectacular leasing
of A. If. Woods' Apollo just before
its opening and the conversion of it
into the home of the highly successful vaudeville '-enturo, known as
Shubert Vaudeville.

When th two new theatres are
erected in this same Randolph street
section the dominance of the Shuberts in Chicago will be overwhelming.

A

great part of the success of the

Shuberts
%
'%

9ft

10% ItiVfc 10%
20
20% 20
-I
at 20 to 20%

Orpheum

town, Pa,, was that the Johnny Fain. liay-L... 4 :»00 8C% 83
8r,%
U200 U;% lft94 1.V%
Jones carnival occupied a lot just lioew, Inc
Orphcimi
800 20
19% 10%
across the bridge fro.-a the old
Honton ><ii.i r>o Orplicutn at 20.

%

in the Windy
City has
been due to tho highly organized
business methods of J. J. (&rrity
f
who, while preserving the best tra-

ditions of
live
exploitation and
% showmanship,
has with the utiliza%
% tion of extiemely large and well

aranged mailing lists, circularising
Wodnosd.iy—
Meadowville lot upon which the
rta,y-L... 4,000 Rft% 83% 81% - %
systems, etc established an atmoscircus was bc\ up. These and other Fain.
Do pf
100 Oft
Oft
Oft
phere about the Shubert olficeo
point UMW. Inc.. .. 1.000 10
similar circumstances whi«
lft<%
15%
Orplicum
400
20
19% 19% - H usually to be found only in banks
in the same direction give color to
and
institutions far from the ternMuggivan
and
the inside story that
CURB
pcrament anil, turmoil of the theBallard are seeking to build up a
N
Thuisday—
atrical
shI<*i HlKS.Low.Laat, Chg
world.
string of carnival companies to
Ooldwyri
10 200
8%
8
route la conjunction with their cirChicago's theatrical history has
Friday—
GoMwyn
.. 7,800
cuses.
8% 8% 8% + % grow i steadily with the rise of the
NatuidSty—
\
The advantages of such a system Cloldwvn
Shuberts In the amusement busi2,100
8% 8
8%
Monday
would be obvious. All the informaness. It was J. J. Shube.t who Mis8,100
8% "e% 7%
tion th.vt the routing department (Iotdw>n
covered"
Chicago, when other theTuesday—
collects at considerable cost could Coldw>n
1,800
8% 7% 7% + % atrical producers looked upon it,as
Wednesday-**
an outpost.
be applied to the routing of the carThe fact that thia
Ooldwyn
2,300
8
8
8% + H firm
nivals as well.
The advance work
sent its best attractions steadily year atter year to Chicago, and
and other executive administration
could be combined, the claim adthat it has increased its holdings,
Bedini holding the center of the
justment force could be consoli- stage.
Madame Bedini, in the work proves in itself the fact that the
dated, and in other ways the double here,
establishes
herself
as the Messrs. Shubert have great faith in
cost could be cut in half. The cir- greatest living exponent of hi.;h Chicago and its people.
cus people have to carry the admin- school riding and training.
The Shuberts have always given
Her
istrative department costs anyhow. mounts arc the peers of any ani- Chicago the
st, and Chicago has
mals used for this type of work; alwiys respond.! in wonderful
ihey look* beautiful, work beauti- fashion.
fully and without forced efforts on
With its eight theatres now in
the part of the rider,
It is just a
case ot the equine knowing the operation and two moie contem(Continued from page 9)
mistress
and
the mistress knowing plated,
the
Shuberts will have
supplying the thrills in the first
the equine, with the combined re- greater holdings in Chicago than in
ring, Three Nelson Sisters doing
sult that the liaison established be- any
other city outside of New York.
likewise on the platform and the
tween the two is letter perfect. For
Foui
Kimball Sisters completing the comedy
The new venture ot Shubert
element of this display
the mission on the other ring
Slivers Johnson trotted out his old vaudeville was tiuniy Intrenched in
Novelty bareback riding by Reno
reliable "Maud the Mule and went the hearts .,i Chicago amusement
McCrea and company and Joe llod- through a lot of
grotesque imita- seekers with this seasen at the
Kini and company were the comtions ot the star rider.
Apollo, but next season itv success
ponents of the fifteenth display.
Next was hurdling, by horses, to is expected to be even greater at
Roth of the principals In this display don "Poodles" Ifaunaferd ie- give a Chance to set tlu parapher- anothci house, probably the Gar rick.
galia aadj makeup, but with llo.l- nalia ot the Nine Plying Wards, What house will be used
for vaudeglnl still instilling his Individuality who performed a routine ot thrill- ville has not
yet been annomued,
in his work, while MeCroa was an ing ami Sensational casting feats In
but
home
wb&tevei
it
in
the vaudemid air
All oi the people in this
emulator of the automaton type.
Display if> was a combination of troupe %re Individual performers, vitle-going public of Chicago, can
rontortfoh, ball rolling, cycling and with each One having a unique and rest assuini that it is going tO get
spectacular
Sli peiioi inane h.
specialty
disclose top
juggling.
to
;^\ to and
For »he seventeenth some more While they are being
I ro.
high ladder and perch work wan
VCaled, With the Alleys, Ihe R.
Closing the performance Which
BIRTHS
nards and the Young*, supplying I he ran two and one-hall hours wen
Mi. and P/Im, m.,x ||,,| hn <ll"lthe usual Hippodrome races, with
entei tamment.
and
den
tlraham),
May f.. at liclII"
downs, ponies, monkeys! mnAf Ihe anticlimax the big CQU<
Irian feature was introduced Tin m ncrt and disciples of Roman harlot bourne, Australia, son.
Wer< II women on beautiful steeds riding getting the last etach at a
Mr and Mrs. Joseph V. |Btl»«tef!
with Victor Bedini and Madam* Well- sat ished and pleased audience Kcatcij, June 3, -at JLos Angeles, son,
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TOMMY'S TATTLES
Trade Mark Registered
Weekly by VAKIinV. I no.
President
Sime Silverman.
New York City
4«th Street
IM Weet
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The rage

GRAY

J.

of Russian

and colored theatricals is causing a change fn
the up-to-date young ladies' attire. Russian boots with Southern' plantation cotton-picking bonnets seems to be the proper thing.

SUBSCRIPTION:
IT

Foreign

I
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Several Irish restaurants are installing
dres>s the waiters up in smocks.

*»c.nt.
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THE AFFILIATED
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A suggestion is said to have been mads Involving
traveling circus.
With star
the buy of a smaller circus for $1,000 dally for six days.
members of the Lights added to the performing personnel of the circus.
and the Lights then not playing augmenting the clown division and the
parade, it was thought by the majority of the Lights gathering economy
could be practiced and at the samo time by billing the show as "The
Lights Circus." as much business done. Last summer when the Llghta
held its own circus for a day on Its grounds In Frccport the circus
played to a gross of $4,000. It would cost the club $1,600 a day, it is
said, to rent a big top and secure equipment; were It to operate a
newly organized temporary circus. The formal opening of the Lignts
may not be held until the end pf June.

Russian rooms and intend to

Julian Eltinge closed his vaudeville season last week at the Palace,
t
New York. He had been continuously playing since recovering from
Southerners who come to New York to get a new atmosphere are the operation for appendicitis last fall. That operation has obliged
forced to eat in lunch rooms or think they are back In "Song-writers'
another which Mr. Eltinge will Immediately undergo. The wall of his
sure-flre-land," very often called Dixie.
stomach has broken .s t'^e result of the first operation. When the
;
second period with toe surgeons is- ended Eltinge will return to his
If it Iceeps on. next season's restaurant and theatrical advertising will Los Angeles estate.
j
read soar* .jibing like this:
Glitter Theatre—^The Mofcow Madcaps, presenting a rural story of
An act of seven or eight people coming Into the Palace, New York,
Russia, with music. Hear the big Moscow 'song hit, "Ruble. Ruble. I've quite recently, played under odd conditions.
The producer told the
Been Thinking." Russian tea will be served between beards.
people it is custorjiary in vaudeville to play the first two weeks on a
half -salary basis, through acts having to take a "break in" salary for
Roberneu^ys Restaurant— Kvery thing frojh the South, including the that length of time. As the act had played but one and one-half weeks
wind. ;Sev Uu.* new Southern, revue, "Virginia Cut" smoking and chew- of "break in'*" tune prior to the Palace date, the producer told the bunch
ing. TkhUxi reserved, Cash or Liberty.Bonds taken.
.they would have to play on half salary for the first half of the Palace
engagement, receiving full salary tor the final half. This was equivalent
Gayviray Opera Hour,e— Kuffcowfky'ft Ciddjovichs of 1982. Enjoy your- to three-quarters of their full salary for the week.
self in Jfar away Russia'. See the funny scene in the Siberia salt mlnes-^
full of pepsky.
Hear ex-Wrlncess Smdko eing the Russian folk aoitg,
William Ko.se, Songwriter, recently returned from the coast, reports
"My L,6ve Is Lik^ the Caviare-IPs Spread 'All Over -Yo»." The ushers there is quite a "tin pan alley" colony on the west coast. Bryan Foy,
••
have taften instructed lo- 'accept my kopecks.
*
Ballard Macdonald and Murray Roth, New York songsmttlis, are busy
on the Fox lot,. grinding out comedy ideas. Coleman Gocts and Vincent
Fallguy Inn— Have a rrieaV'mia the cottort field's. Hear those darkies Bryan are also in Hollywood, interested in jazzing up <he screen. All
singing while you eat ahd watch "The Col ton Pickers' Frolic.** Fifty are of the common complaint that Hollywood' la really not' so' exciting
cultured artist* d'.rect from the cotton fields, Sdiitherfi cooking. South- as one might be led to believe from the newspapers—at least, as ,fur as
ern dbihes. SOUthertt fruit*. New York waiters.
Mohs. Francois* La they are concerned;
famous" French eTief, fs in charge 6T our kitchen. Southern
1 .lanc, [the
••
For some reason every other national newspaper In writing the obithospitality: Order yoiir table early*. No cheques caslted.
uary of the., late. Harry. Williams, songwriter, whu died on the" cdast
Leghorn- Theatre— M. KiVhkus presents t»he famous Russian drama, recently,, mentioned him. as the .author of "Tipperary." In a laws lift P
"The Cossack's Curse." with 75 women and children beating Cossacks. arising over that international song hit. Williams at great inconvenience
Spend* jUro and' a half .hours 'midst the misery/ of the late Czar's old testified he was not the Williams who Wrote the song. An 'englishman,
also Harry Williams by name, wrote it in collaboration with Jack Judge..
homestead.' "Bring the children."
i
'VI
The recent decision by the U. S. Supreme Ceurt that baseball Is not
Botttttta' Roost Road House— Just the plade to dine. Special Southern
interstate,
commerce,
seem* to have raise* the point once more a thong
feature* "The Pullman Porters* 'Parade." JA vision from beyond' the
'MasoniPixon line from the days before ,the' whr.' "Hear" •'Smiling" theatrical attorneys as to. the effect of that deefs'ion on theatricals when
Sherman
Act
is sought to be 'applied.
the
The same point ha* Arisen
'Kastu.tt HasUt sing. "The Tooth Brush Blues."
Special rates to -dysu >" J before, jseverbl times in several different ways and from several, Judicial
"
....
peptics,
/
-.
,....-, ••
bodies.! In connection, the U. S. Supreme Court some months ago in
Speairem'a Music Hall— D. Aarn Itt's Russian Circus. The animal Mfe another master not theatrical, but bringing in non -interstate commerce
as
a defense, the court held that as a brokerage had been charged, the
Russian wolfhounds, Russian sables, Rusof Russia before your eyes.
ian dancers. Russia*, acrobats, including the famous Zoolak Troupe of business must bo stamped as commerce. Some counsellors set up that
decision may be cited as well as the other as far as theatricals are
Petrog: d Pipe Puffera. See "Countess** Whinney, the famous bearded one
concerned, and before the same court actually passes upon the status of
Russian horse, do his famous trotsky. "No herrings admitted.
theatricals in any action brought under the! Sherman Act. There, haSquirm's Casino The nifty place to satisfy the inner man. Southern been some theatrical decisions of more or less Importance on theatricals..
phase, but each action appears to go to its own conclusion withdishes/ Special added attraction, the big revue of color, "Hello, Razor." in this
Hear the big song hit, "Gillette Ain't Done. No Favos Fo' Me." Extra out accepting' a previous opinion as a precedent.
'
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American vaudeville

in recognized
entertainment

.

the beat variety
world—when the bill i* a
in the
The weakness -of
one.
itrong
the uneven
vaudeville ha* been
Papons
offered.
ness of the bills

..

i

'

of Invention,

gifts;

boldness. Judgment and
feeling for that which
The leaders fn Wis
to the public.
new development 'of vaudeville have
possession of
rheir
demonstrated*
Just these qualifications.*'

ins':n'ctfve
will appeal

Building a vaudeville program,
building a house, has no mys-

like

tery

about

it.

•

.

1,

These
are the essentials of success.
old
in
experience
both
require
methods and the

•

•

,

and combination

selection

'

•

!

i

There is nothjng new under the
sun—and nothing new is needed, so
elements of
far as the individual
entertainment are concerned, More
effective

'*

•

•
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one Week and
would be enthusiastic
see something,
return expecting to
to be disappointed by
as good pnly
or badly arranged program.
i weak
of the. AfnlMted
object
It la the
present ing
Theatres Corporation in
these
Shubert vaudeville to remedy
units
of wellcreating
defects by
balanced vaudeville acts combined
highest char r
with revues of the
actor.

i

The foundation must

be well laid, the materials must be
of the best and the structure must
be put together With a due cause
This is the secret
of proportion.
of the success that his marked the
Only
unit plan from the Very first.
the best performers are employed.
develop
to
made
And every effort is
the best there is in each one. Somegood actor
times an essentially
fails for lack of co-operation on the
part of the manager.
While due regard must be had to
economy, no •money is spared In
giving full value to every act. There
is all the difference
in the world
between eliminating waste of money
and saving at the expense of the
enterprise. In t-hie case a generous
•policy has proven superior to 'the
penny-wise and pound-foolish atti-
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"Cottonhead Perdcins, in his famous mystery trick,
"Sawing a Chicken in Half." Southern gravy, Southern service, Coca
Bank
Tables reserved by telephone, telegraph or radiophone.
Cola.
~ .>'••<
references required. Northern Southerners welcome.
feature,

Prof.

•

;

'

|

There are so many actors
bookmakers seem happier than
I

the local race tracks this season that the
ever.
"

Kven the horses seem

they are being led back to the

to smile while

paddock.

Several of the prominent figures In the Orpheum circuit have been in
New York the past 10 days. Among them, have been reported representatives of the banking Interests behind Orpheum. The object of the
gathering appears to have been In line with Orphcum's recently acjile
tever ^efficiency. Tho visit, to New York' came about through a desire on the part of the Orpheum g roe p. .according to account, to- see if
efficiency couldn't be inserted into quotations on acts' salaries for Or-.
pheum's routes. To actively go into this, the story says, the Orpheum
people thought they would need eastern co:- operation, but. so far have
been unsuccessful in securing it.
•

.

•

to ''Judge Landis-Will Hays"
waiting until the other half of America returns from

Managers have not yet appointed anyone

^he Siiubert-Keith Iaws.it cartie up in the Syracuse, N. Y., courts the
other day in an unusual way. Unusual, because It is seldom a defendant
Insists upon trial. The Keirh office in the Shubert action is the def»udKeith's attorneys asked the court for Immodiate trial, on the plea
ant.
Reports from Berlin say German marl:.} arc easy to get, but American
tude.
their witnesses were now prepared to testify, and they wanted the
In an enterprise that covers na- marks are easier.
matter disposed of. The Keith attorneys cited particularly K. F. All). \
tional territory much responsibility
whom, they said, could give valuable testimony at present through ha
Every German is full of ambition to mike his mark.
must be placed in the hands of the
physical condition, but they had no moans of knowing, as Mr. Alhce is
various producers and others who
63 years of age, what his condition might be at some future adjourned
carry out the corporation plans.
It should.be a great summer for the "Stay-at-home" acrobata
William Rubin, -the Syracuse attorney for the Shuberts, asked
date.
These men are all chosen with the
for delay, on the ground J. J. Shubert is in Europe. The court answered
greatest care on the basis of their
the Shuberts' attorneys knew of the peading case, and if they allowed
records.
But If any fail to roach
an important witness to leave the country that was th?ir error. It re;
and maintain the highest standards,
fused to adjourn, and the case will probably be tried in Syracuse this
they are eliminated and stronger
month. The Shuberts are demanding a half interest in Keith's big lime
men substituted. The beauty of
vaudeville theatre in Syracuse, an accounting of profit*, and a legal
this type of organization lies in its
ON VAUDEVILLE
declaration they are the holders to the extent of CO per cent, in the
flexibility combined with firmness.
Keith's
Syracus vaudeville franchise. It is the former Keith's franAccounts from Chicago appear to agree the Orpheum circuit is rrtalnly
As time goes on it will grow
chise held Jointly by Keith's and the Shuberts on the Grand opera house.
stronger and better balanced. The under the direct operation just now of Joe Finn, Marcus Helman and
Syracuse, that the- present case is founded upon. The late Joe Jac »ba
members and associates of all kinds B. H. Cahane. Finn and lieiman were partners before the Orpheum woull have been an important witness
for the ShubeHs, while tho
will absorb its traditions and ac- Consolidated their middle western houses in the Orpheum, Jr.'s split
Keith side says the late R. F. and A. Paul Keith would have been equally
also
Its
Mr. Cahane is the secretary of the corporation,
quire increased loyalty to its stand- Week group.
as
important
for their side, leaving the question of testimony on wliatthat
matters
may
come
the
upon
touch
stories
the
of
None
attorney.
ards.
ever matter may be introduced between E.jP. Albee and Lee Shubert*
Only the best theatres will be under the supervision of Martin Beck, president of the Orpheum. In
Mr. Beck is at his offices in the Palace Theatre Bldg..
selected for tb^e exploitation of pur *New York
Whether Harry Mundorf when going abroad for the Keith office to
there
office
Is
with
main
booking
Orpheum's
the
Units.
Every possible clement of New York daily and
The many changes of late In the Orpheum's offices at Chicago secure foreign acts for Keith time over here knew of fhe agreement
danger or annoyance to patrons will
im.
H.
B. lyiarinelli has with Keith's ort foreign bookings, is, of co&rse, iih- '
policy ban been placed into full force and
be eliminated;. .As'
a matter, of suggests a strict efficiency
Rumors arouxid persist in saying that Beck and Charles K. known, but it now Seems Mundorf was also working for Marinelli. while
course, absolute fireproof, structures! effort.
understanding, though Bray left the Orpheum abroad. Upon Mundorfs return Marinelli informed the Keith office he
will be Insisted
upon and theatre Bray have a harmonious
would expect commission as per his agreement upon all foreign -acts
owners will be held to strict ob- organization some months ago at San Francisco.
booked by Keith'e direct. Marinelli is said to have been allowed that
servance of law in every respect.
and added grolich against FJ. commission. Mundorf booked about 20 foreign turns that are. to come
is the purpose
T.'ee Shubert is reported with another
of our corporation
Jt
have dropped up when Albee appeared over in the fail, and probably more to follow. The circumstance may
jo build up
in the minds of the F. Albee.' The latest is said fo
make unnecessary Marlnelli's proposed trip to Europe this sumrnor.
tneatregoing public an unshakable before the meeting of the Columbia Amusement Co. (burlesque) members
conviction that Shubert vaudeville and producers, urging them to solidly resist any attempted invasion of
The raymes. with the Palace (New York) for the excuse, that have
Keith support in any effort they made.
is synonymous
with high -class en- their precincts and pledging the
been appearing of late weeks In Variety, at the head of the vaudeville
like Albee adroitly tacking on the Columbia forces
tertainment,
more
looked
That
safety,
and
comfort
show reviews, have been written by Blanche Merrill. Other names have
Cor
than stiffening up the Columbia, but Lee is said to have accepted the
\ .e service.
been signed to them, but for the purpose of indicating the manner or
circumstance as another declaration on the Keith's part. The vaudestyle of speech of the principal person mentioned in the verso.
adopting
Lske
was quite peaceful last season through Keith's
The Yorkville Sun," a sectional ville opposition
Belle
Raker last week. In each pf fhe poe^ns Miss Merrill sought to
were
tho
Shuberts
while
it.
combatting
of
a thoroughly business method
weekly of New
York City, promot- busy enough in their own oltiees. but opposition is opposition. Pretty convey an Intimate style of the person mentioned, prosing to the manner
ing the
interests of the neighborl'erhaps a better example would be the verse credited to
worst of speech,
nearly all sh«»w business, excepting th.t which might receive the
known as Yorkville. has start
encounter, believes everything is about fair in opposition fights. Bert Savoy several weeks ago. Mise Merrill has hR off the style of
an
of
a
Ca mpaign against
*
those si
composes for in a remarkable manner. It Is something enthe reform
Propaganda and "blue law:." makThe Lights Club of freeport, I* I. held a meeting Sunday at the tirely new in rhyming, and especially as Miss Merrill does It, waiting
ing a stand
for the theatre.
contemplated until the last moment. If Variety goes to press at six Wednesday, it
Clubhouse to talk about its formal opening day. also its
may be depended upon that the Merrill copy will reach here about 6.50.
Dr. W. B.
Some years ago Variety received anonymous verses by mail, criticising
Thompson, |h: healer,
*"<> Played a
vaudeville
hhovvs in and around New York. They came in for several
her
few weeks in vnude- denied thit he \v.»s to return ti> Wife
slashing
by
»c<ently
vii IS
around New y urhi ta Kl>u
weeks,
aptly rhymed, and telling a critical story In a pleasing way. Each
days
in
several
Leo »<r>ent
lothea,
K t0 tho Hippodrome before next sen.11
VCry HOim
»'i
TpmbS on the charge tt mi»li- letter wis si^nec 'Blanche." No address and nothing to identify the
U '* :,ail
ROff's OP !'i:iu.
falfrt
t0 agret U >0M v
A note was placed in Variety, askiag "Blanche" to reveal herions mischief, but his boss suc- writer.
hat h0 w;,s
ort J
n to vaudeville
ceded in getting him freed last self, which she did. It was Blanche Merrill. Miss Merrill continued
over here.
J. H. Lt.bln, Loew hOOklm m'nversifying
lor Variety for some time,. meanwhile teaehing hcIiooI in Lon.;
rnl.iv.
agei*; has a new Studebaker limouIsland ^ity. where she then lived.
Later she gave up schooling for
ack
Elliott,
recently
resigned sine.
waiting.
Probably one of tho hrighb-fd minds among theatrical
show
•ana^or of Keith's
Gladys Hall, formerly in "Take It
Hippodrome,
l0*ngstnwn
writers,
clasHO.
like
(Irey,
who
the same among the men*
Tommy
she,
to
the
h.is
enne
Cpusf,
M<\"
o.,
arrived in New
Leo O'hzon, porter fof Arthur from
'fork Cit*
just won't sit down and take it seriously.
motoring to Los Angeles.
Tuesday,
:.lr.
KlUott UorWltS, displayed affection lor his
them. Probably
Europe.
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Friday, June

LUMINOUS PAINT IDEA

DESERTION OF CHICAGO'S "LOOP"
15,000 Nightly Dancing on North and South Sides
£0,000 a Night on Week-ends Loop Managers
Fail to Analyze Absence of Box Office Sale

—

On

the

going on

Chicago, June 7.
extended querying now

among

Ihe

loop

theatre

to what has completely
somersaulted the type of individuals who proceed to the box office

managers as

windows of loop theatres within
half an hour of curtain time and
make cash purchases, and what has

made absent the giggling
who in the recent
yesteryear have made merry the
totally

young

couples,

atmosphere of the loop before and
after theatre performances, Variety
has gone out and found facts in a
very perilous situation for future
welfare of loop legit managers.

closely together with the
set these days because of

various
crazes springing up in the younger
class which, naturally, the older
folks want to observe, and do attend to get an eyefull, has switched
to a new road for the expenditure
of entertainment money.
The road
to the loop isn't as crowded a.; it

was, and unless something

is

done

to give opposition to the new direction of entertainment for the loop
theatres, Chicago isn't going to
have the usual number of long-run
plays.
If the statistician will produce the

rapidity with which plays in Chitime the loop managers, cago have had their runs cut short
of them, may be for the past year and one-half, perpassing off the concerned querying haps the findings of Variety will be
with altogether too light a vein of studied. It is a struggle to gel a
thought and consideration but, just ten weeks' run in Chicago now and,
as sure as this is (tie seventh day while it is true certain shows do
of June, a new situation has arisen hold the oldtime runs, the number
in Chicago that is bound to extend that flop before the eighth or ninth
detrimental, if not wholly disas- week is reached conclusively prove
trous, effects to the Saturday ana that there is a new era of theatrical
Sunday night receipts at loop the- atmosphere hereabouts.
atres. With the week-end capacity
So important have these dance
trade slipping and it has' been halls become that the wisest of
slipping for more than five months loop theatre owners have started an
tho^egit theatre managers in the investigation, calling in the License
loop will have to look around for Board officers at City Hall to asthe reason for it. Variety has found certain the fairness of the license
that Chicago's entertainment is for- tax that are made for various sorts
saking the loop by leaps n.nd of entertainment privileges in Chibounds, establishing itself, instead, cago.
It is said the owners of entertainin the areas known as the North
and South sides.
ment spots in the north and south
sides
To some who are commenting upare getting away with "muron the utter "deadness" of the loop der" in the matter of assessments,
streets the moment curtain time is and the wrath of the loop theatre
reached, and particularly after the managers, who are taxed beyond
theatre,
when the usual merry what conditions now prove they can
throngs are missing at downtown cover financially successful, is gradually rising so speedily that a good
cafe.", with those who do go to the
theatres making a bee line for either clash is expected this summer in
the North or South sides, the solu- the
endeavors of the respective
this
least

some

—

—

4

tion of the new change of night life
for Chicago merrymakers is now
Visible, and the wisest of showmen
it behooves theatre owners to
and consider the rapidly
changing conditions with more seri-

claim
unite

ousness.

There are those who have financial interests in loop theatres, who
are not residents of Chicago, who
come here and realize Chicago is
in the loop.
That's a badly mistaken idea. At one time it was the
truth. But times have changed and
Chicago centres of amusement have

changed with them
Two mammoth dance
.

with

halls,

their elaborate double offerings of
extra inducements for the visitors.
are the whole cause of the merry
throngs forsaking the loop. In the
whirl of modern day improvements
and the double dish of entertainment the visitors find in these unbelievably arrayed dance halls, the
youthful Chicago public, not to
mention the older class, drawn more

parties to battle for their rights.
City Hall authorities expect it and
are prepared for it.
The outcoming is apt to completely revise the center of Chicago's
amusements and thoroughly encouraged the Shuberts to go in stronger
for the idea of erecting a new legitimate theatre on the North Side,
with its population of 800,000.
A taxi ride, such as the Variety
man made last night to such places
as Dreamland, 1761
Van Buren
street;
Arcadia, 4450 Broadway;
Guyon's Paradise, 124 N. Crawford
street;
Hunting House, 4616 N.
Clark and 4823 N. Kenzie streets;
Vista Gardens, 824 B. 47th street;
Palisades, 120 N. Crawford; Merry
Garden. 644 Cottage Grave, and
Driscoll'8 Dreamland, 3829 W. Madison street, quickly tells what ails
the new conditions of night merriment in the loop district. The crowds
at all these places indicated a night
before
a holiday trade, but it

(Continued on page 21)

OPPOSITION STOCKS
Belasco

Players Open with
from Gnrrick Stock

at

7.

the

Shubert Belasco opened Sunday
night to a capacity house in Sacha
Guitry's "Sleeping Partners." Karlc
Koxo and Wanda Lyon, former leads
of the Uarrick Theatre stock, art

The
heading this organization.
opening bill gives Mr. Foxe a "near
monolog," which he handles exceptionally well.

Will lis Clark appears as the husband, while Jay Strong, last season
here with the (Jarriek Players, apAll give
pears as the servant.
performances
Lumsden
capable
Hare directed the piece, while William Schaefe, Jr., is the scenic
artist.

Arthujr Leslie Smith, who is presenting the company, was treasurer
of Mutual Productions, and this
company is what mii'ht be termed
an "upshot" of the inner misunderstandings of the business heads
of the first company.

Next week the company is doing
"The Ouija Hoard," to be followed
by "Getting Gertie's Garter." It is
the intention of Mr. Smith to pi«
sent New York successes that have
never been seen

locally.

Opening

"Pinwheel"

New Names

"Washington, D. C, June

The new Pclasco Players

HERNDON'S REVUE

Leads

to

at

Carroll

Broadway

Richard Herndon will have two
attractions uader his management. First to appear will be "Pinwheel," designed along revue lines,
which will open at the Earl Carroll
theatre Monday. Michio Itow, Japanese dance star, will be featured.

new

The show

will

be

SHOW

$20,000 "Angel" Proposition
younger
Passed Up Alleged Barter

At

at

CONGRESSMAN HERRICK
REFUSES TO BACK

made up

of

20

dance numbers, songs and comedy,
with a company of 36 players.
In the show in addition are names
new to Broadway, including Marguerite Agneil, Anita Kntcrs, Rosalyn Fuller. Margaret Pettit, Valecia
Sorec, B«nla Gluckoff. Zoltan Hecht,
Yugi Itow, Sarat La Hin and Yasuhl

OLIVE THOMAS'

MAY REACH

JUMPED INTO DEARIE'

TRACED TO DANCE PLACES

—

for Alienation Suit

Congressman
Manuel Herrick,
from Oklahoma, who has broken

Placed

Last

Friday,

Just Mostly

Ahead "Follies" Opening
Geo. Choos Complains

Choos having turned

new
it

"Follies,"

over to F.

Ziegfeld on a royalty basis calling
for the payment of $400 weekly to
Choos. The latter inserted a statement about the matter in this issue
of Variety.

man

I

after

if

am
all,

necessary I will teach
not a hick Congress-

and that

I

know New

by

Auction

Carter's

Schedules showing the assets
and
of the estate of
Olive

liabilities

Thomas, who died of mercurial poi ,
8
oning in the American Hospital

Paris, France, Sept. 10, 1920,
havj
been filed with the State Tax Commission, and are expected to
be
made public shortly.
The actress, the wife ot Jack
Pickford and divorced from Ber.

nard Krug Thomas

in 1915,

left no

With the consent of her hu«.
band;
Lourene Van Kirk, her
mother; and James Michael Duffy
and William Leroy Duffy, brothers
will.

the

Surrogate's Court appointed'
Nathan Burkan, the attorney, administrator of the estate.
Pickford is reported as having as.
signed his one-half intirest in the
estate to his wife's mother. This i«
said to have been done to eliminate
family friction.
Nov. 22, 1920, at a public sale
conducted by Samuel Marx, an auctioneer and appraiser, $26,921 wai

realized upon Miss Thomas' per.
sonal effects, said to have been al.
most her entire estate, the sales and

what they brought being as
lows:
Cadillac automobile, $5,000;

fol.

Jew.

elry case, $13;

seal ring, $7; silver
ring, $4.50; beaded bag, with
sapphire clasp, $32.50; lot of as-

snake

TWO YEARS FOR

farmer, but

$26,1

sorted pieces; $11; jade ornament,
trying to wean artists away from $42.50; band bracelet, $50; twisted
other managers. Ziegfeld made no gold ribbon bracelet,
$26;
Jade
reply other than "Charlie is kid- necklace, brilliant clasp, $185; 14k
ding,'* and has made no comment gold cigaret case, $50; gold chain,
regarding the insertion of the nov- $22.50; gold and platinum cigaret
The luminous case, $250; gold cigaret case with
elty into "Dearie."
paint idea was first shown in the gold chain, $650; 14k gold mesh bag
"Music Box Revue," Sauvage also with sapphire, $225; gold cigaret
case, set with emeralds, $170; gold
being the designer of it.
toilet set, 20 pieces (bought by Mabel Normand), $1,425, and a long
MILLER pearl and sapphire necklace, $875.
diamond pearl brooch and

and himself.
The Congressman stated that the
interview ended in this manner:
"Furthermore, I want to inform you
that you thought you could slander
a hick Congressman with impunity
just because he happened to be a Chorus
you that

ES'

Estate, $14,000

*

into the pagee of the dailies beChoos stated that C. B. Dillingcause of his self conducted beauty
contest and an alleged breach of ham did secure the privilege of
using
the luminous paint before he
promise suit for $50,000, has again
This purchased the rights from Sauvage,
caused considerable interest.
time th* lady, Anna Nuebel, it is but complained that it was not until
stated, called at his office in the the eve of the "Follies" premiere
House Office Building and offered that the idea was placed in "Dearie."
with the special
to drop her breach of promise suit Two costumes
shown in the
are
if
the Congressman would invest preparation
"Kalua"
number.
In the lace num$20,000 in a play in which she would
be starred, named "Paradise Alley." ber for the "Follies" there are 60
luminous paint.
The Congressman stated he not costumes with the
The cost of the scene is placed at
only refused to donate the money,
$30,000.
but that he feafed no legal action
Dillingham and Ziegfeld are parton the part of Miss Nuebel.
He
states he has been taken for a hick ners with Erlanger in the control
Congressman and that the suit of the New Amsterdam and other
against him which has caused so theatres, the trio ateo being jointly
much publicity has never even been concerned in productions, of which
to be one.
filed and that he and his attorney the "Follies" is said
had made a thorough search of the Some time ago Dillingham stated
court records of New York and that Ziegfeld just could not stop

could find nothing. At a recent interview Congressman Herrick had
the son of another Congressman
concealed behind a book case and
with the result that he presented a
sworn copy of the conversation
that took place between the lady

Realized

Sale—Frank

The sudden appearance of the
luminous paint costume idea in
"Good Morning, Dearie" last Friday
was the subject of complaint this
week of George Choos, who secured
the rights from Sauvage, a Parisian
inventor. The novelty is made one
of the features of the

9, 1|

A

Man and

Stage Manager
Convicted of Bigamy and Perjury

Toronto, June 7.
Cay nor R. Miller was sentenced
to two years in the Kingston (Can.)
penitentiary by Magistrate Jones
June 2 in the local police court.

York about as well as you do. I
have been there and retained Ullman & Hunting, and I will furthermore inform you that I know more
Miller had been chorus man and
about your past than you have any
stage manager with "And Very
idea.
I know enough about you to
several
raise the hair on your head, as you Nice, Too," playing here
are in the habit of saying, but I weeks ago, when Miller, registered
George
Arlington
Hotel
as
the
at
will be guided by circumstances. It
16-year-old Thelma
will be according to whether you Miller,* married

sapphire pin, $500; monogram set,
$30; platinum arrow pin, 40 brilliants, $100; pearl necklace, with 1M
pearls and diamond clasp, $2,500;
Pearl and sapphire bracelet, $300;
diamond necklace, 100 brilliants,

$2,600;

crystal

cigaret

diamond and sapphire

case,
bracelet,

$80;
>rith

200 diamonds, $3,100; sapphire and
pearl ring, with tWo pearls, $110;
platinum ring, with single peari
$200; cluster ring, with 21 brib
Hants, $40; American button pearl
ring, $650; platinum set with star
sapphire,
and
$425,
American
bronze pearl ring with brilliants,

stop this monkey business or not." Budd, daughter of the hotel's proprietress.
Since a number of ^interviews
His conviction for bigamy fol- $375.
have appeared in the local press as
Platinum diamond ring, about
emanating from the Congressman, lowed testimony showing Miller 10 carats,
$3,050; chest of silver tahe has practically refused to talk, had married Mrs. Perseus A. Web- bleware,
167 pieces, $825; velvet
the interviews being the instiga- ster in 1918 in New York. The per- skirt
and waist, $15; velvet drej*,
tors of a great deal of mirth. In a jury charge was through Miller
$37.50; velvet dress and blouse, $55;
typewritten statement he said that, stating the girl's age as 18 when velvet dre*s
and blouse, $40; velvet
actuated by her manager, Carl making application for the marriage dress
a..d velvet coat, $47.50; *r«
Helm of New York City, the plan license.
ange velvet evening wrap, fur #ol«
Miller, in his defense, said his
of financing the show was submitlar,
$110;
Maroon velvet coat
wife had left him after the first
ted.
trimmed with blue lynx, $80; •
The Congressman Is emphatic six months of their wedded life and stone marten stole, $325; black velthat he will not marry the actress; he had asked a frienJ. to procure a vet coat, with Fisher collar and
As it
that she doesn't want to marry him, divorce for him in Illinois.
cuffs,
wrap,
$60;
blue
velvet
Just wants his money, but, on the was easy, Miller said, to secure a trimmed with ermine, $180; cloth
other hand, Miss Nuebel states: divorce in that State, he thought coat with muekrat lining, $70; Hud«
"Yes, after all that has been said his friend had properly attended to son seal coatee, with belt, $75; stone
and done in the newspapers and it, although hearing nothing further marten scarf and pair of stone
the harsh things that have been about the divorce matter.
marten cuffs, $65; long sable coat,
The minister who married the $1,800; cocoa mat. $12, and small
said about me, I am still willing to
marry him, and if he were to say couple in this city was scathingly frame, $25.
the word that ceremony would be denounced by Mrs. Budd after the
An action was filed June 25, 1W1.
performed tomorrow."
She also trial, as the girl's appearance indi- against Miss Thomas' estate by tbl
said that the Congressman's "am- cated she could not be over 16.
executors of the Daniel Neuman
bitions" and her own conflicted intate for $9,472 alleged due ir fur«
asmuch as he wants to live in Oklaniching her apartment.
The larg"SCANDALS" CLOSING?
homa with her, whereas she deest item on the list was $1,874 for
sired him to go on the stage with
George White is reported closing a bedroom suite.
her.
his "Scandals" at
St.
Paul next
The deceased is also survived W
"More monkey business" is the Thursday, and unless a change of a stepsister, Harriet Van Kirk.
manner in which Congressman Her- plans is made the show will be eight years old.
brought back to New York. "Scanrick styles the whole affair.
The engagement of Jack rickford
dals" was routed to the coast. Busi- to marry Marilyn Miller appearing
ness has been reported off in the in "Sally" has been announced. Mia*
week Standi of the mid-west, but Miller is the widow of Frank CarDITRICHSTEIN CLOSING
business in the one-nighters was ter, who was killed in an autorno*
San Francisco,

W

June

7.

Leo Ditrlchstein, who is appearing in a series of plays at the Century here, will close his tour in San
Francisco at the end of the present

quoted from $2,000 to $3,000 nightly.
White has produced "Scandals"
a summer revue for the past
three seasons.
Recently he announced he would not put on a new
production until the first of the

as

Wuriu.
"That Day" a new drama by Louis engagement.
"The
Unloved
Wife,"
which year.
Anspacher has also been secured by
Herndon. It will be tried out dur- played a week at the Orpheum,
Oakland,
and
drew
$4,200, closed
ing July.
last week in Sacramento.

bile

accident

May

9,

1920.

Carter

died

intestate leaving (excluding
$25,000 in life insurance, payable to
his widow and mother) an estate

of $14,163.73, out o" which, accord-

ing to an accounting tiled in
Surrogate's Court, Miss iMiller
ceived $5,894.95.

th *
re-

ICE BALLET IN MEXICO CITY

NEW STARR SHOW AT LYCEUM

Pauline Frederick With Mother
Ogdensburg. N. Y., June 7.
Recovering from a slight operation undergone in a New York hospital,
Pauline Frederick has returned here, her home town, to
out f town in the piece and spend the summer with her mother
n disbanded until the New
Her husband. Dr. Charles Ruther-

"Shore Ix'ave," the new starring
vehicle for Frances Stair produced
by David Belasco, is scheduled to
open August 5 at the Lyceum, New
York.
Th company appeared two
w«
hat,

b»

<

York opening.

ford, will later Join his wife here.

Jaek Mason, the producer, is preparing an ice skating ballet which
will he headed by Charlotte, and will
go to Mexico City shortly for an extended engagement.

The

ice ballet will utilize

a com-

position similar to real ice, but not
having the latter'* melting quali-

ties.
The ballet will appear in the
principal bull ring of MeslCQ City.

»pt»mber.
Hiish has managed the I'avlo**
tours for a number of season* *"
season the Russian dnnc< star'*'
••

»

1

tour the Orient

—

-

June

Friday,

LEGITIMATE

1W*

9,

———
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VOLUNTARY CENSORSHIP CORMICAN BANKRUPTCY

SYNDICATE'S COMBINATION PLAN

GOING INTO EFFECT

HELD UP BY INDEPENDENTS

Two Changes Made

in

PROCEEDINGS STARTED
Members

Plan

aries

Operative for One Year

Want

Money

to See

COURT DECISION

First U. S.

—Selwyns and Harris' Offer of $3,000,000 Each,

HITS THEATRE UNIONS

with $100,000 Yearly Salary

Labor
The booking and pooling combiErlanger and the
nation of A. L.
ghuberta that promises to provide
most important managerial
the
changes in the legitimate field for

which

years and

due to operate

is

falls short of comin the fail, still
Hesitancy on the part of
pletion,
i

Sam H.

the

Harris,

Selwyus and

Bubsorih:* to the
A. H. Woods to
plan is believed to furnfsa the rea-

gons that have held up making
the combination complete. Another
angle and the one that perhaps
situation is the
is the key to the
proposed formation of a $100,000,000
corporation to take over control of
the country's leading theatres.
Development of the combine has
been made the more vital in the
eyes of both the Hrla'ngers and
the Shu herts because of the more
materialistic angle presented by the
proposal to iinanee the major portheatricals in
tion of legitimate
Downtown money
Street.
Wall

that they would retain at least 50
per cent, interest in their theatres
and attractions as represented in
stock equivalent to that figure.
This offer is believed to have interested the managers, but they
have not agreed to the booking and
pooling agreement entered into between Erlanger and the Shuberts.
though it is pretty well understood
pressure has been brought to bear.
According to inside information,
their attitude has been to "see the
color of the money" anticipated from
the conversion of theatres and shows
to a corporation before signing as
a member of the booking and pooling combine.
For tho past several
years the Selwyns, Harris and Arthur Hopkins have been acquiring
and building theatres
the bi£
Stands, the object of which they
stated to be a protective one in the
matter of bookings. Woods, though
i

i

never openly alliliated with the
other producers, is said to have
stood in line to support them if ocHi3 position is the
moguls have become interested in casion arose.
vaudeville fields of same as theirs at present. With the
picture and
amusements, but the diversified in- new houses now nearly completed
In Chicago, the Selwyns and Harterests in the $2 field and the reris
are protected in the major
ports of heavy lOSMiJ have counterbalanced inclination to investment stands, barring Philadelphia, where
they also intend building.
in it until recently.
The probable reason these manErlanger and the Shuberts have
placed their cards on the table for agers have refused joining the ErThe plan to incor- langer-Shubert combine is that
Wall Street.
porate the legitimate theatre gained they have booking agreements for
firm basis by proof of the equities their attractions, and those agreements have several years to run.
in theatre properties and the certified accounts proving that theatre
The combination would not bring
ownership is actually profitable, as about cancellation of the agreeagainst the speculative feature of ments, which continue unless speproduction.

cifically cancelled.

In order to turn over to the pro-

posed corporation virtually all the
theatres in the leading cities where
$2 attractions flourish, it is necessary for the twd theatrical magnates
to have the support of Selwyns,
Harris and Woods.
They are not
only prominent in production, but
are. owners of valuable legit theatres in New York, Boston, Chicago
and Cleveland.
It is understood the Wall Street
Idea has been laid fully before Sam
H. Harris and Edgar and Arch Selwyn; that Harris and the Selwyns
were offered $3,000,000 each for their
holdings; that they would receive
salaries of $100,000 per annum and

The proposed

control of theatricals via big finance has been elaborated since the original plan was
outlined. At that time it was supposed the corporation would only
purchase theatres. It is now said
that the theatre merger would include active production by the corAccording to the plans,
poration.
those producers selling out to the
combine would be retained under
salary and probably participate in
profits on their own managerial efforts.

Levi Mayer, the Chicago attorney,

named as the leading figure
complishing the $100,000,000
is

in aclegit

corporation.

Voluntary

able

censorship

is

now regarded as a

NEW PLAYS

LYCEUM AND EMPIRE'S

AT FULTON, OAKLAND

EXTENSIVE REPAIRS

George

Ebey Has PJans— Both N. Y. Theatres RemodEngages Stock for Next
elled Over Summer— McKay
Season
Succeeds Newman

George

Ebey,

associated with
the management

Maude Fulton

in

of the Fulton

Playhouse. Oakland,

Cal.,

New York

returned to

months

»ix

in

after

Europe.

Tentative
Arrangements were made by Mr.
Ebey while abroad for Miss Fulton
to stage "The Bat"
in a London
West End theatre next winter.
Crane Wilbur opened his summer
•cason at the Fulton, Oakland, June
4
During the engagement Wilbur
will appear in
four new plays of
Ws own writing, including "The
Monster,"
controlled
by A. H.
Woods, and "An Imported Wife," a
future George
Broadhurst productlo n.
Mile. Susanna Caubet. recently married
to Wilbur, will be
co-starred with him, making her
npo,lrance *n "The Imported
!!
*

"vif

Bessie Barriscale is
to

produce a

"ow play by her husband,
Howard
"'ckman,

at

the

August.
f
f

Fulton,

during

D " rln K

three weeks' Inspection
Eastern stock companies, Ebey
selected the following players
the Pulton company for next

^

* a «°n:

Isabel le

Lowe.

Dorothy

"'ackhurn. Lora
Rogers, Vaughn
0r Knn.
aIter
coks. john Mil .
«n Charles )jj r ,i (the
latter to act
••ft aw manager).

w

f«

W

4
,:ry;,nt
closed last week
tne Fulton stock, having com
ypiedtw,, years with the company.

wnh
,

,

The Lyceum and Empire, considamong the finest Broadway

ered-

theatres a generation ago and during the height of the late Charles
Frohman's activities, will be re-

modeled during the summer.

A new

stage will be built at the LyceSsn,
erected 22 years ago, and new carThe house is
pets will be laid.
owned by Daniel Frohman, but is
under the lease Jointly to David
Belasco and the Charles Frohman
Estate, which
ous Players.

is

controlle

1

by Fam-

The Empire is owned by the estates of Al Dayman and Frank
W. Sanger, and is under lease to
Charles Frohman, Inc.. of which
Miller is manager, having
been appointed by Famous Players

Gilbert

About 18 years ago,
season.
Charles Frohman expended $175,000
in rebuilding the interior, he stating at the time that he would not
permit the Empire to be outdone by
last

the

hewer

theatres.

understood Frederick M
Kay will succeed William N< win hi
as manage? of th>' Empire, the Appointment having been m id<* by
McKay was mat ager >!
Miller.
It

•

r

is

'The

C:'.arin.»."

which

recently

The i>; « • n*ai
he house
production offering
since moving his headquarters from

do*

<i

al

Miller'i

London.

I

first

Britain, Conn.,

June

7.

Cer-

to

the general working rules adopted.

Supreme Court Monday, One is that the Jury chosen by
in deciding the Coronada coal case, paddle from the list, is to be inheld that labor organizations, al- structed when a questioned play is
though unincorporated, are amena- to be Judged. A line will be drawn
ble to the Sherman Anti-Trust Act between what is classed a salacious
and that, under it, such organiza- play and that regarded as social or
tions may be prosecuted for re- artistic.
It is said this rule was
straint of interstate commerce. The
adopted at the suggestion of Arthur
court also held that labor unions Hopkins following the complaint
are
suable.
The decision wuh against "The Hairy Ape" to Magunanimous, as announced by Chief istrate McAdoo, who however read
Justice Taft.
the script and failed to interfere
The decision affects theatricals with its presentation.
IT.

S.

closely through the
ions allied with the
eration of Labor.

theatrical

un-

American Fed-

The Taft decision also affects
unions whether incorporated or not,
is said to be an indorsement of

and

ling,

Nelken and Frances Sterling Clarke,
formerly under Corm lean's manage*
ment, to whom he owes salaries.
set for the hearing in tho
is June 12, In the United
States District Court at New Haven. Provided that Cormican is adjudicated bankrupt, a lease held by
him on the Lyceum will be sold at

The date

bankruptcy

The lease, on which six
months' rent at $750 monthly has
been paid, represents the only
Tho
equity in Cormican's name.
lease has about three more months

auction.

The second new rule is the agree- to run.
ment that voluntary censorship be
Claims against Cormican by fortried for one year only. At the end mer members of his company total
of the season there may be revision over $1,300. There are other claims
of the entire plan. It Is known the by local business firms. Under tho
combined committee has worked out law those to w«hom wages arc owed

Danbury hatters'
Wage
creditors.
preferred
are
when every member of the its rules carefully.
Voluntary censorship was threat- claims against Cormican are as folunion was held responsible for
Crawford,
Edna Archer
damages, some to the extent of los- ened with a set-back following the lows:
Frances Sterling Clarke,
ing their homes and bank accounts. '•Hairy Ape" matter. The Produc- $113.65;
KathNelken,
$95.41;
Marcelle
twice
$125;
Association
The A. F. Of L. later made up the ing Managers'
losses by assesments of all mem- tabled final action in its participa- ryn Meredith, $100.05; Lynn StarRexford Kendrick,
$235.43;
bers.
tion to the plan. The P. M. A. will ling,
Samuel Gompers branded the now agree to full co-operation $229.68; George Campbell, $38.67;
Taft decision "as the most obnox- through its committee. Hopkins Is Desmond Gallagher, $150; Thomas
the verdict in the
case,

and unjust decision yet hand- chairman of the P. M. A. censorship Meegan, $45.32, and Horace James,
Louis Mann also has
ed down by the Supreme Court of committee, the others being Win- $146.64.
the United States and a fitting cli- throp Ames, C. D. Coburn, John claims against Cormican for $60
alleged due on a note, and $5.25 for
max to the decisions of the last few Golden and Henry Miller.
transportation, and $450 for royalty
months and since the ascension to
A. H. Woods for "Friendly
to
the Chief Justiceship of Mr. Taft."
Enemies."
(lumpers said, in part that the deI
The decision to start Involuntary
cision established the principle that
against
proceedings
bankruptcy
unions of labor are to be held reCormican followed a conference besponsible for the conduct of any of
tween Lawyer Nalr and the abovetheir members.
mentioned artists at White Plains,
The Taft decision followed an apN. Y., last Saturday, where Mr.
peal by the United Mine Workers
fwice Scheduled, First
Mann and members of the former
of America, District No. 21 of that
presented
Cormican
organization and its officers; 27
30, and Then June 2
wee'.-..
"Friendly
Enemies"
last
district
and
local unions in that
Be Legal Action
Practically the same cast as emtheir officers, and 65" individuals,
ployed by Cormican are playing "A
some of them not members of any
"Heads I Win," a three-act com- Prince There Was" at the White
union, from a decision by the
United States District Court of Ar- edy drama, scheduled to get under Plains this week.
kansas, approved by the Circuit way at' the Earl Carroll, first on
Because the state police departCourt of Appeals holding them Tuesday night, and then on Friday ment Monday issued orders that the
guilty of violating the Sherman night of last week, failed to open Lyceum remain closed until reinAnti-Trust Act during coal mine on either of its slated premieres.
spected and made to conform to
According to the Earl Carroll the state building regulations as
strikes in Arkansas in 1914, and imposing damages of $200,000,- trebled management, the Amphion Amuse- concerns theatres, the value of the
ment Co., sponsors of the show, had lease is questionable. The state cod«
under the anti-trust law.
agreed to pay the sum of $1,000 as requires that theatres be equipped
a forfeit if the show failed to open with asbestos curtains where picon Tuesday (May 31), and failed tures' are shown, which makes it
EQUITY PLAYERS, INC.
to do so.
possible, according to an interpreAlbany, N. Y., June 7.
of the law, for stock or
It was then proposed by the Am- tation
A charter has been granted to the
straight
should
vaudeville to appear at tho
the
show
people
that
phion
Equity Players, Inc., of New York
city, by Secretary of State John J. open Friday, June 2, but the Earl theatre.
There has been some talk among
Lyons. The papers filed by the or- Carroll management then declared
ganization state that it was formed it would have to receive the sum members of Cormican's former comThe
of
$1,000.
of
instead
$2,367.98,
pany
of their coming to New Britain
produce and present plays,
"to
dramas and other stage productions; extension of the original forfeit, it and openir.g the Lyceum under the
whereby tho
to tease, own and operate theatres is said, was based by the Carroll commonwealth plan
and to engage in all branches of the management on pro rata rent for company, stage crew and musici ins
May
Wednesday,
theatre
for
would
share
the
the
profits.
Until tho
business."
theatrical
According to the incorporation 31, and Thursday, June 1, because state police complete their Inspecdates
on
the
being
dark
house
tion
tho
tho
of
theatre,
materialization
shall
begin of
papers, the company
business with a capital of $1,000, mentioned. This was to have been of this plan is held in abeyance,
Cormican is still In New Brituln,
made up of 100 shares with a par paid over by Thursday, June 1, at
The Amphion refused to living at P. S. McMahon'a Bronson
6 p. ni
ralue of $10 each.
"P. S.," It Is said, has
The subscribers to the capital pay the $2,367.98, and the Carroll Hotel.
Paul N. Turner, 98 people accordingly refused to per- dropped about $5,000 fostering Corstock are:
open.
mican's adventures since he adshares; Edwin G. Marks and Henry mit the show to
The Amphion people turned the vented to New Britain. Following
J. Farrell, one share each.
The board of directors, which con- matter over to their attorney this the "crash" of Cormican's company
week, with Instructions to bring a it was reported that Cormican would
sists of 15 members follows:
George Arliss, Jane Cowl, Augus- legal action against the Carroll reopen the theatre with vaudeville
and pictures within a week, but
tin Duncan, John Emerson, Gilbert management for $10,000.
when members of the company conEmery, Katherine Emmitt. Elsie
sulted Lawyer Nalr relative to colFerguson, Frank Gillmore, Oliver P.
lecting their wages the lawyer, findHeggle. Mrs. Shelley Hull. Edith
ing that the lease had several
Wynne Matheson, Grant Mitchell,
months
to run, attached It.
"Mr.
P.m"
Elsie
Jsnis
Both
end
This
Turner
Paul
N.
Santley,
Joseph
made it impossible for Cormican to
Fsil to Attract on the Coast
and Francis Wilson.
transfer it, and, according to report, as "P. S." had been "hooked"
I .os Angeles, June 7.
QUARANTINE" FAMILIAR
Elsio Janis and Her Gang and for quite a chunk (and by an acLondon. June 7.
"Mr. Pirn," two succeeding attrac- tor), he decided against putting
"Quarantine," produced at the tions which played the Mason here, any of his cash Into the venture,
disclosed
was
an
Comedy last night,
both disappointed in point of re- advising Cormican to sell a half ina light comedy built around Un- ceipts. Last week "Mr. Pirn" drew terest in the theatre and thereby
familiar situation of an entirely in- less than $5,000, while the previous get working capital.
Cormican. it
nocent woman taking the place of week Miss Janis got around $1L',000, was understood, had interested a
an etoptnSj wifo to paVC her from although it was hoped she would Bristol, Conn., party in the theaa rash act and thereby compromis- top that
tre hut with the attachment on the
figure by St least $5,000.
ing herself as reward for her genThe indications are, however, that lease was unable to transfer the
eton.i tli t'd.
"The Circle,*' with John Drew :md lease or to keep the party interMrs. Leslie (\irter, will get at hist ested.
LEHAR'S FRASQUITA"
$1S. 500 at the house this week Th.
Folk* in New Britain are waf« hKritiz Lehar's nVWest operetta, show opened strong on Monday Ir.g developments, with intense Inst,
f<»r
It
is
hard to lmagm«
"Frasquita." will i>» produced here night. Two wee k s Is the length of
the engagement here but the sd
!Mvr<M< ttarsfield Melfahofl bein§
In
the fill by rleary \v. baragc
currently
forth
an
actor
entice
bv
after all hu
for
is
holding
the
second
week
not "taken"
The piece is
holding to expectations*
years of handling them.
in Vienna,
ious

"HEADS

WIN" FAILS

TO SHOW AT CARROLL

May

company

May

.

TRYING

New

for

James Cormican, former manager
recently
tainty for next season. At a meet- of the Cormican Players,
engagement at the Lying of the combined committees held closing an
here, was forced Into banklast Friday additional plans for cen- ceum
in the United States
sorship operating were adopted and ruptcy Monday
District Court at New Haven by

Broadway

AmenSherman Act
the selection of a Jury panel of 300
Lawyer David L. Nair of this city,
names was begun.
Gompers Replies
for Louis Mann. Lynn StarTwo changes have been made In acting Rexford
Kendrlck. Marcello
Organizations

•

The

stage

Only

Asset

P. M. A. Agreeable

frincipal Legit Producers

of Stock After Sal-

Due— Lease

TWO LOS ANGELES FLOPS
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—
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LITTLE THEATRES

INSIDE STUFF
ON LEGIT

G*o.
fiiimm

'

left for

professionals, but
all located in

It's questionable exactly how far Sir Conan Doyle hoaxed the members
of the American Society of Magi< inns at its annual dinner last week at
the Hotel McAlpin, New York.
Sir Conan presented a "spirit" film of
animals, showing It seriously at the dinner and the following day confirming the stories In the dailies it might have been Jn jest. When It
reaches magicians, spiritism is up against a hard boiled crowd. Harry
Houdml, president of the society, likely invited the noted writer to be
the society's guest. Mr. Jloudlni knows Sir Conan from the other side.
Houdinl also knows the fake medium work as utilized by magicians and
often by those who are not. For some reason Houdlnl will not publicly
disclose all he knows about magic. There arc other magicians who wilt
not The ethics of the magical profession are against an expose of
anything in mystery, hut there could be exceptions. Magic is a science,
perhaps not universally acknowledged. Now that leading lights of the
world are Influencing the world In Its opinion of spiritualism, magic,
as science, could go to the aid of the waverers. Spiritualism, through
the war, may be akin to faith for comfort.
Anything for the peace
of mind or contentment ordinarily should be encouraged If there could
Still the magicians understand these things far
be no after effects.
better than anyone else.
If they conclude it's best to lay off, there
doesn't seem to be any other In sight, not even scientists, to como for-

York

Woods has abandoned

his plan/* to build a theatre In Boston,
and is negotiating for the disposal of the real estate he acquired for
that purpose. Martin Herman is handling the matter for Woods. Tho
icsale of the property will be only at small sacrifice to the producer.

"The Follies" sent out invitations to the press for the first night, with
a stub attached containing the seat numbers In ink. Also in ink on the
body of the invitation appeared the name of the paper. As a prevenIn previous years the Zicgfeld
tive it should have proven effective.
management sent out premkeie tickets to tho press by registered mail
"The Follies"
It did not prove very satisfactory to the newspaper men.
scale the first night was $10. on hestra. Ticket brokers said they could
have obtained $100 a pair for the opening night, but could eccure no
tickets.

Louis Cohn, the billiard ball-headed ticket broker of Forty-second
has won another bet by guessing the measure of a Bi bad way
The show is the "Music Box Revue." The bet was with Irving
Louie declared after the first few weeks the show would play
Berlin.
The wager
until the first of June without falling under $20,000 weekly.
was for a suit of clothes, not to cost under $100. It is what- Kid, Cohn

street,
hit.

calls "easy pickins."

FRIARS* FROLIC
BACK STAGE
During the change of end men,
Felix Adler and Harry Kelly on the

way

to their respective chairs -(Kelly
his dog "Lizzie "), Felix in pass-

with

ing gave

card

— the

Harry the Friars'
queen of spades.

visiting

The scent of moth balls when the
minstrel first part mob that formed
the background assembled.
Eddie Miller refused an "invite"
to partake a real
Mack was accused of
.bringing along his own bartender.

from Andrew Mack
highball.

The
from

bunch
the

lamped

wings.

everything
Eddie Cantor

Ray Hitchcock, while
Maurice Diamond was doing his dif-

turned

to

comeback on the stage next season
maybe.
\

For instance, Brooklyn, many years back,
was the best-known amateur theThe
atrical town in the country.
Old Amaranth Society of Brooklyn
gave regular performances,

grad-

many

of the stage celebrities
Perhaps the best
of the present.
known readily recalled is Robert
Hillard.

uating

The Pasadena

Players, in

<Cal.)

playing "Ruddigore" for two weeks
during May, take rank with the
leading Little Theatres of the country. It was the first musical piece
in the five years that the organization has been active. Tho Community Playhouse always has done long
plays, finding no audiences for oneact efforts. Of the 20 plays produced
this season up to the first of June, 15
have been royalty plays.
Tho Pa?adena Community Playhouse is a civic enterprise, nonprofit and for the sole purpose to

Roland Young will succeed Tom Proctor's, Troy, N. y., j une
Wise with the Toronto (Robin?) Rena Titua of Troy, who was
company for two weeks.
genue with the Proctor Players

N.

closed recently because
business.
Mr. James, the
leading man and manager, paid his
cast in full.
Tho cast members,

eie,

Y.,

is way up on Charles
far from the theatrical district. It is, however, in the heart
of
the choicest residential district in
town. And now, despite the low
prices, society is flocking en masse
to the productions, and there is
scarcely a night when the house is
not sold out.

Jack

street,

Donald
McMillan,
(Mae), Virginia Zollman,
Margie Duncan, Jcre Taylen, Geo.
V. Brooks and Dorothea Howard,
have signed a statement acknowlBruce,

Efith

May

''he Waldorf, Lynn, Mass, owned
by the Moc Mark Amusement Corporation of New York, will open
next fall, it is understood, with the
Shubert Players, a stock company.
This theatre, which formerly ran
films, was closed immediately after
its purchase last spring from the
Black Amusement Co. of Boston.
It
is
announced the Arlington
Player*, last season at the Arlington, Boston, will open an engageUfcMit
at
the Auditorium, Lynn,
Mass., Labor Day. This theatre has
been closed since April, when the
New Auditorium Players t oneluded

j

Community Playhouse explains
is

it

it-

closed tho

"not In competition with
Cliff

week

of

June

their

The Inter-Theatre Arts, Inc., Is
presenting "Shoot," by Henry WagMacdowcll Gallery, New York, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. Grlbble's "March
Hares" was an early Broadway attraction

season.

this

Charlotte
Granville and Donald Cameron are
featured
In
the
presentation
of
"Shoot."

The Thilopatrians, Philadelphia's
amateur dramatic club, is presenting
William CollieV.'j comedy success of
a couple of peasons ago, "The Hottentot," al this week at the Broad
Street theatre. Janus J. Skelly. well

known

here,

has the role of

Sam

Harrington, and Alhe Kothwell, who
shortly begins a stage career, is the
heroine. The performance* are for
the benefit of the House of the Good

The company, an

excellent cue, received extraordinary praise from the
press.
"Tho Call" in a full page
headline Sunday called it the best
stock company Newark has ever
had. So far business has been bad,
and, while picking up a little, it is
far from giving an even break. Miss

Fealy

Shepherd!

to win and is
personal appearances la
many parts of the city. Of great interest was the virtually legitimate
debut Monday of Kay Lanrell la
"Call the Doctor." Miss Laurell appeared in the part created by Char-

19.

lotte

ark,
the

Little

Lionel
Alcazar.

Samuel, manager of the
San Francisco, returned
week from New York and announced he had engaged Belle Bennett and Grace Valentine as leading
last

women for the summer season that
30.
Dudley Ayres, the
present leading man, closes June 20
and will be succeeded by Herbert
Heyes, Fox film actor.
Miss Bennett will open July 30, succeeding
Gladys George.
The Alcaanr announces a reduction in prices. The
night scale is to be $1 top except
Saturday.
holiday
Sunday,
and
opens July

N.

J.,

will

Lowlands"

present

Juno

"Marta

of

her stock play-

Week

Coral Weston, daughter of MrsWeston, of the Loew hooking

Boyd, Pierre

at

Watkin and Mabel Cob ord of the
Albany PTOCtOT Players will be
members of the stock which opens

is

Camp

m

charge ot the eeneerJl

Curry, Yosemite Valley.

For the hist time

in

three years,

Somervillc Players, who have
been preventing a varied repertoire
of plays at the Stone opera house,
Blnghamton, N. Y., are going 10
take a rest. Thin week's prediction
of "Her Unborn Child" will " iark
their last
here l0f
presentation
the

of its production* this year,
creditable for a city of
Its competitor, the Little
Guild. Inc., virtually aban-

very

Theatre

$1.25 will prevail.

1011a

ofnecft,

The don* d Newark and gave Its performTheatre' movement has not ances' in Orange to
small but better
received much support in Newark, attdlencea than
It
could attract In
but the Guild has managed to carry Newark. Both
organisations, despite
through its program this year. It extreme economy,
regularly face a
probably drew not over 150 people deficit,
15-16.

when

nights,

day matinees will be 25-50. Samuel
also states that Willard Mack i»
coming to San Francisco to cooperate with Hugh Knox, the Alcazar stage director, in producing two
new plays by Mack. Amon^ other
new plays to be staged at the Alcazar is "The (Seventh Ducat," week of
June 18.

I

any

that she

Barry McCormicfc heads a dramatio stock company that will open
at
tho
Kurtz,
Bethlehem, Pa^
June 12.

claimed.
The Broadway stock
Philadelphia)
closed
last
week after five weeks of poor business. The company was well above
average, the plays were good and
the production was excellent, but the
foreign population down there could
not be interested in anything but
rapid-fire vaudcviHe." A public appeal for support was made from he
stage, but no response was forthcoming during the final week.

420.000.

She showed

sibilities.

(South

fur

Theatre Guild of New-

Walker.

has much to learn as an actress, but
her sincerity and personal charm
won the day. She has decided pos-

is

not

The

working hard

is

making

era will continue at the Cross Keys,
Philadelphia, where business, after a
slow start, has been satisfactory, it

Clara Joel, William

Du-

Maudo Ff.ily's Players openeu last
at the Broad, Newark. N. J.,
with "Smilin* Through" at %\ top.

Thompson and Nana Bryant

Mae Desmond and

to

week

Women.

staff Gribble, at the

engagement and went

luth.

—

his junior.

for

The

New Lyceum

of poor

edging full receipt of any moneys
due to disprove a report that the
management had default*
on the
last week's salary of a two-week
engagement. The company will reopen in the fall. Meantime Messrs.
^Jamcs and Kraemer arc negotiating
keep drama alive In a community for a house In Gi eater New York to
that would have had nothing but conduct a company over the sum^pictures until its success last year mer.
«
encouraged a stock company to open
there last winter.
The Drama Players' Stock ComThe cast for the presentation of pany at Kan«as City (Grand) for
"Ruddigore''
Reis, a number of weeks closed Saturwas George
Louise Dorr, Oretchen Alt peter, day.
"Adam and Eva" was the
^Walter Ogler, Edward Murphy, E. H. closing bill.
The company, which
Atlee and Marjorie Sinclair, all be- was under the management of J. I».
ing non -professionals. Gilmor Brown Adams, opened tho week befcrc
staged the show, with Will Rounds Easter, rather as an experiment, it
the musical director.
Among the being understood he would give it
season's presentations were: "Pom- a three weeks' tryout. To the surander Walk," "Seven Keys to Bald- prise of everyone the company
pate," "Little Women." "The Dawn "caught on" and business built up
of Tomorrow," "His House in Or- amazingly.
The Grand is an old
lai -from -modern
der," "The Things That Count," and
playhouse,
"King Lear," "Too Many Cooks," not at all suitable for a summer run.
It
was
announced
the
"Good Gracious Annabcllc, " "Eeyond
Drama Playthe Horizon," "The Yellow Jacket," ers would try for a summer run in
"Strife,"
"Sister Beatrice,"
"The the Empress, but the deal was oft
Great Divide," "The Charm School'' before it was consummated. Adams
and "Tho Rejuvenation of Aunt decided it was best to close before
He has
Mary." The latter two plays fol- tho hot weather araived.
announced that the company will
lowed "Ruddigore."
open
its
regular
season
at
the
Grand
The spirit with which the Little
Theatre movement has been sup- tho latter part of August.
ported in Pasadena has attracted atThe Alhambra Players, Brooklyn,
tention along the coast. As the
self,

21

C

many months, will be in tho
A dramatic stock under the man- as will Marion Lord, a former castProc,
agement of P. F. Shay opened Mon- tor Player.
day at the People's on the Bowery,
In
"Scandal."
The company is
"Romance," by Edward Sheldon
headed by Paula Shay and Frank is leading the voting
contest belnjr
G. JBond.
Other members Include held at the New Lyceum,
Baltimore
C. A. Winters, William Balfour, for the
popular "request" week play
Mortimer Martini, Eugene La Rue, to be given during
the week of j une
Kdna Van Buelow, Gwendolyn- De 19 by the George
Marshall company
Lany, Zora Garber, Dorothy Holmes
now holding forth. Lilynn Tashman
and Herbert Astson. Bond, in addiis
being imported this week for
tion to playing the hade, is the di"What's Your Husband Doing?"
rector. The same company recently
Elizabeth Risdon ended a two-week
appeared in Bridgeport under the
stay becautc of an engagement
Shay management.
which she had with a Sam Harris
tryout. Following the "What's
Your
Tho Wynters stock has moved to Husband Doing?"
"Sleeping par t,
the
Victoria
theatre,
Wheeling. ners," by Sacha
Guitry, will be at*
W. Va., from the Court in that city. tempted. For
this production Talhilah Bank head will be brought into
The dramatic stock company tho cast. During the first
three
which Freddio James and Richard weeks of the company's
stay in BalKraemer conducted in Poughkeep- timore it was hard
sledding.

any other amusement activity, any
Several anxious players beat the more than the public library is with of the Fulton, Oakland, Cal., have
fireman by stealing a smoke It was the bookstores.
Our Community left that stock and will join the
framed to tell him that the clgaret
Wilkes' Majestic stock, Los Angeles.
was for the next act. Weber told- Players are amateurs in the best George Barnes, at the Wilkes house
the fireman he was holding his for senso of the word, as they play for in
Denver, also goes to Los Angeles.
the love of it rather than a« a busiFields, and got away with it.
ness. The plays they give are inciThe
Corse
Pay ton stock at
Jack Mason/ who did the dances, dental to the deeper purpose of the
crashed on for the hoofing finale of organization, which Is not to make Keeney's Bay Ridge. Brooklyn, N.
the minstrel section.
He flung a actors, but to provide opportunity Y., closcc Saturday. The same comtambourine about and directed the
pany will reopen there Labor Day.
steppers as the curtain rose and fell for self-expression, as well as to
bring the people together in Joyful
to thunderous applause.
George Gaul returned to the Stuco-operation for their own enterart Walker Company, Indianapolis
George M. Cohan lamped Joe tainment."
In tho current bill, "The BoomerWeber trying to remember what he
Each summer a number of outdoor
was going to say. George took off productions have been made In the ang." For the third year the Walker
company Is admitting free to matihis straw lid and exclaimed: "Say,
Joe, you're almost as gray as I am." open air theatre at Brookside Park, nees service men in local hospitals
Joe admits 54 summers and win- and the Idea Is planned for this sea- and members of the Home for Aged
ters. George If, Is about seven years son also.

hoofing, and said: "Can you
Cohan tolled In from Boston early
imagine that guy! He never loses In the day. He made three trips to
a pound with all his hard work " Great Neck during the day.
diamond appeared for the first time
He was suffering
in three weeks.
The scene mask for the parlor set
with a bad lo^. He almost passed used for the " Barber's Hall" was
out.
placed 20 feet back of the "center
stage fancy" to give the mob room
Pill Phinnoy ran the works on the in the rushes "to the dining -room"
Manhattan stage. His chief worry When Dave Ferguson announced
was digging up wash buckets for the Avatermclon now being served" and
"champagne now ready." One of
boys to remove the burnt coik.
the football wedges was fatal to Jay
Gould, who was stepped on and reFrom the stage the house looked tired, leaving but seven "high
capacity from pit to dome, and it browns" for the i« st ».f the act. The
was inspiring to the perspiring. boys have been n hearsing all day
The total and were hungry During one exit
Friars work In the Frolic
takings were $111,004) and the ctilb Bert MhadOW was eating one of the
Home free sandwiches and rushed rn at the
took down $12,000 profit.
show, and 6H a warm Sunday night cue with the morsel in his hand.
Uune 4).
Bert didn't want to be called by
Willie <*ollier for the slip, so looked
Joe Ma«k lost his Wig for the Kule about to dispose of it. lie succeedshoving it down the back of
rum her. Everybody else in the n um- ed,
Tyler Brooke, who played a dame
bel tatted borrowing each other's
mustard
and all.
but there was still one shy at curtain time.
Frank Tinm y as an end man,
paired with 11 itchy, made a regular
It
was th^ Hffli time for Let* nionolog out Of l> im Inning Kveryhedy thought it put something over
PleMf and Joe W« ber to be ba»
stag* logelhei fur five year*. They on Collier in explaining that when
irtniH gel old th« y tn.iki Interlocurehearsed their ^Vike'' and "Meyer
hit and were as n«?rv<iriH about it as
tor! out of Yrn
ToMler and the entwo thorMera. They are to pull a lue circle laughed heartily.
/oce.
ficult

—

city

Joining tho greater city.

for

A. H.

these

suburbs or those regional parts
that go to make up Greater New
York seemingly do not go in for the
Little theatre movement as before

The City of New York has condemned a tract of land of the Actors'
Fund Home property in Staten Island, New York, and will improve it

About the same time George Broadhurst started his $50,000 damage
suit in Baltimore against John Symon for assault on the high seas (aired
in the daily press), the playwright-producer's New York attorney settled a $1,230 claim against Robert M. Catts, a real estate man.
Catts
held a 10 per cont. interest in Broadhurst's flop mystery production,
"The Elton Case."- Catts was to share ciUier way, profits or losses, and
after all was said and done ho owed Broadhurst $2,230, $1,000 of which
he paid. The producer sued for the balance through Nathan Vldaver,
but Catts settled before the case went much further.

peculiarly

Manhattan (New
proper tho Island). The

are

ward.

Daniel Frohman, president of the Actors'
i urposes of a highway.
Fund, and Mortimer Flshel, his counsel, were down to the corporation
counsel's office this week fixing a price on the property, which tho city
will reimburse the fund with.

the

Playhouso.
Provincetown
They
were "He" by Eugene O'Neill;
I "There
Will Be No Performance,"
by Lajos Kgrl, and "On tho Other
Hand," by Gustav Davidson.
The
proceeds were placed in the Guild's
building fund, from which it will
erect a Little theatre in tho Bronx.
Several sections, somewhat remote
from Times Square, have their own
playhouso for amateurs or seml-

Appleton is arranging to take a continental trip during the
Hie ilrst lengthy stop will be Berlin.

J.
i.

playlets June 2-4 at

of three

the coast last Friday, accompanied by Louis Epstein.
The Sunday before Jolson had played the Sunday night performance
«t the Winter Garden, receiving 60 per cent, of the gross, which ran
to $4,292 at $2 50 top; 260 standees were also there. The singing comet
will remain on the coast for tho greater part of the summer.

Al Jolson

STOCKS

The Town Drama Guild of the
Bronx, New York, gave a program

Little

some

time.

Manager

II.

*'

A<1<*'*

«on MyH one of the reasons for
vacation at the present Hmf |U
serlottS
I

illness

leading lady.

of

Bulb

the
,h *

KieldiW?'

-f

-

.
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LOWER PARTY RATE

PLAYS THIS WEEK,
LESS THAN 20 LEFT BY JULY

DUGGANS' DAMAGE SUITS

LOOKS QUITE DUBIOUS AGAINST CHICAGO HOTEL
Passes Up Mr. and Mrs. Duggan Each
Has Claim for $25,000—
Sales-

C. C. Apparently

I-

Theatrical

men

!',T

—

Interests

Trials Corrijfig
~

Also Concerned

BR0ADHURST ASSAyLTED

Three Openings Monday—'Tollies" $10,000 First
Decoration Day
Night—Biggest Show Yet
Worst for Legit House in Ten Years

|

—

Theatre Manager Causes Arrest
Assailant on Shipboard
Baltimore,

John

Burne«s

Symon,

June

»

Into the courts will go tho damago suit registered against the

with no other comment at this time,
is regarded as a rejection of theinterests for, a party rate.
Immediately following the I.. C. C.
order the Railroad Labor Board at
Chicago ordered reductions in labor
wage scales. This may provide some
opportunity, for the sought for party
rate later in the surnmer.. "*

Sap

atrical

June '7.

Clitc.ago,

Interstate

tlid

to the railroads for a reduction of freight rates,

7.

of

of

Instruct Tons

Commerce Commission

of*

Up

*

i

Congress hotel by Mr. and Mrs.
Walter S. I>uggan last October.
when they were ordered out of the
hotel by the night house detective
after having been guests there far
more than two months, and at a
time when Mrs.* Duggan's mbther
was occupying an adjoining room at

.

was held under $5,000
bond Friday before J. Frank SupCommissioner, for assaulting George H. Broadhurat, 5G years
Amearlier than usual at' the fteV
Wrlltam B. Hanley. Jr., a member old, playwright and^ owner of
the!
whiie
Yor}c,
Monday,
of the"Players': Club.' San Francisco^ P'ruadhurst Theatre, New
sterdam, New,
York.
The allegVti attack took .place'
comstock & .Upst provided- a,notheB joined the Henry Miller- company
A rpepting on the' rate matter w.ajs
moving J 'Chauve- during the Columbia engagement in! aboard t,he SSV 'Columbia,'*' bound: held ip ^the offices ,of t)ie Interna- thp point, of death.
'.
class shoV in
.that city.v He 'Will return east with' from San Francisco
with
Roof
Century*
to
New
the
Y(>rk.SourisVto
tional Theatrical Association Tuos^All chance for. .an amicable sou
the organization....
.-.,..•
,;.« shortly after the vessel
left Havana* day.
Though, announcempn^, was lenient out of court
anew MM of novelties. The "Music;
have been drs»May 26. 'Acco'rding "to the storyf m,a,de, it is pnd,erstood. the, manBoxi Hwvuw'.' and "Good Morning
Crane Wilbur opened a special' which Broadhurst related in the! agers will qoncentratq oq their ap- missed becdtfse- Of lh&* plaintiff's' reDearie." the season's outsiajnding
musical. smashes, both marked the season. at the. Fulton. Oakland. iCal.J court bere. he was about to retire' peal to the.rAi^ ^^ 51 d r<J?t, I. ,T, A- fusal to accept ati Indirect off^r qf
advent .of the, rFullies" ;by revising this week... During his 'engagement! on the night of May' 26, ahdj' before; members ^elJ9yq hiigh transportation ij2,0q, sugg/Bsted.for .a possible, setho .will- .produce four .new .plays) getting in bed he opened his doorj charges are, responsible f,or the tlement
their adfluasion spaies downward.
by pounsel, for t,he d>f end,written by.hiraseJf. Mile* Susanna' to ask a boisterous group of meni .scarcity
of attnactiqiis on tour# jnorp
At the Globe, the "Dearie" l*»t was
rfluggans have, fllcd. in:.. The
t'6
ease down and let him get a* tluu another cost
to. f2.5,Q.,top, the Qaubotis playing, the.. loads. ia Wilreduced f row
increase since the dividual spits, each fop. $25,000.
little
sleep.
sh,qw,| burls company
He said:
"Boys,, war.
latter ,bei,ng.,, high when .the,
This year, there .wqre 6 per Close .frienda claim that owing to
you've' had*a nice, long party' and,
Ati the,„A:us^
.orlgJn,ally opened^
cent,
fewer attr.actlop.s
Playing. pie haughtiness Qf the hotel .man**Busi*ress Before Pleasure," -pre-' now I suggest that you' gi V0 s'dme-j towns of 200,000 or less, than last agement over the whole affair, they
Box, ,-tfie lower, floor was,, kept at
'•
rear- ftented- bya* colbred company under body 'else a •chance."
are going to fight the case tooth and
$4 tpp.^ but. trh.0, balcony, was
season.
At this Syirion'ia alleged' 'to have!
ranged, S9 that a larger number of the' management of Henry Fink ahdj
The Traveling. Salesmen's. Asso- nail In t,he courts,, led by ,a/i array
moderately priced, seats became Sam Aste, opens June 12 at the. told Brbadtrurst to "go to hell," and; ciation's request for .a rate, yia. a ,of legal support, from, New Yorfc and
'available, and the front, ijows re- Lafayette, New York, for one week. Broadhurst let said to Have replied:
universal mijeage book, of 5,000, miles, Chicago, headed by.Be.n Ejhrlicti.
y
"
P. A. McDougal and Earl Kennedy* "Spoken like d gcntlemah.
A, slip-up by the h^use detective
duced to 23.50 from $4.'
has been tabled by the. I. C. CV to
Later, after he had' retire** and
The 16th "Follies" is the biggest will play the Potash and Perlmutter
date also. .The. association reports mis-cueing the occupied room chart
had crawled into one of the two'
'show'' of th*e series, as claimed, by roles.' Upon the completion of the
there are 22 per cent, fewer sales- and then refusing, to be guided by
Ziegfeld before the opening:* Its week In 'New- York the piece -wilt-be; berths in the stateroom; Mr. Symon
men on the road than during the the night clerk (somewhat flowering
unclothed, and accompanied by a;
cost is between $225,000 and $250,- sent on the- road.
pre-war period. In addition to cut- the thought that the night clerks
man and. a woman,, who was later rting
000 and riiay run more, the" increase
down the number of men on the inr Chicago loop hotels have no 6fHlearned
possibe
to
Mrs. Symon, came into!
f iai standing with house, detectives)
over last year's* expenditure
Seesue Hayakawa's, 'the Japanese
noad, commercial, houses have re
the
room,.
and
going
scale
is
$4
over
The'
to
the
un$100,000.
bly being
•film
star,' Broadway drama next
duced the length, of the trips, of those is alleged to bo the reason why! the
occupied, benth, said:
VLu.cky
he
top, Saturday nights included; that season "was
written by Fred' dei
men retained. Firms have reported Duggans were disturbed at 2:45 on
being $1 under the $5 attempt at Grassac and will be produced by isn't here or I'd kill him."
October 6, last.
-to the association that high trans- the morning of
He
left
the
room,
are
Matinees
so
Mr.
season.
Broadthe Globe last
the Shuberts in association with
portation rates aggravating the un- While Duggan was giving the dehurst's testimony ran, but a few
tective
topped at $3, these figures being Walter Jordan.
a
wordy
battle
after almost
Hayakawa apcertain industrial conditions, comwithout the tax. The show can play peared on the dramatic stage on minutes later, burst In again, still pelled them to curtail investment in coming to blow's, Mrs.
Duggan
unclothed,
turned
on.
and
the
light.,
fainted, hitting her head on a trunk.
to.befeen $.36,000 and $37,000 the coast some time ago, featured
road men.
for JSr.oadhurst, threw, himj
ran
He
This
situation,
weekly.
top
of (he dison
...
in "The Typhoon," but has never*
In an. effort to. launch a nationThe magnitude of the attraction appeared fn New York. The de to the flepr.and. later struck .him .in wide campaign for reduced trans-, turbance 'causing Mrs. Duggan's
the
in
.face, .and,
.the, groin,. Brqadis strong ind|cath>n that Ziegfeld
Grassac* piece is a Cltirtdt'owh roportatlon
charges the Traveling seriously III mother In the adjoinhufst lapsed, into a semi-consciou.^
Intends keeping the "Follies" on man6e.
Salesmen's Association has called a ing room to be made uneasy, necescondition, and is now under the care;
sitating a call for a nurse, made it
Broadway indefinitely, instead of the
of its 28 affiliated organof a physician.
He told the court convention
That" It will be
impossible for Duggan to leave the
usual 16 weeks*.
The Reade hobses at Lorig Branch that he
izations to bo held in Cincinnati
never
had
mot
year
and;
the'
CJymon
of
first
the'
hotel WhlcH it is str'^d he Would
held In until
and AsbUry Park, N. J., will start
Oct. 9-10.
An attendance of S.OQ0 'have
that he was returning from LoS
Mono to administer a stirrer
is predicted, and it is a question if
playihg" legit shows during July arid
Angeles .where he had, been gath- is expected.
suit AgAfnSt the hotel for the shortthe show will go on tour then. The August,
both reopening with Keith
The
association is also sponsoring
70material
ering
fqc
a
play
to
making
be
pro-'
a
comings of the executive managesuccess of "Sally*' in
vaudeville "in September. 'One of
a measure for bo elimination of ment bearing
On the detective
week run, ah' average gross of $32,- the first tryouts will be A. H. duced. in August at Atlantic City.
Mrs, L. T, Bradley, general man-' Pullman car surcharges. The asso- forces.
The mother died three
000 weekly,- is believed to have reWoods' "Who's Who,*' called "The ager
ciation has established connections
a
for
Broadhurst,
was
attractedi
sulted in the producer planning
Dancing
Lawyer"
in
German to the, room by the commotion and with 64 hotel associations through- weeks after the incident, but it is
said t"hia happening* will not enter
long stay-in New York with the
Charles Ruggles and 'Ruth Terry
was a witness to the assault. Sev-' out tho country, t he understanding into the case. When the mother
"FolUes."
The show cOUl'd not bo will be In the' cast;
providing
downward
revision
a
foe,
were, caffed, upon 'to ^estify,' apd
was removed from the hotel, tho
taken' 'on the' road in It* present
as conditions Driggarrs moved, sfter the' hotel
their statements corroborated the of rates as rapidJy
form, even with the cutting followA jury Jn the City Court Warded testimbny'given by Broadhurst. Mr,' warrant. The salesmen's organiaa-i, management refused "to extend any
ing the opening night, This was the
show Edgar J. McGregor" .a verdict fo^ Symon refused to talk to news-pape^ tion- Is credited with having secured "consideration, even to the winhes
first "cold" .opening of the
the passage of the absentee* voting of the' plaintiffs demanding the im$1,63:7;' in
his suit against Philip men.
."*
since the first "Follies". was staged
bill in New.'York and^ aiding the
Saturday Mr, Broa'dh'urst's at
mediate discharge of the* hou.^e deon the New. York. roof. .Monday 'Bartholmae "and Paul B.' S/pei au*
thors
Night
of'"Ail
Long."
onefor
torneys Instituted suit for $50,0OQ saute* measure in New Jersey.
tective.
night'* performance ran .until. quarisecurei"
by
"'.
third
11,000
the
of
p
aga'irist
damages.
Symon.'
Counsel for the defendant is Initer to. one. the revue's, advertise
Leon Spachner, treasurer of the dicating that a letter written by
Agente of the Department of Jus-i
tnents stating that all material, re'- authors, from famous Players oh
the
screen
rights
the
purchase
of
haa been Duggan to the hotel, calling for the
tice were notified by radio of the" Vanderbilt, New York,
hearsed wouM be presented the
to the play., McGregor alleged a happening and were' on hand to ar- confined to his home with erysipe- expense that the affair incurred for
first night and. that "ham. and. eggs
contract in consideration rest Symdn as the steamer docked las,
lie was reported improvea him be paid, will offset the demand
jwould, ibe iserved for .breakfast .if written
early this week.
This
for the amount of the suits.
necessary. " The cost .of the week's of which^ he was to get a third of. at LdcMSt Point, Baltimore.
for his serletter* Was/ written at a timeDugiiMhearsals at the New Amaterdan-i tjae authors' royalties
and
rewriting
vices
the
in,
revising
Interests
the*
with
burdened'
gan
>vas
>Js said to. have been $2?, 0,00. salarplay.
of the, gofwyn "show? In town, and
ies being pai,d. since the shpw. was
his decision, to sue came' after the
due to have opened at Atlantic City
the
written
hotel management refused; to. acRosoff
has.
Charles
and the rehearsal limit used up. The
knowledge its wrong in the me«s,
score. lo a., musical comedy authored
first night at 410. top, grossed. $10,eye,n Jo the extent of an apology
dous^a*
000. -There was standing, room, the
Jjy Jack McGowan and. A.
from the: Jveujfmann q/rtcos. When
eecorvi night for the first and .the It is titled '.'Be Yourself,"
the suit was .filed, it came as .a
Wednesday matinee had .a lobby
surprise to tho hotel management.
full of people buying or attempting
The Southern theatre, Columbus.
Counsel, for, thp .plaintiff,* clainv the
to buy..
O., has passed to tho control oif
opposing
counsel made light of the
The Century Roof -theatre, eape James A,. Maddox, former manager
suit, a<kllng "|hey were lhe^t,rr;al
'Maliy re -decorated for the new edi"- to- the present operators of. the Colo^
Something
Shank
Mayor'
Trying
City
folk4 snd« won't -be.. back- In Abe. city
'{Ion of "CH.iiive, SoViris.^Avias tin t>pA. long term lease has
Francisco,

summer
month

his

raised

Ziegfeld

Flo
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..flay.

.It^'dreyc,' t'He

"F ol lie's" Mbh'-

sraari,c rs,t' kind'

otf

and the nqw" ijill. lapdefl
»>strongly.. iTke first matinee idrew
'close to capacity and the second
^'night was as Mil"' The show ret airis
lts $5 top;' but' there are fewer seats
•.audience

.

(

,«

l

thai!' pVi'pe

The

,roof

on the

cin

that, at' the

as

<Jo

Week as

much

Mth
Vi,

Hot weather descended on Rroadweek and the list of at-

way this
tractions,

notable for the number
(Continued on page 21)

FRIARS' ELECTION
At the
ar.-j

.

last

meeting

.f

Friday George

the Ft

M.

Con

i

in

'

>er nors.

Thv n«w govern

,J

>rs elected are Oil
-Leo l,
Redding, Harry 1$
««ims. and p.aui .Henkel. The bai"•anceof the .bojard, whose terms eonftlaue. are Go„ r
«e. .1. Applcton. J. p.
'JJulW,
simo
Silverman.
>Alah

•••"ill.,
4

.

*»rooks.

°«*»y,

Y

•

.

ropresentativo and
the- Colonial.-

.ilr^o

muug-T,

1

reviuil of

.

....

1

J„ha IVHoclvand
...

D. V.

Hen-

.,

Selwyn. theatre; has rikindU'd
•>
•-....
the situstlOn;
known the .ponrferVntive
'It \A
he.i.ds ,< f the Congress hotel m*nagemept realize ^he crise 'should be
ls
It
sp.ttlcd out ot court, " but
there is rivalry befween
hinted, t'
two of the managing directors of
the hotel, and since the mix-up
happened on the relief of one.^the
other Is stubbornly folding 'out; to
cause whatever Injury the loss of
the rase will bring the rival.
"Leave it to the jury" Is the only
1

'Indianapolis, June

'
•

The
A

•

.

New

.

of

,

to fight the case."
Duggan's »retyrn to.l/ecome a. residents of Chicago a*, managpr pf '^he

During Closed Theatrical Season-^
Playwright Pays Own Royalty On First Play
Starts Stock

7.

i

Indiah'lpolis Municipal Play^

"Th* LiUle. Shepard

Indianapolis," said Mayor Sharik.
"Our Idea is simply to present.
during the season when legitimate
theatres are closed, plays of the
kind everybody can enjoy, and l(
the company can give an hour of
so of entertainment to the people
who throng the parks, largely bcrauso they. have no oth,er place to
go during the hot months, the com-

'

!

'

eompuiy of profosers, a stock
of Kingdom Come" under the manidnabl paid out of city taxe*. opened
K. Wee, opens a tour
agement of
Monday at Brookslde
of the southern one- night Stands their setUion
an open air theatrtthe middle of August. Interpolated Park, where
r
numbers will be u.-j"! In the re- seating L'.. )00 has been established.
U. Carleton Guy, who had his own
vival.
company on the road for many
the Municipal pnny will havo accomplished its pur"Peck's B id Boy, under Jhe man- years, is director of
agement i)f i the Carltdn-Limpe Co IMayera, having he^n appointed as- pose. We are not concerned in the
by uplift of the drama or anything of.
recreation
of
director
sistant
o-pens June 19 in Saqgtrtles, N. Y
Tho show will play one -night s1 in Is M iyor Lew Shank at the beginning that sort. All we aim to do Is to
provide entertainment.
Bedroom
y«Mr.
in Northern N'w York and sumniT of the
farces will be taboo. Th«» play^ will
The Performance Will Be Free
F*ella Hermann.
resorts in M lino.
the
old -fashioned,
honcst-tol.Oyo seats are re- be
of
block
A
a
Gladys,
Mile.
and
a 'magiclap,
served each nifch'. tickets being dis- goodness ones in whieh the hero albo carried
r.M<ler, will
rnirui
if
tributed in torn m various parts ways triumphs and the villain gets
added attra-.tiojis.
his just desertrt/'
the city through dm* store*
>f
In the company are, besides Mr
groceries and other neighborhood
Will A, Page la again frith th
Guy:
Jean Selkirk. Klsie Powler.
i>
c nters
»n.l
.William Kox 'film forces
Irene
Daniels,
Merirng,
th*
was
Bert' P.
from
Home"
The
.Man
for
that
publicity
the
h.in.lling
Murray. Art R. Waltor
^j>orial picture "Nero" at. the opening tuii. Booth Tarklngton, tile JackfOO
firm
rige handled. "TM^ Queen author, whose home Is here, paying j L,arrv Atkinson, lOarle, Crook ang
Lyric,
Larry Fletcher..
the royalty by wiy >t \ *end-off.
of Shaba? f<^r vox. (aat •ummer
Performawveev will be .ffive^ flv
"The city is not soing into the
L.
B
ppen^d
Whvn "J#ero H
o sh LUghnesiiey wis- in cJiarge of theatrical business in competition nights a week. Saturday andSun
day
are the off nights.
of
playhouses
with the established
publ.city. He, resigned last week.
'

•

'

anittui]

reported Abhot and AVilliapi
Dean, the post from whiqh
Anthony Paul Kelly retired.
Ralph Trier, treasurer, and J.
t*rank Stephens, focretary, wore re'•*J*ctod,
,is
was William Degon
"Weinberger to the Board of Go\
'Jfaa
,,ier

-iY°

.

been executed. to Beo* L, Hidingsfelt
and Ike -Llhson, Cincinnati, .and
John T. Harris of PiLtsbu&gh.. Thp
Southern will reopen in August,
with Charles ill. Welder the locijl

"Sf...

business

at the t.hoat

•

New—

Lew

•nia4 theatre.

,pospd ppe'nVng'to the

#

.

,

comment

Refusing to accept a salary cut of
10 per cent., ordered for; the entire
east of "The Goldfish" by the Shuberts last week, Wijton Lackaye received his. noktIce.aud.wUI leaye the
play next week, "The Goldfish", has
bepn at tho 33th St. for the last six
Weeks.
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George Renevant will succeed.
Marjprie RamlK?.V is,,starre1 and
I^awkaye /.v'u«ed in VThe,.Gol<Uu»h."
If m.iymove ui to an uptown tboatr*
shortly.
•

k»i

plaintiffs.
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BROADWAY REVIEWS
ZIEGFELD FOLLIES
Sunday night the dress rehearsal
new "Follies" wound up at

Of the

at the pubpremiere the performance ended
at 12.55. Tuesday night it was over
at 12.20, a gain of 36 minutes, mostly made through the elimination of
a couple of songs from the previous
performance and one comedy scene
that didn't get what was looked for
2

a.m. Monday evening

lic

That was the "talking
from it.
backwards" bit. It was called "The
Green Eyed Moneter," and credit
was given on the program for it to
Andre Chariot of London, one of the
revue producers over there. Lulu
McConnell lost her first number In

That was "I'm
Vie eliminations.
Satisfied," and Andrew Tombes had
to pass up "Rambler Rose/' the
other out song.
Tuesday night, with still an hour
at least to be cut from the performance, the Ziegfeld bunch didn't know
where to start or what to take out.
"The Follies" opened "cold" In

New York, transplanting the customary Atlantic City procedure
right onto the stage of the Amsterdam. The Sunday ads told the people to bring ham and eggs with
them. It's quite likely Flo Ziegfeld
will make that an annual habit now.
opening "cold," without the trouble
and expense of transporting the
bulky production, though expense
seems to be the last thing Ziegfeld
ever thinks of when putting on a
This new show repre"Follies."
sented before opening an investment
of $265,000. This season it holds its
Largest complement of stage people

— 31

principals and 84 chorus girls.
"The Follies" at the New Amsterdam is $4 top. At that scale the
house can do between $35,000 and
Cutting the scale
$36,000 weekly.
to $4 from the $5 of last season
makes a difference of between $4,500
and $5,000 weekly. The present aim,
through the cut and bigness of the
show, is for an indefinite run, although opening in hot weather. The

ing scheme that

it

was

built

for,

although the number, really a lace
could have stood, by itself.
It cost $31,000 to stage this single
number. In it is the radium paint
or coloring brought over here by
Geo. Choos from the other side and
sold to Ziegfeld.
The paint costs
$185 .a pound. A Parisian invented
the process. "The Follies'" first purchase was 750 pounds, and the paint
will last without renewing as long
as the costume endures. The lace
gowns and medallions o£ the scene
a.e brushed over with the paint, the
process calling for skillful brush
wiclders. Its finale to the color outHne with the faces unseen is slowly
developed. As the white lights are
gradually turned off the magnificent
lace gown worn by Mary Eaton, who
leads the ballet, may be seen to be
changing color. It looks like a light
bronze. By this time everything in
sight on the stage is changing, and
as other lights are blended all are
blacked out excepting the painted
laces. The paint is of many beautiful colorings, especially on the medallions hung on the back drop. It's
mere striking and effective than the
pearl scene of the "Music Box Revue." This lace ballet was preceded
earlier in the performance by an
ordinary black and white effect,
ballet,

Something

like

Wayburn's "Phantom

Lancers" of years ago.
Another handsome scene of luxdesign
urious
was the ballet,
"Frolicking Gods," near to the closing of the first part. It was produced by Fokine, with music by

Tschaikowsky, and scenery by Urban.
This built up into a smash
and was one of the several
sight pictures. Another closely following was the first act finale that
brought on about 72 of the chorus
girls in lines, on steps, the girls
finale

coming to the apron, down the
and walking into the wings,

steps,

to be

afterward aligned in groups along
each of the broad steps. For the
finish the front of the stage opened,
with the steps carried beneath, and
the girls, still in groups and step,
man lied down below the stage and
out of sight of the audience, leaving
the stage wholly bare (without any
principal! in this finale) for the curtain.

Another

si^ht

number was

the

.second aet opening, "Farljandio,"
designed by Jams* Reynolds, staged
l»y Fokine. and with Victor Herbert
music. Other production bits were
for numbers, excepting the linale of
the Fh'ow. That was the stage door
of the theatre ("Follies") from which
emerged all the principal*, one by
one, assembling toward the left side,

returning to the stage and demanding to know why such a trick had

been attempted.

that class of patron which
"Chauve-Souris" makes its stronghid— and that means the smart

to

est

part

was short on comedy the

opening night and Will Rogers, next
to

—

and the literary the new
bill will probably be the heaviest
scoring.
The half dome of the roof has
been entirely devoted to mural
crowd

paintings

by

Nicolas

Remisoff,

Legendary tales
having significance in Russian traBalieff's

artist.

The

subjects
to be astrological.
A page of description in
the
program suggests the Byzantium origin, explaining that
Russian art early absorbed, much
of the color and many of the patThere is no
terns of the Orient.
doubt about the color. It runs much
to reds. The entire roof decorations
lent the suggestion that it is a Russian grotto, that impression furthered by the arched entrances near
the boxes that trim the back of the
house.
Special designs cover the
chandeliers, making the lighting
devices Russian too.
The general
result is as successful as Gest intended.
It is like walking into a
theatre on the other side of the
dition are portrayed.
selected may be said

9, II

other cameo, splendidly done be
"el
three girls,
A dash of burlesque made Its an*
pearance with "The Three Huntsmen," who are interrupted by the
appearance of a pretty peasant. All
three bid for her hand, with the
maid and the winner placing fingers
to noses at the losers.
This was
curtain, and there was prolonged
applause.
An alluring maid in a
tree warbled\ her bare legs winning
as much attention as the active part

ticipants.
The gal may have been
Mme. Komisarjevskala, certainly
one of the toughest names If not the
real prize winner of the entire com*

pany.

"The Clown," a serious panto-.
mime, done to the music of Chopin'

won

the

artistic,

while

"Soldi**

Songs
Before
the
Revolution '
ended the show, For it a curious
drop was used, tho heads of the
company peeping through. A count
showed the Russian bunch to nunv*
1

ber 18 players in all.
Two artists are credited with the
scenes and costumes. Remisoff did
most, with S. Soudeikine credited
with the others. Remisoff, though
designing the roof decorations, had
M. Tchernoff doing the actual execur
tion.

The Russian theatre atop the
second Century Beats around 800, which is

seas.

"Chauve-Souris* for its
premiere opened against the

in excess of the 49th Street's seating
There are fewer seats at
roof, that counting a rescale.
"Chauve-Souris*
the first-nighters at the roof show in its new home/ can play to as
gross
wjfen
much
as
downtown. The'
the opposed opening made no difference.
There was a maize of Balieff show is still a real novelty,
and
it can continue* to draw reif
evening costumes, with multi-colored shawls that rivaled the bright peaters here as at the 49th Street
designs of the Russian players. The it will liven the Central park ppot
"Follies."

The

first

intention

new

to capacity.

open the latter show Tuesday night $5 for the
brought about the coniliction. From vision of

Ibee.
show has drawn a motor through the summer.
trade since its first night that made
it one of the most profitable of the
season's ventures.
Anthony Absolute
Tyrone Power
There are two favorite numbers Bfr
Cupt. Absolute
Robert Warwick!
retained from the first show. They Paulkland
Pedro de Cordobe
Francis Wilson
are "The Parade of the Wooden Acree
John Crmir
Soldiers" and "Katinka." The first Sir Lucius O Trigger.
Henry E. Dlxty
Pas
named was regularly programed, David
James T. Powtrs
positions taking the same spot at No. 3 and Mrs. Malaprop
maneuvering for rail
Mary Shaw
Violet Hemtnc
«
among the present "Follies" princi- drawing down "encore" vigorously T.yuia languish
Patricia Collknge
pals than has been known of in the shouted by Balieff. The bit seemed Lucy
past. Perhaps it's the better team as popular as when first presented.
Opening against the Ziegfeld
work that is getting better results. But no less so than "Katinka," the
Tombes is an instance. He also dancing lesson number presented "Follies," tho most formidable rival
stands out in the chow, tackling a upon a raised and enclosed plat- of the theatrical year for a smart
"The Rivals" registered
lot and getting away with nearly form* That came "next to closing," turnout,
tho— most pronounced triall of it
being inserted probably by request. one of
of
umphs
the season, artistically,
Lou la A. Hirsch and Dave Stamper
Balieff had advised the house that
professionally and financially.
were also concerned in the music, if it did not like some of the num
Empire, in the clasAft
classic
the
Oscar Radin is orchestra director. bers to "let them pass." The first
Among other principals were Mary two seemed long, the humidity of sic farce of Philip Brinsley Sheridan;
truly
classic cast and
presented
by
a
Lewis, Mark Truscott, Muriel Stry- the early evening counting against
before a worshipful audience of the
(

closing in that section, was
looked for to fill in the laughing
gaps, but Rogers for some reason
went off on a tangent, remained
over 20 minutes, and talked about
Amsterdam will use up the tran- "inside stuff," as he called it, maksients over the summer and expects ing it too intimate and taking too
Rogers likely beto remain in New York through the many chances.
lieved the wise first nighters would
fall Anyway.
Before the premiere three ex>medx fall for something different, but they
scenes wese tried out in small-time didn't, and they also muffed a couvaudeville theatres. One, the base- ple of dandy new rope tricks Rogers
ball scene, by Ring Lardner* re- showed. Tuesday night the talking
mained in, but the other two, one lariat artist got back to his topical
by Lardner and the other by Ralph routine, did 17 minutes and made
Spence, were decided against. The them laugh.
(DisarmaDisagreement
"The
comedy scenes the show retained
will,
when the performance is ment) Conference" (Rogers- Spence)
trimmed down to its proper length, was inserted, taken from the "Midprobably give "The Follies" more night Frolic" Rogers headed. It's all
Rogers with bits from his monologs
laughs than it has held in years.
The star of this and all "Follies" and some slapstick business, with
Is "Lace-Land," an exquisite, gorgeous display that gains immeasurably through a lighting and paint-

colorful, also more
Some whe raved over the first show
may have believed it the best, hut

delicately staged.

"The Sunny South'* was a Coconut Grove production bit, with Lulu
McConnell singing "I Don't Want to
Be in Dixie" jutt before it. Miss
McConnell did not seem to have any
with chorus girls coming down a real opportunity for comedy or
apgirls
other
spiral staircase and
otherwise, and failed to live up to
pearing in the windows of the dressher production record of the past
ing rooms. It made a simple but
seasons.
two
effective finish, and also gave a cerprinThe show holds three good solo
the
of
each
how
tain line on
cipals stood with the audience, as dancers among the women, one in
the house applauded vigorously or particular, Martha Lorber, stealing
otherwise as the principal* walked the applause hit of the night through
a corking two-legged kicking dance
across the stage.
The first act Monday night ran to she did near Hhe finish of the perIt was really an exhibi'10.50.
It meant too much show, and formance.
forecast the late closing hour. The tion and evidenced the utmost praccuts the second night occurred in the tice. Mary Eaton danced on her
Besides' the "wireless toes and Rita Owen did an eccenfirst part.
scene," painted by the Law Studios, tric.
About Mary Eaton, it's 20 to 1 that
containing comedy and music, was
moved into the second act. The the "Follies" or any other show can't
wireless is in sections, to the right much longer keep this girl among
showing a radio broadcasting sta- the also ran principals. She can hold
tion. The comedy is from the studied up a performance if given the scope.
She has everything, also a sister,
manner of the concert announcer.
While no mention is made of its Pearl, who's not so bad, either.
author, it probably was written by
Two young girls, the Connor BisGene Buck, who has had as much ters, provided likeable moments
to do with this "Follies" as he has singing and dancing, used to fill in
had with others for years. In fact waits at times. Nervo and Knox, an
Ziegfeld may engage writers \by the English male team (from "Pins and
dozens but it always comes out at Needles") did the sfow motion bit
the end that Buck has done the they had In the de Courville show,
most of what is most important to also a dance travesty that made the
the show, for Buck understands second night house laugh. There's
"The Follies" no less than Ziegfeld a good comedian in this team, and,
himself. It's also a question whethes speaking of that, this "Follies" will
Ziegfeld or Buck laid out the run- do more for Al Shean's reputation
ning order for the first" performance. as a performer than anything he has
That was no slight job. It makes previously done. Shean is showing
framing up a vaudeville bill seem the Ziegfeld bunch what a good pereasy. To make but one shift in 31 former he is, away from the "Misscenes after the opening night is ter" song and in all the bits he is'
well-nigh a world's record for a employed.
production of this magnitude.
Will Rogers looms up as principal
In comedy the show had a "Rip comedian. He handles dialog (away
Van "Winkle" scene (Lardner), that from his monolog) as though flirtwas on early and caught the laughs ing with production roles all his life.
looked for from it, of a 20-year sleep His sense of humor and knowledge
with the wife of the sleeper return- of getting points over make it easy
The for him here. There seems to be less
ing as an ultra -suffragette.
first
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ker, Helen Lee Worthing. Grant
Simpson, with Jessie Reed still queen
among the chorus or show girls.
"The Follies" has so much show
it's only a matter of condensation.
It looks to harve more than any
"Follies" has had, and should be the

them. "The Moscow Fiances" might
have been a "Words Mean Nothing"
number, for all the shouting and
singing were meaningless to the laymen. The caricatures, however, were
easily recognizable. "Evening Bells"
was a trio song effort, well lighted,

cognoscenti, this perennial

gem

wit and
and sparkled.

pre-Revolutionary
scintillated

Joseph Jefferson,

who

first

of

satire

pro-

duced "The Rivals" fn America*
would have been proud to see Ty-

rone Power in his role. And Sheribest of the lot when trimmed down but "just number two."
and polished off. As that kind of a
"The Nightingale," which fol- dan, who saw his immortal lampoon
"Follies" there is no season why it lowed the soldier number, was the on romance, human foibles and social delusions a failure before John
Rogers as Secretary Hughes and should not have a long run at $4 top. first of several
cameos. Two very Hancock signed the Declaration of
Brandon Tynan's performance, rep- The "Lace" effect will be a Broad- pretty songstresses
within a bit of
resenting England, standing out, way rave for a long while.
might have been
garden, pictured through a circle Independence,
aside from Rogers' glib comment.
/compensated by its ultimate success
Just why in the summer, when with splendid results.
"The King
It was a laugh all the way.
openings are rare, there should have Orders the Drums to Be Beaten" for its original cropper.
Another comedy scene in the sec- been three Monday night, each disThe Players is a dignified and
described as an old French balond act was "The Bull Pen" (Lard- tinguished, is something the P. M. A. was
venerable club of legitimate artists.
lad.
Five players were concerned,
ner), a baseball bit with a bush- will never hear about, but each lost
Booth
was one of its founders, and
the song being taken up by each in
league pitcher complaining because much publicity through the clash.
lives up to his traditions today.
turn.
The king sees the wife of a it
the major team he is with won't
This
enterprice
at the Empire is to
tiime.
marquis, whom he asks for.
The
send him in to pitch a regular game.
marquis must obey the king, but be the first of an annual presentaHe's warming up in the pen, with
tion of one of*the great plays of all
the queen gives the poor lady poisRogers and Al Ochs, as other
oned flowers, the scent of which times. If those to follow are as
Mr.
pitchers, kidding him along.
worthy and as meritorious as the*
kills her.
(Second Program)
A jester monotonously first,
Tombes is the busher. Mr. Lardner
a figsung
seasons
ago
Mora chorus so frequently as to be ure the Playeni is to become nation
But
couple
of
a
made this fast and snappy. It's full
in the theatre of this
of quips and cross-fire, all base- ris Gest was the czar of the Century aggravating. Balieff said the whole that will lend sJory to the instituRoof. There he produced midnight ithing was scandalous.
ball, but the Tuesday night house
Pour Spanish serenaders bid for tion and laurelste the Players.which
picked tho laughs without any revues when not deep in plans for
The magnificent spirit in
spectacle productions such as "Chu the favor of maiden's love for the this
trouble.
presentation
made breathed
Chow,"
"Aphrodite"
and next number.
The number was from every item was
"Uppers and Lowers" was writ- Chin
associated with it,
"Petita,"
latter
"Mecca,"
the
two
put
on
and
tho
whole
a comedy
ten by Charles C. Mather and
The
players, without regard for
quartet, interrupted when "papa"
Sumner (program).
It downstairs in the enormous Century
Charles
rank or reputation, played the main
sounds like a vaudeville act that theatre. The roof enterprises were appeared at the window and hurled roles and the bits with sincerity
played the Orpheum but did not get the Central Park echo of Ziegf eld's imprecations and a brick at tho and evident preparation that reflectsingers.
Russian folk songs and ed respect for their calling and
east.
It's the interior of a Pull- "Frolics' atop the New Amsterdam
ended the first part of the their art. The entire atmosphere
man sleeper, with the drop down roof. Both types of late show have dances
show.
vanished,
Gest
returned
but
the
"Babi."
to
as the peasants are was so refreshingly apart from the'
The story is
nearly to the stage.
told by feet. It runs rather length- Century aerial garden last Monday. called, frisked about with one lone present-day retching after "billing"
male,
Tie
maintains
the
late
show
stampwho
was
finally elected to and "starring"
ily and works into but one laugh at
and those other perthe finish, though that laugh is a ing grounds, having been quite^prof- purchase the trinkets of a peddler nicious affectations of egotism and
for
itable
him
at
times.
the
for
whole
lot.
It was the bighowl. It's the gag of the woman
unfortunately
self-selling
which
T
ith his producing partner, F. gest applause getter after '"wooden
in the sleeper trying to find her
damns the stage of the day and
berth and all the berths answering Ray Comstock, he brought Nikita soldiers," but Balieff appeared be- turns it into a market place for only
Balieff's
"Chauve-Souris" of the fore tho curtain as usual and de- dollars and "recognition."
her call.
The performance has several Bat Theatre, Moscow, up from the plored the call for encore. He said
Henry Dixey, who was a star benumber productions, and also the 49th Street theatre, where the at- Russian girls are very sad and fore most of the present day flick-*
Palace Girls, 16 John Tiller yarung traction ran 18 week*. The Russian couldn't repeat the number.
erers saw the light, played a servThe list of stranglehold names of ant, and played him with all he had.
women from London. John Tiller importation slipped in on rubbers
himself came over to put the Palace during the winter. It was known to the girls (the entire cast is now James T. Powers, ditto, did ditto.
misses through their four dances, have scored roundly in London and programmed, with credits for all Miss Collinge, also a star in her own
each scoring. Tiller left last Satur- Paris. But New ,York knew little numbers) was a tip for Nikita. He right, followed their example. The
"Chauve- petted the audience by telling how famous Mrs. Malaprop, one of the
day without waiting for the pre- or nothing about it.
miere.
These Palace Girls are a Souris" landed as the novelty of the sympathetic it was, then read a first "gravy" roles and one of the
clean up.
JThey appear to have season, and the first announced plan cablegram from tho Russian Art most lasting, was done by Mary
more steps than the usual English of a limited engagement of five or Theatre, Moscow, thanking the Shaw, comparatively obscure. A»d
troupe from the Tiller mechanical six weeks was quickly forgotten. American artists who participated Robert Warwick, the only one of the
In the face of a sustained period of in the benefit at the 49th Str
dancing school.
east who is not a Player, was given
One of the numbers with girls box office decline and downward some weeks age, when $10,000 was the romantic lead.
behind her was lead by Gilda Grey, revision of admission scales the at- realized for the impoverished playMr. Power, stentorian and melwho had two or three appearances. traction was offered at $5 top, being ers of that city. Halieff then said low, unctuous and frne, gave Sir
Miss Grey still hangs onto her the only show at the price except H doctor told him the various Rus- Anthony all that Sheridan might
shimmy and sings as well as a good the "Music Box Revue" this season. sian name handles such as itch, ever have dreamed for him. War*
shimmy dancer could be expected Tho hitter's management dropped otztch. outveh and otseh, if pro- wick was marveldUsly true and upsing,
to
but the shimmy thing the scale to $4 after tho flrs4 four nounced together made the general standing, and for a young player
five
months,
that
leaving sound as sneezing. He tried to get amazingly malleable to the stilted
looked colder Monday night than or
the premiere it was a part of. And "Chauve Souris" alone at the high the whole audience to try it, though forms of the old English methods in
It is still in the position, the one hero worshipper called out that
if it Isn't a shimmy it's a wiggle. scale.
playwriting and playplaying. And
They are twins anyway. Just de- switch uptown carrying with it the it was unsanitary. At intermission Powers was delicious as a Scotch*
virtually the entire audience took to man as was
pends with what part you do it. $5 idea.
Francis Wilson in the
A new program was staged on the promenade and the terrace out- Acres role and
Miss Grey received plenty of apJohn Craig as the
plause, so much the other people in the roof, inaugurating Gest I idea side, the whole making a brilliant flery Irishman.
o- making the house (it is now picture.
the house had to quiet it down.
For delightful amusement as well
Gallagher and Shean did their seated like a theatre instead of the
"A Musical Snuff Box" opened the as an exhibit of the truest worth of
"Mister" number. While it wasn't tahlo system) a Russian theatre.' second part
That, too, was done tiie theatre in its happiest memories
the riot in the $4 house that vaude- The new bill, as with tho original, upon a raised stage, the three play- and its nicest episodes, this presenville acclaims it continuously, the is to be descrihi d as suited to sp< - ers being automatons.
"The Black tation of "The Rivals" is a tidbit
couple got it over to .several Sncores. cial tastes a liberal portion of im- Hussars" at feast and song came that
not bo missed by N e *
Next to closing of the entire show. ported caviar. Balieff, a eomedian m-xt, it being the best male ensem- fork, must
«vcn though the air din with
in a comedy way of
it was repeated
extraordinary
perception
and ble singing of the evening. Balieff musical hallyhoos and sex atrocithrough Rogers and Tombes com- quick thinking, again dominates the explained there were no more black ties in the temples oner dedicated to
ing on first before the same drop, performance.
Tho new show has huzza rs, and since the revolution such plays as "The Rivals" and such
tngfng the "Mister" song, with Gal- less similarity to our own vaude- they have been called "Reds." "A performances as it is getting at the
lather and Shean in street clothe* ville than the first, but is far more 1 Copenhagen Porcellcne" proved an- Empire,
£•<»*•
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this review of the "Hollywood Follies" appears on the street
hire are apt to be only three performances remaining of the Playattraction, but it is well
has given
Zfarth while, because it
Morrissey a chance to tell the

When

CSS
WU]

Playgoers of Chicago why he was
Jut out of the Lambs.
After what the critics did for
•Hollywood Follies"—at least tried
be truthfully
to do—it cannot ever
of art for
-«jd the Chicago Judges
newspaper reading are "tough guys."

There were many reasons why a
of friends wanted this
i
e(rton array
attraction to be "set-in" pretty, and
it upon themselves
took
critics
the
admiration.
to set the pace for the
Aahton Stevens became so enthuand
precedent
all
siastic he broke
cornered Will Morrissey long enough
things
in
valuable
to draw out many
Will's life that should make htm an
Chicago.
in
favorite
everlasting
Stevens got Morrissey to admit
that he was put out of the Lambs
because there was altogether too
much Irish propaganda in that fa-

mous

"The Dawn of

playlet.
land." thereby

Ire-

making him a "NumGeorge M. Cohan, since

ber Thirteen

he sings, dances, acts, writes, proBeduces and is out of the Lambs."
cause of all the co-operation Morrissey has been given by the local
newspaper men since he popped into
town with his latest attempt, executed so fast that Morrissey now
holds the world's record for producing a show in the unveiling of "Hol-

lywood Follies." he

is

heralded from

one end of Chicago to the other as
the "Shoestring Ziegfeld." Bill takes
the new honors modestly, but prefers
spending the time convincing the
creditors that "Hollywood Follies"
has a chance if a third and fourth
week are allowed.
Morrissey's ambitions would and
at that they may be yet if the bank
be realized if some
roll holds out
kind-hearted individual has gotten
where
Bloomington.
Will
at
of
hold
the offering was tried out prior to its
third-rail rapid entrance into the
premiere, and persuaded him to delay the opening in Chicago, and array the entertainment as it was
There was so
given last night.
much uncertainty as to what would
constitute the program after the unsatisfactory tryout at Bloomington
and the personnel of the organization wrangled so fiercely en route
back that the audience for the opening night was seated, before a defi-

—

—

nite program was decided upon back
stage.
That best tells the atmosphere which predominated. Under
the conditions the opening performance gave everything a black eye
except Bill's smile. Dismissing the
time that Ashton Stevens consumed
getting him to reveal a tew inside

secrets anent his

life,

Morrissey has

been straightening out the mania
until now there arises a dying hope
that the entertainment will go into
a third week. The bank roll is the
worrisome item, plus the readjustment of the commonwealth basis on
which the whole affair Is proceeding.
Loop constituents are pulling hard
for Morrissey to overcome the bad
premiere. In the show as now presented one finds good summer pleasure.
Last night's audience proved
this when the applause was so prolonged that the performers lost their
stage" presence because of no encore

numbers

on tap.
These encores
earnestly awarded the
opening night, although they were
there because of the- house being
filled with friends.
Last night's performance, featured with changes for
the best, won its applause on merit
weren't eo

alone,

Morrissey worked along his familiar lines of putting on a show
when it became positive he was able
to get a theatre. He found the Playhouse dark and grabbed it from Lester
Bryant.
Contracting
Josef \
fcwickard and Marguerite

JOIps, his title

Marsh for
was cinched, fox there

ne had movie folks, and
go "Holly-

wood Follies" became known.

The

B " ow classed
«
as a hokum movical
revue in two acts, has nothing to
0° at all with Hollywood except for
seys in si st'iiK at ovevy pea*"?«°i
nie
opportunity that reformers
snouid be chloroformed who
attack
«ie certain section
of California now
under a cloud.
Bayi the program
the Utle: "This show baa
nUfu.
nothing
to do with Hollywood whatever, but it's
better than U Needa
"iscuit or Campbell's
soup."
orr,ss °y Sets under way arsumln»
-

a

nh

r*

Hayrn °n<>

° f ac

Hitchcock aimos-

nuainting himself with
ihlT
tron
ThiH i(1 " a »* * 1 laughable
h«8 £.
wnen
the flapper chorus Is
«nr,
•

-
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Walter Davenport
Sally

Carroll

BY NELLIE REVELL

McComaa

Charles Trowbridge
lobn Webater
Wm, H. Harcourt
Florence Jfidoey

IN Til K PLAT
Marshall Birmingham
Helen Moroe
Kthel Jackson
Craig
Panchon Campbell
William Noel
John Webater
Irene Burton
Beth Varden
Frances Ainsley (Margaret)
Carroll MoCorraaa
R. Warren Burton
...Chaa. Trowbridge
Sally Waters
Florence Edney

Doe Dudley

Sir

Conan Doyle Is quoted as saying "Hell
Well if there are hospitals there

hospital."

is
it

only a ward in Heaven's
not Heaven.

is

Mm

Another paper quotes him as saying there Is no hell. I wonder what
he would call being hung up by the wrists and having his chin bandaged
to a board* his mouth packed so he wouldn't bite his tongue off, his
knees strapped together and the box kicked from under his feet and be
left suspended by the wrists for 16 minutes to straighten his spine, and
then encased in a plaster of paris cast from his neck to his heels and
left lying on an '18-inch board without spring or a mattress for 18
months, and if the florid imagination that created Sherlock Holmes could
call that "Heaven," it is—like hell.

—

—

—

LOVE AND KISSES

Alan Kdwards

Harrison Bartlett
Mildred Ripley

Eliaabeth AJd«>n
K'ddie Buteell
Bertee Beaumont
Dolly Lewis

John Cousins
Sonya Maison
Mazie Lelewer
Sophia Trask

McRae

The scale was %': and the
house entirely sold out for the week.
The box office receipts were in
roles.

Hales Van Hoose
VaMine Smith
Dorothy Smith
Helene Coyne
Henri French

excess of $22,000.
DltriChatela at the Century climbed
Mlml
considerably at the opening of his
Armand
second week, presenting "The Great
"Love and Kisses" gets all of its Lover." He is offering a repertoire
attractive emotions from the mu- of successes and has a fine company
That in support.
sical score and the dancing.
for
plenty
sufficient
should
be
This week the Miller company is
of a
being
two
These
most folk.
playing Oakland, with "Her Friend
high standard keep the evening
first three days and
There is a the King" the
quite merrily filled.
days.
motif song. "As I^ong as I Have "La Tendressa" fof the later
tried here by Milpiece
The
third
others
pleasantly
many
You." and
worth-while. They avo all of the ler was "The Awful Truth." which
A fourth
light and tinkling melody of the a|S4 lias possibilities.
Al Von Tilzor mood which has long play, written by Thompson Bupopular.
beeil
chanan, may be done for the first
There are three acts and four time in Los Angeles. The Miller
canes, some effective novefty-ooa- company is aimed for the southern
tumes, several specialties, not much
humor, no voices, and a tale that California stands.
starts off poorly but grows better
Pauline

I'auiette

rapidly.

at

her door.

must wich

>«.

Apollo Monday!

tfea

It was with recollections of Pinero
and Arthur Henry Jones that we sat
through the offering of Mr. Pagan's
authorship at the Apollo and learned
of the depth of artificiality necessary for forced emotional acting. It
miere, will strike gold. It's coming was with additional interest we enThe same paper has a headline reading "would quit If out.** That's
to Bill if for nothing else than for
joyed the pleasure of watching the
hard work in the past with nothing depths and variations of play inci- all right for those union nremen to "quit if cut," but patients in hospitals are not organized.
more than a dime for a bankroll.
dent to the Carroll McComas of toRoscoe Ails is featured.
Just day.
what Ails is capable of doing, the
As an actress she has long been
"Gives away money so he may die poor." reads a story of a man
theatrical world knows. He's work- absent from Atlantic City, where she
ing hard with Morrissey, as is evi- once appeared frequently. In those who wants to get rid of his wealth. He might try spending a few years
denced by his placing his entire days of youth and glamor her prom- in a hospital. I can assure him he will have no trouble getting rid of it.
headline
vaudeville
act
in
the ise was more keen than opportunity
show. Ails' act runs away with the saw fit to give her frequently. Now
One of the doctors sent the elevator boy to the corner for an "Kvening
whole show, and it is so placed that she has a role that offered at first
Mail." The boy returned with another paper instead.
"No," said the
if other scenes were built up to it,
great youth and later a motherhood
"1 want the 'Mail.'
I want to read Miss Revell's column."
"Does
the entertainment would solidly be of IT years hence.
There were doctor.
"there," for at least the summer stresses of trying consequence to she write for the 'Mail'?" Inquired the elevator boy. "Good Lord, she
entertainment
intended
for
the the nerves of womanhood, there even picks out a he newspaper."
Playhouse.
Kate Pullman and were fears and retribution, and there
Charles Calvert, as everybody con- were moments of trickery and falMy oldest and youngest visitors were both named John. The oldest
nected with vaudeville knows, give setto acting, all of which tried the was John Rogers, who, according to his own statement, is eighty. The
the Ails act the added jazs en- artist and furnished one of these
young John Cort. son of Harry L. Cort and grandson and
thusiasm that makes the whole act roles bo full of shades and tints as youngest Is
worth the thunderous applause It to dazzle before the player who seeks namesake to my old boss, John Cort. Young John was Just a week old
hi; father. While calling at (he hospital in which Mrs. Harry Cort
when
got last night.
opportunity.
Marguerite Marsh hasn't much
Miss McComas gave her full to had awaited her son's arrival, suggested that he be permitted to take the
to do now that the show has been this play of love enstrain, though, young nan downstairs to show him to a friend Who didn't like to come
changed over the premiere. It was as has been her wont of recent years, into a hospital, but was waiting outside in the car. The nurse carefully
for her name alone that Miss Marsh she was inclined to overact. In this wrapped young John in a blanket and handed him to a proud but
was contracted and this should direction the script of Mr. Pagan trembling father, who climbed into the waiting auto with instructions
have been kept in mind on the open- was a perfect help. He wrote for
ing night, when the young lady was overactors. Of no recent writer does to "drive like sixty to St. Vincent's hospital." Harry presented a humortossed into scenes that were as he remind except the earlier "Ghost ous picture as he deposited a pink bundle in my anus and said, "Here, I
thought you might like to see your new boss." But we had to call in
foreign to her as a good glass of Between" of Mr. Lawrence.
beer is to red-blooded Americans
The play is strictly artificial. The the two prettiest nurses In the hospital to teach the young father how
these days.
plot offers nothing new. It was once to pick the boy up and hold him. Harry couldn't put his hat on or light
Peggy Worth needs no apologies. borrowed from Ibsen. Having been a cig \ret while carrying the baby. It began to look for a moment as if
Her general appearances prove that thoroughly theatricalized in Sardou he might regret his 'adventure until the nurses offered to help him out of
she stopped at no expense tc cast style by Pinero et a!., and having
the pending difficulties. The young man behaved very well and slept as
wealth into the general dres^ of the escaped the moderns, we are treated
troupe.
Betty Moore was another to a vehicle that may succeed with soundly through it all as some first nighters I might mention. And I'm
girl who stood up well.
Joseph M. a powerful oast, but because of its betting he is a good Elk and doesn't tell his ma anything paw and ho
Regan contributed toe only real inherent tendency to hang to the did on their first outing together.
voice in the array of talent.
?Iis Bernhardt -Sardou type might lose
efforts were the big feature.
Jennie Henley read I wanted round wash rags because the aquare ones
He out on appeal to the Broadway audiwas aided in his numbers and at ence who favor Miss McComas.
had too man? corners to drip water over me and environs, so she
the piano by Alberta Curliss.
The tale in brief deals with a crocheted some nice circular ones embellished with lace scallops. They
Francis
Renault
offered
his wealthy young man who lives In
"Fashion" exhibit in two spots in Venice with his sweetheart. Both certainly were most artistic and I was not wholly to blame Cor mistaking
The young them for boudoir caps. As I never wear the latter, I had them put away
the show, one toward the close of are from New York.
the first act and the other at the man's father opposes his marriage for| for safe keeping in a bureau drawer and didn't learn until six weeks
death later that they were wash rags and had been sent by Miss Henley, for
father's
The
reasons.
opening of the second. His display financial
of raiment was gorgeous and his calls the young man away before the the letter accompanying the gift had gone astray In the mails.
consummated
Is
marriage
proposed
female characterizations were artistic.
Prosper and Maret, local gym- and family ties keep them apart.
No doubt you all know Al Darling got married last week. As soon
nasts, came at the right spot for The girl is told her baby has died
as Al learns Just exactly how much coffee you put In the percolator
feats of strength and equilibrium. and the father that the girl's mother
Seventeen years later for coffee for two and learns how to properly set the table and learns
has died.
A surprise team was offered
dancers, who were not programed, they meet in New York, with the what all of the spoons are for he is going to go on a still hunt for
and it's well that Morrissey dug girl opposing "her own daughter's those senders of the following telegrams which came to him signed by
them up before Geo. M. Cohan marriage, Thers is reconcilation historical characters, but Al has his "doots" about where they cume
sighted them for his ideas of dance and an ending that at least draws from:
"Dear Al: I used to chop their heads off when they got fresh.
insertions such as featured "Mary" sympathy and tends to the modern Can't be done in your case.
Any girl that would marry you has no
and "The O'Brien Girl." They have school in acting. The seventeen head.— HENRY VII l." "Dear Al: Don't be too polite to her. Lizzie
year lapse proves a considerable
the Cohan idea of speed.
didn't even offer to pay to have my coat dry cleaned. SIR WALTER
It's
spirit that Will Morrissey stumbling block to the make-up of
RALEIGH." "Dear Al: Congratulations. I never toW a lie, you know,
sprinkles around a cast that will the cast, including Miss McComas.
An event of the performance was that is, until I was married. It's a great life, though. GEORGE
keep Intact the organization at the
Beth
WASHINGTON." "Dear Al: Glad to hear the good news. Keop away
Playhouse if stipends aren't forth- the promising adventure of
coming. The house is being heavily Varden in the role of the daughter, from the Nile on your honeymoon. It ruined me. MARC ANTHONY."
"papered" for the balance of the a bit of acting that placed her in "Dear Mrs. Darling to be: Have trained many wild animals in my day,
week to gain the advertising of the school successfully graduating so can sympathize with you.— BOSTOCK."
word-of-mouth. The critics had a Miss McComas, and affording us at
chance to "massacre" the presenta- present Betty Lindley and her more
Please page Carolina Nichols, the band leader. I want her address
the
tion the opening night. They didn't, renowned successful colleagues,
to tell her how much I appreciate something big and fine which she
however.
Instead they gave the Tobin girls and Helen Hayes.
tichcuer.
did for me two years ago, and I have Just learned she has never even
Chicago public a good drift of the
been thanked for it. I can plead extenuating circumstance. I thought
spirit that prompted the organization, because both Will Morrissey
the letter had gone to her.
MILLER'S $22,000
and Lester Bryant are liked here.
Mary Moore, whom you recall as having acquired a broken neck last
Big Business in Frisco With New
year through an automobile accident, writes me she is rapidly regaining
Play
her health and strength at her home in Little Neck. I suppose my reAtlantic City, June 7.
"Love and Kisses," a musical comedy
cuperating period should be spent at Back Bay.
San Francisco, June T.
with the play by Daniel Kuascl. music by
Albert Von Tilzer and lyrics by Neville
Henry Miller's season at the CoFleeson, opened at the Olube theatre MonHenry Ford is overlooking a great opportunity to get the boys out of
lumbia topped all records last week
day for a week.
trenches in Ireland by Christmas Day.
Martin Gibbons with "La Tendresse," a new play the
Lorn Barnstable
Clarenee Bcllair
Silas O'Day
in which Miller,
French,
tho
from
Claire
O'jxiy
St.
Nola
Libby
Why don't the perplexed European statesmen gathered In Genoa to
Lew Brlce Blanche Bates, Ruth Chatterton and
Jack ilayden
world's financial problem send for I'onzt?
Helen Ford
Mary Thompson
played the principal solve the
Bruce

Village

They
and

til

go

come

known prosperity in
NhoOJli
hern out nore ' or somc
Tho Smith
It

chorus is the outstanding
5S Jf*.tf>and tno invididual endeav«
ta in pick-out numbers
Zj voa
v
*«<*"» are chorus girls hcro(**?'.

Broadway

four

am1 »P*a<tJly Introduced.
The plot deals with a country girl
and dances were handled who maJcaa biscuits while a rich
by Jo«»'l>h C. Smith, and man has ft blowout advantageously

l
where
Morrissey collected the
,

of

chorus directors. There is one girl
who kicks high who won't have to
look for a job next summer if She
goes to New York.
It's impossible to make a review
of the scenes and bits at this writing for they are undergoing changes
at every performance.
Morrissey
is such a rapid worker In the matter of introducing scenes that a
playgoer could go to one of Morrissey's outputs every night and
find a new scene or bit.
Some day
Bill will sift his complete assortment, and then, when properly directed as to when to make the pre-

V

TUB PROIXK1UB

aboute that can stand a once -over Hob
William Noal

from the best

BED-SIDE CHATS

Atlantic City, June 7.
* play by Myron

of Tout
F»g*a, opsr.rd at

Greenback to

to

the country town.
Twins as dancers,
Helen Ford, Eddie BuxsHI, Bertee
Beaumont and Nola St. Clair are
the cast.
outstanding figures,
Bchcuer,

m

RAY D00LEY

IN

COMEDY

Last Saturday Hay Dooley and
Florence O'Dtnishawn left New
York for I'orto Hlco, where they
will spend the month.
A nervous breakdown caused Miss
O'Denishawn to leave tho rehearsing "Follies" last wock.
Miss Dooloy upon returning will
be starred ii» a straight comedy.

A New York youth who stole $250 with which to elope Is spending his
honeymoon in jail. There may be times when love laughs at locksmiths,
but here's where the locksmith laughs

last.

A

man In Philadelphia demanded a divorce because his wife provided
table d'fcote meals instead of a la carte service.
It looks as if the
liberty bell isn't the only thing in the Quaker City that is cracked.

A Pennsylvania judge refused to divorce a couple married 24 years
because the wife wore a hair "switch." He probably decided one switch
wax enough.
My guest book for the past month Includes: Mrs. Fred Thompson,
Mrs. Reed Albee, Mrs. Irwin Connelly, Mr and Mrs. Fred Bowers, Mr.
and Mrs. Chus. Bray, Clara Ruhl, Bonnlo Gaylord, Sadie Kussell, Edward
Oakfoid, Ma*. Judge Weeks, Mr. and Mrs. Rex Beach, FYttzl Sc.heff, John
Tennant, Gus Klumacke, Mr. and Mrs. Will Crexsy, Monica Russell. M*r.
and Mrs. Jas. Morton, Mrs. W. H. Donaldson. Mr. Wm. Grossman,
Hamilton Re voile. Harry and Herman Weber, Mr. and Mrs. Babe Ruth.
Sally McDougal, Amanda Heudrix, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Stewart. Rosalie
Stewart and her parents, who still answer to the name of Muukenfuas,
Jean Archibald, Katie Booney. Nellie V. Nichols, Edwin Barry, Ina
Claire, mother and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Chesterfield, Phil
Benedict, Mrs. Fnrber and daughters, Flo Irwin, Edward Darling, Nora
Buyes, Mrs. Walter Snnford, Mrs. Alice Oppo, Thos. J. Ryan, Emma
(Jams, Walter Leopold, Jcnle Jacobs, Pauline Cook, John Pollock, Frank
Evans. Yvonne Maddock, Laura Bennett, Dorothy Dahl. Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Jacobs, Wm. B. Sleeper, Mr. and Mrs. Theo. Dei tin h, B. S. Moss,
Biigadler General Mullaly, George Goodwin, Mathew White, Jr., Carolyn
Lcwry, Thos. Gorman, Mr. and Mis. Ii-aac Steinfeld, Wm. Stuart, Harry
L Cort and son, Mrs. J. J.
dock, Mr. and Mrs. Barney Davis, Chaa.
as I Sadie McDonald, Zoo Berkley, lv E Hart. J. C. Niles, Mrs. Lucretla
*aV tnuoy and several others who did not «dsn the hnok

Mm
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Walnut Street Taking "Romance

Summer

M Youth" on
"
Figures estimated and comment point to tome attractions being
successful, while the same gross accredited to others might suggest
mediocrity or loss. The variance 7a explained in the* difference in
house capacities, with the varying overhead. Also the size of show
cast, with consequent difference, in necessary gross for a profit.
Variance in business necessary jf or musical attraction as against
•
I.H
dramatic play is alsc to be considered.

toward success or

"Abie's

Rose,"

Irish

,«..

Fulton

(3d
proved'

advance

Liberal

expectations.

lulling being done. Ferond week's
•takings quoted at around $6,500.

"Blossom Time," Ambassador (37th;
week). Fair chance for operetta
last

next month.

''into

Since'

downward revision of salaries for
summer continuance business has
been

around

'

$10,500.

Last, week

profitable.
to a lijttle

under

$^,500.

which
i\

is(

dropped'

.

"Bronx Express/' Astor (7th week).
May stay another two weeks.
Show was adapted from, the -Yiddish, Its title and reputation may
,

make,

it
better for road than.
Broadway. "Spice of IftiMV a rovue, listed to succeed June 26.
^Captain Applejack," Corf (24rh
"Week).
One of Sam H. Harris*
trie still in running. "'Applejack'*
1s English adaptation; 'has been
pulling one of smartest audiences
in town and has been' wrth rtonmusicnl money leaders since premiere.
Dipped to $12,000; still

counted big.
"Cat and Canary,f National (I8t*h
week). Mystery play that figures
to run. into next season. Has been
affected by general decline at fagend of season. Led the dramatic
list at
start.
Last week* about
$10,5t>0.
Should run into next

1

;

season.

ti»t.

Mouse" Walks Into Immed iate Favor^
"Anna Christie" Can't. Get Chicagoans Goings
No Weathei Interference as Yet

».

.«

Jackson.

ing over $18,800.

Chicago, June 7.,
agerial Judgment and insisted th*
Short-lived was the "flash" of presentation be Kept out of town un,
til it was*ready.
librrissey can suc"Liliom's" strength.
cessfully put on a 'show of the sort
Great .1? tjie p.Urpri^e nt ."Anna
tha^the- Playhouse's attraction will
Christie's" inability to excite a pubturn out to hot provided the banklic to celebrate' with pa'tronage" be-*
roll la«!b,^but no.bunria.n being can
cause it carries the prize play
overcome the obstacles that, shortmedal, being (awarded -.same' while in
ness of 'time fbr an opening date
our midst.
.........

Opening Juno 12, "The Romance
"Pinch Hitter," Henry Miller (2d
week). English play called 'Other of Youth" has no limit announced to
Corespondont" there, presented by its engagement, which may extend
Allan Pollock; opened Thursday three or tour' weeks. Much depends
night last week.
Godd property on the 'success ,of this "play whether
though casting not to best pur- or not the house goes out after, a
poses..
summer running.
"Red.-. Pepper," .«;hube,rt (2d. week).
"'Xetty Pepper" has been so sucMclntyre and Heath show, out all cessful that -the "Walnut manageseason. was brought; in as sum- ment is hopeful of setting a precemer filler that house could be kept dent: here' by swiYnm*fng through the
open.
Opening
week's, .gross
summer napnths. Little more than
nearly $10,000.
...
asked. The over"Rose of Stamboul," Century (14th a, break-even is,
week).
Some- talk of this big head will be small ..for this house,
which
can
save
juice and a few
on
$2.&t»>show moving downtown for
summer try at 44th Street. Re- minor expenses.
ported under $12,000; 'question if
It is no 'secret the management
that is even break .here.
would like to get a corking good
"Rubicon," .Hudson* (i7th week). musical show for July and early
Change In cast, Violet Homing A.ugust, The nearest approach to*"
replaced by Kstelle \Vinwood for summer going in recent years was
final weeks of run. Another week "Mary," which came close to makor two to gq. Around $6,000 no.w. ing the grade, although, playing a
"6huffle Along," €3d Street (55th return engagement.
week).
Business holding up so
The big problem is th4 week ends,
well
management is claiming when all Philadelphia seems to go
continuance well into second year. to
Atlantic City and the Jersey
Cut rates account for fresh popularity,
but if show sticks will resorts., In.. this respect Phi}ly. is
prdlfribly eliminate bargain tickets unique among the big eastern .cities.
Hotels here, even during the vaca*in fall.
"Six Cylinder Love," Sam Harris tlon Season, are nearly empty at
(42d Week).
This week equals week ends. With some inducement
"Tangerines" run record this tp get the crowds Friday and Satseason.
"Love" going week to urday night, it is figured the Walnut
week; takings last week Jumped, could very nicely slide through the
for a gross of over $7,300.
dog days.

,

'

•

presented.

outstanding

"Drums

for all

:

•

A

Jeopardy;" Gaiety.

of

the

aid

of

extra

matinee

last

week

for gross

oago,

old Sol

F.

Ziegfeld's K.th "Follies"; opened "cold" for first time*.
Show biggest attempt of series,
producvr aiminsir for longer stay
on- Broadway than heretofore. *|4
top.
$10 opening.
"First Year," Little (85th week)..
1

BOSTON'S TWO

refused,

i

Takings

over

$6,000

last

week;

i

t(i^ [Wilbur',

.

showman

that he is will do more
better, the show's average the »
anyth/ng else thjst has, been advised.
to

f

.

show that

for a

.

liked Irrespective
of season;.
"Lilies of
is

of the time
the Field" now has an office com-

panion

'For 'Goodness sake''

in-

at

the Garrick, for horn These* shows
ar£ o<vned by the' Broadway Productions, lAc. .(Geo. 'telleri^ full

Gorman), and; every"pros^ect .'indithough Old .Soli was goi^ng td cates the. month,, of
,J,un* will be
knock the lid off, but Wednesday -very, good to -both.
,.',,,.
came, and with it the.icoMest
."Irene" came back Monday 'to say
weather'of the entire spring: NeXt •a proper 'good-bye; and !f
it
ran
week's estimates are *apt to' 'include sthy three weeks the
owners
a-

t

.

.

4

;

;

will

the effects or warm breeze's. Uhtij
t
is observed' ji*ist wnat'hot'weath^
*

»

it

w

in 4ft ,«V) certain, ^h'o.wslopp..;.the*
atrjcals. will
continu*., to, bounce

along, at mw^e than. a normal condition fop this- time of the year.
I

most, interesting reading .will corns
from. the oritic, -if tihere- happens. to
be one, who. saw "ttarr'iKon -And the

Girls'Mn "New York unilter the title
of I'Madelelrte' and' the" Wo vies."
This situation is, very" douoltul, for
the phicagQ.c'rUjcs have ^tep, kept
b.u >}>'.. w,ith, no chance, for. -New
York
•trips, .so.. Bri^unte. show, wiijl probably
be ne viewed on. its merit and not by
to' say three" weeks more will 'have comparison.This gives the new
"Liliom" ou.Jj, of town,., mtich r'e^ CMiau> Grand show its beet change.
With the way the'Chicagd situa*
gretted by those who .class it 'with
the figure prevailing in the several
"Anna, Chri-stie,". viewed from, dra- tfon now holds, there'll hVive'to bs
weeks the show, has stayed here,
wholesale, June closings, or [ejse ths
matic, study... w
M
In the case of "The Tavern," while
new reason .will be, so
Ju*St why the Chicago- public don't old aiid
business was off last week with
make more of •« fdss abbut "Ahna hitched together .with, attractions
total of $14,000 fbr 'nine perform^taat
the.
first nighter;< for the -first
ances,
an extra" ma'tinee being Christie" with all the country-wide time in years
here, Willnor be aT«
staged on ', ilembr'ial Day, It can altentipn this, O'Neil' prize.. play "is forded ah
opportunity td ascertain
receiving
is one of those affairs that,
run out this mdn(h without' serious
JdJ-t 'when
his vacation can
be
Even at' ,$11.0001 this show •can't be explained .when a com- starled.
effect.
'/
^. '"
wHl make money. Then Cohan will munity deserves to "hold high its ...Last peek's
7
estimates;
dramatic appreciation;* It<s either
get busy on his musical show and
"Lighrtnin:"
(Ulaokstonc, * 89th
proba*bly will have the town clear proving' that the public.; takes hb vvjjek).r
east
changes
Ui
7-First
notice, of the splendid, tribute^ paid
Ipncodnter
for his opening and will
brought,
usual.
.interest.
No further
no serious, opposition,', un'ti'l Labor the, presentation by the loeaj.critiics speculation
needed/
since
ii
l<wsrd
Day, fct. which time he will, t>e or else with the late spring goes out even
year's run will be comof a musical play like
a' out ready to turn the house,over thoughts
bined'
If Frank Bacon's idea of vaHotel Mouse," "Which has
to »S»avage for his annual, produc- "The
cation can be altered.
Reported
at
"
v
tion, n sort of tradition at the Tre- fecored 'heavily.
Francos White made the opening
mont.
"Anna Christie" (Cort, 8th we. k).
at the Ajk>11o for "The Hotel MoUS«^
M.ay be hood(»o for play to rewhat it gloriously turned out to be
ceive prize medal.
If house and
APOLLO RETURNING TO WOODS
namely* the starting of a solid company
are satisfied with $X,1!00,
Chicago, June 7..
....
eight weeks' run, if not longer.
no chance for new show until
The Apollo will return to the Frances was on her good behavior Aug.
20.
Woods management Aug. 15. The and entertained the first-nighters
/"The. Hotel Mouse" (Apolk), 1st
Shuherts Will relinquish all present so well that it is doubtful if critics
week).— Panto* in
and
quietly
.holdings in the managerial direction anywhere ever paid the young lady
.landed. "rifrtlTT Cut into everything
of the Apollo, and.it is believed that the compliments t)^e local papers
in
towm
Night
holiduy
before
"The Hotel. Mouse" will. .be the last carried for her. Its not known just opening.
helped
show at this 'house under the Shu- how New Yorkers viewed this musi- for get-aw^y. trade to seach $2.tf0Q
'White's
I'rancfs
berts' house mana*g«-ment.
cal piece, which hrts Taylor Holrri< s
sertbuWneHa with her |.w'n t.-.lent
The Apollo will come under the as a co-star, but Chicago' likes it, won her
compliments of ultai stifull rharge of the *\Voo*ls offices, and as the first week's business
ter- pciia.tivt^ from critics. ThbroUlfhwith <:Lou Housema.n dir<<ting its minated the advance siiie for future ly liked
pu^entation, holding codestinies, In addition, to- the mannge- performances indicate the weather star
interest with Taylor Holms*
ment of the Woods theatre.
is going to- have a hard time catchWithout Sunday, tallied $MM'i».
This situation is going to make ing "The Hotel Mouse" in any kind
"Hollywood Follies" (Playhouse.
gucssWdrk ^sJtjO whe're the Shuberta of a heat trap:
1st week).— Critics ann* bfg hirny of
intcml to. play their Vautl^vjille in
Will 'klorrisscy can't be blamed Well-wishers "broke th«jr hccki"
the IoqsI fiedd next, season Kight for the poor start oj the "Holly- endeavoring to s« ml this
<n
m
now there are reasons to believe then wood Follies" at the 1'layhouse. right foot.
When the ODt-nifM
Garrick will p"lay the- vaudeville, When Will was working the way Ktand.tryout was m.idr at Btoo|H but matters are so complicated the ^he did producing the shew somc,- ington, owners should have k«
ott
dcflhite'eelectibn is not 'yet Yeporttd. 15ody shduid ,< liave' cxcctl.ed manM (Conr?mir^
o*n fage 2t)
:

"LtlJom's"

moving"* -to the Great
won't help to stop tfie
skjdding^ Theatre Guild pj-esjqntation.
unfortunately
enpountere,d
when
"For. Goodness Sake" took away the
Garrick,. Switching *iouses is- genv
erally costly. It will be a good guess
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surprising manner in which the sea-!
son Is holding up. Weather is primarily responsible for Chicago's
theatrical activities.
There's been
ho
such
animal
as 'da/magimj
weather for. show business,' For A
moment on.Memoriai pay jjt Iqokeu

.

at

'

•

,Qf wliat w,aa espectcd following cxeclknl notlceu.

Waiu"
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prediction
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Night" at the.- riymuuth.
and ''Smooth as.. Silk" at. the Self
wyn, all closed Saturday.
At' preserit '"Sally" looks good fet
It
is
about .three ,mdre vleeks.
doubtful if the local time will be
Last
period.
.heyond'tliis
stretched
week, for the first time, signs of
lagging interest appeared and at
the eight performances $31,700 was
grossed. This is about 2,000 ibelow

.

.

the'

at. (he. Colonial.

"Ladies'

.

•

td

•^The Last

'

to^use hotyday ^calq, *$3 3Q,,.s#./Tle
Mi Saturday) tor Decoration Day

'

pected bad breaks, but the shrewd

.

is.

•

,

June

of last
week, Boston this week .has bu|
two legitimate attractions playing
here, and. both majking good.jnoney
VThie Tavern','
at -the present time.
is
still art the Tremont, where, it
remain
until the ert(|l
probably
Will'
of the month "kt least,* artd "Sal'lyy

netted profit for house 'and show. „
Comedy run leafier may pool and
try for second summer continuness.
ance, although las( tvyo weeks "The, Goldfish,"
Maxine Elliott (7th
r
were advertised.
week). One of the few offerings
"Good Morning. Dearie," Globe (32d
below 42d street. All other houses
week). Easing off in business one
except, National and Empire daj.k.
.M.i son for revision downward of
"Goldfish", probably turned little
admission scale; top now is $4
profit last week, though gross unand balcony front $3.50.
;der $6,500.
.,.
Last
week's gross better than $24,000. "The Hairy Ape," Plymouth
(8th
Show will try all summer.
<Week>.
'On .'•'•worst'** Tuesday
"He Who Gets Slapped," Garrick
O'Neil drama/ got four figures.
(22d week). Theatre Guild giving
Standing <up much better than most
several performances this week of
of Others, Totals about $1,000 un"Mom to Midnight," h special' dor previous week; gross around
production, with "He" being of$8,500, which is considered very
.,
fered on 'other daVs.
feoofl-.
"the
.'"Heads I Win," Earl Carroll.
Nest," 48th St: (19th week).
Tp
Final week fbr Brady drama*. Some
have opened here
>re Tuesday; pre
miere.put over until Friday, the]
crifies list if a's one Of the best
her
called off "when, management of
plays of .the season, Business* has
only been' fair and of late has
hoyse and shpw backers disagreed
dropped off markedly, like the
ov<-r postponement
,',<
.,.

•

Run-

"Tavern"

Legit Houses'
^Boston,

True

'

Others.
Belmont
(4th
week).
Corking comedy brought Jrj. on "The Perfect Fool,? Cohan (33d
eve of summer,
we*k).
Figures to continue anBusiness has
other three weeks, with run .of
drawn excellently from start n<nd
•lines up' as Belmont's first hit of36 weeks aimed for. Business lust
week about $9,400. House to get
fering.
Last week with extra
picture .early in July.
matinee (Decoration Day) gross
went to $y,100— new house record. "The Rotters,"' 39th St. Was. taken
off last
Saturday.
"Kiki,** Belasco (28th week).
Stayed two
For
weeks, the salary period arranged
Belasco-Ulyc dramatic smash caas minimum with players. Busipacity was claimed for Tuesday
ness last week under $1,500.
night (Decoration Day), the worst
on Broadway in years. It con- 'To the Ladies," Liberty (ICth
tinues the best call in agencies
week).
Final week; decision to
with over $16,000 right along.
close comedy which' .started off
briskly made Tuesday' after Weak
"Lawful Larceny," Republic <23d
Monday night. Business lately beweek). Will try running through
tween $6,ouo and'$7,ooo. House
the month. Classes as one of the
goes dark.
dramatic
successes
of
season.
Changes in cast on account .of "Up the Ladder," Playhouse (11th
salary cutting; new players went
week).
A bout, ready to .depart
In Monday.
with many others which have, been
running on werk-to-wook basis.
"Make It Snappy," Winter Garden
J 'est of many productions tried in
(9th week).
One matinee cut, to
this: house since last J»uly.
relieve hard work of star (Eddie
Cantor).
Business little under "Truth About Blayds," Booth (13th
$20,000,
satisfactory
for
week). One more week for this
early
summer.
Milne play, which has done rather
well.
Business around $.r»,000 e»r
"Music Box Revue," Music Box
bit bett« r.
(2*th week).
Extra performance
last week; gross around $28,000; "Silver Wings," Apollo (4th week).
attendance not Capacity* early
Doing very little. Heavy loss on
days but takings best h\ toWn.
exploitation showing figured to be
Balcony scale revised, with $3.50
balanced when picture is released.
now top. Lower floor remains $4. "Nero," Lyric (3d week). Last week
"Partner*
Again/'
((Ith
Selwyn
average takings reported $600'
week).
I'erhaps only attraction
daily, or about $5,000. on week.

and

in

ninjd

the

(

'

•

"The,

'8ally w

J

.

Around' $4,000.
Dover ,Road," Bijou (25th
week). Probably will stick until
the' e,nd of the month.
Business
around' f'a.OOO. wi(h shd\v hooked
up to "operate on moderate busi-

'

•

!

where it will ,be .functioned is
what' confronts Jake Rosenthal
Jake hHs received several unexor

(

cntne late and could not better' fair
gross of first weeks.
Has been
sliding, but will try to toot into
•July, house and show pooling.

'

preparing- to •positively

to explain

"Fanny Hawthorn,* "Vandernllt (5<o
week). Final week'.'for' this r*e±
Between $7,500 and $8,000.,
vival,
originally
called
"Hihde "The Charlatan," Times Sqtiare (7th
"Wakes." House goes dark.
week). Two for one ticket plan
*Follies,"
New 'Amsterdam (1st
now being used.' Mystery stiiow
week).

is bound to make.
Some big idea
has to be added to the Fahiee attraction, and what this idea can be

i

i

leads

was

,.

,

"Just Married" ran wild with the
chloroform the zephyrs which have
extra performance, making 10 for
been making backward, the. straw
the week.
It's
doubtful- if the
hat parade.)
"Letty," which has had a number
The above five paragraphs are a owners expected this splendid business in considering the Chicago enof changes in cast recently, again gist-peep for
the fellow who takes
gagement. Profitable business was
hovered* around $10,000, though not his Loop theatricals
on the run.
naturally 'e'xpeeted via' the' sensible
With the spell
quite achieving it.
For those who are lingering, hftftmanner* in whwh the attfaetton is
of bad weather and l)ot wave coma b outs happenings are popping up
organized, but .the present., huge
bined, this was excellent.
with such rapidity that more than
profits proves what Chicago will do
gists are necessary

summer
booking away from New York Only
but

isn't set, in
tackle the hot weather plus the division' of business that the coming
of "Irene** and "For Goojjness^ Sake"

1

.

,

"MnUy Parling"

i

because of a premature .pre-

"Aces" has been the weather confor show business, causing
those who knO\v the heat of the Loop
theatres to wonder what's- going to
happen to shows not gaining head-,
way under chilly atmospheric conditions when the mercury races upward. (And as this was being written there were good 'indications that

1

of $6,300.

all.

dition

•

with

became ap-

miere.

'

•

•

straits

.

moved upward

.

parently indifferent
Tremendous is the effort to y*rin*k
the "Hollywood FoHies" out of dire

'

"The Blushing Bride," 44th Street
mystery play that failed. Opened
i(18tb week). -Another week will
last week, drew panning, no bust*
let this musical show out for seaness and closed Saturday*.
One
son^i Was to have gone to Chiweek. House dark.-

•

later lost because she

'

summer.

so

:

;

.

Attraction has been
novelty success of

Aimed

season.

.

Pleasant indeed is, it jt,o objServe
Frances White wirming bael^ a,. public that she first heartily captured
with her singing b'f "The FIoNver

•

j

m

affords emphatically so
thiw case,
why did 'they expect- it eft Morrissey 7
Everybody was sooting
hard. for a. success, a^nd the eritics
joined (he prevailing atmosphere,
Garden Ball" dt the La Salle theatre 'sb perhaps the wbpk how
going on
during "The Candy Shop" days, long will*bring the Playhouse'the* sumbefore Broadway knew of her, but mer, show that will
make money for

.

Moscow" organization
Bat," Moroyo (94th week)
moved here by Morris (Jest Mon- "The
Has 10 weeks to go to achieve
day.
Roof house especially made
solid two-year run which Was deover for attnaction and new bilj
cided on. Broadway's run leader
theatre of

'

'

,

"Chauve-Souris," Century
Roof
(19th week).
The Balieff. "Bat

IN CHICAGO

"Hotel

which

:

•

1o

192$

fr,

SHOWING SURPRISING RESULTS

T.

Tho newcomer will be* Wallace
Munro's "Romance of 'Youth,** writperformances, gross on., the day ten by Myron Pagan, which is playThat established a new ing Atlantic City. The cast con$4,600.
high gross for show, takings go- tains Carol McComas and Ethel

failure*.

week).
First two weeks
only fair, with gross not up to

,

Pejpper,':'

,

Juttfc

rumors and

of;
V) I nils', ,the .Wajnu,t
Street., is, definitely announcing,, a

successor to ",Letty
ends Saturday,

These matters are included ami considered when comment below
.points
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TOLLIES"

FANNY BRICE

By

Washington. D.

C June
.,

7.

—

This week I'm playing vaudeville first time in seven years.
This week the "Follies" opened— and ringing in my ears
Are the applause and the excitement that thrills those opening eights
And makes the Ziegfeld "Follies" the greatest of theatrical flights.
"Follies" so long that tonight I'm kinda blue.
I've been with the
Thinking of all the fun I've had, and now alt the fun is through.
can hear Flo say, in his drawly way: "Now. Fanny, listen here.
You belter get some good songs or you'll be a flop this year."
And Urban with his accent giving the lighting cue
And saying, "Flo, a little tnore blue. Just a little more blue."
And nervous Billy Sehrode — back stage how he does shine.

I

—

shouting the shout that keeps the girls in line—
And Gene Buck calling Bring on the gals." and Stamper, quiet Dave,
Sitting around and sitting around, so musical and grave.
And Hosenbaum. our manager, with his bobbing beard aglow,
Who is running this show"?
Talking with his cane and saying.
And little Itosie Bosenbauha, always digging up a game
\
And my sweet ola pal. Ned Wayburn, with his great* big frame
sweater,
shouting
grey
out
all:
old
to
his
W»ftppO< m
Sniffling about,

—

"Better do that number better, girls, or you'll get an early c ill."
And looking back there's liitehy always sf> quiet and neat —
His welcome somehow was different fiorn anyone's that you'd meet.

—

And LH Lorraine — her dressing room always next to mine —
The laughs we've had together! Oh. you auld Ian- syne —
And YV C. Fields, sneaking in with a. brace, every night,
And Eddie Cantor with his hula hull eyes and suggestion::, so

brilliant

and bright.

And little crying Penny, practicing constantly,
And every time we'd all go out she'd say Hvet yum \s looking at me."
And little Bay Dooley, always alone, away fiorn all the huruh;.
How I miss tint prize fight — nobody now to punch.
And Van and Schenck, the haimony kids, sending notes between each
'

scene;

Maybe Gus won't understand, but Joe knows what I mean.
And pretty Mary Katon, with her sunny smile and pout.
a daisy when everyone else was worn out.
Always .fresh
Jessie Heed, with her Knglish accent, and Bva Brady. Willi her Irish
And Dolores, always' talking clothes, saying Girlie, that don't fit."
Do you wonder why I'm lonesome, even tho* know
In the fall I'm going .out with another show?
1 don't know who'll be with me, tho* Flo is managing me.
But If he'd put this bunch together what a great show it would

M

wit,

I

PALACE

be.

here and there that was very enjoyable the stuff about "dunking"
cake
in coffee, for instance, met a
Nothing unusual about the current Palace show. Just an average ready res. onse from the dunkers"
out
front,
and there appeared to
big time arrangement eight acts,
While the show be a bunch ot them. Miss Curtis
mostly familiars.
has
developed
remarkably since "her
held entertainment that sufficed, it
played In a cut and dried sort of entry in vaudeville. This is especially
noticeable
in her reading of
way.
Monday night was rather
early June, but the lines.
sultry
for
But h Budd opened the second
weather didn't hurt the attendance
any. The regulars filled the down- half and held the house breathless
stairs section earlier than usual, it with her daring aerial work.
Her
seemed.
By 8:30 -no gaps were gymnastics on the rings and rope
visible, and the rear of the orches- place her in the top rank of aerialists
The singing and instrumental
tra held the customary standees.
Both Pat Hooncy and Marion stuff leading up to the gymnastics
Bent with their tab, "Hings of means nothing, but serves as a good
Smoke," and Francis X. Bushman contrast for the meat of the act.

—

—

'

Beverly Bayno probably had Miss Budd was recalled for a bit
considerable to do with any draw of oratory. She scored a legitimate
responsible for filling the house. hit.
Bushman and- Bayno closed the
Another wow was that of Dolly
first half with "Poor Rich Man." a
Kay in the first half. Miss Kay
satirical comedy playlet by Edwin reeled off four or five numbers, each
Burke. It's an ideal vehicle for the characterized neatly and with ft
picture players, taxing neither as genuine touch of jazz.
She could
to acting, and giving both an op- have done a couple of additional
portunity to shine. Mr. Bushman's numbers,
them
but
wisely left
voice wasn't overstrong. several of wanting more.
his speeches being difficult to catch
Officer Vokes and Don were secin the middle of the house.
His ond, and caught a fairly well settled
performance was otherwise smooth audience.
Officer Vokes is doing
and intelligent and marked with o considerable monologing. His marepose that lifted it out of the class terial is entertaining and well hanof oral acting that has featured the dled.
Don." the intoxicated canine,
work of so many picture stars wnen brought back memories of Barnold's
they leave their native element of inebriated dog at Hammcrstein's
the studio Cor the speaking stage- several years ago, but "Don" lost
Miss Bayne is gifted with splendid nothing by comparison with his
diction that meets the best stand- predecessor, landing a comedy hit.
ards of tho spoken drama
William ind Joe Mandel, third,
The act
landed for a solid count, tho couple gave tho show a comedy push forbeing recced for a speech
ward that held up the first part
Hooney and Bent closed the show. beautifully. The falls pulled their
The only other member of the regulation laugh returns and the
original cast of "Hings of Smoke" is legitimate tumbling at the finish
Maude Drury, who plays the Irish was accorded deserved appreciation,
K'rl. a
pretty blond*, whose per- Horn and Inez, a double skating
formance was marked with ability turn, featuring a swivel neck spin,

and

.

'

out Of so many musical productions
she is probably the best known singing ingenue in musical comedy. If
nothing else made her name familiar
tho waltz song from "Maytime" did.
The folks out front recognized that.
Miss Wood concluding her routine
with it in an ante-bellum number.
Miss Wood radiates personality,

wholesome looks that get over. It's
a neat, sweet, thought not complete,
little act.
What there is of it is
all right—only there isn't sufficient
to held it up worthy of topping a
Biverside bill. A couple of the supporting turns eclipsed Miss Wood's
offering on volume returns.
It is
classy, but not sassy enough to demand and command slathers of
proletarian
approbation.
Harold
Bevy and Zelda Sears, that veteran
actress -authoress,
composed and
wrote the offering. The same team
were responsible for the score and
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Assisted bv
ping (he eight- »t bill
her Tour Buddies (mile quartet)
tnd It uotd Levy at the baby tfi »nd.
they were spotted prccedipg the
siesta. Miss Wood Iia* boon in and
I

:

thing la amiss, for the fine impression she made on her entrance was
injured by a changed appearance.
The numbers are musical and soothing, and they have a splendid melodious novelty for tho finish. Miss
Brunelle singing "Mmo. Butterfly"
while her man partner
straight,
sings a particularly syncopated song
that seems to merge harmoniously
into the operatic score. It was a
decided novelty and won them a fair

demonstration.
Joe Boberts walks on cold and,
after tuning up his trained 'banjo,
plunges jnlo a tenacious rendition ot
Poet and Peasant" from itsjintroductory flourishes to its bitter end.
May be it was "William Tell." whatever it is that the xytophonists always play, that's it. It takes nearly
four minutes to complete the' number, and on a warm night it's trying.
Boberts follows with several imitalibretto of "Lady Billy"
(Mitzi's tions and then goes into jaza that
show of two seasons back).
brings him returns. Heturning for
Immediately preceding Miss Wood, an encore he paused to tune up with
"Blackface" Eddie Boss spieled his the orchestra again, and then gave
chatter and strummed his African
'em another rag number with comharp for the getaway to whopping edy effects that was stimulating. He
returns.
Moss struck an exceeding- held the *>how up and drew the hit
ly responsive chord Monday night,
of the evening
clicking sweetly on all six.
Fok and Kelly, in taeir domestic
Another highlight was Flsa By an wrangle sketch, were all talk, amuswith her comedy sketch, "Beg— For ing talk, probably, to an audience
Short/' assisted by Hdmund Serag- (hit eonltl hear it, but wasted on
hsrrt.
A successful two-people com- the iUate crowd. The vehicle is an
edy skit is a novelty in itself, al- ingenious 'affair in its framework.
though more often a fizzle as far as It starts with a wrangle of husband
tension *nd plot development are
and wife in neighboring drug store
concerned. The tension and tempo telephone booths; carries the battle
here command attention throughout.
in a taxicab and then continues
The plot itself is quite thin and home
This scaffolding
in the parlor.
ft
obvious, but Miss Hyatt's individual
serves to suspend all the hokum of
work carries it across.
Beg has the familiar give and take of a
fainted across the doorslep of an
family light.
author-woman hater.
He must
Cooper and Bicardo look up about
ncccssorily administer first aid, but 10 minutes with their familiar talk
after that he becomes almost antagand did best with their finish, he
onist'
in his attitude towards her.
a toy tin horn and she a
When be plants his particular anti- playing
ukelele aa they walkcdBoff. For the
pathy against a persistent sob sister rest Miss Cooper does an impersonaDaily News" who has been tion of Florence Moore's clowning,
of the
trying to secure an Interview w»tlt
and her partner merely feeds her, alhim for many days, one knows Beg though
likeable
a
displays
he
is the p. s. s.
Dion Ttlheradge wrote straight matt style and an agreeablo
the skit produced by Joseph Hart
They did nicely with the
voice.
(Attractions). The piece winds up
songs and comedy, but the talk scatwith a proposal. Peg chatting chumtered
mily as is her inherent wont, as the
"At the Baity" is a splendid flash
curtain drops slowly
At least it and might have made an impression
tried to but didn't.
Her ad fibbing, earlier with its fast dancing, parand the pseudo-intrusion of a hasty ticularly that of the man, and its
stagehand who seemingly knocked other simple specialties, but it was
over a backed-up fly disclosing him- 10.30 when it .came on and then the
self, suggest it's a frame.
If it isn't
show couldn't have boon redeemed
it should be. for it extended a, probHush.
by Al Jolson himself
able; four-curtain acknowledgement
to twice that many.
Valda started the show ariapplty
with a fast terp routine.
Dynn
The Boyal is making a bravo batJunto assists at the piano. Crafts tle to survive through* the hot
and Haley twiced with songs and months.
It is also becoming real
patter. They are neat appearing artistic, with Lionel Atwill (Now
youngsters, which is a decided as- Acts), the young Knglish dramatic
set, cross -gagging on "Wimmin," a star, headlining the Bronx house
seemingly natural and fitting topic this week and Lou TeMogen, billed
to them, and mixing it up with as the hero of a hundred romances,
songs, pop and restricted. Some of topping the procession next week.
the -specially wr.itten patter was
Mr. Atwill made an impressive
clever and appropriately appreciated. debut into two-a-day circles in the
The Four Headings proved their Kdgar Allen Woolf sketch. "The
claim to a spot in No. 3 in more than White- Faced Fool." It's one of the
fair measure.
Looking immaculate finest dramatic moments that the
in duck trunks and gym shirts they vaudeville patrons havo had dished
uncorked a striking routine of up to them for seasons. Mr. Atwill,
human puppet juggling. They inter- unlike many of the legitimate brethchange as top mounters and under
ren, takes vaudeville seriously, havstanders in the throws and lifts, ing secured an excellent vehicle and
catapulting one another through surrounded himself with an excellent
space to flashy-looking hand to hand cast. The star b4ld the second after
catches. The slide down the incline intermission spot and was accorded
to a hand catch was sensational for an ovation at the final curtain. The
applause returns.
show played smoothly and looked
Gertrude Moody and Mary Duncan well on paper, but none of the acts
(New Acts) reopened after Inter- received their custolnary returns.
mission. As usual, Juliiis Dehzbcrg This was probably due to the slim
and orchestra made the stretch attendance, there being only about
period a spot with his Instrumental one-fourth of a houseful present.
Sherwin Kelly, a neat opener,
solo.
Business about half capacity. started the evening. Miss Kelly is
House dressing could not camouflage a versatile miss, who sings, dances
Abel.
the population sparsity.
and does trick bicycle riding. It is
an ideal summer turn on account of
the girl's appearance, costuming and
pleasing personality.
The IiC Grohs, one of tho best
A most unsatisfactory pop frame- turns of its kind, wero second. The
It
is "fairly
up tho final half.
two men and tho girl did their marswamped in talk and had only one- velous conlortioning to good returns
clean-cut specialty which, by the considering the attendance.
way. made the hit of the performThe Ford Dancers followed. The
ance Tuesday night, Joe Hoberte, turn holds Johnny, I'M win and Dottle
Everybody of the Fords, the fourth member
straight banjo player.
William
elso talked and talked and talked
being Fvelyn Bennett.
If a second-class pantomimist had
Cully Is at tho piano. The hardonly walked on and made faces it shoe stepping on the dancing mat
would have been a relief as long as is unique, being almost extinct in
ho didn't engage in conversation. It these days of jazz and shimmy.
was a sweltering night.
Johnny Ford's solo of buck and real
Hvcn down about relatively would 'wings" got over well, most of tho
have been How K in a theatre of younger clement being unfamiliar
small proportions you couldn't get with the difficulty of the style. The
the drift of the chatter. To make act hoofed to honors and fair re-

who assisted materially in opened, and wont over unusually
tlcll.
up the comedy In the Irish for the initial spot
worse everybody who couldn't
it
scene.
Ted and Kathryii Andrews
hear was asking his girl or her
are the new dancing team, and all
beau: "What did be say?" and that
°f their
RIVERSIDE
didn't make it any better.
doubles rang tho bell
Kooriey whanged '.cm for a row of
There was only one turn in which
To Chick Vorke Mid Hose King
°[»era
houses
wall r fell that unusual distinction of stop- there was any dancing and that was
his
with
c
J°88ing, ju usual.
Funny thing ping tho show in the closing posi- at the finale in "At the Party." Then
about that Boonoy Hogging.
Hun- tion.' necessitating | termination of it was too lato to get any speed into
"reels of acts do it
in vaudeville, tho news reel after it flickered vain- the show. That made it worse, and
out Kooney endows
such a ly for about three minutes against tltogelher it was a wearisome even™ rr e of personality ithiswith
Business was surprisingly
name has m\ insistent applutsc barnge The ing.
Jeconie synonymous with it.
The hand-to-hand music avaDnohod lU good. One would have looked foi an
the
considering
house,
d winging also hung up
the lights went up. the empty
opposition;
100
Per tv..*.,
cent, IUI
III
for Boonoy
Tho
news -reel Stopped, and Vorke tnd weather, but it was bettor lb an half
nouse held it tolf
acknowledged the plaudits occupied. The picture selection was
Intact until nearly King
joe Anton, tnd
md gracefully. The high -class, abundant, and well
then a number of graciously
the
and

-

varied,

infinitely

belter

selected

than the vaudeville.
Hiigo tnd Hdse. comedy acrobats
(New Acts! opened the show Hvcn
Stephens
ilked incessantly.
they
tnd Brunclle. I splendid singing
turn, No t, in «dc something Of a
stir principally on the woman's excellent soprino voice and stunning
costumes. They held to their song
routine consistently, ind taike'd 'very
Maybe It's the
little or not at all.
amber spot she uses or the yellow
crinoline Jross she wears, but somet

turns.

Jones and Jones ran strongly under a. severe handicap. Tho quiet
crossfire methods of the colored boys
and their real .character delineation
also through the unfamiliarty of the
house With real Southern negro
types. They thawoi them out finally and were in safe circles by the

time they reached the closing song.
The colored lads are still closing
with IIq'a In the Jail House Now."
ie.t
With
finish tins act should
'

»

I

in ike history in darklown
It's a real novelty.

Harry

Con lev*

circles.

closing the first
half, »ls'» bxl to go and get 'cm.
Conloy's surefire finish stood hlrn in
Rood ..tc mI for the usual surefire
»nd tots got about half their
». tgs
usual totals
'Bice and Old Shoes"
looks gowd for a comedy repeat next
se iSOti
It is one of the few characters Hot hasn't beep done to dealh
1

in v ni'.leville

like him by aticking to his knitting.
The telephone business of answer-

ing the phone at various times being
cued by the blowing of a fish born,
revolver shots and other things except tho ringing of the bell, was
worked up for good laughs. Tht
travesty recitation with the bats
also got a fair share. A new finish
took Ingliss off nicely. It is a comedy song to an old Spanish melody

sung without any accompaniment
except a few strums from a wheezy
banjo.

After the headllner had goalee
them Morris and Campbell, next to
closing, hung up the hit of the bill
in their nut comedy turn.
The act
remains the same as when last
caught around the big-time houses,
and is still one of the best comedy
1

turns in the two-a-day. Morris is
a comedian of parts and. a knowledge of values that cinches it for
him. It's sure spot-holding combination.

Sansone and Debit, a man and

woman

in

a corking balancing turn,

closed one of tho best bills of the
summer season.
Cot*.

FORDHAM

-

warm

Tho

weather aided by a
drizzle kept the house to about
three-quarters Monday night. % A
pleasing show with one featured
turn,
Franklyn and Charles Co.
holding down Mo. 3. Only five acts,
a Kealon comedy inserted, with the
regular feature ''Tho Fatal Marriage" starring Wallace Keid and
,

liilli.tn

CJish.,

Baggett and Sheldon opened the
vaudeville in a peppery club wielding and hat twirling act. giving the
show a good start. Ann Day. assisted by her harp, took care of tho
deuce spot with ease.
She took
command at the start with a neat
solo. She followed in with two vocal

numbers, earning enough applause
an encore.
Franklyn and Charles Co. stopped
the
show with, their burlosquo
Apacho dance. Upon their appearance in tights for the lifting, tho
audience was taken by surprise and
even moro so with the hand balancfor

ing

that

The

followed.

warm

weather made the 'work harder and
left them ringing wet at the finish.
Bresslcr and Klaisa capably Ailed
the next spot, in their comedy song
act. Miss Klaiss's coon shouting delivery pleased and helped Preaslcr's
entrance. He got many laughs with
bin long limbs. Finishing in a double
comedy number in which Bresslcr
again used hia legs for some eccentric piano playing, they had to
make a apeech to get off.
"A Night In Spain" closed the
vaudeville. The four men and four
women all Spanish, danced and sang.

The turn

ma*

please closing

shows

On the small Time.

23RD ST.
Three single-reel picturea started
the show at the 23d Street Tuesday
evening, with the first devoted to
baseball, showing the Giants in ac*
tion.
The other two were fhe cus-

tomary Topics and news
illustrated aortg

reels.

was the next

An

offer-

passing muster,
with the slides woefully old.
The opportunity offered a publisher
to plug a number In this manner
should be handled with discretion.
The slides used at the 2M Street
were entirely out of date, being of
the vintage of 1900. The manufacture of slides has not become a lost
art, one concern in the city turning
out On an average of 6,000 a day,
which practically eliminates any
necessity for a publisher relying
upon those he has had on the shelv?s
ing, the

number

itself

1

for years.

The

vaudeville secured its start
a* novelty offer-

with Flectra, with
ing.

Tho showy manner

Olectricity is

in which
handled by this man

started the bill moving smoothly.
The talk at times is overdone, with
tho turn having sufficient interest to
raon the average pop bill.
Tho

Three Macks, boys who sing and
dance, experienced little difficulty.
No. 2. The three divide their work
up evenly, each. given an opportunity
for individual returns. The harmony
work with a pop number let them t
to applause.
Sophie and Harvey Kverett furnished an offering along novel linea
No. 3. The couple possess a smoothrunning vehicle with a novel idea,
>

The

act is in good working shape
and is productive of laughs.' Th *y
were a welcdme relief from the general run of sketches placed in a
similar position on the, average bill.
The audience accepted them as sueh.
The show was tied up No. 4 by
Florence Brady, a youthful singer of
rag numbers. Miss Brady has /Je-

\

veloped strongly as a singer of thia
She placed' each of her numbers with telling force and sh ired
the applause honors of the evening
with Dooley and Rales, who followed. Single women No. 4 at this
house are a rarity. This miss live.!
up to the position and gained the
applause of the audienee to a

order.

mm

Dooley and Ssles,
created

latfgtl

n<*xt to closing,
after laugh with Ah' \r

foolery, the intimate work with th^
audience having a strong appeal for
I he
neighborhood clientele. Dooley
finished with a short speech regard
ing his experiences at Hie aanvj
house 20 years ago. This couple
furnish their best efforts whether

After intermission lark ingliss, the the house be throe or iwo'-a-diy.
"iitif comedian, liokod Ins wty to B»rdo and Melvill supplied six minone of tho comedy hits of tho bill utes of fast ha rid -balancing work »•
Ingtlaa bad quite a time with the tho closing position, gaining apilixrt.
customers, but finally made Iheea pliiiso with earn feat.
.

.J

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

20

LIONEL ATWILL

and Co.
Fool" (Dramatic)

"PETTY LARCENY"

PETE GRIFFIN

(4).

Mine.; Full Stage

inconsequential.

ated dresser (Will Hindson). DaThe aoj showed nothing that
vazet's wife (Elsie Mackay) arrives
would warrant its elevation beyond
Croisset dis'while he is absent.
three-a-day circles.
Con.
covers her and is making love to
her when Davazet discovers him.
He is interrupted in his denuncia- WALTERS and GOOLD
tion by his curtain call.
Songs
His wife enters a stage box out One
front.
Her face is illumined *by a
Walters and Goold arc two boys
spot light he!d in her lap. A scene who affect the style of Van and
in "one" between Davazet and Crois- Schenck in general outline of apset marks the big scene of the sup- pearance, working and stage bear-*
posed premiere. Davazet as Pierrot ing in general, without reaching the
is denouncing Croisset for luring originals in any division, of course.
Pierpett (Daphne Malone) away There is the similar physical conand accomplishing her ruin. The trast between the two. But neither
big scene where the clown runs the really attempts even a slight imitagamut of the emotions from Jeal- tion of either Van or Schenck.
ousy to murderous rage had preThis couple appear in derbys and
viously been discussed by the ar- tuxes, first in boob song fashion.
tists.
Croisset claimed he should That is the initial error and one
have been cast for the part, as he they have difficulty in recovering
was the hero of a hundred inspira- from. If the opening is aimed for
tions.
Ho accuse u* Davazet of be- comedy it flops. It's the derbys
ing a dead man.
and the slow double number that
During the scene the clown, seem to make for the missing
maddened by the proximity of his laughs. After that it's songs, with
wife in the stage box and her lover one of the boys at the piano, singon the stage, chokes Croisset un- ing, cross-legged, and playing, doRe- ing more playing than singing. The
til he thinks he has killed him.
turning to his dressing room after other end tries a little comedy efan ovation he is showered with fort and secures a laugh or so durpraise from the manager who pro- ing his numbers.
claims him the greatest tragedian
It may be the Bongs or it may be

of his time.

the singers, but

Davazet, quaking with terror and
remorse, thinking he has killed his
rival, is astounded when the latter
bursts In with denunciations of his
rough treatment. His wife follows,
explaining that it was a trick on
her part to rouse him and inspire
the necessary emotions required by
the part.
Tho Interest is held in a vise. Mr.
Atwill is splendid, as the role allows him ample scope for his dramatic powers. Miss Mackay was a

ers, perhaps different songs will
push them out of that No. 2 position.
It docs seem
that in this
case with the boob song opening

sympathetic heroine, inspiring sympathy. The rest of the
cast is on a par with the high
standards of the entire production.
In a distinctly vaudeville atmosphere this dramatic breath from the
$3 world stands out like a Woolworth
building. It's a natural for vaudeville and a shining example of the
wisdom of intelligent preparation
by legit stars making their advent
into the two-a-day. The author has
surpassed himself (though tho story
has a familiar Frenchy sound). It's
a real headline attraction that will
make friends and keep them.
Con.

The Hickeys closed recently with
a road "Greenwich Village Follies."
For vaudeville they are offering a

beautiful,

ALTON

and

ALLEN.

Talk," Songs, Dancing.
12 Mins.; One.
Fifth Ave.
Two big time dancers who have
interpolated talk and songs.
The
pair open with crossfire having to
do with stealing a pair of handbags from two girls they just left.
One misses his watch, and later
discovers that his companion has
it

among a miscellaneous

collection.

A

song recitation, "Money," didget much, but they sat up when
tho boys began to hoof, displaying
as neat an assortment of stepping
as has rolled around this season.
A song double, "That's Changed,"
got a laugh at the finish, with a
catch line followed by a »oft shoe
dance that landed solidly. The turn
can get by in an early spot on the
big bills on the dancing alone. If a
talking Interlude must occur, new
Con.
material is needed.
n't

\

if it

isn't

the sing-"

out the couple with pnper numbers should classify for a much better spot on small time.
Sime.

HICKEY BROTHERS

(2)

Comedy Act
12 Mins.; One

regulation

two-man comedy

act, the

cpmedian doing a tramp characfitting
using
loose
clothes and a putty nose. His partner is an up-to-datvi straight.
The routine consists of numbers,
stepping and gags. Among the latter is the "Tiz" joke. The principal

terization,

comedy business is a burlesque
mind reading bit, the comedian doing the medium and his partner the
spieler.
It is business that will
peal to a pop audience.

The turn

ap-

ding song,

etc.,

put on more clothes,

DUBALL.

average.

nounce

For an encore they anan original novelty, the

"crapshooters' paradise" dance.
A
baseball dance number, done before
in idea though not in style, took

them

A

off nicely.

body

of

three-a-day.

the

bill

act

for the
Abel.

and

MARY

One

sister

Watson

contest, each trying to outvie the
other.
Their individual efforts are
nothing sensational, in fact, quite

MOODY

Riverside

A
and

Blackface Song and Dance.
13 Mins.; One.
23d St.
Two men in blackface with mixed
routine which is subsidiary to the
stepping.
They engage in a dance

Con.

team developed on the
and Howard and

Sisters

Sadler idea of one doing bold comedy and the other acting prim. The
is

titled

"Opera and Jazz, Inc."
struts the pop stuff,

The comedienne

i

two

One had married

pals.

during

the eight years since they met It
a mystery to the married man
how the other escaped matrimony.
He explains that though he picked
the gal, a dream caused him to call

is

off all bets.

—

(

Con.

CASSLER

and BEASLEY
Violin, Songs
14 Mins.; Full Stage
American Roof

TWINS

Dan

Cassler, pianist, assisted by
two girls who play the violin. One
solos .vocally just before the finish.

Cassler

a capable musician with
a nice touch, which he exhibits in
the
accompaniments and in a
classical solo.
His left hand technique in one number drew applause.
The girls in Gypsy costume double several violin selections. On an
encore one twin Rings a popular
song while Cassler and the other
is

—

time use, and served, the
Vicing successful with the
points.

BARKIN

and

players
(

omedy
lbce.

BEATTY

Dances
Full Stage

10 Mins.;

American Roof
Man and woman dancing team.
The man is evidently a graduate
from acrobatic ranks, judging by
his awkwardness and bulgy muscular

The opening dance
man

calves.

Colonial costume with the

in

in

knee breeches should be changed,
for this type of costume accentuates his lower limbs.
An adagio toe dance with the

man

posing the girl is followed by
her solo toe dance in ballet costume.
Meanwhile the man has changed to
tuxedo for a series of Russian steps,
awkwardly executed, but about the
only style of dancing he seems proficient at.
A double dance of acrobatic and Russian stepping concludes.

The girl is graceful and an average performer. The man is handicapping the turn as now constructed.
A suggestion would be to cut
out the doubles except at the finish.
In its present shape a very light
opener for the small time bills.
They closed the show on the Roof.
Con.

"IN 1999"

(3)

Athletic
12 Mins.; Full Stage (Prop Ring)

American Roof
Two girls and man.

One

of the

"one" with an announcement about the "emancipa-

girls prologs in

women

tion" of

or something sim-

The act goes
disclosing a 12-foot ring.
ilar.

*

full

stage,

The

girls

are in athletic outfits.
A boxing
bout follows an "announcement,'*
the girls getting comedy from some
old ring stuff, such as .socking the
referee, a "dumbwaiter" count, then
a fast one. One of the girls offers
to box the referee and knocks him
cold.

A wrestling bout follows. A comfinish is aimed at when one of
the girls who has been thrown protests the decision and throws the
referee and her opponent, handling
each of them roughly for comedy
edy

effect.

»

an interesting small time tuwi.
The girls look familiar and may
is not exactly a revolving lad- have
been identified with a similar
They use a solid spar hooked turn known as the Bennett Sister*.
a trapeze instead, but the prinCon.
It's

practice.
It

der.
into
ciple is the same.
The revolving
finish after three minutes of stalling

and comedy misbalances got a mild GOLDEN and LEWIS.
hand, but the pair have fiothing Songs, Dance and Saxophone.
really worth while to offer. Opened 14 Mins.; One.
the show.
Small timers.
Two men in alpaca Tux jackets
and grey trousers. Opening with a
Rush.
popular number vocalized a la
8TEVEN8 and TOWELL
double, one introduces his partner
Songs and Talk
as "my wonderful saxophone man."
12 Min.; One (Special Drop)
Tho other enters for some saxo

58th St.
Two colored boys with songs and
talk before a drop representing the
the serious lady handling the coloradeck of a ship. The larger chap is
turas.
dressed as a sailor with his partIt's a good combination, reported
ner in cook's garb.
hailing from the Middle West. The
The talk is of the customary crossroutine is intelligently developed fire order and
of the three-a-day
for maximum returns. Both have grade.
The taller chap handles a
pleasing
voices,
the
comedienne ballad nicely with a pop
number
scoring Individually with her coon used as a double for
the finishing
shout and jazz strut. They were well touch.
received, reopening intermission at
The boys appeared No. 2 at the
the Riverside. Moody and Duncan 58th St. and appear
right for a
are good for a spot in the body of similar spot in the general
run of
big time bills.
Ain.
pop houses.
,
Hart.
act

Playlet.

20 Mine.; Full Stags.
American Roof.
Cato S. Keith, with a man and
woman in support. It is a story of

Wife
travesty of the mind reading acts. disadvantages of marriage.
This starts him well and raises false enters to prove his theory by handbawling.
The
ing
out
a
picture
expectations of originality.
"Mother Eve," a moth eaten com- does not impress the caller, who
edy song, next, followed by more insists it's the other way around.
He then draws a picture; enters
talk which stamps Schoen as having
stewed at 4 a. m., to be greeted by
a remarkable memory. A mock bala cooing mate who is most endearlad next, then more released gags
even when he admits the
and stories, among them the story ing,
saloons closed and there was no
about the priest knowing more than
place to come but home.
r"he
tho rabbi, because "You tell them
answer from his friend is that such
everythmg," and others equally well
a thing is impossible there isn't
peddled.
such woman. The action next
A new ballad follows and con- any
is not logical, since it participates
cludes with a couple of familiar apthe same wife and husband in a
plause acknowledgments.
Schoen, grand row, without cause, as usual.
with all vaudeville to pick from,
But it serves to show why he had
should never lay off on the small
broken off his engagement.
time. The only thing that can stop
The playlet occupied the usual
him is an injunction. For the big sketch spot, second after intermistime houses he's mashed potatoes.
It was built for small
sion here.

—

with indifferent results. A buck
dance at the finish landed mildly.
They passed safely on the roof and
can duplicate in the three-a-day

192a

<3).

The dream is enacted, lights out
Opening with a turban entwining
his head and holding a long ciga- for a moment. Keith, as an engaged
dreams himself in the home
man,
rette holder, Schoen sings "The
Sheik," following a bit of monolog of his friend, who pictures all the

MEEHAN

14 Mins.;
7/arf.

three-a-day trails for several seasons. In a curtain speech he mentioned how glad he was to be back
on the roof and referred to his new
act. The act consists of a collection
of material purloined from about
every single heard around. Even the
final speech is a "choice."

—

is

grade.

American Roof
Billy Schoen has been around the

It develops that both mep were girl stick to their instruments.
It's a neat, likable turn for the
the contestants of yesterday for the
girl's hand.
She is heard offstage intermediate houses and qualifies as
.•such.
On the Roof they passed
telling mother to keep those silly
boys quiet she has just married her nicely No. 4. The refined appearbootlegger. Lights up and then, col- ance of the twins helps muchly.
Con.
loquially, they decide they must finish up their act somehow (evidently
intended to show it was all a reand RICHARD8.
hearsal, which takes the sting off Skit.
much of the hokum), and they fare- 15 Mins.; One (Special).
well with a song and dance.
23d St.
It is nicely developed and looks
Man and woman working before
right for bigger bookings. But why a cottage exterior.
It is a quarnot mention the pianist? He de- reling married couple routine. The
serves it.
man Henry is planning a getAbel.
away that evening back to the city.
He has forgotten it's the first anniBUNNIN SISTERS
versary of their marriage.
She
Songs, Talk, Dances
accuses him of the fact, but Henry
16 Mins.; One and Two
fabricates by producing a bonnet
Special Drop
he has been entrusted by his friend
The Bunnin Sisters were last Spivins to deliver to Mrs. Spivlns.
seen around in a trio turn with How Henry convinces his wife that
Harry Downey, the female im- she ought to pass up the chapeau
personator. The girls have enough and palm it off on Mrs. Spivins
talent to make the grade in the makes for some healthy laugh rethree-a-day houses.
They have turns.
fair voices and mastery of the jazz
Some song and dance work ts
technique and "cakie" delivery that mixed with the patter.
The turn
is the stock in trade of most of the should develop into a big small time
pop song singers.
standard.
Abel.
They also flash a bit of dancing
that gets over smoothly, exhibiting
some fair kicking. The act goes in RUGE and ROSE
Comedy Acrobate
for considerable production carrying
7 Mins.; Full Stage
a special drop, with each song
State
carrying a costume change, which
Just one of those turns framed
is made in "two" with the special
by a couple of men for a flyer. The
divided drop parted to allow the
acrobatics are exceedingly mild and
audience to glimpse the girls in
the two men talk without stopping
lingerie.
from the minute they come on until
Most of the numbers a.re popular
they depart. Most of the tricks on
songs and handled acceptably. A
the revolving ladder could be duplibit of "nutting" by one sister met
cated by an amateur with a month's

completed with a houses.
dancing finish in which the boys do
a somersault over a table locked in
each ether's arms.
The Hickeys GERTRUDE
(an be relied upon for comedy reDUNCAN
turns in houses of the three-a-day Songs

LEIGHTON

gumming up

the pseudo-performance of the actress (she has become that after being an old fashioned girl too long),
and a man from the opposite side of
the house (wings) fires a thot.

MARRIED"

Comedy

One

Holmes handling the Piano,

vocalizing capably for the introductions. He then explains how he had
a falling out with Miss: Wells. Both
men exit and she enters for a personality number in sox and abbreviated costume. He is supposed to
be sitting in a stage box, but shouts
from the wings for her to stop and

"R. U.

Talk and Songs
16 Mine.;

0,

3C=

BILLY SCHOEN

Talk, 8ongs, Dance*
Comedy Drama.
14 Mine.; One
16 Mins.; "Two"; 8pecial Drop.
and One
20
American Roof
Fifth Ave.
Special Cyclorama and Drop
Griffin is an eccentric monologUst
Milton Aborn produced this sketch
Royal
Tho star of "Deburau" and "The for vaudeville, also handling a small with a turn framed along old school
In a frock coat, flat hat and
lines.
is constory
role
therein.
The
Grand Duke" Is making his first,
structed around an old piece of checked trousers, he opens with a
American vaudeville appearance in business, namely, the switching of comedy song written to an old tunc.
tl j playlet by Edgar Allen Woolf.
three Identical grips.
A monolog follows with some faft ie far and away the best thing
A week end party at a country miliar material anent "baseball"
that Woolf has ever done, surpass- home, with the house represented and biblical history worked in. Anby a special exterior, suffices for other comedy song to an old song
ing his other vaudeville efforts
The act opens and dance melody la followed by a
the background.
amazingly.
dark stage, with inserts showing hard shoe dance that lands heavily.
DaThe story concerns Gabrielle
man and girl at telephone at oppo- An Irish Jig and buck dance next
\azet (Mr. Atwill), a noted French site ends of the stage. The phone stamps Griffin as a pip of a hoofer.
portion
specialty
of
his
conversations enlighten the audi- This
comedian, in his premiere as a traence that they are about to spend cinched it for him, as it will in any
gedian. Davazet is an exponent of a week end at a country home. The of the three-a-day houses.
the French school who believes the hosts have been called away, but
Griffin's monolog lacks originality,
portrayal of an emotion by an ac- inform the prospective guests that some of it being excerpt* from the
tor doesn't necessarily include a the key is under the mat and that talk of the late Charley Case.
On
previous actual experience. Phillipe they can go right in.
the Roof the talk went as if new
Croisset (Manart Kippen), a French
with commensurate results. Con.
that
fact
This
skeleton
the
and
tragedian of the opposite school in
the host and his two .^uests have
the same company, is Jealous of Dasimilar initials develops the plot,
HOLMES and WELLS
vazet's debut in tragic fields. Knowwhich concerns the stealing of some
"Lilacs" (Musical Skit)
ing he is estranged from his wife,
valuable documents, the mistaking
16 Mins.; Two (Special Drapes)
though deeply in love, plots to have
of the guests for the thief
one
of
also
makher seated in a stage box,
5th Ave.
and his later exposure as a secret
ing desperate love to her. Croisset
Fred Holmes and Lulu Wells have
service agent, and a love affair that
present in Davazet's dressing
is
a new act. Two baby spots are fobetween
the detective and
develops
the
room in character make-up
cused from the footlights, one on
Davazet arrives the girl guest.
opening night.
the male pianist (unprogramed)
The host returns In time to and one on Holmes, who enters to
late, having waited /or his wife
He straighten out the differences aris- converse with the pianist. Both, in
to keep a dinner appointment.
A tux, had Just dropped in on Mary
before the final curtain.
is upset and discouraged when she ing
comedy role of an Irish policeman (Miss Wells), the song idea being
disappoints him.
some
good
lines, but the artist's
had
developed as how each pictured her
Croisset attempts to get Davazet
speaking voice was a distinct hanIntoxicated, but is' foiled when the
at one time or another. She does an
other three roles were
dicap.
The
"old fashioned girl" number, a wedlatter slips the drinks to his inebri-

*The White Faced

Friday, June
—• i%

work, not bad, not extraordinary.
His saxo specialty is followed by
another solo by the sparse-haired
chap. He puts it over— in fact, he
clicks sweetly with all his numbers,
though it's a pity they are not better selected.
A "Ginsberg's Hand"
special

number brings

the

other

back piping a clarionet and lowstepping.

It

took them

off nicely.

Their attempt *o get away from
cut-and-dried published number idea is some recommendation.
They should develop into a standard early spot team for th<' small
time, with possibilities.
* bel
the

I

i

Fri day,

June
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VARIETY

and big men and women are discovof luck for the loop managers to
ering that the rreaks, for the
be
most
(Continued from page 6)
this
week-end business
part, save when morons, are aston- drawing
that
and
were
recognised
whon
the
local
clientele
ghuberts
which those
ishingly informed, a result of their
managers who don't know the situore-pared for losses during the first mental contact with peoples
of all
Reason and always maintained the countries met during their exhibit ation honestly believe im supporting
the loop theatres for the average
vaudeville project was to be per- tours.
good houses on Saturday and Sunmanent. As big time opposition, it
Salaries for Freaks
Attracted more attention than any
Freaks are hired by the season. day. Chicago's clientele is out at
lines. Salaries
other venture along the same
running from $50 per week the dance halls and neighborhood
without "fire- up, are
opposition
was
It
governed by supply and theatres on those two nights, and
works," both sides -being calm all demand. As in vaudeville, and for if anybody disputes the claim of
that matter legitimate theatricals, Variety, the best way to be accurate
the way.
The Shuberts are believed to be it's the drawing power that scales about it is to make the trip that
gatisfied with the result— not finan- the take,
There's no commission the Variety man made, and then,
number of cut, for the abnormal
perhaps, one of the most interesting
cially profitable at a
do their inweakest
spokes
The
stands.
dividual booking.
their
One has but to situations now prevalent in any city
In America will be quickly depicted.
developed the first season will be socialize
with
Coney's
present
Short runs have become the habit
dropped. They Include the Rialto, numerous freak colony to realize
house
will
another
in
^Chicago, and to ascertain why,
though
what a brave little band of shut-ins
Newark,
the
and
Libthe
city,
New York theatrical magnates
that
in
are,
used
as
a whole, and to wish that
be
.should spend one night out here,
erty, Dayton, O., which was the over-squeamishnes8 on the part of
the
books.
an^
from
the strength of plays won't be
taken
normals didn't make their lots in
flrst house
blamed so much as the rapidly
life so much a thing
apart from the
changing state of neighborhoods
routine living and companionship
of
*
CONEY'S GETAWAY
which are cropping up without the
everyday people.
(Continued from page 4)
managers moving into them and
(Continued Next Week)
creating the cordial spirit that the
every player, and valuable prises
owners of dance halls and neighto players scoring high gross numDESEKTION OF LOOP
plays.
the
But
borhood
successive
theatres are doing and have
bers in
(Continued from page 12)
been doing while the legit managers
Jap gift prizes for single 10c rolls wasn't. It was the usual
early
part
have been asleep.
cost the Japs about a penny per.
of the week patronage, for
the weekThe loop these nights is "dead"
At the Jap games the score you ends draw such enormous
crowds as far as drawing the crowds that
make goes to your credit on a little that they are unbelievable
unless
will make a late box office window
slip. If you come back often enough
seen with the naked eye.
by the end of the season you may
These dance palaces are rightly purchase. The loop hotel cafe magcase
for
net
cigaret
is gone.
a
50c.
a
won
have
named palaces, and it is doubtful
Blame the whole change of affinif investment.
if one theatre manager
out
of
ton
fairs on the enterprise of the dance
The Jap invariably smiles while has ever taken the time
to look hall owners
on the North and South
he is loosening you from your jack, them over. One dance
hall in par- sides,
and you have the solution of
an item in his favor since the ticular is probably tho
most
beauthe situation.
psychoanalysis of all the other of tiful and
artistic place In America
the Island's game dime grabbers is It is located at
62d and Cottage
to scold coming and going.
Grove, and was formerly the EdelCHI'S SUMMER SEASON
The target shooting of Surf ave- weiss Gardens. It has
(Continued from page 16)
both an outnue and the Bowery is still one of door and indoor*
going
through sticks, whipping ofdance
floor.
The
the value-received concessions of building faces
fering into shape.
As it broke,
Ammunition costs money, fashioned alongJackson Park and is crudeness predominated at preConey.
Japanese architecand a patron gets good action for tural lines with
pergola high points miere. If "the day is saved," Will
what he invests, save In the In- and what not;
Morrissey will have accomplished
it is beautifully Ilstance of the air-pop prize-winning luminated
both inside and out. The best piece of showmanship Chicago
as inside is
booths, where you're offered
cozy and comfortable, with has witnessed in years.
Midnight
prizes any setup object you can little
nooks and corners fitted up oil burning, all pulling for what the
bowl over. As the objects, cigaret for rendezvous.
renewed
determination
deserves.
It has two balcocases, boxes of standard brand cigs,
nies running around the entire floor, Clocked at $5,100.
and similar prizes are less than with a
"Li Horn" (Garrick, 4th week).—
gable and rough brick effect
three feet distant, to knock them
that is very artistic. It was known Lost its "jiunch" moment news was
over by a shot from the short-range as
Chicago's most beautiful cafe, released switch was to be made.
cork-loaded rifle seems a baby's but
succumbed to the dancing craze. Opened at Great Northern Sunday
stunt. But the objects shot at rarely
night with Elise Bartlett (Mrs.
The

*I

SHTTBEET VAUDEVILLE

1

get struck

despite

the short dis-

tance, for the reason that it wouldn't
pay the standman. The trick here

the misplacement of the sight
of the rifles and the air curvature
that a tiny cork experiences even
at so brief a catapult.
is in

Bowery Freaks
The Bowery's two freak shows
are run by the Wagner Brothers,
Herman and Harry, ex-service men
from Sheepshead. They were so
successful with one they planted
near Tilyou's last season that this
season they've blocked off opposition
by the one set down at the Jones
.Walk and Bowery junction.
Sam
Gumpertz, daddy of the Island's
present freak regime, senses the
encroachments his opposition is
making on his Dreamland freak
business, for the foot high letters on
his Surf avenue resort front warn
the public that the Dreamland freak
exhibit isn't related to any other

on the Island. The Wagner Brothfreak shows are sturdy competition to Gumpertz, for at their
one near Tilyou's they have an as-

ers'

tonishing array of attractions of
the
freak class, which, at a
10c. gate
take, get crowds going
toward and
coming from Tilyou's. The Jones'
wain freak show, while not putting
tip as strong an
exhibit numerically
as its family rival,
still offers inVincible value,
One of its recent
arrivals is "Betty
Snookum," the
cnimp popularised by film
comics
*u over the country. "Betty"
is the
most cheerful of all the simian
postgraduates, and in swift perception

and understanding is easily
the peer
or Consul," the
Bostock chimp of a

outside dance section has three
raised cement dance floors, each

floor separated by a row of tables
and chairs. There are plants, flowers and trees that show the work of

an outside landscape artist.
The
orchestra is half covered by a shelllike box, which throws the sound
outward; there are two orchestras
at all times, with light refreshments served. The outdoor portion
will
accommodate 5,000 dancers,
while the inside takes care of easily

Joseph Schildkraut) In role made vacant with departure of Eve Le Gallienne.
If "Liliom" holds steady at
the Great Northern with its tumble to $11,700 past week, it will be
doing more than conditions fore-

cast.

"The

O'Brien
Girl*
(Cohan's
week). Getting usual
late comers for all run plays when
final
two weeks are announced.
Harry Ridings has everything ready
for opening of Donald Brian in
2,500.
Guyon's Paradise is another mam- "Garrison and the Girls" Sunday
noth dance palace, the wise ones night. $13,400 keeps up good aversaying Guyon has profited to the age for outgoing show.
"Lilies of the Field" (Powers, 5th
extent of over $100,000 a year. It
was nothing for Guyon to run full week).— Trifle off from previous
page ads in all of the dailies, with week, but far from requiring red
Critical ones apthe dancing restricted to two steps ink for owners.
parently like it better than "Gold
and waltzes.
Probably the quickest ones to Diggers." Only weather to contend.
realize the amount of people that Winning at $8,900.
"Molly
Darling*
(Palace,
4th
frequent these places were the
music publishers. It is nothing to week).— Not getting stability with
have from three to five publishers which to face first hot wave. Dismake one of these halls to get in played promise of hitting an upa "plug."
It is easy to estimate ward gait, but found Itself bucked
among the ten biggest and best by a new musical show, so had to
patronized dance halls that they be contented with $12,500. Richard
play to 15,000 people a night, with Carle working hard for success of
this amount more than tripled on presentation.
"Just
Married"
(LaSalle,
6th
Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Saturday and Sunday the big places week). Juggling of prices and exare open from 2.30 until 5, and from tra matinee raced this hit to its
7.30 until 12.
The charges range highest figures. Won't take much
from 25 cents a couple to as high more popularity to have Uprightly
called the smash hit in town. Matas $2 a couple.
posters being prepared for
It is pathetic to observe the re- inee
July
4, and if owners so decree can
fusal of some of the loop managers
be
here
to greet the late August
to credit the reason for the disappearance of the box office window arrivals among shows. Stepped fast
sale approaching curtain time to the for $18,900.

Grand,

9th

—

—

enormous opportunities the merryBROADWAY STORY
makers And in dance halls outside
The Wagners' freak show
(Continued from page IS)
at the of the loop.
west end of the Bowery
In the management of the dance of mediocre draws, is shrinking
gives a full
ours diversion, and includes
There were 14 shows in
In its halls the owners are moro liberal rapidly.
Program Edna La Blanch,
Up to Wednespsychic to the public than the loop theatre going this week.
wwjf armer, successfully chal- managers are at the present time, day four would exit Saturday and
n8 any male hU8k
y to lift her and the whole solution is that the only one new attraction is listed
«n
L
from the floor also Hal public is going where it is receiving for next week.
Next week Is
Slii
«aii, W\
ho road-tours his own black the most for its money, particularly marked for a flock of closings, with
"i shows when not
tenting it for the young fellow who is striving to at least half of Broadway dark
» a, ary during
summer lay-offs.
keep up with the pace of going then and the number of shows re* ne
Aland's freak influx has steady with his girl.
maining probably less than two
_
f
an unU8Ua l eocial situation,
A visit to the offices of the ele- dozen. By the end of the month
Win! »u e
colon
proves the finding the number is sure of dropping untwV, als as they of pituitaries and vated lines also South
side patrons der 20.
medics term them that North and
r.,KK«
Jibing shoulders on their rainy- arc not flocking downtown at night
This is the final week for "Fanny
houra wIth Coney's norms, as in former days.
"Too much Hawthorne" at the Vanderbilt, "To
rZ ??,
th,ng Uke a
the
Ladies" at the Liberty and "The
South
and
in
North
entertainment
general undereb?n!»
^nding
of the little and big side dance halls and neighborhood Nest" at the 48th Street.
"The
n and women
is permeating the
theatres," is the quick claim of the Rivals," revived for the benefit of
brain pans
the
Players
of the blown-ln-the
Club
at the Empire, is
elevated line officers.
lHlander «Invariably cheerA roll-call of the audiences at for this week only. Next week
2
ft?
«H
«e«Pit« their deformities, the loop theatres Saturday and Sunday "Pinwheel," a revue, Is announced
red 0nes oflPer Persistent ob- would undeniably prove that 'Chi- for the Earl Carroll.
The other
fe£
8onfl in content to the rank
cago isn't supporting the loop the- musical shows In sight 'are "Spice
and ffT °
f
bra wling, complaining atres. Instead, out-of-town people of 1922," now mentioned for the
Con
ponnv - c atchers of normal are, and since, with but one or two Casino instead of tho Astor, and
bodi
F ° r the flrst time sInc " <'Xceptions, there isn't a Chicago "Love and Kisses," which opened
Con
u
harbored freaks, the theatre manager who consistently at Atlantic City this week, not
elm* i
are * ettin & invitations to makes a campaign for out-of-town definitely
assigned a Broadway
*
sotr,
the Glanders' homes. And trado via billboards or newspapers, houso up to Wednesday.
thiTk
"»* no S s and
Last week was featured by the
hostesses of the little the whole situation suifis up as one
feneration ago.

i

.

i

t

"worst Tuesday In 10 years,the
perfect weather of Memorial
Day
making for an out of town exit
That left too f«
theatre patrons
and too many attractions.
There
were exceptions. "Partners
First"
at the Selwyn, the only
house to
use a holiday scale, at tho
extra
matinee, drew $4,600 on the
day
and went to a new high gross
for
the show at nearly $18,000.
"Kempy" at the Belmont also played
an
extra performance and established
a new record for this house of moderate capacity, the takings
being

w

NEWS OF THE BAILIES
Ethellnd Terry has succeeded
Wilda Bennett in *'The Music Box
Revue" at the Music Box, New York.

Eugene Powers appearing In the
"Bronx Express" at the Astor, New
York, has written a farce entitled
"Hush it Up."

*t Is reported Mrs. Mary Carr will
withdraw her case in the Supreme
Court of Brooklyn, N. Y., against
her husband, Alexander Carr, now
appearing in "Partners Again" for
back alimony to the amount of
19.100.
"Kiki" held its capacity $20,000, until after the run of the
trade at the Belasco. its draw
play
at the Selwyn.
being
counted phenomenal. The musical
At
the annual meeting of the
shows all were affected, with "Music
Box- and "Dearie" now being under Actors' Fidelity League last week
the following officers were unanicapaaity for the early day* of the mously
elected:
President. Henry
week.
Miller; vice-president, George M.
"The Drums of Jeopardy" lasted Cohan; second vice-president, Louis
but one week at the Gaiety, "The Mann; secretary, Howard Kyle, and

Rotters" sticking for two at the
39th
Street
for
some reason
I
Win" never did get
opened at the Carroll and may not
put in an appearance. Among the
other new shows there is nothing
promising. "Red Pepper" pulled a
fir week at the Shubert for a
gross
of about $10,000. "The Pinch Hitter" at the Henry Miller looks like
good property,, but is miscast. It
is topped at $2 with matinees at
$1.50.
"Abie's Irish
Rose" has
proved but fair at the Fulton,* with
the second week about $6,500.
The rain of Monday night made
theatre going all the more to the
bad.
Tuesday night there was a
recovery for the leaders, there being evidence of an Influx of sum-

"Heads

treasurer, Ruth Chatterton.
The
directors elected for three years
were: Margaret Anglin, Ivah Wills

Coburn, William Collier, Ernest
Elton, Arloen Hackett, Helen Hayes,
Leater Lonergan, Wilson Reynolds,
Thomas E. Shea, Otis Skinner and
Robort Vaughn.

Maude Adams' estate of 1,400
acres at Lake Ronkonkoma, L. I.,
which she presented to the Roman
Catholio Sisterhood of Our Lady of
the Cenacle was formally opened
week by Archbishop John BonWashingand other members of the
clergy. Miss Adams was unable to
last

zano, Papal Delegate at
ton,

attend, but she sent her companion.
Mrs. Hugh Rollly.

A decision was handed down in
the Supreme Court of Nevada upholding Mary Pickford's divorce
attractions dropped $600 under the from Owen Moore last week at
takings of the previous Monday, Carson City, Nev.
with the majority slipping surely
The Eureka Theatre, Hackensack,
and ready to vamp until fall and N. J., was
robbed of $2,000 In cash
the road.
last week.
The robbery was discovered the following morning by
Goorge H. Holler, the manager of
LILLIAN RUSSELL DEAD
the theatre.
(Continued from page 7)
stage name of Lillian Russell came
The first Important change to be
about as follows:
When asked announced by Walter Dickey, owner
what name she was to be billed un- of the Kansas City Journal, who
der by the late Tony Pastor, Miss recently purchased the Kansas City
Russell looked over a list of acts Post, came when tho Sunday edition
scheduled to appear at Pastor's, and of the Journal came out as the
Journal-Post.
The combining of
noting one containing the name the two
papers for the Sunday edi"Russell," selected that for the last tion leaves
Kansas City with but
name.
The selection of "Lillian" two Sunday papers, the new
as her flrst name was done simi- hyphenated one ahd the Star. This
larly.
At Pastor's Miss Russell re- will mean a lot to the theatre manceived $40 a week and played an agers, as it is one less medium of
advertising to be paid for, as the
extended engagement.
two will cover the field. During the
Following the Pastor engagement, week
the Post will
Miss Russell then joined the chorus evening edition of continue as the
the Journal, both
of "H. M. S. Pinafore." She arose papers being delivered
as a unit
to the rank of a principal rapidly the same as the Star and its mornand soon established a reputation ing edition, the Times.
as a prima donna in a series of
The carnival planned by the Aulight operas, including "Olivette"
thors' League of America to be
held
and "Paul and Virginia." A truly in Central Park,
New
remarkable beauty of face and was shattered by MayorYork, June 9,
Hylan. Tho
form, combined with a singing voice carnival will be held at Madison
of range, sweetness and cultivation, Square Garden, New York, instead,
made her the toast of the town when with champion swimming races,
she made her Initial appearance at diving contests and dancing. The
Garden has been donated by Tex
the Casino, New York, in 1885.
Rickard, one of the owners.
At the Casino she appeared in
"The Sorcerer," "Princess of TrebiPatrick Connelly, 27, said to be a
zonde," and other light operatic suc- theatrical property man residing at
cesses of the period. Her next en- 2794 Eighth avenue, New York, was
gagement was "Peplta," In which held in $10,000 bail this week,
ehe played the title role, at the charged by James J. Dunn, autmoblle
90 West 103d
Union Square theatre, followed by street,demonstrator,
with highway robbery. Acthe creation of the prima donna
(Continued on page 65)
role in "The Maid and the MoonYears."
shiner," at the Standard.
The lectures wero widely
Other operettas in which Miss attended owing to the fact that for
Russell created tho prima donna more than 20 years she had been
roles were "The Queen's Mate," known as one of the most beautiful
"The Brigands," "The women on the American stage, and
"Nadjy."
Duchess," "Poor Jonathan," "The It was remarked that despite the
"La Cyale" and fact that she was well over SO years
Mountebanks,"
In 1894 she old, she was still remarkable for her
"Princess Nicotine."
appeared in London in "The Queen beauty.
Miss Russell was appointed a
of Brilliants," and later played the
same piece at the Abbey. New York. special Immigration investigator by
President
Harding and went abroad
Miss Russell then Joined the travesty company of Weber and Fields several months ago to study imat their theatre, making her debut migration conditions. On her return
In the burlesque, "Fiddle-de-dee," from a European trip in fulfillment
She remained of her mission she presented to the
in September, 1899.
with Weber and Fields for five Department of Labor a report that
years, appearing in all their bur- favored an "immigration holiday" of
lesques, including "Whoop-de-do," five years, the sifting of Immigrants
"Twirly-Whlrly" and "Tho Bib Lit- on the other side, and SI years'
After this engage- residence hero before naturalisation,
tle Princess."
ment she played the title role of
i
"Lady Leazle" at the Casino in December, 1904, and the following season made her debut in vaudeville.
(First name is judgment debtor}
Following this Miss Russell was
presented In dramatic roles without second name the creditor.)
Roscoe
Ails; J. J. Dillon; §435.41,
vocal accompaniment, the first being
Philip Bsrtholomae; E. J. McBarbara in "Barbara's Millions," at Gregor; $1,726.50.
the Savoy theatre In October, 1908.
Guy A. Moore; J. T. Lanagan; $2,In September, 1908, she appeared as 495.39.
Mrs. Henrietta Barrlngton in "WildPantheon Pictures, Inc.; S. Bfrus;
fire" at the Liberty theatre, and at $217.70.
8torey Pictures, Inc.; State Realty
the same theatre played Mrs. Laura
Curtis in "The Widow's Might" in Co.; 128.15.
John Cort; Barron G. Collier, Inc.;
September, 1900. In 1911 she went
$242.24.
on tour with "In Search of a SinGarnette Sabin; Jaxon Film Corp.:
ner." During the season of 1911-12 $34.87.
she was In vaudeville and also as
Glenn M. Congdon; R. Schumann;
member of tho Weber and Fields $174.94.
Key Holding Corp.; Clarcmont
Jubilee production at tho Broadway
Film Labs., Inc.; $3,121.45.
theatre in February, 1012.
Armand
Ksliz; Hotel Claridge,
In March, 1913, Miss Russell lecInc.; $319.34.
tured at the Fulton theatre In this
Harry J. 8usskind; F. 3chwod:'
city on "How to Live a Hundred $111.43,
mer

visitors.
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hones, open for th. wee* wltH Monday

(All

I

indicated

)

,

which

In

•

•

to dlvi.lon*,

.

Palace

( Scran l on

MINNEAPOLIS

-4,M| t)

|

Bate*
r
Muvenality" :
Brady A Ma)ioney

Jliggin*

'

HEW YORK

'

Fro* tor*

CITY

Keith 1 * Palace
A B.Stanton

.

V

Kelth'e Rlverelde

'

A Cowan

A Dunn

Curtis

Cleo Gascolgrie
(Ted Lewis Co
Wilfred Clarke Co
Bess ye Clifford
Davis A,. Darnell
JteHb/s Royal ..
Bernard A Garry
m
Morton A Glass
.

.

.

I

['Melody ItevT

JMauxeen Knglin

Bowers W'Urs AiC
Morns. A Shaw.
Jekn Graneie Co
Ormsby A Rerhlg
Lou Tetlegeh Co

Douglas.

A

hiirl

A

Whlth'y

Care of

MARINELLI-

B.

II.

1st half

The -Lo Volo*
Sylvester Family

Lew Wilson
:

T.e

i

'

,

l-

•

i

.

i

Davis

:

•

M

Id half (ld-18)
J6s L Browning

White

Magna Daneera

A Walter*
Burn* A Lynn
Bis

A 'Sales

Dooley

A

Lamaert

(Other* to All)

Clrculta.

:
-

Bob Hal]
Van Dresser Co
Nancy A Boy*

Mom* Franklin

A

(limber
}I«r*cbel Heplere

*Corlhne

Bevan A

Rae Samuel*

(Other*

•Syxnphotiy Fiend*

(Two

Gladys Delmar Co
Quixey 4
(Other* to fill)
Keith'* Hamilton
Sultan

(Jus

Ona Monson Co
JssSie
3

Reading*

>

,

W>Ute

M

Sis

Diamond Co
Ben Welch

Olm*
JAN
Darcy
Joo
i

Bracks

|

Welch A Norton

to

1

Danolse Si*

3

YONKBBS,

Holland Travers Co
2d half

B

fill)

(12-14)

1st half

Eddy

Miriam

ft

Veterans of Variety

Black A Whit*
Ann Grey
Howard A Sadler
Clara Howard

Harry Brecn
Jack Irving

Princes* Wahletka
Keith'* 81st St.
The Stanleys
Al K Hall Co
ikon Sis
Chic Sale
Sheldon Tfios A B
Foley ft "Latour
Keith'* II. O.-H.

Burns 'ft Hughe*
Loncy HaSkslI
Arthur Ed words
Frnnklyn ft ,C'harlcs

W

2d half ('-II).
Sinclair ft Gray
•Allon Collin!" ft L
Dixie Hamilton
Al K Hall Co
7 OlSJUfOW Muds

tOne
l-t

nlH

to

half

(12 11)

(Two

Farrel

ft

toihfis to

Istss
B|1J
i

F spr
r

ft

<

k

K^iih'M Gr«enpniut
2d half (X-ll)
L.iii»>

Whalvn

ft

ft

Willie BolaT
E Dassl Oo
((.'n«

t*

(Others

(

t2

1

1)

Nssh

to Till).

AM1ANY.

:

u

ft

VValter*
I'.i

..\v

ii

ft

r,«

liiiwsiin

llerrlcM

ft
ft

(Uut

to

IBaft
;

A

S

HCItANION. PA,
Poll's

(WNkch -IVr'o

srlit)

»

"loODY
01

Poster Olrl

Royal Fekin Tr

SAN JOSE. CAL,

Loew

Hippodrome
1st, half
A Daisy;
L'bcrt Carlton
'

Jo,-Jo.

j

Hudson A 7ones

Williams

Bryant A StcWart
Phlna Co

NEWARK,

Wahl A Francis
Weston A Eline
Dance Follies

N. J.

BRA

IMi.Ttlott:

and

DUNCAN

am) .JAZZ, INC.

HAKKY WKI1KB

(Joctjs

Majestlo

Alan

!<()»;•

ih

Harry Kahne
Hilt Robinson
Hill Oens*tS*S A
Fva Shirley Co
Klia Brice.Co

T

Illll

W

Patrlcoia-

Stato Lake
Princeton A VVats'n
a

Halsf

Berk'

sis

* Sa*-n

Sandy Shall
Th* nuttotis

Wm.Seabury Co
XI o Hit A Mack
KANSAS CITY

A

Morgan

:<1

liOUlse

Minstrel Manareh*
Ifargarsl Wai
Luster Pros
.

Ma«l<
Reed<

-.

t

<

•

9

Id?

1

urate

naif

AUSTIN

Abyam* A' Gore
A J Shleldi

it

1HPFALO

\ MYintley
A Arriistr'K

I

2

'

llr.

af.i\ it

l

and

i

ALLEN

T..

OBIE/fT

T.Tonsman

A Vance
A D

LaBdsS A Lane
Rhoda A Cramptos
Marcelle White
Charlie Burns

A

Clay tan

ClnftoA

•

CromptOfl Girls
I & Harris

Empire
G'ftdva Moore
M A J Shields

•

2dAnlf
A L*°

Kennedy
I

itpunders

i. ii-

CAiinir.

ro

Over"

It

CI.ENS F'LLH.N.T*

.1

Tanwway
Healy

ColTiml>\a
3
<

Cromptbtt

INDIANAPOLIS
Lyrie

Stellas

DFTftttlT

"BROAOWAI

"Putting

TlrownVyrell
.

Karl Kern

MII.WAIKP.K
Parker A Hro
Huby Norton
l'

N. Y.

niaAy* v<K>ro

i.va

HOU

Hodge A Lowell
•

Love A D'Vine
Kennedy \ ^ co
Ho*b 'A vv hit man

TH
i

Miles Co

Homer

Herr

A.

'

Han * Dcller
i

Loew
Foley A Spartan
Josephine Harmon

" KlatA

'

Render

Bart Doylo

l

Shells T. rry Co

MaH^n A Shaw

TORONTO

CAL.

MiiJcpIIc

r

Ha

"lla-

•

OAK LA NO,

lliallfo

-

Ethel GUnaore Co

A Lewis

ALBANY,

cmicAoo
:

Inc.

New York

Fred Schwartz Co
Mi, hr A Kldridgo
Hubert Kinney Co

Inprid

"Money IsiMoney"

hall

.'.

—

GUS SUN CIRCUIT

Slate

.

A AV.'ber

»;.

W

HEMMENDINGER,
J E W E L B R S

A Dunn

Alvin A Aivln
llaVry GHhoTt
COflman A Carroll

,

Cosslar

,

Bl'FFALO
•

Pit V AS

Cooper *

,.

(Iray*

Krnesto

.

»

\>

Barker

,

••

Mario Russell Co
Gilbert Co
L

Duo'

Carletta

Seymour A" Y a M'M'
Amcr Co mod y 4
Morton Jewell Tf

I

I.<

State

2d half

Telephone Bryant 1543

.

Jnr Hpb«:rts
A I ff««ter Co.
Maley .A OjBrlS|
Stolen 'Swoets
*
•
Boulevard
OrVUIe A Staniin
Rnblnl a 'Rosa
Band: 'to VandeVtl|«
M.. -y K- Ti:r:,>n
Whu Claj ion CO

Hem
G

Co

Wi" A. Blondy
Brown <A- Elaine

3S West 46th Street

Fields A Qsttlcr
"Dancinir Skoe.H"
Vlglet A CS irles
2d half
N
Purcella A Ramsay

2d half

Frii;aiiy.a

Stafford

STOCKTON, CAL*

)

R Bslden A Hro

Street

Kawana

E.

Shea A Carroll
BroWnibR A Davis
Les AradoS

Loiarhtofis
Hubirii Sin

i

Frank

Crescent

B^rpy Si*

Parks

Tho

Clinton Sis
Doyle a CaVvana'gfc
Orpin iimi

Main Street
Alex Paltl Co
Fred Hughes

2dhaB<
Dqn A' B

Joe Fnnton's. Co
^ orke A Mavb'-lle
<!

NEW ORLEANS

BeLj(U)

,

Arnold Grazer
Lelloen A Dupreecs
Miller Backer A S

Roma Duo
Mack A Dean

Bit* Dntiee Tntr

,

-*

iV

Gi^Jib'ts

•

«v.

1'iawli-y

.

A

Palace

The Rockos

G^ld

HOStQN.
Orpheum
A Sar'nipas Ward A Wilson.
Gjace Hayes
Orpheum ,

nronson A Baldwin
Rubin A Mall
M.nrio
Porn
Cervo

Trixi*-

.

&

llorhck

LOS AN<JKLi;S

A Olp
Lynn A Sin y tho

Oliver

Mardo A Rome

A Rey

DcPaco

Nsal Abel
Canstnos A wllklas

Quinn Al. Caverly..
Page A Gray.
Botwoy Trpup*
2d half.

Roober

O'Connor A ClifTord
Tho* p Jackson Co
Yarns a Mayaslts

——

CHICAGO

BiRMr^GHAM
Cliff Bailey!

2d hssf

'

Nat Nasarro,Jr Co

B.uffy

M'airli
MBjtt*

T—

A Rose
Morris A TpWne
Walters A Gould
Stevens A Priinelle
Pohby Jar vie Co

Arjmetron'g

SEATTLE

BrcVost A OoCIei
Fiske A Fallon
Fox A Kelly
Wilklns A Wilkin*

Bijod

Clay Crouch Co
Mari. Stoddard
Marie

"Flirtation",.

52S

A

Licw

Ru'ge

to Bif Act*.

Step'rs

Rrse A. Dell
Lee Mason Co
Calvin A O'Connor

King Bros

Hippodrome

Wah

Harvey

'A

SAN FRANCISCO

MONTREAL

'

I'm an

,

ber A Gold
Bits Dance Hit*'

B

1

Hippodrome

Qllb't*

Hi.,

!

'

'

1

Lois Bsnttelte

—MARY

Null
Pai er
A BVr'tl

mi)

.

Clair

r

'•

h

i

.

N. Y.

Wrll.

1

Orssn

ft

Air x Hros

!Yw law **
Doddi
Cards

ft

'./or YJoOti

*W altera

n.tif

Bostock'a School
(Three to All)
2d half
Nelson's Patience
Lloyd Neveda Co
Rita Gould

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

1IA4VKN

Kmin ft Koms
Adelaide Dwyer

<

Sis.

—

i

Carson ft Wiiiiard
'Ye Bong* Bhoppa"

s (to

Id

A

Syncopated

Mardo,A Rome
Armstrong A

to fill)

BALTIMORE

Hect/w.
Japkson, /Taylor, 3
Bernard A Start
Dura A Fecley
Roof Garden 3'
National
Frank .Mansneld

O.

|B. F. Keith's

MeWs

Special Orchestration Bureau

'

Id half

PrestS

.'v

Chas LedoKar
d Took A Yen

2d half
Cliff Hmlley 2

Kddio Clark
Wilson A Kelly
"Yacht in*!* i

s; n

Loa* Rat*

STUDIO
112 West 47th «t M New York City
VOICE
PIANO CELLO

Hev

Pulaee

UAI!

WILLIAM CUTTY

Heiford
Fisher

Kay llamiin A K
M. Karland A P

i

TOLBDO,

Telephone ItKYANT 0334

ft

NEW

Rawsjsn ft 'Claif
narson k Milliard
H SltSf M.inlhcy tc

:

GT> R'PIDS. MICH.
Romano Park
Bobby HacLean Co

unawny 4
Brown A Whltt'ker

Id half

Doydcn

•

Malhows

Spetl.il

$ I. ofl.

Holll*

l<

Kay Hamlin & K
McFsrlsnd » P

I'n

fill)

l.st
half
Kuricinn ft

Siik ft
Hall's

•.

Werner

Id half
J R' Johnson
(Other* to 811)

(Others to DID
2d half (15-18)
Brown A B arrow8
(Others to fill)

H-iUi it)ici;
CuplUd
itsehan's Dogs

Bid Oold Co

Rice

K'imy A

Ross ft Rosd
Adelaide a« Dwyer
Burt ft. KonVdalo
Joo Cook
Aha Bro* ft Smith

Win. ii.

Y.

1st half (12-14)

Arcbsr

ft

N.

Dooley A S41e*
(Others to All)

Poll's

Carson,

Owen*

ft

MeKenna

Shrrman A O'R'rkr
Lambert ft' Fish

pi< sslei

fill)

2d half U.6-18)

Ann Gray
(Others to All)
2d half m-18)
Shaw A Lee

to

Eldridge

Co

Pete Curley «3

i

Alf Rlpon

ALWAYS OPEN— AUTO TRUCKS

'

Charle'S Tobias

POLI CIRCUIT
BRIDGEPORT
Callen ft

Arlington Co

'

2d half

47th st.

Brosx. Brooklyn.

Three Whits! Kuhn*
Lloyd Neveda Co
Rita Gould

Proctor's
2d half (8-11)

Hollis

Doh^s Mason A P
Bbbby FolHom
"Memories"
ONeil ft Flippcn
Jack Itcdlcy Trio

Playing Stall Circuit la England.
Princess Wahletka
Bob Hall

310

St.. 75*.;

"Fllrtktion"

Ktuto

PRESENTS

•'

A

CIRCUIT
Steele

A Sparling
Blondcll Rev
2d half

M

Hubert klnney Co

.

rr

Burke A Durkln
Seven Honey Boy*

f.awton

EDDIE VOGT

XTohr

jMhck

Les Aradoa
2d half
Van A E}me^soD

Corinno Arbuckle

:

Joe Do Ller

NEW BR'NSWICK
MR, GEORGE CHOOS

i

II

(U-14)
McKinley

(Others to

"

t*

fill)..

Kenny A

A C

The 'Gaudsihmldf*

Japs
Lohse A Sterling
(Qne'to fill)

Gardens

EC STORAGE ONE WEEK.

(Others to AH)
2d half (15-ls)
"Veteran* Variety"

Mabel Burko Co
Hlckey Bro*

Salle

Nelson's Patience

i£&2gff?U
125th
Tbtatr^cal Rat*

O'R'rke

1st half

Neil

'

'

A

Officer I(yrnan

(One

La

PorUa

toftll)' ."

tfhea A Carroll
Brotwning; At Davis

Franks

75cSERV-US
EXPRESS
75c
««™»
now at
w.

Walton

ft

Sherman-

Law ton
Shaw A Lee

Moss' Regent

OLm*
JAN
B J Moore

McC*y

ft

Virginia

Peres

Elroy Sis

Treat

W
Hilly tedioen

Barton

Kawatia Duo
A Lewi*
Fred Schwartz Co

ATLANTA

'

Sctlae-ffcr

Jack Walsh 'Co
Loeip

Grand
DsLyte r>'on *

Drlancey St,
Iloyjil yuim ys
ft

Lillian

(arietta

•

(Two

A C

,

AsH

Tom McRae Co

MEMPHIS

Hendricks A' Arn'ld
Vincent Broa

'

Vcrnoii

ft

NEVER MISSES.
ORPHEUM

2d half

The Gauds( hraidta
l»lnu

A

Warman A

Hilly Schorn

2d half

A

A Rosa'

tu

CYLINDER BRAIN

SIX

:

}

Clayton ft Norton
Marion Murray Co

Keith's Prospect
2d half ,(8-11)

*Pymphony Fiends
(Two to nil)

Flsttf

Cook

Petrowers
Hart ft Francis
Lyle

(Two

SrhacfTep >W

Mack A Maybello

fill)

DETROIT, MICH.

2d half

i

La

N. J.
Proctor's
2d half (111)

Frank Sabini Co
P Grsnadoa Co
Donovan A Leo
The Tamarkia

(2d half

.

Co

George Heed Co
(One to nil)

NEWARK,

Moss' Flatbush
Arnaut Bros
Howard A Clark

Si*

to

Id half
Bo*tock'« School
(Four to AH)

Randall

Itobby

i

Hugh Herbert Co

Flint

Dawson

.

Thr«ie Lee*

,

(Two

Girard

»•

Princess

Fletcher A, PaBq'als

Again Tourlnr

.

2d half*.
M' Williams'

Pvublnl

fill),

Orplieum

"Pedeetrianism"

J.

to

SAN ANTONIO
•

HARRY KAHNE

Lewis A Brotyn
Galloway A Garctte

fi

Hart Wagner A B
Jqnla'.s Hawaiian*

Theodore Trio

•

Joyedah de Rajah

Warwick

Lynch

ft

Les fiylvas

8917'

PADUCAII; KY.

The Florenla
Ben Bernle

O'Donnell

ft

(One

B. P. Kelthl

Capitol

Hurst

'

Swbr' Bros
•

Sylvia Clarke

Wives"

TR.ENTON, N.

Jed Dooley Co

*

Zella Santley
"SU*ter

A

Wiley

11U)

(Louisville 'split)
lkt hatt
Laretto.;

Bent Co

DAYTON

Mairo Co

lie

BRYANT

E A

Jack La Vter
Columbia «A Victor

Princess

'

Pelle

PIIONK:

Creations

NASIIV1LI.B

Kddio Ross
The Skacrock*
Jack Joyce
Valda

fill)

KHth'* Jefferson

Bevan A

A

Rooney

Welch A Norton
Marvel A Grant
(Others to

(Others to

Marlowe Co
Orplieum

Davis

A

Ten Eyck

Reed

Lordens

11

Wa*rren A O'Brien
(Others to fill)
2d half
The-Kitaroe

George

2d half (15-18)

Bob. Albright

Loft us

Adrionne

A'

Melvillo A Stetson
In Wrong

A C

•

Miller ft Rosb
Cosslar A H^asley

A Raymond

B. F. Keith's
Paul Sydoil A S
Georfce McParlane

I>ee Tracey Co
Clara Howard
(Others to fill)

Edwards Co

Jack Inglia

3«

Hector u

LAKE

SALT;

Obala

State
•Irene Trevette

MarHhall A Connors
Pearl Abbott Co
•Marie Stoddard
Francis Ross A D

•

Grocley Sq.

I

1st half (12-14)
Billy Arlington Co

Hfllh'H HuMliwIc-k

Wyoming

NEW YORK

N. Y.

tvclghlon*

Adams Co

Phil

Stale

LOS ANGELES
Zeno Mull

.

*

CVl teflon'

Monte A Lyons
•T^ef* Go"
Grace "Cameron Co
Franchlnl Bros

2d hfcrt
JTartley A Jee

•

'

SUto

A, 1*

King

La Beige, Duo
A A L Barlow
Gordon A Healy

Fred's 1'igs

Walter
''Innocent Eve"
Armstrong A. Jas
The GrtRory*
Gates
Jack 'linnley
Senna A Weber
Bernard A »S>nrth
Wulak A Reed
Jackson Taylor 3

#

,

.

A*W
'

Girls

A

Thornton
DcMario 5

2d half

;

McCormack

mm

R

Margaret Farrell
Bldfl-

<

2d half
OrvMIo. St a

A Treat

Llnd

245 West 47th Street

Noll

Green A Parker
Kav'n'gh A Everett

SYRACUSE,

Ardell Bros

Th«

Romax

8uite 417,

Buddy Walker

A

W

2d half

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS

Mack A Reading
Stanley Hughes Co

Beck A Stone
2d .half
The Newmans

Vee A Trflly
(OnS to- fill)

Jimmy Reynold*
O StUnloy A Sis
Halg A LaVere
H or lick A>Sar'mpas

BOOKING WITH ALL

Lennie

Mack A

ST. LOUIS

.

'Loew
Martells

3

Mammy

Henri Sis
King A Rose

Dura A'Feelcy

OFFICES

Pea,n

Lnew

Palace
J

Elaine

W

LONDON, CAN.

Una Clayton Co

Bollinger A R'nolds
Lincoln Sq.

Harrison Clrcu*
2d hall

Caddo

.

Walsh, Ki-.id A
Halg A LaVere
Cavanaugh A E

Burke A Burka
Stan Stanley Co

'

BROOKLYN

to fllDi

2d half
Ben Meroff

4

to, All)

Dan Downing

Kelly
Ticrney A Donnelly

Mrs Eva Fay
Glenn ft Jmklns
Warren ft OUrlcn
Ann Gray

•

A Jee
NAM William*
Wyoming
Hartley

Brown A

Marie Russell Co
L
Gilbert Co
Ethel Gilmore Co

A Btifty
LaFollette Co
Lane A Freefman
Dov/nina; A L«b Rev L'O BEACil, CAL.

fill)

Victoria

Hippodrome
1st half
'Will A' Blondy

Margot A Francois

K

2d half

2d half

I'roctor's

2d half (8-11)
Kllaro Japs
Fridkln ft Rhoda

Flint

J.

Sherwin

Proctor'*

Colunabla
2d half
Healy A. Cross
Billy Arlington Co

to

SACRAMENTO

.

2

Goe'ts

LeVan A DeVine
Downing A Lee Rev

A Harris
A Collette
SCHENRCHADY

MT. VERNON, N.Y.

FAR ROCKAWAY

\v

(Two

Wilson

•

.

Frank Mnnsfleld

3

Dem'reet

A Luca*

Althea

'

.

CHAS.

CartweU
split)

1st half

Tlw World** Foremost Mlaatnr.Keith
Booked Solid: Orph«um and

Mills

A

Gottler

"Dancing Shoes"

Quinn A Caverly
Page A Gray
Bogany Troups

L

Roma* Troupe

A

Fi*!d*<

2d half

M«y ltcKay Bis
Carney A Cailr
Clayton

Charle*

Ward A

Syhcopated St'pcV*

Mack A

A

Grace Hayes
Morgan' A Gray

W*h

S

'

Roma

h
.»« ha^f

5

AM'man A Harvey

.

Wyatt'a I^adSjA
Full oh

4

Frank J. Sidney Co
Jean Sotherrr

Claymo
Weber Beck A F
Crisp Sisters Co
Nestor ft Hayes

MASTER KARLH WAYNE
Star.

Bob

Sternad's Midget*

Pete Curley

A B

Hdll

Ernesto
Violet

Majestic

VAC

P A O

A Yates
Amcr Comedy 4

,

('has Lcdcjrar

American Xces
Walman A Berry
Avery
Bert Walton

SI*

.

C Took A Y «n

4

Rublhl Sis
Mxpositfon 4
I^eRoy BrbW
Tojetto A.Bennett

Marconi

1st hall'

Lyric

(New Orleans

A

Morton Jewell Tr

i

.

•

Jack Hanley
%
Ash A Franks

Chong A Moey
Rodero

.

2d half

May McKay A

SeyrrtoOr

Mabel Whitman Co
Gird'ard A Pcfe*
(One to fill)

'

A D

fill)

i

MOBILE
CLIFFORD WAYNE THJO
FBATURINO

A

Perdie Kraemer

John Regay Co
(One to nil)?

HOUSTON. TEX.

Metropolitan
R Selden A Bro
Joe Robert*
Cooper .A Rl car do
Marajare^Farrell

Wuiman A Berry
VAC
Avery
Tjane
Freeman

Emery
A Ramsay
A' Dunn

Barker

2d half
Voices
Qnrji^y A Carr,

CITY

2d hatf

PROV1DBNCB

J.

.

Pbrcell*

3

•

Cavanaush

N.

Loew

,

Wurman A' Mack
Backer A Winifred

BROOKLYN

"Stolen Sweets"

Lyrld
(Norfolk split)

Morati A Harris
Brisooe A Rauh
KJisabeth Murray

Flan,

HOBO KEN,
.

NKW YORK

STREET,

*2d

Johnny Murphy
:

,

A Wallace

Harvey
Salti Co

Vee A Tully
(pne to fill)

.

Carlton
Robert*

CAT
Bliz

•

Jim Reynolds.

Ardell Bro*
O'Neirl ft Kenny

RICHMOND

1st half

Grant

Pillard

A Tate
A Boyns
Wilson A Larsen
Haael Green Co

Davis A Bradner
The Chattel

2d half
King A Rose
Joe Mack A Girl*

Hrnshaw ft Avery
(Two to fill)
American
The "lytelhj

T

Jack Rose
Margaret Padula
Kerr A' Weston
Texas Four
Oja Oygl

,

A

Collin*

Trovato
,,

B. F. Ks4th's

IT

The Setback*

,

WEST

INDIAN \POlJH

Band

Fuller>B

*

Mabel Whitman Co

HOTEL IIARGRAVB

:

Raymond A Willi'
W C Field* Co

j

1403 U'wnrjl'utnaiullldK.i N. W*

The Gregorys

.

Francis Ros*

(Others to

Falae*
Four Valentino*
Dougal A Leary
Simpson A Dean
glanders A Butler
Byal $ Early

PITTSBURGH

.

,

,

-.

Ivanoff

HUGH HERBERT

Mildred Harris
Mel.Klce,
•TStara Yesterday"

Jacques

CINCINNATI

Senator Fordl

•

A

V. A,

IT.

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

Walzcr

11

ft

^—

CHICAGO^-KEITH CLEGUIT

Jack Norworfh
Roger I m ho ff .('o
Mang A Snyder
Peggy Wood Co

,

R

.

Haney A Morgan
Zeck A Rkndolph

Van

,

A

Jean

P. Keith's

Grohs

Weaver A Weaver
Harry Holman Co
Cel|o ft Mary

.

1

II.

•

B

Avenue
Nii/arov

Berdio Kraemer
Clay Crouch Co

Anna Chandler
LYNN, MASS.

•

Pllll.ADKI.ril I

.

.

id half

Romas Tr

IITH

;

CITY

Corinne Arbuckle
Exposition 4
Tho* P Jackson Co
Trovato
Wyatt'a Lads A. L
(One to fill)
2d half

Wilson A Kepple
(Scollar So. )
8nmp*on. ft. DouKlas
Johnny Harrigan
Crano May A Crano "Gr'nwich Vi^rg•r*"
(9ne to fiUl.'
Faber A Bernet
"Ramsdells A Deyo
N, 1I|«D V'D. MASS.
(On* to Oil)
Olympia
Gordon's Olympia
2d haK
(Washington St.)
Grace Chadwlesr

.

•Rellly

F.

Dentist to the

Official

State

Walters A Walters
Meehan'* Dog*
Dublin 3

Clifford

Illppodrom*
AB
Altken

.

P

Turner Bro*

CIRCUIT

American Ace*

4

Olympia
Weyth A Wynn
McL'ghiln A Evans Grace Chadwirk
Mildred Harris
A
Rooney
Slinton
Mel KJee
Ir.ft Mrs O Wilde
"Stars Yesterday"
Gordon's Olympto
2d' half)

I.

AD

'

NEW YORK

2d half

*

The Herberts

•

,

Parker

Jack

J

l*MS>

Loew

.C*

Lola A Senla
Grace Nelson

LOEW

Day A Mallnda
Herman A Shirley

Rowtort

—

;

,,

B

BOSTON

A H

W

4

A Young
A Boys

BOSTON—B.

Acadesor
(Richmond, aplit)

BALTIMORE
5th Ave.
Maryland
Daly Mao
Spencer A 'Willi'm*
If ess* Broadway
Sue Robert*
Hamilton' A B*rnea •Barry A La.'nc'ster '(Others to fill)
i.nrhr 'A* MeVcede*
Dave' Karri* Co
CIJCVKLAND
BHly Gla*on
Arthur WeSt
105th St.
A J Mandell ••
"DTeama" ' f
•lienors Co. Deo .,,
Merfaay 81*
Red<rWt<>ri A Grant
ipthf rs to. n\\)
•Lester Allen Co 1
George Yoeinan
.'The r^eak Spot'
Ben Bernle
Mom' Collsenm
\* Vine A Walters
BJack A White ..
tot half Oi-H)
Hall A Shapiro
Clayton A Morton
\Vest
Wells Va *V
Murray A Gerr^sh,
Howard A Sadler PreMler
AKIalas
Melody Sextet
Williams A'Woffus (Other* lo, fill)
(Two to fill)
2d half!
DFTKOIT
3d half
Sherman A d'K'rke
Temple
M Diamond Co* - Swart*
A Clifford
Harry .Cooper
Seed* A Austin
(Other* to' Till)
Ed Janls Revu*
Gordon A. Rica
Proctor'* t3U St.
Three Weber Girl*
(Others to All)
Jean Moor*
Stella Mayhew
KeUh/l Ford ha in
Jarnow
Moore A Jayne
•SmaJ 1> Rev
Small'* Hev
B A E Gorman
Joe Darcy
Holli*.
Kenny
A
Weston's Models
Tyrcr? A Mack
(Two to nil)
Toyanna A Co
Seed A Austin
l*t halt (lf-l.O
•Obllgato
LOUISVILLE
Saxton A Farrell
•Gallagher A
Shaw A Lee
Helth'* National
•L Forster Co
(Other* to fill)
split)
(Nashville
•Laezlo Dortsek
Proctor**

Runaway
Morrisey

Belford

Parisian 3

NORFOLK

'•»

See A

»

Leonard

tfaylbr Macy,

I

Doctor"

'\&tew

LEE
UL1S and
STRIKER

to Pari*

•A Might

A King

"

I

half

2d,

i

—H»

—

Lee
Campbell

Hriorre

A

Fritsf Scheiff
Silk A Fisher
L Hall'* Rev
2d half

A

mimh.'.m

Poll'*

Anthony A Adams
Philson A Duncan

A Mathews

Archer

Sister*

Portia

Kikio

,

Hobby HandaN
George Reed Co

Paramo

,

split)
1st /iait

Portia

TA'ORCESTKR

Young

A Boys

Palace
Callen

(Mobile

Lier

A

Parker

WATEBBBRY

rahwe

Dove A Doro
Hurst A O'Donncll

•Lyon* A Wakef'd
•E Cavaqaugh Co

Morrisey

B

Co
OKI. BANS

NEW

2d half

S<s

A

'

Witt

Hill
Sis

Danson

Hurke A Durkln
Seven Kone> Hoys

Bernard A Meyer*

'

Do

A Duncan

Philson

Brdwn Co

A

i

St.

A

Flcur

i-i

Joe

dihaljf

Wild

NJ.

F'K,

Main

Novelty Perrettes'

'

•

ASBPRY

nil)

Proctor's 58th St.

Sydney Phillips'
Keck A Rectkor

<

/.tsk.

Harrison Circus

1st hair (12-14)
Swart* A Clifford
(Others to fill)

Hoes A Frye
Hailcy

Ahearn

to

}
|

Burko A Burke
Stan Stanley Co

Mark^ A Leonard
(One

•

A Connelly

Tiernoy

Florence Brady
Tho Stanleys

Co

Jolflon

2d half
,
Isherwin Kelly

(«-ii>

Electro

WAG

Kitty Doner Co
Brya*n & BroMerick
Fanny Brice
Lucas A Ines
Vincent. O'Bonnell

Harry

8t.

lifith

halt

'2d

'*

Deeker

Paul.

,

Cs

HAMILTON, CAN. P.9R ri^£ri. ORB,

/

Nlobe,v.(.
,

Golden Gate
(Sunday opening)

.

XEJTH CIBCUIT

Sav*

Jrimrry

1

BAN FRANCISCO

.

fi

•

A

(ngef

A Moor*

Wilbur A Qlrll*
Morton lifoj
Spogs t& fSdcne*
Jimniv Lvohs
Fred TiAKeirie Co

Weston A Elino
Dance Polite*

,

.

1

.Orphan).

,

•

Cornell

Lester

OTTAWA, CAWt

Illppodrom*
2d half
William* A Daisy
Ubert Carlton
Wahl A Francis

Edith Clifford

Hennepin
(Sunday opening)
Muntell Co
Block A Dunlop
Van Hoven

1st half!

tj

Frank

Cameo Rev

CAL.

FKF.SNO,

Valentl Bros
Deso Better

bandy Shaw

!

Monroe Bros
Brown A Whltt'ker Moore A DaVfs
Walter Majitbey Co Reed A Selrssn
iohn Steele r .V
.."M hall ,.
Melody R*ev
Hanaka Jap*

I

Ortons

4

WILKBS^BARRE
Pall's

Marmeln Sis
A C'ningham
Yost A Clody

Ford

Sealo

bef

Roseflalo
"Ye Song Shdfi^e"

Parlaiaa 2
Malinfla
Berrick A Hart

•

»

A

Jennings' A Howl'd
Carl Nixon Rev

I

"Dainty Marls"

rreat*

«

Boyden

Day A

Imrdrtance ef act* nor their program position*
jabaence
• before* mint denotee act b dolnjc new turn, pr reappearing after
nr.t tlmV
fromn Vaudeville, or appearing 10 city wher. listed for the

'

Burt

_.

'

ar. printed' doe. no* dsnots the relstlss

bill.

Margaret Merle
Belle MorHrose
Dorothea Sadler Co

A

BF'UPl'LD. MASS.

J

tries,

Frc*t*

according to booking oIBcm supplied

J

Th* bJU. below sts grouped

'"^hs 'manner

-^ ^.^SSSO
i

.,

halt
Hanlon A Clifton

1022

9,

»

I,

li

'ist

a

V

;

BBJ
<

3=C

=QC

h

:

tlirls

ShsdoWethi
Knox A McO< «**
Urn ry Bewlry Co
Pals A Palel

(Continued on Page 23)

23
house has been trying to hit upon cent contest of the league. "George's
some policy to change Its ropeatedly Women" opens the program. It's a
bad business, but the musical com- satirical playlet, written by Jennie
edy idea was not a success. The A. Mallette of the "Binghamton
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OULUTH

In

TKMPLK—

summer

resting at her Hollywood

home.

State-Lake
Theatre llldg.

their Circuit. He will travel through the
*
northwest territory. Bert Levey is
customary big hit.
Rubin and Hall with amusing talk reported to be negotiating for a
and clever dancing were a hit next house in Long Beach to add to his

The Four Camerons scored
•

face,

clad

in

kilts

offered

instrumental

and vocal numbers to excellent appreciation
in
the opening spot.
Luster

Brothers

closed

the

show

handily.

The current Warfield bill hit a
fair average.
"Cameo Revue," featured in the billing, closed the show.
The mixed dancing team pushed* the
act over, with the violin and vocal
work also enjoyed.
Lester and

15.

1

—

many years of delay for
premiere. At any rate,
negotiations are going on, and the
New York promoters are trying to
Interest Lester Bryant at the Playhouse to take the show for the
middle of August.

SAN FRANCISCO
VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO

OFFICE
TANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING

and

t'..e

smoothness was decidedly pleasing.
cast includes John Van, Louis
Fitzroy Robert Carlson, Butti Berzer.
bell,

the architects.
local

comedy numbers requiring

18.

at the
conjunction with a picture
Ri.iMo
feature h;«s failed to eaten on. Attendance has been very light. This

A smashing good comedy bill pre'1s at the Golden (JjiIo IhlS week
and Baldwin headlined.

m

&

Brothers-Barnum

Tantaaee
(Saturday opening)
Victoria
Charlie

McCullough
MrLellan ft Caraon

Carl

Bouncer'e Circua

li

ft Dupree
Murray

SEATTLE

Crane Slater*
(One to fill)

WINNIPEG
Fantagea
"Last Rehearsal"

Homer

Biatcra

Write*
FAIX8, MONT.

Schichll'a

OT

Fantagea
(13-14)

(Same till
Helena IB)
O'Hanlon ft Z'bnl
Ilob Tender Tr
Jim Thornton
Qlady* Green

"Time"

Carter

Coscla

Verdi

BUTTE. MONT.
Pantugea

,

Clark ft VcrdT
Krford'a Oddiliea

Mason

TACOMA

SAN FRANCISCO
Fantagea
(Sunday opening)

COLORADO

'

Will Morria

Julia
Skelly

McKim Co

CO.

Hrltl

Nnvelle liroa

Love Neat"

16)

Wood

p.i/.rii

St

lial«

OIIK.

Fantagea

SI'ORANK

Family

Pantngr*

Mack

ft

I/O

Jim

A Frcod

DKAOH,

(Al,

I'uturiatlV Revue
Lady Alire'a Peta
liunley A Mtllitl

We

Can Do"

ft

U II

Box
Smlth'e Animal*
Craig A Cato
Deneaee A Blair
Lunatic Ilakera

apllt)

Dunbar A Turner

Hortmann Co

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

Wager

KNID,

OKU.

1

M

Lawrence Pro* A
DeOlon A Adams

Jimmy Dunn

ILL.

ST. JOK,

Dob Hardy
llarrlaon

ft

Darling

Savoy

Olobe

Wlltlama

Maye Hunt
I

A llowrd

Nclaon Co
Haael Moran
I ft J Marlln
Goodnight Nurae"
David Rocae

M'BHIPI/rWN, 1A

MIMIIIIS

Caalno

Fantagea

Kloil in 3

Four
"Kyoa of lluddha"

ItiMon City

Co

i

Minn ft W liter
SALT LARK
Kuliy
VIII*Kf"
Si unify A Jaffory
llrccr.y

Duddiee"

Kola .larkaun Co

OODF.N,

UTAH

'.*m hi II Droa
nil Daily Jape
Three Senatora
Jack lladdon Co
King ft Jrwln
i

1 liivokjji

Ca

KEMP

J.

Theatrical Insurance

i

lil/Ilct

H

I

Milea

Carnn n Trie
Saoadera Tri*

7,nrti

Liillo J

I

-.nil

nc*

Iturna ft V.'.h *
Different L< vue

Regrnl

Pantngea
Joo

Fiorian Trio

Milea

Fantagea
Country

»

JOHN

Monka

Karl Karey
Mich on Droa
Hogert A Netaoa
Chaa Keating (Jo
Angel A Poller
"Modern CocktaaT"
Kddie Foyer
Roae Fine A R

A June
NORFOLK, NKB.
New (Arand

LVLI.AM)

Tom

(14 171

Droa

I

Oalettl'e

Knight

Kla»* ft Drtliant
Pot Pourrl

LOUIS

OranA Opera

A Knave

Rob Hardy

Rosellaa

ST.

2d half

Knight

A Cappa
2d half

Sterling
Dothby A #0vf di-an

10

Ma

Blectrle

KANSAS CITY

K A L

A Dunn
A Knave

2d half

D'Armoiid Co

FBEKPOBT,
Undo

Pi area

Knight

Criterion
Dell Trio
2d half

Norman Telma

A Leon n't

Sampael

let half

la

A Burt
LINO. W. Ti

Fulton

Mile*

(WUkea-D're

Troupe

Fantagea
Four Rarda

t

Corbln

— KTI1

"What

KANSAS CUT

IHI <.<>, (Al,
Savoy

L

Virginia

SCRANTON, PA.

"Melody Oardeo**
Lieut Rarry Co

Duval & Symonde
Four Pirrcttoe

Lockotl
Pickforda
..mii M.

Trio

WARD and DOOLE'

Pantages

Lane

Slaters

Hale ft Francea
Chie Supreme
Tumbling Dancers

Fantagea

OMAHA, NEB.
Horainl

1

Ty belle

HAMILTON. CAN.

Oreen ft Dunbar
Aleko
Pan-American Trio
Al Sweet'a Huzxara
Mendoaaa

ft

W

U'lM on A MrAvny
Cinderella Itcvue

A LaddU

r.

"Romantic T'cher"
Ward ft Gory

Walter Haatinga
Johnaon Ca
Throe Ambler Bros

Rome

Mile*
(Scranton apllt)
I at half

i

Miller Kin.

P> DIM. II HERBERT
CIIAS MORRISON

Cole
Mile Ith'a Co

Helt Rev
O'Nell

ft

"Cupld'a Cloaeupa"

Fverctte'a Monkcya
Pot Pourrl Dancers

Walili limn

"RECUPERATION"

Mlaeofcts

Larry Rail y Co
WII.K'S ll'KK, fj

Snoozer

Oklahoma Four
Holland ft Oden

playe

ANNA CHANDLER

1. title

.lui, hi

ft

17)

If,

FRANCIS?

Ilryon Oirla

PORTLAND.

Meredith

Edwarde

Foley

C

Who

Johnny Klllott Co
La Franco ft llycon

play*

Rl Cota

WALTER—

SI-OS

bill

Pueblo

Fantagea
Mole Jesta ft M

Ask

Web"

(12-14)

(Same

ft

LOS ANGELES

SAN

Nada Norralne
i

Rhaw'a Doga

I

"flplder'a

Wyoming

fc

L Mabel Harper Co
Swan ft Swan

'

Direction*

Pet tit

II

Fantagea

lloii & Nagaml
Dceman & Oraca

Fantagea

Hot.

ft

Court

Dailey

ft

Southern Four
Four Danube*

4 Popularity Oirla
Nob.uu ft Madiaua

ft

Iternivici

I'antagra
Farrcll ft Hnlch

14,

ft

Fantagea
Droa
Henry Catalano Co
Maggie Clifton Co

Keymour ft Jcan'to
Jack Conway Co

D.C.

Emlle A Willie
"Oh Hoy"
Callahan ft Itliaa
Royal Revue
Tclaak ft Dean

JACK NORTON and
In

CornLsh

DENVER

Co

P.uatcr Qulllan
L'arly & Early

Rmery

.Skip Kennedy
"Pctllcoate"

Travel

(Open week)

Kulowa Ballot

play*

ft

"Current of Fun"

ft

tl

involved in lillga<
appraised at $88,1
according to the appraisers' rei
filed in connoctoln
with the et
launched by the Goldstein Amusei
ment Co., Inc., against Utica Thea-

Fantagea

Emily Darrell

Fantagea

Fred Boron*
Pariah ft Peru

$39,000,

now

now

Is

Langton Smith
Five Patrowara

La Plna

Capell

ft

Jonea ft Crumley
Pantagea Opera Co

VANCOUVER.

Purchased In 1918 for

TORONTO

Clinton

Dog*

Llplnakl'a

at the present time
is suing Commander J. K. L Ross,
wealthy turfman. In a mysterious)
action brought through Attorney
Richard P. Byrne of this oity. Only
the summons has been filed to date

Park, Utica,

Fantagea

Springtime Frlve

Cunningham

Harry C. Stowell of Watcrtown,
during the present season conductor
of the orchestra at the Stratford
theatre, Poughkeepsie, will be in
charge of the orchestras of all of tres, Inc., in Supreme
the houses in the Bardavon theatre over $25,000 on notes.

Fantagea
(Sunday opening)
Mr* It Janaen
Walter Drower

cities in alphabetical order.)

Ms

tling the bill that caused
detention by the polioe for a time.

lino,

(The Pantagcs Circuit bills, at tho
request of the circuit, are printed
herewith in the order of their travel.
ft Iloltsworth
The Pantages shows move over tho Craig
Kuma Four
circuit intact. Heretofore the Pan- Ford ft Price
tages bills were -published with the (;ha* Roger* Co

MINNEAPOLIS

Bailey's circus,

playing Watcrtown this week.

OAKLAND, PAL.

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

Ed Armstrong Is Liklns a musical
(10 13)
comedy company to Portland, Ore., (Same bill
there
Park
Oak
the
open
at
to
Anaconda
The musical comedy season

v,

HKNMSSf

Edna Malone and

Construction was commenced on
another theatre in the neighborhood
Peaks last week.
of the Twin
Samuel 11. and Alex E. Levin are
the owners of the project Rcid
Bros, who designed the Coliseum are

Juno

Tthaoa,
intervale

for

close alternately

The Central New York AmuseCo., of Herkimer, has boen in- in the suit.
corporated with a capitalization of
Charles D. Ingram, manager
$100,000. The directors are Charles
H. MoyYr. Charles T. GIoo and Rob- the Ogdcnsburg opera house, hae
been engaged by the De Grasses
ert Earl, all of Herkimer.
Paper Co. of Pyrites to stage
Reports circulating to the effect street fair and carnival In PyrLU
that circus animals are subjected to second week of July. The fair wl
unusual cruelty when in training be backed by the New York World
resulted in the Jefferson County interests, which own the pai
S. P. C. A. naming a special com- company.
mittee to investigate at the Ringling

Malla
Powell Quintet
Lulu Coatea

Hazel van Haltren, Nona CampAlice Tyrrell,

The Crescent and Strand,
will

ment

liibbitt

others.

branch of the Theatrical
Mutual association at a ceremony
Singer's Midgets headlining and and banquot hold here last week
good comedy acts supporting pro- initiated the following members:
vided an entertaining and interest- Lionel It. Samuels, manager of the
ing bill.
The Midgets with new Alcazar; Victor Do LOrme of the
scenes and specialties closed the Orphcum; William Casey, manager
show. The little people displayed of tho Hippodrome; Edward Belasco
their usual skill and showmanship and Charles Jacobs. There were
with the cleancut work securing ap- also Initiates from Stockton, San
plause.
Paul Decker and Co. in a Jose and Oakland. Adolph Dohring
pleasing comedy sketch with a good stage manager at the Orpheum and
Ned Nor- president of the national organizaidea capitally handled.
worth supported by Zoe Howell and tion presided.
Evelyn Wells, next to closing,
caught on strongly.
Victor B. Fisher has been engaged
the
Wellington Cross concluded his as supervising director of
turn for tho second week with a Belasco Productions in this city. He
burlesque mind reading bit and moved up from Hollywood.
was well to the f -e in tho laugh
column. Tho Browne Sisters, preThe Sacramento Pictures Corporasenting a dainty appearance and tion has purchased the IfcOlnn
woll-choflon selections on the ac- studios In North Sacramento and
cordions stopped the show in the five acres of ground where It will
No. 2 spot, Their local popularity begin work on a live-reel feature
counted heavily in the returns. Yost film, entitled "Graft." It is from a
and Clady, a mixed team of clay story by William It. Lighton. The
modelers, opened the show with chief role will be played by 'Baby"
amusing 'ouches of comedy that se- Itchie lleadrick. Rcevca Eason is to
cured appreciation. A portion of the direct. Forrest White. Oakland capch. itter should be eliminated
italist, la president of tho new comKdlth Clifford had the bottom pany, and William Jobbleman. vicebilling
Uood president.
and <addcd class.

Bron.son

Newman

In ••rROCTTEERINO"
K.llli World* Heat Vaudeville
Direction \V. 8.

nard!. Rafael Brunetto, Lillian Gla-

Tho

delicate
handling were expertly put over to
big returns.
Miss Ingraham, a
pretty blonde, offered a song and
accompanied at tho piano creditably.

Walter

The

1

was

NEXT WEEK

BILLS

after these

remain I*

England for another season and will
not return to the United States this
summer, he cabled his representative at Clayton, where his summer
homo, "Zenda," is located.

^

The convention, as
in 1881.
to be expectod, drew a largo
representation of theatrical men,
and there was hardly a local theatre that wasn't unofficial headquarters for some contingent.
No.

characters.

—

a Chicago

muslciai

will

George

SYRACUSE,

precision

James K. Hackett

Both houses)
during the summer.
be renovated. The Strand has)
R1VOLI.— First part. "The Silent will
its last vaudeville next week.
Call."
All the week, "FasOld Forge will have a new theatre
ci nation."
at onoe.
The Thompson Brothers
will erect It opposite the Forge
The State association of Elks are House and it will be under the same
in full possession of this town this
management as the resort
week.
It's the annual convention,
and the attendance on Tuesday hit

•

with

New York

from Central

.

Moore, dancers employing comedy
makeup, workings along the lines
Frank Newman, manager of the
Vera Cordon, a loop favorite, has of Miller and Mack in spots, were Strand, also arrested for crowding
to
closing.
The dancing the aisles, made the trip to the police
planted herself at the Colonial. next
-your
brought the best returns.
Bart station in a taxicab.
Columbus, with her offering
Doyle, possessing good appearance
Best Friend."
and voice, did exceedingly well with
Boyce Combe, recently on the OrA. B. Marcus show closed at Grand gags and songs No. 2. Frank Cor- phcum Circuit, has been engaged to
nell
and Co. kept the audience appear at Tail's Cafe in this city.
Rapids last week, owing salaries.
laughing with the comedy automobile business, Bender and Herr won
The summer Iron gate has been liberal favor with
their clever rou- •
N. Y.
placed in front of the Ofympic. with tine of lifts and ring work.
awaiting
board
a blank three -sheet
By CHESTER B. BAHN
due time for the announcing of the
Len Barnes, the Australian bariB. F. KEITH'S— Vaudeville.
Fiske O'Hara engagement. George
W1ET1NG.
Second week of
Whaiton, has been re-engaged for tone, who is to leave soon for London,
was
the
Westchester
Players, in "The Copsoloist
last
manager.
week
the
at
the now year as
perhead." This is by far a better
California theatre concert.
production than "The Mirage," and
The first meeting of the creditors
in
'arris Hart man- San Francisco's it's a pity that it wasn't used to
of Ralph Dunbar will be held
Leslie Adams,
musical comedy faVorite of ?5 years open the season.
Chicago in June.
ago. has done a "come back" in as- leading man, carries the burden and
falters.
supporting
never
The
com-,
of the sociation with Paul Stcindorff, the
J. C. Matthews was one
pany also shows to better advancommittee of the Chicago Rotary musical director, and at the Oak- tage. Next week, "Peg o' My Heart."
visiting land Auditorium are presenting a
entertains
which
club
Drama
LITTLE THEATRE.
Rotarians who were in Chicago on revival of the musical successes of League players in three original
a quarter of a century ago. The
their way to the international consketches, prize winners in the reopening
show
was
Idol's
arc
"The
Eye,"
There
vention at Los Angeles.
and an opera of a vintage of 1897, and
1 218 Rotary clubs in the world
nearly all located east of Chicago like old wine it still holds a sparkle
had representatives who were enter- and tunefulness that was decidedly
tained for a lesser or 4onger period refreshing. It looks like the venture is a winner, for Oakland theon the way to the coast.
atregoers have taken to the production.
The opening night was a gala
are
columnists
Local theatrical
occasion at which a crowded house
(Continued from Page 22 j
overlooking the fact that "The Un- vociferously demonstrated its applayed
TOLEDO, O.
never
Mathewa A Ayrea
known Purple" has
proval and insisted upon many curChicago in the references being tain calls as well as a speech or luul Conchas Co
Rlvoll
theatres
UOCHKSTER,
N.Y.
loop
made of plays the
two. The Victor Herbert score, old
Harry Tauda
Victory
either have to miss or wait for as
Marlowe ft Th'rat'n
it is,
was delightfully new be- Harry Watklna
beyond a season. On the strength cause it was so old.
A ft M Royce
Camilla'a Illrda
of what "The Night-Cap" did at
8 Bandoraon Co
2d naif
Stcindorff wielded the baton In
Independent
are
the Playhouse, thore
R Hughes ft l'am
Melofuna
the
orchestra
pit
II
art
man
and
with
belicvo
now
who
promoters,
Pcdwlck ft Devere 30 Pink Toea
fondness for mystery on the stage these two veterans
Chicago's
scored
a
personal
triumph.
The enplays would unload success for a
booking of "The Unknown Purple* tire production of "The Idol's Eyo"

moved

will direct the house or*
at the Thousand Islands)]
House at Alexandria Bay. He plai
to recruit his theatre orchestral

James J. Cunningham, who broki
15,000.
At the elections Monday,
J. Winslow of Utica was into the front pages via the Waiter
elected
president
and Amon J. S. Ward murder case, was a fornsB
Footo, also of the Pent-Up City, press agont for the Temple theaftsj
was re-elected secretary. Foote is hero. Ward was employed by the
city editor of the Ulica "Observer- Temple some years ago, and for m
wagon last week when he was Dispatch." Jay Fcrrler of Oneida time was a. familiar figure about the.
His penchant, however, was
charged with crowding the aisles of was the choico again for treasurer. city.
that theatre against police regula- Vice-presidents were named as fol- sleuthing, and he drifted into that
lino
as
a private detective.
William
Holloway,
Lyons;
lows:
tions.
It appears that a policeman
Cunningham's reputation among
on the beat stepped to the box office John Murray, Troy; A. L. Waters,
his
Intimates
here was good, in spiU
Howard
Warthwood,
BingMedina;
and told the girl to quit selling
tickets.
Roth grew indignant and hamton, and M. B. Wright, Mount of the fact that he was arrested both
in
Syracuse
and Watertown. The
oldest
Elk
the
The
at
conVernon.
said he was running the California
theatre, no one else.
The police- vention is Augustus J. Heckler, 77, two charges, however, were dropped.
man then placed Roth under arrest of Now York, who, back in 1875. In Watcrtown he was mixed up
and bundled him into <he wagon was editor of the "Dramatic News." an auto theft case. Here it was hut
with a lot of vagrants and other Heckler joined New York Lodge departuro from a hotel without set-

Joe Bennett in black- chain.
employing a dramatic opening,
Kugeno Roth, managing director
got the audience immediately. Mcintosh and Musical Maids with an of the California theatre, took a ride
attractive set with the girls neatly to the polico station in the patrol
to closing.

tl

summer
chostra

STRAND—

Kenneth Dailey has succeeded his
father, the late BUI Dailey, as road
representative for the Bert Levey

CHICAGO

Indicated.

September

46
23
23
54

VARIETY'S
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CHICAGO

Crosby Oaige. representing both
the Se|wyn and Harris interests in
the erection of the twin, theatres at
J,ake and Dearborn streets, spent
four days here functioning the contracts which will cause no further
delay for either theatre. Gaige left
on the Century. Saturday, accompanied by Robert Beck of the J,ong
Acre Construction Co. The Harris
theatre is one month behind the
Selwyn. caused by delay by plasterlaborers
ers, but an extra force of
were put to work yesterday on the
Harris with a view of opening the
twin theatres on consecutive nights.
for
The Selwyn could be made ready the
August 15, but it is a certainty
Solwyns will adhere to their origapinal plans and open under more
propriate weather conditions around

54

present plans are not made public, Sun." "The Madonna of the Leake,"
although It is not thought that the which follows, was written and dimusical comedy idea will be main- rected by Morris Gnesin, who liketained.
wise plays the principal role. It's
modieval In theme, and is sophistiFrank Vincent, of the New York cated for an amateur. A blithe and
Orphcum booking department, is in impertinent farce rounds out the
bill.
It's "Malthusiasm," by R. W.
California.
Chamberlain.
Vaudeville.
Trixle Friganza, who recently an
Bounced tier intention to head a| SAVOY.—First part, "Through a
vaudeville road show during the Olass Window."
EMPIRE— First part, "Her Mad
summer, has changed her plans and
decided that she will spend the Bargain."

Stowell during

chain next year.

t
Adair
Laser v iniie

r.

60

JOHN STREET. NEIV l'ORK CM
Phone: Itowllng Oreeo

II 00

DiOlcn A Adam*
liOwrence Droa A T

TOPKKA.

2d half

M D'Armond

Kimball A Oomaa
Leo Dal' y
Roaeow Mldgeta

OMAHA. NKB
ffTmpread

fCiiuWI

A Oumae

KAII.
Novelty

Co

Mayo Hunt
t

RoKcltae

Knapp A Corn

ilia

2d half

K

A L Sterling

* Hvi-nTa
wutf
una A liowurf

lloothby
1 \frfh

I
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To The MESSRS. SHUBERT
WISHES FOR

A FULL MEASURE;

OF,

SUCCESS

f
I

/
1

JOE LEBLANG, Manager

•;f

Friday, June 9, 1922

VARIETY

25

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE MESSRS. SHUBERT

IN

a

MAKE

SNAPPY

77

NOW
At the Winter Garden
Conceded by
Garden shows.

Public; Press

and Showmen; to be the funniest performance of

All Cantor's comedy scenes in
and Harold Atteridge.

"Make

It

all

Winter

Snappy" written and arranged by Eddie Cantor

CONGRATULATIONS AGAIN TO THE MESSRS. SHUBERT

CONGRATULATIONS TO EDDIE CANTOR
CONGRATULATIONS TO EVERYBODY

86

VARIETY

Friday, June

0,

CIRCUIT OF OPPORTUNITY

i

JBX

>J7C

1

TLL SAY

&

IT'S

fcJT

THE

LOOK AT ME!

HAIL TO THE SHUBERTS-LONG
(

MAY

THEY, VAUDEVILLE

i

t

>

i

with a Shubert Unit Vaudeville
IN

Show

of her

own

next season

ASSOCIATION WITH

JACK MORRIS
PLACING ACTS BESIDES ON THE

SHUBE
IN

IF

VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT

PRODUCTIONS, PICTURES AND WHEREVER REAL TALENT
PAID FOR IT

YOU WANT TO KNOW YOUR VALUE,

SENTATIVE FOR OUTSIDE BOOKINGS.

114

PAULINE COOKE,

IS

RECOGNIZED AND THE BEST SALARY

OUT FOR YOU, IF AM APPOINTED YOUR REPREALWAYS READY AND AGREEABLE TO TALK THINGS OVER

I'LL

FIND IT

WEST 44TH

ST.,

I

NEW YORK CITY
MELVILLE ROSENOW and
THEO. J. HAMMERSTEIN, Representatives

Vaudeville Dept.

Sylvia Sternberg, See'y

Dramatic and Musical Dept.

Til say the Shuberts put

it

and

Thanks

to all

over.

Next season

forever, I hope.

their second in Vaudeville,

My

throat

and mind are now

and

the third,

free.

Production Managers and Picture Directors for courtesies extended
"All by Myself."
rw* m

iwi»^

w-—Mrw»»i

•

•

and fourth

my

first

year

1922

^
:

Friday

J 1** *» lws*

.

m
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ij

pbs

admiration

greatest

Messrs. Lee and

1

J.

J.

the

for

Shubert,

i

who have astounded

the produc1
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he Theatre

Let

Pretend

By OLIVER M. SAYLER

STUDY OF

BALIEFF'S "CHA

REPRINTED IN PART BY PERMISSION FROM THE CENTURY MAGAZINE FOR JUNE
with me to the theater of "Let's pretend!" Nikita Balieff's "Chauve-Souris"
from Moscow, which has conquered New York, will suffice until we construct one
fdaybe it will seem strange and confusing at tho start. We are
of our own.
accustomed to sitting aloof in the playhouse. Wo let the actors do all the
maintain a bleak and rigid detachment. We take our seats
ding and we ourselvefc
auditorium with chips on our shoulders, as much as to say: "Fool us, if you can,
Kindle bur emotions, break down our complacency, if
tell us.
believing what you
us, if you are smart enough, that this is a slice of life that we
dare And convince
challenge and non-participation
come to see." We are so used to this attitude of
a considerable wrench to lift us out of the rut. But the fascinations of
it will take
sufficiently
alluring
to
tide us over any initial period
are
pretend!"
of "Let's

OMB

theater

wkwardness and self-consciousness.

—

simply ono in which the audience takes part an
The theater of "Let's pretend!" rs
part. It is an ancient axiom of the theater that no play is a play until
r and active
But this theater wo are considering requires something
acted before an audience.
something more even than sympathetic
than mere passive attendance. It requires
It demands participation, cooperation, mutual creation on the
tolerant observation.
spectator and perfcurmcr, a natural, instinctive blending of the functions of
t of both
former in the role of pace-maker.
trtatner and entertained, with the
artistic calendar. The
Like a poor relative, thra theater has been banished from the
and the signores of our esthetic aristocracy will not deign to notice its existence.
vulgar, trivial, beneath contempt. What has tho clown in tne circus, with
» common,
reserve,
slap-stick and his practical joke, to do with art? Art is refinement, vausterity,
And what have the Billy Sundays,
rre is the refinement of our musical comedians?
William Booths, the Vachel Lindsays, andl the athletic cheer-leaders to do with the
s

not to

ter,

mention the high calling of the artist?

The reestablishment in grace of this despised vagabond has been a difficult task.
needed and lacked a concrete example until Balieff came.

• •

•

With the droll countenance of the born clown and the mock dignity of the clown as
promptly banishes from the playhouse illusion, cold reserve, and all
t, Nikita Balieff
other bodyguards of the traditional theater. In their place he puts warmth, cordiality,
The orchestra has finished tho overture.
alert expectancy, and tho spirit of play.
e is no darkening of the auditorium, no sound of bell or gong to put the creative
Instead, the house light's arc left burning. There is a
lty of the spectator to sleep.
Cautiously, the pudgy form of the proprietor of the "Chauveent of tiptoe silence.
Leisurely, silently, with a complacency that commands ~
lis" slips through the curtains.
same expectant silence on the part of his guests^ he surveys them, from tho
-headed row to the highest god in the gallery. When tho chuckles have died away
I a rustling program can be heard all over the house, when ho has every one in the
ter agog with eager attention, he speaks:
"Good evening, leddies and gentlemen. Allow me to Introduce myself. I am Balieff,
It was the duty of my manager,
tor of the confcrcncicrs of the 'Chauve-Souris.'
But he is timid of the
is Gest. who brought mc to this country, to introduce me.
Therefore I introduce myself. I, too, splk bad
e, and besides he spiks bad English.
will
spik better English
lish, but I give you my word, in ten or twenty or forty years I
you."

Then with the distended lungs of the barker in the circus, "The first number on the
A further moment of ruminative and amusingly
ram Is Porcelainc do Saxe!"
aril silence, and the director retires in favor of his confcrcncicrs.

What

Balieff

accomplishes

ounts simply to saying,

in these quaint

"Let's pretend!"

and unconventional introductory remarks
He does it a little less baldly and more

But he has established an intimacy with his audience that could not be
more friendly if he had- called from midstream in leafy August, "Come on in;

vocatively.
rtier

or

water's fine."
chip
tide

*

is

The mood

en our shoulder

is

of reserve
forgotten*

is

broken.

The

The

spirit of challenge is forestalled.

circle of entertainers

has been extended to

We

have shaken imaginative hands with the captain, and his
He has made us participants, willing and morally responsible participants.

the entertained.
ours.

the result isn't satisfactory, the fault will be partly ours, just as the credit will
rtly ours if all goes well.

if

The program proceeds. It might be any one of many kinds of program. With Balieff
a disconnected succession of episodic numbers In song and dance and pantomime,
There Is a
exquisite, now grotesque; naive, sentimental, sophisticated, by turns.
mnly satiric "Parade of Wooden Soldiers," as perfectly impersonal as Punch and
y; a polka of the 1.860*8, "Katinka," blood-brother of the barn dance of today in vocal
physical abandon; a masterpiece in mock heroics, "The Sudden Death of a Horse or
Greatness of the Russian Soul," a hilarious travesty on the conventional elopement
a dramatist we arc accustomed to consider grave and somber, Anton Chekhov; a wild
sensuous burst of Romany harmonies when the Gipsies entertain the diners at Yard's

Moscow, 1840; a Tatar dance in solo borrowed from the "Ballet Rtrsse"; arid
and ends of song, both grave and gay, each delivered against a snatch of characteristic
kground, from the courtly ballades of Glinka to the roistering tunes of the muxhik.
aurant in

you must understand, is not content with his initial mental handclasp. Like
he parts the curtains before each act and comes out to shake
He resembles nothing so much as a breezy and garrulous guide in
>Jcture -gallery.
As he moves from one exhibit to tho next, he shouts with everreasing rapidity and with a ludicrous impression of boredom, "The next number on tho
gram is—" He ridicules his awn wares; he praise! them with unabashed extravagance,
announces the "Quartet of Merry Artists" "over which the two biggest theaters In
«la disputed,
The Theater of Petrograd wished them to sing In Moscow, and the
ater of Moscow wished
Heralding the Tatar dance of
them to sing in Petrograd
chetovsky, he 'steps vocally on each consonant and then exclaims, "What a name!"
Balieff,

uck in evening drcs's,
ds all over again.

'

"Stage -autocrat," Balieff calls himself,

and he might as well add. "audience-autocrat,"
permits, nay, he even encourages, his guests to
And when they have done so, he is never at a loss foi the last word.
» gamo of give-atfcl-takc with a pace-maker who makes you wonder sometimes at
Possibilities of your own nlmblcness when you ore pressed to it.
Balieff is startlingly
B "t he

Is

a benevolent despot.

He

back at him.

1

When they applaud
In the shameless way that ho patronizes his guests.
more spontaneously and less self-consciously than they have ever don© In a
*•
remarks blandly: "Very good audience. Audience that understands a-art. S no
lament. 'S no flattery
From the heart ." And he Is never more autocratic than when
topenses and withholds
Quieting the storm-tossed auditorium after tho
encores.
ooden" soldiers
have paradcd.Ut is he who shouts "lOncorc!" Just as If his guests had
r dr
*amed of such a proceeding. "The human voice Is a thing very fragile," he
f
4ln » in
"The human voice Is a
his effort to save the Gipsy singers f.orn exhaustion.
'very fragile,"
he repeats with sober solemnity In denying a repetition of the Tatar
His murderous assaults
on the English language nro an excruciatingly funny
J° n to the
entire affair, but they aie not really essential to his method, as he proved
0w where he treated
his native tongue with suave respect.
"atic, too,

hey do

n«

»

e *ol
e this

prc, «r

*»ne
e

(

droll Russian really plays in his "Chauve-Souris." th'n, Is that of mfntor,
liaison officer between his players and his patrons as cooperative participants
of make-believe.
he says in effect, "that these assistants of

"Let's pretend,"
osiers, Clpsics, peasants. I know they really aunt, and so do you.

Their

voices arc very fragile, especially those of my women when they sing*. When they speak,
that's not so fragile. But sec what a lark it will be If we take them at their word when
they pretend to be soldiers, Gipsies, peasants."

There are three collaborating elements in this strange theater: the entertainers who
provide the stimulus, who toss the ball in the air; the entertained who stand ready and
expectant to receive the stimulus, to catch tho ball and toss it back; and the coach on the
side-lines who directs the play and keeps the excitement at fever pitch.

The chief obstacle in America to a theatre in which the audience participates is the
American audience itself. We take ourselves, our work, and our play too seriously. We
are a childlike people at heart. Witness our extravagant enthusiasms, our susceptibility
to panic, our flaring newspaper head -lines, our flaming magazine covers, our fads of
apparel and carriage and speech. But we like to pretend that we are very staid and
grown-up and self-possessed. Our incessant busy-ness, whether real or artificial, Induces a tenseness and a strain which admits of no genuine relaxation even when we
have tho opportunity »for it. What we need when we go to the theatre Is to let loose, to
give our minds, our emotions, and our Imaginations full rein, to yield ourselves to the
playwright and the player not passively and dumbly, but alertly and creatively, as so
much sensitized paper on which they may record their message.

t

And

if

we need

this unwearied, unprejudiced,

wide-awake, creative audience for

the'

how much more essential it Is for the theatre of "Let's pretend!"
audience unhampered by lassitude on the one hand or by callousness on tho other ftf
absolutely requisite if it is to participate in the game of make-believe.
No wonder,
then, that it has tnken a Balieff with the intriguing fillip of a foreign reputation, the
provocative persuasions of novelty, and tho arresting stimulus of an unusual personality
to Jolt us out of our rut, to reveal to us the unsuspected satisfactions of a new pastime,
and to call our attention to our own undeveloped resources In tho field of which he Is
traditional theatre,

An

master.

What are these resources, after all? I have already sketched them briefly, but let
us examine them more carefully In. the light of this fascinating and provOcativo object
lesson from Russia.
Our light musical and vaudeville stages abound In talcnta that
need not fear comparison with the company and the repertory of the "Chauve-Souris."
To cite at random, there arc: Ruth Page among tho dancers and, If she would submit
to rigorous guidance, Margaret Severn; Rosalind Fuller in old English melodies and
dances, assisted by Constance Binney; John Alden Carpenter's Jazz ballet, "Krazy Kat,"
with Fred .Stone or Leon Errol in the leading role; Ruth Draper In anything her fancy
favors; the Rath Brothers, acrobats; almost any one In Benda masks; the Three
Legrolis; Joseph Cawthorn, with his accordion; and tho Six Brown Brothers.
Robert IOdmond Jones, Norman -Bel Ocddes, Lee Slmonson, and Herman Rosso aro
ready to enter the list* as rivals of Kalleff's artists, Nicolas Remisoff and Sergei Soudeykin. Robert Benchlcy, Brian Hooker. Alfred Krcymborg, Georgo Jean Nathan, Heywood Broun, Don Marquis, Franklin P. Adaftos, Georgo S. Kaufman, and Marc Connelly
are a few of those who might be drafted to write lines and composo sketches equal to
the unexpectedly ludicrous episodes by Chekhov which Balieff has disclosed. And such
lilts as "Swing Low. Sweet Chariot," "Nobody Knows tho Trouble 1 Has," "Inchin* Along
Like a Poor Inchworm," and scores of other hauntingly beautiful negro spirituals; or
the secular melodies, "Dc Massa'Run, ha! ha!" and "Massa 's In de Cold, Cold Ground";
or even such collegiate chorals as "Bingo Farm" might hold their heads high In the
presence of the ballades of Glinka, and the folk-tunes of muzhik and Gipsy.

But all this, admirable as it might be in skilful combination, Is not enough, as I
have pointed out in analyzing the "Chauve-Souris." it is not sufficient to set on the
stage these snatches of song and dnncc and pantomime and episode, no matter how
dexterously, If the audience remains aloof and detached. To sit through an evening with
these Russians is to realize how diverse is the resulting satisfaction, how different the
same material can be, when it Is merely placed before an audience impersonally as in
the traditional theatre and when it is presented intimately with an invitation to the
;

spectators to be participants. The gaiety of light-hearted moments is more bouyant,
more sparkling, more spirited. The gravity of a sober cpisodo Is more tender, more
Every one In the theatre, therefore, must be enticed Into the game of
sympathetic.
"Let's pretend!"' And inasmuch as we are novices at the game, we must have, at least
In the beginning, a mentor,' a guide, a coach— a Nikita Balieff.

Probably, those who have dismissed our revues and our vaudeville as vulgar and
pastime outside the range of art have begun to wonder since the coming of the
"Chauve-Souris" whether they haven't neglected something. Certainly, the devotees of
the various idols of our light musical stage are ready at this point to suggest to mo
candidates for Balieff's pc/st in our own "Chauve-Souris." I hear, for instance, tho name
of one of tho Russian comedian's stanchest admirers and steadiest patrons, Al Joleon.
Raymond Hitchcock is placed in nomination? Yes And Will Rogers. And Frank Tinney.
Remember "Watch Your Step!" And Ed Wynn and Fred Stone. A member of the Lucy
Stono Club suggests Elsie Janis and Fannie Friec, but I would save them for conferencing
fn our "Chauve-Souris." Admirers of our guests and visitors from abroad will propose
Mme. Guilbert, Sir Harry Lauder, Albert Chevalier. But haven't wo enough of our own?
Personally, I am Inclined to trust to Jolson. llttr.hrnck. or Roger*. Who knows what they
might do if they had half a chance? And who could say that they would hold out for
fabulous salaries if they had a whole chance? How about Stephen Leacock or Vachel
Llndsey, If salt could be placed on their timid tails? And ] am not so sure wo could not
trust ono of those swaying comedians' from "Shuffle Along," that throbbing and vibrant
example of the negro'H instinct for the theater which has been packing an obscure
music-hall since last May.
trivial

America, I am confident, Is rlpo for the experiment, riper and readier than staid and
conservative and formal France and Great Britain and Germany. It is riper, even, than
Balieff's own Russia, where the Intelligentzia share tho Inhibitions of western Kurope
and wheic the peasantry are still groping their way, though with virile Instinctive
equipment, toward a conscious appreciation of art of any kind. It is wo who have created
tho modem circus, wo who permit the clown to penetrate the stands and play practical
Jokes on us. It is we who have dramatized religion and carried it from tho formal pulpit
and tho mysterious shadows of the cathedral into the tents and the tabernacles of Moody
and Sankey and Rilly Sunday. It Is v/e who have made our athletic sports into huge
dramatic spectacles, with the spectators as active participants, a custom which, with tho
exception of the Spanish bull-light, requires a trip back to ancient Rome for parallel.
Few if any modern popular and variety stages can show os many undeveloped talents as
ours for a theater conceived In this same spirit.

Why, then, have we not taken these talents in hand, applied the process of selection
them? Why have we not bonowed the impetus of our other mass expressions of tho
same spirit and applied it to the theatei v Why havo we not made these forces conscious
and deliberate and pointed, Instead of letting them go to waste as random and contemptible
by-products of our civilization? Why. in short, have wo not garnered in the playhouso
theso virile and deep -Seated emotional traction:] and made them obey the rules and
Have we so
Is It because we disdain the familiar?
perform t)\p services of art?
pedantic and artificial an Idea of nit that we can not conceive of its springing fiom the
to

market-place, the music-hall, the foot ban field, the church? <>r i* tho Puritan tradition
still SO potent that we yield to the theater only a grudging altitude of detached Observation
and refuse to relea.se therein a free and creative spirit?

Whatever be the reason, it seems as it we wttr on the eve of correcting our neglect.
A new spirit is moving In the theater, and this theater of "List's pret< rid! Is likely to i.«>
one to whn h we Americans will pay heed ftl least as much and possibly more than to tho
subtler forms of realist!* detachment which delight the esotcrk and intellectual audiences
of Europe. Iain If has bioken the lee. lie has brought to a head a wwaim of Vague, unconscious desires, hitherto suppressed. And if we teuiiy mean qui enthusiasm over ihs
"Chauvc-Boui is " and really wish to cOBStrSM t our own, there is plenty of evnh i" c at hand
waiting to guide us.
'
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Friday. June

C,

The SELWYNS Announce

MAX MARCI

THE OUTSTANDING COMEDY HIT OF ALL SEASONS

220 West 48th Street

AGAIN

ATTRACTIONS SEASON

STARRING

AARON HOFFMAN'S New

BARNEY BERNARD

'GIVE and

and
New

The

TAK

Faithful Heai
By

(Produced

York, Indefinitely

kk

FOR TOUR:

a

Comedy

THE LONDON SUCCESS

ALEXANDER CARR
Selwyn Theatre,

1922.;

MONCKTON HOFFE

in Association

with

FREDERICK STANH<

AT HOME"
A NEW COMEDY BY

GUY BOLTON

The

MAX MARGIN

"BOBBED HAIR"

STARRING

JOHN

and

A NEW COMEDY-DRAMA BY

DREW

MAX MARCIN

and

and

LAURA ALDEN

ON TOUR

"THE NIGHT CAP

MRS. LESLIE CARTER

EDDIE

MACK TALKS:

»

No.

.

kk

The man

in the moon
Cam* tumbling down
And asked for EDDIE MACK.

The

He said your suits ars surely beauts;
And then ha tumbled back.

WITH
Ask

AMELIA BINGHAM WILTON LACKAYE
HENRY E. DIXEY CHARLOTTE WALKER

(Send

TOM

*

Opp. Strand Theatre

IIL

4aV

aW'^

4m

'3

McKAY'S

^aa

bbsi

s^st

av

-

-

HaV

1

a

KILTIES

v

m
4J?

r-:#i,.
W
,

your Limerick)

722-724 Seventh Aw
Opp. Columbia Theatr«

ALWAYS
WORKING

';# 1

f

»|IntKHw
- J|

New York

wJ

t

new
st^s^sh

in

at Keith's Palace,

1582-1584 Broadway

NORMAN HACKETT
JKtqcMj —*.

PAT ROONEY

«.;

rf

There's a Reai

aV

\
•

oe»x >"•{"

PAUL ASH

"

*mP

J

SYNCO-SYMPHONISTS,

t

GRANADA THEATRE,

SAN FRANCISd

9,

VARIETY
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DOWLING
\

f

Sue

BEGS TO ANNOUNCE
Its

Productions for the Coming Season

WITH MANY THANKS TO

Mr. LEE
who

ii

is

SHU

solely responsible for Mr. Dowling's future prospects

SALLY. IRENE and
9

with an

ALL-STAR

WOMAN in the WORLD"
for

ii

AD10

yy

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT

(or the

BE

99

cast opening in July

MISS

&&

MARY

VERA CORDON

THE BLOOD SUCKER
COMEDY DRAMA

with

J*

MUSIC

i

U

PADDY FROM IRELAND
for

and the following

under contract for

"HELLO MISS RADIO

JULES SARANOFF

JERE DELANEY

MARY MOORE

FOUR ENTERTAINERS
WM. ORMSBY

JEROME
»<

artists

PAT ROONEY

and

HERBERT

SIXTEEN RAINBOW GIRLS
HELEN O'SHEA

99

MISS MARIE PIATER
(From the Metropolitan Opera Co.)

Best Wishes to all connected with the

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT

99

—

——
variety:

V. June

9.

roc

AN OPEN LEnER TO
THE SHUBERT
VAUDEVILLE
CIRCUIT OF
OTPORTUNrTY'

TUNITY

The

of becoming the

in the world,

courage the

if it

circuit
will en-

PRODUCER

and give him such favor-

The ARTIST should

DUCER

lof

Artiste Sets the Style

OPPORTUNITY.

It is expected of

an

that she wear the

new thing

and
is

actress

— the coming thing — and as
far as

PRODUCER

produce shows that will
able terms that he cannot unquestionably
establish success
help but produce merit- the success of this circuit member,
orious shows.

*fK

en-

her footwear

cerned,

should avail himself of the ter into the spirit of coand give his best
OPPORTUNITY of play- operation
efforts at every OPPORmagnificent TUNITY, thus enhancing
ing in the
theatres of the Shubert his own value and helping
Vaudeville Circuit, at fa- in the success. With this
vorable sharing terms, and co-operation on the part of
the
PROCIRCUIT,

OPPOR-

leading vaudeville

The

ARTIST
Hnh

The Shubert VaudeviHe
Circuit has the

1

THE

THE
PRODUCER

is

con-

Miller for long

I.

years has never failed to

produce a beautiful addition
to her wardrobe,

whether

for the Stage or the Street.

ARTIST,

assured.

Re-

MIIXER

I,

opportunity

knocks but once.

1554 BroadwayFifth Ave. At 46th

15

St.

Wet

42nd

Street

Brooktyn Shop

498 Fulton Street, Corner of Bond

u THE

RELIABLE OFFICE"

SAMIE
TWO
Would

like to

UNITS

ON THE WAY

hear from good

acts,

piano players, specialty

women and BEAUTIFUL CHORUS GIRLS.

BAERWIT
160

W.

NEW YORK

*

Address
SUITE

501-2

ROMAX BUILDING
245

WEST

47th

VAUDEVILLE MANAGER AND PRODUCE

STREET
P. S.

NEW YORK CITY

—Ask Una Clayton

MABEL FORI* REVUE
KITTY GORDON
MARGIE COATE
MOLLIE WILLIAMS
NANA and ALEXIS
CA3EY and WARREN

Stage Settings

Get

fr/\RlETY

every

by Subscribing for

Suite 202-203

46th Street

week

ROONEY and SENT
FRANKLYN and CHARLE!
BILLY OALE
JACK WIL80N
BEN BEYER
NEVINS and GUHL
Designed and Executed

DE FLESH FLETCHER SCENIC STUDIOS
447 Halsey Street and Casino Theatre

it

BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

lAfnyotte 8504 -J

if

The surest way. You don't have to depend upon newsstands
a regular subscriber to Variety.
Subscription, $7 yearly; $3.50 six months.
Foreign, $8 yearly; $4 six months;
Special Summer Rate: $2 three months;

Melville

and StetsC

ORIGINAL SONGS

AND INSTRUMENTAL

Just completing two consecutive seasons on the IiO*nv Circ"

Thanks

to

MR. LUBIN.

SAILING FOR AUSTRALIA H

Friday,

June

9,

19»
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EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

:rr

•i.'!:

t

LONGACRE THEATRE

I

.

WEST

L LAWRENCE WEBER
B.

.

j

140

WILLIAM

:

i

PRODUCING OFFICES:

»

.!

'

42nd

and

FRIEDLANDER

INCORPORATED
«\

NEW YORK CITY
Phone 2664 Bryant

FOUR FRANCHISES with AFFILIATED THEATRES CORPORATION
\

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE
•

'.

*

s

Maaaau »
>

mm

*mmwmmam*wm\»

>

i.i

'

..

i

**
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MANAGERS

-

'

1

*

,,r

MUST. NOT, FAIL TO SEE

YOU

PRODUCERS!

JAMES

anil

ABATERS

R.

'THE KOSHER COMEDIAN"

i

Played the

as Jacob Katzenstein, in "THE BRONX EXPRESS"
NOW PLAYING AT THE ASTOR THEATRE, NEW YORK (7th WEEK)
Proclaimed by All Critics as One of Broadway's Most Popular Legitimate Character Comedians
Created the "Kosher" Part in "ROLLO'S WILD OATS"; Created the Similar Part in 'THE DETOUR"
Part of "ABE POTASH" 1,278 Times Throughout England. Ireland. Scotland, Wales, Australia and New

Zealand

ANY THANKS
TO THE

Messrs. Lee and

J. J.

Shubert

FOR THE MANY FAVORS EXTENDED

AND

!

AND SISTER

SHOW OF 1922

"PASSING

9V

THANKS TO
MESSRS. LEE

AND

J. J.

SHUBERT

NOW-B.

F.

& LE MAIRE

DAVIDOW

KEITH'S PALACE;

NEW YORK-NOW

AND
in

"SIXTY TURNS

A MINUTE"

NECK SPIN
Next Week (June 19)—MARYLAND,

Jt

a> 1

Assisted

Headlining All Bills—Next

BALTIMORE

4

by GEO.

Week

Mi

|^l.

-

.

;

PETE MACK

Direction

V

MACK; MABEL BARRY and EMMA ADAMS

(June 12). Keith's 81st Street.

New York

Direction

CHARLIE ALLE N, M.

in

S.

Bentham

Office

enny and Western
HUMOR

With

"MOLLY DARLING"

Co.

INTIME

PALACE, CHICAGO, INDEFINITELY

Friday.

June

9,

VARIETY
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JEROME
THAT

by

REMICKeCO.

OVER.- NIGHT SENSATION

KARVL NORMAN (THE CREOLE FASHION PLATE)
HVATT BERRV c EDW/NJ. WEBER.

The Live/y

FOX-TROT

6y Conrad 6 Fr/£Nd
OUR NEXT HIT WILL BE
THE NE W "DOHA j.OSOJi"SONG

BEAUTIFUL HI6H CLASS WALTZ by the writer of-

*yO<//Z

SWEET

EVES HAVE TOLD ME SO*

OUT OF

INDIANA HONG THEKAHN
SHADOWS
c-BLAUFUSS
A

SURE FIRE HIT WITH EVERY AUDIENCE

by

THE HIT FROM THE EDDIE CAMTOR SHO\*/"mAKE IT SNAPPY*

LOVABCB

ACTS! ^00 CA/V USE THE MELOOy OF " L-OVAB l~E EVES
THE OPERATIC SUCCESS OF THE SEASOH FOR. yOUrZ 'NCtDEfiTAL MUSIC

DUMB
THE

NEW TYPE OF HIGH CLASS BALLAD
EQUALLY GOOD FOR STAGE OR CONCERT

HEW BALLAD FOX TROT

BAMB

• •

BAY

By DONALDSON, WHITING vEGAh

BOSTON- 203

*y

£mmw/w~m

PITTSBURGH - 505 Schmidt Bern

waiting TORONTO -Brass Bldg
[MYTHIM RFADYFOR W-ORCUFSFRAIKMS, PROF. COP/IS. SKOAL WHmmS PORTLAND OQL- 322 U/ashmtohSt.
SAN tRM1CIS00-9Q8Ato)K£rSr.
NEW YORK - 2/9 V 46th Street
ST LOU S - The. Grand L cader

WASHINGTON - Palais Royal G.& ItmSr.

CHICAGO

Mass. Ave.

BOSTON - 228 TZe'mwt SmUr

PHILADELPHIA -J/ Sam 9m Street

CLEVELAND -Hippodrome Building
SEATTLE - 32/ Pikc Strut
(J

wmmfrnXomiiiiitm

SONG
OF
PERSIA
WHITiNG C'EGAN
I

-

654 State

/ake Bldg

125 So Broad St.
BALTIMORE - Stewarts Music Dept

PHILADELPHIA

DETROIT

-

457 Fort Strut W.

CINMCINATI - 5/5 Wcst 6th Strut
MIMEAP0LIS-2/<3 Pantage Bldq

LOS ANGELES -427 South Bnaumi
B U PFALO - 453 AiA/n Street
AKRON OHIO - r\OWciLL Co

I

VAUDEVILLE
THIRTY-FIVE

WEEKS OF OPPORTUNITIES
VAUDEVILLE
PORTION OF PROGRAMME

HEADED BY

FRED HEIDER
(OF LISTEN LESTER FAME)

TO FILL

TO FILL

HELEN ELEY
TO FILL
LON HASCALL
8 SYNCOPATED HARMONIZERS 6
BETTY FULLER—MAURICE COLE
CISSY HAYDEN'S
16 ENGLISH DAISIES

Produced by
WHICH

IS

16

JACK SINGER
A GUARANTEE OF

RESPONSIBILITY
/

PITTSBURGH
Grand. "Out of the Dust"; Liberty

nnd Blackstone, "Across the Con-

State and Regent. "I Am
the Law"; Olympic. "North of the
Grande"; Cameraphone. "Old
b r a.
Kentucky Home"; A 1 h a
"Bought and Paid For"; Garden.
•'Beyond the Bocks"; Savoy. Belle
of Alaska."

tinent";
Itio

back of the venture, In which
local capital 4s reported inrcrented. The policy of the theatre

in their ''Post/' are competitors in the radio ment.
The "Press" Is featuring
auditoriums as attractions for chil- field. Each with a separate broad- Davis professionals this wegk, not
dren, with no admission fee.
The casting station, is trying to outdo ably Stella Mayhew and Fva Shir
disfavor of local picture house mag- the other in attractive entertain- ley
iti undecided.
nates is likely to result In concerted
Bennett Admur, manager of the action to stamp out what they fear
Garden since the Friedberg-Adler is liable to grow into a real opposiinterests acquired control of that tion.
house, has exploited that house
flRTI5T
through newspaper and neighborThe Verdi, a small picture house
hood publicity until it is regarded on Wylie avenue, is using old-fashas the leader of the Northside the- ioned ballyhoo* to draw on the
atres.
working population that resides in
the neighborhood. Two weeks ago
SUITE 308, 36 WEST RANDOLPH STREET
M. Gordon, superintendent of the it was a Civil War veteran drummer,
OPPOSITE! APOLIiO and WOODS THEATRES
Shubert and Duquestfre? vaudeville and last week an Indian, thickly
CENTRAL 4304
stands for the Shuberts last season, painted, was the object of interest
is filling the role of restaurant manoutside.
ager in the off-season.
THE BEST SCENERY MADE
THAT'S ALL
The Nixon is undergoing extenTwo dailies here, "Press" and
interior.
alterations
its
to
sive
Whether the renovation Is being

is

By COLEMAN HARRISON

m

Prints of Remington art masterpieces are being given away as
souvenirs at the Grand (his week.
As usual, the artist's popularity and

acquaintanceship were both played
up in the ads of "Out of the Dust."

Work

showing large feature films

some

dCME SCENIC

STUDIOS

'

CHICAGO—

has started on the new
$300,000 theatre in Fairmont. W. Va.
Clarence D. Robinson, of that city. made to

fit the theatre for Shubert
vaudeville could not be learned.

$650
$8.50
FOR

25

8x10

KRDUCKD KATRS

$7.50

$950
THEATRICAL
PHOTOS
IIY

IHNDKI.I)

Mrs. Kdith Taylor Thomson. In
charge of various concert series here
during the winter, is summering at
Skowhegan, Me., where her son Kenneth II playing in a local stock company.

is

DELACROIX STUDIO
1105 UroAdvvny. Cor. 42d

PHONO DKYANT

HI..

N. K. C.

of Chicago theatria frequent visitor here. He
to be much interested in a
corporation who«« plant is not

Harry Powers,
cals, is

known

tire

far

from

this city,

and whose

HERBERT/

and ALICE

Leading

department

stores

DENTON

WALSH

fiscal

agents are located here.

0*46

E.

are

Still

Touring "IN

POUGHKEEPSIE"

CREOLE FASHION PLATE
Wish to thank Mr. Gottlieb for releasing me this week to Mr. Schamberger, so I could play a
second sensational week in Baltimore. Also wish to thank Mr. Schamberger for a most pleasant hold-over week.

HELD OVER THIS WEEK AT MARYLAND, BALTIMORE, BY INSISTENT POPULAR

DEMAND

i

VARIETY

Vf

AND
/
i

j

.

,*

PRESENT

*

j

roadway Celebrities"

Their

Vaudeville Unit
BOOKED BY

E AFFILIATED THEATRES CORPORATION
mm

**
.....
«r=»
=T
....
i.
which showed here for two days.
"In the Teports 're'atl it ^ras pointed treasurer, B. ^f. Garfield. Gayety. G.
Qood weather helped the circu*. "Aj out that the association had accom- A. Coughlin of Brdwn, Montgomery
speedal show Was staged for the! plished a good deal for the benefit, & MoMicftart; wae appointed' attorlittle «ripp)ed chMdren of the ClliNJ of the theatres during the past year ney for: the association.
dren's Memorial Hospital, which re J and that the managers feel that they;
-..
suited In much -sympathetic, pub- have not <received the consideration;
=S=
Tom Kalnnd has leased the On- licity.
^—
—
due to them- in the- past yea». <lC
pheum from C. H. Miles for thej
was the intention of the association,!
Bpvfid m Few Wcrko la
summer and will play pictures exj-J
Civic authprRies are anxious as to) backed by its members, to fight for;
M'NIf SOUTHERN
clysively, starting June 11.
M 11*1 the late of m^n^y'tbey voted some
their rag.hts,< particularly'' »s they!
has not Idecid&d on his policy fdr| year's ago for th,e furtherance of a; w*re taxed more 'heavily in Montreal]
next season. Several deals are om Montreal industrial exhibition. Am than in other cities.
with
for leasing, Miles asking $75,0010; associatibn hayi existed ,tq pr^m^tel
II. \V. Conover, manager of thd
yearly rental, .The lease has
this for a good mari^y years, but;
Imperial, was re-elected president olj
yet
ryn,.
*q
yfigpM
hothfrig has come of their efforts;
the association; viee- president,
and the aldermen are coining to the •bie Wright, Princess; secretary Abahd
I

.

'DETROIT

ground on which th«. Family* theatrei
m
now stands, ami in 1923 will erect a'
SMITH
new theatre on the site. TJae comJACOB
By
Woodward Players in "Cappy pany comprises John P. Harris of
Ricks" at MaSestic; Carrick, Bor»- Pittsburgh and Detroit bankers.
i

i

•

.

Co. in "Cornered."

*

|

1

,

•

'

— ——
.

•

i

•

Dance Orchestra acjded;

ing's

,4

.Or>e

"Crimstm
Clear
Call,"
Madison;
'Challenge," Broadway, and "Up-aYifl
'•«
'%.;#
'Going," Washington.
•

i

closed

U

i

—

PICTUR£S.~gt.

Capacity business is reported by
Hagcnbeck - Wallace
circus,

the

SMART — CHIC — ORIGINAL
"ADELE" CREATIONS
Show mt

well

,ho * you
...
'«% dlrccunt to N.

i&»

retted woman and I'll
*«*•'• Hat."
V. A a. from an N. V. A.

tf

•

ALSO TO PROFESSIONALS

WK8T 45th STREET
Poors East of Broadway

1«0
I

E.

To

4

-

naut,

experienced

engine trouble
and was forced to descend and
abandon his engagement. Thou-j,
sands of patrons were, disappointed)
as a result.

rent 'by tionnor d*y for a*
productions or dancing-.

AIho

1

sulttU>le> tvw

145
Off

PHONE BRYANT

5927

Gwral Jlmr $ D«
<&<$km>

West 49th Street

cora,il, a

WEST ^SdHTREET

II

8an

II

Francisco

±x

tL

It

I

Acts, Skits and Sketches

WEST

SPECIAL QUOTATIONS

Near

THEATRICAL DISPLAY

ROBEY
•nd LAKE
STREETS

1407-1408

FRAMES

NEW

IDEAS that count today In
It's
If
Vaudeville. Our material has them.
you are looking for a new Act, write me.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
HI NC LAIR
ltarr»lo. N. T.
Bo* 1
.

ARTHUR

J. J.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

2110-2124 Walnut Street

9

Deagon

Villa,
1.,

June

I,

1922

& LEE SHUBERT,
CITY

WISHES FOR YOUR
IN

VAUDEVILLE.

Sincerely,

'

NEW YORK CM Y

Anejele*

Taritage*
Theatre Old*.

Phone Bryant 2075

TELEPHONES
'

Co

i

|h,

...

II

Schwartz Piciure frame Co.

and the determination to fight fon
their rights were expressed at thq
annual meeting and election of of-;
ficers of the Montreal Theatrical
Managers' Protective Association.

MESSRS.
L

Majeallc"
Theatre Uldg.
Loa

atudlo.

Freeport, L.

ART BOOKBINDING CO.
119 WEST 42d STREET
NEW YORK CITY

on the coast
few week* In

I

The continnued support to the exn
ecutive by the entire organization)

\M> LEATHER BRIEF CASES.

FELIPPELLI

a dancing

Broadway

CONTINUED SUCCESS

228

\

coma and aeo u«.
/
The Areney of reraonal Coorteay

Dear Friends:— BEST

Cbe

i

DUNN

If you art laying off
rlanniriff to apend a

ulifornla

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS

.

JOHN

r

Denis, "Joan pf

Arc"; Allen, Allen Concert Co., "Thr
Capitol, "Beyond
Invisible Fear";
the Rocks," Capitol Opera Co.;
Love."'
"Arabian
Strand,

E

and

conclusion tha't the money ehoul^.t^
returned to them if the exhibition!
Is not to be held.

While on his way to Dominion]
Park to fulfill his engagement o<
making a double parachute drori
the from an aeroplane, Farley* aero3

has Storm."

™ HA1 y 0" WANT - AT
THAN YOU EXPECT TO PAY"

I

•

ME1KLEJOHN

.

tractions.

.^IJ
LE88

,

.

t

•

"prphans of
Played to capacity for
for ;a 60 -year lease ot the first week and booked for three, providing business keeps up.
IMPERIAL.— William Edmund
and Co., Harry Laughlin and Clara
West, Frosini, James and Etta
Mitchell, Jean Boydell, Gillen and
Mulcahy.
LOEWS.— Fred LaBeine, "Songs
and Scenes," Jimmy Lyons, Morion
Brothers, Wilbur and Girlie.
DOMINION PARK.— Outdoor atCci.

'

<

PRJNCESS.

I

•

.

'

.

,

MONTREAL

i

>

CALIFORNIA

The Liberty has closed ,for - the
'•ummer and John H. Kunsky has
discontinued the Garden, although
By JOHN M. GARDINER
his lease did not expire until the
fall.
The Drury Lane closes July 1
HIS MAJESTY'S.— "The Maid of
and the Columbia may close for a Wistaria"; amateur charity perfew weeks during the summer.
formance.

The Hariris Amusement

—

«

.,

"Reported Missing/' good business
at Capitol; heavily advertised <ahd
.exploited, with actual motor race on
jitage.
"Sonny," Adams, iwith vyar^

>

•

1

,

ittelle

I

(Contentedly Working

ARTHUR DEAGON
for MARCUS LOEW)

VARIETY

Friday, June

mm^mm^mmm
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The

Columbia Phonograph Co.
Has the EXCLUSIVE SERVICES

OF

COLUMBIA RECORDS

For

THE FIRST COLUMBIA-CANTOR RECORD

IS

n

..
RELEASED THIS MONTH

MANUFACTURERS OF ARCHITECTURAL

JAMES MADISON'S

COMEDY SERVICE
contains what every successful
vaudeville artist looks for

PEARL

E.

ABBOTT

AND

—NEW

ORIGINAL. LAUGHS.

It

monthly at $15 a year

is

issued

in

advance.

Single copies

COMEDY SERVICE

$2.

Wood

No. 8

juat out and offers subscribers
the very latest monologue, several double routines, single gags,
a parody, wise cracks, etc.
is

Wishes Continued Succe& to

We Specialize in THEATRICAL WORK
NO JOB TOO LARGE—NO JOB TOO

JAMES MADISON'S COMEDY

SMALL

SEKVICE is a "quality" publication first and last and is intended
for top-notchers exclusively. For
$9 I will send the first 8 Issues,
or any four for $5.
SPECIAL
For $20 I will send the

Theatrical Columns
Theatrical Newels
Theatrical Grills

OFFER:—

8 numbers now ready and a full
year (12 additional issues) beginning with No. 9.

1493

THE

JAMES MADISON
New

Broadway

ANSELSMIT

—Wood Turning

sticks

•

PI. one:

CHKL8EA

Barlow

in
Direction

"BETTY WAKE UP"

SAMUEL BAERWITZ

24th

Prop. %

STREET

Near 10th Arenac,

NEW YORK

CITY

Man, Trio, Prima Donna, Ingenue, Sister Team
and a Good Comedian.
Those doing specialty given preference.

Straight

Address

CHAS.

H.

WALDRON

Waldron'* Casino, Boston, Mass.

"ODDS

& ENDS"

ON THE LOEW TIME
Direction

FRANK

'

BOSTONIAN BURLESQUERS
Good

STILL PRESENTING

HARRY
WATERFALL

Branches

WANTED FOR

LOEW CIRCUIT

COMPLIMENTS

HABBRQR1TZ.

WEST

508

AN AERIAL NOVELTY
ABE FEINBERG

in All Its

WEST SIDE WOOD TURNING CO.
JOS.

Direction

—Candle*

Mahogany Floor and Piano Lamps

York

"PASTIMES IN JUNGLELANDS"
Touring

Turning

AL GROSSMAN

UNITY PHOTO COMPANY,
168

Inc.
WEST 46TH STREET. CORNER PROA I) WAY. NEW YORK
OC 8x10 Black and White (££* CO

dO

For Professionals
j^O**"'
Send us your Photographs or wire us your order if we have your
Mail orders receive special attention.
Special Offer to Orchestra and GROUP ACTS
12 Black and White, 11x14, $15,00
12 Black and White, 8x10, $1000

negatives,

^

PIANO AT THE HTUDIO

FORD

a

By HERBERT

WARREN

OVER THE ENTIRE LOEW CIRCUIT

""

frfday,

Jt»*

»»

yARIBTT

1W>

"RADIANA
(TRADB MARK REGISTHRBD.

WEST

110

&

U.

7J

A.)

CHOOS

47th

STREET,

NEW YORK

THE TALK OF BROADWAY

CITY

THE HIT OF ZIEGFELD'S

NEW YORK EVENING POST

STATEMENT
The Globe Theatre
a party

who happened

is

showing

TWO

Now

luminous gowns which I an informed were made by
some of this luminous paint previous to my arrange-

to be able to purchase

ment with the inventor of same.
V

A"
wish to state that I have the exclusive rights .for the United States for "RADIAN
Luminous Paint, and Mr. Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr., made arrangements with me to use same applied
on something like SIXTY gowns, scenery, shawls, feathers, fans, laces and flowers in his newest
I

production of the "Ziegfeld Follies"

now

I wish to state that Mr. Ziegfeld
luminous paint effect and is presenting

at the

New Amsterdam

is

the only one

it

right.

"FOLLIES"

who

Theatre,

legally purchased the right to this

I venture to estimate that the cost of this luminous Scene Amounts to something
thousand dollars.

like

"Follies" a

GEORGE CHOOS,

Beauty

—

NEW YORK TIMES
New

.

of

Nothing more beautiful than this "Radiuna
luminous" has been Keen on the New York
stage in half a century. When the lights were
on it was hard to tell which was the most
exquisite, the girls or their lace gowns both
were dreams of beauty. But when the lights
were out and the gowns became luminous in
the daintiest of colors the audience fairly
shouted in its joy. The effect was astonishing. There have been other beautiful "radium" stage pictures, but nothing like "LaceLand." It was the climax of the evening and
should have marked the end of tne entertainment. It probably will.
C. P. ti.

thirty

Perhaps the management at the Globe Theatre instead of making every ctfort to take the
credit away from Mr. Ziegfeld could learn professional courtesy from Mr. Charles B. Maddock, our
vaudeville producer, who also happened to have in his possession a luminous gown which he intended using in his vaudeville act, but which he immediately discarded the moment he heard that
Mr. Ziegfeld purchased the right from me and oP the enormous amount of money Mr. Ziegfeld
was spending for this luminous scene of his "Follies" production.

Dream

"Lace-Land" a Crowning Triumph

"Follies" It Prodigal

Ballet "Lace- Land" One of the Startling
Effects of Ziegfeld Show

As

for the

tertainment

more showy portion of the enthis is always some 75 per

—and

— no

pains have been spared to
achieve startling effects. There is one number, for example, that will give the onlookers
a real thrill something certainly rare in a
musical show. This is a ballet entitled "LaceLand," in which luminous paint is used upon
lace with striking success.
eent. of

it

—

SEE

THE LUMINOUS GOWNS
IN

LAND

PF

AT

MADE BY

MAHIEU
110

West 47th Street

v

Telephone Bryant 1462

THE CRITICS COULD NOT TELL "WHICH WAS MORE
EXQUISITE, THE GIRLS OR THEIR LACE GCWNS"

»

«

'

TO ARIKJY

Jm^

Friday,

9f 192f

i

SEASON

1922-1923

Up in the Clouds Take
THE THREE RING CIRCUS OF MUSICAL
F/F77/ SEASON

MUSICAL COMEDY OF SUNSHINE & LAUGHTER

SECOND SEASON

I

j

•

1

M

I

«

<•.!.»;

I

»l

4

•

-.•*

Shubert Vaudeville

r

>

»

I

»

«'>

>

i

t

:

I

i

»

:

i
i

NOW IN PREPARATION
'I

i

•

PERSONAL DIRECTION
I

r

ll

JOS. M.

«

i

I

GAITES

J

•

1

•

f

;»

140 West 42d Street

NEW YORK

fclTY
i

™
CENTURY ROOF— Midnight

BALTIMORE
By

ROBERT

j

week.

away

over

got

"The Pigeon" of

next.

much

better than
week, although
entirely different., "The Pigeon"

ing?"

"Sleeping Partners,"

last

at a $2 top, and it is understood that this price will remain for
the light opera season. This will be
the first time in eight years that
Gilbert and Sullivan operas have
been given professionally in Bait I

Sol Lachs, formerly of the Keith
Circuit, and the D'Arville Sisters,
playing at the Maryland this week,
are used in the cabaret scene in

-r

more.

"What's Your Husband Doing?" at
the Lyceum. Their work adds much
the finest comment spice to the show. A jazz band is
Norman as triple that Local critics- could give, yet its also a feature.
hcadliners.
business went back at the last of
"Across the' Gpntinr th& week. The new farce, by George
DeWolf Hopper will head the cast
ent."
which is being assembled for the
V. Hobart, won excellent notices, midsummer Gilbert
and Sullivan
"The Idle' Rich."
and started off its week's business festival at Carlin's Park.
Frederick
RIVOLT— Sonny.*'
with a bang.
'Sonny," a movie A. Bishop, former stage director for
HIPPODROME— Pop vaudeville. play by Hobart;, is at the Ri>oli this the Gilbert and Sullivan festivals
Loew vaudeville.
week, and is also playing to good of the St. Louis Municipal
Opera As'business.
It won excellent newssociation, has been engaged as stage
paper notices, all of which is in di- manager here, and the
Theatrical I r inula aiul I'm Is Visiting
entire busi•reCt contrast 'fo "the- Way that Honess will be under the direction of
CAfa.
bart's. work, "L«itty pepper," was
John Pollock. "The Mikado." "The
wir.r, Ftkli
Vvf Tiiitf
panned without' exception' While it Pirates
of. Penzance," "Pinafore,"
\v';m here.
At,that tfrnje.-Wr.. Hobart and other works will
be included
grew very indignant, and visited on the
KX< LUSIVK. TUEA'TUJCAL
list.
The presentations in
trie' newspaper oific'es 1« an effort to
the Carlin's Park Arena are expectget /some favorable .publicity through ed
to be
a high-grade nature.
101-110 WEST KIN(J BTRatV?
—but' the papers stood by their crit- The grand of
opera presentations have
IC. B. (Hobby) (.K All AM
ics.
And "Lctty Pepper" was forced been, and although
the publicity has
T-r
>-.-••"
not been begun yet for the DeWolf
£
\'
Hopper engagement, there is every
reason to believe that the town will
be barricaded with dope from the
agents. Many billboards were hired
last season when Johnny Dooley
played at the Park. The opera season won much comment, and each
of the dallies devoted much space to
SPECIAL SIZES
FOR CHILDREN
detailed criticism of the work. The
BEFORE AFTER
grand opera presentations are being

!

MARYLAN D— Special

week, with John
ley and Karyl

request

Steel, Aileen'

It is

won much

Stan-

CENTURY—
PARKWAY—

'

;

"Jump Steady," the new negro
musical show, with Whitney and
Tut t, opened at the Douglas (colt
ored) for the week.
The negro
comedians have always played the

of

FOR SALE:

.

Garage, 558 West 174th Street.

.

.

'

dniTd-<7//e0„y,W-NOSE ADJUSTER
PATENTED

Guerrini

1

|fl

Ua

—

•»

B37 Telephone

Ih?

pail for when

Bldf..

It

'

lobby."— LILIAN

r

»

•I

YOUNG

asset

in

a

FACTORY/

.-'I

,.l

'

i

..
i

•'

.

t

tha United State*
only' H actor*
that make*! en* eet

JUST TRYING TO GET ALONG

The

Reed* — niade I
hand.
»77-?79 Columbia

of

Avaaue

J

San

Francftee

Cat

Hargis Connelly

SHAW.

.

Co

In

reaches you

SOUTH pRANGE. NEW JERSEY

&

'

'Your photography in mf
is beyond comparison.

aj

greatest

,1

.

"Your photographs are an
•

.

ACCORDION

ONLY

ADJUSTER

and your nose adjuatec can

THE ANITA COMPANY.

artist's

T

I

Lartcst

interior imitatloti^ hut the ANITA NOSE
Is t lie ORIGINAL and
comfortable kIjw t.T highly recornoafoded i>y phjrstrtana f»r fn. turp.i or mtaahapen !)<>-<•*. s.if
artjualabte
Ko acrflira, N> metal p.iru
(lent1 *, peraua, Ilrm and perfectly cmnfortAhle.
Writ* today for FREE Itook. "Happy Days Ahead." and our hlank to fill Mil for slzca. Up-

many

turn ManJj

,

1

I

Tha Laadlea and

t

1

I

CHICAGO'* BEST TICKET BROKER

•

iijuo ta ill «h.in<»<l
In the prttacf of

1 1

I

,

you r»n make It perfect with ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER. In a fow
your mvn r>>om an! wuhitit Interfering with your J illy occupation.
y >u (an rented* fOUf ri!i.«al Irregularity
N need fur poetljr. painful tparationa, ANITA NOSE
ADJUSTER ahapea w
quickly, patnleatft', rireinaneatlj and intxprftaivdy. There
pqai ateefj
ar„

-

,T
I

HOTtL

SEND
NO

to the Profession

25 W. 32d St.
SX5
NEW YORK CITY

•

.

MONEY

j

Salesman Samples

Built Touring
Body; Special in Every Particular.
No other car like it in all of N. ?..';

-

TORONTO,
EDMONDS'

,

Automobile

German Car; Custom

GARDEN—

irefka.

Closing Oat

'

f

your

DRESSES
Wholesale Manufacturer

:

*

If

Lyric In the past and have mad*
their appeal to white as we'll. as colored people.
ThU year, however,
their advertising is being dons la
papers owned by negroes and appSjjr^
ehtly they have no intention!
catering to a white audiencej
Baltimore, at least.

York without made

.

LYCEUM— "Whafs 'Your Una- The production of the Lyceum
band Doing?" George Marshall' Play- Players, ^'What's Your ^Husband Doers, 7th

to New
Baltimore boost.

to sail

any

aret.

3I3K

F.

cab

eyes

—PEGGY MARSH

/

"Makers
•'Your photography

wonderful
.

I's

most

"

-r-jYUANCIS

of Photographs of Distinction

RENAULT

I

508 Fine Arts Bldg.

CHICAGO
.

9'

V

I

410 South Michigan Boulevard

•
"

v ft,

"1 am more than deligh t*^
your photographs arc niarvel-

.;
»•

«

ft

J

\

y

•

--BESSIE McCOY HAY.W

'.'""--"

I

ET Y

61

'ALADDIN RUBBED HIS

Advertising
goods

that sells

force — and

a

is

advertis-

ing that doesn't

a

is

farce.

our

of

professional

has

that

duty
this

conception

this

is

It

WONDERFUL LAMP AND : : :
WONDERS HAPPENED
SHUBERT RUBBED THEIR WONDERFUL LAMP
AND
i

LEE AND

J. J.

•;

.

;

THEY BECAME MASTERS IN LEGITIMATE
THE BECAME MASTERS IN MUSICAL COMEDY
THEY BECAME MASTERS IN- VAUDEVILLE

sent

group ahead ten

years in three.

McCutcheon - Gerson
Service
64 West Randolph

St.

CHICAGO
Row

15 Park

NEW YORK
j
l

.'l

B A, f V.'," ^V',"' w? ".'."" w,'"Wf,f'y
'

l

l

'

'

'

.'

'
.

.

S|

GALLAR9NI SISTERS

»

BACK TO

"MUS1C1STE DE M1LANO99
WHO HAVE COMPLETED A WONDER.

$v

FUL SEASON IN VAUDEVILLE WITH
THE SHUBERTS AND WHO WILL BE IN
ONE OF THEIR UNIT SHOWS THE COM-

'KunKS

ING SEASON, EXPRESS THEIR SINCERE

WELL WISHES TO THE SHUBERTS ON
THIS JOYOUS OCCASION WITH THEIR
APPRECIATION FOR THE MARVELOUS
TREATMENT ACCORDED THEM IN
THEIR BUSINESS DEALINGS WITH THE
LIFE SAVERS TO VAUDEVILLE.
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF ONE OF.

5.x*
WoVdrob*

Pull

/Mew
Taylor
s»'

Trunk.
•

CATAYLOR TRUNK WORKS
210

W44fcSr. 128

NEW YORK

CLOTILDE

VITTORIA

I

L.Randolph SI

CHICAGO

*

* VEL,N
° •"
1493 BROADWAY. NEW YORK CITY

BLAN CHARD

SHUBERTS STRONGEST ALLIES,
9

81NCJMC8.
acts In one. Written, Rewritten
and staffed. Coaching a specialty.

B»r time restricted material.

Comedy

JENIE JACOBS

OPENINGS ARRANGED.

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS
240 W. 38th St., N. Y.
Phone Kits Boy 0344
Bend for Catalogue

THE GREATEST DANCERS

IN

SHOW

BUSINESS

(LILLIAN)

(TOM)

AND
BE CONVINCED
KEITH'S PALACE,

NEW YORK, NEXT WEEK

(JUNE

12)

Representative M. S.

BENTHAM

J

VARIETY

t*
=c=

m

i

j.-_.

II

-

Friday, June
.

19*1

9,

aeac

.

Strut Miss Lizzie
TO SEE
»

•

»*

LAYTON

AND

i
'

AT THE

NATIONAL WINTER GARDEN
DULUTH
By JAMES WATTS
ORPHKUM- Orpheum Players

in

•Buddies*."

NEW GARRICK— "Love's

demption,"

film.

LYCEUM— "North

Grande."

ReRio

the

of

film.

NEW LYRIC— "Gas.

Oil.

Water."

film.

ZELDA— "Reported

Missing," film.
of Gold."

STRAN D— "Shaikh's

film.

Tho

first

Duluth

bit

heat
last

wave of the summer
week and theatres

TO EDNA YOUNG
EDNA STRAWBRIDGE

or

Please communieate at once with
the undersigned:
PAULINE M.
Administratrix of the estate of
Arthur C. Young, deceased.
No. 34 North Second Street,
Harrisburg. Penn.

Houston Street and 2nd Avenue,

suffered a slump, although it is but Hottentot" Saturday.
Miss Collins
a recurrence of what happens erery will go to New York. Leona Powers,
spring. The picture theatres are re- who ended her season with the Baker
trenching, and orchestras have been Stock of Portland, Ore., will replace
eliminated at some of the play- Miss Collins next week. Miss Colhouses during afternoons. This pol- lins played with the St* James Playicy is not meeting with favor from ers in Boston, at Dallas, and in Portpatrons, as music is the most enjoy- land last season. While at Dallas
able feature of picture house pro- she lost $10,000 worth of costumes
in a theatre fire.
grams here.
None of the costumes were insured.

The Orpheum Players are making

OPEN FOR SEASON
DANCING AND DINING

SMITH'S IRRESISTIBLE EIGHT

The controversy between ^the city
the Clinton-Meyers company
May Collins, picture star,
to court Saturday, but owing
woman with the Orpheum Players, came
to
numerous
features of the case to
completed her engagement In "The be presented, the action was continued for two weeks. The company

NICK

leading and

The Snitching Hour"

D.

PROUNIS Managing

Tel.

asserts that it would take $75,000
to make the changes in the Lyceum
the
building inspector demands.
State fire officials inspected the theatre and they declare that the asbestos curtain is sufficient and that
the demands for a steel curtain are
not required by the State. The case
is one of wide interest and will affect the status of theatres all over
the State. The house was granted
a permit last week to operate as a
picture theatre, but no road attractions can be presented until the court
gives its decision, unless special permission is given.

IN
44

Central Ave., Hartsdale, N. Y.

tention.

ARTHUR HOUSMAN

WHITE PLAINS

City Island, N. Y.

NOW OPEN FOR SEASON
1922
Beautifully Decorated

|

A S A

*^

SUMMER PICTURE

Hour" has no

equal.

It will

by more vaudeville houses
any other picture.
the light,

that

is

warm

is

ARTIST STUDIOS,
I .

addition

Gladys

to

T/Aslle,

alongside big lines.

Mr. Housman,

Mario

Carillo,

Inc.

P.

LAKSKN,

West 42d

New

Dir-

Special Discount to Performers

WHEN

Nlta Naldi,

-

Street,

JOSEPH
of the Blossom

A.

SUSSKIND

Heath inn, Merrick Road

Special Moderate -Priced Business Men's Lunch
Afterrfcon Teas, and Dancing on the Revolving Floor
Dinner and Supper Service a la Susskind

—

Dancing with an Orchestra De Luxe
Also Renting High-Class, Elegantly Equipped Apartments with Serviof

The CHAS. W.

IN CHICAGO

GROLL REALTY

CORP., Owners

CHAS. W. GROLL, President
JOS. A. SUSSKIND,
ALBERT. P. HEINEMAN, Secretary
PHONE BRYANT 4535

Stat©- Lake Theatre Bide;**

Frank Currier

ROMAN GARDENS

Between 7th and 8th Avenues
New York's Most Popular Dining Palace
Management!
New Service!
New Prices!
NOW UNDER THE EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT OF

ART DIRECTOR

MC.R..

"ELI," the Jew3er
TO THE PROFESSION

ected by Alan Crosland; and the cast Includes
In

I

626 State-4.ake Building, CHICAGO
PhOna: Dearborn 1776.

days.

The production

William Werner

±

UNIVERSAL SCENIC

be played

season than

humorous type of production
welcomed by every audience during

It is

the

this

Ground Floor

la

Management
Julius Keller

SCENERY MURRAY'S
"The Snitching

Wonderful Orchestra

Carte service

teur,

—

OF

-:-

Shore Dinner at $2.50 and exquisite a

Excellent

THE TALKATIVE TRICKSTER
NOW ON PANTAGE8 CIRCUIT
CORE, London England.

Proprietor

1471-1069

The Chateau Laurier

JUDSON COLE
"Hie real act la that of a presthllgltabut that continuous (low of smart
witticisms with which he accompanies
:hem, wina ua one and all." THE EN-

City

MAY-NOVEMBER FARM

When

Martha Hedman.-who is the
their first venture in musical comedy
this week in "Buddies," and the pro- wife of Capt. Henry Arthur House,
duction promises to be one of the big of Duluth. comes here as star guest
hits of the season. Violet and Alice at the Orpheum in ''The Boomerang"
Dunn, who played with the original, she will find all of Duluth ready to
came here from their home in To- greet her. The Trinity Cathedral
Mary Hart, a guild is arranging for a great recepronto last week.
Duluth girl, who has been in stock tion June 26 with a big program of
the leading local features. The week will bring
taking
is
three seasons,
feminine role. Her work and her a series of daily features.
costuming have attracted wide at-

YOUNG

New York

•

•'

Treasurer

1

'

and George Lessey.

THIRTY MINUTES BY MOTOR FROM COLUMBUS CIRCLE
a The

up

Five minutes' walk from Murray Hill Station, Flushing, L.

for a long run in

any theatre

Phones

|

1

R«l»AAed

I.

R. R.

Snitching Hour** will stand

bjr

Flushing 91
ng 3880Flushin

ON

(he l«»dlna* Independent exehnng-ee.

DI8TKIBUTED BT

It

SILL'S
the Direct

and quickly

of the North Shore of

accessible

can be reached on the

TRACK,

CLARK-CORNELIUS CORP.
117 W. 46th St., N. Y .C

Road

HOTEL
from the Heart of

way

to

Douglass Manor. Bayside,

the

Broadway and

13th Street

Flushing, L.

Long

New

I.

Island,

York.

BELMONT RACE

Little

Neck, Great Neck,

Sands Point, Plandome, Manhasset, Port Washington, Roslyn,

Sea

Cliff,

Oyster Bay and

all

the beautiful

suburbs along the

Sound.

PRIVATE DINING ROOMS FOR MOTOR PARTIES
Where
I

Hospitality

Welcomes

and Good Food prepared by an
Experienced Chef is the Standard

AN OLD VILLAGE
HOSTLERY

Newly Furnished Rooms

fof

Bachelors Only.
Special Rates for Season.

—

W

VARIETY

THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

m
Columbus 1273-4

SOL R
83 West 65th
«,

|

and

New York

St.,

City

Completa housekeepevery apartment.
MRS. RILEY Prop.

Phone

in

LONGACRE
Furnished Apartments
AND ROOM?
1_2_3 ROOM APARTMENT8

GRANT—CHICAGO LORRAINE
OFFER
^IIMMFR nM
RATFQ
VI Ull SPFHIAI
OiLUmu OUITIITIt-n
LP
l

Single without bath, 310.50 per
single with bath,
$14.00 per

I

3SS3

'

TO

$10

(Of the Better

FURNISHED

MRS.

APARTMENTS
STIFTER,

T. C.

RWfcSW

W. 44th
Bet.

St.
Broadway and 8th Ave.

Kind— With in Meant

of Economical Folks)
Located in the heart of the city, just

Under the direct supervision of the owners.
off llruariway, /lose to all booking offices, principal theatres, department stores,
traction lines, "L" road and subway.
are the largest maintalners of housekeeping furnished apartments specialising to theatrical folks.
are on the ground daily. This alone Insures prompt
service and cleanliness.

We

We

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS
West 45th

841 to 347

St.

241-247

Phone Longacre 3500
Finest type elevator, fireproof buildand three rooms; builtshowers. Tiled kitchen-

ing. One, two
in baths with
ettes.
Three

rooms have

kitchen.
$18.00 up Weekly.

620 Eighth

HOTEL

Avenue, Cop. 40th Street

i'hone:

HRYANT 1092
CITY

NEW YORK

.

Room*— Hoasekeeptnaj Rooms.
SPECIAL RATEH to the PROFEttSlON
Single

S3

AND

$05.00 up Monthly.

phone.

W. 44th ST. Near
Broadway
ELECTRIC FAN ™Jgff*
Rooms $10.50 Week
With Bath, $12.00

DOTTORY,

E.

Donga n

Tel.

Heart

from the

R. R. or city car

40th ST.

"L."

— Running

all conveniences,
$4 and up.

PROFESSION ONLY
LUBIN. Prop.

to the

MRS.
MRS.

I.

J.

Telephone

Broadway

38th Street and

NEW YORK

CITY

ROOMS, $10.50 PER WEEK

R.

HUGHES

Elks

Vacancies

Now

Open.

40th St.—Off BVay
Phone: BRYANT 1477-8

W.

Mutual Friend"; Liberty, "Gas, Oil
and Water"; Mainstreet, "Through a
Glass Window"; Pantages, "Bunty
Pulls the Strings"; Globe, "Second

KANSAS CITY
By WILL
8HUBERT —

Manager

ROOMS NEWLY RENOVATED.
Conveniences.

207

for

"Jolities

Hand

Rose."

1922," local.

MAINSTREET—Vaudeville.
PANTAGES— Vaudeville.
GLOBE—Vaudeville.
ELECTRIC PARK — "Follies

With the Drama Players closing
at the Grand nothing is left in the
amusement line except popular
of

1922."

priced theatres, and the 'Follies" at
Electric Park. The weather was cool

and disagreeable all week and business off. The number of the vau"Across the deville houses will probably be cut
Continent," and the Newman Third
to two as the Globe, playing W. V. A.
Anniversary Frolic; Doric, "Our time has its two week's notice up
and can close any Saturday. It will
probably go until July unless extremely hot weather sets in. It is
the understanding the Mainstreet
Use the Old-Time Solid and Pantages will go
through the

— Newman,

Photoplays

summer.

!

Rhoda

Nickell8, prima donna with
the Electric Park Follies, is playing

Q A

Solid Albolene.

lutely free

from water.

Cult

Abso-

The 8*BM splendid and dependable
product you use to buy back In 1914
all

druggists and supply stores
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New York

City
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i

and
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garding its future. Several parties
have been after It, one manager desiring it for stock, other than the
Drama Players, which expected to
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Incorporated
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Shapfield Industries, 1133

Special

by

month.

West

71 at

NEW YORK

St.

CITY

Columbus 9780
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fruit delivered to

— take

it

your home or

to your week-end outing

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
Main

Oltlce
Steamship nreonimortn tlons arrnnunl on all Lines, at
Foreign Money
Boats are *•!»• »<«rj fulls nrrnnue early
Prices
sold.
and
Liberty Bonn's hontcbt
liotmhf anil —14

SO*. 104 Kami 14th St., Neve York.
I'lionei Stuyvesanl 0130-0137.

FURNITURE
For the Profession

ting, $10.

America's finest designs
for dining room, bedroom,
library and living room.

Ear Wave*. S3 »s».
Ear Pafft. 12 50 tsk.

WALTER HAIR QOOD8
728 Sixth Ave., at «2d Street,
in lit. V. Room II.

•8

Broadway

675 Fifth Avenue, at 53d Street

PAUL TALSIG A

Weekly Up.

Without CutSide

t*»rma.

HICKS

your friends

THE NATURAL
BOBBED HAIR,

also

AGENTS WANTED

little
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FOURTEEN FLOORS OF SUNSHINE
SINGLE ROOMS WITH SHOWER. 812.00 WEEKLY AND IP.
DOUBLE, WITH TUB BATH AND SHOWER, 81 LAO WEEKLY AND UP.
SUITES, WITH PRIVATE BATH, 8*0.00 WEEKLY, AND UP.
SPECIAL BATES AND ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE PKOPESHION

rumored the house may
be opened as a B. B. O. house

It

only.

McKetien a Rossini

for housekeeping, regular kitchen.

NEW YORK

New York

THEATRICAL

Have a
H

At Unusually Low Summer Rates
* nd hath, completely furnished #1C

Rnniim

sT\wwiiin#

7188

ZUCKER CORP.

A vpKctaMe extract that cannot harm
the complexion. A little on your cheeks
will last the whole day.
^C\&
Price, *lv t
Bl'Y A JAR TODAY.

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS

BRYANT

Near Fark, 110th Street "L" Bus, and Surface Cars.
All Latest Improvement*, Telephone, Electricity, Etc.
(08 Manhattan Ave., between 108th A 100th.
—One Itlock West of Central Park West.
Phone ACADEMY 0720

The Empress, the Bonfils A Tammen house, which closed a couple of
weeks ago. is still dark and no announcements have been made re-

generally

Id

Phone

31

FOR THAT HEALTHY OUTDOOR GLOW

1580

COLUMBIA THEATRE BLDG.

or

8850

HOLZWASSER &

DR. FOX'S

paint instantly.

8TREET

WANTED

Rouge Permanent

& Robbins
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Poisoning

the grease

48th

BRYANT

NEW YORK CITY
HAVE THE COMFORTS OF HOME

!

and Prevent Make-up

Remove yowr make-up with McKes-

Shower At Reasonable Rates.

DOC SUSS

her first engagement in her home
Raised and educated here (burlesque) next fall, and nnother all, will Insist on a reduction from
town.
she has had engagements with a rumor had it as the homo of Shubert the 1921 scale, not only with the
musicians but the stage hands. This
number of large companies and was vaudeville.
will be resisted, at least by the latter,
last summer with the Saint Louis
Municipal Opera Co., but has never
Although June first, in past years, as they will base their scales on the
had the opportunity to appear here has been the date on which the local recent scales adopted for the road
until this summer.
musicians union required the theatre crews.
managers to have their year's contract signed, nothing so far has
Irene Edwards, appearing on the
done regarding the agreements
Pantages bill, in "The Eyes of beenthe
coming year. Usually the Experienced
for
girl
Buddha," is a well known local
vaudeville author to collabopresent their contracts to the rate with recognised
unions
composer In writing
and a graduate of the Manual Train- managers
some time in May and set special material for vaudeville. Addjsat
ing school.
the first of June as the last day for Box 846, Variety, New York City.
signing.
In some cases they have
The Pantages has announced a added a clause providing for a ten
new scale of prices for the summer: per cent, penalty In case the conweek-day matinees 30; evenings, tracts were not signed on the
CO.
This year, howexcept Saturday and Sunday, 60, designated time.
bajfony, 30; Saturday evenings and ever, the musicians are holding off
1421-23 Third Ave.
Sunday, 50; boxes and loges, 75; and no agreement"", or contracts
NEAR 10th STREET
have been offered. It is understood
children, 17 cents at all times.
that some of the managers, if not

get

ALBOLENE

Kitchenette, Private Bath and

Stations.

DOUGLAS
HWEL
BEN DWORETT.
411

•FECIAL RATES TO PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE

son

WEST
Phone

RAMSEY, Mgr.
BRYANT 6HM2-0261

HOTEL NORMANDIE

At

115

Opened; Beautifully Furnltheo

8INGLE ROOM, $6 WEEKLY. ... .FRONT SUITES $14 WEEKLY
DOUBLE ROOM, $7.50 UP, 5 ROOM APARTMENT, $25 WEEKLY
OFFICE ON PREMISES LNDER SUPERVISION OF OWNER
Phone RIVERSIDE 5026
14 WEST 101st ST., N. Y. CITY

water and

,

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
Two Rooms,

Rooms with hot and cold rutin ng water, housekeeping privileges,
gas, electricity, maid service, and linen included; telephone, bath,
kitchen on every floor for your convenience.
Situated 60 feet from Central Park West; 15 minutes from booking
offices, next 8th Ave. surface cars, 6 minutes from 6th and 9th Ave.

(Opp. N. V. A.)
N. V. A.)

Rooms

100 Furnished

CATERING

Fireproof.

FURNISHED ROOMS TO LET IN HIGH CLASS, MODERN BUILDINO

THE^AMERICAN
(OPPOSITE

!

EIGHTH AVENUE
—

HOME FOR PERFORMERS

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE ARTIST
Room and Board at City Price

W.

Recently

READ AND SAVE

Prop.

Hill 268-

3830

754-756

WIRE FOR RESERVATIONS
Theatre and Shospist Outrlct.

W. 48th Street
LONGACRE

312

CIRCLE

One Block West ef Broadway
Between 48tb and 47th Streets
Three, Fonr and Five-Room High-Class Furnished Apartments $18 Up
Phones: Bryant 8930-1
UBS. GEORGE U1EGEJU. Mgr.
8trlctly Professional.

Street, New York.
Office In Each Building.

West 43d

SPECIAL RATES TO PERFORMERS— ROOMS WITH TWIN BEDS.

Avenue
CITY, 8. I.

GRANT

140-50

of

HENRI COURT

51st Street

10n# in Every Room.

Streets
the

W.

THE ADELAIDE

Rates, $18.00 up weekly.

8-Story,
pL5 II
•mil-./\L/Esl-irril/%p|

CITY

Fireproof buildings of the newest type, having every device and convenience.
Apartments are beautifully arranged, and consist of 2. 8 and 4 rooms, with kitchen
and kitchenette, tiled bath and phone.
$17.00 Up Weekly.
Address all communications to Charles Tenenbaum, Irving ton Hall.

tendant.

CLAM AN,

CLEAN AND AIRY.

NEW YORK

ELEVATOR

All night hall at-

cALPIN
HOTEL
AHFI PHIA

and Chestnut

10th

523 Railroad
60 feet

af-

fords every privacy.

Address All Communications to M.

Is

Un-

FURNISHED

APARTMENTS

Private Bath, 3-4 Rooms, Catering to the comfort and convenience of
the prufcaalon*
Steam Heat and Electric Msjht - • • SO. 50 Up

Country Cottage

Florida

MRS.

Up

Times Square,

room arrangement

Directly off

usual furnishings,

Aoartments Can Be Seen Evenings.

101

COMPLETE FOR HOUSEREEPINO.
323-325 West 43rd Street

366

with kitchenettes, private baths and tele-

Principal Office— Yandts Court, 241

HOTEL ARISTO

Geo. F. Schneider, Prop.

4283

IRVINGTON HALL

WEST 43d STREET
BRYANT 7012

One, three and fonr room apartments

830 West 43d Street
Phone Br 3 ant 0131
One. three and four apartments
with kitchenettes, private bath and
telephone. Unusual furnishings, room
arrangements affords the utmost privacy. All night hall attendant.
Bates $10.00 up Weekly.

UP.

— Bryant

THE BERTHA
6640

full-tiled

THE DUPLEX

QUIRICO'S

Double with bath. $17.50 and $21.00 per week
Double without bath,
$14.00 per week

YANDIS COURT

HILOONA COURT

Prop.

j-3-room apartments, also single and
doutile rooms, $7 to $26; complete housekeeping; nicely furnished; bath, telel>bone, hot water; cool and comfortable.

254

HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS

300

118

PRINCETON

week
week

Phone: Longacre $444

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
310 WE8T 48th 8T„ N. Y. CITY

Hotels

Operating

AND

APTS.

room*.

5

ing.

Leonard Micks,

1471

i

CO.
Mew York

CASH

or

CREDIT

FOR 8TAGE AND 8TREET AT MODERATE PRICE8
Cataloaua
W 42d 8t 8Us * '*" Pum(M (nat fallen -Hoi
V fREI 90R New Vsrfc
sr Soft Toe.
Rellabls Mall Ordei l>ept

Pntln Strap Pump
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PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS
Prices Reduced,

$55 Up

Send for Catalogue.
Mail Orders Filled F. O. B., N. Y. City.
Used trunks and shopworn samples of all standard makes always on hand.

SAMUEL NATHANS SSUTff SS VW
1664 Broadway, N. Y. City
Between

Phone: Circle 1873

blst

and 52d Streets

531 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.
Between 38th and 39th Streets

Phone: Pits Roy 0G20

OLD TRUNKS TAKEN

IN

EXCHANGE OR REPAIRED
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ALL APPLICATIONS FOP ENGAGEMENTS AND TIME FOR SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE SHOULD BE MADE TO

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
ARTHUR

KLEIN, General Manager

Marey

233 West 45th
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160 West 46th Street
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WASHINGTON,

'The ajtivent of a second stock company is ad'dihg interest to what
would otherwise, be a mighty dull
summer. The new company mt the
llelasqo gsot away to a dandy .start
Sunday, night, and indications point'
to *i g^>od season for them.' The
v

York,

Washington,

Philadelphia,

Baltimore
i.

Closed tor

,

.

.

•

•

-

•

i

J...C.

MATTHEWS

^

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES BEN
SAN FRANCISCO

NEW YORK

on an adjoining lot, with their drink
stands monopolizing most of the
choice locations near the circus lot.
The carnival got a great play from

ROMAX BLOC, NEW YORK CITY
FRANK

Representative for
WOLFE, Jr.
Colonial Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
Rooking- Now for Wildwood. Ocean City and Atlantic Oily

By

SYDNEY BURTON

secret

Shea's Court Street closed Satur-

as

the

the circus overflow.

reason

for

closing, although

business

has

been

it

this
is

off

no
for

some weeks.

day for the summer. It'. is the secVincent McFall, new manager of
ond time the house has gone dark Shea's Hippodrome, where he sucIn 17 years, the first last Hummer
when the theatre was completely
redecorated. Further Iterations was

smmm
FURS
in

drome.
ness in
the best

at the Criterion.
of that theatre

With the
late

last

McFall was shifted to asmanagership at the HippoRaised

in the theatre busiliuffalo, McFall is one of

known and

liked

men

along

The Olympia, scene

summer 'furs, we have

it

—And no

matter what the price
elsewhere, they are always more
than reasonable here.

We

-

:
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RATKOWSKY,

Inc.
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now

Mall order* promptly filledCatalogue on renuett.

"BARNEY'S"
New Tork

fa-
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TOWN

FRED MANN'S

RAINBO GARDENS
—
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CLARK

at

NOW

IS

LAWRENCE..

Continuous Dancing
•

Fr.inkf\\«st|>hnl

>ml Kali'.,, s Or< I.eMr.i.

'THE

13th

CHAIR" "PETE"

•

to Colonial

Theatre

30

Rockwell and Vox. L. Wolfe Gilbert, Al WoLlman, Pl-tnlcr* and Dutler,
Minn ami IMallory. Four Marx llro*., and Llbotmtl.

DOLLARS.
FOR RENTALS, PHONE BRYANT 9448
»***

Soteros

W. RANDOLPH ST.. CHICAGO
THE FOLLOWING HEADLINE!!* ATE HERE LAST WEEE:—
ROOSTERS FOIl STEAKS

Next Door

THE TIME TO DROP IN AND SEE
GIVE YOU FOR A HUNDRED

W. 46th ST.

Friday*.

NOW TRY THE BEST

WHAT WE CAN
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Vaudeville.'

m

Aihtit.ur Theatrical Site F\er>

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST

tttmFiiL LIBRARY. INC.

1913-14-15

BEAUMONT
NEW YORK

many a

THAN

;

STUDIOS
.

tticrsff

The Sta^e
\
For TheBoudoir\*s

4

furnish Everything for Motion Picture Productions, Maaquorados, Amateur
and Professional Theatricals, Minstrel Shows. Pag-canta. Hie, Rtc. Wigs.
Make-Up Materials. Make Up People and Professional Coaches.
(MUSICAL and DRAMATIC)

LOS ANGELES

CITY

far

Broadway.

STEINSMflKEUP

COSTUMES

CHICAGO

34 West 34th Street

otetf

leading productions

running or

(£y

'

Special Iti&rount to the Profession

of

was stated

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. FOR RVFKY OCCASION.
FO* HIRE— MADE TO ORDER
ST., N. Y. CITY.
LARGEST COSTUMING ESTABLISHMENT IN TUR WORLD.

LONOACRR

order.

the Fire Marshal, has been reopened
by the management for pictures. A
limited number of seats on the main,
Some
Hippodrome appeared to floor are now available, but the balShea's
*Vi
need an exclusive feature to keep It cony is still closed, because of vioRumors lations of the building code. It is
ahead of the running.
leaked out this week Shea is install- the intention of the management
ing the largest and most complete next summer to make a number of
The structural changes In the building
manufactured.
ever
organ
house orchestra, now the largest in which will enable the whole house to
town, Is also to be augmented. be thrown open for picture purposes.
1
M. Shea himself is directing the
fi\sTEIN COSMETIC C\\7fif'
policy of the theatre.
SV/X^-030 BROOME SxAty/
Hyman Stlefel of the Grand and
Jackson theatres has returned from
Samuel Goldenberg (Yiddish the- an 11 months' tour through Europe
atre) returned to Buffalo Sunday in and England. He brought back with
"The Love Nest." The gross ran
*?
close to, $1,000. Goldenberg has developed into one of the surest
BETTER
THE BEST SHOW'IN
money -getters on the Yiddish stage.

weeks ago

1

*• * ¥ * •**
318-320 WEST 46th
THE

te

mous ring fight, which was closed a
number of months ago by order of

.

'The Shea Amusement Co. Is said
The; James M. Denson Shows to have closed with Famous Players
(carnival) turned a neat trick here the largest picture contract for
this week when they pulled into first-run releases ever entered into
town several days ahead of the in Buffalo. Allan S. Morltz of the
Uing'ing-Barnum circus and set up local F. P. office negotiated the deal.

*

Our ihoet art
Of the

-^-

the. local rialto.

TAMS

made

PHILADELPHIA

•

*

Just the fur piece you decire is
here among this big collection—
and at ono-third loss than wholesale price. No matter what you

want

ceeds Harold IB. lYanklin, entered
pictures only about a year ago when
he went from treasurer of Shea's
Court Street to the managerial
position
closing
winter,
sistant

CIRCUIT
PANTOMIME

and

Also stage shoes and

toe dancing slippers a
specialty.

654 Eighth Ave.

Now York
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Footwear
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SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
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summer's
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Original and Novelty

AUSTRALIAN
FULLER
MELODRAMA AND

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS
GRAND OPERA HOUSE

VAUDEVILLE MANAGER AND PRODUCER
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this year than the
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1547 Broadway,
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The summer parks
by one-third

hitting/ it particularly hard.
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"Wild
Palacei
Loew's
Alone";
Honey**; Crandall's Metropolitan, "A
Question of Honor."

Echo has spent considerable money
on additional amusements^ and the
drop in the anticipated, business is
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Masonic Temple Building
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tributed' to many things, but principally the unsettled weather. Glen
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New Yrok
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him, not without many difficulties
in the securing of passports and so
member* of hi»
forth,, several

Oarrickl evidently did not suffer because bt the loss of their two leading people in Earte Foxe and Wanda
Lyon, they also having a good Sunday night house to see William Harrigan Ih, "The Acquittal." The local
presto gav« both organizations splendid notices, the Garrick play possibly geitjing a little the better Of it.

New York
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The Only Lady in America Doing the
Toc-to-Toe Catch.
Playing Keith and Oruhcum Circuits.
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Maurier, was revived in London, with Phyylis Neilson Terry in the leading role.
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Rulimlay.
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ture producer, the latter part of this
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Sam

Blanehe Sweet, picture star, Is to
be married to Marshall Neilan, pic-
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ory of Frederic Thompson, the
William A. Brady baa bought two
creator of Luna Park and the New
now running in Berlin. The
York Hippodromo, by his many
one, "Die Herren Von und Zu," a
Elsie Ferguson has been engaged friends find associates, was unveiled
musical comedy, will be produced by Mare Klaw for the leading role at Woodlawn Cemetery Tuesday
next season.
in "The Wheel," by James B. Fagan, afternoon.
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In a Cycle of

Virginia Harriman, professionally.
Virginia Dixon, of the "Music Box
Rcvuc" chorus, announces her engagement to Egbert Janscn Hunt, a
student at Brown University.

Action was started in the Supreme
Court by Mrs. Mary Opp, the mother
house.
of the decease*! wife of William
"The National Anthem." by J. Faversham, whom she is suing for
Hartley Manners, with Mile. Ifarthe property signed over to him, alRegnier in the leading role will b< leging she did not know at the time
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that Connelly, assisted by
other unidentified men, ^ittacked Dunn at 48th street and
Tenth avenue.. Connelly disclaimed
any knowledge of the affair, but it
is said evidence was found on the
clothing of the prisoner following a

search at
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which has finished its season in
she was relinquishing all rights. London. The name of the play will
The property was left to her and be (hanged to avoid eonfuslon with
her daughter by her husband. The Wiiii lull Smith's comedy of the
East Side Savings Institute is made same name.
Direction MARK LEVY
co-defendant in the suit.
Robert T. Haines, now appearing
produced at the Theatre Antolne,
Sam If. Harris will plaee "A CJen- with Marjoric Rambeau in "Tho
Fiiris.
"Peg o' My Heart" will be tlemnn s Mother," by Martin Brown, (toldtish,' at the Maxine Elliott
revived this Nummer and play at the into rehearsal next week. The CMl theatre, New York, was elected
same theatre.
includes Jeanne Eagcls and Eliza- president of the Actors' Order of
beth Risdon.
Friendship.
The organization was
Irene Franklin and her husband,
established in 1849 by Edwin ForBurton (Jreen, arrived in New York
Otis
Skinner, accompanied by rest.
June 3 from England.
Mrs. Skinner, sailed for Europe
last week on the "Celtic."
Upon
••Leslie's." one of the oldest IllusShirley Kellogg has filed a Huit for his return next season he will go trated weeklies, and "Judge," one of
divorce against Albert de Courvllle on tour with a revival of Booth the oldest humorous weeklies in the
in PariH.
Tarkington's "Mister Antonio."
country, have combined under the
name of "Judge." The firs*) issue
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Arrangements have been made to
WHliain A. Brady and his wife, will appear June 24.
produce "The Night Boat" in Paris.
Crace (ieorge. were robbed last
week while stopping at a bote* in
Marjoric Rambeau was awarded
Marion Bertram sailed for Europe Berlin. The things were returned 92,712 in the tSupreme court. New
on the Olympic with a script of after another quest offered a re- York, against the Albert Capelllni
Adolph Klauber's "The Charlatan," ward for articles stoltn from his Productions, Inc., picture producers,
now appeal ing at tho Times Square, apartment. Upon the presentation for the breaking
a contract held
New York, for Jane Cowl. Klaubcr of the stolen articles the man was by Miss Rambeau,of which called for
sent the script over tipon the receipt arrested and confessed robbing the a salary of $2,600 a week for six
of a message from Miss Cowl asking Brady apartment with his com- weeks. She was paid for five of the
for Mint
panions, who were also arrested.
six weeks and sued for the balance.
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MACK SENNETT
comedy melodrama that smashed

thrilling

during the

week

it

Broadway motion
by

theatres

$7,000,

all

Broadway

played at the Capitol Theatre,
picture business

by

New

$10,000 for the

box-office records

York.

because

it

You

he

is,

he sees one.

He

latest

would be a

his letter to

the

way

who

ASK ROTHAFEU

Youi

has been producing]

When

I

saw

this corned]

that discriminating audience were
I

different

been produced.

and the picture

is dis-1

from anything that has
I

predict

it

will be

one

al

The]

said, 'That's a hit.'

ideas are absolutely new,
tinctly

Sennett:]

a regular audience and saw]

sorbed and thrilled,

it

Mack

created something different.

even thrilled me,

melodrama before

or "Molly O," and he cleaned

up on

Read

melodr.amas for years.

greater picture than "Mickey"

showman A. H.

of a

and whether he knows a winner when

"You have

it

legitimate

all

know what kind

all

knows what the public wants.
predicted

all
IT

week and

Woods

played

topped

It

according to Variety's weekly report.

ASK ROTHAFELi

He

>

of

ever]
the]

biggest box-office attractions of the year."

Mack /Sennett

Exhibitors and Critics Call
Bigger Than 'Mickey or 'Molly
'

It

"It travels like a shooting star. And you'll say
carried a kick. Try and keep 'em out. The
a winner. It will attract a crowd any-

title is

and

Rich with mirth
where.
Motion Picture News.
"It

fine

is

there

la

too

melodrama."—

entertainment and of a type of which
little."
Moving Picture World.

"Its value as entertainment should be farreaching: and wide enough in its scope to satisfy
the taste of the whole audience.
If they like
comedy, they'll get it. If they like melodrama,
There's laughs and thrills,
they'll get that, too.

and you can promise them

It

keeps going from

start to finish."— Wid's.

"Enough

variety to appeal to young and old
comedy pure, unadulterated

— thrills— and

alike
fun.

—

Judging its value from the enthusiastic
manner a large audience received it at the Capitol,

it

will

prove a

money maker

of the llrst

water."— Exhibitors' Trade Review.

—

aim entertainment.
accomplishes
its
"It
What more can one ask. A good hot weather
picture— thrills aad laughs."— Exhibitor*' Herald.
"Any exhibitor can go hook, line and sinker on
this one and not be afraid that it won't get the
money. It looks like another 'Mickey'." Variety,
"Mack Sennett has hit upon a novel idea
new departure in screen entertainment which Is
guaranteed to tickle the palate of even the most
iaded theatregoer. It is a happy combination of
thrilling
melodrama and uproarious comedy
fashioned in a new way." The New York Even*
ing Telegram.
"Entertaining throughout and provides a welcome change from the cut and dried cinemas.
The audience at the Capitol thoroughly enjoyed

—

The New York Telegraph.
Crossroads of New York' is distinctly refreshing and is chock full of funny business. It
looks as if here was a picture that would cause

the picture."
"

The

a great deal of

comment."

The New York WorW.

"Mack Sennett is in a class all by himself. It
beautifully funny, and it will mean a rollicking hour if you care to take
humble word
for it."— The New York Daily News.

la all

my

"A comedy photoplay that hits the bull's eye.
Sennett, the man who makes the whole world
laugh, deserves a personal card of thanks for a
play that amusingly and cleverly combines all
the worth-while elements of comedy, tragedy

and drama." The New York American.
"For slmon pure entertainment, it is decidedly
there.' Its comedy passages are in the true Sennett vein, while the melodrama speeds on with a
•zip* that continues until the final thrill."— The
New York Evening Mail.
"Better and faster than 'Molly O' and tickles
you on the spine when it isn t tickling you on
the funny bone."— The New York Herald.
"A rattling good play with a rattling good plot
well seasoned with comedy and gripping drama."

—The New York Evening

Journal.
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Standing, George O'Hara, Billy Bevan, Mildred June, Ben Deely, "Dot"
Farley, Eddie Gribbon, James Finlayson, Charley Murray and Raymond
Beery,
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THE BORDER DOMESTIC RELATIONS WOMAN
Lanky
A

First National release, presented by B.
Srbulbera-,
starring Katberlne MacDonald.
Just a fair melodramatic story,
directed by Chet Whitney from the story
and script by Violet Clarke.
P.

W^?SXS5»

tarred, wpported

Jesse
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WALKED ALONE

presents a George Melford
the
tory« "Tbe Cat That
£> ,?
AIone » by Jonn Colton. Bcennrio
«,??..
u
by
William
A. Rltchey. Penwryn Stanlawa
is credited with supervifdon and
Thompson
Buchanan with a hand in the production.
starring Dorothy Dalton.
at r
*.

m
{?
T

Barbara Benton
Kstherlne MacDonald
Judge James Benton... W. P. Clareton, Jr. The Hon.
Iris Champneys... Dorothy Dalton
Frank LrfMgh
men a * u n !
Milton Sills
Barbara LaMar S?
/T
°? ..Cssaoa Keirueon
fl * lb
uK
Sandy
#.....
Gordon Mullen
tolbr*» tb
r
D'Albrook Pierre
C^ampneys
V.V.iSnS
Wartda Ha why
.George Fisher 55.
[DrrH-Marquis Champneya
...L C. Shumway Dr. Chester Brooks
Frederick
Vroom
/...Lloyd Whitlock Marchioness
Champneys
Maym Kel.so
j. Brad*
J "b» D*vld»on
2»?3L••:::::::.
JSrJESrtJff
gfrBMU p r«
jo.eP b Ray
Just
another
Harrl. Gordon
of
the
regular
run
jf.fr;!!::::::::
m £"•. 7
Charles Ogle
h« nnof pictures in which Katherine Mac- ?»"
n » h i£hriemann
Mabel Van Buren
Jock MacKinney
of fine, Donald has been starred.
Maurice B. Flyrw.
It Isn't
the best examples

" P^ocU° n
* lb

J*

*

ltb

Wfehe'rtV.

V

. .

Betty Comp.cn

Tom Moore

Joe Martin
Mrs. Martin

.

.

»w£3

—

of
romantic melodramas the
a day. The
m has seen in many story,
star,
haT everything—backgrounds
.ton and gorgeous
"now-piled Rockies of We.
J
the al-anada, not to mention
fdependable plcturesquenessof

Holland
any better or any worse than any £?!."*" -A'':
John MacKinnon
5SEr
SS^L.'U
Muller, Iris*
Maid
Temple Plgott
of the others in which she has appeared. If anything, this one seems
society
play,
which
to have a little the better of it on -JSSff?*.
switches to South America, where
direction, but even Chet Whitney it leaps from polite drama to
artiand forced melodrama. The
Mounted Po- seems to have been unable to stir ncial
Royal Northwest
the unemotional Katherine. Just a story has some swift action and
•Intimately program feature release and that is many real surprises, besides numerhat the film makers
It got into the Strand, New ous tense situations, but always it
wonderful. all.
Pthe snow stuff" Is
a York, this week because "I Am the is theatrical. Many slight incidents
involving
» is one passage
for ef- Law" was withdrawn at the last are extremely hard to swallow and
tard that is a knockout
picture minute through the legal tangle the culminating weight of this forcKness, and the whole
ed staginess somehow destroys the
immense interest from its over that picture for the present.
•
The title. -Domestic Relations." illusion pretty completely and one
snow -covered
b stretches and
can never get away from the feelpicturesque trading posts fits the story. The tale is of com- ing
its,
that it Is just a fabricated
bat between husband and wife in
wilderness types.
there does high and low circles.
Miss Mac- story.
to the story itself,
Motives are counterfeit and acproduction
Donald
plays
the
film
society
wife,
whose
a
mind
come to
la husband, a Judge, neglects her for tions take on the complexion of
Wen the element of suspense
There are mo- his profession. Discovering her in dime novel invention rather than
tillfully handled.
the hard-boiled a compromising position not of her that of plausibility, not because of
ts in which even
whole own making, he immediately ad- tho acting, which is extremely
»wer gets a thrill and the
Cecil

r

convincing in its Illusion. judges her guilty and turns her from
This follows a day in
an apt contrast between his home.
at the Rivoli and court when ho has just sentenced
tr the Border"
Woman Who Walked Alone" a man to a year's Imprisonment for
week. The former having beaten his wife when he
ie Rialto this
urdy, simple romance; the latter found her in a position very like
contrivance, that of the Judge's wife.
mere theatrical
The two
A year passes and Joe Martin is
iterfeit and artificial.
as "Ham- released from prison and in on his
apart
ires are as far
and "Bertha the Sewing Ma- way to "get" the Judge. The lattheir materials ter's wife has made her home in
I Girl," although
almost identical. And the dif- the tenement district of the town
nothing more and became acquainted with the
to
ice amounts
integrity of design, right In the wife of Martin, who runs to tell her
the second. of the plan of the husband that has
in
insincere
case,
>ably in the case of Parker, the just been released from prison.
from
a clear
inspired
was
There is a quick ride to the restor
cue, the Judge is warned by his
e of romance; while John Colauthor of "The Woman Who wife of the impending danger, and
ked Alone." was Just writing a Martin is caught. But the plea that
Both moods are indel- the Judge's wife makes for the culf to sell.
written on the product.
prit in which she likens her own
"Over the Border" there is the husband unto Martin in respect to
of far places and interesting brutality, has its effect and Martin
notably the men of the returns to his wife, while the Judge
lie,
inted, who will live as long as
begs forgiveness of his.
tnce dotrs as the ideal of courMiss MacDonald is entirely too
nonor and adventure, types of siiff in enacting the role assigned
rti and ready white men, Indians
her, but William P. Carlton, Jr.,
half-breeds, all framed in the gives the picture a tone of sincerity
iguing frame of the wilderness. that helps immeasurably.
Frank
r in place of the bad .white Leigh as Martin gave a
corking
!er
the plot revolves around character performance, as did also
whiskey and the liquor Barbara LaMar as his wife. This
Ac in
ners in their fight against the
latter girl certainly is a comer,
pers.
although her working in this picture
r is

is

*e

>

i

always an aphas a splendaughter of a
but scheming rum runner, in
Compson,

[its

ling

type of heroine,

as

part
ill

the

a sergeant of the Mounted
Moore). In the early portion
rather pale, but It grows
action to a
stunning climax.
is one
of the few screen
who can get a high comedy
or into the most melodramatic
lea in a way that intensifies the
ma without making it stilted,
never had a better character for
exhibition
this
of
peculiar
with

i

a

role is

W
m

ck.

eter

Galbraith

a rum runner

is

although ostensibly

large scale,

I

a tavern keeper a few miles
of the U. S.-Dominion line.

is

tb

appears to have been done some
time in the past, before she got
opportunity to do some of the real
good things that she has been seen
in recently.

Chet Whitney has handled the
picture with his usual skill, but he
could not bo expected to put anything into it that there wasn't in
the script or within the range of
tho star's possibilities.
Fred.

daughter,

his

-is

deeply con-

its

making somewhere somebody

has resorted to stage trick and device instead of depending upon an
Integrity

of

purpose.

You might

almost imagine that the author was
"writing down to his audience" and
nothing is quite so fatal to screen
effect. The whole tale is cheapened

and

its

sincerity destroyed.

These

undertones of insincerity register
upon the audience as inevitably as
if they were framed Into titles and

announced publicly;

'

To make the theatrical artificiality
even more obvious. Dorothy Dalton,
the star, wears a blonde wig.
It
Metro presents this feature at the Criwould be interesting to know what terion
Trented from Famous Players). It Is
dictated this curious twist.
Miss a Swedish Bloaraph production written by
Dr.
Selma La*erk>f and adapted to the
Dalton's raven tresses are as familiar to the film fan publio as screen by Victor Beastrom, who also plays
the star part.
Charlie Chaplin's toothbrush mous- David Holm
Victor Beastrom

STROKE OF MIDNIGHT

HUda Bors-strom
.The minute she appeared His wife
Astrld Holm
a blonde thatch a fixed and fa- Edith I^arssen
Tore Svennborg
miliar figure was made different and Ueller
unreal an invitation at the outset
to regard the whole affair as "just
The picture is murky with Scana story" and a blow at illusion.
dinavian gloom. It is as depressing
Another thing that would be In- as Ibsen at his very worst and then
teresting to know is why they are some, but up to a certain point it
constantly handing Miss Dalton a has an impressive atmosphere of
story with a twisted romance? Only dignity and its brutal realism is
recently she was a two-gun woman. undeniably compelling. This effect
This time she plays a part in which of strong drama lasts so long as the
she is the aggressor in a courtship. picture keeps to its pattern of
First she leads her lover into a humble
tragedy,
but somewhere
difficulty and then saves him, while about midway of the making of the
he is merely the passive party to picture somebody concerned in its
the wooing.
Why is it that so manufacture must have said to
beautiful a woman and so charming himself or herself,
"Here, we're
an actress cannot be cast for an old making a commercial picture for
tache.
in

—

from his violence and neglect, has
fled.
He takes up her trail, vowing
vengeance for the desertion "when
he needed her most." His wanderings bring him to a Salvation Army
salvage station, where a girl charity
worker named Edith Larssen does
her generous best to aid him to
regeneration.
He puts aside her
good Intentions with a curse.
Presently David, more unkempt
and surly, wanders into a rescue
mission where, unknown to him, his
wife is present. Miss Larssen conceives that she should bring husband and wife together and pursuades the woman that her duty lies
in helping her husband to re-establish himself.
By her persuasion
the pair are reunited in tho neat,
clean home the woman has built for
herself and her children.
A year
passes. David has gone back to his
old habits, drunk, surly, violent,
to

and the neat home has returned

FALSE FRONTS
Keith Prummond
Helen Itaxtor
John 8. I -at limp.
Marjorie Kemble...;

Edward Earle
Barbara Castlcton
Frank Ix>see
.Madelyne Claire

The Herolds Brothers produced
"False Fronts" adapted from the
story by S. Barrett McCormick and
released through the American Releasing Corp. The feature is a nonstar production directed by Samuel
R. Bradley, featuring Edward Karle,
in forbidden liquor, the western Barbara Castleton and Frank Losee.
Wnce being prohibition as well The picture includes four roles of
[he United States.
importance with Madelyne Claire
8 in love wlth Jen ana has the only unfeatured member of the
Piifor
Hed
a discharge from the ser- quartette.
and as the climax of the interThe Herolds Brothers produced
£
mg play approaches it appears the picture with backing furnished
t his release
takes effect tomor- by Cleveland interests.
They are
ornin * at 8 o'clock.
After newcomers in the independent field
,T
w
n
wed
far as
and
confine
their
efforts
as
and
bu
a
'arm.
y
ISSt lVal,
anwhile
Jen's brother, has financial backing is concerned to
-an Indian spy i n the service the middle west city. For their in"constabulary and the troopers itial
Fronts"
"False
production
;«» his trail. Tom is ordered to should secure fair returns as an intt orders for
his capture to a dis- dependent release.
It is not a big
JPost, but stops at the Galbraith picture, but contains sufficient ingjw make an inspection under terest to entertain audiences that
never are not too discriminating.
ii" hii commander,
th « sealed orders
The acting reaches a fair standXT?* t]iat the
Drother
of
nis ard with the greater portion upon
Iffi?
the shoulders of the three featured
ther alone kn ©ws what the members.
The production fits ac£ff*
^envelope
contains. He drugs ceptably with no great attempt made
« to delay ita delivery, but Jen for pretentiousness.
The photoine soldier's
outer uniform graphy displays the handiwork of
JP sleeps and, riding through the a capable cameraman.
"False Fronts" has as its leading
8ecret orders not
*in*
»ng their ?*
import, but anxious light a youth possessing a family
Ve her Tver's honor.
His main
name
but no money.
So
n rh?
brother has ambition life Is to be In the social
Zl l0811? 9!***'the Tne
progress
no
makes
He
foreground.
blizzard on his
Jn
J',
,
the
border and returns in a business way but marries a
J»
social
has
mother
whose
troopers,
wealthy
girl
acting on
^ordprr eceiv °d. catch
up and aspirations. His family name brings
a»m prisoner.
Bikim
It is then lack- his wife and her mother into the
mlnute s of eight, when limelight of society. He depends enI
k\*.
io be free of
,»
the service. tirely upon his wife for support.
8 fa8t t0 the code of Tiring of the life he leaves home to
ilount
UnU1 tne minute of re- make his own way. lie secures a
s-*JV|tt
an,i 1u
then brings about the position with an oil company In •
escape, and how the
whole distant town. Internal ^trouble in
ra,Kht,,nod °ut makes the the company causes unrest among
«ttHM
Clt 'ntf
U>
in minu
K
minut<
the employes all of whom own stork.
*J*
*"Sycan
f^can
Imagine.
His wife proves to l»e the controlling
Dipt n-..
Picture
stock holder. S-She arrives upon the
Jv and probably will be.
As scene and discovers that her husrfl,,,
°drama it holds a band has been the one to save her
wJii
Up ;,nu, "K the best half interests. They are happily reunited
th« „
jptcseen has ever known.
he having made good in a comHart,
Rush,
mercial way.
,

good, but because the play itself is
Just a contrivance of fiction.
It
isn't entirely that the play is
melodrama—nothing can be more entertaining than honest melodramaput the thing doesn t ring true. In

fashioned romance? These things the public* which likes * happy endare beyond explaining. Not so long ing. We must have by all means a
ago, she played Aphrodite and was happy ending."
the talk of tho town in that part.
So they applied themselves to that
You'd suppose that such a circum- end and wrecked the picture. After
stance would bo tii-- enough for that it was merely theatrical, before
her producers to turn her out in it had been startling tragedy. The
strongly feminine roles.
Instead net result is much as though Ibsen
they make her play rough and tum- had at tho last minute decided that
ble masculine parts.
"Ghosts" must have a cheerful final
Hon. Iris Champneys (Miss Dal- curtain, had called in a wizard blood
ton) is forced into a loveless mar- specialist and ended the play with
riage to an old English nobleman a scene of happy, peaceful domesin order to nnml her family's for- ticity.
Nobody would recommend
tunes.
An emergency of travel "Ghosts" to a seeker after enterbrings her into casual contact with tainment and you'd scarcely call it
Clement Gaunt (Milton Sills), an a popular success. But if Ibsen had
American who "stayed on in Eng- given it a happy ending it would
land after the war" and is working never have been heard of after tho
as a chauffeur. Their ways part, first production. The comparison is
Gaunt going on to South Africa in absolutely pat. Up to the middle
search of adventure and Iris be- the play is heart rending in its
coming the nobleman's unloved and reality of human suffering; afterunloving wife. A blackmailer plots ward it is a sort of pollyanna mixed
to exact money from Iris's sister with Dickens' "Christmas Carol." It
and while she is trying to outman- starts out in funereal blacks and
euver him she is caught in his room grays and ends in a bouquet of
by her jealous husband, who di- spring flowers. It can't be done.
vorces her.
Except for the wretched happy
Gaunt is working for a Boer in ending the play has the depth and
South Africa when the farmer's proportions of Ibsen himself and a
stupid wife tries to strike up a meaning as profound as almost anyliason.
The husband finds them in thing the Norwegian wrote. Briefly
what looks like a compromising sit- its message is that evilly inclined
uation and the angry woman shoots humans must work out their own
him, throwing the guilt on Gaunt, salvation or shoulder the consewho has to flee for his life. While quences
of their own crimes, and
he is in flight he happens upon a that sentimental souls, however well
tavern where he seeks supplies, and, disposed, who seek to help
them, only
lo and behold! it is presided over make
them worse and bring down
by the disgraced and exiled Iris.
ruin on their own heads and tho
The South African Constabulary heads of other innocents. It's pesare on Gaunt's heels and Iris, with- simistic, if you like,
but who shall
out knowing his identity as Gaunt, say it is not true?
As much of the
but only as the supposed murderer, story as
deals with this thesis is
the
delivers
him to
"Yankee Jim,"
and entirely without artitroopers.
By a chain of circum- absorbing
fice.
Then the twist to the inapprostances that puts a heavy strain on
priate
happy
ending and the whole
credulity, the troopers' leader make
thing goes to smash. Anybody that
the pair marry. They try to escape, can
endure,
the
depression of the
Mean- tragedy
but Gaunt is recaptured.
without rushing hence to a
while Iris has gone back to the
discreet
bootlegger's
would be proof
Boer's wife and by playing on her
against melancholy and the happy
native imagination forces a confesending
wouldn't
penetrate
to him.
sion that it was she and not "YanWe first meet David Holm on the
kee Jim that flred the fatal shot.
eve
of
his
departure
from
Jail, an
It is a long time since the screen
unkempt,
burly,
vicious
brute,
put so severe a burden on Old Man
whose
noxious
influence
brought
has
Rush.
Coincidence.
about a murder for which another
pays the penalty. On reaching home
he finds his wife, after suffering

Our

the dangers that this busJt involves
for her father and
tier Val, her attitude being comated by her love for Sergeant
Flaherty of the Mounted, whose
iness is the capture of the deal-
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"Rich Men's Wives"
by

Agnes

Christine Johnson
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-

and Frank Dazey

Directed by

GASNIER

?
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with

A Truly ALL-STAR

Cast:

HOUSE PETERS
ROSEMARY THEBY
MYRTLE STEDMAN
CAROL HALLOW AY

CLAIRE WINDSOR
GASTON GLASS
CHARLES CLARY

MARTHA MATTOX

LITTLE RICHARD HEADRICK
All of which speaks for

W

itself
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The
squalor and wretchedness.
consequences of a sentimental good
pile up into a crushing
David returns home
mountain.
drunk and abuses his wife again
find she seeks again to escape, only
to be balked and (0 relapse into
hopeless uncomprehending submission to her fato.
she
has
wretchedness
Tho
wrought comes upon Miss J^arssen
as she lies on her deathbed and she
*ends for David and his wife, in a
last effort to help the man reform.
JUit it is New Year's eve and he
declines to be* distracted from his
drunken revel (who but a pessimistic Scandinavian would have had
tho creepy ingenuity to stage the
celebration in a graveyard?). David
and his drinking companion get involved in a brawl and David is
knocked unconscious and left for
dead. Here's wherj they began to
While
"plant" the happy ending.
David lies stunned ho dreams a
grisly dream of a ghost wagon
driven always by a man who died
at the stroko of 12 on New Year's
evo, bond servant of Death, who
intention

FIGHTING STREAK
Tom Mix
Patsy Kuth Miller

Andrew banning
Ann Withero

Gerald Prlng
Al Fremont
Sidney Jordan

Charles Meirhant
Jasper l^aniiing

honcr

Ilcrt

appears tho dis-

lights.

The story concerns a peaceful
blacksmith

in a western
bullied into a brawl by

town who is
a bad man.

The hero knocks him down and

flees,

runaway

hibiting

his

horsemanship

follow.

many

religious of the reward, and finally wins his
reform and way back to civilization and the girl.
bo a good husband.
The finale
The story is far from original but
.shown them all a year later, resuffices.
Mix plays the lead in his
established and comfortable.
usual si olid manner, getting most
To ask an audience to accept the with "action."
His attempts at
solution that a mere dream would emotional jwrtrayal are vaguo, which
reform a creature so far gone in necessitates close attention else the
flourishes,

resolves

to

viciousness and guilt is too much.
leaves one cold and impatient.
Some of the dream stuff (the audi-

It

ence doesn't know
until it's all over) is
pressive
and rich
spookincss.

An

attempt

is

in

quivering

in the lobby

lulling to give the play some of the
luro of a spiritualistic theme. "Do
tho dead really come back? Or is
is all
bunk?" says one caption.
"Without going into the merits of
the subject matter of the billboard
question, tho attempt to capitalize
the vogue for Sir Conan Doyle's
theories just now current, all in
order to exploit a moving picture.
is "all bunk.'

of

the

story

is

sometimes

lost.

Ruth

Miller, as tho storm
tho warring passions,
a capable performance,
registering lightly in tho conven-

1'atxy

a dream center
pictorially im- turned

It

made

Is

thread

the Kelley Dancers In an r?
offering, "Song of India"
Leonard talked "Mine All mi^
was followed by Ruth Prvov

Rush.

Sprotte

is about to poison her
joins a band of outlaws, saves
two children and commit suicide. He
the life of the sheriff's brother after
Ho awakens and rushes homo to he
shot the sheriff, who refuses
has
find that it was all a dream, and
to accept his surrender on account

then and there, with

help the picture a great deal, but they were all out. A neat
litti
tho Aim itself Is the best kind of city dance 4>y Margaret ShSw
modern screen high comedy and Luella Lee was next, and
/a
with Gay Dixon (Marguerite Cour- ought to make its way on merit.
Bendlx Male Quartet, togetK

NEWMAN'S FROLIC

lloUit Fleming

superb horsemanship were the high

Kansas

City,

June

ty toe dancer, one of the V

7.

things on the bill. Lloyd n
and the Kelley Dancers cam* .
the "Legend of the Pearls" il
"Muelo Box Revue." a moat
a
tlous number. An eccentric X
dance by Le Roy Prinz IZ
done and followed by an ak

With a program

starting with the
"William Tell" Overture and closing with the winning of the "Across
the Continent" automobile race by
Wallace lteid. Interspersed with variety ranging from a Jazs band to
comic opera and classic dancing, the
Newman, Kansas City's "Dominant
Theatre," is celebrating its third
anniversary week. When this beautiful picturo palace opened June 5,
19 i 9 Wallace Reld appeared In per
touching) comedy.
Ben's family son and one of his pictures was the
trace the elopers and there follows feature of the bill.
The "William
the battle of the kid to stand on his Tell" overturo was also the opening
own feet and fight but his own selection used for the premier of the
little
individual battle.
He goes new house. Since then, whether
down to temporary defeat, of course,, sentiment or superstition, the same
but suddenly there arises a crisis. overture and always a lteid. film
The girl's life is threatened and all have been the offering on anniverthe half-grown manhood of the sary week.
This year the week's
youngster asserts itself in her de- festivities havo been called "Tho
fense.
Voting Ben saves the girl Frolic," and it lives up to the title.
and wins her for the happy endOpening with the overture, with a
ing happy in more ways than one. descriptivo stage setting, with elabIt's a simple, almost trifling, story, orate scenic and electrical effects,
except for the dramatic climax, but the first scene of the Frolic disclosed
it has a real thrill of adventure to
three huge birthday cakes embelthe sympathetic observer and it de- lished with three candles.
Tho
livers the finest kind of a miniature Three Bakers Hidge, Bartram and
etching of human experience that Saxton offered
the
introduction.
cannot but touch the great majority. The cakes were lifted showing the
Tho title is extremely pat after you jazz band and the Kelley Dancers,
have seen the picture, but it lacks and the fun was on in earnest.
something of pull in tho lights be- "Just a Little Love Song," by Lilfore a theatre.
It is too open to lian Crossman
and Frank Ridge,
misinterpretation.
Until one has was a pleasing number, followed by
followed the story the title doesn't tho jazz£>and and Bartram and Saxmean anything.
ton in tho "Virginia Blues," a wailing
A more descriptive title would affair that pleased tho regulars, and I

—

—

—

novelty,

tional ingenue role.
Good program addition.

Con.

3
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FATAL MARRIAGE

i

I

Girl,"

was
from

]

the

well received, as was the
Mignon" by the Kelley I
I

'

ers, and then all
finale.
Although

on

for

the

the

show

pushed and hurried to the hi
ran 60 minutes, which, with
I

overture and picture, gave the
trons two hours of cntertainnm

The Frolic was produced t
the personal direction of V
Feld, managing director for V
L. Newman, and will be sent
to the Grand Central theatre
Louis, for a two weeks' run,
ii

moncing June

i
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in herself, par-*

ticularly

when she puts up a

fierce fight as she does in this
picture.
In addition there is a
:•:•::•>>

KS

whole cast of stars. It looks as
If all of Hollywood got into this
photoplay. The cast calls to mind

"™eaW*M«.H/..

'The Affairs of Anatol'."

—New

And directed by Frank Tuttle. Distributed
by American Releasing Corporation. Star,
Glenn Hunter.
At Now York Cameo.

This latest Ben Hampton production is tho utmost in melodrama. It May 29.
consists of a series of melodramatic Lknjamin Franklin Ilced ("Sweetie")..
Glenn Hunter
bits linked together by a slight story
1».k>ii
Marguerite Courtot
which at no times reaches import- Gay
William II. Tookcr
"Blarttey" Dixon
ance as far as tho screen version is affile l*rout
Mary Foy
concerned. Tho picturo starts with Sally Ann l'arnons
L#oia Illaine
Osgood Perkins
a shooting includes several hangings "Cracked" Spoony
Martin
llolcombe
Townsend
Derry
With lights thrown in for good Mrs. Heed
Beatrice Morgan
measure. Tho action is heated any
number of limes with the picture the
'The Cradle Duster" is a finely
proper offering for houses where the conceived and delightfully presented
patrons are dime novel readers.
problem play done in a splendid
Tho cast is long and includes no spirit of sympathetic humor, a pic.names of importance. Robert McKim ture play of wholesome intent and
in a character role. Carl Oantvoort purpose, and entertaining withal.
and George Hackathorno take first Certainly the "movies" are awakenhonors among the men.
Claire ing to a new sense of human values
Adams is alone in her field. The when so many new pictures touch
handling of a number of atmosphere upon univcrs.il experiences in so
people has been well done.
The kindly and constructive a way.
production end displays discretion
"A problem play" used to mean
on tho part of tho director. A largo invariably sot o twist of the eternal
street scene predominates the pic- triangle, usually a reverse twist Inture. It is a well devised set. The volving a scarlet woman In some
photography tfl on a par with the capacity. The situations ordinarily
lest of the production.
Tho print were entirely theatrical and the
r.hown at the Hroadway, New York, circumstances
far
remote from
was exceedingly bad in spots.
everyday experience.
Here Is a
The White story centers around problem play of commonplace life
activities in San Francisco about nothing more highly colored than
1862.
The city has a lawless and the struggle of a young man, too
unscrupulous clement that predom- much pampered and petted by his
inates tho situation.
Their activ- household, who seeks to break away
crippling environment and
ities become so great the respectable from
citizens aro forced to form an or- Riaka his own way in the world.
ganization known as tho Vigilantes. Nothing moro startling than that,
The latter overthrow the city hut it makes an absorbing tale, told
authorities and take the law in their as it is in gentle and kindly comedy.
Hen Kced (Glenn Hunter) reaches
own hinds. Hangings, battles, etc.,
take place
A light love story is 21 bearing a crushing handicap in
.worked in with tho melodramatic*. the nicknaino of 'Sweetie," be"Tho Gray Dawn" is 10-20-30 stowed by a doting mother and
Inelodi mi i brought to the screen worshipful family entourage of serwhere is this instance it is only vants. Of course, he's the butt of
Hart.
Worth a dime.
the other 1»oys, until in revolt and

PRESENTS A

M elford

THE CRADLE BUSTER

Hersholt.

by Lloyd Garnett and

George

Sn
Kilw.ii.tn
Stanton I leek
i <

•

the

enthusiastically applauded,
I^eonard appeared as "The Ik
Fool- but did not dance
Prior offered a solo, "Sou*
ono of the daintiest classical d
seen here for some time Thi
is a youngster, but will
be
from in fast company before
Another big number, "My

JESSE t.LASKY

U

W. Griffith produced "The Fatal
Marriage" several years back with
Lillian Gish and Wallace Keid, both
of whom had probably not reached
the stago of stardom at the time of
tho making. Their names and that
of the producer are the predominat-

work of both H. id and Miss Gish
Omar Whitehead has improved as time has gono on.
The story is based upon "Enoch
Clairo McDowell
Aiiml Morrell
Maude Wayne Arden." It deals with the faithful
••.
Zack Williams wife of a seafaring man who refuses
P*"J
Mummy
*,,»
Grace Marvin
IJ«d Coleman
Charles Atiing to wed an admirer of several years'
KlriK William
Harvey Clark standing, regardless of the fact her
Mantel Kichardaon
Charles Thurston husband has not put in an appear< .hlnaman
Marc Hobbins ance for several years. She Anally
Bill Collector
Charles H. Murphy
succumbs to the entreaties of the
air. Morrell
j, Qunnis Davis
admirer and marries. The husband
Hodkinson release produced by returns but docs not reveal his idenTtenjamin 1$. Hampton based upon tity, allowing her to live peacefully.
tho novel of the same tijlo by
Hart.
Stowart Edward White. The screen
version was furnished by K. Richard
Schaycr and Marie Jenney with
Five-reel
comedy-drama, presented by
direction by Eliot Howe and Jean Frank Tuttle and Fred Waller. Jr., written
t

"V

n

.

THE GRAY DAWN

Sej

|

of
in

ing features of the picture at the
present time. As a present-day propicture hag to stand on Its duction it does not reach the usual
merits.
On the side of its moral standard of program releases. Notteachings— and who shall say that a withstanding
this
fact
certain
picture that mirrors and clarifies a touches of
tho master hand of the
real human problem is not as eduproducer which havo predominated
cational as a travel subject that in some
his later productions are
shows tho Ivouvro or "Native Life visible inof this.
Tho picture shows
in Calcutta"?— on the side of its bits which have
been developed mamoral teaching the picture would be terially by the director
his efforts
as valuable a contribution to the reached a wider scope. as
screen as "Ghosts" or "A Doll's
Cost of production was an imporHouse" if its original purposo had tant factor in the making of ''The
been sincerely carried to its logical Fatal Marriage." Tho general layconclusion.
Hush.
out called for no great expense with
the possible exception of the sinking
of a sailing vessel. A large portion
of the action takes place on location,
with the interiors of a simple nature.
Wilton Keith
Carl Oantvoort
The cast is short including, besides
Jvian Hennett
Clalro Adams
men Banaoato
ltoWrt McKitn the co-stars, Alfred Paget and GrifCalhoun Ilonnctt
Georgo ll.tck.it home fith himself in a minor role. The
*^

"U*

Cloud!
Crossman and Ridge. BartraJ
Saxon gave a yodeling -2
with comedy accompaniment
then, came the Bendix 81 n«
"Old Heidelberg" from thi^S
of Pilsen." The singers were
tume, and the old favorite aink

Tho

['
S'.w
< harlf-8 Cora
JV]r«. rtennott

9.

with the determination of establishing his sporting blood he visits
a local cabaret and there falls in

tot), tho belle of the small town.
In ^est Gay at first kids the boy
along, conspiring with the other
boys of the town, until she finds
Pox feature, starring Tom Mix, something real and substantial beby C.eorgo Owen Baxter, hind all his awkward male flapper
story
adapted by Arthur Rosson, who also exterior. Then she falls for him in
directed it. L/Overs of westorn sfuff earnest. Here begins a pretty little
and Mix fins will relish this pic- 1 love story, rich in high comedy inture, which contains some thrills, cldent, leading to the plan of the
although not the best of the later pair to elope. They go to a fashionable hotel In a nearby big city
Mix releases by a long shot.
An obvious effort to Insert some where a celebration is going on.
new "stunt" punches is visible, as in Ben hires a mb.fit dress suit in 1
a scene where the hero stops a team order to qualify for admittance, and
of runaway horses by vaulting onto about this detail. is built up a lot
This and Mix's of extremely funny (and equally
the back of one.
Hill

Hal Dozier
Chick Heath

thinking he has killed a man.
An eastern girl, the survivor of the
incident, has fallen in love
with the horscshocr. Her eastern
must collect the dead. In the dream suitor
offers tho sheriff $5,000 to
he is compelled to take this ghostly
task and his rounds take him to his bring in tho outlaw dead.
A series of "chases" with Mix exown home, where it
tracted wife

—

York Herald
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From

the story

"The Cat

Cast includes Mil ton

that
Sills,

Walked Alone" by John

Colton, Scenario by Will

Ct Q>ammountG>ictum
!*tiTt

Adv. MaU
exchanges)
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at

M.

Wanda Hawlcy, John Davidson and Maurice
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Morari. three 'years
starred.

I

pb'rtibn of the "Manslaughter"
rompany left the Lasky lots urfdef
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Ray Leek; publicity director foi|
*Metro," Is* to become a iJrojiuction
mahatger thld summer, when. Mitro
pliins kh elaborate' campaign.
He
wlli be succeeded* as a P.j A. by
the llbward Stridklihg, who- is also sec4

>

,

*

flon.

~ author
4

,

Joanfe ^acpher&iVn ,is*
of, tfnfe adaption of AlJca'Duer

-jlilljjr'fl

novel.

r

•".
.

.

Lila Lee supports,
'

in "Pink Gods,"
F the Cynthia Stockley story adapted
Nash and
for Pararopupt by. J.
promise to bring
Sonya. Levien

The gowns worn

•

C

•

k

cempaept.

B*ebe
Daniels, and Anna Q. ,Nilsson, Whb
the feminine, leads, are both
having an opportunity, tp wear some

*

much

favorabLo

•

nifty clothes,. I* will be a
mm - —

'

;

Penrhyn

'"Tho

.

.

;

to*

Some
company used

gin preparations for his next pro-

'

the'

•

Dalton -and' Jack

r

l

,

•

«

r*

.

[

acts
High Seas," with for" the affair.
v
_:
1
Holt
Film exhibKors, not only trv Lon-,
4 Mitchell Lewis is oast for an import
Jobyna Ralston, leading lady in don, arb up in arms against the new
tant part. The story is* an original "SnubV Pollard comedies at \he conditions of censorship se't up by
by Kdward KlieMon, his* first orig- Roach* Tots, has purchased «a new the London County Council and wiil
inal for the screen.
automobile, on the strength of which contest them. The chief condition
she Has 'broken into print in' start- to which they take exception! is that
Sam Wood is about to start "The ling motor stories. Miss Ralston
which comes into force on July 1,
Impossible Mrs. Bellew," with Gloria doesn't know what it is all about by which no child under the age of
Swanson. Miss Swanson is due at but is agreeable.
16 is to be allowed to witness the
the Hollywood Lasky lots from her
exhibition of films passed for "adult"
European visit.
It has been settled "Oliver Twist" showing only.
This will, of course,
•
r—
will be distributed as a road attrac- destroy the "for adults only,*} boost,
"Borderland" is completed. Only tion. Already preliminaries
which was a popular method! of exare
bea few scenes of minor importance ing made by Sol Lesser, producer of tracting the coppers from-' factory
remain to be taken. Faul Powell the Jackie Coogan special,
for the lads and lassies and others; rtn the
directed; Beaulah Marie Dix, au- rental of Coast
legitimate houses verge of maturity when any rubthor; Agnes Ayres, star.
for the showing of the tilm this bishy Junk with a doubtful title was
showing.
The London County
autumn.
James Craze is well under way
Council's Theatres and Music IL>ills
1
with "Tlfe Old Homestead," which is
The West Coast Films Corpora- Committee recently received, a deputo be a Paramount special. Ann all- tion, that made
"The Great Alone," tation on the matter, but their atstar cast, including Theodore Rob- with Monroe
Salisbury, announces titude was such as to lead thq showerts, T. Rpy Barnes, George Faw- that
work will be started imme- men to abandon any hope of .red reus
cett and Fritzi Ridgeway, is used.
Thercfofb! thdy
diately upon a second feature in in that direction.
which Salisbury will be the star have decided to oppose the iq'rder in
Constance Talmadge is makim? and
every
possible
way.
Resolutions
Mario
Draga
the
leading
"East Is West" under Sidney Frank
have been passed protesting, and
woman.
1 lin'8 direction at the United studios.
members of the Cinematograph Ex-

"On

Dorothy

i

-

flrdsnecj "The- Siren Call"
"for paramount, .Iryln .Willat.wiH t>e-

duction,*

FILM ITEMS

picture before \t got the circhit.
Thes,e viewers* say the travelers,'
Often proved expensive before they
saw eye to eye with- the' man whose
Job it was to get a, feature ever.
a,

'

'

.

Having

p*

his Sundays' as Blm has the
.for
pictures on that. day.
"Retribution" is a film version of a
historic nature, inasmuch as it deals
lose

house

with the

life

of Lucrctia Borgia;

•

«

,

Harry Ledngardt from the coast
reached New York last week and
f

will start

west the end of this week..

The Appellate Division in Albany
has gone into recess until July 6,
Which -.means that the Pathe test
.case against the State Censor commission will not be adjudicated until after that date.
The Pathe people contend the censors had no
right to delete a bathing girl sceno
in a Pathe news reel, on the ground
such films, like newspapers, are not
to be censored on the. constitutional
vestage. of tho freedom of the press.
•

:

Millard

Webb

is

3S

n

it

"

Mary Miles Winter *is r$ady for
Cowboy and the Lady^" in
which she will share the lead With
....
.TomMoqre, .,«

*

of.

these allege the

employ four viewers each and all
of whom had to report favorably on

'

M

,,

H

*

'.

r

I

[play

.^tanlaws production.

.a

,

Wallace Reid is working, day and
on his newest Paramount special "The Ghost Breaker,'/ direction
—m

,

the,

.

'*^

jilfht

of Alfred Green.

oyer

Edgar Lewis tho director, salted
A Movie Players' Carnival at
for Germany Saturday. He will re- Starlight Amusement Park in the
main abroad for several months and Bronx, New York, June 6-10, to
—— m may possibly direct, a production in establish a benefit fund' for the
BUsihess seems to get worse' aVid Europe. He |s carrying a number Film Players' Club, Inc.,' an orretary pf Hhe Western "Motion Pic- even worse.
Few producing com-. of commissions from picture "men ganization of small part players
ture Advertisers,
panics are doing mu,eh a{ a time
r
when they should be. in full swing, abroad for the purchase of avail- of the screen. B. S. Moss has accepted membership on the General
Mabel Normand is going to Eu- and London is full of out of work able material for this country.
Committee for, tho carnival. Tho
rope surely. She* made application picture players of every grade, from
executive
committee comprises
last Week for a passport and plans star to super.
Dennis
F.
O'Brien,'
O'Brien,
of
The trouble as far
to sail from New York June 13 to as the producers are concerned is Malevinsky & Driscoll, has evolved* Paul
Walters, chairman;
O.
J.
f ulfin' a long desire for a tour of the that the public is growing ever more
a plan whereby the forthcoming Francis O'Reilly, treasurer; Allan
entire Continent. Incidentally Miss wary of investing in film producing Douglas Fairbanks picture
Calvert,
secretary;
Capt.
WhitE.
is to be
Normand^ passport shows she was concerns. They have b^een bitten protected from leech productions.
well, Chris Wolfe, J. E. Poole and
born November, 1897, which makes badly on many occasions.
This,
her but 25 years of age, altljbugb a naturally affects the player,, but in The plan is to register the title of A. D, V. Storey, general manager.
the
picture
as
"Douglas Fairbanks
Among the stars and directors in
veteran of tho screen.
the majority of, cases their great
trouble is that they shpuld not be. in In Robin Hood," and in this manner the East who have volunteered to
it will prevent exhibitors playing a' contribute their services are Vera
'^The View, clubhouse of the Motion the business at alL
Picture Directors' Association was
reissue of an old Fairbanks produc- Gordon,
Mariam
Fay
Battlsta,
opened on North Wilcox avenue
The British film In, which Georges tion.
Marhe, Baby Peggy Rice, Rita Ro...
Hollywood, last week, when ii ban- Carpentier will, appear under, the
gkn, Florence Rogan, Veronica and
quet
was given for members. direction of Stuart Black^on ]will bo
Lou Rogers has 'made an arrange- Vera. Myerp. Directors Alan CrosFlowers were received from the a Version of John Overton's novel,
New Y6rk lodge of the drganizatiori. "My Lady April.". The action takes ment with JohnCort to place the land, Ray Smallwood. George Terproduction,
"Retribution," williger nod Lem Kennedy will applace during the sporting days of. Italian
Sid Grauman headed a large lis't the Regency and the hero is a gen- iri the Parle;, New York, beginning pear on tho firat day of the carof picture folk at a benefit; picnic tleman who assumes tho .role of a June 5* Rogers will, be able to play nival.
given by the Hebrew Sheltering and prize fighter for sheer love of the the house from Monday t Saturday
Horn© for the Aged last Sunday. game. Flora le Breton will' be the of each week inclusive, but will
Tho Chaplin -Mayer Pictures Co*
Mr. Grauman donated seven
leading lady.

iever^t .weeks 'o<, location at Santa
'Barbara.. Thomas AJ,ci#h«aiv ^eaWiJson.an.d aharhber*' trice' Joy, Lois'
prov*u^of extras 'are busy on the
I

cheerful

changes being wrought,

assistant director.

Edward Burns plays opposite the
star. Frank Lapning, E. A. Warren
and Warner Qland are also in the
cast. Tony Gaudio is head camera-

LONDON FILM NOTES
London,

May

25.

International

Artists
Company
will take over the Famous-Lasky
(British)
studios at Islington to
make the first film of the series

Stephen Goosen, art director.
The production is bringing more
Oriental characters to the United
studios than ever seen here before.
Many Chinese have been imported
from San Francisco.
man.,

which Donald Crisp will produce for
them. The work of casting is now
in progress and among the principals already engaged is Cyril MorRichard Walton Tully has made ton York, ono of the few legitimate

hibitors' Association have received
notification from that body In the

event of any member being prosecuted for disobeying the regulation
that member will be given all legal
and financial support. ^Nothing can
now be done until July 1, when the
L. C. C. will be forced into eourt
witJh a test case, and upon the verdict given will depend many of the
trade's future plans.
Beryl Mercer,

who was

actors

firm.

George Bernard Shaw has been

Pat Powers, head of R-C,, has is- telling the Authors' Society of the
sued an order in Hollywood warning riches which the film industry holds
directors and independent pro- for authors. Fortunes are to be had
ducers working under the R-C ban- almost but not quite for the asking.
ner that bedroom scenes- of ques- Tho film rights of a single story,
tionable type will not be tolerated. according to Shaw, may be worth
£10,000.
He himself had been ofBurglars had their day in Holly-> fered £20,000 a year for five years
wood last week when two members in return for providing material for
This sounds all
of the picture colony were robbed two films a year.
of Jewelry and other valuables. right, but all authors arc not Shaws,
Not very
Daylight thieves entered the home Barries or Hall Caines.
of May McAvoy and stole Jewelry long ago, at a dress luncheon, folvalued at $2,500. At the time Miss lowing the showing of a new feaMcAvoy was at Lasky's studios. ture, the managing director of the
Lois Wilson, also of Lasky's, re- producing company impressed the
turned ^to her homo the same eve- wealth waiting for them if they'd
ning to discover a badly mussed bed- only write his company stories;
room and the absence of $500 worth £500 for a rough story was quite
The
of Jewels. It has also developed that their usual price, he said.
Miss McAvoy was twice robbed last' author of the picture which had just
been shown, and who was listening
-month while in* New York.
'
to the golden words, cast a different
•f;l
Considerable interest aroused out light on the subject, however. The
this way by the announcement-' that speaker, he said,* had told him a
William Fox is to release the Theda vastly different story when they had
Bara production of "Salome" made discussed terms. Ho thought that
If
"jyveral years ago as competition to
£50 for the complete scenario was
version of the famous nearer the producer's figure.
INazimova's
tory.
Henderson Bland, the Cristus in
Cracksmen looted the strong box "From Manger to Cross," will play
<>i the new
Glendalc Of $700 in cash the lead in an adaptation of a story
last week, using a sledge hammer by Arthur Applin, "The Clatter of
and cold chisels to smash the com- the Clogs." The story will be made
bination lock of the safe.
Owners
in the north of Kngland.
of cotton mills and steel works have
Eva Tanguay was summoned last promised their support and the senweek in Sawtelle for speeding. She sation will be the burning down of
was released On $25 bail after tell- a country mansion by a mob of ining tho officer
a story that gained furiated strikers. It seems impossome prominence In local papers.
sible to write a story dealing with
mills* or' Irbn works Without introt
Connors, chauffeur for Pris- ducing labor troubles and a strike
y Dean, stfuck and injurejl or riot. Ail of which has been done
cuiri
JiyrHe Powers, aged 42, last week to death.
while driving Miss Dean on a shopnf t0l,r
Controlling something like 95 first
Conn °rs was exonerated
tt u
the accident as lie was going but class picture houses in London and
Jj
w milos
an hour and pedestrians the provinces the Provincial Cinema
Claimed the accident unavoidable.
Theatres Co. is in course of reconA clean sweep is belnpr
struction.
H paded by Sid Franklin, a new made of the present directorate and
Produrinp company has started in staff and great secrecy is being ob{*<»»lywood.
A scries of '.two-reel served over the matter. Wardour
*">>• remedies
are to be rriade. The Street, never very reticent when
Jjw organization will be known as other people's affairs are concerned,
jrunUhn Featurettes. Chct Frank- puts the "spring cleaning" down to
un in vice
-president while Lou An- a somewhat tardy attempt to elimi* er is secretary-treasurer. Priscilla nate "graft."
Film traveler* are
all

sales manager of the eastern division for the Tisdaie Industrial Film
Corporation', with headquarters in

Pittsburgh.
A.

picture house at Anawalt,

due to open June
Santy, manager.

Va., is

10.

W.

Pete

York Supreme Court on a 13.000
representing
moneys adnote
vanced by Louis B. Mayer to the
actress during their screen association last year'. Mayer assigned
his claim to the plaintiff corporation which .is suing through Nelson

was
Miss
Harris
Ruttenberg.
served at the Riverside, New York,
vaudeville
who
playing
in
is
where
'

this week*.

The Warner Bros, believe they
have a tremendous' find in Mary
Jane Sanderson, Whom they aro
going to present under the name of
Mary Jane. She la a Johnstown,
Pa., girl and was the winner of one
of those movie cpntests which gave
her a trip to Los Angeles and a
chance to be shot for a test. Sam
Warner out at the Warner studios
managed to take 100 feet of test
as a matter of form and
when it was developed and projected everyone in the room pracThe result waa so
tically fainted.
great that the girl was immediately
stuff Just

signed for three years.

Harry Garson in planning an invasion of the independent market
during the fall with a special. It
is based on the James Whitcomb
Riley poem "An Old Sweetheart of
Mine." The picture is almost completed on the coast.

last seen'

who has taken to the screen in "Three Live Ghosts," has been*
and stuck to it with success. York engaged for the comedy role in
was the "villain of the piece" in the "Broken Chains," the $10,000 prize
water spectacles, which were a big picture to be made by Goldwyn.
feature in the programs of the HipThe American at Breckinridge,
podrome in the first years of its ex- Tex.,
has reopened.
istence. Some of his best film work
has been done with the Gaumont

elaborate preparations for his second screen production, which is to
be "Omar the Tentmaker." starring
Guy Bates Post. Wilfred Buckland,
who toured with Post in the legitimate, is the art director.
Georges
Benoit, cinematographer.
Virginia
Faire Brown is to play the feminine
lead.
James Young, who directed
the "Masqueraders," wiil remain as
director for "Omar."

George Naylor and Margie Bishop
were married
May 27 at Ironton, O. Mrs. Naylor
is the only daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
8. R, BishOp of Huntington, W. Va.,
and graduated this year from Marshall College.
Mr. Naylor is the
(non -professional)

I

Iqc, has brought suit against Mildred Harris Chaplin in the New

Howard Jameyson, for the past 18
Lady Diana Manners la to appear
months handling tho publicity for in another J. Stuart Blackton protho Harding theatres, Liberty and
duction to be made in England.
Doric in Kansas City, leaves wihis
week for "Milwaukee, where he will
The Sunshine, Newport, Ark., was
assume the management of the
lately damaged by fire.
Butterfly theatre.

M
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ON BROADWAY

—Rialto

Lead

in Gross

Tops

Fox Specials Proving Disappointment
and Apollo
Three days of rain at the end of
the week, coupled with the fact that
the early part of the period had very
warm weather, combined to hold
down the receipts at the box offices
of the Broadway motion picture

The Capitol with

theatres.

mendous capacity

its tre-

PITTSBURGH HOUSES
GETTING GOOD RESULTS

—

Grand

held the lead in

Not Hurting
Leading Com-

petitors

receipts, getting almost $35,000, with

the Rialto as the runner-up, having
* gross of $26,000. The Central with

Pittsburgh, June

7.

Picture men here have assumed a
The picture shown was a reissue of sanguine air over summer pros"Once Unto Every Woman," in pects. The first few weeks of warm
which Hodolph Valentino appeared
in the support of the star and he weather have come up to all expectations, and last week proved no
was billed equally with her.
This week the Central is playing excep
n.
another reissue,
"The Delicious
The Grand provided no extra atLittle Devil," in which Mae Murray traction beyond the Jackie Coogan
and Valentino appear, and the bill- feature, but during the current week
ing of the latter in type equal to is giving away souvenirs.
Harry
that of the former caused an adver- Davis, pioneer showman here, who
tising row for a few days. The pic- controls the Grand, Is leading comture opened strong on Sunday, pull- petitors a merry chase with per$8,600 set a film record for the house.

*

ing $2,250 on the day.

The

was

Strand

switch

compelled

to

attraction at the last minute last week, and instead of "I
the Law" being the attraction for
its

Am

the current

week a Katherine Mac-

Donald

feature, "Domestic Relations," Is being shown here.
The estimated business last week

follows:

Apollo—"Silver Wings" (Fox Special).
Seats 1,200. Scale, $1.65 top.
Picture is in for a run, with Fox
renting the house. Proving a costly
proposition,
with the losses
weekly aggregating around $5,000.
Last week the business was below
$2,000 on 14 shows. Papering heavy
to keep up appearances.
Cameo
"The Cradle Buster"
(American Releasing).
Seats 550.

—

Scale,

over

mats., 55; eves., 75.
for its second week.

Held

Drew

around $3,200.
Capitol— "Y>l!ow Men and Gold"
Scale,
(Goldwyn).
Seats 5,300.
35-55-85;

mats.,

55-85-$1.10.

eves,

helped the returns.
Central "Once Unto Every WomSeats 963. Scale
an'' (Universal).
65-75.
A reissue brought about a
record in business for the house,
the gross being $8,600. Advertising
of Rodolph Valentino as one of the
stars credited with the pulling. Another reissue, "The Delicious Little
Devil," used this week, managed to
bring $2,250 to the box office on

—

Since January
Los Angeles) June 7.
Picture business at the theatres
here is seemingly going to continue
at its present pace, despite the
heroic efforts exhibitors are making to stimulate It. The returns are
so far down that the theatre directors are "cryin' out loud," but

Even the legitimate theatres are
suffering frightfully,
although a
good attraction gets a fair return.
There has been a natural slump
at Miller's because of the fact that
"The Silent Call" had a long run
at the house and although unusual
advertising and exploitation
has
been employed the public will not
come to the attractions which the
house has been offering.
Grauman's
"Over the Border"
(Paramount). Seats 2,300. Scale,
mats., 35; eves., 55. Betty Compson
and Tom Moore featured. Also a

—

Baby

Peggy

comedy

(Century),

"The

Little Rascal." Business
week started great, being aided by
the Tuesday holiday. Got $14,800.
last

Jackie,

and good

notices

dailies all contributed.

About

Liberty— "Troubles"

in
the
$19,200.

(First

Na-

(Seats 1,200: scale, 25-4055.)
Gross here fell off a trifle over
the preceding week, on account of
slight slump at the week-end, usually counted on to make up for usual
tional).

About

$8,500.

Olympic— "Good Provider" (Para-

able returns.

Grauman's

Rialto

— "The

(Cosmopolitan);

Provider"

Good
seats

800; scale, mats., 25; eves., 55. Vera
Gordon and Dore Davidson starred.

Fannie Hurst's story was booked
into Rialto to follow a six weeks
run of "Beyond the Rocks" on the
its stars who are favorites here, especially true of Vera
The film got off -to a big
start and has been receiving heavy
exploitation in the Hearst papers.

strength of

mount).

(Seats 1,100; scale 25 and
Picture got much commenda40.)
tion on all sides, but belief that for

Gordon.

once local publicity end fell down,
in not making a stronger appeal to
Jewish sections. However, figure of
previous
week equalled.
About

Should run a couple weeks; $6,300.
Miller's— "The Ruling Passion"
United Artists); seats 900; scale,
mats., 30; eves., 40. George Arliss,
Picture had a week's run at
star.
the California a short while back
and was put into the Miller's to fill
In for a week until the opening of
Scnnett's "The Cross Roads of New
York." Only $3,500.

$9,000.

CHICAGO OFF

With a

$1.65 scale top for evening
performances this picture is prov-

FAT MAN GETS 30 DATS

ing a tremendous disappointment as
Los Angeles, Juno 7.
a drawing card. Last week the busHallard S. Karr, 350-pound picture
iness averaged about $600 a day, the
actor, was sentenced to 30 days on
gross going to approximately $4,300
the county chain gang by Judge
on the week. The first week, about
$3,700 was drawn.
"The
Rialto

—

mount).
99.

Seats

ceptional
$26,000.
Rivoli

Ordeal"

1,960.

Agnes Ayres,

(Para-

Scale, 50-85-

star.

Drew

ex-

business, getting around

— "Loves

of Pharaoh'' (Par-

Scale, 50amount).
Seats 2.210.
Did not pull the business
85-99.

that was expected of It, but managed
to get around $21,000 on the week.

8trand— "Sonny"
al).

Seats

2,989.

60-85; eves., 50-85.
this feature

(First NationScale, mats., 30-

From

entertain-

was the best of
the crop on Broadway last week,

ment

pull extraordinary
it did not
business, the gross on the week here

but

going

to

about

$18,500.

PLACING NAZIMOVA FILM
lome" were still In the air the early
part of this week, despite the readily
formed and accepted conclusion the
picture would find its way to the
market via the United Artists. Mme.
Nasimova is reported on her way to
New York from the coast.
Charles Bryant, tho star's husband, has been in Now York several
week*.

Windy

City

Fans

Cisco,

Tex, has discon-

Tho question of censorship Is
being discussed at Beaumont, Tex.,
and will be decided upon In the near
future by a vote.
film

house

is

in

the course of

construction at Highland Park, near
Dallas, Tex.

Philadelphia, June 7.
Just as the bigger local flu*
houses were recovering from the
disastrous spring slump, a tpeli
of
both hot and rainy weather has bit

and the grosses tumbled

the city,
again.

—

—

—

Imperial "Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight" (B. F. Zeldman).
Seats 1,425. Scale, 35-50-75. Cullen
Landls, Patsey Ruth Miller featurDrew only fairly well, getting
ed.

Week opened
filled with visCanadian, for holiday.
Decoration Day too hot for indoor
business, Lafayette only getting
anything over fair attendance.
Wednesday reported worst day in
months for theatres. Circus and
Shriners staged two-hour parade,
which kept thousands lining the
streets
all
afternoon and early

ment contributing.
strong, town being

contain the entire cast,
printed in program form, with ths
hope of drawing by the strength of
the favorites' names.
Next week
"Smilin' Through" gets its second
Philly
at this house.
Thereafter, at least during the hot
months, the Karlton will be ths
second -run, instead of the Palace,
which, being a drop-In house, can
get away with program stuff.
dailies

showing

The Aldine has been working a
number of last-resort advertising
stunts to try and draw crowds te
th«j

Last week's gross with

house.

"Woman, Wake Up" was an

imand this, considering
the rain, was a cheerful surprise.
It is believed the added attraction
of Lloyd's "I Do," an old one, but

provement,

very popular here, had some effect
on the boost. This week the house
has "Beyond the Rainbow," and
features the long cast of favorites.
The Stanley theatre itself dropped
last week, even with the double bill
of "Penrod" and "His Wife's Relations." It is believed that the Wesley Barry film was shown at an
inauspicious time, many children

who might otherwise have come or
been brought staying away because
of exams. Then, too, tho film was
greeted with mixed notices, and the
Keaton comedy was pronounced inferior to "The Boat."
This week
looks very good, with Thomas
Meighan in "The Bachelor Daddy."
This star has not had a picture
evening.
End of week failed to here since Christmas.
The Stanley company, in its enbring business up to standard. With
Barnum show playing to over 60,000 deavor to aid some of Its downtown
houses, Is booking In United
during two days, some dent in theatre patronage was to be expected. Artists films, following the break
Closing of Shea's Court Street between that company and the Felt
should aid business at other houses. people at the Aldine. As a result*
Lafayette Square, feeling fall-off, "The Three Musketeers" is to be
showing tendency to cast about for shown at the Victoria next week,
features. Has been leaning toward and "The Ruling Power." with Arstrong vaudeville cards past few liss, at the Palace.
During ths
weeks, utilizing much unemployed summer months, when few comShubert time. Shea's closing ap- panies are releasing any big ones,
parently hastens decision, house it la probable the Stanley company
now openly going in for headline will make quite a splurge on these
features.
Eva Tanguay booked Big Four specials which, formerly.
next week, $2,500 mentioned for the had showings at only two Philadelact.
With large capacity, should phia houses, Aldine and Ambassaprove money-getter, even at 60c. dor, in West Philadelphia,
top.
Others, including Nora Bayes,
Estimates for last week:
sought after for Immediate booking.
Stanley "Penrod" (First Naitors, largely

'

—

until that particular film plays their

Victory,
tinued.

Spring

Slump, Business Receives
Setback

Chicago, June 7.
Without anything special to draw
people In and for some unknown Conceded that plan 1 ol:s good, and tional), Wesley Barry feature, only
mildly
reason a general apathy has struck will be watched with interest
comsuccessful,
dailies
Estimates for last week:
menting on its length. Buster Keathe entire picture clientele. This is

Shenk last week for running down
and injuring Gussie Schuster and
failing to stop and give her aid.
true of everything In the loop, with
Karr Is charged with driving one or two spots in the residential
away from the scene of the accident district holding a little better than
and returning later to find that their own. There seems to be sevsomeone else had tsken the injured eral reasons, with the reasons dewoman to the hospital.
pending upon who you talk with.
In giving sentence Judge Shenk The theatre manager blames it on
said: "The chart calls for a stretch the weather and the slow money
on location. Prepare for a prolonged market. The patrons blame it on
stay."
the pictures and sit back and wait

A
The releasing arrangements for the
Mme. Nazlmova production of "Sa-

General Apathy Strikes

Away From

Getting

Last week the weather breaks
were about as bad as they could
Tom Mix in "Trallin* " at the be, and from Wednesday to SatStrand did a good week's business, urday the audiences at some of the
the picture proving popular wits picture theatres were not more than
enough for a hand at poker.
Strand patrons.
With the Stanton closed for the
The Imperial was not up to expectations, although the house drew summer, the Stanley Company rs
now concentrating on the Karlton,
fairly well.
"Across the Conti- its new Chestnut street house,
California
nent" (Paramount).
Seats 2,780. which has been off ever since its
Scale, 50-75-90. Wallace Reid, star. opening last fall.
Lon Chaney in
Started out big and held up to "The Trap," was well liked there
last week, and, with better weather,
$18,000.
Granada "Trouble" (Sol Lessor). might have attained a profitable
This week "The Beauty
Seats 3.100. Scale, 50-75-90. Jackie figure.
Coogan, star. Did not get all the Shoi " with Raymond Hitchcock, is
the feature, and the ads in the
picture deserved. Drew $13,000.

—

(Fox Special). at that house.

"Nero"

Bad

Business in the first run picture
houses picked up considerably last
week, and it is believed that the
large influx of visitors here for the
Shrine convention that takes place
next month has been in a way responsible.
The California topped
all others, while at the Tivoli the
box office receipts were much better than the week before.
The Granada is showing a Jackie
Coogan. picture that is well worth
while, but the money did not come
In as expected nor as a picture of
the merit of this one should have.

WORST

—

—

Conditions

in

ti

of this week.

Lyric

Relief

—

Tho Blackstone found the Mae
Murray vehicle "Fascination" strong
enough to come close to the receipts
"Missing Husbands" noted during the first week the picCriterion
(Metro). Seats 1,100. Scale, 55-59. ture was shown there. Mae MurFailed to draw on its second week, pay is one of the few stars who
getting only around $4,000.
holds the honor of a two-week draw
Sunday

STOPS PhUlY'S BREAK
T.

California—"Out of the Dust"
scale $5,500.
Seats
2,000;
(Supreme).
Strand— "Trai^n' " (Fox). Seats
Cast
mats. 25-35; eves., 35-55.
1,700.
Scale, 25-50-75.
Tom Mix,
haps the stron- ^st bids for patron- headed by Russel Simpson, Dorcas star.
Drew well, $7,500 being the
Matthews, Robert McKim and Pat
age by means of added features.
gros*j?
concerts.
Elinor's
Also
The Regent and State, two of Moore.
Tivoli— "R. S. V. P." (First NaRowland & Clark's largest, both Gross, $10,500.
Kinema "Trouble," star Jackie tional). Seats 2,240. Scale, 25-40.
with "Turn to the Right" last week,
Charles Ray, star.
Considerable
both drew heavy attendance. The Coogan, and "The Pale Face," star
Both First Na- improvement over last week, with
Manor, their newest house, Is get- Buster Keaton.
$7,200.
ting
a healthy response from tional releases; seats 1,800; scale,
35-55.
This
Squirrel Hill folk, and judging by mats., 25-35; eves
the warm weather receipts, the program drew usual Kinema busiBUFFALO'S
theatre should work into one of the ness first week, but was held over
most successful In the city by fall. a second week, probably because of
tho improvement shown by other Last Week Had Everything Against
Estimates for last week:
Films
Grand
"Trouble."
(First
Na- features la their second week at
tional).
(Seats 2,500; scale, 25-40- this house. Business ordinary.
Buffalo, June 7.
Mission— "Monte Cristo" (Fox);
Jackie Coogan's newest was
55.)
Business at local picture houses
strong enough to be shown in two seats 800; scale, mats., 55; eves.,
badly
skidded
last
week for the
of the three largest houses here 55-80; lodges reserved, $1.50. Film
and carry both over for good week. in its third week has been doing a worst flop in many moons. Humid
weather
was the main cause, with
Grand's attractive lobby display, good business and should continue
with a "personal"' message from at least two more weeks to profit- Ringling-Barnum two-day engage-

Business exceedingly good, going to
$34,870, even' though picture was
only a fair one. A comedy on the mid-week drop.
bill

See No

there seems to be no relief in sight.

Warm Weather

Houses Last Week

MIDST OF SLUMP

Exhibitors

—Two

at Lyric

BAD WEATHER STREAK
Run

First

in

San Francisco, Juns

Sight

Capitol Retains

Better

Business

IN

RECEIPTS

'FRISCO UP

LOS ANGELES STILL

HEAT AND RAIN HOLD DOWN

Loew's— (Capacity,

8,400;

mati-

ping to around $25,500. "The Bachelor Daddy" in, with "Polly of the
laugh fire. Show measured up to Follies" underlined.
(Capacity,
high standard, but forced to suc- 4,000; scale, 35-50c. matinees, 50cumb to general conditions. $8,500. 75c. evenings.)
Hippodrome
(Capacity, 2,400;
Aldine "Woman, Wake Up" (Asmatinees, 25-35c; nights, 35-50c.j sociated Exhibitors through Pathej.

—

—

neighborhood.

"Good Provider,"

The high rate of car fare in this
city hasn't helped the picture business any and what with the real

Jade," last half.
Struck snag
despite good notices and comment
on "Provider."
Had Pletro, accordionist, extra attraction.
Business moving, but appears to lack
stamina. Will probably ride close
to cushion for summer, planning for

large amusement parks all opening
in the last few weeks, seem to have
put the skid on the silent drama for
a few weeks to come.
Estimates for last week:

"Trouble" (Chicago).

gan

still

Jackie Coo-

retains popularity as tre-

William H. Leahy has been ap- mendous draw with young and old.
pointed general sales .aanager for Added to this was Tom Brown and
tho Houdinl Picture Corporation. the Six Brown Bros., booked in for
Ho will undertake t j dispose of the the next 3 weeks, gave the patrons
first Houdinl production, "Tho Man
something to both hear and see.
From Beyond," via tho State right Business around $25,000.
market. This is the picture which
"The Trap" (Roosevelt). With Lon
ran for a few weeks at the Times Chaney and comedy "Straight from
Square theatre, New York. Leahy the Farm" wjth A) St. John, worked
assumed his duties with the com- up half hearted interest, without
pany this week.
any high lights. $11,000 to $12,000.
"

ton comedy, "His Wife's Relations,"
while not considered as good as
recent comedies, helped immensely.
Gross for week decidedly off, drop-

nees, 20c; nights, 30 -40c.)
"Chasing the Moon" and vaudeville. Mix
usually money-getter here, and this
one sizes up with his best. Picture
cleverly subtitled, and drew steady

first half;

"Span-

Special

ish

smash

in fall.

Between

$7,000.

$6,000

ing

ville policy.

Turning
but

house,
boosted.

siastically

only

gross

but

Considering

received.

the

"Beyond

Rainbow"

(Ca-

this week.
$6,000.
pacity, 1,500; scale, 50c.)

and

Karlton— "The Trap" (Universal),
Lon Chaney picture, vigorous and
well

liked,

choice
house.

for

though probably better
lower Market street

Cot nice notices and. with
good weather, might have scored
decisively.

As

grazed by

$5,000.

it

is,

may

(Capacity,

havf
1

000;

scale, 50c.)

The Arcadia, with a good picture,
"Spanish Jade," started the week

in substantial

not

with

stunts,

weather, even this favorable. Harold Lloyd's "I Do," revived, enthu-

—

Looking for novelties.
$8,000 and $9,000.

for

slightly

Lafayette Square
(Capacity,
3,400; matinees, 15-25c; nights, 3550c.)
"Reckless Youth" and vaudeville.
Laying more emphasis on
vaudeville than on picture end.
Conditions in local film market
making good features hard to get,
thus forcing house toward vaude-

business,

advertising

heavy papering, made some show-

sensational.

Between

fairly well, but flopped

days came.
.

when

r liny

—
Friday,

June

9,

—

—

PICTURES

1992
z:

LIVELY PRODUCING

TAKES

61

HOLD OVER PICTURES

ON COAST
ABOUT ALL COMPANIES

IN

DRAW

LITTLE GROSS

"Good Provider" and "Your
Best Friend" Fail to Hold

Over Engagements

—

Date for All Cameras Scarcity FILM ACCELERATED BY
Pictures for Next Season Starts Activity
SPECIAL AT POP SCALE

July 15 Set at Latest
of

"Down

Salaries

Lob Angeles, June T.
The long promised picture procoast studios
duction activity on
Lo" Angeles to now
has arrivedproproduction
busiest
enjoying its
gram of the past year and a half,
practically every studio out this
life,
Way is showing considerable
with even the small independents
continuing on their output.

By July

15

it

is

a certainty the

will be evident in every available studio. The
most important part of the present

camera

the bigger and better type
of film. All of the programs under
way are spotted with big name
stories a n d pretentious construction.
Even Metro, which has been "dead"
for some time with the exception of
Rex Ingram's individual pictures, is
launching a good sized program.
The scarcity of big pictures on
the shelves of the various distributing companies is held partly responsible for the present activities.
There is quite a difference in the
casting of pictures at present. The
massive salaries of yesterday are
down to "earth," although there are
etill a favored few receiving new
contracts with big figures. Most of
the players drawing big money are
doing so on old contracts.
In the current contracts a clause
gives the producer a right to protect his investment in case of a
scandalous act by the player.
Lasky's, with 13 feature companies at work for Paramount,
heads the production list, held up
well by Fox's, where eight features
and eight comedies are in the makUniversal has nine specials
ing.
under way and a couple of comedies. At the United studios are half
a dozen of the bigger First National
producers working on elaborate programs. Goldwyn, with three specials ready and a fourth in making
in Europe, is going at full force.
output

is

I

Century

is

Charlie

making four comedies.
Chaplin

is

in

his

10th

Week of a special two-reeler. Syd
Chaplin is directing Edna Purviance
in a comedy drama.
Christie is
keeping his program for Educational with two companies at work.
There are half a dozen independents
preparing for an early start at the
newly reconstructed Cosmoart studios.
Among these is a Zane Grey
special.
At Fox's are Tom Mix,
Dustin Farnum,
Shirley
Mason,
Buck Jones, William Russel, John
Gilbert, Al St. John, Clyde Cook,
Chester Conklin, Fee Wee Holmes,
Lupino Lane, Syd Smith, Emmet J.
Flynn, Earl Kenton, Del Lord and
Jack Ford. Four companies are at
the old Fine Arts studios.

Rupert Hughes is whipping a new
comedy drama into shape for Goldwyn. Maurice Tourneur is working
on The Christian" in London. Allan Hollubar is under way with
"Broken Chains," as is P.. A. Walsh
with "Captain Blackbird."
Thomas H. Ince has Just completed "The Sunshine Trail," with

Thomas MacLean, and "Someone to
John Griffith Wray production.
Leah Baird starts a new
one the first day of July.
"Affinitics,"
a Mary Roberts Rinehart
Love," a

•tory,

s in production.
"The Old Homestead," direction
of James Cruze,
with an all star
cast, is under
making at Lasky's.
Others at Lasky's are "The Siren
Call,"
in
the cutting room; "To
Have and
to
Hold,"
"Burning
i

black

p

"erip*

y»e.

of
tie

\2

two-reel

life.

i>ori

eomedir
of
May, Jane
<

*°vak nnd Harry Oar,/.

An

the Hal E, Hooch conttf are working.
Haro'd Lloyd
tn e
list,
which include;
'

r

Kansas

City,

June

7.

England
Charge

in

— E.

Boston, June

worse

latest

London, May 28.
important company to

future it will handle and distribute
the entire, forthcoming output of
the Universal Film Manufacturing
Co.
At the first meeting of the direc-

full

York, where She is to marry
Marshall Neilan. the director. Neilan was divorced by Gertrude Neiand although
lan in April, 1 9 J
Miss BwCet was not named as corespondent ^he was prominently
mentioned in connection with the
Miss
pnssi! le that
is
It
action.

New

1

Hweet
after

i«

tlie

to

,

return

to

the

screen

honeymoon.

van were given from 7 to 15 years
in prison; William Singleton, Jr., a
negro porter at the house, who was
said to have planned the robbery,
w.:s sentenced to from B to 10 years.
Tin

e robbery.
Singleton received clemency becaus< he made a confession which
led to the arrest of Buckley
late;
£i

r

and

7.

Marjorie Manning Jackson, wife
of th" Joseph A. Jackson publicity
director for tii'- OoMwyn stndior
.lunr :\ after an^Hnesii of
l
hen-.
Prior to her mareight months.
Mi. h Manning
to Jackson,
riart
•

v.

wn

ns prominent nn the
24 years <f age, a wj

was

vivrd

The
with
Inft

«

n.

:f*

S!
r.ur-

her mother and sister
took plae* yesterday,
burial

by

a

number

work.

Of

I

tuttiofl

mother

f

1

Los Angelas, June

Donovan's

Donovan.

cciiifnitted Kuicide April L'4, the date
rlj ina'ISy set for sentence.

SCREEN FAVORITE DIES
1

three pleaded guilty to first de-

:;.«•;><.

d-

ACTRESS DENIES CHARGES
Anpeles, .lnr;e 7.
Am a <.» Nilsson has answered
charges made by the wife of
th
Henry KolKcr In the null for Reparation ii .<'d by her in New y<>»i< by
stating that she dm sn't know K< 1.She brands the accusawell
tions fis ridiCUlOUS and al»:n:d. and
ma M as that every e\ar."e made
L*",-

I

i

.

t

he;* is

a falSChfX

d.

week and B irnum and

The new Loew
with

house, the State,

showing

4,000 capacity, is

its

have
and

surprising strength, apparently to
continue with unchanged policy a*
Boston's only really big feature
house. Located in the heart of tho
apartment house belt in the Back
Bay, and big enough to be able to
keep out the heat, it continues to

minimum

register above $7,000. its

summer

Present
operation figure.
plans call for a 21 -piece orchestra
with
a reull through the summer
turn to the 28-picco orchestra on

Labor Day.
The pop houses are openly out
for

first

pietures

feature

release

with names, but are encountering
a discouraging walk -out after the
vaudeville acts.

Third week of
Park (40-60c).
"The Good Provider" and "The
Young Painter" being tried for reasons best known to the management
as the second week is reported at

a

close to $3,000 for

2,400 capacity

Apparently the policy is to
mark time until the gloomy days
have passed. No aggressive campaign for business is being tried
and even Sunday copy was cut to
house.

the bone.

Jf the gross passes $2,000

week

this

be regarded as

will

it

lucky.

(25-50; capacity

Tremont Temple

"Your Best Friend," second week to poor business, flop be"Smilin*
than
even worse
ing
Through" tragedy of previous week
where takings are rumored at less
than $1,000 for a full week. "Your
Best Friend" reported at about
$2,000 last week with every indication of worse to come.
capacity
Loew's Stats (25-50;
4.000). "The Man From Home" and
Viola Dana in "They Like »Em
Bough" this week opening well
Monday night. Last week Thomas
Meighan in "The Bachelor Daddy"
and Nazimova's "A Doll's Ilbuse"
2,400).

passed

$8,000, real surprise.

Modern (28-40; capaeity 800).
"A Virgin Paradise" with Pear!
White, and "Hatidle With Care"

I

I

Moore's Rialto (Capaeity, 1,900).
Lon Chaney In "The Trap." Appeared to be steady draw for afternoon and evening shows, and had
it not been for warmer weather may

have held up. (Srale, mornings 30,
afternoons. 40, evenings 50.)
About
$12,000.

Loew's Palace (Capacity 2,500).—
Ay res in "The Ordeal.* No
could be ii 'stered on
This house goes along
business.
evenly arid with usual business
practically each week
(Seals 20-3."»
mat.. S5-S0 nights.)
Look* to have
Affnes

complaint

little,

last

managers, who up to now
preaching
optimism
been
"peppy bills."

$8,000.

Sftppod

week

Bailey in for a full week next week
put the final crimp on business.
The suburban houses, which have
been holding up well as compare*
with the nose dive the first release
houses took, have at last been hit,
and lust week saw gloom at its
height
from the out-of-the-city

—

Plane

offset-

ting any possible pick-up following
the closing of all legitimate houses
except Tremont and Colonial. The
parks continue heavy film plans for
the summer and Sells- Kioto for a

formed here is the European
Motion Picture Company, Ltd. In

be

—

possibly to 512,000.

hoped' to break the Jinx this week
with a good Sunday expenditure
on copy, featuring the White film
as "lurid love, hot hate and roseate
romance" apparently as an afterof the Sells-Floto alliterative

math

programs. Last week "The Bigamist" and "The Old Oaken Bucket"*
did little over $3,000.
Bescon (20-40; capacity 800).
Bill identical and gross practically
the same a* Modern.

Bert Siebcl has started work

J. n

htm. m

is

preparing

October

1.

first

His

contnet

merely

but he is
required to use American methods,
an American cast and American
Siebel
script in his productions.
was formerly associated with Fox
calls for foreign locales*

and

Ince.

Aliee Fleming, of "The Nest" cast,
has been engaged by D. W. Oriffith
for his next picture.

The

foreign representatives of the

United Artists have been called to
this country for the sales convention
of the organization which is to be
held in Los Anrreles.
(Iny C. Smith, who is the general
European representative, arrived

London representative,

tie

.-•

Song,

Is

doing the scenario.

is

also

Its

in

New
;t

version of Harry Von Tdwerid famous ballad, 'The
r
Mansion ol Aching Hearts." Afthui
J,
Lamb, who wrote tin lyrics of
;-.<

1n

of four pictures
to bo distributed through the American Beleasing Corporation after

Vienna on the

from Paris, and A. C. Herman,

FILM ON "ACHING HEARTS"
Al
screen

to

with

In first releu.se pietures,

muggy weather more than
The

7.

The slump continues from had

S.

—

next Week.
Under Louis
Mayer's supervision John If.
J
^ani and Reginald
Darker are pir-

"The

Newman Fox Pictures
in Two Houses

in

—

start

two dramas.

Smith

Extensive advertising, free news- torate, Edwin J. Smith was appaper publicity given the star, and pointed managing director. He set
bargain -counter prices were the about collecting a 100 per cent.
combination which put over the British staff which, when completed,
"Four Horsemen" at the Newman he says, will rank second to none
for one of the biggest weeks of the with any other in the home trade.
season.
Seen here last August at One of the first men to join the
finishing "Rags to Riches" under the Shubert at regular Shubert new organization was E. M. Bates.
the direction of Wallace Worsley house prices, the picture failed to M. C, formerly secretary to Film
for Harry Rapf and Warner Bros. draw anywhere near what was ex- Booking Office. He holds the same
Rapf is to produce "Brass" for War- pected, but the 35-cent mats and position with European.
the 50-75 night prices at V:i NewThe plans of the new company
ner Bros, within the next month.
Two Selznick pictures are in the man were more to the fans' liking. call for the release within the comIt
has
been held over, but sent to ing year of some 356 subjects of
making at United lots. One by
varying lengths with a total negaElaine Hammerstein is the biggest the Royal for this city week.
Several unusual incidents were tive footage of over one million feet.
yet for this star. Owen Moore is
the other Selznick player. Richard noticeable last week in connection The list includes Jewel super proWalton Tully has started "Omar, the with the bills at the five principal ductions, five-reel Universal atAt two Fox tractions, Universal serials, twoTentmaker," starring Guy Bates down-town houses.
Century comedies, two- reel
Post. Constance Talmafge is mak- pictures were running, both having reel
been
produced
by
the
same di- "Western dramas, one -reel Star
ing "East Is West," while Norma
Talmadge is preparing a story. rector. The Novak sisters were also comedies, together with several
Ruth Roland is finishing a serial for seen at two of the houses, Eva in brands and specials yet to be anPathe through M. C. Levee, presi- the "Last Trail" and Jane in the nounced.
While the new arrangement for
dent of the United studios. Lloyd "Rosary." In the later picture local
Universale
of
Hamilton is started on his biggest interest was also centered in Wal- the distribution
lace
Beery,
a local boy who made product becomes operative at once,
program to date. Jackie Coogan
his
first
announced
professional
it
is
does
conflict
appearance
it
not
will soon begin another.
Metro's "Peg o* My Heart" will with the old Woodward Stock here with the present bookings of Universal
features
being
operated
start by July 1. King Vidor is to some years ago.
Estimates for last week:
through Film Booking Offices, whose
direct.
Newman. "The Four Horsemen" contract with Universal has ex(Metro) (Seats 1,980; scale, mats pired so far as further releases .are
35, nights 50-75).
Rodolph Valen- concerned.
FRANKLIN LEAVES
tino.
Carl Laemmle, who is the maPicture put on with brillfant
Shea's General Director Walks Out musical setting and with vocal se- jority shareholder In the new company,
lections
leaves New York for London
as
added
feature
by
Lillian
on Buffalo
Crossman and Frank Ridge. Grossed about June 15.
nearly $22,000.
Buffalo, June 7.
Royal. "Shame"
(Fox producThe retirement of Harold B.
WASHINGTON'S OPENING
Franklin as general director of tion) (Seats 900; scale, 35-50, chilJohn Gilbert,
the Shea Amusement Company, this dren 10 all times).
Strand to Start Again
Moore's
new
star to Kansas City, looked
week furnished the principal topic
Business Dropping Off
Picture pleased.
for the local rialto. For some time upon as comer.
past, it has been known that con- Lloyd Garrett, tenor, added attracWashington, D. C, June 7.
Business, about $6,000.
siderable friction existed between tion.
Summer weather is beginning to
Twelfth Streets— "The Last Trail"
Franklin and certain members of
the company, the situation culminat- (Fox) (Seats 1,100; scale 30, chil- creep into the business of the picNone apparently
Regular thriller from ture theatres.
ing about 10 days ago in a confer- dren 10).
ence between Franklin and M. Shea, Zane Grey's novel, featuring Eva complaining, but the business seems
and
Rosemary Theeby. to be a little off. Uncle Sam is
after which the former's resignation Novak
was handed up. Franklin leaves Breaking of huge dam and flooding continuing the earlier working
of
village
big
scene.
Reported hours, the stores their regular time,
Buffalo this week to take up posiand had it not been for considerable
tion as controlling director of a $2,400.
Liberty. "The
Rosary" ( First rain throughout the week the sumstring of theatres for a film comNational)
(Seats 2,000; scale 35-50). mer parks where pictures are shown
pany, with headquarters in New
should have gotten a splendid agYork city. Current talk here traces Lewis S. Stone, Dore Davidson and
Story intensely dra- gregate of business.
Franklin's Buffalo activities back to Jane Novak.
Considerable interest is being
Picture did
1915, when he came here on a small matic and well acted.
manifested in the reopening of
salary to handle the New Lyric for not create special interest; business
Moore's
Strand on Ninth street,
Max Spiegel and the late Mitchell around normal.
Doric— "Beauty's Worth" (Fa- closed for nearly a year. The film,
Shortly after, the Family
Mark.
"The Spirit of '76." opened there
also came under Franklin's wing, mous Players) (Seats 1,000: scale
Marion Davis, with Forrest Sunday night.
he putting both houses across de- 60).
Estimates for last week:
spite adverse conditions and indif- Stanley as leading man. Interest in
Loew's Columbia (Capacity 1,200).
ferent backing. Coming to the Shea story offset by magnificent cosVera Gordon in "The Good Probanner in 1917, he forged rapidly tumes exhibited by star. Picture vlder." Considerable interest,
and
into a commanding position in the heavily advertised and played on
shared first honons on drawing,
business here, and subsequently in percentage basis, but did not go
with little Jackie Coogan at Cranover for any great amount.
the industry at large.
Other feature pictures in opposi- dall's Metropolitan. (Scale 35 mat..
His going is hailed with relief by
night.)
Warm weather
at
the vaudeville houses: 30-50
his competitors, with curiosity by tion
"Her Winning Way"; forced gross down to about $7,500.
those who have wondered at his Mainstroet,
Crandall't
Metropolitan
(Capamethods, and with regret by the Globe, "The Heart of the North"; city
1,750).— Jackie
Coogan
in
newspaper fraternity. His departure Pantnges, "French Heels."
"Trouble." This little star has won
marks the exit from Buffalo of one
firm spot in the hearts of Washof its most striking and picturesque
CAPITOL THIEVES SENTENCED ington picture fans and picture
showmen.
The three men who robbed the held business up very well. Usual
Capitol, New York, Dec. 18, last, second feature was Pen Turpin in
MISS SWEET COMING EAST
were sentenced Monday by Judge "Step Forward." (Scale 20 35 mat.,
35-50 nights.)
May have gotten
Talley in General Sessions.
Los Angeles, June 7.
John Buckley and Thomas Dono- above last week's figure, or close to
he Sweet left here today for

J°

is finishing at
Metro under
JJ direction of Hex Ingram. DougFairbanks, Mary Pick ford and
JJ"
a ck Piekford
are all doing specials
r °r
United Artist*.
R-C has RobThornby finishing the "Wreck£•." the Carter do Havens 0:1 a

Has "Horsemen"

City

the time.
Universal, having finished several
chapter plays, is turning its attention toward specials under the Universal-Jewel banner. Vitagraph has
Larry Semon, Alice Calhoun, Bill
Duncan and Earle Williams at the
grind.
Wesley "Freckles" Barry is

"The Bonded Woman."
Pink Gods," "The Ghost Breaker."
Manslaugl tor,"
"The Impossible
«r«. Bellow."
"Clarence," and three

Orchid"

at

Charles Parrot and Paul Parrot
comedies and Harry Pollard comedies.
The "His Rascals" company
of kids and animals is active all

hands,"

narin K

Company Formed

to Earth"

Kansas

clicking of the

Us FOREIGN FILMS

York.
The United Artists

ing

11

tries,

exchange*
tlis

latest

In

is

now operat-

Kuropean coun-

opened

Hiram
Czef ko-Slovakia.
Ni w York Saturday
left
Coaj t.

being

in

Aluams
for

the

,

»
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PROTECTION

FAMOUS PLAYERS LOEW RECORD
DEAL:i ZUKOR MAINTAINING PRICES
Exhibitors Said to

of the Japanese pirating American pictures, as reported in last week's Variety, is followed up by George Mooser
who uncovered the film pirates in Tokyo and made them return the
duped "Way Down East" by saying that until tho American producers get together to strengthen their hands by refusing to supply
film to any exhibitor in the Far East who shows a pirated American
picture, after they have been notified, there wilt be no security
for
buyers or sellers of American pictures in that territory.
Mr. Mooter says Kamoa of Tokyo and Goldenberg of Shanghai
,are the most flagrant offenders. They are exhibitors, he adds, and
would not be able to operate were their supply of American 'films
cut off.
In Variety's story last week Mr. Mooser explained how the dupers
In the Orient secured the duplicated pictures.
Mr. Mooser went to
Japan in the interests of United Artists. His personal letters leave
the impression he is convinced the Far East may be protected for
American film interests if the subject is seriously taken up over

Have Exploited Low Rate on GEORGIA EXHIBITORS

Reissues in Price Arguments to Other Distributors, Concealing Class of Service

LEAVE NATIONAL BODY
Follow Lead of N. Y. Exhibitors

Famous

Players btl concluded
what is said to he the largest contract ever negotiated between a
producer-distributor and an exMarcus I^oew
hibitor.
It is with

—Meeting

ALREADY

$1,250,000

Over Uniform

here.

Contract

ON FAIRBANKS' FILM
A development

within

the

PUTNAM LEASES STUDIO

past

week in connection with the split in
and Involve** all classes of service
the national organization brought Takes Over Thanhouser Plant to
Estimated "Robin Hood" Will about
»by the re-election of Sydney
commercial
run
run.
first
to
from
Make Whitlock Series
The Zukdr organization's cam- Have Cost $1,500,000 When. S. Cohen as president, was the
breaking away from the national
Putnam Co. Tuesday conA.
M.
paign of 42 pictures up to late JanFinished
organization of the Georgia body. cluded a lease on the Thanhouser
uary has been In the open only
about two weeks, but from sources

outside the company it is declared
Douglas Fnirbimks is si id to have
that results have been satisfactory. spent, or planned to spend, in sets
being
maintained
Prices
are
and other charges $1,250,000 on his
throughout, according to the best
.production of "Kobin Hood."
The
information obtainable.
When the fall and winter sched- picture has been in the making avvcral
months.
It is expected it will
ule of prices was laid down, the
branch managers are said to have take at least four more months to
been discouraged. They had been complete it, the release probably
expecting the home office would in- being set for late September or early
dicate some disposition to leave the October.
The negative cost, it is said,
exchange men some discretion in
will
reach
$1,500,000.
prices, so they could have some lee- probably
Those
who have looked over the
way in negotiating a tough sale.
plant
declare
is
it
by
long
odds the
Nothing of the sort happened. The
scale was laid down cold, and at a most ambitious picture Fairbanks
has
ever
attempted.
higher rate than the exchange men
had looked for.
The out-of-town sales force is
said to have regarded the price
declaration with misgivings, since
it made their sales drives so much
K. C.
more difficult. Results so far are
said to have greatly encouraged

LEGION FILM AUSPICES

DISPUTED AT

them.

There

another

angle

to the
exhibitors,
who
necessity of getting down admission prices, are trying to save in rental prices, and
have been using all sorts of arguments on the distributors. One of
them addressed to the* competitors
of Famous Players was most in-

price

is

question.
realize the

genious.

A.

who had been

New

The

Jersey exhibitor

dealing intermittently

"A Man Without a Country
Disclaimed by Central Committee Chairman
Kansas

-City,

June

7.

The Twelfth Street theatre has
been leased from the Newman interests for the week for the showing of "The Man Without a Country."
The picture Is advertised as

with an independent distributor,
sought an interview with the gen- "The Official American Legion PicIts showing and the preeral manager, and demanded a lower ture."
rate of rental, lie said that unless liminary advertising have started a
split
in
the ranks of the city cenhe received concessions he would
have to go over to full Famous tral committee, representing the
Players service, because that com- various Legion posts in Kansas

pany was

offering bargains.
The
exhibitor cited the fact that he had
an offer from Famous Players to
furnish a feature ahd a comedy
daily change for $52 a day.
The distributor threw up his

City.

The advertising, which has been
most extensive, appeals to the patriotism of all Americans and states
the picture is presented under the
auspices and for the benefit of the
hands and admitted he could not American Legion.
The first notice of a misundermeet such a price. The best he
could do for the class of service de- standing at least came in a pub r
lished
letter from
O.
K.
Stark,
scribed was more than twice the
price quoted.
The exhibitor dis- chairman of the city central complayed a folded contract on the mittee, who said: "In view of the
fact the public is being solicited
Famous
Players'
form
which
seemed fully to substantiate the for the sale of tickets to a showing
of the motion picturce. 'A Man Withexhibitor's
statement.
The distributor^ could not make the price, out a Country/ in the name of the
and the two parted, but the inci- American Legion, I feel the andent, repeated in several exchanges nouncement should be made the
and to several distributdrs, gave American Legion posts of Kansas
rise to the general rumor Famous City have no financial interests in
Players was beginning a throat-cut- these performances and will not
ting campaign.

The whole trade was
until the story got
the shrewdest film
ness.
lie caused

made.

frig Mcncd

around

to

one of

men
an

in the DU*iinquiry to be

developed the $52 rate
was being made only on reissued
pictures, such as the series released
about a month or two ago at the
lvivoli

The

It

and Hi alto.
rate that looked ridiculously

low for new material then took on
another aspect. Most such services
would be sold at probably $25 a
day, since all rentals from reissues
are pure velvet fotPa going producer, particularly at this time of
year, when new release; are small
in volume and reissues arc handy to
fill

In

A

producing

g;ip.

At another time the reissue

Is

a

pretty -expensive proposition for the
producer. 8umm< ime is a period
of low production and
ormal de-

mand.

The producer has

to stretch

his product over the widest possible
area.
In the regular season every
playing date for a reissue it a seduced price would absorb that much
potential time for a new and high
rental picture, so that in the end
the producer would be out of

pocket. He would be getting from
$10 {j $.'i0 for a play date on a reissue 'that would otherwise have
bi ought
him in three times that
sum for a new pict re

ORIENT

IN

The matter

benefit thereby.
The city central
executive committee, representing
the combined Kansas City posts has
not given its sanction, to the exhibition and is not interested in the

At a meeting of the Georgia exhibitors it was
voted that they
would follow in the wake of the
New York state organization and
walk out on the M. 1*. T. O. A. and
allied themselves with the proposed
federation of stale units which is
shaping and in the process of formation at this time.

The New York organization has
had three meetings with Will if.
Hays in regard to the uniform con-

M

The same picture played, Cu rider
auspices) three weeks at the Woods'
theatre. Chicago, renting the theatre

from A.

II.

Woods

at

a

weekly

rent of $1/»00, paying the manage$10,500 In all for the engageThe picture was reported to
having done quite well the first
week, fairly the second, and the
third week barely i" ew the rental.

ment

ment.

The Wcllinont

theatre will open in
Monlcliir, N. J., Frid ly. It seats
Frank L. Smith will direct
3.000
the Wellmont.
'

(

Bud

will direct.

LILWAN GISH'S

OWN

PRODUCING COMPANY

torney for Select, representing the
producers and
distributors,
and

'

Griffith

Bernard Fdlohertz, Lou Blumenthal
and Leo Brecher for the T. O. C. C.
D. W. Griffith. Inc., has about
Mr. Hays and Senator James J. completed plans for Lillian Gish to
Walter are also aciing with the produce a series of features under
committee.
her own management and with her
Thus far the points that have own organization for release via
been taken up are merely general United Artists.
inasmuch as they cover only tentaShe is the second Griffith star to
tive points of the contract. Neither branch out Into independent enterside has submitted a rough draft prise, Richard Barthelmess having
as yet as to what they would want gone into independent production
to embody in tho proposed contract. on his own some time ago.
It is settled the points that will be
Miss Girh will use the Griffith
discussed, are the delivery of all studios in Marmaroneck, N. Y., and
pictures contracted for on the part her ventures will be made under
of the distributor, the play or pay the supervision- of Mr. Griffith ana
phrase and the active operation of Under the auspices of Griffith, Inc.,
the contracts immediately on the although her producing unit will be
signing on the part of the exhibi- under her own control.
tor.
The latter angle will do away
with the holding of contracts by
INJUNCTION WAS GIVEN
sales forces for the betterment of
The appeal by Horace Goldin from
terms with opposition houses.
York
Supreme Court Justice
New
Just what the status of the Cohen organisation will be when they Deleha nly's decision denying his
walk into the conference with Hays motion to restrain the Weiss BrothMonday is more or less conjecture ers Clarion Photoplays, Inc., from
releasing a film expose of "Sawing
at this time.
a Lady in Half Will be argued June
1C before the Appellate Division.
Atlanta, June 7.
Meantime Goldin has secured a
The Georgia Amusement Protective Association held its first gen- temporary injunction up to that
They period restraining the Yurlhcr reeral meeting here Monday.
adopted by-laws which prohibit lease of the film, although Justice
existing ex- Delehanty previously denied him
affiliation with any
hibitor association. This means that temporary relief. The case was rethe Georgia state exhibitor organi- ferred back to. the jurist when counzation is breaking away totally from sel for the magician showed that the
affidavit of Jean Belasco charging
the M. P. T. O. A.
The officers elected are Joseph collusion was not served on them,
Burton, president;
Mrs. Charles although the judge did have it on
Cinciola, first vice president; B. J. which to adjudicate the injunction.
Rdenfield, second vice president; Y. Through this failure to servo the
F. Freeman, secretary and treas- damaging affidavit no defense was
.

WHY

urer,

and Willard Patterson,, chair-

interposed.

man

of the executive committee.
S. A. Lynch, who heretofore has not

been

affiliated

with any exhibitor

and who

is

the

Fa-

New
W.

Haven, June

A. True, firm

7.

Cohen henchman

and one of the men behind the
steam roller in the Washington convention of the M. P. T. O. A., was
re-elected president of the Connecticut state organization of exhibitors at the meeting held here

on Monday.

MACBONALD, AN R-C UNIT
Los Angeles, June 7.
Another producing unit his been
ulded to the H-C roster. Sherwood
M tcDonald. one of the early picture
directors, who has been out of piclures for some time, returns as director and producer of Gloria Joy
comedies, to be released in two-reel
form. Miss Joy Is but II years old
and h is just completed a tour of the

Panlagcs
contracted
corned iea,

circuit.

with

MacDonald
It-C

for

12

has
such

COAST

Abrams and Foreign Agents
Leave

Los Angeles June

for

5—"Deal"
Hiram
United

Denied

Abrams,
Artists,

president
for

left

officers

pany and

main

its

the

foreign agents.

In the party were Mr. Abramsi
Charles W. Herman, London manager; Guy Croswell Smith. Pari*
manager; Fdward Prager. financial
advisor; Paul Laaaruo, director of
publicity, and Sales Manager Green.
The principal object of the^ inn
is to attend the annual convention
of branch managers, but it is said

Abrams wants

discuss matters

to

of

policy
with Charlie Chaplin.
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford.
The home office is always in
touch with D. W. Griffith, whose
studio is in the East, and his views
on the matters pending are fully
known. He is engaged in the making of a new picture, the working
title of which is "At the Grange,
and does not accompany the officials on their trip.
Mr. Abrams, before his departure,

declared there is nothing in tho
trade gossip which connects United
Artists with a possible alliance with
First .National-Gold wyn if that com
biuatiou goes through.
Tho flat
declaration that euch a deal it

pending has naver been made, but
trade authorities still persist that
sort of agreement involving
United Artists and its subsidiary
and either Goldwyn or First Na
tional-Goldwyn, although it prob
ably would be in the distant future,,
is the only logical solution
of tu
present business situation.

some

10c.

OR ANY OLD WAY

Binghamton House Trying Hard
Binghamton, N. Y, June

7.

Binghamton gets first run picturoi
at 10 cents this week as the resul
of a new price policy instituted al
the

Binghamton theatre by Manaj

H. M. Addison.
films,

Bills,

which

wil

Goldwyn

feature

will

be

and Paramount
changed Mondayi

Wednesdays and Fridays.

To

those persons who have neve
visited the Binghamton, the man-

agement
box

this

week

If

offering

fr<

office.

To

parties

of

th«

womei

making previous arrangements will
tho management, there will he

Los Angeles, June 7.
Asking that the court hold an
special matinee price of 'a dollar a|
early trial on the divorce suit of
dozen."
For children in arms nc
Constance Talmadge against John I. admission

charge.
man of New York,
Hilton Cohen, representing the picBEBE DANIELS THREATENED
ture star, explained there will be no
Los Angeles, June 7.
defense offered by the husband.
The life of Behe Daniels wa
In the suit Pialoglou is charged
threatened
again last week. Tin
with cruelty and such nagging that
time the film player was warned she
"her life was. a burden."
Miss Talmadge is shortly to sail would be slain unless depositing Mc
for Kurope, and is anxious to deter- 000 at a specified place. Miss Pan-I
ids' mother, who received the notej
mine the outcome of her suit.
Pialoglou accepted service from turned it over to federal iiithorilicfl
his attorneys, filed an appearance They believe it was sent by the sanU
and then defaulted, which <s a sign person who recently threatened The^
he is not going to contest his wife's odore Kosloff.
Charles Caprice. 'Ileged lo hav<
charges.
gone to Miss Daniels" home for tl
alleged purpose of slaying hei
f«l
Hastings' New Job
Mrtcfc* igo, has been granted lilyrli
Charles W. Hastings, formerly l»y
the lunacy commission tud wd
publicity miu for Distinctive Picbe sent back east.
tures, md before that a film trade
During the Caprice hearing lh<|
journal editor, Ins joined the Mcrdefendant denied he Intended to W
rit Crawford publicity office aa asthe film star and said lie was *<
sist ant to Crawford.
here by a man named McN.nnaW H
do aa directed or h himself woul
Madge Kennedy will return |o the
screen under the direction of tho. be murdered.
Kelma Corporation, a new firm. She
will make six special productions
The American. Be Hon, Tex opeaj
supported by an a1l-*tar cast.
last week.
Pialoglou, tobacco

l

•

.

•

fo

Business

admission, upon application at

7ALMADGE DIVORCE EARLY

of

cou*t

accompanied byof the com.

5)

the principal

t

.

ON

WAY TO THE

Monday (June

The first meeting took place Monday afternoon. It was followed by
subsequent meetings Tuesday and
yesterday mornings.
A committee
comprising John M. Quinn, of Vit- Will Produce Series of Feaagraph; Sidney Kent, of Famous
tures for Big Four Under
Players, and Carl W. Kirch way, at-

This started things and brought mous Players associate, is 100 per
an announcement from the officials cent for the new organization, even
of the state department of the Le- though Patterson, the First National
gion that the picture wis under franchise holder in the territory, is
their supervision and that the pro- the dominant factor In the new orceeds would be used to purchase ganization.
tho picture for free showing it
various posts in the state.
A number of the city central committee sided with their Chairman
and declare the presentation of the
picture is uiun'ccssary,
posts here
are not short of funds, and, that
the public has been called Upon
often enough recently to .support
the Legion affairs.

pleted, and it is planned to spread
the series out to 26. Stories are by
Major Rosa Whitlock. William P.

tract.

organization

sale of tickets.

studio plant la New Kochelle, N. Y.,
where the remainder of the 2C short
subjects, "Tales of the Tenements,"
will be made.
Four of the series have been com-

"BIG 4" CHIEFS
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MERGER VOGUE ON
—

r

RUNS MEAN NOTHING,

SPECIAL

CLAIM THE EXHIBITORS

!

WWS

DEALS SHOW

3

WARNING

ISSUES FLAT

ON MORAL CONDUCT OF STARS

TENDENCY OE

!

New

"Nero" and "Silver Wing*" Being Watched in
York Bearing Out Predictions Public Is

—

—

;

4-

Action for Damages Also Against
and particularly' within the last
Los Angeles Bankers
weeks of special features presented
along Broadway with a view to nahas
them,
advertising
Los Angeles, June 7.
tionally
brought about the realization that
A decision by the courts will tell
run
extended
special
the
of
day
the
whether or not the Special Pictures
actively conIs about ended.' Those
Corporation and the Los Angeles
nected with the presentation of pictures for these special runn within bankers who financed it are open for
the past few months who have been damages because the company went
present at the theatres while the
out of business and failed to release
pictures were being exhibited state
pictures placed in its custody by inthat they have experienced some
box
dependent producers.
rather remarkable scenes at the

The

Is now wised up to the
when a .producer ox dis-

The public

suit, originally

here by

filed

A. L. Hart, retired capitalist of .Hollywood, against the corporation, was

tributor of pictures presents a picture on Broadway for one of these

reopened last week. The company

is

only doing it for adver- sued for an accounting and $148,000,
the amount of profits Hart alleges he
tising purposes and that instead of
paying the advanced prices asked would have made had the defendant
not gone out of business.
for the premiere showings they can
•ft' back and get the same producis

neighborhood houses

at their

tions

regular prices.
^uring the run that the Griffith
feature "Orphans of the Storm" had
at' the Apollo, New York, It was noticeable the prediction made last
fall" when Mary Pickford In "Little
Lord Fauntleroy and Douglas Fairbanks in "The Three Musketeers"
failed to set the world on fire as
advanced
at
attractions
ipecial
>rices, to the effect that special runs
tad lost their puTl, was on the way,
to be verified.
"vVilliam Fox's experiences during
the last three weeks with two of
ifs special for the coming year, "Siller Wings"
at the Apollo, and
'fCero" at the llyric, are bearing out
the prediction mo/re fully.
^Nero,"' really
a super-feature,
nade abroad under* the direction of
Gordon Edwards, and replete with
hrills that rank it With "The Birth
f a Nation" as
an attraction, is
ailing to draw. The picture during
ta Initial week
at the Lyric did
iroand $3,700.
Last week it did
lightly better, but not enough to
warrant elation on the part of the
roducers.
An average business of
ibout $600 a day was done with the
veek going to about $4,300.
This
at the

DU-J O.<rr.?e:ve* comewhere for eelfString
with protection, but bow tb?s » g *
^.k..lL»« and_BachinanJ
«„ A n_~U_~»_ J to be trc ugh*. aJx ut ia st.ll a viatt^r
bchulberg^
< ha «
lh€ f „._,._
N hJPg
—Look for Four Bi S cf
o rr.e to the surf-ace. W.llJam K x
Amalgamations
a^so figures in the dope, but Fox i-

DIRECTOR ON B'WAY

watching the tualnssS on

Press Agent Becomes Head of

"Demonstration Laboratory"

«

i'ew York houses a sort of demonstration laboratory.
Famous Players furnishes all the
exhibitors on its books with exploitation Ideas, but the carrying
out of the idea sometimes is expensive.
Local exploitation in all
the states is tremendously valuable
to Famous Players In getting its
trademark before the public, and
the exhibitor can't always see where
the individual profit to him Is adequate.
He has to be fold in the

I

J

idea.
•

The institution of the Broadway
exploiter is designed as a conjf
tn ,. exploitation Ideas
vU)CCr<
F;im ,, Uf players
tn%9 bav ,. bf .,. n
,

•

p iayr rH
.

espenae, and hav; brought Tttsults, it look! like a reasonable arimsent f'<r the exchange man to
preoent to his cuitonieri.

,

1
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CHARGE

into new affiliations.
entire United Artists administration is on Its way to the Coast
this week for the annual salesmen's
Hiram
wstk.
nest
convention
footloose:

The

will confef personally with
Chaplin, Fairbanks and Mary Pickford, and out of thi« exchange of
views will probably foro* a settled

Ahrams

policy for the future.
When the Flratt National Goldwyn
deal Is set, liniU 'I Aftista it »nds

between two
^'<.j.«

lU

:,.
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make

\(

a fitri.t,
struggle, for
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disclosed that Maurice Tourneur. J
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\'i: r«-r Held, Jr
other independent had fo rme d a thr«»cornered combii it ion each pted|
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IntttSSta.
All the downtown theatre* mere
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Sunday ascent the Strand.
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Nugent, the peSSOCrStlC leader in
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lodged last week and Jhe hearing
on these, was likewise .id>ourr>edk
Opening a theatre .Sunday has already been adjudged maintaining a
disorderly house in N»«.v J»r*ey, and
M.tutes a serious offen«e. The
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In^d-tch.
Tbe Valentino bigamy eharges.
Sere dismissed this w« * k and the
•tax is preparing to begin ,wcrk St
toe Laaky let within the next week
Mini. N-a-3iova. who
e>r ten dU \ s.
was called as a w.tnees in the action, obtained consent of the attorneya apd the prC'S»eeux.ir :n tbe cs.se
to depart fsjr. New Yerk. after sh#
had explained all ihat she knew
regarding the affair.
» Jean
Aeker.. former Mrs. VHlendeputed feT N,**
tir.o. has aiso
Tork, where she is to appear in
r special feature-, storking under
|

;•

i

n arr\ai

'W WINTER

a formal deniaj Jo ttu. charge of
attack that .was brought against him
ty Dorothy Clark, and intimated
to Lba
that he wltf £ghi lha S^lsW

|

farmed
nn •

*••

going

lid is

Pending the ar.r
t.« r.t (f the
the producing vr.'ts releasr.
dual \'r.KT<
ing through that machine. Some c-f F.r>t Nail
Pirsl N*athe minor pnits are protesting that ki a good deal (f Itii
'.•.:•
as,
irly
to, ththeir product is not being proper'} tional. partit
The j of several of the Independent -».
pushed by the> sales fcrce.
home office meets this kick \>y (that have l-c,n :•
>.r.g thr<.
the name of Mr ? Ro4olpll Valein,pointing out that the material that that concern. The first deal to get ;.r.o.
She :« legally entitled to' use
Ls nrioving slowly U only product of
S;to the eren was the departure c-f th*- name for. a juried e f at U&*t
poor quality, and that merit rather 'Preferred P. tun
li
which made
-•
rhs mere, at which time
than lack of energy in the sa> s the {Catherine slacTJQnald fegituree
•<rlocutcry d*^ r rfe of divorce
force -or favoritism is, the answer. heretofore d.s:r:tuted v>".P-">* ^«*- Si
*9 et|e« :.\*
It la understood
Meanwhile the question of what po- tional.
fh\t eastern captal Jsd the
sition Richard Rowland is going to
This mater. al Will he handled by a y»
and ihfr idea of ra; -.tal-z.ng
occupy and where J. D. Williams new company headed ty- AJ L>l: - the r.-me «.f the biggest male screen
will stand when the dust settles Is man, who was for a time in ne^ crea- drawing eard looks aa.th' ath it will
agitating the whole organisation. tion for the sales managers!.. o of get the mcr.ey.
The franchise holdtra are pot at First Nsiiosai;
--rp an-1
lOSSl, li I' ^
all pleased at the way they have J. G, Bachman. It Ls called the Al
|
been kept in the dark over the Lichtman Corporation, L.chunan is DISORDERLY HOUSE
Newark. N. J.. June 7.
Coldwyn deal.
quoted as e^v *r*g thiit, phys.cal disThe hearing c4 the managers acLichtman does ne>t love the First tribution pill be handled by an exCiRed
by
the Centre Amusement
Xationul administration, which re- isting organization in wb.ch "exhibCo. of opening Sundays was a«lcently turned him down, and It itors as well as exchangemen are
Jrurned again until- this wc*k.
would seem on the surface that his interested."
New charges broueht by xhc* nam*
organization nf on rxrhango rhaln
In (tbS< ti«de thti assumption )m
interests against the managers f"r
just at this time may be designated made that this refers to the e^rigmal
disorderly
houses were
steeping
to draw away producers who are 3 :rst
Nat:onal co-operative ex-

jj/...-.<

'

looks as though the

It

to be clamped down hard on all the
fast stepi.>ers of the cellule-id cofony
and the boys and girl« who have
peon break. ng the SSSts] si««-ed lawa
are going to have a c* p. on their
trad.
Herbert Rawhnson >etsterday Jited

]

Morgan Wallace, Margaret

Atrong.
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amount
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ff'rr.r

Griffith has completed th<
for hla next pi't'ir'- for T r» t « .1
it
Includes Carol
Ar*! -? release,
Hull.
Portei
Henry
Dempftter,
l»

tuna

of
rightfully

cli-

its

Famous
Famous Play-

theatre*, at

-

to
in

<-rs'

JntauiR

lose,

hands
HU.,i

t ,.

rm

eral.

i

,

\ar
^•itor

ttu se

di-

I;

fr.rm of lncrensed r'-nrals
[0"pay
the losses that the producer

through

as

have no change of

Che, staff Will,

in the

fecumu

remain

will

personnel.
The Idea behind the appointment
seems to be that Famous Players
lh trying to push the theory of exploitation generally throughout the
qountry, and la making it« own

on Broadway idea, which they
romes out of th«-ir SOCk-

and add to the prddui rion
aml th n a PP or t^n> to the exii> the sales quotas.
The exhibitors pr.ir.t out that inpt«a"d of
getting any advantage out
the advertising
that the picture

Gasdy

Louis

rector of publicity, and the rest of

•I really
j[

Rivoli,

atres,

them.
They feel the producers
soon see the foolishness of the

J

Times Square the.Rialto and Criterion.

Players'

«

ha\e

:

change position*. ed by the former postmaster gen-

will

Schnitxer going over to the generalmanagership of Universal, the job
other interests. This last amalga- vacated by Bexman.
mation is vague and not yet :c even
Out of this circumstance it was
the preliminary stages of developthe trade that
ment, but with the trade situation promptly predicted in
were
as it is, a fourth big ur.;; ia coked Robert son -Cole and Universal
amalgamation.
eve
an
on
the
of
upon as inevitable.
This week's box score of n*w Such an alliance wcu/.d solve a numalignments includes a partnership ber of difficulties in which cornof Al Lichtman. B. P.. Schulfeerg fa r.i.s are involrc-4. It would cut off
one distributing organization at an
'and J. G. Bachman as distributors
a deal belvteeu Roberta*: n-Cole and\ enormous saving to both units and
Universal and as. association of ft wouid oVofg "tvack into asse-ciation
Maurice* Tourneur, J. Parker Read the triumvirate that formerly ruled
and ancther independent for State Uarrersal F\ A/Pcwt/rs. who has
rights production. These are rela- taken over ccr.Trol cf koUrtson
w.::..r. the last five months,
tiytly small affairs, to be sure, but (
(hey furnish a straw to ahow the Rebert Cochran and Carl Laemmle.'
r Jr. control.
direction of the w;nd toward new Who have teen tt
Or." en the financial side and the
combinations.
ther on the prod
n side.
Things are boiling also wlthir. 'he
Fir*t National organization. There since Powers bOWf I t -t 'r*. m the
erj:ar..za:ivr..
is a great deal of dtssStistseUon
•

Famous

|*til
r

The two met

•

because

to

—

distributing concerns
Famous
Players,
First
National-Goldwyn.
United Artists and some pool of

,

John C. Flinn has been named

the f

1

1

'[exploitation director" of the three

7.

real

first

to lead morally clean liven in the
a lone player and always bas been. future or be banished from the
and there is SeUsSSg to indicate
Three actual film combinations that he has changed front. An- Screen. A bulletin srsa pasted in all
came out this wee*. aJl of them other whc*e future ia in the dark ef the e<«aj*. stud.e<« yesterday to
miner affairs, but the trade was is Metro. All that has come into the effect that instant dismissal
boiling with rumors of more con- the open at-cut the Loew sabeidiary
would be meted cut to anyone,
solidations to come.
The gist of is that If contemplates expanded
whether star, director cr executive.
all the conflicting talk, rumors, sugproduction beginning immediately
h
l
follow the straight and
gestions and speculation gets down
It hat been decided that Jowephl* o **J * *©
}o about this:
manager of marrow path.
geneaal
Schaltxer.
When things settle down to the Robertson -Cole, will re*re from that
Hays' ultimatum is lacked by noseasons grind by early fall, the post before the end of the month tices forwarded here by ofBc:a>s at
situation will probably have sifted and will be replaced by IA A. Ber-l^K*
aca<j. c* •}& vari**** ititti(M]iin
eiown to four major producing and man, general manager of Universal associated in
the corporation

,

Fox feature* very ejosety I

of the manner in which
#«ver the Hill." a real money maker
Fox of a Season ago, was hand'd

Mm

,

A*g*ie» June

The film ceany'gxt Its
jolt from Will H. Hays ir
ci
man.r.g that lh-

J

)i8iness

ory are
the two

Ijo9

.

'.

.

is
figured ruinous for a
kHure that should get at least
KKO00 to $12,000 on the week wi»h
wo shows a day at $1.65 top.
At the Apollo "Silver Winds'' is
ardly attracting any patronage and
he house is being operated at a loss
f about J&.000 weekly.
Fox rs rentboth houses.
Exhibitors in the New York terri-
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Lichtman
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COMPANY QUITS

two

runs he

— Former

Robinson-Cole Alliance with
Universal
Ai
Indicated

1

SUIT AFTER

general survey of the business
done within the last few months

A

fact that
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Bulletin Posted in Coast Studios
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SUCCESS TO SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE
/

/

That goes

for

Lee and Jake, or any

of the other Shuberts, or those with or against

them.

)

have been with the Shuberts
rave
if

when

the box office where

I

for years

and

am

still

appear doesn't click at

temperamental.

least $30,000 for the

Like them,

I

week or more:

the house will hold them.

Permit

me

a

jwhen Al Jolson

little

modesty and

commenced

to turn

I

will

say the wave

them away. That was long ago, and am

ing them.

Now

dangling a

fish line

of big capacity theatres started

over the side for the coast.

still

turn-
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LONDON CUTTING SALARIES
CHINESE OPERA CO. OF 30

"BANK ACCOUNT CLUB'' CONTEST VARIETY
I

LATEST BUSINESS STIMULATOR
Syracuse Theatre Launches Ticket and Selling Campaign With Several Cash Inducements for
Leaders Coupon Books Medium

—

English

Syracuse, N. Y., June

14.

new

stunt to stimulate business
* the dog days and to build up
latronage for the winter season as
Ifloli was launched this week by the

GOING TO GET HOME?

by Nathan
Europe
and Utica, with

tobbins- Eckel, operated
Bobbins, of this city
Francis P.

Martin as resident man-

tling director.

Full

of

Tourists

Blockade If Visitors Return
About Same Time

ue until Aug.

at

once,

will

con-

12.

Sale of coupon admission books
the Robbins-Eckel is the medium
or the contest.
Members of the
lub upon enrolling are started off
ith 5,000 points.
After that It's up
them. Coupon books calling for
10, $5 and $2 worth of admission
ckets to the theatre will be placed
• the hands of the club members
'or sale,
with credits graded ac-

the custom.
The Continent, besides Britain,

Is

overflowing with Americans. There
seems to be millions of them here,
from accounts. They are arriving
In streams with every boat to every
Coming over gradually In
port.
this manner, when the crush to go
back occurs, natives here can't see
where they will secure accommodations.

Meet

9

—

IN

TORONTO

Shifting While Action

Goes

On—Orchestra Plays on Stage—Warm Weather
Comforts—Women Travel in Autos

RepresenV. A. F.

Managers

LONG

BEACH'S

Toronto, Juno

POLICE

The Chinese Opera

14.

Co. of 30 peo-

ple strikes Toronto as a unique orSubmit Two Proposals
ganization.
is composed of CeCut by Graded Percent- COMMISSIONER— TINNEY lestials directItfrom
China, with the
women of the company going to
ages or Base Reduction on
and returning from tho theatre in
Present Gross as Against Comedian
Appointed
This automobiles. They
have rented a
Average Takings Decided Week—Will Watch Ocean's building In tho business section or
the town, furnished and provisioned
Upon in Past
Beach Buys Theatre
it and live there as one family.

—

One hundred savings accounts in
he City Bank Trust Co., with which
Paris, June 14.
he theatre ties up in the scheme,
How are the Americans going to
intend returning
they
if
home
get
lit offered
to the winners in a
same time, as is usually
•Bank
contest, about the
Account
Club"
shlch, starting

Circuits

Deputation

HOW ARE AMERICANS

No Stage Waits—Crew

TRIAL
tatives

A

NOW PLAYING

'5

AGREEMENT
A

POSSIBLE

London, June

14.

conference was held late last
week between representatives of the
allied variety circuits of England
and a deputation appointed by the
Variety Artists* Federation, looking
toward a solution of the present
(Continued on page 3)

CENSORSHIP SCANDAL

The company is at tho National
and will remain here for three
Tinney'B busiest months.
weeks started Tuesday, when he
During tho plays the stage cre«v
was appointed police commissioner shifts furniture, cushions, etc., on
of Long Beach, L ng Island, now a the stage while the action proceeds
and there are no waits.
duly rated city. The same day Mr.
In warm weather the musicians,
Tinney with former Sheriff Stephen who are to ono side of the stago,
Petitt of Freeport, L. I., arranged remove their coats and vests while
for themselves, togother with Major playing.
Rasmussen, to operate tho now
Tho company is carrying trunks
building Freeport theatro In that and trunks of the most gorgeous
town, which will seat 2,400. It will costumes.
open In the early fall and play all
The troupe will go to Montreal
kinds of stage attractions.
from here, playing thrAA months at
Mr. Tinney was a commissioned that city, then expect to appear In
officer of the Navy during the war. New York and Boston.
His duties as police commissioner
at the seashore will involve the In"Critics Don't Amount to Much"
spection of the extensive bathing
Utica, N. T., June 14.

One

of

Frank

Those who have protected themselves by reservations for the homeINTO PRINT
ordingly.
ward bound voyage are said to have
The winner will be the person taken up about all of the available
"Hng the most tickets and the space toward the end of the sumA censorship Hcandal is about to beach. It draws thousands of
"Critics don't amount to much:
ount stands at $1,000. The see- mer and early fall when the rush break. For sometime past a certain bathers daily in warm weather, and none of them ever
made or broke a
the style of bathing costume worn
leave
ls an account of
It is expected to
$800; third, will start.
municipal censorship board has been
play," said Marion do Forest, speak'
fourth, $200; fifth, $150; sixth, a block of Americans marooned on most exacting in its demands for at the P.each has been often a sub- ing Monday
at a luncheon given by
ject of newspaper comment
seventh, $120; eighth, $115; this side.
eliminations and producers have
the Zonta Club.
"Daffy-Dill," an Arthur Ilammerto. $110, and tenth, $100.
discovered that if they grease the
Miss
de
Forest
is the dramatic
stein musical comedy production,
*n addition, 90 or more accounts,
ways to the extent of anywhere from with Tinney starred, will prepare critic of the Buffalo "Express" and
presenting 20 per cent, commisCENSOR CLAUSE
$200 to $500 as requested the elim- over
is also a playwright.
tho summer for an early season
• on all coupon books sold, will
inations wire permitted to go back
•warded to those making a cash
The Producing Manager*' Asso- into the pictures without any ac- premiere.
Passes for Bench Warmers
"rt weekly throughout
the cam- ciation has notified Its members tion being taken.
The Broadway, New York, billing
that before signing theatre conSeveral producers unaware of the
its current show as a "Blue Illbbon
The contest s open to all above tracts for attractions for the coming
A CARPENTER'S MIND
condition started an investigation
Bill," started the week with a bally^e of 15.
season a clause be inserted In the and discovered
companies
certain
story
spreading along hoo including a band in front of the
Tin*
Ih
contracts to the effect the producers
were passing practically all of their P.madway of a stag carpenter who house.
will not be held liable for d image*
For the first performance Monday
productions via the greased mitt lately declined to accept a present
SHOWS FOR BROADWAY suffered by a theatre When a pro- route.
One of the investigating of $50 in cash, offered him by the passes were distributed to the bench
d by local
»«re are few show* bo far proj- duction is ordered clo
companies was then informed it producer of an attraction.
The warmers of Bryant Park.
for Broadway for the sum- censors.
could also Operate along the same a\age carpenter had done his work
P''<»The new clause U largely
and
did
marked
and early fall.
lines
using
go,
well and willingly, «o much so he
Among those tection for out-of-town bookings.
Vet announced will be a huge In
attractions money, getting the goods on the cen- had helped relieve the producer to
instances
several
with her partner John T. Murray, tots
soring boird.
total ballet
some
measure over the worries of
in
weeks
everal
at rail
naat aeawMi.
played
have
a Dillingham
traduction imported which
In the particular city the present an opening.
ntnl klic'll tell )os her Itrooks' ooai| J Shubert for the Jo'.son, and New York houses
rive boon ordered
tumr.s had a Lot bo do with It
W Rhow with Eleanor Painter closed by rc.isors im \ irMMlfl parts administration is battling a number
the
manager
the
When
proffered
*!
of the newspapers and the latter present in appreciation, the carpen*Jne Century.
of the country.
L^ly. Irene and Mary" will go
The theatre BlSnageri invariably have gotten wise to the situation ler replied: "I don't want it, Mr.
Kvrrrthlnt In Attirs
Thulri
T^ho Shubert.
for
Ilia
have hckl the producers liable for They are gathering evidenco thoy Blank. Ycu have >a.d me my sal"*• tentative
13 Wr*t 401 h StTMt. N. T. O.
exploding under the poli- ary and paid me overtime. That's
title of the Painter losses, suffered by their houses due intend
all I expect."
Brooklet
No. 56
censors.
the
ticians
and
k
"Heart
censors.
the
closing
by
of
forced
a Rose."
to the
P
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Finances
< Treasury
Department) has issued

"DOVER ROAD"

amusement

in

1921,

amounting

tainment taxes and poor rate, compared with 219,455,194 in 1920 and
In last year's
148,471,329 in 1919.
figures 27,328,150 francs are included for the Assistance Publique
poor rate only paid by
< local
Amusement resorts). The recapitulation is 28,t.92,933 francs for the
four subventioned theatres, 75,906,998 francs for other legitimate, 53.982,693 francs for music halls and
cafe concerts, 9,061,046 francs for
circuses and skating rinks, 6,458,C23 francs for ball salons, 1,085,501
francs for museums (wax works,
etc.), 75,689,667 francs for moving
pictures.
The principal receipts were, In
1921, in francs: Comedie Francaise,
6,470,035;

Odeon Francaise,

MUD

3,700,-

Two New

Productions

don Last

in

VII., 2,373,910; Femina, 1,GrandOaite,
4,435.011;
720,606;
Gymnase, 2,C.uignol,
1,372,887;
715,939; Michel. l,3r.7,566; Mogador
Palace, 3:100,620; Nouveautes, 1,Royal,
Palais
4,101,664;
121,141;
Theatre de Paris, 2,712,761; Porte
St. Martin, 3,902,425; Potiniere, 1,238,768; Renaissance, 1.736,178; TheBernhardt, 2,735,709;
atre Sarah
Scala, 1.466,951; Trianon, 1,935,471;
Varietes, 3,905,266; Vaudeville. 3,692,325; Vieux Colombier, 1,168,967;
Arts, 311,213; Empire, 892,880 (now
closed for rebuilding); Deux
404,558;
(Grevin), 124,242. Additional entertainment taxes reaching 4,557,738
francs were collected for indepen-

Edouard

Nouveau

Masques,

Road" Looks Good

at the llaymarket, looks as big
here as it has been in New York.
Henry Ainley as Latimer and Allan
Aynesworth as Demonic scored

Music Halls and Concerts
halls and concerts:
Alhambra, 3,688,696 francs; AmBa-Ta-Clan,
bassadeurs,
945,649;
2,015,161; Bouffes du Nord, 1,160,Casino de Paris, 6,353,236;
673;
Cigale, 1,552,603; Eldorado, 1,970,602; Folies Bergere, 6,902,325; Gaite
Rochechouart,
1,747,193;
City, 1,397,707; Marigny, 1,185,664;
Concert Mayol, 2,265,407; Olympia,
Petit Casino. 1,043,061.
3.989,936;
Circus: Medrano, 1,714,128; Cirque
de Paris, 1.612,389; Nouveau Cirque,
2.867,541; Palais des Sports, 2,346,370 (skating).

Magic

Increase
Pictures n veal eel a great Increase, being 75,689,667 francs in

heavily.
Sir Alfred

Butt's

amusing

mildly

production

1921. 68.776.431 in 1920, 49,664,661 in

848,523; Mozart, 557,209; Auberfs
Nouveautes, 1,703,431; Omnia, 1,Opera Cinema, 1,007,359;
£.13,454;

comedy,

without

an unlikely success of any
measure.
It

is

DOLLYS' REVUE
Cochran Producing at Palace, Postponing "Music Box" Production
London, June

14.

A

revue with the Dolly Sisters in
be produced by C. B. Cochran
at the Palace before "The Music
Box Revue" production is made by
it

will

the same manager. The latter will
not be presented before December.
The Dollys' revue will follow the
completion of the run of the Cooptimists at the Palace, although
that show may be shifted to another
house.
The readvent of the Dollys together will terminate the hostess
role Jennie is now holding in a Paris
cabaret.

1,625,558; Palais
1,166,862; Parisiana,
P.ithe Palace. 1.493,742;
1.223,240;
Royal Wagram, 1,243,894; St. MarSt. Paul. 1,061.581;
1,135,120;
eel,
Tivoli, 1,665,944.
Select. 1.225.498;

were:
Elysee

Tabarin,

1,018,494
706,-

Montmartre.

135: Olympia, 132,247; Bal Bullier,
Coliseum, 633,299; Wag960,999;
inm, 979,179.

"PAY" PLAN OFF
o'

London, June

Cable:

London. Juno

ON TRIAL FOR MONTH

10 days back the papers have
been full of sensations, stories of
favorites going lame, of "hobbled"
horses, of a
hundred and one

14.

things that go to help the popuday and eventually to
the bookmakers' fortunes.
the actual day of the race the
real big thing was put over by
William Morris, who is running Sir
Harry Lauder at the Pavilion. Morris is always a good man at publicity "stunts,"' but on this occasion

June 17 on the President Garfield,
after

down

turning

the

vaudeville proposition.

larity of the

English make
On

The English managers proposed
American monologist take
a few weeks as a "trial" at a reof 12 Acts Started
that the

Bill

duced salary.
With no assurances of anything

Monday— Each

—

Minutes

Allowed 10
Riotous Hit

and not seeing

in the future

fit

he "slipped'* himself.
Days beforehand he had announced a post*
ponement of the Wednesday matinee to Thursday, because no matter

to

play "show" time at the managers'
figure, anticipating even If he did
London, June 14.
play and make good that the "trial"
Variety at the Pavilion opened salary would still be held out to
him,
D. D. H. rejected all offers,
Monday iu.iti.a_. It is on trial there
without making an appearance on
for a month, presented by Charles
this side.
B.
Cochran, who will hold the
vaudeville over for a second month
LOVE
AT 40
if successful.
Following, however,
_____
Cochran has outstanding contracts Paris Psychological Play Built on
to produce a revue at the Pavilion,
Curious Theme
and will have to proceed with that
production. It is possible though If
Paris, June 14.
the variety venture is entirely sucPierre Frontlaies' four-act psycessful, Cochran will resume it at chological piece, "Reflet," was prosome future time in the same house. duced at the Theatre Femina June

what the loss, his star insisted on
seeing the Derby.
Then, having
closed his box office against the
crowd he

The

had 12
turns, composing a classy show in
all.
Each act was allowed approximately 10 minutes, with the Duncan Sisters (American) a riotous
hit, remaining on the stage 30 minPavilion's

first

bill

,

A

and

woman.
When the friend's husband alwas especially noticeable the most discovers their secret meeting,
program did not hold one red-nose the widow proclaims herself the
The
daily,

Laughter" at the Queen's ended
after its first week. The theatre has
returned to normal with the " y as
you enter system back again.
The Butt scheme was for invited

Pavilion is playing
matinee and night.

MIDNIGHT STRIKE
Picture

o'

patrons to witness the play, then
send him a check for admissions, if
deeming piece agreeable or worth
During the week's campaign the
it.
authoress and others paraded the
streets carrying sandwich signs. It
probably summed up as no more
than a publicity stunt for the attraction.

TWO FAYS SCORE
London, June 14.
The blackface double portion of
the Frank and Gertie Fay turn at
the Victoris solidly scored, opening
the act, while the finish of the turn
did tremendously. The center calls
for cutting for the English, which
will likely be immediately attended
to.

Frank and Gertie Fay were formerly of the act over here known
as Fay. Two Coleys and Fay.

4TH C0-0PTIMIST SHOW
London, June

14.

Th«-

Very 111
London, June 14.
seriis
reported
Sir William Jury
ously ill at his home in Reading
Sir William Jury

DAY & HUNTER

LONDON, W. C, ENG.

ARPEGGIO LONDON

twice

Crowd

of Actors Hold Up
Maurice Tourneur

London, June 1.
Maurice Tourneur has not been
long in this country without running up against the all-prevalent
Trade Union idea, which hinder a
good deal of work.
The other night he was working
on a central location with a big
crowd supplied by an agent. The
terms for the crowd were a guinea
a head and the work was scheduled
to last from 7 a. m. to 4 a. m.
Half-way through, several approached the agent's representative
and explained they were practically
working through the night and had
no means of getting home. They
suggested an increase of payment.
The agents representative passed
the matter on to I. Cohn, Goldwyn's
production manager, who offered
This was refive shillings round.
jected by a large percentage of the
Cohn's
attitude
then ancrowd.
gered some of the crowd and Tourneur himself was approached.
Acting on his advice, the agent
asked those who were prepared to
accept the offer to stand on one
side.
This being done, Cohn declared he would pay 30 shillings to
them, but the people who remained
discontented would get no more
than the original sum of a guinea.
Again trouble threatened, but negotiations between the agent and
Tourneur resulted in the whole

novelist's mistress and thus saves
the situation.
The young novelist,
realizing the widow's love for him,
offers marriage, but she recognizes
the difference in their ages and temperaments and declines, marrying
an older platonic friend.
Jeanne Redly is splendiel as the

widow, but Jean Dax

is

unconvinc-

ing as the novelist.

WOODS STILL 0VEE THEKE
London, June

14.

A. H. Woods did not sail June 7
as reported. He is Just back from
the Continent and probably Isn't
certain himself yet when he will
leave for home.

NEW
Otto

MET. SINGER

Kahn

is

Paris, June 14.
visiting Vienna with

It is regarded as
probable he will secure Mme. Jeritza for the Metropolitan Opera
Company next season.

Gatti Casazza.

MOSS ON VACATION ONLY
London, June

14.

Arriving here B. S. Moss says he's
over for a vacation only.
Moss will look at everything but
book nothing, which is his story, he
says, and he's going to stick to it.

work

was

actually

in

strikes

have

these disputes.
The artists know
the employer must either give way
or lose more money and valuable
time by making; other arrangements.

parade to at

last

become a standing

"posting station" in
parks. Even then he

the

motor

was not

con-

Several charabancs retained
by Morris and his friends carried
thousands of copper coins which
they threw to the children and gypsies en route at the time-honored
call of "Throw out your mouldies."
On the course, Morris had arranged that his own individual attraction should come only second to
the historic race Lauder walked
about the Downs preceded by pipers
and was almost as much acclaimed
as was the King when he droW
through the crowds to open the
meeting the day before. Lauder
tent.

—

having retired to his box in the"
Royal enclosure with Sir Thomas
Lipton, the half million people or
more who composed the "Derby*

attendance tried to settle down

to"

racing.

The heat was

intense, but again
Morris having changed his makeup as a transport manager for that
of a caterer, came to the rescue
with 30,000 little Ice creams of
"hokey-pokeys," each brick bearinf
an announcement of the Lauder
show at the Pavilion. Wherever
you were at Epsom you could not

get away from whiskey, bag-pipe*
the "buskers" ("buskers" are itinerant musicians who play on the
streets

and pass around

their hats),

thrumming "She's My Daisy." The
whole day was a remarkable example of publicity.
The last generation brought
Phineas

Taylor

Barnum

Into

show world. Since his death
has been a vacancy, but now

the

there

William Morris can safely be said to
have stepped into the great and
late showman's shoes.
His engin*

what

Arthur

Hopkins

to
it

FRENCH SEASON

senel
is

14.

"Anna

said.

IN LONDON

Morris had done for hi
Several important papers here de
voted columns to the "stunt," }•
most forgetting the average Britisher cared a deal more for th«
horse he'd backed than he did fol
Morris. Lauder (with or without*!
title), or for the London Pavilion

which was crowded

to capacity

*'

night.

FOS TERS AGENCY, Ltd
•—
"skSj
H
_S_S_S_S___S_B_S_B«_B_S_S__SS__S_____

Tiour
eleventh
feature in
become

cap-

Pauline Lorel also,

London, June

Negotiations are reported on for

London, June 14.
The French season with Guitry
fault
The
The starreel opened June 12 at Princes.
of the agent and the crowd.
agent was at fault for not properly Advanced prices caught a sell out
explaining what would be required and there is a big advance sale. It's
and putting before the people the ft very successful start.
hours and difficulty in getting home.
wh< reas the CTOWd themselves were
to blame for the unjustifiable strike

Unfortunately,

make

Christie" over here next season with

ABROAD

,,

30 shillings.
trouble was really the

the
progress.

to

eering of yesterday's "stunt" was
the work of genius.
Talking in the Cavour restaurant
to Variety's representative, Colon*
Henry W. Savage said he wonder"
if Lauder really knew or understo

"ANNA CHRISTIE

crowd getting

when

work

To

fairly well received.
^sentimental widow of 40 falls in love
with a young novelist, but permits
and even facilitates his Intrigues
with her friend, a younger married

9

set to

out of his very misfortune.
begin with, he had the two
thousand motor-charabancs as well
as the "St. Dunstan's" buses carrying streamers advertising Lauder at
the Pavilion. On top of this, all the
General Omnibus Company's vehicles carried the same announcement.
All these vehicles had to
pass through a more than 20-mlle
ital

*

14.

AMERICAN PERFORMERS

138140 Charing Cross Road

'

For

JOi.

comic.

Laughter" Returns to Normal at Queen's

Visiting London are cordially invited to make use of our olTlces for their
mail. We shall be phased to assist and advise you respecting your songs
and material, whether published by us or not.

FRANCIS,

"Show"

It

fourth new program by the
^Co-Optimtsts at the Palace will be
Over 6,088.1 9u francs were collected presented June 19.
It is the co-operative organization
by the Public Assistance authorities
by Laddie Cliff, who proas poor rate from the Pari! motion headed
moted what has developed into a
picture halls in 1921
The largest receipts at the ball most successful eventurt.
francs;

Turns Down
of

utes.

Fetes,

Rochechouart,

Terms

Time at Cut Salary

PAVILION'S VAUDEVILLE

of

plot.

Great

1919 and 26,338,292 in 1918, the prinFolies Dracipal receipts being:
matiques, 753,962; Gaumont Palace,
Lyon
3.666,129; Lutetia, 1,903,620;
Palace, 1,137,493; Madeleine, 1,525,Max
2,456,008;
Marivaux,
034;
Linder, 1,505,281; Montrouge Palace,

Artist

English

1.

in

D. D. H. (with his wife) will sail

"Pomp and Circumstance," at the
Duke of York's, June 8, revealed a Variety

The trial of pay after you see the
show by Sir Alfred Butt for "Lass

The music

American

London, June 14.
"The Dover Road/' produced June

ceipts).

rooms

King's weather. In other words
the heat was awful. The poor
could
afford nothing to eat or drink,
the
moderately rich could make a shift
and the very rich, including the
bookmakers, were, as usual _i
*"
right.

ONLY TIME WILL TELL

"Lass

shows, club balls, etc., and
1,202,309 francs top "abonnement"
(small houses pacing a stipulated
sum, disregarding the actual re-

Palais dot

COMING BACK

FRANK VAN HOVEN

dent

Pictures'

London, June

The historic Derby was run and
won yesterday by "Captain Cuttle",

D. D. H. IS

Lon-

7

—

REFUSING 'TRIM' WEEK,

Week— "Dover

Opera

Opera,

9,097,885;
Comique, 9,424,556; Ambigu, 1,927,253: Antolne, 2,081,317; Apollo, 2,366.671; Athenee, 2,196,164; Bouffes,
2,738,098 Capucines, 1,125,973; Theatre des Champs Ely sees, 1,345.603;
Chatelet, _. 341,433; Cluny, 1,147,581;

457;

—

to

including enter-

francs,

250.877,364

II

Turns Derby Day Into Lauder Day Everything
"Lauder" To and at Races Col. Savage's
Observation

HIT;

"POMP" PIECE

in the Bulletin de Statistique the
receipts of the Paris plaees of

?

ENGLISH PRESS TALKS ABOUT

Over 250,000,000 Francs Against 219,000,000 in
1920 and 148,000,000 in 1919— Picture Theatres'
Gross Noted as Increasing
Paris,
of

ft***

WM. MORRIS, THE NEW BARNUM;

INCREASED OVER PREVIOUS YEAR

The Fretich Minister

P,ace ' Tpafa, *ar

Friday, June 16, 1922

PARIS THEATRE RECEIPTS

1921

^^k^

ro8TE "
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Friday, June 16, 198>

SPIRITISM PLAYLET

FAMOUS PLAYERS SURVIVES

IS

MARKET SHAKE-OUT WELL

May Go
ville

Drops to Sl
Erratic

l

/2t

in

—

b«t Recovers Promptly Orpheum
Confusing Movement Loew Drifts

—Goldwyn Unchanged

—

Under 15

*

LUESCHER WITH KEITH'S

Famous Players gave the best
jtccount of itself among the amusement stocks during the week.

Durfrom

general shake-out
the brisk recovery late
last Tuesday the stock drifted off
gradually from its top of 87 to 81 H.
Tuesday it
J>ut when the tide turned
moved up with the be it of them to
The other issues
better than 83.
failed to show the same resiliency.
ing

the

June

6 until

Loew was dull, bottom 14%, and
Orpheum surprised market observers

1

y slumping to 18

flat

Tues-

the midst of the recovery
day
elsewhere. Goldwyn. on the Curb,
in

new low ground at 7^.
and no compromise in sight between
Samuel Goldwyn and the company
was

pver the price to be paid for Coldwyn's block of stock.

Move With Market
The story of the amusement issues
was the story of the whole market.
The long overdue reaction, following a steady upturn over about
•

months, came

.o

climax

its*

during the early hours of the Tues-

present

to

stabilize

Longs with narrow marhad honeycombed the whole

with "stop loss" orders, and it
was merely a matter of big professional operators getting a line on
Where the stops were located. With
this data at their command the
manipulators went after the stops
and, when they were uncovered, the
entire list retreated from 4 to
list

"J

Fundamentals were as sound as
except perhaps that business
Improvement had gone a long way
ever,

toward being discounted, if, indeed,
commercial recovery had not been
fully or over-discounted.
But in
the upward incline brokerage loans
had swelled and timid bull traders
had reached a state of nerves.
Cheap call money (the rate got
below 3 per cent.) encouraged them
to stay, while the menace of an
impending setback urged them to
realixe.
Their compromise was the

It

Mark Lueseher has been engaged
by the Keith office to establish a
new department of exploitation
that will embrace every city containing a Keith theatre. The new
department will not interfere with
the

Keith's

publicity

the Chair," a decided success in the English halls
the past season, as played there by
Owen Nares, may be shortly found
in American vaudeville, if Conway
Tearle and the big time booking
in

brought

department,
of which Walter Kingsley is the
head, and which has charge of publicity matters for the Keith Greater
New York theatres, the Kingsley
bureau remaining and doing the
don of 10 pounds or less and in the
same work as heretofore.
Lueseher left the Dillingham inJuly 22 (New York for London), provinces of 15 pounds were to be
terests last week, after a connection Bert Grant, song writer.
exempt from reduction.
that lasted for several years, during
June 27 (From New York), Fern,
An alternative proposal was also
which time he was the press repre- Bigelow and King (Mauretania).
made by the managers; that their
sentative and more recently manJune 17, (from New York), Morris theatre
be assessed at figure based
ager of the Hippodrome.
Schlesinger (Majestic).
There will be local publicity repJune 17 (from New York). The on past average gross and when
resentatives In each city also, who Flemings (Majestic).
where p rcyer l takings fell 10 to 60
will work under the jurisdiction of
June 17 (from London to New per cent, below that assessment or
Lueseher. The general idea of the York), D. D. H., Fred DeBondy
accepted average, artists to be paid
new Keith bureau will be to co- (President Garfield).
ace di. gly and in proportion.
ordinate the press work for the cirJune 15 (From New York) Bert
The V. A. F. deputation countered
suit.
Gordon. Gene Ford ((Jordan and the latter proposition by saying that
Lueseher handled the publicity Ford) ( Carman ia).
if
the average gross percentage
work for the Keith Third-o"-aJune 14 (from New York) Mrs salary payment plan were acceptaCentury celebration, which lasted Fran-ine Larrimore, Miss C. Larrl- ble, they (V. A. F.) would call upon
six months..
more, Irene Bordoni (Paris).
the manager! to agree to pay an
June 13 (from New York)— Mabel increase of salary at the same ratio
TIMBERG'S JOYS AND GLOOMS' Normand, Juliet Ciurtial. Oeorge if business advanced over agreed
Choose, Yvette Rugel, Mr. and Mrs.
The Shubert vaudeville unit Her- Albert E. Smith (Jean Paige) upon assessment or average receipts.
man Timberg will stage and appear (Aquitania).
The deputation stated the constituin for I. H. Herk will be titled
June 10 (from Montreal for Eng- tion of the V. A. F. prevented inter"Joys and Glooms." Hattie Darling. land), Guthrie McClintic and his
ference by the organization in the
Sam Timberg and Herbert Timberg wife (Katherine Cornell).
matter of salary, but the proposals
(the
latter
Herman Timberg's
Reported through Paul Tausig & would be submitted to the members
seven-year-old son) will appear Son, 104 East 14th street: \
as individuals as presented, with the
with the troupe.
All From New York
June 3, John deputation adding it approved the
Barry, Henry Johnson (Olympic); average gross percentage proposal
Herk on Western Trip
'June 13, Ernest Laemmle, Martin particularly, provided the managers
I. H. Herk. president of the AffiliBendheim (Aquitania); June 17, Ed- met the counter offer.
ated Theatres Corporation, the con- ward Laemmle, Harry Myers (Macern which handles the bookings of jestic); June 20, J. Francis Dooley
English artists appear under what
the Shubert vaudevill: units, start- (Berengaria)
June 27, Glenn and are known as play or pay contracts,
that
do not permit of cancellation.
ed on a ten -day trip Monday that Jenkins
(Mauretania);
June 24,
will take him as far west as St. Owen McGiveney (Olympic); July 8, The manager Is obligated to pay or
Paul.
Charles Althoff (Majestic); July 15, play the acts engaged at the time
Val and Ernie Stanton (Olympic); stipulated and for the salary named,
July 18, Lucas and Inez (Maure- unless another agreement is mutualDEATHS ABROAD
ly reached.
tania).
Gaston Lerie, Belgian actor, died
Recently in England the principal
in Paris.
variety circuits reached a booking
Victor Meusy, French song writer.
The Great Maurice, a foreign agreement that while not an alHe was one of the founders with magician who has never appeared liance or merger, virtually amounted
Sails of the famous Chat Noir over here, is In New York on a to a universal understanding becabaret 30 years ago, in Paris.
visit.
tween them that practically brought
all into a variety managers' asso-

The Variety

IN

London, June 3.
The Actors' Association Company,
which was to partially solve the
problem of unemployment, was not
a success and had no better luck at
the Palace, Battersea, than the great
majority of shows which visit that
utterly out-of-date place of melodramatic entertainment.

STRAND AGAIN

The

week

resulted in a loss
the second in a loss of
£23 18s. lid. The third week, with
£14 5s. 4d., things had improved a
little, but the fourth and last week
The Strand. New York, operated of the A. A. venture registered £19
by Mark Strand Co., is a possibility 19s. 6d. to the bad. At the Theatre
for Shubert vaudeville next season, Royal. Stratford, the loss was £31
18s. Id., followed by a further loss of
It is claimed.
The house was being £7 13s. 9d. at Wallasay. To the loss
considered this week.
The report of £104 14s. 8d. must be added a
•aid the Affiliated Theatres Corporfurther sum for managerial expenses
ation of which I. H. Herk Is presi- of £208 8s. 5d.
At the time of the first show folks
dent, had made a propostion to Max
Bpiegel (also Herk's associate in the were dubious as to the wiseness
shown
in the choice of plays and
Affiliated),
toward including the
otrand in next season's Shubert theatres, and the A. A. would have
had it obtained the adbetter
done
Circuit.
Spiegel is an executive of vice of someone who knew someln « Strand
Theatres Co., which thing about the business. Putting
operate
large
picture
houses over "East Lynne" in a long-inf"H-oughout the country,
lected 'gaff is a job for a showcon8ide red doubtful that the man, not an uplift hobby for some
fth %!*
End high -brow theorist. The
West
onubert'a
will play their vaudeville
thing seems to show a reof

£2

first
16s..

whole
markable aptitude for mismanagement, and that managerial expense
account of u 208 Ss. fid. requires
some explanation on six weeks. It
had nothing to do with the Weekly
expenses of the company, which
successful
averaged something like £60 a week.

Winter Garden next season
na a Times
square location is bent sought, although
the Shuberts
nave said the
Lyric on 42d street

Strant* has noen
house since its premier.
,tarted ,he ]iir « e capacity
thoatr« v '»Rue. The past season u
OWovor the house is reported
to ha
fall ° n be,ow
the usual gross.
With Va
Ud0Vi,,e consi »l<'red until the
Wctur
dustry regains its drawing
Diet
PCtUre

Cincinnati, June

The annual convention
American
Federation
of

14.

the

of

Labor

opened here Tuesday. It is expected
to run for two weeks.
Theatrical unions have representatives attending and a couple of important moves, if they go through,

among them.

are reported

One

is

As-

for the Actor's Equity

sociation to take in all of the union

branches of the playing profession

now known as

the

Four

A's.,

would mean that the
branch would dissolve
Equity, if this happens.

which

vaudeville
into

itself

The move is said to require the
sanction of the executive committee
of the Federation.
Frank Gillmore of Equity and
Harry Mountford of the vaudeville
branch are registered on the same
floor at the Hotel Sinnott. It is said if
the merger is accomplished Mount ford and "William J. Fitzpatrick (expected here today) "will be taken
care of by Equity."
Following, an attempt will be

made

a

effect

to

alliance

closer

between the Equity, stage hands and
musicians. Charles C. Shay, president of the Stage Hands' unions, is
at the Hotel Havlin and his entire
executive board is also said to be
here, ready to take action if called
for. Shay has with him John Suarez
of St. Louis and P. J. Ryan of
Montreal.
Jos. Webber, the musician's president is in the city with John

Weaver of Pes Moines and Dave
Casey of Toronto.

The

JEL^

artists

pleasure

-

who took part in
many of them

trip,

provincial

players,

who had been doing

for years, doubtless

and were

«

POwer

I

had

this

well

suburban

and

known

a

well

good time

of pity for their less
fortunate brethren, who had been
condemned to exist at Itattersea and
Stratford, but the feelings of those
full

contains within
leading and
all English variety
artists. It has been very fair in its
A. A. members who had no part In dealing with managers and memthe shows must have been very bers and long since established
mixed when they heard what the itself on the other side. Sound, comscheme had done.
mon sense has governed nearly all
Bert Levy, who is making his of its movements for the improveusual success on his reappearance ment of playing conditions and the
here at the Victoria Palace, gave his V. A. F. has nearly always gained
first "children's day" in England at
The present V. A. F.
its point.
the Empire,
Liverpool.
Out of chairman (president) is Alfred
a crowd of some 6.000 youngsters Voyco.
only 2.500 gained admittance. The
While box office conditions all
police
collected
the disappointed
children and persuaded Levy to over the world, according to Vacorrespondents, have been at
riety's
speak to them, which he did, promising that as soon as he had got low ebb for some time, the present
one show over he'd give another. English eondition has been reThis he did, 3.000 children being ported as the lowest.
Returning
crammed into the building. Each visitors from London confirm the
show lasted an hour and a half. It report*, and the English condition
consisted of stories, drawings, and
appears to exist in all branches.
the- showing of his special "kiddies"
Vaudeville in England has been
These children's matinees
films.
will be repeated at all the provincial embarrassed for some, while through
Moss houses, and also in London at long length contracts with acts, conFinsbury Park and New Cross.
tracts made years ago that are still
alive and must be played.
Many
Despite the boostings obtained of these contracts insured acts work
from his tiff with the censorship for years ahead, and they
failed to
authorities over his Bacchanalian
orgy in
Cairo." Oscar Asche will bother about new material, until the
not repeat his "Chu Chin Chow'' English halls, after the war and the
success, and has already announced re-education of the variety public
the final shows of the His Majesty's over there through reviews during
Another closing Which seems it. found themselves in th dilemma
play.
imminent is that of "The Curate's of having to play old turns their
Egg" at the Ambassadors after only p,»trons no longer eared to see. This
a short run.
brought about a situation where the
Sir John Martin Harvey's health En frits}) variety manager turned to
has so greatly Improved, that he has .America for vaudeville talent, but
through fixed salaries already under
begun a long tour of "Hying .nat
inees." The piece lie is playing at contract, they were limited in salary
these performance |s Maeterlinck's offers to Americans.
Th.it
pregloomy drama, 'The Burgomaster of vent'. the English from securing
Stilemonde."
as large a supply of American turns
Harry Lauder opened the as they desired, and which might
Sir
stimulated
business,
even
Knickerbocker Club, whlctl has taken have
under the general stagnation.
(Continued on page 21)

membership
main portion of

It

the

j

I
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AMERICANS IN EUROPE
June 5.
gave a con-

Paris.

Paulo Gruppe.

'cellist,

Alcert in Paris last week, as al.
Mildred
bert
Spalding, violinist;
Dilling. harpist, and Enid Watkins.
life
(in
private
Patty Stuart
Vivian Dillon, of Los Angeles) has
been appearing at the Hamburg
municipal opera and Is engaged for
next
OB at Bale, Switzerland.

M—

Joseph
the

Among

conductor of
Philharmonic orches-

Stransky.

New York

tra will next
ipal band at

week lead the
Baden-Baden.

the visitors

in

nr

*nic-

Par's last

week were R. A. Armstrong playwright; Charles M. Howe, 4anist,

Mme. Freida
Evanston, 111.;
Hempcl. soprano, of the Metropolitan Opera Co. (with her f^isband,
W. B. Kahn. banker), and I leaving
to 9ing at Albert Hall. London, June
11; Mrs. Joel Hillmann of Breakers
Hotel, Atlantic City; Max Eastman,
poet, editor of "The Masses"; Richof

Artists' Federation of
been organized for

England has
about 15 years.

LONDON

its

Another Report About Big Picture
House and Vaudeville

»vallable.

LONDON SALARIES

reach an agreement.
(Continued from page 1)
Mr. Tearle has secured the rights
over here for the playlet, written by condition of business in the halls,
Ion Swinley. It created interest in and through which their continuLondon through its theme on spirit- ance might be reasonably assured.
ualism, made prominent abroad at
Charles Gulliver, R. H. Gillespie
that time by Sir Conan Doyle, who
continued his theories on this side. and Walter Payne represented the
Mr. Tearle secured the rights by managers. They suggested a salary
cable, and authorized Rose & Curtis reduction by all artists for one
to communicate with the vaudeville
month and submitted a tentative
managers.
Tearle can not accept
over a few weeks this summer, schedule. It called for an eight per
owing to picture and legit engage- cent, reduction on a 12 -pound salary
ments ahead.
(weekly), up to 48 per cent, for a
300-pound salary. Salaries in Lon-

ciation.

about a reaction resembling the
check of the big 1919 bull market, also In June.
The consensus
fit ticker opinion appears to be that
the setback has done a lot tq improve the situation.
Wednesday
opening prices were net unchanged,
and prices were In narrow range.
One side held the view that the
•hake-out had run its course and
the Immediate future would bring
(Continued on page 25)
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men

first

the

Professional Playing Unions in Four A.'s
Reported Going Into Equity Alliance with Mechanical Unions Will Be Tried For

;

"•top" device.
How the dope on "stops" gets out,
nobody seems to know, but insiders
always seem to be In touch with

This time

Department

Man

—

points.

this factor.

Exploitation

All
"The

OF L CONVENTION

—

prtc»

levels.

gins

New

—

A. F.

—

From last August
day trading.
public speculation had built up a
Profits
weak technical situation.
had been pyramided to a dangerous
there was no short
extent, and
interest

Establish a

DURING

American VaudeImported from
England

into

SAILINGS

soft in

eight

To

THEATRICAL UNION MOVES

CONWAY TEARLE'S

.

Oscar
artist,
nnd
ard
Miller,
Gebrech. illustrator; Dwlgl.t Flske,
composer; R. Pierson, editor of the
"Musical Courier";
\ and Mrs. J.
J. McCarthy, who crossed from London with George Bowles; Fanny
Hurst, with her hu«band, Joseph
Danielson, musician; Willi m Fox
and family with Louise Blanid.
Charles Hackett singing at the
opera, later going to Spain: Romalne Pierson. New York publisher; Zoe Akins. playwright.
Morgan Marlay, mtor. under
treatment at the American hospitnl
of Paris, has improved and will
leave for Italy in July to recuper-

M

ate.

Ruth Draper gave her In at performance at the Oeuvre, Paris, list

week with much

success.
Berlin:
Arthur
Bodanzky.
musical director o* the Metropolitan Opera: Clinton V. Brainard.
president of Harper Bros.
Elizabeth Duncan is conduHing a rhythr.ie expression school be ej her sisIn

Isadora Duncan (now Mine
Serge Yessenin, Russian), Is visither.
ing
Isadora is having trouble
In getting a vise for her passport
ter,

to travel west.
E. II. Sot hern and his wife. Julia
Marlowe, brive left to ass the summer in Svvitzerl.ind. Lorette P. Ifigfllli has just made good in "Louise"'
,

at

Zurich

members

where
of

fche

the

sang

Paris

with

Opera

Comiqtie troupe under the direction
John M. Walton,
of Albert Wolff
"Chronicle." h
of Augusta (Oa.)
Frit* Kreisler. viotouring ttat)%
linist, has left for Carlsbad.
'

—
wytmnw.

(VAUDEVILLE
LATE MAX

C

MORE VAUDE HOUSES CLOSED

ANDERSON'S ESTATE

VALUED AT

I

UP

IN

COURT

"William Allen, of

W.

All- Year

New York

city,

been

'Round Theatres Shut for Hot Weather-*,

—

Closings Earlier Next Season's Outlook
to Be Much Better

V. M. A., $1,428

appointed by Surrogate
Cohalan as referee of the estate
left by Max C. Anderson, of the

lias

SUMMER THAN ANY OTHER

THIS

Estate Held Many Theatrical Stocks—900 Shares
B. F. Keith's N. Y. Co. Valued at $74,250—

7 1-7 Shares

7*

Friday, June 16, 1922

SHOW BY
BROADWAY WRITERS

OLD HOME WEEK BILL

PRISON

5

AMATEUR ACTS

IN

former theatrical Arm of Anderson

&

Ziegler, who died March 8, 1915,
to ascertain the facts in the litigation over the distribution of the
property and directed to file his report with the clerk of the court.

"Fun, Fool and Foolers" to Be
Played by the Inmates of

now Nora
Anderson's widow,
Howard Anderson-Williams (having
remarried),

filed

the first

and

final

accounting in the Surrogate's Court
in September, 19120, and asked for
a discharge from her duties as administratrix.

Betty Bleyer and Samuel Ehrenberg, sister and half-brother of the
testator, filed a complaint claiming
the accounting was inaccurate. They
failed to reach a settlement of the
matter out of court.
The complaint states that the administratrix has failed to make a
return or statement of a deposit of
made by the decedent
$10,000
with the Monroe Theatre Co., owners of a music hall in Chicago, no
accounting for Jewelry, furniture,
fixtures and an automobile, of the
income and sale of a motion picture
known as "The Castle Picture," account on assignment of a proportionate share of the claim of the
decedent against one Ziegler, for

Great

Prison

We «lo ><m do by booking;
"DEMAND THE ORIGINAL"
—PHILIP
BETTY—

MARTIN

and

TALK
Comstock, N. Y., June 14.
The Inmates of Great Meadow
prison, by permission of its warden. William Hunt, will present
"Fun, Fools and Foolers" for the
outside public, with the purpose of
raising funds for the athletics for

Tho dialog and jokes have been
supplied by James Madison. Tommy
Gray furnished the title, and Tommy Duggan will stage the show.
Otto Jaeger & Sons donated a blue
velour curtain.
It is claimed there are former
professionals in the prison who will
play in the performance.
Edward F. Hilt Is chairman of the
entertainment committee.

Returns to Keith's Books

FORMER BOOKING MAN
DISSECTS VAUDEVILLE
Claims Bookers Need to Often
Visit Theatres
Heard

—

Many Complaints
House-cleaning of vaudeville bookings, particularly for theatres out-

side of

New

York,

is

necessary

if

former showman who was
identified with one of the biggest
circuits
and who was a booker
himself and knows values.
opinion
The
is not based on individual observation, but* the ex-showman, who was in New York on a
trip thjis week, explained he had
heard complaints in the lobby of
every hotel in the different towns he
was in during the Journey, the sentiment expressed being against the
class of vaudeville on tho local
of

— Resigned

Seme Months Ago
Johnny Collins, Keith hooking
man, who resigned from the Keith
forces several months ago to affili-

a

ate with Alf Wilton, the big-time
vaudeville agent, is back with the
Keith organization.
by a half-sister, Mary Ehrenberg,
Collins, after leaving the Wilton
an incompetent, who has since died. agency, became an independent
The estate has been in litigation agent, fov a time associated with boards. The observer said he saw
for several year?, an agreement Henry Fink in the operation of the
the shows in the various stop-over
having been made Nov. 7, 1916, Ritz Producing Company.
points, and believed he recognized
whereby the incompetent half-sister
Mr. Collins came to New York the failure to secure the proper
After the payreceived $25,000.
Beck,
Martin
city 17 years ago with
values.
ment of all debts the decedent's president of the Orpheum circuit,
The ex-showman is now located
widow was to take 70 per cent, and later working for J. J. Murdock, in a mid-Western city, where he is
the half-brother and sister 15 per
Keith's general manager. He later in the merchandise business. With
cent. each.
earned a book in the Keith Ex- his partner he is making an inforImmediately after the agreement
change, until at the time of his mation trip, visitirg the large stores
was made a distribution of all resignation he was booking most of of all cities from Chicago east, to
The
stocks and bonds was made.
the middle west big times, and rat- gain pointers prior to the expanremainder representing cash from
He
ed among the most efficient booking sion of his own business.
various sources is what the adminstated his theory of considerable
men in vaudeville.
istratrix accounted for in her resaving to be gained from such inport in September, 1920, the de-

cedent having lefjt no real estate.
The total value of the estate left

by Anderson amounted to $301,508,.82.
The widow accounted in court
for $160,217.30 the difference between that and the $301,508.82, or

—

WHITE SISTER OF AGE
The Society

for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children of New York
evidently does not believe a birth
certificate genuine as applied to
stage children. When Myrtle White,
mother of Thelma White (White
Sisters) produced the girl's certificate proving her age above 16

having been distributed
by her by the agreement reached
Nov. 7, 1916.
Out of this sum, $150,508.82, with the Society requested more conwhich Mrs. Anderson - Williams clusive proof and had Mrs. White
charged herself, she credited herarraigned before Magistrate Charles
self for funeral and administration
N. Harris.
expenses, $21,794.53; paid to credJudge Harris on examination
itors, $86,628.41; for herself, $27,Tuesday afternoon decided the girl
462.40, and for her commissions,
over the minimum age which
was
gave her half-brother,
$2,562.34;
The
prohibits stage performances.
Betty Bleyer, $5,884.81,
$5,884.81;
White Sisters are at present playand held the balance— $844.36— for
signed
by
Keith's
and
are
for
further distribution, subject to an Iing
Charles B. Dillingham, for next
order of the court.
$151,291.52,

season.

Surrogate's Court, part of Mr. Anderson's estate consisted of the following:

Promissory

note,

made by Henry

M. Ziegler, $9,000, with interest,
$85; certificate of indebtedness of
B. F. Keith's New York Theatre
Co, Series A, $8,000; another certificate, Series B, $3,600; 24 shares
of the Sheridan Road Theatre Co.,
of Illinois, $4,336; 50 shares of the
Merrick Theatre Co., of New York,
no value; 7 and 1-7 shares of the

Western Vaudeville Managers' As-

Monroe M. Goldstein (Kendler
Goldstein) acted for Mr- White.

&

DATES

N. Y.; 3, Great Neck; 4, Bay Shore;
7-8. Far
6, Freeport; 6, Jamaica;

Rockaway.

Ed Hurley

li

the general agent

for the circus.

.Amusement

for the season.

Illinois,

$1,428.57;

900

Co., of Illinois, $1,470.60;

45 shares of the Ohio National Thdffitre Co., no value; 45 shares of the
Park Theatre Co., no value; two
chares of the Laughery Club, no
value; 1,200 shares of the Walnut

Street Theatre Co., of Ohio, $13,764; 76 shares of the French -American Film Co., of New York, no
{Continued on page 1Q)

crop up, and only by frequent isits
to the territory by booking men or
those affiliated with that depart*

ment

of vaudeville will result in the
6>sired stand-

attainment of the
ards, he claims.

Nora Bayes for

Two Weeks

Nora Bayes, booked

rough Jcnie
Jacobs to headline the opening bill
at the Garden Pier, Atlantic City,

commencing June

24,

t..

will

be

re-

tained at the house for two weeks.
The Garden" will play a big-time
policy looked by Fally Mark us.

Vaude.

—

Three Acts

Vaudeville has established a record thus far this season in the matter of houses closed
as against
In addition to
previous seasons.
the number of houses closed that
previously remained open through*
out the heated term, another record
has been established in the number
of houses that have closed from
four weeks to two months earlier,

An Old Home Week bill was the than usual.
Keith's, Fordham, New
Among the vaudeville houses
York, the current week, with five booked by the Keith office that
acts recruited from amateurs re- broke a custom of years standing;
siding in the Fordham section. by closing this summer are Shea's*
These were coupled with two reg- Buffalo; Keith's Hippodrome, Cleveular Keith acta, Francis Kennedy land; Grand, Philadelphia; Bingand Seed and Austin.
ham ton, Binghamton, N. Y.; MaLast season a similar bill was as- jestic, Johnstown, Pa., and a numsembled by manager Chris Egan ber of New England and southern
and was responsible for the dis- houses of the pop grade. The Royal*
covery of Bob Willis, the letter New York, will join the list of
carrter monologlst; Officer Hyman, closed houses that have heretofore
a New York policeman, and Helen kept open throughout the year, SatSchroeder (who recently sailed for urday.
Europe with the Marks Bros.' act).
The Temple. Detroit, is reported
All
three
have been playing as closing for the summer either
vaudeville continuously since.
July 3 or 10, unless business Improves.
The Temple, like the*
Maryland, Baltimore, is booked

Nan Halperin collapsed, due to
the heat, Sunday evening, on the
stage of the Winter Garden, New
York, while doing her single in the
She sank

Sunday evening show.
the

to

stage

during

her

second

number, and was carried to her
dressing room, where she was revived but unable to return to en-

was Miss Halperin'e

first

Sun-

a summons in a $10,000 Supreme
Court claim by the Shubert TheatriWilliam Klein is
cal Company.
acting for the Shuberts. The claim
arises from an agreement Bedini
was to produce acts for the new
vaudeville circuit last season, that

amount having been advanced him.
Kendler & Goldstein have been
retained by Bedini to represent him.

ACT FOR GENEVA MITCHELL
who

left

"Sally"

In
Boston after the chorus girl
scandal that caused .so mueh pubbeen signed by Ralph
licity, ha
Farnum for vaudevillo in a revival
of "Jungle Land."
Miss Mitchell formerly did numbers on the Amsterdam Roof and
had a speaking and singing role in
the Boston engagement of the Mar-

lllyn Miller hit.

Keith

from week

Commenced

Trial

Wednesday
Syracuse, June 14.
The suit of the Shuberts against
the Keith interests for an accounting of the profits, alleging half interest in the local Keith vaudeville
franchise, was put over from Monday until today. E. F. Albce, Lee
Shubert, Joseph Rhinock and Maurice Goodman, among others, returned to New York Monday night,
but returned this morning.
Ben
Heidingsfelt, a Cincinnati attorney,
was also present.
The outcome of the court action
is somewhat puzzling to insiders
in one way if no settlement Is
arrived at. If the Shubert contention is upheld, the matter of the
new Keith house here will figure.
The theatre cost about $1,200,000,
including the ground. Keith vaudeville was formerly presented In the
Grand, an upstairs Shubert house.
When the new theatre was built
the shows were transferred.
The
new house was financed without
the Shuberts participating.
In the event of the latter winning in court, half of the cost of
the new theatre might be a matter for consideration before any
profits could figure.

CARR0LL-H0AGLAND

to week at present.
All told, there appears to be about
60 per cent less houses open on the
Keith books this summer than af
the same period last year.
The Keith's southern time booked
by Jules Delmar at present is sup-

plying about three weeks' work for
acts, as against about seven weeks'
at the same time last year.
The situation is about the same
with most of the other Keith nook*
ers, with the exception of the bookers supplying the houses in and
around Greater New York, although
less time is available even in New,

York and

vicinity through earlier.
closings than usual this summer.
vaudeville man who recently
completed a four weeks' inspection
tour reports conditions as likely to*
be considerably better next season than might be expected, inasmuch
as economic conditions show inclinations of a revivaj that should
benefit the vaudeville houses «J*
well as theatricals in general by the

A

1

time September
Shea's

summer

rolls

around.

was

closed for a time last
for tho first time, but if

has always been maintained thai
the reason was the necessity for.
repairs rather than lack of attendance.

The closing of the Temple would
be momentous. Tnis Is the houMl
which, together with Shea's, Buffalo,
break tht
is depended upon to
jump from New York

to Chicago^
absence from the books would
create an unprecedented situation.
In Upper New York businesi
collapsed last week and a numbef,
of independently booked house*
which had planned to hold the fort
through tho summer gave it up*
Among them were the Duchess.
Poughkeepsle, and Cortland, Cortland. The two named will stop thl
Notice to thii
last week in June.
effect was sent late last week. The
Its

Failed

to

Appear

in

Answer

to

A

complaint has been tiled against
Harry Carroll and Carlton Hoagland, vaudeville producers, by the
Bennett Twins, former members of
the Harry Carroll Revue, for railroad fares alleged due the act while

members
Carroll

of the revue.

and Hoagland

failing

to

appear when summoned, all members of the V. M. P. A., have been
notified not to book any Carroll-

heat wave broke Sunday and the
early part of the current week bus-

Hoagland attractions

m^y

until the

mat-

iness

was

better.

So the

decision

be changed.

has been adjusted.

MINSTRELS FOR AMATEURS

Jean Bedini has been served with

Mitchell,

Shubert

ter

SHUBERTS SUE BEDINI

Geneva

UP-STATE SUIT ON

Twins' Complaint

NAN HALPERIN OVERCOME

day concert at the Garden.

the Lights'
annual circus and wild west, as announced, are July 1. Larchmont,

Eddie Nelson in "Echoes" Unit
Eddie
Nelson
engaged
was
through Davidow and LeMaire to
star in "Echoes from Broadway,"
the Shubert unit show' to be produced by Forrest P. Trailers and
Edward L. Butler.
Nelson was
with "The Last Waltz," now closed

of

sufficient to correct the faults that

It

shares of the B. F. Keith's New
York Theatre Co., of New York,
$74,250; 40 shares of the Palace
Theatre Realty Co., of Illinois, $12,000, and 10 shares of the Monroe
Theatre Co., of Illinois, $38,097.30.
Ten shares of tho Olympic

sociation

formation had already worked out.
A study of local conditions is
just as necessary for the booking
his
Judgment.
in
of vaudeville,
House managers' reports are not

tertain.

LIGHTS' CIRCUS
The week's route for

Fordham Repeats FeaGave

ture of Last Season

Said

program at

prosperity is to return to vaudeville
next season. That is the opinion

JOHNNY COLLINS BACK

Keith's

MOORE

No. 20

the institution.

overpayments made by the decedent
for the account of the said Ziegler.
That the administratrix should be
personally charged with the rent of
the apartment she occupied, and
ihat said rent should not be charged
to the estate.
The decedent was also aurvlved

Meadow

pay* to please the audience

It

Is

AFTER

Sol Schwartz has discovered »
new way of disguising "Amateur
Chicago, June 14.
Night"
at the Keith house in JerWilham ahd Otto Borsini, memInstead of having tho
bers of the Borsini Troupe, have sey City.
been granted citizen papers by Judge people appearing in the "Oppo'
tunity
Night"
contest, go on as sinCavanaugh in the Superior Court
of*
after 14 years' residence in the gles or doubles, in the manner
vaudeville show, Schwartz puts on!
United States.
minstrelOpposition was made
the the show in the form of a
to
granting of the papers by the Fed- first part.
Each of the amateurs docs a speeral Government, on the contention
conven-j
that the actors had not established cialty the same as in the
tional
"Amateur Night" thing.
a continual residence in Chicago of
five years.
The applicants stated
Delmar- Hackett Stage Dissolution
that, while not traveling, they were
The vaudeville combination 01
in Chicago and always maintained
their legal residence here. In grant- Jean Hackett and Harry Deim**;
ing their request the court stated dissolved partnership this \v»ek.
that, if a performer has one resDelmar stated that the dissolution
idence which he made his home wis decided upon for business re*"
during that period, that was suffi- sons, also adding that his wife, M«
by Tyrdl ***
cient to furnish him with the re- Hackett, assisted
quired statutory residence under Mack and a pianist, will open in*
the Federal laws.
new act at Proctor's. Mt. VcrnoDiW
The Borslnis own their own home Y., June 19, while he will titer *j
here.
production.

CITIZENS,

14

YEARS

1

<

Jm*

Friday,

**»

AUDEVI

iW>

-X3=

ACTOR-AGENTS INROADING

ALBEES DECISION ON

F.

E.

ON INDEPENDENT

A VAUDEVILLE PARTNERSHIP

—
—

Have Access

to More Fields
Also Freedom of TheFormerly Played Independents May Organize in the Near Future

af Arbitrator in Avon Comedy Four Matter
Finds Harry Goodwin and Irving Kaufman Were
Not Partners of Joe Smith and Charlie Dale

atres

^cU

ilTt'j^H
Albee, as arbitrator

F.

E.

in a
start-

JJew York Supreme Court suit
ed by Harry Goodwin and Irving

Kaufman

against

Joseph

Smith

(Sultzer) and Charles Dale (Marks)
arising over their partnership in the
acts produced by the Avon Comedy

Four, has hande-I down a decision
ruling that Goodwin and Kaufman
and Smith and Dale were not partners in the "Hungarian Rhapsody'*
and "School Acts" produced by the
quartet; that "Smith and Dale are
the sole and exclusive owners of
and entitled to the sole and exclusive use of any and all right, title,

benefit, profit, income or advantage
of the title or name known as Avon
"Comedy Four and the act called
"
'Hungarian Rhapsody.*
Mr. Albee conducted the hearings
In regulation court fashion, hearing
witnesses and cross-examinations
by Tobias A. Keppler, the complainant's attorney, and Monroe M.
Goldstein, acting for Smith and
Dale. The trial lasted one full day
following
office
Mr. Albee's
in
Which he reserved decision. It took
'

the arbitrator fully two months to
testimony
read the stenographic
and adjudicate the issues.
1921, Goodwin and Kauf(since of the Kaufman Broth-

May,

In

man
ers,

phonograph singers and vaudebegan a Supreme Court suit

Keith-Orpheum

The qualifying round of the
Keith-Orpheum Annual Golf Tournament was played Wednesday
(June 8) at the Mount Vernon. N.
Country

There were

club.

starting first with the history of the
act which came into existence in
1901 with Smith, Dale, Lester and
Coleman In It, the former two
eventually acquiring all title to the

Avon billing. When Goodwin and
Kaufman joined it was not on a
partnership basis for, as Mr. Albee
states, "Goodwin, after he left, Indicated by his actions he considered
his grievance as a matter of difference in salary."

The arbitrator opines on the term
"partnership" as applied to vaudeville
acts:
"In
theatrical
the
world, and particularly in vaudeville, the term 'partner* Is used freely In the vernacular and generally to
express that two or more persons
are doing or presenting an act, and
in conversation it is often stated
'We are partners* or 'My partner and I are doing an act,' and in
a descriptive sense the term 'partner* is very frequently used.
The
splitting or dividing equally of the
salary of an act consisting of two
or more persons is a very common

P

practise in vaudeville, yet the act,
book, songs, property, etc., may
notoriously be the property of one

member

of the act, and yet under
such circumstances, the actors playcommonly speak of
themselves as 'partners* In the act.
" is not uncommon among actors
to use the term
'partners' as indicting that salaries or income from
me act are being equally divided.
The use of the term 'partner' should
not be construed
in the sense of
leaning all that the law implies as
* copartnership unless such relationship i 8 definitely
defined and
U *? ported
*>y evidence clearly estab!,
lishing that
it
was intended to
"eate such a legal partnership.
Artists are more
or less careless in
aenrntely settling
their relationship
JJUn those with whom or for whom
t>»ay, and.
s in this case, leave
J2J
Pen for argument
the intent and
Purpose, of joint effort in the proing in the act

motion of an act.
"To guide the artist against
a recurrence or a controvet
such
take tn,a ooc asi<>n to suggest
t«
if
•

M

6 Wh ° ,ntend and mean to
er* »
* c °P artnp «*ship
between
th!
nemselves in an act. its title, book.
Properties, etc.. that

£<mtract

in

it be done by
writing clearly setting

M

—

Grand Stand

1

'^8

s

$i

liinghamton, N.
Dear Chick:

Y\,

June

14.

Some sheet and scratch guy once
wrote that nothin in this world ever
turns out to be Just what you expect
it to and that we saps have to keep

<V^B

n

*1

alibyin

to

explain

the

difference

manently joined the ranks of the
independent vaudoville agents either
on their own or as assistants to
established agents have affected the
earning powers of the recognized
independents by introducing methods of securing acts which the average agent is unable to follow.

The actor-agents in practically
every instance belong to theatrical
organizations to which the regular
agent is unable to secure access for
business purposes.
They are also
in a position to secure favors from
theatre managers by having played
their houses which are not granted
to the average agent, especially in
theatres of opposition circuits. The
actor-agen^ reminds thj theatre
manager of having played his house
and that he is merely over to see a

between what is and what we think
That sounds like the preamble
to a plea of not guilty, but I am
BROS.
thinkin about this ball club of mine. friend and makes no mention of
I
life
probably never in my
Are offering you a-real novelty with
being au agent endeavoring to setrue value. This week (June 12-14). grabbed myself a better balanced cure material.
Mosely and Stewart tied at the 18th Loew's American, and (15-18) at fiock of apple chasers but they nint
Several independent agents are
Loew's Lincoln Square. New York winnin ball games the way they
hole. On the play off Friday, Moseplanning to form an organization to
should, and why?
Because nearly curtail the Inroads made in their
ly defeated Stewart.
•
all of them are married
men and field. Their efforts will be to limit
Senator Walters, playing his first
they have their wives along with agents to agenting only and to
game of golf, turned in 145 for the KEITH'S
them.
eliminate any doubling as actors
course.
His opponent. Van Buren,
Them dames have croated more when engagements are offered,
.ARE
BEING
REALIGNED
dissension
havoc
and
in
my
club
who has been taking I ssons from a
which has often occurred with the
since the season opened, and done newcomers.
pro all winter, got 179 before dark.
more to win ball games for the other
Lew Colder took a 25 on his 17th

MR. BOOKER
THE ARDELL

being necessary to divide
the players into two flights of 16
each, graded according to the scores
made in the qualifying rounds.
entries,

it

is.

AGENCY BOOKS

hole, getting stuck in

to

matches were:

first

First 16

(Upper Bracket.)
Lauder, 99; Watkins, 99; Thompson, 99; Stewart. 92; F. Vincent. 99;

Mosley,
liott,

Schanberger.

92;

El-

97;

150.

(Lower Bracket.)
Plunkett,

Brown,

102;

Quaid,

105;

110; McKowan,
106; Casey, 108.

Donnell.
101;
Jordan.
102;
W. Vincent,

108;

Second 16
(Upper Bracket.)
Hennessy, 109; Albee. 120; BierMack, 109; Lothrop,
bauer, 113;
112; O'Brien. 115; Goodman, 116;
Oakford,

117.

(Lower Bracket.)
Walters. 145; Kemp, 122; Keller.
Garyn, 119; McXally, 153;
Colder, 164; Dempsey, 135; Van
Buren. 179.
Prizes
It has been decided, instead of
presenting cups, that winners of all
contests will be entitled to select
golf supplies, equal to the value of
122;

their prize,

from George Thompson,
Mount Vernon

professional at the

Country

club.

ONE TO TWO
Chicago's Divorce Record for Last

Week
Chicago, June 14.
world June is
both a matrimonial and a matrimonial severence month.
Last week In the Superior Court
before Judge Charles McDonald one
divorce was granted and two bills
the

Tn

were

theatrical

filed.

Ina Williams Cheater, appearing
with the Hal Skelly act at the
Majestic, was given her freedom
from Ernest Frederick Chester, a
theatrical electrician, on the grounds
of desertion.

Mike Ferro (Ferro and Qoulter)
before Judge McDonald on

filed suit

Duclose
against
El via
10
Ferro. charging desertion. and Junie
a
tiled
vaudeville,
Hand,
Griffin

June

suit

the

against

Hind on
I'M ward J.
in the name court,

same day

charging

cruelty

and

statutory

offenses.

I

— Aimed

clubs than all the hits in the averages against us. During the trainQ. R. S.'S RADIOS
to Do Away With Rivalry
ing season it was all right for the
janes were just gettin acquainted Piano Roll Makers Manufacturing
Among Bookers
and beyond a few exhibition games
Sets for Chicago Laboratory
we wasn't goin' no wheres. But the
While the Q. R. S. Co., music
A realignment of all of the houses minute the gong run^ on the real
roll manufacturers, Is not actually
booked through the Keith offices, playin season the fun started.
Every
afternoon the wives would entering the radio field, it is enbig and small time, is now being
assemble in the grand stand back dorsing a "Zenith" radio receiving
formulated by its executives.
of the plate and watch the pastime. set which it is also manufacturing
The new line-up will affect every If the pitcher's wife made a crack in its Chicago factory for the Chibooker in the Palace Theatre build- about the way my eggs was sup- cago Radio Laboratory. The Q. R. 8.
ln- people have an extensive factory in
ing.
It is planned
to achieve a portin her husband one of the
the mid-west, as in New York (for
more equal ^distribution of houses fielder's wives would start to tell eastern
distribution), and this manand a shifting of the balance of about how much liniment she had to ufacture
of radio supplies is merely
power, also to centralize the "re- rub on her darling's knees after he
an
adjunct
to their regular music
porting" and "catching of acts" so had stood back of some of the
roll business to take up slack time
as to eliminate the condition now crockery armed pitchers on this club
and
an
over-abundant
floor space.
standing whereby an artist must for nine innings.
The Q. R. S. Co. will be merely a
Then one of the outfielder's wives
be "caught"
by each individual
manufacturing medium for the Chiwoe
tuie
of
in
with
would
horn
a
booker, if a new turn, in order to
about the infield bein so porpus that cago Radio Laboratory. It may or
line up consecutive bookings.
may not exploit the product,
only
The new system Is also expected every ball lilt was sure to roll clean suggestion being to give its
music
to remove the competition among to the fence unless the outfielders
dealers full preference and co-operthe booking men for the services of chased it down or blocked and that
ation in their business dealings.
a new act, particularly the "cut" her hubby said it was a wonder some
Answering the question that. In
of the pitchers wouldn't walk eight
salary house bookers.
view of the music publishers' conAgents have been in a quandary, or nine men in a row so's the outsensus
of opinion that radio is
according to reports, when offering fielders could get some rest between
looked upon as antagonistic to the
headline material for a showing at marathons.
music bisiness, an official of the
This was sure to get a rise from
cut salary as to which booker to
R. S. countered with a theoretical
some instances, the the catcher's frau who would croon Q.
favor.
In
parallel that the word roll, when
agents contend that they antag- that If the pitchers wasn't so iron
first It made its appearance,
was
onized one booker by giving the act headed and would pitch what they
considered a menace to the she^t
to another.
asked for an let some one who had music business.
The
fact that the
The bookers of this type of house a few brains do their thinkin. their roll has boomed the music business,
are anxious to get first chance at wouldn't be so many cripples on the if anything,
is allowed to speak for
the new headliners and feature acts club and no need for the outfielders
Itself.
while they arc in tho process of to try and rent motorcycles for the
"showing" and before the regular season to run down ground balls.
salary has been set.
If a rival
This has been goin* on for the past
ELAINE
booker first engages the turn It four weeks with the husbands gettin
sometimes works out the act's sal- an earfull about what Mrs. so and Vaudeville Partners
for Six Years,
ary Is set after a few weeks, and so said this afternoon when you
Wife Finally Accepts Proposal
when again available the same act booted that one in the third innin'
will cost the booking man consid- and so on.
The result is that the
Tortland, Ore., June 14.
erably more money.
next day my pond lilies would be
Rrown and Klaine, with "Their
Some acts last season, advised glurin at each other like a lot of Wedding Night"
in
vaudeville,
by their agents to continue the strange wolves and the first thing
brought about their own wedding
"showing" process for several more that went wrong they would be at
evening June 6. when married at
weeks in order to "do a favor for so each other crabbin and snarlin like
Vancouver, Wash., while .playing at
and so." complained of the con- a lot of bohunks with their tickets
the Hippodrome here.
dition and when not receiving ac- mixed up on an Kills Island ferry.
In private life the couple are Ruth
tion left the office.
I dont mind managin a lot of ball
Frances Rolleau and Mack Brown
This and other angles growing players for* if the worst co.ies to the
Sareth.
They have been vaudeville
<ut of the present booking arrangeworst and it comes to showin your
ment Is expected to be bettered by authority you can pick up a base- partners for six years, but it was not
until the Monday night before the
the realignment.
ball bat and crown somebody. But wedding Miss
Klaine favorably liswhat can you do with a flock of tened to her partner's marriage probehind
molls
that
sit
wire
screen
a
-<posal. That evening Sam Meyer.
Keith's. Far Rockaway, Split Week
and propaganda you out of games sbtant manager of the theatre, gave
Keith's Columbia, Far Rockaway,
that ou«ht to be in the win column. Mr. Brown a dinner
to celebrate his
started its split week on Thursday.
1
can't reieuse any of these birds birthday. During the
banquet Rrown
this w< eje, making the List half a
for the minute I do one of the other tried it again and got
it over.
Heretofore
four-day engagement.
clubs will grab them and :t they go
Fridays playing
the acts opened
Sunday additionally good I will never hear the end of it
'ay
Sat

All

a sand trap
China be-

fore getting back on the fairway.
The first medal play started June
14 at Mt. Vernon. The scores of the

Albee to arbitrate the claim.

jtj

Many Married Men on
Team Wives Gather in

Too

32

for an accounting of the profits of
the act, claiming they were equal
partners In It with Smith and Dale.
Goodwin and Kaufman objected to
the latter twain leasing the "Hungarian Rhapsody" act to Burns and

The Keith executive touches on
each point as he wrote the opinion,

.vj*£

A

*8BHnfl}S;

GET ON CON'S NERVES

^s^P

HmK*'-^^^v. •';:*' •^bmB :<^$>1Sww
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)

recently

^

?

4ft(§rjv.yw

test— First
Wednesday

Y.,

/

11/ s

Annual ConMedal Play

and excavating almost

for Mr.

mm

QUALIFYING ROUND

The number of actors who have
and temporarily or per-

BALLPLAYERS' WIVES

^Hr*

IN

ville)

Kissam on a royalty basis without
These and other
dividing equally.
allegations were generally denied by
Smith and Dale through their attorneys, Julius Kendler and Monroe
M. Goldstein, the latter arranging

'

THEATRICAL GOLFERS

OFFICES

Bookies Affected

BROWN AND

and

i

The house plays combinations The

RUTH BUDD EXPLAINS
The mother

<>(

Ruth

first

half.

from the home fans.

TANGUAY CANCELS BUFFALO

awake

Kva Tanguay, booked for a full
week by the CIus Sun office at the

layin
I am
nights tryin to figure out, for
if I don't
am a sure thing to finish
behind 'li" buhch by the time
I

Uudd wan

WED

Lafayette,

Buffalo,

to

commence

September rolls around.
First Clown Night
Monday, notified the booking office
We have dropped from third place Saturday ni^ht she would be unable
Clown Night of the seato
fifth
.port,
in
three
son for the Lights C)Uh «t Fr<
weeks so you can to fin the engagement, due to uibe Saturday evening, Imagine your gray haired comrade ness,
will
I,
L.
ion Plate*'),
doin a Billy* Could in a (>w more
She appeared last week at the AlMiss Budd mike* that assertion June 17.
Wednesday night of tin IVeck 'he days.
len, Cleveland, a picture house
emphatically, also confirming that
Sorrow
fully,
it
the
the
dan*
es
Johnny
first of
mid-week
i'ooley filled tho Buffalo
the engagement If broken indefiVour old pal.
engagement.
club was held.
Con,
nitely*

not concerned in the breaking >f the
engagement between Miss Build and
Karyl Norman ('•The Creole l'i-h(

Lights

The

lirst

-

VAUDEVILLE
LOCM BRYANT AGENCY,

SHUBERT BOOKINGS STAGNANT;

Unit Producers Reported Acting Independently in
Securing Talent Offers Made for Hitchcock,
Bayes, Hussey and Others

—

all accounts Slnibert vaudebookings for next season's unit

From
ville

OPPOSITION VAUDEVILLE

shows on the circuit are stagnant
The accounts soem to agree the

DUE

IN

ATLANTIC CITY

Shubert unit producers are striving
to secure feature turns to head their
unit productions.

those approached to come
In on the unit proposition are Nora
Bayes, Raymond Hitchcock and
Jimmy Hussey, among others of
similar professional standing. Inducements are said to be a guaranteed salary and a percentage of the
fchow's profit. This proposal that includes profit sharing is made on the
plea that if the show's star can draw
the opportunity will present itself
at the head of a unit show playing

Among

to $1 top.

Among

specific terms menbeen $1,000 weekly
tioned have
guaranteed and 25 per cent, of the

the

One name approached de-

profits.

manded

his salary and 50 per cent,
of the profits, to hear farther, and
was later informed he could have
the 50 per cent, if he would reduce
his salary to almost nothing. Miss
Bayes is reported- to have been offered a flat salary approximating
$2,500 weekly for the season, but did
The Shubert people
not accept.

offers.

He headed

a

show in Shubert vaudeville last
season and tested his drawing power
at that time, his unit show being
among the leaders in the gross on
unit

The Keith

consummated.

people

recently refused to renew their lease
for Keiths Pier, which has been
taken over by local interests and is
being booked by Fally Markus, the
independent agent.
The Pier Is
scheduled to open June 26 with
Nora
Irene Franklin headlining.
Bayes is the headliner week of

July

offered the
vaudeville, but

Globe for summer
the Nixon-Nirdlinger house being
available, preferred it on account of
its

location.

The opening
stands,

show as

pier

running order,

in

It

now

Togo,

Is

LOEWS CLOSING

ation in searching for talent for their
productions. Pending securing feature turns, bookings otherwise have

acts playing south will

public.

New York

m

New

Loew
jump from

and from

One

story says

that

several

About two weeks remain open

In

the south.

NO 0-L AGREEMENT REACHED
No agreement has been reached
between the Orpheum and Loew
proposed
regarding
the

circuits

switch

in playing policy of the cirsmall time houses on the
nor will there be any such
agreement, said Martin Beck this
week.
As reported in Variety last week
the proposal was .for the Orpheum
to delete the pictures from its Junior coast theatres and for the Loew
houses at San Francisco and Los

cuits'

coast,

restrict their policy to
pictures only, removing the present
to

vaudeville.

LESTER ALLEN, KEITH ACT

big

with the Shubert agency or producers, with the
objective fli view of elevating their
big time salaries or seeming a more
favorable contract for next season
than thus far has been offered by
the big time chains. One act reported as being under a three-year
contract with a big time agency has
been in communication cf late with
Shubert agents, without the Shubert
office, according to its statement,
placing much reliance upon the neflirting

gotiations.

The producers

say, as a rule, they
limit the nveekly cost of their
attractions
to $.*>,000.
Shubert unit
will

That Is the minimum mentioned ly
1.
H. Herk at the dinner given the
in the Hotel Asthe producers claim
Some
tor.
they can frame a unit show for less
money. One producer reported to
have laid out his show at a weekly
cost of $6,000 said when asked regarding it that if his expenses
i cached $6,000 he would cut his show
d iwn.

Shubert producers
of

1

CLAUSE

"Play or Pay" Contract Subject to

clause

inserted

in

the

subject to cancellation, or words to
that effect, provided a theatre it
calls for an engagement in should
close or change its policy on or be*

Lester Allen was signed to a twoyear contract by the Keith office
this week.
Allen is a graduate of
burltsTiuo, going into musical comedy from that field about four years
ago.

Harry Fitzgerald handled the
Keith negotiations which have been
conducted since Allen appeared in
a

new

act recently.

MUSIC HALL

LEASES

B. B.

The

Brighton

rid

Beach

Hall has been leased for the

TRANSFER CONFIRMED
ern end of

its

Ackerman

&

of the Loew westvaudeville circuit to

Harris was officially
announced this week through the

Loew

office.

The brief announcement said the
transfer will occur June 25 in San
Francisco, but that Marcus Loew
will be unable to be present and
will be represented by E. A. Schiller, along with Isadore Frey of the
legal department.

The western Loew houses, excepting the Warfield. Frisco, and
new State, Los Angeles, will be
turned back to Ackerman & Harris,
who merged the houses with Loew's
a couple of years ago. The men-

AGENT LATEST THING
New

Type

Around

—Agents

Securing
Openings

Influential in

A new type of booking agent Is
coming Into existence with so many
vaudeville and production artists
turning to the phonograph records
as sources for adding to their revenue.
Singers and musicians of
late seem intent on a currently
common craze to "can" their talents
for posterity and other material reasons.
As a result the various recording
managers

and

experts stationed
disk
companies
are
applicants for test
record tryouts. It has reached the
stage that only a "name'' is accorded a practical test, following
which a commercial disk is marketed for one month to test its (and
the artist's) selling powers with the
public.
More often the "name" is
accorded this tryout by request only.
the

swamped with

There are. a handful of musical
agents (their cognomen is really
undefined) close to these powers
that be in the recording laboratories
who are influential enough to arrange test records for aspirants, and

.

—

so far.

Several causes are ascribed for
acts deferring signatures. The two
principal causes appear to be a cut.
in salary in contracts offered or
without the increase asked for by
the acts, and acts waiting to see
what may turn up in the form of
other engagements.

This condition Is said to have
virtually stopped booking in the big
time agency, though up to date sev*
eral turns for next season have
been signed.
In an intent to accelerate book*
ings, the Keith's office is reported to
have notified agents that unless
their
acts
returned
contracts,signed, within ten days after their
receipt, the names
of the acts
would be removed from the "available list" of the office. That might
mean the turns removed would be
overlooked for summer engagements. It is said to have had ne
better effect, although one or twe
agents have stated that names of
acts failing to sign within the prescribed limit had their names takes
off

the

list.

Comedy

acts in "one" are beinf
signed up whenever possible to twocontracts
by the Keith office*
year
Several acts of this classification
were offered the long term contract!
if successful in any further contract this week.
Lester Allen was signed
work the agents share in a large for two years. Similar contracts
percentage as "managers."
were offered to Will Mahoney,
The average popular song vocalist Kramer and Boyle, Arthur We
gets from $75 to $150 for canning a and others.
West had previously
number, a few favorites more and signed a two-year contract with
others even less, dependent on the Sam H. Harris for the new "Mueio
person until he or she builds up a Box Kevue."
following that sometimes means a
The contracts contain an option
royalty percentage on the records for the third year to be exercised
sold as well.
Many singers make at the discretion of the Keiti
this their profession solely, record- people.
Special publicity, billinf
ing two to four numbers monthly and exploitation will be given thi*
;

three to six phonograph com- acts.
panies that do not employ exclusive
for

artists like Victor,

Brunswick and

Columbia.
Many record for the
major companies in addition to the
"small time" work. It is a lucrative

SHUBERTS' CHI OFFICE

NOW HAS

field

;

—

105th Street, Cleveland, the Keith
small time house, is scheduled to
close tomorrow (Saturday) night.

Majestic,
The
Houston,
and
sum- Princess, San Antonio, playing Loew

road shows, discontinue vaudeville
f< r the summer, week of July 30.
Loew's Hamilton, Can., June 17.

Fays Rochester and Providence
close this week.

The Royal, originally one of the middle western vaudeville
money makers on the .Keith to its books, including two

best

has suffered from the inroads made by the two new vaudecircuit,

hous

in

Ch

cago.

Lester Bryant, who
houses, Keith's Fordham and local office,
has had
Moss'
Franklin,
several
blocks career in western theatricals, ra
away. The Royal, a big time house, idly rising as
a youth from Dave
may reopen with a change of policy, port. Ia., to
managing direc*
heads t
a meteo

ville

the

which will leave the West Bronx of the Playhouse, a legitimate t
and Fordham sections without a atre here that Bryant has eontin
big time vaudeville stand next sea-

son.

R. Samuels ef the Keith office
the booker.

I.

The Jefferson. Auburn, N. Y., is
June 17.
With the closing Saturday of the
ENGAGEMENTS
MUST ANSWER QUESTIONS Grand
Thomas Shearer, third season in
Opera House, Philadelphia,
The B. F. Keith Vaudeville Ex- that city will have but two neigh- "The Bad Man.
change and its Officials and allied borhood theatres ploying vaudeville
Ga|tison Jones. Janet Richardson,
interests, named co-defendants In after this week.
They are the "Spice of
(i-red Heider and
Max Hart's $5,230,000 damage suit, Globe, a full week, and the Nixon, Swift and Kelly withdrew last Week
were overruled by Judge John C. with a split policy. Keith's will re- from that show while In rehearsal).
Steppe and O'Neil in Herk Show Knox in the Federal District Court main open throughout t*»c Hummer, George Hurd Jones, for OoMin's
Harry Steppe and Harry O'Neil Monday. J.ulge Knox ordered the as usual.
Dance Production (vaudeville).
have been signed for one of I. H. Keith people must answer certain
Kva Clark for "The Bin Wheel."
link's Shubert vaudeville units interrogatories before the trial ">f
71. S. Moss Flatbush, Brooklyn, N.
Alfred Latell and FIsic Yokes.
the action.
uext season.
Jaek B* id Shub. it vaudeville unit.
y., closes June 25.
under consideration.

The Keith agency, in its big time
department, has of late attempted
to hasten the signature of acts to
next season's contracts, but accord*
ing to report, without signal success

and is still booming despite this
11 WEI
talk about radio doing any damage.
^ Another angle in he form of gentle graft crops up periodically, the
tioned theatres remain with Loew's
influential phonograph singers being Lester Bryant Heads West*
and their future policy, the state- declared "in"
on certain songs by
Booking Branch of Shubert
ment says, will be determined after enterprising music
publishers in
Mr. Schiller reaches the coast.
consideration for exercising influVaudeville
ence in getting them recorded by
leaving
the
Mccormick
companies they work for. That
is an easy matter for a singer, the
Chicago, June 14.
Bill Quaid has been given manaThe Lester Bryant Vaudevil!
gerial supervision of Proctor's. Mt. recording laboratory director natuVernon, N. Y., in addition to the rally favoring a composition pur- Booking Exchange is the affiliat
post he holds as manager of Proc- ported authored by one of his sing- local branch of Shubert vaudevill
Harry McCor- ers or musicians. However, there for bookings. Lester Bryant Is th«
tor's Fifth Avenue.
mick, who retires as resident man- Is a popular female vocalist who head, surrounded by Jimmy" O'Neil?
ager of Mt. Vernon next week, will eschews all this salving altogether, Coney Holmes, George Webster an
Th/
become associated with the Keith but she is possibly the sole excep- Clarence W. Morganstern.
tion in the whole business.
Bryant agency is now booking h
interests in another capacity.
weeks out of Chicago, supplyinf
-73E
small and big time bills.
ROYAL CLOSING
Bert Baker in Jacobs Unit
The Bryant agency arranged wit-j
The Jenie Jacobs unit show for
the Shuberts last September to tal
Shubert vaudeville next season has Earliest for Keith's Big Timer in care of
bookings in this territo
Bronx New Policy Possible
engaged T 'ert Baker and company.
not handled on the direct line
-Teiths Royal, in the Bronx, New the Shubert
vaudeville circuit fr
York, will close Sunday.
This is the New York booking headqu
HOUSES CLOSING
the earliest closing for the Bronx ters.
June
17.
Plaza, Worcester, Conn.,
house for several .seasons.
Last
Next season the Bryant office e
Keith's Hippodrome,
Cleveland, season it went dark August 1.
pects to add 'at least eight mo
closed for the season Saturday. The

Music

mer by Bush Jermon. The house is
being renovated to eliminate violations at present placed against it by
the fire department.
A polity has not been decided upon
for the beach house with a straight
pictures of musical comedy stock

"CANNED" BOOKING

with

Keith "play or pay" contracts for
next season, states the contract is

New Loew

York, coming back.

from burlesque.
time acts are

MAY

A new

SIGN

Contracts for Next Season Remaining Unsigned—,
10 Days Limit Imposed with Name Off "Available
List" as Penalty, Doesn't Hasten Signatures

Sam

Trinz, of
the L. & T. forces, secretary, and
George Webster treasurer.
They will retain the offices established by Bryant in the Wood's
theatre building, and will book the
Finklestein & Rubin, Lubliner &
Trinz houses and eight other weeks
of independent houses.

The transfer

falls off.

to Atlanta

Orleans to

Nearly all of the Shubert vaudebookings to date of importance
have been reported in Variety, when
secured Angeles
occurring.
Several have
their loading principal, but so far
ntioned arc recruits
ITtoat of those

booking manager;

and March.

—Two

lit vv<
Week Houses Out
Four Split
Weeks South Now Open

open until business

ville

Chicago, June 14.
Lester Bryant has disposed of his
interests
in
the Lester
Bryant
Vaudeville Booking Exchange, affiliated with the Shubert vaudeville
circuit,
to a
syndicate of local
vaudeville men.
. The agency in the future will be
known as the International Vaudeville Agency, maintaining the Shubert affiliation with dlarence W.
Morgenstern, who represents the
N
Finklestein & Rubin houses, as
president; Lew Trinz, of Lubliner
& Trinz, vice-president; Jimmy
O'Xeall, vice-president and general

well into the summer or throughout
the year, closing last season in
May, and several as early as April

office.

and without consultation or co-oper-

One story is that the Shubert producers are holding back owing to the
present slowness in vaudeville bookings throughout the field. They are
said to believe they can make better
bargains or "buy better" through
waiting than by "going after" turns
^hey have in mind.
While it is claimed the Shubert
circuit now has 30 houses at least
lined up for next season, the names
of the theatres have not been made

Head

Burns and Foran, Prince and Bell,
Libby and Sparrow, Faber and Mc- fore May 1.
The clause was apparently InGowan, Nora Bayes, The Bonne
settes.
The Klein Brothers were serted because of the number of
houses
booked by the Keith peolisted,
but are reported to have
withdrawn at the suggestion of the ple, and customarily keeping open

The Loew circuit will close four
of its split week houses within the
the circuit.
next month. They are St. Louis,
While all bookings for Shubert June 24; Houston, July 1; San Anvaudeville ultimately go through the tonio, July 15, and Hamilton, OnShubert vaudeville agency, the vari- tario, June 17.
Atlanta, Birmingham, Ala., New
ous producers on the wheel circuit
are said to be acting independently Orleans, and Memphis will remain

been inactive.

Affiliated

Cancellation

The Keith people were

HURRY ACTS TO

WITHOUT SIGNAL SUCCESS

Chicago
Bookinq Branch Loses

Shuberts'

S.

week and immediately was

swamped with

—

Keith vaudeville will play the
Apollo, Atlantic City, for the summer, according to a deal now being

claim Hitchcock cannot be secured,
as he is virtually under agreement
to them and will appear in a new
production to be made for the CenHitchcock
tury roof in the fall.*
was to have opened last night in Shubert
the
Carroll.
Wheel"
"The Pin
at
Hussey returned from the other
Hide this

—

Apollo
Win Book
Booked by
Against Pier
Marcus

Keith's

KEITH'S

TRANSFERRED

IS

SEEKING FEATURE TURNS

Friday, June 16, 1922

'

mv

to

fill

with hits since he assuna

management.
His connect!
with vaudeville became more in
mate after the western book!
agency for the Shuberts was
ganized some time after openi
When that happened Mr. Br)
the

-

really took personal control.

Burt Green III at Home
Burt Green, accompanied 1'Y
wife, In ne Franklin iFrankhn
Green), returned to New York
v. eek.
Mr. Green was taken Ml
the Other side and is still <l uit *
at his home In Mt. Vernon, N'- *•

/

BURLESQUE
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SHOW

OLDEST BURLESQUE

CABARET

TITLE

PASSES AFTER 30 YEARS' USE

W

Campbell's "London Belles" to Be

S.

#

Above New

Starred

Known

—Joe

Next

Follies"

"Youthful

Season

The ladies' rooms of Broadway ment on Young's Million Dollar Pier
and Fifth avenue restaurants and at Atlantic City this week, taking
place of Jim Shields' Masonhotels are complained of by women tli
who visit them. They say the tip Dixon Seven Dance Orchestra, which
thing has grown to the extent has gone on tour with a number of
where the attendants in the ladies engagements for special affairs in
rooms secrete toilet articles women college towns. June "5 Benson's OrBe- chestra of Chicago will start its
require, even to hand towels.
sides, they also complain the rooms summer engagement on the Million
are unkempt and musey, seldom Dollar Pier. The Million Dollar Pier
wholesomely clean and that the Hippodrome will open June 26 with
same desire craze for tips appears a strong bill headed by F.mmet
to prevent the women attendants Welch and his minstrels and Idled
from giving the ladies 'rooms any out with live vaudeville aits.
The only expersonal attention.
ceptions made of all the higher
One hundred cases of Volstead
grade hotels and restaurants of act violations are on the calendar
both streets were two Fifth avenue for tho June to.
of United States
hotels.
These two hotels are re- Court of the Northern New York
ported to be building up a large district
opening at Binghamton
daytime trade for luncheon and tea, next Tuesday. It is expected It will
girls making their appointments in take the court nearly two weeks
them through knowledge they are to dispose of the booze cases, the
the only places where proper atten- calendar for which is now being

as
<*»

Marks

Title

,'

\

really the oldest title In
burlesque will pass
active use in
season, William S. Campbell

What

is

"FOLLIES" DID $4,900

Gerard's "Follies of the Day" at
the Gayety, Boston, lust week, was
xt
"London
the
the only Columbia show in action
baving decided to drop
show which he has on the circuit. "The Follies" did
Belles'' for his
for 30 years, and $4,900 its fourth week of the sumcontinuously
used
"
"Youthful Follies
mer run. Last week's business reiuPPlant it with
Seamon did ceived a hard wallop, owing to the
Last season Hurtig &
oldest heat wave throughout the week. The
next
the
with
thing
he same
Bur- question of whether the "Follies"
burlesque title, the "Bowery
continuously for 24 continue at the Gayety next week
lesquers," used
not will be determined by this week's
did
experiment
The
years
Hurtig & business. The first week the show
Drove successful with
the did $8,200; second week. $7,400;
of
middle
Reunion. About the
the third week, $7,200.
season "The Bowerys." renamed
"Froliekers* Revue." was changed

L

to its original title.
ished the season that way,

back

It

1

'

entering the burlesque field
during the course of the
The
World's Fair in Chicago.
along that way until
went
••Belles"
Sydell
four years ago, when Rose
(Mrs. William Campbell) retired
the
and
work
stage
from active
'London
•how became known a
Belles," with the star's name elimIt has played under that
inated.
In

'

lPt)2,

billing since

1918:

name

of
"Youthful Follies."

will carry the

above

the

show
Joe Marks

The following officers were elected
for a period of one year by J he Burlesque Club at the annual meeting
in New York June 8:
James E.
Cooper, president; Lew Talbot, vicepresident; Chas Frankly it, treasurer;
Harry Rudder, financial secretary;
Louis Lesser, recording secretary.
The election of Cooper for president
and Rudder for financial secretary
clude

Sam

of

Scribner,

19

New York.
New York.
Bushwick, Brooklyn.

26 Riverside,
10

Dir.:

THOS.

3

ladies' room naturally is one
part of his establishment that does
not come under the personal observation of the manager, but it is
an important part, it seems, for any
restaurant that drives away the
women, keeps away the men. It's
about the next worst thing to the
headwaiter'a hold up for a stake
for a table, allowing people to leave
in
preference to protecting the
house.

The

Royal.

J.

the

billing reading "Joe Marks and his
Youthful Follies." This will celebrate the elevation of Joe Marks to
He has been
burlesque stardom.
featured for several ;ears with the
"London Belles." Eddie Cole will
be featured with the Campbell show

next season.
Rose Sydell played as the star of
the old "London Belles" for 26 consecutive seasons, a record in itself,
aside from the 30-year record for
the continuous use of the title in
burlesque.

write the
book of next season's "Youthful
Smith will
Follies" and Will H.
stage the Campbell show.

James Madison

will

BERT WESTON'S TABS
Bert Weston, office manager for
James E. Cooper, has entered the
for a
vaudeville producing field
He will
flyer during the summer.
one
first
specialize In tabs, the
"Broadway Players." opening for
three weeks at the Broadway, Norwich, Conn. The piece will run an
hour, the rest of the show being
The
filled out with a feature film.
company will change the tab twice
Weekly during the run.
The company includes Al Hilliard,
Eddie Lloyd, Bee Beryl and Pearl
Watson. Weston retains his post
with Cooper, in addition to his producing business.

FITZPATRICK

CONTROVERSY OVER

HARRY (HICKEY) LE VAN

arranged by U. S. District Attorney
Hiram C. Todd.

The hearing

in the case of State
Tewes, charged by
agents with intei ference when they were investigating
a hotel at Staatsburg, May 5, wil>
take place at Newburrh today
(Friday).
The state trover arrested the* federal sleuths for as-

Trooper

J.

B.

prohibition

Henry

J. Waldbllllg. chief
capital district dry forces,
will contend that the arrest was an
interference with federal officials.
As a result of the fracas between
the state policeman and the dry

sault.

the

of

Henry Dixon and Irons & Clam"Bandanna Land" at Reisenweb- agents no evidence was obtained at
move June 15 to the that particlar visit.
will
The agents
age Both Claim Contract with er's
former Bal Tabarln, Atlantic City went back to the StaaUburg hotel
put
all-colored
show
with
another
Years
Three
Comic for Next
at a later doAe, however, and made

inKeit,

James Sutherland. Sam
Bob Travers. Billy K. Wells.

Pool Lewis.

on by Al Mayer to succeed at
enweber's the same date.

A

controversy over the services
of Harry (Hickey) Le Van for the
next three years is on between
Henry P. Dixon and Irons & Clamage. Warren Irons claims a threeyear contract with Le Van beginning
next season by the terms of which
Le Van Is to appear in one of the

FEED CLARK BUYS IN
Fred Clark, company manager for
Jacobs & Jermon's Columbia wheel
shows for the last five years, and
last season with "The Flashlights,"
has purchased a half interest in the
franchise on which the Lew Kelly

An attempt

are to be featured in the show.

tains a proviso that in the event
of either party failing to live up to

its terms, the party breaking the
BEDINTS COLUMBIA TOUR
agreement will forfeit $5,000 to the
Jean Bedinl will operate two and other. Dixon is operating a Shubert
produce four shows of the Columbia vaudeville unit with Max Marcln
One of the next season.
wheel next season.
shows Bedini will both operate and
Dixon stated this week he would
produce is "Spangles," which played take legal action against Le Van,
the Shubert vaudeville circuit as a if the latter did not abide by his

unit revde last season. The other
is the "Chuckles" show.
The two shows Bedinl will produce, but not operate, are the two
de Courville franchises, one made up
of "Hullo, Canada" and the other.
"Pins and Needles."

DALEY'S "BREVITIES" PEOPLE
Daley's "Broadway Brevities"

contract.

PIANO PLATERS LEADING
The Columbia wheel shows
leaders
piano
directors next season.

as

At the Columbia

offices

use

will

musical
It

Iteis-

a "pinch" for violation of the Volstead act.

dry up Kansas
City, which has had a reputation ae
one of the wet spots in the country,
has been started by Federal prohibition agents.
Posing as insurance

show was formerly operated.
Irons & Clamage Columbia wheel
Clark and John G. Jermon will shows.
Jointly operate a show on this franDixon also claims a contract with
chise next season. It will carry the Le Van, beginning next season for
title of "Let's Go."
a three-year term. The Dixon conMarty Collins nad Jack Pillard tract, according to the latter, con-

Ed

Broadway

pecially complained of in this respect, for inattention and insolence.

Orpheum, Brooklyn.

July
July

given in the ladies' room.
cabarets are es-

is

The

Sailing July 18 for England.

directors

John

tion

12 Keith's, Philadelphia.

the Campbell

ac on

Next

BURLESUUE CLUB OFFICERS

was unanimous.
The new board

"Hard Boiled Hampton"

June
June
June

fin-

and the

season
show will again go out next
as "The Bowerys."
was first
The "London Belles
known as Rose Sydell's "London
Belles,

HARRY HOLMAN
In

was

stated the piano leader plan had no
significance, other than that piano
leaders could handle the shows

Zit's Casino, in Central Park, received a publicity break it never
could have hoped for when Mayor
Hylan revoked the dancing permit
given for June 9 in the restaurant
agents, two of the officers visited for the Grand Fete Champetre, althe Biltmore and Muehlebach ho- leged to have been inspired through
tels, Kansas City's finest, and after the
Authors' League, with Tony
a two days' stay arrested eight of Sarg in charge of the affair. It
the bellhops on charges of selling woo held Instead June 9 at Madiliquor.
The officers claim the boys son Square Garden, with the tank
sold them bonded liquor for $12 a open for swimming. The $11 scale
pint and "hooch" for $8 a quart; still holds, with buyers of Casino
also that one of the boys, after be- tickets honored at the Garden.
ing arrested, eaid the "hooch" had
Zit has a dancing permit, to becost him 85 cents. The agents say come operative shortly, in the Cathese arrests are but a starter, and sino. He claims the League people
that they are going after a number approached him with their plan. Ha
of druggists and doctors, who have assented, but informed them they
been handling the stuff.
They would have to secure all required
stated that St. Louis and Omaha permits. A press agent got to work
were much wetter than Kansas and promised everything in a flamCity, and that liquor was being sold boyant circular. It promised so much
over the bar in the latter town. it looked as though one of those old
The management claim that they Webster Hall affairs were to be
have been doing all possible to stop pulled on the lawn of Central Park.
the sale of liquor by the bellboys, Everyone denied any intent to u?o
but that they smuggle It ln and get the Park outside of the Casino
a commission for its sale.
building. Much of the circular was
Just an $11 selling argument, but
Alex. Hyde's Symphonic Enchant- one of the dailies picked up the
ers, the latest band combination to matter of using the
park for a fete
Invade vaudeville, have been booked and quoted from the circular. That
for a tour of the week stands in settled that.
local
Loew houses, opening at
The publicity for the Casino,
Loew's State, New YorJ City, June though, Started business tin re. Zit
19.
Hyde's musicians have been (now a full fledged restaurant man,
recruited from leading orchestras, who sticks around all day
to k«
and are nine in number.
nothing is put over) had turnaway
business the week end, he says, and

to

(Columbia wheel) next season will
have the following cast: Lena Daley, better.
Previously most of the show
Jay C. Flippen, Walter Brown, John
Columbia wheel have
O. Grant. Big Three Trio. Babe leaders on the
been violinists.
Healey, Rose Maynard.
that a road manager
event
the
In
with
The show will be outfitted
the scenery and costumes of the has a violin leader under contract
engagement will
JAFFES SAM SIDMAN SHOW "Broadway Brevities" show from for next season, the leaders
engaged
The Boardwalk opening Monday everybody in New York now knows
hold good, but all
The show George Jaffe will oper- last season.
at the renamed Cafo de Paris on there is a Casino in the park. A
from now on will be pianists.
ate on the Columbia wheel next
Broadway is said to have a weekly provision

in the Casino's lease calls
"Broadway Flappers" Cast
salary roll of $2,800 for the enter- for a daily opening of the restaurant
Those engaged for Rube BernSUIT ON TAXI .SMASH
tainment.
by
9 a. m. It opens at 8, owing to
Lou Reals has been engaged as stein's "Broadway Flappers" Colthe early riders and walkers. Kq
Dorothy Raymond and Joseph
toanager and Frank Laning advance umbia wheel show next season inCharles M. Fry's Philadelphia or
have
closing
burlesque,
in
both
hour is named.
Hoffman,
agent. Others engaged are George clude Oattison Jones, Jack Hunt.
chestra opened a simmer engage
Wright. Frank Conroy and Terris Clyde J. Bates, Major Johnson, with brought two $1,000 Civil suits against
alleged
susfor
injuries
they
decreed that no dancing
for
Daley
John
Sisters.
several to fill.
shall take place ln any public hall
tained in an automobile collision
licensed for tho terpsiehorean art
March 27 last.
IRWIN SUIT RESUMED
after midnight, on week nights, and
-\
Both principals were in a taxi with
that oh Sundays (here ."hall be no
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Kelly, the Mack Under Examination in $100,
dancing at all. The by-law as sublatter a burlesque producer, when
000 Damage Action

season will be called the Sam Sidtnan show, with Sidman starred.

SPORTS

Mr.

I

struck their cab
and 6th avenue. New
causing them serious injuries
car

>.iley's

The examination

at 3Sth street
Yor|C,

C >S league baseball has been on
the

upgrade
since
season
the
opened. At least that is true of
New York. The Polo Grounds have
been comfortably occupied
both for
the Giants
and Yankee games, the

City. After spending, is he claims,
$6,000 in advertising and other expenses, for a bull tight here May
21 he his been stopped by ord'-rs

and damages through
ployment.

It

loss

of

em-

declared.

is

ILL AND INJURED
from Mayor Cromwell. Upon MoKarle O. Amend is convalescing
assurance there was nothing
tpsence of Babe Ruth from the brutal or harmful to the bulla, the at Christ Hospital. Jersey City.
*ank line-up not having been
par* city license department issued a N. J, having been operated on due
ucui ar y noticeable.
One way of permit for the aftatr several day-; to an injury to his knee cap.
paging the pastime's earlv draw Is ago. The newspapers picked it up
Mildred King C Rose Review*') is
"*Q ticket demand
Marys Hospital, Jamaica,
St.
it
>st before
at the ticket lint little time wis
jeencies.
the
leadgangrenous
L.
suffering from
For the Saturday and committee of women from
I.,
ounday g ;imp s it
Visiting hours
has heon n0 trick ing clubs of Kansas city was it the ruptured appendix.
t.fr'-rn
2 to 4 in thf afternoon
* 7,50 eaoh for tickets priced
mayor's office with their protest
li St
Wlth HUt " ,)ark iM ,h0 K m ° The mayor immediately issued in- and 7-S at night.
tho
"-re should be
and
to
Parks
Clayton replaced King
hall
my
police
structions
to
the
an extra draw for
week-day contests.
Chateau, Chicago,
arid Irwin at
attempt 'o plv.c 'he show.
on account <>( John King spraining
'^ Mo,iMa
cnie ' matador of
star
ankle.
blackface
A. musical comedy
Mail^'i
Will .1. tiarYi* Is spending a week
Prevented from pull- and a multi-million lire oil rn.n
Stmi Spuin
b,,U
nght ln M ;l,,i on hooked up in i bidding duel
The at tie* West Knd Hospital, Chicago
*
Squa
aarde n some time ago Is object wis OII0 of the horses »f t!'*' where ho h id his tonsils and idenola
havi,ng
e 1'»*lly hard
1
removed.
luck in Kansas
(Continued on page - r»>
lina's

i

i

1

.

;

m

'

1

1

-

'

'

1

1

* -

of

the

officials

Columbia Amusement Com-

of the

pany

in

age

suit

Fred Irwin's $100,000 damhas been resumed by
Irwin's attorney, Avel B. Silverman
(House, Crossman & Vorhaus). J.
Herbert Mack, the president of the

Columbia company. Is still on the
stand, hearings being conducted by
mutual agreement ln Mr. Silverman's

Sam

Office.

S.

amine. l
for

the

Kud

Bcribnef

K. Hynieka and
next be ex-

wilt

assist Irwin in his suit
loss of his two Columbia

t,>

Wheel franchises.
Mack's examination

began four
objected to some of
the Interrogations as is his privilege,
these to be threshed out
court later, i Supreme C<»urt
in
Justice to order Whether or not they
must answer my questions objected

weeks ago.

He

mitted to the Council provided that
tho closing hour should be one
O'clock in the morning. After Mayor
Martin had declared young gals
and men should not be out later
than ten or eleven o'clock, and that
If parents did
not see that their
girls got in at a respectable time,
the city must take action to protect them, an amendment was made
fixing the hour ut midnight.
ThU
was carried by a vote of 2* to 10.
Bhimmie Renda and their parthera
who affect a catch-' -catch- an,
cheek-to-cheek, straugh-hold and
other styles' of dar;cing, are blamed
by managers for the city's late t
edict closing all public dance ha I la
and cabarets at midnight throughout th*» week ei
md all day Sun<

l

d

i

y.

Legal

actl >n

•£ the managers

quash the new ny-iaw

i?

now

tually assured, Joint action by ill
the high-class establishment* hav«

i

to

<<»

Vir-

(Contluucd on pafe

2i»

Ml
I

i

AMUSEMENTS

• I
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$100,000 IN ACTS

CONCESSIONAIRES DISSATISFIED

Los Angeles, June

OVER CARNIVAL HIGH RENTS
Protesting to

Now
nival

—$50 and $75 Weekly

Show Managers

Against

$20—$25

Man's Belief

in

UP

GETTING CIRCUSES

Money"
Reports

to me than
for
part,

Chicago, June 14.
TIk carnival concessionaire is on
strike.
He demands a readjust-

my

I

any racket dough and,
I

have cut out

just as well
of mind that

ment

of the present high concession rentals, and threatens to quit
unless some change is made in the

believe

it

lasts longer.

all grift,

and

I

am

besides the peace
now enjoy."

off,
1

While the above expresses the
ideas of but one man, it shows there
is something stirring, and it proves
conceswhich
the
charges
present
which way the wind is blowing.
sion men claim are prohibitive and
Carnival managers have been cutout of reason.
With the general slump in the
outdoor amusement business, the
concession man has been the hardMany of them who opest hit.
erate a string of 10 or 15 stores
have dropped a tidy little bankroll
since t e opening of the season.
"With some of the shows, prices
have already been lowered. The
carnival manager found himself
compelled to reduce his concession
rates, but with many of the big
shows the old high prices have
held, and now the concession ncn
Some
are demanding a change.

ting their concession rates until it
looks like old times. Quite a number of the shows have cut their

wheels to

$30, with a weekly rental
grind stores and ball
This is supposed to include
lighting current, hauling and transportation for the help. One show,
Miller's Midway Shows, Is offering
wheels for $20, and all grind stores
for $15.
This is the charge per

of

$20

for

games.

week

flat.

One show

is

letting cat

racks and ball games work for $10
a week with electric current free.

.

quit cold, and have gone to try
their luck at seaside resorts or in
summer parks, while others have
thrown their material and merchandise in storage to await the fairs.
Grind concessions with some of
the big shows have been taxed as
much as $">50 weekly for one stand,

JOHNNY
The owner

J.

of

Big

—

Each Town

Business

in

thousand

with frame, canvas, help and merchandise included.
In the old days a store was
4
flashed with a few boxes of cheap
candy or a half dozen Teddy bears,
while now one socs a big display
of heavy woolen blankets or highpriced manicure sets, silverware
and imported imitation pearl neck-

laces and other jewelry.
The carnival manager claims that
with the high cost of railroading,
together with the increased cost of
operating, he is unable to reduce
his concession rentals, and there
the matter rests.
Another grievance if the concession man is the custom of some

show manager to put on percentage
wheels and other money games on
the last two or three days of the
week.
The legitimate concession
man claims this takes away from
his business.
The concession man
Is dissatisfied.
Few carnivals can
boast of the long display of concessions that have helped to carry
their shows over the road in past
seasons.
The lobby of the P.ilmor House
here has, of late, been quite a popular rendezvous for carnival men
while in Chicago, and as few of
these are given to the habit of quiet
talking,
quite
a deal may be
gleaned of their personal views by
anyone interested.
Recently
a
group of well-known carnival men
were talking over the
ituation.
The talk driftc<Vto the subject of
gambling. As a proof that not all
show managers are interested in
the money game racke
t!.e sentiments of a well-known carnival
owner are here expressed. Speaking of the grift, he said:
"For my
part, I'll be glad to see the end of
It,
An tar as I ear. see, it never
did mean anything but a pile of
worry and grief, and I don't see
what benefit the show reaps when
everything Is balanced.
A good
Joint man expects 50 per cent, of
the gross receipts of the store, and
another 25 per cent, goes to the
shills.
With this and the fixing
dough and with what the gamblers
steal from the fecclpt?, there is
seldom much left for the .rice but
the worry* and work of squaring
kicks and straightening out complaints.
Clean money ftoka better

the mime carnival on this show) and
was given under the auspices of the show

stands.
It was
noticeable
was no game over ten cents.
was impossible to gamble for any
money or to get a buy back.
It

Probably the biggest boost for the
Jones shows and one that impressed
the reviewer above everything else
while he was still Incognito and
standing near one of the doll racks,
was a young woman presiding over
this game who got one of the young
town fellows and started to bet him
on the outcome of his throwing
ability.
There was actually no

i

its
noises. Another side
technically termed a Ten-InOne- Show with ten features for the
one price of one admission. There
were no monstrosities in this side
show and all human beings, showing
the fat boy. the fat lady and things
of this sort. Another paid attraction
was a mechanical war trench or
battlefield, a free war exhibit, a
penny arcade, Willard's Temple of
Music (vaudeville act), a wild -west
show featuring Mabel Mack's comedy mules (eight mules and 20
horses, and three elephants), Sigsall

a commotion, with Jones bursting
through the crowd and informing the
young woman to close up the stand
and report immediately to the main
wagon, also asking the boys who

were playing

this game to please accompany him.
As the reviewer also had lost a
few dollars betting with the young

woman and being of an Inquisitive
nature, he ambled along. The young
woman was

«

J

*

Charge
Chicago, June 14.
arrest has been made hers
of Harold Church on a larceny
charge.
He
accused of embezzling $500 from the Showmen's
League of America, of which he j»
the assistant treasurer.

The

m

Church's hearing has been

set fog

June 24 in this city.
The Showmen's League is »upposed to be composed of outdoor
showmen. Frank P. Spellman, who
the president, has not been
is
active in amusements since lie
caroomed with his "Alitor Circus*?
a couple of season ago, after having sold stock in the motorhtad
traveling aggregation, mostly to

Glass House.
All this goes to

make up one of the
cleanest and finest condurted outdoor shows this reviewer has covered in the last two years.
If all
shows were conducted like Jones*
there would be
no necessity for
cleaning up the carnival business.

'

tion came up of licensing a carBurlington, Vt., June 14.
wanting to play Buffalo;
Cleanliness seems to be the key- nival
Y., and to which the local auN.
notes of Sparks' circus which has
thorities
objected, Spellman prejust completed a tour of Vermont.
Swearing and loud talking while sented himself as president of tho
Showmen's
League and pleaded for
putting up and taking down the
canvas, locating and other kindred the license.
The Showmen's League has been
work, seems to be the exception
rather than the rule with this outfit. looked upon as an organization
fathered
by a newspaper publisher
Last year when the show was in
this state it made an enviable repu- who wanted to control in this mantation and this summer it is held ner the outdoor amusement field
up as the cleanest organization of as far as possible for the benefit of
its kind that ever entered Vermont. his publication and to offset any
Business over the state was fairly prospective opposition in the pubgood.
During the local engage- lishing field.
Much surprise is expressed hero
ment, rain coming in torrents after
the beginning of the afternoon per- by showmen that in view of all of
the
circumstances an arrest was
formance and
continuing
until
nearly evening, detracted from the made on an alleged charge of a
night show. A carnival, playing in defalcation of the amount menthe heart of the city, did not make tioned, $500.
.j
much competition, even though the
circus was located on the outskirts.
N. Y.
!

The performance

is

X. C.

CELEBRATION

something

similar to last season, with familiar
faces on the track and in the ring.
Every act had at least one or two
new and difficult turns.

HEAVILY BILLED

Elaborate Exercises Planned at 25th
Anniversary of Greater City

Plans for a huge celebration
around tho first of the year are hi
making under the direction of

the

civic organizations, chamber of comKansas City, June 14.
The Al G. Barnes Circus has the merce and merchants' association*
town papered for two days, July 1-2, to mark the 25th anniversary of tho
and the Sells-Floto July 16-17. The (greater City.

Tho exercises, according to tho
when it
has the schedule being laid out, will rival
putting up the biggest those of the Hudson-Fulton celebra"daub" ever seen here. The stand Is tion several years ago.
bee's Dog and Pony Circus with on the side of a blank wall immedi"Captain" a famous educated horse ately opposite from the Gayety theGIANT GETTING PUBLICITY
(also a vaudeville feature), as the atre entrance on Twelfth street, and
main attraction of Sigbee's show.
Jan Yan Albert, the Holland giant.
covers the entire side of a fourThis carnival also has its girl story building, being five
stands is creating quite a atir throughout
show, but like
everything else
the country and is, incidentally, sehigh
and
150
feet
long.
It is sure
around the organization, it is concuring plenty of publicity for tho
ducted differently. No false prom- some flash.
Rubin and Cherry Shows wit*
ises and the girls are all dressed
in ankle length dresses.
The show
SNAPPY FIRST IN DULUTH which he is one of tho features.
is run in the form of vaudeville and
When the show played WashingDuluth, June 14.
between ballyhoos the girls wait in
ton a week or so ago, Van got as
The Snap Bros'. Shows are to be introduction
an ante-room until called. A spot
to President Harding.
light is used with a six-piece or- the first tent show in Duluth this
chestra. The entire show is run off season, having secured a contract
in 45 minutes with the eight or nine to exhibit under the auspices of
"GIBL SHOW" CLOSED
1
the
people doubling in the various acts. Veterans of Foreign Wars
at its
Chicago, June 14.
The show is opened with a manikin big outdoor festival
which opened
At Belvidere, 111., a "girl show*
act, next a solo, then marinettes, a
with the Gold Medal Carnival wa»
Russian quartet of singers and Monday.
Chauncey
A.
Peterson,
a
promidancers, etc. A request is made that
closed by the authorities, and at
there will be no smoking, with hats nent local political leader, is at the Rochelle, 111., the entire show waa
off and no talking.
From various head of the soldiers' entertainment stopped.
other shows seen, an announcement committee.
It was charged that the show car*
like this came as a distinct surprise.
The Snapp Bros.' Shows are ried a troupe of Egyptian women
There is no vulgar dancing, not even
a slight shimmy being shown, even showing to capacity business here. dancers and contortionists.
to the ballyhoo. The show although
of small
time calibre, could be

money pasted but the game smacked readily shown inside a church for
of "come-on." The town patron was women and children.
The fun houses were numerous
separated from about $11 and the
entire game did not take over 30 and were all of the ten-cent admisminutes. Someone must have tipped sion scale, a bug house, a House of
off Jones, because shortly there was Mirth, a Joy Trail, and Looking-

,

Is

—

of the

there

in Chicago
Arrested on Embezzling

TERMED 'TLEANEST"

is

telling

Harold Church

Pennsylvania Dutchman. The SpelU
man Motor Circus left its quarters^
encountering trouble at its first
stand in Ohio and barely made the
second stand, when the project
passed away. No account is of
record as to any procedure taken
by the stockholders, many of whom
bought stock from solicitors.
Geneva. N. Y., June 14.
Spellman was not heard of again
The Ringling Brothers-Bailey cirsued Jack Dempsey for
cus showed here last week, doing a Made Good Reputation Last until he
$100,000 for alleged breach of contremendous business. It had been
Spellman's home town/
tract,
in
Season
Business Fairly
several years since a circus played
Geneva, N. Y., where he is supthis town.
Good in Vermont
posed to be at present.
A few weeks ago when a ques-

JONES EXPOSITIONS

Local Order of Moose with no gate
charge; the lodge running several
stands and participating in a certain percentage of the gross. Jones
rents outright all of the merchandise
concessions at a flat weekly rate
with no participation of the show
on the percentage of the concessionares' business. It is understood
the weekly rental basis of a store
is from $20 a week up to as high as
$50. with the concessionaries all
paying their own transportation,
hauling and incidentals.
This is said to be the largest outdoor show now in America, using 40
steel cars, over 500 people. 3$ head
of horses and 80 wagons. It is also
said to be the first outdoor show
to ever use steel cars. Ed. R. Saulter
is press agent, with A. H. Barkley.
general agent. Among the concessions were found such plays as doll
racks, hoop-las, paddle wheels, silver
stores, blankets, umbrellas, country
stores, jewelery stands, gum and
candy wheels, large doll rack, fishing
and throwing at cups, two fortune-

Los Angeles.

.

ballyhoo getting a capacity play. A
chandise stands.
This exposition (they never use motordrome had motor cycle riders

dollars,

been purchased from the
United Fairs Booking Office of Chicago for t!.. event, which, it Is
claimed, will be one of the biggest
things of its kind ever attempted in

and

Johnny J. Jones that she would not be able to remain
Johnny Jones, known any longer with his show.
This same spirit of giving the
while merchandise wheels have had among the employes as the "boss,"
players an actual run for their
to pay as high as $75 and $80 but known
outside as
"Honest money seemed to be universal.
weekly.
This price includes light Johnny Jones" with
a reputation of There were no hundred to one
and transportation for one or two the only church-going carnival chance wheels or games, just the
people, but many of the carnivals owner in America.
Among certain usual form of merchandise peddling,
charge each concessionaire $25 a haunts they will tell you that Jones with the owner of the concession
week for the exclusive use of a runs his carnival on a golden rule getting a fair return for his products
wagon in which to load stuff. In basis; that Jones was the first one and efforts.
The riding devices which are all
trie
old
days grind stores paid to ever put into effect no gambling,
no Hawaiian
no lewd shows owned by Jones, included a ferris
around $20 weekly, while wheels of any kind; Village,
wheel.
Whip, Frolic Land, Tango
that was all lived up
went for $25.
to when the reviewer, jumped in un- Swings, Toyland Merry-Go-Round,
The present-day concession, with announced to look over this show at Toyland Swing, Toyland Ferris
its expensive flash and costly mer- Canton,
Ohio.
Arriving on the Wheel, Seaplane and a brand new
chandise means a far bigger in- grounds at 6.30 one was struck with ride not previously seen, called a
vestment than in the old clays, and the homelike atmosphere. A pleasant "Butterfly." There is said to be only
spirit prevailed among the conces- two in America. Among the paid atmany a single 30-foot store repre- sionaires
with no hard work or tractions, were such shows as a side
sents an investment of several pulling
among ai.y of the mer- show with five midgets, with each
Exposition

J^ohn Berger, widely known promoter of expositions and special
events, is to have complete charge
of the entertainment features of the
mammoth pageant and industrial
exposition to be held he-e under his
direction some time in August.
It
is said over $100,000 worth of acts

The retractions were bought by
Berger through Ed F. Carruthers.
Sells-Floto Playing Them
of the Chicago booking concern, who
made a special trip to the coast to
handle the deal.
Oswego. N. T.. June 14.
Alderman Ackhurst and Fire
For the first time in yeans, Oswego Chief Churchill are in charge of the
will have a circus in town, when main committees
and are taking
Sells-Floto plays
here June 22. care of the preliminary details.
Karly indications are that the show
Although this is practically an
will have two packed performances annual event,
a deeper interest is
with any kind of a\ weather break.
being taken in this year's carnival
than is usual.
Auburn, N. >'., had a circus recently, the first one in years. That
city went looking for a tent show SPARKS' CIRCUS IN VT.
through local demand. Sells-Floto
got the stand and did a turnaway.
Ringlings'

ACCUSED AS DEFAULTER

14.

have

Old Times—One Car-

in ''Clean

STATE

(N. Y.)

SHOWMEN'SLEAOJEMAH

John Berger in Charge of Big Lot
Angeles Pageant

former

came

credit

outfit put one over
to billing as its crew

of

CIRCUS ROUTES
Ringling Bros.

Gloversville; 21,

June lt-17, Boston; 19, Springfield, Mass>* 20,
Hartford Conn.;
21, New Haven; 22, Trovidence; 23.
Worcester; 24, Manchester, N. H.

Hagenbeck -Wallace
June 16, Chatham, Ont., Canada;
has joined the 17, Woodstock; 19-20, Toronto; 21.

BOYD JOINS BENSON

asked how much she
James W. Boyd
had taken from the parties repre- James M. Benson Shows as general Kitchener; 22, Owen .Sound;
sented
When told Jones dug down agent.
Stratford; 24, Sarina.
into his pocket, refunded the money.
Boyd was formerly with the Steve
gave back the young woman the difSells-Floto
ference between what she had puid La Gnie Shows and other small
as general
contracting
June 1«, Fitchburg, Mass.;
for her concession for the week and carnivals
the money glyen buck and told her agent.
Springfield; 19, Albany, N. Y.;

J3,

Auburn;

24,

Rome;

22,

OswegoJ)

LockporL

Walter L. Main
June It, Rumford, Me.; 17, Livermore Falls; 19, Lancaster, N. H-S
JO, Lindonville, Vt.;
21, Newport?
22, Woodville, N. H; 23, Plymouth?
21,

Laconia.
Al G. Barnes

21,

June

1«-17,

Denver;

19,

North

Piatt, Neb. (over-Sunday Jump o*
'79 miles); 20, 'Kearney; 21, Grand
17,

Island; 22, Norfolk;

20,

Fa.;

Fremont, Neb.

»23,

Sioux CUT*

f

—
Fri day,

Jmfi

1«»

-a

OUTDOOR AMUSEMENTS

*W*

m

•

CIRCUS TRUST

CARNIVAL ARRESTS

TOLEDO'S FAIR

NOW AGAINST

Will B« Held First

Time

in

a Very

Long While

ENTIRE INDEPENDENT FIELD
Show Muggivan-Ballard Opposing All
May Want to Buy Out Independents

Route Cards

—

Over
Only Three of Latter

Circus route cards for next week
gtoclose that all four of the MuggiIran-Balylard-Bowcra properties are

playing opposition to the only three
big independent circuses in the

impression gains
ground the French Lick crowd is

and

field,

the

hammering the others

to force their

hands on a proposition to buy them
If
out some time in the future.
this is not a deliberate campaign
with that end in view it has that
appearance.

The Sella-Floto and Hagenbeck-

L

Wallace shows are weaving back
and forth ahead of the Kingling
& Bailey circus
Bros.-Barnum
through northern New England and
Canada, where they are also opposing the Walter L. Main show in the
smaller stands, while in the west
Ifuggivan-Ballard's Gollmar Bros.
show is covering territory close to
the route of the Al G. Barnes outfit.

shows happen in
the same districts, not by design of
the Muggi van -Ballard routers, but
because the scouts of all th» shows
bring in information that makes the

It is

possible the

selection of territory

identical.

It

seems quite plain there is no exchange of information or agreement
in force as
territory.

division

to

of playing

The Ringling Bros.-Barnum-Bailey
Circus will get into Canada July 1,
and for four stands will follow the
Hagenbeck-Wallace circus by about
a month.
The Kinglings play
Quebec July 1, preceding thence .to
Montreal July 3-4
(where the
Hagenbeck show played June 5-6);
Ottawa, July

June
to

against Hagenbeck
July 6, compared

5

Belleville,

7,

Hagenbeck June

ton July

June

10,

10,

and Hamil-

MRS. BRUNEN

his

Other towns in which the Hagenbeck outfit gets on the ground first
are Toronto and Kitchener.
The
Sells-Floto property
crosses the
Kingling show at at least, one point.
Sells-Floto plays Springfield, Mass.,
tomorrow, two days ahead of the
Ringling-Barnum ft Bailey outfit.
After this week the Sells-Floto outfit turns west, crossing New York
State from East to West and playing Lockport. N. Y., June 24. Then
the Ringling property takes up the
trail of the Hagenbeck show in
Canada.
So far as the routes show, no
Muggivan-Ballard ehow actually
crosses the line of the Main show,
but the smaller Independent will
be in the maritime provinces of the
Dominion,
playing
smaller
the
towns not far away.
In the Rocky Mountain district
the Gollmar Bros.' outfit clashes
with the Al G. Barnes circus, the
western Independent. Their travels
cross at no less than five stands,
the Gollmar Bros, being about two

Brady ahead of the

£nows on account
Brady

who,
convalescing

at

m

J.

F.

Owen

Murphy

of the illness of
reports, was

last

a Baltimore hu3.

to

$100,000 will go for prizes, will start
Aug. 9, when grand circuit events
and runners are promised.
A big program of amusement fea-

tures is being advertised, including
a feast of sensational free acts.
There is to be a big midway and
carnival men are anxious to find out
if arrangemnets will be made with
one outfit to furnish the side shows,
or if these will be booked indepen-

dently.
All of the concessions are being
sold by the fair management outright which augurs bad for the carnival men. Merchandise wheels are
invited
and "other concessions."

Just what 'other concessions" include is not specified.
It would appear that the fair association is short of midway ground
space.

allowed to run

full blast,

although

the police were about the grounds
each afternoon and evening.
A drive is being waged by cities
in Central New York to stop all indecent dancing shows and gambling
devices in the future.

MIGDAX'S PRIVILEGE
Al Migdal, for many years a familiar character at Coney Island
and a carnival concessioner, has
disposed of his riding devices and
now operates all of the concessions
at Capitol Park. Hartford, Conn.,
having secured the oxclusive privilege.

Migdal has also revived the
"penny arcade" and is operating one
of these one-popular show shops
with marked success.

Boston, Mass., June 14.
Employes of Ringling Brothers'
and Barnum-Bailejr circus had a
trying time

when a severe

gale, ac-

companied by an unusually aevere
electrical storm, swept over Boston,
Sunday afternoon, where the circus
had arrived that morning for a
weeks engagement.

The big top was in place, also
most of the other tents, and the
animals were in their cages when
came what seemed to be a cloudburst. With a mighty roar, a sec-

was rent as
of tissue paper, and
employes thought the whole tent
would fall. But the ropes and stays
held, only a small section being
damaged at the time.
The animals, frightened by the
tion

of

the

big top

though made

out a tremendous roar,
some trying to escape from the
cages. Employes stood ready with
iron bars, fully prepared.
The elephants were driven out
through the rain into the open Fenway until the storm passed, when
they were returned to the Huntington avenue grounds.
storm,

let

TAC0MA BARS CARNIVALS

The O'Connell people will promote
and direct outdoor celebrations and
carnivals in different parts of Ohio
and Michigan during the summer.
Lon Polk, a well known amusement advertising man, will be
identified with Mr. Winter in this
work,

— Hoss-Lavine Shows Out
Cleveland. June

14.

Cleveland double barred its bars
against carnivals when the I loss
Lavine aggregation attempted to
get a permit to show. Its representative, George Greenwald, called
upon Director of Safety Martinec
and induced him to look over the
carnival while it was playing Just
outside of the city limits at Garfield
Heights. Greenwald promised Martinec that the Hoss-Lavine enterprise would run on a legitimate
basis.
Though the Hoss - Lavine
shows were scheduled for a Cleveland showing last week, they did
not appear. Greenwald parked himself in the City Hall, but was unable to swing the administration
over to his way of thinking.

The Hoss-Lavine shows
tent TO feet
city limits.

tried to

or so outside of the
of the suburbs

Some

co-operated with Cleveland and refused admission. Although Cleveland had no ordinance barring carnivals, it simply refused to grant a
permit.

Within tho last few weeks, Hagenbach -Wallace and Ringling-Barcircuses have been here,
giving their shows on tho lake

num -Bailey

CONEY ISLAND

front.

The ire of the city was aroused
about a year ago on its 125th anniversary.
Among the attractions
the Campbell and Hinkle Rodeo was
engaged, and the city was obliged
to hold the property of the rodeo
to satisfy debts.
The dailies took
up the rodeo story for a front sheet
affair and the city has not as yet
got over it, as the officials speak
of the rodeo, in a carnival vein.
The city at the time was obliged
to advance faros and hack salaries
from Detroit. The agreement entered into by the city and Campbell
and Hinkle resulted in the city getting the bigger half, which Included
the advances. The net result was
that the rodeo owed the city $8.«
181.19. To satisfy the debt the en-

rodeo show was attacked and
summer tire
auctioned off. H. W. Campbell, one
showman.
of
the
ownors of the rodeo, wanted
Between the Concourse and Sea
and Zip, a trio seen with the Bar- Gate there are fully a score of show- to put on a benefit so that the
num-liingling Madison Square ex- men planted who are new to the troupe could get money enough to
hibit in the spring.
They've seen Island.
The situation is unusual eat with, but the city refused, as
enough of the country's scenery, in that hitherto more of the Is- it was In violation of an ordinance.
It's like fanning an old fire to
they say, and when chances come land's summer novelties were
to be
mention

At

STORM HITS CIRCUS

period.

has replaced

is

closed at Wellsboro, Pa., the girls
were ordered to leave the town, and
Oriental
the proprietor of the
Dancing Show was held under $500
bail for appearance at the September court.
The girl show was closed at
Ithaca, the next stop after Auburn,
but no one was fined or arrested.
While in this city the carnival was

(A continuation and conclusion of thr survey of Coney Island and its
Mrs. Brunen has been under ob- amusements this season by a Variety staff man. The first installment was
published in last week's Variety.)
servation since the time of the
The Wagner Brothers* freak show,+
She was trailed from her
slaying.
near Tilyou s. haa Myrtle Corbin, everything.
The Captain has made
home\ which she left a few days
one
of the best draws of freak time,
a brave attempt to give action for
after the shooting, to that of her
possessing a double set of nether the
warrant
her
for
dime he charges by platforming
mother's, with a
limbs. Its Mrs. Corbin, in private
his
auditorium
arrest finally being issued by Juswith
occasional
life,
and with normal offspring. human freaks of no relation
tice of the Peace Throckmorton.
whatHere,
also, is Aboma, alleged to be
ever to the Eskimo exhibits promBrunen was the owner of "Honest
the only colored giantess in the
ised by the spiel and posters outJohn's Mighty Doris-Colonel Ferrari
Mohr, who is being held freak world. Prince and King, mid- side.
Circus."
get boxers, also among exhibits
c
in custody, was an employe of the
Showmen New to the Island
here, put up from 15 to 20 bouts
Mrs. Felice Bernard! recircus.
on
crowd
days,
and
laugh
the
at
There hasn't been a year at the
cently bought the Doris Show from
Island's vaudevillians who kick at Island. in a long time when so much
Mrs. Brunen. whom it was named
the hard work Coney demands.
new
"sucker money" came in with
after.
new things for Surf avenue in the

Tacoma, June 14.
ahead
of
Barnes.
The
Commissioner of Public Safety
Cheyenne, Wyo., GollJohn L. Murray has announced he
mar. June 1;
Barnes. June 14.
^North Platte, Neb.. Gollmar, 3; will permit no street carnivals In
Barnes, 19 (Barnes does an over- this city during his term of office,
Sunday rail Jump of 279 miles from which is for four years.
The Loyal Shopcraft B'ederation,
Denver to make this stand). Kearney. Gollmar, f>; Barnes, 20. Grand a local order, made application for
carnival license, intending to ima
Island,
Gollmar.
Barnes,
21.
6;
port one of the coast outfits. That
Sioux
City,
la.,
Gollmar,
12;
brought
about the commissioner's
Barnes, 23.
announcement. His predecessor in
office had approved a couple of carnival applications, one to appear
CARNIVAL AGENTS QUIT
here in July, which will be the last.
Chicago, June 14.
Harry Rowe, who has been doing
publicity work with the Dodson and
WINTER IN CARNIVAL
Cherry Shows, has closed with that
Toledo. Ohio, June 14.
organization and returned to ChiHarry Winter, manager of llurtig
cago.
Seamon's Empire
&
(Columbia
Arthur
Stewart
and
William wheel) here will be director general
rock-y. both special agents with the
of the J. Stanley O'Connell Entersame show, have also closed.
prises during his summer vacational

Terrill

now announced Toledo

YEAR'S HOLDOVER

IS

Auburn, June 14.
Two shows with the Twentieth
Century carnival, which showed a Refuses to License Carnival
few weeks ago in Auburn, were
Through Rodeo Experience

bail.

clashes are:

Tom

It is

Prosecutor Kelsay is preparing to
bring the case before the Grand
Jury for indictments, but has not
set a date, as he is endeavoring to
The
secure additional evidence.
three who have already been taken
into cu-itody are being held without

weeks

TEREUX AHEAD OF MURPHY

Toledo and Lucas County have
been without a representative fair
and although several efforts have
been made to revive it, no real results have been achieved.

CLEVELAND'S GROUCH

Century
Carnival Closed at Wellsboro
20th

.«.

12.

course.

home in Riverside, N. J., May
was arrested Monday in Cam-

den, N. J., as she was leaving her
attorney's oflice, and charged with
participating in the shooting rind
killing of her husband.
The arrest
was carried out secretly, as in the
case of Charles Powell, the confessed slayer.
Mrs. Brunen was
taken immediately to the county
Prior to
jail in Mount Holly, X. J.
being placed in a cell she was permitted to speak to her brother.
Harry C. Mohr, who was arrested
three weeks ago, charged with having offered Powell $1,000 to do the
shooting.

as against Hagenbeck

The new Ringling route indicates
an abandonment of the Pennsylvania territory this season.
Circus
men say the coal strike dictated this

of

Mrs. Doris Brunen. widow of
"Honest John" Brunen, the circus
owner, who waft shot and killed in
10,

14.

be the scene of what is advertised
as the Tri-State Fair and the dates
have been set for Aug. 14-19.
The races at which it is claimed

IN JAIL

Without Bail in Murder
Husband Matter

Held

Toledo, June

Two Shows With

+i

the Cumpertz's Dreamland
tent are Martha,
armless
wonder; Wee Wee, colored midget,

that

belief

Coney

is

a

freak

money Mecca

stay set for the hot weather,
Coney's an all right spot.
The Dreamland's freak exhibit
maintains its old-time pretentiousness, with more than ten creature
features, the platforms holding be-

found in either or both of the. big
parks, while this season all the
fresh stuff is outside along tho
main stem. Conspicuous in this
new array is the I. X. L. Ranch, a
Wild West, with its tents pitched
on the avenue between 24th and

to

named, Baron Pauccl,
still tiny, gay and flirtatious; Population Charlie, a human encyclosides the trio

paedia of census accuracy; Prof,
and Mrs. Graf, tattoo wonders; William and Dora, the world's tallest
married couple; Schlitze, Mexican
Aztec; Chief Pantagal, Australian
bushman, and Wood, the bee king,
now with leather shields over his
temples to prevent the danger of
death recorded in three different
instances within a month from bee
stings at the temple.
Gumpertz controls Underground
Chinatown, the Eden Musee adjoining it, showing the Landru horror,
and Hagenbeck's. a new one for
Surf avenue, and a paradise of animal life for children and grown-ups
Coney has
interested in zoo stuff.
never had so comprehensive an exhibit, scarcely a conspicuous en ature of forest or jungle being mining from its medley. The thing is
done here on a generous scale, the

monkey cages being spacious and
equipped with lots of movable objects to offer vent for the monkeyshines that the tenants vie with
each other in displaying. The laugh
spot of the cage is a miniature
Thirty feet west of the
carousel.
Gumpertz Dreamland exhibit Is the
Eskimo Village, another new one.
with Captain L.abelle from the

Northland
sor.

its

hank

The Captain

roll
Is

and spona bear for

3lgns on the outside of his show,
which takes up the street floor
space of tho old Stubenbord restaurant.
The signs, the old-time
sideshow, weatherbeaten, gaily colored canvas posters of long ago, are
more illuminating than the show's
Interior content, which In Its Eskimo portion consists of whale teeth,
dried seal, whale skins and real
and hokum mummies, carrying the
usual narratives of danger and
death from the clutch of the icebound North.
pair of malamute
dogs help the sidewalk ballyhoo.
with snow sleds, mushing togs and

A

for

the

a circus big enough and new
enough to hold down a big spot in
the center or in Luna. Its chances
25th,

down

so far
dicted

the short line are preto be slim, as the crowdstop-and -turn-back point is at Tilyou's. Opposite the east end trolley
terminals, elbowing the old-time
building near Seaside Park, is another new one, Evans* freak animal
show, which, for some reason not
easily conceived, charges 15 cents,
as against the 10-cent take of its

competing exhibits in better spots.
This exhibit aims to offer in living
and dead domestic animal monstrosities interest
eurlou* that the

to the

human

morbidly
freak ex-

carnivals

around

Cleve-

land.

UNI0NT0WN.

BARS

PA.,

City Council Will Not Permit Carnivals in City

Uniontown,

Pa.,

June

14.

By action of the city council,
taken here last week, all carnivals
are forever barred from this place
or

its

immediate

vicinity.

For the last 10 years
the custom of tho local
ments

to

medium

make

has been
departexpenses through tho
it

fire

of carnivals.

Representatives of t .e three fire
departments voiced strong objections against the drastic order,
arguing that they afforded the best
solution to their fiscal problems, but
admitting they were attended with

harmful

effects.

They finally agreed to accept
hibitors play for.
It Isn't a good
show for the money, save, perhaps, $1,000 each out of the city funds
plan has met with approval of
The
for agriculturists interested in the
nters throughout Layette
possihle deflections of progeny in mall
cattle and farm stock.
Many of county.
the exhibits are in bottles, embalmed, and interesting only to
CHIEF OF POLICE SUSPENDED
those who think animal forms of
The mayor of Railway, N. J., last
death are so when ghastly. Shouldering this freak animal exhibit Is week suspended for 30 days tho
another new one for Coney# and city's chief of police because a carworth while In that it's free gate nival playing there permitted It*
copies the method of the Atlantic wheels to operate after the mayor
City sand sculpturists. asking no had ordered the chief to suppr ifl
fee and welcoming what visitors them.
eare to give. It's a war exhibit, and
The carnival is reported to-hivbeen owned by a man from Newark.
if anyone cares to note the kinds
of bullets the unfortunate*: Qver who is operating this seMon as h:s
There went West with, or the sort first as "sole owner.''
of helmets the different re nks of
commanders wore, you can see and
HALIFAX, f, S.
hear It all hero, and then vamp
Without any slippings, Jf you re a
Halifax, N. S. June 14.
loafer.
Tho Board of Trade has set tJ;
date for the carnival for th; Week
Coney's Cabarets
of August 20.
The event will be
The vaudeville at the cabarets is
held at the Provincial Exhibit;. .i
of the usual summer kind. The
grounds.
There will be athletic
cabareteers have ta!:en an awful
sports during the week, including
licking thus fir. and at the drink
aquatic rtgattaa: In which boats and
tax they exact for the privilege of
yachts of all types will participate.
Hitting in or dmcing. deserve no
-

CARNIVAL FOR

better.

A aquawk went up from

Coney's

first

bitches of visitors
(Continued on page 10)

Tho Nova Scotia Yacht Squadron
stage tho boat races and the

will

Wanderers' Athletic Club will put
on tho track meets.

*
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ANDERSON ESTATE

CIRCUSES ON COAST

FRAMING FOR BATTLE
Ringlings and Sells-Floto Both

— Each

Announced

Arrive in

Due
September

to

no value; half interest in co-partnership of Anderson & Ziegler, theatrical managers, composed of the
decedent and Henry M. Ziegler, no/
value; cash in hanks, $934.50; wearing

apparel, $60; jewelry, $179.50,
life insurance, $35,481.68.
Max C. Anderson, who was well
known in theatrical circles, died
alter an illness of six weeks from
a complication of diseases. He was

and

San Francisco, June

The advent

14.

advance agents for
two circuses to each reach here in
September portends a battle of no 54 years old and had been connected
mean dimension, according to com- with the theatrical business for
about 35 years.
Anderson's start
mon opinion around, between the as a successful showman was made
Ringlings' Barnum-Bailey and the in Cincinnati, where he managed
the Fountain theatre, and where he
Sells-Floto.
Sells-Floto looked upon this ter- also became first associated with
H. M. Ziegler. Anderson was manritory as its own before the Mugaging director for the Shubert-Angivan-Ballard group purchased it derson Co. when that concern took
from Tammen & Bonfils. It has over the Hippodrome, New York.
been a long while since the Barnum- With Ziegler he held an interest in
Bailey show ventured out this way. theatres in Dayton, Indianapolis,
It is hardly thought the appearColumbus
and
Cincinnati.
He
ance of the advance agents for the also was associated with Kohle
two shows arrived here coincident
& Castle in Chicago. Several
ally.
The dope says the plans of years later Anderson disposed of
one circus must have been tipped his theatres to the Keith interests
and at the time of his death was
to the other.
the
of
Western
Unless either changes its route vice-president
before the proposed dates, there is Vaudeville Managers' Association,
to be a lot of big top excitement in Chicago, .and was also a director of
the United States Lithograph Co.
the Far West.
Al G. Barnes, who winter quarters on the coast and always starts
ALBEE'S DECISION
in this section, is now working
(Continued from page 5)
toward the Middle West. He will
not be back with his show until time forth and defining the relationship
to retire for the season, making his and rights of each as partners, and
quarters coming up the other way. on the other hand this same sugHe went east over the northwest. gestion holds with greater force
when the artist is paid by sharing
the income of the act. I find that
FERRIS WHEEL COLLAPSES no copartnership was formed or exDuring the terrific wind storm isted between Smith, Dale and
Sunday a ferris wheel in the Goodwin or Smith, Dale, Goodwin
and Kaufman, and that neither
Clason Point Amusement Park, Goodwin por Kaufman
of

Bronx, New York, collapsed. The
whether lightning which
cause,
struck the girders, the force of the
wind or the fault of the owner, Paul
Simon, is not known. Seven people
were killed and 35 known injured
who received medical attention at
the park. Some were so seriously
hurt that they had to be taken to
the hospital.
Simon was arrested on a chcirge
of homicide upon the order of Assistant District Attorney Quigley,
who questioned several people at
the scene of the accident and of the
Injured.
\About three weeks ago and shortly after opening, a roller coaster
accident occurred at Starlight Park,

another Bronx open air amusement
place.

BILL NYE WITH POLACK
W. H. Nye, who has been conSmith's
ahead of the
Greater Shows, has jlosed and is
tracting

any

quired

name

or

interest

ever acor to the

in

Avon Comedy Four

title,

or the act, 'The School Act.'
"It appears to me that Goodwin,
while playing in said act, was to
receive for his services a salary, an
equal sharing with Smith and Dale
of the net income of the act. Goodwin continued with the act about

during which time Kaufreplaced Lester and Coleman,
and such personnel continued until
some time in December, 1919, when
15 years,

man

EDWARD KERR

now

general agent for Irving J.
Polack, ahead of Polack Bros. 20

IN

midway

STAUCH'S, CONEY, SOLD
Announcement of the change

of

known Coney Island resort was
made Wednesday by Riegelman &
Roaenson,

attorneys for the resAn unnamed syndicate
taurateur.
of capitalists are the purchasers, the
price exceeding $500,000.
Stauch, who has been in business
nearly 45 years, will not vacate
until the fall. The purchasers have
not announced plans for the future.

McGINNIS

I.

DIED MAY 14th. 1922.
RESTING WIIFKK LOVE, TRITII

AND l'EAC'E KI.U. V
Mrs. PHOEBE McGINNIS
Edward

a

Kerr,

vaudeville
former, Wednesday, at the
30th Street police station.

per-

West
The

at one time a member of the Electric Quartet, and
prior to that had been a member of

man was

dead

ownership of Louis Stauch's well-

OM\<. Ml MO ICY

ALBERT

business.

organization.

I

OF MY HUSBAND

The Polack show
Big Shows.
opened the season in New Jersey
last month, but moved into other
territory owing to unsatisfactory
Walter L. Main, the old circus
owner, is managing the 20 Big while
Robert Gloth is in charge of the
Polack
another
World-at-Home,

Company.

the Aborn Opera

PETER

MUNRO

8.

Peter Simcoe Munro, 80, died at
the home of his daughter, Mrs. A. H.
Merckling, Kearny, N. J., June 12.

The deceased came

to this country

from York, England, when he was \1
years old and saw servico In the
Civil War. He was an author, actor,
journalist and teacher, having been
a member of the New York Press
He was the editor of "The
Club.
10 P. M. FRISCO SHOWS
Exponent, a Brooklyn society jouri*
San Francisco, June 14.
nal, for some time.
He is survived
The big events scheduled for the by three son« rind two daughters.
"'

Shrlncrs in convention locally this
is putting a big crimp in theatre attendance. The rain, however,
helped some Tuesday and drove
them Indoors after the parade.

week

ELIZABETH PARKINSON
Elisabeth Parkinson, 40, lyric soprano, known to the stage as Parkina, died of pulmonary tuberculosis in a sanitarium at Colorado

Wednesday and Thursday the Orpheum started its shows 10 O'clock Spring,
nights.

IN
Kenny and

AND OUT
ONeil

out of the
Kollison and

American, New York.
Williams filled the disappointment.

She sang MusottA

Col,

;

in

Granville, W. Va., June 9. For more
than 50 years "Major"' Davis traveled with circuses as a side show
attraction. He was 37 inches high.

Orson Saunders died

«

;
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of

in Los AnApe 58. Formerly
Toledo, he was well known on

geles April
of

-

Mrs

Fletcher Billings,
June 10, in New York, slaughter
Billings is the advertising billboard
Agent for the Shubert houses.

NEW

Coven 1 Garden, London, with Caruso, Melba ami S<
Born in

BIRTHS
and

.

the quartet of "La Bohem,e" at the

at

Mr.

replaced in the act
brother
(whose given
name does not appear in the testimony) who received a salary of
(Continued from page 9)
$50 per week and whose railroad against the cabaret charges this
fare was undoubtedly paid by the season, a round robin group getting
act.
it would seem decided.
*
New
their complaint as far as
ly unfair and inequitable to hold
York's City Hall because of a 40that after having played with the
cent charge for mineral waters alact for some 15 years on a basis of
leged to be purchased from Greenequal division of the net income of
wich Village.
the act, Smith and Dale, without
Tom Franklin is still holding
notice, and in the middle of the
down the stage at Morgan's, among
season changed such sharing relaold-time places still keeping its
tionship with Goodwin.
The evi- the
Near
reasonable pre-war prices.
dence submitted does not support
Morgan's, and still gay with its
such contention."
orchestra
of piano and bones, is
Mr. Albee finds, however, that beGilsey House, with
cause of Dale's brother's replacing Paddy Shea's
Kaufman, Goodwin is entitled to big ones with high white cuffs at a
all in the old-time
nickel
tub,
a
$695. He continues, "I find that Joe
Smith is the sole author and com- manner, with the exception of what
the
poser of the 'Hungarian Rhapsody* the prohib. law took out of
notwithstanding that Smith divided brews.
Halls
Dance
the royalties and income from the
uses of the same, yet there is no
The Island's dance hall situation
evidence that Smith intended that has taken on a new phase.
Two
said 'Hungarian Rhapsody' should spots at reverse ends of Surf avebe or become the joint or copartner- nue have struck a new vay to get
ship property of the members of the and give action.
At an 85c. take
The division of such income for the noisy sex and 65c. for the
act.
was the free and voluntary act of deadliers. Moose Hall, at the east
Joe Smith and should not be con- end, and Danceland, on the site of
strued so as to preclude Smith the old Kaiser Garden, at the west,
from asserting rights of ownership, couples can dance from opening to
and, as no copartnership existed be- close without any obligation to buy
tween Smith, Dale, Goodwin or drinks, and with no extra charges
Kaufman, I find that Kaufman has for dances. Luna's ballroom, holdbeen paid in full for his services up ing a thousand, offers free dances,
to the time of leaving the act and
but demands a main gate and exthat he has no claim whatsoever
The Island's
pects drink buying.
against Smith and Dale, and that
dance bugs favor the gross price
neither Goodwin nor Kaufman ever
buy, for both Danceland and the
acquired any interest whatsoever in
Moose floor get lots of action.
the act called 'Hungarian RhapStauch's floor space Is a favorite
"
sody.'
Saturday and Sunday dance' play,
Mr. Albee's decision is final and
because of its central position.
cannot be appealed.
Here the gate take Is 30c, with
Padrink-buying an expectancy.
ACTS
trons of the upstairs restaurant beat
John Craig will appear in a sketch the gate.
The Sparta and the
at Keith's, Boston, June 19.
Mr. Brooklyn House, two of the oldCraig is now with the all-star com- time Bowery film-drinks-and-dance
pany in "The Riyals" at the Empire, halls, are getting a fair play of
New York. Mary Young (Mrs. trade on good days, because of the
Craig) will appear in a two-act turn Informality observed in both places
in the same house July 12.
by patrons, and waiters, who still
James B. Carson and Irving O'Hay preserve something of the old-time
for vaudeville. They are doing the spirit
of
customer-and -waiter
"Taking Out An Automobile Li- camaraderie.
cense' scene from one of the past
Women Cops Watch Dancing
Ziegfeld "Follies" shows.
The dancing of the Island is poHall
nd O'Brien will present a liced effectively by the women cops,
new act next season by Leon Kim- and any infractions of the tacit
berly, titled "The Aerial Mail."
edicts against cheek-to-cheek or
"Doves," miniature musical pro- form-to-form terpsichore are now
duction, written by Will Hough.
frowned upon. The result of the
censorship is a new order of dancing generally for the Islai d», with
artistry in smooth stepping apparently more the aim of the masses of
dance hall patrons than the sex
the old Academy of Music on 14th thing that used to give Coney a
street, New York.
He also had bad name for lascivious dancing In
charge of concert tours for Mme. the past.
It's the bath house owners who
Melba. Leaving the theatrical field,
he became the first managing agent are up in the air most this summer
of the Wall Street Exchange build- at the Island. The boardwalk coning, and later became a real estate struction work is a sure cut-in on
and cut-off of their trade. Calamibroker in Brooklyn.
tous prophecy is made all along the
line
of the cement pillars up and
JOHN KINNEY
John Kinney, night clerk at the going up that fatal accidents and
Manhattan hotel, Syracuse, N. Y., general maiming will be sure to
former circus man, and known to follow the path of the uprights once
hundreds of professionals, espe* the bathing season and the high
cially among burlcsquers, dropped surf tides set in.
Beach building Js going on side
dead shortly after he entered the
hotel to go on duty Monday night, by side with the new boardwalk
June 12. Kinney was 63. and had construction. Suction dredges are
been in ill health since last winter, drawing hundreds of U ns of sand
from the outlying deeps and sluicwhen a fall injured his back.
ing it Inshore at the point of low
tide levels.
Ninety feet of added'
HENRY LEONE
Henry Leone, 64, veteran actor In beach Is the calculation of the
musical comedies and operettas. He boardwalk structure prospectus, but
played eight consecutive seasons pending the completion of the walk
with Lillian Russell at the Casino, bathers will have to dodge the
New York. His most recent ap- building tractors along the sands
pearance was in "Dear Me." He and the cement pillars when the
died at his home in Mount Vernon tides are high and the seas rough.
The only beach men who feel the
of apoplexy on June 9.
new walk conditions won't injure
or ruin their bathing take prospects
HENRY GENNETT
Henry Gennett, president of the this season are those specializing In
Starr Piano Co. and the Gennett Indoor hot ablutions, like the MooCorp., phonograph disk manufac- ney spot and the beach owners with
turers died at his home in Rich- places that can't be reached by the
mond, Ind., at the age of 69. A wife builders before the bathing season
and son survive.
Is over.
Tilyou's Is a spot that will escape
LOUIS DAVIS
the interference, ditto Bavenhall's,
now
owned by Wm. Avltable, for"Major" Louis Davis, 81. retired
circus dwarf, died at his home in mer sand-nnd-shovel seller who be-

by Dale's

OBITUARY
Herbert Thomson, the dramatic
author whose card was found on
the body of a man killed at the
Times Square station of the subway, New York, at midnight, June
13, and who was credited with having been the dead person, identified
the body of the victim as that of

28.

the coast as a musician and in the
ast, having at one time been manager of Bryan's comedians.

came a

d June 8 at the Good
Hospital, Los Angeles.

the snows will be due.

Former Grandeur

in Decay
ths Island's exhibits
former grandeur In decay are Hen

Among

derson's and Sea Beach Palace.
Th<
once brilliant Henderson spot
now a squalid honeycomb of for th<
most part shabby tenantry, a characteristic, also, by the way of
most
of the Island's walks, as the sld<
purlieus of the resort are termed
The Sea Beach Palace space, one oi
the most desirable on the Island
for the right show, as Bostock
proved, is dragging along with oc.
casional fight nights and dances.
They admit a $10,000 -loss thus far.
The restaurant situation at th«
Island remains about as last year
The Feltman Brothers, still charg.
ing $2.50 for their shore dinners,
are getting some of the quality of
trade .that made the old Henderson's popular.
Epicures who can
more for food quality than their
bank rolls go as far as LouU
Fischer's Shelburne, at the east of'
Seaside park. Lots of unused spaeV
this year on the Feltman quarter,
mile avenue and shore possessions

The Kaiser Gardens may

not

re.

open, but June 17 is listed as th«
starting date for a new Feltmai
divertissement on the site, admis
slon to which is to be by invitatioi
only, the invites, of course, to fob
low paid-in subscriptions.

"Films With Drinks"

The

fllms-with-drinks
pietun
getting much action
even on crowded days
Their Alms, dating back, some t
period's close to fllmdom's GreatT
halls aren't
this season

Bobbery period, cost leas
daily on an average than the wages,
of the barkers at their open front
Fred KIster, oldtime Islander, I
among recent purveyors of this kind/
of recreation to bid the Island fare
well.
Between necrology pass-out
and just plain vamping, the Isla
is pretty much clean of the men
business and show genius who
brought it distinction, the pall l!it
including within the past decadi
Train

Bostock, Fred Henderson, Georg
Tilyou,
Fred Thompson, "Skip'
Dundy, the original Ezra Jackman,
Henry Grashorn, "Doc" MacDou
gall, Chas Bradwell, "Doc" Cham
bers,
Conrad
Stubenbord,
an
others of the old guard.
If

Luna burns down

this seasoi

or gets hit by a devastating tor
nado, Coney's Are, police and news
paper contingents will -<j in dee
mourning. For the first time in th
history of the resort, it has retail
season passes to the Island's free
pass standbys.
A general nickel drop in the ridi
tariffs has helped this traffic.
T
shore has two pony -ride outfits, onti,
In Luna and one on the oldtinnj

Jones Walk
pony site.
Ea
charges 15c. a mount, as against t
pre-war 10c. take.

Kenny Sutherland, scion of t
famous Kenny of the McKane e
estimates Coney's resident all-ye
population now at 100,000, and sa;
the voting list scales more th
10,000, and as young Kenny was
Coney-annex senator, with majorities and everything, he knows.
Police as Checkers

A common

Saturday and SundaJ
laugh at the Island Is In the nun
ber of children picked up by t
police, the list grossing often mo:

than 25 per. The grin Is in th
picking up by the cops of many
the same children with each corr
and the discovery that in most
these instances the mothers h
used Coney's long and ride cM
tered and crowded space as a ge
eral
parking territory, believl
that as the cops had picked up ad
restored the lost little ones once b*
fore, tha method of checking tb<
youngsters was safe enough.

MARRIAGES
Blanche Sweet to Marshall Neilat
in Chicago June 8.
Addle Carlson, May 18, In I*
Angeles, to Harry H. Judson, tl
baritone. Mrs. Judson was formerl

millionaire through thrift of the Wynn Sisters.
and Coney land Investments, and
Betty Braun, formerly of t*
ditto too all beach
onts west of "Greenwich Village Follies," to T<
these places.
Tilyou's indoor pool Healy at Indianapolis, June 6. Bo'
only asks $1.10 per person now, were playing In vaudeville at $
with extra for suits, towels, etc,
Lyric there. Mrs. Healy is of Bra*
The sightseeing 'buses are rais- Syrell and Dreyer.
ing a lusty hullabaloo because BorThe engagement has been •»
ough President Blegelman Mimmar- nounced of Abe Brin and Marl"

lly
stopped their car parking at
spots that brought them across sidewalks where there Is no roadway.
The mother of Marie Lee (Pono- The 'bus owners, sunk for Immense
vnn and Lee) died May 10 at her sums In costly car equipment, prohome jo Philadelphia.
test that the $10,000 up per season
paid to. property owners for their
The rroiher, age 67, of Jos. Mc- parking and ballyhooing site* make
ShaiiC (Meghan* and Hathaway) their privilege legaj.
Riegelman

<!:<

1J

CONEY ISLAND

Kaufman was

(Continued from page 4)
value; promissory note payable on
demand, made by Sidney Volk, September 17, 1914, amount not given,

Friday, June 18,

Schwartz,

who

are to

be marrH

Sunday (June 18) and honey moj
V
at
the
Thousand Islands
groom is the assistant to Floyd
Scott, Orpheum's publicity direct*
1

His fiancee is the daughter of Dav*
Schwartz, prominent Time" *outf

news

dealer,

at

47th

Seventh avenue, and
Samaritan stands pat, however, and by the £very vaudeville act
time the case gets a court hearing played New York.

street
knOJA'H
that

'

/
Friday, June 1«,

TO

Wtt
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MOTHERS AND THE THEATRE

summer. The Sunday roster calls for the
She is taking singing lessons on the side.

The
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Nellie Cook, daughter of James F.
debut professionally
will
Cook,
next season when appearing with

Smith and Cook in vaudeville.
VaJ and Ernie Stanton will sail
for England. July 15, opening a
five- week tour of the Moss and
Stoll houses.

bee managing a theatre in Plattsburg, N.
T., has taken over the Kmpire, Port
Henry, N. Y.

who has

Stg Wachter,

When

the picture business drills the bad business talk Into Itself and
neighbors, just how far does pictures imagine the mothers have
Mothere will not permit their children to visit theatres that exhibit sex pictures or crime pictures nor any pictures mothers
think unfit for their children. From the outside agitation and censoring
debate, mothers might be inclined to believe all pictures in picture
theatres are unfit.
its

been responsible?

SUBSCRIPTION:
Annua*

agitation In the stage and screen theatre over the condition of
business and the agitation outside over the plays or pictures Inside
has overlooked one Immense factor. On the professional side that factor
does not appear to have been considered, while outside it concerned no
one more, for the factor is the mothers.

i

Edwin Morris, former manager
of the Hippodrome. San Francisco,
has succeeded W. W.' Klly at the
Hippodrome, Portland, Ore.

the children cannot go. the mothers will not go to a picture theatre,
as the example. If the women don't go to the theatre there Is immediately a large and proportionately dropping off of theatre trade by the
If

men.

What

true of the picture screen theatre is true of the legit or stage
play, the sex play, the cursing play may not have
been written with youth in mind, but neither was the mother thought
of by the author or producer.
It's a dangerous experiment to wean
away a theatregoer. It may be easier to wean one away than to recall.
ie

The bedroom

theatre.

The

picture mistake Is acknowledged.
Not
It could not be denied.
the fault of the film industry as a whole, but through the inability
to weed out that trade, to keep out the licentious producer who thinks of
the box office, either in subject or title. The "title " thing on films may
have warned more mothers- about moving picture* than all of the newspaper publicity. As a rule the cheaper a film production by this type of
producer, the more lurid the title.

—

trick

going on it times.

Homer Lind. formerly a Metropolitan Opera Co. member, and for some
rears In vaudeville with Willard Holcomb'a sketch "Cringoire." has a
new vehicle, "The Has Been," in which he plays a broken down singer.
Failinj to get time for it after trying it out in the west. Lind accept el
a date from one of the Keith bookers and went on late last week at
the Harlem opera house during "opportunity night." When Lind appeared i i the character of a feeble and broken down singer, the Harlem
audience thought it was on the level, and there was a demonstration
against the hick piano player who works in the act and handle* the
On the showing. Lind was put into the bill the last
old man roughly.
half of this- week and goes to Brooklyn next week.

A jockey riding successfully about the metropolitan tracks, nannd
Marinelli, is getting a strong play from all of the Palace Theatre buildThe inspiration is H. B. Marinelli, the agent, who
ing hunch players.
is showered with congratulations when the Jock comes down in front
but who gets a strong raising when the boy isn't up there or thereThe agent and jockey, despite the similarity of names. »r*
abouts.
not related and have never met.
As with every outstanding song or dance hit of recent years. "Mr.
Gallagher and Mr. Shean" has a history behind it. The publisher who
issued the song did not think it would have any chance on the "mechanicals" rolls and records and agreed that Ed Gallagher and At
Shean receive all and any mechanical royalties in addition to the usual
The song is proving a sensational meauthors' sheet music revenue
Billy Jones and Krnest Hare
chanical hit, particularly on the disk*.
have recorded it for practically every disk company outside of Columbia
minor
the
ones
several
also
making dance arrangements
o(
and Victor,
Now that it is a
It is a surprisingly catchy fox-trot.
of the song.
"Follies" hit. the team will also record it for Victor. As a result Galbig
harvest
that
is, if another angle
lagher and Shean are due for a
via the tourts does not set it. Bryan Foy, who wrote the original verses
of "Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shean." to which the team have added from
time t> time, has been in communication with Arthur F. Driscoll

—

—

—

The stage presentment has another angle. For Instance. "Anna
— —
»
Christie" was pronounced the best American play of last season by the
Edward Cadugan, formerly of the Pulitzer School at Columbia University. The best for whom? That (O'Brien. Malevtnsky & Driscoll* on the matter of starting euit. Foy
Bon Ton. Jersey City, has taken play and "The Hairy Ape" were made the center of high commendation, is at present in California turning out comedy ideas for the Fox Him,
over the Palace, Lakewood. K. J., as was and is the author who parentcd both. The "Demi-Virgin" may but on his return he may take action. He claims that although he
and Main Street, Freehold, X. J.
be said to have brought the attention of the lowbrows. It is patent that disposed of the performing rights it was provided that if the song was
none of the three plays was conceived with any idea of attracting the ever published he would be declared in three-ways.
Nat Kamern, orchestra leader at
the Uoyal. in the Bronx, has been
transferred to the Fordham, taking
several of the Royal musicians to
Philip EL Philips
the new house.
has been placed in charge of the
Royal orchestra.
Harry Houdini was re-elected for
the sixth consecutive time president of the Society of American
Magicians, at the annual meeting
sind dinner of the society June 3 at
the Hotel McAlpin, New York.
Other officers elected for the year
were:
Geo. W. Heller, first vicepresident; Howard Thurston, second vice-president; Richard Van
Dien, secretary; John Mulholland,
treasurer; council, Harry Houdini,
Richard Van Dien, G. G. Laurens,
Lionel Hartley, Francis J. Werner,
vVm. Berryman, John Mulholland,
Geo. W. Heller, Leo Rullman. B. M.
L. Ernst, C. Fred Crosby, Jean Irving, Frederick M. Schubert; trustees. Francis J. Werner, Wm'. R.

mothers nor children.

The Avon. Watcrtown, X.
true the spoken stage nowadays does not not begin
to appeal, to the masses of people that pictures do. A film may start in
the biggest communities and filter down to the smallest hamlets, while
plays of the type of "Anna Christie" and 'The Hairy Ape" are intended
by their produrer not to go much beyond the capital cities of the east
and central west. The lurid language of the "Hairy Ape" is about the
only thing that brought it uptown to Broadway, and that feature Is
providing the bulk of the orchestra draw. Its main appeal appears to
be to the radical political thinkers, a class confined in this land to the
biggest centers.

Of course

it

is

It may be the producer of the much discussed Eugene O'Nell plays
aims only for certain elements of theatregoers, which is certainly /the
objective of the playwright. If that theory is correct those plays, which
count as exceptions, may not properly belong to the theory that amusement purveyors are not playing to the mothers.

One thing has proven

true of plays

which appeal to special

tried a

week of musical

The house

joying good business, but two sudden cancellations tempted the management to change policy. Some weeks ago Bobby Higgins, after billed,
was pulled out to play a Shubert date. Later the Norvellos cancelled,
at the time stating they had played YVatertown within a year, which
was a violation of a clause in the contract. The musical stock idea
was started last week, with the management voting thumbs down after
the first days. The Avon is booked by the New York Sun office.

James Francis McHugh. Jerry Benson and Georgie Jeasel will collaborate on the «eore of "Troubles of 1922," the Shubert unit revue to
be produced by Davidow and LeMaite. The book is by JesseL *

TOMMY'S TATTLES

classes,

and that is they cannot even approach in business that of the popular
successes. It Is making more risky the risky task of producing. Such
plays can stay just so long t. fair profits. The picture producer counts
on cramming his film down the public's throat via the broadcasting
method of distribution. But the exhibitor is beginning to learn what
it is safe for him to book, for his patrons are shying off the bad ones.

again playing vaudeville after having
is reported having been en-

T.. Is

stock.

By
South America has

its

THOMAS

GRAY

J.

wars for excitement and North America has

picture conventions.

its

Exhibitors see so

many mob

scenes in the pictures that they Just

When stage and particularly screen producers will commence to figure have to have them in their conventions.
committee on admission, Irving Watson, the mothers they may find they are regaining their theatre patronage.
Instead of spending time between cheering and hissing they might
Leo Rullman, Richard Van Dien; Critics on the dailies who l:eep their minds attuned to Greenwich Village figure out a few things to improve their theatres, such as
eergeants-at-arms, Charles Nagel' can no more expect to be guides to the theatres than the producers
Better parking space for chewing gum under the seats.
and Harry Park; representatives- and authors who think only of the box office.
Removal of all candy boys who shout their wares in a tenor voice.
sit-large, Horace Goldin and Carl
Small bottle of fluid at each row of seats to remove stains caused
Rosini. The membership of the soby ice crc an cones.
ciety is announced as 1,000.
Removal of all brass Instruments from orchestras; they wake people up.
Have orchestra leaders and piano players learn some new march
Questions by telegraph addressed to Variety and requesting a
and
Maxie
(Maxie
McCree
to play while the news weekly is on.
wired reply must have the telegraphic answer prepaid to prevent
Georgie* the colored boy who wae
Hammocks in the lobby for those waiting for the second show*
the answer being returned by mail.
drowned last week at Winona, Minn.,
Noiseless peanuts.
came to his death in diving from a
spring board while bathing at White
Summertime is a good time to think up reforms for, show business
Bear Lake. He struck bottom, death
because the* warm weather g^ves everybody a chance to forget them.
LILLIAN
being instantaneous. The body was
•hipped to Chicago.
Maxie and
Lillian Russell (Mrs. Alexander P. Moore) la in her grave, but her
Managers are all working on their "plans for next season." which
Georgi© were en route west with image and her memory can never die in stagedom. Nor does the world will be about the same as last season, and the season before. Most of
©eorge White's "Scandals."
The outside theatricals want to forget her.
them will be the same the season after next.
..dancer is survived by his mother,
wife. Alberta Whitman (Whitman
Lillian Russell was a national figure, made so first through her beauty,
Many actors spend their vacation* working their friends for what
Sisters), father and brother.
later and while still retaining that glorious and remarkable appearance, they can get.
known
and
nationally
revered
more
through
even
her
becoming
kindliJames Francis McHugh and Jerry J ness and charm.
There are people who specialize In scenery, costumes, material and
Benson are collaborating on the
music for show folk, but there are a lot of important things that have
her.
lyrics and music of George Jessel's
forget
Those
who
will
never
knew that lovely been overlooked, such as manufacturers of
The stage people
forthcoming Shubert unit produc- woman dearly beloved her, and those who were not that fortunate had
Prop smiles.
tion. Jessel himself will snpwry the heard so much good of Lillian Russell that they wanted to know her.
Rocking or easy chairs to bring out mothere or babies for bows.
Berryman, Leo Rullman;

INFORMATION BY WIRE

RUSSELU

»

Gloves that "straight men" can take

book.

The Stroud, Stroudsburg, Pa.; unifier
the management of Eugene
L.erner,

switched
its
vaudeville
bookings this week to the Jack
kinder office, playing four-act bills
each half. The. Liberty, Irvington,
K. J., has been added to the books
of the same office playing a fouract split

week

Never forgetting a friend, never remembering she was Lillian Russell
or Mr3. Alexander P. Moore, Lillian Russell never changed. It's a magnificent tribute to a magnificent product of the footlights, one who was
ever ready, long after she had retired professionally, to lend her talents
and her presence whenever called upon for a worthy object.

Tame

INSIDE STUFF

policy.

The summer run for Paul "Whitemans Band at the Palace. New
Tork; is still in abeyance and may

0» VAUDEVILLE

be tailed

off by the Keith people.
original intention was to play
the musicians five weeks at the
Palace, the band to double into another metropolitan house each week.

The

The dosing

of

Colonial and
York Keith big

the

Royal, three New
time hotiSOS, may have disarranged
the bookings.
Whiteman was retorted as asking $5,000 weekly for
the double appearances.

off easily.

Dancing shoulders for wives who are so easily "broken up" by their
funny husbands and partners.
Silk drops that don't blow out towards the audience each time some*
one comes in the stage door.
Non-skid banjo strings.
Bass voices for female impersonators to use for a "rough** finish.

in and around Mexia, T>xas (near the Oklahoma
that section John W. Considinc was booming a few years
coming oil center. Con.sidine came to Now York and arranged
a pool, subscribed to by a large number of Now Yorkers, many of them
showmen, in sum- ranging from $1,000 to $10,000. Some of the property
Oonsidine purchased by least or OUt right is said to be in the center
The New Torfcenj are quite
of the new field of gusher* in that section.
expectant in view of the prospects.

The

excitement

oil

border),
ago as a

jazz bands.
Dull finishes for brass saxophone**.
Happiness for acts on number two.

Magicians have dinner every year and try to fool each other. The
only fellow that can be fooled at a dinner is the fellow who gets the
check.
Waiters at those dinners must bo nervous for fear someone
doing palm tricks with the tips.

Smart waiters don't pass
they use a baby's iron bank.
Flashlight
they might

i

St.

LeOh of the Wirth Family

ict got the surprise of his life
es for the turn arrived at the Tillbury

when llie boat carrying the leu
Tho Strand, Ro.kville Centre, L. docks several weeks igo. The consignment papers were "bawled" up
0|iene4 lunt Thursday playirtg a bit. tb •>• reading Sir Phil Leon; Two (*u*tome m»n almost killed him
Vaudeville and pictures, Thur.-day with kindness, addressing turn as
sir I'hil."
When Phil hea rd himto Sunday, and
burly wharf worker he almost f<'!l
pictures only -he self addressed is
He Lord" by
" rs
half.
Four acts are played. off lb** dock.

glass at dinners of this kind;

plate or

man
all

takes no chance of wasting powder.
disappear as he sets off hi* flash.

Many
Phil

will start

us

of th«» women who were 'sawed
Work together «gain next season.

to

Might make in encore

md

act.

call

it

in half"

"Putting »

He

is

this season are

afraid

going

Woman

Together."

business.

Guess

1

a.

'

Mr

to

Many actors hive gone
make that
You -must
•

In

the

summer

hotel

-spend -a-couple-of weeks -with- us"

profit.

iiMiPtt*.

rn*.

Jp

Soloist

is

formerly with the svithe
Mildred
manager.
M>i»ears
periodically
as

time was in
A girl wh.j formerly had \<><wi aspirations and who tot
h ss been appearing in a dance novelty
the phorus of the Chicago Opei
The act is at Luna Park, Coney Island, for the
turn In vaudeville

N

•

one ever

isks you to go

any place

for the winter.

*

But then

— you can always

play the south-

show

It**

f

«
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SEASON'S BEST PLAYS

DISPUTED STOCK POINT

The Judge Julian Mack decision
when the jurist handed down an opinion that the basic
agreement between the Producing
Managers' Association and Equity
did not apply to managers or theatres

Chicago "Tribune's" Dramatic
Critic
Decides
Via
Contest

— Judge
—Jessie

M. A. Forcing Equity on Basic Agreement
Mack's Decision May Prove Boomerang
Bonstelle in P. M. A.

last winter,

not included in the

member-

ship of the P. M. A. and therefore
the provision against closed shop

during the

life

may

a boomerang
against Equity, in the arbitration
before an umpire of the contested
authority of the two associations
over stock attractions.

prove

Judge Mack,
that the P.
class of

If.

in his decision, said
A. could include any

managers

in

its

organiza-

tion, classifications being legitimate

Just as with Equity which has a
Chorus Association and a picture
branch included in Its membership.
That that decision establishes the
basis of the P. M. A. Incorporating
a stock division along with the
touring managers division (both
divisions now are part of the P.
M. A.), and any other including
repertory managers, is contended
perfectly In line by members of the
P. M. A.
Last winter when the stock class
of membership was established, Jessie Bonstelle was the first stock

manager

ASKS FOR MORE

of

"Salome"

of Flop at

— Frame-up

Klaw— Did

$2,125

and Only Week

First

of the strike settle-

ment agreement did not cover nonmembers of the managerial association,

Echo

to join.

When

Miss Bon-

stelle started winter stock at Providence on an open shop basis, Equity
protested to her, informing Miss
Bonstelle she must have an allEquity cast. She replied her mem( Continued
on page 21)

A

due for pubwork on "Salome." which ran
one week at the Klaw, New York,
last month, was given Harry Saks
Heehheimer by Arthur McHugh,
this week. McHugh. who dubs himself a "praise agent," had an arrangement with Kdward Perkins,
claim" for salary

licity

who

put on the revival, to be paid
per cent, of the gross.
The
show totaled $2,125 for the week.
McHugh's share being about $30,
but the press agent seeks payment
for satisfaction.
He claims to have
paid $225 out of his pocket for small
bills, \/ith the job a total l>ss.
l'i

"Salome's" arrangement with the
house called for the Klaw getting
the

$2,000

first

With

grossed.

house expenditures for the attraction, there was no company share.
When the players asked for salaries,
Perkins referr 1 them to
Clay Lambert, ns interested In the
show.
Lambert, was to have put
$1,000 into the venture, but another
arrangement wa* made whereby he
Kuaranteed the players.
mtracte
being issued by him. Lambert's assumption of responsibility followed
objection by Equity to Perkins,
<

whom It was alleged there
Rome salary clai is of old

against

were

standing.

The company

waij

Chicago, June
It

V/2% GROSS—$30—
P. A.

sjtHnsty on

14.

remained for Sheppard Butler,

The Tribune's" critic, to secure the
views of Chicago playgoers as to
the merits of the season's presentations.
Generally the critic makes
the awards through the first person,
but Bulk-r modestly and cleverly
conducted a ballot contest of two
weeks' duration with the awards
tallying close
trend
of
to
the
thought and opinions expressed in
the critic's original reviews of the
stone, Sept. 1, and still running, led
in the vote count. "Anna Christie,"
which closes June 24 at the* Cort,
drew second place, with third position going to "Liliom." another
in

however,

assigned

It

to

second

place rather than first place. After
the six "best plays," "Nice People,"

"The Emperor Jones" and "The
Return of Peter Grimm" rolled up
big votes.

Among

musical shows, "Tip

the

Top" easily captured first honors.
"The Beggar's Opera," "Lady Billy."
'The Ziegfeld Follies.' "The O'Brien
Girl' and "The Last Waltz" finished
in the order named.
The worst play of the year was
•Ladies' Night in a Turkish Bath"
and this was to be expected because
of the editorial

hammering

this of-

"The Trihune."

fering got in

worst

musical

entertainment

The
was

credited to "Lola," safe enough because it was no more after the
financial disruption at the LaSalle.
To Leah F. Witt. 150 Laporte
avenue, won the prize for coming
closest to the list as designated.

MORGANA LOSES

Hippodrome.
Chicago, June 14.
Holt and Rosedale left the McIntyre and Heath show In New York
to go into the Balaban & Katz
houses in Chicago for a six weeks'
tour, after which the team will
separate.
Lillian Rosedale will be married
In August, and will retire from professional

life.

Llora Hoffman replaces them in
the production.

DRAWN BY OPERA

*50,000

San Francisco, June

14.

performances of outdoor
Opera staged at Palo Alto in th»
newly built stadium, Gaetano Meralo, director and promoter of the
In five

enterprise attracted

box

office.

cluded

300

Maybelle Morrow
Chicago, June 14.
Maybelle Morrow, who last appeared as a dancer with Jimmy
Hussey's "Tattle Tales." is blossoming forth as a vocalist. Miss Morrow, who has been studying at the
Chicago Music College for the put

Gold

K.

$50,000

to

the

The opera company inartists, many of them

world famous. One hundred
were in the orchestra.

men

Minneapolis Papers Report Chorus Girl Complaint—*
Ruth Jones Alleged Assault "Hit With Green
Onions''
White's Peace-Making Role

—

TENT SHOW "ANGEL"
EXITS WITH CASH
Unusual

Financial

Deal

for Sale
Chicago, June

Medal

for

'

«

—

.

jurious "scandal" published in local
newspapers and showing to poor
business throughout the engage,

ment.

a

box
14.

Money makes a showman. At
least that was the idea of several

the cast of

Minneapolis, June 14.'
George White's "Scandals" dosed
a three days* engagement here and
its
western tour, after some in-

The "scandal" story carried on
front pages of local papers caused
stir among members of the company and showed its effects at the

Company Has Tent

town with a looked-for early
closing.
"The Bat," despite its 53 friends of Sylvester "Wilson, a clerk
weeks run, only succeeded in land- of Lincoln, 111., ..-ho inherited $3,500
place.
ing fourth
"The Claw" through the death of his mother.
grabbed fifth position, with "The They
counseled
his
inheritance
Woman of Bronze" squeezing In for would more than treble in a few
sixth honors. The total number of months if he were to invest it in a
votes cast for "Anna Christie" was dramatic tent show.
This he did
slightly larger than that for 'Light- June 3. When the show opened all
nin',"
greatest
number, of the advisors of Wilson were in
but the
play

NO MORE STAGE WORK

HOLT AND R0SEDALE—B. &

FOLLOWING INTERNAL 'SCANDAL'

winning plays.
"Lightnin' " opened at the Black-

a
percentage bn«is, the plan being a The critic promised her an autovariation of the co-opera Mve.
graphed portrait of any player she
There were eight players In all. may select.
the highest percentage agreed on
Now that this contest has been
being 5 per cent., which one actor settled, the close of the regular
received.
Lambert paid out to the theatrical season may be considMiss Hopkins Interested with players a little over $700. also takered.
ing care of advertising.
There Is,
Oliver Morosco in New Los
however, a claim for one day's InAngeles Theatre
sertions for "Salome" on the openNINA
ing date of the seat sale.
Because
of its co-operative lines, no notice No Damage Through Use of Her
Peggy Hopkins, who returned
of closing was necessary, and no
Picture by Chicago Opera
from Paris several weeks ago. is claims
for salary other than the
on the coast and it is understood week
played were made.
Supn-me Court Justice McCook
she will be interested in a new
The revival was produced under this week signed his findings that
theatre planned for Los Angeles by
the name of the Players* Forum. the Civil Rights Laws was not vioOliver Morosco.
Thelma Harvey, a dancer, was feaThe proposed theatre will play tured. Since the closing of the lated when the Chicago Opera Association, Inc., published the picattractions, and may replace the show, she married a film
mai. and ture of Nina Morgana in Us an• Mason opera house, considered too
has gone to the coast, retiring.
nouncement brochures without the
far out of the Los Angeles theatre
Perkins had another flivver this soprano's, written consent.
The
zone.
season, he being interested In "Su- publication arose after Miss MorMorosco at present controls the zette," which lasted two days
at gan signed with the Chicago Opera
majority of the city's theatres.
the Princess around the holidays. for the season of 1919-1920 for 10
Miss Hopkins says she is through He has been unlucky In
production weeks at $250 a week. Her photowith the stage as a place to per- tries In other seasons" Tt
Is said
graph was used with obviously
form, and is going seriously into he staged "Salome" in
London sev- flattering paragraphing underneath.
the business end of theatricals.
eral years ago. with Maude Allen In
Justice McCook's opinion is that
the lead.
the picture was not used for advertising purposes, that no damage
MISS PETTIE MARRYING
was done, that Miss Morgana is enLILLIAN RUSSELL SERVICES
titled to no injunctive relief, and
Sister of Edna May Engaged to
Keith Circuit will hold mem- justice necessitates a dismissal of
The
Future Baronet
orial services in all of their prin- the complaint, which he did.
cipal houses for the late Lillian RusThe singer sued for $10,000 damSyracuse, N. Y., June 14.
A temporary injunction
Marguerite Pcttie. formerly of sell on Sunday, June 18, from 11 ages.
o'clock until noon.
granted her was simultaneously
this city, but now of London, and
The
services will be a hymn sung dissolved.
the youngest sister of Edna May.
by professionals, a reading of the
will wed Stephen Eardley-Wilmot.
son of Lady Eardley-Wilmot of eulogy of the Rev. Edward S.
FAVERSHAM'S L. I. STANDS
Kensington Court, London, accord- Travers at the services in PittsA company is being organized to
ing to announcements received in burgh, favorite hymns of the artiste
and concluding with taps by Amer- be headed by William Faversham to
this city.
Miss Pettie's fiance will eventually ican Legion buglers. The decision play one-night stands on Long Isgain the baronetcy of Eardley-Wil- to hold the memorial services fol- land. Faversham will present three
mot.
The title dates back to the lowed the return of E. P. Albee of one-act plays, including "The Killthe Keith office from Pittsburgh er," from the recent Lambs' Gambol.
seventeenth century.
It is planned to have the comMiss Pettie was in musical com- where he was an honorary pall
pany appear under the auspices of
edy productions under the Charles bearer at Miss Russell's funeral.
A Lillian Russell Memorial will local societies in several of the
Frohman banner for some time she
also be held today, Friday, at three towns.
is 32.
Her fiance is 34.
this
afternoon at the New York

BUSINESS FOR PEGGY;

WHITE'S SCANDALS' CLOSING

PER SHEPPARD BUTLER

GOING INTO ARBITRATION
P.

Friday, June 18, 1923

3C

any.

Business at the start was good, it
remained so for several days with
Wilson packing the "long green" in
his jeans.
He then purchased an
automobile, met two pretty girls,
took them riding .and failed to return.

Meantime the members of the
of
which there were
eleven, including a musical director,
continued playing, expecting each
day to see Wilson return. However,
company,

the newly acclaimed theatre magnate failed to return on Saturday,
salary day, leaving his counsellors
high and dry with a tent to be disposed of to cover the amount of

office.

One

papers

the

of

used

it

as

follows:

"A little chorus girl in the G*>org«
White 'Scandals,' the musical show,
at the Metropolitan, came to Minneapolis last night seeking a warrant for the arrest of a mafe principal of the company on a eharge
of assault.
girl, Ruth Jones, recently of
Ziegfeld
Folios,
sought the
warrant on the charge the principal
interfered in a dispute between her

"The

the

and another chorus

girl on their
to Minneapolis, and gave her
terrible beating' and bruises to

way
'a

bear out her statement.
"Because the party arrived in
Minneapolis after the city attorney's office had closed, she was compelled to wait until this morning.
"Miss Jones said that a number
of the party were motoring to Minneapolis after their last engagement
had been completed and stopped for
dinner at a roadhouse just outside
St. Paul. In an argument over another member of the company, she

(Continued on page 19)

money due them.

SUMMER SHOW AT

"KING OF KINGS"
Be Produced by Widow of
Author Through Stanley Kelley

Will

OF

'SPICE

'22'

$2.50;

AT CASINO

"King of Kings," the first of six
posthumous plays written by the Lowest Scale for Biq Musical
late George Baxter, newspaperman
Show in New York Opens
and playwright, will be produced in
August by Stanley Kelley, who is
on Broadway June 26
chief counsellor of the American
Youth Movement. The manuscript

—

has been in the possession of the
writer's widow, Mrs. Dorothy Usner
Baxter, for

many

The lowest priced musical attracBroadway this summer will

tion on

Although
Arthur Hopkins and David Belasco
both had production options on It,
Mrs. Baxter has decided to produce
immediately through Mr. Kelley,

be "Spico of 1922," opening at the
Casino June 26 at a $2.60 scale, after
playing next week in Atlantic City

considering the time ripe for a play
of its character.
The piece has never been tried out
and will first see actual rehearsal

The piece produced in the musical
revue style is by Jack Lait. First
contemplated as a medium-sized at*

this summer at
in Connecticut.

all

years.

Mr. Kelley's camp

Eva Le

Gallienne
and George Gaul are being negotiated with for the leading roles
The play deals with a universal
theme and Is not to be looked upon
as a "passion play" despite its religious foundation.
Private capital is behind Mr. Kelley's venture, the play necessitating
an outlay of over $100,000. Walter

Browne, author of "Everywoman,"
who died on the eve of the production of his allegorical opus, is not
the writer of "King o* Kings" as reported.

CROWNiNGSHIELD SEPARATION
George

Crowningshield (professionally George H. Shields) must
pay Hattie Crowningshield $15 a
week alimony and $100 counsel fees
as a result of a separation suit on
grounds of abandonment and cruelty.
The couple were married lr»
September, 1902. and have two boys,
six and nine years old.
IT.

Crowningshield, for his defense,
sets forth his wife was an actress
at the time of their marriage and
can support herself, employed presently as an organist in a picture
house.
His alleged abandonment,
he contends, was necessitated by his
recent travelling with the Dunbar

for its break-in.

traction,

it is said to have assumed
the proportions of a big show
its laughing end given particular attention.

with

Early this week Bessie McCoy
Davis withdrew from rehearsals and
Evans Burows Fontaine was substituted.
Fred Heider also left the
cast last week. Swift and Kelly, the
latter a vaudeville turn, who had
been engaged, did not commence rehearsing.
The cast which is billed for the
opening at the Apollo, Atlantic City.
Monday, includes: Valeska Suratt,

Jimmy Hussey, A dele Rowland.
Georgie Price, Evan Burrows Fontaine, James C. Watts, James C.
Morton, Midgie Miller, Arman KaHasoutra, Jane Richardson.
Rath Brothers, "8 Pony Pepperpots," Jack Trainor, Will Oakland,
Sam Hearn, Flavia Arcaro, Florence O'Shea, D' Andrea and Walters,
Gattison Jones, Grace and Berkes
and many others, and a chorus
liz,

of 44.

Contrary to many rumors, the
is not playing on a cooperative basis. Some of the piincjpals are receiving percentages of
the gross in place of stipulated sal*
star
aries, which is knpwn as the

company

system" of payment. The numbers
arc by James Hanley, Fred Coott

and Leo Edwards, with lyrics by
Optra company, lis is now under Jack Yellen, McE. Moore, Will CoW
and Lait. There will be no material
Milton Aborn's direction.
that

has ever appeared

ville or

in

\aiule-

elsewhere.

Morris Schlesinger Sailing
Morris Schlesinger, manager

Winter Garden Co. Standing Cut
of
The prineipals of the Kddie
Street, Newark. N. J.,
the Shuberts, sails Sat- Cantor's show, "Make It Snappy."
on the "Majestic" with a now running at the Winter Qarilcfli
of pals for a pleasure trip have accepted a 2L per cent, salary

two years, was awarded the gold the Broad
medal in the annual voice compe- and ally of
tion.

After

urday
completing her course at couple
through Europe.
two months.

the college, Miss Morrow anticipates
entering the musical comedy field.

He

will .be

gone reduction, according
the cast.

i

to

member*

of

-,^

TO»"

Friday, June li,
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BUSTED BY WEATHER

BUT "FOLLIES" GETS RECORD
Show Does More at $4 in Amsterdam Than "THE RIVALS" BIG
$5 in Globe Last Summer "Chauve Souris"
IN DEPRESSED WEEK

Ziegfeld

—

—15 Left on B'way

Ranks as Equal Hit

in July
Players' Club's Revival

In the face of the entrance of
real

summer

two ahead

Ziegfelds "Fol-

hits,

New
lies" at the New Amsterdam and
Comstock & Gest*s "Chauve -Souris" $2.50. with the nightly business
at the Century Roof, 60 per cent, of about $3,200 capacity.
"Chauve-Souris" rates with the
Broadway's 52 theatres will have
metaphorically have put up "Gone "Follies" in demand at the agencies.
Fishing" signs by Saturday, with Balieff's Russian novelty is duplicomparatively few premieres ex- cating the smashing success of its
pected until August. The Ave exits first program at the 49th Street
Considering the
last week will be followed by seven during the winter.
eure closings this week, with a pos- move to the Century Roof from the
Broadway
district,
trailing
on
its business is
sibility of two others
pay day. The number of offering* remarkable and it is the only attraction charging $5 top. In ability
left for next week will not be in exto
attracting
smart
audiences.
cess of 23 and may be but 21.
The initial week of the "Follies" Broadway has not had an equal to
established a new Broadway box "Chauve-Souris" in seasons. Turnoffice figure for a revue, when at
The ad$4 top it grossed $43,688.
mission top of $10 for the premiere
grossed $10,000. and the total is
about $7,000 more than the attraction can play to for a normal week

ing the trick on the hot nights of
last week, at the scale, again brings
the show into leadership limelight.

and
$37,000).
$36,000
(between
Counting standees the New Amsterdam can get $5,000 nightly and

the season just ending, both fell off
last week, with the takings down to
a level not touched by either since
premiere.
The entrance of the
"Follies" wis expected to hurt them,
but the wave of heat probably figured. The "Music Box" got $22,000
and "Dearie" around $20,000. with
nothing between them and the "Fol-

When

$3,700 at matinees.

played

lies'*

the "Fol-

house two yean
extending only

the

ago the top wa.;

$4,

It now goes
for the first 10 rows.
for the entire lower floor. Matinees
are $3 top as against $2 formerly,
so that the "Follies" scale is higher
than formerly when at the New
Amsterdam. Last summer at the
Globe its scale was $5, and the

grosses

in the
$33,000.

early

weeks were

around
At the time the
claimed business as
good in figures as at the New Amsterdam, so that the present gait
of the new "Follies" is considerably

management

"Kiki."

lies."

off

under

a

for

the

time,

first

with the takings
"Partners
while

bit.

$16,000,

Again," the comedy hit at the Selwyn, about touched that figure. The

wa3

latter attraction

affected in its

matinee draw more than anything
else.

A

Will

SHY OF HAMMERSTEIN

"Hollywood None Anxious to Musicalize
Passes Away in
"Light of the World"— Opera
Chicago Heavily Laid
May Be Deferred Two Yrs.
Morrissey's

Follies"

—

Chicago, June 14.
Will Morrissey's "Hollywood Follies" are no more. After two weeks
of striving and having whipped his
show into good shape at the local
Playhouse,
Morrissey could not
overcome the handicap of the sud-

Plans of Arthur Hammerstein
for the production of a new grand
in English may be set back
for two years because of the fail-

opera

ure thus far of the manager to
secure a composer who will undertake the score. Hammerstein. who
den torrid wave.
is sincere in his ambition to follow
Acclaimed as the "Shoestring in his father's steps, first proposed
Morrissey started
his
Ziegfeld,"
the presentation for the season of
show off with more burdens than the 1923-24. He approached
Puccini,
The but the noted Italian
average producer can carry.
replied he did
local critics in their reviews gave
not desire to plunge into operatic
him the benefit of the doubt, which composition for
time to come,
He elim- the reply being some
he took advantage of.
so phrased as to
rough and useless spots

"The Rivals," revived for one week
New York, last week
by an all-star cast for the benefit of inated the
mean definite rejection.
the Players' Club, was one of the as much as possible, and within a
Victor Herbert was also offered
presentable
show
the
in
week
had
kind
its
most profitable ventures of
the assignment, but the American
acceptable shape.
and
composer likewise declined. Herin seasons. The at trait ion pulled a
Then came the "unsolicited" hot
gross of $20,300, the excellent busi- wave and knocked things sky high, bert has one opera to his credit,
though the work was a financial
ness being accomplished during a with William telling Les Bryant.
failure. The work is "Natoma," an
heat wave that crumpled most of lessee of the Playhouse, that It was Indian story.
Herbert, in reply
time to quit.
to Hammerstein's proposal. «aid he
Broadway's box offices.
All expenses were met and every"did not propose to spend half my
The club earned between $11,000 one left happy.
life writing a score," as was the
and $12,003. Ten per cent, of the
case with "Natoma."
given the Actors'
vvus>
e;irnm
The drama to be made Into grand
$95,000 BID FOR AST0R
Fund. Following the last performopera under Hammerstein's direcance Saturday night, the cast was But Shubert and Godsol Get Court tion Is "The Light of the World."
a play produced here several seaentertained in the Players' Club, the
Order to Protect Tenancy
sons ago by Comstock & Gest.
time ladies were admitted
first
The Longacre Square Theatre Among the composers under conwithin the clubhouse, the only exsideration
to work out the score are
week was restrained by
ception being on the occasion of a Corp. last
Richard
Strauss
and
rtudolph
a New York Supreme Court order
visit here of Sarah Bernhardt.
Friml.
The
latter is known as a
in favor of the Astor Theatre. Inc.,
Gifts were made the feminine
composer
of
musical
comedy
and
members of the cast and also to from dispossessing the present in- revue scores, but is regarded as one
of the Astor Theatre, New
Robert Warwick and Norman Bel cumbent
of the best American composers beYork, and from accepting other bids
Geddes, the two non -members of the
cause of his melody trend.
on the property until the action to
club who played in 'The Rivals."
Puccini is regarded as the greatlandlord to execute a
Speeches were made by Charles compel the
est living melody composer in the
Dana Gibson, Francis Wilson, Dan- new lease is adjudicated. Lee Shu- grand opera ftejd. He is in affluent
bert and Frank Godsol. as principal
iel Frohman and Lewis Evan Shipstockholders in the Astor corpora- circumstances, living quietly in his
man.
native land via a royalty Income
tion, allege that the Longacre comIt is planned to offer similar benesaid to be $50,000 per year. He is
pany, which controls the real estate
fit revivals for the club annually.
paid $400 every time one of his
lease of the theatre, is attempting
operas is given, regardless of what
to increase the rental unreasonably
city
or country presented.
The
upon the expiration of the lease In
arrangement between Puccini and
September.
IS
"SHUFFLE
The Astor Theatre, Inc., has been the Metropolitan la exclusive for
paying $38,000 annual rental and New York, so that the royalty paid
SCARING
expressed its willingness to renew, by the Met Is probably higher than
demanding that it be notified of all for other cities. His "La Boheme."
They allege "Madame Butterfly," "La Tofca"
bids on the property.
Said to Be Interfering with no reply was given them, but in- and "The Girl of the Golden West"
stead B. K. Bimberg inserted an are well known in America. The latBookings of All Colored
advertisement
the
theatrical ter opera was founded on David Bein
papers advertising the lease of the lasco's play of that title.
Hits— Offer for London
at the Empire,

The "Music Box Revue" and
"Good Morning. Dearie," at the
Globe, the two musical smashes of

was

Draws

$20,300 Despite HeatAnnual Event

of all former records.
When
was Aral brought to the
Amsterdam the scale was

the revue

13

'SHOESTRING ZIEGFFUT OPERA COMPOSERS ARE

HEAT DRIVES OUT SHOWS,

at

-.

ALONG"

wide gap showed between the
(Continued on page 21)

OTHERS AWAY

NEW

CARRILLO'S
First Play

Will

Coast

YIDDISH SEASON LIGHT

PJ.AY

"Mike Angelo" on Weather

— Morosco's

Management

Interferes

With

Tours,

Started Late

"Mike Angelo," by Edward Locke

Buffalo,

June

14.

house.

new play Leo Carrillo will star
Stories filtering into Buffalo rein under the management of Oliver garding Yiddish theatrical business
Morosco, with Clifford Brooke di- in the provinces show that in this,
Is a

recting the production.
Mr. Carrillo Is leaving Sunday for
the coast. The piece is to be first
produced during the summer at one
of the Morosco theatres in Los Angeles.
Before going into rehersals,
Mr. Carrillo will headline for four
weeks in the Orpheum Circuit's big
time vaudeville theatres on the Pacific, two weeks at the Orpheum,
San Francisco, and two at the Or-

pheum, Los Angeles.
said that after Mr. Carrillo
read the script of Mr. Locke's play,
It

is

he "bought in" on it with Morosco
and will have a proprietary interin the piece.
Mr. Carrillo in "Lombardi. Ltd.,"
of the very few legit attractions that made a profit in
aouthern territory the past season,
and the only legit show to play return dates in that section the same
est

was one

(last)

season.

The

"Lombardi"

show with

Carrillo played to a bigger gross on the return dates than
at the first showing.

It

was Car-

rillo's
first
starring trip in the
South. He joined "Lombardi" after
it had started South to build it up.
Carrillo having created the principal role of that play in its initial
lengthy Broadway run.

"GANG" BEATS DITRICHSTEIN

Among the bids received were
The booking of "Shuffle Along" William Hurlbut, playwright, and
the all-colored show which Is still J. A. Fynes, a broker, offering
playing at the C3rd Street, appears $95,000 each.
Select Pictures ofto be a problem In the big offices. fered
(presumably as a
$90,000
all
rechas
broken
The attraction
Broadway first-run house for Selzords for an attraction of Its kind, the nlck pictures),* Harry A. Levey bid
current week being Its 56th week in the same, and George M. Cohan ofNew York, but the refusal of other fered $75,000, the lowest. The presattractions to follow It in, is re- ent tenant maintains that Cohan's
ported to have held up major stand offer is the only genuine one.
understood the
is
bookings.
It
Olympic, Chicago, booking for the
show was cancelled for that reason.
CO.

as in other branches of the business,
there has been a decided falling off
during the present season. Most of
the metropolitan companies now on
tour are reporting inadequate takHigh cost of travel and of
ings.
salaries and operation are making
Yiddish tours precarious this season.
Added to this the fact that
none of the stars left New York until late in May, making the usual
pre-8ummer season a very short
one. Untimely hot weather through
the Middle West ruined business for
most of the touring companies.
It is reported that Marie Schwartz
on tour with "The Dibbuc" and carrying a special car for the produccontemplating closing in
tion.
Is
Chicago, business to date having
unsatisfactory.
been
"Yenta Telebenda" (Yiddish) with
the original New York cast played
to capacity at the Majestic Sunday
night.
The receipts ran close to
$1,500, the largest Yiddish gross of
the present season.

HERNDON'S REP

The show

Stage Designer Sues
Because Mary Garden gave up her
production plans regarding "Tristan
and Isolde" the winter before last.
Nicholas K. Roerich has started
court proceedings for $3,500 against
the Chicago Opera Co. He had designed the sets for the production.
Roerich being a Russian scenic
artist, and was never compensated

San Francisco, June 14.
Elsie Janis' "Gang* outdrew Leo
Ditrichstein in his new piece, "The
Mountebank of Emotion." by the for his services
Chicago newspaperman. Ben Heeht
almost two and half to one.
COHAN CLOSING "TAVERN"
Miss Janls at the Columbia did
Qeorge M. Cohan •rill close "The
$12,000 last week and Ditrichstein
Tavern," in which he bail been
$r>.nn0
had

to satisfy himself with
the Century.

Billy

Trumbell

V

Working Outdoors

Chicago. June 14.
Billy Trumbell, formerly treasurer
of the Palace, who some time u 'o
v
8uff.'red a nervous breakdown and
went to Riverside Sanitarium, left
it last week for Los Ang.l-s. where
he has accepted an outdoor position.

Trumbell was gassed while serving overseas with the A. E. F., one
of the causes of his breakdown.

figures tosalnish Its run

here next month. It has been booked "That Day*' First of Plays for Next
for the Selwyn house In Boston
Season
for August. The attraction's manaccept
a
may
agement, however,
"That Day," the Louis Anspacher
London engagement offer, said to play which Richard Herndon is
call for $5,000 weekly for 10 weeks producing, is planned as the ilrst
as the company's share and trans- offering of the repertory company
portation both ways for company and that Herndon will manage next
orchestra. The offer is said to have season. The Belmont is the tentacome from Albert de Courville. Ac- tive home of the company, but with
ceptance of the English offer will "Kempy" lining up as a long run
mean cancellation of the Boston show, another house will be chosen.
engagement. At the same time the The plan for the repertory organishow's management is anxious to zation is to devote four weeks to
keep it running at the G3rd Street, each play, after which it is to be
with nothing in sight to follow It moved into another theatre reguin. The problem of securing another
larly
attraction is believed to be similar
The cast of "That Day" it Fredto that which Is supposed to be erick
Truesdale,
Hedda Hopper,
holding up road bookings.
Derthan Mann, Frances Nellson,
The No. 2 "Shuffle Along" In Raymond Hackett, Edward Fielding.
playing Brooklyn stands, however, Sydney Booth, Ellis Baker, Agnes
did not cause any booking difficulties Atherton and Henry Mowbray.
probably because of it being the
The play will open at Atlantic
end of the season. That company City July 13 and will be given at
closed a two-week engagement two several other coast resorts for try-

the Montauk, getting out.
JS.400 the first week and $5,500 the
second. On the final night the orHAGGIN'S
chestra and company were on the
verge of striking and the curtain
M llionaire's Son Said to Have DePtarrfhg at the Tremont, Boston, Wat held about 20 minutes while the
signed Futurist Set
actor-nuirujeer matter of salaries was attended to.
The
:
turday
weeks
was
eight
for
salaries
Part
op -ne.! (n Hie Huh some -t or algo
Rath Brothers will do a new aet
show hit
to protect h:* time tlv»\vho thinkltle owing up to the time the
in the "Music Box Revue" of next
Nelly Kelly." Cohan'* be stress. (Ju- the Subway houses and started getfall,
in a futurist set with costumes
business.
dical
-how
He Will leave nam ting real
The second company, which also to match. The scenery will introMil' leme and tbn of the publiCIO
Atlantic City, was at- duce a new designer of stage setdid Well
director has ftp!
'The TiN'-rn"
Work ori the i promising younitl tached there by Walter Brookl who tings, laid to be the son of a milHis agreement lionaire whose father is heavily
show.
staged
the
begin it once, fo he has miscoristl
for one per cent, of the gross financing his son's entree into the
the •Uractton *y which Is her c\ called
At the shore a business, with a view to hh taking
for each company.
only, chirm
The
month.
H.HOO was necessary, the place vacated by the mysterious
"Little Nelly doing anything," he w each bond of
being settled for withdrawal of Ren All Haggin from
claim lite
because of f turns her into a creatq
stage acivities.
One rea $900
Sally" into 'o.l activity.

weeks ago

at

SUCCESSOR

CHORUS GIRL BENEFITS
Mrs. Schulze Receives $08,000 from

Trust Fund
Mrs. Daisy Evelyn Schulze,' a
former, chorus girl, known profes.
slonally as Daisy Bowers, the wido^r
of Edward August Schulze, a retired restaurant owner, who died
April 11, 1922, will receive from tha

Farmers' Loan and Trust Company
securities valued at $68,915. lesa
$2,000 for administrative expenses,
placed there in a trust fund under
an agreement entered into between
the couple April 4, 1914.
In the will of the deceased ha
denounced his widow and failed to
merit on her as a beneficiary, the
!

only funds

secured

by

her

being

from the

trust.
In addition to bequests made to
a sister, four half-sisters and a
niece, $13,029.68 was left to Mrs.

Olive B. Strong, also a chorus girl
known as Olive Skinner.

The widow brought a charge

-f

undue Influence, lack of
sound mind and memory when tha
will was brought up for probate,
but withdrew her charges when tha
case was approaching trial.

fraud,

$13,000 ALIMONY
Hayden Talbot Let
Jailed

—Casualty

ARREARS

Ride Until
Co. Must Pay
It

Because Hayden Talbot, author
and playwright, Is $13,000 In arrears
in his alimony obligations to Mrs.
Benedict Brlstow Talbot, the latter
received a directed verdict for over
$3,000 against the New Amsterdam
Casualty Company, which had ported a bond to release Talbot from
the alimony In Ludlow Street jail.
I'nder a 1913 decree, Talbot wia
obliged to pay his first wife $l.><00
annually for the support of herself

and Infant daughter.

•

M

l

t-

,

,

;

,

In June, 1121, Talbot was arrested
for eontempt of court, but 7^.a released under a $3,000 bond on »ho
plea of ill health and left to? *>irMrs. Talbot sued to recover
ope.
Justice Lydon last
on the bond.

week directed a verdict for the
plus Interest and costs.

$1,000,

—

—

LEGITIMATE

IS

Friday, June 16, 1922
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SEASON'S BEST PLAYS

DISPUTED STOCK POINT
GOING INTO ARBITRATION
P.

M. A. Forcing Equity on Basic Agreement- Judge
Mack's Decision May Prove Boomerang -Jessie
Bonstelle in P. M. A.

The Judge Julian Mack decision
when the jurist handed down an opinion that the basic
last winter,

agreement between the Producing
Managers' Association and Equity
did not apply to managers or theatres

not Included in the

member-

ship of the P. M. A. and therefore
the provision against closed shop
during the life of the strike settle-

V/2 % GROSS—$30—
P. A. ASKS FOR MORE
of

"Salome"

of Flop at
First

—Frame-up

Klaw— Did

$2,125

and Only Week

ment agreement did not cover nonA claim for salary due for pubmembers of the managerial asso- licity work on "Salome," which ran
ciation, may prove a
boomerang one week at the Klaw, New York.
against Equity, in the arbitration
hut month, was given Harry Saks
before an umpire of the contested
lleehheimer by Arthur McHugh,
authority of the two associations
this week. MeHugh. who dubs himover stock attractions.

self a "praise agent." had an arJudge Mack, in his decision, said rangement with Edward Perkins,
that the P. M. A. could include anywho put on the revival, to be paid
class of managers in its organiza1U per cent, of the gross. The
tion, classifications being legitimate
show totaled $2,125 for the week.
Just as with Equity which has a
McHugh's share being about $30,
Chorus Association nnd a picture but the press agent seeks payment
branch included in its membership.
He claims to have
for satisfaction.
That that decision establishes the paid
$225 out of his pocket for small
basis of the P. M. A. incorporating
bills, -,.'ith the job a total
isa.
a stock division along with tile
"Salome's" arrangement with the
touring managers division (both
1

divisions

now

are

part

of

the

P.

house railed for the Klaw getting

With
and any other Including the first $2,000 grossed
repertory managers, is contended house expenditures for the attracperfectly In line by members of the tion, there was no company share.
M.

A.),

When

P. If. A.

Chicago "Tribune's" Dramatic
Decides
Via
Critic
Contest
June 14.
Sheppard Butler,

Cliieago,

It remained (<<r
The Tribune s" critic, to secure the
views of Chicago playgoers as to
the merits of the season's presenGenerally the critic makes
tations.
the awards through the first person,
but Butler modestly and cleverly
conducted a ballot contest of two
weeks' duration with the awards

the

players

asked

for

salto

the

close

to

play in town with a looked-for early
closing.
"The Bat." despite its 53
weeks run, only succeeded in landplace.
"The Claw"
ing fourth
fifth position, with "The
of Bronze" squeezing in for
sixth honors. The total number of
votes cast for "Anna Christie" was
slightly larger than that for 'Lightnin'."
but the greatest number,
It
to
second
however, assigned
place rather than first place. After
the six "best plays," "Nice People,"

grabbed

Woman

"The Emperor Jones" and "The
Return of Peter Grimm" rolled up
big votes.

Among

the musical shows, "Tip
easily captured first honors.
B*'gear's Opera," "Lady Billy."
"The Ziogfeld Follies.' "The O'Brien
Girl' and "The Last Waltz" finished

Top"
"The

FOLLOWING INTERNAL 'SCANDAL

\

Minneapolis Papers Report Chorus Girl Complaint—*
Ruth Jones Alleged Assault—"Hit With Green
Onions" White's Peace-Making Role

TENT SHOW "ANGEL"
EXITS WITH CASH

trend

of
thought and opinions expressed in
the critic's original reviews of the
winning plays.
"Lightnin' " opened at the Blackstone, Sept. 1, and still running, led
in the vote count. "Anna Christie,"
which closes June 24 at the' Cort.
drew second place, with third position going to "Liliom." another

tallying

Echo

WHITE'S 'SCANDALS' CLOSING

PER SHEPPARD BUTLER

Unusual

Financial

Deal

Company Has Tent
for Sale

Minneapolis, June 14.'
George White's "Scandals" dosed
a three days* engagement here and
its western tour, after some injurious "scandal" published

newspapers and showing
throughout the

business

>

.

remained so for several days with
Wilson packing the "long green" In
his jeans.
He then purchased an
automobile, met two pretty girls,
took them riding and failed to return.

Meantime the members of the
which there were
of
eleven, including a musical director,
continued playing, expecting each
day to see Wilson return. However,
the newly acclaimed theatre magnate failed to return on Saturday,
salary day, leaving his counsellors
high and dry with a tent to be disposed of to cover the amount of
company,

poor

engaged

ment.

The "scandal" story carried on
front pages of local papers caused
a stir among members of the company and showed

Chicago, June 14.
Money makes a showman. At
least that was the idea of several
friends of Sylvester Wilson, a clerk
of Lincoln, 111., ./ho inherited $3,500
through the death of his mother.
They counseled his inheritance
would more than treble in a few
months if he were to invest it in a
dramatic tent show. This he did
June 3. When the show opened all
of the advisors of Wilson were in
— any.
the cast of '
Business at the start was good, it

in local

to

box

its effects at the

office.

One

of

the

papers

used

it

as

follows:

"A little chorus girl in the George
White 'Scandals,' the musical show*
at the Metropolitan, came to Minneapolis last night seeking a warrant for the arrest of a mafe principal of the company on a eharge
of Assault.
"TliKgrirl, Ruth Jones, recently of
the Ziegfeld Folies, sought the
warrant on the charge the principal
interfered in a dispute between her
and .another chorus girl on their
way to Minneapolis, and gave her
'a terrible beating* and bruis. s to
bear out her statement.
"Because the party arrived in
Minneapolis after the city attorney's office had closed, she was compelled to wait until this morning.
'Miss Jones said that a number
of the party were motoring to Minneapolis after their last engagement
had been completed and stopped for
dinner at a roadhouse just outside
St. Paul. In an argument over another member of the company, she

aries,
Perkins referr
them
in the order named.
membership was established, Jes- Clay Lambert, n» interested In the
The worst piny of the year was
Lambert was to have put 'Ladies' Night in a Turkish Bath"
sie Bonstelle was the first stock show.
manager to join. When Miss Bon- $1,000 into the venture, hut another and this was to be expected because
stelle started winter stock at Prov- arrangement wa« made whereby he of the editorial hammering this ofmtracte fering got in "The Tribune." The
idence on an open shop basis, Equity guaranteed the players.
(Continued on page 19)
protested to her, informing Miss being issued by him. Lambert's as- worst musical entertainment was
sumption
responsibility
of
followed
Bonstelle she must have an allcredited to "Lola," safe enough be- money due them.
Equity cast. She replied her mem- objection by Equity to Perkins, cause it was no more after the
against whom it was alleged there financial disruption at the LaSalle.
(Continued on page 21)
were some salary clai is of old
"KING OF KINGS"
$2.50;
To Leah F. Witt. 150 Laporte
standing.
avenue, won the prize for coming
The company was entirely on a closest to the list as designated. Will Be Produced by Widow of
'22'
'SPICE
CASINO
PEGGY;
BUSINESS
percentage basis, the plan being a The critic promised her an autoAuthor Through Stanley Kelley
variation of the co-opern'.ive.
graphed portrait of any player she
There were eight players In all. may select.
"King of Kings," the first of six
STAGE
the highest percentage agreed on
Now that this contest has been posthumous plays written by the Lowest Scale for Biq Musical
being 5 per cent., which one actor settled, the close of the regular late George Baxter, newspaperman
Show in New York Opens
received.
Lambert paid out to the theatrical season may be consid- and playwright, will be produced in
Miss Hopkins Interested with players a little over $700. also tak- ered.
August by Stanley Kelley, who is
on Broadway June 26
ing care of advertising.
chief counsellor of the American
There is,
Oliver Morosco in New Los
however, a claim for one day's InYouth Movement. The manuscript
The lowest priced musical attracAngeles Theatre
sertions for "Salome" on the openhas been in the possession of the
NINA MORGANA LOSES
ing date of the seat sale.
writer's widow, Mrs. Dorothy Usner tion on Broadway this summer will
Because
of its co-operative lines, no notice No Damage Through Use of Her Baxter, for many years.
Although be "Spice of 1922," opening at the
Peggy Hopkins, who returned of closing was necessary,
Arthur Hopkins and David Belasco Casino June
and no
Picture by Chicago Opera
26 at a $2.50 scale, after
from Paris several weeks ago, is claims for salary other
both
had
production
options on It,
than the
playing next week in Atlantic City
on the coast and it is understood week played were made.
Supn me Court Justice McCook Mrs. Baxter has decided to produce
she will be interested in a new
The revival was produced under this week signed his findings that immediately through Mr. Kelley, for its break-in.
theatre planned for Los Angeles by the
name of the Players' Forum. the Civil Rights Laws was not vio- considering the time ripe for a play
The piece produced in the musical
Oliver Morosco.
Thelma Harvey, a dancer, was fea- lated when the Chicago Opera As- of its character.
revue style is by Jack Lait. First
The proposed theatre will play tured.
The piece has never fceen tried out
Sinre the closing of the sociation, Inc., published the piccontemplated as a medium-sized at*
attractions, and may replace the show, she married a film mai. and
ture of Nina Morgana in Its an- and will first see actual rehearsal traction, It is said to have assumed
• Mason opera house, considered too
has gone to the oo.W, retiring.
nouncement brochures without the this summer at Mr. Kelley's camp all the proportions of a big show
far out of the Los Angeles theatre
Perkins had another flivver this soprano's, written consent.
The in Connecticut. Eva Le Gallienne with its laughing end given particuzone.
season, he being interested in "Su- publication arose after Miss Mor- and George Gaul are being negolar attention.
Morosco at present controls the zette," which lasted two days at
gan signed with the Chicago Opera tiated with for the leading roles
Early this week Bessie McCoy
majority of the city's theatres.
the Princess around the holidays. for the season of 1919-1920 for 10 The play deals with a universal
Davis
withdrew from rehearsals and
Miss Hopkins says she is through He has been unlucky in production
weeks at $250 a week. Her photo- theme and is not to be looked upon Evans Burows Fontaine was subwith the stage as a place to per- tries in other seasons. It is said
graph was used with obviously aa a "passion play" despite its re- stituted. Fred Heider also left the
form, and Is going seriously into he staged "Salome" in London sevligious foundation.
flattering paragraphing underneath.
cast last week. Swift and Kelly, the
the business end of theatricals.
Private capital is behind Mr. Keleral years ago. with Maude Allen in
Justice McCook's opinion is that
latter a vaudeville turn, who had
the lead.
the picture was not used for ad- ley's venture, the play necessitating been engaged, did not commence revertising purposes, that no damage an outlay of over $100,000. Walter hearsing.
MISS PETTIE MARRYING
was done, that Miss Morgana is en- Browne, author of "Everywoman,"
The cast which is billed for the
who died on the eve of the produc- opening
LILLIAN RUSSELL SERVICES
titled to no injunctive relief, and
at the Apollo, Atlantic City.
Sister of Edna May Engaged to
The Keith Circuit will hold mem- justice necessitates a dismissal of tion of his allegorical opus, is not Monday, includes: Valeska Suratt,
Future Baronet
the
writer
"King
of
Kings"
ae
reol
did.
orial serviees in all of their prin- the complaint, which he
Jimmy Hussey, A dele Rowland,
cipal houses for the late Lillian RusThe ringer sued for $10,000 dam- ported.
Georgie Price, Evan Burrows FonSyracuse, N. Y., June 14.
injunction
temporary
sell on Sunday. June 18, from 11 ages.
A
taine, James C. Watts, James C.
Marguerite Pcttie. formerly of
granted her was simultaneously CROWNINGSHIELD SEPARATION Morton, Midgie Miller, Arman Kao'clock until noon.
this city, but now of London, and
dissolved.
The
services
will be a hymn sung
the youngest sister of Edna May,
George II. Crowningshield (pro- liz, llasoutra, Jane Richardson,
by professionals, a reading of the
"8 Pony P« pperwill wed Stephen Eardley-Wilmot,
fessionally George H. Shields) must Rath Brothers,
son of Lady Eardley-Wilmot of eulogy of the Rev. Edward S.
pay Hattie Crowningshield $15 a pots," Jack Trainor, Will Oakland,
FAVERSHAM'S
I.
STANDS
I.
Sam Hearn. Flavia Arcaro, FlorKensington Court, London, accord- Travers at the services in Pittsweek alimony
$100 counsel fees
A company is being organized to as a result of and
ing to announcements received in burgh, favorite hymns of the artiste
a separation suit on ence O'Shea, D' Andrea and Walters.
and
headed
by
William
concluding
be
Faversham
with
to
taps
Gattison
by
AmerJones, Grace and Berkee
this city.
grounds of abandonment and cruelhorui
Miss Pettie's fiance will eventually ican Legion buglers. The decision play one-night stands on Long Is- ty. The couple were married In and many others, and a
to
land.
Faversham
will
hold the memorial services folpresent three September,
of 44.
gain the baronetcy of Eardley-Wil1902, and have two boys,
the
plays,
including
lowed
one-act
"The
Killthe
return
Contrary
rumors,
of
E.
P.
Albee
of
to
many
mot. The title dates back to the
six and nine years old.
the Keith office from Pittsburgh er," from the recent Lambs' Gambol.
seventeenth century.
Crowningshield, for his defense, company is not playing on a coIt tl planned to have the comSome of the prinMiss Pettie was in musical com- where he was an honorary pall
set« forth his wife was an actress operative basis.
of
pany appear under the auspices of at the
edy productions under the Charles bearer at Miss Russell's funeral.
time of their marriage and cipals are receiving percentages
societies
local
in
several
of
the
A
Lillian
Russell
Memorial
will
the
gross
place
of stipulated salin
time
for
some
She
Frohman banner
can support herself, employed prestar
also be held today, Friday, at three towns.
Her fiance is 34.
is 32.
sently as an organist in a picture aries, which is knpwn as the
numbers
this
afternoon at the New York
house.
His alleged abandonment, system" of payment. The
Coot!
Hippodrome.
Fred
arc
by
James
Hanley,
Gold Medal for Maybeiie Morrow he contends, was necessitated by his
lyrics by
HOLT AND ROSEDALE—B. & K.
Chicago, June 14.
recetlt travelling with the Dunbar and Leo Edwards, with
Cobb
Maybeiie Morrow, who last ap- Opera company, lis is now under Jack Yellen, McE. Meore, Will
Chicago, June 14.
material
DRAWN
BY
*50,000
OPERA
no
and Lait. There will be
peared as a dancer with Jimmy Milt«»n Aborn's direction.
Holt nnd Rosedale left the Mcthat has ever appeared in vaudeSan Francisco, June 14.
Hussey's "Tattle Tales," is blossomIntyrc and Heath show in New York
ville Off elsewhere.
In five performances of outdoor ing forth as a vocalist.
Miss Morto go into the Balaban & Katz
Morris Schlesinger Sailing
houses in Chicago for a six weeks' opera staged at Palo Alto in th» row, who has been studying at the
Morris Schlesinger, manager of Winter Garden Co. Standing Cut
tour, after which the team will newly built stadium, Gaetano Mer- Chicago Music College for the past
The principals of the KddlJJ
alo, director and promoter of the two years, was awarded the gold the BfOftd Street, Newark. N. J.,
separate.
Snappy."
Lillian Rosedale will be married enterprise attracted $50,000 to the medal in the annual voice compe- and ally of the Shuberts, sails Sat- Cantor's show, "Make It
box office. The opera company in- tion.
urday on the "Majestic"' with a now running at the Winter (in den,
in August, and will retire from pro-alary
cent
have
per
artists,
completing
her
25
many of them
course at couple of poll for a pleasure trip
accepted a
cluded 300
After
fessional life.
One hundred men the college, Miss Morrow anticipates through Europe. He will be gone reduction, according to meml<»* °*
Llora Hoffman replaces them in world famous.
entering the musical comedy Held. two months.
were in the orchestra.
the cast.
tfce production.

Last winter when the stock class

1
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<
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"SHOESTRING ZIEGFFUT OPERA COMPOSERS ARE

HEAT DRIVES OUT SHOWS,

BUSTED BY WEATHER

BUT "FOLLIES" GETS RECORD
Show Does More at $4 in Amsterdam Than 'THE RIVALS'' BIG
$5 in Globe Last Summer "Chauve Souris"
IN DEPRESSED WEEK

Ziegf eld
at

Ranks as Equal Hit

— 15

Left on B'way in July

Draws

Players' Club's Revival
If the face of the entrance of two
real summer hits, Ziegf eld's "Fol-

ahead of

When

former records.

all

was first brought to the
Amsterdam the scale was

New
lies" at the New Amsterdam and
Comstock & Gest's "Chauve -Souris" $2.50, with the nightly business
about $3,2C0 capacity.
of
per
cent,
Roof,
60
Century
at the
"Chauve-Souris" rates with the
Broadway's 52 theatres will have
metaphorically have put up "Gone "Follies" in demand at the agencies.
Balieff's
Russian novelty is dupliwith
Saturday,
by
Fishing" signs
comparatively few premieres ex- cating the smashing success of its
pected until August. The Ave exits first program at the 49th Street
during the winter. Considering the
last week will be followed by seven
euro closings this week, with a pos- move to the Century Roof from the
Broadway district, its business is
sibility of" two others trailing on
pay day. The number of offerings remarkable and it is the only attraction charging $5 top. In ability
exnot
be
in
week
win
next
for
left
to
attracting
smart
audiences.
cess of 23 and may be but 21.
The initial week of the "Follies'* Broadway has not had an equal to
"Chauve-Souris"
in
seasons.
Broadway
box
Turnnew
a
established
for a revue, when at
grossed $43,688. The adof
$10 for the premiere
mission top
grossed $10,000, and the total is
about $7,000 more than the attraction can play to for a normal week
and
$37,000).
$36,000
(between
Counting standees the New Amsterdam can get $5,000 nightly and
$3,700 at matinees. When the "Folplayed the house two years
lies''
ago the top \va.; $4, extending only
It now goes
for the first 10 rows.
for the entire lower tloor. Matinees
are $3 top as against $2 formerly,
so that the "Follies" scaie is higher
than formerly when at the New
Amsterdam. Last summer at the
Globe its scale was $5, and the
grosses in the early weeks were
around $33,000.
At the time the
management claimed business as
good in figures as at the New Amsterdam, so that the present gait
of the new "Follies" is considerably
figure

office

$4 top

it

$20,300 Despite HeatAnnual Event

the revue

ing the trick on the hot nights of
last week, at the scale, again brings
the show into leadership limelight.

earnings was given the Actors'
Fund. Following the last perform-

ance Saturday night, the cast was
entertained in the Players* Club, the

Revue"

and "Dearie" around $20,000. with
nothing between them and the "Follies."

was

"Kikl." for the first time,
with the takings
off a bit,

under

"Partners
while
$16,000,
Again." the comedy hit at the Selwyn, about touched that figure. The

was

latter attraction

affected in

A

time ladies were admitted
within the clubhouse, the on!y exception being on the occasion of a
visit here of Sarah Bernhardt.
Gifts were made the feminine
members of the cast and also to
Robert Warwick and Norman Bel
Geddes, the two non-members of the
club who played in 'The Rivals."
Speeches were made by Charles
Dana Gibson, Francis Wilson, Daniel Frohman and Lewis Evan Ship-

First Play

Will

Coast

— Morosco's

PJ.AY

a

new play Leo

With

Interferes

Management

Tours,

Carrillo will star

under the management of Oliver
Morosco, with Clifford Brooke diin

recting the production.
Mr. Carrillo Is leaving Sunday for
the coast. The piece is to be first
produced during the summer at one
©f the Morosco theatres in Los Angeles.
Before going into rehersals.
Mr. Carrillo will headline for four
weeks in the Orpheum Circuit's big
time vaudeville theatres on the Pacific, two weeks at the Orpheum,
San Francisco, and two at the Orpheum, Los Angeles.
It is said that after Mr. Carrillo
read the script of Mr. Locke's play,

turn dates in that section the same
season.
The "Lombardi"
show with Carrillo played to a bigger gross on the return dates than
at the first showing.
It was Carrillo's
first
starring trip in the
South. He Joined "Lombardi" after
it had started South to build it up,
Carrillo having created the principal role of that play in its initial
lengthy Broadway run.
(last)

"GANG" BEATS DITRICHSTEIN
14.

Elsie Janis' "Gang* outdrew Leo
Ditrichstein in his new piece, "The
Mountebank of Emotion." by the

Chicago newspaperman. Ben Becht
almost two and half to one.
Miss Tanls at the Columbia did
$12,000

last

High cost of travel and of
and operation are making

ings.

salaries

Yiddish tours precarious this season.

Added

this

to

the fact that

the original New York cast played
to capacity at the Majestic Sunday
night.
The receipts ran close to
$1,500, the largest Yiddish gross of
the present season.

Stage Designer Sues
Because Mary Garden gave up her
production plans regarding "Tristan
and Isolde" the winter before last,
Nicholas K. Roerich has started
court proceedings for $3,500 against
the Chicago Opera Co. He had designed the sets for the production.
Roerich being a Russian scenic
artist,

and was

at

nev»»r

compensated

for his services

will close "The
whi. h lie has b^n
Tremont,
Boston,
the

George M. Con in
in

at

starring

The

Saturday.

opened

in

the:

actor-mnr.

igei

Hub some

w>'.-ks ago
ther*- for "Little

Working Outdoors to proteet his time
Nelly Kelly." Cohan's summer rr.uChicago. June 14.
show
H« stepped from
ilcal
Billy Trumbell, formerly treasure!
into
of the Palace, who some time a^o H Madeleine and the Movies
•Tii.Tavern.*'
suffered a nervous breakdown and
Billy

went

Trumbell

Riverside Sanitarium, left
for Los Angeles. Where
he has accepted an outdoor posiit

last

to

week

Work

month.

Trumbell was gassed while serving overseas with the A. E. F.. one

"Little

causes of his breakdown

<><,\

the

begin at once.
ths attraction

tion.

of th<»

All

Hits— Offer

for

The

M
!n

ihow will
'KeMj
planned to n^n
Boston late next
»•-

original

opening

of

Nelly Kelly" was put back

because of the sudden booking
Sally" into the Colonial. Boston

of

Plana of Arthur Hammerstcin
for the production of a new grand

in English may be set back
for two years because of the failure thus far of the manager to
secure a composer who will undertake the score. Hammerstein. who
den torrid wave.
is sincere in his ambition to follow
Acclaimed as ths "Shoestring
in his father's steps, first proposed
Ziegfeid,"
Morrissey started his
show off with more burdens than the the presentation for the season of
1923-24.
He approached Puccini,
average producer can carry.
The but the
noted Italian replied he did
local critics in their reviews gave
him the benefit of the doubt, which not desire to plunge into operatic
for some time to come,
he took advantage of.
He elim- composition
the reply being so phrased as to
inated the rough and useless spots

opera

$95,000 BID FOR

AST0R

But Shubert and Godsol Get Court
Order to Protect Tenancy

The

Longacre

Square

Theatre

was restrained by
a New York Supreme Court order
Corp. last week

in favor of the Astor Theatre, Inc.,
from dispossessing the present incumbent of the Astor Theatre, New
York, and from accepting other bids

on the property until the action to
compel the landlord to execute a

new

lease

bert

with

Colored

London

Indian story.
Herbert, in reply
Hammersteln's proposal, said he
"did not propose to spend half my
life writing a score," as was the

to

case with "Natoma."
The drama to be made into grand
opera under Hammerstein's direction is "The Light of the World."
a play produced here several seasons ago by Comstock & Gest.
Among the composers under consideration to work out the score are
Richard
Strauss
and
Rudolph
Friml.
The latter is known as a
composer of musical comedy and
revue Beores. but is regarded as one
of the best American composers because of his meTody trend.
Puccini is regarded as the greatest living melody composer in the
grand opera flejd. He is in affluent
circumstances, living quietly In his
native land via a royalty Income
said to bs $50,000 per year. He is
paid $400 every^tjme one of his
operas is given, regardless of what
city or country presented.
The
arrangement between Puccini and
the Metropolitan is exclusive for
New York, so that the royalty paid
by the Met is probably higher than
for other cities. His "La Boheme."

September.
The Astor Theatre, Inc., has been
paying $38,000 annual rental and
expressed its willingness to renew,
demanding that It be notified of all
bids on the property.
They allege "Madame Butterfly," "La Toeca"
no reply was given them, but in- and "The Girl of the Golden West"
stead B. K. Bimberg inserted an are well known in America. The latadvertisement
the
theatrical ter opera was founded on David Bein
papers advertising the lease of the lasco's play of that title.
house.

Among

the bids received were
Hurlbut, playwright, and
the all-colored show which is still J. A. Fynes, a broker, offering
playing at the C3rd Street, appears $95,000 each.
Select Pictures ofto be a problem in the big offices. fered
(presumably as a
$90,000

The booking

of

"Shuffle

attraction has broken all records for an attraction of Its kind, the
current week being its 56th week in
New York, but the refusal of other
attractions to follow it in, is reported to have held uj> major stand
understood the
is
It
bookings.
Olympic, Chicago, booking for the
show was cancelled for that reason.
The show figures tosllnish its run
here next month. It has been booked
for the Selwyn house in Boston
for August. The attraction's management, however, may accept a
London engagement offer, said to
call for $6,000 weekly for 10 weeks
as the company's share and transportation both ways for company and
orchestra. The offer is said to have
come from Albert de Courville. Acceptance of the English offer will
mean cancellation of the Boston
engagement. At the same time the

Broadway

first-run house for Selznlck pictures); Harry A. Levey bid
the same, and George M. Cohan offered $75,000, the lowest. The present tenant maintains that Cohan's
offer is the only genuine one.

the
second. On the final night the orchestra and company were on the
vertre of striking and the curtain
Was held about 20 minutes while the

matter of salaries was
Part

salaries

owing up

for

HERNDON'S REP CO.
"That Day*' First of Plays for Next
Season
"That Day," the Louis Anspaeher
play which Richard Herndon is
producing, is planned as the first
offering of the repertory company
that Herndon will manage next
season. The Belmont is the tentative home of the company, but with
"Kempy" lining up as a long run

eight

$5, GOO

weeks was

The second company, whirh

also
well at Atlantic City, S/SS atwho
Walter
Urr.oks
tached there by
His agreement
staged the show.
called for one per cent, of the gross
At the shore a
for each company.
cash bond of $1,K00 was necessary.
b"iag settled for
he claim late
$*00.

\

Son Said to Have Designed Futurist Set

to the

the Subway
ting real business.
did

HAGGIN'S SUCCESSOR
Millionaire's

at!cr:<led to.

time the show hit
houses and started get-

Mrs. Schulze Receive. $68,000 from

Trust Fund
Mrs, Daisy Evelyn Schulze,' a
former, chorus girl, known professionally as Daisy Bowers, the widow
of Edward August Schulze, a retired restaurant owner, who died
April 11, 1922, will receive from the

Farmers' Loan and Trust

show, another house will be chosen.
The plan for the repertory organishow's management is anxious to zation is to devote four weeks to
keep it running at the C3rd Street, each play, after which it is to be
with nothing in sight to follow it moved into another theatre reguin. The problem of securing another
larly
attraction is believed to be similar
Ths cast of "That Day" is Fredto that which Is supposed to be erick
Truesdale,
Hedda Hopper.
holding up road bookings.
Berthan Mann, Frances Nellson,
Along"
In
"Shuffle
2
The No.
Raymond Hackett, Edward Fielding,
playing Brooklyn stands, however, Sydney Booth, Ellis Baker, Agnes
did not cause any booking difficulties Atherton and Henry Mowbray.
probably because of it being the
The play will open at Atlantie
end of the season. That company City July 13 and will be given at
closed a two-week engagement two several other coast resorts for tryweeks ago at the Montauk, getting out.

week and

CHORUS GIRL BENEFITS

Along" William

The

$S,400 the first

COHAN CLOSING "TAVERN"

week and Ditrichstein Tavern."

had to satisfy himself with $5,000
the Century.

AWAY

Interfering

Bookings of

Buffalo, June 14.
Stories filtering into Buffalo re-

garding Yiddish theatrical business
in the provinces show that in this,
as in other branches of the business,
there has been a decided falling off
during the present season. Most of
the metropolitan companies now on
tour are reporting inadequate tak-

none of the stars left New York until late in May, making the usual
pre-summer season a very short
one. Untimely hot weather through
the Middle West ruined business for
he 'bought in" on it with Morosco most of the touring companies.
It is reported that Marie Schwartz
interand will have a proprietary
on tour with "The Dibbuc" and carest in the piece.
Mr. Carrillo in "Lombardi, Ltd.," rying a special car for the producwas one of the very few legit at- tion, is contemplating closing in
tractions that made a profit in Chicago, business to date having
•out hern territory the past season, been unsatisfactory.
"Yenta Telebenda" (Yiddish) with
and the only legit show to play re-

San Francisco, June

Said to Be

Started Lata

"Mike Angelo," by Edward Locke
is

IS

YIDDISH SEASON LIGHT

"Mike Angelo" on Weather

Chicago, June 14.
Will Morrissey's "Hollywood Folare no more. After two weeks
of striving and having whipped his
show into good shape at the local
Playhouse,
Morrlssey could not
overcome the handicap of the sudlies"

lease of the theatre, Is attempting
to increase the rental unreasonably
upon the expiration of the lease In

"SHUFFLE ALONG"

SCARING OTHERS

NEW

CARRILLO'S

—

is adjudicated.
Lee Shuand Frank Godsol. as principal
stockholders in the Astor corporaman.
tion, allege that the Longacre comIt is planned to offer similar benepany, which controls the real estate
fit revivals for the club annually.

its

wide gap showed between the
(Continued on page 21)

Morrissey's

Follies"

first

matinee draw more than anything
else.

"Hollywood None Anxious to Musicalize
Passes Away in
"Light of the World"— Opera
Chicaao
Heavily Laid
May Be Deferred Two Yrs.

Will

time to quit.
Broadway's box offices.
All expenses were met and everyThe club earned between $11,000 one left happy.
and $12,003. Ten per cent, of the

and

Box

"Music

SHY OF HAMMERSTEIN

"The Rivals," revived for one week
New York, last week
by an all-star cast for the benefit of
mean definite rejection.
the Players' Club, was one of the as much as possible, and within a
Victor Herbert was also offered
most profitable ventures of its kind week had the show in presentable the assignment, but the American
The attraction pulled a and acceptable shape.
composer
in seasons.
likewise declined.
HerThen came the "unsolicited" hot
gross of $20,300. the excellent busi- wave and knocked .things sky high, bert has one opera to his credit,
though
the
work
was
a financial
ness being accomplished during a with William telWng Les Bryant,
failure. The work is "Natoma." an
heat wave that crumpled most Of lessee of the Playlhouse, that it was
at the Empire.

"Good Morning. Dearie," at the
Globe, the two musical smashes of
the season just ending, both fell off
last week, with the takings down to
a level not touched by either since
premiere.
The entrance of the
"Follies" was expected to hurt them,
but the wave of heat probably figured. The "Music Box" got $22,000

The

13

in

Rath Brothers will do a new a<t
the "Music Box Revue" of next
a futurist set with costumes

fall, in

The scenery will introduce a new designer of stage setson of a mil-

to match.

tings, said to be the

whose

father is heavily
financing his son's entree into the
business, with a view to hi; taking
the place vacated by the mysterious
withdrawal of Ben Ali H iggin from
stage aclvities.

lionaire

,

Company

securities valued at $63,915. less
$2,000 for administrative expenses,
placed there in a trust fund under
an agreement entered into between

the couple April

4,

1914.

In the will of the deceased he
denounced his widow and failed to
ment'on her as a beneficiary, the
only funds secured by her being
from the trust.

a

In addition to bequests made to
sister, four half-sisters ami a

$13,029.68 was left to Mrs.
Olive B. Strong, also a chorus girl
known as Olive Skinner.

nlecs,

The widow brought a charge of
undue influence, lack of
sound mind and memory when the
will was brought up for probate,
but withdrew her charges when the
fraud,

case was approaching

trial.

$13,000 ALIMONY
Hayden Tslbot Let
Jaded

—Cssuslty

ARREARS

Ride Until
Co. Mutt Psy
It

Because Hayden Talbot, author
and playwright, Is $13,000 In arrears
In his alimony obligations to Mrs.
Benedict Brlstow Talbot, the latter
received a directed verdict for over
$3,000 against the New Amsterdam
Casualty Company, which had ported a bond to release Talbot from
the alimony In Ludlow Street jail.
I'nder a 1913 decree, Talbot wis

obliged to pay his first wife $1.K00
annually for the support of herself
and Infant daughter.
In June, 1921. Talbot was arrested
refur contempt Of court, but
leased under a $3,000 bond on the
plea of ill health and left to? ^hrMrs. Talbot sued to recover
ope.
Justice Lydon last
on the bond.
week directed a verdict for the

^s

$3,000.

plus Interest and costs.
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LITTLE THEATRES

INSIDE STUFF
ON LEGIT

officers resulted as follows:
ident, E. Donaldson Clapp;

Dutton Noble, Jr. The former Executive Committee was re-elected.
addition to the results of the
announced that
the membership of the club will be
doubled, because of the interest
stimulated by the two performances
given by the organization during the
The reports showed
past season.
that, though the club is not designed
as a money-making venture, but
merely to stimulate interest in better plays and acting, the treasury
has a small balance at the end of
the year.
In

election, the officers

1

The legitimate theatre owners of Broadway were somewhat surprised
to hear the Famous Players has given the contract for converting the
Putnam building into a 4.000-seat theatre. F. P. has two Broadway
picture houses, Rivoli and Rialto, besides its interest (with Loew) in the
New York, and not counting the Criterion as its run house. The inside
seems to be that the Famous Players intends to abandon the Rivoli
when the new house Is completed. The Rivoli is a comparatively small
capacity theatre for a weekly change feature policy, with nothing but
the theatre on its site. The location is too valuable for any possible
return, and the Rivoli's net at the most must be meagre, since its overhead is as large as any competing theatre, almost. It Is reported work
on the Putnam building house will shortly commence. It is said the
new house Is not intended to cut into the Shanley restaurant section,
although the 44th street entrance to that restaurant may be required.
The remainder of the building's tenants are under 30 days' notice to
vacate.
"The Drums of Jeopardy,'' taken

play,

off

"BEGGAR'S OPERA" HERE
English

will install a number two
company in England and bring the
original company to this country to
open the new Fine Arts theatre,

Boston, Mass., in October.
Present plans include an all-season run there. The bool.ings were
arranged by Mr. Duff, the independent operatic producer.
Steinert Bros., piano dealers of New
England, are guaranteeing the run,
having purchased the house for the
run of the piece on the recommendation of Harry Askin.
Three years ago the opera was revived for a summer run in Hammersford, and has been playing
continuously ever since. Last year
the original company n ide * brief
tour of the Western States, playing
three return engagements in ChiThe orchestral accompanicago.
ment includes old instruments, such
as the harpsicord, etc.

Greenwich Villagers.

Sherman & Lebair, advertising agents, have made complaint over
the use of the letters "li. V. D." for show purposes. The firm has advised
the New York dailies that the B. V. D. company, an underwear manufacturing csneern, regards as objectionable the advertising of the attraction
at the Olympic, New York, entitled "The B. V. D. Girls." The manufacturers made similar complaint some time ago when its registered trademark was adapted for stage usage.
Florence O'Dennishawn did not open with the "Follies' last week.
listed as one of the five dance leads, but is said to have withdrawn following a nervous breakdown during rehearsals. Evelyn Law,
who is dancing in Miss O'Dennishawn's place, attracted much attention
with exceptional kicking. In Variety's review of the "Follies" some of
Miss Law's work was credited in error to Martha Lorber.

She was

it

closed last January "The Broken Wing" has proven one
among ItOCk companies. This week eight stocks are
The Stock royalties have netted $20,000 to date to Sargeant

was

of the biggest calls
it.

Aborn, who produced the play.
replaced Leah Peek as the feminine bad of 'The Cat
at the National, New York, was one of the 17year-old actresses appearing in "The Betrothal" several seasons ago.
All of the youngsters in that show have reached important berths in
Broadway shows. Miss Field was on tour with "Welcome Stranger'' this
season. Miss Peck Joined the "Cat and Canary" cast about eight weeks
ago when Florence E'dridge withdrew to enter stock for the summer
at Rochester.

Sylvia Field,

and Canary''

who

this

week

Morris Oest ami Georgi Jean Nathan continued the feud between
them at the Century roof last Week. They came to blows some timeago at the Princess. On the second night of the new bill of "ChauveSouris" the critic, accompanied by a man well known in society, walked
over to Gest to congratulate him on the manner in which the roof had
been decorated and the success of the P.alh ff outfit, The manager gave
the scribe's comment scant attention and in reply used all the strong
language he could remember. One Of Gsst's points, was the panning of
Nathan for the tatter's penchant for panning other newspaper men.

A manager

advised one of his executives to engage a girl applicant
It was decided she be put
for a position around one of his thcatn s.
on as an usher at $1 a performance. The other girls ushering were
When the
to get a day's vacation in turn, without salary deduction.
new gal was asked if she had a white dress she replied "Certainly."
"When she appeared at the theatre Monday she was asked where lcr
white dress was. That time she answered her "maid wa«- bringing it."
The girl is said to live on Riverside drive.

A tan colored individual answering to the name of I'.iown and hailing
fiem Georgia arrived in New York this week, attempting to get booking
h< re for a colored ShOW,- the title of which he said is "When Man Realises
His Folly." He described the piece as being a comedy drama, but with
Further information offered was
tour or five song numbers inserted.
that the play was first done at a colored school somewhere in Georgia
and that

jt

vnu* then publicly
\

presented in Athens, same state.

succeeds Ruth Robinson, while
The two rival stock companies—
Mr. Litel replaces Crelghton Hale. Garrick Players and the Belasco
She has also been engaged for a Players— in Washington are settling
role in "Gringos," a Mexican drama down to await the "survival of the
which Guthrie McClintic will pro- fittest." The local dailies with one
duce late in the fall. Jose Ruben exception gave each organization
has signed a contract to play a good notices on the current offer"heavy" in the same show.
The ing. One, however, stated that the
play was written by a well known lack of a leading man was sorely
newspaper woman who has spent felt at the Garrick, the management
sometime in Mexico. It is her first having not as yet secured a sucstage effort.
cessor for Earle Foxe, who left to
head the Befasco Players. "Three
Claibarne Foster, the 18-year-old Live Ghosts" Is at the Garrick,
leading lady of the Robins Players, while "The Oulja Board" is at the
Henry Duffy, Brandon
Toronto, has retired from the com- Belasco.
pany, due to a threatened break- Peters, Audrey Hart and Chester
Morris made their initial appeardown. Miriam Sears succeeds.
ances with the company this week.
The Garrick has for the coming
It is possible that next week will week "Bought and Paid For" with
see the end of the Maude Fealy William Harrigan; who appeared
Players in Newark, N. J.
Their last week in "The Acquittal," headlease on the Broad ends then and ing the cast, while the Belasco will
Manager Schlesinger has refused to offer "Getting Gertie's Garter."
renew it. The company has not
been very successful (although comDick Wilbur, who recently remended).
Miss Fealy decided to turned from Honolulu, where he
continue, feeling she could build in was presenting a dramatic tent
view of the splendid publicity. show, is going into the Oakland
Monday the "Star-Eagle" said the (Calif.) Orpheum to present his
Fealy stock would close this week stock company on a 10-20-30 scale.
and open in the fall as a perma- He will also give vaudeville and
nent winter stock at the Orpheum. pictures in addition to the dramatic
When Schlesinger read it he re- show. W. A. Rusco has taken over
fused to renew, despite Miss Fealy the Orpheum for this purpose.
denied giving out the story and in-,
sisted that she had no such intention.
There the matter rested
Wednesday.
Meanwhile the extraordinary publicity for the company continues. Sunday the "Call"
gave a three-column spread in the
main news section on the career of
Kay Laurell.
No money could
if

it

does not fill the theatre it speaks
badly for publicity.
At the same
Anne Nichols (suing under her time the "News,"
name in private life, Anne Nichols one of the worst whosj critic is
panners
in the
Duffy), author-producer of "Abie's
east, has astonished the city by its
Irish Rose,' was victorious on two
enthusiasm for the Fealy Players.
counts in her Federal Court litigations with Oliver Morosco, who first
produced the play in his Los AnEddie Lawrence. Charlotte Treadgeles stock. Judge Julian Mack in way, Frederick Munier and other
the U. S. District Court of New former members of the
Strand
York denied Oliver Morosco's mo- Stock, San Diego, playing in El Paso,
tion for an injunction to restrain Texas, since leaving here, are rethe authoress from producing the turning to put on a summer season
play under her own management at of stock at the Spreckels.
They
open June 24 with "Three Wise
the Fulton, New York.
M. L. Malcvinsky (O'Brien, Male- Fools." Austin Adams, local playvinsky & Driscoll), counsel for Miss wright, has a new comedy, "The
Nichols,
was successful in his Worm," to have its initial appearcounter - Injunction prayer against ance at the Spreckels June 22 by
Morosco, Judge Mack temporarily the San Diego Players.
restraining the producer from preThe Swafford Pavilion Players,
senting "Abe's Irish Rose" anywhere outside of Los Angeles where under canvass, opened its 18th seabeen running 15 son June 5 at White River Junction,
the piece has
weeks.
Morosco had two road Vt.
companies out in addition to the L.
A. stock company.
A traveling stock under the man
Miss NlchoJs* attachment suit for agement of William Augustin, opebs
$28,000 on some stock transactions June 19 in Walden, N. Y. The comIs still pending in the New York
pany will play one night each in
Supreme Court.
Saugcrties, Beacon, Liberty, Walden
and two in Tort Jervis, N. Y. The
same
towns will
played each
s
SUITOR SUES GIRL
Week with a new bill. Augustin
Chicago, June 14.
will play the leads
with Estelle
Gladys Wells, 4433 Glenview ave- Floyd and
others in the company
nue, is alleged to have been romantic being
Jack Connelly. Paul Linton
enough to marry John R. Roberts and F.ert Kay. Herbert
Augustin
when the two made the most of their will be the business manager, the
meeting after a stage flirtation in company being recruited
by Louis
Louisville six years ago. when Miss
Hallett.
Wells was a member of "The Seven
Aviation Girls" company, but the tilCoincident With the discontinuing of the praecipe of a suit for $50,ance of vaudeville at the Strand,
ooo against the girl yesterday by
Norwich,
Conn., and the scheduled
the wealthy oil operator, who claims
installation of pictures over the
A.exia, Tex., as headquarters, proved
summer
months, the Broadway, a
there was a hitch to the exchange
former vaudeville house which has
of romantic vows.
been closed for the past *ix months,
Because of the costly nature of the will reopen,
playing stock, accordgifts that the oil operator bestowed
ing to A. Davidson, owner of both
upon the chorus girl, tlu latter alhouses.
|< tcs there was no right for Roberts
to chastise her With the jibes that
The professional Playe
lure
pertained to his claiming her as a
eently formed in Syracuse by promatter of purchase
it was these
fessionals,
claiming
that
as
city
jibes that had the girl desist in her
alleged desire to marry. Now Rob- their permanent or sumr...r home to
light
present
pern stock at the inserts wants the court to return him
table, win open July 31 in "The
the cost of the gifts. The girl's attorney is now preparing the case to Firefly." Jefferson De Angelis will
play for two weeks in the Frlml
find out if his client will be obii- d
piece and one other.
The Players
"to refund the purhase price of the
will run through July and August
girl's soul."
and will elost with "Carmen," with
Maita Wittowvki, of Syracuse, forO'Hara Bound for Chicago
merly of the Cnieago "rand Opera
Fiske O'Hara will open his sea- Co., singing the role.
son in "Land O' Romance*' a n< w
piece by Anna Nichols, at New LonPoll's stock, WOOSter, Mass.. will
don, Aug. 5.
The show will arrive close this Week.
at the Olymp'c, Chicago, Aug.
5.
Patricia Chary will again play the
Mary Newcomb, for many months
Wally Decker will leading lady of the Majestic stock,
feminine lead.
be in advance, with Eugene Bchultl Eos AhgeltS, is filling a short vaudeback with the company
ville engagement on the Pantages
1

I

1

-

-

1

prior to her eastern visit
Miss Newcomb is appearing in %
one-act sketch titled "Assistance,*",
written by Rex Taylor and Mel
Brown.
circuit

bell

have bought this space, and

"Pin Wheel," with Raymond Hitchcock in a roving role which will
have him on the stage frequently with comments anent the revue activities of Michio Row and his company, postponed at the Earl Carroll from
Monday to Thursday, has Frank Fay in the lineup. Fay will act for the
most part as an audience plant, accompanied by an old lady who "knew
Hitchy 40 years ago." The writing of bits and numbers for Fay and
Hitchy caused the delay in premiere. The "frame" is for Hitchy to tell
Fay that he was cried into buying "Pin Wheel." First Richard Herndon
cried, and later Itow, and Hitchy just can't stand tears. Hitchy will also
kid the high art features of the show, as presented by Itow and a bunch

Since

Minna Gombell has signed as
leading woman with the Forsyth
Players at Atlanta, opening June 26
in 'Polly With a Past." John Litel
will join the company as leading
man at the same time. Miss Com-

INJUNCTION AGAINST MOROSCO

i

playing

for

years,

A man close to the heads of the two syndicates asserts the stories of
the Erlanger-Shubert combination seeking to place their combined properties in a Wall street-financed pool is a point of the affiliation not yet
leached. Before thaS>could happen, he said, the Shuberts' and Erlanger's
proposition would have to be outlined and adjusted of itself.
"While
that has not as yet been wholly accomplished, bj£ stated, there is a
desire o.i both sides for it to proceed to a prompt conclusion, and (he
made this emphatic) Neither side anticipated nor considered any "opposition" from "independents."
Asked when the matter might reach a
condition to be submitted to money interests, the reply was the time
was too indefinite just now to venture a prediction. Notwithstanding,
and so forth, the independents still keep right on talking and thinking
according to their own lights, and they see only themselves in the
center o! the lights.

of

Returning

The "Beggar's Opera," which has
been running in the Lyric, Hammersford, a suburb of London, England, continuously for the past three

at

The Russian Grand Opera Co. is playing at the Second Avenue theatre
regularly Yiddish playhouse) on an unusual sharing basis. The com67V2 per cent, of the gross, the house even furnishing stage
crew, etc.

Company

American Tour

the Gaiety, New York, recently after trying for a week, figured in
picture transactions long before there was any plan to present it as
a drama on the spoken stage. Louis B. Mayer purchased the picture
rights of the story, paying $35,000, having in mind usage for Anita
Stewart. "When it was later considered unsuited the rights were sold
back to the author for $10,000. Jake Wilk acted as broker in both
instances, receiving 10 per cent, both times for hts services. "Drums" is
still figured good property for pictures.

pany gets

Pres-

vicepresident, H. Dutton, Jr.; treasurer,
secretary,
Mrs.
H.
Charles R. Fay;

•The Theatre Assembly hat In preparation several plays for next season, and Is said to have received pledges for time in New York. This
Jh the group of players which organized their own producing concern
with Helen Lowell as president. Each of the nine participants contributed capital to the pool, and agreed to accept a pro rata return on
their investment after expenses bad been paid. It Is stated the Assembly paid 115,000 to actors engaged for "Montmartre" and "The Night
Call," and has not an obligation, although no profits so far remained
Helen Ware, one of the charter members, retired from
to be d ided.
an active part in the enterprise because of illness in her family, but she
left her investment in the venture to be paid back when the Assembly
earns a surplus.

The McGrath mystery

STOCKS

Officials of the Auburn (N. T.)
Amateur Dramatic Club today announced that the election of new

The dramatic stock at the Alhambra, Brooklyn, N. Y., closes Saturday.

The Alhambra played vaude-

ville

prior

stock

the

to

Installation

of

season and will reopen
the fall.

this

with stock

in

The Al Trahearn stock, playing
one-night stands on Long Island,
has been* taken over by a man
named Riley due to the serious
illness of Trahearn, who has been
removed to a hospital.
Dramatic

stock

opens

Saturday

(June lis at the Garrick, Wilmington, Del* under the management of

Arthur M. Webb. Webb represents
local interests backing the project.
The company includ j Lee Smith
and James Cripps, leads; Estelle
Riley, Nell Landau, Frances Kennan and Robert Lynn, recruited by
Pauline Boyle. "Fair and Warmer"
will be used as the opening bill Saturday and will be retained for next
week.

Edna Preston
Rros.

stock

in

joins the Goldstein
Pittsfleld,
Mass.,

June

26 as leading

for

the

woman with Fay,
Cusick opening as leading woman
same

management

in

Holyoke, Mass., on the same date.

LEGIT ITEMS
After
reserving
decision
over
night Justice Marsh decided that

Conway

Tearle was not entitled to a
reduction in his alimony obligations
to Mrs. Josephine Park Tearle.
He
has been paying her $75 weekly and
asked for a reduction considering
that the Selznick picture contract
at $1,750 a week
upwards, upon
which the alimony was awarded, has
not been renewed because of poor
business conditions..

The petition for the incorporation
of the Society of the Theatre Foundation, Inc., was approved by Supreme Court Justice Donnelly last
week. The petitioners for a charter
arc Alfred G. Robyn, Basil \Y« Iti
{Catherine s. Biggs, Julius Bakos
and Catherine Block, the aims being "to establish a society for the

mutual and general discussion of
and the development, encouragement and production of plays and
similar works; for the attaining of
siandard of dramatic representation; for the promotion f interest in the theatrx, and the establishment of a centre for experia higher

«

menta] work
advancement

therein, and foi the
of literary, drain. it ic,
scenic, musical and allied arts."

Eaire P.inney
"Sally-

now has

the rob

P.osfon first held

in

l»>

In

Mary

Hay.

"On the Stairs," a dramatic under
the management of Joe Shea, will
be placed
rehearsal the middh 01
July.
The play was given an ntof-tovn break-in- early In tWj
sprin under the title of "IfAi'U *'d"
;

•
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WHY DO YOU WANT TO
By

BIGGER ADV. EXPENSE

BE AN ACTRESS?

IN CHICAGO IN

ARTHUR HOPKINS

a dramatic school, she should get
a good general education, extending,
if possible, through college, and then
should begin her study of acting—
by acting! She should enroll in the
Broadway school; that is, she
should go to New York and make
the wearisome round of the oillces
in

My

who wants to
same as that

be an actress is the
given by Mr. Punch to the young
man who asked whether he should
marry— "Don't!"
There is no other profession so
There is no other
overcrowded.
profession in which the chance of
attaining real distinction is so small.
There is no other profession in
which the rewards for anything less
than supreme success are so in-

have <been asked if there are
methods of vocational guidance
which indicate fitness for Che profession of acting; if there is any
way by which the young girl on any
of America's Main streets can determine whether she has the qualifications likely to make her a power
on the speaking stage.
Unfortunately, such a test is impossible, because -> little is known
I

of the quality that
actress.

makes a

great

hard even to set a name to
People of the stage
this quality.
M
\Vhy,
other what it is.
each
ask
they argue, "is Miss Smith a great
actress, although she is less beautiful than Miss Jones; her technique
is inferior to Miss Brown's, and her
experience is limited in comparison
with Mrs. Robinson's?" Yet there is
no doubt that Miss Smith wears the
laurel. Barrie has a passage about
the unanalyzable gift of the great
actress in one of his plays; I think
is

,,

It is

"What Every Woman Knows."
"charm."

The word he uses is
More than youth, beauty,

grace,
technique, experience, this
quality of charm makes for the
highest success in the theatre. It is
something that is born, and not
diction,

cannot be acquired by any
amount of conscientious effort. Yet
how is the inexperienced girl who
wants to be an actress to know
whether, buried deep within her, lies
this power of white magic?
I
I do not see how she can know.
am quite unable to furnish a divining-rod for the discovery of this
hidden spring. In regard to it, I
have only one observation to offer:
So far as my own experience goes,
the compelling charm of the great
actress is invariably associated with

made.

It

kindness. She is the woman who is
always thinking of others, always
doing things for others. She is especially helpful to those in her own
profession, and tries to give them
chances to advance. Mrs. Fiske is

So is Maude Adams.
Whereas certain other actresses,
whom we will not mention by name,

such a woman.

are watching continually for their
jealously thrust
back their fellows instead of helping
them on. It may be merely coincident, but I have never known a representative of this type who possessed real charm, and who therefore might some day arrive in the
very front rank of her profession.
Whether the girl who wants to be
a great actress possesses the power
Is to be determined, therefore, only
after she has gone on the stage and
has had the chance to establish that
mysterious rapport with her audience. The thing of which the ambitious ones can be sure is that
nine-tenths of them have not the
great gift. No proof of its presence
is to be derived from
the girl's
native ability to imitate others an
ability in which all of us share, to a
greater or lesser extent.
(Every
human being, at some time in his or
her life, is an actor or an actress!)
Nor is the presence of "the gift" to
be forecast from a girl's success in
amateur theatricals. There she is
helped by the current of sympathy
which always goes out to youth
from its friends. Nor is beauty the
outward indication of the inward
grace. There arc thousands of beau-

own advantage, and

—

—

tiful

women

to
netic actress.

one supremely mag-

As between the dramatic sehool
and the Broadway school, I advise
the would-be actress to select the
latter institution.
The only dramatic school which amounts to anything is one run as an adjunct to
an actual theatre.
But I do not
know of a school of this sort in
America. Its existence necessarily
presupposes a repertoire t boat re.
Consider, on the other hand, the
ordinary "school of dramatic art."'
where perhaps one play is given
during the entire year, a play in

which perhaps

Will a perfectly inexperienced girl
have any chance of being "taken
in" on a Broadway production? The

fifteen students have
parts.
What real schooling in the
art of the theatre do such institutions provide? I do not think that

the newspaper

bills, and
newspaper stories.
More representative

"Chance."
correct

word

nevertheless,

Is

the

to use in describing the

There is no other prowhich luck plays so large
in acting.
There is no
other profession in which success is
so often dependent on factors outside the individual.
For see what
happens: First, the playwright must
write a drama in wh'ch there is a
possible part for the young actress;
second, the producer must accept
situation.
fession in
a part as

the play: third, he must decide to
Kive the part to one girl out of hun-

dreds available. All this must happen before the girl who wants to
be an actress has even a chance to
show what she can do.
Do producers have a prejudice
against the young, untried actress?
Or are they eager to seek out fresh
talent?

There

—

no prejudice but neither
is there a special attempt to look
for new talent, since no such attempt is necessary. If you adveris

two

girls for a production,
there will be fifteen hundred in your
waiting-room before ten o'clock in
tise for

the morning. It is pathetic!
Naturally, the choice of the two girls is
largely a matter of luck.
Perhaps this is as good a place
as any to explode the popular myth
about the "moral hazard" of life in
the theatre. There is just as much
danger to morality in the profession
of acting as there is elsewhere

still

clamor

because of the deadening influence of the fifth- or sixth-rate director she almost surely will en-

day Copy — "American"
Leading Off

is

counter.

How

Chicago. June 14.
theatrical season
opens, the legit managers are going
to find themselves confronted with

When

the

new

the country for press agent stunts
a newspaper training is adopted,
but a "fake" can't be landed since

a good director
Only through her
and that, bigger expense in the matter of
again, is
is born in
newspaper advertising. The afterher. not made. It will tell her what
ewapapera will be out for
to choose, what to reject. Even un- noon
der imperfect direction, however, Sunday "copy" for their Saturday

can she

tell

from a had one?

sense

of

if

the

theatre;
something that

any newspaper in Chicago will honor a good press agent stunt by
assigning a local staff man to help
thereby assuring the newsp.iper
using the stunt of a 50-50 break.

i

she will find

much

to learn, for she

theatrical

sections,

claiming

members of her chosen professlbn.
is
learning continually, too.
outside the theatre, for the natural
actress has. an intense interest in
humanity and the gift of the seeing
eye.
She observes the individuals
with whom she comes in contact
her boarding house keeper, the
clerks in the shops, even the persons across the aisle in the subway
and from each one she acquires
some new bit of knowledge of the
expression of personality or emoShe

—

out,

they

DRAWING JURORS

The way the situation now
afternoon newspapers
the
have the upperhand on tho managers without making the request
for extra ad copy appear to be of
the "hold-up" nature.
needed.
holds,

The

woman

behah" of the afternoon newspapers.
"The News" will shortly enter the

the resolution to amend the bylaws, providing for an executive
hea<J for the association. Wednesday
it was considered unlikely the resolution would be finally acted upon,

campaign although solicitors for
"The News" are always around.

ploit

because

annual

In

in-

this class

Is

theatrical news.

McQuigg, of "The American," has

managing

editor,

however,

quorum would not be

Broadway's questionable shows next

Each member of the
season.
P. M. A. has been asked to submit
three names.
It is assumed other
bodies participating In the voluntary jury idea will do likewise. The
general committee may reduce the
total number of possible jurors to
300, from which panel a jury of 12
persons will be selected by paddle
wheel to judge an attraction which

will

will

—

that the Broadway press agents'
much, and no more. The would forget the number of weeks have drawn their best work, but the
reputation of the stage has suffered In the year when she is out of work lid is down tight, and it will refrom the presence of young women or rehearsing, and therefore earning main so, according to plans now
who deliberately resorted to it as nothing at all.
To a comparatively small Income operating, unless the Hearst afterthe easiest stepping-stone to a gay
noon sheet comes in for equal copy
life.
They found what they went add the disadvantages of late hours, with the Sunday "Herald -Examiner"
tiring travel, uncomfortable living
out to seek.
and "Tribune."
The danger to a girl's health is accommodations, nervous strain,
For the Sunday "copy" In "The
far more pressing than the danger separation from home and family,
Tribune." the attractions receive
to her morals. When she comes to with marriage and children possible
nothing, for the Sunday comment by
New York with insufficient funds, only under abnormal conditions. It Sheppar; Butler consumes all the
The triumph of
she may have to deny herself proper Is not worth It!
space "The Tribune" now gives
food and shelter before she is put mediocrity is worth no such sacrithe .tricals. A "thumb" cut is apt to
on the pay roll of any theatrical fice.
Perhaps I shall be asked why, as be used for a premiere.
company. The business of casting
In the Sunday "Herald-Examiner"
If a producer with a natural interest
is fully under way in August.
a better break comes to the press
the would-be actress arrives on in the profession of acting, I seek
agents, for all attractions take their
Broadway at this time, she ought to to discourage the young women turn with Ashton
Stevens' front,
Then I rehave enough money with her to who would enter it.
page
interview while "Stage Gospeat that the heaven -sent genius,
keep her three or four months
sip" usually runs prcsa stuff word
the
girl
with
the
magic
gift,
cannot
several hundred dollars, at the least.
for word as submitted. The SunWith such provision for her daily be discouraged by anything I or day gem for
the visiting press
Perhaps she
living expenses, she will not have to anyone else may say.
agent is to land the No. 1 position
turn either to the chorus or to the has been on the stage from a child;
In the layout, which usually goes to
moving-picture studio when she as Mrs. Fiske pointed out, not long
the attraction holding the most atdoes not immediately find a place ago, the great artists of the theatre
The are often the children of the stage. tractive photos.
legitimate theatre.
in the
"The American," however, has
technique of acting for the camera Such children, when grown up, are
more Inducements for the legit atIn a class by themselves.
All their
is so different from the technique
tractions,
because Princess Pat Is
of the speaking stage that the be- lives have been passed In the stage
ready to cover a story for a blj
ginner with aspirations in the latter picture. The girl who grows up In
flash In the Saturday section.
Her
direction should not be taught to act the theatre, and decides to stay
assignments these days go with
by the motion-picture director. there, at least knows what she is
but It has always been
Work in the chorus will serve her doing, understands how many "favors."
space the press agent seeks. Durpoorly, since it is a matter of group chances are against her.
ing
the
week
McQuigg will feature
If she has not the genius for
functioning and not of individual
press story, accompanied by
acting, still she enters the profes- a good
effort.
photos,
if a play is made with him
Tho only road into the legitimate sion with her eyes open. If she has
In special advertising.
Many press
theatre and it is decidedly un- genius or If any girl, anywhere,
agents and legit managers lose this
royal leads up one side of Broad- has It she, too. cannot be kept
opportunity
because they are not acway and down the other, with dt>» away from the stage. Girls who
quainted with the system.
tours into every side street where are neither geniuses nor trained
For
the
every -day space that
Day
office.
actresses
manager's
from
babyhood we prothere is a
"The Post" and "The Journal" give
after day, the beginner traverses ducers have always with us like
theatricals,
the
advertising departThe supply seems likely
this route, for there is the chance the poor.
she may be wanted tomorrow where to exceed the demand for years to ment shares In no added receipts
come. In the interests of common from the theatres. O. L. Hall, In
she was refused yesterday.
The beginner should grasp eagerly kindness and common sense, there- "The Journal," conducts what Is
properly the only every-day ono
howoffered
her,
fore, may not one of us try to ward
at the first part
ever small and unimportant it may off a part of the swarm of eager solid column of theatrical news in
seem. The sooner she is in the young moths who desire stardom? the country. In the past two seastage picture, the sooner she is like- There are so many moths. And so sons, Hall has given special favors
to Kthel Barry more, Jane Cowl and
ly to find out if she has the highest
few stars!
<^>
Frank Baeon with life stories runEven after she
right to be there.
ning In series. Bui outside of this
r
has obtained her first job. the factor
Xotr
This article reaehed
extra splurge Hall's orig al colof luck will Intrude itself. She may
the
pre
such
"Woman's
the
of
umn, weighty with news always, Is
draw an incompetent director. A
Ho>ne Companion" prior to the
The Journal's" contribution, The
great deal of our worst acting is nor
r.taftlishmrnt of the school and
Saturday department, however, is
the fault of the actor or actress
theatre of the Threshold Playfeaturing a new formed I&yout, runbut of the <lir»ctor who thinks that
house,
huh the publication
ning briefs for captions.
tlocs not include in adxiee SUQevery point must be Stressed and
Shuberts attractions don't fcot
fMtcd in the article.
underlined, who will leave nothing
publicity in
"The Poet" making
to the Imagination of the public. Tiedouble
spare for the Syndicate
wrong k:r<l of director has spoiled
RucWer- Cooke's Colored Show
houses.
Charlie Collins' NpeCialty
more than one promising young acis giving a new show a (Ive-Cotums
Chir.igo. June 14.
treat, because he has misconstrued
Tohn Rocket and Will A. Cooke photo layout.
the simplicity which is her chief,
Hut have winter) a new ptustcal comedy
In tho past. "The Journal" And
perhaps her only, charm
you're n >t doing anything." he pro- show for ;i COlOfed east which will "The Post" never sought the.it Heal
receive
advertising, hut neither of those two
fall production by a New
tests, and turn* her into a creature
i papers
will allow "The Ameru in'*
One reason York producer.
of artificial activity.

a

present.
A count -up showed that
seven, and possibly eight, prominent managers were out of the city.
Another matter to have been
acted on was the submission of
names for candidates for the voluntary jury system to be applied to

"play" with a press agent who brings
hundred dollars
smaller sum than Is earned by many in a fifty-fifty ,»ress stunt, one half
teachers,
by private secretaries. value for news and the other half
Her weekly salary might seem large credited to the hustling of the press
been in "The American"
the
Inexperienced,
to
but they agent. It's
fifteen

of the Producing ManAssociation was called for

A meeting
agers*

—

for a

— May

McQuigg's department In Thursday.
The principal matter
"The American" will set the pace on before the body was the voting on

affections of his
the candle, except for a handful of transferred the
the supremely gifted.
The qualifi- four-page Saturday dramati section
to movies, claiming his department
cations for the pretty good actress,
who ha.; fair parts and is only now is entitled to more legit advertiseand then out of work, are so simple ment than is given considering the
bombardment made by press agents
little more than a pleasing perfor space in the Hearst afternoon
sonality, or suitability for some
sheet.
For the past two months
character part, combined with the
ability to speak well.
Therefore press agent stunts have been kept
out of "The American" because McNew York is swarming with such Quigg
has the solid backing of the
actresses, and the competition is
managing editor, Bill Curley. The
intense.
average

perhaps

A.

l'Yed

Solid credentials will be presented
by both "The Journal" and "The
There is little more to say about Post" why each should be entitled
the business of getting on the stage. to Sunday "copy" on the strength
But if a girl gets there, what, to of the photograph layouts and the
willingness during the week t~ exbe colloquial, does it "get" her?

come

Meeting Thursday
Not Have Convened

M.

P.

tion.

That is a fair question. The answer is that the game is not worth

Broadway

press agents have visited Chicago
ahead of attractions and gone stale,
if not broken-hearted, than perhaps
is
known.
This happens for no
other reason than they have attempted to ^tick to the dramatic
which
department*
are
routine
work.
Newspapermen who know,
claim Chicago is the easiest city in

Want Sun-

Afternoon Papers

answer is that to some of them New will be in and of the theatre, sura*e the last resort of the managers
York producers give first part every rounded by more or less well trained
to get extra publicity when it is
year.

sufficient.

It

of theatrical managers.

THE FALL

for

(From "Woman's Horn* Companion" a girl gains from them anything of why I do not advise any girl to
value to her on the professional take a position with a stock comfor May, and reprinted by
stage. Instead of wasting her time pany before coming
permission)
to New York
advice to the girl

15
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to gain advertising space via theatricals,
and because of this the
legit managers will have to fir-.d a
way out if they are to hold down

have been complained

of.

CLARIDGE GOING

•

Broadway

Hotel Becoming
Building

Office

just as

—

—

Broadway is to have the passing
of another landmark within the near
future. The Claridge hotel, on the
site of the famous and original Rector's. Is to become an office building.
The hotel is at present one of the
Boomer chain of hotels, and in addition to embracing the original Claridge now also takes in the former
Cadillac property, taking In the
whole block from 43d to 44th street

on Broadway.
Early this week the negotiations
for the property were reported to
have been practically closed.
The Claridge was originally built
by the elder P.ector on th* site of
his famous restaurant, which for
years had been one of the gathering
places of the profession after theatre
hours. The big hotel was a failure
under his management and soon
passed uncer the name of the Claridge and finally was taken over by
Boomer as part of the DuPont ehain.

COLORED SHOW AT TIMES
Broadway

—

be Invaded

SQ.

by a

Tuesday
Martin Herman,
however, decided not to accept the
colored show, though offered $1,200
weekly for the bare walls either for
the Eltinge fnow dark) or the Republic, whieh goes dark Saturday.
"Strut Miss Lizzie" was produced
by the Creole Producing Co.. which
has Creamer and Lay ton, the eolored composers,
Interested,
they
being featured with the show. The

dailiea

—

—

arrangement for the Times Square
calls for $1,230 weekly for three
weeks, with

"Sue.

Dear," the

Bide

Dudley ihOW, listed to come into
•he house July 10.
"Su"" was tri'd
out several Weeka »go, being taken

—

on* for

changes.

The Minskys. who Arranged the
Broadway hooking, are understood
be declared in for 10 per e,.nt ,r
colored show.
Ira 'Miller baa
appointed company manager
Lizzie."
Of
n will play at $2 top.
to

ii

J

will

colored musical show Monday when
"Strut Miss "Lizzie," which Opened
recently
at
Minsky's
National
Winter Garden on the East Side.
will succeed "The Charlatan" at the
Times Square. The attraction was
first announced for the Eltinge. advertisements being Inserted in the

the

been

NEW SELWYN

PIECE

Setwyni have accepted %
comedy* drama by Aaron Hoffman
and Marry Thofnaahefsky, son of
Boris Thomashefaky, the Yiddish
iCtOT -manager. Th» play deals with
Th.-

i

\

Yiddl.,h theme.
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LELANO SOLD
Albany's Oldest House Bought by
Realty Operator

TERRIFIC

TO

T., June 14.
was sprung when
Buckley, Albany

Albany, N.

A
Figures estimated and comment point to tome attractions being
successful, while the sams gross accreditsd to others might suggest
mediocrity or loss. Ths variancs is explained in the difference in
house capacities, with the varying overhead. Also ths size of show
cast, with consequent difference in necessary gross for a profit.
Variance in business necessary for musical attraction as against
dramatic play is site to be considered.
These matters ars included and considered when comment bedew
points toward success or failure.
Rose," Fulton (4th "Red Pepper," Shubert (3d week).
Irish
Skidded down about 40 per eent.
week). Management intends tryfrom opening figures second week
ing summer going with this comfor gross of about $5,500. Notice
edy, much under figures promised
up and unless* markedly bettor
toy coast run. Last week gross unbusiness this week, will close.
der $6,000.
•Blossom Time," Ambassador «38th "Rote of 8tamboul," Century. Closed
suddenly Saturday, last week's
Touched bottom in torweek).
business having dropped to $8,000.
rid temperatures of last week.
Stayed 14 weeks. Beached around
Business totaled about $7,000. Two
weeks or so more will about tind
$22,000 early in run, but takings
never up to expectations. Had it
end of run. • Has been season's
been framed for house in Broadoperetta success.
way
district, might have landed
week).
Astor
(8th
•Bronx Express,"
for long run.
Should be good
Final week, routed for road startroad
attraction.
"Washington
with
ing September,
House may get "The "Rubicon," Hudson (18th week).
first stand.
Goldfish," now at Maxine Elliott.
Final week.
Business dived 50
per cent*, last week's takings less
•Captain Applejack," Cort (25th
than $3,000.
Heat of last week
week). House, which was under
crumpled box office. Show's risque
booking control, via lease, of Sam
plot alone kept it going; fairly
H. Harris, Relwyns and Arthur
good takings for time.
Hopkins, will be under Harris' direction alone next season. "Apple- "Shuffle Along," 63d Street (56th
jack"' has chance to ride through
week). Colored show easing down,
Last week lowest of
until fall.
though with two for one tickets,
run; gross $8,600.
takings quoted over $6,000. Reported having few weeks more.
•Cat and Canary," National (19th
Said to have offer for London enleadplay
mystery
week). Current
gagement.
er in gross; hurt in tough going of
last few weeks, as have most of "Six Cylinder Love," Sam Harris
others. But it still looks good for
(43d week).
Now run leader of
season.
into next
continuance
this season's productions.
BusiSlipped to $7,500 last week; lowest
ness down around $3,000, with few
figure for show.
weeks more to go.
Roof "The Bat," Morosco (95th week).
Century
•Chauve-Souris,"
<20th week). Com&tock A CJest's
Away olf last week, takings under
Russian novelty with new bill
$5,000.
Management aiming for
looks like summer winner. Moved
two years' stay and will continue
here last week, drawing classiest
show into August.
of audiences and winning critics'
"The Blushing Bride," 44th Street.
full praise. Has been getting virOrdered closed suddenly Saturday,
tual capacity sin:e premiere, even
schedule calling for stopping this
on hottest nights.
week anyway. Had been getting
New Amsterdam <2u*
•Follies,"
around $7,500, with drop to $6,000
week). Heat made no difference
or under last week. House dark.
to opening days of Ziegfeld's show
Charlatan," Times Square (8th
and standing room for all per- "The
week). Final week for this mysWith $10 opening
formances.
tery play which dropped to $3,000
night, gross on week established
last week. Was to have continued
new musical comedy record, takfew weeks longer but heat got it.
ings reaching over $13,600.
"Strut Miss Lizzie" succeeds next
•First Year," Little (86th week).
week.
Heat shriveled up
Final week.
(26th
great run; last week's takings "The Oover Road," Bijou
week). Attraction will try going
dropped to little over $4,000. ManInto July. Change in terms may
agement elected not to put comedy
give it chance to accomplish few
into cut rates,
weeks more. Around $4,000.
•Good Morning, Dearie," Globe (33d
"The
Goldfish," Maxine Elliott (8th
week). Last week lowest of run
week). But two attractions below
to date; gross around $20,060, with
42d
street
(Carrick excluded),
hot Weather and 'Follies'' enother
show being "Cat and
trance- hurting. Rearranged scale
Business
Canary."
slipping, with
at $3.50 top ought to fit for sumgross about $5,000 last week.
mer, dross has been off only in
"Goldfish"
may
move
up to Astor
"Folhurt three or four weeks.
next week.
lies." "Musi,
Box." and "Dearie''
"The Hairy Ape," Plymouth (9th
are rating leaders for Broadway.
week). Figures to continue an•He Who Gets Slspped," Garrtck
other three weeks or so. Boost in
<L'3d week).
"From Morn Til Midbusiness resultant from publicity
night" given Monday and Tueshas waned though this drama has
day pights again by Theatre Guild,
been beating most of others. Last
with "He" running balance of
week between $6,000 and $7,000.
week. Guild will probably offer
"He"' for few weeks more.
"The Perfect Fool," Cohan (34th
week). Two weeks to go for Ed
•Kempy," Belmont (5th week). The
Wynn show, which at $2.50 top
NugentS* comedy classes as one of
proved one of most successful
best small town shows in seasons
musical
a tractions
and it is finest offering to Belof
season.
Ought to clean up on tour.
mon's credit. House limited in capacity, which favors long run. "Up the Ladder," Playhouse (15th
Between $&,5(>0 and $0,000 gross.
week). Final week for this attraction which will go on tour in
•Kiki," Belasco <2&th week). Refall.
Stood up better than other
mains unopposed for leadership of
offerings in this house, though it
season's dramas; getting wondergot no big money.
ful business despite the heat; last
Week not far from capacity, tak- "Truth About Blayds," Booth (14th
ings being $i.").^oo.
Will
play
week). Final week for Milne play
through into fall.
which woji fine notices and played
to good business for first two
"Lawful Larceny," Republic (24th
months.
Week),
Final week for this one.
Earlier arrival would
too.
have ensured longer stay, but
Has done better than any
management never figured on
offering this heu^e. has had in two
summer continuance.
years and is regarded as one of
easOn'S successful dramas.
"Silver Wings," Apollo (5th week).
Fox film, with Mary Carr fea"Make It Snappy," White." Garden
tured (same bad as in "Over the
(10th week). Cantor show n<nv get"
Mill ").
ting around $18,000. with arrival
Had done little to date.
of buyers next month .should move "Nero," Lyric (4th week).
Fox film
upward to better than $110,000 and
which drew great notices. Broadis framed to run into fall.
way has not rushed into special
•Music Box Revue," Music Box t39th
picture
showings this season,
waiting for features to reach other
Week). (Jot fine business on hot
nights of last Week, parties aiding.
houses. Business for "Nero" not
Is cinch for summer continuance.
up to xpectations.
Last week at $4 around $22 000
lowest gross of run. Like "Dearie,"
hot weather and "Follies" affected
$50,000 in FOUR

•Abie's

v

i

«

WEEKS

business.

Philadelphia, June

Again,"
•Partners
Selwyn
(7th
Broadways unchallenged
week).
comedy and mojney leader in that
class since premiere. .Agency buy
Insures big takings until middle of
August and show then can go on

fa«t
that
Letty Pepper"
Started for the west with a four
weeks' business of close to $50,000

tucked away

is the outstanding feature of the almost comatose legit
situation here.
This record encouraged the house
to book in "A Romance of Youth''

Into new season.
Last
week $16,000: matinees off.
•Pinch Hitter," Henry Miller (3d
week). "Looked very weak for this
new try last week; takings under
Its

own

$3,000.

•

which opened

this week.
There is
interest as to just what this
non-musica] show can do. The advance sale last week was surprisingly good considering the intense

11.

real estate operator, bought the old
Leland theatre (playing pictures)
from F. F. Proctor.
Mr. Buckley

made

the announcement of the sale,
saying he had paid $300,000 for the
property. He declared he made the
and
speculation,
purchase
on
strongly intimated a possibility the
theatre will be sold to the Columbia

Song, dance and comedy

<

hot spell

is

probably the reason.

Co. (burlesque), which
in Albany since it
sold the Empire to the City Savings Bank several weeks ago.
The Leland is the oldest theatre
in Albany, and one of the famous
playhouses in the United States.
Proctor, who really began his career
in Albany at the old Gaiety (now
torn down and replaced by business
establishments), bought the property, which originally was St. Paul's
Episcopal Church, after the death
of Mrs. Leland. He transferred it to
the Leland Proper ties, Inc., in 1917,
and later to the F. F. Proctor Albany Theatrical Co.
The theatre has a seating caAfter the Proctor
pacity of 1,300.
interests obtained the theatre they
made extensive rearrangements, and
recently acquired a building adjoining on the north (formerly a saloon),
using this as an entrance to the
house. It is located next door to the
Majestic, which is playing smalltime vaudeville, and of which Oliver

without a house

Stacy

F.

manager, and occupies

is

the best site ii. Albany, only a halfblock from the busiest corner in
town, State and Pearl streets.

FRISCO'S CASINO PLANS
"Letty," First,

Then "Canary Cot

tage" on Coast

San Francisco, June 14.
Harry James, director of musical
productions for Oliver Morosco,
arrived here last week from New
York to prepare for the opening of
the Casino under the Morosco banThe Los Angeles and New
ner.
York producer recently acquired
this theatre for the purpose of presenting big musical attractions.
The Casino, according to James,
will be opened about July 1 with
"So Long Letty." which show is to
be followed by "Canary Cottage."
Several new comedies also will be
produced. The prices will be on a
popular scale.
Marjorie Leach is to play leads
in the first production and in the
supporting company will be May
The
Boley and Frank DeVoe.
chorus will be selected on the coast.

THEATRE ON PARK SITE
Indianapolis,

June

14.

Plans for erection of a 16-story
and theatre on the site of the

hotel

Park theatre were announced this
week by Fred R. Bonifield, local
attorney, and Glenn E. Black,
The Shubert vaudeville organization has a lease on the Park for
the winter season of five years, beginning this
the
the

new
end

fall.

Construction of

building will be started at
of next season, it was

stated.

"SALLY" ALONE NEXT

WEEK

Eoston, June 14.
Outside of the fact that a warm
spell, a record-breaker for this time
of year for this vicinity, cut into
the receipts of "Sally" and "The
Tavern," the only two shows nowrunning here, the past week was
without incident as far as the local
legitimate houses are concerned.
There is nothing yet to indicate
that any of the other houses in town
will have an attraction before the
end of August, and no attempt will
be made for a summer show except
in the case of Cohan's new production, due at the Tremont at the end
of next month. Plans to this effect

have been made for some time.
A big advance sale saved "Sally"
fr.#m serious consequences, but the
show will close * ithin the rext few

weeks, as business is showing signs
of weakening, and it Is not the idea
of those behind the production to
allow it to weaken to any great
extent. "The Tavern" will be withdrawn at the end of the week, Cohan
returning to New York to get "Little
Nelly Kelly" ready.

present time.

i

(M

WALLOP BY OLD SOL
THEATRES THIS WEEK

Thermometer's 90's Too Much for Loop Theatres—
Several Shows on
„ "Irene" and Others Succumb

*

—

Verge of Closing

Amusement
is

Morocco Stock at Casino, 'Frisco.
San Francisco, June 14.
heat.
Oliver Morosco is organizing a
All expectation of putting in pic- musical comedy company to open
tures at any of the legit houses at the Casino here, date of opening
seems to have been dropped, at not given.
least for the present.
The unusual
The cast Is rehearsing at the

icvue quietly rehearsed for several week*.
Raymond Hitchcock
added as feature last week. Opening put back from Mondav to

Thursday,

Christopher

much

Notice up but attendance

better early this week with weather favorable.
May continue on
week to w .ek basis.
••Pin
Wheel," Earl Carroll
(1st

week).

14.

The

big surprise

}

Instead of growing, after the pub««
Chicago, June 14.
Old Sol's heat army laid down a licity gained by the play being
barrage the past week, augmented awarded the prize medal, the busiin night attacks by the forces of ness for the Cort attraction skidded,
General Humidity, that carried with spiking the last hope.
The Cort
It the greatest casualties the loop never remains dark during the sum*
theatre box offices, taken as a mer, and word comes from Boston
whole, have had infiictc * in years. William Courtenay and Juliette Day
The rip-roaring "90s-in-the-shade" will probably come in a play called
guns were utilized for the greater "Her Temporary Husband."
portion of the week.
Their far"Hollywood Follies" closed as
reaching effects, completely devasquick as it opened.
Considerable
tated the area of profitable busiconfusion at the Playhouse, even as
ness existing hereabouts for the
late as the end of the first act at
past six weeks.
The firing came at a time when Saturday's matinee, proved the
owners were desperately trying to
the hearts of the managers were
keep going but the last man apfilled with a heretofore unequalled
proached with a view of having him
hope that inspired the booking of a
guarantee salaries was overcome by
greater percentage of shows, printhe heat. Bill Morrissey is going to
cipally musical shows, into loop
houses on the threshold of the hot- profit greatly by this experience, for
many
clever ideas went to waste
test days of the year. Focus drawn
of "that premiere."
For
from the prosperity of the May because
business placed the managers in a, a thin dime promotion it was a
great try.
false position to combat the vicious
Backers of the musical piece, "For
attacks of Old Sol, which were evidently made ahead of time, judging Goodness Sake" got such a wallop
from the reports brought in from it's going to draw heavily on the
the battle-grounds.
The attacks new bankroll to make up lost
were expected, but not with the ground and stick to the original
fierceness with which they suddenly plans. When a musical play cannot
came. Nothing but a slaughter of open better than "For Goodness
box-office receipts transpired as the Sake" did at the Garriek Sunday
result of the unprepared manner in night, there's something wrong.
It was bad all around town Sun*
which the defense found itself arday night except at the Apollo where
rayed.
"The
Hotel Mouse" crept into good
As these lines were written, all
the smoke hadn't cleared, so the receipts because of the advance
casualty list cannot be presented in sale made effective before the heat
full.
But as it now stands there is wave started. It is quite apparent
convincing proof that the shots al- from the gossip around the backers
ready fired have dazed the con- of the Garriek production will
cerned victims of the ultra-heated "shoot the works" to keep "For
guns with such dealy and stagger- Goodness Sake" here, and because
ing consequences that the chap who of the way the critics took it, and
said July 1st would find it pos- for other good businem reasons, the
sible to count all the loop attrac- gamble will be sensible, and should
tions on one hand must be paged turn out a winner.
In case "For
Goodness Sake" cannot make the
immediately as a form of
ace.
grade,
the Garriek will be in a perilAt the Studebaker the greatest
attack was staged, with "Irene" ous position to remain open, for
falling an early victim.
When Jim there is no enthusiasm on the part
Montgomery and his confederates of those owning musical shows to
at the Vanderbilt theatre offices bring them on from New York. If
quit paying the hospital bills for the Garriek should go dark, it will
the
ghastly
manner in which be a most unusual state of affairs
"Irene" was slain, they'll be helped for Shubert's summer bookings in
somewhat in lessening their Income the loop. Looking around the only
tax.
If the "Irene" owners were life-saver
would
bo
Charlotte
seeking the "extremes" of Chicago Greenwood's "Letty," an appropriate
business, they have been accom- booking for the Garriek for July
modated.
Everybody knows this and Aus^ist if it doesn't go to thi
crackajack musical piece got big coast. But as has been stated, "For
figures on its previous long stay Goodness Sake" will make a heroio
here, and did victoriously get away effort to fight off the loss already
with similar return engagements in sustained.
"The Hotel Mouse" gained such
Boston and Philadelphia. But once
again it must be told t"..e keenest a strong footing that the deadly
of Broadway managers that Chi- attacks make no deadly impression
cago isn't either of those two cities against the Apollo attraction. If it
had not been for the advance sale,
in anything taken theatrically, particularly for a June engagement. however, the White-Holmes comThat's the only soothing compari- bination would have disappointedly
son that can be made to ease the slipped over the previous week.
mind or minds responsible for the Holding steady, and with a break in
June opening of "Irene" at the the weather, the attraction stands
Studebaker.
a good chance of averaging $12,000
Figures quoted below the esti- for the next four weeks. Nothing in
mates prove how easily a mistake tho town will affect "The Hotel
can be made in the show business. Mouse."
The thin gross business done last
The two adjacent Clark street
week by "Ifene" probably chalks up attractions, "The O'Brien Girl" and
the biggest loss "Irene" has suffered "Molly Darling," had tough weeks.
in her long existence.
Despite all, It was the farewell for the Cohan
the handful of faithfuls who have piece,
which probably averaged
this
Witnessed
presentation
are eight winning weeks out of the ten
thankful beeause Fatti Harrold was played. If George M. had been able
witnessed in the title role.
The to book the proper attraction he
management wisely closes the sea- would have closed "The O'Brien
son Saturday night.
Girl" at the end of the eighth week,
Tumbles ranging from $.1,000 to for he's always guided accurately
$6,000 were charged up to every concerning Chicago's trade by Harother show in town over the previ- ry Hidings, who is headed for the
ous week's receipts. When the Old management of the new Harris
Stagers claim it was the heaviest theatre in addition to his Clark
wallop administered In loop houses street house.
"Garrison and the
'

the last %25 years, some idea of Girls" opened Sunday night, but the
way the long range guns of Old opening receipts weren't of the
worked may be gleaned. It was usual size for an opener at the
an extraordinary situation because Cohan's Grand, due to no other
this
time the activities of the reason than the weather.
Dnless
weather found more attractions the Donald Brian show reveals
playing than usually is the case at profits in the first two weeks. Jt's
this time of the year.
There was a hardly possible Cohan will make
record run on the banks Saturday any kind of a try for a summer
to meet the salary lists.
run.
Such a thing as a prize play medal
•'Molly Darling" was said not to
didn't dazzle Old Sol, for "Anna have been
the
face
"set -in"
to
Christie" is "sunstroked" out of disaster of a hot wave, and the
town, leaving June 24. For the past truth of this statement asserted
three weeks the O'Neil play has been itself during the week.
t'nlcss
slipping at an alarming rate, and everything foreseen now isn't alteithe size nt Sunday_night's audience ed. "Molly Darling" will close Satkilled
the
bubbling
enthusiasm urday, for the losing pace Is IM>W
In

the
Sol

*1W*yt disputed by Mel Raymond.

(Continued on page

19)
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FOREIGN REVIEWS
GRAND GUIGNOL
m LONDON

the wife tells her husband she has
been unfaithful.
He forgives her,

which makes her much more furious than ever, and she recites to
London, June 1.
him a lis*, of
alleged affairs.
The eighth series of Grand Gulg- Even this doeshernot
disturb his
n0 "thrillers" was produced at the equilibrium, and she then tells him
Little theatre last night under the she has really
heen
faithful, hut
Levy
with
G.
Jose
of
management
cannot stand for him any longer,
four one-act playlets and one twol

Sybil Thorndike. who
act piece.
had been the leading lady of the
some time, has withfor
company
drawn from the organization and

her defection is a loss not readily
The ew leading lady Is
replaced.
Auriol Lee, a clever enough actress,
but as there is no woman in England possessed of the histrionic
ta'.ent of Miss Thorndike, her successor suffered by comparison.
The program starts off with "A

Happy New Year," adapted from
the French of Guatave PuClos by
Seymour Hicks. An English family
are seated in their drawing room
after dinner on New Year's Eve,
when they are visited by an elderly
man representing the closing year,
who knows all and ran foretell the
future.

They demand

to

know what

the coming year has in store for
them, and the visitor advises them
They
not to seek this knowledge.
insist, and he opens the curtains,
representing
the
cherub
calling in a
New Year. They are then told that
short
in
to
die
a
destined
mother is
time, to be immediately followed by
father— that the young husband of
the daughter-in-law will be fatally
and
pneumonia
with
afflicted
daughter-in-law will lose her reawill
make
his
another
son
son; that
fortune, but will drink himself to
curtain
deThe
on.
so
and
4eatt>,
scend* leaving them all horrorstricken. It is sought to convey the
thought that in anticipating the
future they will all suffer unnecessary advance unhappiness |
For the 'second playlet there is

going

off

.

.

.

that he has

Comedy

three acts by Fred
t
igh-

in

Lansing Day, at
borhood riayhouse. May

eric

23.)

strength ia in the keen deof character and in the
general
crispness
and
frequent
cleverness of its dialog —World.
It does not etui.
It does not reach
any solution, or even settlement, of
Its problem.-- Times.
Its

lineation

London.

is

a light

(

.

,

.

"

'

.

.

.

Ma J id

.

.

.

«'

.

...Frank

.

Hindoo Servant
Ar.il»

—

.

.

\'os;>or

Twyford

..Cyril

John K

Soi'iicr

i

liner

London. June 3
of 'The Green

The presentation
Cord.''

a

play

in

three

acts

by

Marian Power and Anthony Bills,
at the Royalty June 2. wis produced
by Ah mbie, Ltd. It as.tmblcd an
exceptional aggregation of male
players, and the female contingent
are above the average.

confesses in the presence of audience was apparently disapthe second sister's lover, who re- pointed and departed unsatisfied
fuses to marry into such a family, with the mild denouement. A less
nnd goes forth to notify the police. competent
of players
Richard Hughes is given as the would not be able to hold the attenauthor.
tion of the audiences for a single
"To Be Continued" is the third moment.
Jolo.
offering, a comedy from the French
of, Jean Bastia, adapted by Sewell

company

ing character is Goujet, a criminal
Apache, and the author is about to
ilnish the yarn by having the central
secretary,
character
His
hung.
butler, the newspaper copy boy and
others plead with him to let Goujet
live, and he is persuaded.
Enter
his former mistress, now married
and just returned from a prolonged
honeymoon. He is delighted in the
thought she is returning for love of
him. but is frantic to find she also
has come to plead for Goujet. Up
to that time he was willing to let
the arch-criminal live and continue
bis nefarious occupation, but when
he finds his former lady-love is also
interested only in the prolongation
of the career of Goujet he calls in
his secretary and dictates the conclusion of the serial, consigning
Goujet to an immediate demise.
"The Hand of Death" is in two
acts, the curtain being lowered for
one minute to indicate a lapse of
tun*-.
It is a drama by Andre De
Lorde and Alfred Binet. and is a
revival of the Little thcatre'svjtffand
Gui^nol season. A prominent medical professor believes he has per-

He admits

MAKERS OF LIGHT
(

THE GREEN CORD

and the helpless young man siveness to sustain interest. When,
and wanders into the at the finish, it did not develop with
The enough "blood and thunder," the
where he is drowned.

idealizing for their hero-worship of
criminals.
A novelist is writing
aerials for the daily newspapers. In
one of the current serials his lead-

the reason.

CRITICISMS

May 29.
i
been around with plenty of women,
comedy adapted but remained K >«>d despite the fact.
HOLLYWOOD FOLLIES
from the French by H. M. Harwood. He cannot forgive his wife's indismuch better
Presented at the Playhouse Chiacted than the thrillers, which fail It was presented May 27 at the cretion and the two part.
The second act is particularly cago, Sunday, May 23. Musical reto thrill sufficiently owing to the Globe by Marie Lohr with Irene
inadequacy of the acting on the Vaiibruffh and Dion Bouelcault in strong in the scones between Dit- vue in two acts. P.ook and musio
richstein as Tarbell and
Norma
part of the players.
the principal roles.
Jolo.
In addition to
Ramon, an actress, played almost a by Will Morrisey. Produced by Will
the two stellar players, all of the
M orr isey.
bit
realistically
too
by
Frances
characters are well handled by an
luderwodd. Norma is a vamp or
There are enough diversions to
exceptionally competent company. a siren of the worst kind, and she satisfy
everyone's fancy. American.
including
Heather Thatcher and is out to get Felix
Cot Sylvester Starling...
.Aubrey Smith
She goes just
It was random, vagrant, accidental.
A.
Clementina
Anson.
EL
....Mary Mcrrall
about as far as public decency tn With another week of rehearsal and
Kimu.-t Talbot
OrsC« Lane
Miss Vanbrufh plays the part of a theatre will permit, and this is a remaking it might have been a good
Ada Laokford
Let tie* Fairfax
an actress of middle age with a bit too far, for Felix makes bis show.
Sir Mortimer Itlewrortn... ... .Felix Ayimer
One thing which must bo
rapt.
I'lunty
Ffoliott. Arthur \\ Hlcslcy
grown-up son.
She has a' lover escape in his shirt sleeves down the striven for is snap and go. There is
Lucas Chadacre
.C. H. Mulc.ixler
who decides he must «ive her up fire escape.
enough material in the show if the
K. -unfit
...William Home
The cast includes Clan Mack in. players will "put it across" with a
Duncan itoss
Ian Fleming and marry in order to forward his
Suleiman
Betram Terry career in the diplomatic service. In (iustave Bowhan, Hush O'Connell, hand both swift and sure. — Journal.
SSai ;d»-cl Mahayil
.tlforye Ha) s the height, of her success upon the Florence
Short, Catherine Short,
It is, frankly, one of those 'What

rushes out

Collins.
It is a delicious bit of
farce, poking fun at the public for

EILEEN
Hlfen"

and "understands."
The comedies are

—

lake,
child

so discreet.
The third act is the
showdown, when the wife tells that
she has committed a sin and gives

seek consolation else-

to

where.' The curtain descends with
the woman friend seated at his side,
he explaining his point of view,
which the friend sympathizes with

The play, however, is not on a
par with the players. It Is more or
less of a rehash of "The Man Who
Stayed at Home." The scene is laid
in El Kamah, a garrison town in
Harish-tan, a territory under* Britprotection.
Colonel Starling
ish
•'The Sisters' Tragedy." a morbid, (Aubrey Smith) is ostensibly an
gloomy affair, showing three sisters anthropologist, but in reality in the
of varying ages, who reside in a employ of the British Secret Servhouse in the country with a brother ice. The only one who is aware of
who has been stricken deaf and this is the local governor, and Starblind at the age of seven and is now ling dare not impart this knowlgrown to manhood. The elder sister edge even to his young bride, who
tries to persuade the second one to cannot understand his continual and
the
into
marry her lover, saving she feels it persistent wanderings
is her Heaven-sent mission to look wilds, apparently in pursuit of his
after the brother.
Their dog has "hobby." in which she takes no
rabbit, interest.
seized
neighbor's
pet
a
breaking its back, and No. 2 sister
It is a well staged melodrama, but
kills it to put it out of its misery. not a good play
^oo utterly English
This starts a discussion as to the for general understanding in the
right to kill, which is listened to by United States, and even here the
the younger sister, a girl in short piece (or portions of it) was redresses.
She feels the call to do ceived with laughter at several secaway with the helpless brother, to tions of it.
make things easy for her sisters,
The entire first act is taken up
endeavoring to suffocate him with a with planting the plot, which failed
pillow, then by choking him with a to progress with suttlciont suspentowel,

lightful entertainment for local con- others a man amused at the specsumption.
taclS Of life."
Cousin is diverting as the halfAt any rate, whatever Heeht calls
crazy Hirson; Paul Bernard is the him, Tarbell is a "chaser" of no
enterprising nephew, and the role mean propensities, and while ho Is
does not exactly suit this clever busy with his little red book and
youthful actor. Jane Provost is the telephone numbers his wile decides
stepmother, a weak victim in the to make it a lifty-lifty proposition.
hands of an experienced flirt. Mme. She engages in a little private afMerindol gets many laughs as a fair of her own with the difference
cook, the general servant of the Per- that while Friend Husband wis
mlssier household. The other roles merely
actual
the
"playing"
in
are suitably handled.
meaning of the word, and, strange
The BUCCeae is medium.
as it may seem, remaining true to
K'HiliCW.
his marriage vows, the wife is not

CE QUE I/ON DIT AUX FEMMES
Paris,

This latest
hard,

May

effort of Tristan

mounted

26.

Bern-

at the Capucines, Is

a smart Parisian comedy In throe
acts, without any particular novelty
and founded on the contention of
measure for measure.
Hirson has never forgiven his
friend, Permissier, for having appropriated, even for a short spell,
the affections of his better half.
After his return from America,

where he has made a fortune, he
adroitly counsels his nephew, Henri,
when he meets him at the steamer
(the first act is laid at Havre,
where the New York steamer has
Just arrived) to lay siege to the
heart of Mme. Permissier. Henri is
madly In love with Lucette, who
happens to be his former friend's
daughter. His suit is not favored
by the father and his second wife,

for life in

Morrison.

Albert

Mary Duncan. M.

we do next?" affair— amiable,
unpretentious, and informal, with
of the virtues and most of the
faults of this frequently engaging
kind of diversion. Tribune.

shall

many

Orlando Daly.
:

^\

—

ON BROADWAY

RED PEPPER
1/

THE PINCH HITTER
Milllrcnt

Ni«el

Hann.iy..

IteMamy.

Page

London.

.

..

Oiy throne

.Pamela,

.. Charles VValdron
...Gordon Ciunnlu
.J. M. Kerrigan
Allan Pollock

(Comedy

In two acts by Edgar
Smith and Emily M. Young, at the

New

Shubert,

York,

May

29.)

However, they are Mclntyre and
Heath; it's easy to enjoy them most
of the time.— Times.
We think Mclntyre and Heath In
"Red Pepper" are funnier than
ever— World.

Mr. I*roth<'ro
The actress returns to the stase. Den
lis
J.ostranKC
achieves another artistic success Archibald Han nay.
Kdgar Kent
Joyce
Traill
Helen Stewart
and the son is palmed off as her
brother and the grandson as her
nephew.
It seems rather unfortunate that
It Is now summer.
It Is.
He* son Rets mixed up with a Allan Pollock should have chosen have
to wear our mantle of tolerwild set and starts chasing chorus
girls.
Her lover returns, deciding this particular time of the year to ance, and we m-st realise that
Her son present to the New York public the summer shows are summer shows.
to forego his marriage.
nnd his family are packed off to new society comedy, "A Pinch Hit- "Red Pepper," at the Shubert, Is a
summer show. American.
France and the lover resumes his ter." The
piece bears all the earj,
relations without the knowledge she
marks
of
having
the
necessary
is a grandmother.
A PINCH HITTER
The piece is charmingly written laughs to have ->ut it' over as a real
in a rather superior manner, though hit had it been produced on BroadComedy In four act! by H. H.
occasionally mechanical and obway in the fall. It is essentially a Harwood at the Henry Miller,
vious.
It serves once more to re. .

.

Wa

—

Vanbrugh as a fine ac- smart incomedy for smart people, and
the majority, are either at
nnd Mr. Boucicault as a pro- they,
their country places or preparing to
ducer of merit as well as a good
head
for the resorts where the sumactor.
mer season social activities are
It Is not likely to have much apcentered.
Even with a small cast
peal for the general public at this
Mr. Pollock's debut as a producer
season of the year and with some In
hot weather will not find the
revision might serve as a stellar
financial support that the play is
vehicle in America for Doris Keane,
entitled to.
Blanche Bates or several other ac"A Pinch Hitter," despite the fact
tresses.
Jolo.
that it bears a wholly American
baseball title, has nothing whatsoever to do with the game or with
America. It is English from beginning to end.
H. M. Harwood is
veal Miss
tress

OUT OF TOWN

credited with the authorship. The
piece is in four acts with two sets
sufficing as the frame for the action.
The first of these is rather an inexpensive one and used only for the
Eos Angeles, June 14.
"In Love With Love" is the second first act, the office of an English
of a series of new plays to receive barrister. The second is the living
their try-out at Tom Wilkes' Ma- room of a pretty English country
jestic here through a working agree- place, effectively done.
In plot the "pinch hitter" proves
ment of Wilkes and Sam Harris of
New York. The play closed a four- to be a professional corespondent.
"The
Mr.
Like
Saturday.
Pollock plays the role.
run
week
He is
Nervous Wreck" which preceded It, the rolling stone of a respectable
"In Love With Love" could have run English
family who is on his
managers are uppers, and who appears In the barbut
the
longer,
anxious to show several more new rister's offices after having fasted
for 48 hours, is fed on cold roast
vehicles at the Wilkes stock house.
It Is the plan of Wilkes and Harris beef and engaged to act as the coto make a regular legitimate attrac- respondent, so that the chap who
tion out of this play as was con- desires to wed the lady in the case
templated for the initial production. may do so without his appearing in
In It Mary Newcomb, the Majestic's the matter of the c~urt records, and
leading lady, will be featured and so save his personal reputation.
In the end
will probably appear for her New
the "pinch hitter"
York debut. It Is a comedy in three serves to straighten out the family
acts written by Vincent Lawrence. tangle that exists, sends the trouble
The first act is a corker while the maker packing, and wins the hand
second and third have considerable of the niece of the lady whose afstrength although In dire need of fections he was supposed to enImprovements for New York. The snaro for the purposes or a divorce.
play has excellent possibilities.
It is told in an engaging manner
The story is based on the usual with clever lines and situations that
lovesick-spell of a pretty girl who compel laughs.
The dialog is by
promises her hand to a man she far the best of the play.
The cast comprises six others bothinks she loves when In reality
she is in love with love and not sldos Mr. Pollock.
Two appear in
minor roles In the first act. They
this wooer.
are f.ordon Qunnls! and J.
Kerrigan.
The brunt is carried by the
^:

IN

June 1.
But despite

the frothiness of
nearly all of it. the play manages
be almost continually amusing.

to

—Times.
"A Pinch Hitter"

1

-»

"

-

M

'

capably-

FOLLIES
Revue In two acts, dialog by Ring
Lardner and Ralph Spence; lyrics
by CJene Buck; music by Victor
Herbert, Louis Hirsch and Dave
Stamper. At the New Amsterdam,
June 5.
this year's "Follies." In
1 In all,
contradistinction to those that have
preceded it, might be called a $2,000.000 show.— Herald.
The present number Is the most
typical of all tho "Ziegfeld Follies."

—World.

THE RIVALS
A

play In three acts adapted by
Joseph Jefferson, at the Empire,

June
So

S

(revival).

delightful old comedy tn
faithful revival was, as Mrn.
say,
"a perfect
monogram" of dramatic Joy.— Herthl..

Its

Malaprop would

ald.

Th*> play

Is

offered with the spirit

and flavor of the earlier presentations.

— Tribune.

CHAUVE SOURI3
(Second Edition

)

Revue In two ,\cts, at tho Century
Roof, June 5.
Here is a new 'Chiuve Souris"

was unusual to ro, Charles that
WAIdroa In the role that he enacted, with
It

a springtime

Agreeable will do nicely as the
proper adjective for the play.—.
World.

star'and

Pamelf Oaythorne. Charles
Aaldron. Edgir Kent and Helen
Stewart.
Miss Oaythorne gave a
capable performance of the
wife In
search of a new romance
ar
one of the hriKht spot ,
mmt gtewniec ° ac '* ulttf d he '^-ir

Is

delight In the theatre and for that
reason a welcome contrast to some
of the minor calamities that have
been spattering the stage lately.—.
Herald.

LOVE WITH LOVE

Sm

r

Polianov.

A. Kelly,

Fernanda, a charming young creaHirson consequently sees a
ture.
scheme whereby he can be revenged
on his former friend and remove all
Objection! of the stepmother.
Hirson is an original sort of guy,
his
Permissier,
hates
he
and
nephew's prospective father-in-law.
Henri's
consent
to
He promises to
MOUNTEBANK OF EMOTIONS
marriage and make him a partner
Francisco, June 14.
in his firm, as Permissier demands
The world premiere of "The
before he will let his daughter marry
fected an instrument that will re- Henri, when he is assured of his re- Mountebank of Kmotions." a com vive the heartbeats of a dead per- venue.
The nephew therefore seta edy in three acts by Ben llecht.
son, provided he can have the body out to conqiier young Mine. IVrmis- Chicago n< wspaper man and novelshortly after death. He is obsessed ler, and by flattery she falls a vic- ist, «ras staged hero Inst week at
With
love
motherle s tim to his pleading! in the same tin' Century by Leo Dltrichsteln,
for
his
daughter, who is betrothed to a manner as Mme. Hirson fell years The. piny is exeeedinglv long, danyoung physician- -his favorite pupil. before to the prayers of 'be Uncle
gernusP.
iever and daringly frank.
The girl goes off for a motor ride;
The s'<rdirt of the press was
Henri evidently knows what to
there is an accident, and she dies sav to women, nnd so Iocs the favorable, except all agreed it was
"f syncope (heart failure).
The old author, for bis dialog is amusing md Over long ind Mint the second act
•.
•nan is well-nigh out of his mind. edit) lna\
particularly risque It is a play
ind it suddenly occurs to him to try
Fernando recant! on learning later thai will se.ve Dltrichsteln splenbis
Invention on his child
He Henri ha! been laying exactly the didly ic i vehicle because it deals
tnakes an incision in her breast and name to Lucette, and die beautiful with the peccadillos of a Don Juan
'applies the electrodes. The corpse's dream of
future with the smart who likes to pretend to be a "d«vil
> 'KiU
hand is slowly raised; he lover rrumble! on the appearance of u iU> 'he worii'-n," and Apparently
rushes t clasp it; the fingers clutch her stepdaughter. She .--a> riflces her- l< but yets coal feet" iri the crises
his throat and contract with rigor neltf. I! it were, for the happiness >f
The s»ory concerns the advei
'"ortis. choking him to death.
As tie- elder •«- lures >f Felix Tarbell, de crlbed in
th" younger girl
A comedy hy Noel Cow. ml con- mark! i* the conclusion: "Men are the program by tie* a nth »r as "a
clude the bill.
A wife of a<-\^u always sincere when they aik to 4 man of forty-Odd An egotist with
duration is disgusted with woman, but they change their !fn« a vocabulary- with an attitude—
her
A dramatist
Alwajri an attitude
husband's complacency, and cerity."
When a woman friend confesses to
Such is the plot of Tristan Bern- by profession. A pOaeui a gentle
the wife she is in love with hubby
U constitutes a de- comedian and in the presence of
hard's latest.
i

Karpe.

Curtis
Alexis

stage she decides to retire to private life and take her boy. who is
in business in Paris, to her little
(state in Ireland, and spend the remainder of her years with him. She
sends for the youth, who arrives
with a wife and a five-year-old son.
and she is shocked to discover she
is a
grandmother.
She takes the
boy's wife and child with her, and
after spending a few weeks there
the little French wife with the son
is bored to distraction and yearns

Bet your heart
color and Its life- a

will
Its

aflutter

summer

to
handled It In an assured entertainment no on" who lov
nunner that Impressed. Mr.
see and bear beautiful things cm
as the husband was alno !rnpres.,i*o affoi
to miss. — World.
•tar,
however, walked away
The Intimacy required by an enwith all honors, but in
a most eraI'.alicti presents
cious rmnn-r.
The 1'1 '.v Is ad- tertainment SUCb
mlrably malted to him and he
his been attained.— Tribune.

but

he

M

I

everything.

There

s*acts

i«
a fault apparent with the comedy should not succeed for
th! '•n'ire company
The „! H
is a
weeks while tho remaining
f« w
decidedly a n intimate comedy? y
Aft r
Mmart people are in town.
fru
be pi, vers seemimiljr
have
it
decided
they
leave
Is going to be somet
should not n.rn.nn no.
Those In thing of i
tiuggle for the little
rront on the opening night
failed to play, although It must again be said
get many of the lines.
Kvry one that had it i ome in at tho proper
pitched their voice entirely too low time in the season it undoubtedly
for the whole house.
would have been a sure-fire hit.
There seems to be a reiwon why
Ftc<L

I

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

IS

FANNY BRICE

NANCY FAIR

•Around the World" (Songs)
31 Mins; One and Four

"Bits from Hits"
18 Mins.; Full Stage
Pantages, San Francisco.
San Francisco, June

Palace
-As

Fanny Brice says

in

her intro-

ductory personal «ong, slut's back
again. That song is an act in itself,
the way Blanche Merrill has written
jt and the way Miss Brice sings it.
There are other songs. After going through her registered list, the
uhow stopped at 11 Tuesday night
until Miss Brice consented to do another, seemingly having a new comic
number in reserve, but the house
called for and got 'Second Hand
Rose." That made 31 minutes for
the single, not a second wasted, with
Miss Brice's delectable comedy and
Helf getting entirely over.

Since leaving vaudeville some
years ago Miss Brice has acquired
a singing voice. Maybe she had it
wasn't used. Now
it's heard often, although she makes
no pretensions with it, but it's pleasing, and when singing the "Rose"
number a certain plaintiveness employed gave added force to this
before, but

comic

if

so

it

Nancy Fair

Is

a

filling

"A NIGHT IN SPAIN"
Songs and Dances
10.

special

West." This bit is done in costume
with special music and was particularly effective. The next imitation
that of Jane Cowl in "Common
Clay."
She al>o gives an impression of Willie Howard doing an
imitation of Jack Norworth and Al
Jolson. This scored heavily.
is

The artist has a song arrangement for going from one imitation
to the other. She has a dandy voice,
plenty of pulchritude, and "pep" is

her middle name.

The turn

is

titled

"Around

the

songs were written by Miss Merrill,
is credited on the program, also
mentioned in the opening number
through a reference to "My author,
Blanche." The opening or introduc-

number carries three different
styles of lyrics, Miss Brice inserting
comedy into eagh one.
When vaudevillians talk about
••clowning." they can place one of
the crowns upon one of the best

tory

clowns among the women. An expression or gestu.e or movement, if
intended for comedy by Miss Brice,
will bring a laugh. Her act is a succession of laughs, and two or three
of her costumes (she changes for
each, in character) are handsome.
A special orchestra leader is carried.
But. after all, with Fanny Brice
and her "Follies" rep, it's the matter
of the box office for her vaudeville
salary, and she is a draw. "The Follies" for years wasn't without Fanny
Brice, and also the Amsterdam roof's
"Frolics." Together they have made
the Brice name known as covering a
comedienne, no small portion of that
distinction
»

going

to

Miss

MARY CARSON

Merrill,

of the "Opportunity Conwinners,
An ambitious girl,

Another
test"

Miss Carson appears to
have brought her parlor repertoire

evidently,

her high notes and she reaches a
considerable pitch
In fact Miss
Carson's best effort might be found
in vocal trickery, like that which
made Belle Storey.
It
was the
Curci effort at the finish that sent
.

Miss Carson away to
applause. It may have been friendly or sympathetic, since the girl announced her thanks for winning the
contest last week, but the same
work could put her over anywhere
on the small time, and she's small
time now. Maybe she is a pure amateur, but handled herself rather well
upon the stage, if her first venture
there, and spoke
with a slight
brogue that didn't hurt her chances.
Pianologing and top notes, with
"Rosary" out, a couple of pop numbers in, and who can tell where
will land?

tiime.

ELWYN HARVEY

and CO.

"Hie Last Battle" (Dramatic)
14 Mins.; Full Stage
Hippodrome, San Francisco.
San Francisco, June 10.
Elwyn Harvey, former leading
woman at the Alcazar here, has a
comedy-drama sketch by Walter A.
Rivers, entitled "His Last Battle."
The action deals with a situation
that comes into the life of a champion prizefighter on the night of a
big battle. The girl who is engaged
to him asks him not to fight and
g'ves - consistent reason. He promises.
A telegram announces a certain operation by a high-priced sur-

geon

necessary to save his
is
mother's life, and caused him to
break his word to the girl.
She
returned to the scene as the fight
Is In progress and- is bitter until
learning the reason.
She stands
watching the fight through a door
and her description of it runs 'rem
sheer comedy to real drama.
Miss Harvey does exceedingly
well in the descriptive bit, but her
supporting company, Charles Gregg
as the fighter and Ethan Allen as a
tough trainer, are not adequate.
Allen is fair and would be better if
a more capable actor than Gregg
were playing the part. The sketch
was well liked and got much applause

Bime.

GRIFFITHS and DOBSON
Talk and Songs
15 Mins.; One (Special Drop)
58th Street.

Two men

working before a prison

The straight
Jew comic, the

Is
the
turnkey.

latter releases the light-fingered

gentleman and

in

return

is

given a

lesson in the gentle art of pocket
The turnkey decides it's
picking.
no* tot him. The chatter is interrupt* ! i,.
omedy published number by the inlor. winding up with
a pop medley parody.
The progress has been mild, although in" resting, up to the routine encore.
Mr. Gallagher and Mr.
Shean.* The team sings the four
verses that are generally released
to the public on the disks and
sheet music, introducing the chorus
with a verse about "a funny pair of
men," stopping before the chorus
to announce the impersonation. Now
that the originals are In a production it is not unlikely vaudeville
i

will

be

,

swamped

with

Gallagher

and Shean impressionists.

As an

impression of the originals it's fair,
although, of course, the verses sell
themselves.
The team did nicely No. 2 nt the
58th Street.
Abel.

DIAZ SISTERS and

POWERS

Wire Act
12 Mine.;

selection.

The men
conventionally put toMakes an acceptable turn

is

Bell.

play

a number

of instru-

ments as they change from band
to orchestra.

One

of the musicians

ybe

uses a laughing bassoon, or
is

(4)

This sketch, on the "Old Home
bill, was produced under the

Week"

auspices

of

the

Bronx

Women's

Clubs.

It is by Billian Saunders,
staged under the direction of William Van Dresser.
The cast of four were strictly
amateurs, but introduced an ingenue of exceptional ability in
Janet Cameron, who was delicious
and legitimately emotional in her
role as a daughter of old Virginia
in slavery days.
The story had to do with the

Full Stage (Special)

Broadway
Throe girls (Diaz Sisters) and
young fellow (Powers) offer a tight
wire turn that has Powers doing
most of the feature stuff. He's a
splendid
wire
walker,
running
across the wire at the opening several times, and in that way showing one of the most difficult tricks

Powers also Jumps
as a starter.
across a hurdle, Jumps rope and
dors the usual wire tricks, hut all
with individuality.
The girls are
also good wire walkers.
Act is backed with •noolal eye of
purple and gold. Greenish or turquoise blue parasols used for balancing at times gi\e the color
scheme a Jarring note. Act shapes
as standard opening or .losing turn
for any type of house.
Bell.

vaudeville the skit was much too
talky, the house getting restless and
noisy, particularly during the passages between the mother and
daughter, much of which was lost
by the over-modulated speaking
voice of Miss Hausrath. The other
characters gave intelligent support and did as much as could be
expected y.-fth the vehicle.

Miss
with

Cameron

talents,

is a young
and would bear

girl

in-

vestigation by legitimate producers.
She has evidently had a thorough
schooling in dramatic art. Her
work saved the little playlet from
an utter flop.
C on.

QUIGLEY

and

MALONEY.

Dances.
One.
5th Ave.

One

of the four acts decided as

winners (by audience) at the "Opportunity Contest" at the 6th Ave.
week, with the acts receiving
engagement at the
theatre this week for their prize.
Quigfey and Maloney are a couple
of
nice-looking
youngsters,
one
quite young, who dance well enough
for straight stepping and tapping.
As It could be supposed, the 5th
Avenue section is their home town,
their appearance could have won
them the prize, and their stepping
in an amateur competition must
have looked very well. As to their
future in vaudeville, if the boys
think they have a future there, they
still have a long way to go, in age,
and may change their minds before
too late. Just now their youth may
he able to secure them small time
dates at little money for around
New York on the strength of the
5th Avenue's win.
In dancing, while they step simply, they are so earnest their sincerity seems to carry farther than
the work.
They open with a jig,
each does n tapping single, and they
close with rather a nice waltz clog.
Still,
many a star started more
lowly and younger.
Rime.
last

a half-week

many around that
and boys in them.
The selections are open to doubt
for vaudeville.
It may be merely
an opinion as to them, and. they
might have been chosen with an
ear for the ensemble effect, but
they do sound as though a good
arrangement was given to but one.
Another, however, had an interlude
for piano, violin and flute that
have had

Fordham

M, 1332

ALEXANDER HYDE ORCHESTRA
*
(9)

Musical
25 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Hang*
ings)

City

Alexander Hydo has in support
eight musicians, with the turn carrying the Wiling of Alexander Hyde and
Symphonie Enchanters. Hyde is a
violin leader, capably putting bis
Instrumentalists through standard
and published numbers.
The aggregation is away from the
general run of jazz combinations,
handling as effectively the heavier,
pieces as well as popular dance Helections.
Each of the numbers is
carded, starting with "The Queen
of the Orient," followed by a pop
number, then "Tales of Hoffmann,'*

another pop selection, "Hungarian
Rhapsody" as a solo by the leader
and then published dance numbers.
Rhythm is a predominating feat-

Hyde keeps

ure of the playing.

men

well in

out of them

his

hand and gets the best

the while, lie is
inclined
to
be self-conscious at
times, but this may wear off as the
turn progresses. For houses where
all of

genuine music will

be enjoyed thisa huge saxe. It's a novelty, as
combination has the goods. Hurt.
the mixed combination, the first

erchestra of the

Ante Bellum Sketch
18 Mine.; Full Stage

young girl and her, lover.
The
mother (Anna B. Hausrath) was
determined to shatter love's young
dream, but was defeated by the
connivance of a young mulatto
wench
(Catherine
Wise).
For
quite» some

.

Mary

three,

using tambos. being included in the
specialties.
The turn is elaborately
costumed. In addition to the eye,
scenic flats are used for some of the
numbers
that
accentuate
their

"OBLIGATO"

The

lit

two women and a man, the

it is

5th Ave.

and can so

that* the best songs Fanny
Brice has had and those she has now
brought into vaudeville were written
by that brilliant young woman.
It's seldom a single act and it's
seldom any act in vaudeville can
furnish as much amusement and
clean entertainment for over 30 minutes, besides being a box office card,
as Fanny Brice. She may have been
away from vaudeville for a long
while, but it was worth the wait to
see how she came back to it.

each number. Man and woman in
a double fandango dance number
next, with another double dance by
another couple following. A serenade number by man and woman
very well done. The couple also do
another number that discloses real
vocal ability by both. Dancing trio
by three women, and another by

Two

10 Mins.;

cell drop.
crook; the

style

For this and all
of the succeeding numbers, all of
the people wear native Spanish
costume, with a change of style for
ensemble number.

gether.
of the flash variety.

Songs

who understands Miss

Brice so well
her personality and

A special eye is used at
the opening, which has four of the
women and three men on for an

director.

Act

"My Man," as representative of into vaudeville. It's ji trifle too
Paris, and closing the turn proper
heavy for so new an act to attempt.
With a snapper rcitation.
Starting with a "Dixie" song, Miss
Were it not for "M<>n Homme," Carson tried "My Rosary," then did
one would say Fanny Brice couldn't
a pianolog ("The Usual Way"),
be serious, but she does that French, after which she sang "Good-Bye
Apache ballad so splendidly, as she Forever" ami closed with a synchrodid in "The Follies," that the con- nation vocally with a Galli Curci
trast is almost appalling. "My Man" record on a victrola.
(An Irish
has a remarka hlo lyric, faithfully singer recently at the 5th Avenue
drawn, if you want to listen care- did the same thing with the vie,
fully.
with a John MeCormack record.)
Barring two, all of Miss Brice's
Miss Carson has some quality to
who

Broadway
The turn holds four men and five
women, and carries ins own musical

Band-Orchestra.
20 Mine.; Full Stage.
5th Ave.
A new musical act to vaudeville,
composed of six boys and four
girls.
They open with brasses, and
vary between that and strings for
The
jazz, with a banjo included.
four young women are very goodlooking, for musicians, with two
wearing their hair a la Frances
White. One of the two is thj leader.
She plays a snare drum for one
number, a cornet in a couple of
others, and a violin in the remainder. Not bad for a girl!
She plays
better than she leads, as her companions pay little attention to her
direction.
That doesn't hurt their
concerted playing; rather attests
they may have rehearsed a lot. Another girl is a violiniste and another
the pianiste, while the second of the
two highly hair-dressed certainly
can handle a trombone, so well she
is featured as the soloist in one

value.

bail. id.

World," and placards on an easel describe Miss Brice's tdngs by the
countries represented, starting with
the Scotch number, then Indian, followed by the Grecian travestied
dance number, after which came

GIER'S MUSICAL TEN.

(§)

18 Mine.; Full Stage (Special)

vaudeville engagement at Pantages.
Her "Bits from Hits' comprises
several song hits and numbers on
the piano by her accompanist, Clay
Coolidge. She is headlining the bill
and getting over.
The act opens with a California
song from which Miss Fair goes
into an imitation number of Fay
Bainter in a scene from "East Is

Friday, Junt

girls

blended prettily.

LAURA FOSTER

and Ce.

(1)

Piano and Dances
16 Mine.; Full Stage (Special Cyc.)

Fordham
Frederick Croniwood is at the
piano in this turn. He and his part*
ner are local amateurs appearing on
the "Old Home Week" bill. Cromweed is a clean-cut young chap
and a finished musician. He made
the usual mistake of inexperience
in attempting two^Jong classical
solos on the piano while the girl
changed. His first one pas. ed. but
the second, which should have been
popular selections, was Applauded
in the wrong spots.
Miss Foster opens in ballet costume, running through a .conven-

However that seems immaterial
as a matter of fact, for the novelty
of good-looking girls in a jazzing
orchestra, as this really is, should
be enough. On the strength of that
and the playing, if orchestras are
going to be in demand next season,
this one should be in line.
tional series of toe steps in graceful
All orchestras, however, in or manner. She is a pretty girl with
going into vaudeville should re- a cute figure. Her second solo, a
member that dance music, wherever folk dance in Russian costume and
played, is universally liked.
It boots was below the average set by
might be more advisable to bear the elevating. She was less gracedown on that, keep to the dance ful on her feet.
time, and let the straight stuff slide,
A waltz on the toes after another
although tricky stuff is always change concluded. This miss would.'
Mime.
welcome in addition.
get by as a specialty dancer with a
vaudeville girl act production. The
proper training coupled to her
JESSIE BLAIR STERLING and
physical advantages should develop
GIRLS (6)
her into a desirable addition to any
Scotch Revue
dancing turn.
Closed the show*
17 Mins.; Full Stage
here Monday night, moved down
58th Street.
from
the
No.
2
epot
after the mat*
Miss Sterling and her 6 ''Glasgow
Maids" have an oddly arranged inee.

r^

Scotch turn.
He starts slow and
gathers speed for a neat getaway,
although taking some time to accomplish anything distinguishing.
The six girls go through the usual
Highland fling and military dance
maneuvers, three or four soloing
with dance specialties. All of the
terp work is on the same order,
lacking variety, and could stand cutting. The big punch is the bagpipes
and drum, band, three of each, with
Miss Sterling leading.
The featured player herself solo*
vocally with "Annie Laurie" and
the Lauder song, "Waggle of the
Kilt," which leads into the band
concert. They play the la\e Queen
Victoria's favorite march, "Scotland, the Brave" (announced), and
"The Sheik." The American popular number sounded well on the
bagpipes and one or two more of
the same order would not be amiss.
The blonde girl with the bass drum
stands out with her acrobatic arm

waving and thumping.

The

fore section could stand cut-

ting to advantage. The turn closed
the show at the 58th Street, gettingoff
nicely,
although progressing
mildly up to the instrumental work.

A

hel.

LENORE DE DEOS
Songs and Violin
16 Mins.;

One

(Special)

Broadway

Lenore de Deos speaks Knglish
with an accent that sounds as if she
is French at times.
At others her
accent doesn't sound so Frenchy.
LITTLE YOSIE
She opens with a song !n French
Equilibrist
of the type done by the chanson
8 Mins.; Full Stage
sincere of Foiigere's day, with an
Jefferson.
Anker iGan raggy number following.
Japanese handstand equilibrist "Mon H'unmt'" next, done with exand contortionist, assisted by a pres*/tve
pantomime,
a number
woman. Prettily dressed Jap turn about T. -ti's "Good-bye" following.
of the kind, lacking novelty, per- Introducing some soprano top lofthaps, but clean cut and crisp in ing.
execution. The woman merely helps
Mi>s de
on wear* an attractive
to dross the stage in her gorgeous red and black costume
and appears
embroidered Oriental costume.
before a black drop made of some
After a routine of back bends, shiny material. The black and red
Yosie goes to a high pedestal where combination makes a colorful effect.
lie features a p'riloiis-looking back
She sells h«r vocal numbers acceptbend from handstand to erect posi- ably, and the violin playing makes
tion and
reverse.
(Juiet,
sightly a suitable contrast.
No. 3 at the
turn of the kind, better for the open- Broadway and did
very well. She
ing than the closing, im placed at should fit In nicely
in the intermethe Jefferson.
Ansa.
diate bills.
Bell.
I

>•

CLEO GASCOIGNE
Songs

One (Special Drop)
Riverside
Cleo Gascoigne is petite, hardly
over five feet and apparently quite
9 Mins.;

She opened with a semi*

young.

classical number, exhibiting a voice
of training though of no greater

volume than was expected from one
of her size.
part in the curtain was made
to show a garden gate, high enough

A

to hide all

but her head and per*
mitiing a costume change to kits*
Miss Gascoigne, finishing a Scotch
number upon the apron. Another
change had her out as a bare legged
boy, there being no further change
for the finale number, a bit from a
comic opera. She was on second td
but fair results. She has been with
the several Lauder shows.
Jbee.

THE RECKTORS.
Acrobatic.
8 Mins.; Full Stage.
Riverside.

The billing sounds new, but thd
two men, acrobats and gymnasts*
are workers of experience.
The understander

is

a

speeialist

in iron jaw.
One or two stunts,
partly equilibristic, served to open.
For the most part he was suspended
head downward by one foot a bit
above the tormentor, supporting

various contrivances with his teeth,
the lighter man working on them.
One was a basket apparatus, with
a good feat of head balancing displayed while it was spun .ihout.
A floor lamp provided a novelty
device, too.
The men earned and
won several bows.
Hue.

ROLLISON and WILLIAMS
Songs, Dances and Talk
14 Mins.;

One

American Roof

Two men (colored) in conventional singing, dancing and talking
turn.
One light tan and the other
black face
The team opens with
straight wheeling comic on in haby
carriage, straight warbling a character ballad of several sevens'
vintage.
Comic is good dancer
Straight has fair voice, Turn hitM

No.

2

ably.

on Roof and

filled

it

a

•

/

•

-pt'/

and BEAUTIES
AL REEVES
Song*. Talk
Banjo,
46 Mitt.;

Mth

On«

JOE 8MALL'8 MILITARY

(3)

REVUE

CHI'S

(7)

Street.

known to burlesque
(Special Drops)
unknown qual- Fordham.
fans is probably an
reputation
to the
The
by
than
act opens full stage with
other
ity
orthodox vaudeville fan of the seven young girls in military cosReeves,
Mr.
generation.
tumes
singing back of the special
•resent
A song and dance
Respite his almost juvenile appear- drop in "one."
ance, is one of the few real old- is the initial number, the amateurs
He has dancing in acceptable chorus entimers still going strong.
not appeared in vaudeville probably semble formation, but shy vocally.
For
his
vaude- The leader wields a drum major's
years.
20
over
for
nature of a baton in the formations and is a
ville return, in the
the
is
one
few, pretty graceful youngster.
he
of
flussmer flyer,
burlesque star to
it not the only,
A solo dancer follows in "Tombring a dress suit into- vaudeville my" get-up for a versatile dance,
The others with their including kicking, waltz clog and
with him.
low comedy antics and tramp get- acrobatic Russian steps.
It
was
ups have been, crowding th^e all- well handled.
Another ensemble
season vaudevilliana off the map. with the chorus in Irish lad and
bat Mr. Reeves looks very polite colleen costumes for "Peggy O'Neil"
and recherche in his Tux.
and an Irish Jig well executed.
He is assisted by Bonita Pomfert
The specialty dancer's toe solo
at the baby grand and Ella Mur- followed, exhibiting a mild routine
ray and Lillian Livingston. Reeves of elevating steps with a Russian
about step on the toes, pulling
opens chatting chummily
strong
John Buck (the house manager), applause.
Another ensemble in
inviting him up to do a little act Scotch
costume followed by a
during the lay-off season, and after hornpipe solo in "one" by the pretty
hesitating up to last Saturday when leader got over nicely.
lie "placed some jack on Snob II
For the finish all seven are in
and found that he had to go to Yama
Yama costumes in an atwork."
tempt at a whirlwind finish, with
If the entering salvo of recognieach contributing a dancing spetion wis not enough to establish cialty.
For amateurs, the girls did
him, this intimate patter set him remarkably well, exhibiting
careful
in solid with the customers. Reeves training and copious
rehearsing.
is an astute showman, quick to Small is a local
dancing teacher.
grasp a point and make use of it. His pupils did him
credit.
They
Maybe he figured on being recog- opened.
Con.
nized on his entrance and maybe
lie didn't, but he was there with a
line of seeming ad libbing about ORMSBEE and REMIG
wishing he gets as much acknowl- Piano* Violin, Songs
edgment on his exit. He then did 11 Mins.; One
some of his "Give Him Credit, Royal
Al

Reeves,

Boys," verses, rough in s. jts in
metre, but sufficient for the purpose thereof, which he reads off a
piece of paper.
His first two did
not get much, but the latter two in
the nature of American flag requests

about Wilson and the bonus woke
them np. At which Reeves admonished the pianiste for not letting
him open the number with these
verses
He knew they'd get results
»— they couldn't help it, with the
American flag and patriotism all
over them, he continued.
Reeves is quite ingenious about
his applause larceny. Of course, all
this paves the way for his banjo
tickling.
If the audience does not
.

know that Reeves is unique in that
he employs his fingers solely and
not the pick, as do the others, he
calls attention to

it in passing, also
sporting a medal he won for his
banjo proficiency.
The other two
gals escort the "African harp" down
to him.
They are young looking
chicks, and Reeves goes into a line
about constant association with
youth being responsible for his well
preserved appearance.
For the rest, Reeves kids his girls

about their miscues, etc., and goes
into a set of waltzes on the banjo
after first reeling off some jigs.

Reeve* gets a lot out of his patter,
the only legitimate thing being the
banjo tickling. And that stands up

by

itself.

Al Reeves and
<lnd plenty of

Beauties should

work during

the

mer, or as long as he wants

sumit.

A bel.

JOHNNY MURPHY
Monolog and Songs
15 Mins.:
^

•

One

FRANCIS ROSS and DU ROSS
Jongs, Dances and Talk
14 Mins.; F II Stage

American Roof
Two men and a woman. Men are
-teeltent dancers, doins all of the
familnr routines. Both are good
tumblers also, mlXiftg thnt neatly
with the dancing. The present turn
will do for the pop
houses. An autho
and stage director, however,
could work wonders with the men in
developing them for the work they
a ^e beajt suited
for—dancing.
»*

,

Bell.

ity,-

16)

too stiff for the owners to handle.
This show will prove to be an excellent road attraction and with
careful booking the owners will
easily

return the losses if it is
declared to pick up a route in August. Just* a wee bit more attention
to the cast will make "Molly Darling" a good winner, for it is a

Broadway production.
Unless some kind of a guarantee
back of "Liliom/' at the Great
Northern, the stay of the Theatre

is

Glaild presentation in

mered.

town

13

numwho

Conservative playgoers

know

the dramatic value of "Anna
Christie" and "Liliom" complain the
way these two sterling pieces were
held off until hot weather*, destroying all chances for the big record
business eaeh would have landed in
the right season.
While fhe Broadway Productions,
Inc., is tossing all its main ideas
into reviving "For Goodness Sr.ke,"
it Ia leaving the destinies of "Lilies
of the Field" at the Powers in the

hands

of

Gorman,

Bill

who

will

way whereby the
get at least five weeks
more. "Just Married" (a show that
was tipped off as a probable hot
weather rider) got twisted into an
unexplainable knot, since its powers
came from balcony trade, with a big
hole in the orchestra at every perprobably devise a

show

will

Joe Gallagher

is

a product of the

Operatic
7

Mins.;

Fordham.
portsak

One

Fprdhaoi,
gardener at Fordham University.
His tenor specialty consisted "f
three operatic selections: and "Because" in Engl h
He presented the conventional
appearance in evening toga and was
accompanied by a pianist. Before
a sympathetic fathering, Dortsaks
tenorirg wai loudly applauded, but
his \o:c>} betrayi lark of training.
His tones are thin and colorless in
the upper registers.
He held the No. 2 spot on the 'Old
Home Week'' bill at this house.
Con.
Is

x native of

I

<

—

the limit when plays
in six weeks
of this calibre are booked out of

season. Pauline Lord most popular
star with Chicago's strongest star
admirers at this house since Jane

Cowl's

Irrespective of what campaigning
Is done, none of the attractions in

closing notice.

$11,200.
,,,

40th
(Blackstone.
from lowest business
ularly known as "rubber face" on week). Saved
surprising
good
with
accour of his mugging r.bility and of long stay
estimated at
of Wednesday matinee,
plasticity
accordean - pleated
out-of-town
Exclusively
Ha has Franklin $1,265.
physiognomy.
no balmaking
positively
Madden at the piano and handling a business,
of 11 rows filled
average
cony,
an
solo in one spot.
and the week's gross
Gallagher sings popular comedy downstairs
judged at $9,100.
songs, wearing trick hats for com(Great Northern. 5th
"Liliom"
edy purposes. His method of deOpened around $750 in
week).
livery includes a semi-pantomime
this uncertain house Sunchorus with copious mugging, which switch to
day night. Completely "out-of-theHe is in a Tux.
is sure fire.
how it can stay longer
and
air"
Gallagher sang three songs, getthan June 24 without big loss is
ting most with "Agnes," delivered in
Holds the season's
semi-nance manner to an imaginary hard to reckon.
To continue in record for sudden smash Into obgirl on a balcony.
livion from the height of popu'arvaudeville, Gallagher will be wise
adopt an eccentric dressing
to
scheme. "Facial make-up to accen- FINE and TENNYSON

Bronx cabarets, where he was pop-

and Eve Le Gallienne's disap-

"Liflhtnin

Songs and Piano
12 Mins.;

Cne

Man and woman

of nice appear-

"SCAHDAI/S" SCANDAL

pearance from cast one of the chief
(Continued from page 12)
reasons
for
situation,
although said
ons of the girls became excited
Bliss Bartlett playing title femand struck her. She was attemptinine role well. Tagged for $6,000.
ing to defend herself, she said, when
"Irsns" (Studebaker, 1st week). the
male principal seized her
Biggest gamble in years, return- roughly by the shoulder and struck
ing this hit of the yesteryear turned her several blows over the face
out as conservative of conservatives and body.
forecast. Most ghastly result. Shu"Other members of the company
berts "papered"
opening to the then interfered, she said, and she
limit and if accurate figuring was was brought to the
Dyckman hotel
made gross from ths tax on free where she was treated."
passes probably would be found to
The "male principal" was not
tally close to the opening gross of named
by local newspapers. Prim$385.
The capacity courtesy house arily because Miss
Jones failed to
displayed enthusiasm as of old. if carry out her
threats of taking out
not greater because of likeness for a complaint.
Patti Harrold, making first appearMr. White when interviewed over
ance here in title role. .Got on the
the telephone by a Variety reporter
week ($4,100) what usually matinee
admitted he was the "male princiand night brought on regular busipal."
He defended himself, howClones for HoftAon Saturday.
ness.
ever, by saying; that he s stained
"Anna Christis" (Cort, 9th week). a badly scratched face by trying to
House unable to hold attraction play the role of a dove of peace. It
after it slipped for two consecutive was he, according to his story, that
weeks below stop clause. Goes out wanted to call the battle a draw
June 24, and while this is probably between the chorus girls and fora surprise to those hearing of it. get the incident.
because of prize play medal pubMiss Jones' tale is thlt:
Play profitlicity, it shouldn't be.
"We pulled up at a roadhouso
ably gained its full clientele here

formance.

town will be strong enough to buck
another such week as now in hisWith scorching weather contory.
ditions prevailing, the scene of activity shifts to the gardens. Those
who know their Chicago some weeks
ago stated July 1 would find only
Man and woman of exceptional four or five houses open. The Shuappearance open violin duet. The berts strenuously planned to make
man is in evening attire, the girl in wrong this guess, and while dislow -neck basket dress. The music aster was dealt the Shuberts the
blends into a song-double arrange- past wok they intend to keep tryment about the "Public Taste" ing, for on June £5 Leo Ditrichtitled.
"Hello
Melody,
Goodbye stein comes to the Pr'ncesp in "The
Jazz," an overused idea.
Great Lover." Now that the StuThe man solo's "Woman of Mine," debaker is available, there's a bare
a semi -ballad with the girl handling chance Ditrichstein will open there
the piano. This is followed by her Instead of the Princess.
violin and vocal duet of "Dream
A break in the hot wave came
Melody," or something similar.
Sunday afternoon, carrying
late
A double song was also a frayed cooling zephrys, but not early
idea though well handled. They en- enough to help the nipjht trade.
cored with a medley of song hits of Monday night was refreshingly cool
the present introduced in a special but improved business conditions
arrangement. The last number got were not reported around town.
them most and revealed possibil- The heavy humidity returned Tuesities for rapid advancement with the
day with thunder storms threatenproper material.
ing close to curtain time.
An experienced vaudeville proLast week's estimates:
ducer Jwill help this pair immeas"Ths Hotel Mouse" (Apollo. 2d
urably. Both have voices and per- week).
Big Sunday night, due to
sonality and the necessary assets corking advance sale, saved the erThey are ratic yet good business on week.
for vaudeville success.
probably from musical comedy.
Force of opening week's popularity
Con.
manifested itself in the demand,
helping to hold it best business in
Steady billing Indicates try
town.
GALLAGHER and MADDEN
will be made to overcome fourth
Piano and Comedy Songs
suffered most unexpectdrop
week
12 Mins.; Ons
Trapped at
edly in New York.
Fordham.

American Roof
Johnny Murphy was formerly of
Murphy and Plant. He is a rotund
good-natured looking chap, possessing a pleasing singing voice and a
monolog delivery that should send
him up the. ladder quickly. Openli g:
with a number relating to the answers given by the question man In tual his 'mugging" would also
one of the women's magazines. h dp, as his pan contortions don't
Murphy proceeds to a routine of register at present back of the centalk that holds considerable new ter of the house.
This could be
matter, with a veteran here and helped by a different lighting arthere, but all routined so well to- rangement, the present system of
gether that the old ones are not no- Working totally in the spot killing
tlcoable.
expression.
For vaudeville.
his
Murphy has real possibilities for Gallagher and Mad. Ion have distinct
the better houses. It's only a mat- possibilities,
Con.
ter of time before he reaches them,
and When he does vaudeville will
have added a first-rate tnonolOgist LAEZLO DORTSAK
to the alUtoo*slendcr list of acts of
that type appearing today.
J?W/.

HEAVY WALLOP

(Continued from page

Amateur Singing and Dancing
16 Mins.; One and Full Stags

•

$6,200

visit;

gave cause for

(LaSalle.
"Just
Married"
7th
week). Lost its pace-setting possibilities for all shows in town by
flopping to $7,800, and only held
there because of unusual balcony
trade. This is winnings for owner,
however, and should return to normal business of $9,000 if Old Sol

will only close

one eye.

"Lilies of ths Field" (Powers, 6th
week). Got hit midship and went
down with thud Wednesday night.
Tough week on new producing firm
handling this one in addition to musical piece at Garrick.
No doubt!
owners willing to take a few weeks
losses on "Lilies" trusting return
of business to $8,500, which will
keep attraction here until middle of
July, now planned.
Slid to $6,700.
Makes money at $6,000.

"For Goodnsss Sake" (Garrick.

outside

of

We

Paul.

St.

had a

few drinks. Two of us girls argued
about a friend of mine in New York.
I was defending him and Ollie Von
was giving him the pan. The first
thing

I

knew

was

I

hit in the face

with a bunch of green onions. Then
I got mad.
Ollie and I were having
it out when Georgie White and his
party pulled up
Then Georgie
White picked on me."
When questioned why she did not
prefer charges. Miss Jones gave a
flock of reasons. In the first place,
she said the girls who witnessed the
Incident wouldn't stick with her. In
the second place, she said it would
be necessary to go clear to St. Paul
to get a complaint.
She did, however, visit the City Attorney's of-

Minneapolis, but was advised
was out of his Jurisdiction. Her
was that the company
was closing after the local engagement and she needs the transportafice In
it

last reason

tion

back

to

New

The roadhouse
local publicity

of dissension

York.
Incident

and

t*»e

caused a great deal

among members

of the

company.
1st

week). Opening figure Sunday night
of $1,045 going to make it uphill

"Business has been terrlb.e, and
is the straw that breaks the
camel's back," one member of the

this

for first week ended at big
with gross of $8,900.
Sank company said. "Can you imagine
Monday and Tuesday after opening, a so-called high-class musical show
going in for this kind of publicity?
but gained $200 Wednesday night
Swell showmanship, I'd say.
Can
after extra newspaper advertisefight,

loss

ments were

inserted. Should rally,
however, if advantage is taken of
what a fight does for a liked musical
piece of this brand during the sum-

mer

at this house.

Mighty

you

costly
8

cast.

"Hollywood Follies" (Playhouse,
and final week). Decision to
close came during Saturday matinee
after attempts to raise money and
keep afloat the entertainment, much
improved over the first week, com2d

blame ths theatregoers
us down?"

foe

turn In:

George White wired Variety June
from Minneapolis, stating his

"Scandals" was closing U that city
through Charlie Howard leaving.

Howard gave notice, White wired,
when he was called to rehearse part
of the performance.

Unable to

re-

place him he had to close.
The
show had nine more weeks booked.
never disappeared until consecutive White will start to produce a newmercury reading of 90 in the shade show Immediately.

pletely failed.

Bill Morrissey's smile

spiked every hope to interest likely
ones to guarantee salaries. Great
chance lost because of hurry for
premiere. Struck low ebb business

mark

of

town

at $2,500.

Reports that White's "Scandals"
would close had been prevalent in

New York
the

Minn

Members

for three weeks before
closing occurred
of the company, pr ev ious
ipolis

"Ths O'Brien
Girl"
(Cohan's to that engagement, had written to
Grand, 10th and final week). Even New York looking for engagements.
popularity of Cohan's show for its Business bad been repel'' 1 of: all
farewell business didn't escape the along the line of the "Sfandals"
wallop.
Final week probably the tour since White concluded to try
biggest loss any Cohan show ever for a coast trip. It Is not believed
experienced In Chicago. Elizabeth that the Minneapolis incident was
Hines can be starred hereafter by more than a coincident In the actual
Cohan in Chicago with success. Her closing.
visit this time was the outstanding
Maxle (Maxle and G^ .^le). the
feature of "The O'Brien Girl," which colored dancer, drowned near Minclosed around $7,900. "Garrison and neapolis last week and with "Scanthe Girls," starring Donald Brian, dals." i.j said to have died of heart
opened Sunday night after prelim- failure while bathing. He was one
inary engagement of three success- of the best dancers of his classificaful performances at Grand Rapids. tion In the country.
The heat must subside to have

They open with an operatic
melody, the woman at the baby
grand. Kach then solos with published numbers. A scene from "The Harry Ridings' campaigns win out.
Boston, June It.
Mikado" closes, she donning the
"Molly
Darlina"
(Palace,
5th
The publicity attendant on the
Oriental trappings in full view of week). Looks very dubious if this
in
audience.
The
man
her
Joins
the
one will last longer than another "party" In which two "The Last
musieal comedy Chinese get-up. Week. Just how far owners are willWaltz" girls and Geneva Mitchell
ance.

He closes with a conception of the
soprano doing the same
village
number, broadening (ho delivery
with much falsetto gesticulation. It
got them BOOM returns.
They wen* No. 5 al the city and
should do w»'f in the body of all

three-a-day

WILSON

bills,

a-d

Abel.

KEPPLE

Dances
6 Mms.: One
City

Male hard shoe dancing team at*
tired in gray stilts and black and
shoe*.
Routine consists of
single and double hard whoo work of
a fast order. The dancing is confined to one style and fills the bill
Hart.
for six minutes.

white

now is a matter of guessbut un'ler the conditions It
would be sound Judgment to close
and start preparations for a fall
premiers elsewhere, thereby easily
returning loss of this engig.'ment.
Jake Rosenthal has worked like a
Trojan to k<>ep "Molly Darling" in
the lead, but even Jake had to submit to weather conditions. Big loss
ing to go

work,

of ".Saiiy" were mentioned, had the
imnr-Jiate effect of killing the busi-

ness of the "Waltz" show. "Sally"
stood. up because of ltd lolld start,
entertainment.
but
the
Painter
which was bearing the end of its
run, immediately felt the sudden
slump. The closing notice followed,

Members of the company slated
that the difference
the quality
as well as the quantity of the audience was remarkably notiecabl
Joe Browning, vaudevilli
au- after the front-page scandal stuiT.
thor, through H. S. H'chheimer, is Not only did the Louses become
suing Joe Morris and Flo Campbell smaller, but the roughnecks of the
town were drawn In place of the
for $500 accrued royalties due for
class audiences which had been the.
writing the "AvI-ate-IIer" skit U3ed rulo for this production from tho
by Morris and Campbell.
It Is a start of Its Century engagement in
Third District Municipal Court syit. New York.
^^^^^^^^^^M
.it

$7.

JOT

m
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STATE

the walk out section, finally had to
concisely express his appreciation
thoughtful but perhaps imin
remarks. This is probably
promptu
%eek should draw in any house
Stantons* third or fourth return
the
around Tlmog square, under the $3 date at the Palace since September.
scale. When together with a weather They are New York vaudeville fabreak, as happened Tuesday even- vorites, strongly established.
The closing acrobatic dance of
ing, the result was just what it was

PALACE

•

Two names

on the Palace

—standing room.
The names were Lionel Atwill, his
vaudeville plunge, and Fanny Brice
(New Acts), a vaudeville return. Besides there were others known to the
patrons, such as the Donors, and
Val and Ernie Stanton, each of
•

whom

tion.

received an entrance recep-

(Tom) Bryan and Broderick

(Lil-

It

had

to be

a corking good

bill

Then there was Elmer Rogers' through the people on it and it was.
if
Not a little help was the 17-piece
given to patrons in the alley orchestra that now had a leader and

or outside lobby to the right of the
Palace's auditorium. The alley was
decorated and carried through unobstructed to the far tasters end of the
building.

It is

let and the playlet above itself. That
is not detracting one whit from Ed-

gar Allen Woolf, the author of this
tense dramatic, as good a dramatic
as vaudeville has held.
It
runs
around 28 minutes. Mr. Woolf developed it so rapidly in the early
part of the first of the three scenes
(two the same) that the interest is
quickly begotten, and the players do
the rest. There is a bit of novelty in
the attractively set dressing room,
after the bare stage and comedy
dressing rooms of the humor skits
vaudeville has grown familiar with.
The anti-climax and climax each
carry a bit of a surprise, the finale
a real one, and while the piece is
Frenchy, reading somewhat like
something the Guitrys, father or son
or both, did over there some years
ago, its adaptation, if it is an adaptation, for vaudeville has been skillfully done. If it is not an adaptation
but an original with Mr. Woolf, he
should abandon vaudeville authoring
and go in for playwright ing only.
The Atwill company, for vaudeville support is no less, even more.
Elsie Mackay is the wife of the
clown, who believes a rival player, a

heavy of the same company, is attempting to steal her. This leads to
the denouement of the plan to force
tragedy into the playing of the
clown through experience. Manar
real well in a manicured

Kippon did

while Will Hindson as the
clown's valet, with what meagre
comedy the piece held, never failed
for his laugh. Gustave Holland as a
Parisian manager in an excellent
make up played the excitable
Frenchman with approved repression. Too bad that when vaudeville
secure* an Atwill, it can't keep him.
The Donors, Kitty, Ted and Rose,
were second after intermission, the
sketch closing the first half. There
are three big moments for the Donors and they improve each one.
Barring Miss Kitty's boy all the
time (and Kitty and Rose of now are
not unlike Mollie and Nellie King of
years ago), the first is the double
number by Ted and Miss Rose, a
graceful bit, and the other the
double tough dance by Miss Kitty
and Ted, the best tough work in
comedy especially that has been
shown, while the ensemble dancing
finale of the three in picturesque
costumes gave a pretty finish to an
Al act. Miss Kitty is so self possessed and seems to have so much
fun in her while on the stage that
she should let herself go all of the
while, for she made laughs, and in
vaudeville that is more valuable
than even good dancing.
Harry Jolson opened the second
part, in blackface, apparently a
single initially but later the turn became a three-act with a singing
plant and a good looking young
woman who entered a couple of
times, joining in one song. The laybout immensely improves Jolson's
turn, and his finish, of singing pop
songs upon invitation from the audience with the comedy derived
through the plant, gives him a first
class sendaway. He held the spot,
not an easy one. in this bill especially, following the Topics after the
dramatic piece and intermission.
Toward the end of the turn, pos-

women

in

it.

tSimc.

RIVERSIDE

inviting.

Mr. Atwill accomplished the miraculous in this variety debut. He
has come into the twice daily and is
giving a performance equaling at
least anything that raised his prestige among the highest on the dramatic stage. If that previously occurred, it lias passed from memory.
In "The White Faced Fool" Mr. Atwill raises himself above the play-

role,

three

first

half

bill

|

also

headllner with
customary
Trovato given the preference In the
lights proved of a fairly entertainAt no time Monday
ing calibre.
evening did the performance overshadow the general run of shows at
this big Broadway house of Loew's.
Men predominated and carried away
the honors, starting with the Four
American Aces, No. 1, who were
among the applause winners. The
casting turn is one of the best In its
line and a most fitting turn for any
The applause
vaudeville house.
which greeted the efforts of the fpur
boys held up the show.
Corinne Arbuckle, No. 2, offered a
Her
varied routine of numbers.

first

among

totals as
AAA son

"

^

Maurice Diamond and Co t«
from closing have a fine balanc^
background and ?J
the show production

one of the gems of the

Bernard and Garry

tied

into knots, opening after the inter- moving specialty stuff.
Two rirt
mission and deserved their reward. a piano player (he's Ray Walk!
They are two young clean-cut per- who is some ivory manipulator) an
sonable chaps in neat attire and Diamond make a compact person*
brown skin make up. Thei?ir delivery for a turn of this sort. The produe
of pop songs make them sound new tion, is simple but effective. ThJ
which is considerable tribute. One don't have to back themselves u
special arrangement works in imi- with a carload of gold drops ani
tations of Eddie Leonard and Eddie piano lamps because they have It
Cantor by one and Karyl Norman entertainment good*
themselvei
and Al Jolson by the other. The The settings are merely attract!*!
Norman imitation was almost flaw- and adequate. The people make th<
less, the fasetto tones being almost act, not the stage crew, as so oftsi
an exact duplicate of the "Creole is the case. The rag-doll acrobatl
Fashion Plate." These babies are a dance by Diamond and the darkei
set up for the next to shut spots on of the two girls was the featur*
"Broadway Country Girl" selection any bill. They're in for the big time In the absence of Helen McMahoi
(Mrs. Diamond) the doll is hand-w
smacks of originality and forms a trails.
good basis for the introduction of
Jean Granese Trio followed Telle- differently with a padded rag head
the succeeding numbers. Miss Ar- gen, also landing solidly. The com- to soften the bumps.
Then followed the Ben Welch ex.
buckle is better fitted for character edy '.'audience" opening-with the two
and novelty numbers than ballads. men arguing in "wop" dialect was plosion and Little Yosie (New Acts]
The closing Irish ballad gained fair followed up by Charley Granese' as the closer.
Jiush,
returns but appears to lack the de- singing specialty which cinched it.

matinee of the week was
well attended. There was capacity
punch for this miss.
for the night show. A trio of factors cided
The Exposition Jubilee Four, a
contributed the weather variation colored quartet and the second male
from the heat of last week, plus the quartet of the bill, made a pop song
"Evening Mail's" baseball night in routine stand up. The ebony hued
honor of George Burns, plus the bass is the comedian and capable of
delivering laughs on his own.
house manager's contest. Burns is yodeling and cat number carried the
an ex-Giant to whom honors were bulk of the comedy business. They
paid and gifts given at the Polo finished strongly with the latter.
Thomas P. Jackson and Co. in
Grounds Saturday, at which time the
"Once a Thief," a comedy sketch
Cincinnati "Reds" opened with the with a twist or two, were No. 4. The
McGraw champions. A little girl sketch, a man and woman affair, has
suggested the idea to the "Mail," she seen considerable service and procontributing her mite for a present vided the necessary comedy for the
to Burns, and that led to a fund spot. The dialog is fast and to the
large enough to secure a pair of dia- point, the laughs being planted in
mond studded cuff links for the rapid order.
lauded Burns. The presentation was
Trovato placed next to closing exmade on the stage, with the fans out perienced little difficulty, the imitain the audience politely smacking tions of various noises furnished by
their palms in satisfaction.
the audiercc proved the real laugh
The managerial contest was a producing work of the turn. The
matter of selection.
Bill Derr of State is not built so that Trovato
the Riverside chose "artists' favor- could work up his usual business
ite theatre week," which is the con- with people in the boxes.
For a
verse of the favorite players' "cele- single man this chap did capably in
brations," wherein the bill is sup- the heavy spot. The Scotch Revue
posed to be selected by suggestions closed the show.
from patrons. A frame In front held
The picture end of the program
sentiments from the various turns, included a Torchy comedy, news
they saying nice things about the weekly, Screen Snapshots and the
Riverside audiences. The Riverside Elaine Hammerstein feature "Eviprobably got off to the best start in dence." The vaudeville section got
tjie city.
under way Monday evening at 9.15
The idea of artists selecting their with the A. Joseph Jordon's orchesfavorite theatre may have beeen one tra furnishing a specially arranged
reason why Ted Lewis and his band version of "The Village Orchestra,"
were back for a repeat after having which secured returns.
played the house four or five weeks
Business was fair with the temago. Lewis was easily the hit of the perature cool.
Hart.
evening, getting across much better
than on the first date here. The size
of the house counted in his favor
and for the entire show, but the
Lewis organization was in much
The Royal is scheduled to close
better form. His routine was someweek, earlier than
what changed for the final numbers after the current
and encores, which made for the best ever before. The attendance Mongoing.
He succeeded in breaking day night under favorable weather
the tip of his clarionet during one conditions is the answer. With Lou
of the times he twirled it about.
house was
Another musical turn ran a close Tcllcgen headlining, the
second. It was Bill Bailey and Lynn half empty with the show suffering
Cowan, assisted by Estelle Davis. as a result from the lack of inspiracondition at the upThe iurn closed intermission, taking tion, an unusual
•
the spot programed for Lewis, who town stand.
his sketch "Blind
in
Mr. Tellegen
was moved down next to closing.

The

A novelty finish is So the White Kids had to come u,
The turn and dance an encore.
the assets.

capable hands.

minus the

name

It's an
lian) sent them off flying.
acrobatic dance that couldn't miss,
while their previous work was much
appreciated, aided by the comeliness
of Miss Broderick.
Les Gellis opened, followed by
Vincent O'Donnell, and Lucas and
Inez closed the performance.

free orangeade (and good even
free),

The State

bill this

—

A

|

Heras and

Willis,

two

comedy

acrobats, with a corking novelty
opening closed the strong bill. The
athletes in baggy street attire open
in "one" before a special drop representing the exterior of a tenement
houses. After a bit of strumming on
two musical instruments they enter
the house going to a full stage eye.
representing a back yard. The acrobatics are legitimately introduced,
thusly. The possibilities of the act
have been only scratched and should
be .developed further along comedy
Con.
lines.

81ST ST,
"Opportunity Week" at the 81si
Street seemed to be pulling business
Monday night. The lower floor wai
filled within the
last three rows,
which may be taken as a sure flr«
indication there is box office valu«
in the

stunt.

A

number

of locali

must have been entered judging
from the interest displayed, but at

the "Opportunity Week" can hardly
develop anything beyond the old

"amateur night."
There were seven entrants, five
who sang straight numbers
leaning to the operatic and semiclassical
a man who has something
of a local reputation as a vocal instructor (which seemingly should
have barred him from an amateur,
contest), and a sister act. The trials
were made in 26 minutes after the
regular.
The ranging of al! of the
contest a ntg on the stage
after he
»
laat had nnlahed and lh namlng £
the two winners of the evening by,
style

girls

JEFFERSON
The

right weather and

a

;

rate
bill brought appropriate results on
East 14th street Monday night. The
house was near capacity downstairs
by 8.30. Eight acts, most of them
big timers, and a feature is a bargain that appeals to the East Side
and they 'responded in kind.
Ben Welch is the feature. It is
seldom that an audience makes the
witnessed
sort
of demonstration
Monday evening at the end of the
the return.
On
comedian's
blind
turns Welch ought to be good for
of
half
hour
an
even
did
run.
He
a
monolog without moving from his
seat down center and then stood
leaning on Frank Murphy's shoulder
first

applause is employed.
The trials
will continue through the week with
the finals scheduled for next Mon«

day night.
Six regular acts preceded the con«
with the show opened by thS
Stanley Brothers. Eddie Foley and
Lea Leture, with songs and dances;
delivered most decidedly in the
test,

deuce spot.

A comedy crash was apparent
with the advent of Al. K. Hall and
Co. The opening in "one" set th#
audience for a laugh, and it was de«
livered them in the second part of
dinary proportions and Ben with the turn with the burlesque bit oil
his present vehicle "Pals" more than modern dances, full of slapstick stuff
delivers on the stage. Doubtless a and presented with a slow motion
strong sentiment attaches to the af- effect. A couple of the wiggles that
flicted comedian, but he doesn't rest Hall does in this number would hav#
on that appeal alone. His turn is surely been censored had he atmeaty with entertainment as testi- tempted them any time in burlesque*
fied by the fact that the audience They are funny, to be
sure, but wits
laughed and applauded continuously.* it they are also slightly suggestive.
Welch was next to closing and the
Mac
and Rose Wilton with seem*
bill led up to him as its climax, a ingly the
same routine they havl
splendid example of shrewd show been presenting for some little tim*
framing. There was comedy aplenty, now were a solid hit. It remained
and
singing
excellent balance
of
for Chares (Chic) Sale next to clog?
dancing and a good production flash ing to clean up for the show. SalJ
in the Maurice Diamond turn "Snap- wants to watch his voice placii
a condensed ver- shots of 1922." For novelty there when working in a house as deep
for two minutes in acknowledgment
of the applause. The Welch name,
built up in the neighborhood by both
Joe and Ben, is a draw of extraor-

ROYAL

The present
arrangement
was
framed about the time they started
over the Orpheum.
Miss Davis
doesn't in the least mind Cowan's
nickname of "Red." Hers is a neat
bobbed head, and her saxophone fits
in pleasantly with the trio numbers.
Moss and Frye were another shift,
moving back from next to cuosing
for an easy four. At entrance the
comedian took exception to his tan

Youth," which

is

sion of the first act of the pla/, was the White Sisters' kid act the 81st Street. Those in the rear 01
was second after the intermission. which scored second honors to Monday night got only about half of
The sketch held attention but let Welch in applause. The whole bill his routine.
down considerably at the abrupt is clean cut specialty material, very
Closing the show SJicldon, ThomaJ
Vaudeville audiences have light on talk but packed with real and Babb presented a neatly framed
finish.
been looking at surprise and trick vaudeville. There's no getting away combination of singing and dancing.
endings too long to enthuse over a from it, the Keith bookers have the The girl proves to be very clever on
conventional finale. It hurt Telle- knack.
her toes, while both Sheldon and
The Percttos, acrobatic, got away Babb (the latter also pianist) proved
gen's recalls, although the stage
manager staked him to a couple of at 8 o'clock even (missed by the re- themselves apt steppers.
colored partner calling him "the extra curtains. .Russcl Clark in sup- viewer at this performance). Zelda
A Pathe news weekly, Aesop'i
Sheik," the team then going into port shouted his lines like an auc- Santley had rather a tough spot No. Fables and the Paramount featurA
their inverted dialog.
The billing tioneer. Some one must have told 2 for a single character singer, but "The Woman That Walked Alone,"
uses "How high is up" and "How the cast the acoustics were bad, her impersonations at the finish were the screen portion.
Fred.
come," but neither expression was for the entire company save Doug- pulled her through even if they were
The
expression was present in the chat- las Bright was guilty of the same not particularly well done.
ter.
The colored team's harmony breach. Tellegen turned in his usual "Gallager-Shcan" number is becomAVE.
warbling without orchestral aid was finished performance in the lead. ing the standby, taking the place
an excellent contribution, and as The act is o. k. for once around, but formerly occupied by George M.
News for the lay-offs! The 5th
Cohan among impersonators, male Ave. is using amateur acts this week
if the attendance here is a criterion
ever one of the strong bits.
Sidney Phillips was moved down Tellegen is not a "draw" for vaude- and female. Miss Santley does the on the regular bill. Two the first
number and it is over on the an- half, in the first and No. 2 positions
a spot, opening intermission instead ville.
The bill played smoothly and nouncement. The announcement is They were declared winners by thi
of closing
it.
For a starter his
rendition of the ever catchy "China- strongly, opening with Johnny Sing- all the imitators need. Miss Santley's audiences last week in the "Opportown" shoved him off to favor. The er and Dolls, a man and girl duct best impersonation is that of Fannie tunity Contest" and given their opprincipal change in routine is the of dancers in Russian stepping. Brice singing "My Man."
portunity in split week bookings thl
Helen Goodhue and Co. with May current term.
impression bit, led by an extended Singer's spins and knee locks were
example of Walter C. Kelly's court his biggest assets. The girls have Tully's sketch "Sister Wives" did
Now "Opportunity Contests" art
It has an abundance of being waged
comedy. Al Jolson and Sam Ber- one novel dance, a tambourine affair nicely.
in the Keith -Proctornard are supposed to be brought to getting taps in tempo by clever vigorous farcical material. The May Moss New York houses as a husinesl
the 'bar," Phillips doing a song manipulation of the catgut and Tully touch is there. Miss Goodhue getter in the dull season, to draw thi
does substantially an impersonation neighborhood bunch in to greet their
number for both Jolson and Ber- bells.
Ormsbce and Remlg (New Acts) of the author in her style of play- favorites. The most any turn look!
nard. A Dixie song for Al and
ing. The playlet gets away from the for is probably, small time, if they
acceptably
with
piano,
deuced
vio"There Should Be Music in Everyone's Home, Except Next Door to lin and song duets. This man and beaten path and its only defect is are going to stick. Not all of them
woman
with
rearranged
its length, 25 minutes being a long Judging by the 5th Ave's selertioi
a
routine
sibly because it was warm, Mr. Jol- Mine," for Bernard.
Wilfred Clarke and a company, can go right along in fast company. stretch for a sketch devoid of the first half, will make that. Tw<
son removed his kinky wig. It left
'"The
Rubes"
specialty.
Three
(Bowers,
Walhim with his own hair above the wherein Grace Menken is featured,
more of the winners will be there ot
Ralph Bevan and. Beatrice Flint the bill for the last half. One
cork and made a considerable dif- offered his newest farce "What ters and Crooker) in their veteran
comedy
acrobatic
novelty
do
capital
had
no
a
15
minutes
of
crisp
ference in his appearance, so much Next" on third and it landed all the
jimmy Kelly, a bellhop at the Hotd
The turn is about the best trouble scoring in the third niche. knock-about fun. Bevan Is a natural Breslin, across the way from tW
so it is suggested he appear in black way.
dancing
duel
and
clown,
The
trapeze
of
stuff
one
the
few
who
can
Clarke
make
has
done
and he has surface hereafter without the wig. That
theatre. The try-outs may or m«
wig on and as seen off of his head, rounded himself with excellent sup- insured them. The finish *in "one" grimacing, grotesque posturing and not be getting salary. Probably not
now
includes
the
rolling
under
bumping
falls
genuinely
The
the
funny.
port.
SupClarke
is
another
act
seemed to aid his personality, when
Eight acts in all and with two flu'
drop once identified with Welch, porting this knack for amusing slap- ers, the house might have be«>
off, as it held it down when on. demonstration that the old form of
Mealy
and
Montrose.
stick
the
pair
playlet
have
kick
built
up
has
a
in
the
an
exif
mait.
However
afraid it would be caught cheatinj
Morris and Shaw, another strong tremely amusing lino of man-and- so provided against it by anneunj; "
Next to closing, Miss Brlce terial and playing are there. Helen
comedy
pair
entries,
of
kept
woman
up
the
conversational
Clement,
Miss
exchange.
Menken
Philip
and
whanged them for 31 minutes with
a "surprise act" each night of J"
songs and fun. Nearly all of the Harrison form the active cast to fast temp following. The straight's The turn has besides all this a bit opening week of the summer MJ
legitimate
charade
"dope"
of
laughable
Clarke's
terization
dancing
lead,
with
Chailes
and
two
Emnumsongs were comics. In the Indian
son." According to business arourj
helped the Hebrew comedy of Joe bers, both of comedy nature, by the town and including the 5th Ave., la*
number while lying upon the stage, merich doing an old roue bit.
Morris.
Shaw
has
a
baritone
comedian.
Frank
Davis
The
and
Adele
voice
woman
Darnell
straight
is
a
almost prone, and saying with a
Week was the regular sum»

5TH

it

1

Yiddish accent, "I'm an Indian," with "Birdseed" were another pro- that would not be out of place in feeder.
The White Sisters never miss.
Miss Brice leaned her head down as gram shift, they moving down a grand opera. In addition he can
though detecting a scent (it was a spot for a capital .number seven. handle dialog, squeezing the last They have that appeal of well beof
drop
comedy
out
of
haved
thr
the
and precocious children that
The
crisp
chatter
on
lines.
caught
from
and
said,
woodland drop in "one")
cannot fail. They were on fifth and
The Yiddish may jump. The turn has been out f5f They had to beg off.
"I srncll a ham."
Morton
and
Glass
followed,
is
interup
town,
and
sure
also
to
that
for
after
time led the field by a lap.
nice,
have squared it, but is that
mission spotting for some time to landing in the first flight. It is a The Jefferson clientele is generous
Fanny t
delightful
talking
and
singing
with
novits
corner
response, but for the
Stanton,
Pernio
No. 4 had Val and
Cleo G^sroigne (New Acts) was elty. The "step" dance and "pogo" youngsters they outdid^ themselves.
who were over before they started.
dance
on
the
sticks
put
them
(New
Acts)
away
The
lights
The
No.
Kecktors
were
the
2,
up for the following
The boys could have stopped
..mi they
turn when
HH.JT resorted
VDUI IVU
the
IMC
to
IV
show If they had wanted to, almost displayed an unusual acrobatic as two of vaudeville's cleverest ex |i«..ii
routine
the
Bessyc
measured
opening.
for
it,
handicaps
stop
in unison that
as easily as Miss Brice did
dialog is bright and witty, and in used to break up the Colonial shows,
lbtv,
and Mr. Atwill. who, though closing Clifford closed.
I

opening.

Van and Schenek wen the sir
Monday evening. eroWdinfJ

prise

the No. 4 spot and,
mopping. If the songs
in

<"""!

ol
tl»«

V

ure

l0

^

used, all comics, Monday
t
their regular turn, they 1,,,ve rt
crackcrjack collection of '""PJS
niH
Every one was a wallop, ituni
their qwn "Sheik of Avenue B

The laughTng'hit was Pr#«Wto ^
seemed
im
Klaiss.
rvsvwr wwiii-Mr. Preseler
working better than when l;^ " ^

5th Ave. He had the house in a gale
of laughter all ^ he time. The tornado of Sunday left Monday cool and
that was an incentive. Miss Klaiss
sang three number- all pops. She is
«e songs, and that
Inclined to shou'
in a large
may be a better delivery
aized house than a small one like
might
Klaiss
Miss
the 5th Ave.
gauge her tone to the size of the aualtogether.
lower
it
ditorium, or
That boy of Wells, Virginia and
West just tore things apart with his
dancing. Under direction such as he
would receive in a production the
t>oy is very apt to develop into a
comedian of worth. He has a humorous idea of catching a laugh with his
walk, his feet are funny if he cares
to make comedy with them (outside
Of his regular dancing) and he has
a serious manner of putting over
.gagging points that helps the laughs.
Me is also acrobatic, as displayed in
one dance, and these, with his step
Stuff, that i? above par. will send

make way

passed on quietly to

displays discretion in selecThe stereotyped single woman
ideas have been eliminated in her
work.
She is offering impersonations of Anna Held and Christie

terial
tion.

MacDonald.

They

didn't

BROADWAY

for

Wilson and Kepple (New Acts) who
provided six minutes of stepping No.
2.
With no signs of life having
yet come forth from the few present
Regal and Mack No. 3 tapered
through their skit and secured a
giggle here and there.
Mack at
times endeavored to add a bit of
Hebrew comedy to ftt the occasion,
but even that failed to bring them
around. Madeline Randolph, No. 4,
presented another turn of a quiet
nature.
This young woman's ma-

mean any-

thing to the City audience, but for
houses catering to class audiences
they should appeal. Her other work
is generally satisfactory with a favorable impression left.
Monroe and Grattan with their
talk vehicle secured light returns.
Two man and woman >,kits placed
in such close proximity on the bill
made the going difficult for the
second combination.
Taylor and

A

big drop In the temperature
Monday night from the blazing heat
of the preceding week apparently
helped the Broadway considerably.
The downstairs section benefited
most, filling up for about ninetenths of its capacity. The balcony
did fairly.
This is "Blue Ribbon
Week" at the Broadway, so called
in accordance with the general plan
of the Keith houses throughout
Greater New York labeling this
week's shows with some sort of
ballyhoo moniker.
The show held
average entertainment, pleasing in
the main.
Bert L,ahr and Mercedes, fourth,
walked away with the hit.
The
rough and ready comedy featuring
Bert Late*! eccentric cop was made
to order for the Broadway, and the
bunch immediately voted him the
freedom of the opera house. Lahr
is from burlesque, taking a flier in
vaudeville for the summer. He evidences real possibilities as a low
comedian that should take him several floors higher than burlesque
before long.
Hamilton and Barnes, a man and
woman conversational duo. were
second, and gave the show needed
life
in that spot, scoring with a

long for that attraction on the other
nights. Out-of-town reports proved
Chicago and Boston, which are the
only stands trying for summer, as
badly off as Broadway. With the
closing of "The Tavern" this Saturday, Boston will offer "Sally" alone.
Closings dot the Loop. too.
"Spices of 1922/* the new revue
by Jack Lait, with the Shuberts. is
now primed for the Casino at $2.10
top.
It
opens at Atlantic City
(Apollo) next week, Monday. "Strut
Miss Lizzie," a colored show that
has been on the East Side, comes
to the Times Square Monday. After
three weeks, "Sue, Dear," a musical
show, is listed to follow. No house
had been chosen for "Love and
Kisses"
up to Wednesday.
A
musical show called "Hello, New
Y' rk," is reported being readied

for one of the Shubert theatres.
boy along anywhere. Besides
More Than SO Per Cent, in Cut Rates
which, he has a nice stage presence
Although the list of attractions
*nd bearing. The turn stopped the
show until the youth came out for
offered at cut rates was considerhis how. alone.
ably pruned through the closings of
The risley and ground acrobat ics Brown, man and woman, on the
last week, there stjll remained more
of the Seven Bracks caught the rings closed the show.
Hart.
than 50 per cent, of the available
cerBracks
The
hurry.
crowd in a
offerings on sale.
Of the 30 offertainlv do put a finish to their work,
that
have
They
ings on Broadway, 17 were listed
worl;.
nice
and it is
bunch of new and old material. It's at bargain prices. In the buy list
Continental style. The comedy apA draggy summer show with a not what you do it's how it's done, there were 11 attractions, with the
pears to have been cut down, or
maybe it was the third show of the distinctly small time flavor the first was exemplified perfectly by the brokers looking hopeful because of
hurry
The team, who make such veterans as
to
half
group
on the American Roof.
the
caused
that
day
the cool weather early in the week.
up. Anyway, it was fast, good and Hoof held but half a house Tuesday "Father was killed in the rush" and
The attractions on 'buy' were
night.
similar stuff sound new through exappreciated.
"Stolen Sweets" one of those talky pert treatment. Barnes has a piece "Kiki" (Belasco). "Kempy" (BelQuigley and Maloney and Mary
Acts),
(New
four
tryouts
tabs
with
four
choristers
.wnd
"Chauve-Souris" (Century
the
mont),
were
of
business
with
a
pair
of
earlaps
Carson
with Gier's Musical Ten, a mixed principals closed the first half. The that gets him some laughs, but RoOty, "Captain Applejack" (Cort).
band (New Acts), while Glenn and act holds a pair of capable light Which could he developed into a "C.ood Morning, Dearie* (Globe).
Jenkins were next to cloning and comedians in Chas. Gales and J.m k succession of wows if carried out Music Bog Itevue" (Music Box),
Barton, but the material they have logically. The idea is limitless in a
Booth and Nina closed.
"The Cat and the Canary" (NaBusiness off. but good enough for to juggle with is enough to swamp comedy way.
None.
the best comics in show business.
Billy CJlason was next to closing. tional). "Ziegfeld Follies" (Amsterthe season.
"Partners Again" (Selwyn).
dam).
The act just lolled along in a me- He was accost'ed a reception and
chanical way, finally dragging it- registered consistently while he oc- "Red Pepper" (Shubert) and "Make
The cupied the platform. Some acts use It Snappy" (Winter Garden).
self to a convention;.! finish.
ST.
girls in the turn brighten it up a a spotlight here atid there.
Qlaaon
In the cut rate agoncy.the offerAl Reeves was in lights and billed bit, but the tedious dialog and lack uses it continuously throughout his
Express
each
all o\<r the lobby and above
of situations keep the playing tempo act. Not the best idea in the world, ings were "The Bronx
"The Dover Road" (Bijou);
(Astor).
box otlice window. Beeves evidently away below normal.
as the continuous spot makes for
on
drew the fair-sized audience
A bright spot in the second half lack of contrast. C'.lason's turn has "The Truth About Blnyds" (Booth).
Despite his were Lane and Freeman, a two -man a touch of new material at inter- "Perfect Fool* (Cohan). "Abies
deck Monday night.
absence from vaudeville for possibly talking combination who lifted the vals, which proves he is pro- Irish Rose" (Fulton), "He Who Gets
25 years, during which time he has show considerably next to closing. gressive.
Slapped" (Garrick), "Six-Cylinder
been out with his own burlesque Here's a turn that needs but one
William and Joe Mandcl. the
(Harris), "The Pinch Hitter"
•how, a fair proportion of the house special topical number and the comedy acrobats, deserve a niche in Love"
Rubicon" (Hudson).
unnot
is
It
remembered him.
slightest brushing up of a talk to the hall of vaudeville fame for dis- (Miller), "The
likely they recalled him other than send it into the best of big timers, covering something new in the way "The Goldfish" (Klliott). "The Bat"
although
his burlesque appearances,
with every chance in the world of of a comedy acrobatic turn.
The (Morosco). "Up the Ladder" (Playan unusually large proportion of more than making good.
The team landed for their usual score at house). "The Hairy Ape" (Plymxnidd'e-aged folks were in the house. straight man has looks, delivery the Broadway. Karl and Mathews outh). "Lawful Larceny' (Republic),
Reeves "and Beauties" (three of and a voice. The comic has unc- and Flying Howards did not appear "Red Pepper" (Shubert). "Shuffle
•em) topped the show.
tion, a real sense of comedy and at the last night show Monday. x
Along" (63d Street) and "The CharThe Philmers opened in Harle- also sings well. There is also a
Diaz Sisters and Power. Benorc
latan" (Times Square).
routine,
wire
tight
quin garb with a
likeable air of naturalness about De Deo and "A Wight in Spain"
the man shouldering the brunt of the conversational stuff, that is (New
Acts).
Ma *k
Bennett's
he
section
fore
In
the
the labors.
miles above the usual pop house "Crossroads of New York" was the
does the usual wire stunts, walking talking act.
The big time would feature icture.
Hell.
STOCKS DISPUTE
blindfolded, etc.. mixing it with con- acquire an asset if il secured this
(Continued from page 12)
siderable gagging. The talk is not pair.
unfunny, although rather
at all
bcrship in the P. M. A. guaranteed
Another turn that was far above
BROADWAY 49TORY
quiet, and were it not that it's un- the small time average was Johnny
her against the closed shop. Equity
(Continued from page 13)
usual for an opening act to chatter, Murphy (New Acts), spotted fourth
the
As it is. the and saving the first part. Van and giosses of this brace .of non- then took the matter up withMiss
It would click sweetly.
P. M. A., the latter stating
talk has to go through an evoluting Carrie Avery did v. ell with their musicals
and
the
field.
"Captain
A
rights.
within
her
Bonstelle
was
process of growing on the audien-o
ornedy skit in the second half. Van
until they warm up to the idea. The Avery is a black face comic of the Applejack" dipped to $8,600, nnd managerial committee ^vas formed
"The
Cat
and
Canary"
under
went
woman assists, making three or four finished type, who knows how to
to handle the complaint, with the
costume changes. The'closing tu it place his laughs without straining $7,500. The feature of last week, result Kquity was informed the
of jumping off the wire on o a for effect.
The spirit stuff in the outside of "Follies" and "Chauve- case would be argued out only bespringboard and back got them off act is timely and the comedy angles Souris," was "The Rivals," revived
fore an umpire. Later in the season
nicelv
of it perfectly handled. The Lytells at the Empire for a week by the
Walter Vincent joined the P. M. A.
Cir.thlhs and Dobson (New Acts). opened doing well with the small
Players
Club.
The
show
drew
$20,Hal io bason and Co. have a valu- house.
stock division and more recently
*
300.
able vehicle in "Air. Chaperone" that
The latter, with
Milton Aborn.
Waiman and Berry opening the
looks sure-Are lor the big three-a- second half entertained with violin
A stretch of heat was all that grand opera in English, classed hfs
day. It is ingeniously built around and piano duets, and violin singles. was
necessary to shake down company as a stock.
the
female impersonating The man is a good fiddler, and the Broadway's struggling survivors.
star's
Since the filing of the complninf:,
ability.
There are three people In woma\ keeps the accompaniments Counting the few new shows likely
it has several times been reported
the sketch father, daughter and nieely'subdued.
Francis Ross and
daughter's beau, to whom father Du Ross, and Rollison and Williams to come in, the summer will hardly that Equity did not care to have the
this stock question come before umpire.
objects. Father phones to an agency (New Acts).
The feature picture count more than 15 shows by seatime next month. July 15 last
for a chaperone, and the girl's was "Yellow Men and Gold."
In light of the continued delay the
favored one decides to pull an
son found but 16 attractions in the managers have inferred that Equity
BelL
Eltinge and frame the old man Into
going; and with this season much recognises the 'weight of the Mack
giving hig consent. It works out as
under last, the number may be con- decision, which threatens the claimhis
planned,
Johnson roughing
siderably less.
ed "divine right" of the" stock field
"nance" with effective low comedy
Saturday's closings take in "The by Equity.
and getting away from any trace
With the aid of the suddejj drop
of effeminacy. Although somewhat in temperature Monday night the First Year," which ends a great run
now that the
It is understood
Inconsistent, the "father" character house was but half full. Headline of 86 consecutive weeks at the managers Are seeking a settlement
yodels toward the end of the piece honors were shared by Herschel Little. The management could have
Learned Hand
Judge
matter.
the
of
for no good reason, but* to excellent Henlere and the Watson Sisters, carried the show through another
response, being recalled for an en- third and fifth respectively.
They month or longer with cut rates, but is named as the umpire. It was that
jurist who was first selected to act
core.
Al Reeves Co. (New Acts).
also split the hit honors.
Willi" Solar, now working in boob
Monday nights at the Franklin are decided not to use that device. as umpire In the closed shop argulisted
are
"Up
Other
withdrawals
get-up as against the former smart known as "Merchant Nights," with
ment, but who was compelled to
sack suit, sang and went through the merchants in the immediate the Ladder," Playhouse; "The Rubi- withdraw, Judge Mack then being
his routine of vocal calisthenics to neighborhood donating the articles con,"
Hudson; "The Charlatan,"
The selection of
agreed upon.
healthy returns.
Solar has not given to members of the audience.
Times Square; 'The Bronx Ex- Judge Hand Is believed to offer no
played this house for quite some
A comedy show, with three of the press," Astor;
About
"Truth
time and he was an evident surprise six turns making use f the piano. Blayds," Booth, and "Lawful Lar- reason for further holding back final
to the regulars.
action on the stock situation.
Corinne & Himber opened* assisted
Jessie Blair Sterling and Girls by Sid Sheftel at the baby grand. It ceny," Republic. "Red Pepper" was
Not only will the decision clear up
(New Acts). "According to Hoyle." may have been the act did not be- in doubt a,t. the Shubcr' but picked the muddle in the stock field but it
this
week, when the
early
starring David Butler, was the fea- long in that spot, but it did not fare up
will, if the managers' contontion Is
ture.
A bel.
"The Pinch
so well. The act should please No. weather moderated.
operation
Hoyt. Hitter" got almost as much in two correct, place open stock
2 on any small time bill.
by members of the P. M. A. on the
Kohler and Koyle deuced it and just days this week
all last week at
about squeezed themselves through. the Henry Miller, and will run an- same basis as any other stocks. The
Herschel Henlere. No. 3, was the other week, continuance after being so-called all -Equity stock companies
It
took more than a vaudeville first real turn, and started to tie
are "permitted" by Equity's council
show to bring to life the rather them into knots from the start. In Indefinite. The notice is up for both to play over eight performances a
slim audience that held forth at working up to his piano playing he shows, meaning week to week conWhen the P. M. A. first
the City, Tuesday night. The eight- drew down laugh upon laugh with tinuance.
"The Goldfish" was not week.
act bill passed on with as little his Clean cut comedy. Henlere played certain after this week at the Mag- pointed out its membership rights.
enthusiasm displayed as is possible a few numbers and begged off on ine Elliott, but there was some talk Equity replied that if P. M. A. manto be shown in any theatre where account of tb<- lengthy show to Col
agers did play stoeks, such comol moving it Up to the Astor.
there is a performance going on. ]«.\v. 'Are You Married?" on fourth,
week the outward goin^ panies would be limited to eight
List
Lack of low comedy in the early following Henlere, bad a hard spot
performance! a week, a basis beportion of the bill wis in nil proba- to nil and just barely made it. The swept 'The ROM of Stamboul" on*
lieved unprofitable for such attracbility
largely responsible tor this Watson Si.-'-:v stopped the* i»how of the Century, the business having
"The Blushing tions.
state of affairs.
dropped to 18.000.
Applause failed cold on fifth.
This phase of the matter is as Imto come with any regularity until
Lloyd lb*»eh ntid his "Five Sym- Brido" Mopped at the 44th street
tli" sixth act when a fair outburst
phony I'l ;.'!.- followed, closing a ..No. quitting one week abend of portant as the opinion of Judge
' »»••
boy g with the schedule.
Was Accorded the Alexander Hyde corned) »>i!'.
Mac|<
that the p. M. A. cm include
close,
to
The decisfon
i'\
knows how to Stamboul" w.is Made al G;.':a In all classes hf managerial MemberOrchestra (New Acts). Ben Marks saxaphnn* eerl
and Dolly Wilson who followed de- handle it, M<« -i. -v. m returns with
ship or more so and it is the im't had been running
by ii'.h :nx so xn phono the evening,
livered
the
lirst
comedy
and solo .n la;
portant reason why the attempt is
clarinet. IbaCh did both of on a week to week basis.
gathered returns with it.
Marks land
being made to force Equity "to bat"
June
got
hot
weather
pulled
Unusual
and
dances with eaae
brought forth all of the burlesque I,
if the manto the ticket ageneies and till at- in the stock contest,
goodly -h ire of npplau
tricks he possessed and managed to dou
su-p
Into
.•;!
ager's
can
claim is upheld. Equity would
-h
make
The o
traction* were dumped in last week,
creditable showing whereas W jtii
the
earlief turns had passed on any bin time show
with the exception of Saturday be compelled to give P. M. A. open
without a ripple.
The feature picture, "Wife Against night tickets for the "Kollies." The stock companies the same kind of
Starks.
I'uiliii"
s'arrmg
R'loiette. a young woman contor- Wife."
as given the all -Equity
specs held balcony locations too Contract
tionist, opened with twisting.
She closed the -bow.
this
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stocks. In that way "meeting th«
conditions which prevail in that
branch of the business," recognized
by Equity as equitable terms in that
branch of the business by virtue of
to
its issuance of such contracts
"closed shop" or all -Equity stock
casts.

Another angle in support of the
managerial stand that its membership is not confined to activities
within first class theatres, is that
the P. M. A. constitution provides
for its members participating in any
branch of theatricals and the con-

has been recognised
Hquity from the start.
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New
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Editor Variety:
In this week's Variety, 8hnr, in
his review of the Fifth avenue show,

we "claim originality" for the
playing of musical handsaws, pitch-

said

forks, etc.

Th the advertising columns
we pro\ed our claims for
the origination and challenged our
imitators, without receiving a response from any of them.
Did fihnc ever see anyone play a
one -string on a pitchfork and use
the crown of a hat to graduate the
tone? We\ have affidavits from busiiu'.sh'ii'ii of standing from many
years ago who heard us play the
Thrt

of Variety

handsaws then.
Would also like

know who

to

la

playing a tune on a toy balloon.
That was given to us by Sam Moore,
who originated it, and we have it
in the Protected Material Department of the N. V. A.
How about the musical knife and
disinfecting cans?

Does it pay to bring originalities
into vaudeville? Judging from the
credit we receive no!
Weaver Brot.

—

The notice referred to said the
Weavers claimed originality during
the course of their act for everything they did. It merely reported
what they, had said. It, was not up
to Vnriety in a notice to affirm or
deny it. If no one contradicts their
statement, it must stand as an undisputed fact, that they are the
creators and originators
this
of
type of comedy musical turn with
novelty
freak
instruments
that
others in and out of vaudeville are
also doing.

Who used the toy balloon has
passed from memory, but will be
recalled. It was done as a brief bit
by two people singing or playing,
the user of the balloon, after blowing it up. allowing it to squeak out
comedy accompaniment

in

the

to

'

singing

other's

playing.

or

It

is

thought to have been seen in a burlesque show at the Columbia, New
York, about two months ago.

JUDGMENTS
name Judgment debtor;
name judgment creditor.)
Sigmund Romberg
and Wilner Romberg Corp.; O. B.
(

First

second

Max

Road;

R. Wilner,

$1,089.63.

Albert Capellani Proflavine; Marjorie

Kambcau Dillman;

Crest PicU. Corps.;

$2,835.09.

Scardon;

IV

$1,232.09.

Cinemaplsys,

Inc.;

P. T.

Kontos;

Jr.;

Crandall

$1,684.37.

Frank McConvilla,
Pcttee Co.; $151.55.

New Amsterdam

Casualty Co.; B.

B. Talbot; $1,154.72.
P. W. Picta, Inc.;

G.

Argos;

$1.6*9.87.

Rialto Production and C. H. Rosenfeld; H. Mackler; $276.90.
Hugh Weir; M. Miller; $324.39.

Mohawk Film Co* Inc., City of
N.Y.; $45.26.
Harry P. Hanbury; W. T. Laticff
$36.58.

B. D. Nice

I

CITY

FORUM

ARTISTS'

—

FRANKLIN

by

stitution

&

Co„

Inc.;

S. Russell

ct al.; $210.38.

Irwin Rosen; M. S. Cohen; $425.36.

Wendell Phillips Dodge; Steinway

&

Bona; $35.92.
Hickson, Inc.;
Al Mayer;

T!.

M. Hugh**;

Hudson Operating

$*25.
Co.;

$94.65.

Msry

Burns

Murrillo;

Bros.;

$53.95.

Hechheimer;

H. 8.
al.;

I.

Brown

et

$93.57.

Ernest Hussar;

J. If.

Harrington;

$349.87.

Fred W. Allen;

J.

Livingston

Co.. Inc.. $752.20.
Comic
Co., Inc.;

Fdm

A

City of N.

Y.; $45.28

Attachment
Frsncis X. Bushman; James M<-(iuire, Inc.;

$750.

Assignment

Anna Spencer, Inc., theatrical cot*
tumor. 244 West 42d street, has assigned to Harold If. Goldblatt for
benefit of creditors.
William M.
fliordan is treasurer of the company, incorporated in 1919,
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REVIEWS OF RECORDING DISCS
{Variety department

of critical

rcvicas of the cur,ent phonograph record*)

WA WA— Margaret

tion.

sionistic, the "Jolly Coppersmith"
idea being excellently orchestrated
with intermittent whistling and vocal interpolations to the accompaniment of the clanging of the forges.

HAPPY DAYS

(Fox Trot)— Vincent

Lopez Orchestra.
Ohio," and one of the most popular
GEORGIA (Fox Trot)— Don Parker
current ballroom waltzes.
Yvung (Vocal).
Trio— Edison No. 50961.
The second is not so well known,
OO ERNEST— Same Brunswick
Two "happy" fox trots are coupled
but melodious, the trio (violin, 'cello
No. 2265.
and piano) rendering it novelly. on this Edison disk. In the first, it
This popular Eskimo song Is a The record is as good for concert as is novelly arranged for the sax and
harmless little ditty, although a
the trombone to do some "laughing"
for dance.
female single at the Palace, New
to get across the optimistic idea.
York, two weeks ago put more kick
On the reverse, Don Parker of
ever
than the authors
it
Into
RIO NIGHTS— Ferera and Fran- Whiteman's oreheatm leads a trio
chini (Instrumental).
dreamed of on the strength of her
with the "Georgia" number. Banta,
for
HAWAIIAN RAINBOW Same- pianist, and Lucas, banjo, complete
own delivery. That speaks well
Brunswick, No. 2251.
the artiste's delivery, if not for her
the combination. Parker's soprano
Again the adage about not keep- sax pipes forte throughout, with
good taste. There are a couple of
people
disk
the
but
it,
in
good man (or tune) down is Banta's piano fingering coming to
lines
ing
a
kick
and
Fisher the fore in passages. Lucas faithproven in "Rio Nights."
insist on very polite, comedy,
author-publisher, fully submerges his banjo picking in
its
do not countenance anything else. Thompson,
Miss Young has lived up to re- worked on that waltz many a favor of the accompaniment. It's a
quirements, although the snap is month from way out Butte, Mont., corking combination that will bear
by no means deleted altogether. She until it came to t..e attention of a watching.- The possibilities to decertain New York publisher, who took .t velop into as standard a recording
is a comedienne who puts a
something into her "canned rendi- over and exploited it on a large feature as the All-Star Trio (Vicvoice scale.
of
trick
a
by
merely
It is now enjoying quite a tor), which consists of piano, sax
tions
shading.
and xylophone, are potential.
A
mechanical vogue.
„
,, AJ
ditty
a
Ernest,"
"O-oo
and
This
Frank Ferera and Anthony Fran- snatch of "Jubilo" leads into the
about a dumb-bell who is stalling chini, disk Hawaiian guitar vet- snappy "Georgia" selection, which is
with "Malinda
for time to the extent he is causing erans, deliver this and "Hawaiian further medleyed
query impatiently Rainbow"
in Brown.*'
to
gal
(Gravelle-Harring)
his
?"
technic.
finished
"Ernest, are you earnest with
their usual
are made-to-order pop songs for
BLUEBEARD,
ARE YOU?
Miss Young.
(Fox Trot)—Julius Lenzberg's
TEE-PEE BLUES (Fox Trot)—
Harmonists.
Benson Orchestra.

COGIE OOGIE

—

—

'

l

WHERE

MOON
BLUES— Same- TENNESSEE
Nathan Glantz's

NO USE CRYING (Fox Trot)— All- BLACK-EYED
Star Trio and Orchestra.
Victor, No.
Tf *SIN'— Same— Victor, No 18888
Wicked blues

18874.
of the sort to tickle
in these torrid days,

WITH THE MUSIC MEN

The first Is a Sousa ComposiThe second Is more impres-

Okeh No.

(Fox Trot)—
Orchestra

4554.

injunction
Issued
to
6. H. Kress & Co., a 25-cent cham the
Fell*
co -I
of "DardanelU?
store syndicate that has been re- Bernard, co-author
up
the
tying
"Dardanella"
bank ac*
has
music,
tailing considerable sheet
count in 1919.
Bernard when he
sent a letter to some of the pub- commenced suit for
royalties against
lishers asking for the arrangement the publishers secured the
injunction*
of a conference on the question why posting a $1,000 bond. Fisher,
now
sheet music does not sell as well as that Bernard has dropped the ac«
They advise a price cut tion, asks that he be reimbursed for
it should.
from 25 cents te 10 cents, the pre- the non-use of his bank account out
war price, as the solution, or mov- of the $1,000 bond. Justice Was*
servogel's opinion on the matter is
ing stock that is gathering dust ofl
'The discontinuance of
succinct:
the counters.
the action on the trial . .
was
be
A suggestion that they would
in effect a determination. From the
compelled to discontinue the sheet facts it appears that plaintiff was
music department is also included unable to prove his case, and in such
event the complaint would have been.
in case nothing new develops.
Frederick E,
The Music Publishers' Protective dismissed . . ."
Bernard's
attorney,
Association, of its own accord, last Goldsmith,
states
he
will
appeal
from this
week appointed a committee con- decision.
Louis
Marks,
sisting of Edward B.
Bernstein (Shapiro, Bernstein &
Harry Pearson is the Philadelphia
Co.) and J. M. Priaul (C. H. Ditson manager for Berlin, Inc., and has
Co.), to arrange a means to boost held that position for two years.
They are to report at the Harry Pearl, reported former man*
sales.
ager there and now connected with
next regular meeting.
the New York office, was formerly
.

The American Society
posers, Authors

of

Com-

in charge in
Inc.

Pittsburgh for

Berlin,

and Publishers has

Andy Boyle, Charles Reed, Joe
and Tom Brackett have connected with the Jack Snyder Musio
their letter of May 24 advising the Co. professional staff.
150 radio companies in existence
of copythat the broadcasting
H. L». Willson, president of the
righted music through the ether Columbia Graphophone Co., has issued
a statement declaring the af«
constitutes a public performance
fairs of the organization free from
for profit and for which the authors embarrassment from individual acand composers are entitled suitable tions. A plan has been arranged by
revenue. The radio companies, the the creditors' committee in such a
ones answering within a few way that its indebtedness, principal

received a surprisingly large

centage

of

per-

immediate answers

to

Griffin

Julius Lenzberg. the same Julius
orchestra is who directs the Keith's Riverside,
New
York, orchestra, is probably
melody whieh is said to bra conti- building up a following among the only vaudeville orchestra leader
Rs foreign Victor disk buyers that bids fair to
nental hit in Europe.
singled
out for recording purto
be
origin is evident by the style of the rival Whiteman's. They are deliv- poses.
His overture and intermiscomposition, whieh is more re- ered In regulation fashion with sion solos at the theatre have bestrained and "academic" compared forte bass saxo gyrations standing come a feature at Ithe Riverside al- big
and interest, at the discretion of the
Withal, it is out in the arrangements.
to native effusions.
most on a par with an act. Julius days, have all expressed their sym- committee is postponed for three
an excellent dance selection.
Is quite .a popular chap in his thewith the proposal and sug- years. The volume of business the
pathy
" (Carlton-Riese-Walsh)
"Teasln'
ON A. LITTLE SIDE STREET— atre neighborhood because of his gested the society itself fix its rate past month is said to be satisfactory.
Is eontrastedly orthodox American
Ernest L. Stevens (Piano Solo). trench boys' music, and if properly
in tempo and iirranpement— no misAIN'T NOBODY'S DARLING— exploited in that vicinity the neigh- of revenue for this privilege of
I
The deferred release date propo«
taking that! One of the most popusongs. sition wherein a music publisher
copyrighted
Ray Perkins (Piano Solo) Edi- bors would be buying lots of Lenz- broadcasting
Allthe
tunes,
lar current dance
tors, No. 50933.
berg's disks. That angle has been The radio
people meantime are advises the record and roll people"
Star Trio and orchestra get conThe waltz seems gradually re- sadly neglected by the company.
when he prefers to have a mechanisiderable out of it. For one thing. turning, judging from recent ob- Then, too, Lenzberg is not always contenting themselves with standrecording of a composition rexylo
Green's
Hamilton
George
works for cal
non -copyrighted
servation. It is being jazzed to ac- assigned the best tunes to "can." ard
leased to the public is having its
comthe
to
hammering is superior
complish the come-back, but it will The "Bluebird" number is acceptable musical programs and realize they drawbacks.
The publisher does
mon garden variety of hammer do it on its own in time. Just now and well done, but not distinctive.
are becoming exceedingly dry be- this on the theory a roll or record
work. He figures prominently here the publishers adopt a middle
The "Tennessee Moon" (Brownwill sell big after he has fulfilled
with solo passages, interpolating a course of issuing duplex waltz and Hall) number has a nice swing, Na- cause of that reason. The society
an exploitation campaign which
snatch of the "12th Street Rag" for fox trot arrangements of a com- than Glantz's saxophone standing on advice of Nathan Burkan, its may
take a certain number of
counsel, has refused to grant any
good measure.
position to meet the syncopated out as in all his arrangements.
permission
one
to use their cata- weeks and the mechanical recordtastes of the dancers.
ing
should
then be released at the
A pro- peak
logues even temporarily.
Edith
Waltzes like "On a Little Side CUTIE (Medley Fox Trot)— Harry posed plan of
BIRMINGHAM BLUES
of the song's popularity so
$1 per year per radio
Jazz Street," simple, melodious, straightOriginal
and
Raderman's Jazz Orchestra.
Wilson
receiving set sold is under consid- that the sheet music and record
away compositions minus the trick VIRGINIA BLUES (Fox Trot)— eration, although there is the draw- sales ride together. The mechanic
Hounds.
Broadway Dance Orchestra- back that many of the fans are as- cal people find, however, that a
WICKED BLUES— Same Colum- breaks, etc., will probably figure
strongest in the actual revival of
Edison No. 50930.
bia, No. A -3558.
sembling and building their own recording of one song on one side
composition.
three-fourths
Here are a couple of excellent receivers from which the radio sup- of a disk may be a month late In
After Perry Bradford had had a the
falling out with Mamie Smith and Stevens* piano solo version credits dance tunes, lasting quite longer ply companies derive no bulk profit, release schedule than the other side.
than the usual disk recording in excepting for the individual parts That is a ticklish problem. To hold
the Okeh record people he dug up the composition.
baby for the
Ray Perkins has medleyed Bob running time because of the Individ sold. These sets, of course, entitle back a song from the market when
this colored jazz
Edison
laboratory
process. the listener-in to enjoy anything there is a demand for it simply beColumbia firm, took away the King's "Nobody's Darling" with a ual
It's a When one dances to the Edison disk
Original Jazz Hounds from Miss number of college songs.
broadcasted at no expense.
The cause the reverse side is not so well
it is a man's size dance and does society officers
Smith and transferred them to novelty disk.
are formulating a known is impractical. The recordnot peter out at the most interest- complete plan to propound to the ing managers try to arrange as fall
Edith Wilson. Bradford, in addi"Cutie" from "The radio companies at a forthcoming as possible so that both backed up
tion, had to consult counsel anent ALABAMMY
Billy Jones ing moment.
numbers are marked for same reBlue Kitten'* (Rudolph Friml) in- meeting.
enjoining the Okeh people from
and<Ernest Hare (Vocal).
lease date, but that is not always
troduces
"I Found a Bud Among the
using the Jazz Hounds' appellation. CALIFORNIA
William Reese
feasible.
Rose," Raderman's orchestra delivMiss Wilson as a blues vocalist is
Brunswick No. 2254.
(Vocal)—
In welcoming the seventh annual
The publisher really has no reering
it splendidly.
eclipsed by none. That part of her
It is not surprising that a "Cali"Virginia Blues" (Fred Meinken) convention of the Music Industries dress on the deferred date proporace around 135th street and Lenox fornia" song should strike popular
Chamber
of Commerce to New York, sition, according to statute.
is a follow-up on
•Wabash
It is
Blues."
avenue, New York, and below the favor at this moment.
WRh the
Mason -Dixon line who purchase Dixie and mammy themes milked also by Meinken. Meinken was a Dr. Royal S. Copeland, the Health merely a practical arrangement, the
these disks, as well a. the fair Cau- dry in every conceivable form, the member of Isham Jones' orchestra Commissioner acting on behalf of publisher dictating that if not comcasian percentage that dote on bar- psychological analysis would sug- in Chicago when he evolved the Mayor Hylan, jocularly commented: plied with he will abrogate the 10
phonograph records being per cent discount he accords every
baric wails of the indigo order, have gest that an idea away from those "Wabash" tunc and shipped it to a "The
The latter manufectured by many of you are mechanical firm to reimburse them
a good buy in these two selections. might catch on.
However, song- New York publisher.
The "breakage"
In the "Birmingham Blues" number writers (successful ones, that is) gave it to a staff lyricist, who coined spoiling it lor New York doctors, for "breakage."
a banjoist comes to the fore with would become insulted if one men- the title and the words. Meinken who formerly-taught women how to appellation is just a means to let
the mechanicals off with such dissome wicked strum and pick work. tioned such contrasting elements as and this lyric writer have never met reduce."
The Chamber of Commerce is in count. Records are too well mad*
psychology and songsmithing in the to this day. In the "Virginia Blues" session all this week with the Music these
days to be factory broken at
Meinken evidently wished it
same breath. The truth of it, how- number
THE COUNTY FAIR AT PUN»- ever,
Publishers
Association of United the rate of one in every ten.
to be solely a Windy City proposiis well illustrated with the
KIN CENTER— Cal Stewart
tion and wrote the song with a Chi- States and the Sheet Music Mersong about the State that boasts of
(Monolog).
chants* Association to hold
inA new defense by a dance hall irf
oranges, sunshine, the Golden Gate cago native. A banjo duet, snap- dividual conventions of their own
THE LIFE INSURANCE POLICY and
a copyright infringement suit by
T
pily delivered, figures in the rendithe movies.
illlam Reese Is a
the first three days of next week. the American Society of ComposGolden and Hughes (Dialog)
tion.
eoothing tenor who should be asThe M. I. C. C. is officially quartered ers, Authors and Publishers arosa
—Edison, No. 50896.
the Hotel Commodore, New York, when the Carlin's Dance Hall comThis disk brings "canned" vaude- signed more popular ballads of this
Dorothy Jardon at
Cal Stewart type.
2,000 members attending the in- pany of Baltimore interposed a deville into the home.
(Vocal).
On the reverse, the inevitable
auguration
meeting. The organiza- fense that the music publishers
in his funny vein discourses humorREMEMBER THE ROSE— Same- tion comprises
music publishers, send it professional copies and orously on ihe attractions at the Dixie-mammy combination is not to
Brunswick No. 5132.
artists, radio specialists, musical in- chestrations requesting it to percounty fair and carnival. Some of be overlooked. Billy Jones and ErnThis disk will probably prove one
Hare, tenor and baritone, are
strument manufacturers and af- form their stuff and in so dointf
his descriptions hint much as if one est
of
June's
best
sellers
for
the
Brunsfiliated trades.
they help popularize them for the
of those "sewer of show business" disk veterans, and it Is only to be wick company.
Better class songs
In addition to business reports publishers. Judge Rose, in awardtroupes was doing a land office expected they deliver up to stand- of popular appeal, sung by Dorothy
ard.
concerning
the
executive
end
of
business gypping the natives.
the
ing
the society $250 minimum damJardon, one doesn't know his own
a series of elaborate ages under the Federal statute and
Golden and Hughes, from vaude r
mind if this disk is passed up. It is organization,
programs
have
been
arranged,
the
\ille, discuss the advantages of a ROSEMARY (Fox Trot)— Albert de beautiful,
$100
counsel fee, cited a parallel
Miss Jardon's soprano first
Martini's Orchestra.
at Carnegie Hall Monday night that a manufacturer of any comlife insurance policy, one plugging
putting fervor Tind feeling into these
the attraction of paying $2 a week CANARY ISLE— Same -Okeh No. selections that seldom are given to a including Mme. Schumann-Heink, modity in issuing free samples to
4555.
Reinald
Werrenrath
and
Mme. the trade does not mean he will
to the insurance company while
The publishers of "Rosemary" popular song.
Louise Homer on the program.
dispose of it just for the advertisalive and receiving $10 a week when
Abel.
have
a
slogan,
"Look
George
to
the
West
W.
Pound, general counsel ing. The supplying of free orchesThe other heartily agrees
dead.
for the association, defended "jazz" trations is not a relief from copy*
The cross- for melody." This firm is located in
with the proposition.
San Francisco. Since they swept
as having done important work in right obligation's.
fire is truly funny.
the country with "Whispering," "Do NUIT D'ETOILES
Anna Case popularizing America in foreign
You Ever Think of Me?" and others,
7
lands. He said. "The country is in a
(Vocal).
Herbert
alters has resigned flU
8 ROCK BLUES (Fox Trot)
the whole popular music field does LE
BEAU REVE— Same— Edison state of unrest as prohibition has band and orchestra manager of the
Tampa Blue Jazz Band.
look to the West and lends an Intaken
away
the
working
man's
club Broadway Music corporation.
No. 82256.
Same—
BACK
HURRY
terested ear particularly the reAnna Case is always a sweet so- and music is the only antidote that
Okeh, No. 4544.
cording managers of the various prano. "Nult DKtoiles" (Night of the people have."
The Gaelic Record company an-*
The Tampa Blue Ja- z Band evi- phonograph companies. "Rosemary" Stars) and "Le Beau Rove" (The
nounces the engagement of Cissi«
dently is a newcomer to the disk is by John Schonberger, who with Beautiful Dream) are aptly suited to
Dennis B. Owens, a 22 year old Loftus to make phonograph records
Their forte must ho blues his brother Chris delivered the w. k. her style. The Edison Re-Creation negro, of Kansas City, has been ar- for it.
field.
Miss Loftus will come to
renditions, judging from these two "Whispering."
It has melody and
is perfectly adapted mechanically to rested by a government po.stofTlce
New York (from London) to do the
Both make mean tod- charm, although it will not match up transmit a lyric song to the best ad- inspector, charged with using the work.
recordings.
dles, the "8 Rock Blues" being dis- with "Whispering* in popularity. A vantage.
mails to defraud. He operated as a
tinguished by an accelerated start vocal chorus is Interpolated in the
music
publishing
Ted Snyder paid his first visit to
company and
and then a slowing down that dance version.
HEARTSEASE—
Peerless Orchestra started a system of national adver- Chicago in 15 years last week. It
"Canary Isle" is another melo4y
proves to be but a temporary calm
tising from which the postal au- was a gala occasion for the pub(Instrumental).
fox trot (Ben Schwartz), well suited IMPASSIONED DREAM
before the jazz storm.
thorities claim he secured thou- lisher who was on hand at the forfor dance but difficult to sing beSilver
sands of dollars from ambitious mal opening of his new
Same Edison No. 80707.
cause
of
tempo.
The
interpolated
song
These
two
compositions
writers,
arc parawho wished their Dollar Floor" song shop at 26 West
BY THE OLD OHIO SHORE vocal chorus proves this. De Mar- doxical in their origin. The
songs
set
to
first,
music
Monroe
and
street.
copyrighted.
Trio.
Taylor
(Waltz)
tini's orchestra
adequate for re- composed by Nell Mo ret, who has He advertised as the Dennis B.
When Snyder arrived on th •joth
CALL ME BACK PAL O' MINE— cording purposes,is although
not un- contributed much to the popular Owens, Jr., Co. In default of $2,000 Century he was greeted by a deleGennett, No. 4845.
usual
in style.
song
field,
bond
Is
more
on
he
the order of a
was remanded to the Jack- gat ion headed by Prank Clark g€»"
The Taylor Trio heretofore has
classical composition.
The second, son county jail. He was arrested oral manager of Waterson. B« T lin &
done onsiderable classical record- KING
with
Its
passionate
title,
in
Kansas
by
COTTON
J. Rosas,
City, where he was em- Snyder
Rogers
and consisting of 75 show
ing, specializing or being made to
would make an excellent tango ployed as a janitor.
Band.
people.
They escorted Snyder to J
specialize by direction in selections
waltz
for
dance
THE
purposes.
COPPERSMITH
tally ho,
drawn by six roal-hlacK
"Herd Girl's Dream,"
the
like
Edgar
Both,
however,
(March)—
Sam
e
are
charming
Brunswick
Bromberger,
No.
conhorses,
conveyed the truest
which
56
Pine
street,
Gold,"
the
"Silver Threads Among
New
renditions,
York,
21864.
cert
the "Impassioned
was appointed referee by an 1 his hosts about the loop. 1"
Here they have recorded two
etc
Supreme
Waltz"
being
Dream
Two
marches,
inspiring
as
dreamy
Court
and
spirand
Justice
addition
Clark
had arranged for *
Wasscrvogel
the
"By
waitzes of a lighter vein.
to ascertain the damages sustained guard of honpr consisting of a deited as every good march should be entrancing as its title suggests.
Old Ohio Shore" is by "iMary Earl," and has no business being otherby
Fred
Fisher,
Alcl.
Inc.,
(Contlnued
on page 38)
by
reason
of
composer of the famed "Beautiful

"No Fse Crying"

is

lyric adaptation of a
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CABARETS

BED-SIDE CHATS
BT NELLIE REVELL
cannot write about Lillian Russell. My hand seems palsied
eye* filling every time I attempt it. And as she 00 often
my tears and has wiped and kissed them away. I know she
would not want me to cry now. She and her sister were my first visitors
I was brought In late Saturday evening,
fcfter I arrived at the hospital.
and Sunday before noon Lillian had phoned to ask if she might see me.
and was told my condition precluded callers. My daughter, who was
present, knowing how fond I was of her, requested that she be allowed
When I told her that I would be here at least six months
to come.
Hhe laughed. "But Nellie," she said, "it wont take you long to stay six
months; you are a fast worker." She then reminded me of the soldiers
who were lying for two years in hospitals and how brave they are.
Her parting remark was: "You'll be out of here by Easter and take
lunch with me at Delmonico's Easter Monday, and don't be late." Three
Eastera have passed. I am still here, and while I couldn't keep the
luncheon appointment I still have the memory of the last time we
lunched together. She and her four sisters were my guests at Sherry's.
And for me to attempt her obituary would seem like painting the lily.
One that I loved and valued and was better for
I have lost a friend.
having known her, and while this little tribute may seem belated and
not as academic as some of the other eulogies offered, it is just as
sincere and was written through tears.
I

mm ply

and

I flnfl
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my

helped to stay

A

class of people I heretofore never fully appreciated nor Sympathised
1
think now they are the real
is the professional play reader.
It's amazing how opinions differ as to the
kind of plays and roles suitable for a certain star. I let it be known a
few we?ks ago that Nora Bayes was in the market for a vehicle
fitted to her peculiar style of talent and personality and had commissioned me to read the scripts and assist her in selecting one. I have
been inundated with manuscripts of every kind excepting the right one.
and despite the fact that the whole world knows that Miss Bayes is a
comedienne, a musical comedy star, plays about everything from spiritu-

with

martyrs of the show world.

has appeared, direct from France. other and Including; mixed soft
For several months now there drinks in proportion.
(Continued from page 7)
seems to have been flooding the
tng reached a preliminary stage of section around New York, at least,
A young distillery and a young
an imported Scotch and rye being brewery were found in raids on the
plan already.
the
American
especially
for
made
residences of two women at
private
"Why we should be penalized betrade. The whisky is *all right, but Ballston Spa. N. Y., last week. The
cause patrons of some of the rough
it has been reduced until it is much
raids were made by village and
houses have overstepped all boun- milder than the original.
It is county officers, on search warrants
daries of propriety," retorted George probably made abroad, with the issued by Supreme Court Justice
W. Shefler. manager of Ciro's, when opinion of the distillers the Ameri- Whitmyer. At one house the officers
forgotten their taste for found five gallons of whiskey, a galasked what action he contemplated. cans have
the genuine through the long lapse lon of alcohol, four quarts of juniper
"We have never been complained that has used up the pre-prohibitlon berries, a large quantity of grain
of during the last 12 years for the available supply over here. The and raisins, three copper stills, two
simple reason that we have always usual "cut" whisky is around all coils and two barrels of rye mash
(part of it "working").
Two reexercised a close and careful super-* the time.
More beer Is appearing, with Its volvers were also found, one a 45vision of all dancing on our floor.
price holding between $32 and $35 special, with steel Jacketed bullets,
Our standard is as high us, possibly a barrel (120 bottles), while the Im- and the other a 32-callbre affair. It
even higher than can be found in ported beer, up to the former stand- required a large auto truck to conard or percentage, is selling around vey the "distillery" to the county
private homes.
$65 to $70 a barrel. Champagne of Jail, where it is held as evidence.
"If the city is prepared to cona questionable nature can be had Several small children were in the
trol our closing hour, perhaps it is at $90 to $100, or whatever price is house when the raid was made, and
also willing to control the public agreed upon for single cases. Scotch the woman was therefore not arraigned until later on a charge of
and compel dancers to start at 8 (dealers' price) around $95 to $100
a case, with asking price for small violating the Mullen-Gage Act. At
o'clock in the evening instead of
the other residence the officers
lots from $120 to $130 ($10 a single
11:30, or around that time.
Good seized two or three kegs of beer, a
bottle outside restaurants).
"A great percentile o." dancers ryo Is exceeding Scotch in cost keg of brew in the process of mancome from directly attending a the- nowadays, guaranteed rye bringing ufacture, four kegs of malt, 15 gallons of malt and a bag of hops. The
rye around $100.
atre, and if they are compelled to $110 with other
woman in this house was also arIn New York bootlegging Is asrested on a charge of violating the
leave by midnight it simply means
suming a very businesslike aspect.
•'.
that they will have r.o chance to The bootleggers are endeavoring to Mullen-Gage A
dance."

build

up a permanent

trade.

To

es-

Mr. Qhefler declared that man- tablish It they, are advising customany time they are dissatlsagers of the larger cabarets and ers that
fled
with a liquor delivery, they
halls would meet immediately and
(bootleggers) will accept a return
appeal or
alism to the fourth dimension continue to pour in. Sordid dramas and decide upon tneir plan
of the unused quantity without
•
propaganda of every kind. Many were without a song or a comedy protest.
question and refund the necessary
S.
Beal.
manager
of the Venetian
One magnanimous author «aid he wouldn't object to her using
line.
amount.
It has proven a selling
her own songs In the play. A Russian immigrant woman, a Japanese Gardens, generally concurred in argument.
protest with Mr. Shefler, and dewaif and a sufJragette sheriff are among the roles submitted.
clared that it was highly unjust to
A combination bootlegging and
place
well-conducted
fashionable
I had another one of those "What's wrong with this picture" taken la*st
restaurants giving cabaret enter- garment -selling bunk has made Its
week, and judging from the way the doctor cautioned me against moving tainments in the same category as appearance in New York. A couple
around too freely I have a deep dyed suspicion that he isn't as optimistic places where the entertainment was of slickers are going a round In the
English
steamship
of
about my condition as he would have me think. This time last year of an objectionable character.
S. uniform
So far A. Maloney, manager of the Jardin stewards. They secure an audience
I had been put in a wheel chair and taken down in the yard.
this summer I have not been allowed down there. Dr. Sayre thinks that de Danse, deplored the closing of with the' man they want to meet,
getting the wheel chair on and off of the elevator or the crossing the halls Sunday afternoons, as It say they were recommended to him
It reminds me of W. C.
of the door sills disturbs my trick spine.
would deprive the working people and know he Is all right; that they
Fields' juggling act in vaudeville when he raises the stack of cigar of this' entertainment.
was a have just reached port and have a
It
boxes and has to carry them so steady to keep them. That's the way discrimination as picture fieatres stock of English liquor aboard that
we have to pamper my back for fear I spill the beans (or bones).
they will sell reasonably to the
were to remain open.
The management of Auditorium right party. If Mr. Blank will take
he can have It at $75 a case, be"Whom the Gods would destroy they first make fat." Now they have Hall had a protest to make against It
cause they know he will protect
done it. They thought of a new one to do to me. The only pleasure the by-law. as they do not conduct
soft,
nd the
them.
It's usually
merely
renting
-the
public
dances,
Now I am on a strict diet. No sugar, nothing
I had left was eating.
man approached grabs at the bait.
containing milk or butter, no bread but gluten, pies, cake, ice cream, hall to lodges, societies and other
He agrees to tak* all they have,
candy, potatoes, bacon or anything else worth eating. Just sugarless organizations for that purpose. The
mentioned as Ave or six
black coffee or tea, vegetables and regular "eat and grow thin" stuff. latter could secure the necessary generally
cases. The "stewards" say that of
authorities.
police
permits
from
the
Maybe they figured since they have about exhausted the list of operaThe report of the passage of the course they can't deliver today, but
tions performable on me they might try lifting my face. That operation
will do so in the morning, and they
usually follows a period of strenuous diet. I wonder how I would look by-law is hailed with great satisfaction
by George Mingle, president don't want any m^ney until the dewith only one chin again. Twenty minutes after this edict was issued
Meanwhile, says
livery is made.
a strawberry pie was delivered. An hour later some ice cream came. of the Lord's Day Alliance; it was
package he is carryOnions and beets are about all that's left for me to eat. I traded the what his association had been one, opening a
>••
ing, they have some very flne Engof
Alliance
has
working
The
strawberry pie for a loaf of gluten bread.
late received numerous complaints lish garment material they have
caused smuggled In and can't take back to
disturbances
about
the
Lying motionless for three years, during which time wiggling the toes among those who live in the imme- the boat. They will sell that at a
would be considered violent exercise, one is naturally courting corpulance, diate vicinity of some of these bargain to. for the same reason.
Not only in- dance halls, who have been kept Invarlabfy the Intending purchaser
especially If they were already aldcrmanically inclined.
clined to be fat, but was fat. And as I always had a good appetite I have
awake by the noise of the orches- of the liquor buys the goods, betaken on considerable weight. So if Catherine Ilayes wants a vacation
tras and the shouting and hilarity cause they look cheap and he knows
I can at least look the part.
of the young people, who leave the he will be a winner anyway on acestablishments in th/s early morn- count of the low price of tne liquor.
Eddie Cantor and Nan Halperin believe in "Saying It with Music." ing, he said.
He pays for the garments, the
They wanted to give me a concert, but read that sitting up while Nora
never
"stewards" disappear and
Bayes sang to me had hurt, and conceived a scheme whereby I could
Feltman'i at Coney Island has come baek.
hear them without having to be taken up or wheeled to the parlor. opened its "Broadway" dance floor
They presented me with a Grafonola and 20 records, some of which with Yerkes* Band (from the FloThe restsursnts and the hotels
were made by Eddie. He told me how happy I had made him years ago tilla). Feltman's Is forming a mid- that sell still hold high prices for
when he was with Gus Edwards' cabaret act. I had reviewed the act and night club, the first of its kind on liquor by the flask or quart bottle.
It Is due to the two
predicted he would be a headliner within five years. He also says he the island.
The flasks are supposed to hold a
would come oftener to see me if he wasn't afraid I might think he was o'clock dancing closing law on pint. Very often thoy are short,
coming just to get his name in my column. So I have promised not to Broadway that becomes operative and the quarts are all fifths. The
print his name again this week.
at the island at 1 a. m. Members of prices range from $20 to $35 a
the midnight club will be accepted quart, although $28 a quart is the
through Invitation only. It is aimed customary top price when served
explain
let
me
And In oase any more of you feel the same way about it,
that I am frequently told of the interest in the names that appear in the to make this unique feature for at the table. One place Is charging
list of callers.
You may not care to 6ee your name there, but other people Coney Island quite exclusive.
Its regular customers $1(1 a quart,
are interested in knowing who has been to see me. And, as the sign in the
an extremely reasonable price, aver"The Park View Follies" is a cab- aging
country store says, "We strive to please."
less than $1 a drink. But little
aret revue that opened June 3 at
champagne is being drunk In the
Park View Inn (formerly Perry's)
It's all right, girls.
Calm yourselves. I, too. was scared at first. I on the Park View circle, Brooklyn, restaurants, with the price per
from $25 to $40. The restaunote by the papers that the proposed bill to compel women to pay
Sam Fletcher produced the new quart
rants and hotels selling are trying
alimony to their husbands has been killed. Now thaTs settled.
edition of the show which contains
to give the best brand of liquor
Fletcher, himself, George Thompson,
A telephone message from Molly Fuller says she is at present stopping Kitty Flynn, Margie Doran, Princess they can obtain. Service of booze
in the places is often made In a
with a friend in Brooklyn, but expects to be in New York soon.
Wana, Elsie Sage. Alice Lee, Kitty manner to bring smiles to the buyMahoney, Billy Dorman, Bobby
The idea always Is for the
ers.
Issiac Steinfeld, manager of the Lotus Club, came In, accompanied by Kern, Pat King. Dowllng's orchestra
guest to secure his own delivery.
his wife, to inquire if there was anything they could contribute toward plays the music.
That is, not to have a waiter or a
my comfort— and mo on a diet.
The Clover Gardens, the latest headwalter serve him at the table,
scheduled to If It's a flask or a quart. Cocktails,
The advertisement for so and so swimming suits which appears in the metropolitan dance hall
of course, the waiter must serve.
Sunday papers proves that the world of the advertising manager of the open June 15. is located on the sixth But with the bottled stuff the guest
Palace.
Central
Grand
paper must be getting broader. For one of the papers that now comes, floor of the
York, and is sponsored by is often risked to go outside the
the half-page swimming suit ad illustrated with girls in daring costumes, New
A dollar restaurant proper for his liquor,
Pierre, the restaurateur.
five years ago refused the ad for "Flo Flo" because it contained a picture
a person scale will obtain, dance as which is slipped to him In a mysof a girl In bathing togs.
to
compared
puritanical
positively
was
And it
long as you want, no charge per terious way as though every fedthe advertisement I have just read.
dance as in most other places. Am- eral man in the city was peering
through a window. It looks like a
brose's orchestra will officiate.
1 hope Blanche Ring is satisfied
now. She has threatened to reduce
hunk to the knowing ones, who unme as soon as I get out of here. I consented to that, thinking by that
The Aldermen adopted a closing derstand the payrolls. Some places
time she might relent. But my doctor beat her to it. So Again it is a law for the dance hails of Montreal. do not hesitate to openly serve, and
case of eat, drink and be merry, for tomorrow we diet.
th^ir reason for doing so is likely
Liquor prices have been stand- but a bit stronger than the others
some
for
who want to hide it. One chain
York
New
around
Mrs G. K. B. I would suggest that you Write direct to (lie lady for ing still
the information requested. If she wants you to know who her fir.
hus- time now* The warm weather did around Now York is said to be payCanadian Ir.rr $1,500 a week. The scale for
i»»
market.
band was she will tell you. If she doesn't, then, of course, you wouldn't not drop
want to know. She Is a good friend of mine, but I hive never heard honor With the Government's com- e<>ft stuff and wat«»r, however. Is
her say who her first disappointment was
missi 'ii .-.tamp is still coming in in high enough to give any restauquantities, but the most appears to rant nowadays that 'is doing busiAnswer to Mrs. W. "The Poor Little Rich Girl" w is Written by Hi- tnor be coming up from the south. Th«re ness a good return from the bar.
Gates, produced by Arthur Hopkins, played by Viol a Dana. The name has been an Increase In the quai- Sparkling water to mix highballs
of the company manager was Arthur J. Kcllar, who also did thf» press tity from Kngland, mostly Scoti tt. ,runs as much as $1 50 a quart, acwork for the' attraction. Tou are very welcome.
of course^ while more champag » cording 't* whfcc* j/otl buy It. with
*

1

.

—

—

—

t

—

The high wind Sunday along the
lastcrn Atlantic territory killed .1
mother and daughter, dining at the
Red Lion Inn, Just above New Hochelle, N. Y., on the Peiham road.
It is a quaint roadhouse, surrounded
by trees.
The wind or lightning
toppled over one of the heavy trees
which crashed through the roof of
the low restaurant building, also
injuring several others in the dining room at the time. The father
had Just left the table to put up the
top of his car. City Island was another storm center with many boats
overturned off the island. Several
lives were lost.
The Chateau Laurier Is right on the edge of the
Sound there, but luckily escaped a
catastrophe. Bill Werner, manager

of the Chateau, maintains no boat
service, supervising only the bathing houses on the beach of the

Chateau.

Current prices for liquors in London find all high grade Scotch whiskeys selling at $3.25 per quart and
the same price for champagnes.
Bass ale or beer Is to bs had for
In Canada the
best Scotch has been advanced to

1C cents the bottle.

(in fifth bottles), with standard champagnes at $4 a quart. In
$4.90

Chicago.

liquor

dropped until they
than $5 a case over

have

prices
are not

more

New York

quo-

of

the

tations.

Charles

Cornell,

lessee

Marlborough Grill, New York, which
was taken possession of by a U. S.
Marshall to satisfy a $350 Judgment
in favor of the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers,
has secured an order to show cause
to be argued today (Friday) why
the judgment should be vacated because of non -service. The Society
sued for copyright violation alleging
performance of copyrighted
music for profit without permission
arid recovered $250 damages, $100

and costs. Cornell din
regarded the decision* and the So< iety had a U. S. Marshall take possession of the premises.
Cornell
was ordered to post $1,000 as security in consideration for removing the marshal!. J. C. Rosenthal,
general manager of the A. S. C. A. P.
states he has Instructed Nathan
Burkan to bring 10 different Federal

'counsel fee

Court suits against the Marlborough
people for continued violation of
the copyright law, having played
as many numbers on a certain
night last week without license.
The Marlborough had paid the performing rights tax to the Society
until Cornell, a cabaret
acquired the lease on the

producer,
grill.

Psttsrnsd on the style of the

N»w

York "Plantation," Jimmle O'Neill.
of the Shubert Chicago

exchange,

and Morris Greenwald, a producer
of vaudeville acts, are presenting
(today) Friday an all -colored show
entitled "Plantation Days" at flrcen
Mill Gardens, Chicago. There ar»» #€
people, including Harper arid
Blanks. Marjorie Sipp. Dave and

Trcssie

and the Plantation Four.
Mill Gardens seats 2.000.

The Green

Kdgar's Symphony Orchestra, colored musicians, will supper the
music for show and danclrf
The
show will be a straightaway proposition, running 45 minutes.
Two
performances nightly with a midnight matinee at 1.30. This latter
performance is expected to be a well
patronized one, as the Green Milt
Gardens is the only outdoor amusement enterprise which operates after
1 a. m. curfew. An admission of $1
Is to be charged.
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Frltzl Scheff

YORK CITY

M-.U

2d half (22-26)

Kenny A

Fa hue

Keith's

A Garry

Bernard

Sylvia) Loyal
Aileen Stanley

JEWELERS

Went

4f,»h

A A G

Dentlcy A Francis
(Others to fill)
2d half (22-25)
Schwartz A Clifrd
(Others to fill)
Proctor's 58th St.
•Janet A Violet

Falls

A Oa

Polly

Joe Cook

Norton A Nit-hols'n
•Foster A Joyce
Alex Bros A S
Moos' Broadway
Welch A Norton
LaFlcur A Portia
Wilton Sis
Gladys Delmar Co
Jack Inglis
Hugh Herbert Co
•Dave Dore

Walters A Walters
"Gr'nwich Virg'rs"

1st half

Royal Gascoignes
Harrison A Dakin

IIARTF'RD. CONN.

D

Dublin Trio

Rome A Gaut
Harris A Band

B. F. Keith's
Arnaut Hros
Wells Virginia A
Sultan

Homer Romaine

Bushman A Baync

W

CHAS.

J.

& Francis

A

Anderson

OFFICES

(Others to

to

A

Anderson

2d h.ilf (
Willie Solar

Miller

A Morton

Med A

Cus Edwards Rev

(Others to

JAN McGregor
Olms

(Two

fill)

DETROIT

Taylor
b Symphony Fiends
•Little Yoshi Co
(Others to fill)
Keith's Jefferson

Gene Morgan
Morley Sis

Texas Comedy 4
Margaret Padala
Holiday A WjJlette

BROOKLYN
Bush wick
Rooney A Bent Co
Harry Conley Co
Yorke A King
Keith's

[

Bl

EDDIE VOGT
Playing Sloll*C

Ben Smith
t.'uixey 4

A

Mitchel

2d half
Miller Girls
Al Shayne
"Night in Spain"
Diamond a Bren's

•Homi
(One

\\

to

1

1*.

in

Co

fill)

A:

Dnn'n

Yoshi «'o
(Others to fill;

Morley

half

Sis

Reed A
Qeixey

s« in.

an

4

Lahr A Mt rcedes
Mist

St.

Pierre

A R.\an
Reed

Solid:

Orphfuni and

half <::
dfrylu r

.M
i'

il

hi rs

to

TRENTON,

:r>)

NASHVILLE
(

l'i

uisville «i'!lt)
1st hslf
res a Marguerite

l.<

u- >

a Tucker

<\

Hampton a Blake
li.g

City

Anna

\

i\

Fear
ian Co

NEWARK.

Stnr.

Keith

I.arry

Keith's If. O. II.
2d half (K.-1S)
pressler a Klaiss
"Indoor Sports"

Homer Llnd Co
Shaw A Lee
Armstrong A Tyson
Sinclair A Gray
1st half (l'j-^1)
-,Wargie Coates
J^an< roft A BrOSki

The Stanley*
JO liii is U mi)

half (lt-21)

Homi

*Nlemsn a Witt
» a Don

Voki

N. J.

Morton A Ruvm
Vok« s A Dun

1

2d

i.iri

v

half (C2-C5)

Ethel Hopkins
Andersen a Yv.i
S< hwarts a Clifrd
(Others to fill)
Keith's Greenpoint
2d half (15-1M)
•Tow n Topics R» v
A F.ang« n
V

.T«

A

JL>ingl<b"<

nkins

I

A Leroy

TON K Bft«,

A Duprees
ro A Marconi

Carlo
lt-.cli

Autumn Duo
-hwartz A Clifford

.

(4 'tie

1st

ti

to fill)

2d half

Rob* rtus
Alex Bros

Princeton Five
Tatricoia A Dviroy
"Pedestrlanism"

Senna A Weber
Jackson Taylor
CoOk A Vernon

INDIANATOLIS

(Oth'rs to

Waldroa a Winslow
Rita Gould

(One

to

rADlCAII. KY.
Orpheum
Bogert A N« lson
(Two

to

fill)

2d half

MM \L

n MXRIM.ILI

"What

for

Your Lyrics

(Two

to

A P. ll
Billy Clifford
Flanders a But!'

r

(One

Gordon A Genua ine

D RTIDs. Ml( II.
Romans Park
Karl Emmy's Pets

(.

Franks

A*

(Others

BIRMINGHAM
Bijou

••oiii

A

I'lilard

J'lory

P

Story Book Revue
Byal A Early

Hoeber A

(!ol<i

"Bits Dance Hits"
2d half

DeLyle Don A E
Elroy Sis

Shea A Carroll
Browning A Davis
L< s Arados

OAKLAND.

(

AL.

State

Mark A Nelson

(

A Towne

Morris

2

Rose A Doll
Lee Mason Co
alvin A O'Connor
"Poster Girl"

chas Deland Co

JACK NORTON and CO.

.1

In

I'm vost

w.i

i

Directi on-

V A C Ay. ry
Bert Walton

wm

Royal Sidneys

BOSTON

Co

2d half

Beam a Basse rd
He if a LaVere
ffcr W A C

Schsi

BRYANT

0017

HUGH HERBERT
HOTEL IIARGK.WE
WEST *•»«! STREET, NEW YORK CITY

HERBERT

CHAS

A Godot

man a Berry

H Br<

"RECrPERATION"

By IIIGU

to fill)

Orpheum

Timers"

American Aces

Creticent

Bailey

Mardo A Rome
Armstrong A G'b'tS

''Yachting"
2d half

Neaves A Jason

Wyi mini'
Walsh Reed A \V
(One

Parcel la a Ramsey
Yorke A Mayhclle
Hublni Bisters
4

Kddie Clark Co
Wilson A Kelly

Romas Troupe

A Lacty

PHONE:

2d half
Klleeti

Tatsy Doyle

MORRISON

Royal Pekinese

Tr

OTTAWA. (AN,

Orpheum

l/oew

I.rs Silvan

King Bros

I'aromo

Jo- Jo

McDermott A v
Newport Stirk A r

Hudson A Jones
Bryant a st« e art

Adrian

l'hina

John Reirsy Co

to till)

Pearson Neera't A

Sis

"A Perfect Day"*

Warman A Mack

R Bo bin son Co

J

fill)

r

a c

r

Ash

L>nn Cantor

Collins

F. Keith's

Tares w< ber Girls

Wi ston's Models
Poutfal A Peary
Flying Millers
to

i

NEW ORLEANS

2d half

\ietory
j

w

Bchsef/(

N. J,

Don Valerio Co
The McNaughtons
Geo Stanley A Sis
Clayton A Lennie
Cavanaugh A E

Rabin! s.e

2d half

TOLEDO
It.

Girls

Peymoar A rates
The G.'iudsniiths

P< hr

fill)

2d half

Mack

Hilly Gaston Co
Armstrong A James
(One to fill)

Cm,

ORCHESTRATION BUREAU
DETROIT

Duo

Dan Downing

St., New York City
PIANO
CELLO

la Salle Garden*
Olencee sisters
M(l>ona!d Trio

co Zarrell

.Toe

West 47th

omposcd

Clayton Co
Harry liincs
Horlh k a Bar'tpas
Nutional
Cinco A K:<>
Corinne Arbuckjs

Over"

Cliff

Bartietts

Thornton

Can Do"
I'r.a

It

Loew

2d half

Aerial

T,

NEWARK.

Royal Sidneys

Alf Ripon

Harry Antr;m
Da lley Bros

V. A.

Tf.

"Putting

A Towne

Morris

Van A Emerson

Barker A Dunn

0:i:U

STUDIO

<

We

Pa Veaus
Henry sisters

WILLIAM CUTTY
VOICE

Mack A Nelson

i

—ETHEL

Hilda Le Roy
2d half

Savoy A Capps

fill)

BRYANT

Dentlat to the

Chas Deland Co

St.

WARD and DOOLEY

fill)

Loew

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
1403 Hunj (Fat nam Bids.) It.

A Beasley 2 Ruge A Rose
Cooper A Ricardo
Galloway A Garette
Jack Henley
Walters A Gould
2<1 half
Braya Mh'lina A T
Da iley Bros
(One to fill)
W.i man A Berry
BALTIMORE
Ann Fn iljcis

WALTER—

I.

Telephone

I

MONTREAL
Foley A Spartan
Josephine Harmon
Homer Miles Co
Hodge A Lowell

Grand
Nesves A Jason

Hippodrome

Irene Merlon

Wilke Girls
Johnson Co
It

I

Eddie Clark Co
Wilson A Kelly
"Yachting"

ATLANTA

Cossiar

"Wbaa Grow Up"

id half

Van A Emerson
Alf Ripon

Leonard
Rose A Watson
Lloyd A Gould
Vee A Tully
(One to fill)

Evans A Massard
Dan Downing
Exposition Jub 4

A E

E

Shea A Carroll
Browning A Davis
Les Arados

fill)

Official

Delancey

I/Oew

Eiroy Sis

2d half

A B Twins

B. F. Keith's

J

112

(One to

Ash A Franks
\an A Carrie Avery
Bert Walton
B'thw'll Browne Co
3

MEMPHIS
DeLyle Don A

J Hamilton
3 Voices
Steppe A O'Neill
The Gregorys

Rose Selden A Bro
Corinne Arbuckle

Senator Murpny
Alei Hyde's Orch

CAIlRie

Warwick

B A

Edna Dreon
Connors A Boyne
Una Clayton Co
Armstr'ng A James
Joe Mack A Girls

American

N'lson's Patience
Craig A Cato

li.
F. Keith's
Flying Millars
Eileen Fleury
Pearson NewpM it P
Byal A Early
Story P.oulc Revue

half (10-21)

ULIS and
LEE
STHIKER

Senna A Weber
Jaekson Taylor

Wahl A Francis
Weston A Ellne
"Dance Follies"

Lind A Treat
Marston A Manley

Greeley 8q.
Alvin A Alvin

fill)

Helen Staples

Romance

DAYTON

N. Y.
Froetor's

Si

'.

II.

M'L'ghlin A Evans
Dotson
(One to fill)

Harkins Co
2d half
r Itoinaine

P tr< c A R> an
Margie t'o.itt I
Brown A Barrows

\'» is Of \ ;imlv"
Kenny A m
s
Booth A Nina
Dixie Han; .Hi

Care of

Sisters

State
I'bert Carlton

Joe Roberts
"Old Timers"

2d half

Alex Bros A E
Florence Perry
FIske A Fallon

2d half

LOS ANGELES
Williams A Daisy

AUSTIN and ALLEN
"BROADWAY TO TOR ORIENT"

Jark llrnley
Cook A Vernon
Rucker A Winifred
Marie Stoddard
Cossiar

to

«le Rajah
Tom McRae Co
Jack Walsh Co

fill)

BOB

Romas Troupe

2d half

2d ball CIS- IS)

1

•

1

I isano

Fnlnce

Sp<M'iul Mti*ie

Ruin Budd

I

Jiio

CINCINNATI

has Harrison Co
Mel Klee
"current <>f Fun"
Follls

I'roctor's

Glrnn A

N. J.

(One

CHICAGO— KEITH CIRCUIT

(

2d half (1^-18)

1st

Music Hull

Raymond A Geneva

MASS.

Olympia
White

Beotock's School

Downey A Claridge
Wild A Hill
J C Lewis Co
SampsOS A Douglas

)

I'rineess

Arthur Bdwsrds
Burns A II light

Parisian Trio

Capitol

nil

N. IIEOF'D.

to

Off"

2d half

A Rhoda

Montague Luvw
Lambert A Fish
Frances Kennedy

State
Irene Trevette

Jovedah

Al Lester Co

Shirley

?

Ward Bros

KEMP

J.

Vnket A Don

Circuits.

The Norvelles
Barry tlaydcfl Co
(One to Ml)

Keith

Phone: Bowline Green 1100

MASTER KARLH WAYNE
P«<ot.'d

till)

m

ni

CLIFFORD WAYNE TRIO
rMATURING

B. F.

it

LEWISTON. ME.

Theatrical Insurance

McKenna a P
a c«i

to

Fridkin

to fill)

SYRACISE

JOHN STREET. NEW TORK CIT1

58

i

The World's Forpmost Minature

Del ton A Cralp
Wanzer A Talmer

Redd'gton A Grant
1'into A Boyle

JOHN

Franklin Chsi Co
Loaey Haskell
• let
'Small i
Farrell

up

Foo Co

Linf*

Tolly Dnssl's Circus
Gilbert A Wells
George Yoerrfans
"Sun P-odger"

fill)

Brown's Co

Leo Zarrell Duo
Henry Sisters
The Leightons
Hale Norcross Co
Billy Schoen
Alex Hyde's Orch

Eccentric Club, London, Eng.
who gives his hand and word of honor

Virginia

Moss' Fla (hush
Blackface K Robs
keens 6 w hltney
Morris & Campbell
7 Bra. ka
Florence Brady

<

Muldoon Fklyn A R
Jessie

(Others to

4

Keith'** Preepeel
?d half (!&•!«)
'.>
Al R. lv s

Louise a Mitchell
(One to fill)
Keith's

(Others to

fails to live

(One

1st half (19- .'in
Willie Solar
Kenny A Mollis

Tom

Ellivlt

BEACH. CAL.

Zeno Mull A C

A

Gates
4 American Aces
Fiske A Fallon

Lincoln
Rose Selden A Bro
Joe Roberts
Fox A Kelly
Fields A Gottler

State

A Evans

(Two

CIKCUIT

CIT\

do you think of one

Jarrow

Violet Carlson
Oautier'a Co

Sydw. y Phillips

Little

I'd

Jack Wilson
Whiting & Burt
Eric Zardo
Tc <1
w la Co
Harry HoImSn Co
Dixie

Doctor'*

Ren Welch
Ten Kyck aV Wiley

I ,t

Moss' Regent
Chas Irwin

Diamond

•Lew Haw Kins
Kay Hamlin a K
Orpheum

— "What

B.<

2d half

Froelor'M
2d half (15-1S)

Da\is A Vt lie
Huston Ray

Seed A Austin
Louise

"New

and
Choy

MT. VERN'N, N.Y

Englund.

irouit in

P.

A King

lei r»-

LOEW

CHARLES FLEMING

pean address

Keith's National
(Nashville «»i>1 it >
1st half
Portia Sisters
KelSO A Lee
Misses Camph'll

PRESENTS

Olympia
(Washington St.)

Gordon's

Eva

Sailing on the "Majestic" Saturday, June 17, for a three-year engagement. England, France and Spain. Au revoir to all our friends. Euro*

LOL1SVILLE

GEORGE CHOOS

MR.

4 Camerons
Frank Wilcox

NEW YORK

Sisters

M'L'ghlin
Dotson

LaTour &
L'G

Stremel
"Stepping Some"'

Clark

•Show

D Humphrey Co

1st half

White

K

Harry Carroll Rev

THE FLEMINGS

Elizabeth Price

Jean Granese Co

N

Burke Walsh A
Joseph Browning

W

Sandy

fill)

A

A Matthews

Callan

2d half

Harlow e
DeN'oyer Co

Billy

2d half

Barnes

Grace Nelson
Flannigan A M'r's'n
Jimmy Savo
Gladenbacks
Niobe
Gallagher A Martin

Orphenm

Olympia

fjoew

La Vail

Spencer A Rose
"Betty Wake Up'*

Harry Hines
A Mary Ann Chas
Ahearn Co
Orphenm
2d half
Prevost A Goelet
(Sunday opening)

Wellington Cross

LYNN. MASS.

A Kepple

Mack A Velmar
Don Fong Cue
Kane A Herman
Herman A Shirley

Proctor's

Mo run

Warden Bros
Jin» a Milter
C Fields Co
Dunh'm A O'Malley

A Kelly

Wilson

LONBON. CAN.
Ella

Olcott

Dezo Retter
Mcintosh A Maids
Zelaya

fill)

LeRoy Bros

b'ts

i

"Wonder Girl"
Frank Wilson

Marmein Sis
Ford A Cu'ningham
Mason A Shaw

(Others to

SAN FRANCISCO

2d half
Bailey 2

Iloeber A Gold
Bits Dance Hits

D

Sis

Jim Reynolds
Cam a Co

Kinney Co

Mardo A Rome
Armstrong A G

Palme

McKay

Montgomery A A
Page Hack A M

Cliff

Hill Street

Is

(Scollay Sq.)

H

Vincent Bros

Golden Gate
(Sunday opening)
Wright Dancers
Emerson A Baldwin

LOS ANGELES

Grace Chadwick
Jean A Jacques

Gordon's Olympia

Q

SCIIN'CT'DY, N.Y.

Temple
Hazel

2d half

Swift

1st half

McDcvitt K A
Lyons A Tosco
(Three to fill)

a Pauline

Columbia

half

I'd

to

Animals
A Ballew
Travers A Douglas
Fenton A Fields
Jennie Middletown
Dave Schooler Co

Ask Ruth Mary Lockwood

Lyric
(Norfolk split)

Street

Kluting's
Carleton

RICHMOND

Rogor Imhoff
Paul

2d half

Mohr A Eldridge

The Robertus
Hilda LeRoy
Hale Norcross Co
The Leightons
"Dancing Shoes"

New York

2

Carletta A Lewis
Fred Schwartz Co

Bernard A Scarth

Bert Fitzglbbons

Main

Haney A Morgan
Laughlin A West
Johnny Harrigan
Mr A Mrs G Wilde

HOI STON. TE*.
Ma Jest Is

K&wana

2d half

Ask Any Leader
KANSAS CITY

KEITH

F.

The Gregory

Cliff

Marie Stoddard
Francis Ross A

Orchestrations

FRANCIS?

'

John Steel

Arthur West
Ted Lortoine Co

Mabel Burke Co
'Night in Spain*
Williams

"Creations

II

Fisher

Danny Dugan

Who

A Walters
Berk A Sawn
Moore A Jay a*
Hyams A Mclntyre

Daniels

'

10ot h St.
J Moore
A:
Lois
D'nham A O' Mai ley

* Davis 3

FAR ROCK AWAY

I

1

Violot

2&)

Austin
The Perettos
(Others to fill)
Keith's Hamilton
Morris A Shaw

llolc'mb

Boston
Misses Wilson A
Margaret Ford
Burt A Rosedale
Jack La Vler
Gypsy Songsters

Davis

CLEVELAND

Margie Coates
The Stanleys

2d half

Sisters

A

P Bydell A Spotty
Hen Bernie

E

JAN Girls
Olms

Hegeous

BOSTON

F1TTSBCRG

BALTIMORE

ORPHECM CIRCUIT

Bond Wilson Co

Shapiro

BOSTON—B.

Darnell

A

Jene Morgan

Pillard

Morgan A Gray

Rock

Little

St.,

A

Fulton
Hartley A Jee
Lind A Treat

at Hotel Hargrave,

112 West 72d

Prests

Pepita Granados Co
2d half
O K Legal Co
Barrett A Farnum
Archer A Belfurd
Lydla Barry

"Ye Songe Shoppe"

Reck A Rector

Dawson Sis Co
J C Lewis Co
Sampson A Douglas
Larry llarklns Co
"Trip to Upland
(Others to fillj

A

Davis

"Current of Fun'*
2d half

8IX CYLINDER BRAIN
NEVER MISSES.

Clayton

Roy

I,e

Chas Harrison Co

HARRY KAHNE
Again Touring

A

Foil is

fill)

Foley A LaTour
(Others to fill)

Yvel

A

Worth, Austin,

]

"PROFITEERING"

Edna Dreon
Thos P Jackson Co
Harry Antrim
Chas Ahearn Co

Zack A Randolph

split)

-

June LaMont

A Mercedes

Latir

Hanako Japs

Buff

M'lntyre

NEW YORK

half (19-21)

1st

Bldg.

245 West 47th Street

Lambert A Fish
Ahearn

WAG
(One

Romax

Suite 417,

Magna Dancers

(Others to fill)
Moss' Franklin
Al Shayne

A Le

Ft.

Now

Poll's

1st half

Small

(Others to fill)
Proctor's 23d St.
2d half (15-18)
Jos L Browning
Larry Reilly Co

A P

Frezini

Prests and

Wally A Wally
Gordon A Delmar
Fos A Kelly

Horlick A Sar'mpas
2d half
Hartley A Jee

FORMERLY LEADER

WRC'ST'R, MASS.

Silk

(W'k's-Barro
Peters

p

Diaz Sis

1st half

Le Grohs
"Memories"

'

Tojette A Dennett
2d half

Downing: Rev

Collins

EPSTEIN

(Scranton split)
Victoria

Scheff

Rhodes A Wat son
Fred Weber Co
Will J Evans

Stamm

In

PA.

Toll's

SCRANTON, PA.

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS

fill)

Symphony Fiends Joe Dnrry
a
Kuoy Hoyce
•Neiman A Witt
The Perettos
I

W'KES-B'RE,

N. J«

Loew
A Ramsay

WALTER NEWMAN

PHIL

A Young

.

Just finished 94 successful weeks on
Keith. Orpheum and Interstate circuital
Direction W. 8. HENNESSY

•

H

Walter Manthy Co

Poll's

2d half (22-25)

Swift A Kelly
Her8chel Henlere
Princess Wahletka
2d half
Princess Wahletka
Healy A Cross
Chas Irwin

Morrissey

HAVEN, CONN.

Towers A Wallace
Ethel Tarker Co

BOOKING WITH ALL

Jean Granese Co

(Others to fill)
Keith's Ford hum

Hanako Japs

HOBOKEN.

Warman A Mack

Clair
Noll

A

Moots

Purrella

Metropolitan

Rawson A

Anthony A Adams
Baker A Barnett

Yvel

Sewell Sis

'

A

Cameo Rev

Sis

Orviile

*

Cornell Ce

Lester

BROOKLYN

2d half

"Little Cottage"

half (19-21)

1st

McKay

Frank Ward
Cardo

Fritzl

Robinson
Roberts A Clark
Mlchon Bros

A H Brown
Bert Howard
Lee A Cranston

Bill

Lydla Barry
Meehan's Dogs

2d half

Sherman A O'Ro'ke

A Hart

Derrick

W

Frank

Bernard A Scarth
Steppe A O'Neill
(One to All)

MINNEAPOLIS

Ortons
Espe A Button

4

2d half

Bender A Herr
Bart Doyle

Stamm

Orville

|

Hennepin
(Sunday opening)

Ruby Norton

Barto A Melvln
Adelaide A Dwyer

Walter Manthy Co

Sultan
Chas obcrle

Gene Morgan
Paly Mac A D

I'a lace

Tulace
Legal Co
Boyden A Lee
Car do A Noll
Walters A Walters

Clayton A Morton

fill)

Rate to Big Acta.

Gordon A Day
Freis A Wilson

Flo Lewis
State Lake
Mildred Harris

W

3

Carney A Carry
Rubinl A Rosa
"Innocent Eve"
Barnes A Stremel
Vee A Tully
'2d half

Hlggins A Bates
Princeton A Wats'n

Harry Fox
Van Hoven

Fisher

O K

•Riley Pcmey A R
(Others to fill)
Proctor's 5th Ave.
2d half (15-18)

2d half

Saaelal Load

$1.00.

Sealo

Prests

W'T'RB'RY, CONN.

(Others to

fill)

A

Clair

A Dwycr

Adel'de

A

Meehan's Dogs

Zack A Randolph

Kelly

Palace

ALWAYS OPEN-AUTO TRUCKS

Leona Hall's Rev
Silk

M'Farl'nd A Palace
"Gr'nwich Virg'rs"
Morrissey A Young
Ethel Parker Co
2d half
Jean A Elsio

N.

Jimmy

75c; Breex. Brooklyn.

St..

Prests

Capitol

Rawson A

PHILADELPHIA

The Baliots

A Himber

(Others to

split)

2d half

Hamilton A Humes
Healy A Cross

Chadwick
Block A Duniop

a

Wilbur a Glrlla
Morton Bros
8ongs A Bcer.ee
Jimmy Lyons
Fred LaRelne Ce
FRESNO. CAL,
Hppodrunie

Lynn Cantor
Seymour A Yates
Exposition Jub 4
DownJng-Lee Rev
Avenne B

Louise

ROSTER.
47th ST. HARRY
Manager

Rata to 125th

Theatrical

Wood A White

Bentley

A

MILWAUKEE

M

FREE STORAGE ONE WEEK.

Burke Walsh A N
Choy Ling Foo Co
ASBI RY, P'K, N.J.
Main St.

Fred Ardath Co

Castleton A Mack
Moss' Coliseum

•Corinne

(Richmond

Callan A Matthews
Venita Gould

Ormsbee A itenug

Clady

Frawley

Dainty Marie
Ida

A

Yost

Trixle Frlganza
Sheila Terry Co

Majeatie

A R'nol*

BUFFALO

2d half
Alvln A Alvln

Academy

Proctor's

half (19-21)

1st

CHICAGO
P'ggy Parker

TELEPHONE
LONG ACRE 5992

NORFOLK

J arrow

fill)

Wyoming

75cSERV-USEXPRESS75c
NOW AT 310 W.

J Connelly
(Others to fill)
2d half (22-26)
Herchel Henlere
(Others to fill)

2d half

(Othtrs to

Ten

E A

(Others to fill)
2d half (22-25)
Foley A Latour
(Others to fill)
ALBANY, N. Y.

Telephone Dryant 1943

Clifford

Gler's Musical

•Small's Circus

Inc.

A

Walsh Reed

2d half
Dublin Trio

Bollinger

State

Grace Hayes
Hals; a LaVere

HARRY WEBER

Hovac A Co

Dalton A Craig
A Palmar
New York Wsnser
(One to fill)

Street

•Senator Ford
(Two to HID
Keith's Riterskle
Ona Mufisim Co
I3ob Albright

1st half (19-21)

Schwartz

Sherman A O'R'ke

Marino A Martin

HEMMENDINGER,

E.
S3

llollls

Small's Circus
(Others to fill)
Proctor's 125th St.
2d half (15-18)
Helen Moretti

Fanny Brko
Peggy Wood Co
Barah Padd»n Co

A Melvln

Barto

Maureen Englin
Boyden A Lee

RIcarde

A West

Forle

and JAZZ. INC.

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Archer & Belford
Powers A Wallace
"Little Cottage"

2d half

KEITH CIRCUIT

OPERA

DUNCAN

and

Direction:

Hoffman A Hughes
Frank Ward

Leona Hall's Rev

A

Cooper

The Gaudsmlths

MOODY

fill)

Palace

Anthony A Adams
Baker A Barnett

which those bills are printed does not denote the relative
Importance of aits nor their program positions,
* before name denotes act is doing new turn, or reappearing after absence
from vaudeville, or appearing In city where listed for the first tlmt
In

•Electro
(Others to fill)
1st half (19-21)
N A C Skelly

(Others to

POLI CIKCUIT
BRIDGEPORT
SPR'GF-LD, MAS8.

otherwise

sot

GERTRIDE—

Id half (22 26)

Sherman A O'R'rke

Al Stryker
(Others to fill)

19)

VAUDEVILLB THEATRES

IN

houses oi>en for the week with Monday matlree,

(All

Shaw A Lee

NEXT WEEK (JUNE

BILLS

I'd

half

Andrews A May
Frank Mansfield
I

<»RE.

llip[M>drom«

The Rockos
Arnold Gra/er

U .tor

Road

Co

I'ORTLAND.

to

Dunharr.

Vaudeville
Willl'ms

A

I-alloen A luirce
Miller Packer A H

(Con timed on 1'nge 30)

;

rriday,

June

If,

raise the anti.
10.

Girl," book by
••A Little Dutch
Hurry Graham and Seymour Hicks,
with music
Graham
Harry
lyrics by
by Emmerich Walman, opened undirector,
April
Tait,
Williamson
der
Majesty's. It caught on
29, at Her
long
run.
Act
1
for
set
and eeems
Much time is wasted
j S too draggy.
carries
the
Act
2
dialog.
on useless
The plot is very light.
comedy.
Prince Paul, well play by Claude
Flemming, is booked to marry the.
Princess Julia. Imagining her to be
old and ugly, the Prince falls to arrive for the ceremony. The Princess
becomes, peeved and follows him to
Kortunedell, Holland, accompanied
by her pal, Countess Degousey,
played by Gracie Navers, who ran
away with the hit of the show.
Pressed as a Dutch girl, the Process makes the Prince fall in love
She then spurns him.
with her.
Later everything turns up trumps.
This is the only reason for Act 3.
George Gee and Hugh Steyne made

the comedy hits. Rene Maxwell as
sang charmingly.
Princess Julia
Baird and Thompson scored with
Dressing, mounting
statue dance.
and effects are of high standard.
Claude Fleming produced. Andrew

MeCunn directed.
"My Lady's Dress," with Frank
Polini,

is

still

doing the best business in town at
Criterion. Play a rage here.
H. Royal closed May 13, "Johnny
Get Your Gun."
Williamson Tait presented Abbey

Players in "The WhiteHeaded Boy," a comedy in three
Lennox Robinson at Palace,

Theatre

Revue company.
WESTS— "The

ti.

up

magnate

is

Kid.'»

PAY— "Pollyanna."

Brisbane

HIS MAJESTY S

—

"Maid of the

Mountains."

—

HALL

EXHIBITION

Nellie

Melba.

EMPIRE— "Sawing a Woman in
Half,''
Trixie
Ireland,
Winskills,
Girtor Girls. Loader and Larey,
Carlton and Roslyn, Baron, Otis
Mitchell, Birehley.

MAJESTIC— "The

Song

of Life."

NEW ZEALAND
Auckland
HIS MAJESTY S
Ella Shields
Maurice Sterndale, Con Moreni, The
Jacksons, Brooke and Cahill, The

—

Trees.

Byron Houck, at one time leading pitcher of the Pacific Coast
Baseball League, who has been a

cameraman

in

pictures

for

more

than a year, ha* turned to his many innovations including an informer profession as a Member of door swimming pool.
Devereaux
the Vernon (Cal.) team.
Emmett was the architect for the
links, said to be Ideal.
The club is
after
James
Fenimore
Following several seasons' lay- named
Cooper, who is said to have written
off, awaiting a decision from Judge
Landis whether he could resume some of his works on the site. The
playing in semi-pro baseball w.th- officers are Samuel S. Koenig, Otto
out involving his fellow members A. Rosalsky, William P. Piatt, JuBlauner, Samuel Levy and
to be classified as "outlaws," Heinic lius
The directors are
Zimmerman, who was placed on tho Louis Gans.
Thomas
F. Smith, Samuel Strasineligible list for alleged crookedness. s again in the semi-pro ranks. bourger, B. Bretzfelder, Julius HenWhether or not Landis has granted ry Cohen, Mark Eisner, Joseph Lehim permission could not be ascer- blang, Morris Rosenstein, Simon
tained, but it is understood Zim- Sichel, Lee Shubert.
i

OPERA HOUSE — Frank

Whirman, Sprightly Sisters, Tilton and
West, Maggie Buekley, Huley and
Bent. (Jeorge Dixon, Alberto, Ken- merman
nerdy Boys.

.

LYRIC— "The Mark of
PRINCESS— "Over the
TIVOL1— "Rent

Zorro."
Hill."

Free."
Kid."

STRAND— "The

Wellington

G. O. H.

— Digger

Company.

EM TRESS— Pictures.

"The Sheik," 15th week
"The First
business at

Year"

at Globe,

doing

good

KinK's.

"Pollyanna"
week.

Strand,

at

Business only fair.
May
Auslater, but doubtful.
public not educated to this
Play is too
of amusement.

May

oil

quoted as saying that he had i.ueh
loose change to bid if the
horse was "run up."

Wal McKay, James Teddy, Johnson more

acts by
pick

The

on the higher pricee. Supporting a single
Pantages circuit. Dempsey is ex- issue againit a retreating field is a
pected to open in San Diego soon pretty expensive operation, anyhow.
for a seven weeks' tour of Pantages The general belief is that Famous
theatres.
Players is well set for whatever improvement appears in the general
Tie3day (Memorial Day) the new price average.
Fenimore Country Club near White
Guessing on Orpheum
Plains, N. Y., was opened. It is said
Special interest attaches to Or*
to be one of the prettiest golf clubs
pheum. By this time it has become
In the country, having a clubhouse
like a castle.
The property was a settled conviction that some large
formerly tho Reynal estate.
The interest or group of interests in the
new club, which has a membership stock liquidated more than a year
of Jewish devotees to the sport, has ago, when 'the stock made a top of
finishes bis alleged contract

(Continued from page 7)
Sanford stable. The oil mans last
bid was $50,000 with the actor reported as "winging," but prone to

By ERIC H. GORRICK
May

23

SPORTS

AUSTRALIA

Harvey and Emelie

third

Louis Bennison opens at the
Royal, Sydney, May 13, in "Johnny
tion.
Get Y'our Gun." Piece success in tract is canceled.
Melbourne.
kind
Hughie Fullerton has a special
The production and
"highbrow."
Nov. 24 has been set as the date
Maud Hannaford and Richardson for the trial of the $100,000 damage contract with the Chicago "Tribcast perfect. Marie O'Neill and Sydney Morgan gems of characteriza- Brothers and Cherrie return to suit of Alexander Pantages against une" to cover the world s biggest
America this week. Miss lianna- Jack Dempsey in Los Angeles. sporting events.
If play fails it will be great
tion.
Roster: Joan Sullivan, Mau- ford did very well in this country.
pity.
Breach of contract is alleged. Prereen Delany, Nora Desmond, MarThe golf tournament held by the
siding Judge Willis, who arranged
"The Bat." a hit in Melbourne.
garet Dunne, J. O'Rourke, May Fitzthe calendar, replied to attorneys for Globe theatre. New York, which
gerald, Arthur Shields, Gertie Murstarted
last Tuesday and finished
such
to
objected
His
who
had
Dempsey,
"A Night Out," 17th week at
phy, Harry Hutchinson, Arthur SinMajesty's.
an early date, that he did not fear Thursday, was won by Robert Ames
clair.
by
defeating
Hal Forde in the final
"All the
Husiness big at Tivoll.
the champion as long as he kept
Granville and Fields return home away.
Winners" laot rights. Next Talbot
Dempsey is taking a short round. The tournament was held
this week.
OFarrell.
rest at his mother's home in Holly- on the Salisbury (L. I) gold links.
Wirth's circus is only doing fair
The cup
The Selznick organization is put- wood. The champion seems bent Dillingham.was donated by Charles
business here this season at Hip.
The trouble is show is carrying acts ting out advance advertising for on matrimony now, although he admits he hasn't found the girl to
that have played here year in and "Reported Missing."
Whether the rule in professional
date. His trainer and adviser, Teddy
year out and never change their
baseball which prohibits players
comedy
English
Carney.
George
Hayes, is to be a benedict shortly.
material or introduce new tricks.
Apdale's circuit is one of the big hits star, success at Tivoli. Melbourne. It is understood that Pantases will who participate in world series
games from barnstorming or playof the show. Apdale has introduced Carney is touring under the Mus- not
press his suit if Dempsey
ing exhibition games after the comnew business into the act. Evans grove management.
pletion of the season, is good, bad
and Perez scored with perch act.
of InternaBilly de Wilfred has signed an- play under direction
Flying Lloyds near closing cleaned
or indifferent, it protects the magup big. Best act of type seen with other contract to tour the Fuller tional Tours, Ltd.
nates, and that Is the only thing
the
this outfit.
Al Clarke in a jockey circuit. De Wilfred, who holds
Ada Reeve is doing big business necessary, according to a decision
act well liked.
Rest of show made record, has played his xylophone
Playing
last
Melbourns.
week, when the National and
at the Palace.
up of usual lion, elephant and horse three years for the Fullers.
"Spangles" under Fuller direction.
American League officials voted to
acts.
Show should pull business in
sue
enormous
Sistine
Choir,
The
retain the rule.
It Is understood
the onc-nighters.
Madame d'Alvarez will tour Aus- that a number of suggestions were
Hall.
Allan Wilkie, Shakespearean rep. cess at Town
tralia next month under direction
at G. O. H.
made
for its modification. RecomWard and Sherman Revue Com- of J. and N. Tait.
FULLER'S— Business very big.
mendations regarding the decision
Zealand
The Nat Phillips Revue company pany to make tour of New
Tom Leamore, Enplish comedian, will be made to Commissioner Lanthis month.
responsible.
Show takes up the
has been engaged for Fuller cir- dis this week. The latter has the
whole of second part. Built along
Jeerie Hartley, Allen Doore. Edna cuit.
authority to question the rule, but
low comedy lines. Chorus work very Keeley
^and Billy Elliott signed for
will
undoubtedly
act
favorably
hard and big factor. Nat Phillips is
Bert Wiggins is breaking In a with the magnates' decision
Auditorium, Melbourne.
to keep
a good foil for the comedy of Roy
new act for a tour of the Musgrove it in effect.
Rene, who plays a burlesque Jew.
Newall
Fred Shipman has engaged Guy circuit. Was formerly of
Queenie Paul sings well, and that's Maier and Lee Pattison for a tour and Wiggins out here with the Illabout all. Gladys Shaw very funny of Australia, June 20. Artists will fated Annette Kellerman show.
The Eastern League gained a pic
in character bits.
Mike Connors a
turesque figure last week when Jim
good straight. The show is nicely
Thorpe,
famous Indian athlete,
mounted.
Saltbush Bill in whipsigned with Hartford. Thorpe did
cracking feats opened the bill. Belle
not
pick
the easiest spot in the
Mora in- Scotch songs pleased. Taycircuit, for the team is in the cellar
lor and Summers in a new act of
position.
He
has been playing with
character songs and talk cleaned up.
Portland out on the Coast.
Act is beautifully dressed.
Lola
H.
Stantone, clever violinist.
Lacks
personality.
Burton and Dwyer
One of the bust known "books"
went over well with songs and talk.
at Jamaica track turned a profit of
Globe, "The Sheik"; Strand, "Pol8-10, $12,000 Saturday;
(John
Quiet
Bai rymore)
Cape Town, May 12.
$10,000 of that
lyanna";
Empress, "Way Down
(Evelyn Brent and Cllve was made on
the big race when the
OPERA HOUSE— Horace Hodges, "Sonia"
East"; Crystal Palace. "The Kid";
and his company Brook); 11-13, "The 11th Man" much touted "Snob II" was "knockLyceum, "Get Rich Quick Walling- English actor,"Grumpy." Hodges is (Robert Warwick).
with
ford." "Bonnie Briar Bush"; Hay- drawing
WOLFRAM'S—May 4-6. "The ed down" by rillory, also the winLast week of season
market. "The Rosary," "Why An- excellent.
Highest Bidder" (Madge Kennedy); ner of the Withers purse. It was a
May 9. "Skittles." Sea- 8-10,
commencing
nounce Your Marriage," "The Three
"John Petticoats" (William tough day for the followers of
Mjiy 15, Leonard
sona success.
"19
11-13,
and Phyllis" "Snob," claimed to be as good as
Vagabonds."
Raynes Cox. "The Silver Crucifix," Hart);
Ray).
(Charles
the unbeaten
"Morvleh."
Sports
by Walter Howard.
PREMIER (Roudebosch)—Picture from out of town
Melbourne
journeyed here
TIVOLI— Excellent bill, drawing house in suburb.
HER MAJESTY'S— "A Night Out." capacity week May 3. Dan Raynor,
for that race alone and departed
ROYAL— "The Bat."
Roy and Co. in comedy pull some
Th* representatives of the stoii sadly after its running, not waiting
KING'S— "The First Year."
laughter, but Raynor spoils act with Film Co. are screening Ethel W. for the balance of the card.
TIVOLI— George Carney, Two Ras- uncalled for language.
"Dream Del Is "Bars of Iron" and the 1022
cals, Pollard and White, the Fran- Stars," with Henry Weste, Kathleen
Kn^li >h Grand National at the City
lacks. Alma and Rov. George Hird, I'.n tte
and Irene O'Dare. clever Hall May 24-26.
FAMOUS PLAYERS
Doody and Wright, Shirley.
turn, well presented; one of best
PALACE— Ada Reeve, in "Span- seen hers In some tme. Weynt n Lady Forbes Robertson (Gertrude
(Continued from page 3)
vles.
and boy assistant re tip-top gym- Elliott) pays return Visit hero in a quiet, steady market, probably
PRINCESS— Stock.
Bert Coote and Co. in "A
nasts*
under direction of African followed by further progress.
BIJOU— Edgley and Dawe, Las Lamb on Wall Street" put up July
Theatres.
Famous Players was probably
Revedos, De Wilfred, Keating and laughs, but nothing outstanding in
Ross, Tubby Stevens, Courtney and sketch.
Tom Kinplass*. coon deRuby Miller arrives In Jur.e with somewhat protected by the fact that
C, Pastor and Merle, Rene Dixon, lineator, good voice and songs. Lestho
stock sold "ex" on Thursday
a company to produce "Edge o' Be*
Hal.
(June 15). The closing of the books
lie Elliott at piano and Eric Gddley, yond" and "Roily v. ith a Past."
TOWN HALL—Toscha Seidel.
applause with good
baritone. u<
was too close at hand to encourage
STRAND— -The Kid."
Eddy Duo, clever wire walkact.
Ethel
Hook sails shortly for much short telling. Once before
HOYT'S— "Kisses," "The Web of ers. BUI weak May 10. Duncan South
Africa to produce "A Musical short sellers, just prior to the closConceit."
and Godfrey good. w. V. Robinson
ing of the transfer books, were
AUDITORIUM— "Get Rich Qu ck (return), Canadian entertainer, ex- Evening/'
v\allingford."
Bert Coote and Co., Kliiott
cellent.
Tho Administrator of the Cape hooked for the |2 quarterly dividend,
MAJESTIC— "Squibs."
and Godley, Eddy Duo, YVeyncn and Colony, on tlio warpath to raise and nobody wanted to repeat the exPARAMOUNT "The Rosary," assistant and Tom Flnglass.
money by taxation, sprung a sur- periment. If the pool had chosen to
Tht 14th Lover."
ALHAMBRA—OOOd lilm pro- prise by proposing
double the Support its favorite In the f.ire of
grams, combined with orchestra, entertainment tax, as well as other surrounding weakness the sairo
Thi.« caused upheaval thing might
Adelaide
drawing; May 4-0, an Arsene Lupin new taxes.
have happened, As it
ROY A I. Marie Tempest and him. "The Teeth of the Tiger"; of *irong feeling. .Sevoro censure turned out, the
pool was eont* nt to
'•'•"ham r ..wne; Prince of Wales. 8-10, "My Lady's Latchkey" (Kath- WSfl heaped On the head of this
stock,
erine MacDonald); n-i3, "Unchar- official, who seems to take a fiendish let prices drift, satisfied In the conthat
uith
viction
Lake).
the end of the
so
N(J s Arthur Tozart, Fifi and tered Beas" (Alice
delight in heaping on taxes,
^J\L
shakeout
^ddie de Tisne, Miller and Rainey,
it
(Continue d on page 3f)
could
re-establish
GRAND— May 4-6, "On the
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That was

32.

when

late

April,

in

became apparent

it

1921,

to the in-

loomed ahead.
Since then the company's position
has improved greatly, and it once
again becomes desirable for the retired interest or interests to renew
siders that difficulties

A

holdings.

campaign

to

end

this

may

explain the curious behavior of
Orpheum. It runs along at bargain
prices for almost a week at a time,
and then sales jump from 500-1,000
to 5,000 in a day, and the price gets
up around 21. Then the backward
drift repents itself until another
buying drive appears. Sales in Boston also vary greatly. June 8 Boston sold 1.650 shares, compared with
4,700 in New York. The next two

is tired of laying around
Work has commenced on the new
losing money on Saturday and Sunday and has also heard the senti- automobile speedway at Kansas
ment of the other semi-pro players City, which, according to the pro- days Boston didn't sell any Orpheum
who voluntarily play with him, re- moters, will be the very latest thing at all. and Tuesday the turnover of
gardless of the outcome. The former in gasoline race tracks. Jack Prince 750 shares was almost as large as
Giant is managing a team in Bay- has the contract, and work will be that in New York (1,000). The sugonne, N. J., and according to reports rushed to have it ready for a racing gestion has been made that someone
meet after August 1.
The local is playing one market against the
is playing to 5 000 people every Sund iy, considered excellent attendance track will be of wood and located other either for arbitrage profits or
on a 160-acre tract at 90th street to conceal buying in one center by
in-^emi-pro ranks.
and Holmes.
It
is expected
the sales in the other. Boston prices
The French featherweight, Eu- American Automobile* Association have been at times fractionally betgent Criqui, was engaged by Jack will sanction official dates for the ter than New York, suggesting that
K earns for two years in the United opening. E. E. Peake, who has the stock is being accumulated in
States under his management, but been instrumental in the success of Boston under cover of New York
with the proviso that if Criqui was many automobile shows here is sales. The New York Consolidated
defeated in England by Fox the con- secretary of the Speedway associa- also executed an unusual volume of

tralian

—

,
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Sydney,

—

»

business in Orpheum. The campaign
would seem to be extremely cautious, acquiring a small net volume
of stock as compared with the total
transactions.

Loew Below IS
Loew declined stead.

As

predicted,

ily from around 17 to jutt under 1',
where buying orders came in to

check the decline. The small dally
turnover made it apparent that support In this direction was not very
powerful.

The same influences as heretofore
governed (loldwyn. It was in low
ground at 7 Vi and high at 8*4. An
interesting sidelight on the situation
is the recalling of an old-time film
man and market trader that when
Samuel loldwyn departed from Paramount the same situation existed,
but the Paramount people went
about dealing with Goldwyn (then
<

(Joldllsh) in a different way. Officials of the company went into con-

ference with the departing officer
and agr eed to do everything they
could to help him market his holdings in the company at a profit to
himself. This was accomplished by
the co-operation of Paramount heads
with Goldwyn, and a lot of disturbing details were avoided.
Triangle came out in one trade late

week. A lot of 1,000 shares was
reported at 26 cents. It was about
that time that the Aitken brothers
settled the Triangle suit against
them out of court, and the circumstance may have had something to
do with the stock transaction. It
last

may have been to somebody's intermake a demonstration just a*

est to

that time to create an impression,
by establishing a price substantially

unchanged from the

last sale, that
signifi-

the settlement had small
cance one way or the other.
Th*> nummary of
14 iiKluNive ar* a*

trannartlona June 8 to
fallow*:—
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LONDON
(Continued from page

3)

J.

H. Benrimo

lias

were wonderful, the business damnable, and the public blind fools who
had to be led out of their sloth and
apathy by the power of the Northcliffe press, she Is said to have said.
The following day London began to
decided that have "The Man in Dress Clothes"

"Spanish Lovers" shall be the next ruthlessly rammed down its throat
vaudeville
production under his management at at the breakfast table, in tube and
Club. The membership la limited the Kingsway.
It is his intention tram, and all over again when the
to 600 and election is by ballot. apparently to run the theatre on worker fared homeward, the day's
jThe subscription is £5, with £1 stock lines, by which the house will work being done.
entrance fee for town members, and revert to the order of things it knew
'£1, with £1 entrance fee for coun- when it was the Novelty.
Most of
Harry M. Vernon and Arthur
try' members. The premises are in the artists who appeared in "The
Great Newport street, close to Lei- Yellow Jacket" will be in the new Wimperis are collaborating in a new
play for the autumn.
musical
feaother
Among
Square.
cester
show. The piece which was a big
tures are a fine ball room, billiard auccaam in Paris has been translated
and
room,
dining
room,
card
Among other places the heat has
room,
by Christopher St. John.
rehearsal room, and kitchen. Durdealt badly with is the Coliseum.
ing the opening ceremony Sir Harry
soon as a theatre is settled The current bill opened to a terAs
Lauder handed Albert Voyce a check Edward Laurilard will produce a ribly meagre house. The great atfor 100 guineas for the Variety new musical show, "The Girl from traction is May Wirth.
She and
Artists' Benevolent Fund. He is the Nowhere." The music and book are Phil managed to rouse the halffirst honorary president of the club. by the same author as the defunct baked audience to enthusiasm.
It
Loves Awakening" at the Empire, is doubtful whether a finer equesAdolph Neiman. the variety agent. but the whole thing is in much trian act v has ever been seen in
was warned by the chairman of the lighter vein and there will be plenty London. Peggy O'Neil is back after
London County Council Public Con- of comedy. The piece which has a week's absence and is again play
when his license just come off lacked comedy and it mg 'kippers and Kings," which detrol Committee
came up for consideration. Its re- took a miscroscopic faculty to dis-Jp en(j s entirely on the actress's
newal had been opposed by the cover the plot.
charm and cleverness for its being.
Variety Artists' Federation, one of
Ruth St. Denis and Ted Shawn are
Having succeeded in closing Col- in their second week and have
the objections being he had signed
contracts without right and for man- tins' Music Hall on Isling-Green by changed their program for the betagers he did not represent, causine their demand for well-nigh im- ter, while still retaining the dancehardship to artists. After hearing possible alterations, the London story, the Aztec "Xochitl."
Newevidence the committee deliberated County Council now proposes ex- comers to the house include Martyn
in private and then announced they tending the existing license until and Florence in a clever novelty
had decided not to revoke the license November.
act; Jack Lane, whose work at the
on this occasion.
piano and "gags" lack freshness and
"The Co-Optimist**" will celebrate are not improved by the artist's apA composer who. having offended its first birthday June 27. The preciation of his own humor; the
against the law of the land, had celebration will probably take the Medini Trio present a very fine and
been accommodated for something form of a dance at the Grafton Gal- neatly worked act on unsupported
like 18 months with board and lodg- leries, the proceeds of which will go ladders;
and Anna
Joe Cohan
ing at the country's expense was re- to the Newspaper Press Fund.
Dorothy go exceedingly well in their
cently released from prison. During
cross-talk.
A Coliseum program* is
Whatever may be said of the lazi- seldom complete without a Russian
his incarceration he had composed
many pieces of music, a few songs ness and slowness of the average turn of some sort, and this week's
and the greater part of a musical Britisher and his institutions. The representative is a brililant violin This proves that our Income Tax authorities must be con->
comedy.
Charlie iste. the Baronesa Helena Hoven.
addicts.
speed
prison system, once the last word sidered
Noni and Horace complete the bill
in brainless harshness, is improv- Withers has had time to play at
with a musical (absurdity which has
ing; but even in the very bad old least three dates with "For. Pity's
seems to have been
since his arrival and has al- long been popular in London vaudeplace

the

of

the

PARIS
By

old

days literature
a favorite pastime of prisoners.
Most of their efforts certainly were
scratched on cell and dungeon walls
and were seldom complimentary, but
there are immortal exceptions. St.
Paul wrote some of his finest
epistles while doing "time" in Rome,
Socrates .did mu(41 good work on the

Sake"
ready received a demand for £900
income tax. The first demand was
followed up a little later on the same

subject of Immortality while serving
a sentence in Athens, Bunyan wrote
"Pilgrims Progress" during the 12
years he lay in Bedford jail and Sir
Walter Raleigh wrote his "History
on the World" while languishing in
the Tower of London. More modern
examples are, of course, those of
Oscar Wilde and O. Henry, to say

the

ville.

The Strand theatre, which was
day by the "second" notification that put up for public auction and
payment without further delay bought In for £55.000. has been
resold to a private purchaser. Negowould be advisable.
tiations are in progress for the sale

The Public Control Committee of of the Aldwych.
London County Council has
granted a license to James John
George Moffat, formerly acting
Welch to carry on business as manager of the Criterion, has been
Welch's Theatrical and Variety sentenced to four months' imprisonNew licenses have also ment for stealing money belonging
Agency.
been granted to the following — Leo to the owners of that theatre. In
Gordon (The Screen and Stage his defense he alleged he had been

Paris,

E. Q.

May

30.

Balzac's novel, "Les Chouans/' is
to be filmed this summer, probably
with Tarride. Max Dearly and Mile.

Very early in their present London trip the Guitrys have fallen foul
of the Lord Chamberlain and his

Examiner of Plays. The original
French version of the comedy produced in London as "Sleeping Partners" has been banned. Therefore
the French players will substitute
L*Illusionniste" during their season
at Princes.

4,

The Daylight Saving

was originally looked upon by a few million
men as a direct move to filch an
extra hour from the private soldier
and N. C. O. for the purpose of
parados and fatigues. It has been
cursed wholeheartedly by other
walks of life, and now it has been
act

seized on as yet another excuse for
the general decline in business.
Archibald Haddon, who apparently
has no time for a critic who wants
sleep, proposes a "nine o'clock" theatre with the "tabs" descending at
11:45.
This might work and the
theatre would be a better excuse
forever for courting couples, but.
unfortunately, the railways and
other vehicular services would have
to be considered. No one, not even
a really earnest critic, would care
about walking from Hampstead or

Hammersmith

to some suburban retreat on the other aide of the metropolitan area.
The recent benefit at Drury Lane
raised over £3.500. the third highest
sum raised by such an event at the
old theatre. The Nellie Farren benefit raised £7,000, which Alfred de

"Ma Tante d'Honfleur" will be re,
vlved at the Varietes, with Andrea

Shakespeare's "Measure for Measure" has been played by G. Pitoeff
and his troupe, from Geneva, at the
Comedie des Champs-Elysee (Theatre Montaigne). This French version by Guy de Pourtales elicited

Feranne in the part created by Eve

great interest.

"Le Dilemme du Docteur." French
version of Bernard Shaw's piece, in
five acts, adopted by Henriette and

.

Jose Levy is the latest manager
to put up his house In order and
come down to the less extravagent
prices of pre-war days.
With the
production of the new set of Grand

Guignol

plays at the Little the
prices of his stalls will run from
10 and sixpence to six shillings,
while the balcony at the Little d«*f«»
.

(Continued on page 3«>

The dancer Osorio will appear for
a series of matinees at the Comedie
des
Champs Elysees (ex-Montaigne) during June.
She will be
followed by another dancer, Djemll
Anik. George Pitoeff remains in tho
evening bill, with "La Mouette"
through the month.

The fantastical ballets of Lole
Fuller (as they are announced) will
occupy the stage of the Theatre des
Champs-Elysees (the big house under the same roof) June 10-18.
A/idre Chevrillon, who was recently in New York with Maurice
Donnay for the Moliere ceremonies,

has returned home.
He had not
visited the United States for 10
years, and is enthusiastic over all
he saw, and confessed the American
public Is kept posted on French
theatrical events to a much greater
extent than French readers are Informed of American productions.

Mme. Kutscherra,
well known to
nerian,
was

Polish singer,

Americans as a Wagsentenced

to

four

months' imprisonment for thefts in
a Paris grocery store. She was reduced to a point of starvation, and
sentence was suspended.
Many years ago Kutscherra was
considered the most famous
nerian exponent of female

Wagroles.

Some former admirers have now
come

to her temporary assistance.
In 1915 she gave a recital In Paris
and Saint Saens refused to meet
her, afterwards writing a letter of
apology explaining he believed her
to be German, whereas she
she afterwards proved, Slav.

Is.

a*

Thieves entered the hotel rooms
William A. Brady and his wifei
Grace George, while away from
their hotel attending a theatre here
last week, and appropriated a numof

ber of personal articles, including
valuable furs and a supposed pearl
necklace.
But Mrs. Brady has the
laugh on the crooks, as she says,
because her $10,000 necklace is still
in New York, and it was an imitation one she wisely took with heron
"La Maison de Danses," by P. her European trip. A reward of
Rebout and Noziere. from the book $100 made by Brady caused a conof Paul Rebout. will be revived at federate to confess and the crooks
the Ambigu-Comique.
were brought to light in the persons
of two youths and a girl, who have
Leon Volterra will produce a play committed a number of similar robby Sacha Guitry at the Theatre de beries in Berlin.
Hearing of the
Paris, with Lucten Guitry in the reward, a young man called on
lead.
Brady and offered to return the lost
articles against the $100, pretendAt the annual meeting of the ing to belong to a detective agency
French Society of Dramatic Authors The money was paid, but police
and Composers Robert de Flers was waiting in the wings collared the
again elected president, with Pierre youth and afterwards traced the
Weber. F. de Croisset. Alfred Bru- other two.
neau and H. Kistemaeckers as vicepresidents.
The new members of
The Two Flemings, an American
the committee elected for three turn well known abroad, who were
years were Charles Mare, Henri
booked for the Shuberts by the
Rabauld, Paul Milliet. Xanrof. LuEngland
cien Gleize. Article 17. relative to late Fred Ward, return to
The
author-managers, was the object of Saturday on the "Majestic."
indefinitely
a long discussion, and a special act is said to be booked
meeting will be called In November 4 abroad

a successor to "The Bat"
Is required for the St. James. GilEugenie Buffet, French vaudeville
bert Miller may revive "Nothing singer, has returned to Paris after
But the Truth." with A. E. Mat- a long sojourn in America.

thews in his original part at the
Savoy, but the plan is at the moment only tentative. He will do
William
Archer's
drama.
"The
Green Goddess" and* sooner or
later he intends presenting Doris
Keane in "The Czarina." He also
intends to produce "The Awful
Truth," by Arthur Richmond, a play
which has Just been produced with
great success in San Franciso. Hi*
very immediate plans center round
a continental trip in search of
plays for Charles Frohman. Inc.

Etoiles.

Alphonse Franck. manager of the
"Arsene Lupin" has migrated with
Theatre Edouard VII. having taken A. Brule from the Porte St. -Martin
over the hitherto unfortunate Eden, to the Ambigu Comique. G. Ohnet's
has revived the stage version of P. "Le Maitre de Forges" ("Iron Mas"L'Atlantide."'
by ter") being revived at the former
book,
Benoit's
Henri Clerc, which was a bit of a theatre with Jean Daragon. Lehflop at the Marigny last season. mann,
Mines.
J eon
d'Yd.
Maxa,
Several cuts have been made, with Gavry. Yilleroy. etc.
Pierre Mora few additions to brighten up the tier's five-act "Chasseur" appears
action, by the producer, Durec. The to be postponed at the Ambigu.
incidental music is by Tiarko Richepinpin. The profits of the premiere
It is now official that Paul Gawere advertised as going to the staff vault
(former manager of the
of the Casino de Paris, thrown out
Odeon. who was expected to go to
of work by the fire.
the Comedie Francaise) will be the
partner of Jeon Coquelin in the
Mine. Spindly has quite recovered management of the Porte St. -Marfrom her illness and is playing lead tin and the Ambigu, replacing ths
"Le Bel late M. Hertz.
in the nightmare revue.
Ange vint" by Rip at the Theatre
Ludovic and Esteve both
Michel.
After his engagement at the Cilove Loute, and are flashed to an
imaginary land after taking a pill gale this summer Felix Oudart wilt
possessing the charm of transform- hold a lead in the operetta by Saoha
An Angel Guitry, music by Andre Mcssager,
ing dreams to reality.
leads the band, introducing a series to be produced at the Theatre
in the autumn.
of topical allusious that enable Edouard ^11.
Spinelly to handle ten different
"Les
Vignes
du Seigneur." a new
roles.
We were not quite sure
whether it was a drunk and a cubist noble comedy by R. de Flers and
show, but on the whole the som- F. de Croisset. to be given next seanambulistic comedy in two acts and son at the Gymnase, will probably
20 scenes is a diverting after-dinner have Victor Boucher and Jeanne
Cheirel as the chief protagonists.
entertainment.

chestra.

When

Lavalliere^r It was at first proposed
to restore at this house the revue
suddenly stopped by the fire at the
Casino de Paris, but the Mogador
Palace will now shelter this big
show, with Pearl White, Mistinguett, Earl Leslie, which is (as the
indicates)
the
title
Revue des

Augustin Hamon, has been mounted
The Odeon is closing June 11 for
by Lugne Poe at the Maison de the summer, during which time F,
1'Oeuvre, and nicely received by Gemier will make a few changes in
the critical habitues. The leads are the theatre. It is the first time the
held by Allain Dhurtal, Roger Odeon has closed so early, and inWeber, Qarme, Miles. Suzy Prim. deed the classical house has reChristiane La u ray, Bianchini, with mained open during the dog days
M. Boris as producer.
for the past few years.

Maurice Chevalier, largely resystematically blackmailed to the
extent of £600 by two men who sponsible for the vogue of the
threatened to divulge some secret Christini operetta, "Dede," at the
York
of the past. The detectives working BoufTes, intends visiting New
on the case did not seem to attach for his vacation during the summer,
to look round prior to his engagemuch
importance to the story.
Not a few members of Parliament
ment with Dillingham next year.
Some are of the
are playwrights.
Provincial managers are 'getting
prosperous order while others find
Robert de Flers and F. de Croisthe £400 paid them by a trusting it in the neck" as bad, if not worse, set are writing a comedy for the
country used for keeping the wolf than their more opulent West End Gymnase next season, to be entitled
from the door while they woo fame brothers. One of the biggest of the
with pen and ink or the less touring firms, the head of which "Les Vignes du Seigneur," in which
romantic typewriter. A Labor mem- combines showmanship with horse- Victor Boucher and Jeanne Cheirel
ber. Frank H. Rose, is the latest racing and card playing, is ex- In the leads. Jacques Richepin and
His maiden ceptionally hard hit. One of his Carco have a melodrama on the
to face the footlights.
effort. "Trouble in the House." has latest shows, a revue produced at stocks, "Les Chercheurs d'Or," the
been produced in the North of Eng- a big suburban hall, played to £ 20 action being laid in Alasco; Albert
land and was favorably received. on its first two performance.
Acremant and Michel Carre are
The play is of a serious nature and
Margaret Bannerman Is leaving terminating three acts, La Terre
concerns the arrival in a rich man's
promise, situated In the South Afcenthe
Andre
Chariot
revue
at
the
The
relation.
house of a poor
for
"The Decameron rican diamond fields. TheYe is no
tral idea at least does not seem Vaudeville
Nights"
originality.
at
Drury
Lane.
A
new
ediwith
truth in the local report of Louis
overburdened
tion of this show goes on June 5, Verneuil taking over the Gymnase,
on
which
occasion
Maidie
A.
E.
Scott
will
and
J.
Grossmith
George
which theatre Henry Bernstein, the
Malone have arranged for Basil Dean Join the cast.
playwright, intends keeping at least
produce Somerset Maugham's
to
new play. 'East of Suez," at His
When Irving Berlin's success. for the present.
Majesty's in the autumn. The play "The Music Box." is produced at
A special matinee of "L'Aml
has a Chinese setting.
the Palace the company will be an
English one. This production will Fritz" was given at the Comedie
M. F. Litton is the next man to probably not take place until well Francaise, May 20, centenary of the
tempt fortune at the Duke of York's. into the autumn, meanwhile "The birth of Erckmann; the Opera ComJune 8 he will present a new comedy Co-Optimists" holds the theatre ique specially presented "Le Rol
by Monckton Hoffe, "Pomp and Cir- until the end of July.
d'Ys," Sunday, May 21, hundredth
cumstance." In this production the
anniversary of the birth of Edouard
author, once a touring actor, will
Plans for the Theatrical Garden Lalo.
return to the stage and will also Party are maturing.
Among the
Loraine
personally produce. Robert
attractions in preparation are a tea
"La Mascotte" will shortly be rewill be in the cast.
shop with Owen Nares as manager;
the Mogador.
Yvette
Stanley Lupino as the landlord of vived at
The cast of "Quarantine." the play a tavern, "Ye Jolly e Call-Boye," Gullbert has left for London prior
by Fryn Tennyson Jesse which J. E. Cyril Maude as a vendor or Iced to her return to New York.
Vedrenne produces at the Comedy milk, Franes Wetherall, Billy MerJune 6, includes Owen Nares, Tom son and Tom Walls will rob the
The Coliseum hall Is advertising
Reynolds, Compton Coutts, Bruce victims as coffee stall proprietors. the appearance of Houdini.
Winston. H. G. Stoker. Edward There will, of course, be the usual
Mervyn, Paul Gill. Ernest Leeman. number of sideshows, and as usual
Duque inaugurated his new estabMuriel Pope. Toni« Bruce. Margaret a "thrilling melodrama of super
Sfudamore. Christine Jansen. Louise horror" will be one of the big at- lishment, 17 Rue Caumartin, May
Hampton and Edna Best.
20, with the Batutas Brazilian ortractions.

Rothschild doubled by a lucky gamwhile the Ellen Terry one
brought in over £5,000.
At the
show last week she had an enormous
reception in the playlet, "Thirty
Minutes in a Street,** and was speWhen the company of the Odeon
cially sent for to receive the perin
the
Paris
sonal congratulations of the King comes over from
autumn, their repertory will include
and Queen.
•Hamlet." played in French and
•The Golden Moth" at the Adelphi with ft setting of curtains. The visit
finishes June 3, when the cometian. will last a week.
W. H. Berry, will take a holiday,
The boosting of The Man in
not appearing again, in the West
End until the autumn. Several I>res3 Clothes." at the Garrick. by
Northcliffe papers, "The Daily
the
are
negotiating
managers
for the
house, but the probability Is that Mail" and "Evening News," is being
For days both papers
Robert Courtneidge will be first in overdone
the field and will produce "Gabrielle" have extolled the virtues of the
Seymour Ilieks play, until the pub"there.
lic must be weary of reading paraThe Gervase El was Memorial graph after paragraph, each merely
Fund concert at the Albert Hall a rewritten copy of the former. Bepromises to be a remarkable affair. hind the boosting is the story of a
The Eugene Coosens orchestra will pretty romance. It is well known
play the works of English composers that Lord Northcliffe never refuses
under the batons of Eugen Goo3ens, the granting of any wish Lady
Sir Henry Woods and Robert Quil- Northcliffe may utter on .aatters.
tar. The choristers from Westmin- The night before he returned home
ster Cathderal will sing, and the from his last trip she saw the play.
the beggarly array of
soloists will include Louise Dale, saw also
Madame Kirby Lunn, Ben Davles, empty seats, and, seeing, realized
Robert Radford and Hubert Eisdell. what a loss it must be meaning to
The proceeds of the concert will be Ellaline Terrls and* her husband. She
used, for the benefit of musicians in tackled His Lordship when he arrived heme
Britain.
The play and actio*
ble,

next to settle this vexed question
of managers producing their own
plays at their own houses.

Musidora.

Booking Offices);" William Nokes,
and Walter Cope. Licenses have
nothing of Louis V. Eltinge. who is also been granted to Woolf Smith
carrying on as a playwright while (Gloucester Musical and Variety
serving a life sentence in a slste Agency), and Madeleine Stede.
penitentiary.
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unlooked for break in the hot
responsible for an almost
capacity turnout at the Majestic

An

was

night. The bill was of the
synonomous type with three vocal-

Monday

Istic turns, one the headliner of the
classical order, another with a jazz
dancer and the third a character

song
with

recital

issue

and two dancing

turns,

of the "hoofers" of the male
All of these acts were clustered together with the result that
ait

specie.

each subsequent turn had a little
harder road to travel than its prede-

cessor. However, all of them managed to get the audience to capitulate as far as applause was concerned, but had any of these turns
been on a blended variety bill their

acclimation by the customers would

have been much ctter.
Headlinging were Allan Rogers
and Leonora Allen, with a classical
repertoire which included light and
operatic songs.
This duo being
local products were accorded a rousing reception on their entrance and

Variety ere

of

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
PORTLAND, ORE
ROCHESTER, N. Y
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WASHINGTON, D. C
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indicated.

spell

this

33
30
32
35
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33
39
34

VARIETY'S
OFFICE
State- Lake

show a few new dancing steps. ultra-superlatives to enlighten those timacy of presentations. Because of
conditions
involved
Young
They were new for Tom and the who weren't present to really know all
open-air reached the peak of a new era of
with
house and were of a variety that what experience
proved to be a sure fire. Following shows has done for Young, for in his open-air show producers Monday
two "hoofers" of no mean ability. very latest undertaking the producer night, an honor that he should cherish
Patricola showed that individuality has outstripped anything and every- In the same spirited manner Monday
always carry one over, as he
brought the show to a stop.

will

Harry Kahane,

"The Incompar-

thing of the concerned nature ever
before given a public In America.
True, this Is a sweeping statement,
but showmen present claim no producer ever had the nerve to put on

able Mentalist," was placed in a peculiar predicament having to close
the show coming on at 11 p. m. what Young offered Monday jiight.
Showman that he is, despite the He got away with It, too.
handicap and barrier confronting
There Is only one other spot that
him, with folks on the outward pas- would challenge this statement, and,
sage, Kahane stepped forward, an- of course, that's New York.
On
nounced that he would accomplish Broadway there isn't a spot quite
his feat of doing six things at once, like the layout at the Marigold, and
and managed to stem the throng. it's a question, if New Yorkers would
They clustered in the aisles with take a fancy to such an Idea, because
some returning to the seats just In New York the craze leads to In-

night's audience hurled It at him.
Troper acceptance of the honor is
to lead Ernie to even bigger

apt

things.

No

time

is

going to be

lost In this

"ELI," the Jeweler
TO THE PROFESSION
Special Discount to Performers

WHEN

IN CHICAGO

State-Lake Theatre Bid*.,

vacated and remained until he had
Ground Floor
T
concluded the adding of his last
figure.
Whatever the reason may FROM ONE C.OWN TO OUTFITTING
AN ENTIRE 8IIOW
have been on the part of the bookers
THE MIRROR OF FA8HION
upheld the faith placed in them for placing him in the closing spot,
throughout their offering which con- Kahane demonstrated to them that
sisted of seven numbers. However, regard] ss of position, if an act is
Immediate Delivery. Single Pair ee
after following two vocalists, they worthwhile, it can qualify, and this
Production Ordere.
saw fit not to render their encore he did.
MODISTE
•END FOR CATALOO.
of "Eli, Eli," which has been a
Bill, Genevieve and Walter, two HATH. GOWNS. COSTUMES. LINGERIE
locally.
great favorite
men and a woman in a comedy Suite 1011-13, Garrtek Theatre Building,
CHICAGO Sterene Bldg.. IT No. State St., Chic***
Eva Shirley, with her Symphonic cycle turn, started off the evening's Phone Dearborn 64«8
orchestra and Al. Roth, a jazz step- proceedings. Their routine was of
per was on fifth. Miss Shirley in a fast and snappy order, with no
splendid voice did nobly, with Roth stalls or overdone comedy endeavcreating a sensation with his ec- ors. It is a cycling turn which has
centric gyrations and legomanic en- a certain routine to go through
The orchestra led by with and does it with expediency,
deavors.
Oscar Adler are a likeable bunch of to the delight of the audience.
harmonists and their specialties
On next were Basil Lynn and
were received in capital fashion.
William Smythe in a comedy talkSandwiched between the Shirley ing skit. "A Racey Conversation."
and Rogers and Allen turn was Rill The men have a good line of reparSUITE 308, 3*3 WEST RANDOLPH 8TREET
Robinson "The Dark Cloud of Joy." tee and, in showmanlike fashion,
OPPOSITE APOLLO and WOODS THEATRES
Robinson saw that he had a stepper get it over. They were followed by
CENTRAL 4S5S
in
Georgle
Olp
and
to follow and became industrious Clarence Oliver
from the start. His pedal "Clatter" the comedy sketch. "Wire Collect,'
summer
which
proved
rare
a
treat.
caught on with the folks and it
THE BE8T SCENERY MADE
THAT'S ALL
Then came Elizabeth Rrice with
seemed for a time that he could not
character song recital. "A Quiet
do enough of it. His eccentric stepand
nature
is
Th«intricate
material
Evening
an
at
Home."
ping of
BETTER THAN THE BEST SHOW IN
style brought forth deserved appro* well constructed and arranged, and
bation and spurred him on to do his handled by Miss Rnee in adept
"bouncing" encore which all but tore fashion, At the piano she is aided
by Ray Henderson, a proficient
the house down.
Being
of the ivories.
Tom Patricola and Irene Delroy manipulator the
Miv~
siii'-'iiig turn*
the first of
spot.
were in the next to closing
CLARK at LAWRENCE.
Following Allen and Rogers, Patri- Brice had things easy frorii the
Continuous Darcny V a j e v
start.
cola and his pretty aid, clowned
Prank Vt>«l|ih H urn |< a 1ii».ii
utriir Thriilrii
\
.r\
rnl,i
and "hoknmed" around for a little
Business in the loop legit housi I
period and then Patricola started to
Theatre Bldf.
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and properly
of excellence
the heads of the chorus members
who participated In the number,
"Those Cadets on Parade." It was
the closing number of the whole
program, and such a functioning of
military tactics has seldom been
chronicled by a chorus. Considering
the fact the girls had been strenuously rehearsing the entire show for
24 hours, the execution of the drill
on the long and appropriate floor
brought the patrons into such a
frantic state of enthusiasm that the
enormous success of Youngs show
was registered many miles away
from doubt. It was the accuracy of
drill that -made the closing number
the feature it was.
It was a fine break in the weather
that the Marigold got for the opening.
Wraps weren't needed until
way late, and as the crowd assembled there immediately arose a sight
of beauty, with the dress color
flashing against the picturesque location as it became enwrapped with
the twilight.
At 8.50 the electric
lights were turned on and the arrangement of balloon effect globes
and others against the costly arrayed windmill, wtih its tastefully
lighted cave entrances, with the romantic working fountain to the right
of the stage, gave the layout an apreview

consider

to

crown with wreaths

advance, waa filled. When the
started patrons were lined up
ten deep at the mammoth entrance,
and for the first time in the history
of the Marigold Gardens admissions
Chicago's classiest
were stopped.
assemblage was present. The crowd
reached 3,500 people.
in

Her

first

number was a

specialty at-

as a boy. Her singing and!
of "Where the
Sweet
Tupils Grow" number added to the
honors she captured. She tossed off
the greatest personality of any of
the performers, and her peppery direction in the cadet number just
Ted Koehler and Frank Magine about make her night's efforts a
came in for much praise when Ernie total triumph.
Mr. Quixano was in fine voice in
Young's orchestra opened the program with an overture of their own all of his numbers, and his accent,
composition. Throughout the night's particularly in open-air, brought his
program these composers prove with songs to every remote corner of the
their work that they have given big grounds, winning him applause
of the sincere type.
Youngs show much consideration.

show

Supreme Court of Russia, filed suit
week against Stanley Morrison

tired

this

directing

Ayres.

Mrs.

Ay res. who

is

now

in

Coast territory playing with the
"Greenwich Follies,'* charges her
husband with extreme and repeated
cruelty.

Marjorie Gateson will leave 'For
Goodness Sake" in two weeks.
Bill Williams, ex-circus press
agent, is here handling the advance
for "Her Temporary Husband," due
at the Cort June 25.

Wells and "Winthrop gave their
The first costume number was
Eddie Plohn. general manager for
"The Pirates," with Wells and Win- portion considerable class with their George M. Cohan, made his first
throp, the 12 Marigold brigands, and dancing, and the team wasn't for- visit to Cohan's Grand in an official
the
dazzling
effects
of
gotten
in
the
well
the Elida ballet, which was
capacity for the opening of "Garritrained by Elizabeth Friedman. This costumes of the chorus, which they son and the Girls."
number early topped off the elab- led at appropriate times.
a
useless
It
would
be
to
attempt
orateness of costumes that Young
When William A. Pinkerton
has engaged in. As each number description of the costumes. They started Sunday for San Francisco
followed the extremes to which are all eye-destroyers. When it is for the convention of the Chiefs of
Young has gone in the matter of stated Morris Gest or the Shuberts
Police he was accompanied by Lou
expense for costumes asserted itself never revealed such daring effects, Houseman, manager for Woods'
colors, the
in the "Pretty Butterfly" number, not to mention tasteful
theatre, and Joe Harris. Houseman
bankroll
Young's
idea
the
way
of
introducing Ann tJreenway for the
opened up to make the will leave the party at San Franfirst time to a Chicago audience, the has been
cisco for a visit with folks in Lower
cosThe
estimated.
show
can
be
beauty became intensified, and as
returning horrjfe in a
the California,
the Marigold butterflies came danc- tumes were furnished out of
month's time.
supwere
house
Lester.
Shoes
of
ing on. with the Elida ballet, augmented with well-directed singing plied by Alston. The production was
Because of the lower rata on the
by the Four Harmony Aces, the staged by Edgar Schooley, and while
Erie. Dan Clark, long master of
whole number carried to an amaz- he was forced to remain in the theatrical hauls to New York for
sung
were
praises
background,
his
pearance of fairyland. The crowd ing finish.
Miss CJreenway early
the Michigan Central, finds himself
came early, and long before the captured the patrons with her solid by the showmen, who knew.
William Mills directed the orches- on a vacation. Cohan's play, "The
show started every table, reserved beauty and striking figure, instanO'Brien Girl" used the Erie, and
Marigold favorite.
Perhaps Young reached his greatest success in the costume showings
in "The Peacock" number, which
held everything from a mixture of
Ziegfeld and Cest ideas to touches
that might have been taken from
European houses but in truth are
Young's own. It was a gorgeous

in

SUNNY SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA

MEIKLEJOHN
If

nr

yea are laving off on the Coast
to spend a few weeks in
come and se* us.

itt-i-.iiirtg
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The Ageftry
Majaatle

«f Personal Courtesy
II
r»ntag«-»

Theatre Kid*.

Theatre Bids.

I**

II

San

Angeles

II

Fraarlaco

David Quixano

number.

DUNN

and

led

it

tra,

numbers, considering the fact all
hands were busy getting the opening

in

song, and the sensational dance specialty of the night was performed by
Margo Raffaro, premier danseuse.
Giver, the center for a full 10 minutes Miss Raffaro engaged in the
artistic work that proved her an
artiste extraordinaire, and easily

Chunn

F.

CO-MANAGING DIRECTOR OP

RICHARD WARNER
Theatrical, Variety

&

CO, LTD.

dressing
tie"

1880)

Will Arrive in America June 14th
louring round the States three to four months in search of
material suitable for England and the Continent.
Artistes desiring European engagements are requested to communicate
with

r.ot

ber of exits to the place. When thin
is done the house will open with five
of vaudeville booked through
Western Vaudeville Managers'

acts
the

Exchange.
AI Armer, formerly of the Apollo
box-office staff, has been engaged by
Rosenthal to handle the "theatre party" department for "Molly
Darling" at the Palace. Armer is

J. J.

covering all conventions and local
on the proposition and has
already been instrumental In bringing large parties to the Palace. It is
said the Orpheum Circuit may us*
him in a similar capacity to promote
busnes8 for the Majestic theatre,
the only big-time vaudeville house
societies

now

c o N.

V. A. Club
CITY

operating.

SAN FRANCISCO
VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO
OFFICE
\VI \<.l IS THEATRE BUILDING
I

'

Singer's Midgets headlining for
their second week at the Orpheum
combined with new offerings possessing novelty and variety provided
others are planning likewise.
'Tis a smooth running bill with plenty
a break that threatens to have Dan of laughs for Shriners' Week.
rush to Washington.
It's a good
Niobe proved an excellent feature
break for theatrical managers.
and worthy of holding any position.
Her aquatic stunts are unusual and
Jim Kerr has turned down the interesting and the underwater work
manager's job for the Boston en- exceptional. The tank act in the
gagement of "The Bat" to stick here No. 5 spot scored soundly. Lola
to supervise the radio show opening Girlie and Senia Solomonoff were
at the Coliseum in October.
among the big applause winners in

star.

room

Considerable remodeling

la

on

in the basement of the Cort theatre, where for the August opening
there will be new lounging and

EDWARD GR0PPER, he
THEATRICAL

divulged, thv wife of

of the

When

"Anna Chris-

confronted, after

FACE SURGEON
LiMim

Fact

EytJMt

young woman said she. was influenced by a strange mania to steal
gems.
The woman returned the
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Mrs. Olga Ziceva Ay res. 71 East
Elm street, who,
-cording to her
attorney, Philip R. Davis, is the
daughter of a former Judge of trie

WARDROBE TRUNKS

PRATT

DR.

(40 West 34th St.)

BBaSi

a three weeks' chase, in an exclusive North side hotel, on information supplied by Miss t, >rd, the

<•

NEW YORK

local

the opening position. Senia's clever
going Russian stepping and Lola's artistio
dancing easily recommend them for
better positions on any bill.
Jack "Rube" Clifford with Oliver
smoking rooms for the patrons.
Leopold at the<piano, the latter having replaced Ifld Johnston, scored a
Changes continue to be made at hit No. 2. Clifford has dropped the
the editorial rooms of the Herald- dope and steel guitar numbers but
Examiner. "Duf" Cornell, long the otherwise has same line of talk and
right-hand man of Walter Howey, is capably fed by Leopold. A spenow in Boston, has finished. Cor- cially written Shrine number used
nell will probably be assigned to the by him stopped
the show.
Hearst sheet in Detroit or MilGrace Nelson topping the new arwaukee.
rivals in billing displayed good voice
of its kind Chicago has ever seen,
in light numbers of the better grade.
Barbee's Loop theatre, a picture
and the Marigold management
house, on West Monroe street, was
should heavilyprofit this summer.
to have inaugurated a vaudeville
and picture policy last week, but
Pauline Lord's refusal to prose- was prevented from so doing
by the
cute saved a young woman, w&ose

a wealthy Western ranch owner,
from court proceedings for having
stolen a diamond clasp from the

will be

Mr. Chunn,

right.

To these ladies of the c4iorii9 go
highest praise for hard work and
brilliant execution of all teachings:
Maxine Morley, Bobby Madrecki.
Marie Ayers, Helen Burk, Ruth
Grace
Morgan.
Mildred
King,

name was

and Concert Agency of London, Eng.
(ESTABLISHED

And

show started

Rheams, Bobby Kingston, Geneveve
Turner, Ruth Smith, Myrtle Delue,
and Flo Clark.
Ted Snyder, of New York, was
among the patrons. During one of
the numbers he was called upon to
His compliscored for her the personal triumph lead the orchestra.
mentary remarks to Young at the
*
of the program.
sort that
high
the
were
of
finale
Billie Gerber was the magnetic hit.
every New York producing manager
would have given this progressive
Chicagoan if they had been present.
•The Passing Parade of 1922" is
the most gorgeous, brilliant, affair

NOTICE TO ARTISTES

Alvah

given credit for the writing of

"The Pirate" number. The orchestra was most liberal with its dance

The

informed W. S. Barbee, tha
owner, that before they would per-N
mit him to install vaudeville in the
house he would have to add a numofficials

**

taneously establishing herself as a

Spend a Few Weeks

city building authorities.

MaaniMrarteo.
and Professional Theatrical*. Minstrel Shows. Pageant*.
Kt©.. Etc.: Wtgs.
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EDDIE FITZGERALD
B. F.

KEITH'S, BOSTON,

B. F. KEITH'S,

at

Piano

With

NEXT WEEK (JUNE 19)
WEEK OF JULY

PHILADELPHIA.

ROSE and TED DONER
B. F.

i

;

j

HARRY WEBER
WEEK OF JUNE 26

Direction

KEITH'S PALACE,
3

Lm
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t

KEITH'S,

NEW YORK,

WASHINGTON, WEEK OF JULY
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p| Staged

V

Best

fjf

ever

by

EDGAR SCHOOLEY

Summer Show Chicago
saw.—CHICAGO EVE.

FRED BACHMAN,

ERNIE YOUNG'S

ORCHESTRA

Greatest Outdoor

staged

AMERICAN,

WILLIAM

E.

MILLS

Business Manager

in

;i

Revue Ever

Chicago.

—CHICA-

GO HERALD-EXAMINER,

Director

ADDED ATTRACTION

WILL

DANCING SENSATION

I

The Best Dressed

MACK

Held Over for
Two Weeks

ILLS

THE FAMOUS

t
ztc

BOY
in

Vaudeville
is

a

and

GIRL

Elida

EDDIE
(MISS)

GREENWAY
(Late from Musical

Prima Donna

=1=

BILLY

in

Comedy)

Ballet

Present
Foot-Feats

ELIZABETH FRIEDMAN
Directress

All Gowns, Costumes; Hats

i

and Novelties created and

built

by

CHICAGO'S FOREMOST CREATOR OF FASHIONS FOR THE FOOTLIGHTS
"The big smashing breath taking combinations
|g Evening American.
|ti

I

of the night include the butterflies with silken

ESTER— State-Lake Building, CHICAGO

wings twelve

feet

from

Dearborn 4594

w»«>

tip

to

tip."

—Chicago
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LEON DOMQUE,

VANE
Pianist

OPENED CARDIFF, WALES, JUNE

WITH TREMENDOUS SUCCESS
Miss Nelson was cordially received. ting a better average than any since
She wore a gown programmed an the house opened. The Royal Pekin
having 30,000 matched rhinestones. Troupe made a bright and snappy
Jimmy Savo and Co. carried away headline offering with the showy
a hit next to closing. Savo secured work of the Chinese aggregation
several laughs with his pantomimic closing the show in good style. "The
nut etyle and comedy appearance. Poster Girl" (Edna May Foster)
Miss Franza does a corking straight. scored solidly next to closing. Miss
Paul Decker and Co. In "I Heard Foster is supported by a man in a
i" fattended up the show with billposter
role who Injects good
laughs in the second week. Singer's comedy.
Her impression of the
Midgets held the house intact in the Creole Fashion Plate is cleverly
closing position.
carried out, but as Karyl Norman is
not well known to patrons of this
Full attendance failed to bring house, the clever bit was not propforth, the proper response at the erly appreciated.
Calvin and O'Connor in blackface
Golden Gate Sunday with the majority of acts finishing to light re- secured laughs aplenty with comedy
turns. The current program is in and talk finishing with fair dancing.
complete contrast to the strong l>.i'.:. Lee Mason assisted by a pi. nist
that have preceded it. The clientele scored heavily No; 2. Miss Mason
prefers entertainment of the rough had the audience guessing with her
and ready brand. Marmein Sisters deep voice in the comedy and blues
she
cleverly
delivered,
assisted by Ruth Marr and Albert numbers
Kirst, Jr., headlined. Their inter- handling herself as if a female impretive dances cleverly executed and personator.
Ross and Dell, man and woman,
attractively
presented met with
favor. The drama dances and quiet with acrobatics and bicycle stunts
explanatory sections failed to be combined with good line of chatter,
appreciated In this big house. Miss gave the show a fast start.
Marr sang pleasingly between
dances with the act finishing quietly.
The bill at the Hippodrome last
Edith Clifford with Zella Ingra- week was particularly good, conham at the piano went over for a sidering that this house is charging
hit Ford and Cunningham secured but 20 cents top admission.
Besteady laughs with their quiet com- sides a feature picture, "The Jolt,"
edy and talk but finished lightly. there were five acts of really acYost and Glady closed the show ceptable
vaudeville.
Eagic and
satisfactorily with clay modeling. Homona, an Indian singing act,
Valento Brothers filled the opening prettily
costumed,
staged
and
spot with accordion work to good opened the show.
The man, who
returns.
Dezso Retter, with falls, claims to be a real Indian, does very
comedy poses and wrestling, went well, but the girl is a trifle weak.
over to big applause.
Manning and Ball In a "Scotch
Highb. M," is a patter and singing
act
that was effective.
Both are
The current Warfleld bill mot
vaudevillians
and put
with centra] approval, the show hit- seasoned
over their gags acceptably, though
none of the material is very new.
Held and Carter offer a singinpr and
talking

On

>

ing

RATKOWSKY,

A.

pelts in the

Pantages la3t week had seven
acts, including big time acts previously in this city on the Orpheum

Wednesday
but the

full,

Fair, former A. H.

and once leadnig

woman

Woods

at the
here
laying off awaiting the organization
of a road production that she is to
star in. was on the Pantages bill a3
a headline (New Acts).
Ford and Price opened the bill on

Alcazar

i

n

this

city,

who

is

the most

most popular

at tremendous

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO THE
PROFESSION.
WINTER FURS STORED,
and

*n

the
a
chaser," and the satire registered strongly. Elwyn Harvey and
Co. in "His Last Battle (New Acts)
also scored.

star

savings.

REPAIRED

a patter act,
woman appears as

Nancy

of the oldest established
furriers in the city. For years,
women who love smart furs have
come to us. Because we are really
wholesalers selling at retail, you
are sure to find here the most ex-

wanted

particu-

is

time.
The business
night downstairs was
balcony was light.

One

styles, always

pleased

"man

FURS
collection,

that

This

hit.

which

Inc.

SUMMER
tensive

act

larly.
Price and Gilmore in "A
Leap Year Proposal" was a laugh-

34th Street

REMODELED

FOR SALE
Will (taurines for quick

V

\ft

l

Addresa

JOHN

O.

PATTON.

PITTSBURGH

—

JAMES

COMEDY

Am

h'"
\ 'lour
C'yclorsma, one sateen i>aim <•
drop with Nix foot vi.'lour border to mati h
eye.
H >th to draw open in center an 1
two Dal trunk*. $500 for all.
B.»!<\

DETROIT

a-day, felt the hot weather, with the
The good-looking girl
the wire.
result that about three-quarters atwith the team and Ford's fine apBy JACOB SMITH
tendance was noted on the week.
pearance, together with his accomplished dancing on the wire, got it
Work was started on the second White Sisters, Juveniles, next-topicture of the Detroit-Made Film Co. closing, assisted in a local tag day
over big.
A male Juvenile trio were second The visiting stars are Miriam charity benefit. Critics here acand scored. The boys were sttotig Cooper, Martha Mansfield and Will- claimed Oscar Adler's band the best
on dancing and pleased particularly. iam E. Bailey. Conway Tearle was of its kind that has ever performed
A clever burlesque dance by the engaged at $1,500 per week, but re- on the Davis rostrum.
youngest of the trio at the finish fused to come at the last minute.
earned the solid applause of the The third picture to be made will be
Concessionaires at Conneaut Lake,
house.
"Cornfed," in which Will Rogers
Walter Brower is a co-headliner will play the leading part. The which, though over a hundred miles,
with Nancy Fair and presents a Rogers scenes will be taken in New away from here, depends largely on,
nifty monolog. His modest delivery York, as he will be unable to come its draw from Pittsburghers. report
made him a real hit.
to Detroit for them on account of a good season. Danny Nirella's orchestra which furnishes the music
Charles Rogers and Co. have a his appearance in the "Follies."
there annually leaves here early thi«.
talking skit, "The Ice Man," that
week.
got a lot of laughs.
George W. Trendle, general manMel Craig and Ed Halsworth with
saxophone
Eddie Tanner and Co., headlining
and
violin
pleased. ager of the Kunsky Enterprises, deCraig's dancing at the sameC time nies he will lease the Adams theatre. the Harris this week, is attracting
he played went over big.
K. T. This house has always been a money many local folk through Tanner j
with pictures, and. with busi- nativity.
Kuma and Co. in illusions and maker
levitation closed the bill. They are ness reviving, Mr. Trendle believes
Oriental wonder workers, and the the Adams will continue to show a
The past week saw the exodus of
profit.
Neither the Adams nor the
audience liked them.
Madison has been affected since the several local musicians, who annually make their summer habitats the
opening
of
the
Capitol,
all
Kunsky
The Athens Athletic Club of
various resorts. George McNemry
Oakland is reported to have ar- houses and all showing pictures, will as usual direct the music at the
ranged a deal with the Southern first run.
Riverside, Cambridge Springs, while
Pacific
Co.
whereby a monster
Joe Horwitz, father of Arthur Dave Nossokoff will again have
building covering an entire block,
charge of the large Rockhill Camp>
bounded by Webster, Franklin, 13th Horwitz, who made over $25,000 in which
and 14th streets, is to be built soon. Detroit with "Mickey" a few years Erie. will soon pitch its tents in
The structure will have a depot, ago, has returned to Detroit and will
auditorium,
swimming pool and enter the state rights business. He
Doubt among theatrical leaders
theatre, and will house the club- has purchased from the Arrow Film
Corporation "Ten Nights in a Bar- •here over the coming season make*
rooms.
room" for Michigan, and has opened it an almost certainty that the*
a temporary office at the Wolverine Schenley, Duquesne and Pershing
Nina Gardner of Brown, Gardner Hotel.
will continue dark except for an ocand Trahan left for Honolulu and
casional feature picture, local benewill remain
in
the islands until
flt, or visiting one or two-nighter.
August.
The Nicola Co., large building contractors, who rather unwillingly beBy COLEMAN HARRISON
The Redmond Players presenting
PICTURES—Grand and Liberty— came the owners of the Schenley,
musical comedy five days a week at
the Wigwam, and the other two "Sonny"; Blackstone and Camera- are reported angling for the disphone—
"Where Is My Wandering posal of that structure, which is perdays out-of-town, have decided to
move their out-of-town dates from Boy Tonight?"; Regent and State— haps the most artistic theatre in th»
city, but a failure because of loca"Red
Hot Romance"; Olympic
San Jose to Vallejo.
Parqueta
"Man From Home"; Savoy "Fight- tion. There are two points in favor
Courtney has joined the company.
ing
Streak";
Alhambra— "Green of the house; one, the building up»
of that district, and the other, th#
Roy Stephenson, manager of Temptation."
proximity to the Tech Drama centre,
Pantages, leaves for Los Angeles on
The Kenyon, largest picture house which may In time require enlarged
a vacation next week. He will travel
to the southern California city in a on the North Side, is feeling the ef- facilities for its more ambitious profects of the hot weather. The house, ductions.
new car he has just bought.
originally designed to play pop
Dr. Max R. Goldman, an Intimate
Jessica Colbert, local concert man- vaudeville, has two balconies, which
ager, has taken over the Savoy for are not conducive to the best results of many show people who visit here,
the purpose of presenting her con- with picture audiences.
and well known as an entertainer,
cert stars there and also a series of
returned home from Philadelphia
play.^ for children. She is reported
Amusement parks here report last week with the new title in front
to have the backing of San Fran- some of the best business in recent of his name. He had been studying
cisco business men in the venture. years. The fact constantly becomes medicine" at Jefferson College, and
\more glaring that this city is almost will now be a general practitioner
Henry Miller did $15,000 in one devoid of any Sunday attractions here.
week at the Oakland Orpheum last for the average layman, and the
parks are about the only solution,
week.
for
besides
offering
the
usual
The Tivoli orchestra has reduced amusements, vaudeville and tab
MADISON'S
shows are permitted to operate. The
the number of men from 22 to 8,
rivers are becoming unfit for swimSERVICE
Sam Y. Edwards, formerly with ming on account of growing indus- is the highest-priced printed
the Turner <& Dahnken film circuit trial conditions.
matter in the world. There's a
here, left last week
London
for
reason.
Every laugh in its
whore he is to represent several
After heavily billing "I
the
pages is not only new, but
producing corporations.
Law," Rowland & Clark withdraw
strictly original.
And after all.
that film and substituted "Shattered
what's added cost when it enWall -V KrausgriU and his or* Idols" at both the Regent and St.«te,
ables a comedian to entertain an
Oheslra played their farewell week when they received word to disconaudience with something they've
at the Strand last week. KrausgriU tinue the former pending the disnever heard before. It is issued
is
to
be succeeded as leader by pute over the copyright.
monthly at $15 a year in advance.
Edward J. Fitzpatrick, formerly with
Single copies $2.
Herman Heller's orchestra at the
Dave Miller, former owner of the

235

«>.

15th Street, Philadelphia.

California.

Members

EDDIE

MACK

buy a new suit,
again, home again wearing a "BEAUT";

To market,

Home

No. 87

TALKS:

to

market

to

Stylish and nifty his friends all agree;
He got it from MACK'S, so why wouldn't

it

the Travelers Aid
Society, a organization that has
representatives at all the railroad
and steamboat terminals to look
after women traveling alone,
is
starting a campaign to discourse
the use of the name "Frisco" for
San Francisco.
of

Mrs. Suzanne Bellinger! secured a
divorce here last week from Jean
IJ< llingeri,
Mrs.
a clarinet player.
Bellinger! is known professionally
as Suzanne Rem!, a singer.
She
said her two years of married life

be.

were unhappy.

Ask Harry Sharrock, of the SHARROCK3,
Keith's Orpheum, Brooklyn, Now.

She asked alimony

declaring she intended to leave soon
for a concert tour of South America.

at

Plans are under way here for the

(Send

in

your Limerick)

15821584 Broadway

722-724 Seventh Ave.

Opp. Strand Theatre

Opp. Columbia Theatra

remodeling of the Arcadia dance
hall into a music 'aall.
The. owni>r
of the Arcadia is Abel Ortiz, and
he intends to have a seating
capacity of about 3,000. The policy
of the new structure will include
lectures,
prize
fights,
wrestling
matches, recitals and concerta.

\ ^^^^^^^^^^^^m

COMEDY SERVICE

Anchor on Diamond street, which
was razed when the street was wid-

ened,

is

holding forth in

NO. 8

and offers Subscribers
very latest monologue, several
double routines, single gags, a
parody, wise cracks, etc. JAMES
is

back as an exhibitor, now

just out

;he

Homewood.

The Davis, presenting Keith two-

MADISON'S COMEDY SERVICE is a "quality" publication

and last and is intended for
top-notchers exclusively. For $9
I will send the first 8 Issues, or
nny four for $5. SPECIAL
tlrst

COUPON

OFFER:—For

$20 I will send the
issues now ready and a full
year (12 aditional issues) beginning with No 9.
S

bookTtrip

TOON,WILLIAMS&LICK<
FORT SMITH. ARK.

JAMES MADISON
1493

New York

Broadway

MORRIS EXPRESS CO.
RELIABLE THEATRICAL
TRANSFER

Has Eemoved from 200 W. 40th

St.

to

238 W. 49th

OAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
TKL.

MYANZ

9M1

St.,

N. Y. City

//
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THE 20th ANNIVERSARY
OF

(COLUMBIA AMUSEMENT
will

CO.)

be celebrated in the early part of July
with a special

VARIETY BURLESQUE NUMBER
Burlesque as conducted and operated by the Columbia

Amusement Co.

is

one of the standard stage entertainments.

Columbia Burlesque has fought and struggled its way upward, to reach its present standard. That has been accomplished by persistency of honorable business dealings and
insistence that a Columbia show shall maintain the utmost
cleanliness, to remove the stigma of "burlesque" as it has
been manhandled, misused and abused by those not in regular burlesque or operating burlesque independently of the
Columbia Amusement Co.

Columbia Burlesque has now reached the point where it
has no opposition, in reality no competition; but now, in its
20th year of existence, and after reaching the top, Colurtibia Burlesque

productions,

more

is still

make

variety to

its

issuing orders to better the

the attractions

more

Columbia

entertaining, give

weekly rotating shows, and the standing

order of the Columbia wheel,

now

as always,

is

cleanliness.

Variety has said in its reviews and reports of burlesque:
"Burlesque as given in the Columbia is the ckanest enter-

tainment in

this

country."

Columbia Burlesque has never been promoted nor exploited
outside of its own circles. It's probably the least known,
but one of the most extensive amusement branches of
theatricals.

Variety's Burlesque

Number

will be

aimed

to let the

show

world know what Columbia Burlesque has been doing for
20 years; how it started; where it stands now; what it has
and what it operates; the extent of its dealings and its possessions, which include 35 or more Columbia theatres, playing weekly in season 35 or more Columbia shows.
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FANNIE

MME.

LOTTY and BRICE
New York

64 West 52d Street,

City
•

-*

Costumers To the Profession
Makers of Costumes for the Principals of the "Love and Kisses" Co., Also

On Showfolk's Street

Gowns Worn by Fannie Brice This Week (June
Theatre,

Broadway,

New York,

New

the

SOME OF OUR PLEASED PATRONS

— the
meeting place of friends
from everywhere — and
Sliowfolk's Street

NORMA TALMADGE

no gathering place
more popular with the
people of make-believe
land than the Showfolk'a
Shoeshopatl554 Broadway*

MILLER

tober.
bill at the Mainstreet for curweek, could well be called a
Howard E. Jameyson, for the past
bill as a number of
the artists call Kansas City their year advertising writer for the Lib498 Fulton Street, Corner of Bond
home town. Among the "natives" erty and Doric theatres, and Leare Neal Abel, Marion Davis, Fred nora Jackson, were married June
10.
Mr. Jameyson has resigned
Hughes and Newhoff and Phelps
from his publicity position and has
The Twelfth Street theatre, the been appointed manager of the Butthird of the Newman string here. terfly theatre, Milwaukee, one of
has reduced its prices from 30 to 25 the Frank L. Newman houses.
Children are
there were likely to be several cents, including tax.
admitted at all times for a dime and
changes, especially among the de
However. In a smoking is allowed In the balcony.
partment heads.
By WILL R. HUGHE3
statement Just issued Otto Floto.
PICTURES— Liberty. George BeELECTRIC PARK— "Follies of dean
James Dutton, ^f the Dutton fam- ban in person and "Sign of the
of sporting writers who was
1022."
with the "Post." will continue to ily, who has been laying off for the|R 0se ». Columbia,
'Missing HusMAINSTREET— Vaudeville.
furnish his page of sports and Ed- last nine weeks on account of blood bands";
Rivoli,
"Sisters";
Blue
PANT AGES— Vaudeville.
ward W. Cochrane, sporting editor poisoning, caused by a small infec- Mouse. "The Queen of Sheba"; MaGLOBE—Vaudeville.
column
bookwill
his
Orpheum
edit
his
"Journal,"
of
the
picked
up
tion,
jestic,
"The
Primitive
Lover."
MisPHOTOPLAYS— "Reported
"Ace" dramatic ings this week, when the act was
on that paper.
sing." Liberty; "Trouble," Newman;
the "Post" Is still on the featured at the Main Street. The
Condemned as a fire hazard, the
•Blind Hearts," Doric; "The Ordeal," critic on
paper Is running act, like many others are -doing, Lyric was officially closed by munievening
and
the
Royal. "Shackles of Gold," Twelfth Job
his jumped from Los Angeles to Kan- cipal order, June 15, although the
and
amusements
page
his
of
Great
"Channing of the
Street:
column 'Lobbying" as sas City.
Lyric Musical Comedy Company
Northwest/' Mainstreet; "Heritage," personal
usual.
terminated Its season two days prePantages.
The Isis. one of the leading resi- vious. The show business has been
in
the doldrums in Portland for
company
for
preparing
and
Adler
Sarah
houses,
is
Mme.
section
dent
Joe Glick left Monday for his an
engagement at the a big week with "Foolish Wives." several months, with constant lossnual vacation on the "Main Stem.' played a return
Shubert June 7-8. "The Old Country The house is advertising that the es In some of the houses and frecancellation
of
Bride" and "Without Her Home" picture will not be seen here again quent
legitimate
bookings because of the poor busiWilliam Nolte. formerly with the were the bills. The attraction was until next fall.
ness in California.
Drama Players stock company which presented under the direction of A.
closed at the Grand Saturday is Goldberg, who handles the local bus"The Four Horsemen," which has
For the first time in picture hislieadling at Pantages this week, in iness fqr all the Yiddish companies been played in this part of the countory, local film houses will close for
a comedy sketch "Buttonholes," sup- playing here.
try for th«. past few weeks, will be
the summer when th« People's and
ported by Cecil Arnold and Charles
pulled off after July 18 and not ofCaulklns. The offering Is by "Ace,"
The Mainstreet, Junior Orpheum, fered in again until the first of Sep- Star theatres put up the bars June
18.
The Columbia is said to be
dramatic critic of the "Journal is heavily featuring its cooling sys- tember.
preparing to close early l n July
Post."
tem, claimed to be the very latest
after
the. Rose festival.
All these
The adthing in heat reducing.
A tribe of Pima, Papago and
Jensen & Von Herberg houses.
When the Kansas City "Journal" vertising says "The largest and best Apache Indians, from the St Johns are
The
Columbia
Is owned by the Unibought the "Post." It was rumored cooling system of any theatre in the Mission of Arizona, will present a
This looks as though it legendary Indian play, "Pimaland," versal film company, wtych comes
world."
into possession of the lease next
was taking in a lot of territory, but at the Auditorium theatre starting June.
But the company may take
When Monday, for three nights. The comit certainly is making good.
one enters the house the difference pany, or tribe, consists of SI Innoticahle
is
so
In the temperature
and the performance Is
dians
Guerrini & Co.
Wholesale Manufacturer
claimed to be a faithful reproductuitrnmrfimmM
Tie Lea din* ant)
tion of the lives of the Indians as
Closing Out
Laraeif
they have lived for the last century.
ACCORDION
Sketches
and
Acts,
Skits
Salesman Samples
FACTORY
in the United StatM.
on
benefit
put
It's NEW IDEAS that count today In
nights'
three
The
to the Profession
The onla Factory
If
Vaudnvllle. Our material has them.
the Shubert by the local Elks
that make* ant aet
you nr« looking for a new Act. write me. at
of Reed* — made h?
Fifth
called the "Elks Jollities of 1922"
Satisfaction guaranteed.
25 W. 32d St.
hand.
Floor
was one of the most successful ever
ARTHUR HIM \ IIC
NEW YOICK CITY
177.179 Columbia
It
Roz 1
HafTalo. N. Y. pulled off by this organization.
Avenue
is reported $3,500 was turned over
Saw Fraecltca Cat
Fifth Arc.

The

15 West 42nd Street

rent

'Brnfon Shop

Kansas City

KANSAS CITY

>

MOLLIE KING

th.it many want to know how it Is on a pretense of looking Tor liquor,
done and Manager Lehman is ready obtained diamonds and other JewHe has a section of elry valued at $5,000
to show them.
In the other case four men hidden
the wall in the machine room glassed
in the Wonderland theatre, a popuin and visitors are invited to inspect
the two, huge, compresers. each with lar priced limi.se on Twelfth street,
a capacity of 125 tons of ice daily. surprised the Janitor and watchThe id^i is a good one as hut few man, and made an attempt to open
have any idea of the expense and the safe. They broke off the lock
work gone to in order to make the but were unable to open the strong
theatre comfortahle in all kinds of box, which contained some $800. A
weather.
similar unsuccessful attempt was
made on this same safe last Oc-

1554 Broadway

A 4btk A.

MAE MURRAY
ANN PENNINGTON
KITTY DONER
ADELE ROWLAND

FLORENCE WALTON
GERTRUDE VANDERBILT
LILLIAN LORRAINE
VALESKA SURATT

there's

I.

12), at B. F. Keith's Palace

York.

I

PORTLAND, ORE.

DRESSES

1

to the lodge's charity fund.

MBLES
THEATRE
CLEVELAND,

good

AVAILABLE FOR STOCK UNTIL LABOR DAY

New York

robbers,
officers, en-

home of Lew S. Nathanown^r of several theatres In
Topeka and on the Kansas side, and

P.ItYANT

Along with the general show shop
slump here came the end of "Screen
and News," a picture weekly, highly
entertaining.
It was published by
O. E. Sanderson under the direction
of A. C. Raleigh and H. H. Brownell,
the ohotographer.

Portland picture censors put ho
ban on "Fool's First" so promptly
that after the Liberty theatre had
t

advertised it, It was necessary to
put on "The Ordeal" as a substitute picture last week.
Latest picture census shows 182
in Oregon with a

movie theatres

total seating capacity

exceeding

36.-

600.

The May

estate, which owns the
Lyric theatre building, is said to be
contemplating
complete
interior
renovation to make the structure
fireproof.
The Lyric Is one of the
most famous houses on the coast,
having been known for years as the

Marquam Grand, where all the road
shows played for years. It has been
a nhow house continuously for 30
years.

John
tor

of

former musical direcAlcazar Musical Stock

Britz,

the

company,

which presented Oscar
Figman and Mabel Wilbur here
throughout a recent season, will
leave for New York within a few
weeks to organize another musical
stock company if his present plans
carry.
Britz believes he can put
over a big 10-weeks season here
with important principals.

Although the Helllg was booked
solidly for June there has not been
an attraction at that house thus far
this month and there will not be
until June 18. when "Abie's Irish
Rose" opens for a week.

A CORRECT
TREATMENT
FOR

Baldness
Baldneae Ten Be Prevented by
Quarta Kay*
BALDNESS— FALLING HAIR—OANORUFF
and

Boalp

Disorder successfully treated
treatment*.
unconditionally guaranteed, providThose
ing jour hair bulb* enow vitality.
treatment* bar* been gratlfylngly realised by
aoma of the most prominent atar* to America
and abroad.
Free Literature.
all

my Incomparable Sun-Hay

with
Thlf

la

ALOIS

MERKE

The Wetl Known Scalp Specialist
519 Fifth Ave., at 4Sd St.
Lonejacre 8732.
Room
i

.

___________________________

_____

40t».

,

WOMEN'S AND MISSES' SILK DRESSES
RETAIL AT WHOLESALE PRICES

Two

tered the

H. MILES, 1482 Broadway,
Fli.m*: 7070

one case.

claiming to be police

KENT RKASONAtlMC

CHARLES

in

J.

A SPECIAL OFFERING OF

Bandits looking for easy money
picked on two amusement managers for victims, but only made

OHIO

over the house prematurely after
& Von H. close it.

son,

FROM MANUFACTURER DIRECT TO CONSUMER
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Vaudeville "Deburaut* of IS Minutes in

BEEN"

"One"— First Time in New York
LAST HALF OF THIS WEEK (JUNE 15-18)

A Human

Interest Heart Story

at

&

Harlem Opera House

—Comedy That Smiles Through a Tear — Homer Lind's Metropolitan Opera Co. Voice
Appealing Character Study from Real Life
Direction

HARRY BURTON

1
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PHILADELPHIA
ARTHUR

By

B

B.

WATERS

%

KEITH'S—The outstanding

Y.

nits of this

Wood and

week'* bill ars Peggy
Buddies, Roger Imhof,

and Weaver Brothers, visiting Chilly
Miss Wood's mafor second time.

was pretty

terial

and there

poor,

were a number of songs too hopeless
for any degree of success, but by
the sheer force of her personality,
she warmed a cold audierice. Harry
Holman in "Hard-Boiled Hampton"
combined sentimental hokum and
real fun; Senator Ford's monolog
(heard for the first time here) went
finely except in a few spots. Others
Also on

bill.

SYRACUSE,

BALLAD BV

N. Y.

BAHN

CHE8TER

B.
By
B. F. KEITH'S— Vaudeville.

Lyric &>

*«*

TEMPLE— Dark.

—

W1ET1NG All week, third week
of stock, offered by the Westchester
Heart"
Players, with 'Teg o'
With a "two / for one"
current.
Monday
night's
inducement,
ticket

J.Keirn Brennan

My

opening
house.

*>Jfc*

was. greeted by crowded
The Players show continued

improvement in their ^performance,
and the comedy is increasing in
Casting this week depopularity.
cidedly better.

BASTABLE— Reopens

for

sum-

READy

ROBB1NS - ECKEL — First

;

L**i

mer season July 3 with Professional
players, Inc., producing light opera.
part,

"Three Live Ghosts."

STRAND— First part. "The Green
Temptation"; last half, '"Fair Lady."
EMPIRE— All the week, "My Old
Kentucky Home."
SAVOY— First part, "The Heart

Jfi

Specialist."

RIVOLI— First
tress of the

p: rt,

'The

**i

roressiona

Mis-

World."

fhfei

at

Keith's

this

v> ***:£££?
^

'^r*****.

The Temple pop vaudeville elosed
Sunday fifr the summer
r price schedule went
Th
into effect

>^r^^Ji

**

tfe'&**

i

**.

week.

Prices were reduced from li5 to 50
per cent. This does not mean any
change in scale; it does mean that
the number of the cheaper seats has

'W
*oJ«j

OrcheslraHons

*>,

•*«•,

*°+
**ucb

been increased by adding those
which have been in the higherpriced contingent during the win-

^Mrj

Violet

and Lois,

No. 2 spot at
week, are Syraboth graduates of Cen-

cuse girls,

*<*

+ku.

j^ to,

in

tral High here, and before their
professional debut active in amateur

Band

Arr.

Sunday's cloudburst

and

storm,

the worst that the city faced since
1888, resulted in some loss of business to the local picture houses.
Many people who generally are to be
found in the film houses traveled
about to see the storm damage
scenes.
Halted trolley service and,

a

>OH

a

i

*44

th*t

*%

tt^

r

<***r

male

Monday saw the storm's
hangover in the shape of wire trouPower went off during the mat-

ixe^

atres.

•**-*,

directed the bouse orchestra
by the light of matches for some
The running order of the
•how was changed, and it fell to
George MacFarlane, headlining, to
hold the crowd while the power was

«^-

«o^

1

'oices

and gave some little
At Keith's, Frederick

time.

r

*»

ale,
and

Weper

^

Quarters-

poor roads kept many from the suburbs from coming in to the the-

ble.

*%

*«L.
**,

entertainment circles.
They were
nicely received Monday matinee.

inee hour,
trouble.

***.

w§s

ter.

B. F. Keith's this

*

And Just

//v

Pass/w

- Let Us Remmd

A
at

*fl

remodeling permit was issued

Binghamton

this week for the
remodeling of the old Armory theatre there.
The Armory is to be
abandoned as a playhouse.

James

J.

Coogan, grandfather of

Jackie Coogan,
Btar,

and one

BY ANNELU BURNS

LYRIC

tyWBALL

The Greatest BALLAD ofits kind ever written

the juvenile film
of the best known

railroad men between New York and
Buffalo, is seriously ill at his home
here, the result of a severe attack
of indigestion. Mr. Coogan has been
^Uh the Central for over 45 years.

M.

WITMARK & SONS ^X™}?™^ New York:
*

Charles Scsonsko, of the EmpsallBesonske theatrical combine, denied
this week that there was anv ground
tor the current report that the Avon,
operated in Watertown by his company, would pass on September 1 to
Nathan Bobbins, who operates three
nouses in opposition to the string
of Empsall & Sesonske.
with
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the Majestic Tlayers at the ha! no stage available for such purThe performances at
Utica, last season, re- poses.
Majestic,
Hal Kiter rejoined the Billy Allen joined the company this week. The Avon will be given during the
mornings only.
Musical Comedy Co. at the, Avon. Player! have '"The Seventh Guest
watertown, this week.
as current.
Behind the bars of a cell In the
W. R. Perrin, Guverneur drugOnondaga County penitentiary at
The Federal prohiMtion enforce- Jamesville,
Cheseboro.
Joshua
gist,
kiial
,n tne Gralyn theatre for ment headquarters here was
nnn
N. Y., theatrical man,
JJJ.WO at a public auction Monday. to the Elks during their State con- CanastOta,
bride who
winsome
*ir. I errin was
the
found
has
one of the bond- vention last week. All of the Fedago.
holders for J. Clare
Carpenter/ who eral agents were on duty elsewhere. deserted him four years
Piomotcd the theatrical venture.
The young woman is Jessie T!at< s
feminine partner of James Martin,
'Jwralfn was opened in January.
Mael>n ArbuckJp and Billy Wil- holdup man, who attempted the
Ptoy'ng both films and legit.
I „ V
enthe
at
robbery of a Camillus store. DurDeccmber bondholders started son appeared personally
t.«
«n
action to foreclose a second tertainment staged in llermnn last ing the robbery the Store man was
Temple
ilaeonic
™rtgagc. Finally G Murray Holmes, Friday by the
Martin escaped the police
sbot.
Arbuckle gave dragnet, but detectives cornered
Was trustee for the bondhold- Fund Committee.
.
Wilwhl!<
and captured his companion. Mar** named receiver and has several impersonations,
IxHl
"nee
tin latrr committed a job in Ohio,
conducted the theatre. Late in son did his Scotch CharacH r.
^bruary (;.
was arrested and is serving out a
Lewis of Canton
*as named receiver
He will be brought
term there.
rather
W.itortown.
Avon.
The
for Carpenter
as *oon
Pon applicati <>n of
unsecured cred- than tin Strand theatre here, will back to Syracuse for trial
•tors in U. s
is completed.
sentence
Ohio
hi°
as
theatre
by
««
rhiWren'i
District Court. Holmes i,e used
when
bail
Jill continue in charge
Sesonske
Jessie, unable to supply
Kmpsall-Charles
of the tne- Frank
lp *. acting
The she was arraigned In county Court,
f( " the secured
creditors Interests dining the summer.
»ntil
against
confirmation of the sale in tiu
shift is due to the I'lan to augment hirtd as a material witness
held at
P*tmt Court next month.
the picture programs by special the bandit, has been since
features, Bongs, dances and recita- the Jamesville penitentiary.
the
M«xine
to
attention
Chestbro'w
Flood,
womuii tion! by local children. The Strand
second
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The Majestic Block, Utica, is to
be completely remodeled at a cost of
$120,000 to give a hotel building.
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Camillus holdup case was attracted
by a picture of the woman bandit
which appeared in Syracuse papera
He hastened to investigate. Visiting Jamesville, he found that Jessie
Hates, as she had given her name
when arrested, waa the woman he
had escorted to the altar In 1917.
Divorce proceedings are now the

••* •

-

Ml

Canastota, had become reconciled
her first husband, and was living
with him. He -bases his suit on the
grounds that she has a husband,
and also alleges that she is not of
a character to be the wife of a lawabiding man.
to

The divorce

suit

started

against

Kolker by Mrs. Lillian
J. Henry
According to the Canastota the- Kolker, with Anna Q. Nilsson (picatrical
man. his wife was Miss tures) named as co-respondent, has
In 1911 she be- brought talk by the old-timers of
Jessie Stevens.
came Mrs. Batft at Herkimer. But when, 20 years ago, Kolker while
life in the Mohawk Valley town was in stock at the Beatable here, met
too dull. Jessie disappeared. Turn- and married Channez OIney, who
ing up in Canastota, she met Chese- was with the same company.
The
bro.
There was a rapid-fire court- first Mrs. Kolker died at the age
ship.
Jessie said nothing of her of 23, two years after her divorce,
plunge into matrimony, and and following an accident while
first
the two were married by the Rev. roller skating in her home city,
A. C. Horsman, of Canastota, Vac Watertown,
Drought to
N. Y.
IS. TJ17.
Syracuse for treatment, it was
For a time J»-ssi« app«ar<>d Ideally found she was broke, requiring
happy. Then. Without warning, she medical assistance and comfort*,
again dropped out of sight.
Her when a benefit was held for her.
husband
conducted
fruitless Her brief life's story was a sad one
a
Search that covered months.
and well known to the many local
Chesebro in bis suit alleges he friends she made while at th*
has found Jessie, alter Seeing from Bastabh
result.
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MR.
LATE OF MUSICAL COMEDY AND PICTURES
more important

Respectfully submits herewith expert opinions of critics of the

Orpheum
Boyce Combe is a chippie of sartorial elegance
and a wicked penchant lor impersonating the EngHo would be a good card for a St. Patrick's day
lish.

party. Let it be said for those who are not Celts that
his line is original, fresh and well put over, making
real asset to vaudeville.

Mr. Boyce Combe is "distinctively different."
"Tales and tunes that tickle" aptly describes his turn.
Is a handsome, smartly dressed fellow, who sings
new songs in a new way with a self-assurance that
rather adds to his presentation.

The Orpheum bill last night was the best in weeks
and weeks. Boyce Combe and Robert Emmett Keane
are undoubtedly two of the best "singles" who play on
the Orpheum, and they were immediately in high
favor with the big audience. Mr. Combe had estabMr.
lished a reputation for himself two years ago.
Keane was brand new to Calgary, and he "took" so
well that two speeches were demanded of him.
There is a particular pleasure in a performance of
a man whose methods are quiet and subtle, who gives,
the letter R a brief rest, and gets a really good joke*
over without repeating it three to six times, and without the assistance of an echosing female interlocutor.
Mr. Boyce Combe is one of the rare Englishmen who
filter into the Orpheum. He does not sing through his
nose, he does not shout, he is not a speed fiend, and
he takes for granted the intelligence of the audience.
Although his songs and patter are not remarkably
novel or clever, he is pleasing and satisfying in a special way of his own, and he leaves a definite impresHis
sion at the end of his twenty minutes or so.
sneezing song, his absent-minded ditty, his presentation of "Burlington Birdie" are each delightful polished bits of comedy. They appealed to the house last

He

—

As to who is a headliner par excellence, and who
just a topnotcher. one is entitled to one's own opinion
regardless of the numerical order, though it has been
hinted to us more than once that to prefer publicly
stock not so accounted by the august heads of the
Orpheum Circuit is to precipitate attacks of tempera-

That "Something-You-Never-Kxpected" is to the
vaudeville goer what gold is to the fortune hunter.
And the Orpheum program for this week, which
opened yesterday afternoon, has a bill that will make
the most critical call it the best week at the Orpheum
this season as well as a good part of last season.
BOYCE
is the surprise.
Mr. Combe is one
of vaudeville's most talented entertainers. His type
of entertainment is rarely seen on the vaudeville
stage.
His descriptive English "Tales and Tunes"
are "something you never expected."

ment that cause managers to reach for the head-coverings and flee up a contiguous alley. Nevertheless,
we shall sturdily hoist our colors and firmly announce
that for polish, wit and charm, Boyce Combe in his
succession of cantillations is easily entitled to the
cup. Mr. Boyce has a most ingratiating manner, pronounces the English language as it is intended to be
pronounced, knows how to use a melodious singing
voice\ and presents his various numbers with distinct
and clean-cut characterization.

COMBE

Boyce Combe presented an entertaining single. He
essayed the character of the English "nut" of the not

Boyce Combe is a turn worth any one's money.
gives some very clever monologue songs, and his
impersonation of Birdie from Burlington and Beauty

He

When sending for mall to
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Aldndce Jack
Anthony Jack
A at or Mae
Alhoa Percejr
Ayera Grace

Bloodgood, Margt

Kmmet

Breen Family

Ewing Florence

Georgia

Ferria Evelyn
Follctte St W'icka

Forbea Marion

Foreat Amy
Fraley Thelma
Freacott & Hope

Caram Jack
Cawley

Janla Broa

Jones Robert
Jordan Betty

SHORT VAMP SHOES
and

m«d«

Earl Billie

Francis Marie

Gibson J

Fox Eddie •Bozo"

Gorman Eugene F
Howard

2

Williams St Ribera
Wilson Sophia
Wilson Viola
Wintea Jackie

Wright

Jackson Evelyn
Jordan Joaephine

Kennedy Molly

Owland

W

Wynn

Betty

Young
Young
Young
Young

Jean
Margie
Peggie
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LEASE
New York

City

For a term of years

in

the

City.

H. MILES, 1482 Broawway,

Garry McGarry returned

Population 150,000.

NEW YORK

CITY

being used for an entrance.
In City Court and,
after being turned down by every
intermediate court, the Golde claim
is now finally sustained by the highest tribunal, from which there Is no
store

IMI

The case started

IN

KATIIKK ItRIKF

H.

STEINS MHKE UP

C

*

\M-.s.

f#\STEIN COSMETIC CO /Aff

HICKS

& SON

675 Fifth Avenue, at 53d Street
Have a little fruit delivered to your home or
your friends take it to your week-end outing

—

KNOWING THAT

BERT

GENE

GORDON
Sail for London, June 15th, on the

Dear Friends:

I

yFor The Boudoir\>

the

ART BOOKBINDING CO.
119 WEST 42d STREET
NEW YORK CITY

appeal. The practical effect of the
decision will mean either the giving
up of the entrance and lobby or the
payment of substantial damages. It
is said that the damages will amount

THAT ARE INTERESTED

to

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS

The clothing concern was dispossessed and its lease terminated
when Loew started to build, the

Fred D. Reeves, giving his occupation as a vaudevillian and his residence as Greenport, gave himself
up to the police Saturday because
he was stranded and unable to find

SCRANTON, PA.

CHARLES

Strand continuing "The Spirit of
for another week.

•76"

to over $50,000.

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Only Legitimate Theatre

BURTON

to surrender its Main street entrance
and lobby to the Golde Clothes Shop.

BALZEB SISTERS
$10 West 40th Street.

Dennis King, an English actor
and a recent acquisition at the Garrick, was billed to appear at the
Things theatrical are surely quiet Belasco this week. However, he is
continuing at the Garrick.
here, if it were not for the stock
war, but little interest could be
Mrs. Lawrence Beatus, wife of
aroused. It has been extremely hot,
although the storm of Sunday the manager of Loew's Palace, is

D. C.
HARDIE MEAKIN

W

decision handed down by the
New York State Court of Appeals,
Loew's State here will be compelled

About nve feet for Iron Jaw Act. Have
booking for aeason with ahow. Send pic-

New York

A

By a

Yva

With Good Figure

Girl

After stopping here two cast at the Garrick this week.
lodgings.
days he was allowed to proceed on George Henry Trader, the director}
is also playing this week.
his way.

BUFFALO

WANTED

aioit

production! no*
runnini «n Broadway.
Mall ardara promptly Allot.

MARTY FORK1NS

week.
cooled things considerably, with the leaving for Atlantic City this
Beatus. Jr., now a little less
Monday night houses of the current Young
than
old.
is gclng along.
a
year
week aided accordingly.
Palmer Bee
Gerald Oliver Smith of the GarParry Rhodea
Marvin Gates journeyed to In*
rick Players is in the lead this
Poole Patricia
week
in "Three Live Ghosts." Earle dianapolis with Mrs. Gates during
Polly St Ox
Foxe and Wanda Lyon still con- the past week to attend the funeral
Phillipa Jeaa
tinue to attract at the Belasco this of Mrs. Gates' sister.
Riverside J
week in "The Ouija Board."
Raye Sylvester
Wanda Lyon is the only woman
The Cosmos has 8 Little Dolls,
Chalfonte Sisters, Jarvis and Har- member of the local Lions Club.
Smith Winifred
She is the leading woman at the
rison,
"Honeymoon
Inn,"
Eddie
Stone Georgle
White, Boland and Knight; "The Belasco. To do her honor a block
Sherman Dorothy
of 250 seats are purchased by the
Black Bag." film.
Thompaon St Berrts
Picture houses:
Palace, "Across club each week for the entire memthe Continent"; Columbia, "Foolish bership, which attend in a body.
Underwood A
Wives"; Rialto, "Over the Border";
Anna Brouna^h, who is to appear
Metropolitan, "Sonny."
Vert Hazel
in "The Inevitable" next season, is
Van Alatyne St C'tla
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly coming to the Garrick for the balVeronal M Misa
Bayne head the bill at Keith's for ance of the summer.
Wayne Clifford
return engagement.
Werner Elaie
Waatika St U'atudy
Washington's new colored theaWhite Herman
tre,
Lincoln, has musical comedy
for the week. "Creole Follies Revue."

By SIDNEY

specialty.
•f tht leadlnt

Mrs

Johnson Babe
Jameson Mra B

Worth Bud

Newman Red

J

Iveraon Frltzle

Warflcld David

Wheeler John
White Margaret

St

Julius

Hendrickaon Jaa

Waldman & Freed
Ward Ben

O'Connell Neil
Overholt & Young

Also stage shoes and
toe dancing slippers a

Davenport Paul

P

recalled half a

Olamlth Mary L

DeLane Dale
Day George

Vernon Irene

Norton Ruby
Nugent J

erdar.

ta

Mackenzie Miaa

Veseer

Footwear
steak

Moody St Duncan
Mack Frank

Clooney Joseph
Carus Emma
Crosa
A
Chief Little Elk

Miller Viola

Mark William
Marx Leo

Morrell Maudle
J

Barclay Jack

W

Combe was

dozen times.

By

Leslie Miaaea

Holies Ned
Bell Jessie

Leapany Roy

& Mack
Mora & Reckless
Morgan J & B

la

night so strongly that Mr.

Huntley

WASHINGTON,

Long Robert
Leroy Veck

Sadller Dorothy

Francia Doria

Miller

Original and Novelty

Armatr'g

Taggert Hal
Thornton M
Tripp Geo
Turner Fred

McBride Carl
McLean Bobby
Miles Leo

Gates Charlie

St

Bonnot Renee
Benaon II C
Barnea Stuart
Brown P "Cookie"

Ritzina Julia

Schubert H
Shirley Margie
Shoebridge Nellie
Shurley Elizabeth
Shriner Joe
Skatelle Bert
Sioane Grace
Stephens Murray
Stevens Flo
Stuart Wilma
Subers Emit

Hastings Walter

Maurice Betty
Meyers Wallt

Bill

Charles Malvern*

Raatrlck Muriel

Ray Margie

Laroste Warren,
Lancaster lilck
LaPilarica Trio
LaSalle Bob

Fallon Evelyn

Cotton Billy
Cantlon Helen

Ester

Knot Pete
Kovac Mrs N
Kranz Harry

Brown Art

Khaym

Barman Evelyn

Reeder

Kdwards Jack
Edwards Irving

Burke St Burke
Buaey Harry
Byren & Well

&

Kennedy Jamea L
Kuehn K & K

Antenore
Aubrey Burton

Ramsey Blanch

Chuck
Harvery Jack
Harvey Peggy

Earl Billie
Karl Bobbie

Biaeett Billy

Piland Julm*

Ilaaa

Dooley Jed

Bennett Agnes
Bertrand Bert

Goodwin atella
Gordon Billy
Grata Anderaon

CHICAGO OFFICE

loiirse Ili'ine
Phillip Golf

IM

Billy

Barrett Anthony

Pantzer Carl

Gruet Broa

Dunedin Jim

names

P.

Direction

George Jack
Golden Jacob
Gouneral France*

Grindell

DeGrana Oliver
Demeter Nick
DeNoyer Eddie Mrs
Dlgman Ming
Dockatadcr Lou

I

George Grossmith and G.

too silly type.

at Piano

LETTERS
LETTERS ADVERTISED
ONE ISSUE ONLY.

Circuit
are the sort emanated by Mr. Combe. He sang pleasantly, and had good songs, notably "Burlington
Birdie." Altogether a thoroughly enjoyable act well
received.

Now let's 8C<\ That's right. Before we forget.
was sure Boyce Combe.
His name (kerchew)
That's it. With much the same sort of droll, this
clever chap talks his songs. A little bit elevated from
the ivory dome class, but appreciated by an audience
of intelligence, evidently making up the Sunday night
clientele. They all liked Boyce.

ROBERT FARICY

along the

No
of the Guards were exceptionally good numbers.
loss so were his other two numbers, and so much did
the audience appreciate him that there was some
difficulty in getting the curtain up on the next act.

him a

—

cities

and

Carmania and opening

Kindly send

at

all cables to the

FORD
Alhambra Theatre, Glasgow.
above address.

!
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Hear Ye

Hear Ye

MarivigliaPianoAccordion

+a little Practice
=BIG EARNINGS!

STARTLING CONFESSION!
By McGrath and Deeds

Clip and Mail
I

LYON
oo 04 A

& HEALY

Jacluon Boulevard, Chicago

Please tell me how 1 can make s
Mariviglia Piano Accordion pay for
itself and yield a big income.

Name

....

Under the
Address

stress of

a

The

Stage and Orchestra Now Offer
Great Opportunities

many hope

will

the matter, Joe

stimulated great popular interest

your turn— one that
win you big earnings and

in this instrument It is so easy
to master, so rich and full in

many

like

many

the country without a single lay-off.

During the ten months that form

ever'increasing favor for stage

peculiar type of gratitude they have, by their

and orchestra work. Artists of
widely varying accomplish'
•
ments are adopting it

fiought, aggravating the enormity of the offense, killed

of harmony

is

successfully!

meeting with

necessary to play
little consistent

instrument at new low prices.
After that— Velvet!

we furnish will make you master
of the Mariviglia.

it

One

FOUNDED

today

thing, however,

more audiences
The

in that

given period than the victim*

recital of these

was deduced

that

may
It

60 64 A JACKSON

gift, this

person,

into temptation,

BOULEVARD

CHICAGO.

1864

whom all accepted authorities combine to say is one HARRY WEBER, delivered them
from which there was neither escape nor defense, and, being assailed by these various gatherings from divers communities, they delayed them with the weapons of Art, and in the melee that followed,
and has been time and again repeated, one can form a good picture of the little Samsons of the Varieties,
pulling down the Temple of Dagon on the heads of the feasting I'hillistincs. It is expected that disposition of

and

ILL.

the case will be

and although no special star dominates the various interludes, he has
bunch of choris-

BALTIMORE
ROBERT

F.

LISK

NEW LYCEUM— Tallulah

collected a classy
ters.

BanK-

"Sleeping Partners."

MARYLAND— Keith Vaudeville.
CARLIN'S ARENA— De Feo Grand
Opera Company in repertoire.
GARDEN— Pop vaudeville.
HIPPODROME—Loew Vaudeville.
NEW— "My Old Kentucky Home."
CENTURY— "Sowing the Wind."
RIVOLI— "I Am the Law."
PARKWAY— "Watch Your Step."
CENTURY ROOF — Cabaret —
Whirl of Girls."

Jack Mason is producing the
•hows atop the Century theatre now.
Ernie Young put on the bills for
nearly 30 weeks and made quite a
go of the whole business. Each of
his productions was made on a three
weeks' basis, and it is understood
that the Mason shows will be put
on in the same way.
His first is "The Whirl of Girls"
end is as snappy a piece of work
as one could find away from Broadway. The costumes are. elaborate,

HOLZWASSER & CO.
1421.23 Third Ave.
NEAR 80tb STREET

NEW YORK

FURNITURE
For the Profession
America's finest designs
for dining room, bedroom,
library and living room.

CASH

their

among the others, came forth to them with tempting promises, which, In the innocence of their hearts, they were wholly unable to read or divine the consequences. These were accepted at
their face value and immediately threw themselves under what they deemed was his protecting care. By wile

I

in

and aw a mark of

tortoise shell glasses, being

BVERYTH 1NG KNOWN IN MUSIC

head

their season,

confession, with intent and design and with malice afore-

be of pronounced interest to certain persons, and that is that
appears that while peacefully pursuing the somewhat uneven
tenor of their way, it chanced that they were, by reason of a happy incident, frolicking on the stage of the
Hippodrome Theatre, Chicago, unconscious of whose sensibilities they were delighting, when a big man with

LYON & HEALY
By

and "came clean" with

froid

these boys were not alone fully culpable.

The coupon will bnng details.
Mail

Victor Records have

of heart

numerous crimes was
and simplicity that even appalled those accustomed to listening to such revelations as
a part of their daily routine, and it is doubtful if the authorities, acting under the advices of alienists and
psychics of international renown will attempt in any way to press the charges further than for a short term
this summer in durance, to meditate upon their offences from the seats of their motor cars, and in the grim
silence of the Michigan woods.

made with a sang

Why not make their success

A

own

that are usually laid at the door of Lucretia Borgia or Cagliostro.

your own ? Your increased earn*
ings will quickly pay for the

practice with the aid of the chart

Pietro's

is

when

interest

It has been a matter of record that these two conscienceless vaudevillians have during this notoriously
depressed year been permitted to disport themselves continuously before the various amusement seekers of

tone, that

Accompaniments are un'
No knowledge

many

crimes.

you

it

was given animus and

condition,

McGrath and Jack Deeds suddenly experienced a change

The

cult!

secrets of their

repeated failures of the theatre world to gain the real story of

Mariviglia will do that for
in a short time.

usually simple.

amusement world, reveal the

end of a somewhat sad season, going peacefully to

a

to

even greater popularity?

Contrary to popular belief,
the Piano Accordion is not diffi'

i

know no awakening

under a strenuous examination, after

Would you like to add a new
will

gruelling by heads of the

interest of the theatrical world, with the fag

repose that

the truth regarding their

feature to

terrific

crimes:

or

CREDIT

Frederick

A.

Bishop

and

When

made

before this paper goes to press.

the trial comes up next September

Keith-Orpheum

boys the

will give the

it is

limit.

John

Pollock, who will manage the Gilbert and Sullivan festival at Carlin's
Park in two weeks, were in Baltimore last week and inspected the
Arena, where the opera will be
given. DeWolf Hopper will head the

company. Local critics have been
unstinted in their praise of the company now singing there. Giovanni
Diaz, Helen Yorke, Richard Bonelli,
Edith de Lys, Drcda Aves, Henry
Weldon, Paolo Quintina and Carlo
Milhou are among the principals.

crowd, while "What's Your Husband
obviousness,
its
Doing,"
despite
drew packed houses and kept them
during the week. Mr. Garland said
that the work was almost so bad
that he could have written it himself.
Mr. Garland is the co-author
of a skit that served Edna Hibbard for a brief week or. two in
He
vaudeville a few years ago.
has also written several other plays,
all of which he mentions at every
opportunity in his "By the Way"
column. They have been produced
here by a little theatre group, "The
Vagabonds.''

tire place is

done

in the old Italian

manner,

resembling
nothing
so
as a spot taken bodily from
an old Florentine city.

much

With the summer season

fairly

uled

to

make

its
25.

first

appearance

A Sunday paper
published for a few
weeks until the plant is organized,
after which an evening dally will be
issued.
William Paul Costello is
leaving the "Democrat and Chronicle" to take charge of the dramatic
and music departments.
Morris
Adams, for years city editor of the
same paper, will be city editor of the
"American." A number of other men
are leaving various local papers to
join the Hearst outfit, plans of
which were carefully laid before
much publicity was given the matSunday, June

only will be

under way at Carlin's Park, plans
now being made for a second
week of grand opera. The season's
program opened Tuesday night with
"Aida," and was followed by 'Rigoletto."
Thursday night "II Trovatore"
was heard. "The Barber of
Bonelli's performance as the jester
Seville"
was the Friday night offerthe
in "Rigoletto" was heralded to
ing, and "Aida" was repeated again
skies here, and the DeFeo Opera
for
Saturday.
Mile. Edith de Lys
disastrous
Company, after a rather
has been engaged, and Henry Wel- ter.
appearance at the Lyric last year,
don,
basso, is also in the company,
Lambdin,
Oldmixon
critic
of
John
Baltiitself
in
has re-established
The Eastman School of Music will
"the Evening Sun," in a recent list which includes Carlo Milhou, Richmore.
of the best plays of the Baltimore ard Bonnelli and Giovanni Diaz. Contribute two members to the gted*
Incidentally
somewhat
of
a
Diaz
is
class of the University of
uating
season gave first place to the ClemThe New Lyceum Stock, compris- ence Dane work, "The Bill of Di- favorite among the musically in- Rochester this week, its lirst class,
ing the George Marshall Players, re- vorcement." He mentions "Mr. Pirn clined here, having appeared at sev- and certificates will be given others
ceived their first unkind words at Passes By" as another fine produc- eral concerts at the Pea body Con- who have not taken the r< quired
the hands of a local critic this week tion. "The Czarina" came in for a servatory recently.
academic work for a degree of Uachwhen Robert Garland, of "The few good words.
The second week's program Will elor of Music.
American," took them to task sebe much more ambitious than the
verely for producing George V.
first, and will include 'Don PasThe Manhattan Players are holdThe opening of Mario's Court Yard quale," which has probably never
Hobart's "What's Your Husband
Doing." He termed it a piece of Restaurant at Carlin's Park has been sung before in Baltimore. ing a unique exhibition at the Hotel
The display inthe "La Tiaviata" is also on the list, aP Seneca this week.
trash, and grew sarcastic in a com- marked a radical change in
parison with their offering of the policy of dining rooms at local is "Lucia di Lammermoor," and cludes work of the following aracprevious week. "The Pigeon." The amusement parks. The dining rooms "Carmen."
Mile. Dreda Avos will tists, each of whom has been
corded recognition: Nicholas Velwork failed to draw the at Bay Shore and Riverview depend sing the title role.
latter
landscapes
oils;
lenti,
in
Chariot
on their sea food as the drawing atrelief;
bas
in
Laite.
sculpture
traction. Their popularity has been
Charles Ellis, portrait painting in
at its height on Sunday. The Mario
N. Y.
oils; Herbert Jfcap, pen and ink and
Restaurant at Carlin's is making

or

TO EDNA YOUNG
EDNA STRAWBRIDGE

ROCHESTER,

Please communicate at once with
the undersigned;

PAULINE M. YOUNG
Administratrix of the estate of
Arthur C. Young, deceased,
No. 34 North Second Street,
Harrisburg. I'enn.

are

the foreign dishes its trump card.
The place is located within a stone's
throw of the Arena, where the grand
being
opera
presentations
are

made, and

a course dinner is being
served for fl.'J".
Cabaret artists
have been engaged, and a good dance
Orchestra is on the floor. The en-

By

L. B.

SKEFFINGTON

sepia

LYCEUM— Lyceum Players
"Nobody's Widow."
TEMPLE— Manhattan Players

in

in

"A Very Good Young Man."
FAY'S- -Bobby 8a under Co., Mann
Brothers, Roy Reiehy, Wells and
Davis, Mack and ir\ing, C're« don
and Jordan.
Pictures — Kay's. "Yellow M< n and
fiold";

Regent.

Thomas Mcighan

in

"The Bachelor Daddy."

Jr/\RiEiY

every week

"Four Horsemen" return
dilly next

at Picca

week.

sketches,

decorated

randies

and batik work; Florence Fischer,
children*! drawings; Flon nee Eldridge, poems, and Ralph }£ array,
musical compositions.

FOR SALE OR LEASE
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Get

expected that Judge

a r»ai n<>vcth'-r art like thi« t'anaiy A< f.
a f.ady who din |>rnoent an

Performing Canary mr<i«
«1 1 y.

<;r'nt

No

f(.r

Act of this Kind. AI*o have a Troupe of
r<-rforininp Cockatoo*. Th* bent in thii
Country. AIm> a Cat Act, trained arid untrainee! Monkey*, and a i»ok Act,
l*otn<
And M't them. Wi have the good* Want
f( lod A fi r,f
Write C»RO K TtO?>KKT9 Parnate**ik.-t'* Headquarter!,
1324 N. FatrhfH St.,
Philadelphia, Pa., l<« n Phono Diamond
;i

by Subscribing for
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if

surest

way.

You

don't have to

it

Rochester
starting of a

is

all

agog

over

new Hearst paper

The Rochester "American"

is

the
h< re,

Bched-

1057.

depend upon newsstands

a regular subscriber to Variety.
Subscription, $7 yearly; $3.50 six months.
Foreign, $8 yearly; $4 six months.
Special Summer Rate: $2 three months.
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FOR STAGE AND STREET AT MODERATE PRICES
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FRANK MANSFIELD
THE VERSATILE GRAND OPERA TENOR
MY

Playing the xylophone and singing at the same, time.

MY LATEST NOVELTY,

ORIGINAL NOVELTY.

with the business incidental to operatic selection fully protected.

REPRESENTA TIVES

ORPHEUM CIRCUITS
FLOYD W. STOKER

KEITH

LOEW

and

LONDON

IN
be

circle will
shillings.

at

and

five

a mad actor
years ago.

something

revival

Chicago Corporations
Atlaa Educational Film Co., 1111

Pinero's

of

Iris."

three

strong was the feeling the Administrator climbed down and the proAngus McLeod and Lee Ephraim,
posed doubling was abandoned. He
has invented another tax. which in others words Daniel Mayer Ltd.,
have acquired a lease of the
doea not touch entertainments.
begin
Adelphia and
will
their
career as play producers in June.
Johannesburg
The piece chosen is the dramatizaHIS MAJESTY'S— Three-act mu- tion of an Ethel M. Dell story. "The
sical comedy, "A Little Dutch Girl"; Way of an Eagle."' and the leading
Production well man will be Godfrey Tearle. The
good business.
ataged by Fred Coype.
story ia-one of the best the authorSTANDARD.— Robert Courtneidge ess has written and there is much
under
diin it that lends itself to dramatizaHolloway
Co.,
and W. K.
rection of Leonard Hay no. staging tion. It is drama pure and simple,
with its production the old theand
W.
Lincoln,"
with
"Abraham
B.
Holloway in title part; well staged atre will return to the class of fare
with
which it was famous in the
"The
and played, and drawing.
days of William Terris, who was
Kaithful Heart" for May 11.
murdered
outside the stage door by
Revue "The Peep
KM PI RE.

—

a

concerned

(Continued from page 26)

Show," filling this variety hall
nightly.
Bitty Fry, English comedian, hit of show.

like

30

Albany, N.

Co.,

The English - American - Yiddish
actor W. D. Waxman will produce
"The Rabbi and the Priest" at the

7.

Comedy

Arman Kaliz. Mildred Singer
Dainty Danes, two clever and Evelyn Greenfield; attorneys,
girl; Paul Witt and May Stevens; Eppstein & Axman. 175 Fifth avenue.
good.
Adelphi
Operating Corporation,
THEATRE
ROYAL.
Alfred Saratoga Springs; hotels, theatres
Woods and company in* short sea- and restaurants; capital, $5,000; dison.
May 15, "Smouldering Fires" rectors, Julius Diskin, Sylvia Fuch
and "The Muddler."
and A. R. Gross; attorney, M. M.
EMPIRE BIO— "Les Mis^rabtes." Black, 391 Fulton street, Brooklyn.
HIS
Edwin Productions Corporation,
MAJESTY'S.
"Madonnas
business;
theatrical
and Men."
Manhattan;
POP BIO.— "The Rainbow Trail." capital, $20,000; attorney. Frederick
Broadway.
Goldsmith,
1540
E.
The Schnebbe-Wallach CorporaHeavy entertainment tax is big tion, Manhattan; to provide for prodrawback in Natal. Strong protests duction and performances of operrectors,

Four,

—

—

i

Indulged

against unfair taxation;
becoming big cry throughout South
Africa.
in

dramatic, vaudeville and cinometric representations; capital, 500
of $100 per share and 1,000 shares
of common stock of no par* value;
attorneys. Bickerton, Wittenberg &
Fleisher, 220 West 42d street.
Arthur K. Pearson Holding Corporation, Manhattan; stage attractions; capital, $5,000; attorney, Joseph A. Michel, 38 Park row.
Buy Your Own Home Exposition,
Inc., Brooklyn; theatres, amusement
atic,

and pictures;

parJts

attorney,
street.

I.

capital. $10,000;
44 Court

Greene,

F.

Brooklyn.

Atlantic Service, Inc., Manhattan;
enterprises;
capital,

amusement

$10,000; attorney, Abraham
44 Court street. Brooklyn.

000; attorney,
I.

Ginsberg,

BEST PLACES TO DINE
Vi:

MAY-NOVEMBER FARM
Central Ave., Hartsdale, N. Y.

OPEN FOR SEASON
DANCING AND DINING
SMITH'S IRRESISTIBLE EIGHT
NICK

M JU»T

THE MAT VOU WANT — AT
LESS THAN VOU EXPECT TO PAY"

— CHIC — ORIGINAL
"ADELE" CREATIONS
8M ART

"Bho* *•

»«|| dremd ««w»n and I'll
•hew yon on Ad«l« Hat."
10% dlK-ouat to N. V. A 'a. rrom to N. V. A.

ALSO TO PROFESSIONALS
100 WEST 45th STREET
t Doors Eaat of

HM

tan;

picture theatres;

Inc.,

::

NOW OPEN FOR SEASON

Thunderbolt Amusement

OLD TRUNK8 TAKEN

W. H. Holmes, S. M. Dunn.
Buy Your Own Home Exposition,

Hair,

Brooklyn, theatres and amusement
parks, $10,000; G. S. Carpenter. A
and R. Goldsmith.

William Werner

^

MURRAY'S ROMAN GARDENS
West 42d

theatres,
J.

Corp., Man$20,000;
F. E.

Wilson, H. Schiffman.

Street, Between 7th and 8th Avenues
York's Most Popular Dining Palace
Management!
New Service!
New Price*!

New

New

NOW UNDER THE EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT OF

JOSEPH

SUSSKIND

A.

of the Blossom

Heath Inn, Merrick Road

Special Moderate -Priced Business Men's Lunch
Afternoon Teas and Dancing on the Revolving Floor
Dinner and Supper Service—a la Susskind
Dancing with an Orchestra De Luxe
Also Renting High-Class, Elegantly Equipped
Apartments with Servlca

Edwin Productions
hattan,

The CHAS. W. GROLL REALTY CORP., Owners

CHAS. W. GROLL, Pre^nt „
JOS, A jJWMKIND. Tr.
w
I'll
ii.- nDv*vw *Vm ~'
PHONK
BRYANT 45S5 ww"" *
«t

THIRTY MINUTES BY MOTOR FROM COLUMBUS
CIRCLE
F.ve m.nute.'
walk from Murray

Phones

(
(

Flushing 91
Flushin g 3880 J

r\ N the
^^ and

SILL'S
Direct

Road

Hill Station, Flu.hing, L.

HOTEL

of the North Shore of

quickly accessible from the Heart
of

can be reached on the

way

to

the

TRACK,

I.

R. R.

Broadway and

13th Street
Flushing, L. I.

Long

Island.

New

York.

BELMONT RACE

Douglass Manor. Bayside. Little Neck,
Great Neck,
Sands Point, Plandome. Manhasset.
Port Washington. Roslyn.
Sea Cliff. Oyster Bay and all the
beautiful

suburbs along the

Sound.

PRIVATE DINING ROOMS FOR MOTOR
PARTIES

N. Y. City

Between 38th and 39th Streets

la

Management
Julius Keller

Animated Outdoor Advertising.
Rochester, pictures, $10,000; M. C

$55 Up

EXCHANGE'OR ^REPAIRED

Man-

delman.
Sea Coast Operating and Holding
Corp.,
Queens, Theatricals, etc.,
$25,000; F. J. Lancaster, G. H. Parsons, F. A, Rogers.

Between 51st and 52d Streets

IN

Co.,

hattan, roller coaster, etc., $50,000;
M. Goldstein, D. Simmons, W. Nu-

Co., Manhatcapital, $3.-

531 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.

Wonderful Orchestra
Shore Dinner at $2.50 and exquisite a
Carte service

Clarence Williams Music Publishing Co.. Manhattan. $20,000; C. Williams, P. C. Rainger, S. Brooks-

SAMUEL NATHANS
KiMf'ff SS"«M
Broadway,
Phone: Fits Roy 0620

OF

-:-

Beautifully Decorated

Excellent

Blackburn Photoplay Corp., Man-

Mail Orders Filled F. O. B., N. Y. City.
Send for Catalogue.
Used trunks and shopworn aamplea of all standard makes always on hand.

1664

1922

:-:

Claire Import and Export
Trading Corp., Manhattan, pictures
and radio furnishings, $25,000; R.
Debarge, M. Gisnet.
Jump Steady Corp., Manhattan,
theatrical, $100,000; M. Freeman, D.
D. and R. Frackman.

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

Phone: Circle 1873

N. Y,

City Island,

Belle

It

Prices Reduced,

S\

The Chateau Laurier

Manhattan; the-

hattan. $250,000; R. F. Blackburn.
R. T. McGee, F. J. Petronic.

PROUNI3, Managing Proprietor
WHITE PLAINS 1471-1660

ft

Hamburger, 233

J.

Dun-

hattan; skating rinks and amusement features; capital. $20,000; attorney, J. Haley, 280 Madison avenue.
Findley Lake Improvement Association, Findley Lake, Chautauqua
county; summer resorts and theatres; capital, $500; attorney, F. L.
Morris, Sherman, Pa.

Latham Restaurant

Broadway

M.

D.

THrphone

atres, hotels and restaurants; capital. $3,000; attorney, H. B. Mitchell,
5 Beekman street.

kirk; capital, $500; attorney, Thomas J. Cummings, Dunkirk.
Cranfield Amusement Co., Man-

„_W

(Delaware charter.)
Plays and Pictures, Manhattan,
$50,000; C. S. Jones, H. W. Wack.
Richton Corp., Manhattan, motion
pictures. $100,000; L. D. and L. R.
Wharton.
Albert Von Tilzer, Manhattan,

This play, under the title of
Little Brother," was originally

"The

Lehman, Whltbeck.

Lincoln Theatre Corporation,

M. and M.

Picture Corp.,
$100,000; James V. Stang, Vito S.
Lonbardl, Alex Scriben, New York.

Court.

Man- Broadway.

hattan; capital, 100 shares, no par
value; begin business with $500; di-

Durban, Natal

CRITERION. — Kitchen

June

Y.,

$10,000;

Motion

^\

Circus

The Arman Producing

pictures,

lyn,

Baschier.
Liberty

production

in the
include the
of a play by G. E. Morrison in which Robespierre will be
the central character.

autumn

INCORPORATIONS

hannesburg.

$100,000; L. J.

The strccess of the Galsworthy Hurwitz.
"cycle" at the Court has led to
Quality Slide and FlashSgraph Co.,
Leon M. Lion makfng arrange- 6 E. Lake St., Chicago; $10,000; E.
ments for several series of pro- P. Saltiel. H. S. Block. C. Perel.
ductions and revivals on similar
Feaater Mfg. Co., Manhattan, piclines. He will run these seasons in
ture winding machines, $75,000; C.
conjunction with J. T. Grein, com- B. Santes, R.
F. Besch, M. M. Manmencing with a Pinero cycle in the ning.
Other popular authors
autumn.
Ethical
Film
Service Co., Brookdue
in
presented
will
be
who
course are R. C. Carton and Henry
plans
Lion
Jones.
Other
Arthur

—

and menagerie
playing under canvass around Jo-

Oak Park;

So. Blvd.,

produced at the Ambassadors some
time ago. Waxman is a popular
June 2 will see the opening of the personality in the vaudeville world
ORPHEUM. Popular program International
Theatre Exhibition at but has done little if anything in
Week May 8, the Victoria and
drawing patrons.
Albert Museum.
West End legitimate up to now.
Hayman and Franklin in sketch;
Fisher White and Mary Grey will
Bert Southwood and Pink Lady,
The collapse of "Cairo"' has left be his principal supporters at the
songs; Max Linder film, "Seven
Oscar Asche without any imme- Court.
Years' Bad Luck."
theatrical plans. After a rest
NEW BIJOU.— Week May 8, film diate
on his farm he will go for a long
C. B. Cochran will presently pre*Earthbound."
sea voyage and will not be seen in sent a French comic opera season.
CARLTON.— Pictures. The after- the West End again until the late Among the composers who will conmath of recent revolution in Jo- autumn. Had he remained at His tribute to this are Planquette.
hannesburg and distict by miners, Majesty's he hadV intended heading Audran and Lecocq. He now states
etc.. has had depressing result on a stock company for the production
his production of "The Music Box"
amusements. Although houses of of Shakespearean revivals. This will not take place until Christmas
entertainment are doing, on the company would from time to time when the original producer, Haswhole,
well,
tightening
yet
of have been reinforced by famous sard Short, will rehearse the Britmoney, and cash available for all "stars." Another of his projects ish company.
shows not ao plentiful as previous
to trouble. Proposed entertainment
tax likely to meet with strong opposition, as public consider paying
enough for amusements.
Pagel's

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS

and

JACK POTSDAM

SOUTH AFRICA
(Continued from page 25)

Imitators lay off!

Where

Hospitality

Welcomes

and Good Food prepared by an
Experienced Chef is the Standard

AN OLO VILLAGE
H08TLERY

Newly Furnished Rooms
*t

'

•

tot

Bachelors Only.
8pecial Ratss for Season.
•

mhh
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"THE CIRCUIT OF OPPORTUNITY

VAUDEVILLE
ALL APPLICATIONS FOP ENGAGEMENTS AND TIME FOR SHU BERT VAUDEVILLE SHOULD BE MADE TO

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
ARTHUR

KLEIN, General Manager

music, $200,000; R. F. Okeefe, A.
jfopper. S. Friedman.
Schubert Pictures Corp., Manhattan, $500,060; G." C. Simpkins, P.
Ellena, R. O. Weiss.
Leoboyce Amusement Co., Brooklyn, $5,000; T. J. Boyce, J. F. Kirkland, J. M. Devlin.
Silver-ton Amusement Corp., Manhattan, 300 shares common stock, no
par, active capital, $18,000; A. Silver, A. R. Bloomgarden. M. A. Hern.

Wimark Producing
tan, pictures, $5,000;

Co., ManhatM. Marks, R.

233 West 45th

Marcus Loew's AMALGAMATED
BOOKING AGENCY
VAUDEVILLE

Prosser, D. K. Kennard.
Rialto Producing Co., Manhattan,
theatres and pictures, $40,000; W.
S. Phillips, T. Robinson, D. Rafael.
American Commedia Dell Arte,
Manhattan, theatrical, $50,000;
Draper, R. Hale, P. Colum.
New Strand Theatre Corp., ManMayer,
L.
E.
$5,000;
hattan,
Schneider, J. Elpern.
Productions, Manhattan;
Jester
theatres and pictures, $20,000; K.
Dudley, L. Hess, C. L. Kahn.
Irmy Amusement Corp., Brooklyn.
N. Y.; pictures, $10,000; B. Stern.
L. Elgarten, S. Ster.

AGENCY

General Executive Offices

M

PHONE BRYANT SMS

160 West 46th Street

BOOKING

New Yrok
New

York,

Stumpf, G. A. Hop-

WEEKS

12

Washington,

Philadelphia,

Baltimore

and intermediate towns

kins.

Regal Records Co., Manhattan;
phonographs, etc., $50,000; R. Kanarek,

New York

Broadway,

1441

-OEW BUILDING ANNE>

Strong Record Co., Manhattan;
J.
$500,000;
etc.,
phonographs,
Strong, L. F.

NEW YORK CITY

Street,

LUBIN

H.

J.

M. and B. Abrams.

THE STANDARD INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY'

General Manager

NEWS OF DAILIES
Maurice Schwartz* Jewish Art
Theatre company at the Irving
Place theatre. New York, will close

summer June

for the

28.

CHICAGO OFFICE

Linen Nurse." by
Eleanor Hallowell Abbott will be
Campbell
dramatized
Colin
by

White

"The

Clements.

J.

Barney Bernard, co-starred with
Alexander Carr in "Partners
Again," now at the Selwyn theatre,
New York, will appear as Shylock
In a series of matinees of "The
Merchant of Venice" under his own
direction at one of the Selwyn theatres in New York. David Belasco
has already announced that he
would produce "The Merchant of
Venice," with David Warfield in

FULLY

Masonic Temple Building
G.

MATTHEWS

Charge

in

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES BEN

Bryant 6060-6061

ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING,

the leading role.

EASTERN

Hopkins
will
present
Ethel Barrymore next season for to make the cast of "The Music societies for subscriptions the price
a limited period. The Longacre, Box Revue" at the Music Box, New being $22 for five plays that are to

New

York, has been secured for
years by Hopkins for her.
Miss Barrymore is recovering from
an operation performed on her
nose,

known aa

sinusitis.

Hannah Chaplin, mother

Mrs.
Charlie,

will

be examined by

of
the

Federal Board of Health officials
at San Francisco by order of the
Assistant Secretary of Labor Hen-

ning to determine whether her
mental and physical condition is
such that it will permit her to return to her home in England.

A

Paris

decree divorcing

Mme.

Ganna Walska, Polish prihia donna,
and Alexander Smith Cochran, will
become

final

Aug.

14.

A committee composed of WillJam Collier for sports and Florence
Moore in charge of baskets will try

REHEARSAL HALL
To rrnt by hour or day for

aim

starring
Lean and Cleo May-Held,
Cecil
closed June 10 for the summer at
the 44th Street, New York. It will

Blushing

Bride."

reopen in August.

"The Rose

of

Stamboul"

at

the

Century, New York, will close Saturday, reopening in August, where
remains until September, when
it
the San Carlo Opera company takes
over the house for its run.

Channing Pollock's "The Sign on
the Door" will be produced in Paris
autumn by Baron Henri
inr early
de Rothschild at the Theatre Antoine.

Margaret Mackay. a society girl
Wilmington, Del., made her
of
debut on the stage in "The Rose of
Stamboul" at the Century. New
York, last week.

A

benefit

last

1580

Broadway

New York

City

THEATRICAL

Est.

MAKE UP

Henry C. Miner,

Inc.

performance Was given

CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES

STUDIOS

Representative for

FRANK WOLFE,

Jr.

Colonial Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pu.
Booking Now for Wild wood, Ocean City and Atlantic City

by William Anthony en- Charles Ruggles, Sue M.uManamy,
a Boy," will open in At- Ruth Terry, Russell Mack, Edna
Hibbard, Spencer Charters, Marion
on July 17.
Ballou,
Eleanor Williams, Peggy
Fortune Gallo, director of the Sam Elenor and Marcelle D'Arville is now
in
rehearsal.
going
to
the
Opera
enter
Carlo
Co., is
producing managers field next season with a drama that is being cast
Marie Purke, the wife of Tom
this week for an early tryout.
Durke, the Irish tenor, has been
added
cast of Eddie Cantor's
The first play by the Belmont "Make toIt the
the Winter
Snappy."
Theatre Repertory Co. is one by Dr. Garden, New York. at
She played a
Louis K. Anspach^r called the "That role in the original
production of
Day." Richard G. Herndon, execu- "Afgar."

who

is

asking $300 a week alimony
fees, pending trial

titled "It's

and $3,000 counsel

lantic City

of her suit for absolute divorce.

tive director will cast the play this
week for a tryout on tour.

H.

"Who's Who." an A.
show Which includes

cast of

Wood's

Arline

MacMahon

replaced Phyllis

Carrington Monday In "The Hover
Road" at the Bijou, New York.

Richard Bennett leaves "He Who
Gets Slapped" June 24 to establish
a repertory theatre In Los Angeles,
opening there July 16 In "The Fool"
by Channing Pollock which will be
produced here next season with Bennett
in
leading role by the
the
Belle Bennett succeeded Margaret Selwyns.
Lawrence in the leading feminine
Lillian Lorraine has been named
role in "Lawful Larceny" at the Rein a divorce action brought by Mrs.
public, New York.
Gladys Wagner against her husband,
Charles G. Wagner, owner of a
Ben Hendricks appearing at the cabaret on Broadway, New York,
Maxine Elliott, New York, in "The and also known as Billy Llo>d
It
Goldfish" is planning to revive 'Ole is alleged Lloyd was found in Miss
Olson" and "Yon Yonson" Swedish- Lorraine's apartment when it was
American comedies in wh.eh he raided by Mrs. Lloyd.
starred fjfteen years ago.

BLANCH ARI) ftm
BROADWAY NKW YOKIi CITY

evelvn
1493

NINOI.K**.
Itiff time restricted material.
Written, Rewritten
< omedy net* in «»ne.
hiuI st;ice«l. Coaching u ftpeciulty.

OPENINGS ARRANGED.

THE TIME TO DROP IN AND SEE
NOW
WHAT WE CAN GIVE YOU FOR A HUNDRED
DOLLARS.
FOR RENTALS, PHONE BRYANT 9448
225 W. 46th ST.

New York

week.

IS

NEW YORK

VAUDEVILLE MANAGER AND PRODUCEK
TELEPHONES BRYANT 1047-1265
516 ROMAX BLDG., NEW YORK CITY

A comedy

The

M

DAVE RAFAEL

at the Jewish Art theatre. New
York, for Eftihios. Vonaseras, a
Greek professor of dramatic art,

Sylvia Field who Just finished a
The Equity Players. Inc., elected tour with "Welcame Strangers"
a committee last week headed by made her debut in a principal role
the sum- on
Broadway taking Annabelle
Phone Bryant 2075 Joseph Santley to canvass
mer resorts, dramatic and social West's place in the "Cat and the
Canary" at the National, New York.

INERS

6YDNEY, AUSTRALIA

Mary Hay, after a long illness, Is
with her husband, Richard Barthelmess, at Hot Springs, Va.

acta,

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS

AUSTRALIAN

FULLER

ADDRE88 ALL COMMUNICATIONS
GRAND OPERA HOU8E

be given.

production* or dancing.
Knltitble an a dancing Htudio.
45 WES T *3d STKKKT
\

w nBroadway
Off

York, comfortable while playing in
the city by arranging a series of
picnics for the summer.

"The

and

GAIETY THEATRE BLDG.

SAN FRANCISCO JOHN
CIRCUIT
PAUL GOUORON
VAUDEVILLE, MELODRAMA AND PANTOMIME
REPRESENTATIVE. WOODS THEA. BLDQ.. CHICAGO

Arthur

two

NEW YORK

1547 Broadway,

™» * * ,

NEW YORK
..

••

Fisk<>

Ksnnetll D. Harlan, picture star,
being sued tor divorce by his
wife, Mrs. Florence C. Harlan,
He
is opposing the demand of his wife
is

BEAUMONT
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

LOS ANGELE8

STUDIOS

O'Hara

is

announetd

for

a

new play by Ann Nichols, named
"Land O* Romance" opening Aug.
i»

at

New

London,

Conn.,

under

Augustus Pitou's management.

"Her Temporary Husband"

will

open June ~5 at the Cort, Chicago,
Virginia F«lbr6ffas, Spanish actresSi arrived on the Royal Spanish
Mail liner P. i>e Satrustegui from

Barcelona and Cadiz. She Is going
to—tour Guatemala an,? ether pans
of Central Ameriea with her eompany. Iff. Tovar, a Spanish author
and aef'-r. is a number of her om<

VARIETY

38
pany. They will finish the tour In
her theatre in Mexico City.
Jtili.-in Eltinpe will return to the
legitimate stage Oct. 3 at Atlantic
City in a new musical play by Cilen

IfacOonough and Kaymond Hubbell
It
called "The Vanishing Lady."
produced by Jacques Pierre.

wilt be

"Up

tho Ladder'* will close at the

Playhouse

New York

Saturday.

Kin i Wilcox Putnam and Ethel
Wat's Murnfoid arc writing a comedy for Josephine Drake to be
entitled
season,
next
produced

"Momma's

THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

|

Leonard Hicks, Operating Hotels

StAtloU

Wednesday momm:;.

HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS
(Of the Better Kind

Ul IU>I.>U» KQVirriOlt

U»*

in
ette*.

Up

to

241-247

COURT

S

I

WEST

kitchen.
$18.00 op Weekly.

SG5.D0

Monthly.

a*>

w

Plum,*

Mount

tele-

Times Sqaare.

IMrectly off

phone.

and

t'a-

Hein, the composer, who is
ieco pern ling from a major operaperformed at the
tion
recently
Lennox Hill Hospital. New York,
has been presented with $1,000 by
the American Society of Composers.
Authors and Publishers. Mrs. Harry
Williams, the widow of the songwriter, has also been remembered
with a $500 check.

The Grand Street Boy's Associaa recent dinucr formerly
adopted Eugene West's "Sunshine
at

I

W.

HENRI COURT

51st Street

312

CIRCLE

W. 48th Street
LONG ACRE

8830

Fireproof huiiilii cm of lite newest type, having every device fcari convenience
Apnrtaneat* ore beauttfoJIy aasssmsd , Had eatMist of t. S aad 4 SSSSSa, triita kiirWn
kill -henetfte. tiled bath and olionc.
f 17.04 Up Weakly.
Address all cammiiaicatlnaa la Charles Tcncabaum. Irviartas Hall.

THE ADELAIDE

Rates. $10.00 op weekly.

cALPIN PHIHOTEL

andChestnutpiJIf

ArH7I

A

8- Story, Fireproof.
* lAlI^/^l^Ci4Urril/^p hone n Every Room
j

WIRE FOR RESERVATIONS

Pis

ADtl.

CITY

and

All nicht hsll at-

fords every privury.

Address All Communications to M. Ct.AMAN,
office— Yandts Court, 211 Wool 4Sd Street. New York.
Office in Esch Building.
Can Be Seen Evenings.

Street*

CLEAN AND

NEW YORK

43rd Street

ELEVATOR

tendant.

AiMrttiu'iitM

10th

W«t

usual furnishings, room arrangement af-

01 3

One, Hires* and four apartment*
wirh kMr hearties, private b.it'i mid
telephone. tsmiMi.il furni«hitiffs. room
nrrMiiB-menth aflO.-.N the utmost privacy. Ali fNtght fttail attendant,
UatcH 31G.00 up Weekly.
Pr»niij..ii

kitchraetteo. prleate hath*

iili

FURNISHED

APARTMENTS

Private Bath. 3-4 Booms, Cafertsw to <fc« eosafort and
ealrnce of
tbe profeaalon.
Steam Heat and Klrctrlr Ltgfct • • • •••*• Cp

6640

$30 Woet I3d Street

1*

323-325

355

One. three and four room apartments

THE OUPLE*

Goo. P. Schneider, Prop,

4293

COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING.

IBK V ANT 7912

full-tiled

— Bryant

IRViNGTON HALL

gTRKET

4?.d

$444

THE BERTHA

Htsrt e» Theatre and Stioppist Ontrlet.

fCtfa

HAVE THE COMFORTS OF HOME
At Unusually Low Summer Rate*

ROOMS

2-4-5

Opened, Beautifully Furniibes
IIEDS..

Recently

EIGHTH AVENUE

754-756

One Black West of Broadway
sad Slth Street*
Tkree. Four and Five-Room lfl*;h-Class Famished Apartntepta—$1Q Up
fhasea: Bryant 4934-1
MR!* UKORGK 11IW.KL, Mst.
Strictly rrofeaalaual.
Between

SPECIAL BATES TO PERFOKMKKS— ROOMS? WITH TWIN

and

J>»th.

!

!

—

West

31

IN Hit. II CLASS,

MODERN BUILDING

Special by
mil
tl

208 Manhattan Ave., between lOSth ft 109th.
One Block Best of Central l'ark West.—
0720

!

HOME FOR PERFORMERS
MKNWIFl) ROOMS TO LET

Weekly Up.

d»tg

ACADEMY

Thone

RCAD AND SAVE

furnished

completely

***
for housekeeping, regular kitchen.
Near Park. 110th Street "I.", Bun. aad Surface Cars.
All Latest Improvements, Telephone, Electricity, Etc.

ZUCKER CORP.

71st

NEW YORK

HOTEL JOYCE

St.

CITY

Columbus 9780

FOURTEEN FLOORS OF SUNSHINE
SINGLE ROOMS WITH SHOWER, 112.00 WKKKLT AND UP.
"BwtlHI 1. WITH TCB BATH AND SBOWEB. »17.50 WEEKLY AND UP.
Sl'ITKS. WITH I'RIVATE BATH, S34.00 WKHKLT, AND UP.
SPECIAL RATES AND ATTENTION CilVEN TO THE PROFESSION

Roottl with hot and cold rutin in i» water, housekeeping; privilec^s,
ga«, electricity, msid service, and linen included; telephone, bath,
kitchen on every floor for your convenience.
Situated 50 feet from Central Park West; 15 minutes from booking
offices, next <Uh Ave. surface car*, S minutes from tilh and 9th Ave.

"L" Stations.

SINGLE ROOM, $G WEEKLY
FRONT SUITES $14 WEEKLY
DOUBLE ROOM, $7.50 UP, 5-ROOM APARTMENT, $25 WEEKLY
OFFICE ON PREMISES UNDER SUPERVISION OF OWNER
14 WEST 101st ST., N. Y. CITY
Phone RIVERSIDE 5026

THE AMERICAN
240-50

Phone LONGACItE 33S3

HOTEL
DOUGLAS
BEN DWORETT,

Furnished Apartments
AND ROOMS
1—2—3 ROOM APARTMENT8
$10

TO

—

ROOM8 NEWLY RENOVATED.

$13
411

MRS.

207

W.

HOTEL ARISTO

MRS.

FURNISHED

APARTMENTS
STIFTER, Prop,

W. 44th ST. Broadway 2-3-room
apartments, also oing-Ie and
rooms, $7 lo $20; complete houseELECTRIC FAN ^SB?1 double
keeping-: nicely furnished;
bath, telephone, hot water; cool and comfortable.
Rooms $10.50 Week
254
44 th <;f Ph * M Bryant 10486

Alley" as their official song. "West
a member of the organization.

Alleging that "April Showers,"
one of the biggest production and
popular song nits of the year is a
Bath, $12.00
plagiarism of Lee David's "Paper
Doll," the B. D. Nice Co., Inc., has
brought suit against Harms, Inc., and Lee David, staff composer, as
Sunshine Music Co., Inc., Budd G. contrast to the "Harms" phrase.
DeSylvia, Louis Silvers and Al The plaintiff corporation patterned
Jolwon for an injunction and ac- its type of publications after the
counting of the profits on "April Harms' catalog
the matter of
Showers." The song is published high class songs, eschewing the
by the Sunshine Co., of which Jol- common run of claptrap. Several
backer,
son is alleged a principal
months age Harms took over a
and distributed through Harms, Inc. "mammy" song from Nioe
& Oo.,
DeSylvia and Silvers are the au- written by David for Jolson's
use.
thors of it, the complaint alleging The latter never
did anything with
visited
the latter (composer)
the it and the song was
not pushed.
Nice company's offices on several
occasions at the time "Paper Doll"
was being exploited. A side issue
Aileen
Stanley's
suit
oh tin* action is that the "Nice" Ceorffe A. Friedman. Inc., against
arising
corpora rd
title
was coined by
BeNjamin W. Levy, its president, from the song. "Emaline/' was

WHh

m

i

settled

out

W

Up

of

court,

*

Bet Broadway and Ith Ave.
hone," an old
ber.

Variety's Paris correspondent. E.
G. Kendrew, reports that Francis
Salabert has acquired, during Saul
Bornstein'8 recent sojourn in Paris,
ths French rights of Irving Berlin's
"Say It With Music."

Chapell of London has bought the
musical rights of
Bouche" by
M. Yvain, now running at the The-

Ta

atre Daunou, Paris.

Sherman, Clay & Co. have taken
over the Daniels & Wilson catalogue.

Arthur DeRob, songwriter, who
sued Paul Specht. orchestra leader
assignment.
The action is now at the Hotel Astor, for services
based on an assignment of his rendered lost out on his claim, judgshare of the royalties by "George A. ment for $22.50 for costs being
Specht.
Little (who wrote the song in col- awarded
DeRob claimed
laboration with Jimmy McHugh) to salary due as publicity agent. Specht
Miss
Stanley
and her pianist. denied ever employing him as such.
Robert Buttenuth. Friedman eventHarry Pearl of the profeasional
ually
turned the song over to
ftemlck & Co., the plaintiffs join- department of Irving Berlin, Inc..
ing
Itemtck and
Friedman de- is doing a single on the Loew time
in the East, while his wife. Mabel
fendants.

ten

STREET,

1€T9

Exceptional

llvine;

WATT

SOL R APTS.
33 West 65th
2,

and

I

ing.

Pearl,

St.,

New York

lit

City

Complete housekeepS rooma.
Phono la every apartment.
MRS. BILKY. I'roo

1.

t.

2.

is

arranging for the Berlin

West 61at
Phone

Apt.

bedroom*

St..

S

New Tork

City

Circle C030

and copies of the song in his possession.
The injunction went by
default.
Abner Greenberg, acting
for Fowler, will make a motion to
punish Bradford for. contempt la
his failure to comply with the court
order.

firm.

Van Alstyne & Curtis has joined
Abe Olman. song-writer and until the American Society of Composers,
professional manager for Authors and Publishers.
has
Company,
Music
severed all contracts and connecThe Greater New Tork Musio
tions with any firm, and is for the Publishers and Dealeis' Association*

present free -lancing in New York, Inc., entertained the delegates of
having returned recently from a trip the National Association of Sheet
to the cotjot.
Music and Dealers' convention at as
outing on Wednesday (June 14).
The Clifford Pub. Co.. Inc., of
Chicago, has incorporated for $20.The Federal Court suit started by
000 to continue the business of the the A. J. Stasny Music Co. against
Frances Clifford Music Co., Salvatbre Jack Mills, Inc.. alleging infringeTomasso is the president of the new ment of copyright has been settled
corportaion.
out of court.
Mills' song, "They
Needed a Songbird in Heaven, so
Lemuel Fowler secured a tempo- God Took Caruso Away," was alrary injunction against Perry Brad- leged to be musically similar to
ford to restrain the latter from Stasny's publication, "It's Never Too
publishing and vending Fowler's Late to Be Sorry."
song,

"He May Be Tour Man But

He Comes

to

&

Sometimes."

Your

Vom mutt look tooo

Mnnv

ot

the

F. E.

347 Fifth

Cy<

If.r.g

and

Iliumlwuy,

ARRANGER
New York

grtg-

THE NATURAL
BOBBED HAIR,

maka

Without Cutting, $10.
Side

Ear Wave*.. S
Ear Puff*. $2.30

O

Avenue

Opp

COMPOSER
4ir.C.

Faes
to

SMITH. M

N. T. Clry

RAYMOND MATTHEWS

"Profes-

sion^ nave obtained aad retained better oarti o> havint
ma onrreet their featural .mesrfaction* ano remave oiemishat. Consultation free
Foe*
reasonable

210 W.Sftth St.. N. V.
I'honr Fltz Roy 0311
for CatnloRtie

CITY

Me

Beautify
tood.

Bond

NEW YORK

See

is
alleged to have obtained a proof of the song from a
printer and printed it under his
trade mark. It was also ordered
that Bradford turn over all plates

Bradford

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS

BUMPUS
46th

AND V P.

kitcfeen privileged, electricity, elevator.

DROP CURTAINS FOR SALE AND RENT
WEST

S8

FURNISHED ROOMS

recently

acknowledging Miss Stanley's claim
! o certain royalties through a writ-

245

CITY

Chauncey Olcott num- Forster

Friedman

Harms, Inc., is understood preparing a countersuit against Nice &
Co* over Moon -River" (since turned
over to F 1, A. Forster of Chicago),
alleging infringement on Kitty Ma-

Calanebas t?73-«

Phase:

40th St—
BRYANT 1477-S

T. C.

NEW YORK

Vacancies

PRINCETON

Near

620 Eighth Avenue, Cor. 40th Street
Phone: BRYANT 1002

RAMSEY, Mgr.
B1YANT 68*2-0801

J.

Telephone

Maw Opes.
Off B'wity

Conveniences.

QUIRICO'S HOTEL

CATERING to the PROFESSION ONLY
Single ICoonii— Housekeeping Rooms,
MRS. I. LUBIN, Prop.
SPECIAL BATES to the I'KOI r»lON

rhoae:

is

(Opp. N. V. A.)

46th ST.

Mnnacrr

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
310 WEST 48th ST„ N. Y. CITY

101

W.

(OPPOMITE N. V. A.)
100 Furnished Rooms Running
water and all conveniences,
$4 and up.

You."

Silvio

tion

Y A N D

St.

rooms tinre

Threo

Harms

"It's

AM) KLKCTRIC LIGHTS

\M HI XT

Doable with bath. $17.00 and $31.00 per wee*
Sli.OO prr week
Douhl* »iliiuut bath,

week
week

1 .out a ere

One. two mid tlwee room*; builtbathn with shower*. Tiled kitchen-

Stein has connected with
the business staff of S. C. Caine, Inc.

titled

I

Finest type eierotnr. fireproof Wwild-

Herman

"Mon Homme" (My
Man). The Harms number will be

M

Pkoot Jjancacre 1500

it.

these parts for

Went ttt*

Sll to $47

The new store, 45 by 6a feet, is
one of the largest song shops in the
country, and in addition to the sheet
music department has a phonograph, music roll and radio department. It's floor is decked with 1,968
silver dollars and is one of the biggest, features locally as far as the
daily newspapers are concerned, for
they devoted considerable space in

will exploit another MauYvain tune in this country
adapted for American usnge by
DeSylvia. Yvain is a French
IV (J
popular composer, best known in

WITH

HILDON A COURT

when

rice

Economical Folks)

of

trader the direct mpervUlon t the owner*. Located In the heart of the city. Just
r.reailwar. *lo»e to all booking office*, principal theatres, depurtment etorett,
trarikMi kite*. **L~ rood aoi itMbway.
furnished apartment* apeelallaWe are the l;«r*est maintainor** of hounekceping
We aee «mi the craaaal dally. This alone laavree prompt
ioc to theatrical foifca.
srrvlOf) nnd rleaniUieea.

log.

feature stories to

—

Within Means

off

ALL

Cfarlc tendered a dinner to him at
the Terrace Garden Saturday night,
a special performance of
Charles Bohler's "Whirl of the
World" was given.
Monday night Snyder was the
guest of Clark at the opening of the
new Ernie Young show at Marigold
honor Young
his
In
Gardens,
called it "Ted Snyder Night."

Single without bath, f 10.50 per
SI J. 00 per
Single with bath.

Phone:

WITH MUSIC MEN
(Continued from page 22)
tachment of Reilly's Bucks, who
surrounded the vehicle and marched
sl»«g«ide of it through its trip
around the loop.
It
parade
two-hour
a
After
wound up at the music shop, where
of
bottle
Bill Morrissey broke a
champagne over the front door knob
and .ludge Lawrence Jacobs of the
Municipal Court made a speech of
welcome home to Snyder.
The balance of the day was spent
by Snyder in greeting his old
friends and pounding out the tunes
of Home of his hits on the piano,
while various professionals sang the
numerous tongs of the store's cata-

LORRAINE

CHICAGO

OFFER SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

A man

fURfe

AND

GRANT

Profession."

with only a card bearing
the name of Herbert Thompson,
dramatic author, 1307 Broadway,
New York, for identification, c mmitted suicide by jumping in front
of a subway train at the Times

Friday, June 16, 1922

pair
cair.

WALTER HAIR GOODS
7*9

\\ niri.ri

Msth

CO.

Ave., at ltd Street, NOtl Tork
Room 12
Dept. V.

^a* ^TZ W"

LEWIS SCENIC STUDIOS

phone

BRYANT

2695

^

2

*
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PAUL—

OSWALD

John Keefe
New York

N. V. A. Club,

WOODSIDE

City

Adelaide

Charles

AT HOME

Novelty Songs and Travesty

LL
VIRGINIA HARRIS

CECIL LYLE

THE GINGER SNAPS

Just finished

Southern Time.
Continuing on Loew's New York
Time.

The Only Lady
Toe-to-Toe Catch.

Playing Keith and Orpheum Circuits.
Eastern Rep.: JOE SULLIVAN.

JACK GARDNER.

Western Rep.:

Sensational Rifle and
Pistol Shooting
Playing W. V. M. A. and B. F. Keith

HARRY
R O Q E R 8

SIMON AGENCY

McNAUGHTON

CIRCUIT

"His real act is that of a prestidigitabut that continuous flow of smart
witticisms with which he accompanies
:hem. wins us one and all."
EN-

teur,

—THE

CORE, London England.

(Western) Circuits

Direction

CHA8. and CECIL

The Talkative Trickster

NOW ON PANTAGES

America Doing the

in

Au*u*t It

Circuit,

GE0RGAL1S TRIO

DIRECTION:

JUDSON COLE

America's Premier Aerial ists

Uardner

Opening on Orpheum

BKETCHTKTTE

MAD WAGS

HIS

RUTH HOWELL DUO

ABE FEINBERG

Thanks to

g

l.ibson

ack

HOME

HARMONIOUS
COMEDY

CITY

\p

DUO
DE LYONS
Loew's Western and

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

AND

W¥¥¥¥**pV¥*r**p V**F*
NEW YORK

nibson

DUVAL Jack
essie

s

CARL EMMY

Building,

Address: S03 Timet

lYriuaiietit

WILL JACOBS
LEW GOLDER

Direction:

THE TILUEE JAY GKE8

UNTIL JULY—THEN

"A TAIL OF THE LONESOME 8PINE

"IN THE DARK" A
BOOKED SOLID
Dir.: HANLON & TI8HMAN

Leading All Others

Still

ALICE SHER
"That's My Horse"

LYLE and VIRGINIA

Things"

Different
:

HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

MAX BLOOM
N

CHARLES

LESTER

Booked Solid— W. V. M. A.
West. ReprsMststwet
POWELL A DAN FORTH
East Representative: ALF. T. WILTON

SILVER

1530 Formosa Avenue

WILL JACOBS

Ask:

"A Few

FRIGANZA

BOOTHBY and EVERDEAN

^-KENDALL

Savoy and Capps CALVIN & O'CONNOR

TRIXIE

"The Corn-Fed Boob"

WOODSIDE
KENNELS

39

Monday night. Interest in carnivals
is at low ebb in this part of the
Carnivals and *mull
Let's get acquainted now, so next Northwest.
season the new act will need no in- circuses have lost prestige ever
since the lynching of three negroes
troduction.
here two years ago. The lynching

MARK LEVY

Direction

followed

the assault

upon a white

girl.

NEXT WEEK

BILLS

(Continued from Page 24)

F

Stafford

Mohr * Eldridge

Co

Hubert Kinney Co

SACRAMENTO

SAN FRANCISCO

Hippodrome

Hippodrome

half

1st

Aitkcn
JAB
Carlton & Tate

Will

& Hoyne
"Wilson & I^trsen
II Green Band

Marie Russell Co
Gilbert Co
L
Ethel Gilmore Co

at the
request of the circuit, are printed
travel.
herewith in the order of their
The Pantages shows move over the
circuit in tact. Heretofore the Pantages bills were published with the
cities in alphabetical order.)

MM

ST.

W

I-oew

Hippodrome

Juggling Forrler

2d half

Theodore S
Fletcher '& Pasq'le
Sparling

Blondcll

Rev

SALT LAKE
State
Fred's Pigs

•Lets Go"
Grace Cameron Co
Franchini Bros

SAN ANTONIO
Princess

Roma

2

State
2d half
J & B Altken
Carlton A Tato
Roberts A Boyne
Wilson A Larsen

Green Band

II

Hack & Dean

Turner Bros
Davis A Bradner

Kawana

A Lewis
Schwartz Co

Carletta

Pantages
A Dupree

Murray

Pantages

Springtime Frivs

Jones A Crumley
Pantages Opera Co

Emily Darrell

Pantages

Rulowa Ballet

(20-21)

(Same

TACOMA

plays

bill

Helena 22)
"Dress Rehearsal"

Homer

Tantages
Emile A Willie
Leo Greenwood Co
Callahan A Bliss
Royal Rev
Telaak A Dean

Sis

Fred Berens
Parish A Peru
M'nettes

Schictl's

BCTTE, MONT.

PORTLAND, ORE.

Pantages
(17-20)

Pantages

The Chattel
Harvey
E Salt! Co

CAT

O'Hanlon A Z'b'nl
Bob Tender Tr
Jlrn Thornton
Gladys Green
Cos<

ia

A

SPOKANE

GUS SUN CIRCUIT
ALRANY,

N.
Majestic

T.

Franks
A Royal
Leonard A Hoffman
Three Rounders
Jessie

Valentine

2d half
Rose Miller
J Ryan A Trix
M'Donald A F' child
(One to fill)

Ray Hughes A P

Thirty Pink Toes

A

O'Brien

Mack A Redding
Three Mar tells
Lew Ray

GLENS Pli,

N.T.

Brown

D

A

Syrel

Mossman A Vance
Three Cromptons

N.T.

Empire
Rose Miller
J Ryan A Trlx

2d half

Williams

A Howard
KANSAS CITY

Globe
Be Glen a Adams
2d half

Billy

Theatre.

6344.

AntI»M
0W« to
with ERNEST TRUEX

A S.w

same play here
retained

for

Robert

Edeson

hit that they will be

more

two

be

will

week

players
next
Feathers."

MEMPHIS
Pantages
Bards
E Nelson Co

week and have

last

made such a

Hazel Irwin
1 A J Marlin
"Goodnight Nurse"
David Reese

Melllll

.

.

*sKIKI
Character Study by

-

Manager Al Anson
next

leave

will

weeks.
with the
in
"Fine

cial features.

VANCOUVER,
By H.

Lyceum

of the

Saturday for two
His home is in
will pass most of

P.

B. C.

NEWBERRY

EMPRESS— Closed.

ORPHEUM—Vancouver

Players
Fetters," with Eilythe
leading
role.
the time in the Windy City.
PANTAGES— Vaudeville.
Dark.
The picture business is suffering
Pictures:
Columbia. Royal, Capia slump in Duluth due to the comtol, Allen, Dominion. Globe,
Maple
ing of warm weather and other
causes more dangerous. The Holly- Leaf, Hex, Colonial and Broad way.
wood scandals and depreciation in
the standing of screen players have
Ray Collins, part owner of the
brought on a decline in picture in- Vancouver Popular Players and
terest and it will take long and per- also leading man, has for the past
sistent work on the part of exhibi- few weeks been leaving the leading
tors to shake the jinx.
male roles to Robert Lawrence or
some other member of the cast. Mr.
The Snapp Bros. Shows, the Lawrence was leading man with
first outdoor amusement enterprise this same company two years ago
to show here this season, opened for the summer months.

weeks vacation.
Chicago and he

Six St. •lias
2d half

in

Evenings

NASH

ANDRB PICARD.

in

"Golden

Elliott

in

8:25.

Mats. Wed. and Sat. 1:20.

CHARLES DILLINGHAM

Ilroadwny
60th
GARDENThursday

With a Cast

A

Street.

Only.

Mattnee

st 8:20.

Eves,

Presents

GOOD MORNING

ORCMOST THEATRES AND HITS.— Direetles, LEE

AMERICA'S

St.

DEARIE'

"CAPTAIN APPLEJACK"

—

BROADWAT,
and Forty-sixth

ULUdL

MARY

and

S:2o
2:20

LEN0REULRIC
A New

Vs&igs". fir* l&

EDDINGER

Avon

Hudson

Co.,

The old-fashioned courtyard of
tha Corona hotel has recently been
transformed into a replicti of a
Japanese tea garden, and is now
open to the public. A latticed wall
inset with pagoda effects now surrounds the yard, and around this
are set individual tables for guests,
at which parties of any size con be
accommodated. It is the Intention
of the management to bring acts
from New York from time to time,
vocalists, instrumentalists and spe-

4

^•f f\T%T?

N.T.

Page A Page

original company of "Buddies" as
the Benoit Twins, were featured in

"Melody Garden"

West 44 th St. Evs.
Mat8 Thurs. A Sat.
OAVIO 8ELA3C0 PrsienU

Six Cylinder Love
>**•
Wm.

WALLACE

*

LOEW'S.— Phina &

succeeded

business and an advance sale. Miss
Powers has been starred with the
Baker Stock of Portland, Ore., and
She
has a strong following here.
is accompanied by her mother, who
plays in the company.
Alice and
Violet Dunn, who played with the

Lieut Barry Co

Rome A Wager

Miller Kllnt Co
Moran A Wiser

W. ItlW.

S.t. st 2 30.

Mat*.

Terminal Four
Melody Garden

WAT*RTOWN,

A D

Syrell

••Juvenility"

MO.

ST. JOE,

Klnkald
A Williams

A White
NORFOLK. NED.
New Grand

Marie Davis
2d half
Charlfs Wiles

fay A Weston

A D Sis
OMAHA, NEII.
Km press

Wf'Kht

Charles Wiles
Bra.iy & Mahoney
Rosso w Midgets

"SMI

2d half

Octavo

Wanda Ludlow Co
Barber A Jackson
Billy Broad
4 Jacks A Queen
Tyler

A

Roy La

Crolius
Ftarl

Cheyenne Days

TOPEKA, KAN.
Novelty

_

With

Knight *

<Z°'

s

Knave

2d half

DeGlcn A Adams
Jimmy Dunn

Cut

of

COHAN

45th

EDDIE CANTOR

"MAKE

el

With

J.

J.

tHUBERT

Tkestrs. 44th
l:20

—
way.

sf

„,

In Their Newest Success

"RED PEPPER"
A

SNAPPY"

IT

and

B
W.
^HIIRFPT1 Eti
jnUDLIV
Ma „ w
^u
McINTYRE and HEATH

In the Winter Garden's Annual Revue

N. T. Favorite*

Street.

Drysnt 1470.

"^ s "- " ,; '
""" " ZctoSi

MOROSCO

Musical

NAN HALPERIN

Eatrsvsiants Wits s Csst sf
• "Glufsry" Chorus

Favorites and

-LIVELY SUMMER SHOW."— ritlKI'M

Metropolitan

B t
M
Lo .dwa,\nd 43 o

—
Street

HIS NEW MUSlCAl RIOT
July
FareweJl Appearance Faturday,

s

— MVKK—

R
,

A

THE BEST MYSTERY PLAY IN TOWN

u, , n
?."!" . ? .".-"-;h

?>::*»

"ONE CLEAR CALL"
STRAND PYMPI.ON* ORCHF.KTRA
CARL EDOUARDE.

Conductor

-

—SEIAVYN THKATKK. W. 8t—
BARNEY BERNARD and
ALEXANDER CARR in
4?<1

F.

RAY C0M8T0CK

B A L

Saturday.

Maxine

MoOUfW

tilasa

A JulM

Trices: Evs. $2 50.

MARJ0RIE

,New Amsterdam Thcatr*

A

in

Stfettl GofKlnisn.

Mats. Wtd. K Sat

— W.

IM

Mreet

SBa/VSt

Elliott's
WIDKSSDA1 AND HATUHHAY.

MATINUKH

in

RAMBEAU

th«'

Comedy ClnssK

THE GOLDFISH

BIJOU

|r..
\i

a

I.Mh \V

National Institution

'if

R

Bt*s. "

\

WfdnfMlaj

ti

&

s.itui

•'<<>

Uv

THE

DOVBJMP
Vr A
i'lr'n

i

A.
f

<.if

M'».*^
'

i

i

M

°'v

i

'*'

SNtf
I

MORRIS 6EST

E F F

'

Pretest

8

Chauve Souris

BLOSSOM TIME

"PARTNERS AGAIN"
Hy

D

N

A

From

a new conifly

1

t£J?dh,*Sik

.Matinees Wednesday

st 8 30.

Eve*,

THE BAT

Perfect Fool"

T

LVIS830 MAIiVtO

Favritss

ED WYNN

"The

AMBASSADOR

l/RT4WSTPm.

The Musical Sensation

RIIH'I

Mats. Wed. and Sat

Eves. 8:15.

isas?

A E

»»•»

Tel.:

IRVING
MUSIC BOX REVUE —

Direction

Gypsy Cornnne
Florian Trio
Kldridge Blow

«»«•

West

*
»*

«•<••

B t

Electric

Williams A Howard

Gypsy Corrlnn*
Rossow Midgets
ST. lot is
Grand
IA. Lohse
A Sterling

Blancy

MUSIC BOX
B,«. 1:11

Bob Hardyd
Cameron A O'C'n'r

MRSn'LTWN,

Jim

QUI
AQiTi
DLLAJtU

Attractions

Sam H. HarrisWtd.TeL:mdBryant

CORT

2d half
Marie Davis
Charles Keating Co
Leo Haley

The Wheelers

Jimmy Dunn

Pantages
"Cupid's Closeups"
Borsinl Troupe

Errettos

A

Marckley, Bert and Lottie Walton,
Clara Barry, Orville Whit ledge.
Feature, "Gypsy Passion."

Ted Henly

Elect rle

Currie

HARRIS

H.

Robb A Whitman
Gorman A West
Pedwlck A Devere

Brown

JOPLIN, MO.

Casino

Capell

Whipple Huston Co

Eve*. 8 20.

O.

WESTEKN VAUDEVILLE

fc

8AM

A

Rlvoll

Bhadoweths

Pantages
Wilton A MoAvoy

Dunley

Waters A Lee

Knox A McGowan

KANSAS CITY

Pantages

Joyce
Sylvia Sanderson Co

TOLEDO,

Bohn A Bohn
Bert McGarvey

BEACH, CAL.

A Mary

2d half

Columbia

Hall

Harry Tsuda
Marluw A Thurston

Palet

DETROIT

A

W

3

NEW YORK THEATRES

Lyric

Victory

Howland A Oden
Roloff A Elton Co

Clinton

Hastings Co
Johnson Co
Ambler Bros

C

SALT LAKE

Bros

Marshall

AVENUE—

INDIANAPOLIS

Ted Healy

Harry Bewley Co

A

Jessie Franks
Leonard A Hoffm'n

ROCHESTER,

BUFFALO
Lafayette
Paul Conchas Co

Palo

2d half

Al

Bowman

W

who

Powers,

Collins as leading woman of
Players, opened Sunin "The Ruined Lady" to big

Orpheum

day

Julia Edwards
Skelly A Helt Rev
Foley A O'Nell

Farrell A Hutch
Futuristic Rev
I^ady Alice's Pets

Pickfords

Pantages
Family
Judson Cole
Mile Rhea Co
Pcttlt

Leona

Pantages

Waldeman A Freed

(Open week)
Novelle Bros

star stock system in Duluth
has been so successful that managing director Arthur J. Casey has

the

OMAHA, NEB.

Mack A Lane

4

The

May

Danubes

4

Evcrette's Monkeys
Pot Pourrl Dancers

Little

R

of the Storm," last week.

IMPERIAL.— "The Come- Backs,"
Montgomery, William
"My Old Kentucky Home"; Dunham and Grace O'Malley. Frank

Strand, "Iron to Gold."

Southern 4

4 Popularity Girls
Nelson A Madison

Travel

Verdi

Holtsw'rth

4

Ford A Pierce
Chas Rogers Co
SAN DIEGO, CAL.
Savoy
Mole Jesta A M

Rev
Duval A Symonds

Robt McKim Co
Bryon Girls
(One to fill)

Zelda,

GARDINER

PARK—

Pantages

Cinderella

Will Morris
Nada Norralne

Pantages

M.

PRINCESS. — Feature, "Orphans

and Jones, Bryant and Stewart, Jo
SP'GS erased the word "stock" and now Jo Dooley, King Bros., Larry Semon.
his company is known as the Or- Feature, "North of the Rio Grande."
Pantages
pheum Production Company. He
(19-21)
DOMINION
Outdoor at(Same bill plays hopes to develop one of the best tractions.
Pueblo 22-24)
repertory organizations in the counPICTURES—
Allen. Allen Concert
Bernivlca Bros
try. His efforts are making the OrHenry Catalano Co pheum the most popular theatre in Co., "Foolish Wives"; Capitol. Capitol Opera Co., "My Old Kentucky
Maggie Clifton Co Duluth.
Home"; Strand, "Evidence."
Mason A Bailey

LOS ANGELES

L'G

DENVER

"Pools First";
Lyceum, "A Good Provider"; New
Husband";
Wife's
Lyric,
"His

JOHN

COLORADO

Mrs R Jansen
Walter Brower

A

FILMS—Garrick,

•Petticoats"

Powell Quintet
Lulu Coates

Kuma

By

Players in

"The Ruined Lady."

Jaffery

Joe Thomas Co
La Pine A Emery
Carter A Cornish
Skipper K'n'dy A

A Nagaml
Beeman A Grace
Hlbbltt A Mails

Craig

Dogs

Lipinnkl's

Verdi

Erford's Oddities

Pantages
(Sunday opening)

B.C.

A

"Breezy Buddies"
Kola Jackson Co

Horl

VANCOUVER,

soula 22)

Loew

2d half

WINNIPEG
Victoria
Charlie

ORPHEUM— Orpheum

"Country Village"

OAKLAND, CAL.

Puntages
Lockette A Laddie
Bryant A Halg
Carl McCullough
McLellan A Cardon
b Bouncer's Circus

Colldonia 4

Ferry Conway
;One to fill)

(Same bill plays
Anaconda 21; Mis-

TORONTO

Qulnn & Caverly
Page & Gray
Bogany Troupe

F

Palace

Leach LaQuinlan 3
Downey & Whiting
Texas Guinan Co
Bender & Armstr'g

STOCKTON, CAL.

& Lyons

Mont-'

Bclmonts
Crane Sis

A

Kelly

Stanley

MONTREAL

BY JAME8 WATT8

(22-24)

Seymour A Jean'te
Jack Conway Co
Clark

DULUTH

Pantages

Tom

Buster Quillan Co
Early A Early

Wood

SEATTLE

3

OGDEN, UTAH

Pantages
(Sunday opening)

bills,

"Love Nest"

(Two to fill)
GT. FALLS. MONT.

SEATTLE

Co

&

Barton

M

Bender & Ilerr
Part Doyle
Frank Cornell Co
Lester A Moore
Cameo Rev

Britt

Pantages
(Saturday opening)

1st half

Roy LaPearl
Zaza Adele Co

Steele

.

SAN JOSE, CAL.

IS

Gibson & Betty
Chapman & Ring

|i

MINNEAPOLIS

A Blondy

Brown & Elaine

Roberts

SAN FRANCISCO

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
(The Pantages Circuit

"TV

MOSCOW— Oirttt frsm LONDON-PARIS
NKW riUX.KAM

"aTCENTURY ROOF THEATRE
Md

KTIIKKT

A CENTRA!. PARK WEPT

MATINKKH TUEH.

MATTONAT.
WAllUIsAL.

ONLY

and SAT.

Thra.. 41st.

piiuNB

W.

of fi'way.

DHYANT

1564.

The CAT and
The CANARY
Matinees Wed. and Sat.

aeimom
j

Evs. f:*0. Mats. Thur-Bat-

THE BIO

HIT1

>^'KEMPY'
1
WITH

GRANT MITCHELL
And

THE NUGENT8

PICTURES

40

Ft»e-r*el feature in romaatlc rein taken

#n»m a Htory by Jo*c|»h Loul* Vance and
Director Stuart
KKluceU by Universal.
VirHilly

Kirkwood

r>.>rothy

Valll

Virginia

local

Maharajah who was a

ability.

college friend of his In Great Brit-

Herbert Rawllnnon

Calendar

a

visit

atarred.

Herbert Itawllnaon
tan
vlnla Villi opiKwlle.

The story moves so fast It Is Impossible to guess the coming situations. It carries a good lesson, too,
for the, audience, showing that a
man's success depends on his own

nor is any reference made to the
nativity of the production.
The story- revolves around an Englishman who goes to the Far East to

THE BLACK BAG

B«rt Roach
Clara Beyers
Charlea b. KIdr
Herbert ForiU-r
I-ou Short

ain.

The

love

with

titled

the

Oriental

The

action finds the boy and the
wooing the girl, who is someinclined to lean toward the boy,
although equally entertaining the
bully. In their school days the boy

in
wife,

falls

Englishman's

bully

what

and the Englishman becomes equalMr*, liallam
enamoured with the favorite
ly
Fn>ddie liallam
dancing maiden of the Maharajah.
Hmhiim-I ITrVntwlck
Uu'coyne
This results in a numbe;- of sensational happenings that are more
Just • piece of entertaining film fanciful and impossible than one
without any special sig- would be apt to believe, more espefiction
The authorship of Louis cially the illogical escapes from
nificance.
Joseph Vance indicates suflflciently death on the part of the hero and
Mulr.'.J,

always
through

is

no surprise.
K.twlmson has a jaunty role per-

fectly fitted to his style

and capabil-

He is always a graceful player
of these parts, a little obvious in
his methods perhaps, but always
getting his effects across. Miss Valli
is rather in the background, with no
opportunity to get into the center of
Interest, a pale part for an actress
capable of much better things. Indeed none of the characters stands
ities.

out except Rawlinson's. Everybody
bag been subordinated to the star.
For a film story adapted from a
unusual
the picture has
novel
coherence probably because detective stories of the sort by their very
nature are fairly well concentrated.
They usually follow a single thread
from a generic situation to a conclusion without many side issues or
discursive argument. The producentirely satisfactory. The
passages which are set in a summer
resort with some shots at the beach
and ocean are pretty and the
bungalow sets are in excellent taste.
light, neat bit of entertainment,
smoothly handled, that's all. Rush.
tion

is

A

PAUPER MILLIONAIRE
London. June

Another

first-class

the [deal studios.

1.

from
an

picture
story

The

is

exceedingly well-done adaptation of
Austin Fryer's novel. Its continuity
is much better than is usually seen
Deals with the
in r.ritish pictures.
adventures in London of an American multi-millionaire who through
a chapter of accidents finds himself
penniless in the Metropolis.
The production work of

Frank

Crane is excellent. lie has paid
great attention to minute detail;
What exthere are no mistakes.
teriors there are, are either pretty
rural scenes or well-known parts of
London.
Hearing of his son's love affair
with an English girl, Pye Smith the
millionaire sets off, after a stormy
scene with his son, to see the girl
Immediately everyfor himself.
thing goes against him.
Things get worse and worse until
is driven to window -cleaning. While engaged on this he sees

at last he

a newspaper announcing his own
disappearance and in his excitement
He is taken to
falls off the ladder.
the hospital where his son's sweetheart is a nurse and his troubles are
soon at an end.

The

picture leaves

and

fesses

is

the

to

Granny that there

isn't

use because "I am just a
coward." Granny tells the boy a
story about his brave (?) grandfather who captured an entire regiment singled -handed in the Civil
War. Granny explains that grandfather's heroic deeds were the direct
result of a good -luck piece given him
by a witch. When you hold this
charm, Granny explains, no harm
J
can come to you.
Granny digs up the charm, which
later develops to be nothing more
than the handle of her old um-

any

then proceeds to prove his success, When the heroine la In difficulties
by soundly thrashing the bully. In and on the brink of despairing tears,
the tussle with the bully he dis- the old woman advises her "cuss a
It'll do
you good."
covers it is his own power and not little, honey.
that of the charm which results In She manages a ranch and drives a
his victory. A flve-reoler that is a car with equal nonchalance.
corker and will pull business anyA theatrical troupe strands in a
where. It is having Its premier at southwestern oil town. A foreman
the Symphony. Las Angeles, where of the oil company has fallen In love
it is now in its fourth week of an with Marie (one of the chorus girls
indefinite run.
.
played by Miss Mason) and while
the rest of the company are getting
out of town as best they can, he asks
LIGHTS OF THE DESERT
her to stay and marry her. She
William Fox flvc-n?el comedy drama of agrees to remain at the hotel over
the modern Weat. starring- Shirley Mason. night and consider
it.
The same
Directed by Harry Beaumont.
evening she meets Tom, manager of
the oil property, a one-time suitor
A straightforward, unpretentious for her favors who had previously
romance with interesting character offended her by his forwardness.
drawing and good atmosphere of the He expresses his repentance and
modern west. An altogether desir- urges her to take a position in
able program feature. May not pull office that will support her for his
the
much at the boxofflce, but will en- time being. She accepts and detertain them when they get in in clines
to marry the foreman.
short the kind of picture that earns
•

—

The women

public good will. If there were more
of the same sort the film business
would be in better repute with the

town

rise

in

Harry Leon Wilson's Ma Pettengill threaten to tar and feather him.
in "Ruggles of Red Gap" and other His danger inspires the girl to sumstories.
She is a self-sufficient fat mon the old woman who has bewoman who wears overalls when friended her and they save him from
tne occa sion requires, hates the the mob. The final embrace comes
catty small town women with whom in a blossom ladened orchard when
she is surrounded and is as in- the girl confesses, on being asked

dependent of public opinion in why she saved
parently didn't
thought and act as Lady Astor.
brella.
Lloyd is inspired and so
She befriends the stranded chorus can't hate a
confident that he is free from all girl from whom the other peanut him."

dangers, goes alone in search for
the vagabond.
After watching the
sheriffs posse run from the crook,
he captures him without the aid of
a weapon. While the community
watches in bewilderment the boy
brings the crook to justice. Lloyd

of the

war against this "chorus girl" invader and make it as disagreeable
they can. Also she is at swords
as
public.
The story has one capital comedy ends with Tom the manager, until
workmen go on strike and
his
character, obviously borrowed from

minded women of the community
shrink, goes to the aid of the hero

The

direction

Tom whom

she apyou
without loving

like, "I find that

man

accord with the
simple and

is in

nature of the
with a shotgun across her arm and direct while the
otherwise conducts unconventionally are
splendid
Some natural settings
but in interesting manner.
capital titles have been devised to background
for
express her practical philosophies. romance.

story,

open

air

settings

with
picturesque
as an appropriate
the plain little
Huah.

New York Welcomes
<t

Our Leading Citizen!"

I

G
the

EORGE ADE'S

title

first

as America's foremost

A

the success

writer,

it

deserves.

Ade has now earned

Here are a few of the enthusiastic
comments:

"A welcome
screen.

addition

Well-knit,

A

Excellent cast

to

the

consistent,

critical

American
delightful.

worth-while picture."

—Neto

York World.

Dandy hot weather entertainment, as
light

and cooling as a mint julep and just

as sure to please.
that

reached

lias

months.

The neatest comedy
Broadway in some

Exactly the right sort of picture

for the hot spell

need more

GRANDMA'S BOY
Los Angeles. June

won

original screen story has

humorous
of America's foremost screen comedy writer.

Long known

of.

and the kind of picture we

Good, legitimate fun."

—New

York Telegraph.

14.

Roach production

for Associated Exhibitors starring Harold I.loyd and
marking the last of a series of special
corned ion Uy I.loyd for Associated Exhibitors.
Lloyd's next will be for Pathe.
The Ftoy
Harold I.loyd
Th.* r.irl
Mildred Davis
K.

Ifat

Hannah Townsend

(iranilmi
The Bally

i..... Charles Stevenson

Th.»

Tramp

Dick Sutherland

The

Sheriff

Noah Young

This is a picture that will get
laughs from any type of audience.
It is a knockout, clean at all times,

him wondering and composed

why on earth he didn't "ask
man" when his troubles
The story

everything

sheriff volunteers are chosen to capture the crook. Lloyd escapes being
a member of this party by the
shortage of deputy badges and is
congratulating himself for his fortune when the bully pins his badge
on the boy's coat. Lloyd runs home,
fearing his own* shadow and con-

not the type of picture that
In
title would indicate.
it is not a feature at all in the
general sense of the usage of that
word, but it is far better as an attraction than the majority of the
regular run of program features released on the market in the last
quarter. It is a freak such as occasionally crops up and the general
indications are that it is going to
be one of the real money makers.
"Nanook of the North" was
secured by Revillon Freres from
one of their Hudson Bay outposts
and it is a true diary of the life of
the average csquimaux family during
Interesting, educational,
a year.
scenic and with all certain touches
of comedy that are certain to make
it entertaining.
For a hot weather picture it looks
It has the
like a sure fire wallop.
ice. snow and storm of the northThese
land as its background.
naturally lend themselves naturally
to corking ballyhoo stunts for the
warm term.
The picture depicts the life, customs, sports and' methods of earning a livelihood on the part of the
native of Labrador. The picture is
the work of Robert J. Flaherty F. R.
G. S. who must have spent a couple
of years in obtaining the film shown
at the Capitol this w?ek.
There was one family selected to
record the routine of thel* ltie before the camera. Nanook is the head
of this little group and with him is
his wife Nyla and three of their offspring.
They are shown coming
down to the trading post in the
summer to barter furs for various
odds and ends. They then return,
the advent of the winter weather.
With the freexe comes a shortage
of food and the methods of spearing
fish are shown. Later the capture
of walrus and a seal are most effectively pictured while the building
of an igloo and the home- habits of
the
family are also set
forth
graphically.
"Nanook of the North" looks like
it will have as great an interest to
film patrons as did the famous pictures showing the South Pole discovery, which were a clean up as a
special road shau*. This picture oh
the face of it could have duplicated
that outside of the regular picture
theatres, but in those houses the
business will greatly depend how
strong the exhibitor will go after it.
A Pa the release.
Fred.

This

in

tramp is about town robbing
stores and shooting those who attempt to catch him. Headed by the

NANOOK OF NORTH
that
fact

out

A

the classification of the picture. It his wife.
cheerful romance that amuses
The general run of program picwhile it is on and forgotten on the
ture houses in America could play
way to the street. This sort of this
feature, but it would not stand
material hns eminent virtues. It is
up as a first run in the big cities.
light diversion and doesn't stir up
Jolo.
any kind of emotion in the spectator
like a frank detective.
Pictures thai don't evoke any special
thinking
are restful and serve
lino of
their small purpose.
For its kind this film is neatly
enough managed. It hns action and
speed and a couple of rough and
tumble fights, but somehow the
scenario writer (George Hively) has
should
missed the suspense that
have been developed out of a
mystery and its surprise climax.
The h^ro steals a diamond necklace
In order to protect the girl who, he
mistakenly believes, is*a thief. All
the complications grow out of that
planted situation. But the audience
all the itime knows perfectly well,
and is meant to know, that the girl
is not a thief at all, and for that
reason when the revelation comes, it

lost

his shy mannerisms
fear of the bully's strength.

Is

— something

Friday, June 16, 1922

a police-

started.
very probable one,

is not a
hut so well has it been treated it's
improbabilities seem most natural.
The acting is of a very high order.
C. M. Mallard, on whom all the work
rests gives a finely thought out performance of Pye Smith, and his support is far above the home average.
From the first foot to the last this
feature reflects the greatest credit
on its American producer, Frank

ilorc.

Crane.

THE GODS OF ASIA
London,

May

It

is

A
IN
GEORGE ADE
STORY

The supporting cast is excellent.
Whoever was responsible for the
casting deserves credit.
Likewise
the photography, which is above
standard.
Fred Newmeyer did a
masterly job with the megaphone
and can count this one as his big

The titles by H. M. "Reanie"
Walker are morej than titles. They
help tell the story and supply plenty
hot.

25.

The Regent Film Co., Ltd., hold
trade show this morning of what

of truly funny situaHarold Lloyd's best.
Entirely different from anything
done by the bipger comedians for
the screen. The story, an original
by Joan Haves, Sam Taylor and Hal
E. Roach, is a perfection of smalltown life, showing Lloyd as a weakling who finally finds himself and
becomes the hero of his town.

tions.

a

Is
of laughs through their originality
apparently a drastically cut spec- as well as to add spice to the protacular film production, called by gram.
them "The Gods of Asia." It is a
Hannah Townsend. although 79
story of adventure among the wilds yean <>£ ago, is a find.
On the
of the Far Bast, but the producer strength of her showing in this comscorns to have become somewhat edy she fits right on the top row
mixed in his sartorial detail. While with the loaders. The bully could
<»ne of the central characters, a not have been handled any better
Maharajah, has some of his natives than that of Charles Stevenson,
attired pretty much as Zulus, others while Sutherland as the tramp conaffect the garb of Bedouin Arabs. firms the reason why all of the proTne producer evidently wanted to ducers on the coast lots are after
he correct and took no chances, him for character bits.
In "Grandma's Roy" Lloyd not
playing both ways.
From the angle of spectacle the only shows his usual funny characproduction is a stupendous one with teristics but does some surprisingly
a dignity bordering on the ponder- emotional acting. From the beginous, and with a relatively weak fin- ning to the end there are laughs
ish running up to a conventional with numerous pathetic scenes interwoven.
•'clinch." The cast Is not mentioned

Cmxen
Scenario by George

Ade and

\Va\dem<xr Young. .„._.^.... m ... m .. A .. m Dirccted by Alfred Green

Ct (paramount g>lclum
(3-eoI.
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SHATTERED IDOLS

thought back in the old home town grad during the reign of the Czars.
The story has served for a hunis whether or not the fish are biting Lea believes
she is the daughter of dred plays. It even has been made
FrothlngbMH production. di»- and the official committee with a a kindly old Jewish scholar in a the basis
of
several
burlesque
through the Am*rlcan Releasing French dignitary who has come to Russian
village.
At his death she shows, always in much the same
525?* Adapted from I. A. R. Write • pin
the cross of the Legion of Honor goes te the capital to enter the uni- basic form and in like elements.
of Brahma" directed by BdDo La Motte. on his breast have to call him in versity, but because she is not Its virtue in this case is that it has
iJa£man. Marguerite
Stbel Grey Terry and from the center of the river.
SSSul V^ Monr.
eligible as a Jewess she assumes been built up painstakingly in terms
*«» **t
At this point Lois Wilson enters the identity of a dead girl whose of everyday, natural life. It is full
Sa»-H»a D. La Ifotte
William V. Moag the scheme as the town heiress and birth certitlcate comes into her pos- of delightful commonplace touches,
SSSJpil.".'...
she manages to fire the flame of
t^t Wai'er Hunt JJ
She encoun- small ineidents that will toueh the
Jame» If orrtson ambition with the result that the session by accident.
iCJ^i Hunt
ters Vera, habitue of the dance hall, experiences of about everybody that
rankle Lee
hSS. tao child Ktbel *Grey
R^EHurBtT;.:VT
Terry hero goes out and makes a fight for and under her sponsorship is in- would visit a picture theatre.
?An
Congressional honors and is elected troduced to the night life of the
For example Bob's whole dilemma
Loulat Loyly despite himself.
town. By hard work, however, she
fSiina Chicheater
with a note from the land«* rv «V Clark
SSSel Chlchoatw
Human and interesting in a style wins high honors at the university, starts
Crowell
Josephine
lord demanding a renewul of his
2rT Chichester
that
is Ade's own with a moral at- but the news of
tt
her achievement rent at so high a price that he can't
Hathaway
JRSJ
nil
M»ry
w
>
tached to the effect that the man gets into the newspapers, and the
„.>..i uaihDwuv
make it. What would strike a com.Geor K e Per lolat that is lazy is not
always so inclined brother of the dead girl comes to
?h?H»ih Prieet Ilccaney. .Thomas
Ricketta
because of desire, but because he inquire who is using his sister's moner chord in a crowd of spect5 Re*. Doctor
tators?
Betty, Bobs wife, has to
hasn't got the right job.
Those name.
In
Lea he discovers a go house hunting and here develop
This production was originally that like Meighan will enjoy the pic- youthful sweetheart, and all are a lot more experiences that anyFred.
happy. Then it turns out that the body will recognise
•Tated for release by First National ture tremendously.
as familiar.
the advertising
Jewish scholar was not her father They finally settle down for ,a mothat had prepared
accessories
other
aml
paper
at
all.
She was a foundling and he ment in a tiny flat and a strained
matter,
the last mincared for her.
Really she is the household situation develops that
for the picture, but at
Yitayraph five reeler adapted from Dion daughter
of a professor at the uni- ought to get a reminiscent
ute the American Releasing made an Ruuckauh '
play
chuckle
"The
Shuughraun."
arrangement to take it over. It is a Scenario by C. CJruhain Baker and Harry versity, separated from his wife from anybody that has ever been
story of India full of thrills and is Dittmar. directed by David Smith. Bill as almost at the altar by the objec- married either man or woman.
"special"
a
As
and
a
proshown
at the Strand, New- tions of his family.
The scene deunusual in photography.
York
The story is Old Stuff, but done
signed to deliver the punch comes
gram release it is somewhat above Conn, the Rhaughraun
Pat O'Malley
in a thoroughly modern way. The
the average and can stand for a Hose O'N^ale
Helen Howard when Lea, driven to desperation by
Ffolliolt
Maude Emory the drunken attentions of the caba- character* are human and natural
week in any of the first run houses, I'latre
Moya
Pauline Starke ret frequenters, leaps from a win- in themselves and in their relations.
especially in these times when there Robert Ffolliott
Edward Cecil dow, intent on
pictures.
suicide, and is taken There is about the picture play
is a shortage of
Captain Molineaux
Henry Hebert
unusual
one,
rather
Corry Kincheiia
The story is a
Jame» Farley to the hospital to be operated on by something of the same Quality of
sympathetic commonplace that has
Duff
Bobble Mack her real father.
and it does not end with the usual Harvey
DoliB.,
Frank Clark
That imme- Kather
ro j a Negri doe „ not sh|ne in tm? made a sweeping success of "The
clinch of the lovers.
Barry
Richard Daniel*
"sweet simplicity" roles. Her work First Year" at the New Terk Little
diately is one point in its favor. The
Vitagraph is presenting a melo- in this picture makes j'ou think of theatre. It's a good sign that playscenes are laid in India, with the
wrights and scenario writers' are
uprisings of the natives and the dramatic feature typical of the Irish Theda Bara playing Juliet. Hush.
getting away from the ancient congovBritish
the
of
efforts
constant
plays of several decades ago in
ventions of the theatre, of dealing
ernment to keep order in that par- which Chauncy Olcott and Andrew
with life in artificial make-believe,
ticular one of its colonies as the Mack were wont to appear.
The
basis. The story opens with a young present production has all the real
A
Larry Seamon -Vitagraph two- and both in comedy and drama
dealing
addition
with things of life and probto
an
expecting
matron
thrills
for the Irish heart that reel comedy full of corking slapthe family, and the son is born on usually are embodied in the beating stick hokum that is certain to get lems of life in terms of human exofficer
an
perience.
father,
the
that
night
the
of the hatred red-coated Britishers laughs.
Seamon seems to have
This inconspicuous little picture
In the British forces, is killed by the and the victory of the heroic Irish spent considerable on this producThat fact is marked on lad and his- colleen. As a feature pic- tion, which would be a corking production is an excellent example
natives.
the child, who in his earlier days is ture it isn't real material for the. big comedy to mioNv on the same bill of the modern tendency to try to
The mother, disap- first run week stand houses. In'cer- with the "Prisoner of Zenda," as the make the theatre and the screen
a weakling.
pointed in her boy, displays it fre- tain neighborhoods the picture will comedian plays a double role in it reflect and mirror real life and not
In the end, however, he attract some attention, but it doesn't that makes the comedy virtually a a fictitious counterfeit of life. This
quently.
proves himself a true hero by twice look like a real money maker unless burlesque of the Anthony Hope may appear to be a rather ponderous way to discuss a rather trivbeing the savior of the English. there is considerable Irish element tale.
There is a lively love Interest to in the district.
Seamon plays the roles of one ial liiin comedy, but it is little
the tale as well, with the boy first
who
husC
usurped
the throne of a
At the Strand the picture was premarrying an Indian girl, who is ceded by a quartet singing the mythical kingdom and an emigrant
designated by the priests as "a bride various old Irish melodies and this country boy who has just arrived.
to
an
betrothed
and
of the gods"
created a certain atmosphere for the The latter is brought into the palace"
To counteract the effect of picture. It is the old story of the in a coffin at the time that a group
idol.
her death at the finish of the pic- young Irish patriot who has been of plotters are planning to get rid
ture there is carried through the betrayed to the English and is of the king.
The latter notes the
story the' suggestion that there is sentenced to penal servitude in resemblance of the new arrival and
an English girl who was his. sweet- Australia for life. He escapes from persuades him to change places
heart in childhood who is waiting the convict ship and returns to his with him.
for him since he has proven him- home after some months in time to
From that point on the vases and
Broadway at
self a hero.
balk those who were scheming crockery fly and the smoke bunets
Direction plays an important part
land
all over the place.
It is a
his
sweetagainst his property and
In the production, and Edward Sloslam-bang affair from beginning to
and sister.
man has handled the picture excel- heart
Pat O'Malley playing the role of end and the type of comedy proHis Indian mob stuff is par- Conn
lently.
duction that is fast placing Seamon
which
is really the title charScenically the
ticularly well done.
acterization of the old play was right at the top of screen comics
atmosphere is well developed and
forced into a secondary position in with the only two ahead of him
the character touches in the minor
the screen version and Pauline Stark Harold Lloyd and Chaplin. Frqd.
roles are most decided.
was forced to the same
Of the cast Marguerite De TM as Moya the
two however managed
Motte as the little Indian girl is position,
JR.
those playing roles that
outshine
to
Five-reel oomedy starring Mary Anderson.
most excellent, while Ethel Grey
Presented by James Livingston', directed by
Terry and Louise Lovely also con- were given greater prominence.
Fred.
Krott Sidney.
Distributed by American
tribute considerably to the effectiveReleasing Corp.
ness of the ensemble. Miss Terry is
unusual
particularly good in a most
very old and much worn story
type of role for her. The trouble,
Ufa feature, starring Pola NegTl. pre- is here made into an amusing modhowever, is that too many directors
farce.
The "planting" and
sented at the Rialto. New York. June 11, ern
will want her to do character work by the Hamilton Theatrical Corporation
preparation are rather tedious and
after seeing her in this production, (Paramount).
Scenario ia by John Brenover-elaborate,
but once the comedy
but she is still far too young anu nert and John Kraly. Directed by laul
tale gets into Its stride it moves
good-lookup to JSO^n for grande {g^j^gg; daughter.
Pola Negri with high speed and interest.
If it
dames as yet. Of the men Alfred Professor Stanlaws
Adolf Edgar Lie ho
have "picked
up" more
Allen stands out, but James Morri- Demetri, a medical t>tud«-nt. .Harry Ltedtke could
promptly,
say
as
of
autos,
they
it
Bernhardt
Werner
son as the son is rather weak for the Astanow, a Btudent
Jansen
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A PAIR OF KINGS

mark improvein ah art.
Today a comedy
done in a spirit of translating *
phase of life translating it a« a
rather broad caricature but »f til
recognizable as an actuality.
Ten
years ago the thing would have
been a knockabout, door-slamming
farce, a crude buffoonery.
If that
much improvement has been made
in ten years, it seems a fair prethings like this that

ments
is

diction that the next ten years will
find the picture art as much more

improved.

Rush.

ANNABEL LEE
A

Joe Mitchell Cfcappb 'heart t»»r»l>"
feature, which la trrnnti a "ftctit.ri ...ifi.xt
of Edgar Allan Poe ' Annul* Lee " BVrtp4
i

by Arthur
J.

lirilliant

No

Scully.

and

ilir.

t»«l

toy

rek-ase mentioned.

David Martin

J.i.

.

v\ •».

» Hum

This fs an independent feature
that has Just happened. It was .»*. d
this week as part of a double feature bill at Loew's New York, with
a Talmadge reissue. There is nothing about it that would recommend
it anywhere, but there is one thing
it certainly does point out and that
is the shortage of even fair picture*,
for this

one

below that mark.
of the story is the faAllen Toe poem, "An-

is

The basis
mous Edgar

nabel Lee," which has been modernised and Actionized to a degree
that must have catised Foe's ghost
to walk.
The adaptation is diaggy
and the continuity decidedly messy.
One could hardly call it a continuity,
it is just a series of events ptoeesl
together with titles, the latter being
depended on to tell the story.
The cast hasn't anyone worihy of
more than passing notice and the
leading lady was employed more as

a walking model than anything else.
In direction the picture was a
slaughter of film, there being more
padding in it than there usually is
in flye regular program features.
On the whole the picture proves to
be a decidedly slow and draggy af*
*'red.

fair.

MARK

TRAN
47th Street

D

June 18

Sunday

BLUEBEARD,

THE

DEVIL'S

.

|

lead.

This would have been a won-

derful role for
have played.

Gareth Hughes to
Fred.

Oslp

PAWN

A

.-.

would have been a dandy comedy.

Vlkter

Htorkl

Dance Hall Proprietress

Margaret he Kupf er
Marga Llnd

Vera

For a while the second-class importations of the Hamilton concern
A Paramount feature presented by Adolph were shunted to outlying theatres,
Zukor with Thomas Meighan
starred. where they would do as little dam"Written by Georga Ade, directed by Alfred
age as possible to the Paramount
Green.
Daniel Bentley. a lawyer. .Thomas MeiRhan trade-mark, but this one must have
Why,
Katherine Fendle, hia financee. .Lois Wilson looked better to some one.
Ogleeby Fendle, a capitalist
does not appear on the surface. It
William P. CarJeton
_
is an exceedingly poor picture from
Co). Sam. do Mott, a politician
Theodore Roberta all angles.
Cale Hlgginson, Dan'a frland
Guy Oliver
The story is jumbled and tiresome
*. Sylvester Dubley, a law student....
no better. The
and the direction
Laurance Wheat
whole thing is dingy. Some of the
Hon. Cyrus Blagdon, a Congressman....
such as tae
James Nelll scenes of gaiety,
The Editor
Lucien Littlefleld passages that deal with cabaret
The Judge
Charles Ogle night life in Petrograd, are depressBoots Monego
Thomas Kennedy
No such collection of dowdy
Mrs. Brnzey
Sylvia Ashton ing.
Eudora Mawdle
Ethel Wales women in makeshift costumes belonging to a long forgotten fashion

OUR LEADING CITIZEN

u

George Ade has developed a more
less modernized version of his
of the
past "The
County Chairman" in "Our Leading

or

great success

Citizen."
It Is a fairly interesting
story of its type which with the star
and the author played up should
manage to draw business. It isn't a
Picture that will turn 'em away or
anything like that but it is a good
standard program type of feature.
Meighan is supported by a cork-

ing cast which
"name
includes
values" in Lois Wilsop, William P.
Carleton, Theodore Roberts. Laurance
Wheat, James
and
Nelll

Lueien Littlefleld.

To

some

fans

this will

almost spell all star cast
and it might be worked as that.
The direction is by Alfred Green
who has managed to handle the
story
interestingly,
carrying the
yarn along logically. In titling the
»»n has evidently had the advantage

Ade suggestion for some of them
humorous.
Meighan has the role of a young
lawyer in a small Town whose sole
ambition is to go fishing his practice
of law being
entirely secondary and
his monetary return
therefrom about
at uro. That is tho
state of affairs
of

are quite

nntii

1017 when the IT. S. entered
the war.
The hero enlists as a
Private and comes back a major,
!"PPing off the back of the train to
duck the welcoming partv that i* at
*ne .station to
His firnt
greet him.

has been shown on an American
screen since the industry moved up
out of the single°-reel stage or the
store show period of growth. These
scenes alone would kill any picture
on Broadway.
They had no less than five editors

and

title

writers,

all

of

whom,

in-

cluding Peter Milne and Benjamin
De Casseres, receive title credit, to
put the thing into presentable form,
but the task was too much for even
The ramthat galaxy of experts.
bling tale isn't there with any
human appeal and its pattern is indefinite. It is merely a cheap theatrical affair, the general effect being
as though Victor Kramer tried to
do a "Why Girls Go Wrong" in the

Even as

it

stands

it

is

excellent,

clean entertainment.
The big laugh scene probably
what would have been the third act
if the story had been told as a play
consists of about this situation:
A young man's uncle has agreed
to give him $50,000 if he will demonstrate that he is a hard-working,
youngster with a
conscientious
right sense of his obligations and a

—

—

husband

beyond

criticism.

Bob

the young man, owing to
certain accidental circumstances, is
forced taitnvent a wife and a happy
home to exhibit to the uncle's representative, who arrives on the

Beach,

and • without
suddenly
scene
warning.
In order to accomplish this he
takes over another man's home.
The other nan's wife Intrudes at
the wrong moment and Bob has to
commandeer her to pose as the wife.
In the meantime Bob's own wife, in
a jealous rage, reaches the spot. A
third embarrassment is Bob's wife's
girl friend, who was to have played
the wife role, but who is projected
into the complication as an outIn order to disguise the real
sider.
situation

•

i

The

-

J

«

=

I

'

'

'

M^yer

presents

The John M. Stahl
production
ii

ONE CLEAR CALL"
From

from uncle's agent, Bob

has to hide his diversity of wives

the

book by Frances

scenario by Bess Mcrcdyth.

in the various upstairs bedrooms
and go to them to explain things
and keep them quiet.
Uncle's agent becomes suspicious.
He sees Bob come from one bedroom with a knife in his hand and

(although the possession of the
knife is entirely innocent) is led to
In
believe violence has been done.
It
Tolstoi.
of
spirit
style and
this he is confirmed in his own mind
wouldn't be Kramer and it wouldnt when he peeks into the room and
be
wouldnt
it
Indeed
be Tolstoi.
sees a girl's form tumbled into a
anything.
of coverings on the bed (really
Nothing is so tra»b> as a picture heapgirl bad heard him coming and
make pretentious the
to
tries
that
covered herself up).
had
It
melodrama.
shoddy
of
out
drama
The agent sees Bob exist stealthmisses on both counts as this film
bedroom and
There isn t a natural touch ily from another
does.
another inquiry. This time
makes
pining Is stilted and
about it
girl (Bob's own wife) he.irs him
pompous until the action trembles the
They tip-toe in and hides in the Clothes
edge ot travesty.
on tii.
closet in a pose that makes the old
haven't missed a threadbare situaboy think she has been hung or
tion of the foundling girl and her
Hhe strangled Thus H appears that Rob
sufferings when she .mow- up
di
a has committed several murders. It's
even gets h< isell caught in ft
but
all straightened out in the end.
of vice — thinly v# n. M red as a Petroit
makei for hilarious fun while jt
i»»'a« e.
grad dam
up.
in in process of winding
place
slot} tar.
'

Louis B.

.

Milton

M.

Nimmo

Greene;

Directed by John

Stahl.

A Whale

of

Clatre Windsor,

Henry B.

Sills,

ing, Irene Rich,

Coglcy, Donald

a

Cast
Walthall, Joseph Howl-

Edith Yorke, Shannon Day, Doris Pawn,

Mac Donald.

A

First National

Attraction

Nuk
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Mayor. Murrlnjj
Adapted frOM the book
'Anita. Hlewart.
by Counteoa Harcynska. Directed by Fred
Distributed by First National.
iftbla
Anita Stewart
Iio^ Ki.iii
Rudolph Cameron
KMiat Hchuylar
Th .mas Hulling
I'et.'r Bobuyier
Vivt.'iii).' Raymond
Margaret Lunula
Kate Lester
S*'uady Mascls"
Hi'l.im ('••>>!•>•
Ror.t Walton
juhn P. Lockney
I>.iddv 1' >n
Clurlen IKlcher
Ueor<<> Thornton
Losjts

B.

deal in its disfavor.
a novel, it is scattered

are arresting. An important detail
Miss Stewart does better
is that
and more natural acting than In
any picture of hers for a year ar
more.
The piece is a society comedydrama and offers striking opportunities for scenes of broad magnificence m a pictorial and theatrical
way. Its big effects, such as cabaret
scenes, luxurious interiors in the
homes of the rich and within and
without a tine country home during
a house party are lavishly done, and
the production must have represented a considerable cost.
But when all's said and done the
whole thing is just a piece of fiction
without reference to common expe-

The

rience.

the

monkey wrench

The

cast
there are a

is

a fairly good one and

number

qJE

fairly clever

touches in the handling of small
animal stuff in connection with the
circus.
A couple of real thrills are
also furnished by the big cats.
A cast of unusual proportions is
in
the picture, with the honors
principally going to Frank Leigh,
who gives i really studied performance as the old Spanish uncle. The

501

In the
be aroused by the title.
regular run of daily change houses
it appears to be a strong enough
feature to stand by itself.
A Goidwyn five-r^Pler of the comedyThe story by Alice Duer Miller
drama type, from the story of Alice Duer
Miller, directed i>y Paul Bern. Mary Aldcn.
was adapted for the screen by
Cullen LandUj and Sylvia Breamer are
alien Josephson and directed by
featured.
Paul Bern, with Percy Hilburn at
Cullen Landl*
Dennie O'Neill
It deals with the adSylvia Dreamer the camera.
Claire Mordaunt
Mary Alden vent of a young Irish lad In this
Widow O'Neill
Hallam Cooley country to take charge of a treRltehie
Kr>'d Huntley
Ilutler
Laura Iif»varnle mendously successful Junk business
Mrs. Bryan
Monti Collins which was left him by his uncle.
Tim Djnohue
His widowed aunt is of the social
elect and the mother of the youth
A fairly interesting program fea- who comes of the auld sod, doe*ordinary calibre which not seem to hit the pace that the
ture
of
seemingly has as its greatest asset Americanized
like.
would
aunt
the fact that Mary Alden, who There is an understanding the boy's
played the mother in "The Old mother is to return to the old counPlayed as try while the youth is to remain
Nest," is in the cast.
.1

is

the usual happy ending.

Miss Alden n the mother endows
the role with an appealing winsomencss, while Cullen Landls as the
boy and Sylvia Breamer as the girl
both manage to score.
Laura Lavarnle as the aunt and
Monti Collins in an Irish character
bit both register effectively, whila
Hallam Cooley in a semi-heavy role

manages to fit nicely.
The picture has naught

u

indulge

is

Cosmopolitan
a

•5

Harper's

bringing
to-

The

picture has several excellent
sympathetic
characters,
notably
"Lady Maggie," an elderly aristocratic woman who devotes herself to
aiding others, and Vivienne Raymond, a sophisticated chorus girl,
who, in spite of her apparent hardness of heart, turns out to be a

ii

Hearst's International

Rush.

GOLDEN DREAMS
Goldwyn release, production Is
liy Henjamln II. Hampton.
A Zan*
Oroy story of Lower California oil fields,
having Ctalre Adams and Carl Oantvoort
five-reel

handled

'Good Housekeeping'

featured.

Elberea... Madame P.oso Dlone

Dt»

Sftrosdes

McDonald

Allh.'.i

Claire

Counteea

!>• Kiijercaa'a

Adams

Noma McKay
Carl

Cantvort

Audrey Chaom.'in

LlpplnCOtt

Cousin. ..Idea

Dttkc of Othotno

Ward

Have

Bertram Gra.««sby
Frank Leigit
Pedro
II. QOrdon Mullen
Ibg Kill ..The Foreman).. Poraeroy Cannon
Circus Clown
Frank Hayes
hiring Woman
Babe London
Little Hoy Clown
Mary Jane Irving
Circus Manager
Walter Perkins
I mi Keeper
H in v Lorraine
Anlmai Trainer
c. it Murphy
Schoolmaster
William .1 Orlamond
Majordorao
L>. Hit tor is
I»on Felipe

be

Cristobal

Bobbs-Merrill

A

stranded one-ring circus that
this picture is the (ouch
that takes the production out of
tho rank of the commonplace.
It
also saves the picture from fitting
right in with the ordinary everyday run of program releases.

the disposal of film rights to publications of

Is fitted in

A

trio of directors are responsible

with the (dotage so sheet on thai
particular title that it \v;is impos-

Geor

H. Doran

name <>f any of
However, it doesn't matter
much, for they didn't do anything
that would get them a place in tho

sible to record the

them.
hall

of lilm fame.

The story opens with one of those
made- to-order pints The widow of
u

Original stories for screen productions by

Spanish grandee has adopted a

nephew and

niec.e.

The

latter

is

*

in
in

with the engineer, who is
charge of the mining properties .md
The advent
oil fields of the family.
of the heavy element at this time
In the person of a new arrival
is.
from Spain, a young Puke, who has
come tO visit his uncle and at the
same time cast about for a marriageable heiress, and he picks on
the niece.
The uncle, however. becomes
aware of tho fact that the engineer
love

Fred.

in.

••

father, learning of Rose's self-sacrisuddenly discovers that he loves
her himself, and the rest of the

Couatesa

is

in

Exclusively handling all picture rights to stories appearing in

fice,

Knrlque McDonald
Bandy Bsehsnsfl

that

photography or setting
no real thrill except
that afforded by a rather «stagey
and a roughneck
Landis
fight that

unusual

and there

NEW YORK CITY

almost brings the boy to suicide.
Rose saves him, but they are separated and he goes back to his chorus
girl and marries
her, while
the

good sport.

an

In the end, however, he cleans un>
a grafting element In the junk yard,
wins the niece o his aunt and there

(INC.)

environment of chorus
hours and gambling.

Peter and young Rose

in

to lead

Vanderbilt 5599

The match is about to be made
when one of the son's gorged checks

A

here as the son of the aunt by adoption. Instead o sending his mother

CORPORATION

to his father, Peter.
The elder,
recognizing her fineness of character, schemes to bring the young people together, thereby breaking off

elderly
gether.

feature bill at
York, with "Is

INTERNATIONAL STORY

Schuyler, son of the aristocratic
Peter Schuyler. Elliott is a pretty
worthless sort of pup and lays siege
to the rural beauty. He gets drunk,
insinuates himself into her humble
bedroom and starts a violent courtship. In the struggle he falls, striking his head on the table. Terrified
lest he has killed himself, Rose goes

with

New

FIFTH AVENUE

old school of flctlonists

concerned

a double
Circle,

THE MAN WITH TWO MOTHERS

Hose Eton, from the country,
works in a city flower shop, where
she comes in contact with Elliott

is

of

Matrimony a Failure?" The mother back, the boy places her
theme is the strong punch of the apartment and then begins
story and a certain Interest would practically a double life.

face.

story

part

Loew's

escaped the real by taking refuge in
the highly colored imaginary. That's
the trouble with "Rose of the Sea."
It is all theatrical parade of luxury,
and nowhere does it touch upon the
spirit of things, at least on the sur-

Elliott's
girls, late

Friday, June 16, 1922
=

of the

interesting.

Adapted
and dis-

jointed
Instead of the concentration of interest which is the element
of a play or a screen story it is discursive and rambling. Its theme addresses itself exclusively to women,
and it probably will turn out to
make a strong appeal to that division of the fan public. So much
In its disfavor.
Its merits ar»» that Fred Niblo has
handled his material in masterly
fashion. Technically, the picture is
rich In tjood points.
The backgrounds are always in splendid
t.tste; the characters have been selected with a good deal of discrimination and the picture compositions

-

moval

there is an attempt to achieve by
force what could not be accomplished otherwise, and then the day
is
saved by turning loose on the
mob of the caged lions and tigers
of the small circus in order to save
the day. The ending of the picture
is brought about rather abruptly at
a time when it began to get really

This is rather a beclouded effort.
With much to recommend it and a

good
from

^

In the works fact that he had been neen a few
scheme and he plans his re- hours previously in another picture
tn most approved Spanish in a distinctively different characfashion.
The plan, however, goes ter brought home his work all the
wrong on two counts and finally more forcibly.
Fred.

ROSE OF THE SEA
Produt u»n by

-

AMERICA'S FAVORITE AUTHORS
STARS,

PRODUCERS AND DIRECTORS ARE INVITED TO COMMUNICATE

>5

.

^m
lMi

Friday, June 16,

A VIRGIN'S SACRIFICE

vitam-ai'h Ave raeler of tDe Northwest
and •hootln' an*
arith Jot» of
Corinne Griffith la
Sort of atuff.

a
t

wow

SRkS

Web.ter Campbell greeted

^IrSd

Corinne Griffith
Carl Nl»»«jn

Sherill

AUhea
**"*
14-rwln
Bellows

££

George MaoQuarrle
-David Torrance

JKumEi"
tEI sherill
facqufJ

Louise Prusslng

. • • • • • • •

•
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Nlck Thompson

This is J U8t another of those
northwest stories on the screen,

how many of them picture thecan stand for without tiring is a question, but it is a
of the calibre of
plots
with
certainty
this one it won't be long before the
of the snow
kaboodle
and
kit
whole
and shootin! stuff will be taboo.

just

atre audiences

Loews New York played

this

one

(its regular double
feature day) all alone, except that
the Buster Keaton comedy, "The
Boat," shared tho- bill. The production has Corinne Griffith as the star

and was directed by Webster CampFrom a box office angle it has
bell.

nothing in particular to recommend
fair program
Jt other than it is a
feature of the usual Vitigraph calibre and therefore playable in the
emaller daily change houses.
In brief the story has a daughter
taking the illegitimate offspring of
her mother as her own, so that the
father will not become aware of an
outrage that has been committed
upon his wife. In an effort to carry
out the deception she enlists the aid
of a forest ranger, who is a total
utranger, to pose as her husband
on the father's return. The heavy
who raped the mother still has his
It was to
eyes on the daughter.
protect the girl from him that the
mother fell into a trap he set. FinalA
ly the villain kidnaps the girl.
battle between the forces of evil and
the
about
the
defeat
of
good brings
former, the death of the villain and
the revelation of the true state of
affairs to the hero, who clasps the
girl in his arms for the final fadeout.
All through the story the girl
seemingly tries to create the impression she is a ruined woman.
Oh, how she tries, but the hcrp tumbles blindly on in his belief in the
girl.
He can't see that ruined stuff
But how did the author exa'tall.
pect any one in the world, even by
the widest stretch of his imagina-

concerned, and as for the women, aging testimony against him being
charity prevents any extended com- shown in fadeouts) and the jury is
either their beauty or his- about to bring in a verdict when the
trionic abilities.
court is informed in a note that new
"Retribution" Just won't do.
evidence is available.
Fred,
The story takes a new twist. During the trial the probation officer
has
been investigating the case on
ACCORDING TO HOYLE
behalf of Hilllard, In whose innoDavid Butler is starred in this cence he believes, and has run down
David Butler Production, presented the real crooks. His acquittal esby Louis Burston and released by tablishes him in the good graces of
Western Pictures Exploitation Co. his rich patroness and brings to a
W. S. Van Dyck directed.
happy denouement his romance with
Butler as "Box Car" Simmons, her young girl companion.
knight of the road, is lolling lazily in
Rush.
a ditch when a lesson in a correspondence school course on how to
become a success is wafted to him
by the wind. He stretches his hand
Albert E. Smith prosent* this Vitanraph
forth lazily to glance at it. There
fiaturp starring Alice Calhoun. Direction.
are three rules thereon about "don't Kdward Jose. Circle,
New York, June 13.
be a piker, put up a bluff, think success and you'll be it, etc." and SimMarie Prevost in "Her Night of
mons nonchalantly pockets it. He- Nights" was billed, but at the last
meets a girl and that's the turning minute the Vitagraph feature was
point in his life. He decides to get substituted as half of the double
shaved and during the tonsorial bill, the print of the Prevost picture
operation kids the barber about be- having failed to arrive. The other

ment on

any mother would

to believe

fasten her child, though illegitimately begotten, on her own daughter?

'Tain't bein'

done

this season.

Miss Griffith as the girl does give
Carl

a corking performance and

Nissen, opposite, is at least passable.
The others in the cast, other than
Nick Thompson, who plays a halfbreed convincingly, enact the characters they are Cast for in perfunctory manner. In photography there
are some clever exteriors, but it is
just the same sort of snow and
mountain stuff that has been shot
in a hundred similar stories.
The
title is obviously for the box office,
also for the censors and more so for
reformers. Just why producers and
distributors that don't try to protect
their business expect It to be protected may be explained by this

picked-out

Fred.

title.

GIRL IN HIS

RETRIBUTION
the

of

Rialto

ROOM

Productions,

resented "The Story of Lucretia Borgia"
at the Park theatre. New York, this week.
it la an Italian production made by Caroillo
Innoccnti from the script of Fauato Salvatorl. A historical costume feature, about

The one other

role of Importance is
to Ernest Hillard who
keeps it up to the standard of bis
co-workers.
In the production "Evidence" hits
true. The director has selected well
appointed interiors with lavishness
majority
of
the
predominating
Taking a story combining
scenes.
society with the stage has necessitated an expenditure of considerThe lighting has
able proportion.
been equally well carried out.
"Evidence" has as its central
figure Florette a girl of the stage.
She marries a youth of social
prestige.
His family fail to accept
her.
A former actor sweetheart
tries to frame her and cause a split
•between her and her husband. He
is
discovered in her room by the
husband's brother who is a believer

entrusted

a wealthy mining man from half was a Tom Mix five-reeler,
Nevada/ The news spreads among "The Fighting Streak."
the gullible townsfolk and Simmons
"The Girl in His Room" doesn't
clinches the bluff by giving away his mean what you think at all; another
last deuce to the barber lor a $1.10 sample of tricky titling.
This sort
operation.
of thing doesn't get anywhere.
If
The rest of the action is a case of a passer-by were attracted to the
cheating the would be cheaters. A house by the display of such a title
plot,
tract of land figures in the
and would probably expect someowned by Doris Mead (Helen Fer- thing with a kick of suggestiveness.
guson), the heroine. The trimmers When it isn't delivered, the patron
of this supposed wealthy come-on is dissatisfied.
negotiate the sale of the land to
The picture is a transparent theSimmons for $12,000, although worth atrical affair, depending upon one
only $2,000. Simmons takes an op- of those circumstances that couldn't
tion on the land for 10 days and then happen. A young man who has been
"salts" it with a piece of valuable cheated out of his fortune and inore with the result the avaricious heritance goes broke, and then sudland sharks are induced to repur- denly remembers (as though such
Of a detail might easily slip his mind)
chase the option for $10,000.
course the tract is barren land and that in the wall safe of his former
"Box Car Simmons," now B. Carr home he had left a large amount
Simmons, is in a position to press of bonds. So he turns Raffles and
his suit.
robs the house of his own property.
Obviously there are many plot in- The place is occupied by the daughIf audiences are as ter of the man who defrauded him
consistencies.
gullible as the natives in the picture and so, quite by accident, he carIt interests to ries in his pocket when he goes on
are, well and good.
a certain extent and as simple screen the loot a letter from her father
entertainment it suffices for one day disclosing all the facts. It naturalpicture programs or supplementing ly follows that he would put the
a vaudeville bill as in this case.
letter in his outside breast pocket

in circumstantial evidence.

tion of this feature, based on "The
Story of Lucretia Borgia." The picture does not appear to have any
chance in the better class of houses,

but

should draw In neighborhoods
where there is a strong Italian or
other foreign element that might
it

relish

costume

historic

pictures.

Otherwise there is naught about the
production indicating any box office
strength. At the Park Monday the
management was under the handicap of a very bad orchestra, an exceedingly humid night, and a very
dirty screen.
All these angles are
accounted for in reviewing the pro-

OUT OF THE SILENT NORTH
A

"The Story of Lucretia Porgia"
was produced in Italy with an allItalian cast and under the supervision of an Italian director. It has
fill the earmarks
of a mediocre foreign production that has not been
edited or retitled any too well for
presentation in this country. There
is entirely too much footage at present, and this tends to make it ex-

ceedingly draggy from an entertainment point of view.
To those inclined toward historical research the picture might appeal, but the ordinary film fans will
hardly relish this particular exposi
t»on of a very interesting period in

Universal attraction In

five

rrel*

with
t

played by I .new
feature pr<«rams.
Pierre Haptiste
Marcette Vallols

New

in

on double

Frank Mayo
Barbara Bedford
Lionel Belmore
Frank Ltlfffe
Ifarn* Cordon
Christian J. Frank
Frank l^anning

Andrea Vallols
Ashleigh Ncfferton
Reginald Stannard
fete Bellew

Jean Cour
Mattipuml

"York

Rivera
Dick La re no

Ix>ui»

.

"Lazy" Lester

"Out of the Silent North" is just
another "snow" feature with a
fairly good story that runs about
true to the stereotyped plot that the

COAST FILM ITEMS

JOHN SMITH

supporting cast and
mystery story, with interBeesting romantic background.
sides the star the picture has George
Fawcett, best of character old men.
and J. Barney Sherry and a capital
company. O'Brien has a part made
to order, one of those jaunty heroes
with a sense of humor, and he
makes the most of it. A better title
would not have been amiss. "John
Smith" doesn't mean anything and
gives no key to the play. The early
passages have a quantity of neat
comedy and the mystery develops
later into a first-rate bit of susExcellent

first-rate

with his handkerchief so he could
drop it on the floor at the right theatrical moment.
It goes without
saying that he is a clumsy burglar,

The picture is as artificial enough,
but the people make it more so by
their style of acting which is in the
last degree stilted.
The action
moves haltingly and the titles are
highflown and labored.
Rush.

and Eva"

W.

"W.

7Ic.dk in*on

release

In

nix

Here
though

is
it

a feature that looks as

was a general

advertise-

for the beauties of Glacier National Park.
It is "just a picture."
The Sinclaire Lewis story was fairly
interesting in the Satevepost, but
the handling of detail in the screen

ment

in this respect.

up to the
Nearly

last
all

moment.
the action takes place

in interior sets,

and they have been
The effect of

designed.

skillfully

overreality is secured without
elaboration. Even in a court scene
maintained.
this air of simplicity is
The theatrical parade that usually

marks

trial

scenes

is

agreeably ab-

sent, but the concentrated story inAnother
terest is well managed.
detail that marks this picture is the
of the
closeup
moderate use of the
star.

the star of the picture
is featured alone in
the billing, but all the closeups go
heroine (played by Mary
to the
Astor). This is unique and (augurs)
a good deal of generosity on the part
of the star and as much good judgment on the part of the director.
Miss Astor is a brunet beauty, with
eloquent eves, and the enlarged
portraits contribute greatly to the
picture's appeal.
Tom Hilliard takes the blame for
another's crime and is sent to prison
under the alias of John Smith. A
(George
kindly probation officer
Fawcett) become interested and seHilliard gets a
cures hiM parole.

O'Brien
his

is

name

Mayo,

Gertrude

There

particular that will

ence see
most can

more

it

tell

the

Is

nothing In
audi-

make any

t.ian once,
finish after

and
the

first reel.

Frank Mayo as the star Impresses
rather nicely, and from a photographic point the picture shows that
the U. is going forward to an undeniable advantage in this particular.
If the editorial and titling staff
were only half as good as the production end the U. would make its
regular run of program stuff stand
up fairly well. However, for tho

average

daily

change

picture

will

serve

house
during

this

the

summer.

Mayo

a Canadian

trapper in
love with the factor's daughter. She
returns the love, but on the arrival
of an Englishman at the trading
post seemingly falls for the polished chap. He has come* in quest
of a lost mine that his father has
given him a map with which to
Another Englishman in the
locate.
settlement steals the papers and
plots with an Indian guide to make
way with the prospector. A terrific
snow storm and the wishes of the
plotter are almost realized, but the
factor's girl sends her sweetheart
out in search of the lost one, whteh
brings about his rescue.
The two form a partnership for
th.< continuance of the search and
At that
finally they strike gold.
point the heavy, with his "followers,
tries to take the claim by storm, but
A
the trapper beats them to Jt.
happy ending with the Englishman
returning to his promised bride
across the seas and the trapper
with the factor's daughter clasped
in his arms.
Fairly good snow roeller for the
Fred.
places where they like it.
is

and Director Lambert Hillyer have
returned to Universal City from a
location stretch of several weeks

Laemmle
Cummings

lots.
These are Irving
Productions, Camptx 11
Comedies, Herbst Productions. Phil
Goldstone
Productions,
Warner

Bros..

and

"Broncho Billy" Anderson
Harry
Sunset Productions.
is
working as a Warner

Myers

Bros. star.

Eric von Stroheim is working day
and night on a special production

Olmsted

for

Universal.

i

INSIDE STUFF
ON PICTURES

re»lf».

tery develops

as to whether the hero or his enemies committed the theft, and the
murder of a servant during the
crime and the working out of this
mystery gives the play its tension

Frank

FREE AIR

pense.

The comedy hangs upon the novel
young business man
being assigned to the task of runwoman's household
old
ning a rich
on an efficiency basis by reforming
It
is similar to the
servants.
her
basis of the stage comedy "Adam

by Richard Walton Tully.

oneself.

from the wtory by Sinclair Lewis. Produced
by Outlook Photoplays, Inc. Directed by
Myron M. Stearns.
Milt Dag Rett
Tom Douglas
Marjone Seaman
Claire Hold wood
Henry Poltwood
Georg* Puncefoit
JrtTory Saiton
Henry Snell

majority have.

spent in Sonora, Cal.
Los Angeles, June 10.
Headed by Owen Moore and DiCharlie Chaplin is busy working
rector Victor Heerman, the members of the Selznlck company left at Universal City on his newest
the United studios for a Week of comedy. Besides Chaplin there are
location at Big Bear.
a dozen independents busy at the

James Ewens, who supervised the
casting
for
Douglas
Fairbanks'
vehicle
embracing
present
the
career of "Robin Hood," will be assistant to Director James Young in
PeUnkk feature of live reels. Marring and makes enough noise to awaken the making of "Omar the TentEugene O'Brien in mystery tale. At L.oew'a the sleeping girl so they can meet maker," a Guy Bates Tost special.
42d Street, June 13.
and the rest one can imagine for for First National, to be produced
Abel.

and

duction.

girl

Story by Harry SinFrank Mayo star.
Directed
clair DruKo and Jonepn Noel.
William Worthlugton.
A "anow" feature

The mys- production places the feature in the
when the young man class dubbed "ordinary."
•even reola In length.
jail for a
It is a tale of a Brooklyn flapper
in
term
a
served
has
Caesar Borgia
Signor Enrico Plaeentlnl (who
crime he did not commit) is made who with her father makes a tour
lope Alexander VI (Rodigo Borgia)....
Signor Eugonio Cillnrdonl treasurer of a charity drive and of the National Park in their motor.
Lucretia Borgia. .Countess Irene Saffo Momo
the monajy is stolen by blackmailing They have a series of mishaps and a
"*
SigQorlna Sangusto
young native comes to their rescue.
J*
Duke Alfonso of Aragon. ... ..Signor Troise crooks who know his record.
Jester
The spectator is left in the dark After they return to the hotel at the
Signor Papa
Lou Rogers and S. J. Stebbins, of
the Rialto Productions, have rented
the Park theatre for the presenta-

The

turns the tables by locking the
brother in the room and convincing
him that circumstantial evidence is
not always true.
He is convinced
and establishes the proper underHart.
standing with the family.

ing

situation of a

Lou Rogers,

43

1

Memorial Day

tion,

PICTURES

Abraham

I

|

S»homer, playwright and author of 'The Yellow Ticket"
et al., ha,s a film producing unit practically organized to screen Schemer
scripts.
He is holding production plans in abeyance awaiting a more
opportune season*
S.

Fannie Brice and Georgie Jessel may b< teamed in the making of twocomedy pictures this fnmmcr. YYh«
they were appearing on the
same bill in Cleveland recently a test film was taken with promising

reel

i:

results.

Mae

,

Murray

considerably
peeved when the Universal
started to co-star Kodolph Valentino with her on the billing of its
reissue of "The Delicious Little Devil" at the Central.
She had her
representative go after the U., and Called to their attention that in the
contract she formerly held with U. it was explicitly set f'»rth that *h«
only was to be the star, and that no one else was to be billrd equally
with her. In advertising the raiSSUe, to take advantage of the "elraw"
that there is in the Valentino name billed him equally with Miss Murray.
The star quite rightfully took offense, and even Inserted advertising in
the Saturday and Sunday papers, stating "Mae Murray announces that
"The Delicious Little Devil" is not one of her pictures made UlKlajr her
own management." The U. in turn changed all of its ads to conform
with the wishes of Mif-s Murray, and reduced the size of the type in
which the Valentino name was displayed.

became

entrance of the park he follows at
their invitation, only to find that
the* return to civilization and the
meeting there with a devoted admirer has changed the general idea
of the flapper's mind as to which
of the two would be the more desirable for a life companion. This is
worked out as the favored one shows
The Famous Players gave out or It leaked out that it intended to
a yellow streak when he and the convert the Tutnam Building into a picture theatre holding 4,000
girl are attacked by fjwmp^jen
f th
Hhanley r( stuurant
bj
,
r lh
•
...
some distance from the hotel, aria,*^'
T>
f
, aa.x.
J-. «
comes to! lease in the Putnam building between 43d and 44th streets on Broadway
it is the boy who again
The Shanleys have 19 more months on their lease, which is said to conthe rescue.
There is something of a thrill in tain an arbitration clause to the effect if a sale of the lease is not
an auto race along the road leading effected to the e>wners of the building at any time, the matter of value of
to the top of the mountain, but that lease shall be left to arbitration with that arbitration provided for in
is about all there is in the produca board* with Supreme Court Justice Vict« ,s J. Dowling to be its chairtion that can be commended. As a
man. The Shanby lease came up when the Famous Players pur<ha«ed
filler for double feature days at a
The I^oew circuit at that time also held a lease*
the Putnam building.
that,
than
price it will do. but other
except\for the cheaper houses, there e»f five- years, but that appears to have been adjusted thremgh Loew movthe State building. The first report, a couple
for
own
in
chance
to
its
offices
of
a
ing
doesn't seem much
Fn<l.
the picture.
of years ago, of the Shanley asking price to vacate was $500,000, but as
a matter of fact the restaurant people and Famous Players never ge>t
down to a flgnn. Shanley's restaurant is so constructed a considerable
saying would be made were the present plan of the restaurant held
....Elaine HammerMtin
«
r<
It !s said that could be acNil.* Wele h to in the general outline of the new theatre
Philip Row land,
1"
M
U«'Wlar:tl.
Ho'mea
complished, as the Famous Players has purchased property ad)e>ining
Judge
.
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Putnam

building site em the side street.

It is reported in Ix* Angeles rialto that Kuth Ite-rnck, picture- star;
Mary Newiomb, leading woman for the Wilkes Players at the Majestie-,
supplying the story for this
Tom Wilkes figured in a triangle mixup last week that may y»t get
and
feature,
latest Elaine Hammersteln
produced by Selsnlck, the author, to the COUrtS. For-se>me time the eolony has known of Miss NewcOBlb'S
suba
desire to gel f, o New York's lircadway. After a few weeka of leading
his Edward J. Montague, elected
job in a brokerage office, where
worked e»ut by parts m several new play*- put on by Wilkes by arrangement with Sam
oft»n
time*
Italian history.
employer assigns him to the job of JeCt
everyand
In
dramatists
There is a request from the man- running his mother's household. He novelists, It is based upon the fam- Harris, she decided it Was time te go and was upheld in this decision by
Mr. Wilkes, It Is planned to vend her to New York with "In Love with
agement published in the program is so successful in bringing conflict- day life.
e»f
a youth with family I.ove," a new play nt.w being broken in at the Majestic, with Miss
that the audience, to be in the proper ing people into accord that a charity iliar idea
a girl of the
marrying
connections
treasurer.
frame of mind to receive the picture, committee makes him
and Edward Everett llorton in the leading roles. For someIn this instance it is worked Newcomb
st.ige.
would do well to imagine itself livHilliard leavei the money In a
Newcomb is reported to have quarreled with
room out harmoniously with the star unknown reason lit**
ing 500 years ago.
That's a long strong bOS In the drawing
to hav» t( Id Wilkes vhc wal leaving him this week, whereWilk""
and
girl.
stage
the
time back to remember history or and a hand of crooks, knowing th- handling th" role of
George Archalnbaua has again upon he opened negt tiationt for Ruth Kenick to play the lead in "In Love
anything else.
circumstances from newspaper reand has with Love''
Mi^s Kenick rna<le arrangements for the engagement,
The handling e>f the story is typ- ports and being familiar with Mil- directed Miss Ilammerstein
out s Creditable production, passing up picture propositions.
turned
Meanwhile Miss Newcomb and Mr.
durIn
jeai of the usual Italian -mads proliard's prison record, break
te)
steay
^Ui^e
up
th<>
works
Mi**s Kenick was
ai# reported to have settled their differences.
auction that comes to this country. ing the night, stealing the money, The star
fur- Wilkes
support
capable
with
nicety
a
robthe
J he
Miss Kenick is
then notified that her servier- we rid not N required.
types selected for the various killing a servant during
nished by Nlles iVe'lch, a« the youthcharacterisations fere repulsive <>r bery and throwing the blame on
fre
Mr
m
WlUMA
forth*
awaiting
explanation
Holmes,
and
Herbert
husband,
ful
dam<»he
too effeminate as far as the men are Hilliard
Hilliard Is tried

Walter Stanley.*.
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BET FOR SUMMER

in History" Wail of ManagementCapitol with $27,000 Manages to Break EvenStrand, Rialto and Rivoli Way Off

"Worst Week

day night.
Sunday started

off to all appearances as if it was going to be a
continuation of the slump that was

prevalent the week before, but the
wave which followed in the
of the destructive storm Sunday evening 'caused business to lift
somewhat on Monday and Tuesday.
The heat coupled with a lack of
good pictures is held responsible
for the general flop last week.
Practically all of the houses have
cut their orchestras with the possible exception of the Capitol for
the summer months. The Rialto and
Rivoli have eliminated a considerable number of men, and the Strand
has taken a few from the pit. At
the Capitol there are still so many
musicians playing that If there
have been any taken out it is not
as noticeable as in the other houses.
A development this week that is
causing considerable comment Is
the business that is being done by
"Nanook of the North," a travel
picture which Rothafel is presenting after it was turned down by all
Sunthe other Broadway houses.
day the picture managed to draw
only $5,400 on the day, and those at
the house looked for a flop on the
balance of the week, but Monday
business came back with a return
of $4,800 at the box office, and Tuesday showed $5,200, with the general
indications being that the house will
almost touch $40,000 on the week.
Of the smaller houses the business done at the Central with the
re-issue of "The Delicious Little
Devil" was top. and a surprise with
$8,400, sufficient to cause the holding over for a second week.
At the Criterion and the Cameo
things went all to pieces, with the
former house getting under $4,000
and the latter about $2,000, or a litcool

wake

tally shows that production did less
tl.an $500 a day last week, which
would have given gross of about
Shocking and particularly
$3,300.

indicative of conditions when it is
that under similar conditions
the house should be doing around
$12,000 or $14,000 on week.

known

"Woman

Rialto-

Who Walked

(Paramount). Seats 1.960.
50-S5-99.
Dorothy Dalton.
George Melford production, claimed
to have grossed about $17,000 on
week by Paramount officials, but
outside cheeking up on pictures
Alone"'
Scale:

business pointed to Just
ter than $12,000.
Rivoli

— "Over

mount).

Seats

little

bet-

the Border" (Para502,210.
Scale:
85-99). Another case of flop, which
although $15,000 claimed for it did

nearer $10,000.

Strand

—

"Domestic
Seats

(First National).

Relations"
2,989. Scale:

Mats, 30-50-85; eves., 50-85. Katherine MacDonald. Picture was one
which Strand attaches said they had
paid for and laid on the shelf, but
had been resurrected when "I Am
the Law" was withdrawn because
of legal proceedings.
Prove to be
flop

becaue

gross
week.

L

Business Drops to Low
Levels—Outlook Not Bright

A. BUSINESS

of general slump, with
under $15,000 on

attracted

Biggest House Holding
Despite Atmospheric
Conditions

Philadelphia, June 14.

Scorching weather, often accompanied by rain just at the time of
evening film house crowds generally
leave home, kept down the grosses
downtown last week.
The Stanley, with Thomas Meighan in "The Bachelor Daddy,"

SHOWS IMPROVEMENT

along nicely for comfortable mark.
House needs heavy novelty* stuff,
having to battle to hold up with
straight picture card against the

week

in policy, and will take
the big Stanley features
for second runs. "Smilin' Through"
will be the first.
The Karlton Is
now running a straight 50-cent
price, but despite its location Is not
attracting
the
expected drop-in

this

of

conclave and the convention here oC
the Rotarians last week the bus*

iness in the picture theatres was a
vaudeville and picture policies of distinct Hop. The one exception was
larger houses.
Cut its advertising at the California where the
Lon

—

at starting because of fire
regulation requirements, switches

Shriners and Rotarians Fail to

;

—

than

DESPITE BIG CROWDS

slipped down another notch toward
Boost
Box Office
Even the
the summer dumps.
Figures
weather, moderately cool, failed to
bring them in.
helped boost
Loew's matinee
Los Angeles, June 14.
the takings there, while Lafayette
Despite crowds of visiting Shriners
got away with biggest night business for the week. Hippodrome slid on their way to the San Francisco

showed up the best, and improved this week; summer retrenchment
as the week went on by favorable policy in prospect.
Outlook all around for summer
word of mouth comment. It showed
appears anything but rosy, local
a decided gain over the combina- showmen being decidedly pessimistion of "Penrod" and Buster Keaton tic and riding tight to the cushion.
the previous week, and that with- Early reports from beaches and
out any added feature. This week summer resorts not over encouragthe Stanley
has "Polly of the ing, number oS rainy week-ends
takings.
Even unFollies,' 'and n*xt week it is mak- holding back
ing l big play for "The Woman usual number of dark houses inThat Walked Alone." Unless busi- cluding Shea's Court Street. Teck.
ness here takes another decided Criterion, Gayety, Academy and
drop the Stanley looks to coast Olympic — fails to give any relief to
through the summer to a moderate situation.
Estimates for last week:
profit, while other houses will And
Lafayette Square.— "Fair Lady."
difficulty in holding their own until
with
Betty Blythe in person, and
the arrival of cooler weather.
The Karlton, with "The Beauty vaudeville. (Capacity 3,400: scale,
PicShop," in which they featured the mats., 15-25; nights 35-50.)
"all-star"
cast,
did
little.
The ture fairly entertaining, bolstered
names attracted some, but un- by personal appearance. Vaudeville
favorable notices and the weather card lacked other distinction. Busispoiled any chances this Raymond ness .off at matinees, but held up
Hitchcock comedy might have had. nights. Under $9,000.
Loew's. "The
Green
TemptaTho Karlton, with fewer seats

some

'FRISCO'S BUSINESS

Up

Buffalo, June 14.
Business flattened out into a perfect pancake the past week and

and

vaudeville.
(Capacity
3.400.
Scale, mats., 20. nights 3040.)
Picture held up strongly, supported by good vaudeville bill. Matinee business tip-top. but nights
fell
short.
House going in for
"cool"
propaganda.
Did $7,500.
which ie short of desirable figure,
but tolerable under conditions.

tion"

—

Chaney feature "The Trap" drew
through the personal local popularity
of the star. "Monte Cristo" the William Fox special at the Mission
closes there on Saturday night and
is
to be succeeded by the reproduction of "A Fool There Was"
made by the same company. A
general

summary

of the conditions

shows there isn't a personage here
that can And the real reason for
the slump.
The* hot weather is responsible for
a certain amount of the falling off,
but the drop is so far greater than
normally happens at the same time
of the year under the same conditions that everyone is running about
in

a circle to And out what really

is

the matter.
Even the vaudeville houses are
feeling it and Will King and his

musical comedy company from San
heretofore

Francisco,

always

a

profitable season at the Philharis bolstering up its show with
vaudeville beginning this week in
an effort to help the box office along.
The only show in town during the

monic

last few weeks that has made any
money was "The Circle." with
John Drew and Leslie Carter, at
the Mason, which went over $20,-

real

000,

topping expectations.

Hippodrome. "Bachelor Daddy"
At the Kinema, where "Your Best
The Aldine rose slightly in busi- first half; "Find the Woman," last Friend," with Vera Gordon, failed
(Capacity 2,400; scale, mats
ness with "Beyond the Rainbow," half.
Reports Indicate a Return to but papered heavily and tried a 15-25, nights 35-50.)/ Continuing to draw as expected, it is believed
that the location of the house dounumber of radical advertising strong straight picture policy. Had bled with the fact "The Good ProNormal Box Office Condistunts to accomplish that purpose. Frank Brown, xylophonist. as extra vider," also a Vera Gordon starring
Booking
to.i -notch
Pictures Draw
tions
Rumors are still about over a attraction.
feature, was at the Grauman Rialto
change of management at this pictures, but public appears to want in opposition, having the best of it
more
novelties.
Hippodrome's
top
house, especially in view of the fact
as far as accessibility Is concerned.
San Francisco, June 14.
now that the Ambassador, the West price equal to that of larger picThe estimated gross figures last
Business generally among the Philadelphia house controlled by ture and vaudeville houses.
Shea week were:
for
lean
first run picture houses was about the Felt
Brothers who have the apparently pulling in
Grauman's "For the Defense'*
montha and holding back cards till
Scale,
fair or a little better last week. The Aldine, has been sold to Fred O
Seats 2.300.
(Paramount).
Nixon-Nirdlinger, and will be run fall. $7,000 last week, neat week's mats., 35; eves., 55.
All-star cast
Tivoll offered Norma Talmadge in
by him beginning June 19, booked business.
featuring Ethel Clayton and Ber"Love's Redemption," and did better
by the Stanley Co. Shorn of the
tram Grassby,- although at this
than it has for several weeks past.
United Artists pictures, the Aldine
house Grassby was credited as the
This star has quite a following and
TOO HOT
has had to take independents, and
star, as he was also appearing in
is popular with Tivoll patrons.
At the Granada "The Man from a few ordinary program features, Pittsburgh Wilts In Receipts Last person. A Christie comedy was the
left-overs that the Stanley comadded attraction. Got $13,000.
Home" did a nice business, better pany
Week
passed up. This week Grace
"The Trap" (UniCalifornia
than has been the rule at this house
Davison
in "The Splendid Lie" is
Scale,Seats 2.000.
versal-Jewel).
Pittsburgh, .Tune 14.
for several weeks.
the feature, and will be marked by
Lon
The worst week in several months mats., 25-35; eves., 35-55.
The California's business is about
the star's appearance In person.
of
orchestra
Elinor's
Chaney,
star.
the
was
general
average, while the Strand is off a
verdict after a terThe
Palace did quite well with rific hot spell last week
little.
knocked the 50 pieces only other attraction of
"Orphans
of the Storm" last week, bottom out of strong
In this
The Imperial did not hold up as
hopes that had importance on program.
tle less.
though this is not the kind of a been built up with good
much as was expected.
business at city Lon Chaney is a big bet. The
Estimated business last week:
California— "His Wife's Husband" picture for such a drop-in house. the start of summer. Whether it is California has been using him right
The evening business was larger an indication that this summer is along, hence the booking of the
Apollo— "Silver Wings" (Fox Spe- (Am. Releasing Co.)
Seats 2,780.
Seats 1.200. Scale: $1.65 top Scale, 50-75-90. Betty Blythe star. than ordinary, and the day trade to be normally dull or quicken back Universal-Jewel into the Goldwya
cial).
Hasn't shown any im- Went
The Victoria with "Re- to the pace set a couple of weeks house. Chaney packed them in,
evenings.
below last week, getting Cell off.
ported Missing" may not have done ago is bothering the
provement over the week previous. $16,000.
getting $13,500.
exhibitors.
quite the business prophesied for
Last week was another where the
Friend''
"Your Best
Kinema
The Grand, alone, the largest, reGranada "The Man from Home"
this rousing comedy, but they went ported
loss „was topping $5,000 on the oper- (Paramount).
satisfactory week, though (Warner Bros.). Seats 1,800. Scale,
Seats 3,100.
Scale.
well
above
ating expense.
average, and with a receipts there were lower than for mats., 25-35; eves., 35-55.
Vera
50-75-90.
James Kirkwood and
Also "A Pair of
Cameo "False Fronts" (American Anna Q. Nelson featured. Business little special boosting for this fea- some time.
Besides
attracting Gordon, star.
ture would probably have touched through its symphony
Semon,
Larry
Releasing).
Seats 560. Soa!e: 55 picked up, with $15,000 as gross.
Kings"
(Vitagraph),orchestra, it
a high mark.
Much interest is is establishing a satisfied patronage. star. Vera Gordon helps the bor
and 75. Picture failed to draw at
Imperial "I Am the Law" (All
being expressed this week in the Last week souvenirs
this particular house, more the the- Stars).
in the form of office in this city, but the fact that
Seats 1,425.
Scale, 35-50atre's fault than that of the produc- 75.
Alice Lake, Gaston Glass and engagements of "The Ruling Pas- Remington paintings were given "The Good Provider" was playing
sion" at the Palace and "The Three away.
tion; naturally suffered from the others featured.
Though realizing that fact, In opposition at Grauman's Rialto
Holding to the
ge n e ral slump; got just under $2,000 low level of past few weeks. Gross Musketeers" at the Victoria, the owners of the larger theatres in the didn't help matters any. Too much
first downtown showing of these
on the week.
various
neighborhood ce
about $5,000.
rs, all of Vera Gordon at one time, with this
Big Four features since their orig- whom noted the
Capitol "Golden Dreams" (OoldStrand
Strange Dolls"
depression last house pulling $6,500.
(Fox).
inal
showing
at
the
Aldine
last fall week, or previously have been critwyn). Seats 5,300. Scale: Mats.. Seats 1,700. Scale, 25-50-75. Dustin
Mission— "Monte Cristo" (Fox).
Had Farnum star. Also Clyde Cook in and early winter.
35-55-85; eves, 55-85-$!. 10.
icized as still clinging to hackneyed Seats 800.
Scale, mats., 55; eves,,
Estimates for last week:
picture from drawing standpoint
methods, with little inducement to 55-80: loges, reserved, $1.50. Fourth
The Toreador." Doing only fairly.
Stanley
"The
Bachelor Daddy" patrons other than the feature film week for this Fox film. Had a nice
that did not, even though being Reported as $6,000.
Picture
appealed itself. Last week's receipts:
coupled with Rothafel Anniversary
run, doing big most of time and
Tivoli — "Love's
Redemption" (Paramount).
Week, draw anything for the house. First National). Seats 2,240. Scale, greatly, especially to women, and
Grand— "Out of the Dust." (Seats being well approved of critics.
business
climbed
as week went on. 2,500: M?ale. 25c, 40c. and 55c). DorThe $27,000 gross gave the theatre -5-40. Norma Talmadge star. "The
"The Good
Grauman's Rialto
This week cas Mathews. Largest house among Provider" (Paramount - Cosmopolan even break on overhead.
Cave Girl"' is the other feature. Did No extra features.
"The Delicious Little better than the past few weeks. "Polly of the Follies" and Johnson's downtown theatres. Critics ac- itan). Seats 800. Scale, mats.. 25;
Central
Jungle Adventures on bill.
Seats
960. Over $9,000.
(Universal).
Busi- claimed the picture the finest film eves., 55.
Devil"
Vera Gordon and Dore
ness last week, $27,500. (Capacity story of pioneer
Scale: 55-75. A reissue which was
Second week.
life
yet shown. Davidson featured.
4,000; scale. 35 and 50 cents matimade five years ago has Mae MurAbout $17,300.
Despite heavy publicity in Hearst
GRIFFITH SET WRECKED
nees; 50 and 75 cents nights).
ray as the star and Rodolph ValenOlympic— "North of the Rio papers picture failed to take. Had
Aldine
"Beyond the Rainbow" Grande" (Paramount). (Seats. 1,100; an ordinary initial week with $5,100.
Damage estimated at $10,000 was
tino in support. The latter's name
played up gave production sufficient caused at the D. W. Grifllth studio (R. C). Star cast of this feature scale. 25c and 40c). Jack J" It and
Miller's
"The Innocent Cheat."
box office pulling quality to bring in Mamaroneck, N. Y., by the wind- was advertised extensively and Bebe Daniels. Both stars have been A Ben Wilson production, starring
dailies
In
storm
reviews
Sunday
evening.
for
The costly
commented on presented chiefly in this house dur- Roy Stewart and Kathleen Kirkham.
about an $8,400 week. Great
set of the French village used In people rather than story. "Splendid ing the past few months
this house.
and have was put In to fill pending opening
of
the
Storm"
was Lie" this week, with "His Wife's built up a following, though last of Sennett's "The Cross Roads of
Criterion "The Stroke of Mid- "Orphans
Husband"
wrecked
offing
and
wire
If
damage was figpresent hot week's heat didn't iffc
night" (Metro-Swedish-Bio). Seats
Got $3,300.
test. New York."
weather sticks hard to see how Western angle to film may
Foreign pro- ured at $2,000.
Scale: 55-90.
1,100.
not have
The village set stood on the north- house can continue into summer been just to delicate liking of paduction, awful flop. Failed to draw
Harry Leonhardt on the Job
(Capacity, 1,500; 50 trons,
or get anything in the way of no- ern meadow beyond the studio to- going; $5,500.
but
tremendous dramatic
Business coupled with regu- ward Long Island Sound. The wind cents).
tices.
elimax got mueh prais
Los Angeles, June 14.
About
Karlton — "The
Beauty
Shop" $7,100.
Harry Leonhardt, newly appointed
lar flop and evident bad reviews washed a catboat moored along the
shore ri«ht into the middle of the (Paramount).
Not kindly treated
with less than $4,000 as gross.
Liberty "Across the Continent" manager of distribution for Gold*
NVro'' (Fox Special). This village, 50 yards from the water in some notices, and showed no (Seats, 1.200; scale. 25c. 40c, 55c). wyn on the Pacfic coast, assumed
Lyric
pick-up power. Rain made several Wallace Heid.
special, while corking picture, if line.
Same picture at his new duties Monday.
Mamaroneck and nearby New evening audiences pitiful. "Smilin' Bl ackstone. where unique lobby disThis
failing to draw as it should.
Through"
this
York
Points
week
got
the
worst
and
of the
will follow play was presented.
much is admitted by Fox officials.
Both houses
A close check is being kept on the hurricane. Two persons were killed up with number of features shown did fair business on we
Ith ence in film helped some, she be>se interested in the by falling trees near the Griffith first at Stanley; $4,500 last week.
picture by
nights making up for terribly dull ing local girl
Liberty did about
(Capacity, 1,000; 50 cents.)
UUiuitg oX "Beu Hur." and their studios.
afternoons. Mary MacLaren's pres$7,000.
trade.
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DROPS

Picture

BROADWAY FILM HOUSES

lt&Ht week the picture houses in
the Tiinea Square section of Broadway managed to record "the worst
week in history.'' according to the
All of the
various managements.
bigger picture houses manage to
maintain something like a fairly
accurate check on the business done
by their opposition, and while all
admitted that their own business
was bad, they pointed to the fact
that the "other fallow" also sufA record for low receipts
fered.
along the rialto for the film houses
is said to have been made during the
seven days that closed last Satur-

PANCAKE BUFFALO

PHILLY STANLEY BEST

BUSINESS RECORDS

LOW

Friday, June 16, 192*

.

—

.

I

PICTURES
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS

ORCHESTRA LEADER-MANAGER

"ANNIVERSARY FROLIC'

Organization Chartered at Albany,

New York

BROKE-GIVES UP THEATRE

—

Los Angeles
Back to Music

Weeks

Manager of Tally's,
Lost $15,000 Job and Home

Eventful Period of 3

as

t

June 14.
picture house changed
Tally's
week
when Mischa
hands again last
Guterson gave up the managerial
reins in favor of Mr. Tally, founder,
and announced himself as being
I*os Angeles,

"1

AM THE

LAW

SUITS

AND COUNTER SOUS

James Oliver Curwood Wants
$100,000 and Injunctionthree weeks and
Judge Knox Will Compare
dropped around

broke. Guterson's association with
the theatre was short and expensive.

He was
Is

said

there but
to

have

116,000.

Behind the startling flop of Guterson is a story that should be of
Interest to musicians all over the
county. As director of the orchestra of 60 pieces at Grauman's Million Dollar theatre, Gutherson was
receiving a salary said to be the
highest of any director out this
He was recognized as the
way.
leader of the local musical field, so
far as theatre music was concerned.
Besides his affiliation with the
Grauman house he did several
for
Paramount pictures.
scores
Guterson's income was considerably
greater than his fellow leaders

On the heels of the action by the
International Film Co. against the
Affiliated Distributors, Inc., Edwin
Carewe and others to restrain the
release of "I
the Law," alleging
in infringes on their "Valley of Silent
Men," James Oliver Curwood, author of both stories in question, be-

Am

gan a Federal Court

suit last

week

DOES WELL

Albany, N. Y., June 14.
Secretary of State John J. Lyons
this week granted a charter to the
Assistant
Directors'
Association,
which, as the name of the organi-

motion pictures having a high educational value, as well as those exhibiting nature studies and inculcating a love for healthy athletic
sports and outdoor life."
It is the plan of the association to
purchase and maintain a suitable
clubhouse in New York City. The
incorporators are Herbert Stuch, of
the D.

W.

Griffith studios,

Mamaro-

against Affiliated Distributors, Inc., neck, N. Y.; Charles Berner, of the
William Nigh, Edwin Carewe Pic- Claremont studios, the Bronx, N. Y.;
tures Corp., Charles C. Burr, Edwin Walter Sheridan, of the West 38th
Carewe, Mitchell H. Mark Realty Street studios, New York City;
Corp., Apollo Exchange, Inc., Abra- George Cline, of the William Fox
ham Warner and Harry Warner.
studios, 10th avenue, New York
Curwood asks $100,000 damages City; Charles Hines, of the Glenand an injunction to restrain "I Am dale studios, Long Island; Walter
around town, but it was known he the Law," setting forth that Wilwas dissatisfied with working from liam Nigh, March 21 last, paid him Lang, of the Norma Talmadge studios, and Leon D. Ausseau, of the
the pit only and had a desire to be
r
$1,000 for the screen rights to the
est 48th street, New
a director-manager of a house, "Poetic Justice of Uko San," which Friars' club,
City.
York
which desire he attempted to fulfill appeared in "Outing" In 1910. He
by leasing Tally's.
aHeges that Nigh's representations
Tally's, an ordinary picture house
FILMING IN
were "false.. and. untrue,'' and that
In the downtown district, had long
he had no intentions to screen the
been using first run pictures, but story, but that the production of Canada Interested in Picture Pro
ducing Company
of mediocre type. Guterson, on as"I Am the Law" in fact was a pisuming the management, broke the ratical adaptation of the stories
Montreal, June 14.
ice with a largo electric sign over
heretofore written by the plaintiff
"Mischa Guterson under the titles, "The River's End"
With a Westmount girl as one of
the entrance.
Presents " and announced a pro- and "The Valley of Silent Men," but its leading ladles, photoplays espegram of bigger pictures and better "distorted and garbled with evasive cially written for it by Ralph Conmusic. An orchestra of 26 was en- deviations with a view to conceal- nor, under the direction of a former
gaged.
ing the sources from which such supervising director of Universal
City, and in possession of a fine park
The Initial Sunday morning con- photoplay wae taken."
cert drew but a handful of patrons.
The International's suit charges placed at its disposal for an indefiAfter one week of operation, Gu- that "I Am the Law" infringes on nite period by the federal governterson is said to have lost $5,000. the "Silent Men" story which ap- ment, a company claiming to be the
Whereupon the musicians' union is peared In Good Housekeeping. This first genuine Canadian corporation
alleged to have been called in by action came up before Judge John to produce films is now operating in
several of the men and Guterson C. Knox In the Federal District Ottawa.
was warned the regulations of the Court last Friday, the jurist asking
The federal government's interest
union would bavo-to be carried out. that briefs be submitted to him In the undertaking is shown In the
The second weelf of operation re- pending his reading of the "Valley grant of operating premises In
sulted i i another heavy loss and of Silent Men" book, which he will Lansdowne Park. The company has
the musicians began to "sing" for compare to "I Am the Law," to be recently turned out a successful film,
their salary. After a third week of specially screened for his benefit at "Cameron of the Mounties," and at
the poorest business the
city's his convenience.
The defense by the present time is engaged in anBroadway had known for a single Carewe's attorney was that Ray- other of Ralph Connor's works, "The
house, Guterson gave up admitting mond L. Schrock, the scenario Man From Glengarry," the scenario
that in this case music and business writer of "I Am the Law," never of which was especially written for
didn't mix and that in the future read the other story and that the this company.
he would stick to music only.
The promoter of the company is
situations alleged similar have been
To meet his creditors, the leader in use since Shakespeare's time.
Ernest M. Shipraan. Henry McRae
had to auction his house furniture
directs
the company.
On top of this, the Affiliated
and Is now without work. His flop
Distributors' suit against Interna-

OTTAWA

—

by pioneer showmen here to
be the toughest ever known. After
the opening night, when Governor
Stephens was the guest of honor,
the house failed to attract more
than 200 persons a night.
Is said

Millard

Webb,

formerly

co-di-

rector with

Film Service Co., Inc., and
Nathan Burkan, its counsel, to show
tional

why they should not be restrained from Issuing statements
the Law" infringes on
that M I
other rights of James Oliver Curwood and the International was
decided adversely for the plaintiff.
cause

Am

Rupert Hughes at GoldSupreme Court Juswyn, is now assisting Sidney Frank- The New York
that the Affiliated was
with
the
direction of "East Is tice ruled
Jyn
since they
injunction,
no
to
entitled
West,"
starring
Constance Talmadge.
have "a definite remedy at law."

FILM ITEMS
Marc Lachman, who has been in
Texas handling the exploitation in
the southwest for the Universal's
'Foolish Wives," has been recalled
to New York to handle special exploitation work for "The Storm."
Lachman evolved a clever space
producing tie-up with the telephone
companies In the southern territory
in behalf of his picture.
The plan
^as to have one of the local feature

Writers interview either Von Stroneim or some one of the stars of
the production over the long distance wire to Los Angeles.
As a

for the screen, the first being "The
Last of the Mohicans." The picture
has been under way for several

weeks and releasing arrangements
aro being closed in New York this
week.
Louis B. Mayer left New York for
Los Angeles Sunday after having
been 10 days in the East. While
here he announced that he had secured the services of J. O. Hawks

Newman Does Turnaway—40

—

in Revue
Other
Houses Profited

People

Kansas

June 14.
will be located.
From the looks of the crowds
According to the papers filed with that jammed the lobby and overSecretary Lyons, the organization is
flowed onto the sidewalk most of
a membership corporation and its
the week, it seemed as though all
purposes are "the establishment of
roads led to the Newman, where
an organization and club for the
the third anniversary frolic was the
encouragement and furtherance of
big added feature to the Wallace
assistant directhe interests

W

'

for

Reid

"Across the ContiAccording to the manage-

picture,-

nent."

ment

City,

it

was the

biggest thing ever

put over by them, and they have
pulled some good ones in the past
three years. Some 40 people were
used in the revue and the company
will be sent intact to St. Louis for

<

The hour earlier government
working hours are still effective,'
although it has been taken up on
the floor of the Senate and a direct

made

request

the President to

to

withdraw his order and put thai
workers back on the regular nine
o'clock schedule.
Estimates for last week:

Moore's Riatto— Capacity,
Clara Kimball Young in
Worldly Madonna" (Equity).

1,900.

"The
Con-

siderable interest manifested, aa
this star has not been seen
i
Washington for considerable period.
The picture was evidently liked aa
well as the star.
(Scale, mornings,
30; afternoons, 40; evenings, 60.)

—

admission.
At the Royal "The Four Horsemen" was the showing, having been
sent to this house after a week to
big business at the Newman. It
was strongly advertised that it
would not be seen in any other
Kansas City house until next fall,
and at the Royal's prices, 35 -50c, it
was thought it would clean up, but
business was not so good, although
helped by the Newman turnaways.
The Liberty offered "Clas-Oil-

(Scale, 20-35 matinee; 85-50 night.)
to have held up to previous
week's figure of $12,000.

Looks

Loew's Columbia—Capacity, 1,200.
Dorothy Dalton In "The Woman
Who Walked Alone" (Paramount).
Well patronised.
No feature for
considerable number of weeks has
been held over. This picture was
liked.

(Scale,

night.)

Close to $7,600.

matinee;

86

85-50

HOT WEATHER
TRADE OUTDOORS

Water"; a Turpin comedy/ "Step CHICAGO
Forward" and "The Battle of Jutland," billed as a three -part proKEEPS
gram. Ordinarily such an offering
would have pulled capacity, as Ray
is always a favorite here, but the
Another Week of Heat and Outlying
opposition a few doors away was
Houses Expeeted to Close
too strong and seats could be had
at most all times.

The Charles Dickens film story,
"Our Mutual Friend' 'at the Doric,
strongly billed as the perfect movie,
failed to create much attention.
This house will, starting this week,
run "The Adventures of Robinson
Crusoe' as an added feature to its
regular bills. The film has been indorsed by the Parent-Treachers'
Association and will be run serially
for twelve weeks.
The Twelfth
Street theatre had been rented for
the week by the state department
of the American Legion for the
showing of the legion official
1

"The Man Without a CounTickets were sold by solicitaand mall at 60 cents, but after
the opening the prices were cut to

picture,
try."
tion

25 cents for the afternoon

perform-

ances.

as editor of the Mayer productions.
Hawks Wat formerly identified with
On
Goldwyn organization.
the
space grabber it was a bear with
Mayer's return to Los Angeles work
the telephone companies in several
be
begun immediately on
will
°f the cities, buying half pages of
"Timer," which Is to be directed by IhvNew York since the early part
Doric— "Our Mutual Friend" and
ad\ortixing calling attention to the
Reginald Barker, and "The Dang< r- Of the week trying to hring about "The Little Rascal." (Seats 1,000;
fact in addition to the regular space
ous Age,'' w! i< h will be the n< w the return to the coast of Jack.
scale 50c, children 10c). Both picmeted to the stunt as a story.
II»has hern «ast .shooting fOUtO tures well liked by few who saw
John B. Btahl production.
# nes for a forthcoming production them. Business badly off.
at
the Belmont Park race track.
"he James Fennimore
The Virginia. Charleston, W. Va Th« company lef! here on Friday
Cooper
Jtory, "The Deerslayer,"
J. D. Williams returned to Hi w
is
being had been taken over by Edward of last W« k, but the star remained
filmed near Sacramento, Cal..
less, cashier of the state Bank In
York Sunday from Los Angeles
under
Virginia was for- behind and hnv hern visiting Mari- after having heen on
The
the direction of
that city.
UN coast for
Clarence G. Badger
nx rly controlled by Carl D. Becker. lyn Miller in Um ton.
tor the Sacramento
several weeks with the production
Pictures Corporation, financed locally.
units
First
National.
of
On returnr
This is
Dimnri Stephon is editing and
Wolfe, of Brownsville, Pa
J.
the second of
the stories by this
purchased the Lyric, Piedmont titling "The Dawn of Revenge" lor ing to New York ho was taken ill
ramous author to have been done has.
and is in care of his physicians.
the Ay-won Film Co.
W. Va., from V. A. stockman.
.

patronage.

—

—

NEW YORK

1

Washington, June 14.
cannot
slump.
Business is down, but not below the
expected, and in spite of the hot
weather experiences! all got fair

local picture houses
complain of the summer

two- weeks at the Grand Central. Around $10,000.
Crandall's Metropolitan
Milton Feld, managing director for
CapacFrank Newman, will accompany the ity, 1,750. Anita Stewart In "A
aggregation and see that it gets Question of Honor" (First Nastarted according to the Newman tional). House going along evenly.
style.
The inability of the house (Scale, 20-35 matinee; 35-50 night.)
to accommodate all comers at some Hung around previous week's figure
of the shows proved of benefit to of $8,000.
Loew's Palace Capacity 2,600.
both the Liberty, in the same block,
and the second Newman house, the Priscilla Dean in "Wild Honey."
Royal, a block away. Borne persons Picture accredited with splendid
waited for two hours before gaining scenic effects.
Star liked here,

The front of the house was
ballyhooed by a soldier in regulaMax Cedarbaum was appointed tion uniform, tin hat, rifle and all,
receiver of the Reelcraft Pictures but the business was disappointing,
Corp., of 220 West 442d street, under not having the support of the local
$2,500 bond as a result of an Invol- Legion posts.
Estimates for the week:
untary petition in bankruptcy filed
Newman "Across the Continent."
last week against the producing and
scale
1,980;
mats.
3Gc.,
distributing company. The petition (Seats
alleges liabilities of $160,000 and as- nights 60-75c). In addition to this
sets upwards of $60,000, consisting Wallace Reid thriller the Newman
chiefly of film rentals due, although added a 40-people revue In honor
the nominal assets actually amount of its third anniversary. Picture,
that of an automobile race, but did
only to $3,000.
The three petitioners are Bud not cause much Interest, practically
Comedies, Inc., claiming $5,000; L. all attention being given to the
Bernstein, $40D, and J. F. Rothschild, revue. Business right at $24,000.
Royal— "Four Horsemen." (Seats
$320. The latter two are assignors)
The debts are for laboratory work 900; scale 35-50c, children 10c).
and services rendered and mer- After a week at the Shubert last
fall at regular house prices, and a
chandise sold.
The Reelcraft Company was or- $20,000-week at the Newman, the
ganized in February, 1920, maintain- 36-cent prices of the Royal failed
ing studios in Chicago and on the to attract many for the Valentino
coast. Attachment pro* codings production. Around $5,000.
Liberty— "Gas, Oil and Water."
pending in the Windy City and
claims by various creditors in New (Seats 2,000; scale 35-50c). In adYork to have their debts preferred dition to the feature and in order
necessitated the petition for a re- to offset the anniversary bill of
ceiver to continue the enterprise. Newman,- almost next door, a Ben
Mr. Cedarbaum immediately posted Turpin comedy, "Step Forward,"
his bond and is in active charge of the "Battle of Jutland*' 111m were
also
run,
and fJrayce Jackson,
the company's business affairs.
singer,
added feature. Star and
picture well liked, and "Baltlw"
MRS. PICKFORD IE
picture interesting.
Business not
.Smith-Pick ford,
Charlotte
Mrs.
quite what was expected. Reported
mother 61 Mary Fickfdrd, has been $6,r,oo.

REELCRAFT CORP. BANKRUPT

Up Though Dowrf
Summer

The

zation implies, is composed of assistant directors of the picture
studios in New York City, where the
principal office of the corporation

of the
tors connected with or in any way
pertaining to the business of the
production of motion pictures or
similar and associated enterprises;
to stimulate the presentation of

Business Keeps

IN K. C.

Chicago, June 14.
Folks Just would not coma last
week. Inducements meant nothing;
it

was

just too hot.

There waa no

comforting relief for the theatre
owners throughout the week. No In*
door attraction was big enough to
draw.
Outside of the loop condition*
were said to be much worse, with
numbers of the noighborhod picture
houses sparsely covering the cost of
their film alone.
Should this wave
continue another week it is anticipated that a majority of the outlyi
lng houses will close.
Taking cognisance of the weather]
conditions, the houses did not outdo
themselves with respect to adding
heavy expense via film or presentation.
They Just played average:
summer features secured at very
moderate prices, leaving the theatres an opportunity to keep going;
at as small a loss aa possible.
Estimates for last week:
"Across the Continent" (Chicago)'*
Wallace Reid, Famous Players. Although a favorite star lure could
not do much.
Delightful summer
presentation,

"The

Beach

and

Fashion Revue," with score of bathing girls, and a Lloyd Hamilton
comedy, "Poor Boy." Totaled $21.000, considered poor Intake for thia
house.

"My

Old

Kentucky

Home/l

(Roosevelt).

Shortly to go under
management of Balaban & Kats,
this house does not aeem to be able
to get out of its rut It was figured
that this American release, with
Monte Blue in the title role, would
draw. But such was not the case.
Other features shown were a presx
entation by the Roosevelt trio singing a prolog for the feature film,
and Alfred Wallensteln, first 'cellist
of Chicago Symphony Orchestra*
and Helen Anderson, organist, in
recitals.

Very poosw

"The Woman Who Walked Alone"
(Randolph). Paramount. Dorothy^
Dalton and Milton Sills. Could noli
do anything. The picture in pleading, and
under better condition*
might have done some business;
Returns negligible.
Clark W. Thomas, general manager of the Thomas Ince Corp., arrived in

New York

and

remain for about ten days

In

will

early this

week

conference with the hf-ad of the

organization.

i

I

I

W

.

.,

/

The Canadian Pacific R.
make a series of 24 single

R. Ja td
reel picscenic nature in thd
Canadian Rockies. Terry RarfnsayO
will direct the taking and edit the]
production?.
tures

of

a

i

^"
_-.

-

-

PTCTURES

Friday, June 16, 192*

AMERICAN'S "IDOLS"

RADIO STRONGER THAN EVER

From

THROUGHOUT MIDDLE WEST
—

—

FILM SYMPOSIUM
Coast

Group to Issue Volume
Several Trade Subjects

on

Los Angeles, June 14.
on the picture industry is soon to be published by
Official* and players of Goldwyn's
The subjects which
local studios.
will be treated are "The Motion
by Abraham
Industry,"
Picture
Lehr, vice-president of Goldwyn;
"The Author and the Movies." by
Rupert Hughes, famous author and
director; "The Changing Technique
of the Scenario," by Paul Bern,
head of Goldwyn's scenario department: "The Critic and the Movies,"
by Clayton Hamilton; "What About
the Director?" by K. Mason-Hopper; "Scenic Decorations," by Ce-

A symposium

Kansas City, June 14.
managers who con-

there arc any

If

tinue to think the radio craze Is &y*
'
that it will not have any
ing out

THEATRE TO BE SOLD
Fairmont

House

Go, Following
Manager's Arrest
to

.sines*
on the amusemer t
coming season, they are kidding

effect

!

Fairmont, W. Va., June 14.
joint meeting of the creditors of the Blue Ridge theatre with
of easing up the fad is getting W. Lee Byers, trustee for Sol Burka,
Receiving sets are being the manager of the house, a destronger.
reached to sell the
Installed in homes through >ut the cision was
Middle West by the thousands, and property for the partial satisfacthis

themselves, as far as this part of
Instead
the country is c mcernev

At a

.

supply houses are working overtime to fill orders from the simplest
outfl's to those costing hundreds
The people who are
of dollars.
this apspending their money f<
paratus seem to have made up their
minds to sta„ at home this winter
and got their amusement out of the
air.

As

a

inducement

%

for the install-

more receiving sets,
and to promote the game by increasing its advertising from the

ation of

still

tion of debts

amounting

to $14,000

incurred under the Burka management.
Burka was arrested last week on
a warrant sworn out by E. Dietz.
charging that Burka gave him- a
check for $100 when he failed to
have sufficient funds in the bank
Burka was unto meet the check.
able to furnish bond and was held
in jail pending the trial.

dric Gibbons; "Casting the Movies,"
by Robert B. Melntyre; "Motion

Picture Photography." by Lewis W.
Physioc; "Costuming the Pictures,"
by Sophie Wachner; "The Art of

Make

Believe."

by

Helene

Chad-

wick; "The Stage Actor and the
Screen," by Richard Dix. and "Perils of a Press Agent." by Joseph A.
Jackson.

will

receive,
"Star" this week

the

popular musical numbers and
monologs by Chautauqua talent.
That at least some of the picture
theatre managers are aware of the
competition the radio is bound to
ers" to

develop

snown by the

activities at
a number of the houses in installing
receiving sots and advertising the
.programs that will be received.
Many of the theatres in the smaller
is

in or ordered, and
the Gi.lham, Apollo. Admiral and
Summit, four lending houses in the
residential section here, are featuring the radio stuff in their adver-

WIFE DESERTS SPOUSE;

40 YEARS MARRIED

Los Angeles. June

4.

—

a suggestion was absurd that if the business got worse it would
be in the same position as a cipher with the ring rubbed off. It
would now seem that both of us were right. If anything could
resemble a cipher with the ring rubbed off it is the picture business
In Hollywood at the present moment.

No one will dispute that there is a certain amount of producer
activity in Hollywood, but as nearly as one can see the activity is
confined to an effort to grab a piece of money. And the "grabbing"
At least I can't find anyone here who has recently
is no good.
located any money for pictures. Not even are we greeted with that
dear old bromide, "What is the matter with the movies"? No one
outside of the business seems to know or to have the slightest
interest in finding out. They are all busy with something else now,
and seem to have forgotten the movies.

Old

really,

what

is

14.

man

In pictures, filed suit for divorce
last week against Minnie MacKinnon, his wife for over 39 years. The
couple were married in England
and, according to the complaint, the
wife deserted him Nov. 21, 1916.
MacKinnon alleges that on com-

ing home from the studio that day
he found a note whioh read:
"The expross man has your trunks

and

will

deliver

them

dress you may desire.
have parted for good.**

any adYou and I

to

There is one son, Robin Norman
MacKinnon, aged 37 years. Community property valued at $.0,000
involved.

is

Maybe he
will let the previously mentioned producer talk.
1
knows, maybe not; anyway he has spent a lot of money trying to
find out.
He says:
"That old stuff about producer extravagance and waste is 'out.'
In its place we are now told that we haven't been making 'box office
are told again by our
attractions,' whatever that may mean.

We

very wise distributors that we should do only a few pictures each
year and that each should be a 'super/ as good, at least, as 'Way
Down East' or 'The Musketeers.' But to keep the cost within
$50,000; then, if we art lucky, we will, through our super distributor,
be almost sure to get our cost back that is, within a year or so.
In the meantime we can keep right on making 'supers' at fifty thou*
sand each but no one tells us what we will use for money.

—

this angle and from this distance It would seem that it's
almost time for the eastern people to take a tumble to themselves
producer:? have learned our
and find out what it's all about.
lesson, but the wheels won't start moving until the distributors
Out here the financial institutions know as much
learn theirs.

"From

about New York distributors as they do about local producers,
and frankly, of the two. they have the most respect for the producers. Each bank here has had occasion to thoroughly investigate
one or more of the distributors. Usually this is done through their
New York correspondent. I have seen some of these reports, perhaps some of the more violent ones, and tl ey reflect in a most unhappy and damaging manner on the 'third largest industry.' I
don't believe any other business has ever been so thoroughly and
unanimously 'panned* by great banking houses, including such 'big'
ones as the Central Union Trust Co., Chase National Bank and the
Chase Securities Co.. Guaranty Trust Co., Equitable Trust Co.,
Bankers' Trust Co. and others.

"When

the local producer asks for a loan he has to produce his

The local bank, if it needs additional or
distribution contract.
more up to date information regarding the distributor, wires its
New York correspondent. Every answer lately has been the same
keep off' — and the New York bank usuallj. as an added and extra

The Cameo, New York, whioh

for

the past 13 weeks has boon operated under an agreement with the
American Releasing Corp., is to return to the B. S. Mc j booking
sheets next week.
The house has been operating under a guarantee from the distributors, to the extent a certain gross
would have to be reached by its
productions playing the house for
th first three days of each week.
Early this week there was a possibility the Arrangement mi^ht be
extended for an additional 10 weeks.
to cover the summer period on a
special basis.
>

off

anything having

to

do with

films.

—

May Return House to
Most, Unless New Terms Made

American

$50,000

breach of promise

r.uit

by exchanges in

Delilah Hay ward Chester (pictures)
against the manufacturer. Epping
alleged derogatory things about the
complainant regarding her character, including she was married to
Barry E. Johnson.
She wanted
him examined before trial on these
allegations, but Epping appealed

and won.
At the actual
will air

trial of the issue

his charges.

York.
A guarantee of at least 100 days
In Porto Rico js to be given to the

he

the

service.

New York

is

New York furnishing
A representative In
to buy.

and lay out

complete programs to
over the entire circuit.

be

played

believed the. American producers and distributors will favor
the plan, as it has long been the
Central American
habit
of the
rights buyer to pirate and dupe a
number of productions for distribution in that territory.
It

is

annum.

''Twenty-five per cent, to 33 per cent, is the ordinary discount
rate for picture paper at the present time in the face of the low
rates for usual lines of business and further in face of »n over-

abundance

of idle

money.

these are facts, and they can easily be verified by anyone
interested, it doesn't speak well for a billion -dollar
industry, nor does it auger well for the future.
"Plenty of money can be had for any other enterprise, legitimate
My bootlegger here has a better line of
or somewhat otherwise.
He has no trouble
credit at his bank than any producer I know.
In financing a truck or shipload of stuff that runs into figures equal
to the cost of an average program picture.
"If

sufficiently

"From the bankers' standpoint it is strictly a matter of business.
The recent Hollywood scandals have little to do with the situation—
the New York distribution turmoil his much more to do with it.
'Why,' asks the banker, 'is it necessary to bring Will Hays into
your business? What is he supposed to do? Is your proposition so
hopelessly muddled that you can't straighten it out? Or are you
getting into politics?' Whatever answer you give him will put you
wrong.

lot of somethings, seem all wrong when viewed
from the outside. Here is a business with, until recently, the wholehearted, generous support of twenty millions of fans. A business
that has allowed 35 per cent, of gross sales for selling costs an
amount that would break any ordinary business In a month. A
business that has made a flock of millionaires, but that has not
apparently created even one business man of ordinary ability. A
business that for self-seeking publicity and 'bunk' generally has
never been equaled. A business with several big trade papers, devoted, as far as an outsider can discern, exclusively to puffing the
small timer who by freak of circumstance and not ability is handing
A business that has more swivel chair
out advertising orders.
executives than Washington had rocking chair soldiers and sailors
during the war executives who devote their energy to picture
politics, convention, stock tickers, golf, Atlantic City
anything and
everything other than selling pictures or giving a thought to the

"Something, or a

measure, advises keeping

CAMEO DEAL

The Appellate Division has decided that John C. Epping need not
be examined before trial in his
counter-allegations as a result of a

to the exhibitor members.
Instead
of obtaining service from exchanges
located in Cuba, the present method,
the buying will be direct from New

the matter?

We

Los Angeles. June
John MacKinnon, character

NO EXAMINATION

in

But

—

MacKinnons Married in England—Son 37 Years

I

was stated that "Shattered Idols" sociation.
was the only Frothingham picture
The First National idea will be
the producer had come to an agree- the basis of the plan of the
orment on with that organization.
ganization, with a franchise issued

52 per cent, per

When I suggested in a recent issue of Variety that, because of
financial conditions, the production situation here might become even
worse, I was told by a more or less important producer that such

towns have them

tising.

WILL GIVE 100

National

L.

to

BANKERS AND PICTURES

Kansas City

opened one of the

strongest broadcasting stations in
the country. It has a 500 watt capacity, and on its opening night
was heard in all parts of the country, from coast to coast and from
the Great Lakes to the Gulf. It has
a guaranteed radius of 2,000 miles,
and reports show that it has been
picked up at greater distances.
Programs are given nightly, ranging
from addresses by prominent speak-

ASSN.

discount any part of $100,000 of first class distributor trade
acceptances, but the best offer he had figured out at the rate of

supply men, as well as the publicity
It

First

PORTO RICAN

Feature

Frothingham has withdrawn
his productions from First National Exhibitors
Forming to Buy
for release. The completed picture,
Direct from New York"Shattered Idols," directed by Edward Sloman, to havi been marPermanent Representative
keted by First National and for
which it had issued paper and adThe formation of an associatfoa
vertising matter, was tuken out of
the hands of that organization and of exhibitors in Porto Rico, U
placed with the American Releas- which at least 100
theatres will be
ing Corp., which will handle the
represented for buying purposes i*
production.
Future productions bearing the in process. At present there is an
Frothingham brand it is also stated exhibitor representative in
thla
will be distributed by American.
country formulating plans for the
At First National this week it purchasing connections of the asJ.

Kansas City "Star" Broadcasting for Area of 2,000
Miles Going in Homes by Thousands Air Entertainment Next Winter

8witchea

Frothingham

"This is not theory unhappily it is mildly stating the case as It
New York. Los Angeles and San Francisco. Here are a
few concrete examples:

applies to

"A local distributor was offered a distribution contract for three
pictures to cost $r>0,000 each. The distributor guaranteed payment
of negative costs within 60 days of delivery. The distributor has an
excellent record and splendid financial standing. The producer found
he could finance all but 21 per cent, of the total, but would have to
borrow $35,000. lit offered a local bank, as security for this amount,
the three negatives, to cost $l r 0.000, in addition to his own and the
distributors guarantee.
The baak refused the loan and stated
firmly that they would not loan on any kind of picture collateral.
He was offered the money on outside securities.
"A New York film broker, to help a producer, vainly tried to sell
or borrow on $30,000 of gilt edged paper of an apparently sound
distributor. He finally offered to deposit New York Stock Exchange
securities as additional security for the loan, providing hf would be
allowed to discount the paper at half its face value.
This was
refused with the statement that the bank did not want any kind of
picture business.
"A producer triet* for something like three weeks in New York

J

—

—

—

future of the business. A business that instead of losing or hiding
Its lowbrows gives them repeated opportunity to display their
Ignorance and vulgarity to the public and lay press. .'. business
where questionable promoting and gypping has not only not been
outlawed, but often is regarded as smart business.
it any wonder that bankers east and west have lost interest
the picture 'game'? Only a short time ago a Moses who could
have led us out of the wilderness of our own folly would have been
welcomed and supported by the bankers. But the maze of internal
politics, the unending unrest and unsettlement and the utter lack
of stability, has for the time at least closed that door of opportunity.

"Is

in

"As one of the broad visioned bankers here said the other day.
'There

is

nothing wrong with the picture business, but there

is

a

whole lot wrong with the men in New York who are running it.' He
mentioned just three of several instances to prove the point. He
asked me if I seriously thought any of these banks had the slightest
chance of ever getting back a dollar of those Investments either
interest or principal. He thought not. With these and similar examples before them it Is easy to see why the banks are not reaching
out for picture investments, nor will they until some semblance of
order and business methods are introduced into the business.

—

m

"There is a world of idle talent
Hollywood, and a world of
picture theatres crying for good pictures.
The public is tired of
and is staying away, but the public has a short memory
and will come again as soon as they see a few good pictures. But
so long as internal politics in New York keep distribution channels
open to a chosen few and absolutely closed to the independent— thus
putting a premium on ability to make 'inside deals' and a penalty
on the producer who knows production, but not politics just ^o
long will we keep fie business in the almost hopeless situation In
which it finds itself today.
"The pity of it is that a small group of narrow-minded individuals
have it within their power to temporarily wreck one of the most
interesting and what might actually have been one of the biggest
businesses in America.
silly stuff

—

"We have lived through the condemnation and ridicule of the
press, clergy, legitimate stage, authors' societies
in fact, none has
been too humble to take a shot at the movies.' Surviving all hostile
criticism, are we finally to be put out of our misery by the bankers"
Is it possible that individual greed and egotism blinds all the 'im-

—

portant'

members

of the industry to the handwriting on the wall?'

—

-
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NEWARK MGR. FINED
$1 FOR SUNDAY SHOW
Center Co. Persists in Agitating

— Not

Members

Newark, N. J.,
The hearing on the charges
brought by the Center Amusement
Co. against the Newark managers
for opening Sundays was twice more
Charles Meinert, the
postponed.
manager of the Strand, controlled by
Center interests, pleaded guilty and
•was fined $1. Since the first charges
•were brought the Strand has remained closed Sundays. This has
prevented the bringing of the disorderly house charge against it, which
can, be established if a theatre keeps
open two successive Sundays.
14.

Other Considerations in Adjustment Out of Court
Triangle May Call Brothers to Testify Against
Others Compromise Discussed

—

The Aitken brothers, Harry E. and
Roy E., former president and director of Triangle, have settled the suit
for an accounting out of court. The
action involved about $1,000,000. It
was brought by the film producer
and distributor, and the case, one of
tiree in which the Aitkens are involved, will probably be discontinued within a few days.
The first of the Triangle-Aitken
cases was called for trial late last
week before Justice Finch in Supreme Court, Part HI. After the
technical preliminaries were gone

comprise demand* for the return of
$3,000,000.

There was an impressive array of
counsel at the opening of the case.
Arthur Butler Graham appeared for
Triangle. (The suits aro brought by
the board of directors rather than
the stockholders.) Edward L. Mooney represented the defendant, Hyman Winnik, and the Western Import Co., formerly an Aitken property, it is said, which handled the
foreign rights of Triangle pictures.
Winnik is alleged to have been concerned a, an intermediary in several
loans negotiated by Triangle during
the Aitken regime.

It is rumored in Newark that the
Center people are ready to spend
$25,060 in their efforts to close the
other houses. When this story was
brought to the attention of Samuel
Bratter, president of the company,
he said that the amount did not
make any difference and indicated
that money wag no object. As there over adjournment was taken to June
is no evidence that the Center peo16.
Justice Finch was hearing a
ple will drop the crusade, the feel- motion for alimony made by Mrs.
A third lawyer was William L.
ing against them is growing more Stokes, who was represented by
Wemple, representing Joseph Simbitter daily. They are not members Samuel Untermyer. Mr. Untermyer
mons, cited as co-defendant with the
of the Managers' Association and are was busy before the Lock wood legAitkens and others in a separate
generally looked upon as outsiders islative committee during Thursday
suit for an accounting.
trying to cause trouble.
and Friday, and that left the court
Details of the settlement terms
open for those days for other ac- did not come
out. but it is known
tions.
that part of the agreement called
LA.
The settlement of the suit against for the surrender by the Aitkens
of
the Aitkens was disclosed when 15,000 shares of
Triang*
stock to
Legislature to Tax All Amuse- their attorneys, Higley, Sherman & the present company.
What other
merits
Booth, 100 Broadway, stated to the considerations were named is still
court that they represented the two unknown.
All forms of entertainment and co-defendants, although the suit in
Another feature of the affair is
amusements are in for a battle In which they alone were cited as de- the probability that the elimination
Louisiana, where the state legisla- fendants had been adjusted. Aside of the suit against the Aitkens alone
ture is in session at present at from that action there remain two will open the way for the calling of
Baton Rouge. They have bills be- others in which the two Aitkens are Harry E. and Roy E. as witnesses
All by the plaintiff to testify in Trifore them to tax all foreign cor- named together with others,
porations to the extent of two per three suits, which involve charges of angle's behalf against the defendconspiracy
and fraudulent acts. ants in the other suits.
cent, on all moneys received in and
Arthur
taken out of the state.
There is
also a tax on gross receipts in all
POLITICAL FILM
places of amusement, to be operative on a sliding scale. In addition,
there is a new bill regarding ad"Jim Reed for Senator" Reported

WATCHING

i

OHIO'S

vertising and Sunday performances.
E. V. Richards, chairman of the
Division* of the State
Association of Commerce, is head of
the various theatrical and picture
interests in the fight.
At the Hays office in New York,
C. C. Pettijohn stated that they had
been fully advised of the contemplated moves in the Louisiana legislature and the matter was being

WOMAN CENSOR

DISMISSED

FROM BOARD

Snow

Much
Another May

Amusement

taken care of, in co-operation with
Mr. Richards.
,

WALKER'S DINNER
Former Governor Al Smith to Be
Toastmaster

The dinner which the Theatre
Owners' Chamber of Commerce is
to tender to N. Y. State Senator
James J. Walker at the Hotel Plaza
next Monday evening has been sold
to the capacity of the biggest ballroom that there is
Former Governor of
Smith
while

some

is

to

be

in

Tommy Gray

the hotel.
Al
toastmaster
to provide

New York

the
is

ARE UNPRODUCTIVE

SHARES TO STOP TRIANGLE SUIT

of

Managers' Association
June

HAYS' CONFERENCES

AITKENS SURRENDER 15,000

Miss

—

Caused

Wrangling
Succeed Her

Columbus, O., June 14.
Evelyn Frances Snow is no longer head of the Ohio State Censor
Board. She was dismissed from
service last

week

after

months

of

wrangling. State Director of Education Vernon Riegel dispensed with
the services of Mrs. Snow following
her request that Ella Barnes, also
on the censor board, be eliminated.

Mrs.

Snow has

long been a thorn

in the side of the various picture

producing organizations releasing
in Ohio because of her severe demands for eliminations. As yet her
successor has not been appointed,
but the indications are that a Cleveland woman well versed in civic
matters is to be the appointee.

of the comedy in the talk that
be delivered during the evening.
A cartoon picture burlesquing the
MAYOR'S APPEAL DENIED
life of the Senator is also to be
shown and the period of his life that
Albany, N. Y., June 14.
was devoted to song writing is not
The application of Mayor George
going to be overlooked.
The gag R. Lunn of Schenectady for permistitling of this production has also
sion to appeal to the Court of Apbeen intrusted to Gray by William peals from ihe decision of the AppelBrandt chairman of the dinner com- late Division, which held that he
mittee.
must make an accounting and allow
an inspection of his Sunday picture
fund, was denied by the highest
1ST NAT'L SUES INCE
tribunal in the State.
The First National, through its
Mayor Lunn received 2 per cent.
attorneys, Lowcnthal & Ss.old, has
of the gross receipts of Sunday adstarted an action against Thomas
missions to the motion picture theH. Ince. The suit is fc
an order atres of Schenectady, voluntarily
Preventing Ince from distributing
devoted to social wela "y of his productions through paid, which he
fare purposes. This payment was in
channels other than the First Nalicense to operate On Sunlieu
of
a
tional for the period his
contract
has still to run with that organic** days.
When Edward Baxter, a taxpayer,
Hon.
to comU was reported early in the week instituted court proceedings
Mayor Lunn to make an acpel
jnce was about to institute proceed
counting of the receipts from Sunlfigs
against First National.
(l.i y
movie shows, the Schenectady
executive contended it Ifttf a private
Won't Probe Valentino Case
fund.
Now that the highest court in the
Los Angeles, June 14.
The current report that the Grand State refuses to permit a further apJury would begin
Mayor Lunn will ha Veto compeal,
a probe of the
testimony delivered by witnesses In ply with the order grante by Justhe Valentino
case is being denied tice BdWafd S. Whitmyer at the

Is to

1

b y the
authorities. The ease as far Schenectady term of Supreme Court
as Los Angeles
county is concerned and affirmed by the .Appellate DivilJ
* a dead
issue.
sion.

Showing

Kansas City, June 14.
from St. Louis, where
the Reed campaign headquarters are
located, has it that Senator James
A. Reed has planned to make his

A

report

appeal for renomination to the
United States Senate to the movie
fans by means of a special film. It
is claimed the picture will be called
"Jim Reed for Senator," and will
be shown in connection with a
State-wide campaign against "blue
laws."
It is understood the film will contain pictures of the late Representative Champ Clark and the late
Senator William Joel Stone, both of

Missouri, as well as views of the
opening of the Reed campaign at
Moberly, Mo., and quotations from

some of the Reed speeches. It is
also reported that a St. Louis distributing company has circularized
the motion picture theatres of the
State, offering the film free, and that
a number of houses have agreed to
use

it.

HAS FRONT PAGE HABIT
Los Angeles, June

14.

Two days

after he had been freed
on a charge of blgr.my, brought by
local prosecutois following his marriage to Winifred Iludnut in Mexican, Rodolph Valentino appeared in
court to ask permission to carry a

Butler Graham, attorney for Triangle, stated this probably would
be his course, added that if the Aitkens take the stand there may be
some interesting testimony.

The present action one of three,
represents Triangle's effort to have
cancelled various contracts for the
foreign
distribution
Triangle
of
product. The allegation is that the
Aitkens controlled the Triangle
board of directors by virtue of a
voting trust of 35 per cent, of the
stock held by dummies in the board,
and by stock ownership of 161a by
the Aitkens.
The Aitkens,

it is charged, used
control over the company to
foreign rights of pictures to the
Western Import Co. (which the Aitkens owned) for a fraction of their
real value and later, after Hyman

this

sell

Winnik had purchased an interest Id
Western and became its manager, to
manipulate the assets of Western
to their own profit and the injury
of
Triangle.
Another contract
which it is sought to dispose of
grants to Western import all foreign rights to Triangle product in

permit was granted.
Valentino is now at the Lanky
reading the script for his next
Paramount picture. He has been on
the front pages of the local dailies
mote than the rest of the entire film

Just before adjournment Wednesday counsel for all interests engaged
in the discussion of a compromise
of the pending action on a basis of
payment of $250,000 by Triangle to
the defendants for the surrender of
all Triangle property and the cancellation of contracts. The defendants, according to the plan advanced, would make an accounting

and immediately file an adequate
bond to secure payment of any adjustment directed by the court on
the settlement in accordance with
the accounting.
No decision was reached as to
action on the suggested plan.

PICTURE MAKING IN MAINE
Sidney Olcott has almost complied the direction of the Kate
Douglas Wiggins story, "Timothys
in Maine. The Dirigo Films,
production
the
is financing
With some Maine capital behind the
project. The picture is being made
in Maine.
In the cast are Gladys
Leslie, Vivia Ogden, Bertram Marburgh and Margaret Seddon. Chas
M. Seay Is production manage*.

headed by Sydney s. Cohen have!
had with Will H. Hays of the Producers and Distributors, Inc., had
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
of this week were reported as decidedly unproductive.

The M. P. T. O. A. on the occasion of the first meeting used up
the greater part of the time with
a lot of meaningless speeches. The
only result was that a committee
of three was appointed by each
side which discussed the question*
late Monday.
Tuesday there was
nothing done that amounted to anything in particular.
Wednesday late it was said in the'
Hays offices that the question of an
equitable and uniform contract had
been gone over, but that it was the
personal opinion of the executive
that was speaking that the progress
made in two meetings that the T. O.
had had with Hays regarding
same question had progressed
a far greater extent than that
of the M. P. T. O. A.
Lower film rentals, which was to
have been one of the salient points
of the conference, had not been
broached, according to the insiders
on the meetings.
C. C.

to

In the T. O. C. C.

It

was stated

on the same day that the uniform
contract form that they had proposed was drawn and that It was
in the hands of Mr. Hays and his
associates for approval and revising.

An answer from

Inc.,

was expected within the next

the P.

A D+

ten days on the proposals that they

had embodied

in the contract*

Syracuse. June

14.

picture theatre owners of this

have formed a local Motion
Picture Theatre Owners' Assn., and
pledged
their 100 per cent, support
DECISION to the New
FILM
York State organisation, which broke away from the
M. P. T. O. A. Sam Berman, treasBrooklyn
Theatre
Recovers urer of the State body, made a trip
here and his
Liquidated Damages in Court sponsible for efforts are largely rethe pledge on the part
of the local men.
of Last Resort
Officers elected for the local body
are James Rowe, of the Turn Hall
An important decision concerning theatre, president; Jack Oris wold,
a film producer guaranteeing liquid- of the Savoy, vice-president; A. I*
ated damages to an exhibitor in case Hobbins, of the Robblns-ReckeV
of breach of contract was affirmed secretary, and Ren „Fltzcr, of the
by the New York Court of Appeals. Happy Hour, treasurer.
The action concerns the Brooklyn
Majestic Theatre Co. against the
Vitagraph Co. of America and dates
NAUGHTY MAYOR
from April 16, 1917, when the theatre booked "Womanhood, the Glory New Vienna, O., Sore
Over |1
of a Nation*' for a six days run on
Fine
the provision no other picture house
in Brooklyn, New York, would show
Cincinnati, June 14.
the film six weeks before and eight
Gov. Harry L. Davis has been
weeks after the Majestic showing. asked to remove from office Mayor
In case of such violation, Vitagraph Roy C. Hale, of New Vienna, O.,
guaranteed the house $3,000 liquid- because the mayor sub-kased a film
ated damages.
theatre, which he owns, to a man
The following week three picture who shows pictures on Sunday. A
houses in Brooklyn. Keeney's, Flat- petition seeking to oust Mayor Hale
bush and Cumberland showed the has been presented to Governor
same picture and the Brooklyn Ma- Davis by citizens of the village.
jestic Theatre Co.* brought suit for Some of the signers are persons
the $3,000. They won in all courts living outside New Vienna, but
including the Appellate Division. "who have a deep interest In law
city

ZONE

The

final

appeal to the highest ap-

pellate

enforcement."

The theatre manager, a -cording to
the complainants, was allowed to
plead* guilty in Mayor Hale's court
and was

and costs, "thereby
impossible for him to be
rearrested before an official who
would give him an adequate fine."
Governor Davis will turn the
question over to the Attorney-Gen-

making

fined $1

it

eral for advice.

MRS. CRISP'S CHARGES

LARRY SEMON SUIT

Los AngeleH, June 14.
Mrs. Donald Crisp testified yesterday that her husband, the actor
and director, was maintaining a
bank account in this city amounting to $50,000 under nn assumed
name in order to evade paying her
alimony awarded her by the court.
that he will finish his contract with Mrs. Crisp recently sued for sepathe company and then may produce rate maintenance.
Independently)

Los Angeles, June 14.
The legal battle which Larry
Semon has been waging against
Vitagraph and the counter suits
which the company have had against
the comedian were all dismissed this
week. Semon states that an amicahle
agreement had been arrived at and

Quest,'
Inc.,

•

The series of conferences which*
the M. P. T. O. A. representatives

The

HIGH COURT AFFIRMS

'

colony.

Members

0. A.

the

perpetuity.

body decided against the film
company.
Vitagraph's contention, through
Seabury, Massey & Lowe, was that
revolver and again broke into the the $3,000 provision In the booking
front pages of the dailies.
contract was a mistake and without
The film star asked that a gun precedent, sometimes, though rarely,
permit be granted him, as he needed obtaining in legit bookings but not
protection from "bandits of Los in pictures.
Leon Laski acted for
Angeles and rattlesnakes of Palm the plaintiff.
Springs," where he often visits.
The

lots

Uniform Contract Only Question Taken Up by M. P. T,

INCE-SENNETT RUMOR

ART ACORD INJURED
-Art

Los Angeles, Jane
Acord, Universal star,

BakershHd

A

hospital

off

of

report

was

circulated

t?Wt

Thomas

11.
is

critically

wheel coming
car wrecked the machine.

jured.

A
In

in-

hK

H. Ince and Mack Sennett
were negotiating on a partnership
arrangement involving some of
their productions.
in the gossip.

ured

No

details

fig-

—
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VARIETY

When

show

advertising to the

June

Vrtdajr,

16.

l*tW

business, use Variety

1
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ENDORSES

VARIETY'S SPECIAL SERVICE PLAN
By Renewing Her

Season's $1,000 Advertising Contract

San Francisco, June

1922

1,

Variety,

New York
Gentlemen

V
:

Just a line to

you how pleased

tell

have been over the sucto which I subscribed

I

cess of the $1,000 Special Service Plan

The

season.

last

were

results

indeed

pleasing,

my

beyond

expectations.

am

I

convinced Variety's advertising publicity plan

exceptional benefit, and to

am

me

of

is

faith in

I

it,

You may

going to repeat.

tract for

show more tangibly my

consider this another $1,000 conunder the same arrangements for next season.

With best wishes,

believe me,
Sincerely,

(f^j^u J~4^<J^

(Trixie Friganza

est.

known wherever

Her professional standing always has Keen of the highThat she is, besides being a comedienne of the highest measure, a showwoman has been proven by her adaptability in
is

any branch of

theatricals,

in vaudeville.

Miss Friganza has

there

Miss Friganza ranking

Variety

is

just

a theatre.

as a star in musical

commonly

Details of Variety's Special Service Plan

called

"The

may be

weekly in Variety for any period of time, with
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MAY HEAD

LEGIT

ALL AGREE ON HOOTCH SELLERS EASY
FOR CARNIVAL GR1FTERS
INSURES FREEDOM OF SCREEN

NEW MISSOURI CONSTITUTION

ONE MAN

Proposals Before Constitutional Committee Forbids

Censorship and Guarantees Pictures
munities as Press
Kansas

City.

June

21.

proposal submitted to the
committee, now engaged in framing
a new constitution for the State of
Missouri, is adopted, it means a
free rein for picture films in this
State, practically forbids censorship
and places the pictures on the same
basis as the press.
The proposal would widen the
cope of the "freedom of the press"
section of the present constitution,
providing that "every person shall
be free to say, write or publish,
either by the written or printed
Word, or by pictures in motion, or
otherwise, on any subject whatsotver, being responsible for all abuse
If the

L

Same Im-

2D MUNICIPAL THEATRE
FOR INDIANAPOLIS
Mayor Shank Orders Another
Open-Air Auditorium, Fol-

Barnard Baruch and Secretary Davit Suggested, but
Barred by Rule Which

A

Auburn, N.

Y.,

June

21.

comedy comMonday at the
Grand. The company will
lay the
entire week,
with two complete
traveling musical

pany opens

next

|

changes.

is
advertised as a
Whirlio, Rirlio apncootlon of fun,
figures and fascination." Anjong
it

the
Principals in the company are Nale
«usby, Betty Powers, Frank Lepp,
Kenneth Christy.
1» addition there Is a chorus.

—

ship

San Francisco, .lure 21.
Prank Morrell has Joined the po""•

'««

»«

in

Ran l»go.

Cal.

hlghsot fame in
JUdevilla
when a member of
"Thai Quartet*
some years ago.
Mtter ho appeared alono on the
\\;rs

at

his

JJjft as a .singing
n| s
tenor voice.

single

through

,

venting Musical Union

Indianapolis,

June

Order

THOMAS STRIKE UMPIRE

s»

21.

A

tras to

CHARGES WITH EQUITY

Minimum

Chicago, June 21.
Vaudeville acta which do not require a house orchestra, or do their
own accompaniment are the only
acts now being engaged for the
Broadway, Gary, Ind., booked by
Walter Downie of the W. V. M. A.
offices.

This departure in bill arrangement was brought about, according
tho theatre management,
insistence
of
the
through
the
musician's union that the minimum
to

•richer of men to bd eMpjoyed in,
tho house «would be five. The management decided that would be too
expensive during the summer.

COAST'S LIGHT BOOKINGS
Only

Two

Plays

Listed

for

July

Showings

Numerous

coast

theatres

which

have heretofore made a featuro of Brandon
Hurst and Frank
their musical programs, In addition
Reported Named
Doane
to the vaudeville and picture bills,
have cut their orchestras to the
"Montmarte" Matter
minimum allowed by the union
Tho Kialto, Los An- /
classification.
which formerly employed
Clarke Silvcrnall, formerly stage
geles,
over 30 men in a symphony orches- manager of "Montmarte," and one
of the original incorporators of the
tra, has cut to six. and other theatres have reduced in proportion.
Players' Assembly, which produced
The musical unions are especially the French piece, stated he h;id filed
with the Kquity Council
Charges
they
west
coast find
strong on the
vice-presiset a minimum of players based on against Brandon Hurst,
hc seating capacity of the house dent; Frank Doane, secretary, and
Assemco-operative
others
of
the
and tho admission scale. The DperiA statement submitted to
of the big Orpheum Junior. bly.
itiK
Equity was read to friends by SilHill street, in that town, has drawn
patronage away from tho older ver- n a last week before sailing for
It is said that Ll<|1llty ofEngland.
takings
offloo
box
the
and
houses
are in a slump' during the slack ficials attempted to dissuade him
season* Ilenco the effort to econo- from making the charges, but Silmize in all directions, according to vernall insisted the maU'r be
musicians who are returning from placed before the Council.
"Montmarte" is tho sho^
that district where there is much
(Continued on page
unemployment.
t
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FRANK M0RRELL A COP

HOUSE BOOKING ACTS

lowing Success of First

Clemmons and Harry

TRAVELING MUSICAL STOCK

—

i 1

Them

Card Game Profits Run as Much as $1,000
Weekly Besides Liquor
in

Requires Man Identified
NOT USING.ORCHESTRA
with Theatre Erlanger,
Shuberts and Dillingham
Agree on Single Leader- Broadway, Gary, Ind., Circum-

second open air municipal thePark, will open
atre,- in Garfield
A special meeting of the Producheld
Association
July 3.
Managers'
ing
Mayor Lew Shank ordered the Thursday, June 15, assured the
of that liberty."
the
tre- adoption of a resolution to amend
following
construction,
mendous success attending tho first the by-laws of tho association alKITTY GORDON PLAYS HOSTESS one at Brookside Park, which lowing the appointment of an execuopened three weeks ngo, along the tive head of the P. M. A. 'The atChicago, June 21.
The Rainbow Gardens, tho new idea suggested and carried out by tendance did not constitute a
quorum, as Indicated before the
mayor.
1350,000 summer open, ftir place at the
The municipal Block, composed meeting but the balance of he vote
Park and Lawrence, will have Kitty
alterwill
|>roiessiona*s,
nee«B?fiI7 to accept the resolution
of
Gordon as hostess for a month, entirely
nate between the two park houses was secured by mall, favorable re
Starting July 3.
(Continued on page 7)
The acts now appearing at the when the second opens.
Rainbow Gardens are Ja Da Trio,
Mildred Manley, Lloyd and Lcighton,
RETRENCHING ON COAST SILVERNAIL FILES
Josephine Taylor and Charles Calvert, booked by T. Dwlght Pepple
California Theatres Getting Orchesagency. Ida

Antrim have been bootctd for the
four weeks* period during which
MIes Gordon will officiate.

Locate Town's Principal ftootleggers and Take

Portland, Ore., June 21.
"Abraham Lincoln" and "Mr. Pirn
Passes By," tho Theatre Guild Success, are tho only shows booked at
the Heillg for July. All local stock
houses are dark, as well as the Or-

pheum.

The People's and Star
will close

pictures

Saturday.

WOODS'

WAR

PICTURES

Paris,

June

21.

Al IT. Woods has leased the Pantheon de la QUOITS, which has attracted crowds for tho a past two
years here, and the huge picture of
the war will be taken to Bryant
Park, 42nd street, New York, to be
exhibited for the benellt of disabled
soldiers.

George W. Bo.vles assisted In the
deal The painting will bo. absent
from France for at least five years.
It
is
controlled
by O. Sclmcr
Fougner.

The

Chicago, June 21.
grifter
throuRh
has dug a new one to

carnival

this section

put over on bootleggers that Is making everybody smile when they hear
about it. The new rumble is good
for about $1,000 weekly as a rule,
according to hoar many hootch sellers can be handled after located.
"Squeals" by the leggers are
snickered at by the grlfters, who,
after taking them in a card game,
answer the threat of a squeal by
reciprocating on the liquor dealing
end.
That usually ends all argument.

Another humorous aspect is that
the first bootlegger, after being
tnken, doesn't want to tip to his
friends, leaving the rest wide open
for the carnival bunch.
Nowadays or any way in this territory when a carnival standing
grifters reaches a town Monday

morning "the boys" upon hitting tho
(Continued on page 3)

N^W

RADIO IDEAS

For Ballet Dancing— Illustrated for

Home-Made

8ets

Pittsburgh, Juno 2L
Two new ideas involving the
radiophone were introduced here
during the past week. Radio music
for the first time was used in a
dancing academy, as a feature of a
demonstration of ballet dancing by
Albert Newman of Philadelphia, to
the local dancing society
Tho other stunt is a simplified
course in how to mnke a homemade radio set, introduced by the
Pittsburgh "Press," by moans of
lessons in the paper and an augmented description in pictures bein >: shown in some of tho largest
picture houses.
>
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Friday, June 23, 1922

LONDON

AMERICAN BURLESQUE SHOW

THUNDERING

STILL PESSIMISTIC;

GENERAL CONDITIONS BETTER

ABROAD

HIT'

—

Property in Tidal

London, June 21.
"Chuckles" was a thundering hit
American audience
an
mostly
before
At its first performance Monday
night (June If) at the Oxford. After the final curtain speeches were
made by Jean Bedinl, its producer,

FIRST

Felix

War,

***

CHILDREN'S

SHOWS

Publicity

performance

first

toonist's

Engagement

in

London, June

Bert Levy

is

the artist-cartoonist.

He inaugurated the morning performance for children over here. It
consists of a special program, made
up with a view of instructing as
well as amusing the young. Mr.
Levy was decidedly successful with
it.
While stationary at the New
York Hippodrome for several seathe booking by Albert de Courville, sons, he often gave the children's
and arranged it through M. S. Ben- show around New York.
tham, the New York booking agent,

Cochran, the London
Ch.is. B.
manager and producer who accepted
the booking of this American burlesque show for the Oxford, may
have set an international record
L.rjugh dating the engagement
without personal knowledge of the
attraction. He was advised to make

who was here to see the premiere.
Bentham and Bedini are jointly inwith de Courville In the
proposed
two Columbia

terested
latter's

burlesque wheel productions on your
aide for next season.
"Chuckles" came over with its
principals only. English girls were
furnished for the chorus. It is here
for six weeks and if the opening
enthusiasm continues, an English
company will be recruited to replace
thj originals.
It is already, however, mentioned* where a substitute
for Clark may be found, and if he

GORKY IN FRANCE?
Paris, June 21.
writer, Maxim
is a very sick man and his
friends are anxious for him to take
a cure at one of the resorts in the
South of France. So far the pres-

The great Russian

Gorky,

fnt French Government has refused
o admit the playwright because he
has supported the Soviet idea.

The

local

press

is

now

divided

and some journals contend the invalid should be allowed to spend a
few months in the South of France
is not the mainstay of the show.
for the sake of his health, while
It is the first time an American
other important organs claim he
burlesque attraction has ever apshould be excluded, indorsing the
peared on this side of the water.
French
Government's action.
The venture often has been proposed, but it was the fear of the
American burlesque producer that
the English red nose comic and low

comedy, such as the English variety
fans formerly demanded, would discount the burlesque comedy, and

was considered too great.
Clark appeared here in a natty
dress, much as he played the role
over the Shubert vaudeville time
the risk

last season, and altogether away
from the tramp attire he essayed
when first appearing in "Chuckles"
01. the Columbia wheel.
Jolo.

HOPFE'S PLAYS
Simultaneous London and
Production

New

This week (June 1»), Majestic,
Chicago; next week (Jdne 26), Temple Detroit; July 3, Romona Park,
Grand Rapids; July Hf, golfing/ wtih
Gus Sun. Send all mail to his residence for him that week care of
me; better put it In care of the
cellar.
July 17, Palace, New York.
Tink Humphrey has Just told me of
the wonderful record my ageut, Edwards S. Keller, made at golf. Don't
hold out commission for Calgary,
Eddie, and I'll play a round for you

and make

Paris, June 21.
theatre, which has been
closed for a fortnight, has reopened
under the direction of Maurice
Marechal, editor of a comic paper,
"Canard Enchaine," who has re-

The Eden

the house Theatre des Boule-

vards.

possible for you to get

it

.

It

didn't.

FRANK VAN HOVEN

Two

Ve

New

by William
York during September.
©*one

of his other plays will also

in New York simultaneously.
One,
"The
Faithful
Heart," will be sponsored by Marc
Klaw and Frederick Stanhope; the

be produced

other, "Improper Pater," which was
written ten years ago and produced
by Arthur Bourchier at the Gar-

done in
William Faversham.
rick,

will be

New York

by

Paris. J,un* It,

offering was nicely received.
Among the principals are Milton,
Fzan and Delphin, Mmes. Casslve
Fabris, Jane Pierly, Peggy Vere and
Fabiole.
The piece is skilfully but eco-

the

nomically mounted.

Another Trial for Johnny Black
London. June 21.
Another trial week has been given

Johnny Black,
hearing about

PARIS ALHAMBRA STOPS
Paris,

The Alhambra here
two

months,

The Paris

beginning

June

21.

closes

for

June

29.

theatres have
been doing very fairly, but the approach of the summer season makes
It advisable to shut down tempo-

variety

rarily.

at the Bedford. When
it Black also found
of his

room had been robbed
clothing and passport.
his

Talking About Show at Empire
London, June 21.
Albert dcCourville and J. L. Sachs
are negotiating for a new show at
the Empire, but without tangible
result thus far.

FOSTERS AGENCY,
6EOKGE FOSTKH

Ltd.

II \

K li \

FOSTER

ETC., ETC.

MAY WIRTH
AT THE LONDON
COMMUNICATE TIIROCOII WILLIAM MORRIH AGENCY,

WK PLACED

INC.

MOO IJUOAIiHAV;
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TS AM BUILDING

NEW YORK

This

is

the

first

German

BIBLE PLAY

IN

PARIS
David

film to

J

Show Place Adjoins Marconi

— Radio

Paris,

Offices

Causes Enlargement

London, June 21.
A little while ago it was announced that the Marconi company
had purchased the Gaiety, which is
next door to their offices. This was
immediately denied by the directorate of the company, the Marconi
people saving nothing in further
contradiction.
The other day during a private
luncheon Chevalier Marconi definitely stated that his company had
bought the theatre, only they would
not enter into possession for some
The price paid must be a
time.
huge one but the enlargement of the
Marconi offices is rendered absolutely necessary by the growth of wireless and the growing public interest in radio.

Paris, June 21.
famous cabaret on the
des Italiens, a resort
much visited by tourists, Is being

Fursy's

Boulevard

transformed into a cinema. It will
open In September with the new
entertainment, classed among the
smaller establishments of the kind
with a daily change of program.

"Saul,"

tled

the

work

of

Andrew

Gide.

June

10.

The leading dancing teachers met
here for an annual confab with the
#lite of Holland, Belgium, Greece,
England. France, etc.. M. Lefort
After discussion of inpresiding.
side problems the novelties of the
season were exposed.
It thus appears we are to have
next winter a continuation of the

The

piece traces the principal
events in the life of David as revealed in holy writ. Copeau plays
the role of Saul.

Denis-Shawns Change Plant
Contrary to their original plans,

which wece to play their Coliseum
time and then return to America,
Ruth St. Denis, Ted Shawn and the
Passetto, a sort of Spanish valse Denishawn
dancers, will go on to
with a Quick movement, but the Manchester and
from there to Brisrage will perhaps be the "Ondula- tol. There may
be a possible furdad' (discreetly ondulating), the ther change in 0ieir
Their
plans.
(Dream dance) place at
'•Reverie Boston"
the Coliseum, where they
of modern inspiration; the "Gironfinish this week, will
taken by

be
della," mixture of the hesitation
MassMfc, Sokalova and Leon Waywaits and a tango with a gyral cikowski.
motion* the "Tsidzas." a tango, but
of the popular Greek dance style;
"Gyda" and a "Tangona," with the
inevitable fox trot.
Reported through Paul Tauslg ft
The professors assured the world Son, 104 East 14th street:
that the fashionable steps now in
July 11 (New York to London)
fashion are taught according to the June and Quinelle, Cullen Dunhill
official rhythmus, and the protag(Berengaria).
onists exhibiting the creation of the
July 11 (New York to Hamburg
various masters were pronounced Willie Brook, Julius Newman, Carl
»
satisfactory.
Darto, Gus Spiegelberg (Reliance).
June 24 (New York to London),
Mme. Bertha Kalisch and husband,
Dillingham-Ascot and Paris
Leon Spachner, Edward Laemmle,
London, June 21.
After dividing his European visit E. T. Lowe, Jr. (Olympic).
between Paris and the Ascot race
June 29 (from New York to MexCharles Dillingham sailed
track,
ico City).
Charlotte and entire
June 17 on the Mauretania.

SAILINGS

company

for Ice Ballet at bull ring,
City.
In the company as
principals and
principal skaters,
besides a chorus of skating girls, ars
Paul Kreckow, Stone and Darling*
Dora Wischer, Elsie Dercken, Hilda
Major, Jack Coffey. Russell H.
Jones, Elsa Rakow, Elsa and Erna
Schaefer, Ella Kreckow, Hilda Rosenthal, Betty Ruckert, Helen Carr,
Marcla Mack; executive staff, Dr.
Anselm Goetzl, Erich Posselt, Carl
Granville, Gene Rautenberg (Es-

Mexico

IN

LONDON
12.

Sisters left for the Continent June 12 and will not be back
here until they reopen at the YlcMiM rniitve Jtlly 10.

the middle of their first week at the
Grand opera house.
The theatre
remains closed tor the present.
Th£ Uippo^r&ide, which has until
nflw" kept its flag flying throughout
the horrors of civil war, closed
on June 3 until further notice. The

all

pcranz.V.

June 28 (from London for New
Coliseum
closed York) Irving Berlin (Majestic).
company in "Chuckles of 1922" down some time ago. Only a few
June 24 (New York to London),
opening at the New Oxford he is minor picture houses now remain Sam Bernard (Olympic).
already planning a series of Shakes- open to provide the city's half milJune 24 (from New York), Mr.
pearean productions for that the- lion inhabitants.
and Mrs. I. R. Samuels (Olympic).
atre.
His first will be "Henry V,"
June 21 (from London for New
which will be followed by "CorioLee White and Clay Smith, schedlanus."
Sir Alfred Butt and Ar- uled to tour in a new revue in Sep- York), Milo.
thur Collins are also considering tember, have managed to get their
June 24 (from New York), Tom
Shakespeare for Drury Lane when English
engagement
postponed. Terris (Olympic).
"Decameron Nights' finishes. Coch- They have accepted one in AusJune 21 (New York for Plymouth)
ran (s also thinking of a series of tralia and will sail this month.
Robinson Newbold (Mongolia).
matinee revivals of Restoration
June 17 (from Cherbourg), Mr.
comedies.
This scheme he acHarry Tate, reported to have ar- and Mrs. Charles B. Dillingham
knowledges requires a lot of capirived home after his American and (Mauretania).
tal and the promoters would have
Canadian experh nces penniless, has
June 17 (from New York), Florcns
to be prepared to lose for some
been entertained to a "welcome Zlegfeld, Jr., Margaret Lawrence,
time before success came. What he
wants at the moment is a partner to home" dinner.
Nikolai Sokoioff, Eddie Polo, Harry
share the risk and the succeeding
Edward Laurrilard has made a Meyer (Majestic).*
glory.
June 17 (from New York), Dr.
surprising discovery after years of
Marie Hehuy and Charles Jo- careful study and experiment. The Frank Damrosch (Rotterdam). Gen.
June 17 (from New York),
hanny. known in vaudeville as the discovery is of great importance
(Continued on page 22)
Victor B. Gordon (Caronia).
Johannys, were married here May
Thpy have just returned from
24.
America, after a tour of the Keith
C. B.

well

Cochran believes
With the

ahead.

in

looking

New York Alhambra

After playing dates in
Paris and Barcelona, they will return to America to play the Keith
time again.

Things are bad in Belfast. Shootbombings and the burning and
looting of houses proved too much

Bernard Shaw repertory
company and they closed down in
the

and

AMERICAN PERFORMERS

circuit.

for

CITY

Jewish

End kin- Jacques Copeau
Produces Dramanow contization of Life of

DANCE CONGRESS

ings,

COLINKl'M

"The

commodities.

trols.

MARCONIS HAVE GAIETY

The Trix

Abel_ beval
produced his new
revue at the Marigny June 17 and

as the protagonists, it has been left
to Walter Wanger, the American, to
He is showing a
actually do it.

be
Paris, 'June 21.
shown openly as such in England,
Jacques Copeau presented at the
and the feature itself has not* even Theatre de Vieux
Colombier a few
been shown in America.
days ago a new biblical play enti-

my

my

dancer.

T'.m* triir arS5
Harris In

and showmen have been whispered

super-film,

property, the bank rate is the lowjust now since the war ended
is constantly rising,
but the producers say they will
waft awhile yet, despite the fact
that cool weather Is also prevailing.
Despite the healthy outlook, it is
a fact theatrical business in the
provinces has not improved and is
still bad.
The engineers' strike which was
settled involved 700,000 workmen.
Statistics show decreases in many

est

stand "Love Will Find a Way/' for

London, June

uled /Or fcSJSfcS.

21.

After many months of talk and
conjecture concerning, the showing
of German films as German films,
during which all sorts of theatres

German

of the country
spell prosperity.
is a tidal
wave on for

Heart," at the huge East
ema, "Rivoli," which he

•

MARIGNY REVUE

London, June

condition

seems to
There

in the Palace elevator and not have
VicGave
to hang your head.
mother, 'cause can't
trola to

His first effort is a revue, "La
Revue du Canard Enchaine," 3 acts
by Marechal himself, Victor Snell
and Jules Rivel, played by Moriss,
the draughtsman, Robert Cazaux,
Lucien Dayle, Tramel, Henry Julien.
Mmes. Maguy Varny, Bertha Fusie'r.
York Marguerite Deval, and Lysana, the

London, June 21.
Besides his "Pomp and Circumstance," Monckton lloffe has another, "The Tainted Lady," sched-

*

East End

,

FURSY'S FILM HOUSE

EDEN HAS ITEW REVUE

named

Rivoli,

general

and exchange

1

21.

went

out.

Jewish Heart" at

Feature of American Car-

male principals were liked

the

Walter Wanger Showing "The

Given

Bert Levy is topping the Moss
but the general' opinion seemed to
be that the female principals were Empires bills in each town through
children's
performances
he
the
the only drawback to a splendid
gives. This feature of his engageperformance.
An outstanding hit was accomp- ment has attracted widespread published by Bobby Clark who Is ac- licity.
R. H. Gillespie of Moss' has sugclaimed as the funniest man ever
seen on a London stage. Jack Ed- gested a children's revue with Levy
to
cast it. The latter says he is
Charles
Mac's
wards' dancing and
"drunk" were also wildly applauded. agreeable if securing a postponeLast night (Tuesday) the show mentment of his Keith's American
did even better. Some slow scen«r<§ time in the fall.

from

London, June 21.
theatrical managers preremain pessimistic while the

London

PLAYING IN LONDON

SEND BERT LEVY TO TOP

That seemed
gered the audience.
to sag the last half by comparison.
All the

GERMAN FILM

fer to

Stymour who staged the show Widespread

for over lure, and Bobby Clark, the
principal comedian.
The speed of th.- first part stag-

—

Wave Lowest Bank Rate Since
and Exchange Going Up, With Cool
Weather, but Managers Feel They Must Wait

"Chuckles" Opens at Oxford, London Speeches
After Final Curtain by Producer, Stager and
Principal Comedian Men Liked

—

visiting
maij.

London are

Wc

B

cordially invited to make use of our offices for their
and advise you respecting your songs
and material, whether published by us or not.

shall be pleased to assist

FRANCIS,

DAY & HUNTER

138-140 Charing Cros» Road
LONDON,
Cable: ARPEGGIO LONDON

W. C, ENG.

I

— —

VARYING RECEPTIONS

AMUSEMENT STOCKS SLUGGISH

IN PARIS

FOR AMERICAN ACTS

AFTER BIG MARKET REACTION

Thrown at Marx
Brothers—Al Herman Frightened

Absence of Short Interest in Listed Stocks Disclosed
by Failure to Join Rally No Loew for Two

—

failed

active interest in

to

the

amusement

group

went through one of the quietest
weeks in several years. Loew did
not come out on the ticker for two
days (Saturday and Monday), and
transactions in

Orpheum were

No Forced Sales
the amusements

this

the tremendous comeback
share
of such speculative issues as Mexlean Petroleum, which jumped nearly 50 points in less than a week, or
Studebaker, which crossed 130 after
dropping below 114, there was no
appearance of forced selling or
pressure from the ehort side. Market observers take the view that
there is practically no short interBelievers
est in the amusements.
in the stocks of the group have

booked
salary

|

for

June

and other members of the Odeon,
already closed for the summer.

10.

Irene Castle will dance during the
with William Reardon as

partner, at the Pro Catalan, Bois de
Boulogne, where Clifton Wood will
also be seen.

Irene
Boucher, who
formerly in Boston,
is
Leoncavallo's "Pagliacci"
Gaite here.

The Acacias dancing gardens, inaugurated with Jenny Dolly and
Clifton

Webb

in

seems

Paris,

to

have caught on and bids fair to become an American rendezvous in
the French capital.
It is a small
appeared resort, but ultra chic.
singing
at the

Charles
Dillingham
has
purchased the American rights of the
operetta "Ta Bouche" now running
at the Daunou Theatre, a full report of which was given in these
columns at time of production.

"Le Martyno de St. Scbastien,"
by Gabrielle d'Annunzio, music by
Claude Debussy, is being revived at
the Opera, June 17, as a benefit performance for the monument known
as the Somme Pantheon. The roles
are held by Ida Rubinstein, Suzanne Despres, Henry Krauss and
Desjardins; Andre Caplet, conductor; scenery by Leon Iiakst.

Lole Fuller is giving a series of
Hagenback's menagerie is inthe largest performances with her pupils at the
stalled at
Marseilles, where the
an opening of Theatre
des
Champs Elysees; French colonial exposition is now

at

this season, ex-

Yvette

Guilbert

is

introducing

a

in full swing.

Business

is

declared

number of American girls, includ- to bo excellent.
The Marx improved each show. ing Elizabeth Moffatt, of Denver,
They cut 12 minutes out yesterday in a similar manner at the Theatre
"Le Cochon qui Sommeille.' light
and are constantly Anglicizing, Edouard VII. for a few evenings operetta for warm weather, by Hip
from June 20. Classical movements and Dieudonne, music by Claude
but will produce the old act nevergalore.

theless.

Ben Beyer with his bicycle, also
In view of the success of the
an American playing return dates Russian ballets, Swedish and othover here was the applause hit of ers, it has been decided to create
the Coliseum, bill Monday.
a troupe of dancers for a season
,
Al Herman was palpably fright- of Ballets Francais at the Opera
ened at the Finsbury's first show from July 10 to 28. Philippe GpuMonday, his English debut also. He bert and Gabriel Grovles will diwas very meek and when one of his rect the orchestra, the company
being headed by Mmes. Carlotta
jokes failed to catch a laugh. HerZambelli, Aida Boni, Anna Johnsman said, "The boat sails Wednes- son,
Jeanne Schwartz, Camille Bos,
day."
Later he again remarked: MM. Albert Aveline. Gustave Ri"We'll get better acquainted before caux, Leo Staats and other memthe week is out if I'm still here." bers of the Opera corps de ballet.

T he

only new item of gossip that
came out was tnat the Chase Na
tional Bank was the intermediary
through which the outstanding 8 per
cent. Goldwyn notes were being
taken up. Even Goldwyn ran into
a period of dullness about mid-week,
the Tuesday turnover being only 500
shares, as compared to an average
for the last two months of ten times
that

here

Paris,

cepting Sophie Tucker.

in its

tween 7% and 8V4. indicating that
the deadlock between Samuel Goldwyn and the company was still on

|

over

($1,000)

any American act

previous
course, all transactions being within
the narrow range of half a point be-

not

in

is

week.

Goldwyn continued

at a

did

it

the issue in an indefinite position.
Even Boston transactions lapsed

minimum.
While

is,

apparently taking a rest, perhaps in
the hope that withdrawal of support
will allow the stock to drift to bargain prices.
The market in Orpheum is what is described as
"thin" in any case, and the suspension of what looked like a campaign
for accumulation naturally leaves

part in the violent upturn
which followed the reaction of ten
days ago. While other spectacular
performers in the list were sky-

take

rocketing,

Orpheum

KENDREW

month,

When Opening

London, June 21.
At the Coliseum Monday night
(June 19), where the Marx Brothers
had opened fairly on their English
debut at the matinee, pennies were
thrown to the stage while the turn
progressed. The Coliseum management (Stoll) booked the former act
of the Marx Brothers called "Back
Home" and this may replace their
present and newer act by Friday.
The Marx turn is said to have been

Sessions
The amusement stocks

E. Q.

Pennies

,

totr.1.

The summary of transactions June M to
about completed their accumulation, 21, inclusive, are as follows:—
He remained 15 minutes at the
with the possible exception of OrSTOCK EXCHANGE
matinee and Is reported to have
pheum, and are content to let the
done much better at night before a
Thursday—
Sa!e».HI*h
Low.
Last.
Ch*
quotations take their own course •Fam. PIay.-L.ll,.VK» M)-y 77'*
4
7ty4 -2% big audience for the second show.
I>o. pf
300 03% M
for the present, firm in the belief
J»3
By the second show last night
Loew, Inc
1.000
14% 15
that when the autumn season comes, Orpheum
200 18% 18% 18*4 + % Herman was doing 20 minutes, kidI'oston sold 05 Orpheum at 18%^18%
the improvement in the theatre sitding orchestra and audience, beFriday—
uation will be so apparent that Fam.
sides telling "blue" jokes, to the
Play.-L,.. G..r,00 78% 77% 78% + %
prices on the tape will automaticDo. pf
200 03
02% 92%
huge
delight of the audience.
Loew, Inc
1,700 14% 14% 14%
ally move up.
At the Stratfore Monday, Harry
Orphoum
300 18
18
18
- %
Saturday—
Famous Players has had to meet
Rose
at both performances took six
Fam. Play.-L.. 2.400 78% 7«% 78%
a considerable quantity of liquida- Orpheum
100 18% 18% 18% + % bows, but expressed himself as distion.
The common sold "ex" June
Monday—
satisfied with the orchestral supFam. Play.-L.. 2.100 80% TM 78% + %
15, and on that day ran into a good
Rose says he will insert his
Do. pf
500 03% 93% 93* + % port.
deal of selling, apparently from inTuesday—
own pianist into the turn.
Fam.
Ptay.-L..
4.000
81%
79
8tV%
vestment holders, who were anxious
7hite. Black and Useless (also
Do. pf
100 03% 03% 03% + %
to secure the $2 quarterly dividend Loew. Inc
200 14% 14% 14% + % American) Monday at the Newcross
400 10
18% 19
paid to holders un the transfer Orpheum
+
% scored before a small first house.
Wednesday
books of that date, and then sell out Fam.
Play.-L.. 3.400 80% 78% 79% -1%
Do. pf
300 03
rather than carry on through the
03
- %
03
AMERICANS IN EUROPE
Loew.
Inc
300 14% 14-^ 14% - %
dull summer when the amusement Orpheum
300 19% 19
19
Clayton Sedwick Cooper is visitbusiness encounters its worst difTHE
CURB
ing Oberammergau, and later makes
ficulties and when a short drive
Kales Hich. Low. Last. Chg\
Thursday—
an extended tour, returning to
would stand the best chances of Goldwyn
1.000
8* 8
8*
•
New York in October.
Friday—
success.
Goldwyn
2,500
8
7* 8
Jascha lleifetz, violinist, after a
The June 15 dip must have repSaturday—
concert in London, will tour Cen200
8
8
8
resented liquidation of long account Goldwyn
Monday
tral Europe and return to New York
rather than short selling, otherwise Goldwyn
1.300
8% 8
8* + % early in the fall.
Tuesday—
the swing in the other direction
Goldwyn
BOO
Zabelle Panosian, former soprano
7% 7%
816
would probably have been more
Wednesday—
of Boston Opera company, organ800
8
7% 7%
prompt, as It was in the case of Goldwyn
ized a concert at Salle Playel, Paris,
fitudebaker,

Terrasse, has been revived at
Cigale, Paris, for a short run.

Anieka

Mias

Yan,

the

American

dancer, has made her Paris debut
at the Theatre des Champs Elysees
with the Lole Fuller troupe. She is
the daughter of John Leggctt, of
Detroit.

The

Folios Dramatique, for

many

years a lyrical house, and later devoted to motion pictures, has closed.
It is expected to reopen with legitimate next season.

Goldberg, late of London, who
Rivers & Paston, who are run- controlled the Apollo for a few
ning the Renaissance for a summer months during the past season, is
season, have revived Victor Hugo's negotiating for the Theatre Cau"Les Miserables" with Chambreuil martin for October onward.

l.-S

=1

,

Mexican and

like

Is-

sues which have been the center of
the bears' activities for months. It
was at one time reported about the
board rooms that the outstanding
short
interest
In
Mexican was
larger than the total capitalization
of the property. It was the hasty
settlement of these short contracts
that ran that Issue up so sensationally.
•

i

Bulls Discouraged

Short selling
•tabilizer at the

always acts as a
day of settlement.
the dips the covering movement
re-cstabishos prices, and a squeeze
of the shorts ordinarily results in
brisk upward movements when the

On

long side

strongest. Observers of
the amusements believe that last
week's violent slump came about
through the leakage of information
on where "stop loss orders" were located, and professional operators
went out after levels at which timid
longs would Jettison their holdings.
That result having been accomplished, the small bulls were sold
out and further initiative from that
direction was lacking.
After that
both sides rested, and no aggress ivo
action came from either direction.
However, it seemed plain that once
is

the weak holders
had been forced
out pressure on tho soiling side
ceased.
In tho five sessions up to
last

Tuesday Famous Players had
from its low of 77V6 to

gotten up

°1H. which,

making allowance

for

Jwe difference in tho dividend no
longer carried by the stock, would
represent bet or than
2 ov a little
°vcr 3 from the top of the year.

MV

I

Loew

at

.

14v' a

The situation remained substantially unchanged
in Loew, which got
Jown to a low of 11%. as previously
forecast, but there seemed to he f \v
•©Hers at that price, and the turnover was so small that prices had
jiUll Significance.
frre

Potential buyers

waiting for even lower level*,
holders are firm against taking losses
below 15. WVntover the

w «»le

•

Ex

dividend.

June 14.
Arthur Kraeckmann, baritone,

SLLVERNAIL CHARGES
(Continued from page 1)
played the Belmont, New York, for
about 10 weeks early in the spring.
It was alleged by at least one of
the cast that during that time the
total money allotted her was $27,
although her hotel bill of some $77
was taken care of after she was
threatened with eviction by the

There were
hotel management.
originally ten players who, with a
scenic artist, formed the assembly,
an incorporation, the players agreeing to appear without salary and
to participate in any profits that
might be earned. After the show
closed at the Bayes, where it moved
from the Belmont, it was reported
that the attraction might be sent
on tour next season. Thereupon a
demand was made on the secretary
of the corporation for the stock
certificates, alleged never to have
been issued. Each of the 11 Incorporators had invested $100.
The exact nature of the Silvernail
charges has not been divulged, but
it is reported he complained about
tho disregard of Equity rules in the

is

sojourning in the south of France,
and later joining his mother in
Germany for a tour in Italy and
England.
George Baklanoff, the Chicago
Opera, is singing at the Paris Opera,
Juno 16. Virginia Nash haa taken
a fiat for the summer in Paris.
Morgan Farley is back in Paris

George Mcafter a trip in Italy.
Manus, cartoonist, la now in England.
Ruth Draper waa the guest of the

American Woman's Club in Paris
last week and her monologues were

much applauded.
Ogden T.
In Paris last week:
McClurg, Chicago publisher; Henry
Goddard Leach, editor of "American Scandinavian Review," N. Y.;
Marion Davies, cinema actress, with
her mother and two sisters; Herbert Bayard Swope, of New York
Kaufman, New York
"World'';
"Globe"; Justine Johnstone, prior
to filming in France a play by
Elinor Glyn; Miss Davies, Miss

Johnson and her husband, Waller
Wanger, who has been managing
Covent Garden theatre, London;
Irene Castle and her husband,. Roproducing of "Montmarte." Doane
bert Troman; Otto Kahn, Cornelius
is on Equity's Council.
John
Berlin.
Irving
Yanderbilt.
One of the Violation! is said to
Hazard Short, Madeleine
Rumsey,
bo that none of tho company was
and Marion Fairbanks (Fairbanks
given contracts, although it is suptwins) with mother. Mrs. Jano Fairposed to bo a hard and fast rule
banks; Charles Dillingham; William
that all Equity players must .secure
Hearst. Charles, W. Price,
contracts for any engagement. An- Randolph
Victor If. Hanson of Birmingham.
other alleged violation was tie- disRichard Aldrich,
"News";
Ala.,
missal of several girls m the show
mualC critic of New York "Times."
tho second or th'rd week without
Mabel Normand, American picit was claimed those dianotice,
ture star, arrived in Paris this
charged were extra people and that
week.
therefore no notice wis necessary.
However, tie- company wan supposed t"

i»"

"100

r

]•

'

<

•••'.

DEATHS ABROAD

Equity.''

Hilvernail sailed Baturday (June
Un f'»r Diopp
17) en the ttol
the
i'r wee, to reop< n his repertoire

>.

1

-

on tie- French coast l!t.< company includes Floy Murray. May
Gerald, Nina Herbert. Frank KoMns
and Norman Morrison.

Mmc. Louis Fourel,
ducing manager of
sortium Cinema,

itre

Tho Russian
Opera

(\o

Mogador

Patht,
died in Paris.

Con-

Ballot has quit the

and goes
a week.

Paris
for

wife of pro-

to

the

LONDON COLISEUM
London, June 13.
Coliseum was practically
filled last night, which for a Monday
and considering the time of year or
season is most encouraging. As the
show starts at 7.45 and folks here do
net dine until 7 there were a num-

JUDGE WAITER KELLY

The

ber of late arrivals, including Variety's reviewer, who missed the

two

first

acts,

Agda and Jim and

George Calver.

The

third turn is M'lita Dolores,
woman who offers character
songs, all of the characterizations
pretty much alike. She finishes with
a cartwheel dance. Neat enough for
an early spot

a

little

The
Band

COMPANY

City

Hobnobbing

Atlantic

In

with England's Best

Known

Atlantic City, June 20.
Editor Variety:
*
Just as well drop you a line as
to sink it in the ocean and forget
about it. I'm off fishing this season, having gone cabaret wild.

This
think

is

so

my

town and

well

of

if I didn't
Philadelphia, I

York Havana might buy more of it. The daya
back once more and a here are so so, but I am spending

Savoy-New
Is

PICKS FINE

"riot," the leader, B. L. Ralton,

hav-

make a speech. The band the evenings very pleasantly, alP
woke up the audience. Margaret with dear English friends of mine,
Cooper, England's famous pianolo- Messrs. Halg & Haig, Peter Dawson
ing to

has a peculiar style of her own,
hitting the piano keys before her
vocal notes, probably to insure getting the proper key. She also plays
an introduction to each number before announcing It.
Cecelia Loftus is back in harness
once more, proving herself still
among the foremost of the world's
imitators.
She does two impressions of Alice Delysla that are almost uncanny in their perfection.
She is much stouter than when last
in America.

glst,

and John Dewar.
Weather has been somewhat cool
for sea bathing but the season is
on for internal baths.

still

The cabarets are swimming

along,

very full, and the prices give you
a Mexican stand off. If I survive
I will have the best reason in the
world to send the salary up again
next season that I am spending
what I earned In show business to
promote show business.
There are some very fine Jazz
Frederick Blarney and Foster
Richardson, tenor and baritone, did hounds with broken arches and
a legitimate singing turn. They are nasal balladists In the Atlantic City
from the Royal Opera, Covent Gar- cabarets. If the place sells they
den. The baritone is especially fine. will drive you to it.
A terrific hit was scored by Lydia Willie Cohen Is decorating the
Lopokova, assisted by Leonide Massine, with a supporting pair of danc- Boardwalk with a Sears -Roebuck
Sokolova and Leon black alpaca, model '18.
ers Lydia
Wojcikow8kl. With only a drop,
My golf game Is running away
two legs and a border of black cot- with me; I can't control It any
hung, they got the more and if you see Chick Evans
ton, crudely
house with their artistic terpsicho- tell him to commence to worry.

—

—

rean artistry.

Charles Cochran wants me to
The Anartos (Arthur and Law- play the London Pavilion for him
a crossfire skit, based
for
four weeks commencing July 15,
on a breakaway motor cycle and
rence), with

with a travesty Spanish
dancing number, were on too late to
It is doubtful if they
finishing

get much.
would faro
spot.

much better in an earlier
Pathe Weekly closed.
Jolo.

CRUDE MELLER DOUBTFUL
London, June 21.
The success of "The Way of an
Eagle" at the Adelphl Is in question, though Godfrey Tearle gives
an excellent characterization in it.
The play opened last night. It is
a melodrama, crude all over but of
a gallery appealing type.

MABEL NORMAND POSTPONES
London, Juno 21.
for Mabel
NorMand at' the Hotel Ritz tomorrow (Thursday) to the press and
film industry has been postponed,
with Miss Normand's illness as the

A reception announced

reason.

but it looks as though I am set
here until Sept. 10.
Don't let my creditors know my
local address Is 134 South Maryland avenue.

Send me some dark glasses. The
bathing suit habit has got me.
Walter C. Kelly.

May Wirth

Is

going very strong

tho provinces. During her Liverpool week sho, assisted probably
by the Moss press man, had a runDressed in
in with the loeal police.
a riding habit, sho rode her horse
stops
to
St.
the
Geprge'a
up
leading
Hall, the principal municipal building of the Mersey City; then rode
This before a crowd
it down again.
of over fi.000 people. Tho police of
Liverpool wore appalled at this
ilagrant breaking of .the law and
lost no time in putting a summons
on tho rider. Frank Wirth is leaving for the Continent shortly and
expects to be away about three
weeks, during which time he will
soo most of the shows and circuses
which urn onen.
in

VAUDEVILLE

1

Friday, June
• 23.
23, 1922

SOFT FOR BOOTLEGGERS

UNIT SHOWS PREPARING

FOR LOEWS AND

(Continued from page 1)
attempt to line up the yaps,
but ascertain who the town's chief
bootlegger is and what stock he carFrom this information they
ries.
estimate how much ready cash he
has with him. If the town has several prosperous bootleggers each is
set down as a prospect, and the biggest first gone after.
Early Tuesday the "shlll" goes
after the bootlegger, locates him,
gives him a good -sized order, but
says he hasn't enough money with
him to settle on the spot, but if the
hootch distributor will come out to
the lot with the stuff at one that day
and call at a certain tent he will
have the full amount in cash.
On the minute the "bootlegger"
arrives and finds the shill in a
poker game with several others of
lot don't

"ASS'N."

Believed Experimental on Western Vaudeville Time
Loew's Opening Season with Three or Four
Combination Entertainments Without Chorus

—

Unit vaudeville show

will

play

over the Loew Circuit with the
opening of the new season.
According to report, J. H. Lubin,
the Loew general booking manager,
has commissioned Lew Cantor, the
vaudeville producer, to prepare at
least three unit combinations to
take up the Loew route when the
To
reopened.
circuit
is
entire
what extent Mr. Cantor's commisWhether
sion extends is unknown.
the three units ordered are to be
tested as to drawing power In the
Loew theatres before others will be
accepted has not been reported.
The Loew units as reported arc
to be entirely framed by Cantor,
who will receive a lump salary for
the show. It will carry no chorus
girls, and will have its usual quota
of vaudeville acts from which will
be drawn the players for the revue
portion.

Cantor has been an extensive
producer of vaudeville productions,
mostly girl acts or tabs.
Chicago, June 21.
There will be a couple of unit
shows playing the houses booked
by the W. V. M. A. (Association)
when the season starts. It is said
they arc to be tried out in an experimental way before being further gone into.
The producer will be paid so
much for the production, that must
provide the entire vaudeville bill
for the theatre it plays in.

NO EXTRA— NO BILLING
Johnny Dooley Could

Not

Secure

Salary for Brother Gordon.

GALLAGHER-SHEAN

SONG

IN LITIGATION

Bryan Foy Would Restrict
to Stage Use Only
Pro-

It

—

tests Publication

The legal action which Bryan
Foy has delayed instituting against
Ed. Gallagher and Al Shean over
the

"Mister Gallagher and Mister
Shean " song was finally .started
week in the Scut hern Dis-

kite last

Federal Court, New York. Foy
(suing under his name in private
life, Bryan Fitzgerald) has filed a
bill
of .praecipe through O Brien,
Malevinsky
& Driscoll, setting
forth that in May, 1921, he wrote the
song in question for the team while
they and the Eddie Foy act were
playing on the same bill at Keith's,
trict

Indianapolis.

Foy is suing in the Federal Court
because of diversity of citizenship,
now being considered a resident of
Los Angeles because of his connection with the Fox Film Corporation as scenario writer.
He complains that he gave the team the
stage rights only and advised them
of infringement when informed that

Jack

Mills, Inc..

have the publishing

rights to the song.

pany

is

The Mille comnamed co-defendant. Foy's

grievance is "that the defendants,
Gallagher and Shean, with the assistance of the defendant corporation, have taken to themselves all
credit for writing the aforesaid song
and are falsely representing to the
public that they arc the authors of
the words and music."

He wants an injunction, the arBuffalo, June 21.
gument on which is scheduled for
Johnny Dooley, substituting for this (Friday) morning,
receiver
Eva Tanguay, on the Lafayette of all profits and royaltiesa the
song
Square bill as extra attraction last has earned and an
accounting
week, brought along his brother
(Jordon to play the hostler in the
act.

Johnny hoped

additional
salary for Gordon's appearance, but
the house stood pat on its contract
•price which was said to have been
to

get

$1,850.

The

theatre's advertising carried

Gordon's
name underlined with
Johnny's the first of the week.
When the extra compensation was
not forthcoming, Johnny insisted
Gordon's name should not be featurned.
j

The younger Dooley
the week, but his
from the billing.

played

out

name was dropped

of

the same.

"Mr. Gallagher and

Mr. Shean"
is unique in that it has done the
unusual of elevating a two-man
song act into one of vaudeville's
greatest drawing cards and from
there into the acme of production
aspirations, a feature in a Ziegfeld
"Follies," on the strength of that
one song alone.
Eddie Foy (Fitzgerald), who admits 55 years of service behind the
footlights, has filed a supporting
affidavit that Bryan, his son, is 25
years old, has been for eight years

"the boys."

DAN DOWNING

The

Shubert

"unit"

O'Ncil,

the

two-man comedy

act

from burlesque.
Herman Timberg engaged Katherine Guerrieri (of the San Carlo
Grand Opera Co.) for his production "Joys and Glooms," for the
prima donna role. Miss Guerrieri
will change her name to Catarina
Guerra.

CAR TURNED TURTLE
Morgan and Hinder have cancelled

all

of

their

future vaudethe out-

pending

ville

bookings,

come

of injuries to Muriel

Morgan,

sustained Sunday (June 11) while
from Atlantic City to
Philadelphia.
Miss Morgan was in a car driven
by Sid Friendly.
The car turned
turtle, due to deep ruts, on a detour. Miss
Morgan sustaining a
fractured arm.

motoring

WILL BE HEADLINERS

organization.

laborated for legitimate attractions
<

.

Charles Foy, 24, Bryan s brother,
substantiates this with the statehis brother has really
done nothing distinguishable until
this song, which would have accomplished considerable for the
youthful writer's name and fame if
properly credited with the one-third
authorship due him. He states "the
situation met here is very unusual
and unheard-of in the theatrical
business.
Most theatrical people
are generous, fair and square in
giving their fellow artists, composers and authors credit in advertising for the work that they do."
Arthur F. Driscoll, Foy's counsel,
furnished evidence in the form of
affidavits in the Shubert Theatrical Company suit againpt Gallagher and Shean, wherein the team
admit that Bryan Foy wrote the
song for them and for which they
paid $1,000. which the Shuberts did
not supply.
The Shuberts sought
to enjoin the team from playing for
Keith's, on the ground of being
"unique and extraordinary." Foy
and the act filing affidavits that excepting for the song they could be
easily replaced by anybody.

111.,

from

St. Louis.

—

An

was fUed June

application

fn the

16

New York

Surrogate's Court
and his seven children

by Eddie Foy
requesting the court's construction
of the paragraph in the will of the
late J. Bernard Dyllyn, who died
Dec.

26. 1920.

which reads:

"I give" and bequeath the sum of
$2,000 to be divided among the sur-

my

members

friend,

of

the

family of

Eddie Foy."

In a recent State transfer tax appraisal of the estate left by Dyllyn,

known

in private life as J. Bernard
Condon, the appraiser ruled the $2,000 left to Eddie Foy's family, under
the decedent's will, meant Eddie
Foy, his late wife and their seven
children, which ruling on March 31
was upheld by the Surrogate.
The Dyllyn estate was recently

—

42nd street, New York, accidentally
Al Metcalf has been appointed or- killed by
gas fumes when a hose
chestra leader at the State, Beacon, attached
to a gas stove sprung a
N. Y.
leak. The net estate left by Dyllyn
valued at $25,493.81 was far belqw
expectations.
At the time of W«
death it was estimated his estate
would be in the neighborhood of
$200,000.

Dyllyn was born in Brooklyn,
April 7, 1855, and made his first professional appearance on the stage
with Waren and Lenton's vaudeville
company in 1874 In 1881 -he opened
for Rich and Harris at the Howard,
Boston, and later appeared in seT-

Broadway productions his last
being in "The Royal

eral

appearance
Vagabond.'

DEMPSEY WON'T PLAY
Los Angeles, June 21.
The departure of Jack Dempsey
from here this week brought a statement from Alexander Pantages that
he was going through with his suit
against

the world's heavyweight
champion. No attempt was made to
bring about a compromise between
the manager and the fighter while

was here.
The champion was

the latter

originally *ct
for a seven weeks' tour of the Pan
time, but changed his mind at the
last minute and refused to play the
dates.

»

B00KE2, SAMUELS SAILING

JOE CARROLL ON THE STUMP

litical

Bequest To Foy Family Brings
Matters Into Court
Reputed Wealthy

appraised at $27,861.41 consisting of
cash on hand and in banks, $27,594.41; wearing apparel, $27.; a gold
Drawing Power New
watch and chain, $40. and a dia"monkey"
The stakes when the
begins are nominal. The first hand mond ring, $200.
Group Looked For
given the "monkey" develops to be
Charged against this amount were
the "big mott" or full house. All the expenses
amounting to $2,367.60
A new group of headliners for boys play along, keeping raising and leaving a net figure of $25,493.81.
Keith's vaudeville with new ratings fight the "monkey" to the last
This amount, without a probate
and classification is part of the ditch and then throw their hands contest, under the will, executed
program for next season, according away when they call him. He gets Aug. 23, 1916, was disposed of to
a neat sum through this. One of the exclusion of several cousins, as
to insiders.
The headliners of the past season JJie_,men then suggests raising the follows:
will retain their top of the bill pres- stakes. 'Being a winner, anything is
The Actor's Fund Home, $3,823.46;
tige if they have proven draws, and agreeable to the "monkey" and the New York Lodge No. 1. B. P. O.
when not the new ones will be play becomes no limit.
Elks, $4,323.46; Jesuit Fathers of
After three or four regular hands San Francisco, Cal., $3,323.45; San
shoved* ahead to be in turn eliminated when their drawing power are dealt with no damage the "mon- Francisco Lodge B. P. O. Elks, San
key" again gets a "big mitt," with Francisco, Cal., $4,323.46; Margaret
shows signs of waning.
Special publicity and exploitation one of the boys holding fours. The McGrath of Brooklyn, N. Y., $5,000;
are planned to acquaint the public raising is spirited, the betting the Lawrence Condon, cousin Brooklyn,
with the new heads of the divisions same, with the "monkey" putting N. Y., and George M. Kidd, Seattle,
and to aid the artists. The vaude- up all his cash, and watch in some Wash., and the New York Catholic
instances, as well as jewelry, before
ville officials have been signing acts
Asylum each $500.
wherever possible to long term con- he calls or drops out, and then finds
Eddie Foy and his family, the
tracts in order to insure proper re- that he was beaten before he came children being Bryan, Charles, Edturns to the office after they have in.
die, Jr., Richard, Madeline, Irving
Meantime the shill is anchored
received the special publicity and
with
on the outside of the tent listening and Mary Foy, who reside
been "made" by them.
what is going on inside. When he their father at New Rochelle, N. Y.,
to
Acts that in the past have been
their mother having died on June
topping bills but failed to Justify hears the come on has no more 14, 1918, $2,000.
the prominence at the box office will coin he strolls in, apologizes for
Anna Jelley, cousin, of Brooklyn,
have to make way for the new fa- having kept the man waiting and
N. Y., $200. The Ross Bay Cemevorites that have developed within pays him what he has coming. Of
course, the hootcher wants to get tery of Van Couver, B. C, for the
the past two or three seasons.
even, and the game starts again, un- care of his mother's plot, $500; and
the Mount Calvary Cemetery at
til he walks out of the tent broke,
WRITING THREE UNITS
charging it all up to "profit and Portland, Ore., for the care of the
George E. Stoddard is writing the loss."
plot of his uncles, Bernard and
books and Frederick C. Herendeen
In some towns these men have Charles Dyllyn, and his cousin, Edthe lyrics and scores for three Shu- taken in tow as many as four to six die Dyllyn, $500.
bert unit shows, "Hello, New York" bootleggers, with none of the early
Clayton J. Heermance, together
for Jack Singer, "Echoes of Broad- victims passing the word around with James W. Carrol, friends, were
way" for Tralles & Butler, and town. Once or twice the "monkeys" named as the executors of the es"Rip Van Winkle, Jr." for Davidow have "squawked," but the grifters tate.
& LeMaire.
had the usual ace in the hole that
J. Bernard Dyllyn who had a rep*
The latter's show is listed under they would turn him over to the utation of being one of the wealthithe tit! j of "Troubles of 1922" up local prohibition officer, with the reest actors on the American stage
to now.
The authors have col- sult he laid off.
died in a rooming house on West

a member of the Voy Family act, and are preparing a new show for
their
then two years in the Navy, and Broadway to be produced
more latterly a vaudeville author own.

"Bridges Down" Stops Jumps
Chicago, June* 21.
"Bridges
Down" is the most
Joseph Carroll, of the vaudeville recent heard-of "Act of Providence"
team of Carroll and Dctzel, and which makes it impossible to fill
previously of Carroll and Cooke, vaudeville contracts.
has entered the political arena.
A local agency recently had two
Reports from Pennsylvania state cases of this kind. Acts were unCarroll is stumping various towns able to reach Fond du Lac from
in the state for an independent po- Applcton, Wis., and to Haylorville,

REACHES $25,493 NET

greets the viving

NEWER FAVORITES

producers ment that

became busy again this week, after
a period of stagnation.
I. H.
Herk signed the Watson
Sisters for his unit.
They will be
eo-featured
with
Steppe
and

shill

informs him he will go and
Formerly Downing and Buftnin Sis- get the money from the boss, but
meanwhile he should make himself
ters, wishes it known he has never
comfortable. At the same time he
been a female impersonator.
is introduced to the rest of the boys.
They all stop playing and inquire
the price of the "stuff," also if they
Of course, is the
can get some.
answer of the hootcn seller. Then
After
they start to play again.
watching a hand or two they suggest probably he might like to join.
Having been cordially greeted and
Keith's Will Bill According to informed it is a friendly game the
hootcher sits in.

and songwriter.

UNIT ENGAGEMENTS

The

man and

DYLLYN'S ESTATE

J. B.

JESSIE

NOW PLAYING

B. F.

REED
KEITH CIRCUIT

This Week (June 19), B. F. Keiths 81st Street, New York
Opening on the Orpheum Circuit August 20th at Winnipeg
Direction

ROSE & CURTIS

I. R. Samuels, one of the principal
bookers of the Keith ageney, with
his wife, will sail on the "Olympic"
tomorrow (Saturday) for a vacation
Abroad.
It will
be Mr. Samuels'

European
The Samuels

first

six weeks.

visit.

will

be gone about

—

ILLE

Friday, June 83, 1922

3C=

PRISONERS AT GREAT

MEADOW

CON'S MANEUVER WINS

CONTRADICTORY TESTIMONY

WIVES' ASSOCIATION

GIVE TUN, FOOLS

AND FOOLERS'

Presumably Former Professionals, Request Variety Publish Review of Performance
Public Audience of 1,000

Women

Participants,

was clever. Mention must be made
Com8tock, N. Y., June 19.
of Roy Rogers In a Bert Williams
Editor Variety:
of the characterization,
which
was
I am enclosing a review
a
Meadow
Great
us
at
clever double of the late comedian.
show staged by
Prison, June 16-17. If possible, will Mr. Rogers has talent and he knows
you print it in Its entirety, as sev- it and knows how to put it to the

men who are soon leaving here have requested that I ask
you, in order that they may receive
mention, as they may need the pubSome of those who are leavlicity.
ing say they have good engageeral of the

best

use.

Mr.

Rogers'

associates,

Fall

Binghamton, N.

T.,

Decision
June

,

21.

Dear Chick:
I finally win a coupla ball games
despite the propaganda of the players wives association in the grand
stand. As I wrote you last week
the wives have been knockin and
crabbin and steamla their husbands
up until the club was a mad house.
Last week I wired Billy Jordan
to ship me up a young semi-pro

Cooper and Williams, accredited
themselves In a song and dance who has been winnin ball games
number.
around New York and as soon as

The finale, "Have Mercy, Judge," he arrived
was presented by Mr. Duggan and

I

stuck

him right

In

against Jersey City. This kid has
a world of stuff and wasn't at all
bothered by the fact that he was
pltchln In a Class A minor.
The support he got was marveduring the intermission with the
lous and proved to me that I havebeautiful tone and melody of Sabone of the best clubs in this bush
batino's violin.
The entire show was staged, ar- if they ever stop fightin each other
ranged and supervised in every de- and turn on the other eight ball
teams.
tail by the committee on entertainis
My new pitcher's
ment, composed of Edward F. Hill,
chairman; George Phalen, Victor B. Sweeney and he is one of them
Hedman, Thomas Duggan, George arrow collar types. This and the
fact that he is single Immediately
Guyette and Edward L. Sampson.
put him away with the players
V. B H.
wives association They raved about
him to each other but didn't say a

company, and received a great rements awaiting them.
ception.
Will you please send me several
The orchestra, under the direction
this,
you
print
if
Variety,
copies of
of Joseph Sabbatino, rendered the
ao that I can give the men mennumbers
effectively
and pleased
tioned a clipping, and oblige

Herman,
Assistant Chairman Committee on
Victor B.

Entertainment.

"Fun, Fools and Foolers''
June 16-17 the inmates of Great
Meadow Prison, through the kindness of their warden, Hon. William
Hunt, presented to the outside public a minstrel and vaudeville show
for the purpose of raising funds for
their athletic fund.

A

favored the
estimated
that close to 1,000 persons witnessed
the efforts of the inmates in "Fun,
Fools and Foolers." It was the general opinion of those who attended
the show it was one of the most
Interesting and amusing performances staged in a prison by prison-

name

LIGHTS CIRCUS, $2

great attendance

two performances.

It

is

Slight Change

in

Route—38- Mile

Jump Too Far
The Lights Circus and Wild West
wUI

start its week's touring of
Island,
July
1
at
New
Rochelle, instead of Larchmont as
The show was composed of at first routed. Another change is
ers.
material written by James Madison; the substitution of Oyster Bay
the music was various late hits July 4 for Bay Shore, to obviate
by courtesy of the publishers; the 38-mile jump from Great Neck
ffommy Gray christened the show, to Bay Shore.

and Thomas Duggan

staging it
did a good piece of work.
The show opened with the "Fun,
Fools and Foolers Minstrels." Although this is one of the most
natural kinds of amusement, it had
enough novel and original points to
arouse the interest and applause of
the audience.
The choruses were
Very good, the cross-fire of the interlocutor and the end men clever,
and especially good solos were rendered by Mr. Albanese, who sang
••Dear .Old Mammy"; Mr. Williams,
In his rendering of "I Ain't Got
Enough to Pass Around"; Mr.
Burns was funny in his presentation of "Wlm-min"; but the most
effective number was Peter Gentile
alnging "Dapper Dan," and during
the intermission the song dedicated
to Bert Williams at the time of his
iaeath. Mr. Gentile has an excellent
yolce and knows how to put over
in

a

song.
vaudeville portion opened up
%rlth Shaw and Konig, one of the
t>est teams seen in a place of this
kind, and two artists who belong
In big time vaudeville. Mr. Shaw,
In a female impersonation, can
•hare honors with any one in the
business,
possessing
a pleasing
voice, good figure and fine appearance.
Mr. Shaw's costumes were

The

designed and made by him, and he
deserves great credit for his dual
work. Jack Konig has a strong and
very effective voice. He is familiar
with the footlights, has a punch in
putting over songs, and the audience responded to his sincerity. His
mos#t effective number was the
singing of "You Can Have Every
Light on Broadway," which, in the
second encore, he changed to a

parody of his own.

It

began "You

Can Have Every Light

in

Com-

atock."
J.

V.

BOwer

and was
He is an

next, did cartoons,
one of the decided hits.
artist.
He uses no lines

In his

work, but makes impromptu
cartoons backwards, sideways and
straight in less time than any one
the writer remembers ever having
seen on the outside, with the exception of Bert Levy.
His act was
loudly received and the audience
seemed more than pleased.
Mr.
Bower also acted as scenic artist
and painted all of the scenery and
sets used in the play, which were
commented upon for their 'attractivenegs and quaint beauty.
Three colored inmates of the institution were presented in a clever
sketch, "From Soup to Nuts."
It
seemed like a conglomeration of all
blackface
presented.
acts
ever

There were times when

we could
IVrt Williams, Conroy
Maire, Al Jolson, Eddie
Cantor, etc.; but Just the same It

recognize
«ind

Le

Long

word to their life partners. They
also forgot to repeat what Mrs. so
and so said when you booted that
one, with the result that Sweeney
got off to a win and came right
back two days later against that
flock of Baltimore sluggers and repeated.

Now I am thlnkln of sendln out
a few scouts to line me up a nonmarried pltchln staff. This will
keep peace In that department

SHUBERf -KEITH SUIT

IN

Engages Good Looking SemiPro Unmarried Pitcher-

Reserved

at

July IS— Shubert s
Syracuse
Syracuse, N. 7., June

Syracuse Trial

Want 50 Per

21.

The

Battle of Syracuse, fought between the Shubcrts and the Keith's
interests for a 50-50 split In all of
the Keith theatrical holdings in this
city, with an estimated worth of
over $1,500,000, Is now before Supreme Court Justice Jerome L.
Cheney for a decision. By agreement, the rival legal forces will sub-

mit briefs by July

15.

Meantime,

Justice Cheney reserved decision on
all motions, including one made by
the defense for a dismissal of the
complaint filed by the Shubcrts.
In his motion asking for

a non-

Attorney Maurice Goldman
charged that the oral contract upon
whleh the Shubert interests rely
upon as a basis of cause of action is
void under the statute of frauds, because it attempts to create an intersuit,

est in lands and is not in writing.
In their suit the Shuberts maintained their action was based upon a
contract, partly in writing and

partly oral.

nerve will be shattered forever if
he is derrlcked in that particular
However, If the fans
ball game.
couldn't manage the club from the
side lines the parks would be empty
so It all averages up.
I am expectln Cuthbert and Algy
to report any day now. I got a long

me

letter from them tellln
their vaudeville season will

that

by

Keith,

Lee Shubert and

Shubert, however, declared he believed he was entitled to 50 per cent
Albee replied that he believed Lea

was "unreasonable," and there the
matter was dropped. Two and a
half years later, according to Albee,
after the Syracuse house had been

opened and was gaining in popularity daily, Lee Shubert again raised
the Syracuse question.
Albee swore that he told Lee that
the 25 per cent Interest offer was
open to him. Lee held out for
50 per cent, and the discussion grew

still

warm.
"Lee finally went out In a huff,"
Albee swore, "and I didn't feel much
better myself."

Some time afterwards Lee Shubert again raised the Syracuse issue
in a talk with Albee.
The latter
testifies he told Lee Shubert he did
not care to discuss the matter further, that A. Paul Keith was dead

trial comWednesday and end- and

During the

his holdings divided, and that
ing Friday, the Shuberts failed to the Keith 25 per cent offer was
introduce any written contract or definitely off.
"I'll have to sue you, then," reagreement with the defendants.
Justice Cheney, at the close of the marked Lee Shubert, according to
Albee.
testimony, Intimated the statute of
"Go ahead and sue." was Albee's
frauds and its application to the
case will be the issue in his con- reply.
Mr. Albee, further attacking the
sideration of the evidence and the
testimony of Rubin, swore that he
suit In general.
never
asked Rubin to secure opAttorney Goodman -declared in
arguing his motion that the statute tions on property here in 1909 and
asserted
that he had no recollection
of limitations has run against any
cause of action, even if there was a of Mr. Rubin being in his office,
valid contract at one time between save on one occasion.

mencing

last

anyways and maybe the rest will
He
dig in and win a few games. It's the warring theatrical kings.
that the Shuberts were
The route as at present an- about time they came through for charged
guilty
laches
in
suing
earlier
of
not
nounced is July 1, New Rochelle; the owners of the club have been
on me right along wantln to know and that this laches was fatal to
3. Great Neck;
4, Oyster Bay;
5.
their cause now.
Freeport; 6, Jamaica; 7, Far Rock- why I don't can the whole gang
He renewed his motion to strike
and get a real club. It's hard to
away.
The show will give a noontime explain to a civilian that a club out all testimony of Attorney Willlam
Rubin, of this city, relating to
is
one
games
win
ball
don't
that
parade and two daily performances.
of the best in the league, and they conversations with Edward F. Albee,
Its scale will be $2 top.
would probably figure I was allbyln of Keith's, and others, on the ground
of privileged communication to him
If I blamed the standln of the club
on the women, but it's a fact as an attorney, representing both
JIMMY HUSSEY UNIT
Keith and Shuberts' interests.
nevertheless.
Comedian Signs with Brney GerFinally Mr. Goodman moved to
The guy in the grand stand who
ard to Head "FunmakerV
strike out all testimony of conversaIs pannin the manager and wonderin why he don't take Smith out tion relating to the alleged contract
"Jimmy Hussey Funmakers'' will of the box when he is gettin bumped on the ground the contract is void
be the billing for one of the two don't know that maybe Smith's because it was not in writing and
Shubert vaudeville unit franchises
awarded to Barney Gerard. Hussey
signed with Gerard this week,
through Davldow & Le Maire.
Last season the Hussey unit show
was among the box office leaders
on the Shubert vaudeville time.
The other Gerard unit is to be
called Barney Gerard's "Town Talk"
and will have Johnny Dooley.
James B. Carson has been engaged for the Hussey show.

A. Paul
himself.

—Briefs

Cent, of Keith's,

therefore the testimony

is

w^rthjrwin-

f

less.

Mr. Goodman was the ftcSt Wltness called to the stand for the defense at the final session.
He
denied the conversations in which
he was supposed to have participated,

nently

and which were promi-

featured

In

the

plaintiff's

The Shuberts were represented
here by William Klein, general
counsel; State Senator Elon R.
Brown of Watertown, and Mr. Rubin. The Keith legal staff. In addition
Goodman, Included
to Mr.
Charles E. Cooney of this city, former State Senator J. Henry Walters and Judge Edward McCall of

New

York.

There was no outward evidence
of enmity between E. F. Albee and
Lee Shubert while the trial was on.
The two men were apparently cordial, conversed to some extent and
were evidently agreed that the suit
was to be rushed to as quick a
finish as possible.

Lee Shubert, under examination,
declared the Shirberts^business for
the year grossed over $25,000,000.
Lee turned the jury box In the
court room into an office and Installed a staff of stenographers and
secretaries there, directing his business with one eye and watching the
trial of the suit with the other.
.

end in case.
The suit brought Lee Shubert to
a week or two and that they have
William J. Pangman, Syracuse Syracuse for the first time in 16
a yen to put on the monkey suits realty man, testified the Keith hold- years. He expressed surprise with
and chase the apple again.
ings here in 1909 had a value of the changes Syracuse has underABTIST'S TWO PATENTS
I dont know how my yeggs will $1,300 per front foot.
The present gone in the interval, while Syracusans were equally frank in their
Imperfemale
couple
of
to
take
a
value is $3,500, he stated.
Dr. Herman Fischer, a foreign
comments upon the fact that a chap
vaudeville performer known by the sonators but they'll have to get
John P. Qulgley, former Syracuse who once
operated a shoe string
name of Pescatore, has arrived In used to them. We need a little Are chief and State (Ire marshal,
stock
company in this city was now
to
has
even
if
it
team
this
color
on
this country with a new method of
testified that In 1915 the old Grand
a regular theatrical king.
construction of violins that appears be cerise.
Opera House, where the Shuberts
The suit threw the spotlight on
will revolutionize the art of buildI have one comedian, a fat out- presented
Keith vaudeville here,
ing of string instruments. During fielder, who can hit but is so elow was a fire trap and unsafe for the- the cost of the new Keith theatre
hero
and incidentally disclosed that
lines
the
base
up
clogs
the last week his instruments have that he
atrical purposes.
the
been utilized for solo playing at every time he gets on. I have been
The final witness was Edward F. the Keith press agent is heralding
house as "the million dollar art
several of the larger Broadway pic- usin him for a pinch hitter and he Albee. He denied absolutely he and
had been modest. The
ture houses by the concert masters horned in the other night with a A. Paul Keith had approached the palace"
and they have pronounced the vio- terrible beef about his contract Shuberts on the Syracuse theatre theatre, exclusive of the site, cost
the Keith interests exactly $1,107.lin far superior In tone and volume callln for consecutive work.
question, and disclaimed any knowl210.89. The total cost, building and
to any that they have played.
I told him if he would shave off edge of the 50-50 agreement alleged
Dr. Fischer is now patenting his about 20 pounds I would play him by the Shuberts. He swore that In site, is a million and half.
The Shubert-Keith legal battle,
ideas and will shortly make an ar- regular for he can sting the pill 1909 he had never had such a conrangement with one of the musical and ought to make a good out- versation as the Shuberts had staged here last week, with a 50 per
cent interest In the Keith Syracuse
Instrument building houses for the fielder. The only road work I have claimed.
use of the same on a royalty basis. seen him do since Is a little more
Mr. Albee attacked the testimony holdings as the stake, cost the warHe has also applied for protection haste In entering the dining room. given by Mr. Rubin for the Shuberts ring theatrical interests about $50.on a device that will amplify tele- He can eat more than Ping Bodoy relative to a conference he claimed 000, according to the figures supphonic communication and for an- and couldn't run a hundred yards to have had with Albee in 1910. plied by representatives of both
other which he claims will clarify in less than 20 flat, downhill.
Rubin swore that Albee produced sides. Counsel fees In the suit will
radio broadcasting and receiving.
This league Is loaded up with ex- plans for the Keith house here and eclipse any tried In Syracuse since
big leaguers this year and It's that he, Rubin, had suggested cer- the famous William Barnes-Theodore Roosevelt libel suit in 1916.
BYRNE ORDER TO PAY WIFE funny to watch some of the old tain changes.
Mr. Albee testified that the deacrobat boys. They can still sock the old
F.
Byrne,
John
62,
(Byrne Brothers), has been ordered lemon but they're awful wobbly on tailed plans for the Syracuse Keith
MURPHYS PAJLT
to pay his wife, Mrs. Helene Byrne, their pins. One of them fell down house were not in existence in 1910.
The final decree annulling the
representing payments due between first and second the other He said that the earliest plans were
$550,
of
Samuel L -traunik
for separate maintenance of $50 day pullin a double steal a*nd It prepared in 1914, and the final draft marriage
(Senator Francis Murphy, vaudeweekly under a 1914 agreement. took four ball players to get the was not ready until 1916.
again.
But
on
his
feet
wreck
back
Prior
to
Albee
1917,
swore,
the
Municipal
ville)
sued
in
he
had
from
Kitty
Letraunik was
Mrs. Byrne
Court, the Appellate Division this the next innin he hit one over the had some conversation with Lee signed by Justice Oohalan last wee«,
still
is
field
fence
that
right
Shubert.
Albee declared he told who also dismissed finally Mrs. Letweek deciding against Byrne.
Shubert the Keith interests had raunlk's appeal.
His d'fense was that because of travellin.
you pea any single pitchers spent some $70,000 on the new SyraMurphy sued on charges of misIf
his income is only $35
old
n ;e
weakly, his wife countering he has around the semi-pro lots who might cuse project. He suggested that If representation, after first being
in
estate. make the gr.ule, shoot 'em along. Shubert desired to come in, the surd fur separation on grounds of
real
$100,000 invested
Byrne replied very little of the The handsomer, the better. Your Syracuse holdings be split four daaertlon. The couple had been
ways, between Benjamin P. Keith, married seven years.
Con.
pal,
property is left.
.

VAUDEVILLE

PLENTY OF FOREIGN ACTS

ACKERMAN & HARRIS HOUSES

NOW BOOKED FROM
Keen Competition Among Coast Bookers

—

—A.

arranging

its

&

Much

German Acts

The

present are being tilled from San
Francisco. They are all to be split

Portland, Ore., June 21.
result noticeable from

the return of Western

houses to Aekerman
trol is

&

Loew

circuit

weeks with the exception of San of the Portland Hippodrome of W.
W. Ely, veteran manager, who reFrancisco and Los Angeles.
condiLos Angeles Aekerman & signed recently because of
In
tions imposed by the Loew western
Harris are booking vaudeville In officers.
the Auditorium in conjunction with
Ely was asked by the San Franthe Will King Show. There is talk cisco Loew office to discharge his
entire orchestra because of comthe firm is planning to build their
plaints said to have been made by
own theatre in that city.
Eva Tanguay that the musicians
The return of their former houses were intoxicated while she played
by Aekerman & Harris and the the local house. Ely contended that
five bf his seven men were teetotalbooking from their San Francisco
ers and refused to dismiss them, reoffices is increasing the competisigning when he sent word of his
tion among Pacific Coast bookers refusal.
The resignation was accepted and
In the demand for acts.
The comMorris, manager of the Hip
petition between A. & H., Bert E. A.
at San Francisco, was sent to take
Levey and Meikeljohn & Dunn is charge here.
particularly keen.
Ely started upon a motor tour
There is also evidence of much through California. He will again
bidding among these agents to ac- take charge here June 24, relieving
quire houses in the small towns. Morris to return to the Frisco house.
Even Pantages and the Junior Or- Ely is very popular here and had
pheum are reported to bt trying to made the local house the same. He
secure the booking privileges of the visited here a few weeks before Ely
quit.
Sam Meyer, assistant manout-of-town vaudeville houses.
ager who has remained throughout
the strife, will continue in that

WARWICK CLOSING
Loew House

in

Loews Warwick,
York

in

Metropolis to

the East

summer Sunday (July 2).
The closing of the Warwick
on record for a local

is

the

Loew

vaudeville house, all of which have
heretofore adhered to an all-year
policy.

The

company consists of five
with the members appearing

acts,
in an afterpiece.

Eight weeks have
been arranged ahead to date, the
company starting out next week.

Cohen & Dusey
and Charles Moran

SHAPIRO, AGENT

Chicago, June 21.
Henry Shapiro, who has been
working on the books of the Western Vaudeville Managers' Association for the past 10 years, has relinquished his position to enter the
ranks of the agents. He has associated himself with the Max Halperin agency, booking acts over the
W. V. M. A., Orpheum and B. Y.
The
Keith
vaudeville
circuits.
agency is to be known in the future
as tho Halperin-Shapiro agency.
Shapiro left here this week for
New York to look over acts.

ANOTHER
SHERWOODS' INDEF. RUN

IN ATLANTIC CITY

The Keith people

not place
vaudeville in the Apollo, Atlantic
Eos Angeles, June 21.
as
City,
previous
reported,
but are
Sol Lesser and Abe Gore of the
West Coast Theatres company are angling for another house. Sablosky
bringing tho Singing Sherwoods & McGuirk are dickering for the
to the Kinema theatre for an in- Woods (formerly Savoy), which is
definite engagement commencing in to play Keith vaudeville, according
The Sherwoods have just to information.
July.
The Garden Pier, formerly a Keith
completed a 20 weeks' season at
Locw's State in Cleveland. The stand, is preparing to open under
entire troupe will motor to the local management with independent
coast In eight automobiles adver- vaudeville booked by Fally Markus.
tising the run for t'ie Kinema and The Globe, previously mentioned as
Jackie Coogan pictures, which are a possibility for Keith vaudeville, is
controlled by Dosser. G. II. Dum- not mentioned in the latest arrange
ments.
mond heads the Sherwoods.
I

ROSE COHAN HIT BY TRUCK
Chicago, June 21.
Rose Cohan, private secretary to
Tink Humphries, head of the B. F.
Keith vaudeville oifices here for the
past 10 years,

was

will

HOUSES CLOSING

Houses that closed for the sumwhen an automobile truck ran mer last week
included the follow"amuck" late Saturday afternoon, ing booked through the Keith Ex-

veered into a crowd of shoppers at change: Atlanta. Ala.; Baton Rouge,
Dearborn and (Mark streets and Miss.; Birmingham, Ala.; Hippodrome, Cleveland; Mobile, Ala.; New
knocked her down.
A policeman called an ambulance Orleans, La.
Columbia, Detroit (Sun), Tune 17.
and she was removed to the Post

Graduate hospital, where it is said
her skull was fractured. She is also
suffering from internal injuries.

but appears to have been
given scant attention by the vaudeville organizations concerns an act
canceled without cause at the Lafayette Square, Buffalo, N. Y., which
plays vaudeville (booked by Gus

Sun) and pictures.

The

cancella-

tion occurred before the first performance of the week, and the details, according to the complaint,
are:
March 29 the Lafayette Square
contracted for Harry Watkins, an

through the

eccentric talking act,

Sun agency. Watkins was supposed
to play here the week of June 5,
and arrived in Buffalo with his wife

Loew
Hilton, Can., June 17.
The Flatbush, Brooklyn, will close
i

Sunday.

to

the

Walton

SELLING OLD ONES
Proctor Circuit Disposes of Three
Rest Modern

—

The Proctor circuit is eliminating
its weak theatres, as evidenced by
the selling of three New York State
Leland,
houses, Griswold, Troy;
Albany, and Proctor's, Portchester.
The houses disposed of were old
buildings and have proven unprofitThe
able stands in recent years.
balance of the circuit is composed
.

modern

of

and baby.

K.-O.

The name

of

the

act

was

in-

cluded in the billing of the theatre.
Reporting for rehearsal Monday
morning (June 5), he was informed
ho would not be used, as the bill
was running too long, occasioned
by the appearance in person of
Betty Blythe.
Watkins endeavored to obtain
some statement from the management, but was referred from one
Watkins' conofficial to another.
tract is "play or pay," and, with no
adjustment, Watkins sued the theThe
atre for the week's salary.

management

seems

deliberately
trying to delay trial of the issue
and, it is said, has admitted to Watkins he could never recover in a
legal suit, as he could not afford to
return to Buffalo for the trial of
the action. ^He was in Geneva,
N. Y. (Tempi*?), the last half of last

week.
The theatre is attempting
J
to delay the matter in every way

Watkins

further away.
reported, is in no
position to stand much of a financial expense In the matter, and it is
on this that the defendants are also
until

Watkins,

relying,

it

is

Is

according

to

report.

It

seems to be a matter of a big theatre trying to take advantage of a
small act.

EDGAR DUDLEYS DIVORCING
Agent

Served

by

Publication
"Temperament" Figures

—

Divorce
proceedings
between
Eleanor Griffith and Edgar Dudley,
reported separated some weeks ago,
were begun in Washington, D. C,
last week.
Miss Griffith's home is
in .the capital, where she filed the
complaint alleging incompatibility
of temperament. Service on Dudley,
who is a booking agent, affiliated
The Apollo, a Nixon-Nirdlinger with Davidow and LeMaire, was
house, was named as a possibility
made
by publication.
for the Keith bills after the Keith
Miss Griffith recently closed with
people had failed to renew their
"The Last Waltz." She appeared in
lease of the Garden Pier.
"The Poor Little Ritz Girl," and
also
in
the Ziegfeld
"Midnight

seriously injured

day, in addition
Roof's show.
Fred G. Nixon

New York

I

ment.

several members of the National
by
headed
Artists,
Vaudeville
Tommy Gordon, have formed a traveling vaudeville troupe, which will
play the upper New York state
houses on a percentage basis. The
book independently,
will
troupe
wildeatting in picture houses or any
opera house that will offer inducements.

which has been booking from week
to week, to linger a while longer.
The Nixon, on 52nd street, is
slated to close in two weeks, leaving only Keith's and the Globe
open, a two-a-day and a three-a-

Nirdlinger, who
Complaint Against Lafayette last week acquired the Ambassador,
Baltimore avenue and 56th street,
Square, Buffalo— Seeks to
from the Felt Brothers, will keep
that film house open, but will close,
Evade Responsibility
in addition to the Nixon, vaudeville,
all his other picture houses except
Locust, Belmont and Imperial.
A complaint that has reached the
The Rivoli is already dark.

V. M. A. Notifies

HENRY
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AGAINST SMALL ACT

Chicago, June 21.
The headsman's axe of the W. V.
M. A. fell upon two agents who formerly did business on the Association floor. This is in keeping with
the announced plans which are being
put into operation as soon as prac-

WILD CATTING UP-STATE

.

ADVANTAGE ATTEMPTED

The Emery, Providence, a Loewbooked house, is scheduled to close tical.
Cohen & Dusey and Charles Moran
the week of June 26. The closing
of the Emery will about wind up are the ones notified to discontinue
agenting
on the floor. It is more of
the Loew New England time for
the summer, leaving nothing biit a a forerunner of what may be anticipated along these lines of retrenchhalf week in Boston.

Emulating the lay-offs of the
Lambs and other theatrical clubs,

H

TAL.K No.

TWO AGENTS OUT

New W.

MOORE

and

I«. Marlnelll for
to
offering us European tour.

Many Thanks

section of Brooklyn, closes for

the

first

MARTIN

capacity.

Stop

-PHILIP

BETTY-

Harris con-

the return to the managership

Philadelphia, June 21.
vaudeville lineup for the
summer is cut about to its lowest
Despite the cool spell the
limit.
Nixon Grand closed Saturday. Decision had been reached a week ago,
the better weather breaker
else
might have persuaded the house,

The

"DEMAND THE ORIGINAL"

structures.

GOLF MATCH PLAY

The first match play of the KeithOrpheum golf tournament occurred
Wednesday, June 14, on the links of
the Mount Vernon (N. Y) Country
club.
Maurice Goodman and Dan
Hennessy postponed their match
week, both being out of

this

until

town.
Elliott lost to Harry Mosely
after playing 22 holes. Four extra
holes were necessary to break the

Jack

which occurred at the eighteenth.
The losers will play a series of con-

tie

solation matches, with the winners
being re-paired and eliminating
each other.
The semi-finals were scheduled
yesterday (Thursday).

The

scores follow:
First Sixteen

Upper Bracket. — Lauder defeated
Watkins,

3

Thompson,
Vincent,

1

1

up; Stewart defeated
up; Mosely defeated
Elliott
up;
defeated

The foreign agents or those that
handle foreign vaudeville material
and some, like Wirth-Blumcnfeld,
that handle both native and foreign
turns, promise plenty of foreign
acts between now and next January
and out of doors.
A. E. E. Johnson, of Wirth-Blumenfeld, has been and is at present
traveling with J. J. Shubert abroad.
His firm reports Johnson has thus

for this country, in

far secured

about 15 foreign acts
that will be seen in Shubert vaudeville or productions next season.
Frank Wirth, of the same firm,

now

in England, is reported to have
placed several turns from the other

side to appear in outdoor amusements over here in the fall, besides
a number that will be seen on the

independent vaudeville circuits.
H. B. Marinelli says his agency
has booked between 25 and 30 foreign acts which will play the big
time vaudeville circuits as the season opens and progresses.
Marinelli, like the other agents, declines
to divulge the names through some
trade feeling it may Jeopardize the
bookings going through smoothly.
With the return last week of Fred
De Bondy, the Marinelli staff attache in New York, Mr. Marinelli
declared he would postpone opening
foreign branches, such as he maintained before tho war, as the pres«
ent time is not propitious, he stated*
to attempt to re-establish the former worldwide Marinelli system.
Louis Spielman, shortly home
from Europe, says he has placed
about 12 foreign turns, divided between parks, fairs and vaudeville.
Mr. Spielman probably gave the cue
as to reticence by the foreign agents
in divulging names when he stated
he would give the names of the acts
he has engaged as soon as they
leave the other side.
Production acts from across have
been secured by Maxim P. Lowe for
Charles B. Dillingham's productions.
They are said to number five or
more, and may be intended for the
New York Hippodrome or any of
the Dillingham shows, including
the new one planned for Fred Stone.
Henry Rigoletto (Rigoletto Bros*
vaudeville act) has been in Berlin^
where he advertised in "Das Pro*
gram" he is authorized by Alexander Pantages to book for that

American

circuit.

Charles Sasse, the circus agent,
has already secured for next season about 20 foreign turns, all of
which are said to be new to this
side, and which will mainly be distributed
between the Ringling3*
(B.-B.) and other circuses.
Rixhard Pitrot claims to have
secured foreign acts for the Pantages circuit, also for the Sequin
circuit of South America. Mr. Pit-

Schanberger, 2 up.
Lower Bracket. Plunkett defeated
Quaid defeated
5
up;
Brown, 2 up; McKowan defeated rot will sail in July to me t the
Jordon, 1 up; W. Vincent defeated South American manager in Paris.
Casey, 5 up.
About tho single name of a forSecond Sixteen
eign act becoming known this week
Upper Bracket. Albee won from was said to be the Two Lytons, repOakford by default; Bierbauer de- resented by Mrs. Avolos over here
feated Mack, 1 up, Lothrop defeated and booked for the Orpheum circuit.
O'Brien, 2 up; Goodman-Hennessey
There is a report the International
match still to be played.
Artsten Loge of Germany has guarLower Bracket. Kemp defeated anteed the passage of four acts conWalters, 2 up; McNally defeated taining 10 people from Germany to
Colder, 1 up; Dempsey defeated the United States, to play the big
Van Buren, 6 up; Garyn defeated time over here.

—

Donnell,

—

—

Keller, 4 up.

OLD TIMERS' ACT SUIT
Milton Uocky anft rroward J.
Gre^n, producers of "The Come
Backs" and the "Stars of Yesterday," vaudeville acts made up of
old-time variety performers, have
been named defendants in a Ninth
District Municipal Court suit by
Edward LeRoy Rico for $410 for
services rendered in casting the
acts.
Rice alleges he was to draw

$25 weekly for "The Como Backs"
for the other act, but says
ho was not paid for the former and
received only $15 a week for the
Milne Replacing Fisher
"Stars of Yesterday" services.
Edward Fisher, at present handlHocky & Green have retained Aring the books of the Pantages Cir- thur F. Driscoll (O'Brien, Malevincuit in the New York office, is pre- sky & Driscoll), generally denying
paring to return to the coast for the all allegations, stating Rice went
summer.
over to a rival management to proEddie Milne, now in the west, will duce a similar type of act for Dave
take over the local Pantages office Marion, called "Veterans of Vaduring Fisher's absence.
riety."

Frolic."

in Berlin for

for Pantages

But Two Vaudeville Houses Open
in Real Summer Months

first

— Engaged

Due by January

—Advertising

PHILIPS LOWEST

to Hip, Portland,
Ore.

booking

All

for In and Outdoors

Manager Returns

schedules, and all of the houses at

First

Names Withheld, but

H.

ELY BACK

21.

With the taking back of the
Western theatres from Loew by
Aekerman & Harris, that firm is
Completely

AGENTS

FRISCO

May Build in Los Angeles Evidence of
Bidding for Houses in Small Towns
San Francisco, June

Friday, June 23, 198&

and $20

FANNIE BRICE, INDEFINITE
Brice's four weeks' enat the Palace, New York,
may be extended to a longer run,
probably all summer, if Miss Frice
continues to draw as she has

Fannie
gagement

started.

This week the Palace for the first
time since the house opened distributed tack cards advertising the
Brico engagement.
With many of
the neighborhood houses dark the
Palace bookers feel that the Price
engagement can be made to dratf
from all sections of Greater NeW
York.

Conference Over Dayton House
Dayton, O., June 21.
William Keyes. local real estate
man, left hero for New York City
for a conference with Keith vaudeville

officials that

local

Keith house.

may

involve the

Friday,

June

BURLESQUE

1922

23,

GOOD COMICS SCARCE,

WEEKS-NO

38

LAY-OFFS

SAY BURLESQUE MEN
"Hold Out" Class Has SomeOthers in Vaudeville

COLUMBIA'S SOLID ROUTE

and Tabs

—

Next Season Record for Circuit Three Houses in
Chicago, Star and Garter Out Minneapolis
'

—

Added
way

due

ar.d

for

consummation this week that will
give the Columbia Amusement Co.
shows a solid route of 38 weeks
with no lay-offs next season, for
the first time in the history of the
One of the mjst imorganization.
portant changes in the realignment
of the Columbia's routing r* shows
is due to cceur in Chicago, where
the Columbia Co. has played the
Star and Garter ard Columbia for
several years passt.
The new plan for Chicago, as

Columbia to
play three instead of two houses
calls for the

set,

in that city

next season.

Negotia-

now on between the Copeople and the manage-

tions are

lumbia

ments of several Chicago houses,
hitherto not playing wheel burlesque, that will bring at least two
to the Columbia route sheets.
It is practically settle! the Star
and Garter, owned by the Hyde &

Behman

interests,

and

controlled

by the Columbia under a leasing
arrangement, will not play Columbia or any other type of burlesque
next season. The Star and Garter,
according to the Columbia's plan,
will be sub-leased to outside interests and will play vaudeville.
The Star and Garter has long
been considered by burlesque people as too close to the Columbia.
Chicago. The house wi" probably
be replaced by the Empress, hitherto playing Pantages-booked vau-

Th^ Empress

deville.

is

located

from the Columbia.
Another house the Columbia

ACCORDING TO SHOW
Former

is

indications
for and
negotiating
point to its securing ic; the Imperial, located in the neighborhood
Whether
of the packing houses.
the Columbia gets the Empress and
Imperial, it will still have three
The
Chicago houses next season.

—

Imperial played stock burlesque
last season .and before that combinations of various kinds.

There will be no one-nighters on
the Columbia route the major portion of the route as usual being
made up of week stands, with
probably five or six houses in the
•mailer cities playing split weeks.
In addition to the extra week in
Chicago, the Columbia will play
Minneapolis next season, the house
>aore than likely being the Gaiety.

The Columbia,

is understood,
it
play the Gayety. Louisville,
next season. The Columbia has not
played the town for several years.
The Gayety, Louisville, was for•lerly one of the American wheel

Will

stands.

System

Same Type

Abolished-

of Attractions

There

be

The Columbia wheel show known
as "World of Frolic" last season will
be called Dan Coleman and his
"American Girls" next season. Dave

The show was run by Ed

Max Cohen,

Sulliof the Favorite

opposed the

among them

A. L.

ber of which are playing the smaller
and
vaudeville
houses
throughout the minor cities.
Past

vaudeville tabs organized, but the
current summer has produced live
times the number of former years.
While most of these surrlmer snaps
were organized on a turkey basis,
with the sole idea of tilling in a
In "Hard Boiled
few weeks for th«? lay-off season,
indications point to many of tho
June 19 Orpheum, Brooklyn
June 26 Riverside, New York.
picture houses playing these little
July 3 Keith's, Boston
"turks" liking the idea and planning
July 10 Bushwick. Brooklyn
to continue with them during the
July 17 Keith's 81st St.. New York

HARRY HOLMAN

Hampton"

winter.
Still

will operate the

show

in as-

with Campbell & Drew.
For the first time in 15 years or
more a Columbia show will have two
exponents of the "Tad" character
working opposite each other, Charles
McCarthy having been engaged to
appear with Coleman. The latter
will be starred.
Irish character teams were very
popular In burlesque up to a score
of years ago, but the idea was overworked through duplication, and the
last few years found the demand for
any sort of "Tad" types reduced to
a minimum. The double "Tad" arsociation

rangement

for

the

show

Marion

shapes as a novelty for the present
generation. The show will be scenically outfitted with stuff from last
season's 7iegfeld's "Follies." Marion
having purchased the production.

"FOLLIES" HOLD OVER

and results in the past
where managerial affairs were con-

his activity
It

was Thomas who was

called in at the last minute to adjust the actors' strike of 1919. The
meeting that resulted in the strike
settlement was held at the St. Regis
hotel.
Interested parties afterward
stated that but for Thomas the
strike might have continued.
In
fact one of the labor leaders present
grew angry at the chatter of the
various attorneys attending for the
managers and made it clear that

Thomas was the only individual
who was welcome to address the
committees.
Mr. Thomas having the qualifications of being on intimate terms
s/ith showdom without being financially concerned with it, he is regarded as being the ideal candidate
for leadership of the managerial
producers.
His brilliance as an
orator has in the past brought him
into wide notice in national campaigns including at least one presi-

campaign.
That
would be equally valuable

dential

or imaginary shortage is the number of vaudeville acts organized and
taking an annual dip in the smalltimers around New York.
Usually
heretofore these acts composed of
burlesque people have been put for
the summer only. This season several of the turns have attracted attention, and with their success in
the vaudeville field, offers to remain there have been received.
Naturally enough the burlesqun
feel they are entitled to Join the
"holdout" class, with a vaudeville
route in prospect, although it is admitted the continuous season of
burlesque is to be importantly considered.
Owing to these conditions
the
current summer has
more
"holdouts" than in several seasons
in burlesque.

Boston, June

21.

men

In

its

ads

line to the ef-

"Joseph" at the People's theatre,
New York. He was one of the
founders of the Jewish Theatrical

NO. 2

Alliance.

"Colorado."

WHEEL

—

Reported Reasonably Certain Fifteen Weeks Next Season

HOOPER TOLER

Meetings and conferences by burlesque men interested in the proposed minor burlesque wheel that
would play a show comparative to
the American circuit attractions,
family who managed the Auditorium continued this week. Nothing defithere for several years. A widow, nite has been arrived at yet, but
known professionally as Wesley that there will be some sort of No. 2
Claire, survives. The deceased was wheel next season seems assured.
The plan under consideration calls
31 years old.

Hooper Toler, a nephew of Sidney
Toler, who appeared in pictures
died June 2 in Los Angeles following
Burial was in
a heart attack.
Wichita, Kan., the home of the Toler

for

a 15-week

circuit,

with

each

show repeating during the season,
the shows playing at 75 cents top.
W. The Manheim houses in Ohio, in-

DOROTHY MARKS

Marks (Mrs. Geo.
June 17 at her home in cluding the Priscilla, Cleveland, are
Middletown, N. Y.
The deceased said to form an Important part of
Dorothy

Scott) died

the No. 2 wheel plan.
The Krauses, controlling the
Olympic, New York, are also inteiested.
A tentative arrangement
that would do away with the necessity of carrying travelling sta«e
crews and accordingly lessen the
expense of operation calls for the
shows to carry aniline dyed drape
stuff for scenery, that can be folde-l
for trunks. Instead of the batten
stuff carried by the larger burlesque
shows.
The houses, if the latter
plan is adopted, would each maintain five or six sets of scenery that
would bo interchanged every five or
six weeks, shipped from one house
to tho other, the local stage crews
setting it when it arrived.

in the legitimate be-

WILLIAM

among

Barney Gerard's "Follies" will reThomas was reported as wealthy
main at least another week at the
when he retired as a playwright
business last week
Its
Gayety.
some years ago. Perhaps his most
reached $7,700 and it looks as notable contribution and biggest
though the show will do $9,000 this success was "The Witching Hour,"
week. The heat week it did $4.';00. other colorful dramas to his credit
"Arizona,"
"Mizzoura,"
being in
"The Follies" has been receiving "Alabama." "As a Man Thinks" and
considerable publicity.

Lazar Luckerman. 70. a celebrity
of the Jewish stage, died at the
home of his son, Max Zuckerman,
576 East 137th street, New York,
June 17. He made his first appearance in this country 21 years ago in

Thomas had appeared

the leaders of the
world. That the post
would be attractive to him is exas

pected.

Gerard has placed a

?

in

theatrical

that

is

ics.
The legit has also captured
three or four burlesque principals
for next season.
Another factor counted in the real

shap- fore entering vaudeville with her
ing matters within the P. M. A. as husband (Scott and Marks) where
well as acting as a lobbyist either they played for several years. Miss
at Washington or Albany is un- Marks had been leading woman in
doubted by leading managers, for stock at Mont.
his standing is as high among public

another explanation

the Shubert vaudeville unit shows
have taken some of the wheel com-

LAZAR ZUCKERMAN

atre to qualify.

The candidacy of Thomas is the
more favorably regarded because of

.

seasons have seen a few of these

about the activities of the the-

cerned.

for

plcjuro

TWO

Dan Coleman Will Have Charles
McCarthy with Him

a
next

report

One reason advanced is tho
number of wheel comies who
have joined out with tabs, a num-

OBITUARY

Show Remains Another
Woek at Boston's Gayety

van and

n. embers

resolution,

at last
favor of adoption.

Gerard's

'

most powerful

and C. B.
was present
week's meeting and voted in

Company Strands and Resumes
Cleveland, June 21.
The stock burlesque company
playing the Star stranded here last
Week.
Girls flocked
around the
theatre waiting for some one to
turn up to hand them their last
Week's pay.
The trouble started
when the building owners got an
order Friday from Judge Manuel
Levine to foreclose on the lease.

i

little

managers
good comics

season.

drawing for
Thus far three names have been
openings on the Columbia wheel for
suggested for the managerial execu- And then?
next season, as the custom in the tive post, Bernard Baruch, SecreDir.: TH03 J. FITZPATRICK
past has been. Instead of the for- tary of Labor Davis and Augustus
mer method of opening and rout- Thomas. The names were individual suggestions.
It
is
undering the shows, the different attracstood the meeting at which the
tions will be routed so as to avoid executive will be named, will be
OSCAR HODGE
conflict.
No two shows with the well attended since all members
Oscar Hodge, aged 45, died at
same type of comedian or style of have the right to propose candidates.
Sterns sanitarium. New York, June
show will follow each other, acThat Mr. Thomas is regarded as 18, following an operation for apcording to next season's plans.
16.
June
performed
most favorable candidate tenta- pendicitis,
The system of all of the shows the
a company manager,
tively proposed, appears to be the Hodge, as
pooling their railroad fares to openconsensus of opinion. The resolu- handled the affairs of Lew Docking and from cosing stands will
stader, confining his field mostly to
tion stipulates the man to be chosen
also become effective on the ColumHe was manager of
must be interested in theatrical af- minstrelsy.
bia wheel next sea.on.
fairs.
That eliminates Baruch and the Neil O'Brien Minstrels for a
years
and owned 50 per
number
of
Davis automatically.
The former
He is rehimself stated, when proposed he cent of the attraction.
TADS
consider the post, that he knew too puted to have been wealthy.
will

of

large

Krlanger, * ee Shubert
Dillingham.
Erlanger

no

scarcity

-

Opposition to "one man control"
of the P. M. A. was in some measure
mollified by the changing of the
resolution at a prior special meeting at which time no quorum was
present. The change provides that
the new xec utive is to be under the
direction of a board of governors,
al.-o to be appoir'~d by the association.
It is said that some of the
first

Separated

Marion

eight miles

—

COLUMBIA'S ROUTING

BurlcSQUS

(Continued fro mpage 1)
being reported to have been
received early this week. Necessary
to adopt was a favorable vote by 25
plies

members.

plans are under

now

THOMAS AS DICTATOR

T.

8HEEHAN

William T. Sheehan,

64,

died at

June 19. He
was former stage manager and controller for Joseph Murphy, and was
with Murphy for 35 years. He had
played in "Kerry Gow" and "The
Shamrock," also with Fiske O'Hara
Death was
in ''The Confession."
due to a complication of diseases.
his

home

In Cincinnati,

TOMMY GALVIN
Tommy

Galvin of the

Two

BURLESQUE ENGAGEMENTS

Slick-

Wednesday notifications were sent ers died suddenly June 15 in Corntwo shows in
Sam S. Clark, advance man for
Knitting Mills Company.
Sunday, fect there are only
to all members of the 1*. M. A. that
Cohen agreed to underwrite the Boston. "Sally" and "The Follies," the necessary votes making the res- ing, N. Y., where he was appearing Sim Williams* "Radio Girls."
Urban.
by
both
with the "Broadway Entertainers."
May Dix has signed a two-year
show for a week, with the under- with production in
olution an amendment to the byHe is survived by a widow, Helen contract with Rube Bernstein, who
Standing that if the receipts show
laws had been received. It required
Galvin,
who
his stage partner. will produce "The Broadway Flapwas
a profit at the end of the week it
three-fourths vote in favor to
'TOLLIES" TITLE COMPLAINT aadopt
pers* 'on the Columbia next season.
will bo prorated among the memthe resolution.
the
Barney
Gerard,
through
bers of the company.
The mother of Willard Patterson,
It was explained the amendment
W. T. O'Brien, receiver for the Miner Estate, has registered a requires th.it the exeeutive to be manager of the Metropolitan, AtLeon Laski on Continental Trip
lessees, paid the out-of-town prinColumbia Chosen must be a member of the lanta, and First National franchise
the
with
complaint
holder in that district, diod June 18.
Leon Laski, attorney for the Colcipals enough for their hotel anc?
Amusement Co. against, the pro- IV M. A. That does not mean that
umbia Amusement Co., will sad for
bills and car fare.
The balance was posed use of "Youthful Follies" by the leader UlUSt he selected from
Europe
next Wednesday.
divided among the choristers, each
The mother of Emma Halg died
among the present membership, but
\V. 8. Campbell, for the latter's
Laski's trip abroad will take in a
it her home in Philadelphia, June
receiving $G.75.
if Mr. Thomas is agreeable to canbrief tour of the continent, as well
"The Flapping Flappers" resumed Columbia show next s< ison. Tins ilida< y for the post he will be elected 21.
as a short stay In London. He will
their show Monday night on the is the .show known for JO years as a member and thereafter voted into
return in about five weeks.
Office as the new managerial leader.
promise of Max Cohen to manage •London Belies.''
Pictures at National Garden
provides
the show.
further
The resolution
Cohen announced the
Oerard'a basis of complaint is on that
With the withdrawal of "Strut
the salary of the new executive
profits from the next three frocks'
Two "Bozos** on Wheel
shows would be prorated among the the word 'Follies," Gerard claim- shall not be in excess of $25,000 por Miss Lizzie," the Colored musical
The Columbia wheel wi'l have
show,
from the National Winter
empires.
ing the word as Campbell proposes annum.
One angle that won to favor
Eddie
to Utilise it. WOUld le 'id to confuseveral members opposed to the Garden on Houston street, Satur- two "Lozos" next season.
sion with the Miner -Gerard show, idea Is that with the proposed leader day, a picture policy was installed. (Bozo) Fox has been engaged by
Maxwell's "Varieties of 1922"
Cooper for his "Beauty
"Follies of the Day," also playing installed, much of the committee The colored show opened Monday Jimmy
JO*
work that appears to have been at the Times Square c,n 42d street. Revue." The other "Bozo'* is Tommy
Maxwell*! Columbia .show the Columbia wheel.
ne *t season will carry the title of
house
formerly Snyder, with the Barney Gerard
The Columbia has the complaint onerous to members, will havi)h*en The downtown
'Varieties of 19??"
played slock burlesque.
show "Follies."
done away with.
under consideration.
*

,

—

-

"-'

OUTDOOR AMUSEMENT

RINGLINGS SKIP CHICAGO TO

Friday, June 23, 1&22

CON

KENNEDY

T.

FOR

IS

THE CLEAN-UP CAMPAIGN

BEAT HAGENBECK TO COAST
4-

Fight Between Ringlings and Ballard and Muggivan
Gets Into Open Both Shows to Quit Canada and

Get Into Michigan

— Hagenbeck

Still

Ahead

"World's Largest Circus,'' disputing the Ringlings* claim to that
honor, which they have held since
the Barnum-Ringling combine.

of the Admitted Few. Leaders Among Real
Carnival Organizations Expresses His OpinLikes Constructive Criticism
ions
Calls
Variety "The Bradstreet's of Show Business"

One

hot know, but it was
predicted that the Sells-Floto and
the Hagenback combination would
give them both an animal and feaThis move, say
ture production.
circus men, would not be in the
least surprising.
Announcement was made here
that the Sells-Floto combination
had secured 10 more 60- foot cars,

—

—

Which of their two attractions
the Muggevins would bring together, circus men who assembled
here during the early part of the
week do

That the Ringling Brothors-Bar-

num &

Bailey circus will scratch
Us annual Chicago date this season Is the report In big top circles
The intent of the elimination Of the
Windy City stand is to permit the
big top reaching coast territory
ahead of the Hagenbeck outfit.
The latter has bfen bothering the
Ringling show ever since it left
Madison Square Garden and the two
shows have been treading on each
other's heels throughout the east.
At present they are around East
Canada and dates to follow find
same
both big circuses In the
Michigan territory. Up to now the
Sells-Floto show has been beating
the Ringling circus into the main
barring New York and
stands,
Brooklyn.
Those in the know say the Chicago engagement of the Ringling
show is not as important as it
looks on paper, despite the supposed
ideal canvas location in Lincoln
Park which skirts the lake adjacent
to Chicago's Loop.
Because of Chicago's prominence
as a railroad center it has been the
practice to give away great quantities of lithograph tickets and comSo much "paper" is
plimentarles.
disbursed that it has been claimed
the first four performances are
played for little, or that it takes that
number of performances to take care
of the "Annie Oakleys." Last season when the Ringling outfit played
Chicago, it figured to draw capacity
throughout, a civic pageant being
concurrent and attracting over 100,000 visitors. Instead the crowds appeared interested in the pageant and
the bigtop is reported having lost

money on vhe engagement.
The Ringlings* sudden

move

the circus fight into the
open for the first time. Up to now
John Ringling has affected to disregard the opposition of the French
Lick operators, but after the Boston
stand, where the Ringling Bros.Barnum-Bailey show followed the
Sells-Floto outfit by about a week
Baraboo showman changed
the

brings

to

go to force the Ringlings* hand

in negotiations.

In a recent occurrence these foreventure the opinion that

caters

& Ballard are already
laying their lines to invade New
York City just as they have taken
away the Ringlings' spring circus
premiere in Chicago by securing
the Coliseum and forcing the big
show to play under canvas on the
lake front in July or August.
Muggivan

The significant occurrence referred to was the extraordinary
publicity secured recently in the
New York newspapers when the
steamship Hansa docked in lloboken June 5 with a cargo of wild
animals consigned to the SellsFloto and Hagenbeck shows.
This
publicity coup, showmen believe,
«vas the first move to bring the Muggivan-Ballard properties to the attention of New York.
They wouid
not be surprised to see he French
Lick circus names frequently appearing in the metropolitan papers
during the season as an entering
wedge to a stand here sooner or
later.

The

Hagenbeck

is

blazing

the

the
Ringling-BarnumBailey show across the maritime
provinces of Canada, but it leads
the way back into the United
States
via Michigan,
still
well
trail

for

which they added in Albany, and
that more were coming.
With its departure from the New
York capital, the war for patronage

waged against the Ringlings since
the season opened has been tempogiven up by Sells-Floto.
That is the Sells-Floto aggregation
does not cross swords with the
Ringlings for some time, although
the other Muggevins shows, Hagenback and the Robinson, will try
and make the same towns anyrarily

where from two days to a week
ahead of the Ringling circus.
It

is

understood that Ringlings

had intended playing Albany, but
that, having heard the Sells-Floto
show was dated, went right through
the city, into Massachusetts.

General Agent Terrill, of the
Sells-Floto
also
announces the
addition of 12 baby elephants to his
show. This is the largest juvenile

three years, although before that it
portion of the annual
trip. During the war railroad transportation was too much of a problem and after the signing of the
armistice the rich east furnished
plenty of good territory. With the
coast section of the trip out it "became the custom of the Ringlings
to play a week or two-week stand
on Ihe Chicago lake front, always
regarded as a profitable date.
Early this year as early as the
Muggivan &
last week in April
Ballard let it become known that
they would send the Hagenbeck
Wallace show to the Pacific to make
a bid against the established name
of the Ringlings. The Ringlings at
that time apparently thought the
opposition was bluffing, but i«e
challenge of the Hagenbeck and
shows through New
Sells-Floto

—

—

into Canada apparentconvinced the Ringlings the new-

England and
ly

comers meant business and were
out to annoy them as much as possible.

John and Charles Ringling have
been routing the big show jointly,
although John has not travelled
with the outfit much this season.
has more often been reported on

pretty fancy routing into the Muggivan sheets already ths year) is
being awaited with interest by the
circus world.
Meantime so general has speculation become on the possibilities of
the Ringlings selling out all kinds
of estimates are in circulation as to
the probable price of such a sale.
One circus man has advanced the
estimate that the Ringling and Bar-

—

—

num & Bailey property (counting
equipment, good will, realty in winter
quarters at Bridgeport and
other
properties
at
more than

representative,
came to
with the Sells-Floto show.

in

Kalamazoo, Mich. The

act has split up, the members reMason's father died recently
and he is now living in San Diego.
tiring.

Chicago, June

men say.
Old timefs of the sawdust ring
look upon this move as an attempt
of the French Lick magnates to enter in direct competition with the
Ringlings, with a larger tent and
more acts and bill Itself the

21.

the auspices of the Trade and Labor
Council for their local building fund.
Although not the biggest outdoor
carnival company traveling, it is of
the clean, wholesome type that can
be recommended and placed in the
"white" list.
The show. Judged from outward
appearances, is of the 20 -car calibre, with five rides: seaplane, whip,

He

New

York and Long Island

courses.

It

showmen on

Is

estimated

golf

among

CIRCUS ROUTES

that the
Ringling-Barnum-Bailey circus has

the

inside

returned the Ringling family an
average of between $500,000 and
$600,000 net a year since their ownership of the combined properties.
The Ringling pre-eminence in the
big top world has never before beei.
seriously challenged.

more
New York

There

is

than one showman in
willing to prophesy
is

who

Muggivan & Ballard

will

Ringling Bros.-B. & B.
Worcester, Mass.; 24,
23,
Manchester; 26, Portland, Me.; 27,
Bangor; 28, Lcwiston; 29, Berlin, N.
July 1,
II.;
30, Sherbrook, Can.;
Quebec.

June

the Ringling-Barnum property.
The costly and irritating tactics of
Ballard this yenr, they
Muggivan
Bay, are only a small sample of the
lengths to which they are prepared

Hagenbeck -Wallace
June 23, Stratford, Ont., Can

&

Sarnia; 26-28,
Battle Creek;
3,

La

Detroit,
30,

Porte, Ind.

Mich.;

;

23,

conia; 26,

Walter L. Main
Plymouth, N. II.; 24. LaLebanon; 27. Bellow Falls.

Gleanficld.
28,
Mass.;
VtS
29,
Winchdon, Mass.; 30, Woonsocket,
R. I.; July 1, Norwood, Mass.

21,

Al. G. Barnes
Juno 23, Sioux City, Iowa;
Fremont, Neb.; 26, Lincoln;

29,

Beatrice;

Kalamazoo; July

regard Variety as the "Bradstreet's of the show business," and

want your suggestions

at

any and

all

times.

Since your review appeared I have added several new attractions,
representing an outlay of thousands of dollars, and I would like to
have one of your staff correspondents review them and assist me
in making the Kennedy Shows all that the name implies a clean,
wholesome carnival that has been given the acid test and emerged
with flying colors.
Thanking you for your co-operation, I am,
Very truly yours,

—

Con
Con

T.

Kennedy

Kennedy Shows

T.

En Route
•

BALLYHOO UPHELD

MERCHANTS, EXHIBITORS

Coney Island Magistrate Frustrates
Police Who Attempt to Stop It.

The

Coney

Island

police

at-

OF BALT0. PROTEST
Tell

tempted to stop the ballyhco on the
island last Sunday
by issuing a

summons

but

barking,
structed

would

Mayor

him

test

the
to

proprietor

in-

go ahead; that they

the master.

In police court the next morning

Simpson

unheld

the

ballyhoo, said it had been a Coney
Island institution for 60 years and
could go 50 more if he had anything
to do with it; that people went to
Coney Island to hear noise and
would
be
disappointed
its
at

and

Common

Council of Catch-Penny

Devices

to the spieler in front of

an animal show. A patrolman had
first
warned the spieler to stop

Baltimore, June 21.
Within the past 'week, delegates
from the Exhibitors' League of
Maryland and from the Merchants*
and Manufacturers* Association here
have gone before the Mayor and the
council and have complained about
the influx of street carnivals.

They

complain the catch penny devices
which these various shows have are
cutting into the incomes of men in
absence.
legitimate business and although
The police alleged ballyhooing gambling is expressly forbidden by
police
laws, they say that much is
held up traffic on the sidewalks.
Something else to be blamed on going on.
prohibition.
The old doll games have been
working, and many a pitching game
is operating now
in
the various
shows. The cap game is going at
full tilt.
The recent echo of the
attack by a negro man
upon a
young white girl at the John T.
McCaslin shows while they were
playing on the site of the War
merry-go-round* ferris wheel and Memorial, has done much in Baltimore to stir up a feeling of anVenetian 'swing.
Probably the main attraction is a tipathy against the carnivals*
wild west or trained animal circus,
The Merchants' and Manufacwhich also received most of the turers' Association in Baltimore
attention.

Another big feature or paid atwas a colored musical comedy tab, with four women and four
men.
Also an athletic show, a fun
house or walk through, Hogan's
alley, another walk through, a free
war exhibit^a monkey motordrome,
a ten-in-one or pit exhibition, and
one special pit show, which seemed
traction

to be turned over exclusively to the
local labor body.
Outside of the colored "Dixieland"

28,

Leavenworth;

Topeka,
30,

St.

24,

27,

Kan.;
29,
J
Joseph, mo.;
\

July 1-2, Kansas City.

represents the most influential business in the city.
Their influence,
together with the power of the Exhibitors'

an

League,

is

expected to have

effect.

PORTLAND BARS
No Carnivals After Jan. 1,
Too Many Complaints

1923--

Portland, Ore., June 21.
shows of the carnival class
show, there were no other girl
will be barred from Portland comshows, the grounds being especially
free of female barkers or bally hoos pletely after January 1, 1923 as a
of any type.
result of action taken by the city
Among the concessions were for- council last week. Because of ex-

tune

June

that

some day

own

I
I

ZIEDMAN AND POLLIE SHOWS

The Ziedman and Pollie Exposition Shows and Trained Wild AniAlbany, N. Y., June 21.
On the face of quiet conversa- mal Circus, billed further as "that
tions
among circus men who, fashion plate of the show world,"
strangely enough happened to be in was caught by the writer while
Albany when the Sells-Floto ap- playing Middletown, Ohio, June 2.
peared here Monday, it wouldn't be The carnival was showing under

season, circus

guarantee.''

Albany Magistrate

Scholl),
roller
skating act, has
leased the roller rink in the amuse-

ment park

$4,000,000.

surprising to see the MuggevinBallard combination unite two of
their productions at the end of this

Already several secretaries and committees have visited my
shows since your review appeared, and others have written to me
asking that the Kennedy Shows play their towns and fairs under
their auspices, stating that Variety's endorsement was sufficient

herd on exhibition, and this move,

Jumping ahead of the Hagenbeck
route.
The Muggivan-Ballard answer (not forgetting Bert Bowers
Scholl, Vsude. Skater, Ring Mgr.
front.
by any means, nor Moyer, whose
George C. Scholl, in association
The Ringling-B.-B. top has not fine Italian hand has written some
with Smith (Kenny, Mason and
made the Pacific coast territory for

was a regular

—

so It was intimated, was but another attempt to buck the Ringlings,. who have been featuring ani-

ahead.
The
Hagenbeck
show mal acts.
played Ottawa June 7 and from
What may surprise old time cirthence crossed into U. S. lake ter-'
cus men and others is that the
ritory, making the Detroit stand
Sells-Floto management has startJune 28-29.
The Barnum show
From
came in a bad second, playing Ot- ed a school of courtesy.
the top to the bottom, the show
tawa July 5 and crossing by way
employes attend this school and are
of the tunnel from Windsor into
instructed to handle the public
U. S. territory and playing its first
Michigan stand at Port Huron courteously. Wagon and tent men
are not allowed to shout to the
July 13. The routes are not availpeople along the parade routes who
able beyond these points, but the
dope is that both circuses are might crowd too close to the horses
and
if you ask any of them a quesheaded into Ohio.
The Ringlings for the sake of the tion they must answer politely.
"No,
sir, and yes, madam,*' are part
family prestige can't afford to conof a required vocabulary.
tinue this kind of trailing all sumFrank Branden, general press
mer.
For that reason they have

taken the bull by the horns and are

Green Bay, Wis., June 19.
Editor Variety:
I read with interest your review of my shows, and heartily agree
with you in your laudable endeavor to place the carnival business
upon a higher plane of excellence. In fact, I have always advocated
the very ideas that you, with your far-spreading circulation and
And I want to tell
influence, are now putting into actual effect.
you that I am with you and for you in this splendid campaign.
Regarding your criticism, I have noted carefully the suggestions
made, and I have endeavored to follow them, with a view to making
my show even better in the future than it is now.
Constructive criticism, of the right kind, is always welcomed,
and it has helped me in a lot of ways, besides giving me some
valuable suggestions that helped materially.

tellers, fruit stands, jewelry
wheel, birds, knife ring, etc.
It is understood the stands are
owned by no one in partieular, several people participating in various
•*
concessions.

All

isting contracts the barrier could
not equitably be put up at once.
This spring and summer Portland
has been flooded with the tent shows
and the chief complaints against
them have been allegations that
This show is a clean, well con- gambling was
carried on under
ducted outdoor show, giving every- covet*
In connection.
Attaches >"
body a run for their money.
various companies have born called
It is understood the owners nrc
up for everything fom cruel treatH. J. Pollio, general manager; Willment of animals to short changing
iam Biodman. treasurer (both co- and the total
bar against them w*i
partners); J. J. n* iss. secretary; found
to be the only sure protec"/alter B. Fox, general agent.
tion.

Friday,

June

OUTDOOR AMUSEMENTS

1922

23,

BUSINESS REPORTS CONFLICT,

CROOKED LOCAL OFFICIALS
AS BAD AS BAD CARNIVALS

BUT DEPRESSION DOES EXIST
East and

Be eliminated," Says Carnival
Man, "but There Are More Crooked Officials"—
Understood Fact in Carnival World -"Will

C.

"Both Evils Should

Work According

R.

HIGH

I.

West Railroad

Chicago, June 21.
Circus and carnival agents have
rua afoul of the Chicago & Kock
Island Railroad this season.
This
is said to have been brought about
through what the showmen consider unreasonable rates which they
cation for the carnival, but it en-, claim the road asks.
They claim
counters no difficulty in playing just that every road through the middle
outside, with often a trolley car or west has been listening to them
bus draw from the city. Counties with regard to routing and charges
with the exception of the Hock
also have their officials.
The better carnivals seem to have Island.
It is claimed 25 outfits in the past
made an impression so far this season.
While business has not been week have thrown their business
too good, according to report, there to competing lines as a result of the
continues to be a demand for clean attitude of the C. & K. I. R. R.
outdoor amusement of the carnival
kind that at the same time carries
a back kick against any kind of
KILLED
unclean carnival.

have found during a good many
years spent by me in the carnival
business that the crooked local of•'I

outnumber the bad carnivals
Both evils should be eliminated, and
official can be elimif the grafting
inated there will be no opening left
for the bad carnival," says Harry E.
Crandall, general representative of
the De Krebo Bros. Shows, an established carnival name for over 25
ficials

years.

JOHN VEAL

Mr. Crandall, who did not make
{he above statement for publication,
wrote Variety to advise the DeKreko
Shows thus far this season have
played three "closed towns." It is a
15-car show with its own train, all
shows and rides loading on wagons,
with four riding devices, 11 shows,
about 25 concessions and a uniformed band. The towns played this
season previously closed, says Mr.
Crandall, were Little Rock (first
carnival permitted in the city tor
three years); Batesville, Ark., where

From

Variety's indications, civic
bodies are growing more and more
important as to the admittance of
carnivals, with most of these organizations composed of the leading citizens.

BY COLORED GUNMEN
Shot While on

Car, Near Lot

FELL OUT OF BERTH
Mrs.

Hannaford Forgot She
an Upper Broke Hip

—

in

In

De-Kreko carnival was last
week (first one in that city in s'x
and Mt. Pleasant, Tex.
years);
After opening up the towns, Mr.
Crandall says they left them good
for any carnival with a clean reputation that might want to play them.
Mr. Crandall voices the universal
sentiment among the better grade
There is no
of carnival operators.
doubt but even the most reputable
outdoor showmen have been approached by a localite who has offered to "fix and square" if he got
his. The native cares nothing about
his town or townspeople, and native does not always cover a duly
elected or appointed official. Quite
often the offer has come from some
one with influence not openly connected with the local administration.
Even saintliness does not always disguise the lust for easy
money when "business" may be
done without fear of detection, but
this latter is more often a small
town occurrence.

Way

— Harry

Was

Hospital

Joliet,

John

Veal,

part

will have to be a standard local organization with power
of approval and rejection,
after an
application
passes the licensing
authority.
The licensing authority
Is the spot in any
town or city. Once
a license, consent or permission is

111., June
owner of

21.

the

Veal Brothers' Shows, showing in
Joliet last week, and Harry Wil-

what might have been a
decent carnival entertainment can
be turned into a bad period
through

SiEGRIST-SILBON

the connivance of the native
bloodsuckers who crucify their daily associates for the little monetary
return they receive, and
gives the bad
carnival agreeable to such,
an ar-

the

east

In Chicago proper there are sevdifferent
promoters, playing
block or neighborhood carnivals on
lots or street.
According to concession men who

eral

drift

say

it,

tell

the

middle

west,

most part have been doing excellent business, but from the carnival
comes another story.

Chicago from shows

SHOWS

more

|

This show was sold last fall to its
present owner, C. J. Sodlmayr. with
its winter quarters in Kansas City.
Dan MacCJugin is secretary and
treasurer. Myron W. MrQuigg. genoral agent, and Clark II. Felgar.
general press Agent.
This is another one of the smaller
but clean organizations. It is- said
that the show travels in 15 cars and

has 30 wagons, having five rides
with ten shows. Among the rides
are a three abreast merry-go-round,
a whip, ferns Wheel ,a junior merrygo-round and a sea plane. There
are probably 10 shows, among them
a girl show with four chorus girls
ami a juvenile performer.
The show is clean and above board
with the performance running as
a vaudeville show.
An Hawaiian village with four

people participating, two girls and
is put on more as a comedy show, with one of the men doing
an Andy Clump type for comedy.
The ballyhoo in front of this is
kept strictly in hand, with no sensational promises and most of the
stress being placed upon the comedy.
Another show was a snake den,
with still another one called "Determination," an armless wondcY,
and is very remarkable. Zenola. a
mind reader with two young women
collecting the slips from the audi
ence, an athletic show and a small
but smart dog and pony circus, eonducted in big style fashion, complete

two men,

outdoor exposition.
The concessions are operated on
a legitimate merchandise wheel plan
with the big stands being devoted
to dolls, fruit baskets, grocery basthis

blankets,

knife

racks, doll
No
racks,
palmistry and such.
gambling for money or buy backs.
This carnival can. also be rated
as a good, clean outdoor Amusement,
kets,

small but worthy.

in

and independent showmen
same story of poor business.

From seaside beaches, parks and
summer resorts of all kinds come
the

and

into

the outlying districts, as well as to
tho boys playing the lots In town,
the answer is the same:
"None
getting a dime."
Tho old-timers

identical

reports.

All

in

all.

seems the same condition exists

.it

outdoor show

the

business as
with theatricals. The depression
appears general and all-around, and
no efforts to deny It will alter the
in

fact.

The carnival business has made
The independent showman who some headway, however, for there
runs his show with a carnival on a
have been less reports of "grift" and
percentage basis does not usually
immoral shows this season so far
conceal his chagrin when funds are
than ever before. It is a good
low, while the concession man who
movement, for the time has come
is compelled to raise his concession
when towns are going to be mighty
rental and stateroom expenses each
scarce for the unscrupulous manweek is the first to complain when ager who prefers to offei* unclean
the money is coming slow.
The shows and crooked games to a pubcarnival concession man from all
lic that has had about enough of
them.

0. K'S.

RUBIN & CHERRY

Pittsburgh's

Approve

Authorities

Big Carnival
Pittsburgh, June

21.

The attitude of authorities on the
carnival question here was tested
bast week when a report was received by the Director of Public
Safety as to devices being used incidental to the Rubin & Cherry
Shows being presented by tho local
Elks.

The shows passed approval on the
ground that the main feature is a
vaudeville show, which about 25,000
children saw free last week.
That the authorities intend to put
a quick halt on anything not up to
the mark was made plain by one
local official.

POOR BUSINESS
Carnivals Held in Towns Through
Light Trade and Bad Weather
Chicago, June

21.

As a

result of the bad weather
in this lection during
the past two wetks some of the
carnival companies have been unable to carry on.

encountered

Some are

staying in town two and
until the "merry -go-

weeks

three

in enough money
to their ne^t stand.

round" can take

them

to carry

This has happened
outfits

with a half
during the

As well as creating opposition by
this

policy of overcrowding,

these

5\

OUTDOOR

shows are only using up good terand thus fanning the anti-

Additional

carnival flame. They
also Inciting local merchants to action, as
the small shopkeeper who doubtless

on Page Twcnty-thrcc

4MU8KMVNT Nrwa

«

Chieago. June 21.
The Siegrist & Silbon shows were
originally organized two years ago
by Toto Siegrist and Charles Silbon.
partners in an aerial acrobatic act
Barnum-Bailey circus.
with
the

Variety's reports

[

In

Less

number of smaller shows.

ritory

fbrty profit than it would have gotten legitimately.
The
w hat it must give up. difference is

•

reliable

doubt at-

Is

Cooper Rialto Shows, Hodson &
Cherry Shows, Great Patterson
Shows, Siegrist & Silbon Shows,
Ziedmann & Pollie Shows, and a

made money at Wash! ^lon, and dozen carnival
last two weeks.
for some it was a bloomer.

Issued,

,

fairly
little

WIRE

checkmate

n carnivals are
juil of such
sentences as "Will go
the limit where
allowed'; "Will
Work according to local conditions";
Everything goes when fixed"; "Can
but
JjW dean,
>refors
flxing";
Knows how to work, but will take
chances";
drift
where alwed." Each one of those phrases
«na similar ones in
reports mean
"je carnival mention*!
will operate
« a bad carnival when permitted
r a local official or other native
POll the payment of a bribe, and
W *• c, °an if all
the local officii*
arJ"
e honest
Oft en a large town
or citv is con
fined
to -~
its
limits,
with a fair
srounds or other lot
just outside,
coming within
the jurisdiction of
"• name county.
Peculiarly the
w & or city may rejeot the appli-

have

these. J*

tached to them.

f

running on fairs

little

sources,

'

fixing, but that seems to concern fairs mostly, and the farmers'
publication makes it indiscriminate,
through taking in all carnivals.
With the Curtis publication it appears to be a circulation maker.
That paper's first articles on an expose of carnivals were suggested
through the campaign started by
Variety. It will be neither papers
however, like
the "Country Gentleman" nor Variety or any other
that will make local people lose
their lust for the easy money. The

a

statements

1

and

possibly

There are conflicting reports regarding* business conditions in the
field so far this season.
Reliable information is difficult to
secure, as the carnival manager and
his aides are more likely to boast
of big receipts than to complain of
poor business.
At the favorite rendezvous of
carnival and circus agents in New
York and Chicago one hears daily
stories of "packin' "em In" and of
"big days" and "monster weeks."
One is apt to hear a different
story on the lots. From the larger
circuses have come reports of some
remarkable days, and as these

open air

Nashua. N. H., June 21.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hannaford, of the son, chief baggageman and train
Hannaford Family, riders with the master, were shot Thursday evening (June 15) about 11.30, while
Sells-Floto
circus
sustained
a
broken hip as the result of a fall on their way to the sleeping cars over the country is kicking now as
on
a side track about two blocks he never kicked before. From Canfrom a sleeping car berth.
from the carnival grounds.
Mr. ada. New England, and the middle
Mrs. Hannaford, who usually has
Veal died Friday morning in St. west comes the same report of poor
a lower berth, occupied an upper
Joseph's Hospital.
His condition business.
on her way to this city. In the
was hopeless from the beginning. He
The usual complaint is of bad
morning, forgetting she was in the
was wounded in the abdomen and weather, and it is a statistical fact
upper, Mrs. Hannaford fell to the
also in the right arm. Wilson was that within the ;»ast few
weeks
floor of the car, breaking her hip.
wounded in the left arm and back. there has been an abnormal rainShe was taken to St. Joseph's hosVeal, Wilson and Robert Bloom, fall in almost every section of the
pital
here wh re
she may
be
owner of several concessions with .country.
In
some sections the
obliged to remain some time.
the show, were walking along the con. plaint is of overcrowding and
Kock Island tracks, when two col- too much opposition. That is easy
CARNIVAL CANADA BOUND
ored men appeared in view. ^Veal. to understand, as with the universal
-Staples, Minn., June 21.
watching
the
men
approach,
The Dominion Exposition Shows clutched a leather bag containing bad >usiness the show a -mts have
been routing their shows toward
which are showing here this week, several hundred dollars. The men
the o'
stand-by towns, of which
will move across the international waited until the carnival men were
each territory has its quota, and
boundary Sunday when they will within 15 feet and openedw4rreT>rhis
with a ll the shows bunched or
invade Canada for a season of eight When they saw Veal fall the gungrouped in the few prosperous secweeks at Canadian fairs. The show men disappeared.
tions, has brought about an overwill return to the States in August
The
police department were noti- crowding that could have but one
to fill other fair engagements.
fied by members of the carnival who
outcome.
Felice Bernard!, owner of the
had heard the shooting, but were
A few weeks ago the eastern
show, is also co-owner, with Mrs.
unable to capture the assailants. shows were all bunched around
Bernard!,
of
the
Bernardi-Col.
The bag Veal was carrying was New York, with Long Island,
Francis Ferari Shows now operating
found by the police near where he Southern New York and Western
In the east and recently purchased
had fallen.
Connecticut overcrowded and New
froassUie widow of the late John T.
Employes of the carnival arc un- Jersey the strong favorite.
The
Brunen.
able to throw any light on the shows that favored New Jersey
shooting. They say neither Wilson were more or less hard hit, while
SYDNEY
IN HOSPITAL nor Veal had any trouble with the the Pennsylvania territory, espeSydney Wire is- at the Memorial help or other persons. Robbery Is cially that adjacent to Philadelphia,
hospital, West 106th street, New supposed to have been the motive was
particularly
bad.
Several
York, where he is being treated for of the gunmen.
shows have already showed on lots
a leg affection that has been botherVeal was about 34 years of age, In Philadelphia proper, but all reing him for some time.
married and lived at Moberly, Mo., ported poor business
Mr. Wire is one of the best known where the remains were taken for
Six different shows, large and
advance men among outdoor attrac- burial. He had been connected with small, have already made V.'ashtions.
His case is said not to be the shows for about five years. ington, D. C, incl ding Johnny J.
serious but painful and annoying. Wilson is a resident of Eouisvillc, Jones' Exposition and the Rubin
&
He does not know when the hospital and has been with the Veal Cherry shows (both representative
will di -harge him.
Brothers for two years.
organizations).
None of these
shows claims to have actually

The "Country Gentleman" has a

rangement

—

where weather conditions have
been favorable, the circuses for the
to Sleeping

Wilson Injured

the

Middlewest Carnival Takings Hurt by

Weather and Overcrowding Bright Spot
"Grift" So Far This Se ason

Outdoor Agents Aggrieved at Mid

Conditions/ 9 Phrase

to Local

for "Fixing"

series of articles

&

visits the carnival is naturally Incensed at the sight of the big displays of merchandise exhibited by
the
wheelmen, which runs the
gamut all the way from chickens,
ducks and turkeys to blankets, um-

lamps and beaded
bags.
One week in each town is
enough for each show and, outside
brellas,

table

of the larger cities, three carnivals
a season are ample. These should
be booked at judicious intervals
with a show in the spring, one during the summer season and one
during the fall period.
Chicago and vicinity have been
particularly hard bit with the carnival invasion.
During the past
week or so there were at least 15
different shows playing within a
hundred r mile radius of the Windy
City.
Among these were the Nat
Reias
Shows, Con T. Kennedy

Shows, Veal's I nited Shows, Heth
Greater Shows, Majesti
Exposition Shows, B iter-Irwin Shows,

HANAFOURDE'S TRI-STATE EX.
Jacksonville, Fla., June 21.
B. K. Hanafourde, who for
many years managed the Florida
State Fair, held here annually, has

Dr.

appointed

been

secretary-manager

Tri -State Exposition at
Savannah. Mr. Fleming will go to
the South Carolina State Fair at

for

tho

Columbia, S. C.
Dr. Hanafourde, who

is

an old

showman, Is responsible *or many
improvements and Innovations at
Jacksonville, and during his term of
management the fair became one of
the Important agricultural expos!'"
tions of the south.

HAROLD CHURCH RELEASED
Chicago, June-

21.

Harold Chureh, custodian of th
Outdoor
Showmen's league of
America, who recently was arrested
d r shortage In his accounts, was
r-lea ,d in custody when his family
rt

made

restitution.

*
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The new system
The warnings

infractions,

such

known

old props

as "the freedom of the seas."

though someone

in

Washington decided on a dry land and

No.

of traffic

warn-

ings in Greater New York is expected to go into effect about August
.31.

M

LOOKS
wet ocean.

is

out that bartenders were still playing
and make-up. on American ships.

find

same

will be for minor
as lights, cutting

corners and holding out hands.
After five warnings a summons will
be issu 1. A card will be issued to
every driver of a motor. Speed violations will not be included among
the warnings. Speeding is a statutory offense. The warning system
was devised by T/rafflc Commissioner Dr. John A. Harriss, now in
Europe, and submitted to the Board

Aldermen which adopted it. It
aims to relieve the traffic court.*.
The details for the warning cards

to

Can't expect passengers to depend on the rocking of the boat alone
make them seasick. Not at those prices.

One Congressman read the prices off the wine list to his brother
It was the first* thing cheered in Congress since Armistice

Day.
Lifeboats

may

be

made

changed
The Manhattan.

of the ships

In the

shape of cocktail shakers, and the names

to the following:

The Bronx.
The Martini.
The Good Ship Rickey.
The Hot Tom and Jerry.
The Julep.
S. 8.

High

Ball.

Title of the Flag Ship of the fleet will probably be changed to the
Ship, while the funnels will be remodeled to look like straws.

Jag

will

f

While the common impression

in

New York

is that the taxicab drivers
are the most reckless, the records
show a less proportion of accidents
in which taxis are involved than
among autos, even comparatively.
But the taxi drivers no doubt have
started more heart disease cases
around Times square than any other
reason.
They are so confident in
their small cars and with good
brakes they believe they can run

them through a

There is no doubt that the government is doing
American Merchant Marine a staggering success.

New York

State

boxing commission

is

all it

taking

can

to

make

championship

the

titles

away from boxers who
The funny part of it is

refuse to fight people they pick out for them.
that they are really serious about it. Now, if
managers did things like that in the show business, we. might read some

funny notices, viz.:
"Bern T. Cork, the blackface comedian, known as the best in his line,
will have his can of cork taken aw"ay from him unless he consents to
play the part of Hamlet in a revival of that play. This was decided at
a managers' meeting yesterday.
"Little Nell Giggle, the 35-year-old child actress, has refused to play
the part of Eliza in 'Uncle Tom's Cabin.* She will be given three days
if she still recuses, the managers will confiscate her
thought they will allow her to retain her prop lisp.
"J. Biffirrgton Chirp, the legitimate star, refused an offer for next season
If he persists In bis
to appear with the 'Hunky Dory Burlesquers.'
refusal, he will never be allowed to spoil another Shakespearean part.
"Bingo and Bango, the well-known acrobats, refused to join the
Kennell Dog and Pony Show. In refusing the offer they lose the title
of 'The World's Longest Handkerchief Tossers.' There is much indig-

to reconsider,

blond wig.

and

It is

nation.
"Jake,

the ever-popular property man of the Happy Hour theatre,
refused to sign his contract for next season because it contained a
'drinking clause.' Jake says he doesn't mind the drinking, but he doesn't
like the idea of doing it under contract. In refusing this. Jake loses the
title of 'Props.'
No championship belt goes with the title."

Summer

stock

is

not yet at par.

needle's eye.

Stock favorites spend most of their time missing cues and taking bows.
Mrs. Ernest Clarke (Nella Walker
In vaudeville) Is reported about to
return to the stage with her former
partner in their sketch "A Pair of
Tickets."

Maxims Do

Dr.
alto,

Of the two, the cues are the least important.

Los Angeles,

Orosz,
is

in

formerly

has become of the oldtime movies that used to show the actors
into the

camera before the story started?

It gave the actors a great chance to say, "I
for fifty feet."

Hymie Shafter returned to the
office
this week.
Shafter severed his connections
with Horwitz several weeks ago to
become associated with Irving
Cooper.

The flood last week in Port JerN. Y., failed to close the theatres
in the town.
The Palace, playing

\is,

vaudeville, secured $70 gross on the
day of the deluge.

The Brighton Beach Music Hall,
by Rush Jermon for the

leased
,.24).

A

will open Saturday (June
combination of vaudeville,

musical tab and picture policy will
be played.*
His
while

violin,

wWth

riot.

I

had

to

bow

Bigger and better povfB for pictures.

Arthur Horwitz

summer,

was a

New York

and has signed to direct Gus Edwards' "Song Revue" set to start
In Chicago the first week in July.

$500,

was

lost

playing Loew's American,
York, June 13, says Harry
Waiman (Waiman and Berry).

New

George Lukes, booking man from
the Chicago Keith office, is in New
turn to Chicago in two weeks with
Iajkcs.
Jackson has been in New
York for the past two months.
In addition to having charge of
(exploitation matters for the Affiliated Theatres Corporation, Harold
Burg will handle publicity for
Lemairc's enterprises.
Davidow

first

t

building started.

Lee Shubert started the action after invited to by B. F. Albee, through
Albee declining to talk over the subject. When the Shuberts first wanted
to declare in, Former Congressman Joseph L. Rhinock approached the
Keith people on the Shuberts' behalf. The Congressman and Keith are
very friendly, and Albee answered thp Shuberts could have 25 per cent.
(This probably came out in the testimony.) Lee wouldn't accept. He
wanted 50. It hung for a while, when Lee met Albee and started to talk
Albee said it was cold. Lee answered that only meant trouble,
it over.
a law suit. "Go ahead and sue," Albee is reported to have replied, "and
right in your home town (Syracuse) I'll beat you."

The entire active operation of the Ackerman & Harris circuit in the
West will commence about Sept. 1. according to the signs. That circuit
The transfer back^to
is now the western end of the Loew chain.
Ackerman & Harris of the several theatres Involved will probably
occur between now and June 27, but the physical possession will not
wholly pass, according to the supposition, until the final Loew vaudeville
road show, booked out ofLoew'a New York office, will have played the
The final show booked by Loew in New York for the coast
full time.
opened about three weeks ago at Baltimore. Its route calls for it to
reach Seattle about July 1. It then has about nine weeks to play down
the coast and before closing at Salt Lake. As it vacates the Seattle
house it will be followed by an Ackerman & Harris-booked bill, and
that procedure will be followed ii\ each of the Loew-A. & H. theatres
Reports from the coast this
until all are occupied by A. & H. shows.
week said Ackerman & Harris are preparing to book the house from
time
may be cut down two
western
The
their Ban Francisco offices.
weeks if the Warfleld, Frisco, and State. Los Angeles, are reverted 0t>y
Loew meanwhile to their future straight picture policy.

•

The purchase of a site this week by Keith's on 125th street, New York,
new theatre of magnitude, probably confirms the reports for the
past few months that Keiths will vacate the Harlem opera bouse when

for a

the lease expires. That is to occur either over the summer or early in
The Shuberts were said sometime ago to have secured the
the fall.
opera house from the Llchtenstein Estate, which owns it, although the
estate was reported at the time to be waiting to sec if 'the Keith people
intended to renew their lease. Going to the Shuberts, the best-known
theatre in Harlem, made famous by Oscar Hammerstein, the theatrical
pioneer of that section, will play Shubert unit vaudeville next season.
A new Keith's on the theatrical west side block of 125th street (between
Seventh and Eighth avenues) will probably dislodge the Alhambra as
The Alhambra is just around the corner from the
Keith's big timer.
new site. It tried stock this summer with satisfactory results, although
the stock closes there this week. It may have been a test. The Alhambra,
one of Percy G. Williams' string the Keith people purchased, is far below
Still it played bigthe modern capacity now called for in vaudeville.
time bills last season, often running up weekly to $4,000 and $4,500 in
The heartbreaking overhead kept
It was too big a strain.
salaries.
everyone on edge. When stock opened there after the regular season
closed early in May, the reduced cost of operation through the stock
company's gross salary proved, while the weather was right and before
the neighborhood left for their summer homes, that stock could be made
Harlem Is a natural for stock. It was a natural once for
profitable.
vaudeville, but too much vaudeville of every description and mixture
soured the honey. A big house, on 125th street for Keith's gives that
circuit the Intermediate spot on its formidable Greater New York list
Other than on New York's East side, Keith's
of big vaudeville houses.
doesn't appear to have missed a desirable locality In the metropolitan
district for a/ vaudeville stand, either building or acquiring houses all

Irving Sherman, a youth who worked in the Shubert vaudeville
exchange, sdld life Insurance on the side. At least he interested artists
who called at the office, and they were "closed" by a broker. One of
his clients was Maxle, the colored dancer, with George White's "Scandals." who was drowned two weeks ago. Maxie had a policy for $10,000,
The youth showed enterprise In
taken out about six months ago.
making the acquaintance of professionals in another way. He is now
selling acts in independent offices.

INSIDE STUFF

CAJ8ARET

ON VAUDEVILLE
The Garden Pier, Atlantic City, will be booked Independently
when reopening June 24 by Fally Markus. An offer

vaudeville

for fts
is

said

to have been made by the Shubert vaudeville agency to book the shows
at the Garden, but it carried a proviso that "Shubert vaudeville" In electrics be placed over the front of the house. Jos. Waxman, the theatre's
manager, rejected it. This, it Is reported, led to the cancellation of Nat
Nazarro, Jr., one of the acts listed for the opening bill and who Is
under contract to the Shuberts.

Shortly after the Keith's office had decided to close the Royal In the
Bronx this week, Pat Rooney made a proposal to take over the house
for next week on sharing terms, he to put on the vaudeville bill headed
by himself in his revue, and play for. 60 per cent, of the gross. The
decision to close could not be altered.

The late Sam K. Hodgdon wrote a routine which he called "The Commuter" and which he intended for his own use for after dinner speeches.
Bora§ time ago he gave the monolog to Loney Haskell, who Intends to
use

it

In vaudeville next season.

York looking over

material.
Billy
Jackson, the 'Chicago agent, will re-

was

over.

What
bowing

musical director of Grauman's Ri-

it

'

statesmen.

of

be laid out when Commissioner Harriss returns from his
foreign visit. Another innovation of
late by the police of New York has
been to place bicycle policemen on
side streets for minor violations and
also as a check against crooks.
Police Commissioner Enright before
leaving for abroad, in an announcement, said he believed the most
efficient arm of the municipal police
as a guard against crime was the
motorcj-cle. The Commissioner also
issued instruction to secure the
names of all patrolmen who could
ride motor cycles or bicycles and if
they were agreeable for that detail.
This will be done through the Traffic
Commissioner's
(Harriss)
office.

When

Syracuse, a popular

Publlfthed

their old parts, with the

New

York, one of the leading legal lights In the picture
decided by Keith's to promote a new big time
lCeal subscription was tried for. This was
theatre In
placed un<Jer the supervision of Mr. Rubin. Responses were not abundant
and Keith's concluded to finance the entire project. Rubin, who has been
the Central New York attorney for the Shuberts ever since they com.
menced to gain importance theatrically, is said to have looked after the
Keith's interests In a way when the land purchase was made and the

Robert Rubin of

Whistling Harry Gibbs, a former performer,

who

contracted tuber-

culosis, left for Phoenix, Ariz., last Saturday, where he is to remain for
some time. The funds to finance the trip were subscribed among his
friends in the profession, with E. F. Albee, B. S. Moss, the N. V. A. and

Andy Rice heading

Among

the
the others who subscribed are
list.

Manny

Strauss,

Sam Mann,

Atlantic City bookings by Billy
Curtis include Olivett, Harry Glynn,
Louise Mack, Dory Maughn, Reggie
Renault, Ray Dercher and Lily Dercher for Cafe Beaux Arts; for Bal
Tabarin, Hill and Astor, Delpha
Daughn and Artie Leemlng; for
Palais Royal, Gladys Reilly;
for
Martin's Cafe, Al and Loretta De
Veaux; for Plantation, Marie Pollack, Grace Cornell,
Anna Page,
Mary T.ancaster, Rena D'Arc, Ruth
Germaine, Phyllis Treligen. Stella
Lang, Ada Martin, June Castle, May
Glren and Grace Austin.

A couple of liquor arrests were
in Broadway cabarets within
the past week by the police.
Inspector Bolen is said to hr
made
one of the arrests in person.
A
policeman was stationed in each
place following the violation charge.

made

Magistrate
Simpson dismissed
the indecency charge made by the
police against the bathing girls in

Arthur Mathews, Al. Lewis and Max Gordon, Reed and Selma, Billy "The Bathing Beach Revue" at
Arlington, Eddie Plohn, Harry A. Roma. Jack Linder, Abo Fincberg, Lee Murray's on 42d street. The court
Kraus, William Morris, Billy Hawthorne, Al. White, Tommy Curran, II. said no evidence had been produced
W. Gughan, Harry Carlin. George Poli,*T. E. Hayes, Paul Durand. Frank of indecency. The revue opened
&
O'Brien, Bill Vedoege, Alf. T. Wilson, F. F. Proctor, Max Lowenstein. June 16. following the tenancy of
Davs Marion has produced "The Marcus Loew, Tom Waters, Max Obendorf, Charles Fitzpatrlck, Fred the place by Joe Susskind. Walter
Old Timers," opening for Loew at Fisher, Sam Harris, Flo. Ziegfeld, Jr., J. H. Lubln, J. H. Remick, Harry Windsor put on the show. It feaHastings, S. P. Whiting, R. C. Bevan, Beaumont Sisters, Joseph Freeman. tures Tyler Brooke and has Frank
It is comthe Victoria Monday.
posed of old time variety artists, Sam A. Scribner, William K. Wells, James E. Cooper, J. G., Eddie Cantor, Farnum, Virginia Smith, Evelyn
including Josephine Sabel, Imogcnc Arthur Klein, Edgar Allen, Herman and Sam Timherg, Oscar Shaw, Ada Greig, Virginia Beardslcy. Helen
Comer, Andy Gardner, Dan Barrett, Lewis, Louiso Groody, William Kent, Joseph Cooper, Neville Fleeson. Armstrong. Dorothy RlcHards, Edna
Rubs Waiman and West and Van Barney Bernard, Ed. Wynn, Ah x Carr and the staff of the Watcrson, French and Hilda Ferguson In the
Berlin and Snyder otllee.
Slclcn.
company.
Gibbs contracted pleuro-pneumonla In Chicago in 1 1>1 8 after a Rod
Will Mahoney has been signed for Cross benefit. It later developed Into tuberculosis and since that time he
Charlotte and her Tec Ballot will
two years by the Keith office. Ralph has been unable to work. Before leaving New York he was a patient at sail June 29 on the "Ksperansa"
Farnum of the Keller office hartfllod Hellcvue hospital for a time.
f< r six weeks at El Trco (bull rtpg),
the negotiations. Mahoney, playing
Mexico City.
Dr. Anselm Goetzf,
The F>hubert-Keith trial In Syraeme last week brought into the ease the composer, is managing the exBaltimore this week, has been
booked for a repeat engagement at as attorney f»>r the Shuberts, William Rubin, a Syracuse lawyer of big pedition. Dr. Qoetsl recently marstanding and much political influence.
He is the elder brother of J. ried Charlotte. Principals besides
the house in two weeks.

the star to take the trip are Paul

Kreckow, Stone and Darling, Dora
Wischer, Elsie Dercken, Hilda Major, Jack Coffey, Russcl H. Jones.
There is said to be a chorus of If
skating girls, besides eight principal skating girls.
The latter are
named as Elsa Rakow, Elsa and

Erna Schaefer, Ella Kreckow, Hilda
Rosenthal,

Betty

Helen

Ruckert,

Carr, Marc la Mack.
Oumnsky of
the Capitol, New York, is producing
the skaMng spectacle for the Mexican capital.
Paul Kreckow. forHe
merlj skated with Charlotte.
returned to New York from Berlin
a week or so ago. The bull ring at
Mexico City seats 35.00J). Gene Rautenberg Is the musical director, with
Erich Posselt, press representative.
Carl Granville is company manager.

Hugo Wilke, former head of the
Wilke Amusement Agency and producer of cabaret revues, Is in the
Jail at Chicago as a result
of his Inability to furnish an $800
bond, following his arraignment before Judge Rooney In the South
Clark street court on complaint of
the Congress hotel. He was charged
with failing to pay a bill of $64.60,

County

Ho
to him.
court that he ow.ud a
seven-story building on South Market st net and that the bill W*i
ie
*
rendered h!rn at a time wrh

when

it

was presented

told

the

was

financially

embarrav

id.

Three agents of a New Y< k uwfm
in;:
iwiW a
squadron" (federal)
morning visit to six hotel:- and cafei
i

in (Hens Falls, X. Y., UtSjl wTc M »n d
aire ted the bartender in c.e h [>1 icS,
P*"
as well as two proprietor.".
gufscd as street laborers, the dry

(Continued on page 20)

ODD MIX-UP

MANAGERS' 2D CONVENTION

IN CHI

STOCK MANAGER OBLIGED

OVER "GOODNESS SAKE"

ELECTS AND TALKS PASS TAX
Banquet Follows Monday and Tuesday Meetings
A. L. Erlanger, President Lee Shubert, VicePresident—Deficit of $9,000 First Year

—

t

suits by klaw
^r:rrr r^TJ'iMORE
Monday
h

and
a gers. Inc., vraa held
Tuesday at the Pennsylvania Hoending
in
a
the convention
tel,
banquet on the latter evening.

Show Played and Hung

TO GUARANTEE DUES TO EQUITY
in

Hopes from Saturday
Until Tuesday
Chicago, June 21.
has been a seething theatrical boiler for the past
few days, through the couple of
plnys that ran into jams.
One is
repWted elsewhere.
The other is
"For Goodness Sake" at the Gar-

The

local Rialto

William August in Informed His Traveling Stock
Could Not Open Otherwise Payable in Weekly
Installments Arrears Totaled $160

—

SUCCESSFUL STOCK CO.

rick.

—

William Augusttn, manager of a
stock company
which
opened Monday in Walden. N. Y..
waa forced to guarantee the Actors' Equity
Association that all
hack dues owed Equity by members
of his company would be deducted
by him from the salaries each
week and sent in to the organization at the rate of IS i week for
each person in arrears. An Equity
deputy notified the manager, who
is also an actor and a member of
traveling

Last night the company received
ITS
week that were due
Saturday. The Shuberts gave the
checks, without taking over the
Alleges Defendants Drew High show.
Business of organ ration accom
Maude Fealy Asked $750 a
plished last year, permitted the sec
John J. Gerrity, the Shuberts
Salaries and Doubled Rent
Week for Broad Comlocal representative, really saved
ond convention to get down to
the entire situation, as the company
of Amsterdam Roof
coses quickly, and officers for the
petition Feared
was on the verge of walking out
ensuing year were chosen Monday
A. I* Erlanger was
Saturday night before the performafternoon.
Marc Klaw has begun two more ance. Gerrity prevailed upon the
Newark, X. J., June 21.
made president, Lee Shubert viceEquity, that his company would
actions in the New York Supreme
presidtnt, Alfred E. Aarons secremembers to remain. His confidence
The Maude Fealy stock may close not be permitted to open unless he
Court
against Floronz Zlegfeld, Jr., was justified
Sunday when the this week at the Broad. Manager agreed to the demand. The total
tary, and Winthrop Ames treasThe officials were elected and A. L. Erlanger, as officers of show played to $l,-400.
Monday
urer.
amount in arrears amounted to apTwo new officers Eieffald Follies. Inc., and the Zieg- night rrpl'ayed to"'i850 and "fast Schlesinger remained obdurate about proximately $160, with the highest
unanimously.
feld Midnight Frolics, Inc., for an
allowing the company to go on, but Individual amount $40.
night to $900.
were created by amendment to the
accounting, alleging that his former
The salaries paid last night are finally did grant permission to reconstitution, they being chairman
AugUMtin originally became inbusiness associates, by voting to said
to have been advanced by a
and vice-chairman of the board of
new, provided the rent was Jumped volved with the Equity while orWalter Vincent of New themselves "exorbitant and excess- Poughkeepsie, N. Y., hroVer named
directors.
ganizing his company by refusing
ive- salaries
in
both theatrical Lloyd and are guaranteed by the to $750. Miss Fealy considers this
Tork, retiring president of the I.
By supplying
to furnish a bond.
ventures, and by increasing the
Shuberts, who have the production prohibitive,lt is said. Schlesinger reference* he waa permitted to
T. A. was elected chairman, and
rent
the
of
New Amsterdam Thea- in their own house to hang onto fears the Fealy company will be- open
Harry Rapley. of Washington, D. C,
without it.
tre, New York, have secured a discome established in Newark andl The company opened with an allas collateral, probably.
secured the vice-chairman's berth.
proportionate sharp of the profits
Monday night, after Equity Inter- compete with his legitimate policy f Equity cast. Two people not memThe most important measure of of the corporations. He is suing as
next season, Miss Fealy has had j^^
vened
instructed
members
and
the
wern
th€ organiaatlon
raising
of
was
the
the convention
an individual and on behalf of other to give a performance, Virginia the offer of three theatres for next forced
to join before th; company
funds by means of charging a **tax" stockholders.
presumably
accept
will
season
and
O'Brien, an Equity member, refused
was permitted to leave New York.
on all passes. The admission taxes
In many respects these suits are to obey the order and held the cur- one.
on "paper" were stricken out of the
similar to one undertaken in West- tain until she received $200 due her
The gross jumped the third week
revenue hill by Congress last year,
chester county in December, 1920. for salary.
The other illembers by nearly $S0O. and now shows a
and became effective Jan. 1. After
and later transferred to New York played, but Miss O'Brien's action profit. With the original rent conthat the Shuberts ordered the colcounty.
At that time Klaw was sent the situation beyond Equity's tinued, these would 1 e no reason Garrick Players, Washington, Waitlection on passes continued, stating
denied an application for permis- control.
ing Producer Broke
why the company could not go on
at the time the money thus desion to examine the books of the
Each night since Saturday the for the summer. Miss Fealy has a
rived was to be used for an emtwo companies.
company threatened to walk out up new play by Harry So
Washington, D. C June 21.
era, of the
Several
fund.
beneficial
ployees'
Salaries were not paid Saturday
In these suits, Klaw alleges, Zieg- to last evening. Now the piece is Kickerhocker, New York, which she
changes were made, at one time an
order calling for the collection of feld, as president, drew $30,000 per proceeding calmly. Local opinion is wants to do next week, bi^t Schle- night to the mob members of th«
Garrick
Players nor the stage crew.
year
that
it is good for a run if nothing
from
the
"Follies"
this.
company
boost
block
singer'8
rent
may
cent,
of
the
16
per
"tax"
to
be
such
Mutual Productions, Inc., which has
More re- and $22,500 from the "Frolics." in untoward happens.
face value of the*ticket.
been
conducting
addition
Almost
explosion
last
the
company,
to
paying
an
occurred
himself
$200
cently 10 cents on each free ticket
CARLE FINED
reached the end of its finances durweekly from each production as Friday when it came out that inhas been collected.
ing the past week and although the
_ ! manager.
Erlanger is alleged as stead of "Goodness Sake" being
*
Phe government ruled that since
reoeh ng $10 ,000 from the -Follies" operated by the Broadway Produc- Misses Performances $760 Deducted company is continuing it is apparit was a uniform rule to collect on
From $1,000 Forfeit
ently doing so with the hope that
company and $7,500 from the tions, a corporation called the
all such paper, the money was in
financial aid will come from soma
"Frolics"
as
vice-president
and Phoeni
Play Co. was the actual
reality an admission and therefore
Chicago. June 21.
unexpected source. The stage hands
treasurer. The rental of the New operator.
This caused discussion'
in itself subject to a tax of 10 per
After six weeks of splendid be- have given the management until
Amsterdam, it is alleged, was in- and discontent.
Wires to New
cent.
Since then in all Shubert creased in the summer of 1920 from York
brought replies a representa- havior and hard work Richard Carle Thursday (tomorrow) to settle.
theatres a hard ticket is issued on
The current attraction at the Gar$1,500 to $3,000 weekly by Messrs. tive would immediately go west, missed the one remain ingp performpasses, the wording of the ticket
Ziegfeld and Erlanger. who gained prepared to explain and settle. He ance of "Molly Darling" at the Pal- rick is "Bought and Paid For." with
being that 18 cents is to be col- thereby as controlling owners of did
Wm. Harrigan, who was featured
and no ace Sunday night.
not arrive. More
lected and 2 cents is a government
the lessee of the theatre.
appearance. This led to the demand
It cost Carle $760 to remain away week before last in "The Acquittal,*
tax.
Klaw asks for an accounting of for money Saturday night or no from Sunday night performance. heading/ the cast as a visiting star.
In the discussion at the convenWhen the comedian was contracted The local dailies praised tho opentheir official conduct as officers and show.
tion it was realised that members
At that time the principals were for the attraction, it was understood ing performance Sunday night, the
the return of any moneys found exof the association could not be
inclined
to
give
performance
a
for
between all parties concerned that cast being J. E. Joyner, Nedda Harcorthe
lost
or
wasted
to
cessive,
forced to collect or turn over such
the benefit of the chorus girls. Carle would post a forfeit of $1,000 rigan, Ada Meade, Willlum Harriporations.
"taxes" (the v.ord itself being a
They did, with the understanding to remain within the bounds of the gan, Frank Dufrane and Sara Farmisnomer), with the result that it
the company's share of the gross jurisdiction of the stage manager. rar.
Is to
be made optional whether FRED
ARRESTED should go toward the choristers' When it was discovered the forfeit The Belasco Players at the Demoneys are to be taken up on
salaries.
Each night thereafter was being ignored, the management lasco, which was opened after difpasses and given to the I. T. A. Charged With Larceny of $150
came the wrangle, with no repre- kept out of Carle's weekly salary ferences between those directing the
Salary Reduced from $100 to $50
treasury.
It has never officially
sentative nor money showing until enough to have the "holdback" reach business end of the Garrick combeen stated what sort of a benethe Shubert checks of last evening. $700 when the curtain went down pany, are doing "Getting Gertie's
Fred Marshall, manager of the
ficial fund the Shuberts are supThe notices of "For Goodness Saturday night.
Garter" this week.
This house is
posed to be forming via the tax Lyric, New York, was arrested on Sake" came here from the offices
Notice
Carle didn't show for Sunday closing within two weeks.
collection on passes, and in that complaint of larceny by the Shu- of the Broadway Productions in
night's performance. It is said he was posted las' Saturday. It is tho
instance, where a firm conceived berts last Friday and was placed New York.
intention
It is understood that
of
Arthur
Leslie
Smith,
was a participant of a birthday parthe idea of revenue, It is doubted under $2,000 bail. Up to Wednesday Tuesday that corporation notified
tho managing director, to continue
he had not procured a bondsman the Shuberts it was not responsible ty. When it appeared as if the final the current bill for an
if such collections would be turned
additional
would have to bo called
performance
Side
court.
Into the association.
The Shubert and was held in the West
for any contracts made for "Good- off due to Carle's absence, Macklin week should business warrant. Tho
The specific charge against him con- ness Sake" at the Garrick.
(Continued on page 18)
house Sunday night was practically
owners
Mogley
Moore
Megley,
of
&
cerns a check for $150, which, it is
It seems, that Jones & Thurman
of the attraction, went backstage a sell out, but the raggedness of the
alleged, he signed and appropriated
of New York, brokers, pr6moted the and went through Carle's role.
It performance may hurt the business
It was reported,
his own use.
for
WHITE'S
sale of stock for Broadway Pro- enabled the company to draw salary for the balance of the week.
however, that he was short $1,900 in ductions that holds the "Lines of
Eat 1c Foxe and Wanda Lyon head
for the final performance.
his accounts.
Starring Piece for Ann Penningthe cast with a number of new addithe FJeld" piece through having
Carle was also taxed for missing tions
Marshall, after his arrest, signed a purchased 51 .per cent of its stock.
ton— New "Scandals" Shortly
for this bill
only.
Hilda
amounting to $60, Vaughn,
confession, it is said, stating he had Thurman, of that firm, is said to the performance,
Lllyan
Tashman, Leon
comedian's loss for the birth- Pierre
A starring musical farce or com- used the money to pay gambling have organized the Phoenix Play so the
Gendron, Harris Gilmore,
edy is contemplated by George losses and blaming the races. Those Co. on his own, and at the sugges- day party cost him $760.
Carallann Waide, Jay Strong, Henry
Duffy.
White for Ann Pennington next who knew him never were aware of tion of George W. Lederer, presiwas
emHe
horses.
in
his
interest
season.
It was stated last night at the
It is now being written.
dent of the Broadway Productions,
IN
Miss Pennington has been featured ployed as a house manager by the purehased "For Goodness Sake."
Belasco Mr. Smith would return to
formerly
year,
Thurman is thought to have in- Elsie Jania Show Has Trio of the Garrick and conduct the busiv£ l*ie seasons with White's 'Scan- Shuberts for about a
»eo- jn choree of'the JefJCer- "rested the Poughkeepsie broker,
ness end of that organization w'aen
t, AP
*aU3l,
nfinoJpal sunpor; I hn>in?
Newly Weds
thin company closes.
t0 &!tVQ aci««n
* n0 im
t'v
Mr. White has chosen Lew Honz son, Now_A r.
»«« uau
:
James JlQUP.19, llQTV *a• ••lewSJU weeks
and Lester Allen. It will be likely the Nora Hayes for a time, but was for Jones & Thurman In' disposing
FranciUco, June 21
San
a small-cast piece with an abbre- off the payroll for a while. When of Broadway Product ionto stock in
ago as leading man with F'rances
virus
"matrimonlcus,"
The
if
Starr in "Sh«*re Leave," is scheduled
viated chorus.
returning his salary is said to have the Poughkeepsie territory. Henry
such a word there be or if It i«
r
The new "Scandals of 1922" will been reduced from $100 to $. >0 per E. Stanton, who originally backed permissahle to coin one, has struck to head the Garrick Players tho
week.
"Lilies of the Field'' was formerly the Klsie Janis Clang filling an en- coming week in William Collier's
start into rehearsal early in July,
connected with Jones & Thurman. gagement at the Columbia here and "The Hottentot."
Mr. White decided, after closing the
Those complications with the local has resulted In a series of marriages
tour of his "Scandals of 1921" at
OUTDOOR "CARMEN"
matters would require a page In among tho members of the troupe.
Minneapolis and returning to New
RUSSIAN DANCER CRUEL
Los Angelas. June 21.
York.
Variety to detail and explain.
No selections as yet have
The latest were James Lewis Held
An outdoor production of "CarSan Francisco, June 21.
At the present writing, the show and Aida Vasgelin, married last
{i
1,
the
at
July
be
The
to
.tagod
]«*** "
marital happiness of Boris
Whatever other In- week in this city.
is continuing.
-SdJS2r«M
the auspices side stu:T there may he to it, all wtrl
under
Petroff. Russian dancer, and his
^Hollywood
howl
booVfor'-Scand"
E-**
* ior scandals.
In Los Angelas, h<-f<frc reaching wife, Alia Moskova, has gone to
of the Hollywood Ch. miner of Comprobably develop.
Vvnile reported Inst week Allen
Sin Francisco, W. E. Wuelker, pieces on the roeks of the dlvorot
Alexander Bcvani. noted
tnerce.
lad signed a' two-year vaudeville J
chief electrician with the company, court.
head of the affair.
is
j impresario,
ZIEGFELD SLIPS
contract with the Keith olllce. that
married France? M. l'urdy. of St.
I which
promises to he the bluest of
Mrs. Petro seeured a decree here
agreement carries a provision that
slipped
off
to
Jr.,
Louis. They had been sweethearts, last week, charging her husband
T.
Ernest
ftagfetd,
here.
pwr
held
t8 kind
upon 30 day** notice by While that
%
Fan ope aboard the "Majestic" last 25 yenrs. Prior to that in Kansas was cruel to in r.
will appear at the head of
Belcher
ne requires Allen for
a production [ hii own ballet <>f 100.
Cay. Ful- Saturday, no announcement of the City Charles Lawrence, comedian*
She announced that she intendt"e Keith
office
will
waive the t gensio will direct, Manuel Sanch«4 trip being: made, The manager will led to the altar Pauline Camp, ed to have immediately for Europe
OKrcomont while Allen is with the
do tat* is to he chorus master. It be gone about six weeks. It is said whom ho met in th.it city.
to return to opera.
low.
White is taid to have Allen iiS planned to use the Philharmonic ne will seek novelties for possible
J
n **er a long
term contract.
use
the
"Follies."
in
on
the
biggest
orchestra, Which is
NORA BAYES'
PLAY
Woods on "Mauretania," Coming la)
Another of White's forthcoming the Coast, for the affair. The cast
The revue may stay on Broadway
Nora Bayea h.a* h> Hi <1 a new
Productions will be an all-colored of principals will include several well into next season instead of
The A. H. Woods office sends out
*' i* )>r viousdy reported, witn well known national artists, al- going on tour in September, the play whieh she will product Under word this week Its chief Is on the
J"
Willer and
Lyle already engaged though local talent will be princi- time of the road start for other h<*r own management early in tin "MatHttanta,' due to dock In New
or lL
fall.
York today (Friday).
editions of the "Follies.
pally used.
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LEGIT ITEMS

INSIDE STUFF
ON LEGIT
"Cherry Blossom Girls" of Japan making
•n American tour next season depend upon final arrangements to finance
appearances
at the Hippodn me have been agreed on,
Tentative
th«* tr p.
J. D. BArtOD having arrived back from the Orient last week on that mission. Barton departed for Japan again on Saturday. There are 40 Geisha
gins in the group, the girls being between 15 and 16 years of age. The
government stipulates that about 15 chaperones must accompany them
out of the country. It has been fipun d that the cost of transportation
would be about $45,000.
Barton said that the Japanese art- keen on anything American in the
amusement line. That they will pay high admission prices is a fact, but
the Japs will attend the perform inee but one time, the same attraction
not being good for a repeat. Tokio ts the only real stand in Japan and
the only date in that country tried for. An engagement will last for 25
days. O/j the mainland of China there are but two good weeks, patronage coming mostly from "limeys" (English residents). In Tokio, $6.50
top was secured for Julian Eltinge and f7.50 for Mme. Shuman-Heink.
Mischa Klman secured $102,000 for nine concerts and it is predicted that
Pavlowa s (our in the Far East next season will prove equally renumernI'lans for a modern picture house .are being projected, the house to
tive.
cost about half a million. The present admissions for pictures are lopped
at 40 cents, but with a new house bigger admission scales are expected.
Michio Itow, a Japanese who has attracted attention here with his
development of the dance, is anxious to return to his native land to show
Itow at present is concerned with "Pin
his art to his native people.
Wheel," an art revue at the Karl Carroll, lie is well known in Greenwich

The chances

of the noted

;

Village.

As long as there is show business on r.roadway, there will be probably
When that
to what Morris Gest did with "Chauve-Souris."
skilful, showman put over the Russian show at the 49th Street, it was
admitted an achievement of showmanship, for it was that, pure and
simple. The Russians had no more to do with it than the theatre. They
gave the performance. It was like expecting to sell .a Rolls-Royce if the

a reference

ultra finish had not been put on the Rolls-Royce reputation and the car
had been made known. Rut while agreed Gest did a deed, it was also
agreed that at a $5 iealc "Chauve-Souris" would have its brief day and

go back to Europe.
But Gest has exactly duplicated at the Century Roof what he did at
the 49th Street. If it were sjiper-shnwmanship in the first place, what
should It be called in this second place, after a run of many weeks at
the $5 top, with the summer coming on and no place to go. There are
probably no smarter theatre owners in the country than the Shuberts,
but they didn't believe it, and rented the Roof to Gest at a weekly price
he easily secures alone from the book sale profit at the theatre.
Announcing a new program and the same scale. Gest moved his caviar
collection to the roof that had been painted until it bristled Russia, and
put it over again, opening his hold-over summer engagement the same
night against the new "Follies," and getting the best of the newspaper
reviews for his show.
A layman could never understand how Gest did this. They would call
him shrewd for securing such a remarkable attraction, and then wonder
why someone else hadn't gotten it before him. It's probably only the
wise Broadway bunch that figures it is Gest. all the time, all the way,
from start to finish, whenever that occurs.
Morris Gest, besides his showmanly qualities that are polished until
they glisten, is about the best managerial pre^s agent in the world, not
Gest's "planting'' of
excepting Ziegfeld, Dillingham or Geo. Lederer.
matter for "Chauve-Souris" was as expertly applied as the entire planning of the Russian sensation. Gest had a $5 show he had to get $5
people.
In the worst theatrical season of history, he had to get
others, too.
The others were the faddists or the near-faddists, those
The Russian stuff went
with aims and ideals, and their followers.
strong in "Vogue," "Vanity Fair'' and publications of that character,
kind
of readers, those who
pages at a time. The style papers got every
know and those who must know, besides the want-to-knows; the moneyed
people and others who deal only with the moneyed people. That stuff
went direct to a $5 set, even if some didn't have the $5 handy, but all
*
had to see "Chauve-Souris."
Perhaps Balieff's knack of picking people's names in the audience he
had been tipped off to (which may explain why Gest so persistently
hugged the front gate,) could have accounted for many return visits or
tickets sold, but even that was a Gest idea, the same as the $5 scale, the

—

same as

the rage, the

same as the

whole pyramiding into a theatrical

and the same as the run. the
feat never before approached in

hit,

LITTLE THEATRES

The wfll of Charlotte Barnett.
who died May 26 in Mount Clements,
Mich, has been

filed

In the

Surro-

gate's office by her son, Sam Berdisclosed
It
probate.
nard, for
$20,000 personal property owned by
the deceased, of which the actor is
willed $500, not because of lack of

Samuel J. Hume, director of the tention to incorporate as soon as
Green theatre in the University of the general plan as proposed by the
an attractive promoters is approved by the sub*
Issued
California,
brochure last week in which is set scribers.
Lester Lonergan, formerly leading
the activicovering
report
his
forth
love, but because he is already
Ac- man of the Auditorium Stock here
1918.
deemed well supplied with worldly ties of the theatre since
some
drama
the
18 years ago, has signified his
report
to
Hume's
Richard Barnett and Re- cording
goods.
small place in the life of the desire to become director.
Mr.
becca Jones are granted $5,000; had
until 1920, when tne Lonergan is a great
favorite in
Rachel Gutstadt is willed $6,000, and Greek theatre
Kansas
trilogy
City
where
Falstaff
Shakespearean
he played for
Harry Louis the remainder.
"Henry IV," parts 1 and 2, and the many months, and the promoters of
"Merry Wives of Windsor' weiw the company are hoping they will
Mary Kate Byron, a resident of given.
be able to make the necessary ar*
Long Branch, N. J., who died Derangements for his engagement.
cember 21. 1920, left an estate valThe San Francisco Theatre Guild,
ued at $11,926.50 in New York State, a co-operative producing organizaFor the third annual summer per-,
according to an order signed by tion, in which a number of business formance in the Canisius College,Surrogate Cohalan, assessing her men are Interested with Jessica Buffalo, open air amphitheatre, a
New York property $69.27 as an Colbert, concert manager, has taken pageant "The Life of Dante,"
inheritance tax. Arthur W. Byron,
over the Savoy theatre and an- written by Buffalonians, will be
a son, of Montclair, N. J., was the nounces that it will be renamed tne presented on June 26 -July 1. The
sole heir and administrator, no will Plaza.
pageant will be produced by Eric
having been left. The value of her
Snowden and the cast includes some
estate outside of New York State
of Buffalo's most representative
The interests backing the local citizens.
According to court
unknown.
is
Social
Houses and
documents, she inherited $89,406.50 Community
from the estate of her sister, Ada
Rehan, who died June 8, 1916. Included in this amount whs a onehalf interest in plays and contracts
which formed a part of the estate
of the late Augustin Dajy, inventoried at $2,000 and on account of
which $2,554.46 has been paid. She
also receives $8,400 from the estate
Burke, he having beof John
queathed her $10,000 in his will. The
deceased was the widow of Oliver
Doud Byron, a well known actor,
who died October 22, 1920, in Long
Franeh, N. J.
G. B. Road, assignee of Frederick
Arnold Iftimmer, who contributed
the book of "Magic Melody," re$1,089.63
for
judgment
covered

against Max R. Wilner, Sigmund
Romberg and the Wilner-Romberg
Corporation for $1,000 back royal-

Centers of New York are endeavorencourage the formation of
Theatre movements to play
throughout the city during the
summer. Their endeavors are part
p| a campaign to supply the masses
with the proper type of entertainment in their own neighborhoods,
making it unnecessary to seek
ing to
Little

In many Instances stages have
been erected and equipped to hanThe directors
dle the companies.
are making attempts to secure
small commonwealth companies already organized to start the movement. The plan in each instance is
to have several outside companies
appear originally and later organize
a unit in each place. Where interest

is

displayed

suitable

material

of East

and West

m

and American

amusement away from home.

will

,

artists.

CRITICISMS
"PIN

A

WHEEL"

kaleidoscopic revel in 20 parts

by Michio Itow at the Earl Carroll,
June 15.
"Mr. Hitchcock's 'Pin Wheel'
at

is,

a sobe.* and erudite
festival."
Tribune.

least,

dancing
"Here

—

are divers talents combined into one incongruous whole—
Chaliapin at a Sunday night concert at the Columbia." Times.

—

be selected to form a company
with a stage director. Where it is
difficult to adai t the people to the
"STRUT MISS LIZZIE"
ties.
stage work a skeleton stock comA comedy in two acts by Creamer
pany will be retained and local and Layton at the Times Square,
"Patricia." a comedy by Maria
used for small parts until June 19.
Thompson Daviess, founded on her players
capable of taking on the heavier
novel, "Blue Grass and Broadway,"
"Seekers of an evening's colorful
roles.
Hockey
Milton
will be produced by
pleasure with plenty of laughter
For the outside companies needed will
and Howard J. Green next season.
serve themselves cheerfully
to start the movement the directors well by assisting
the Creole comare offering to furnish a guarantee pany to that end. "—World.
Alex. A. Aarons, who recently disin some places and a percentage
"It's a good colored show, enhis
Sake''
Goodness
"For
posed of
basis in others. They handle all of gaging some of the most talented
latest production, is sailing for Lonthe necessary details with the ex- of Afro-Americans, and it excels in
don shortly to buy and sell plays.
ception of the stage, also supplying song and dancing."— Tribune.

One of his commissions is to represent A. L. Erlanger in the disposal of the foreign rights to "Two
Little Girls^n Blue."
.

Bide Dudley's musical "Sue Dear,"
which was taken off for fixing after
several weeks ago, went into
rehearsal again this week and will
open at the Times Square, July 10.
Jack Mason is now directing the
The book has been redances.
written by Joreph Herbert.
trial

will

the lights.

The Jewish Institute on 116th
street and Lexington avenue is one
of the leaders in the movement. A
company under the management of
Louis Hallett opens there June 28
and will be retained as a stock or-

ganization during the summer with
a certain percentage of players
selected from local talent. Several
local Y. M. C. A. branches have
signified their desire of entering
into the movement, as well as other
welfare organizations of all deto produce three nominations.

Lee Morrison is
Gest is no poseur. When he's broke he will tell you, and he was shows for next season. One caned
The Pacific Players, a little thecash-broke before the Russian troupe hit New York — so broke he had to "The Invisible Empire," having a
borrow $3,000 to bring them over, without knowing before he got it where Ku Klux Klan theme, is to be atre organization that has been preonly.
"The
the
South
toured
in
senting
one-act plays in Sorosis
he would get it, for at that time Gest, with his daring in stage plays,
had about exhausted every avenue of his rather extensive credit. But Beautiful Virgin." a drama by Har- Hall, San Francisco, under the dithe chances are now his credit is more extensive than ever, for when ry Derwent, of Famous Players, is rection of Nathaniel Anderson, gave
due in the fall. Morrison also has a program of two short plays June
It comes to financially backing showmen, Gest, on his record, should be
a mystery play which may reach 16 and scored a creditable success.
at the top of the list.
The plays presented were **Tne
What may count as an allusion to Raymond Hitchcock's near appear- the boards ahead of the others.
Bishop's Candlesticks'' and "Carance with the new "Follies" crops up in the chatter between Hitchy and
Frank Fay in their ad-libbing business in "Pin Wheel." the Michio Itow
Dr. Maxin^e DeGrosz will direct rots."
revue at the Earl Carroll. Fay asks Hitchy if it is his intention of the productions of the Professional
"glorifying the American girl," which is the billing for the Ziegfeld show. Players when opening at the BasWith pledges for 1,000 seats for
Hitchy replies he has no such idea, in fact, he has given orders that if table, Syracuse, July 3.
each of 10 performances, the comany of the girls appear at the theatre glorified, she is not to be permitted
mittee engaged in promoting a
on the stage. The cop of the Ziegfeld billing was noted in two places
repertory theatre and company, for
this week, "Strut Miss Lizzie" using it in applied form, and the Palace
Kansas City, has commenced to
BOOKING 20 HOUSES
also borrowing it for Fannie Brice.
work out a definite plan of organizaThis week Earl Carroll was in receipt of a protest from a negro society
Smaller Towns Combine to Secure tion. It has been decided by the
organization which appointed a delegation to call upon him in regard
promoters that the local organizaAttractions
to permitting the symbolization of "Work" in "Pin Wheel" to be a negro.
tion will be formed on a similar
The number was done by Zoltan Hecht, whose body was tanned, though
plan to that of the Theatre Guild of
21.
Rochester,
June
N.
Y.,
first-nighters
did
not
regard the figure to be racial.
the
New York* It baa also been sugLibertvPlayhouse
and
The
oCr.J^ thct a beard coasting of
William Oviatt, general manager for Corns*?:?!; & Gest, neo*-*'** -» '*ln
Canandalgua. are In a new combi- from ib to 20 representative citizens
«c
c-n.Bc,
v*.
-,
v.
feast
chauffeur,
h!s
Sydney
Lamport,
did.
..-sv
r
nation of about 20 houses in the be persuaded to form a corporation
last week. Bill has a cott.lffc down Cape Cod way. Lamport was driving
to handle the details of organization,
section.
cities
of
this
Mrs. Oviatt for that destination. He left behind in his room a bloody smaller
and the election of an executive
shirt in which were two holes. His landlady connected it with the mys- Harold P. Dygert, of East Roches- committee, whose duties would be
tery that led the son of the balu r to shoot to death a man named Peters ter, is head of the concern, known the selection of a competent stage
about five weeks ago, because Lamport had been in the navy, as had as the Associated Theatres, Inc. director and cast of professionals
The woman took the shirt to the police of White Plains. It
Peters.
who would present the first season's
developed that Lamport, before leaving, had had several teeth extracted, Manager William J. MacFarlane, of plays. The committee will also be
and he lost some blood that night. He used the shirt to try to save the the Canandaigua houses, is vice- expected to provide for a suitable
Holes in it were the result of cigarette burns. The White president.
pillowslip.
theatre. In this there may be some
The object of the association is difficulty.
Plains police disregarded the "new evidence," though Oviatt was the object
of detective visits and a Boston daily sent a reporter to Cape Cod to to book films, acts and plays that
Although there are several houses
interview I^amport. The latLer was chief machinist's mate in the aerial might not be available to the in- which might be secured, it is reHe was one of the crew of the NC 1, the flying dividual houses.
division of the navy.
ported the owners of all have the
boat which attempted a trans-Atlantic flight but dropped out at the
rents so high that it is almost imAzores.
possible to handle them, and the
" PASSING SHOW" CLOSING
From her dance place in Paris, Jenny Polly asks a correction be made
Repertory theatre people may have
In a Variety comment of some weeks ago, which mentioned her sister
Milwaukee, June 21.
to build their own house.
It is
Rosie and Rosie's approaching marriage to Percy Bronksbank, an EngThe Shuberts' "Passing Show" known that several plans for buildher
fiance
with
and
his family in Spain,
lishman. Rnsie is now touring
ing have been suggested, but no
will close here Saturday.
Ed. L.
disproving any report of family opposition to the match. The forthcomdefinite plans Adopted.
ing marriage wjll not affect the status of the Dolly Sisters as a stage- Bloom is expected here tomorrow
In addition to the pledges for
starring team, but it is probably the insinuation of the article in Variety, to arninge for it.
seats for each performance already
The show, with the Howard secured there will be no letup in
that Jennie proposed she be recompensed in case of that separation,
which Jennie wishes denied. Jennie is dancing with Clifton Webb In Brothers, will resume the remainder the campaign for more and an atParis. The Dolly Sisters will reappear together In London in the new of its bookings commencing with tempt will also be made to sell
the opening of the season.
revue Charles B. Cochran is preparing for the Palace there.
stock in the enterprise. It is the lnthis country.

The Union

give three special performances of
Hindu plays in English on June 30,
July 1 and 2. at 3 p.
at George
Grey Bernard's Cloisters. 190th
street and Fort Washington avenue.
New York. The cast includes Hindu

——

!

MUSIC

MEN

George M. Rubinstein, contractor
of the Capitol theatre, New York,
orchestra, announces his resignation
from that position. The same orchestra remains at the theatre, but

Mr. Rubinstein will no longer supply

new men

as heretofore,

when

re-

quired.

sets

Liabilities of 355.298.12 and asof only $14,375.51 is all that

Hamilton

S. Gordon, music
lisher, with offices at 141 West
street, left in this state when,

pub36th
as a

resident of East Orange, he died on
July 19, 1914, according to a transfer
tax state appraisal of his New York
property filed in the Surrogate*
Court.
The assets consist of sheet music,
music plates and office furniture,
$10,357.32; accounts receivable, $3,247.53; cash, on deposit, with the
Bank of Metropolis, $314.78; with
the bank for savings, $279.67, and on

hand, $178.51.

Under his will, executed April 9,
probated at Essex County, a
copy of which is attached to the
papers, Mr. Gordon left his widow,
Elizabeth Adair Gordon, since de1892,

ceased, one-third of his personalty,
absolutely, and a life interest in his
realty;
the
remainder
equally
between his four children, Clarence
T. Gordon of 406 Ardmore avenue,

Trenton, N. J.; Hamilton A., Herbert H., and Leslie A. Gordon, all
three of 189 Midland avenue, East

Orange.
M-. Gordon first published Hart
Danks' "Silver Threads Among
the Gold" which eventually entailed
considerable litigation.
P.

The new officers of the Music
Publishers Association of the United
States elected at its convention last
week are George Fisher, president;
Joseph Kelt, Remick & Co., vicepresident; E. T. Paull, secretary, and
Harold Flammer, treasurer.
The
National Association of Sheet Music
Dealers also In convention at the
same time elected the following officers:

Clay
dent;

Sons
dent,

&

Edward

P. Little.

Sherman,

Co., San Francisco, presiE; Grant Ege. J. W. Jenkins

Co.,

and

Kansas

vice-presiDonlin, New

City,

Thomas

York, secretary -treasurer.

Murray Bloom is now
Remick professional

the

in charge of
floor in

New

York.

Harry T>. Squires, staff sonprwriter
and professional manager of the .1""
Morris Music Co.. announces his engagement to Miss Eleanor Young,
songwriter, with whom he has collaborated on over a dozen compositions for the Morris catalog.

'
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"LILIES" CO.

SEASON'S PLAYS

Deemed Good

for

Summer Run

Up Broadway by Labor Day
Weather Last Week Helped Business

First Flock Will Light

—Better

TAKEN TO BY NATIVES

Cast Minus Salary Last Week

—Was

Chicago, June

Lack of Regular Attractions in Season Attributed—*
Different Bill Weekly Gross Often Larger Than
Permanent Companies

—

SI.

Thursday night
came Dan Morrison, and thereupon

New York

town

Into

Production

for next
proceeding: slowly. Few
ularly active managers
pared long lists of plays

season

only has three lighted, with the
others dark.
Attractions pencilled in for the
next season are "Paradise Alley,"
Casino;
"La Tendresse," Miller;
"It's a Boy," Sam Harris;
"Mike
Angelo," Morosco; "Her Temporary
Husband," Frazee; "Giv e and Take,"
Astor; "Seventh Heaven," Gaiety;
The Devine Crook." Republic;"
"East of Suez." Ti mes Square;
"Whispering
pering Wires."
Wires," Maxine Elliott; "Greatness." Empire: "Who's
Who." Eltinge; "Daffy Dill.'' Apollo; "Shore Leave," Lyceum; "GreenShubert;
wich Village Follies,"
"Cunnel Blake," Uitz; "The Foun-

is

of the reg-

have preto he done
and none has been published broad-

cast as in other seasons. Indications
of the spring that there will be no
rush for P>roadway bookings for
inaugural of the fall season have
held true. With the advent of the
war there was lively bidding fori
bookings at this period of the season. but that condition has steadily
eased off since then.

Enough new plays are on the way
which, included with the tryouts and
the several of the current list which
wilt hold over, will fill most of the
Broadway houses by Labor Day.
Attractions dated for presentation
after the first flight of offerings are
more slow in formation.
A location analysis of Broadway's

Plymouth;

tain,"

Romantic

"The

This does not comAge," Klaw.
plete the list already tried out or
to be put on temporarily before the
new season. Some houses are open
for bookings and several managers
are abroad to secure attractions
which may be presented ahead of
planned native plays.

remaining attractions, which number 24, but which will be under a
dozen and a half by July 15. shows

The better weather break of last
theatres are the
Of its nine legitimate week favored Broadway. Several
which were to have dropped
houses
theatres five have attractions, and
there are two special picture show- curtains for the season decided to
The keep on for the time being. All of
ings, only three being dark.
next most populous theatre lane is the leaders picked up materially.
"The Follies" held leadership by a
four
there
are
where
street,
45th

that 42d street's

most

ONE NIGHT STOCK COMPANIES

COMMONWEALTH PLAN

ARE PROCEEDING SLOWLY

in

FORCED TO

active.

out of seven houses still operating
But one attraction on 44th street,
where the other five theatres are
On 48th street five of Its
dark.
houses are closed and two open.
is open on 49th street
attraction
One
and two houses are shut. But one
show remaining below 42d street
("Cat and Canary," National). All
four theatres on 39th street are
There are
closed for the season.

I

comparatively few houses directly
on Broadway, but the main stem

wide margin, playing to standing
room trade for a gross of over $37,Morris Gest's "Chauve-Sourls
000.
was as active in agency demand as
the Ziegfeld show. Both "The Music Box Revue" and "Good Morning,
Dearie" advanced gaits over the
previous week, it being inferred
theywere affected then more by the
heat than the entrance of the "Fol"Captain Applejack" enjoyed
lies."
biggest proportionate increase

the

(Continued on page 18)

last

started the troubles of "Lilies of the
Field" at the Powers. So tumultuous were the troubles the members
of the company were forced to go
without salaries last week and are
playing this week's engagement, for
the final week, with the closing Saturday, on the commonwealth plan.
A representative of the actors is
countfhg up the house with the

(

house manager, John Mooney.

When
came

"Lilies of the Field" first

to

town

seven

weeks

ago

Morrison was included in the personn d of the Broadway Productions,
Inc.
After the show was here one
week Morrison sold out his interests,
he said, and returned to New York.
Bill

Gorman and John Mooney were

placed in charge of the managerial
reins and business took a leap upwards. Good winnings were made
from the second to the fifth weeks.
Since the show could "break" with
a profit on business as low as $5,800
the size of the profits with the gross
reaching $9,600 for two consecutive
weeks and not falling below a profit
until last week made chance for a
summer run exceedingly encouraging.
Then Morrison returned to Chicago to run into the toughest week
the show has experienced. His arrival Thursday found the theatre
owners growing nervous about the
loss the company would suffer be;
cause of the low receipts. Morrison
assured the theatre that all obligations would be met because he knew
"the company members all loved
him and they would work for him
on the commonwealth basis If the
worst came to the worst."
Morrison's attitude wasn't accepted very keenly by the theatre
attaches.
House Manager Mooney
informed Morrison Friday the business indicated he would have to get
some $1,200 to meet all expenses.

Trie start of the present summer
season has displayed a marked advancement In the number of dramatic stock companies organized
for
tne one-night stands.
The
method of playing stock in the onenlghters is to organize the towns
A. L. Erlanger Wants Possesinto circuits of six, each
town
played weekly with a new bill. The
Oliver Bailey's Lease
sion
stands are organized in such a manwith Notification Clause
ner that long jumps are eliminated
and In many Instances the comA legal battle over possession of panies are transported by motor.
The small towns have displayed a
the Fulton, New York, has begun.
The house has been in control of liking for stock, based largely upon
the
lack of traveling attractions
Oliver Bailey for the past five years.
When obtaining it from the estate during the regular season. In most
of
the
small towns pictures have
of Henry B. Harris he secured a
lease for eight years. Although the been the only theatrical entertainoriginal lease held a clause provid- ment furnished in several months.
ing for termination upon one year's In these the returns secured by the
notice in the event the property one-night stocks have outdistanced
was sold, no provision was so made the takings of some of the perA. L. Erlanger manent organizations located in the
in Bailey's lease.
purchased the Fulton along with larger cities.
Long Island for several years has
the Gaiety a year ago, notice being
made to the Harris estate, which in had the Al Trahearn stock playing
six of its towns each summer. The
turn notified Bailey.
Recently a notice of dispossess Trahearn company is still operatwas served upon Bailey, he, through ing with the Blanche Picker stock
his attorney,
M. L. Malevinsky, also on the Island, the latter having completed a full year, playing
entering a stay of procedure.
The case has been put over until both winter and summer. A traveltime a ing stock under the management of
If at that
next Monday.
Jury is not obtained to hear the John Taylor opened Monday in Litproceedings, the case may go over tleton, N. II., and will play live
other
towns
In
vicinity
that
until the fall.
The WilIn the meantime Bailey will keep throughout the summer.
Opposi- liam Augustin Players opened Monpossession of the house.
tion to the dispossess was taken by day In Walden, N. Y., and will play
Bailey in light of the reported error a chain of six towns in Northern
of the Harris estate in not prop- New York. A company is being orerly making out the lease and ad- ganized by Bertha Creighton, who
justment from the estate is looked recently closed with "The Bronx
Express" at the Astor, New York,
for in case of eviction.
for
one-nlghtera
through
Neve

FULTON THEATRE, N. Y„
IN EVICTION ACTION

—

CANTOR'S OUTING

(Continued on page 14)

a

Dismisses June Castleton Through

Ball

"SPICE" A HIT

SALLY" STRICT

New Show

in

Philly

Then Broadway

Boston, June 21.
"Sally" has the town alone and
will have it alone for a few weeks to
come if business warrants the atAlready
traction remaining here.

Atlantic City, June 21.
Jack Laifs "Spice of 1922" was a
hit at the Apollo last night, the

it is due to
as business is not
maintaining the high standard necessary for this show to be kept on

Walnut Street, Philadelphia, after
which it will go to Broadway, not

reports are current that
close

shortly,

here.

having

premiere

FALLON'S STOCK

Next Week,

Publicity

been

Ticket

postponed

from Monday.
Next week the show plays at the
at the Casino, as first announced,
it is said, but to another and larger
theatre, where it will show at a $3

Man

Starts Action Against

Long Island Bankers
William J. Fallon, of Setauket,
L. I., president of the Tyson Co.,
theatre ticket agency, obtained a
temporary injunction June 19 from
Justice Donnelly in the New York
Supreme Court restraining several
defendants from disposing of shares
of stock which he had deposited as
collateral for loans.
He alleges
some of these have been diverted
to the use of other persons, nam-

The show got some more publicity scale.
The change in the Broadway ar- ing George Powers, Harry Loscamp
week when June Castleton, one
made last night and Louis Abrams as having acof the company, was summarily dis- rangement was
personally
last

charged following the publication of after Lee Shubert had
He
a yarn that she was going to marry watched the first performance.
Dan Caswell, who was married to expressed himself as moro than
Jessie Reed, now in "The Follies," agreeably surprised.
and who has been good for several
sensational yarns in the past.
u LOVE & KISSES" TO REOPEN
No other legit house in town is
"Love and Kisses," the Schwab &
open and a general all" of apathy
Kusell show which played a couple
reigns.
experimental weeks recently,
of
opening at Atlantic City, with a
and
MISS JONES WOULDN'T FLIRT half week each in Wilmington
AsburjrPark following, has closed
Chicago, June 21.
Miss Billie Jones, a former chorister with Eddie Cantor's "Midnight
Rounders," had. Frank Montressor,
a music teacher of Oak Park, arrested this week on a charge of
flirting on Michigan boulevard.
Miss Jones charged him with
having attempted to start conversation with her, when she called a
policeman, who carted the music
teacher to the South Clark street

for the summer. The show will be
gone over and is scheduled to reopen in Boston August 1.
The show is an elaboration of the

station.

Colorado Springs and
hop from there to the Catalina
Islands before completing his vaca-

A. B.

vaudeville act

Boston. June 21.
A. B. Marcus, who operated the
Marcus show the past season, has
gone into involuntary bankruptcy.

of Affairs."

JOE GLICK VACATIONING
Joseph

Click,

manager

of

the

Kansas City, blew into
week for a monfh's peek
Broadway and to take a chance

Shubert,

town
at

last

in the
will

heart

vamp

MARCUS BANKRUPT

"A Man

game

at the Friars, lie

to

tion.

(Hick

will

represent

both

the

and Erlanger offices in
Kansas City next season, when but
Shubert i

one legitimate house will be operated.

T. P. U. No.

The following

1

Officers

officers

were elected

R0MANDYS DIVORCING
Los Angeles, June

for a period of

one year at the ;nimooting of Theatrical Protective Union No. i: William fclon-

21.

roe,

Marguerite Romandy, a musician,
has filed suit for divorce against
Counnd Komandy, also a musician.

R pond in(

circles

Beilly.

public.

ntial

president; James Bass, vicepresident;
recording
and enrresecretary, .John (\ !tcDowell; i:. H. Convey, financial secretary. The business agents elected
"re Harry Palmer and Joseph E.

Both are well known in professional
on the coast. They admitted not being able to have that
harmony at home which they supply '.vith their instruments for the

quired these through the unauthor-

ized acts of William H. Knlffen, Jr.,
vice-president,' manager and a director of the Bank of Rockvllle
Centre, L. I. Fallon is the principal stockholder of the Rockvllle

Game Between

Ball

and Chain

Jersey.

Whalen Park, Fltchburg,
plays

dramatic

Mass.,

under the
management of Richard Morgan
Monday (June 26). Morgan has
The following announcement was operated a summer stock
in tne
sent to Variety:
Fltchburg park for eight seasons.
"The Eddie Cantor Wagon Club, Leslie Rice,
who
recently closed
led by the comedian himself, and
with "Abie's Irish Rose" at the Fulwith a membership made up of the
ton, New York, will be the leading
entire 'Make It Snappy' company
woman.
Others in the company
and the staff of the Winter Garden, recruited by
Murray Philips are
will Journey to Duer's Whltestone
Kalman Matus and Charles lm
Landing (L. I.) park next Sunday Barton.
(June 25) for a general jollification
and a Rhode Island clambake.
Dramatic stock was Installed in
"Numerous field and aquatic contests are scheduled, but, needless to Lakemont Park, Altoona, Pa., June
12.
The company headed by John
say, the big outdoor event of the
day will be the usual baseball game Adair and Jane Loew includes G. P.
between the married and single Broderlck and Ernest Woodward.
men.
Marta WIttowska Mallcry will be
"Cantor's Ball and Chain Gang
the president of the Professional
will represent the former, opposed
by Jean Schwartz' Lucky Stiffs. Players, Inc., of Syracuse, a newly
Eddie will pitch for his team and organized society of professional
Lew Hearn will be his battery thesplans claiming Syracuse as
home, and which will open a season
partner.
(Continued on page 18)
"To preserve the proper atmo-

Gang and Lucky

Stiffs

stock

Bank. He names as co-defendants
the Baldwin National Bank and sphere, breakfast will be served at

several of its officials, and Frank noon."
Delano, president of the Bank of
Rockvllle Centre.
Mr. Fallon alleges It was on the
"FOLLIES"
advice of Mr. Knlffen that he purchased a controlling Interest in the Next Edition of "Greenwich
il-j
Rockvllle Centre Bank, buying 603
lage" in August
chare.
is
a
$200
shares. Their value
He 'asks for an accounting and also
The next and newest "Greenwich
wants his stock returned upon re- Village Follies' is due to open on
payment of the loans.
Broadway and probably at the Shubert theatre, as usual, in August.

NEW

Morris Green and Al Jones will
again sponsor the production that
Under the name of "Be Careful will have a book by George V. IIoDearie,"
a musical version of bart, music by Louis Ilirsch and
"Nothing But lies,' the Aaron staging by J. Murray Anderson.
Hoffman farce, in which William
So far the only engagement enCollier was starred several seasons tered has been a holdover one, Saago, will bo produced In San Fran- voy and Brennan with the "GreenThe author has wich Follies" of last season.
cisco in August.
adapted the show, with the music
composed by Schertzlnger, who
"SO LONG LETTY" AT 75c. TOP
lately has been devoting himself to
San Francisco, June 21.
feature picture scores.
'So Long Lotty," the llrst big
Hoffman and Alonzo Price,- who
musical
production
to be presented
will
leave
for
piece,
will stage the
by Oliver Morosco at the new Mothe coast next month.
rosco -Casino
tii fat re
here is to
Open July 1. The rehearsals have
MAUDE FAY TO
been going on several lays under
the d:r< clion of Harry James.
San Francisco, June 21.
Several changei in the cast, those
Maude Fay, operatic star. Is to
including
Marjorie
listed
marry Captain Powers Symington, now
Leach, Marta Golden. Alma Franci-s,
U. Si N., July It.
and
Oaks
I>o Voe,
Delura,
Frank
in
The wedding is to take place
Immediately afterward Jimmy Dunn. Herbert Hosy and 20
this rity.
the couple will leave for New York, girls.
The price at the new house will
wh're Captain Symington has been
be 75 ccf in top.
transferred.

MUSICAL "LIES" ON COAST

MARRY

LILLIAN RUSSELL'S WILL
Pittsburgh, June

The

will of the late Lillian

Moore was

21.

Bus-

here yesterday
for probate.
No estimate of the
value of the estate can be made, as
it includes
arlous works of art
upon which no value can be placed
until the executors file their Inven-

sell

filed

.

tory.

Other than a trust fund In favor
of her daughter, Dorothy, the will
Includes but one other bequest, to
her husband, Alexander P. Moore.
latter was concluded with the
line, "Knowing that ho will carry
out my wishes with regard to cer-

The

tain charities
relatives."

and provisions

for

my

It was the wish of the deceased
her charitable benevolences be kept
a secret. With this end In view, she
had confided them to her husband

and none

is

specified In the will.

B0HLER, PAGEANT PRODUCER
Chicago, June 21.
Charles Bohbr, producer of tho
Terrace garden shows, a local downtown cabaret, was awarded tho production contract of the Pageant of
Progress, this city's annual gala
event. The show is to run for two
weeks and will operate at an approximate expetise of $12,000.
The producer Is angling for f«-iture names, but no cast has been
engaged-
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ONE FOR

JULY'S LEGIT

WORRYING

OUTLOOK
CHI'S

IS

AUTHORITIES
<

.—

Must Married"

and Pageant
Editorial Writers Asked to Stir Up
of Progress
Unprecedented Depression Continues
Interest

Only Three Plays

—

in Sight for Visitors

—

to make a success of a final
farewell after the long stay here at
other times was featured without
notice.
The Vanderbilt attraction
closings just barely reached $9,000 on two
Wholesale
theatricals.
have been chalked up, favorites weeks' engagement. "Molly Darling"
Into
an exit with the went out amid a big loss, with busiforced
"hangers- on," creating a situation ness getting worse as the try to
that hurled loop theatricals into a hold the attraction was functioned.
turmoil unequaled in local theatOn top of the last two weeks'
rical history.
losses of "The O'Brien Girl" at
Because of the priceless worth of Cohan's Grand, George M. will now
Interest toward "summer shows," be obliged to add losses for "Garriloyal sons and daughters of local son and the Girls," starring Donald
The Brian show was a
civic pride find it impossible to Brian.
withhold the jolt the native vanity transformation in title alone of
and the Movies," and
"Madeleine
has received, and a consultation of
municipal authorities is being held for the first time in a decade a
had to withstand
piece
as thib is written to prevent the Cohan
possibility of the city, with 3,500,- severe panning from the critics, exGuess George
Stevens.
Ashton
cept
000 population, being unable to offer theatrical entertainment to the M. knew he was taking a chance in
piece
out
here, judging
the
sending
thousands of visitors headed this
way for the Pageant of Progress from the hurried closing which
and also* those who fill the city's comes Saturday. With no possible
sight
hotels, using Chicago as a stop- attraction in sight, the rare
ping-over spot touring east and of Cohan's Grand being closed for
west.
The newspaper editorial the summer now looms up.

Chicago, June 21.
the
continue*
state of affairs involving the record
Chicago
times
for
depression of all

attempt

Unprecedented

writers
tribute

have been asked to conassistance

to

stirring

There

"Lilies of the Field" was in diffiIt was the weather,
all week.
as told in last week's box office reattractions
the
port,
sent
that
a-skiddingr, but after the heat wave
subsided Friday night the attrac-

up culty

interest.

will be only three attracafter the past week's happenings, to start off the new month
with a promise of sticking. One of
these will be "Lightnin'," which has
outstripped everything, and just at
a time when it appeared the Bacon
hit would be included in the disaster a record response in trade
popped up, as was evident last

tions,

—

(LaSalle.

week).

(Continued from page 13)
was asked of the house as %
Legits from Both Sides Will Plan This
possible loan, but the house refused
Theatre
to promise the advance.
Saturday
iransas City will have but one Morrison tried to raise the money
legitimate theatre next season, to by wire from New York, which was
play Erlanger and Shubert booked 72 hours after his re-purchasing of
attractions, as has been the condi- the 51 per cent, stock, as he stated.
tion since the first t f the year. The There was no response from New
booking combination will concen- York, and the company membens
trate attractions in one house of were tipped off between Saturday's,
matinee and night. The pay-off haa
other cities tf the same class.
Whether the Shubert there will been made at the Powers attraction
get the combinations has not been before the matinee on Saturdays
by Bill Gorman. The delay with
decided, it being planned to shift

Must make owners happy to realize
profit can be shown after conditions
This results from good
of week.
showmanship. Agent Florida has the
In town.
supervised

best

billing

"IHIES" COMMONWEALTH

K. C.

legitimate

shows

into

the

Century and Columbia burlesque
with gross of $7,800.
into the Shubert. The Grand opera
"Liliom" (Great Northern, 6th
house was taken over for stock by
week). With "For Goodness Sake"
local interests early in the year, but
out and no attraction obtainable In
the venture is said to have lost
New York, looks as If Shuberts can $16,000.The house is open for
display good judgment by keeping
rental for next season.
open Garrick by returning Theatre

Good

profit

Guild piece to the Randolph street
Expenses reduced by dehouse.
parture of agent and other Incidents,
giving attraction better chance unGrossed
der new arrangements.

SOUSA'S BRITISH INVASION

John Philip Sousa and band will
tour the British Isles for six weeks
beginning next October. The band
$6,700.
"Anns Christie" (Cort, 9th week). will open its thirtieth annual tour
in July.
The musicians will play
Goes out Saturday, with "Her Temtwo weeks in Canada, two weeks in
porary Husband" to follow. To have
New England, the large cities of the
forecast big slump of O'Neil play
middle
Chicago
west,
reaching
after weighty tributes by critics
October 8.
apparravings
of
would have been
The foreign invasion will follow
ently insane individual, but then it's
show business. Even farewell an- the Chicago engagement according
nouncement is bringing no response. to the present plans of Harry AsReported at $5,800.
kin, Sousa's manager.

SHOWS

IN N. Y.

AND COMMENT

Figures estimated and comment point to soma attractions being
successful, while the same gross accredited to othsrs might suggest
mediocrity or loss. The variance is explained in the difference in
house capacities, with the varying overhead. Also the size of show
east, with consequent difference in necessary gross for a profit.
Variance in business necessary for musical attraction as against
dramatic play is also to be considered.

were wrecked in financial
These matters are included and considered when comment below
and the come-back Saturday
points toward success or failure.
matinee and night, due to the cool
weather, wasn't big enough to re(5th
$16,000, but should pick up next
store the weekly statements any- "Abie's Irish Rose," Fulton
month, house having good draw
week). Two for one tickets bewhere near normal conditions. And
among buyers. Some report of
houses
making
up,
snapped
ing
therefrom came the disaster.
show not playing through summer
box office
than
bigger
look
Last week's estimates:
as Cantor wants vacation.
"Wednesday when, with terrific heat
rates jumped takCut
proved.
(Blackstone,
41st
"Lightnin"'
week considerably, "Music Box Revue," Music Box (40th
prevailing and small matinees elseings
last
gross going to nearly $7,000,
Though agencies with
week).
where around town, the attraction week). Wednesday's big business
hotel call are still doing lively
drew $1,525 at the matinee and brought renewed hope, and same "Blossom Time," Ambassador (39th
sustained Friday night
again
was
trade,
of business is at box
most
break
Better weather
week).
$1,735 for the night performance.
Last week
and at both performances Saturday.
office after 6 o'clock.
last week reflected in business,
Except for Sunday night, when the
found
gross
$23,000, which is to
trade
imnight
40
Let the Sunday
which beat previous week by
Blackstone, true to traditions of its
be counted great for this stage of
per cent. With total about $10,prove and attraction will go well
own, fails to draw a clientele,
run.
000, run still looks good into July.
over $10,000.
"Lightnin' " ran along surprisingly
Reported on week to week basis, "Partners
(8th
Again,"
Selwyn
"Garrison and the Girls" (Cohan's
well, assuring the positiveness of
however.
week). Broadway's comedy smash
Grand, 1st week). Failed to stir up
continuing for at least a good 60
continues
to hold up to Remark(26th
Applejack,"
Cort
"Captain
the typical Cohan enthusiasm. The
able summer business, with heavy
weeks' Chicago run.
week).
Agencies agreed to anspeaking range of the house on the
agency
buy
the
undoubtedly
other ticket buy, which makes atThe other two plays that won't opening night was misjudged by
punch.
Last week the takings
traction safe for summer. Should
be driven out, unless conditions fio the company, adding to drawbacks.
were not much under $17,000,
week
Last
ride into fall season.
to the very bottom of despair, are Cohan, and Cohan alone, could at
which was improvement over preweather permitted jump of nearly
"The Hotel Mouse" and "Just Mar- any time save this play, and as
vious week.
$4,000, takings being quoted at
ried.
There were some weak Cohan isn't coming the piece stops
$12,500.
"Pinch Hitter," Henry Miller (4th
grosses for the Apollo attraction Saturday.
week). Final week for this EngMany thought it was "Cat and Canary," National (20th
last week, but the shaky business musical despite explicit references
lish adaptation.
Show opened on
week).
Better going last week,
co-operative basis and has been
found itself overcome by big houses to farce in ads. Estimated at $7,300.
though this mystery play has not
offered at $2 top. Will be sent on
stood up to promise of big busiSaturday and Sunday all that is
"The Hotel Mouse" (Apollo, 3d
tour with cast changes in fall.
ness indicated in first four months
ever needed to pull an attraction at week).
Saturday
trade
Good
of run. Between $8,500 and $9,000. "Pin Wheel," Earl Carroll (2d week).
this
theatre over $10,000. "Just yanked attraction over $10,000. Will
Odd revue, which opened last
(21st
Century
Married" is away from its record now have clear field and will dis- "Chauve-Souris,"
Thursday; had elements of sucweek). Third week of new probusiness, but with the profit of appoint managers if $12,000 isn't
cess but hampered by valueless
third in this theatre
gram
and
$27,000 already made by the own- averaged for balance of engagematerial. In revised form it has
(moved up from 49th Street).
ers since this play arrived in town, ment.
Trap clicked for $10,850.
chance. Is in cut rates. On half
Great call for Russian novelty;
the
LaSalle
attractions
can
"Irene" (Studebaker, 2d and final
week played takings were about
next to "Follies" as summer of$5,000, or a weekly trade of $10,000.
weather any possible remaining week). Averaged $500 a performfering, and equal to it in agencies'
demand.
slump and still be happily held ance, with two weeks costing owners
"Red Pepper," Shubert. Withdrawn
last Saturday; notice posted Monhere..
The attraction is saturated plenty of money. House goes dark, "Follies" New Amsterdam
(3d
day but decision to call off date
with common sense in its arrange- with little chance of opening until
week). For second week Ziegfeld
not made until Thursday. Never
show played to capacity for all
ment, and it wouldn't be surpris- late August with show that will
figured
for Broadway, and salary
performances, with standees right
ing to know that some $5,300 gross probably be the last under the Shulist too heavy for business.
Mcweek,
throughout
along.
top
$4
would make money for this farce. bert control prior to house going
Intyre
and
Heath show. Stayed
with matinees $3. Takings last
In "LightninV "Just Married" into hands of Tom Hanks and Frank
three weeks.
week over $37,000, or 33 per cent,
and "The Hotel Mouse," the loop Gazzolo Oct. 1.
greater than nearest contender "Shuffle Along," 63d Street (57th
theatres have the only three per"For Goodness Sake" (Garrick, 2d
"Music Box."
week). Another three weeks figformances positive of remaining. and final week). Those who wit- "Good Morning, Dearie," Globe (34th
ured for this record-breaking colored show reported closing July
"Liliom," under new arrangements nessed this show for comparison
business
week).
Come-back In
15.
A deal for London pending,
and with running expenses lowered, with opposition claimed it was
last week indicated heat of prethough show is under contract for
more
vious
week
affected
business
l« a possibility as a contender for
leader in general likeness and was
Boston, opening Aug. 1 (Selwyn).
Gross last
than did "Follies."
a July stay. The registered busi- showing signs of record climb when
week better than $23,000. Looks "Six Cylinder Love," Sam Harris
ness at the Great Northern can't backers failed to pay salaries. Nil
easy through summer.
(44th week). Better business for
keep "Liliom" in town, but with no first part of week, but hit off $6,100
season's run leader last week,
show obtainable for the Garrick, through week-end patronage. Closed "He Who Gets Slapped," Garrick
with takings about $7,900. Will
(24th week). Theatre Guild con"Liliom" is apt to be returned to Sunday with biggest receipts for any
ride along from week to week,
tinuing Russian tragedy, though
that house, and therefrom seek its performance of engagement.
One
though not figured to last through
business is now pretty well down.
remaining clientele from the local big name featured would have qualJuly.
Change in cast, Richard Bennett
book-lovers, and would be com- ified attraction to combat "The
stepped out of male lead.
"Strut Miss Lizzie," Times Square
pelled to draw a winning patronage Hotel Mouse" more evenly. Cast al- "Kempy," Belmont (6th week). Sum(1st week). Colored revue, which
mer comedy hit; easily strongest
opened downtown several weeks
from the hotels, because visitors together too costly for the owners
attraction offered in this house,
ago, moved here Monday under
to have entered Chicago for summust have some place to go.
built three or four years ago.
rental arrangement.
Agreement
A new opening is headed for the mcr run. Had to do $10,500 for Takings
around $8,500 weekly, vircalls for three weeks' date.
"Sue
Cort Sunday night, but in "Her break.
tual capacity.
Dear" being booked to open at
"Lilies of the Field" (Towers, 7th "Kiki," Belasco (30th week). BelasTemporary Husband" the most
this house July 10.
Went all to picees and
predict week).
don't
boosters
alert
of
co winner and season's smash "The Bat," Morosco (96th week).
William Cour- didn't have salaries in box office afdrama, keeping house open all
startling winnings.
Just eight weeks more for Broadsummer for first time in several
Saturday
way's run leader to accomplish
ter
night's
count
Comwill
up.
Day
be
Juliette
and
tenajfe
years.
Last week weather shot
solid two years, intention of prostarred In the new Frazec piece, pany working on an Equity promise
takings
back
to
capacity,
with
ducers.
Business off, but show
Last week's salaries
which probably has been organ- this week.
gross about $16,300.
willing to take loss. Six comized to keep the Cort open as per promised by return of Dan Morrison "Lawful Larceny," Republic (25th
panies to tour next season.
the habit of this theatre's summer as a 51 per cent, owner of stock.
week).
Engagement extended, "The Dover Road," Bijou (27th
policy
if
a gross of $5,000 is Saturday night's performance was
week to week. Box office drew
week).
Last week this comedy
held up pending solution of trouble.
$3,700 for latter half of week, and
reached.
picked up $1,000 and bettered $5,Saturday management elected to
000 mark. With new terms probPost-mortems aren't good eti- Went to $4,250.
continue.
Last week made little
ably made slight profit.
Darling"
(Palace,
"Molly
6th
Few
quette even in theatricals, so little
money for both house and attracweeks more.
Jake Rosenthal had symwill be said of the departure of week).
tion.
"The Goldfish," Astor (9th week).
"Irene" at the Studebaker,, "Molly pathy of his many Chicago friends "Make It Snappy," Winter
Garden
Nearly lost in Maxine Elliott, with
Darling" at the Palace and "For for loss suffered here. Heat wave
(11th week). Eddie Cantor show
other houses near it dark. Moved
Goodness Sake" at the Garrick. gave show final wallop, and closed
has eased off, with salary cutting
Monday as planned last week.
Irene" departed the same way, the Sunday with gross of $6,900.
reported during summer. About
Should run few weeks more. Last

—

tions
status,

the salaries led the company members not to have the curtain raised
Saturday night until the salaries
This Moriif«on could)
were paid.
not do.

Equity was called, and an agreement was made with the house to
play this week, with the receipts on
the share of the company's being
turned over to the actors to defray
the expenses they have met, with
no salaries forthcoming last week.
Last week's business just barely
"squared" the house's expenses,
leaving Morrison with no money for
salaries.
If Morrison had remained away
from the theatre and allowed the
destinies to remain in the hands of
Bill Gorman, the rumpus wouldn't
have arisen. The Powers management was willing to advance salary
money to Gorman, and even after
the situation advanced to the danger point of having the Saturday
night performance called off, the
company members were willinj to
abide with Gorman's protection, but

the latter gracefully withdrew, resenting the attitude of those in New
York who drew him into the situation.
The actors and actresses
refused to abide with Morrison's
wishes to "take a chance" on the
$1,200 due for balance of salaries,
and in this stand the company re-

mained united.
During the fuss at th* Powers
developed that Geo.

W. Lederer

it

isn't

financially interested in the execution of the Broadway Productions,
Inc. Morrison wasn't willing to disclose just who are the representative backers of the organization
with him, but they are known to be
at least one of the brokers who
essayed the production of "For
Goodness Sake" at the Garrick,
although for some mysterious reason last Friday Morrison was desirous of inserting an advertisement

newspapers that the BroadInc., had nothing
do at all with "For Goodness

in the

way
to

Productions,

This fact manifested

Sake."

when

itself

was

ferreted out that "For
Goodness Sake" is under the leadership of the Phoenix Play Co.
it

Morrison

is

being barred from the

interests of the engagement at the
Powers this week. Morrison is formerly of the vaudeville team of
Pilcer and Douglas.

opened big
after the Saturday
night blow-up, and the chances are
tho actors and actresses will receive their full share of this week's
salaries, if not a greater portion of
last week's salaries, due to their
willingness to proceed on the commonwealth plan.
"Lilies of the Field"

Sunday night

Gorman

felt

the whole situation

very keenly, but the company members reassured him of their loyalty
before he withdrew.

CRANE WILBUR'S

NEW PLAY

San Francisco, June 21.
Crane Wilbur is filling a brief
stock starring engagement at the
Fulton, Oakland, with Mile. Caubet, and last week presented for
the first time on any stage, "The
Imported Wife." This play, Wilbur says, is to be produced in New
York later with Mile. Caubet in
the

title role.

It

was written

spe-

cially for her.

The

with the trials of a

deals
little

"The Imported Wife"

plot of

French

girl

who

pretty

falls in love

with an American doughboy during

war and comes to this country,
small American village, to
marry him. The boy is really In
the
to

a

love

with

Through a

heiress.
the
village
series of dramatic inci-

dents his brother finally Succeeds
in capturing the heart cf the little

French

lass.

week's business an improvement,
gross between $6,600 and $7,000.
"The Hairy Ape," Plymouth (lOih
week). One more week for O'Neil
drama, which closes July 1. With
$6,500 last week, profit both ways.

"The

Perfect

Fool,"

Cohan

(3:,th

week). One week more for tin*
musical show, which rates an real
success at $2. HO top.
BSd Wynn
starred.
Show going on tour in
fall.

I^ist

week around

$0,000.

"8ilver Wings," Apollo (6th week).
Film.
"Nero," Lyric (5th week). Film.
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responsible for the latest all-colored

*
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WHEEL

seemed to grow upon the house.
The work of Josephine Head and
be de- Phylli« Jackson in "three waltzes"
strangeThe
to the music of Brahms, made an
polyglot.
scribed as
The first
ness of its tongues, its manner of undeniable impression.
dash
has
its
art,
particularly
of purely foreign came with
living, but
always given it allurement. "Pin Hindu songs and dances, featuring
Wheel" emanates from the Village. Ragina Devi. She at first toyed
very strange in with a tambura.
Sarat Lahiri
It's a revue that is
Itow, a bowed an estaj, with Numbuker
many ways. When Michio
Jap who has developed his art in tapping a low -toned sort of drum
dancing in the Village, proposed It called tabla.
Eva Clark remembered from "Sunfor Broadway, Richard Herndon,
•who took it under his management Kist," the Fanchon-Marco revue on
recognized there must be something Broadway last summer, introduced
added which Broadway would un- the first modern song, doing ''My
derstand. So in was brought Ray- Lady of the Fan" by Earl Carroll.
mond Hitchcock, who is the feature After "Faun and Nymph" danced
of the whole, and Frank Fay, plus by Felicia Sorel and Senia Gluck.
aome others who, knowing nothing which Hitchy kidded, the prettiest
of art in the Village, were counted number of the show was sung my
on as a change of pace. But the Miss Clark, Hitchy, Fay and two

PIN

Greenwich Village

may

Village and its art is diversified; so
ere its opinions, and for a show of
the kind to open cold at the Earl
Carroll theatre last Thursday (June
15)

Clashes in views

was wrong.

why some

things
•were in "Pin Wheel" things which
bad no chance of connecting anywhere but in the Village. The very
6mart audience augmented by many
professionals made the premiere a
capacity event, but the "Pin Wheel"
failed to whirl in not a few spots
could only explain

and

a

quite

few

—

• first-nighters

escaped before it was all over.
That does not mean that "Pin
Wheel," if clipped and the fringes
tucked in out of sight, hasn't a good
chance. Had the pruning processes
preceded the premiere the show
might have been labeled differently,
but that first-night bunch, they
knew what Hitchy was doing and
what he said, but on the whole they
didn't know
the stage.

what was going on on
That is no particular
In fact, it is an edge for

unprogramed

girls

aiding.

It

was

"Silver Stars," contributed by Percy

Wenrich.

What was programed "Rhythmic
Setting," with the sub-title "From
the Clay," was more a pose than
anything else. Zoltan Hecht, a lone
figure represented work. The lighting cast an enormous shadow of
the figure, stripped to the waist,

upon the back wall. It was much
more effective that the same artist's
"to the sun" dance attempt, which
His
later
contribution
"Jewish Moods" did not fit into the
failed.

scheme

of things.

An elaborated Spanish number
closed the first part. It was lrfbelled
"Majolique," featuring Maria Montero whose dancing was all Spanish.
Senorita Montero made a change,
with Sorel and Gluck working the
while. It was the Spanish girl's
singles that looked the most effective, at times with the background
of

most of the company.

drawback.
The second part started off very
theatregoers satiated with the run well, but it was in this section that
Few who at- the revel started to fall down.
of Broadway plays.
tend understand what "Chauve- "Spring" a Japanese dance, with
the Yasushi Wuriu, exhibiting nothing
It's
Souris" is all about.
strangeness, novelty and artistry of difficult', afforded a good enough behas
that
entertainment
the Balieff
ginning. The following number was
"Pin Wheel" one of the best bits of the evening.
captured Broadway.
is a Village adaptation of "Chauve- It was called "Languor, Ecstasy and
Souris," with Hitchy as the com- Languor." Really an idea-art among
1
mentator.
Actually a vein of burtramps.
Hitchy was out along the aisles lesque, for the tramps could only be
greeting his friends and others be- nances. The morning music of the
fore the patent lift of the Carroll birds awakens six hoboes, all in
shoved the orchestra into view. He white, but in rags. They come from
was dressed in a Russian blouse of behind the hedge, one by one and
White, tight white pants, plus boots dance in pairs or ensemble to classiand a monocle. He, explained he cal music. There was no doubt
was living near Morris Gest. and about the way this number got
Finally
he across, the house giggling all the
hence the scenery.
spied Frank Fay in the audience way. For the close, each 'bo" rewith his "aunt," a lady who told turned to his natural state and lay
Hitchy, in answer to his question, down to rest. Walt Kuhn designed
that she hadn't seen him perform the number, played by Issye Boneck,
"since she was a little girl." That John Burr, Hamilton Condon, Roger
stopped the blonde comic to the Dodge and Maurice Lupue.
glee of the crowd.
Hitchy started
Hitchy and Frederick B. Manatt,
telling Fay about the show how it the latter with a walrus mustache
was art; how the players, most all and the former with red nose, did
of whom are strange to Broadway, a prohibition bit in one and later
loved art. "It's art for art's sake," "The Shaving of The Hairy Ape,"
explained Hitchy. "They live art; with the same players, plus Fay and
money doesn't matter; they make the Callahan brothers, started sometheir own costumes and scenery; thing which never finished. Fay as
It's art— all art."
a man who murdered his wife beItow is reputed as a preceptor of cause she didn't fry his eggs on both
(esthetic dancing, a willowy school sides goes to the electric chair. The
•of choreography,
always graceful. best laugh of the bit was Hitchcock's
Perhaps
that declaration as the judge, when Fay
the
description
dancing is made fluid with classical explains why he "done it." that "she
music explains the school.
The don't belong." At least the line regmelodies are from noted composers istered with those who had seen the
such as Tschaikowsky, Debussy, O'Neil drama.
Brahms, Albenez, Saraste, Paurel.
There was not a lot more. But the
Glazonov and Kreisler. Itow, called surprise of the evening was anonce into the going for comedy pur- nounced with "Taps," the kid drumposes by Hitchy, did not himself mer who is six but looks four and
dance, although programmed. Per- who has been a hit in vaudeville.
haps he sacrificed himself to the The tot with his little white sailor
length of the opening night.
suit was easily the individual hit
The dancing, or most of it, is art, of
the revel. He's come pretty nearly
as Hitchy said; or, more properly,
doing it in any revue and it is a surIt is artistic and beautiful. Enough
prise that he has not appeared beof the bare leg and bare feet to
one of the big musical
meet the appetite of Broadway is a fore this in
fact. Costumes of the drapery kind,
clown's dream number missed
A
and not much of them, never fail to
when the lights were
have slits, that the freedom and entirely on too quickly for a stage
switched
View of the entire leg may be had.
props. Miss Petit
remove
Hitchy started the show off by hand to
with a corking toe
announcing a pastorale. Pastoral, scored nicelySay, Oh Sue" a good
"Oh
he explained, was of the open coun- dance.
by Irving Caeser and Joseph
try, where cows and such are
and number
Meyer, again had Hitchy, Miss Clark
lambs
gamboling.
The Lambs and Fay in one. Most of the times
gamboling, by the way, said he,
whether from the
were all paid up, and so the per- Hitchy was on,
from the trick front
formance opened with a laugh for entrances or house,
Fay was along.
the
sides
of
the professional first-nighters. The
did get started. It
number was typical of most of the But Fay neverdid
not know what to
he
like
looked
Itow program. The settings, simple
art got him.
throughout, mostly used are lofty do. Maybe the
Something like a third of the show
panels, screenllko. The lighting was
night. That
very cleverly carried out, with con- was deleted the second
Wheel" needed on the
trasts calling for few scene changes is what "Pin
finale curtain
other than the different positions first night, when the
20 minutes this side of
for the screens or panels.
Almost dropped at There
are enough good
all the way the back wall of the midnight.
strange, in this show
theatre,
by things, though
that
so constructed
playgoer who
lighting a natural background is to interest the average
Hitchy isn't as imlikes novelty.
provided, was in view.
The panel portant
as the management thought
style of stage decoration has been
belong for
used in the "Greenwich Village he would be. He does
attraction on Broadway
Follies"
the surh an
there
revues,
only
Itow and
But
relief.
comedy
needs
screens were of silk.
Two of the his art are very interesting. Ibee.
"Village
the
,

—

—

Follies" girls were in
pastorale.
First
came Rosalind
Fuller, who sang an English folk
song with Yuji Itow, a tenor and

The Claridge Hotel at 44th street
and Broadway and the Yates resThen Margaret taurant West 43d street, New York,
other "Follies" girl, and were raided Tuesday night by 20
as

Hamilton Condon.
Petit,

the

a splendid dancer, frisked about
a masked Bacchante. She sported
very

bare legs,
and her sprightliness was a pleaslittle

costume,

full

ing thing.
,,
Rcclislastiquo," with Anit Enters,
Lillian
Sorel,
Felicia
Greenfield,
Marie Viseardi and Hazel Wright,
Wa s a curious attempt, which

prohibition

Hamilton

agents.

Burncy, manager, nnd M. A.
his

assistant

of

was found

at

P.

Hill,

Claridge.

were

No

liquor

place.

The

served with the warrant.
either

Waldorf and McAlpin were
also visited by the federal men.
Hotel

three-a-day booking by virtue of the
dancing. The team has lifted the
Conroy and LeMaire "bean mine"
talk, substituting it for their former
effusion, are well known song writ- matter.
They also used the "Jail
ers, having as one of their numbers
House" song, so old as to be of no
"Strut Miss Lizzie Brown," popular value in a snow of this kind, devoted
in a way last season and now used to fresh numbers as a rule.
The
as the title of the revue. Several hoofing of one member, however,
weeks ago the show opened at the sent the act over to big returns. The
National Winter Garden, an east act was on twice as long as it should
side stock burlesque house located have been. The first act finale was
over Thomashefsky's theatre and "All Aboard for New Orleans," the
operated by the Minsky Brothers. company in ensemble being in SpanThe latter thought well enough to ish costumes.
seek Broadway booking for it, and
The second act opened with
they were successful in securing the
from Coney Isle," a Hawaiian
Times Square Monday (June 19) for "Hoola
The chorus was
style number.
three weeks under a rental arrangerigged out in grass skirts and. were
ment. Had the show come in at any bare legged, the number being led by
other time but the end of the season Miss Green.
Wiggling in various
the chances are it would not have styles was displayed by the chorissecured a house in the theatrical ters on exit, which brought them
zone. Uptown managers figure any
back for more. Carrie Edwards enprofit at this period is gravy, altered as a special wiggler, and for
though one manager refused the the encore her wiggling almost belease of hie house for the colored came a cooch.
attraction.
Immediately afterwards Williams
As a string of numbers and dances
"Strut Miss Lizzie" lines up as good and Taylor appeared for the dancing
hit of the evening. They were called
entertainment But as for comedy
apparently,
there is close to nothing. The au- in at the last minute
thors appeared to have been at loss being unprogramed. They "tore 'em
melted
away.
almost
wide"
and
to supply any sort of a book and
After Miss Rector and girls sang
fell back upon vaudeville turns for
the void. That was not a very suc- "Mandy, You're a Beautiful Girl,"
was spotted for his dance
cessful try, for they didn't secure the Leonard
specialty, but he hadn't much chance
comedians they went after.
to score following the Williams and
The matter of borrowing was not
episode. Green and Burnett
overlooked, although that is not to Taylor
"Darktown
be charged against Creamer and with their vaudeville act,
Layton, who have some very clever Hod Carriers," led off with the parody
on
"II Trovatore," figured the
song numbers running through the
of the specialties. The parody
show.
The management probably last
landed easily. Green worked with
borrowed

Creamer and Layton, who are

!

i

15

Ziegfeld's billing of this
year's "Follies" and adapted it for
its own usage by stating the show
"Glorifies the Creole Beauty." The
"Follies' " billing is "Glorifying the
American Girl." The Minskys, who

received a percentage of "Miss Lizzie" in getting the uptown house,
may have thought of that.

Immediately after ensemble singing behind the curtain Creamer and
Layton appeared in "one" with a
telephone bit to tell of some of their
songs, mentioning "Dear Old Southland" (which they later said was
nearest their hearts); "Lizzie," a
song for use in "The Bronx Express,'' and one
in the "Follies,"
with mention of a fat royalty check
and the use of it for producing a
show.
Into full stage the "Southland"
number is sung, developing into a
bit of business near a southern log
cabin. The juvenile (George Harve)

returns home to his mammy to take
her north, explaining this is a colored year on Broadway. The year

began more than a year ago when
"Shuffle Along" opened at the 63d
Street, where it is still playing.
Until "Strut Miss Lizzie" there have
been no contenders so far as the
show zone is concerned, but several
heavy cover charging cabarets have
taken on that style of entertainment,
particularly "Plantation" and Relsenweber's. There is another colored
revue in the offing under the title of
"The Smarter Set," and it, too, may
get onto Broadway during the dull

summer weeks.

The curious thing

about such entertainments is that
they should come in hot weather.
Showmen laughed at the idea of a
colored show in summer, which
the success of "Shuffle Along"
the more surprising.
The "creole" feminine leads, or
more popularly termed "high brown
babies/' are four In number, and
there are an equal number of men in
the cast, not counting the vaudeville teams.
The chorus counted to
about 22, all of light tan with but
one exception. Alice Brown, a blueeyed, high brown; Cora Green, Grace
Rector and Jean Roundtree were the
principal gals. The first three were
number leaders, the last was used as
a dance leader. She was the lightest of the entire pack.
Miss Brown scored early with

"When Yoi Looked Into the Eyes of
a Mule," Burnett singling with
"Four Fo' Me," a number aimed at
.

lovers of crap games.

Close to the finish Miss Green
handled "Sweet Angeline," one of
the best melodies In the show. It is
a tricky number and catchy, the

chorus working in one to effect. The
song sounded good enough for
theme exposition, which could have
been employed by earlier use.
Creamer and Layton were on
"next to closing" with some new and
old numbers.
Layton singled with
"Southland," and it sounded better
than when offered by the ensemble
at the start. The composers showed
themselves to be the class of the

into the number flashed some careless dialog. The raw lines were im-

mediately seized upon by a portion
of the house, with loud laughter the
result.

with

Henderson

and Halliday,

"My Home Town" and

"Cre-

pace along,
with Miss Rector and Miss Brown
doing well with "Lovesick Blues."
The Misses Green and Rector and
Jimmy Moore scored with "In
ole Blues,'' carried the

Yama."

the
usual excellent playing as
mother, but it offered her no opporThe same may be said of
tunities.
Milton Byron, who was miscast as
In small parti clever
the father.
work was done by Jack Ravold as a
foreign diplomat; by Frank McDonald as a dance hound, and by
Barbara Gray as a flapper. These
last roles might well be elaborated.
Austin.

FOREIGN REVIEWS
POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE
London, June
Angelo Pageant
Doria
Wilfred Inketanley

10.

Robert Lorain*
Irene Brown*
Thomas Weguelln

Seymour Revelaent. ....... .Jamee Lindsay
Dorothy Monktnan
Hubert Harben
HH voir

Wemyss

Ursula Millard

Asphodel Forres

The best that can be said of
Monckton Hoffe's new comedy, produced by M. V. Litton at the Duke
of York's June 8, is that it is mildly
The author depends
amusing.
wholly upon a series of bright epigrams rather than anything border-

ing upon a plot. The philosophical
observations on life, as uttered by
the various characters, are brilliant
to a degree that recalls the sarcastic witticisms of the late Oacar
But smart sayings alone
Wilde.
nave never yet made a successful
play, even when written by Bernard
Shaw, or any other past or contemporaneous genius.
The piece, which is In three acts,
was played the opening night in
just two hours, Including lengthy
The
waits between the intervals.
flimsy "story" revolves about a wife
who has grown weary of her hus-

band because he is now wealthy
He
and no longer "romantic."

agrees to permit her to divorce him,
but, on advice of a worldly-wise
her
rouse
proceeds
to
friend,
jealousy, with tho obvious result
that she resents his interest in another woman.
Splendidly acted by Robert Loralne and a wholly competent supcompany, the comedy had a
porting
men in the lineup.
"Strut Miss Lizzie" is a song-and- rather favorable reception at its
premiere,
but is not likely to enjoy
dance revue. At times there is conJolo.
flict in the hoofing.
Some of the any prolonged popularity.
settings are of silk, few of the bits

calling for scenes.

The costuming

CIRCLES

is

acceptable. According to the present arrangements the show can hold
Paris, June 10.
on at the Times Square but three
Irenee Mauget, running the Nouweeks, and it may be a problem to voau theatre in the Musee Grevin,
get another house.
has mounted a French translation
"Shuffle Along" was protected by of George Mlddleton's one-act playits
management also having the let "Circles" under the local verhouse. The latter show at $2 top nacular of "Cercle." It was created
has ma.de a record. "Lizzie" is at at the Lyceum, New York, several
the same scale. ''Recently "Shuffle years ago, and deals with the divorce
Along" lifted its scale to $2.50, that problem. Ida (Marie Kaiff) returns
designed to partly compensate "two to her austere parents announcing,
for one" ticket disposal.
her Intention of quitting her .husComedy scenes in "Strut Miss Liz- band. The weary mother (Mme.
zie" would have made the show FranconI) remonstrates, urging forepromising, but it is hard to see how bearance for the sake of the child,
they can be inserted.
Ibee,
as she herself has carried the cross
of domestic drudgery for Ida's sake.
?\
The young wife at first remains

OUT OF TOWN

made

"Nobody's Baby," Hamtree Harrington working with her, mostly for
business. The couple prior to going

didn't rise to the heights of the part
she made the girl real and appealing. Of course, Miss Fealy did her

HER HUSBAND'S DAUGHTER
Newark, N.
a

J.,

June

21.

Maude Fealy's Stock is presenting
new play, "Her Husband's Daugh-

ter," by John Miller Gregory, this
is the author of several vaudeville sketches and short
stories. This is his first venture In

week. Gregory

legitimate except an early attempt,

Arm, divulging she wishes to spare
her own Infant the trials of childhood in a home only united to outward appearance. But the parents
ask what she will say when the child
grows up and reproaches her with
having left the father, just as she
seems to reproach her mother with
having remained with an incompatible husband. The latter Anally
reminds his daughter that the legal
home, even estranged, is the proper
shelter for childhood,

and the wife

weepingly consents to return to her
for the sake of her

"The Exodus," which was given a lawful partner

stock hearing.
infant.
A stock try-out is necessarily difThe local press received this essay
ficult to estimate, other than the favorably. It is an interesting work
Discounting adverse by a man who knows his trade albeit
general idea.
factors, however, it seems the play the French dialog appears long at
is too serious to be enjoyable, and parts.
not serious enough to be gripping.
Accompanying it Is a poetical act
It tells an interesting story but un- by
another American Constance
distinguished.
Lounsbery, "La Baiser d' Aphrodite."
woman divorced her husband lone, a mystic shepherd (Maxlme
and left her infant daughter for a Lery), is loved by Eunice, but he
worthless artist whom she marries neglects hie companion for the imbut immediately leaves. The play aginary love of Aphrodite. In answer
begins with the meeting of the to the jealous girl's appeal the goddaughter, now grown up, with the dess appears and bids lone choose
artist, and then the mother, though
between them, warning him her kiss
the relationship is not divulged. The Is deadly. But the shepherd, a sort
daughter has been coarsened through of poet, prefers Aphrodite, and dies
the friends of the artist and is al- in her embrace.
There are two
most won by a rich waster. Her other short items on the program,
her,
confronts the concerning which there is little to be
father finds
mother, and the daughter is in- said.
Kendrew.
formed of her relationship. She rejects her mother for her father, but

A

A cafe scene brought on Harrington and Brevard Burnett with what
looked very like an old Mclntyre
and Heath bit. They did get one
laugh when, amid the chalter anent
what one was going to do with the
other, the reply being "I'll always a reconciliation is brought about by
know where to find you every Deco- the accidental death of the artist.
The chance of the play's success
James Barrett and
ration Day."
Charles Fredericks, with songs and (and there is a good chance) lies in
dances, put pep into the scene. One the development of the role of the
of the men with a piano dance daughter. This can be made a star
started something. His partner, with part for the right actress. It offers
"Wyoming Lullaby," scored nicely, possibilities to develop a new Ruth
the man's voice sounding the best of Chatterton— the Ruth Chatterton of
Miss 'The Rainbow."
the show's male contingent.
Kven as it is the whole play reBrown, with "Breaking a Leg," had
most
at- volves around the daughter, and her
but
action,
the choristers in
tention went to a strutting little gal, big scene in the second act had a
real thrill. The other characters are
probably Daisy Fleming.
Cora Green was on for a two- types. Particularly disappointing is
the mother. She seems sickeningly
Longspecialty.
"Lonesome
number
Her other good; one cannot Imagine her leaving Blues" was liked.
ing her daughter and husband. A
withblue
was
that
lyric
a
song had
out the "blues," the (horns finale little twist to frivolity w'OU'ld make
being "I'.rother-ln-law Dan h«r real, and the tragedy of losing
linos
you can love better than Joe can." her daughter would become far
Miss Green is a well-appearing girl, more poignant.
As played by the company the
with perfect teeth and proper prohonors go to Kay Laurell as the
nunciation.
Moore and Fields followed with daughter. Miss Laurell did her best
their vaudeville act, which rates work in this play, and while she

LA PERLE DE CHICAGO
Paris,

June

10.

This three-act comedy of American manners In Paris may please a
limited French audience at the Theatre des Arts, but it is not a draThe
matic work for exportation.
alcharacters are exaggerated,
though they may be nearer the
truth than the impersonations In
"L'Air do Paris," seen last season.
Maurice Dekobra, a local Journalist, who has lived some time in the
United States, has written an amusing and sentimental play in which
ther*» is a constant use of English
words spoken by the French actors
In

the guise of

France.

Cam Me

Americans visiting
is running a small

store in Rambouillct, selling herbs
He is enfor medical purposes.
gaged to Henrietta, daughter of an
attorney In pressing need of money,
an-' as the lu-rbist is unable to
(Contiuued on page 23)
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LE8TER ALLEN
One

14 Mint.;

"Lester Alan jumped from burlesque into Ueorge Whites "Scandals" several seasons ago, and immediately established himself. This
appears to be his debut in vaudeville.
Mr. Allan is essentially a
When it comes to acrodancer.
he's
a wonder.
stopping,
batic
Everything he dors in that lino is
clean cut as a whittle. He couldn't
fail with his dancing, that's why
it's tagged on the end of his presPreceding the dancing
ent turn.
there are two song numbers, one
"I'm a Lawyer." and the other an
arrangement.
travesty
operatic
These are done in different costumes, both of the misrtt variety.
A surprising thing about Mr. Allen is he has an excellent voice for
Also
one who dances so well.
Both of t: esc count
enunciation.
importantly in the delivery of the
comedy songs. But somehow the
Bought -for comedy results expected
from the songs fall a little short.
Just why is difficult to understand.
The numbers are well written
(John Hyman wrote them), and
Allen puts them over right.
is

also

a comedy

recita-

just didn't click in a comedy way
as it should Monday night. Had it

been about No. 4 it probably would
have landed much more solidly.
Time, too, will probably correct

done wonders.

suburb,

a

stucco

houscfront

comedy

legitimacy.
Legitimacy of
sketch aspect doesn't get far in
vaudeville as against bright specialty material, it is to be remembered, and a laugh at any cojt
pays for itself.
Rush.
to

its

12 Mins.;

JACK LAVARR and GIRLS

(4)

"Tickle Toe" (Dancing)
15 Mine.; Full Stage

CHARLES OBERLE
Dancing
13 Mint.; Ona
6th Avenue.
Mr. Oberle is one of the success-

23d

Jack LaVarr and his dance partner

an

^^

^^

ing some of the colored stepper's
patter, corkscrew dance, "walking

when you have money," and winding up with Dotson's

"fit"),

Eddie

For the getaway he said he would do an imitation of himself and was handi-

Leonard and

others.

capped by the poor orchestra accompaniment.
The boy needed orchestral assistance moro than anybody on the
The house was charitable
bill.
and recalled him an extra couple
Oberle is a willing
minutes.
worker and responded nobly with
Jim Toney's knock-kneed dance.
The customers didn't seem to remember that all. Proves what a
few months' retirement will do to
one. Toney and Norman used to be
well liked here and at other houses.
Since he's turned restaurateur he
has forsaken vaudeville and the
fans seem to have done the reverse
in memory. It was a good impression, anyway.
Oberlo was spotted No. 2 at the
Bth Avenue. He's good for ditto in
the smaller houses, even if he does
insist on wearing street clothes and
Practice and
that derby of his.
coaching will do lots for the youngster The first thing he should look
after is taking bows. Even if not
given much opportunity to exercise
at bends, he ought to be prepared.
At that, they appreciated him considerably here. His awkward howing betrayed him as an amateur.
Abel.

and ALTREE
Rings and Trapeze

8TANLEY

10 Mins.; Full Stage
58th St.
Here's a couple, man and woman,
who arc entitled to a word of praise
for getting away from the conventional dress and mannerisms of the
regulation aerial turn. The routine

which embraces work on Spanish
rings and trapeze* is featured with
some excellent iron jaw stuff, one
of the tricks consisting of double
work of that type.
This has the man suspended from
the trapeze holding the woman by
means of a tooth hold contrivance,
which the woman in turn has her
Turn can hold
teeth fastened to.
its own as an opener or closer In

any company.

Bell.

price clientele funny bone, and it
succeeds.
There are numerous

Hebrew and

comedy bits, one vying with the
other for age, but it's the sort of
stuff that can be done over and
over again in the neighborhood
houses, and never miss.
Mr. Marks must have seen a good

announcement about "Songs I have
written," then playing a medley of
ancients.
This has been done by

many shows in his
memory is retentive.

and his
The opening
has Mark:; coming through the
audience, interrupting Miss Leonard
singing.
Arrived on the stage Mr.
Marks immediately proceeds to hoke
it up plentifully, one sure fire bit
consisting of the slapping and pushing of Miss Leonard in rough house

Abel.

The

fashio
self

day,

silly

58th Street roared it*ver this frequently re-

peated business.

A splendid example of eccentric
and acrobatic dancing by Marks,
placed a wow at the finish, that
stopped the show cold, the house insisting on a speech by Marks. The
act will serve

its

purpose as a

filler

for Marks.
If intending to remain
in vaudeville, he would need a regular vehicle.
Bell.

and SISTERS

a brother

of Ben,

Ben, also an imitation of (loldstein's
Band leading an Irish parade, which
is a new angle for Ben's "Hebrew
band marching through Dublin."
A piano solo reveals Bernie as an
accomplished musician.
This was
followed by more gags.

"Down on Avenue A" is a good
tough comedy number that Bernie
does things with.
"Requests" introduced a female
"plant" in a stage box who cressfired and then sang a chorus to his
verse of n popular song. This was
Bernio was
good for an encore.
"in" without the plant.
A trifle
moro experience and some wholly
original material should ready him
for the big time bills.
Con.

MARGARET McKEE
12 Mins.;

Songs

Fifth Ave.

10

Mins.;

One

23d St.

One

Maragaret McKee is a newcomer
According to one of
her announcements, she has been
making whistling records for the
disks.
An unusually pretty girl,
dimpled and blonde, with a magnetic smile that is flashed when not
whistling.
Her specialty also exto vaudeville.

describes

the

act.

Opening with "Who," not to be
sung by every singer because of its

American Roof

Is

His monolog follows, consisting of
Irish stories, well handled with a nice knowledge of
values.
Back to the piano for an

JEAN LAMONT

numerically,

One

Dave Bernie

Bernie. He has inherited much of
Ben's ease of delivery, also some of
material
slightly
his
changed,

Whistler

Miss Lamont, a nice looking miss,
sings three songs in one dress in
"one," consuming 10 minutes. That,

big range,

she displays her vocal cels.
to the fullest.
"Kiss Me
Opening with a semi-classical seAgain,"
was followed by "Nobody lection, Miss McKee next offered two
songs with a few dance steps. A
Lied,"
a
rag
ballad,
for
the
getaway.
popular numbers. The next "Song:
quick change follows with one of
It is not at all suited to Miss LaBird" was prefaced by the records*
the girls in Tommy Uniform out for
announcement. It was a straight
an eccentric buck dance cleverly mont.
She
had
more
stuff in readiness melody with the song birds' calls
handled.
Another in green dress and bonnet for encores, as could be seen from cleverly interpolated into the arher score books, but was not given rangement.
follows with an Irish ballad and jig.
Miss McKee is in for vaudeville.
Miss MacKay's specialty, a comedy the opportunity. At that, for No. 2,
song, "Oh Mr. MacPherson," fol- working before a half -capacity at- She possesses that raiv combinalowed with the comedienne in hoop tendance, she did nicely at the 23d tion of beauty, personality and
Abel.
skirt and pantalettes and the in- street.
talent.
On appearance alone sho
A
evitable hot water bottle prop.
could get by in a beauty contest.
EDWARDS and ALLEN
bit of monolog containing the newSure fire early spotter for the bigCon.
est of the Scotch gags was inter- Singing and Dancing
gest of the bills.
14 Mins.; Full Stage (Special)
polated. Both landed solidly.

The three girls in silk Scotch
dresses open with a medley of Scotch

St.

in the double numbers may
have been formerly The LaVarrs.
Opportunity The woman's
Spanish number also
conducted at the suggests that origin.
The embelFifth Avenue the week preceding lishment and elaboration with three
last. The four winners were played additional girls
have only transtwo each half as part of the regular formed a standard opener for any
although introduced by the bill (providing they are the same
bill,
Mr. LaVarrs)
management as newcomers.
into a three-a-day flash.
Oberle is a hoofer strictly. He has
Besides Mr. LaVarr and his partthe makings of a good pedal artist, ner, who also solos with stepping,
although the-j are shortcoming.. He thore is ft
team
waltzed on with a Tat Rooney. tie twice
,_,^ vocalizcs individually) and
then asked for requests, doing a
peaches-and-cream
little
gal
dance impersonations of George with a million-dollar figure who
White. Roscoe Ails, Dotson (includ- works hard at her
of

MAY MacKAY

One

American Roof

Bernio is a clean-cut youth who
goes to the piano for "Finale Hop*
pers," a weak opener and unfunny.

knowledgment.
It's a corking comedy act for anybody's theatre.

Mae Leonard

are
from burlesque, and their current
offering has apparently been, thrown
together as a makeshift to fill in a
few weeks during the summer, prior
to rehearsal time of the wheel show
they are signed with. The turn has
been frankly aimed to hit the pop

Scotch Songs, Dances, Bag Pipes

Bell.

amateurs
Night contest

and appearance who

should be lamped by a legit scout.
He's a corking juvenile with a tenor
that'll bring the matinee girls in
and a smile that'll keep 'em fascinated. As for Sherman's comedy, he
could do a lot in a comic role in
a racing auto engine makes it plain any production.
that an auto is standing just off.
Sherman is bragging of his puJack Farrell enters in Tuxedo and gilistic conquests and gets his lights
linen duster just as Jose Saxton all mixed up,
about the
telling
gagged and bound at the wrists Uempsey match and jazzing it up
backs out of one of the windows.
pool room
in
a
battle
with another
On this slight situation there is and one in a beer parlor. After a
worked up an amusing routine of few minutes of this nonsensical patconversation leading to a plan to ter, O'Rourke, much impressed, asks
elope, a bright and sparkling line of him: "How'd
you like to fight
talk, all leading to the trick finish
abroad?" Sherman: "Bring her on;
when the milkman on his rounds I'll beat her to death. Sherman
brings about the surprise finish by then does "Strutters Ball" in sevdeclaring to the young man, then eral languages (presumably actual
waiting for the girl who has dis- translations), Swedish, Italian and
appeared indoors to get her wraps, Yiddish.
O'Rourke soloed a pubthat the place is an insane asylum. lished number, rather antiquated,
All the talk has good laughs, is crisp
but winning surprisingly heavy reand funny and the grand finale is a sponse, thanks to delivery. Sherwhoop.
man's inimitable shuffle and comic
On third in a capital comedy bill dance was a continuous wow. That
at the Broadway, it delivered on its
dance alone will lift them up and
bright talk and surprise finish. If a
on.
The applause sounded like a
specialty song* or dance could be
An encore was a double
barrage.
worked in it might improve the dance number, Sherman annexing
turn, even if it did do some violence
with original bow aclaughs
more

—

ful

class

18 Mins.;

Joe Marks and

Here's a whale of a comedy twoact, one of those 15 minutes in "one"
frame-ups that can play anything
and everything. Hal Sherman is In
boob get-up, goggles,
eccentric
brown derby, misfit grey suit, etc.
O'Rourke is a straight of musical

Piano, Songs and Monolog

Ona

18 Mint.;
58th St.

from the drop
showing a door labeled "Dr. Coy"
flanked by two practical curtained
French windows.
A bright quivering light from the
entrance in "one" and the sound of

now

good one.

a fashionable bungalow

with

Cmedy, Singing, Dancing

One

built out a foot or so

lacking in the Allen
act and there isn't a great deal
but the
It's a good act
lacking.
point is that it could be n very

—

in

I

JOE MARK3 and MAE LEONARD DAVE BERNIE

O'ROURKB

5th Avenue.

Interest is created
at the outset by the stago picture
and incidental effects alone. A drop
in one discloses what might be a

introducing bits from various
standards, such as "Village BlackThis has excellent
smith," etc.
comedy points. It may have been
the spot (Mr. Allen was next to
closing at the Palace), but the act

is

15 Mine.;

act, devoid
of specialty material this pair have

garden

and

Song, Dance and Talk

(Special)

Broadway
For a straight talking

tion

what

One

16 Mine.;

Palace

There

SHERMAN

3AXTON and FARRELL
"The Elopement" (Comedy Talk)

(1)

Songs and Dances

Friday, June 23, 1922

ability

The girls meanwhile have changed
to Tartan plaids, all three playing
the bagpipes, Scotch to pop melo-

58th St.

dies.

Opening

Mixed singing and dancing act WILL and GLADYS AHEARN
usual singles and doubles. Novelty Act
has man in Tux and 10 Mine.; One (Special Drop)
leader for
production!
All
woman, who is of petite pony type,
It made a strong finish for a corkcurves and dimples, she seems in- ing threc-a-day combination. Miss in abbreviated soubret costume. The 23d Street.
reducing some of them, MacKay spoils the final picture by talk used is familiar, running to
tent o
Will Ahearn in cowboy attire bejudging from her spirited floor remaining in the eccentric outfit, gags that have done long service. fore a special drop displaying a
work and "splits."
and if it is possible to make the
Man is good dancer. Woman Mexican scene, offers a rope spinThe act itself is set in a women's change In time, she should do so. capable stepper, with appearance an ning routine with talk. His partner,
outfitting
establishment.
The They went big on the Roof. Con.
asset.
Chinese number, backed by dressed as a senorita, dances and
series of songs and dances Is exscenic effect at finish, pleasingly adds a bit of rope work. The comtended on a thread of talk about
handled.
Special eye with good bined efforts of the two provide an
rehearsing for the artists' ball to- JIMMY KELLY
color scheme carried. Average No. entertaining offering. Fqr an early
Talk
Songs
and
night.
LaVarr is a fly salesman
TJart.
spot they fit.
Bell.
2 turn for pop houses.
type.
He does a tough number, 13 Mins.; One
winding up with a cakie and es- 5th Avenue.
John A. Farrell and the other
Jimmy Kelly is announced as a
sence double a la Primrose and
carrying the real salary list. Both
bellhop at the Hotel Breslin, across
West with his dance partner.
Waterbury and New Haven pay
The girls make a number of the street from the Bth Avenue, on
their star men
He's
Broadway
and
28th
street.
"paper salaries,"
changes
running
through
their
with additional increments "on the
specialties
acceptably.
The act likable youngster with some evident experience, presumably clubs,
riding side," according to reports.
isn't
Charley
Boynton
closed the show at the 23d St.
private entertainments and the like. through Williams College on the
Abel
He deports himself too well to be athletic record of his famous
Ken Lavin, heavy-hitting outa rank amateur and afraid of a brother, Benny. He is now round- fielder of Syracuse University, who
DAVE and DORA
crowd. Kelly is smartly got up in ing out his third year as a member recently left
the college team to
Singing and Dancing
very properly cut ducks and bellhop of the Purple nine after playing two join th? Jersey
City club in the
11 Mins.; Three (Special Drop)
jacket.
His pop song repertoire is years each on the football and International League, has learned
Broadway
sold like a veteran, his stage pres- basketball teams.
He is captain- that the path of professional ball is
Man of dark complexion and ence is not so bad at all, nor is bis elect of the football eleven, on
not all strewn with roses.
Tho
pretty, slim girl work out an inter- showmanship.
which he holds down the center Skeeters wished to farm him out
esting routine the basis of which is
He does a brodle In the patter, position. Boynton captained the to a Virginia league but Lavin rethe Hawaiian native material fea- chiefly because it Is home made. freshmen team his first year in colfused to go, declaring that he had
turing the curious harmonics on the With proper material he should get lege.
There is only one other no desire to become a "baseball
guitar and a hula hula dance.
undergraduate now at Williams tourist." He has signed with tho
by.
The man enters alone and does
He was No. 5 at the 5th Avenue, who has represented the college on nine representing Saranac Lake,
a short selection straight on the rather an important position for an three teams.
which is much nearer his home ;n
guitar, the girl appearing presently amateur try-out winner. He should
Troy.
in native dress from a hut painted do nicely in No. 2 in the general
Whispers and rumors and asseron the back drop with an opening run of three-a-dayers.
tions that certain of the leadings
Abel.
for door.
She throws a paper loop
clubs in the Eastern League are
IN AND OUT
over the man's head and this gives
flagrantly violating the rule as to
Harry Jolson was compelled to
him opportunity for a short lecture WHALEN and McSHANE
salary limit, are beginning to creep leave the Palace bill after Wedneson native customs. Next tho glil Songs and Dances
into the papers of cities whose day (last week) night, owing to a
does a short selection in harmonics. 1 1 Min.; One
teams are not near the top. New severe attack of lryanigjtis. Ho
He does more talking as she exe- American Roof
Haven and Waterbury are said to was replaced by Moss and Frey,
cutes a bit of rapid sketching of a
Two old timers of the variety be the worst offenders in this re- doubling
from the Riverside. JolHawaiian scene in colors on an days in all probability prompted to spect. The first named club is reson is retiring for the balance of
easel to one side, the man singing return to the stage due to the recent ported to be owned by wealthy men
this season to* rest until September
acrobatic step-

"What

a
any

ping.

peachy

number

with

SPORTS

«fc

until tho completion of the sketch.

success of other veterans.
The men s.ng and dance respec-

who do not object to taking the 4, when he opens in the South.
rubber off their bankroll when the
The dancer offers imperson- interests of their nine demands it.
always a sure tire climax to a turn ations of Pat Rooney Sr., (Jcorgc There is no question but that the
Fally Markus, the Independent
of this sort.
As the opening turn Primrose and George Stone. While team has some very high priced booker, is on a two weeks' vacation.
on a better than average bill for impersonating the latter consider- men on its roster and critics can- tho first taken by hirn in eight
the house the act was a substantial able ag'lity is displayed with hand not see how it is keeping within years.
applause getter.
stands and cartwheels. The singer the salary limit fixed by the league.
They demanded two encores for capably handles "Garden of the One player is said to draw a salary
The Grand, Auburn, N. Y.. formthe dance and the whole routine Cods," an old time ballad.
They of $f»00 per month, a record figure erly managed by J. S. BUHlhnm and
was followed with interest.
The double with vocal work and stepping for tho Eastern circuit. "Wild Bill" playing pictures, has passed t<> tinman should not talk and they should at the finish.
Donovan, former Yankee manager, control of Btaley *^
<-t
iiow<ii
as far as possible use native muOpening after intermission on the pilots the club, which is on tho top Rochester, N. Y., who will eontlnuo
sical selections, of which there is a Roof they drew applause and should rung. Waterbury is accused of havtho same policy. Richard F. Btaley
great variety instead of the popular experience little diffieeulty in any ing two payrolls, one of whi h is
of the Rochester firm was of B a ley
Hush.
American variety as now.
of the threc-a-day houses.
7/arf.
made up for the special benefit of and Birbeck in vaudeville.

A

hula hula dance by the

costume

native

#

makes the

girl

in
finish,

tively.

— —
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THE SHEIK OF BROADWAY
By JACK WILSON
saw that blunch of femininity billed at the Palace this week.
in the front row center for His Majesty, "The Sheik"
It was down
Peggy Wood and Eileen Stanley, Sarah Padden, Fanny Brice,
Sylvia Loyal and those posing girls, I'll say that's nice,
you know I love the ladies bless their little hearts
Every time I meet one, another romance starts;
And it's funny how I get them— now I don't like to talk,
But, fellers, give me credit: Ain't I the chicken hawk?
And say. not only chickens— just look over my list-

When

I

—

Gorgeous! There's only a few I've missed.
All beautiful!
And don't know why they love me, but they meet me and they're gone;
Just a funny looking black-faced comic, but what a Don Juan!
'

Why, when I walked down th.it Palace aisle Monday matinee,
I was so embarrassed I didn't want to stay.
The women nudged each other. Oh! the glances and the sighs.
Everywhere I looked I saw women's admiring eyes.
Mr. Rogers saw me, and went back stage to break the news,
When 1\ jgy Wood looked down at me, she forgot all of her cues.
The last time I played the Palace, there was nothing round but gloom.
the wives were locked up in the room.
All I met were husbands
You can talk of Wall Street brokers, and motion picture stars,
Like Vally, Jack and Rodolph and their high-powered motor cars;
But with my box of old burnt cork and this sneaking frame of mine,
women worship at my shrine!
I out-n eda Bara all he-vamps
But boys. I got the chatter that lands them all the time.
I never picked a lime.
I've had the cream, each one a dream
There was Anna, wistful Anna, as fickle as could be.
Never true to any one in all the world but me;
Then came Edith, stately Edith, and what a regular scout,
I thought she was the only one, but Josie cut her out.
She carried it like a queen
Josie with her Ritz!
I often wished I had her back, and then I met Irene.

—

—

tonight

my

heart's in

Pa r is,

far across the sea,

day long I'm singing, "Bring back Irene to me."
Sticks and stones may break my bones, but no matter what you say,
I'm the Sheik of old Broadway!
III tell the world I'm Paramount!
all

PALACE
Fannie Brice holding over for her
second week, makes the Palace show
Miss Brice closed the
this week.
night.
Placed
first half Monday
squarely in the middle of the bill,
she gave it the strength of Gibralter,
dominating the works completely
and delivering a brand of entertainment unusual for vaudeville, for a
headliner from musical
comedy.
But then it must be remembered
Miss Brice didn't originate in musical comedy, but like most of those
who form the backbone of the musical end of the legit constellation,
she laid the groundwork of her theatrical education in burlesque
that
remarkable school that has furnished Broadway with most of its
best comedians.
Many a woman in vaudeville has
capered around a stage in a socalled classical dance travesty, for
comedy ,and most have been painfully unfunny, but Fannie Brice
makes even that over-done piece of
burlesque deliriously funny.
Her

—

of the topical stuff used by Senator
Ford Monday night appeared to be
a bit too much on the order of what
newspaper column writers consider
humorous.
He has the delivery,
however, also personality, and the
question of material or of broaden-

—

ing what he uses is a simple enough
matter. At any rate vaudeville has
a first rate monologlst in the Senator who will develop as he goes
along.

Peggy Wood and Co. second after
intermission pleased with her singing turn.
The act fitted perfectly
in the Palace surroundings. A class
offering hardly vaudeville, but sufficient to serve Miss Wood as a
vehicle once around.
Miss Wood's
"Self
Expression"
number was
delineated beautifully. The number
could stand a couple of extra verses.

—

Bernard and Garry were second
and cleaned up in that spot an
achievement at the Palace.
The
boys have excellent voices and bust
right into their routine without any
stalling.
The harmonizing was
especially well done. Sylvia Loyal
conception of "Mon Homme" (My opened with wire walking and a
Man), is a gem. One of the great- mixture of entertainment, that sent
est assets Miss Brice possesses is the show off nicely.
Lester Allen
the ease and repressed method with ((New Acts). "An Artistic
Treat"
which she marks the delivery of the posing turn closed.
her numbers. A finished artiste—
Business capacity Monday night.
and that most rare of human beBell
ings a funny woman, Miss Brice's
current turn places her quite in a
class by herself in vaudeville.
This week's show held nine instead of the eight turns the Palace
Mae West, headlining at the Rivhas been running recently. Aileen erside this week, made the half a
Stanley withdrew after the Monday houseful of patrons forget the heat
matinee.
Mae West, once
Morris
and Campbell, Monday night.
doubling from one of the local Keith known to vaudeville fans as a girl
houses, filling in for Miss Stanley who shook a wicked shoulder, will
Monday night. The team opened the prove a revelation to her former acsecond half. They are favorites at quaintances in her new act. She
the Talace and had no difficulty in rises to heights undreamed of for
whooping things up for their reg- her and reveals unsuspected depths
ulation returns.
The act is about as a delineator of character songs,
the same as heretofore, Miss Camp- a dramatic reader of ability and a
bell having added a pretty ab- girl with a flare for farce that will
breviated costume for the final num- some day land her on the legitimate
ber that made 'em sit up and watch Olympus. In her new turn she is
attentively.
assisted by Harry Richman, who Is
Sarah Padden and Co. was third an ideal opposite. Richman has the
With "The Charwoman," a dramatic appearance of a musical comedy
sketch poorly put together and juvenile coupled with an ability to
carrying a story that lacks interest. read lines and a pleasant singing
1>a *hJeii's characterization of voice and delivery.
it
the Charwoman" is miles above the
Miss West as a French prima
act itself.
The action is slow and donna of temperament was delicious.
halting, and the playing of the piece Another high light was a special arfor the most part on a semi-dark- rangement of a pop song that alened stage, keeps the tempo down lowed her impersonations of how
to even a slower pace.
The house different types of vamps put the bee
listened to the unfolding of the on their heavy Johns. The material
melodramatic* with attention, and by Neville Fleeson gave Miss Weal
the sketch pleased
Miss the first opportunity to capitalize her
generally.
adden, however, is not at her best versatility. Miss West has arrived
|
after
»» the
'Charwoman."
Some day and is a real wow. Opening
«orno one 'will fit her with a real intermission here she and her partvehicle, that will properly exploit ner did 20 minutes of sheer enterher talents.
tainment that was h»ney to the
Senator Ford was spotted to fol- jaded Vaudeville palate and were

—

—

RIVERSIDE
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low the sluggish moving stuff in
Miss Padden's sketch, and possibly
on
Jt was that, that kept him back,
tne other hand many a sonologist
WouJd have found the melodrama tici
|ne for travestied quips, but Senator
•wrd has a sot monotog and slicks
a routine,
if he had deviated a
J°
Jit Monday night he could
have
probably
of
Inserted
a number
jaughs. The material was H«r» for
travesty preceding him.
Not that
senator Ford didn't get plenty of
'a'ighs- he did, but they were mostly
Of short lived giggle variety. Some

then ovated to a speech.
Joe Cook followed with his oneman vaudeville show and kept up
the good work. Cook has a new hit.
it is a balancing stunt atop of a
l:ir^e hull which he mounts and rolls
up and down Stairs in a spe< ial circus set. Th<« one* man troupe must
be carrying plenty of excess these
davs. for Cook is going in for special
Three
his specialties.
sets with
"stOOgeS" are prominent, with Cook
doubling into the closing act as
usual, the Alexander Bros,

Smith.

The

latter is

and John

Cook.

He

WEEK

troduces himself Incognito at the around the metropolis now. and the
conclusion of his turn.
Brighton bunch lived up to tradiThe first half of the bill contained tions. The travesty Apache spilled
a comedy turn in Norton and Nich- the laughs all over the place, and the
olson in "A Dramatic Cartoon." It clean-cut hand-to-hand lifts held
the house with the rapt attention of
is a homely little farce of the domestic triab and tribulations of a a Quaker meeting, with the chair
floorwalker and his bride. As one stuff encoro reaping a ponderous
of their old acts the business now reward.
skates on thin iee in spots, but it
Brooklyn's own contribution next,
hooked solidly and closed strongly. with a welcoming wave of approbaBoth of the players are experienced tion. Van and S'henck unreeled
vaudevillians who get full measure eight numbers before the customers
of value out of their lines.
were willing to say uncle, the list
El Rey Sisters opened in their including a "wop" ditty that congraceful skating routine. Van Horn tained a flrst-rate idea, interpreted
and Inez, programed, were off the faithfully as to dialect and mannerbill through illness.
isms by Gus Van and "My Gal Sal"
Foster and Joyce, two men of mu- warbled sweetly by Joe Schenck. A
sical talents, were next.
One plays southern ditty done as a double, with
a variety of instruments, getting a touch of characterization and close
most from the brass. A violin ac- harmony that blended beautifully,
companiment while his partner is was another high light.
singing should be increased in volClosing the first half George Leume or discarded. At times it maire and Co. were a tower of
couldn't be heard, and created an strength
with their low-comedy
impression of being faked. The vo- turn. Its one of the thousand-andcalizing member has a light tenor one variations of the good old "Docvoice, lacking volume but acceptable tor Shop," and overflowing with the
and pleasing in an imitation of Mc- robust laugh-making stuff that
Cormack singing "I Hear You Call- vaudeville used to be plentifully
ing Me."
The boys did nicely on supplied with, but which has not
early.
been overabundant since the silk
Bob Albright was fourth and drape and satin-lined craze crowded
clicked with his singing and mono- it out. A set that would do credit to
log.
Albright's Irish brogue strays a Belasco show, with a real dental
in spots, hut his decisive delivery outfit, adjustable chair and all the
and wholesome personality cinch it trimmings, made a perfeet backfor him.
The "yodeling" went as ground for the comedy. "Hoke," if
strongly as ever. He finished to an you will, but as done by Lemaire
encore demand. "Alpine Blues." an- and his tiny ussistant as sure for the
nounced as his own composition, Is real roof-shaking laughs as anything
a hodge-podge, meaningless lyric in vaudeville, past or present.
that allows for a falsetto chorus,
Chic Sale had to start the show
which excuses it.
over again, opening after intermisOna Munson and her male sextet sion, because of the tardy return of
of singers and dancers closed the the slow drinkers.
was quite
It
first half.
Miss Munson flashed sev- some time before the necessary quiet
eral neat changes, looking fetching obtained, an auto exhaust In the
in each.
Both of the vocal solos vicinity and a couple of loud converwere applause getters, as was an ec- sationalists in the rear of the balcentric dance double of Shean and cony furnishing some earnest comPhillips. The act is neatly produced petition for the first part of Sale's
with special songs, snappily ar- act. When the opposition had peranged and entertaining. Miss Mun- tered out, the conversationalists apson is a graceful, elfllke girl who parently running out of topics and
knows her vaudeville and how to the auto getting started, Mr. Sale
cater. It's one of the best of Its kind. bounded right along at his usual
Con.
pace, gathering in laughs galore.
The sentimental finish featuring the
old horn player type has been
changed about since seen at the
Palace a couple of weeks ago, but
It was damp and dreary down by
still stand further development.
can
the seashore Tuesday night, but that
Following all the comedy that had
didn't mean a thing to the Brighton,
before, Val and Ernie Stanton
gone
for the house was sold out in adregister several
vance, a party from one of the sub- shoved the laugh
higher with their likeable
notches
urbs filling it from basement to loft,
are disStantons
The
clowning.
with quite a fringe of standees on
tinctive as entertainers in "one."
both floors.
It's one of those acts that the paNot to be outdone by the other
other about after
Keith-booked houses that have been trons tell each
and far berunning "special" weeks, the Brigh- seeing, and they're fewNot
the least
vaudeville.
ton has declared itself in for a few tween in
of their score was the uke and
part
"specials" of its own. Last week it
harmonica stuff, musically pleasing
was "Home Talent" week. This and
week George Robinson dug up the jazz. endowed with the real spirit of
old reliable "anniversary," the daddy
Tom Bryan and Lillian Broderlck
of the whole special family as a
closed with their finely balanced
ballyhoo label.
act, which, in addition to
dancing
It's as good as any of the others,
some of the neatest acrobatic stepat any rate, and in this instance beping observed in some time, is nocomes a logical monicker, as the
for a production setting that
Brighton started some 13 years ago. table
out prominently even In these
And just to make everything nifty stands
elaborate drapings. The spot
of
days
all around, the eight-act show this
one, but the whirlwind
was
a
week is a pip—one of those bills that double tough
at the finish held the deserters
any house might be lucky to hold, down to a minimum.
Hell.
regardless of anniversaries.
Van and Schenck were held over
from last week and will repeat again
next week. A record for consecutive
booking aa far as the Brighton is
With but few vaudeville houses
concerned.
Some wise egg pulled remaining open during the hot
something once upon a time to the months the bookers are enabled to
effect that prophets are never ap- make a varied choice of acts at
preciated by the neighbors in their summer prices.
One of the best
own burg. But that guy evidently shows of the season reflected this
never heard of Van and Schenck or condition at the Fifth Ave. the first
Brooklyn, for Van and Schenck are half. The dish served up for hot
natives, and the three weeks* run at weather consumption consisted of
the Brighton supplies the answer.
eight sterling turns, a feature picSharing billing honors with the ture and the news weekly.
champ piano and singing team were
There wasn't a weak sister among
Chas. (Chic) Sale and George Le- the gathering, each act gleaning
maire and Co. Besides the triple generous applause. James and Etta
headline billing arrangement, the Mitchell opened. On the revolving
show is conspicuously strong on ladder they ran through their neat
"names," through the presence of routine of straight and comedy gymVal and Ernie Stanton, Franklyn nastics on opposite ends of the ladand Charles, and Tom Bryan and der. The finish, a breakaway spin,
Lillian Broderlck.
The show as a was dispensed with when James
whole played as a compact and Mitchell rapped his funny bone on
entertainment.
smooth-running
But the ladder while mounting from the
there were no riots started by any- trapeze to the top side. He called
body, the house, like most parties, audibly for the curtain. The audibeing liberal enough with laughs but ence sensed something abrupt and
unusual and refrained from the
rather conservative on applause.
Lawton, the Juggler, who opened, usual applause.
Margaret McFCee (New Acts), No.
had to battle with an unsettled house,
but by the time he got into "one" 2, is a pretty blonde whistler who
with his ball manipulation on the will be familiar along big-time trails
drum he was nicely set. This drum by next season. Sho scored unusuwork is excellent, shaping as a nov- ally through personality, appearance
elty for present-day vaudeville fans. and ability.
Vine and Temple followed. Dave
Years ago Paul Spadoni and others
used to make the Juggling nnd Vine hooked them right off the bat
catching of cannon balls appear with a couple of Hebrew dialect
The pair cross-fired to
the stories.
pretty difficult. Lawton. on
other hand, handles three rather their usual returns, with a slight
hefty looking pieces of ammunition let -down at the llnish. It's a sureas if they were apples instead of lire thiee-a-day turn, but lacks the
polish and refinement usually assoiron, Juggling them in a nonchalant
manner that makes it look a good ciated with big-timo bills. Vine's
deal easier than it is. A dandy act character of a wise-cracking hick
permits his grammatical lapses.
of its type.
Weilly and Ten Kyck and Co., the
The first half Hmply couldn't fail
to get over with the comedy it held. dancers, followed.
The company
Sevan and Flint. No. 2, were the consists of two male musicians at
the piano and violin.
first to reach 'em with the laughing
The act Is
That elaborately produced, a special setgas. and they stepped on it.
ting bark of a divided drop "introga:c. "No matter how short the ban
bobbed her hair, remember she is ducing each dance. The routine consists of idagio, Egyptian and Italian
still your mother.'' seefltl to be travlUvan and I'lint doubles and the giris solo Fgyptian
eling the rounds.
are about the tenth eomedy turn and modern jazz.
Max Weilly is
heard using it in 'he last couple of graceful, handling Miss Ten Eyek
weeks.
em pink at the with ease in neck spins and adagio
It tickled
Mr.
Brighton.
he van's comedy posings. It is an artistic treat and
method and his f.ills. coupled with one of the most finished turns of its
kind.
Miss Flint's easy feeding, cinched it
r.obbe and Nelson followed and
Franklyn and Charles Always receive a reception on their entrance tied up the show with cross-tire and

in-
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And
And

THIS

songs. These boys are blessed with
pApes of caliope volume that art
atire-fire in vaudeville. Nelson handles all types of songs a la Jolson.
hsyB Improved vastly as th3
straight, having moderated his prop
laugh. On his present form he rates
with the best in the business. They

Bobbe

had to pull a speech. Introducing
Nelson as "Nelson himself ami not a
picture," infringes on livn

moving

Bernie's billing.
Jack Donohue, the dancer and
monologlst, also wowed them. Honolulu's bright chatter was muffed In
spots, but the dancing did it.
The
eccentric soft -shoe and travestied

Egyptian and classical dances were
the usual clean ups. He also ran to
the speech thing.
John S. Bloody and Co. closed tho
vaudeville.
It is a two-man
and
girl
girl

novelty

acrobatic

The

turn.

contributes a fair cane dance
and dresses the stage prettily. A
trained dog copped with front paw
stands and balancing.
Morton and Glass, on just ahead
of Jack Donohue, scored with their
songs and dancing. The act, "April
Showers." holds a neat Idea and
carries

a pretty

The

production.

crossfire could be strengthened In
spots, but the vocal and pedal work
of the pair will insure them for any-

where.

The feature picture held nearly all
of u near-capacity crowd.
Con,

23RD ST.
This Proctor house is evidently
cutting down on Its show for tho
summer, and judging from the halfcapacity house Monday night there
is ample reason for It. Jack LaVarr
and Girls, a five-people dance
topped, with Jim McWIlliams. next
to closing, mopping up with his
piano -songalog. McWIlliams came
on fully five minutes late, keeping
the house waiting restlessly, the second stage wait that evening;. When
the Gautler Brothers opened a hitch
in setting the ponies delayed the
,

curtain.

The Gautiers have an acceptable,
although not exceptionable opener,
as far as dog and pony acts

go.

That getaway electrical effect, an
Illuminated merry-go-round
propelled by the Shetland*, with the
dogs jumping through the loops in

an opposite direction, looks new
since last seen and got them off
nicely.

Jean Lamont, No.

(New

2

Acts).

Foley and LeTure Jacked up th«
midsection with their songs and
dances. They open with a medley of
current musical comedy hits, Foley
also doing a pop medley Immediately
thereafter. Although this suggests
overdoing the same thing it Is not
noticeable. He works with a certain
flyness that eases him along nicely.
Miss LeTure made several changes,
the Oriental number standing out
particularly.
It
Is conversational
"pipe" number, the man expressing
his willingness to buy Fifth avenue
and other such things. She Invites
herself to a pull at the pipe and tells
the world that Rockefeller works for
her, etc.

McWIlliams came on In street
clothes after the enforced Intermission and took the situation in hand,
gradually overcoming all mental opposition. He did not seem to extend
himself any. Just breezing along,
chummlly chatting at the baby
grand and fingering the instrument
ever and anon. He did extend himself on the amount of work, though,
evidently to give tho customers
something extra to square It. McWIlliams has a wonderful smile,
boyish and winning, personality,
stage presence and old gags. The
former helps him sell the latter. He
did a couple of numbers he said he
wrote. They're all right, but McWiiiiams Is a better entertainer than
songwriter. For a first recall he did
impressions of "Marching Through
Georgia" as an Italian waltz, Oriental dance, as a little girl would play
it,
etc.
There's a lot of laughs

packed in that number. The grand
opera wind-up, doing an Impression
of a Met show at the piano, Including fanfare of trumpets, hail the
prince and all the rest of it, convulsed an audience that was hungry
for comedy.
Jack LaVarr and Girls In "Tickle
Toe" (New Acts). Pauline Starke in
"Wife Against Wife" was the feature.

Abel.

BROADWAY
The Broadway
summer weather

appears to bo
and with
a film

proof

this week's bill of seven acts,

feature and the usual short screen
subjects the entertainment is an
attractive bargain at the scale.
Even during tho sultry weather of
Monday
night
downstairs
ap-

proached capacity around

8 o'clock.

was a capital show built up on
the vaudeville essentials of vigorous
low comedy, plenty of music and a
fair amount of dancing.
The frameup had a wealth of
variety and ran through from start

It

to finish

without a

conflict.

It

had

a little class, but the specialty complexion of the show was not surrendered to that quality as fre-

quently happens.

Dave and Dora fNcw Acts) made
an attractive opener with their
Hawaiian music and novelty incidentials.
Lacking comedy at tho
start Jack Inglis with his "nut"
routine fitted in nicely.
His low
comedy funniments broke the Ice
and got the audience in good humor.
[nulla* clowning is energetic rather
than subtle, but be manages to keep

-
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turn

in just the mood for a quiet
like this charming arrange-

ment

of

were

two
and dancers.

easy going Broadway clientele.
There was
change of
another
comedy pace in the sketch of Hugh
Herbert. For sure fire laughs there
nothing quite so certain as dialect.

Is

Somehow

there

is

something

in-

nately comic in twisted English and
nothing seems to get to the general
risibilities

AMERICAN ROOF

pretty, graceful singers
The WJlton girls have

the air of a pair of agreeable
children doing parlor entertaining
A delightful,
for the family circle.
unaffected pair of youngsters warranted to win the good graces of
any audience, not to speak of the

like

the

Hebrew

dialect.

Herbert works with a quiet method
for the most part, but his routine
of talk has an explosion or two.

At the Broadway its effect was
scattered. Everybody responded at
first,
but when the sketch "Mind
Your Business" got beyond the usual
15 minutes it lost somewhat in its
score.
Twenty-five minutes is too
long for a pure talking comedy playlet, however, funny it may be and
Herbert unquestionably overstayed
his time, especially on an oppressive
night when speed of performance
counts most.
The skill that had gone to the
makeup of the bill was nowhere
better illustrated than in the placing of Harry ("Zoup") Welch and
Ned Norton next to closing. That

was just the spot for this delightful
bit of clowning. It was a
from
start to finish with the absurd buf-

wow

foonery of Welch and the smooth
straight feeding of Norton, one of
the best of the young straight

men

In vaudeville.
It would have been
hard for any sort of a talking act
to follow this pair of bubbling
funsters, so they closed the bill with
the capital dancing and jazz turn
of Gladys Delmar and her band, a
neat bijou production with the lively
dancing of the pony girl and the
zippy music of the five bandsmen

to balance things.
first rate show, well
so that its-f values were
count for their full worth.

A

laid

out

made

to

Rush.

STATE
A typical summer show at Loew's
State the first half, with the greater
portion of the outlay going for the
Alex Hyde Orchestra, headlining for
a full week. With the exception of
the musical turn, which closed the
show, the bill consisted of standard
threc-a-day acts and failed to produce a flashy aspect.
The State has taken on a summery appearance with cretonnes replacing heavier draperies and new
attractive gray frocks adorn the
usherettes. The girls appear much
more neatly clad in their new
raiment than in the former red uniforms.
Monday night business was off.
The lower floor held several vacant
rows throughout the evening. A
similar condition existed in the balcony, with the mezzanine and loges
securing the heaviest play, capacity
prevailing there from 8 o'clock on.
Ten reels supplied the film entertainment for the first half bill, including the Viola Dana feature,
"Seeing's Believing," Screen Snapshots, Keaton comedy, "The Goat,"
and a news reel. The orchestra rendered "II Trovatore'' as an overture
with the Leo Zarrell Duo, the opening turn of the vaudeville. The twoman acrobatic combination produced
results in a few minutes. The routine is short and displays several
capable strength feats. The larger
man handles his partner with case
and finishes up the work with snap.
The turn gave the show an applause
start, with the Henri Sisters picking
it up No. 2.
The girls are the usual
thing in the way of a sister team.
Published numbers are the basis
upon which they work. The only
difference between these two is that
both girls can handle piano work.

They passed along to fair returns.
The Leightons. straight man and
blackface comedian, possessed an
opportunity to land a comedy punch
No. 3, but missed. The chatter and
the special drop employed secured
a few snickers, but genuine laughs
were not forthcoming. The boys
finished strongly with guitar work,
and vocalizing the numbers, starting slowly, were worked up to a
good pitch at the finish. Hale Norcross und Co., presenting a newlywed sketch, secured the first genuine
laughs of the evening. The light,
frothy vehicle possessed sufficient
comedy to secure returns. For a
man and woman sketch, usin,-, the
house set and with no pretentiousness whatsoever about the turn, a
creditable showing was made.
Billy Shone was entrusted with
the next to closing position. Shone's
comedy gained recognition, and ho
made the grade in ihe late pos iti on
Alex Hyde's Orchestra, closing, was
the outstanding feature of the bill.
It is a new musical combination and
a capable one. A wide selection of
.

numbers has been made With the
musicians capably working up the
(Continued from page 13)
heavier pieces as well as the lighter
pop numbers. Several encores were
of light opera and musical stock
demanded of the musicians, who
at the Bastable, July I.
scored one of the biggest applause
Articles of Incorporation
Is a matter of local rather than
(Continued from page 11)
have
hits ever attained at this house. The
been
awarded to Albany. Stephen
national control. Some states have
act proved a genuine bill topper for representative at the convention
Bastable,
of
the
savings
daylight
law,
others
leavBastable,
will
be
the State, with real music provided made no comment.
ing the matter up to local option as first vice president and general
Hart.
all the while.
Some showmen present were un- with New York. The resolution manager. Mrs. Card Foster
will
serve as second vice president.
decided whether such a procedure adopted was:
"Resolved, That it is the sense of Robert F. Schiller is treasurer, and
of revenue getting would be pracAbove the average attendance on tical. One point of difference was this convention that the daylight James F. Fennessey is secretary.
The other members of the board
saving law is not only inimical to
the Roof Tuesday night, with the whether it would not make billing a
our interests but also to the interests of directors are Olive V. Schiller,
lower floor near capacity with the difficult matter. There is no doubt
of all the people. It is the sense of Laura B.
McGuire, Prlscilla m!
No the collections will
exception of the side boxes.
R,
R,
Edwards and
be termed a this convention that we use all the Robineau,
outstanding feature to the first half
Chester
powers
command
B.
Bahn. Mrs. Schiller is
at
our
enlist
to
class of admission by the governbill, which was long on pictures, inthe services of all those who may head of the Olive Schiller Producment and 10 per cent, will be turned be able to help in the matter to tions, a picture concern. Miss
cluding two comedies and the cusRob*
tomary feature, the latter being used over to the tax collector. One sug- the end that the daylight saving law ineau is a well-known dancer. Mr.
acts.
as a nightcap. The usual nine
gestion that part of the money thus be no longer in effect in the United Edwards was formerly with the
Harry Rosettas gave the vaudeStates and Canada."
Syracuse Opera Association. Mr.
Rosettas offers head- derived be given the Actors* Fund
ville a start.
Bahn is dramatic editor of "The
balancing, trapeze work, and strong was not given final action, members
Journal."
feat
good
law work. He produces a
STORY
Applause greeted his deciding to wait until the idea was
in each line.
The direction will rest in the
six minutes. Hilda Le Roy experi- worked
out
before
committing
(Continued from page 13)
hands of Mrs. Mallery, formerly
Miss Le
enced difficulties No. 2.
with
the Chicago Opera Company,
of anything in town, bettering the
Roy has failed to supply herself themselves.
That the association's revenue is previous week by about $4,000. and Mrs. Schiller.
with the proper numbers. There is
"The Firefly," offering Jefferson
and
no punch to her present work. The not sufficient to carry it was impli-.d "Kiki" responded perfectly
reached virtual capacity again with De Angelis as visiting star, will be
balcony patrons became restless and
made themselves annoying. Very from the movement to raise funds nearly $17,000 in, while "Kempy* the first attraction.
Rehearsals
light returns gained.
by pass taxes. The I. T. A. has held to strong business at the Bel- started Monday.
Alexander Brothers and Evelyn, never stated what its membership mont.
who have been appearing on two-a- was, other than to say it was an
Only one show is listed to stop
Los Angeles, June 21.
day bills with Joe Cook, held the No. association of theatre managers of
The ball juggling routine the United States and Canada, and this week, "The Pinch Hitter" at
Nana Bryant, formerly with the
3 spot.
the
Miller.
"Lawful
Larceny"
which
gained returns with the light comincluded producing managers, tourwas to have closed last Saturday, Alcazar players in San Francisco,
edy worked in during the routine
managers,
stock
managers, decided to remain at the Republic, made her debut as leading woman
securing laughs. Cook and Vernon, ing
greatest opera managers and other man- but is likely to withdraw at any of Tom Wilkes' Majestic
their
No. 4, displayed
theatre
strength with the man's singing. agers counted within the legitimate
The young woman evidenced dis- field but exclusive of vaudeville and time. "Red Pepper" picked up last week in "Buddies." Edward
somewhat
was
the
Shubert,
but
at
pleasure at the manner in which pictures. This year's convention is
Everett Horton, leading man of the
taken off Saturday. Next week will
their gags were received. Had some claimed to have drawn about
200
Majestic, leaves Saturday for a
of the chestnuts been eliminated the
be the final for "The Perfect Fool"
members,
less than the first convenreturns in all probability would
at the Cohan, the house getting a short vacation following which he
tion.
That
was
explained
by
the
proved
have been better. The couple
"The Hairy Ape" will open in Atlantic City in "The
fact that some members attending picture in July.
a disappointment in the spot.
is announced to close next week at Nervous Wreck."
Jackson, Taylor and Co. closed held the proxies of other members. the Plymouth. "Six Cylinder Love"
The, new Wilkes-Harris play is
the first half and produced the real Also that a number of smaller stand
Ed managers had informed the officials at the Harris, and "Blossom Time" to be cast In New York this week
punch of the early section.
Jackson and Dot Taylor are diligent that they had changed the policy of at the Ambassador both jumped last
workers and put their best efforts their theatres from attractions to week, but are reported on a week by Sam Harris and is expected to
in the numbers. Morty Howard ap- pictures, at least for the present.
to week
basis, with continuance have an all-star Broadway group
pears in support at the piano. A
It developed the association ran after next week not expected.
of principals.
jazz band was formerly carried. The
The list now has two colored
Mary Newcomb, former leading
animation displayed by this com- $9,000 behind its budget for the
At the banquet, $5,000 revues. Latest to arrive is "Strut woman at the Majestic, who
bination placed it in the hit column. first year.
goes to
The Buster Keaton comedy, "The was raised by subscription to meet Miss Lizzie" at the Times Square,
Goat," was sandwiched in between the deficit.
Several donations of separated considerably frm "Shuffle New York shortly with a second
the two vaudeville sections, with $1,000 each were noted, such sums Along" which figures about three Wilkes-Harns offering "In Love
Whalen and McShane (New Acts) being pledged by Erlanger and weeks more at the 63d Street (it is With Love." Is playing a special
reviving the vaudeville to applause. Ames.
now in its 57th week). The "Lizzie" engagement at the Pantages the"When We Grow Up," the Edward
That the association is a good show opened at $2.50 top, drawing atre.
Clark vehicle presented by Eddie
Tanner and the Palmer Sisters, met thing is the opinion of all members $900 for the opening night when
with approval, second after inter- attending. One of the accomplish- considerable paper was In. Tuesday
Stanley James, manager of the
mission.
The quaint sketch pro- ments of the first year was the night the takings went to $1,200 at Empire Players, has taken a lease
vided a direct appeal and left the working out of a uniform contract the regular scale of $2 top for this of the Empire theatre, Fall River,
proper impression.
Harry Antrim, for the smaller stands. This was attraction and Wednesday's matinee Mass.. seating 2,500 persons, for a
next to closing, had little difficulty done in association with the Prowas well attended. A midnight per- period of four months' up to Octoproducing laughs. Antrim's confi- ducing
Managers' Assn.
There Is formance is carded for Thursday's ber 1.
dential talk regarding the theatre
Hooper Atchley is leading man.
had the audience guessing at the a difference in the objects and func- and at the gait Indicated the show
The may gross $10,000 for the nine per- Miss Bella Cairns is leading woman.
start and laughing at the finish. tions of the two associations.
Antrim held up the spot in good I. T. A., being a theatre managers' formances. That Is profitable busshape and made way for Mills and organization, is designed for gen- iness for an offering of the kind,
Poll's, Waterbury, Conn., closed
Miller,
a two-man dancing and eral movements affecting all classes
tumbling team, which held the audi- of houses with labor matters and which is playing on a rental basis. Saturday.
The show has three weeks in the
//art.
ence intact.
railroad
rates
prominent topics. house but the time may be exThe Alhambra, New York, a Keith
The P. M. A. is a centralized group tended.
vaudeville house, which has been
organized
to
deal
with
actors,
"Pin
Wheel,"
the
Raymond
Hitchplaying
summer stock for the past
whether affiliated or not. The I. T.
A show that could be used as a A. itself does not pretend to fix cock, Mlchlo How revue, the only eight weeks, will close for the seagot
away son Saturday. The Alhambra is a
nucleus for any big time bill with labor scales other than for the road. opening of last week,
the addition of one name, played to All other, scales are local matters, fairly at the Earl Carroll. Failure big time vaudeville house on the
a fair Monday night audience. with the I. T. A. aiding in adjust- to cut before opening injured the Keith circuit booked by I. R. Sam*
premiere but the business early this uels. The house installed the AlHeadline" honors were handled by ing whenever a contest .arises.
Lee M. Boda, the association's week was encouraging. This is an- hambra Players, headed by Dorothy
Herschel Henlers who stopped the
attraction
not calling for Shoemaker, at the conclusion of the
managing
director, and Ligon John- other
show and Princess Wah-Letka who
heavy gross to show a profit.
regular vaudeville season in May.
proceeded
him.
The
Princess son, general counsel, are executives
Nothing new is listed for next It will reopen in September with
startled them
with her answers, appointed by the board of directors
the
usual vaudeville policy.
week.
1922"
and
"Spice
of
are the only salaried officials.
opened at
quick and without a miss throughout. The Princess' finishing feat is Their terms of office have not ex- Atlantic City Monday and will play
that of mind reading with her as- pired and it is not definite as yet Philadelphia next week.
It Is reThe George Marshall Players, just
sistant on the stage. This brought whether a change will be made
by ported succeeding "Make Is Snappy" completing a nine-week season at
an abundance of applause. Princess the directors foi
next season.
at the Winter Garden July 5. "For the New Lyceum, Baltimore, are
Wah-Letka is here the full week
The nominating committee for the Goodness Sake," the musical piece giving "Good Gracious, Annabelle/*
and she should be able to draw
them in for this is a neighborhood second convention was Joseph P. now at the Garrlck, Chicago, if all as their swan song. Their work
Brockterton,
Ralph Long, Edward remains with serene with that show, has been uniformly excellent.
house*
On
Henlere goaled them with his Lyons, Abe Levy, all of New York, may come to New York to open the final week's program the direccomedy make-up and talk which and Thomas Love of Philadelphia. at the Liberty within a month tor of the company has placed a
The board of governors for the should not the Chicago business blank space to be
led up to his piano playing.
The
used in getting
closing number proved his best ensuing year are: Group 1, produc- climb to
the heights the Garrick Baltimore's opinion of a permanent
laugh
getter,
blending
popular ing managers. H. W. Savage and demands,
stock
within
company
that
time'.
here
for the winter.
melodies and smoe old ones while George Broadhurst, with John GoldBuys and Cuts Dwindle with Closings, This was suggested by John Oldthe audience tried to follow by
en and William Harris, Jr., alterWith a total of only 23 attractions mixon Lambdin, of the "Evening
whistling.
He begged off on ac- nates. Group
play managers, still running on Broadway the list Sun," in a recent article.
2,
count of the late hour.
With trie
The Perettos opened in a snappy stock traveling and repertory, Ar- of attractions held by the brokers exception of a few bad weeks, the
aerial act, which will please in the thur C. Alston and Gus Hill, with on outright buy has dwindled to company has gone over with a
same spot on any big time bill. George Goett and John J. Coleman, seven, while in the cut rates there bang.
Local papers, sensing the
Ruby Royce, No. 2, with her danc- alternates. Group 3, for cities under are but 12 attractions listed au bar- quality of their performances, havo
ing turn, received many returns. 200,000 population, O. S. Hathaway gain
been co-operative in the notices.
Her closing number takes her away of Middletown, N. Y., and Nathan than prices. This however is better All
50 per cent, of the number of
Baltimore hopes that reperfrom the average girl hoofer; in Appell, York, Pa., with John Himshows
toire
still
running.
as the George Marshall PlayBusiness,
howthis she did a buck and wing for
melein, Sandusky. O., and 1. C. ever, is reported
as decidedly off in ers see it, will be installed in the
which she asked applause before
Mi8hler,
Altoona,
Pa.,
alternates.
both
starting.
types of agencies, with
Lyceum next winter with Wyrley
Many eccentric steps left
Group 4. for cities over 200.000 week-end demand particularly the Birch in his role
her breathless at the finish.
as director of the
off.
Swift and Kelley, fifth, after population,. Felix Wendelsehaefer,
At advance prices the buys are company. To him is much of the
Henlere, had the hard spot, but Providence, R. I., and Lee M. Boda, "Kiki" (Belasco),
"Kempy" (Bel- company's success due.
being the only real comedy turn on Columbus, O., with Augustus Pitou, mont),
"Good Morning Dearie"
the bill, soon had them.
Louisville, and M. S. Schlessinger, (Globe), "Music
Box
Revue" (Music
Thomas Wilkes, who operates half
Lloyd Ibach's "Five Symphony Newark, N. J., alternates. Group 5, Box),
"Ziegfeld Follies'' AmesterFiends'* and Ben Meroff closed the for cities of 600,000 papulation
and dam), "Partners Again" (Selwyn), a dozen stock companies in the far
vaudeville portion and sent them more,
west and the coast, will bring ono
Fred G. Nixon -Nirdlinger, and "Make It Snappy"
home with a smile, in last week's
(Winter or more new
plays to Broadway in
review of the Franklin, credit for Philadelphia, and Sam H. Harris, Garden).
the
Meroff's dances was given to Ibach, New York, with Joseph P. BickerThe dozen that are being offered ber fall. During the summer a numnew
of
plays
ton,
are to be tried
N. Y. # and Ralph Long, New at the Lcblang agency
as Meroff was not billed nor proare "The along with
regular stock releases.
gramed. This week Meroff's name York, alternates.
Group 6. stock Goldfish"
(Astor),
"The
Dover
Richard
only appears on the time schedule companies, W. A. Keyes, Dayton,
Bennett has gone to the
Road"
(Bijou),
"Perfect
Fool" «'"iist to appear
in front of the house.
Meroff drew O., and Harry Clay Blaney, N< w
f the new
|p ono
down much applause with his York, with Frank Eagan, Los An- (Cohan). "Pin Wheel" (Carroll), .•hows Wilkes is producing. Ben"Abie's Irish Rose" (Fulton), "le
dances. The saxophonist again exnett is to be featured in a selection
geles, and M. E. Commerfor. Scran
Who Qets Slapped" (Garrick). "Six made
celled in his solo and latter with
for Broadway.
One of the
the saxophone and clarinet, play- ton, Pa., alternates. Group 7, grand Cylinder Love"
(Harris),
"pinch new pieces already done by WilKcs
opera,
Fortune
Gallo,
York,
New
and Hitter" (Miller), "The Bar
ing the two instruments at the same
(Mois 'In Love Wrlli Love."
Milton Aborn, New York.
time.
rosco),
"The Hairy Ape" (PlyThe convention went on record mouth), "Shuffle Along"
The feature picture "According to
(«3d Street),
The Jimmy Hodges Musical remas
being
against
the
Hoyle" starring David Butler closed
daylight sav- and "Strut Miss Little''
(Times edy co. closed Saturday tJun* it)
ings idea.
the show.
Summer time schedule Square).

MANAGERS' CONVENTION

things moving for 12 minutes with
the familiar tricks of a comedy
•ingle with burlesque impersonations, the table covered with hats as
props for a travesty recitation; the
ridiculous telephone and the absurd
rendition of "Asleep in the Deep."
Saxon and Farrell with a bright
new vehicle (New Acts) hold to the
comedy line although their style is
Nevertheless
more 'legitimate."
the act is rich in laughs. Mae and
Hose Wilton were nicely placed.
With the two previous turns the
audience had laughed its fill and

}
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JUDGMENTS

BED-SIDE CHATS

(First name Is
name of creditor
lows.)

BY NELLIE REVELL
(Nsllie Rsvsll hat bean for nearly three years confined to her room
and cot in the St. Vincent Hospital, Seventh avenue and Twelfth street,

Wid Gunning, Inc.; Marcus Loew
Realty Corp.; $1,327 81.
Fresh Pond Amus. Co., Inc.j Nat.
Dist. Telegraph Co.; $67 14.
Glenn M. Congdon; A. W. Delaney;

City. Without having moved from one position within the past $222.65.
months (Miss Revell havino lost the use of her spine) she has written
Thomas Oawley (Stratton Stuthese weekly articles for Variety, at the same time having dios); W. H. Blaker; $1,114.26.
dictated
•nd
variously contributed to other periodicals. Miss Revell has been called
Sam Wilson; M. Witmark & Sons;
$196.20.
the bravest woman in the world by many.)
Wilkins Amus. Co.; Property OpEver since I have been been practicing girth control (Mr. Proofreader, erating Corp.; $592.$6.
Max Spiro; Producers Feature
please do not change that g to b), my friends seemed to have formed
themselves into what la known in church circles as a donation party. Service, Inc.; $146.90.
tempting
upon
from
bent
me
Maurice Fleckles; Reuben Sammy resolve to obey the mandate
Each one is
uels. Inc.; $337.70.
of the medical editor, who is trying to rewrite and reset my spinal
Photoplays Program Producers,
column. And by actual count, not one whit exaggerated, this is what
has been sent to me in one week: A home-made strawberry pie, a brick Inc.; J. Medow; $103.30.
and
strawberry
pineapple
Stratton Studios, Inc.; K. Shaw;
preserves,
cream,
stewed
beets', stewed
of ice
rhubarb, home-made doughnuts and a box of shelled nuts. All of which $147/
Burman,
Guido
Ciscolini;
D.
convinces me that my friends either do not read my column or do not
take my diet seriously. Of course, if anyone conu's in with frogs' leg* adm'x.; $871.20.
Motion Picture Appliance Corp.;
I have eaten so many green vegetables I feel like a
I might weaken.
By mistake I almost ate the green envelope my Variety City of N. Y.; $45.26.
greenhorn.
Naples
Inc.;
Film
Exchange,
(Whaddoyoumean? Do I get paid for this stuff?)
check came in.
same; $45 22.

New York

six

Did you ever try to buy gluten bread? Try it. You will find that the
kinds of gluten bread are about as varied as the clues to the Ward case.
The growers who sell it all insist that it is the real gluten, but when
you unwrap it you find it is wheat and gluten Hour mixed, and not the
pure gluten. A friend of mine went to five of the best places. Each one
assured him they were selling him real gluten. He finally found it at
Miss Macy's. I wonder if Ward's bakery makes gluten bread— it's so
(Attababy, Nellie )
hard to locate!
Maybe, when I get all reduced and sylphlike. Ill get my face lifted,
hair "boohed' (lay off of that word, too), also a new gland, maybe.
That's another operation they haven't tried on me. 1 will be so youthful
then it would be just my luck to get infantile paralysis.

my

surprise you to know that I participate in opening nights of
Every premiere which includes friends of mine in the
attractions.
cast (and all of them do) finds me lying here rooting. Yes, and believe
it or not, praying for the success of the venture that means so much
to the people who mean so much to me.' I devour the papers next
morning to see if "the show got over." The nurse, who is busying
herself around the room while I read the notices, can tell how the show
went by the expressions of joy or disgust as I read the criticisms. She
knows that when I exclaim, "Thank God!'* or "Attaboy!" that some
show got a fine notice, and when I say, "Oh. you old killjoy" (or, perhaps,
worse), or "My Lord, another!" then I am reading adverse criticisms
and am suffering with the victim of them. What thrill got reading
the notices of "The Cat and the Canary" and "Kempy," and realizing
that two good friends of mine, who had struggled hard, had found
recognition at last. And now when Bide Dudley's and Jack Lait's new
shows arc safely launched, I think I'll be entirely sound.

may

It

new

I heard a good joke on Ada Patterson, the erudite newspaper feature
and magazine writer. Her newspaper career began when she was fourteen. And she has no doubt had more and more varied assignments and
experiences than all the rest of us "female of the species chasers of the
elusive item" all put together.
I have heard her say that it was a
mistake to think that everyone carried the badge of their profession
with them: that you could tell a lawyer, actor, preacher or doctor by
sight. She laughs about how she has been taken for a subpoena server,
for a lunatic trying to escape from Bloomingdale, an actress, a golddigger by an Indignant subway ticket seller who resented having to
change a dollar bill, and said, "K you had to work for a living you'd
know better," as Fearl Eytinge, of "The Clemenceau Case," all while in
the pursuit of her calling, and she survived it all. But grave fears are
entertained by her friends as to just how a recent experience in the
Woman's Court at Jefferson Market police station will effect her. Everyone who knows Miss Patterson regards her as the personification of
dignity and conservatism in manner and speech and dress. So imagine
her embarrassment when, accompanied *by a prominent actress, who
wanted to study types, she visited the court while several of the fraternity
of the sidewalk were being sentenced to Blackwefl's Island. The matron
invited the students of life to go upstairs to the part of the prison where
the girls were waiting to be transferred. One girl tried to screen her
face. Miss Patterson saw her and sent a friendly smile. The girl smiled
back and said: "Ain't it hell? How long did you get?"

This surely is a great old world, just teeming with helpful, kind people.
inquiry as to the whereabouts of Caroline Nichols brought the coveted
address from six sources. Three were from people in Boston, in no way
connected with the theatrical world. One young man from there wrote
he delivered groceries to her, therefore, was sure the address he enclosed
was correct. Julius Wltmark also expresses confidence in the accuracy
©f tho address he supplied, as he sends music to her. I am sure that is
the right Caroline Nichols. Eating and playing music make identification
positive.
Some years ago Caroline surprised me by going to my apartment in my absence, and had a wonderful meal on the table when I
came home from work. You all know how well she understands music.
And oh, boy, houf she can cook! I'm afraid my dietitian would not find
me easy to handle if Mrs. Fadette was near.

My

Let's see, wasn't

Al

it the McCormick family of Chicago that objected to
his new theatre after them? And claiming that they
to lend their name to a theatre, did not relish the publicity

Woods naming

did not

want

accruing from such an undignified procedure?
name."

"Now

it's

bather is bitten fatally by a barracuda," read* my morning
My horror is accentuated at learning that it is a big game
and that it happened in the ocean near St. Petersburg, Fla., where
Cressy and Dayne have just built a fine winter home and invited me
down there to convalesce. I've dodged some l»ig game and evaded several
kinds of sharks here.
But if a high school girl can't out swim those
hungry sea tigers, what chance would I have? You may give my room
to someone else,
Blanche. I'd rather go over to Palm Beach. They feed
their fish better over there.
"Girl

Libretto,

same; same.
Orpheum Feature Film Co.,
same; same.
C. R. Macauley Photoplays,
Inc.;

A. Hart; $122.20.
Satisfied

Inc.;

Inc.;

Judgment

CHICAGO
Delight Film Co.;

News; $49

Chicago Daily

80.

Taylor Music Corp.; Great
Lakes Paper Co.; $4.95.
National Music Co.; M. Witmark
& Sons; $19.25.
Lyceum Theatre Co.; People,
Tell

lfct.it.

Theatre

Garfield
$50 90.

Co.;

People;

Fabric Studios, Inc.; Globe-Wernicke Co.; $100.

Same; Wm.
Hyde Park

Goldberg;

Barnum; $215.
Amusement Co.;

F.

1

$«L>.

Arthur W. Duncan; Leon A. Berezniak; $441.67.
Schaeffer Movies;* People: $72.78.
Cinema Consolidated; R. Kasrnussen; $117.15.
Robinson Attractions; People; $25.
National Projector &. Film Corp.;
People; $323.40.
Midwest Theatre Supply Co.; Filco Schaffler Sales Co.; $76.43.

Replevins
Kitcheos, Peter; Exhibitors Supply
Co.; $450.

Leo
Bros.

W. Hoffman et al.; Bland
Amusement Enterprises, $250.
Bankruptcy

Reelcraft Pictures Corp. PetitionRothschild. Order restrain-

er, F. J.

ing.

Simons

Distress Warrant
Haymarket
Co.;
Field

Theatre Bid*.; $195.

Garnishment
Tell Taylor Music Corp.; Lyon
Healy; $110.30.

&

INCORPORATIONS
Illinois

Berwyn Auditorium Theatre Co.,
Windsor ave., Chicago; Berwyn,

6820

E. J. Johnson, C. B. Meade,
R. W. Teeter.
General Theatres Corp., 127 N.
Dearborn, Chicago, $250,000. W. E.
Hoerger, E. C. Lindsey. F. Preston.
International Booking Offices, 54

was so glad

read that the Chinese trouble had been adjusted.
is civil governor of Hwang-Tune;, following the
retirement of Ilnn-Shin-Chamr. maybe I'll get back my two nightgowns
Which Hi-Fung-Tee lost in his laundry last summer- -he said.
l

that

to

Wu-Ting-Fang

Trixie Friganza writes from her hOflM in
on her nice large porch, and wishes
»ave to be a nice
large porch to hold both

'itting

.

lI<lIywo.»d that
could join her.

I

f

she wis
It

Grantland Rice suggested
column.

The Pilgrim

s

said.

who

will

operate
shows on the Shubert
vaudeville Circuit have been recruited from every branch of theatricals.
In that way the Shubert circuit expects to present a diversified
list of shows.
Lee and J. J. Shubert, who will
each operate two units, are too well
known theatrically to call for detailed histories here.

Arthur Klein (one unit) has been
with vaudeville for 20
years or more, as booking manager
for the Percy G. Williams houses
and for many years as a Keith
agent.
Mr. Klein la in charge of
the Shubert vaudeville.
Jenie Jacobs, who will operate a
unit with Jack Morris, has had extensive experience
in
vaudeville
matters, booking arts in Europe and
as an agent over here. Miss Jacobs
also has booked in the legitimate
identified

and picture field. Jack Morris is
an executive In the Shubert office
and has long been in touch with
tho legitimate end of the show business.

Arthur Pearson (one
dition

to
activities,

unit), in adhis burlesque producing
has staged shows for tho

legitimate houses.

Jack Rcid (one unit)

is

a veteran

st.,

Chicago.

Circus, 36 S.
L. A. Berezniak,

A. Dittus.

Attachment
Commercial
Fred C. Gunning;
Traders Cinema Corp.; $16,003.
Wid Gunning, Inc.; same; $5,11)2.34.

Bankruptcy Petition
Colorcraft Corp., pictures, 20 West
and 25 West 43d street,
(involuntary petition).
Talking Motion Pictures, Inc.;

10th street

New York
liabilities

(schedule

$120,822;
filed

dune

$3,861
assets,
1922).

15,

Flying boats from the foot of 82d
at the Hudson to Atlantic
City are Operating on a schedule of
Ascension.; are
eight trips a d.»y.
made every two hours. Seven boats
are operated. The trip is made in
one hour and five minutes, or onethird the time of a railroad train
Last Week 295 persons were carried
from here to the shore. The boat.
My between 200 and 104) feet over
The fare is Its
water all the way
f';i' h way.
Street

WOUld

us.

Progress" as a heading for

style in itself.
The 21 franchise holders

Max Spiegel (two units) has produced for burlesque and tho legit
and has long been prominent In the
Rythmodik Music Corp.; Geo. W. picture field
as one of the directors
Millar & Co.; $7,479.76; April 19,
and managing forces of the Strand,
1921.
J. Cohen Barnstyn (Brit. & Cont. the picturo house that established
Trad. Co.); Reginald Warde, Inc.; a new type of picture show.
$6,708.72; May 15, 1922.
Rarney Gerard, who will have two
Charles Frohman, Inc.; N. F. Rob- units, established himself as an auertson; $5,855.68; May 11. 1922.
thor and prodticer in the burlesque
Vitagraph Co. of Am.; Bklyn. Mafield many years ago.
jestic Theatre Co.; $85.30; May 17,
Davidow and Lemaire.(one unit)
1921.
Same; same; $3,808.65; Nov. 9, are vaudeville and legit booking
agents
with a complete knowledge
1920.
Barnea

Robinson

State
J.

a
to y

the Inaugura-

W. Randolph, Chicago, $5,000. J. burlesque producer whose shows
O'Neal, C. W. Morgcnstern, G. Web- have* always been at the top or
close to it when the season ended.
ster.

fish,

Now

mark

duced tho "Greenwich Village Follies" shows.
George Gallagher (one unit) is a
entertainment styles that American
burlesque man of wide experience.
theatricals haa seen In upwards of
B. T. Beatty (two Units) is intera' score of years, as far as the policy ested in a number of picture bouses
of an entire circuit is concerned. and has operated several burlesque
On that date the Shubert vaude- shows.
Lew Fields (one unit) has been a
ville circuit will officially get under star in
the legit for years, and is a
way with its system of unit shows, "name" familiar to every theatrebooked by the Affiliated Theatres goer In America.
Max Marcin. who will operate a
Corporation. It will signalize a departure in vaudeville annals differ- unit in conjunction with Henry
Dixon,
has written a number of
brand
entertainany
of
ent from
ment ever devised and played as a legitimate plays that were successful, and has alao produced for the
circuit policy.
Last season Shubert vaudeville legit.
I. If.
Herk, with two units, has
experimented with a dozen odd revues of the unit type, but these re- boen connected with vaudeville, tho
legit
and
burlesque In executive cavues were not operating at the same
time, the bulk of the Shubert shows pacities for a score of years.
There will be a season of 38 weeks
running to the specialty style of
vaddeville, with the bills made up of playing time for the Shubert shows,
variety acts.
Years ago the old- three of which will bo repeats. Six
time variety traveling organizations of the 35 weeks will be split weeks,
consisted of a vaudeville olio and the other 29 weeks being full ones.
The Shubert units will each have
an afterpiece played by the people
composing the vaudeville acts, but a minimum of five vaudeville acts,
and
the latter part of the show will
no chorus girls were carried. Later
Each part will run
burlesque adopted the afterpiece be a revue.
an hour and a
idea and added the choristers, but approximately
quarter.
All
of the houses will bo
gradually dropped the vaudeville
fitted with picture machines, the
olios, the shows of late years running almost wholly to the musical show including a news reel and
topical films. The average produccomedy idea.
The musical tab has also been tion cost of each unit will be
The Affiliated Theatres
popular as a part of a vaudeville $20,000.
show for several years, but the com- Corporation, which will book and
maintain
supervision
over the unit
bination of vaudeville and revue aa
it will be exemplified
in the Shu- shows. I. H. Herk stated, has laid
down
the
rule that all productions
bert vaudeville units and playing
on an organized circuit, while a must bo new scenically and as resymposium of many elements of en- gards costuming. Nothing that has
tertainment, is unlike any other In- been used befone will be permitted
dividually, and essentially a new to bo utilized in a unit show, he
Se^*\ 17 will

tion of the first real innovation In

$35,000.

a 'gland' old

paper.

&

Program

Operatic

THE SHUBERT UNIT SHOW

Judgment debtor;
and amount fol-

The Orpheum, I'.oston, will beCOfni
full week stand when the Finery

Providence, closes* giving the Loevt
circuit one' week in New England.

the various kinks and applied
technic of both fields.
Jos. M. Gaites (one unit) has a
record of innumerable legitimate
and musical comedy productions.

of

Eddie Dowling, a
and author of
who w is at the head
Shubert units last

ability

comedian

of
original ideas,
of one of tho

season,
will
operate his own show this year.
Jack Singer has been a top notch
burlesque producer for a score of
years, and one of the first in that
field to stage the type of shows that
lifted burlesque out of tho conventional rut of the old-time "bit" and
number sh"ws.
Forrest P. Trailles, who will operate a unit in ronjunetion with the
Butler estate of St. Louis, is the
attorney ,-uid general representative,
of the Butler theatrical interests.

Wm. P.. Friedl.uider (two unit*) is
an established vaudeville producer,
specializing in the better type of
productions.
He has also produced
for 'he legitimate.
witli L. Lawrenre
in

He

I4

interested

The

Affiliated

will
establish a
that
will
inspections of the
various units to see that they are
kept to standard.
Prior to the
opening of the season each unit
operator will subscribe $750 to a
railroad pool, out of which he will
receive the amount of faro from New
York to his opening stand, and when
closing at the end of the season will
likewise receive the fare from the
closing stand back to Now York.
This will insure an even distribution
of the traveling expenses Incurred
by each producer to get his show
started and back to its baso.
The opening stands and outes for
each show will be decided by drawing before the season opens.
Each unit will carry a minimum
of 10 principals and 16 chorus girls.
The artists' transportation and baggage haul will be paid ^y the ahow.
The shows will play at a dollar
top, all over the circuit.
Extensive
plans have been prepared as regards
outdoor billing, each show carrying
two styles of one-sheets, two styles
of threes, and eights and one 24sheet. The paper itself is a big advance over the lltho stuff generally
in use for pop price shows, and tops
many a Iitho layout used by the big
legitimate attractions. The posters
follow a general style of having one
side for tho name of the show, and
the other for the names of the featured people with it.
The Affiliated will have a general
press department that will super-

censorship

committee,

make weekly

.

vise publicity, and each show will
have an advance man. These latter
from the ranks of
the experienced show piloters with

will be recruited

the ability to turn out stuff that
suitable fo the newspapers.

ia

Each show

will carry
its
own
musical director.
few of the Shubert unite will pi' • a break -in week
or two prior to the official opening
date, Sun" y, Sept. 17,
These engagements will be arranged in cities

A

holding conventions or fairs. In tho
event of a unit opening in a ci'y
that does not permit Sunday shows,
the show will open Monday, Sept. It,
Instead.
The list of houses and cities that
will comprise tho Shubert Vaudeville Circuit has not been officially
laid out as yet.
Tho Lyric, on 42nd
street,

New

York,

is

mentioned aa

the

tentative metropolitan stand,
but that plan may be changed and
a house further up toward the fifties
in
or around Droadway may be
tho New York house. It is possible
that two houses will bo utilized in
New York.

Charles King, who has been engaged for one of the Max Spiegel
Shubert units for next season, will
appear without his wife, known
prof ssionally as Idla lthodea. Mrs.
King has gone into retirement, as
an addition to the family i.j shortly
expected.

Weber.

Al Jones (one unit) fs interested
*\d corporation that has pro-

Al Rogers is with Sam
the independent Ufcnt.

Paliotr,

V A R ft T Y

BILLS

NEXT WEEK (JUNE

IN VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
houses open for ths week with Monday math

(All

Indicated

The

when

ee,

I'uLu*

otherwise

not

below are grouped

A

offices supplied

2d half
A Melvln

KEITH CIRCUIT
NEW YORK CITY 1st half
Shaw &

Keith's Palace
Fanny Brice

Ha ley A Cowan
Muld'nn F'klyn ft,

(2I-2S)

Uwens

"Stolen Sweets"

Hegal

Alexanders

ft Smith
Monroe & Grant
Joe Cook

ATLANTIC CITY

(Others to fill)
2d half (29 2)

Wyeth * Wynne
Sh-rman 4 n'R'rkc
(Others

to

fill)

Young's Pier

n. F. Keith's

Lucas A Inez
Whiting A Burt
Adelaide A Hughes
Moss A Frye

Cleve
Four ReH<lings

HEMMEND1NGER,

E.

Inc.

JEWELERS

Telrphone Bryant

(Two

154.1

Keith's Riverside
Phil Bakes
BaireeJi

Sis Gold Co
Kitty Doner Co

Harry Holman Co

(Others to fill)
2d halt

Walters ft Walters
Kric Zardo
Rooney & Bent Co
Baggirt ft Sheldon
Moss' Rrondwuy

•lent

(Juixcy

Joe Darcy

Low Hawkins

4

The Tanarakls
Dalton A Craig
* Margaret McK.ee
(Others to fill)
Moss* Coliseum
Vine ft Temple
Arnaut Bros

The Kitaros
(Others to

flW)

Proctor's

Schwartz ft Clif'rd
\ukf m A Don

A Si ry Iter
(Two to fill)
Welch a Morton
Jim MvWIiliamf

To to
Healy ft Cross
The Flfers
(One to fill)

Proetor's i.Ul St.
2d half (22-25)
Willie Solar
The Stanjeys

2d half
Mlllcrship ft Ger'rd

Davis 3
Margie Coufes

Arnaut Bros

(Two

I

half

I'd

Oree*

(29-2)

LeK.il

A.

((.'thers

to

fill)

WALTER NEWMAN

Sherman

Bobby Folsora

Entert'ners
(Others to fill)

Autumn

3

A Linn
Bernard ft Garry
Leddy ft Leddy

I.ockett

(Others to fill)
Keith's Hamilton
Mi-Cuy .* Walton

Valda Co
Doris Duncan
(Other* to till)
Joe Darcy
Kitty Franeis Co
3

Hegedus
(Two to

Sis
fill)

Keith's Jefferson
Al Fields

Burke ft Durkin
Hedcgus Sis
•Foxworth ft F
I. .dtly ft Leddy
(One to

>

All)

2d half
Versatile Sextet

Conroy A Howard
Hal Johnson Co
TrScey A McBride
•The Klrkllles
(One to fill)
Moss' Regent
Al Shayne
Tiacey ft McBrlde
•Wolfurd ft Burg'd
LeFleur ft Portia

(Two

to

A Whitney

Morris

ft

BROOKLYN
Sarah Padden Co
•Danny Dugan
Ormsbee ft Rcmig

Toney ft
The Herberts
Orphean*
George LeMaire
Moody ft Duncan
Van ft Corbet
Bob Albright
V ft B Stanton
Dorothea Sadller Co
Ryan Weber & R
Js&n ft White

Schwarts

and CO.

St.

Sully ft Thomas
Martell ft West
Keith's H. O. II.
r
2d half (22-2. .)
Kenny ,ft Hollis
Small's ""Rev

Van
(<

Belle

ft

Keith's (ireeupoint
2d half (2?-25)
•"Tsckle Toes"
Foley ft LeTurs)
•Stanley ft Attil
(Others to fill)
1st half (2H-28)

WyetB

Entcrt'ner"

* Ryan
E MalcheM
Wonder Act

2d
Tin-

ft

fill)

half

Sherman A O'R'rke

Girls

Wyeth

Wynne

ft

Kitty Francis Co

A Lucas
N. J.

Gold ft Edwards
HoUJd'y ft Willette
Johnston ft ward
"Sun Dodirer**

laraban
Clifton

Cl'wo to f.U)
sMfSj St.
2d half ISS-II)
•Are You Marr'u d"
Blond
y Co
J S

H«ras

Musical

10
Clif'rd

•Wood A White

2d half
.S/

Crohs

V'ayiiM

,V,

ft

2d half

(29-2)

JAR

Lahr ft Mercedes
Dave Harris Co

i>>

N.

Leon Varvara
C ft M Dunhar
Hernck A Hart

Pullman

ft

Crafts A Haley
lat half itS-tt)

A Witt
Van A Belle
Nell

Academy
(Richmond

split)

1st hart

iiuku Japs

Phil Davis

Keller

Waldron

ft

A Chums

Dunham A

Alex Bres A B
Rublnl A Rosa

DETKOIT

(Others to All)
2d half (29-2)

Frank Gaby
(Others

to

GRAND RAPIDH
Ranvooa Park
Gordon A Germain**

DeBourg

Barto

Melva
tmsli

The

>

Who

ft

Melvln

Is

J COQley Co

mtso n

''"

Swift

ft.

Kelly

"Flirtation

'

GEORGE CHOOS

H. F. Keith's

W

ft
Rutkr
Armstrong Co

Circuit la Englnnd.

2.1

W;iiiams
Hilly

ft

CHICAGO
John

to

ft

SBnmon

fill)

Kan howninir
Lynn Castor Co
The Old Timers
Dunham ft WilU'ms
2

Metropolitan

Romas Troupu

Alvln A O'Connor
Poster Girl
Royal Pekinese Tr

HOROKEN,

Sis
Hiibi>y Jarvis

Co

Y salts

Gould

Majestic

W

Steel

Fenton A Fields

Fields

E

is half
Ja< k Hanley
II u Inn
A Rons
i

"The out TlmersV
The Leightons

CLIFFORD WAYNE TRIO
FKATUUf.VO

MASTER KARLH WAYNE

The World's Foremost Mlr.nture Stnr.
Hooked Solid- Orpheum and Keith
Circuits

Goelet

ft

to

State

fill)

V

ft

Thomas A Fred

Cliff

Bfs

Hector

(Two to fill)
HOI. .TON, TEX.
MajeM ic
DcT.yle Don A R
si.i

Carroll

ft

Dlvli

ft

,-

Lei a ados

Van

half

w

l

n

,»..

2d half

DeLyN- l»„n A

Carroll
Brow ninths, Pa vis
Les Ar.ulol

Hippodrome

•

'orheM L- ons &
Oops A Menetti
i

rid

Id half

Harvard

ft

ft

H OrOon ft Hovh
SAN JOSE, (AL.

LONDON, CAN*.
I-0< w
to

E

Klroy His

Shea

,*:-.

Kelly

rschtlng"

(Ons

G->Id

ft

Dance HRf

Bits

Hipymdromn

ft

•

Roeber

J ft B Aifken
Carlton ft Tats
Roberts
Boj no
Wilson ,K Lars- n

Rmersori
A if Ripon
Eddie Clark Cs
"

Princess
Bailey 2

Mardo ft Rome
Armstrong ft Oilb'te

SAN FRANCISCO

i

2<l

C

SAN ANTONIO

2d half

Elroy
Shi n

ft

Irene Trevelte

Jovedah de Rajah
Tom McRae Co
Jack Wal«h Co

Harry Median
(One

SALT LAKE
Zeno Mull

A Hart

Prevost

Miller Packer A S
Frank Stafford Co

J.

a Weston

Dailey
Cronin

»

B Brown Co

N.

I>ocw

HoSr'rd
/:•

CARHIB

AUSTIN and ALLEN
BROADWAY TO THR5 ORIENT"

i.

Blow

Arnold Grazer
LaHoen A Dupr'cs

BOB

Brownlr

Henry

Exposition

V. ra

11

r

Tho Rockos

Rose A Dell
Lee Mason Co

Mr. ul

Etdrldge

C

ft

Leo Zari«

half

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

PRESENTS

EDDIE VOGT
fttoll

Orpheum
Knapp At Cornells
i H Parrel
Knight ft Knavo
i

INDIANAPOLIS

QastOBJ Co

Greeley Sq.

Arch

i

HROOliLVN

John Regay Cu

PADICAH. KY.

»

2d half

M( Dermott

fill)

Arthur Lloyd
(Ono

Wal;..ntJik

r«

to

2d half

Cooj

Girls

Girls

The Franklins
Rhodes * Wntson

Paramo
Hilly

Rob Hail
Fred J Ard.tth Co

Meehan's Dogs

Mack

A

Avenuo B
Lloyd A McArdle
Gordon A Del mar
Fox A Kelly
LeRoy Bros
(One

8q.

2d half
Dailey Tiros

Ask Margaret Young
Do u gal ft f.eflry
Jack Ostermnn

2

Cooper A Lacey
Phil Davis
Lewis ft Henderson
COOpeV ft Rlrardo

2d half

Tho Faynes
H«kor ft Bsmet
WUSOBS ft H. iv. aid

Boasley

Uncoln

FRANCIS?

Sisters
ft

A

Coaalar

Joe

"Dreams"

Melya Pinters
Acklaad ft Mae

Playing

Billy Clifford

Sis

Arbuckle
Broken Promises
Armstr'g A James

saippodi urns
1st half

Hippodrome

Robles

Joe Mack

Co

Valerio

A

SACRAMENTO

FRESNO. (AL

Lytells

Joe Mack A Girls
Rives ft Arnold
Dailey Bros
2d naif

Salle

fill)

fill)

American Aces
Waiman A Berry
T P Jackson Co

Gaston Co

to

2d half
Forks ft Maybells
Vsrdon A Perry
Camia Co

Hryi«ni A Stewart
Paina A Co

Warman A Hack

Corinne

Panrbeon Singers
Waldron ft Winsl'w

fill)

Bhspard
Harry J Conley Co
liydia Barry

2d half

J.

Don

Capitol

Le Groha
Largeo ft Pnoe

MR.

to

Emory

(One

Roso

ft

PROV1DRNCR
Cook A Vernon
Davo Manley

Hudson A Jones

Boulevard

2d half

Princess

2d half
Oare.-ne.ul Bros

King

Leach LaQulnlan t
Downey A Whiting?
.Texas Gulnan
Bender A Armstr'B

fill)

FFALO

Jo-Jo

Ths Lytells
Lynn Cantor Co
Kennedy A Davis
Rucker A Winifred
Chas Ahearn Co
(One

to

State

The McNaughtons
Hale Norcross Co
Jack Strauss
Cavanaugh A R

The Leightons
John Regay Co

NASHVILLE

Cook ft Vernon
Dave Manley
MeCsnnell A A'etln
III

Loew
Foley A Spartan
Josephine Harmon
Homer Miles Co
Hodge A Lowell
"Putting It Over-

Rsppodromo

2d half
Corbett A Houston

(Two

Co

Gilbert

PORYTLAND. ORE.

Csmia A Co

2d half

Billy

Billy Clifford

I^Salle Garden
Pearson N'poct ft P
(Others to fill)

OrnJietun

Nlelan
York A Maybollo
Jas MoCurdy Co
Vsrdon A Perry

I American Acea
Corrlne Arbuckle

Victoria

Winsl'w

W

OTTAWA, CAR.

Rugeno ¥'eeney

Rives ft Arnold
Alex Bros A K
OrpAeuns

Wilii'ms

ft Elaine
Marie Russell Co

Ethel Gilmore Co

Kay

B Browne Co

Hale Norcross Co

1st half

Garcenetti Bros
Pantheon Singers

Claymo
King ft Wyse

P0LI CIRCUIT
1IARTF*D. CONN.
BRIDGEPORT

IT;irry

Evans

E

Brown
L

A Bennett
BOSTON /

A Rassard

Gypsy Songsters

Flying Russclls
(Ons to fill)

National

Syneopatlon

Flanderi

Wiiirell
Willis

ASBI RY P'K.
Main Si.

Catto
ft
Eileen Floey

Mitchell

Ziska

NORFOLK

i

r.x
Rcsaslan A White
ft

Moran ft Mack
Bobby McLean Co
LOMSVILI.P. RY.

CAa%,

State

A Blondy

Will

Tojbtte

2d half

Jack Straass

OAKLANO,

JimmJe Cooper

Dldtr.) N. T.

Jason

Mack A Nelaon
A Towns

Morris

Royal Sidneys

an half
Aerial Bartletts
Naio A Rizzo
"Perfect Day"

Y. A.

4

I

MnnSfleld

Brown's Co

Neaves

Buge A Rose

Jack Hanley
Lewis A Brown
Geo Stanley A Sis
Bert Walton
Gypsy Songsters

Putnam

<

fill)

lOtSOM
Cell Mates

I'roctor't

Frank

Hchwarti A CliPrd
1'roetor's

N. Y.

I49H B'way

ft

2d half

Florence Perry

to nit)

Don flat to tao R.

Booked Solid Until September, 1923
Many Thanks to All Our Friends

D'Arville Sisters

fill)

Ebs

Yoar Lyrics

Anger & Adelon
(One to fill)

Galloway A Oarette
Walters A Gould
Brava Mi eh' Una Co

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

BEASLEY TWINS

Seed ft Austin
Oreea A Le Fell

il

Tom

k

AND

Uerchel Heolero

Jack Donohuo
M Diamond Co
Gautier's Co

to

Wm

Craig
Ails

2d half
A Richards

Romas Troupe

DAN CASLAR

Poll's

Canteas

2d h.ilf (29-5)
Al StryU' r
Voki.s ft Don
Zuhn ft Dries

fill)

H. Y.

Glerm

fill)

Official

CHICAGO—KEITH CIKCUiT
Pala«-»

to

Special Mnslc Coasposoa for

WJon

National

(One

Olympia

All)

to

Bernct

BEDFD, MASS.

(Ons

St., New York City
PIANO
CRLLO

47th

BIRMINGHAM

Tuck A Claro

II

0S34

ORCHESTRATION BUREAU

Sweet MCley A H
Geo Stanley A Sis

Boardman

Ealdie Clark Co
Wilson A Kelly
"Yachting"

STUDIO

Boardman

Lillian

BRYANT

HI West

Wally

ft

Crescent
Alf Ripon

,

TOICR

Rubiff! Sis

Wally

Paramo
Tuck A Clare
Aerial DeO ruffs

2d half
Parisian Trio

K

ft

CINCINNATI

Proctor's
2d half ( It-tS)

Proctor's
2d half (22-25)

(29-2)

ALBANY.

iCTCS

to

YONKERS.

Crisp Sisters Co

(Two

(Two

MANWARINO
Dogs

split)

NEWARK,

Kay Hamlin
St.

A

F.iber

Bobby Jarvis Co

Steppo A O'Neill
(Ons to fill)
2d half

Sweet M'C'ley A
Chas Ahearn Co

The Zlras
N.

4

Lillian

Van ft Tyson
Mi rah A De Groot

(One to fill)
Gordon's Olympia
(Washington St.)
Harry Bolden
Pcpita Granades Co

ft

Weber Beck A F
Althca

ft

Goss

Haney ft Morgan
La Polerlca Trio
Sully ft Kennedy

Berrick
Hart
CAM
Dunbar
Parnold's

fill)

1st h.ilf

Hammll

IS

A

MuDonald ft Fairc'd
Kennedy A Davis

Orvllle

American
Wally A Wally

Parisian Trio
2d half
Ines Hanley

(Scollay Sq.)

Haley

2d half
Bollinger A R'nolds
McDonald A Fairc'd

Rublnl Sis

Clifford

WILLIAM CUTTY

Steppe ft O'Neill
Daley A Berlew
Beluneey St.
Alvin ft Alvln

Harry Hines

ft

NEW ORLEANS

Martin ft Boise
Hilda LeRoy

I Henry Sis
Harry White
Jas Kennedy Co

Broken Promises
Harry Hlnes
Harry Downing RCvS.

4

Lambert ft Fish
Dong Fung Gue

Jean Granese
White Sisters
Gautler Bros
Gordon's Olympia

.

Princess

fill)

(Others to

to fill)
1st hatr (26-f§}

(One

(.11

t

Henlere
to

(LonJsvillo

Wynne

ft

((Jthers to

(One

ft

—

Pierce ft Ryan
(Others to fill)

>tht-rs to fill)

Shaw A L"«

•(Jier

Direction III

Seven Bracks

Herschel Henlero
(Others to fiU)
2d half (29-2)
Kuhn A Drfos
Healy A Cross

Frank Monroe Co
Hyams A Evans
Margaret McKee

Sthwarts

"AN ARTIST'S STUDIO"
(Juno 19). Keith's 81st
New York

Week

Jim McWilliams

CHA9. MORRISON

Eddie Ross
Langford ft F'drks
Josephine ft Hen'gs
I ft J Kaufman

to

West

1st half (26-28)

HIGH HERBERT

Keith's Slst

(Two

ft

Leon Varvara

NASHVILLE

3

Filppen

—GENEVIEVE
THE NORVELLES

Herchel
(Others

fill)

"RECrPERATlON**

Diamond ft Bren'n
(Two to fill)

ach's

Rarbette

Van ft Belle
Zuhn ft Dries

Direction-

I

Sterling

Cnpltol

— ———

Norton

ft

ft

Lmg Foo Co
TRENTON, N. J.

"Stolen Sweets"
2d half

(26-28)

1st half

Lohse

Choy

Richards

Waiman A Berry
Armstr'g A James

Stamm
Green A Blyler

Flnlay

(Others to fill)
2d half (29-2)
Irene Franklin

Clif'rd

ft

;.evs

Bldg.

8S1T

ft

—

Keith's Prospect
2d half (22-25)
Ethel Hopkins
Anderson ft Yvel

Genu

Roman

NEW
YORK
PHONE: BRYANT

Melody Sextet
Kd Janis Co
Jack Ros«*

Va

In

Suite 417,

245 West 47th Street

Ren Smith

Wells

This

Norman

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS

N. Y.
B. F. Keith's

A

Glean

O'Connor

Van A Emerson

Chas McDonald Co

Robertus

DeLyons Duo

BOOKING WITH ALL

Bro

Mario Stoddard
Hyde's Orchestra

Hippodrome

2d half

State

ft

A

HMO RE

Telephons

Selden

Una Clayton Co

Mills

Roy Hurrah Co

cibcdtt

N. J.

Loew

R

Tojette A Bennett
2d half

Off"
Carroll Rev

CITY

NEWARK.

Thornton Sis
Fagg ft White
Patsy Doyle
if \L

Co

Salt!

E'.iz

ft Rizzo
Perfect Day

Tom

Gallagher ft Martin
Alexandria

loew

The Chattel
C ft T Harvey

JImmie Cooper

"Show

H

Senia

ft

NEW YORK

OFFICES

SYRACUSE,

O'Neil

LOU

Allen
Jack Joyce

Welch

Gray Sis
Vokes ft Don

J

Gold ft Edwards
Holliday ft Willette
Johnston ft Ward
"Sun Dodger"

Dave Harris Co
The Stanleys

Lester

Lola

aslissi

Turner Bros
Davis ft l.radner

Naio

A

Sis

(Sunday opening}
Leo Carrillo
Kerejardo
.Murray ft Gerrlsh

Singer's Midgets
Grace Nelson
Yost ft Clody

ft

2d half
Frank Mansfield

1st half (2C-28)

Shaw

Ketta's Httshwlck
Creole Fashion PI

JACK NORTON

71

fill)

Al Stryker
(Que to fill)

Keane

Minstrel Monarchs
Emerson ft Baldwin
"Wonder Girl"

Orpheum

Grohs
Clifton ft De Rex
Bezasian ft White
Lew Cooper
Heras ft Willis

Haynes Co
Morton ft Glass
Vokes & r>on

The Fifers

Clark

Cliff

J.

Mary Ann

ft

MONTREAL

Yates

<.r:uid

B ft F Mayo
L ft (1 Archer
Edward Marshall
Orphrnm

Gladenbacks
Olcott

Valerio Co
2d half

ATLANTA

Flanigan ft M'ris'n
Hall ft Dexter

Hill Street

ft Rose
Florence Perry

Aerial Bartletts

Oolden Gate

LOS ANOELES

Rugc

Galloway ft G'rette
Walters ft Bould
Brava Mich'lina Co

Hals & LeVere
Cavanaugh ft E

(Sundiry opening)

Brown

2d half

The Gaudsmiths
Dan Downing

A

Jasen
Nelson

Royal Sidnr«y»

Green ft Blvler
Rucker A Winifr d

Sc-ymour

A

A T>wns

Morris

fill)

Gates

SAN FRANCISCO

Wen liermo

West

Proctor's

Baraban

PAR ROCK A WAY Mary
Columbia

Cavanaugh

ft

"Juvenility"

Mack A

Chas Deland Co

A Berlew
Orvllle Stamm

Ask

Doyle

Music Hull
Musical Mills
ft

to

Neavea

Daley

ULIS and LEE
"DOC" BREED

SCH'N'CTDY, N.Y.

2d half (22-25)

Seed A Austin
Mel Klee
Howard A Clark

LLWISTON. ME.

Montgomery Co
ft Co
Melody Revue

Proctor's

Ibach'a

KEITH

F.

Ollie

(Ono

W

"UK KNOWS"

BOSTON—B.
Fid Gordon
Overholt ft Young

Mclvlns

Neal Abel
i'a.sino Bros ft
Newhoff ft Phelps
Murray Kisscn Co

Mahoney

ft

Noll

ft

M

MT. VERN'N, N.Y.

Wonder Act

Evans

Joe Rolley

Walton ft Bant
W'ldron ft Winslow

R'rke

ft

1st half
Kl Rey Sisters
Craft ft Haley

Billy Clifford Co
Pantheon Sisters

,

By

to

Cardo

CHAS.

RICHMOND

& Shepard

M'L'ghlin

Brady

MEM CUIS

Sd half

land A Treat
Cooper ft Rlcardo
4 Patdrens

Bob Murphy

Street

Stremel

Uoyd A MeArdlo

Don

BOSTON

Girls

Lyric
(Norfolk split)

LOUISVILLE

fill)

(Others to

fill)

2d half
•Al Jerome

h«

Murray

Keith's National
(Nashville split)
1st half
Garclnettl Bros

half (29-2)

2d

Maker ft Redford
Sansone ft Dellla
Ralph Smalley
Markell ft Gay

Phil Baker

2d half

Autumn

O

Srrtall

Shirley

ft

Bostou

HOT YORE. MASS.

(Two

Moss' Franklin
Mel Klee
Diamond A Bren'n
Hal Johnson Co

INC.

WEBBH

Mt. Park Casino
Seanlon D Bros & S
Maureen Englin
Morrlsey ft Young

"PROFITEERING"

Cantons
Charles Frlnk

Herman

Lydru Barry
Runaway Four

B, F. Keith's
Billy Miller Co

2d half

The Kitaros
(Two to nil)

2d half
Ross ft Fofs
Wilson ft Kappell

Dixie Four
"Little Cottage"
2d half
D'Arville Sisters

PORTLAND. ME.

Barnolds Dogs
Florence Brady
Burke Walsh ft N
Cahlli ft Romaine

Just finished 94 successful weeks on
Keith, Orpheum and Interstate circuits.
Direction TV. S. HKNNESSY

ft

VICKY

Wm

to fill)
1st half (26-21)

(Others to

II

Ebs
Wayne ft Warren
Leona Hnll Revue

-T
In

DUNCAN

and

Three Dennis* Sis
Wnnser ft Palmer
Lois Bennett
The Si. Lacks
Berk ft Sawn
Arthur West
Barry Kahne
Nelson A B Boys

Dn. m

ft

Noll

ft

Main

Luster Bros
Fern ft Marie

A

Barnes

Hennepin
(Sunday opening)
3

Stats

Donald Sis
(Ono to fill)

MINNEAPOLIS

RANSA8 CITY

Foil's

Wilson ft Kappel
Jack La Vera
Wilsons ft Howard

Paul Nolan Co

Cardo

E Bernard Co
Margaret Padula
(One to fill)

LOS ANGELES
Bender ft Herr
Bart Doyfe
Frank Cornell Co
Lester A uoors
Cameo Revue

Rhodes A Weston

Rate to Big Acts.

J

ft

WRC'ST'R, mass.

Bob Hall

—MART

or ERA and JAZZ.

half (26-2S)

lit

Shlek"

The Pnynes

A Boyle

Pinto

Direction:

Corinne & ilimber
Tanarakia
(One to fill)

Special Lead

Francis

Weston ft Ellne
Dance Follies

Joe Roberta
Exposition 4
Palace
The Franklins

Mananor

Can Do"
Wahl A

2d half

ROSTBR.

47tli 9I«
t#IH

We

Leo Zarrell Duo
The McNaugditons
.Wyoming Trio

ALWAYS OPEN— AttTO TRUCKS

Fisher
Walter Ma a they Co

Silk

Palace

Pauline

Lee

Ted Lorraine Co

oven

MOODY

2d half (22-25>

Zuhn

A

A

Ulis

CERTKl DE—

Ave.

Win Senhory Oty
Fred Ardath Cs

Morn he

Jack Wilson
Paul

Dwyer

Fred J Ardath Co

fill)

5th

"Creations"

-KTHH,

"What

Carus Co

Bert Howard
Block A Dunlop
Jed Dooley Co •
"Cotton Pickers"

Harry Cooper

Day ft Mallda
Rawsoa ft Clair

r

ft

SP'GFIELD. MASS.

w

2d half
Al Shayne
Doris Duncan
(Others to fill)
Keith's Fordliam
Morris ft Campbell
Versatile Sestet

*Jose

II

WALTER—

r a lace

Emma

Henodce Troupe

$1.00.

WilliaiuH ft Daisy
Vbert Carlton

WARD and DOOLEY

MILWAUKEE

Patricola

•

jj

Wellington Cross

Frank Wilcox Co

Eva
Montgomery A Al

l**-1 **
*** •>*«
I2MS St.. 75«.: Breax. Brooklyn.

W hlto

Porter J
Adelaide

A Grant "Oh You

Rcdd'gton

Temple

Van

telephone
LONOACRE 5992

ft

Sloans

ft

State

Haig ft LeVere
The Gaudsmlths

75cS££V-US
EXPRESS
75c
NOW AT 310 W
ST harrt
Willie Solar

Elizabeth Brico

M'tririi

Ballyhoo 3
(Others to

CITY Seymoor A Yatea

i

Theatrical Rats to

Davis

DETROIT

Downey * Claridge

split)

Long

Driscoll

Sossman

I/O IIKACH. CAL,

Jack Clifford

f

State lake
Shirley Co

Tom

Four

Fairfield

RlfgTni A Bates
Princetea A Wtgon

Margaret Wsldron
JV.bnvon A Baker

FREE STORAGE ONE WEEK.

A Dskin
PtTTSBCRGH

Duval A Symonds
Arthur Aatill Co
Wright A Dietrick
Espo A Dutton

Proctor's 58th, St.

to fill)

P

1st half

Elsie

NEW YORK

Harrison

105th St.
Hazel Mo ran
Gilbert A Wells

New York

33 Went 40th Street

A

Jean

Tyrell A Mack
Bessie Clifford

CLEVELAND

(Scranton

split)

1st half

Choy Line/ Fas Co
Devan A Hint
Pr'nklin Charles Co
Kl

ruMm,

PA.

--.

Poll's

(W'kes-H'rre

PHILADELPHIA

I

R

"Dreams"
Poll's

Heed & Selman
Four Fords

WV1U Va A West

Cottage"
D" Hav. n A Nice
••Little

SCR ANTON.

HOTEL

Wi:ST 73d STREET,

2d half

Mora A Reckless
Taut Nolan Co
Le Orobs
Dixie Four
Cell Mates

Maureen Knglln

Hyman

Officer

H.trb.-tt.'

L< <

Farrell *
'.i Hi huo 3

i

Vivian

2d half

Rnrto

s

Herman A Shirley
De Haven A Nice
Jaek Norworth Co

Kelly

Keshan's Dogs

from.

The manner (n which tneso bills are printed does not denote the relative
Importance of tits nur tholr program positions.
* before name denotes act Is doing new turn, or reappearing after absence
from vaudeville, or appearing In city where listed fur the first time.
4.

HUGH HERBERT
HARGRAVE

•

Hoffman A Hughi
Baker A, Barnet

2

Runawny Four
Swift

according to booking

In divisions,

Palace

Mora A" Reckless
Auckland A Mae

)

bills

HAVEN, CONN. WT'RH'RY, CONN.

N.

26)

Friday* June 23, 1922
Rose Revue
Fulton
Evans A Mansard
Harry White

Bruce

v.

in half
Rose A
Lee Mason Co
e

Cnl\
Posl

in
i-

>

-

ft

~ *

<

i

>r,, ,-.t

Girl

Royal Pekinese Tr

(Continued on Page

.TJ)

—

—
June

ly,

—

-

VARIETY

23, 1922

21
anxos m the for-* faction carry the
mly, contrasting dashingly witn
the e* rf a iom-:omm. ng effect.

Dal ha
its own accord.
tenor docs justice to the ballad.
On the reverse, the trio harmonises the "mother' song soothingly

comes of

REVIEWS OF RECORDING DISCS

UNION MERGER

I

at Cincinnati End
'I'm Wild Abou; Harry' tSisslcof Week
Blake) Is mother dance pe:n from
all-colored
musical
that
f« rti!e
'Shuffle Along," that has
Cincinnati. Jur.e 21.
DANCE— Margaret show.
revievtt of the current phonograph records) SUNFLOWER
gleaned a harvest for the authj^s
Action on the move to transfer
{Variety deportment of critical
McKee— (Whistler).
Find
<md publishers of "Love
Brunswick a Way.- "Baltimore Busx," "Ban- the Jurisdiction over vaudeville now
Same
jaix wonder must have outdone SONG BIRD
hold by the American Artists FederNo. 2255,
himself. Resides, it is his own comd.inr.a Days'* and "Gypsy Blues."
For
some
struige
reason
the two
ation of 1-abor Convention, in newposition.
At
any
rate, this reviewer
Paul Whiteman one day arranged
CALIFORNIA (Fox Trot)—Club waited impatiently
The convention is dua
for its release, foremost phonograph whistlers are the •Harry'" song for bis orchestra, sum here.
Orchestra.
Royal
Margaret McKeo and Sybil
YOU? (Fox and needless to state, it did not women.
and it surprised even him as a to close Friday.
WHO BELIEVED INTrio
and Or- disappoint. It is a dulcet, serenad- Sanderson Fagan. One would ex- popular
The
According
to a report artier^ labor
number.
^T^—AII-Star
dance
ing, soothing sort of syncopated fox pect a man to be proficient in that.
soprano sax is featured practica*Iy men it is understood opposition has
chsstra Victor No. 18OT0.
trot that grows on one from the Miss McKee has produced a novelty
selection,
in
way
through
all
the
the
directed
The Club Royal bunch, White- start.
It
has a snappy Spanish disk further enhanced by the beauti- Kreuger handing the instrument developed against ihe proposed asPaul
suming of Jurisdiction over vaudemotif in the accompaniment that ful orchestral accompaniment.
hv Clyde Doerr (one of
about Kruethe
delivers
orchestras),
The "Sunflower" iMacClymont) him«*-lf. Funny thing
man's
intrigues.
ville by the A. K. A
the chief obger.
If memory serves right, he
June
the
on.
••California"
"Sons:
selection
but
is
standard
a
nooular
"By the Sapphire Sea" (Ted
played some instrument other than jections arising from a legitimate
leading
Applerteld-Margaret
Kva
Bird"
Victor disks. Docrr himself
Snyder),
a sequel to "The Sheik."
the saxophone (was It the violin?) element in the Equity, that believes
with his saxo gyrations. The selec- is another number that does not McKee) is a published number cotrain
authored by the artiste— with an- a couple of years back. The man- vaudeville is a separate institution.
tion starts with a "choo-choo"
Into the melodi- tire with repetition, always dis- other woman. Looks like suffragist ner in which he has mastered the and the A. K. A. should stick to its
effect and breeses
closing something new in tone efdtrfeet
wind
toned
instrument knitting.
style.
The legitimate element
propaganda
ous number in handsome
fect or orchestration with each percredits him.
AbeL
mentioned is credited with a strong
The "Who" song is a splendid formance. Ah a waltx and a fox
Illustration how one man can make trot either arrangement has proven CANARY ISLE— (Fox Trot)— Ray
effort. looking to tha side tracking:
Anatol Friedtand built a popular with the dancers.
Milter and Band.
Bong.
a,
of the plan, that would give tho
Gennett No.
vaudeville production around 'Who
GEORGIA
Same
Equity union control of the entire

and with

May Come Up

sincerity.

—

POPULAR

WW

—

—

.

i

1

Believed

Your* and plugged it
was worth, at the same

it

for all

—

in

submitting regular printed
copies to all the music publishers

WONDER

I

Bailey's

ME UP AND LAV ME
DOWN — Sams — Gannett No.

STANDARD

—

4859.

After

PICK

records for
test
Miller also did some
the other companies

maktner

Lucky Seven and "Chalk" Smith Columbia.
(Song and Danes).
recording

time

He rejected all
inviting offers.
a
offers until Harms made him
proposition which really put the
his
own
on
Meantime,
song across.
hook, Friedland sold and exploited
the song in sections where his act
played and skimmed the cream of
the trade for his own benefit. It is

BLUES

—

for

IF

until the

He does them
His tenor
too.
baa a strength nad vigor that con-

—

Gennett

newcomer

to the
into a

but should develop
He
standard light ballad soloist.
has a lusty tenor that is well adapt-

disks,

ed to light selections like "Time
After Time" and the still lighter
"Angel Child." "Time After Time"
is a product of that veteran writing
team, J. Keirn Brennan and Ernest
R. Ball. They'll be buying this and
Ball's previous hit o( a~ couple of
months back, "I'll Forget You," with
"Till the Sands of the Desert Grow
Cold," "Good-bye. Good Luck, God
Bless You," et aL, 10 years from
now, where "Angel Child" will be a

solos well suited for his baritone.
"Roll
On Silvery Moon" (Fred
Fisher) has a few yodellng interpolations not written by the composer
which Hare does tricks with.
The "Dixie" song, the work of Ray

Perkins who is unique for his
novelty popular song compositions,
is a swinging, catchy thing that
makes one believe the singer is
really sincere about his "Down in
Dixie feeling ha/iging around."

POOR LITTLE ME (Fox Trout)—
Bailey's Lucky Seven.
DONT LEAVE ME MAMMY—
Same— Gennett No. 4857.

Tho "Lucky Seven" certainly can
hazy memory. Both are published
by the same firm (Witmarks), and throw a perpetual "natural" when
cornea to dishing up blues and
it
they will admit it as well.
rags to stir sluggish feet. Jazz
Ball's product has a certain someThat's then- first, last
jazz!
Just
thing that takes a couple of weeks
middle name and while it may
longer to implant and anchor in and
melodious, it's Irvery
sound
not
popular memorv, but once anchored
resistible for moving the hoofs.
it is permanent, whereas the light
stuff flits on and away after a brief

YOU CAN HAVE EVERY LIGHT
ON BROADWAY— (Fox Trot)

existence.

— International Novelty OrAFTER THE RAIN (Fox Trot)—
chestra.
Don Parker and Orchestra.
DOVE— (Fox Trot)—Club
LOVEY
THE LITTLE TIN SOLDIER (Fox
—Victor No.
Trot)— Ernest

—

Path*

No.

Orchestra

Royal

Clar-

Hussar's

idgo
Orchestra
20718.

18839.

The International aggregation is
a new combination to the Victor

Besides saxophoning in one of
Judging from "Broadway"
Whiteman's orchestras Parker has disks and selection,
a welcome one.
his own combination as well as a (Simons)
Simons, the composer, is
special trio.
The orchestrations of Seymour
came to the
who
boy
western
a
this bunch hints much of the WhiteNora Bayea engaged him.
man schooling* in arrangement. It fore when
of a Detroit daily, to
Weeks
Al
and
switches from instrument to instruauthor her "Family
ment, permitting the piano and compose and
Simons has a
xylo to bang forth forte, after which Tree" production.
tunes that
his
in
swing
Parker himself comes to the fore popular
for him right along
much
do
should
on the soprano sax.
It's a good
to have
fortunate
was
he
although
dance record.
like Benny
On the reverse Hussar has in- nn experienced lyricist
mate.
writing
a
for
jected a commanding swing into Davis
"Lovey Dove" by Sigmtind Rom"The Little Tin Soldier (or the
Falls "Rose of
Little Rag Doll")— to use the full berg is from Leo
Romberg Jassed up
title— from the ill-fated English re- Stamboul" which
orthodox operan
metamorphosizing
vue, "Pins and Netdles."
(It Is an
comedy
American interpolation and proved etta into a hybrid musical "Lovey
-extravaganza.
burlesque
the best in the show.) Hussar doe*
of the
song
much with it. Here is an orchestra Dove" is the plugged rhythm,
rethat should be carefully Watched. hhow and its ftinny little
n<l
it
makes
It
may be that internal politics peated aver and over, modulated«t;»Fall
figure in this instance with the out in contrast to the
Club
The
larger companies where one wil! contribution to the score.
Royal orchestra puts snap and zest
hud one

man

control*

practically

and directs every dance recording
combination under one or another
name.
That may be why Hussar
must content himself with the
minor companies.

ON THE
BY

ALAMO (Fox Trot)
Isham Jones and Orchestra.

THE SAPPHIRE SEA-

—

ijfxmi

Brunswick No. Z^45.
•when isham Jones came

tf

-

•

•

i

faction,

tself

arrang e m e nt,

et<\,

which

In

egpectcl
It
froiTi the
recprdliiT artit< in gen
fcral.
c alone on artist
like Junes
*"') ts Prunswlrit's prim** dam
wd, that they make Intelligent
recr-rd^j,
However, the Chi -age
is

l<

unusual.

is

LITTLE GREY SWEETHEART—
Crescent Trio (Vocal).
TIME AFTER TIME— Vernon Dal-

I

Brunswick No. 6140.
One would expect a Dorothy
Jardon to confine her phonograph

Steel's

may

toot

ingratiating

make

—Victor

Same

—
—

No. 18885.

"Every Dav" selection Is
medleyed with "Oh Gee! Oh Gosh!"
from the now departed musical
comedy, "For Goodness Sike." WilThe
liam Daly is the composer.
musical
that
compositions have
comedy warmth and mellowness
that is denied a pop song, which
flares up and dies in a brief space
of time. Joe Smith has done someIt
thing odd with the fox trot.
evenly and
progresses as such

The

decorously for fully three-quarters
of the way. and then the rhythm is
doubled, transforming the fox trot
into a <<n«'-st«'p
The 'Rose of Stamboul" walta

medley

li

That

beautiful.

an.l

"My

H art is Calling" are the outstanding \va!": QOngfl ef the 7.eo Fall
operetta, "Hose <>f stamboul." which
closed at th«> Century. N.-w York,
this

Romberg's

Sigmund

month,

contribution to the score of which
"I,ov«y |i..ve" U thp hit ar.d th
hart— (Vccnl) Pathe No. 20716. h.t i.f lAe show as well, is rt'vi'wcd
Another corking "canned" vaude- elsewhere in '•.
column*;
ville disk <>n tho, current Pathe rei, ...........
"Time After Time" by that
..,,,ongw rltlng eombin itlon, STUMBLING (Fox Trot)— Benn.e
Kmeicr'j Orchestra.
lirennnn nnd Ball, hi one of th<- outSamhanding ballad hit*, currently. That I'M WILD ABOUT
Brunswick Nc. 2272.
nnd Jnck Rrenmtns current ".Ml
ihe
oUI
(it Mdlns
"r--* itmh1
to
moan
otighl
>.
al
AH"
r Nothing
miliar
--,.
immi r dance* hit.
tor the V
ir '-«.Tn*'
lilt!.'
brought it ?<
n
house considering ti.«' summer choppy
oVi
night
P
y
After all It's the sentimental
lark.
some of lis
ongi the boy* and girls 'round the Kruef r i. »^ d©n<
ion
recording work with thu
par.lor piano ling mm! Its the Ml
:.ui
.i
snappy "hiccoughy"
music sales .an<l not the record and ii..
tl.it
j-ax->
bn*s
th«'
eflVet
Into
royalties Hint really make •»
roll
The soprano anl alto
The rest v.:nr:»--r.
publisher.
tn
1'u*
i> •Oflt

—

••

HARRY—

—

•

•

i

•

'

-

'

,

•

I

;

•

;,

i

,

.

|

•

I

..

I

•

''

report that the contemplated
the A. A. F under
Equity's control also Includes the
creating of jobs for Mount ford and
Fitzpatrick. the A. A, F. chiefs, is
said to have been one of several
reasons why an element in the
to bring

SERENADE— Vasa PriSPANISH DANCE—Same— Edieon JACK ELLIOTT AT COLONIAL
hoda (Instrumental 1

.

No. 82255.
Prihoda displays himself a master
of the bow with these two violin
solos.
The Gypsy number is a
throbbing little thing, suggestive in
theme of its title. The "Spanish
Dance" is even more sprightly and

i

Jack

Elliott will

manage

Keith's

New York, when the nnuse
reopen* next September.
Klllott
resigned from the aaanagement of
the Hippodrome, Youngstown, several month* ago and has been doing
colorful.
confidential work for the Keith
Prlhodas technlc Is finished, his office since leaving. He wee the
pizzicato fingering showing it off Hippodrome manager for the peat
flashily.
Otto Btsen accompanies at •even years.
the pianoforte Intelligently.
Previously. Elliott s theatrical experiences included nine years with
IN A CLOCK STORE— Miniature the Cohan and Harris enterprises
Concert Orchestra.
fonr years st Madison Square
WARBLER'S SERENADE— Seme and
Garden, New York city.
—Brunswick No. 20003.
Before embarking on a theatrical
This is an excellent concert disk
that should convert those inveterate career, Elliott was a well-known
jaas hounds to whom "concert" minor league baseball umpire, offiIt -has a certain
spells anathema.
ciating for several seasons ii
sprigh times*, particularly In the Ohio and Pennsylvania end N«
"Warbler's Serenade" (Terry), that York State Leagues. He broke in
The flute does the
is irresistible.
warbling, somehow reminding of a Billy Evans, the famous American
love-strirken Alpine wooer who has League arbiter, who Is a native of
traded his native Swiss yodel for Youngstown.
sir. Elliott will return to
warbling.
"In a Clock Store" (Orth) is a kind over the summer months,
descriptive fantasie. the tick-tock- turning in August to take over his
ing ofthe clocks and the coo-cooing new assignment.
His son. "BUT*
of the mechanical bird piercing the
somnolent progress of the soothing Elliott, is a famous football star,
having played fullback at Lafayette
composition^
college for the past two years
INDIANA LULLABY— Olive Kline

MARCHETA —

(Waltz)

The
move

line

work to so-called hirh class and
operatic numbers.
Miss Jardon is
pleasantly fooling us. She is wisely
selecting her repertoire from the
publishers'
popular and musical
comedy catalogs. Last month in
"Stealing"
and "Remember the
Rose" she produced a big seller and
this present couplet looks like another winner. "Gee But I Hate to
Go Home Alone" is evidently a
and Elste Baker (Vocal).
follow-up on "All By Myself" in
Same Victor No.
idea.
There is a note of sincerity
46309.
in the plaintive lyric that compels
"Marcheta" (Victor L,. Schertand the half-chorus interpolation zinger) is the distinctive selection
by the man's voice who recites in of thi*» disk. It is a love song of old
the third person adds to the general
Mexico of considerable color and
idea of sweet sadness.
beauty and a relief from the cut
"Wake Up Little Girl You're Just and dried, similar patterned songs.
Dreaming (Pretty Dreams)" by that It Is further distinguished in that
veteran
Quakertown
songwriter Schertainger. a 01m director priteam, Lou Herseher and Joe Burke, marily, is its composer. That seems
looks like a summer hit. it Is still to be reversing thinsrs by the way.
However, it is Carl Laemmle and the Kremers
in
the making.
strictly
a mate song and one went from the music business to
wonders why a man was not as- pictures (as are a number of songsigned to record it.
writers at this writing), but Schertlinger still rinds time to dash off
a film score or a ballad. And It's
EVERY DAY (Medley Fox Trot)
a good one. too. John Steel did it
Joseph C. Smith and Orchestra.
he hadn't, he
If
vaudeville.

ROSE OF STAMBOUL

the vaudeville Jurit Jur-

soft-

aa

for

Colonial,

—

in

Why wasn't it assigned to
should.
Steel in the tirst place? It's a male
version song. However, Olive Kline
and Elsie Baker duet it splendidly.
In sheet music form the song is
proving a big seller.
On the reverse the same duet
render "Indiana Laillaby"' the title
speaks for itself— in their useal
finished fashion.

—

AMALGAMATED REGAINS
The
tified

local Pan tapes office was noWednesday that the Capitol.

Wilkes-Barre. Pa„ will be withdrawn
from the routing books of that office
In two weeks.
According to report^,
the Wilkes-Barre house will return

Amalgamated agency for Its
vaudeville bills.
The Capitol switched from the
Amalgamated to the Pantages office
several months ago. when a pooling
arrangement was entered Into between C. H. Miles and M. J. CoWferford,
governing their respecters
to the

houses Jn

Clark

(Vocal)

—

Edison

No.

50894.
Two better class love songs, the
"passionate" schoot.
first
of the

James tenors It with due feeling,
the orchestral accompaniment further ben ring out the spirit of the
The "tears" song is rentheme.
dered by HeWn Clark, contralto,
The
also erehostra^ acrninpann •!.
fullness and beauty of the artists'
voices art- brought out to their
utmost through the perfect Edleon
Ke-f'rc'i.rion labonatory proce
Abel

"'V Plermont has
Arthur llorwiti nnd

]'.'

left

the office

Kelly,

"Fascinating

for Julian

Eltinge'e

Widow" show.

Keen Twine (Margaret and

ETtea-

Mlgnon Laird, "The Son Dodger*
(vaudeville).

Charles

Craig

and

Feller

Melllsh. •Haunted."
Lucille Chalfent,
Greenwich
Village Follies."
Violet
Barney.
Merkle-Hardcr
stock, Johnstown, Pa,

The

Katherine
stock,

Van

Buren, for Alcasar

San Francisco.

Walter Connolly, stock company

Now Itrunswlck, N. J.
Herbert Waterous for Oilbort and
Sullivan revivals with P. Wolf Hop-

in

per.

Mary Haun for "Daffy Dill"
Mark Linder for B, Tnouiat Peatty's Shubrj-t unit.
irjorif Booth,

M

woman
in

fotnnr leading
the Wilkes. Bteck at
Ohio, and more receafty
Tavern" nitn G
m.

for

"The

Cohan,
is been rNth) ' Vl
Betasco fnf a rob* in 'Shore L< av» ."
which fOCl in roh<\ir: ii in \t month.
Robert Ames, Hortense Aldan,
John Dary Murphy an.l Millicent
Han ley f<»r William Anthony Mc).

Qnir.'s
Allen

Horwlti agrney this werk.

when

afti r a

Wilkes-

beth). for "Daffy Dill."

vacaWill actively ent^r th^ artists
representative Field,
H<> was /riven
a franchise for Ihe Loew bi*>'
office some weeks ago.
Harry Bhafter returned to tin-

of
tion

and

ENGAGEMENTS
Lew

Portland,

BENNY PIERM0NT ALONE

Scranton

Barre.

Mrs.

SHOW ME THE WAY TO YOUR
HEART— Lewis James (Vocal).
THERE ARE TEARS IN YOUR
DEAR, DEAR EYES— Helen

i

to .New
York a couple of month
"tan"
on the Alamo" the l-f 'upl
mg laboratory stafT
<i
iboul th«
JUtml <•:•, its quality, teehrii ;il

m

Into the fox trot.

GEE BUT HATE TO GO HOME
ALONE — Dorothy Jardon —
(Vocal).
WAKE UP LITTLE GIRL YOU'RE
JUST DREAMING — Same —

business,

isdiction also carrying With
isdiction over burlesque.

GYPSY

MOON—

a

show

Equity opposes it.
American Federation of Labor
conventions will hereafter be held
tone shading, but it has force that
in
October, the extreme heat having
Both selections are of
is unique.
a similar order, sincere and Im- decided the delegates to change tho
passioned.
custom of years standing of having
conventions in July.
trasts to
ness.
It

WHERE

No. 4839.
Ballard is

No. 5134.

ballads.
surpr. singly well.

:

ANGEL CHILD— Same

— Brunswick

amorous

MEDLEY—
FOUR—

—

YOU WOULD LOVE ME— Same

Theo Karle Is the John Steel of
the Brunswick company. Just like
Steel handles all the "passionate"
love songs for Victor. Karle is
strongly addicted ;o better class

• 1*

DOWN

HOUR—Theo

Karfa (Vocal).

Hay

Columbia people decided
he was big enough for an exeius.w
4866.
feature. This disk is marketed by
A two-in-one difc.
"Chalk" Genheft. "Canary Isle" is a melody
Smith sings the choruses of both fox trot as is "Georgia." both exsongs and Bailey's Lucky Seven cellent for dance purposes. Howsupplies the dance end.
It serves
ever. Miller shows nothing unique
a dual purpose with great effective- or extraordinary in this disk by way
one of those wistfully pathetic sob ness.
arraignment.
of orchestration
or
tunes that intrigues on first hearHe plays the songs as they are
There's a wealth of enchant- JIMMY (Fox Trot)— Nathan Glantz written, but that suffices
ing.
for the
ing harmony in the composition, so
it,Wk.
purpose C**V-»»-#**
and Orchestra.
much so in fact that its popular VENETIAN LOVE BOAT—Same—
singing is prohibitive because of the
Okeh No. 4553.
(Parts 1 and
OLD TIME
extreme range, although as a dance
(Vocal)
2)_SHANNON
"Jimmy" still is a popular ballit's popular everywhere.
—Pal he.
room fox trot. A. Trebla and C.
of the
one
quartet,
This
ma'.e
Capie are the composers, the "A.
!•<•. known to disk pur(Fox Trebka" being Al Jockers. the or- .s: a:
GIRL
OLD-FASHIONED
of
number
has
arranged
a
Orchestra
chasers,
Lanin's
Albert
chestra
leader.
("Trebla"
is
Trot)
ARE YOU? spelled backwards.)
old lime son^s in an interesting
DLUEBIRD,
Dance
the
"On
include
Tfcey
Broadway
medley
Trot)—
(Fox
That and "Venetian Love Boat,"
Orchestra— Edison No. 60954.
a Chicago product (Frank Marine- Banks of \r.e Wabash." "Mandy
are both popular Lee.'" "In the fc-venicg by the Moon"Old -Fashioned Girl" (Al Jolson) Ted Koehler)
O'Grady,"
S^eet F.osie
played by dances of the popular melody type, light."
is a straight fox trot as
The Pathe
but it is doubtful if a prospective 'Annie Rooney." etc.
Lanin's Roseland bunch.
wisely
n*.anager
has
recording
know
their
names
purchaser
would
(Clarkenumber
The "Bluebird"
eschewed the follow master" thing
purchase the sheet musi".
Maslof) is a melody dance number to
as some of the other companies have
construction
In
that is reminiscent
done. When Victor a couple months
In ROLL
of "Just a Little Love Song."
ON, SILVERY
back issued a waits arrangement of
fact, it resembles it in a bar or two.
Ernest Hare (Vocal).
old time songs, the others followed
but not sulflcient to be termed a THERE'S
IN DIXIE suit on exaciiy the same order.
A
plagiarism.
FEELING Same— Paths No. Here there is some variation by
saaaaaattassas
20693.
issuing a medley (there really seems
TIME AFTER TIME—George WilErnest Hare, that disk veteran, to be a decided demand for such)
vocal
vocally.
ton Ballard.
sprightly
has delivered two
i

JUST THAT ONE

It

'"It's

a Hoy."

Ke Wit)
open*

f( r

In

,

"Tn the

Lo.lies,"

Chicago, Sept.

4.
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LONDON

IN

Belasco's "Timothy/' at the Shafts- and the rest of the bill le excepbury, but who has confined himself tionally strong in magicians and
to the provinces, will shortly under- sorcerers even for the "Egyptian
take an American tour at a straight Hall."
He will
salary of £350 a week.
have no interest in the percentage
"His airl,* which was produced
on the takings.
at the Gaiety April 1, finishes

riday,

June

23,

1|

employs many out-of-work actors
as "supers."

The heat
withdrawals

wave continues and

become daily mora
numerous as the summer moves

forward. "Other People's Worries'*
at the Kingsway is more fortunate
June 10.
most pieces these days.
than
"listening in" craze has
and will be of interest to his less West
The company running* at the Marked to finish May 27, it has
wanderer, especially struck London. 'The dally papers
been reprieved and will now run on
scholarly and discerning brother to the retumng
instrucspace
to
much
devoting
are
as
"Benknown
is
which
Kingsway,
is about to run
"Indefinitely"
managers not only in London but as C. B. Cochran
is
tion in the art and the different rimo and Associates," consists" of indefinitely.an
throughout the world. He has dis- variety at the Pavilion.
stores are stocking apparatus, giv- J. J. Benrimo, the producer; Seton elastic term when applied to things
here
and
the
theatrical
covered that what the stage wants
comedy's
ing demonstrations and instruction. P.lackden,
and
actor;
translator
philanthroLaurHoratio Pottomley,
is lomc thing new and novel
Gulliver circuit is the first the- Malcolm Morley, the manager, and life may after all only last until
He tries high pist, race horse owner, editor of The
rilard is a great man
J. H. Benrimo's plans for his new
Charles R. Chie.
atrical concern to fall.
production at the Great Que\n
Art and abandons it, for there Is several newapapere, and now a con- Gulliver has installed the apparatus
nothing new or novel in it. He tries vict awaiting appeal against a at the Palladium for the amuseWhen C. B. Cochran starts his Street house are in full working
seven years' penal
of
art with a smaller "a" and aban- sentence
of people waiting to book vaudeville season at the Pavilion order.
ment
dons that for the sam reason. Hut, servitude for fraud, was also at seats and if fhe innovation proves
now? Can it be that among the times interested in theatrical en- successful It will be carried to his the bill will be headed by the DunOwing to the success of May
can Sisters, who are following the
Barely was "Charlie's other houses.
many German plays he is inter- terprise.
example of Charlie Chaplin and H. Wlrth and her company at the Coll.
ested in he has found his theatrical Aunt" revived without him having
Sir Oswald Stoll has arseum,
He backed
M. the King of Spain by staying at
philosopher's stone— this will o' the a finger in the pie.
Lottie Venne, England's premier the Bitz and are proud of it; the ranged for them to return to the
wisp something new and novel It Peggy Primrose at a West Knd legitimate
before
returning to
big
house
was
comedienne,
70
years
Sylvester Trio, Charlie Poley, a
a play which was a dire
may be so, but he should have kept theatre in ho
was greatly interested of age May 28. During her stage Continental act, and General Ed America. The return visit probaNow the frost, and
his secret to himself.
for
fortnight,
a
bly
will
be
followcreated
1,000
over
career she has
Lavine. The return of the London
truth is out, every manager in the in a "hidden hand" German spy
drama which ran at the Strand. parte and invented a type of com- Pavilion to variety will be wel- ing their provincial time.
country will be doing it.
some
has
led
to
This was afterward filmed. It was edy playing which
comed by thousands of the public,
Daphne Pollard and her husband,
awful rubbish, but re. aarkable f<»r parte being described as "Lottie most of whom are fed up with osWith "Tilly of Bloomsbury" closed the fact that a very robust large- Venne parts."
tentatious and spectacular revue, E. K. Bunch, are back from Amerpronext
the
dark,
itnd the Strand
sized "principal boy" in pantomime
ica.
For a time at least the Ausvery
much
but
times
have
changed
duction is already in rehearsal. It appeared as St. George of England
Basil Dean, of Beandean. Is busy for the worse since the days when tralian
comedienne will not be
is an adaptation by Jose O. Levy on Dover Cliffs.
She faded into an adapting a novel "Sat n" by H. <h? for nine-pence you could have a working, but she will probably be
of Andre Pascal's "La Caduea" and army chaplain, and in that capacity Vere Starpoole, the author of "The
seen In the West End in the
comfortable
and
program
seat
see
a
of
the
end
the
toward
will be s*»on
was a great joy to "Tommy Atkins," Blue Lagoon." Nothing about proautumn.
month. The principal parts will be who had never seen, much less ap- duction ha* yet been tattled, but the likes of which would make a
played by Arthur Bourchier, Kyrle proached, a padre of such alluring this play may follow John Ga's- modern manager scream about exthey
pense,
althougl
20
years
ago
In the Westminster County Court,
Bellew and Carmen Nesville.
Incidentally, it has worthy's
"Loyalties" at the St. were put on week after week with- Doris Thomas, late leading lad$*
proportions.
in
just been made public that the pub- Martins.
out any special publicity just as a the E. Lewis Waller. Ltd., touring
the
has
paid
him
£20.000
Pull"
gift
of
"John
anonymous
lishers
of
An
of course.
matter
Cochran
production
of
the
revue,
When Sir Gerald du Maurier proput the "Old Vic." right and for, the tidy little sum of £25,000 to get out
"Afgar," sued the management for
duces "If Winter Comes" in Lonllrst time in months its friends are of the editoriul chair.
The defence
Alan Brooks with his playlet wrongful dismissal.
Viscount
don he will himself create the part
able to breathe freely.
alleged her performance was vulgar
which
created
"Dollars
and
Sense."
donor,
the
be
thought
to
was
the
of
Martin
Sabre.
Barely
Astor
haa any
Unable to get his terms at
dressing
of
the part as
and
her
but he denies this, while acknowl- legitimate houses in Brighton. Wil- theatrical event had so much solid a big success at the Coliseum and well as some of her actions
boredging that he knows who did come liam Morris will put Harry Lauder booming as the adaptation of this Alhambra, a success which was re- dered on the improper. After hearto the rescue.
on at a kinema during Carnival "best seller," first as a book, then peated In Glasgow, was on the ing much evidence, the judge desuffering
the
fate
of
verge
of
many
huge
chosen
is
a
picture.
as a
Half the necessity
Week. The house
American acts which arrive this cided in favor of the actress and
Although the production of Niran- one with a seating capacity of 3,500 boosting the du Maurier production big
In
side practically on "spec."
You awarded her £190 damages.
Jan Pal's play "The Goddess' at the and standing room for another will be taken out of the publicity play the big houses, then your giving judgment His Lordship said
Duko of York's matinee might not 1,000. Morris' will take a certainty people's hands.
he did not believe she had been
money
big
too
and
you
either
is
perwork
a
also
on
and
be looked upon as a great success of £2,000,
There was
of indecent acts.
Margaret Bannerman, whose name take very much smaller terms or guilty
from the Occidental point of view, centage basis, doing two shews
study the sailings back home. gross exaggeration on the part of
there was a good deal of interest nightly. Lauder is the only act he was originally mentioned for the
considered
plaindefendants
and
he
Brooks was for this, especially as
attached to the production outside will provide, the management of the part of the distressed princess in
the recent managerial conferences tiff had fully preserved her reputathe play itself. The company was kinema supplying the big feature the Drury Lane production of "DePreviously
good
actress.
tion
as
a
nn amateur all -Indian one recruited picture and the usual concert turns. cameron Nights," will take up the In various quarters have made he had said that under the direcpart now in place of Wiletta Ker- music hall magnates piously carefrom the examination room, the
manager she had
A new style of revue was pre- shaw, who created it in London. ful of the shareholders' money. tion of theherstage
business desk and the banking
body in an attitude
to pose
Park
EmFlnsbury
sented
at
the
Miss Bannerman is rapidly working However, he stuck out for his terms which,
All the members of the
house.
eyes
of some, might
to
the
up a reputation for versatility. and made arrangements to cross
company risked loss of social stand- pire week of June 5 by Paul MurFoster. The From "Welcome Stranger" she went over to Paris. At the eleventh hour seem to go very near the bordering by appearing publicly on the ray, George and Harry
indecency
which
separated
line
Wylie, and was to the revue, "Pot Luck," at the he won, received contracts for the
Btage.
More particularly have the book is by LauriHaskell.
from decency.
staged by Jack
Vaudeville, her part in which popu- Stoll houses and other important
ladies of the company sacrificed
The new idea consists in Messrs. lar show will now be taken by the dates, and reopens June 5 at Brighthemselves. They have already had
Foster and Murray taking over the vaudeville favorite Maidie Scott, ton, reappearing in London at the
Nothing has yet been decided as
to feel the displeasure of their comvaudeville acts booked in the vari- who
graduated
to
the
leading Victoria Palace the following week. to the future of the Empire. Varipatriots. This production marks an
of Moss Empires and "halls" via melodrama in the small
ous
houses
schemes have been put forward
ous
epoch in the feminine question, as other circuits, and incorporating
provincial theatres.
Grace Hawthorne died in London and one at least, a plan to make
it is the first time in history that
them
In their revue. The idea is so
It
center for pugilistic displays,
a
aged 60. For a good many years
Indian ladies have appeared pubsimple it is a wonder no one
Augustus Yorke, one of the orlg she was a notable touring man- has collapsed .altogether.
licly in a theatrical representation.
thought of it before.
lnal
"Potash
Perlmutter" ageress with frequent attempts to
and
The only white man connected with
The "plot" of the revue consists
Sybil Thorndyke's next West End
the performance was Guy F. Brag* in playing the scenes on shlfboard couple, is the big addition to the wrench fortune out of London. She
De- was connected with the original appearance will be in an English
don, the producer, who was former- of an ocean liner. One of the char- current bill at the Coliseum.
spite
heat
and
resulting
scanty
production
of
"The
Boyal
Divorce"
of a play by Herl Bataille.
ly general stage director for Wagversion
'We have on board
acters says:
enhals & Kemper and Selwyn «Sc Co. an amazing array of talent," and audiences his new American sketch and also with "Theodora." For this Negotiations for a suitable theatre
"Abe
the
Hero"
was
big
latter
play
a
success.
she
traveled
lions
but
progress.
in
are
then mentions the names of the
Bichard Percy Burton has re- acts
He goes on to say: "I sug- Will Fyffe is doing one of his by- the production was not always
ceived a tempting offer to act in an gest we do our little bits between weekly trips across the road from financially successful. She claimed
In an attempt to get away from
advisory Capacity to the British the
professional
entertainment." the Alhambra, but this will proba- to have something to do with the the vexed question of queues, sevWorld Trade Tour which is starting The members of the Bevue com- bly be his last appearance in the authorship of "The Boyal Divorce" eral West End houses are now
This organization is an pany are. of course, the passengers West End for some time as next and returned to this country from booking for the pit two hours beshortly.
The
industrial boom on a huge scafe and aboard the liner, and are seated on week he proceeds into the provinces. America some three years ago in fore the doors actually open.
hope of establishing certain up-to-date establishments are the
will cover the world or the greater stools with their backs to the audi- Fyffe's success has been phenom- the
part of it. Should he accept he will ence gazing upon the platform up- enal and he deserves it. Buth St. rights in it. Her action, however, Queens, the Haymarket, Prince of
probably be back again in time for stage upon which the iirs| specialty Denis and Ted Shawn are still at failed.
the Hippodrome,
Wales', Daly's,
the amusement boom which every- artist makes his appearance.
Kingsway and Winter Garden.
At the "top of the bill" and this week
body hopes will follow the present this juncture there is a "blot out" present an entirely new series of
Hugh J. Ward, of Australia, Is
slump.
Nothing definite has yet been set*
and the aforesaid artist appears in dances. Others in the program are here. His London representative is
"one," or* as we say in England, Maidie Scott, her last vaudeville Bobert Courtneidge.
Among the tied to follow "Cairo" at His MaEthel M. Dell, writer of present "front cloth." Between the regular appearance before going Into "Pot shows already secured are "Tons of jesty's.
In some quarters it was
day "best sellers." the dramatiza- acts the members of the revue do Luck" at the Vaudeville; George Money," "Gabrielle'' (a Courtneidge thought Somerset Maughan's Chition of one of whose novels, "The their specialties and 'he revue girls Mozart, one of our most popular show as yet unproduced), "Bulldog nese play "East of Suez," would do
comedians, in a series of short Drummond," "The Wheel," "The so, but this will not be produced
Knave of Diamonds," was exceed- appear in ensemble numbers.
ingly successful both in London and
When the last act finishes its turn sketches entitled "Short Stories"; Faithful Heart'' and "Safety First." until the autumn.
revival of
the provinces and whose "The Way the lights fade once more and the Page's Animated Dolls, Peggy and
"Chu Chin Chow" has also been
of an Eagle" is now being rehearsed artist is discovered on the platform Lena Chisholm, with violin and
has been
nothing
suggested,
but
The Syncopated Orchestra gave a
for the Adelphi, was married June 6 upstage bowing as if he bad just pianiste;
Misquette and Maxley, private
performance June 2 of its sattled and Oscar Asche's anto Colonel Gerald Savage, Army finished his performance for the Wyn and Ivy, and the Fox film
long sea
of
intention
nounced
a
proposed season's program, and was
Service Corps.
The whole affair steamship passengers. The "pas- "Vesuvius Conquered."
if he
enthusiastically
received,
every voyage and a holiday will,
was brought off with a duj regard sengers" then arise and go through
efplans,
his
present
sticks
to
being encored.
Since the
As already stated, "The Curate's number
to the authoress' own particular the finale of the show.
loss of so many of their number the fectually negative any hope of reIt will readily be seen that this
blend of romance.
Egg" has convinced Nelson Keys Syncopated Orchestra has taken on viving the "longest runner."
Great secrecy
was observed, not even the verger lends itself to the incorporation of that intimate revue is more or less several Europeans, and only half
knowing of the wedding. The happy the acts that are booked, and per- dead. It is spectacle or nothing. their number are negroes at the
Sir James Barrie has handed a
pair were spirited to and from the mits the house to advertise not only Therefore he is quitting this type
present time. Couturier, a French halo to our stage doorkeepers.
church in stranse motor cars. The the revue, but to add thereto the of entertainment and is looking for artist, deserves
Speaking
at a recent dinner of the
special mention. He
bride's age was given in the regis- names of the well-known acts, giv- a really good play.
His tenancy of
Critics' Circle at which he was the
ing the impression to the public the Ambassadors does not expire gave an excellent solo on the saxoter as "2i and upward."
honor he confessed that
guest
of
they are part and parcel of the until September and as things are phone. The performance was smart
throughout, and it has every pros- once or twice he had tried to dodge
A book containing a great num- show.
there appears every possibility of pect
past
stage
doors only to be brought
of a successful season.
ber of signatures of French dramathe theatre being closed until then.
back.
It was a tradition, he said.
C. B. Cochran has Captain Aarontists is to be presented to Dame
real
stage doorkeeper had
that
no
Zoe Aiklns, the American dramaGenevieve Ward on June U by the sohn as a partner In his presentaJune 20 has been chosen for the
ever been known to recognize anyFrench Society of Authors. Dame tion of "Chuckles of li)22" at the production of the Ethel M. Deil tist, has returned from Paris and body. He required proofs of identiGenevieve has been confined to her New Oxford.
dramatization "The Way of an has taken an apartment at the ex- fication ranging from finger prints
She Is in London
bed since she reached the age of
Eagle." Jessie Winter will share clusive Albany.
The old stage
to birth certificates.
Some
years/
ago
Elder
T.
Hearn
last
85
March, bu! in 1021 she
the histrionic work with Godfrey on business in connection with the doorkeepers agreed that the days
English rights of one or two of her
played in the "Old Vic." production tried hard to sell sovereigns at a Tearle and Marjorie Gordon.
men with
young
of stage-struck
penny each on London Bridge and
plays.
of -"Bichard III."
notes and bouquets were over. Tothe passers-by would have none of
Louis N. Parker, who is better
behind
the
of
day the custodians
Later he tried to sell a £5 known
The production of "The Musie him.
"The Bat" registers 150 perform- stage privacy were mostly up
as a pageant master than
note for the same sum in Trafalgar
Box' at the Paiges is postponed
as a playwright these days, which ances at the St. James June 3. against cranks and limelight lovers
Square, but the pul lie knew too is
until December Instead of followentirely his own fault, is to pro- Business is keeping up wonderfully of both sexes and all ages.
much and would not take any
ing the "Co-Optimists" who are
duce Gluck's "Orpheus" in the well, but the light evenings and
chances. Sir Alfred Butt's attempt
produc
about to
a fourth edition
grounds of Warwick Castle.
The weather generally have caused
The Birthday Honors list Is devoid
to give the Londoner something for
before they finish their loner season. nothing by letting
them see "Lass o' whole production will be, so to some falling off in the pit and gal- of theatrical names although literspeak, made on the spot, including lery.
Instead of the Irving Berlin show, Laughter" at the
ature Is well represented. The only
for the
Queens
the Dollies will be starred In h "re- asking, providing they
properties and costumes. The comname connected with the entertainpaid if they
vuette."
Despite the heat.
"Decameron ment world is that of Dan Godfrey,
liked the show, has had the like pany will be a large one. princisuccess. Many came, few paid. The pally local amateurs, and the pro- Nights" continues to do business at the bandmaster, who receives a
Lydia Lopokova. Leonlde Massine, (mter prising philanthropist among duction will take place July ID and Drury Lane. The average takings knighthood. His father was one of
Lydia Sokolova, and Leon Wojoi- showmen is now open to consider run for four days.
are running somewhere
in
the the most famous bandmasters the
kowski, the Russian dancers who offers for the Shaftesbury avenue
neighborhood - o*f £5,000 a week. army ever had and one of the first
Carmen Nesville,
French ac- The matinee In the middle of last to receive commissioned rank.
replace Buth St. Denis and Ted bouse.
tress, who has been playing in films week took
Shawn at the London Coliseum Will
£400 and the evening
present a pTOgro.n of new dances
At the moment the following for some time with Nazimova, has show on the same date took over
Charity benefits at the Hippowhen they open at the Coliseum West Knd houses are closed: Signed a contract with the Strand £900.
drome are usually notable events,
The program consists of Rossini's Adelphi. Aldwych, Strand. Ambas- management and will appear there
but the one being organized for
"Tarantella," Oounod*! "Variation." sadors. Duke <>f York's Empire, His during the autumn as the principal
The new Bairnsfather show will June 26 on behalf of the London
de
F ilia's
"Farucca." Majesty's,
see its West End production at the hospitals promises to make those
Manuel
Lyceum, New Oxford support of Arthur !*ouseh:er.
Johan and Brin.es. Two or three of these
"Danse
PolOVtSiennas,"
Lyceum in from six weeks to two that have gone before small affairs
Masketyne & Cooks at St. George's months' time.
Straus's "Peking-Foo" and Ros- will reopen very soon.
"Old Bill, M. P..' in comparison.
Hall are staging a big program for will be interpolated by the origina
This program,
sini's "Can-i'an."
Leon M. Lion has acquired a new the holidays. Foremost in the "bill" players on Its London premiere, at
with the exception of "Peking-Foo"
It Is said Sir J. If. Barrie is thinkand "Farucra," is entirely new to Robespierre play by the critic Geo is Clive Maskelyne, who will give any rate as far as the principal? ing seriously of writing a light opera.
K Morrison and will himself play instruction in the art of taking fairy are concerned, and another com- If he does so this will be the second
London.
photographs, children being advised pany is being formed to absorb thr time he has strayed from his usual
the title role.
There is a persistent rumor that
to bring quarter plate cameras and provincial
dates.
This show b literary paths. In 1893 he wrote one
Cyril Maude, who has not been extra rapid plates with thorn. Griff something of a godsend to the busi
the Empire is about to return to
n collaboration with Sir. Arthur
Jane
vaudeville, but nothing dellnite is seen in London since the fiasco with returns with his bubble blowing, ness Just now, as Seymour Hick. Conan Doyle.
It was called

(Continued from page

2)

If the theatre does, the
Knd will be more like London

settled.

The new

—

A

•

!

"

VARIETY

Friday, June 23, 1922
Annie or the
It

was a dire

Good Conduct

Prize."

Waxman

has played

several times

it

in Yiddish.

failure.

OSWEGO'S STAND

MONTREAL MANAGERS

Sooner or later some enterprising

No

WORLD AT HOME SHOWS

Carnivals Nor "Human
manager will get into trouble
AGAINST CARNIVALS Flies/' Says Police Commissioner
Cambridge University put his ban on through the growing tendency to use
the touring Grand the Lord
the appearance of
Chamberlain's
negative
atGulgnol company at the local the- titude toward their productions as
Now the Lord Chamberlain medium for publicity stunts. Times Theatrical Association PetiOswego, N. T., June 21.
atre.
university
and
on
the
descended
Commissioner of Public Safety
baa
without number in the last few
refused to license a Grand Guignol years have complaints from St.
tions Mayor to Prevent
W. J. Dempeey stated yesterday
playlet of its own which the under- James' Palace
there would be no more street carhas been used as
Exhibitions
jrrades were inserting into a musical means of advertisement.
nivals allowed in this city while he
comedy they are producing. He reC. B. Cochran got over an excepoccupied
office.
The commissioner
fuses to allow the playlet perform- tionally good one when
a little
also decreed against "human flies,"
Montreal, June 21.
ance unless as a burlesque, holding dancer appearing in one of his
who climb public buildings and colgruesome.
Jt is too
pavilion revues was objected to, but
Protest against carnivals being
not until the show had been running allowed to exhibit In Montreal has lect money from crowds.
The statement Issued by the comsometime.
the
Brothers
one
of
Further,
the
girl
herself
Poluskl,
Sam
been voiced by the Montreal TheatPoluski, who were among the really fell for the showman's idea and tear- rical Managers' Association, through missioner says local fraternal orfully
old
explained
the
vaudeof
several
newspaper
ganizations
to
comedians
have sought permission
great
its secretary and treasurer, B. M.
to bring street carnivals into the
ville stage and retained their pop- men that she would be no sort of an
Garfield, In a letter to Mayor Marold
music-hall
attraction
if
the
properly
after
clothed.
Oscar
long
ularity
town during the summer, with the
tin, which reads In part as follows:
had, has just died in a London nurs- Asche did very well over the "Cairo"
"At the last meeting of the Mon- societies to participate on a pe» centThe limit
ing home, age 64. He made his first orgy scene complaints.
age
basis.
The commissioner rays
has probably been reached by the treal Theatrical Managers' Proappearance as a child of three.
Monckton Hoffe play "Pomp and tective Association a resolution was the traveling shows giv2 but little
return
to
the
fraternal organizations
Circumstance," which was supposed
Rutland Barrington, one of the to be banned because a bed appeared passed protesting against carnival while taking a great deal of money
most famous of all Savoyards, has in one setting. This banning the companies being allowed to exhibit out of town.
died in London hospital at the age Lord Chamberlain has denied and in the city of Montreal, and I was
He began his stage career the management is trying to cover instructed by vote of our associaof 70.
New Castle, Pa., June 21.
when just turned 21, joining Henry up its "stunt" by talking of a mis- tion to convey our grievance to you,
Nevilles company at the Olympic. understanding.
requesting that you use your inNo more carnivals will receive liLater he went to the Savoy and
The
same
thing goes on in the fluence in persuading our aldermen censes to show in New Castle with
joined the company which was mak- country.
Numerous wretched little to pass an ordinance which will the signature of William T. Burns.
ing theatrical history with Gilbert melodramas try to get the public inprohibit the exhibition of carnivals Declaration to this effect was made
and Sullivan opera. Personal fame terest by asserting they were once
in the city of Montreal in the future. by the acting Mayor this week when
played
the
he
when
him
to
came
banned but "this play has now been
"Our reason for protesting is that James Sullivan, advance agent for
Police Sergeant in "The Pirates of passed by the censor."
the
song,
"A
sang
and
Penzance"
The authorities care little for these the theatres of Montreal are taxed the Wallace^ Bros.' Shows appeared
Policeman's Lot Is Not a Happy small affairs, but the West End very heavily, and have hard times before Council and asked permission
the
One." During his stay with
manager should remember that the to make both ends meet, even if to show this week In New Castle.
D'Oyly Carte management he played London County Council is advisory given the protection which they are
The show is now installed. Sullitried
He
production.
Savoy
every
in
to the Lord Chamberlain's departbelieve that van eaid he had been in communicamanagement himself, but was not ment, that most theatres have their deserving of, and we
wo are entitled to this protection, tion with representatives from a
successful so he returned to light licenses from the L. C. C, that there
opera, this time joining George Ed- is a good deal of reciprocity in of- as we are permanently located In- committee which wanted the carniwardes, appearing m "The Geisha." ficial circles, and that the L. C. C. stitutions, which spend our money val to play for the benefit of the
•*San Toy' 'and "The Cingalee." His could create quite a lot of trouble in the city of Montreal, and try to children
of
the
St.
Marguerite
engagement took him into if once the St. James' Palace author- benefit and improve our city in church.
last
They had told him, he said,
drama and he joined the Martin ities got their back up by the misuse every way, shape and manner, and that
the permission of the authoriHarvey company for the production of their official correspondence.
endeavor to keep our amusements

Some time ago the Chancellor

of

"The Burgomaster of Stilemonde."
This was his last engagement and
H terminated when a paralytic
stroke compelled his retirement from
the stage. One of his great sorrows
latterly was that he had never discovered vaudeville and the fortunes
of

which some comedians amass.
Richard Thornton,

who began

life

became a publican,
and afterwards joined the late Sir.
Hugh Moss in building the first Emas a pit-boy, then

pire of the now famous circuit, left
a fortune of £105,000. Among the
bequests in his will was one of "the
Income derived from 400 shares each
in the Sunderland, South Shields,

Hartlepool and Gateshead
Palaces" to Harry Esden so long
as he remained in a managerial capacity.
He also left him the sum of

West

£5,000.

Joseph Coyne has left for Paris
en a holiday trip. Having refused
to play his original part in the pro-

FOREIGN REVIEWS
(Continued from page 15)
advance the cash the father prefers
the suit of a rich but middle-aged
rival, who is willing to make a loan.
Then the Jeffries family arrive from
Chicago and explain to Camllle he
is the tail-end of a worthy family.
Their daughter Maud, the Pearl of
Chicago, is sole heir to millions on
condition she marries the testator's
last surviving relative.
Camille declines, professing he
prefers his fiancee Henriette, but
the practical American heiress suggests they marry for the form, the
union to remain a blank, and then
divorce, after she has secured the
legacy, the accommodating bridegroom pocketing 10 per cent, as his

share. Henriette is even willing for
this sacrifice of a "white marriage"
and the weeding takes place. Camille goes in for spot, dresses well

libel

was worth

a

fortune.

The characters
the local public.
are taught to talk loud and smoke
big cigars. As a matter of fact, the
atmosphere is supposed to be typically American,

and reminds

me

of

the foreign melos where the Frenchman is depicted with a top hat,
waxed moustache, high-heeled shoes
and pointed beard. The author has

embody some vague imNow pressions of people he met in Chitried

to

asking everyone else cago, and it is all extremely funny
*no wrote the obituary and the genStill the inparticularly for us.
ial consensus of opinion seems to ebriate clergyman is not a diverting
Kendrcic.
that the "dead man" has at last sight.
J
turned
his literary abilities to good
•veryone

is

—

account.

A

BIRTHS

"copyright"

performance has
Shaftesbury of a
serious
play
'The Balance"
JJW
wnich Leslie Henson and Tom Walls
will produce
in the country during
jne autumn
prior to London.
One
taken place at the

'

"oesn't

hear much of "copyright"
Performances these days, the new
^°oyright

Act having made them
netn np of an unnecessary pomp
ftn!
'

ex *ravagence.

*"'!

The modus oper-

was simple— get a few players,
m r>arts to rea(1 R ct through
as possible, and the deed
no
I* is necessary, however.
P
tr»
tho theatre
open, and
Nv m2»*
nn(1 Krat * are at a guinea
ellh
Paying audience is genrrmi
SOmo frior»d who receives his
artm'
"urnutarice
money from the mana p

•noi

an
wo
quickly

«

l

-

™

8

mont.

n ^Vaxman's next production
Rt \;
wine
(\„iit to follow "Tho Priest

U:,hhl " wm ho « historical
BkL%
»™y
riel d'Acosta."
This plav is
i

new

JJWl

mn

to

the

done

West Knd and has
in

English although

A

daughter to Mr. and Mrs. H.
Pierson, June 15.
\ Pierson is one of the executives of the

Wayne

D.

W.
Mr.

home

'

Griffith organization.
;

nd Mrs. Jack Under at their
Brooklyn, N. Y., June 17,

in

The father is
vaudeville booker.

had been secured.
Acting on their advice, he had
come to town this week and installed
the show, which includes a merrygo-round, snake charmer and the
usual
carnival
sideshows.
This
morning he discovered that permission had been secured only for the
away from our city, which has a merry-go-round.
Council voted to leave the matter
tendency to hurt other lines of business, and benefits no one with the in the hands of the acting Mayor.
exception of the promoters of the
clean and suitable for the best eleof people; while carnival companies are promoted by outside
capital coming into our city for a
short period, using every means
possible to obtain large sums of
money, and when they have finished
they take large sums of money

carnival, who are outside people.
"We believe that the money spent
for amusements should be held In
our city and our city derive the
benefit therefrom, and if our theatres and places of amusement which
are permanent are given this prooutside
prohibiting
tection
by
amusements of this kind coming in,
obtained.
will
be
such results
"The fact that a greater number
of the states in the U. S. A. have
passed state laws prohibiting the
exhibition of carnivals, and that
many cities whersrthe state has not
taken up the situation have passed
the
prohibiting
city
ordinances
same is a strong point of argument
do
not
in our behalf; and while we
care to become severe at this time
in our remarks, we are prepared to

City Council with
strong against the
exhibition of carnivals that they
will be obliged to give the matter
very thorough consideration."
It is anticipated that this action
of the theatrical managers will be
supported by the city and an ordinance passed prohibiting carnivals
exhibiting here.

go

our

before

arguments so

A

Edna and Grace Dreon
musical

in

new

skit.

Alfr~ 1 Powell and company in a
music. il skit by Al Wilson and Jim
Urennan.
Mary Haynes, Who has been doins
single on the Keith and Orpheura
i
circuits,

will

offer a

n.\v

aet

m-xt

Frank Spellman,

of

has had a bad break practically all
week. The carnival got off on the
foot, the big storm Saturday night tearing up the lot and
doing several thousand dollars in
damage. Cool weather the beginning and end of the week kept the
public away, and a rainy mid-week
held takings down.
Added to this, a complaint to the
Mayor by the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children
against the appearance of local
children in dances in connection
with a pageant on the grounds, necessitated the withdrawal of about
100 kids from the show.
The carnival, which is for the

wrong

benefit of the Police

not small carnivals.
Canada, since the war, has had a
universal cry to keep their money
at home and spend it only in Canada, to readjust the rate of exWhen the war ended a
change.
Canadian dollar brought only 83
cents in American money (17 per
Through its concent, discount).

discount.
The habit of four years persi.-ts
though on the other side of the
border.
On a plea to keep mom y

away from Americans almost any
movement set afoot in the Dominion
finds ready
je'tive.

supix

"t

for

that

Ob*

MARRIAGES
Id.i

Stanhope

season by Hugh Herbert and con

vaudeville)

Conrad.

and Joyce)

Wolf/* In
("Ilea
to Bob Foster (Foster
in Boston, June 8

Monday

Gambling
Not Obeyed
to Stop

Pittsburgh, June 21.

The World

at

Home Shows wero

stopped here Monday by the police
upon the order of Public Safety
Director George W. McCandless.

The director's reason as announced was that games of chance
were being conducted by tho carnival and that his request to the management of the carnival to stop
them had not been obeyed.
^
The World At Home Shows at
one time, when owned by Chicago
capital, had a national reputation as
a carnival, but it has deteriorated.
It Is about a 20-car outfit, said to
be now directed by Robert Cloth,
with Al. S. Cole, special agent; Carlton Collins, press agent; William
Kline, business agent, and Fred Follet, secretary and treasurer.
Follet
was formerly manager of
Miner's 8th Avenue thatre, New
York.
The show carries percentage!
wheels (games for cash), It stands
for buy backs and has some 100-1
shot chance games, the chance of

winning being one In a hundred.
uses a swinging bowling ball at
a pin, "cover the spot." roll downs
(count out) and a wheel with

It

horses played for cash, 50c. $1 or
Giving back of the articles la
$2.
also stood for.
Among the concessions is a "Vice
Exposed" show with front banners
screaming of cooch dancers and
naked women. A ballyhoo for it is
given with three women ranging
from 20 to 40 and with little clothes

New

York.

Delgartsn's Independent Events
Chicago, 111., June 21.
Baba Delgarlan, owner of Delgarian's Garden of Allah, and other
Oriental shows with the principal
carnival companies, has quit the
road and is now promoting independant events.

His

latest

venture

is

a

street

carnival under the ausplqes of the

Chicago Commercial Club which
will open July 1 for an 11-day run.
Detearian is a former partner of
the late Jake Sternard.

Composers After Outdoor Field
The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers has
begun proceedings against Luna
Park, Coney Island, N. Y., for al-

Mutual Benefit leged unauthorized public performance of copyrighted music for profit.

for

The show has another week

to

They are getting after all of the
Coney Island amusement places,
with several suits in preparation.
The entire outdoor amusement
will be carefully looked over
by the society's scouts for alleged
copypright violations.
field

run.

$10,000 CIRCUS

JUDGMENT

Kansas City, June 21.
The Supreme ccurt, of Kansas,
has

sustained

the

verdict

of

t..e

Is necessarily a small cartrial court of Wyandotte county,
and could not afford to pay a giving John Toelle, a minor, a Judghigh license. That has been proven ment of $10,000 against
the Sellsfallacious, for all bad carnivals are
Floto Shows Company.

1

being revived
by Sam Hyams, a brother of John
and former partner of Ralph Ashe.

direction

nival,

the independent

is

the

carnival

NEW

of eight years ago,

The
Police
Carnival,
which
opened here Saturday night under

teed tho police $100,000 for their
share, and to be collecting 25 per
cent, of the gross on -his end.

meagre number of towns have
locally taken action by ordinance
to prevent carnivals entering, but
such local measures have been for
the purpose of keeping out bad carnivals. Another expedient by a few
localities has been to impose a high
license on the theory that a bad

Pittsburgh

in

—Order

21.

passed laws forbidding carnivals to
No state
is a misstatement.
has passed such a measure.

exhibit

Closed

Copeland, of

June

Buffalo, N. T.,

treal Theatrical Managers' Association that states in this country have

The statement made by tho Mon-

STOPPED BY POLICE

on. A man made up as a Chinaman
does a tremendously strong spiel
on the opium habit. He claims to
be working under the jurisdiction
$100,000 GUARANTEE
and by permission of the United
States Government, making free use
of names of nationally known men,
Carnival Backer Reported to Have besides President
Harding's and inGuaranteed Minimum Takings
cluding Health Commissioner Dr.

Fund, had been widely advertised
months.
An admission of 65
cents is charged at the gate.
Spellman is said to have guaran-

tinual harping op Canadians for
Canada, and perhaps helped along
through prohibition In the States,
nearly
exchan^'
has
Canadian
ACTS
Its
"The Quakeress," the old John reached, par with American.
Hyams and Leila Mclntyre vehicle last quotation was but % per cent.
son.

ties

ment

He even
and is a changed man.
practices boxing and knocks down
jected revival of "The Merry Widow"
with his
trying
to
flirt
he is rumored to be contemplating a cad found
complete retirement from the stage. wife. Maud is enchanted; she beafhusband;
their
her
Nobody, however, takes this threat gins to love
fection is mutual and they ultivery seriously.
life
job
make
a
decide
to
mately
Alvah P. Chunn who sails June 7 of it.
In the meanwhile, Maud's brother,
on the Aquitania for New York is
joint managing director of Richard Harry, also in the party, buys the
Warner & Co. Established in 1880, herb business and converts it into
this is the oldest firm of theatrical a prosperous factory for manufacagents in the country and still con- turing gumdrops to be exported to
ducts its business with a dignity the United States. He is gone on
somewhat unknown to the younger Henriette and they also marry. The
generation of hustlers.
The War- family had brought with them a
ner offices, except for the frames of clergyman, Rev. MacBottle, believlong forgotten artists' photographs ing him useful in expediting the
marriage arrangements, and this
in the corridors, are more like the
business premises of a family lawyer role, played by the film actor Le•r stockbroker than of a group of vesque, is the fun of the farce. He
men operating in the amusement is fond of the bottle and makes up
world. He will be away about four for lost occasions due to the "dry"
months during which time he will season at home.
The American girl is depicted as
see acts and shows with a view to
a self-willed person, heartless and
English engagements.
The
only out for a good time.
A little over a week ago an im- rushed marriage after ten minutes'
gospel
by
portant London evening paper de- courtship is absorbed as
toted a lot of space to the account
of the death of a man well but not
too fondly known in theatrical circles.
He had, the paper said, been
found dead in bed in Brighton. The
tccount alluded
misused
his
to
tenius and left little unsaid. Three
days later the dead man was very
much alive in a Soho "dive." He
Was also very cheerful for such a

Street

In

the

1920

okl> boy,

ran

a 15-year

plaintiff,

away and

joined the
circus.
While riding on one of the
gircus cars he was injured and the
suit was brought against tho def.ndant by the boy's mother who
resides In

Kansas

Last year the

City,

trial

Kan.

RICE & McINTYRE
Los Angeles,

W. H.

Cal.,

SHOW

June 21
owner

"Bill" Kiee, carnival

and promoter,

Amusement

Co., Inc.

Former Mrs. Wilbur as Companion
San Francisco, June 14.
Florence Wilbur, former wife of
Crane Wilbur, the actor, has Joined
the Singer'a Midgets and is traveling with the troupe as a companion.

court gave a

verdict for $10,000 from which the
circus management appealed.

NEW

Kibel's Coney Island Concession
Jules Kibel (Klbel and Kane,
vaudeville)
Is
managing Kibel's
Dodg'Em on the Bowery, Coney Island, for the summer. He controls
several outdoor amusements on the
island doing business as the Klbel

is baek on the coast,
having concluded the work of routing the Greater Bheesly shows.
Hire, since his return here, has
organised a company which will be
known as Rice & Mclntyre, and
winch is Incorporated for $10,000.
The new firm will operate shows
and riding devTcCI at Long Beach
and other Pacific coast resorts.
A repertoire company under canvas is also -ganized for Hollywood.

ILL

AND INJURED

Yvonne LaGrange is a
Flower hospital, where

patient at

she has
been for the last two weks with
paralyzed lower limbs, as a result
of an accident.

Henry Rantley, scngwrlter.

Is

re-

cuperating in Stern's sanitarium,
New York, from an operation for
appendieitis.

Howard Johnson, songwriter. Is
home from injuries in an

confined at

auto accident
Nonet te operated for appendicitis
in New York two weeks ago is convalescing at her home.
Mrs. ttig liosley (All<e Coons)
major opt 'ration at Fran* is Willaid
hospital, Chicago.

—

f A'iitf f

ii
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(LATE STAR GEO. WHITE'S "SCANDALS")
JULES BUFFANO

This

at the Piano

Week

VERY SUCCESSFUL, THANK YOU

Direction

girl,

nesses

quires 50 per cent, interest in the
dramatic rights of the pi.' v. Many
of the scenos will he nhoto^raphed
along the Mediterranean Sea.

actress,
of

picture

worth

$2,000

jewelry from her apartment in the
Hotel Netherlands. New York, last
Anna Williams, a servant
week.
employed by the hotel, was arrested
on Miss Forrest's complaint. She
waived examination and was held
for the Grand Jury in $1,000 bail by
Magistrate Max S. Levine in Yoilcville Court, New York.

A

At a luncheon of the Rroadway
Association last week the transportation committee of the organization reported the suggestion of
eliminating the surface cars from

Uroadway and
bus

lines.

motor

substituting

in

building.

New

E.

R.

home

Lewis'

in

1921.

a
three-act
play
by
dramatic Andreyev, author of "He Who Gets

Maria Bazzi, Italian
actress, will appear on
next season in her
speaking role.

first

The entire proceeds will
English be devoted to the purchase of milk.
Relnhard

A.

RATK0WSKY,

Belmar.

ried in Oakland. Cal., March 17,
1913, three weeks after Norworth
secured his divorce from Nora
Bayes. Mrs. Norworth is living In

Scarfs, Coatees, Stoles and novfur pieces, including the
very popular one, two and three
skin scarfs, in all the most
elty

wanted

pelts.

Just the thing you need to add
the perfecting touch to your summer costume is here at a marked
price saving.
Buy direct from the manufacturer and save at least one-third
less than the wholesale price.
Special

DUcount to the

rrofeattion

34 West 34th Street

NEW YORK

EDDIE

CITY

MACK
Tom, Tom,

benefit performance was held
Thursday night. June 22. at the
Columbia, Far Rockway, L. I., for
the sufferers in the Averne Are of
last week that destroyed millions in

New York Supreme Court Justice
Delehanty approved the report of
Referee J. G. Saxe and granted an
Interlocutory decree of divorce to
Irving Stark, whose wife was a
former Ziegfeld "Midnight Frolic"

Rehearsal Hall
Ballroom of Private Club
Excellent Location. Quirt.

Apply

ReaaonubU

SACKETT

243 East 34th
Murray

St.,

New York

Feme Hollis, said to be" of vaudewas sentenced to not less than
one and one-half and not more than
three years for complicity in the
ville,

recent $500,000 bond theft from the
Chase Natioal Bank, New York.
When the judge pronounced the
sentence she said:
"I will never
live to begin that sentence," pulling
her hatpin and trying to thrust it
into her breast, but was overpowered by two women probation

Her husband, John W.
Vardeman, and Arthur F. Chase,
employed by the bank, received a
sentence of from four to eight years

officers.

the

services

as

con-

Leonard,
St.
Malachy's
church,
representing Archbishop Hayes.
Grant Us Thy Peace. Gounod,
People's Chorus of
Camilieri. conductor.

New

York. L.

Address, Hon. Stephen H. G. Porter. U. S. Congressman.
Ave Maria, Gounod, Vivienne
Segal.

My Faith Looks Up to Thee,
People's
Chorus New York, L.
Camilieri, conductor.
Eulogy, Rev. Dr. Edward Travera
(Miss Russell's pastor), pastor of
Trinity Church, Pittsburgh.
Meditation (Silent Prayer). 61
seconds.
Address, Rev. Dr. Jos. Silverman.
The Lord is the Light, Vernon
Stiles.

Address, Edwards Davis.
Rock of Ages, People's Chorus of
York, L. Camilieri, conductor.
Salute, U. S. Marines.
Taps, Buglar John H. Allen of
105th Field Artillery, 27th Divison.
N. Y. N. G.

New

The ship news

service sent out

at Sing Sing.

WANTED

Hill 7848

TALKS:

No. 88

!

'

They

722-724 Seventh Ave.

Opp. Strand Theatre

Opp. Columbia Theatre

203

BHIevue Court

ONE lantern slide and six 11x14
double weight photos from any
photo or drawing delivered prepaid
for $3.00; 48-hour service.

J

BAKBEAU REPRO
OSWEGO, N. Y.

CO.

New York

Broadway

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS
Prices Reduced,

$55 Up

Mail Order* Filled F. O. B.. N. Y. City.
Send for Catalogue.
Used trunks and shopworn samples of all standard makes always on hand.

SAMUELNATHANS gStf ^
1

531 Seventh Ave.,

Phone: Fitx Roy 0620

V.

1493

Building;. I'lilladrlplila

H'M
CALL

North America next autumn.
will play one week in Quebec,

LAST

your Limerick)

JAMES MADISON

full detail*.

CENTKNNIAL MUSICAL ENTERPRISES

Arrangements have been made.
with the approval of the French
government, when by Maurice de
lYraudy and other notable professiynals connected with the Comedle
Francaise and Odeon theatres will
visit

Ask BILLY PURCELLAof PURCELLA and RAN8AY
•t Loew't Victoria, New York, Thit Week (June 22-25)

1582-1584 Broadway

Send photograph and

take.

the Piper's son,

in

marriage became a Russian citizen
and must put up with the delays
which the countries impose before
admitting Russians.

of

Assembly
and
church
call.
Trumpeter Read. U. S. Cavalry.
Adagio Pathetique, Godard, Benjamin R. Robert and orchestra.
Invocation,
Father Edward F,

COMEDY

suit

(Send

poet, is having a hard time in passing through Germany. She is being
held up while awaiting passports
which will permit her to tour
France, England and America to
gain funds to carry on her work in
Russia. Miss Duncan through her

program

ducted, was:

—

beach property.

and away he run.
When he needs another he'll run back
So will you if you get one suit from Mack.

Bought a

who married a Russian

Washington, Sunday. June 18.
The Palace theatre. New York,

—

20.

A

FURS

and

author

Memorial services for Lillian Rugwere held at B. F. Keith's
Palace, New York, and the followIng Keith houses out of town. Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and

sell

COMEDY SERVICE

"The Perfect Fool" will stop at
Atlantic City for a week on his
way to Chicago, where he will open
Aug.

George Howard.

JAMES MADISON'S

fore.

SUMMER

Duncan,

treasurer; Victor J. Dowling, chairof the executive committeeMrs. Emmett Corrigan, recording
secretary, and Mary Tomoney. social
secretary. Brandon Tynan who was
president for four years surrendered
the presidency to De Cordoba at
the last meeting of season held at
the Hotel Astor, New York. The
production of a parish theatre in
Broadway was placed in the hands
of a committee of five headed by

man

this week had among the passengers
on the "Olympic" landing Tuesday
in New York, Nikolai Rumaiantsoff,
It is reported that Feodor Chalia- manager of the Moscow Art theatre
The Amphion, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
with a seating capacity of 1,700 will pine, the Russian singer, who made over here to arrange with Comstock
be sold at auction June 26, by a few appearances in opera and
(Continued on page 29)
concerts here last season, will soon
Joseph P. Day, auctioneer.
leave Russia to settle here with his
family.
E. F. Albee purchased a plot
Monday on 125th street, between
"Why Men
Home." by
Seventh and Eighth avenues (Har- Avery Hopwood,Leave
will be a Wagenlem), New York, upon which a new hals
Kemper's
&
early
season proB. F. Keith theatre will be erected duction.
helps solve the ambitious perThe theatre will be on
this fall.
former's greatest problem MAthe style of the new Keith house
TERIAL.
If it were merely a
John Hazzard received a letter at
that is being built in Clevelnad. his
case of making people laugh, you
home at Great Neck, L. I., statThe house will seat 3,000.
could
get
your
funny wheezes out
ing that his children would be kidof .a joke book. But, remember,
naped no matter how long It would
Headed by Fred Stone, an out- take the writer to do it. Last April
it is the booker who sets your
door show will be given at the the Hazzard home at Great Neck
salary not the audience, and
Mineola Fair Grounds, Mineola, was robbed and two men were artherefore new material Is absoL. I., July 1 by the Occupational rested.
lutely necessary, that is, if you
One of the men was reTherapy Society of New York.
expect
to arrive anywhere arleased and the other Is awaiting
tistically and financially. JAMES
trial in Nassau County Jail.
The
MADISON'S
Hampton,
COMEDY SERVCrystal
who was con- police believe that the men arrested
fined
hospital,
to Bellevue
New for the burglary charge have some- ICE is issued monthly at $15 a
York, from the effects of taking thing to do with the letter.
year in advance. Single copies $2.
bichloride of mercury tablets at the
SERVICE No. 8
Hotel Claridge June 5, died at the
Edward J. Kelley, secretary of the
is just out and offers subscribers
hospital early this week.
Miss Catholic Actor's Guild of America,
the very latest monologue, sevHampton was said to be the as- announced the election of the foleral double routines, single gags,
sistant treasurer of the Apollo, New lowing officers of the guild: Pedro
a
parody,
wise cracks, etc.
York, and also interested in the de
Cordoba.
president;
George
JAMES MADISON'S COMEDY
picture business.
Howard.
first
vice-president;
SERVICE is a "quality" publicaDorothy Donnelly, second vicetion first and last and every
Margaret Buckley, 24, 109 West president; Rev. John Talbot Smith,
laugh contained therein is not
90th street, New York, was taken
only new but strictly original.
to Bellevue hospital by two men in
For $9 I will send the first 8 13a taxicab from the Hotel Claridge.
SPEsues. or any four for $5.
Miss Buckley while suffering from
CIAL
OFFER:— For $20 I will
a headache, went into a drug store
INSTRUMENTALISTS, SI Mi Kits ami
and
rca<ly
send the 8 issues now
to take some aspirin that she carI NTKKTAINDKS
a full year (12 additional issues)
ried in her bag, hut took some biFOR
CLUD
DATES.
beginning with No. 9.
chloride of mercury tablets by mis-

New Jersey with her two children
since March, 1920, and states that
Norworth deserted her a year be-

Inc.

Goering,

V. A. ran its first public playwright, winner of the Schiller
clown night at the Colonial, New prize for literature of Germany, is
York. Sunday night, given for the in Jail charged with selling two
paintings taken from the home of
benefit of N. V. A. Post No. 690, of
a man who befriended him. He is
the American Legion.
the author of "Seeschlacht," now
playing in Berlin, and "KammerFortune Gallo in Rome last week spiele,'' one of his best works.
tried to arouse the interest of the
Italian authorities to erect a perIsadora
Duncan's
school
of
manent Italian theatre in New York dancing
in Moscow is broke.
Miss
for the presentation of opera and

The N.

N.

HARRY FITZGERALD

•

Broadway Slapped."

|

taking over the film rights ac-

New

«

J., was robbed last week of $7,000
worth of jewels. Lewis is treasurer
of the Metropolitan opera com pan/
and many of the jewels stolen were
gifts from opera stirs, including
one from the late Enrico CarutO drama.
which he valued very highly.
The divorce suit by Geraldinc:
Edith Hallor is suing her husband.
Walter Hampden returned to New John D. Dillon, for divorce. Miss
Farrar against Lou Tellegen and
which was York after closing his tour in Hallor secured a divorce from L.
his counter charge,
originally started in Westchester Shakespearean repertoire.
In a: - Lawrence Weber in 1921.
county, has been placed on the fall ranging for his local appearance in
Court,
Supreme
will
present
a new
calendar of the
the autumn he
Sam H. Harris will produce Wilmodern play by an American author liam Anthony McGuire's new comNew York.
besides his regular Shakespearean edy entitled "It's a Boy," opening in
Gladys Unger and Marjorle Ram- repertoire.
Atlantic City, July 17.
beau, author and star, respectively,
of "The Goldfish," now playing at
Ten of the most prominent LonHenry Hull has written a play In
the Maxine Elliott, New York, are don actors have formed a co-oper- collaboration with Leighton Camun,
collaborating upon the novelization ative partnership in producing their entitled "Manhattan." The play will
The novel syndi- own plays. They are leasing a West open in Asbury Park in July.
of the comedy.
cated through newspapers.
End theatre for the purpose. The
group includes Dion Calthrop, NorBasil Sydney will succeed Richard
William Gilmore will direct the man McKinnel, George Elton and Bennett in the title role of "He Who
rehearsals of "The Inevitable," the Charles Quartermaine. This is the
The Gets Slapped" at the Garrlck, New
play "in which Fortune GaUo will second venture ot_ its kind.
make his debut as a producing other is Laddie Cliffs group of "Co- York, June 26.
optimists," who have made a formanager.
The Mayor of Nancy, France, has
tune out of their productions.
forbidden the showing of "The Red
"Ben-Hur," the picture rights of
Jack
Norworth
is being sued for a
Dancer,"
a play dramatizing the
which were bought by A. L. Erlanger a year ago for $1 000.000, is divorce by his wife, Mrs. Mary career of Mata-Hari, the Parisian
de- actress, who was executed in warJohnson
Norworth.
who
charges
to be filmed by Erlanger in association with Goldwyn -«ooii.
Goluwyn sertion. The Norworths were mar- time for espionage.

in

Montreal and one in

"Sava,"

•

Bertha Mann, who created the
leading role in "That Day" when
that show played in Los Angeles.
will appear in the same role when it
is produced by the Uelmont Theatre
Repertory next season.

in

York.

.

the basement of the
West 47th
245
York, last week quickly
spread to three stored on the ground
floor, a rubber tire store, a chemical
laboratory and an electric letter
sign shop. The fire endangered the
Longacre theatre in the rear of the
building, and also the Strand theaThe firemen had to
tre next to it.
wait about an hour before they
could get into the cellar because of
the heavy smoke.
fire

Romax

street.

two

Doris Keane, chairman of the
"Million Cans of Milk Campaign"
of the American Committee for ReAllan Pollock will close his sea- lief of Russian Children, will give
son at the Henry Miller. New York a benefit performance at the Earl
In "A Pinch Hitter." Saturday, to Carroll theatre. New York, Sunday
The Beechwood
go on tour with "A Bill of Divorce- night (June 25).
ment." "A Pinch Hitter" will go on Players, from Frank A. Vanderllp's
tour with another player in the lead- Scarboro theatre, under the direction of Henry Stlllman, will give
ing role.
L'S,

Anna Forrest,
was robbed of

Edna Wheaton.

Stark's witthey found
that
testified
with
apartment
Uffner
in
an
George
Miss Wheaton on the night of Nov.
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VARIETY'S
OFFICE

CHICAGO

Corre spondence
refer* to current

Variety are

of

opening position. Cliff Clark, with
Character numbers, secured an apFrank Van Hoven, next to closing, plause hit No. t. A sneezing and
had a tough spot but hold every one stuttering number brought good
in their seats until he finished with laughs.
his ice tricks,
lie had them howling.
Dainty Marie closed the show
The current Warfield bill displays
to a fast walking house.
Loop.
considerable improvement with L.
Wolfe Gilbert and Co. topping and
An anniversary party celebrating living up to expectations. Gilbert
the first wedding anniversary of Mr. made good from every angle and
and Mrs. Fred M. Barnes was given delivered a neat little speech at the
Fritzie Layton's good singat the Marigold Garden Friday, June finish.
16.
Rarnes is the head of the Fred ing was fully appreciated and Keilly
M. Barnes, Inc., bookers of fairs. The at the piano aided greatly. Bill and
guests numbered twelve, and among Blondy opened with showy acrothose present were Mr. and Mrs. M. batics and lifts that evoked healthy
H. Barnes, Mr. and Mrs. James Har- applause. The comedy efforts were
rison, Stella Barnes, Harold Dono- wasted. Brown and Elaine went over
van, J. Alex Sloan, Louise Levi, Max nicely with their bride and groom
Halperin, and Ernie Young.
comedy and songs. Marie Russell

"Flapper"

number

dressed

Rl ate- Lake

and Sambo

Theatre Bid*.

CHICAGO

With

performance of
"Molly Darling" at the Palace, Jack
Osterman
was
routed
for five weeks
big to an incoming audience. Jess
Majestic, Chicago
Block and Francine Dunlop, in a over the Orpheum circuit, making
All togged up in its summer finery
his
first
appearance
under
this consinging and
talking
skit
called
this theatre has taken on a new
"Broke," were misplaced. This cute tract this week at the State-Lake.
lease of life and some one in the
little couple should hold a No. 4 spot
Orphcum offices has certainly made on
Zabello
Thall.
five - year - old
a big bill. Their act hag a story
Every
this a "theatre beautiful."
that will please any kind of an audi- daughter of Sam Thall, traffic mancorner is spic and span with its
circuit, made
ager
Orpheum
of
the
ence,
and
they
came
near
stopping
new summer dress, coat of paint the show. Both are good to look at, her stage debut last Wednesday
and new drapes have been installed
afternoon
as
member
of the cast
a
youth,
have
pep,
.and
lots
of
peron the boxes, with a perfect color
at Powers.
sonality, and are suited for musical of "Lilies of the Field
scheme on the side walls and panels.
the
initial performance. Sam
After
shows.
One can readily see that the patrons
another
was
announced
that
there
Maryon Vadie and Ota Ctygi, asof the theatre were more cheerful
sisted
by the Portia Mansfield Sarah Bernhardt in the business.
than usual.
The weather was as perfect as it Dancers, last seen around here at
could be, the nice cool breeze from some smaller houses, followed with
Lake Michigan blowing over the music and dancing. The four girls
town just like advertised on the sign are well trained and did remarkably
boards as one goes from Chicago to well irj a slow-moving act.
VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO
New York on the Century. There
Peggy Parker came next with one
OFFICE
was a new innovation, something of the best acts seen here in a long
and
that
that the regulars will like,
while.
Miss Parker is assisted by
FANTAGE8 THEATRE BUILDING
Is smoking in the mezzanine, long a
the Four Musketeers, four boys who
white elephant for the Majestic. are
This was real
performers.
This portion of the house was more vaudeville. Miss Parker is a goodHarry Carroll, headlining the curthan three-quarters filled, with more looking blonde miss with a world of rent Orpheum bill with his revue,
than that on the main tloor.
personality and lots of beautiful ''Varieties of 1922," went over with
one
that
There were so many hits
clothes and talent. The little skit a rush.
The dance work of Tom
stopped counting after the first has a story, and Harry Koler, doing Dingle and Patsy Delaney won the
three.
the comedy salesman, had the peo- biggest applause of the act with the
Sealo opened the show and works ple howling.
delightful specialties of Kathleen
about four minutes all alone, with
Harry Fox followed with Beatrice Martyn and the Love Sisters also in
no one directing. The seal is in a
stopped pro- high favor. The act starts and finindicated.

the

final

Curtis, and they also
and did exceptionally ceedings.
Fox has won lots of
friends in this town by his clever
clowning. Miss Curtis is very cute
and adds class to Fox's offering.

itself

"ELI," the Jeweler
TO THE PROFESSION
Special

Discount to Performers

WHEN

IN CHICAGO

State- Lake-

Theatre Bide.,

Fox

is one of the best delineators
of songs, besides being a comedian
of high caliber.

Flo Lewis did impressions, sang
and danced and kidded her way into
a hit. For an encore she did a

Ground Floor

SCENERY

GOWN TO OUTFITTING
AN ENTIRE SHOW
THE MIRROR OF FASHION

PROM ONE

LENORE

HATS,

MODISTE
GOWNS, COSTUMES. LINGERIE

Bulte 1011-13,

Garriek Theatre Building,

CHICAGO

Phone Dearborn 5469

UNIVERSAL SCENIC
ARTIST STUDIOS,

Inc.

626 State-Lake Building, CHICAGO
Phone: DKARBOTtN 1776.
L. P.

ART DIRECTOR

I.ARSEN, MCilC,

ACME SCENIC ARTIST 5TUDI0S
VI w
SUITE

308, 36

Without any interruption to performances improvements of an ex-

The
Imperial Theatre last week.
stage has been almost entirely reconstructed and will now have ample space for elaborate tableaux.
In

CENTRAL

4358

THE BEST SCENERY MADE

BETTER THAN THE BEST SHOW

IN

ALL

applause

with

f«i»k

LAWRENCE.
ENCE.

\y

Ktfiidiu.Orrliestrfti

VOU'VE TRIED

"THE

Continuous Dancing

13th

Tom

bicycle

rical profession, city

and members

administration

of the clergy.

15.
A company including Eva Novak, Jack Livingston, Molly Malone,

Mary Wynn, Hugh Saxon and Caro-

Brunson will be employed, according to statements made by
Fleming.
The company has purchased a 33-acre estate, and erection
of stages has started.
lina

Rhea Mitchell, Portland girl and
former member of the Baker Stock,
leading

is

woman

in the headline act

at Pantages last week, with Robert

Irene

West

Upon

receipt of a telegram
the Orpheum bill

with a musical
show for Honolulu last week to open
at the Strand in the island city.
left

New York

MeKim.

ROCHESTER,

from

By

that

opened last week was switched
around and Lola and Senia, who
opened in first position at the first
performance, were put in fifth place.

L. B.

N. Y.
SKEFFINGTON

LYCEUM.— Lyceum

Players

in

"Like a King."

TEMPLK.— Manhattan

Players in

"Three Wise Fools."
Fay's closed for the season Saturday, tho first time it has closed
in a number of years, except for an
instance to repair the roof.
The
Family is also closed this summer
for the first time in several years.
"Four Horsemen" is at the Piccadilly this week, after playing at the
same house earlier in the year for
three weeks.
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Kl« STEAKS

Allan Rug-era. Al Rolh, Oxr;ir Adl.r. ***** »"«! Ecrver,
l*atrlrola. Jl:i> Henderson, and Other and Olp

You don't
surest way.
to
Variety.
subscriber
a regular
The

NOW TRY THE BEST

CHAIR" "PETE"
IIOOSTI.KS

*tf> Kuban*.

days after the Lyric Musical
closed last week
the city council ordered the theatre
structure closed as a fire hazard. Before the company disbanded there
came a call from Astoria that took
the complete trouple there for a
week and maybe for an Indefinite
season.

Comedy company

it

FrlcUj/

30 W. RANDOLPH ST., CHICAGO
Theatre
T »1E FOLLOWING IIEAI>I.IM-:KS ATF IIE3K LAST WEEK:—

"•at Door to
Colonial

his

— Vaudeville;.
Vaudevi

Ainiitfiir -Tllrnttlcu: NJVe*E»ef>

TH I R EST

"Head Over Heels."

Two

TOWN

RAINBO GARDENS

C LARK at

of Lillian Russell serv-

Oliver Morosro, accompanied by
his wife, arrived in town last Week
with Peggy Hopkins Joyce.
Morocco has been breaking Jnto the
ishes with Carroll presiding at the front |Mts;ei of the local press with a
offer
a
forced
to
He
was
piano.
big yarn about Peggy Hopkins Joyce
speech at the fini.sh.
building a new theatre that will bear
"The Show-off," with Fred Sumner, her name and which will be located
secured good laughs and reaped sub- in San Francisco. He pulled the
stantial applause at the finish. Grace same line in Los Angeles and deNelson repeated in a most approved clared that the "love of many milmanner. Her rendition of a ballad lionaires'' Intended to secure a chain
in minor key gained considerable of theatres on the Pacific coast.
Flanagan and Morrison
applause.
skit
golf
humorou.*
their
with
Ralph Kettering, here for the
created many a laugh next to clos- Shrine
along
convention.
with
ing but little applause at the fini.sh James Mathews, and who is a deleJimmy Savo and Co. put over an- gate with Medinah Temple, apother hit this week. The Gladen- peared on the stage of the Alcazar
backs, employing two poodles, opened last week, announcing the companyParts of the routine pass was soon to present his plav.
fairly.
muster easily, but the lifts and bal- "Which One Shall I Marry?" He
Gallagher and also announced that Jessie Tionancing are tame.
Martin, with new smart talk, songs stelle was to try out a new play of
and neat dancing, coupled with their his. entitled "When Wives Step
pleasing personalities, were out- Out." It will be produced for the
standing hit. Niobe closed the show first time in Detroit.
in a capable manner, easily holding
the audience.
Pen Levfn, attached to the Ackerman & Harris offices here, ntuck
The Golden Gate presents a nifty his arm through a glass window
bill, with the Wright Dancers, feawhil<' watching the Shriners' parade
turing Helen Pachaud and Nita Su- and was badly cut.
The dancing of the
soff, headlined.
the
did
featured members scored, as
vocal work of Walter Peterson. The

FRED MANN'S
„

Majestic,

stenmihlp neeommudntlona arranged on all Llnee, at Main Offlee
Prleea.
Iloata are going very ffnllt arrange early.
Forrlxo Money
bought and sold
Liberty Beads bought and sold.
with favor in the closing position.
considerable
PAUL TAUSIG A SOU, 104 East 14th It.. Mew York.
Frank Wilson aroused
the

OPPOSITE APOLLO and WOODS TIIKATRKS

CHICAGO— THAT'S

memory

ices were held in the Orpheum Sunday by representatives of the theat-

ensemble dancing also proved effective, the act taking a genuine hit.
Krnerson and Baldwin registered a
neat little triumph in the No. 3 spot.
"The Wonder Girl" was received

WEST RANDOLPH STREET

Walk Alone"; Rlvoll, "Come on
Over"; Blue Mouse, "Reported Missing"; People's "Love's Boomerang";

and tan scored

tensive nature were completed at the

SAN FRANCISCO

by

HK1LIG— Elsie Janis and Gang
PICTURES— Liberty, "Over the
Border"; Columbia, "Women Who

a decided hit on Miss Russell's efSixty thousand dollars is being
The opening spent on the construction of a movie
fective song delivery.
started them off to good laughs. studio eight miles from Portland by
Ethel Gilmore and Girls closed the Premium Pictures Productions, J. J.
show with a well produced dance Fleming, president. The company,
offering which left a good impres- which has a unit at work in Bisbee,
sion.
Ariz., declares it will have cameras
at work at the studios here by July

'

class

in black

KELLER OFFICE)

PORTLAND, ORE.

in

goloshes.

8.

have to depend upon newsstands

Subscription, $7 yearly; $3.50 six months.
Foreign, $8 yearly; $4 six months.
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THIRTY MINUTES BY MOTOR FROM COLUMBUS CIRCLE

A RARE OPPORTUNITY

Five minutes 9 walk from Murray Hill Station, Flushing, L.

ph.-

and

ON

Woman-

and quickly

TRACK,
S.

S.

Berengaria bound

To make room

in

our shop for her

is

for France,

aboard the

Paris importations,

we

Long

of the North Shore of

Heart of

accessible from the

way

can be reached on the

It

Miss Claire

Road

the Direct

"

R. R.

I.

HOTEL *^^n^

SILL'S

iRstec^

For the Debutante
Petite

\\

to

New

York.

BELMONT RACE

the

Douglass Manor, Bayside,

Island,

Little

Neck, Great Neck,

Sands Point, Plandome, Mahhasset, Port Washington, Roslyn,

Sea

offer for absolute clearance

Cliff,

Oyster

Bay and

all

the Beautiful suburbs along the

Sound.

our entire stock of

PRIVATE DINING ROOMS FOR MOTOR PARTIES

EVENING GOWNS

Where

STREET FROCKS

Newly Furnished Roomi

AN OLD VILLAGE
H08TLERY

highly successful. An act every 20
is the way that George McDernut, manager of the theatre, has
arranged the bill, with dancing in
Tex Ellis, a blackface
between.
singer, and others have been booked
in and their work came in for applause. The policy was adopted, no
doubt, as a retrenchment for the
summer months. The Century roof
is now in its 39th week and bids fair

THEATRICAL COSTUMES

for

Bachelors Only.
Special Ratee for 8eaton.

MAY-NOVEMBER FARM
Central Ave., Hartsdale, N. Y.

OPEN FOR SEASON

If it
to remain open all summer.
does this it will be one of the few
inclosed roofs in the country to ac-

AT

DANCING AND DINING
SMITH'S IRRESISTIBLE EIGHT

The place is adcomplish this.
mirably ventilated, and though it
has stiff competition during the
summer it is holding its own.

D. PROUNIS,
Telephone WHITE

NICK

Edith de Lyg came in for a
fine criticism last week by her performance as Violette in "La Traviata" as presented by the DeFoe
Opera Company in Carlin's Park
Arena. The performance was given
last Friday night as a benefit for
the Knights of Columbus, and the
auditorium was packed.

Managing Proprietor
PLAINS 1471-1669

bit of

Half Price
—

Welcomes

minutes

SPORT OUTFITS

Small Sixes

Hospitality

and Good Food prepared by an
Experienced Chef is the Standard

All Claire Models

The Chateau Laurier
City Island,

Memorial services for Lillian Russell were held Sunday morning in
the Maryland theatre. Mayor William F. Broening made the principal

N. Y,

NOW, OPEN FOR SEASON OE
:-:

1922

-:

address.

ALL MILLINERY REDUCED

Financial conditions of th > Lyric,
nail,
premier music
Baltimore's
where the Chicago Opera Company
and all the big artists give their
performances, are in good shape, according to the report of the treasurer given Monday at a meeting *..!
the stockholders. The Lyric, it is
said, has had one of the 'jest years
of its long existence. Announcement
was made that the prospects for
next year were bright.

Without reserve every hat in our shop has been
There are hats

reduced.
I

wear, some

new model

$7.50

for street, dress

and sport

hats just out of work,

PITTSBURGH

and $10.00

COLEMAN HARRISON

By

PICTURES—Grand and Liberty,
New York"; State,

"Crossroads of

"Nanook of the North"; Olympic,
"Over the Border"; Regent, "Is Matrimony a Failure?"; Blackstone,
"Crimson Challenge"; Savoy, "When
Romance
Rides";
Camerphone.
"Beauty's Worth" and "The Bigamist" (split week); Aldine, "WideOpen Town"; Alhambra, "Way

(Values to $25)

Down

East."

The State advertised a week In
advance of "Nanook of the North" a
policy seldom used by any of the
larger picture houses. That the ex-

CLAIRE

had a beneficial effect
was evinced by heavy attendance
tra display

early in the week.

Importer

:

130 West 45th

—Maker

the auspices of Sam Canter,
local restaurateur, the Jewish Theater Co. of New York, headed by
Maurice Schwartz, played at the

Under

NEW YORK

St.

<

NEW LYCEUM—

BALTIMORE
By ROBERT F.
CENTURY.— T he Man
8I8K

4

from

Home."

IUVOLI— •'Evidence."

NEW— "Back Pay."

HIPPODROME -"Pardon My

Nerve" and Loew Vaudeville.
GARDEN "The Trap" and vaudeville, with Richards headlining in
five-act bill. Tuesday evening dancing contest and Friday night amateurs.
George A. McDcrmit, manager of the Whitehurst Enterprises,
which controls the Garden, has introduced these two nights following

—

his success with them as manager
of Loew's Hippodrome some months
ago.

PICTURE GARDEN— "The Woman He Married.'
WIZARD— "The Grim Comedian."
'

PARKWAY—"Silas Marncr."

George Marshall
Players in "Good Gracious, Annabelle,"
with Harry Minturn and
Tallulah Bankhead in the leads.
Keith Vaudeville at the Maryland
week has Lou-Tellegen in his

this

version

of "Blind Youth" and "A
Trip to Hitland," with its aggregation of hit composers.

Justin
Lawrie and Fernando
Guarnerl, two opera singers who
have been singing at the Century
for 16 consecutive weeks, are in
their final week here and are fully
hooked up for the summer months.
During the past season these two
men have played 20 weeks at the
Century and in that time have established themselves.

Jack Mason's Century roof shows
for the summer are being composed
of vaudeville acts, and it is proving

Beautifully Decorated

Excellent

Wonderful Orchestra

Shore Dinner at $2.50 and exquisite a

la

Carte service

Management
Julius Keller

William Werner

^

MURRAY'S ROMAN GARDENS
NEW YORK

228 Wert 42nd Street

CITY]

THE BATHING BEACH REVIEW
WITH

t

TYLER BROOKS, FRANXIE FARNUM, VIRGINIA SMITH
and EIGHT

WONDERFUL BEAUTIES

NOW APPEARING
NIGHTLY,
FOR DINNER AND SUPPER
DANCING NOON TO CLOSING
EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT OF

JOSEPH

A.

SUSSKIND

of Blossom Heath Inn, Merrick

Road

the Hotel Edison in Atlantic City, a
woman's limb adorned with a
and also connected with various real stocking
and garter, something that
estate enterprises there.
has never been put across before

here. It helped business.
William Pickles, several years ago
Cleon Throckmartin is doing the
featured as a "boy wonder" when he scenic
work at the Belasco and creAlvin June 14, presenting "Rags." won fame as a singer in the Trinity ating a mighty fine Impression.
Larger receipts than for some time Church choir here and who has
for a similar production were re- sung for the records, will shortly
Picture houses: Loew's Columbia,
ported,
several
previous having resume his vocal work. The layoff "Foolish
Wives," second week;;
Is explained by a changing voice and
fared none too well.
Loew's Palace, "Grand Larceny,
further instruction.
first half; Seeing's Believing," secState police and health authorities
ond half; Moore's Rialto, "His Wife!
The local Shriners* band, which Husband";
and the American Railway AssociaCrandall's Metropolitan,
tion, acting severally, have each last year captured the prize at At- "Fools
First";
the Strand, "The
turned out a series of pictures to lantic City, in contest with bands Rosary."
representing
similar organizations
show motorists the dangers of reckless driving. They have adopted the of other cities, is now in San Franwith
Margaret
McCambridge,
same general lines followed by the cisco.
Cohan's "Mary" company last seastate forestry department to acson. Is spending the summer here
The engagement of Ralph J. Har- with her
quaint citizens of work in that defather.
rison's orchestra at the Palais Royal
partment.
in Atlantic City has ended and his
Wanda
Lyon, who is heading the
The Carlton Orchestra, with Paul musicians have trekked homeward. Belasco Players, is to return to her
H. Von Moltke, formerly of New
home in Salt Lake City for a brier
York, as director and manager. Is
D. C. visit at the close of the season here.
now holding forth at Steel's and getBy HARDIE MEAKIN
ting much praise.
Lawrence Beatus, manager of
The two stork companies are con- Loew's Palace and Mr. Loew's perWilliam Taylor of this city, last tinuing to locally interest, and al- sonal representative here, left for
hero
with Pat Rooney's "Love though the Garrlck is having finan- Atlantic City Monday with **£
Birds," will sail for Italy early in cial troubles, the company is con- Beatus and Lawrence, Jr.
Marie
August, with a view to preparing tinuing.
The proposed return of Gates of the Columbia is looking out
for grand opera, Mary Magee, an- Arthur Leslie Smith may be the for both houses during Mr. Beatus
other Plttshurgher, last with the means of putting the company over absence.
"Greenwich Village Follies," is home on the right side.
over the warm months.
Gerald Oliver Smith of the OarrW
At the Belasco Sunday night "Get- Players is out of the cast of "BoUfJH
Myer Saul, formerly of the drama ting Gertie's Garter" brought out and Paid For" this week, and gci-j
and sporting departments of the capacity house. Special advertising ting his first glimpses of Washing"Gazette Times," is now an owner of helped, the Sunday papers carrying ton's many historical points.

WASHINGTON,
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OF THE

COLUMBIA

AMUSEMENT
COMPANY

€>

WILL OCCUR WEDNESDAY, JULY 12,
In

1922

commemoration of the event

VARIETY WILL ISSUE JULY 7
A SPECIAL BURLESQUE NUMBER
This number

by

officials of

Variety,

many special stories, some illustrated, contributed
Columbia Amusement Company and by the staff writers of

will contain

the

who have

Columbia

J

closely followed the operations and achievements of
burlesque and its people, both in the executive and the stage

branches, during most of
It will

its

existence.

be a deserved tribute to

theatrical institution,

whose

this truly

officers,

remarkable

producers and

have labored diligently and successfully to
secure for burlesque unmistakable classification
among the worthy things of the American stage.

artists

/?,

Men and women

are now enjoying national and international fame whose
start was made in burlesque. They emphasize that burlesque has been the
cradle of many of America's most distinguished players. And the same
process of evolution is as certain today, and will continue to be, as in all
times past

To be

associated with burlesque and not have conspicuous representation in
the advertising columns of Variety's Special Burlesque Number now in
process of make-up would amount simply to self-elimination.

Special rates have been granted, not only to the people directly engaged in
burlesque, but to merchants and all others who may desire to publicly congratulate the Columbia Amusement Company on its 20th birthday and ex-

tend wishes for
All

its

copy should be

continued success.
in

by July

1

and addressed

M '~

NEW YORK

9

t^b&W^

VARIETY

Friday, June 23, 1922

Players well caat Scenic efNext week, either "Twin
BedB" or "Polly with a Past."

ago.

NEW YORK THEATRES

fects good.

B. P. KEITH'S—Vaudeville.
BOBBINS-ECKEL First part,
'Godless Men."
First part, "The Ruling Passion."

—

STRAND—
KM PIRE— "Sisters.**
SAVOY— First part, "Cameron of
the Royal Mounted."
RIVOU—First part, "Reported

8AM

Sam II
E.M.

Missing."
B. F. Keith's is quick to capitalcraze here and has a
radio aerial strung in front of the
theatre.
For the present the apis

this

of all the

the Shuberts
ness stand.

New York

own

theatres
while on the wit-

Rorick's Glen.
In the Carleton
troupe, which is giving "Putting It

Over" as the opener, are Robert
LeSueur, Eleanor Parker, Virginia
Zollman, Lolo Moynelo, and others.

The Majestic Players this week
are trying out a new mystery drama,
"The Seventh Guest," at the MajesUtica.
posite of

tic,

by

Wm.

in

WeetiSthSt
lists.

Wed.

*>•..

* StL

The drama is a com"The Bat" and "Seven

1:1ft.

at 1:15.

NASH

"CAPTAIN APPLEJACK"
Weet

Evea. 8:15.

Musical

45th

8treet.

Bryant 1470.

Tel.:

Mata. Wed. and

Show Ever Hade

8at
I*

S

Call

a

«h

at l:lt.

of

Metropolitan

A

R

Favorite*

—

D

N

47 Bi.

"A WOMAN of NO

r1"?"

IMPORTANCE"

common

STRAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
CARL BDOUARDR. Conductor

VD1P THEATRE.
L. I I\l V* TWICE IVIt.Y

424

f

St..

—

^

8

ANDIMC PICABD.

and

Forty-alith

Mats. Wed. and Sat

25.

CHARLES DILLINOIIAM

W.

Presents

Witb a Cast et
N. T. PavoHtea

DEARIE'
WBMWSTim
MOROSCO

EVES.850 MAT^VtB

ftSAT.?30

THE BAT

t:30

—

THE BEST MYSTERY PLAY

(—NBLWYM THEATRE.

TOWN -

IN

\V.

42d St.—
N

BARNEY BERNARD and
ALEXANDER CARR in
a

new comedy

"PARTNERS AGAIN"
A

Br Montague Glass

Julea Rckert Goodmaa.

New Amsterdam

&

Mats. Wed.

Prices: Evs. $2.60.

of B'way.
and 8:30.

Willi AM FOX Presents
THE (iKKATKST MOTION PICTURE
SPECTACLE OF ALL TIMES—

Theatre

—

XV.

42d

Sat

Street
|

A

NERO

National Institution

Keys

to Baldpate," and is by Innif
Osborne.
The story, disclosed in
three acts, is that about a woman

wronged and the satanic scorn that
the woman wreaks upon the son of
the guilty man.

WINTER GARDEN

DULUTH
By

JAME8 WATTS

ORPHEUM—Robert
Orpheum

Martha Hedman, who is
of Capt. Henry Arthur House
Duluth,

Edeson. with

Players, in "Fine Feath-

of

a guest here for a time.
Next week she will appear with the
Orpheum Players in "The Boomeris

ang."

ers."

NEW GARRICK— "Trouble."
LYCEUM—"Across

nent."

Film.

gain.''

Film.

Film.
Conti-

the

NEW LYRIC— "Her

Mad Bar-

ZELDA— "Poppy." Film.
STRAND— "Restless Souls."
Unseasonably cold

weather

Edward

manager

Furni,

of

the

Winnipeg Orpheum. who is spending the summer here, and Manager
Casey of the Orpheum Players,
visiting the

Eva

Olivotti will be the first visiting prima donna to appear with the

Professional Players, Inc., who open
at the Bastable here, on July 3 in
"The Firefly." She plays opposite
Jeff De Angelis in the production.
For the second week of the eight
planned, the Players will give "The
Chimes of Normandy" with the

Orpheum headquarters same

Chicago last week, returned Saturday evening.

Broadway &
60th Street.

EDDIE CANTOR
In the Winter Garden's Annual Revue

"MAKE

IT

SNAPPY"

With NAN HALPERIN

AMBASSADOR BJ^ft.**
Wednesday &
Eves. St 8:30.

BIJOU

Matinee*

J. J.

W

SHUBERT

of R'r.

Matinees Wednesday

—

Krea. K-Ji.

&

Saturday

—THE—

DOVER ROAD
**

* »ss*jm

Dlr'o. of Guthrie McCllntle

F.

RAY COMSTOCK

and

cha*. Cherry
MORRIS GEST

BALIEFF'8
Chauve Souris

Saturday.

The Musical Sensation

SOS*

Thee.. 45th

ONLY MATINEE THTR8DAY.

Eves. St 8:80.

The Crouse Carnival Shows are
playing Watertown this week under
the auspices of the Loyal Order of
Moose. This is the first carnival to
hit the north country during the
the wife present season.

OREMOST THEATRES ANO HIT8— Direction. LEE

AMERICA'S

8U

2 It

'GOOD MORNING

—GLOBE

Joseph riunketf

Direction

i*l

America."

— MAKK-

T

»

8t

Prstsstt

BROADWAY

HI QRF
VjLWDL

IRVING BtRLIN'8
MUSIC BOX REVUE
With

Character Btudf by

Evenings

-ooo-

—

4

« KIKI

A New

MARY

.

and

MUSIC BOX
"Best

SB

LENOREULRIC

Anthony MoQulrs

"A National Institution"— R'way at

While the Carleton Players opened
at the Glen, Elmira, Monday, the
first public performance was Tuesday night. Monday's matinee and
night houses were bought out by
Cashmere Grotto of Elmira, which
held its ceremonial and outing at

M.

8«t. .1 »

ERNEST TRUEX

EDDINGER

Sells -Floto circus plays Oswego
22d., It's the first of the larger circuses to play the Starch City in
years.

names

"•». Wrf ...

IM.

WALLACE

week.

Lee Shubert gave the courtroom
one good laugh during the trial of
the Shubert-Keith suit last week
when he was unable to give the

Harris ttfl&ttft

PADT
LUK 1

The Billy Allen musical company
closed its engagement at the Avon
at Watertown Saturday. Pop vauderesumed

.

with

ager John Burnes announced that
each week until further notice a
complete radio set will be given
away at the Monday night performance. Each ticket carries a coupon.

ville

BELASCO

Attractions

DAVIO BELASCO

A New Comedy

used to communicate with
York only. This week Man-

New

HARRI8

Six Cylinder Love

ize the radio

paratus

H.

From

MOSCOW— Olreet

LONDON— PARII

from

NEW PROGRAM

CENTURY ROOF THEATRE
G2d STREET

A CENTRAL PARK WEST
and SAT. ONLT

stars.

MATINEES TUE&

in

helped the theatres last week and
patronage increased noticeably at
all playhouses.
The summer outlofik. is much brighter than it was
a year ago.

The Orpheum set a fast pace all
week, doing record business for the
season.
Leona Powers' return as
leading woman of the Orpheum
Players was a personal triumph.

Robert Edesdn, who will be the
second star to appear in stock here,
arrived early in the week and is a
guest at the home of E. A. Patrick.
He will recreate his original role in
"Fine Feathers" this week.
The
advance sale indicates a sell out.

Charlotte Lansing Snyder of this
who has been active in musical

STREET NATIONAL Tnpa 4l8t w of Bwa*
* BROADWAY nailUflflii PHONB BRYANT 1IC1

45TII

city,

has

The Orpheum

circuit,

which has and amateur theatrical

circles here,

plunge into vaudeville via Harry
New York.

leased the local playhouse for 12
years, is now considering the proposition of renewing its lease which
expires August 15. No definite action has been taken as yet, although
been
several
propositions
have
made by local interests for the
house. Permanent stock would meet
with public approval and at the
same time the city is anxious to

will

have Orpheum vaudeville return in
the fall. No doubt, both stock and
vaudeville would receive support
if
the attractions were presented

of this city, will
be one of the feature acts at Keith's

in

Manager
desirable locations.
is willing to remain here and

Casey

develop his production campaign.

Frank N. Phelps, who managed
Grand here for several years,
will spend the week in Duluth and
nearby points on an outing trip.
Mr. Phelps is manager of the Hennepin theatre in Minneapolis and
was at the Stato Lake in Chicago
the

Delft of

B. F. Keith's here is again serving
free root beer to patrons nightly
during the intermission. The starlit
garden of last year has now become
the moonlight promenade.

Genevieve Finley, operatic prima

donna and a native

next week. She has not been heard
here for some time.

Syracuse theatre operators sustained another severe blow in the
pocketbook Saturday and Sunday
as the result of a second torrential
deluge. Still suffering from the effects of the first cloudburst, Syracuse was doubly hit by the second,
and the city in all sections gave evidence of heavy property damage and
loss.

••

MATINEES WEDNESDAY AND 8ATUBDAY.

MAWORIE
In

in

RAMBEAU

the

Comedy

Classic

THE GOLDFISH

expiration of the K. & E. 10-year
lease the house finally drifted into
pictures.
It is splendidly equipped
and far more attractive than the
Wieting,
The Shuberts, it Is known, would
like to lease the- Empire, but W.
Snowdon Smith, owner, only wants
One previous deal fell
to sell.
through. Now it is understood negotiations have been resumed, but
whether it means a sale or lease, if
anything materializes, is uncertain.
Lee, commenting on his desire to
see that the Shuberts had a better
house here, said that they would
either lease or build at an early date.
William Rubin, local counsel for the
Shuberts, is said to be handling the
deal at this end.

-

The CAT and
The CANARY
Matinees Wed. and Sat

Belmont
ocimonr
w
A

Thea.. W. 48th St. Dry. «t
Evs. 8:30. Mata. Thur-Safc

THE RIO

HIT!

1^'KEMPY'
WITH
1

GRANT MITCHELL
And The

NUGENTS

Although in Utica but a few da:
18, carnival compan
snake charmer, claimed to have a
speaking acquaintance with almost
everybody in City Court when sh«
was arraigned on a vagranc"

Edna Wilson,

At the Wleting people in the audience at Saturday's matinee performcharge. The court sent her to ja
Carl Jackson of the "Orpheum ance of "Peg o' My Heart'' found it
for an indefinite period and direct
Players underwent an operation necessary to raise umbrellas as the
medical observation.
Miss Wils
water dripped through. The gutters
last week. He will resume his work
attracted
the attention of the polic
and drains on the roof were unable
shortly.
when
she
failed
her lunched
to
pay
of
the
hundreds
galto take care of
The Robbins Palace at Waterat
the
Twentieth Centur
lons of water that fell on it. Within town is offering a masked singer as bill
Lunch.
Brought
court, Edn4
into
y.
the space of seven days Syracuse's an added attraction.
The young
at
storm damage hit the $2,000,000 woman is, according to the man- nodded familiarly to all court am
By CHESTER B. BAHN
mark.
In Central New York the agement, a young society girl who taches, from the judge down,
WIETING— All the week, "The loss will approximate $3,500,000 to doesn't relish the idea of the pub- greeted the officer who arrested be'
as "uncle." Quizzed by Judge John
Storm." presented by Westchester $4,000,000.
licity she would get if her identity
T. Buckley, Miss Wilson said slu
Players. A stock production that
were known.
was a snake charmer with the carcompares favorably with the road
Syracuse will have a Sam Shubert
flayed
show that played here over a year theatre if Lee Shubert fulfills the
The Auburn Dramatic Club will nival troupe that recently
promise that he made while in Syra- make a run bv auto to Elmira dur- Yorkville.
cuse last week. Lee declared that ing the season there of the Carlton
Syracuse certainly deserved some- Players out of compliment to Robthing better in the way of a Shu- ert Le Sueur, leading man of the
bort theatre than it new has in the Players, who opened Monday at the
.
COUPON
Wietlng opera house. One look at Qlen theatre. Le Sueur some years
To n-nl liy hour or day for acts.
the Wieting, and Lee remarked that ago was leading man with the old
product iotiM or dancing.
book"strip
the house was sadly lacking in ac- Baylies-Hicks Co. at Auburn.
At
AIho suitable an a dancins Ntudlo.
commodations, sanitary and other- that time he captured all prizes in
145 WKHT 43d RTRRBT
2075
wise.
IMione Bryant
Oft* Itroadjvay
sailing
regattas
staged
by the
Moreover, Lee made a midnight Owasco Yacht Club on Owasco
inspection, it is learned, of the Em- Lake.
SMITH. ARK.
after leaving Duluth.

syracuseTn^

Ml

Sea. the 4>

dew
Taylor

M

6ize

Pibr*

,

t

..

Wardrobe

a*

REHEARSAL HALL

Trunk.

CATAYLOR TRUNK WORKS
210

W 44H.

St. [
I

NEW YORK

28

E. Randolph

m

St

CHICAGO

m

WELDON.WILIIAMS&LKK

WANT LADY MUSICIANS
Trombone and Cornet
Good appearance and personality
production, so state experience.

FERD.

P.

NOS3, Manager

to Double

on Saxophone

as important as ability. For musical
Long engagement to right people.
is

Six Musical Nosces,

New

Brighton, Pa.

pire here.
The Empire was ori«inally the K.
E. house, but at the

&

Acts, Skits and Sketches
If* NKW IDEAS that rount today In
Vaudeville. Our material haa them.
If
you are looking for a new Act, write me.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

A

Bos

1

ill III

It

JOE

LEW

EVANS and LEEVER
In

SINCLAIR
llaffalo.

FORT

N. Y.

VERSATILITIES

NEXT WEEK (JUNE 26)— RIALTO, CHICAGO

L^H

afaffaffj

June

iday,

23,

VARIETY

1922

JOHNNY

29

LOU

PEARL

A

MULDOON, FRANKLYN
"A REVELRY OF SONG
19), B. F. KEITH'S 81st ST., NEW YORK
in

THIS WEEK (June

NEXT WEEK

(June

fc6),

WEEK JULY
POBBY ROTH

Kuehn K A E

Horsini Win
Borman Evelyn

When sending for mall to
VARIETY addreaa Mall Clerk
or
POSTCARDS, ADVERTISING
CIRCULAR BETTERS WILL
NOT BE ADVERTISED.
LETTERS ADVERTISED IN
ONE ISSUE ONLY.
M

Walter Mrs
Atkins Marie
Aubrey Janet
Australian Delsos

B. F. KEITH'S PALACE, NEW YORK
KEITH'S BOSTON, CLOSING A VERY SUCCESSFUL SEASON
Direction

Button Ima

Artois

Kino Thomas
Knight Al

Bell Jessie

Cathro J
Carus Emma

Loughery Van

A Co

Marco

Mack Frank

DeLane Dale
Day George

Phillips Jess

Miller

Viola

A

Mackenzie

Davenport Paul

Parry Rhodes
Palmer Boe

A Volta
Frances Doris
Francis Marie
Fox Eddie "Bozo"

Polly

Miss

A Oz

Rene Mignon
Riverside

Gorman Eugene F

A

3

Smith Winifred
Sherman Dorothy

J

Murphy Frank

Brave Cbas

Murray Margaret

Maggie
Marty
Cook Jack

Hullbert Gene
Hendrlckson Jas

Thompson A

Howard

Underwood A
Van Alstyne A

Nesta Helen

Norman

Berrls

W

Mrs

Julius

C'tis

M

Iverson Fritzle

Verobill

Crouch Clayton

Oskomon Chief

Jordan Josephine
Johnson Habe

Danes Royal

Packard Dallas
Palmer Bee

Jameson E Mrs

Wallace Jean
White Joe
Wright A Earl

Plummer

Kennedy Molly
Kennedy James L

Lucille

Peem Marty
PeWltt Gertie
PeWlnter A Rose
Pobes Otka

Wm

Powers Myrtle

Pudley Edgar

Ramsey Edna
Rand Valley

Dunn Dorothy

Rice Josephine

Poretto Phil

Rcbinson

Ryan A Emmett

Fernan Patty
Robert

Scott Gladys

Shea Edward
Shelley Herbert

Field

Mr

Freeman Margaret

Hpillers J

Forrest

Stanley

Amy

Tanton Lee

Jack

Taylor Adeke
Bart Irene

Barvey Jack
Harvey Peggy
Hawley Babe
Hoffman A

CLEVELAND
WILSON ROY
OHIO — McLaughlin Repertoire
By

Ulrlch Caroline

Underwood

A

Li

lian

Walker Peggy
Weber Rosemary
"Whining Jay
Williams A Riberio
Wilson Nell
Wore Mrs J

Kelcey VI
Keely J

Zimmerman

Kennedy Marcella

Zuhn

Ten-is

Willie

Billy

Benson H C
Bonnot Renee

HOLZWASSER & CO.
1421-23 Third Ave.
NEAR SOth 8TREET

NEW YORK

.

A German Opera company with
George Hartmann, director of the
German opera house, Berlin, at its
head will tour this country and
Canada, presenting a repertoiro of
Wagner. Tho company consists of

The new

250 persons including the principals.

Lindley,

PRISCILLA— "From A

to

Girls,"

Baker,

O'Nash

Lake

New

Kellum,

U.

acts appearing at the "Fol-

Park for the current
week are La Sova and Gilmore, dancers; Marie James, prima donna;
Z" and George and May LeFevre, dancers;
Bud and Jack Pearson, Walter Stanm
ton and Co. and the Great Santell
lies" Electric

Co.

Beulah

Day

Sisters, Dennie Graves,
Sisters, Four Singing Luna-

Ticks, Jimmie Moore, Bob Shinn,
Alice Lee and Jark Noff.
Films:
Allen, Kitty Gordon and
Co., Loos Brothers, Pearson, Newport and Pearson, "Watch Your
Step"; Stillman, "Is Matrimony a
Failure?";
State,
"Sonny"; Park
and Mall.' "Evidence"; Standard,

ported
Missing";
"The Bigamist."

Knickerbocker,

The body of Elizabeth Parkinson,
known on the operatic stage as Parkina, passed through this city Wednesday en route from Colorado
Springs to Greenfield, Mo., for buriaj.
It is planned to hold memorial services here at

some

When Frank

L.

ton Feld, of the

later date.

Newman and MilNewman interests,
Newman "Fol-

arranged to send the

company to St. Louis for two
weeks they, of course, knew there
was a musicians' strike on and that
the show would have to go without
lies"

Keith's Hipp closed Sunday night.
The new Keith house at East 17th
street opens Labor Day.
Walter
Read will open the Hipp with
vaudeville
and
pictures
about

July

1.

For the Profession
America's finest designs
for dining room, bedroom,

and
or

living

room.

CREDIT

West Philadelphia

the-

fall.

CABARET
(Continued from page 10)
stepped up to the bar and
asked for a "pick me up," which
was served to them with alacrity.
A group of agents from the pro-

officers

hibition

the assistance of the Newman orchestra from this city. They failed
to consider one thing. A feature of
the

bill in this

city

was

the

work

of

a jazz orchestra which kept the
program hot with "blues'' and other
peppy music. Before the company
By WILL R. HUGHES
sent to St. Louis the managers
ELECTRIC PARK "Midsummer was
were advised that the musicians'
Edition of the Follies."
union
would not let the members of
MAINSTREET— Vaudeville.
the jazz orchestra work even on the
TANTAGES— Vaudeville.
part of the show. This was
stage
as
GLOBE— Vaudeville.
question to be solved, but
PHOTOPLAYS— Newman, "Bach- another
Manager C. P. Skouras of the Grand
Central theatre, where the revue
Wtis to appear, arranged for an orchestra made up of college boys, and
Queenie Quinn a former show girl
the show went on and over as per won a settlement from the heirs of
COMPOSER and ARRANGER
schedule, the only ones losing out Charles H. Reynolds.
Miss Quinn
being the members of the union Jazz sued for $1,000,000 as her widow's
413C, 1«58 Broadway, New York City
orchestra,
share of the estate left by Reynolds.
y

KANSAS CITY

—iTre Mysterious

Etyes of the

Ku

been running at the Lewis, Independence, Mo, a suburban town 10
miles from this city. Advertisements
calling attention to the fact that it
was the banned picture were carried
in the Kansas City papers, and the
film

drew some from

this city.

Some of the "big ones" playing
resident district houses at popular
week are "Foolish
this
prices
Days," "Smilin'
Wives." "School
Through," "Pay Day" and "Over the
In point of attendance it is
Hill."
claimed the outside houses drew
better this week than the "first run"
theatres down town.

Footwear
la

week (June

26).

ta

iriut.

specialty.
•f

Oar iho«» era »m* far moit
tha laadlaa productloai ao»

runniM ta Broadway.
Mall •retrt promptly Mia*.
r««uatt.
Catalogue

•

"BARNEY'S"

210 \V 3Rth St., N. ¥
I'hone Pits Roy 0344

654 Eighth Ave.

Catalogue

New York

.

MORRIS
EXPRESS CO.
RELIABLE THEATRICAL TRANSFER
Has Removed from 200 W. 4Cth

St. to 238 W. 49th
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
TEL. BRYANT 9557

St.,

N. Y. City

C.

THE BLANCHARDS

New
If

_ _ ...
8.— We

p.

«»<•

etsgf *h<5 6f iffd
tos dancing alippers a

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS
for

art

~Uo

Tnc ynfich and J*udy theatre, New
York, will open in November under

Send

tteci

THE TIME TO GET YOUR NEW ACT FOR NEXT SEASON

1493 Broadway

next

Albany recently

Original and Novelty

Klux Clan,'' the Oklahoma picture the management of nn organization
banned by the censors in Kansas known as "The Forty-Niners," that
and turned down by James Larkin, will present sketches and musical
local censor for Kansas city, has

!^Wp^#^

in

SHORT VAMP SHOES

RAYMOND MATTHEWS

IS

office

descended upon Glens Falls and
a number of saloons, but only
succeeded in making one arrest. At
NEWS OF DAILIES
the time the agents declared that
(Continued from page 24)
the city was "99 per cent, dry," a
& Gest for an American tour of statement which caused considerhis Russian company.
able newspaper comment and not a
"The House of Lorlmer," by little laughter. Since then there has
Rachel Crothers will continue at been a great deal of agitation for a
the Threshold Playhouse, New York, stricter enforcement in the upstate
all next week.
city.
If "Izzy" Einstein sees the
newspaper accounts of the latest
J. Henry Kolker, answering the
raid, ho will grind his
teeth in
complaint in a suit for a separation anger, for the stories stated that
brought by his wife Lillian B.
Kolker, asserts he was a kind and Agent Peter Reager, leader of the
considerate husband.
He further "flying squadron," gave "Izzy" his
states
that
the
plaintiff was so first training as a prohibition sleuth.
jealous her words and attitude in- Reager did work with Einstein and
terfered
with
his
professional Moe Smith at one time, but he did
"poise." Kolker alleges that through not instruct them in any why, so far
his wife's jealousy and allegations as is known, and was not their boss.
he lost a position with the Ultra
There was said to be a feeling beFilms Corporation.
tween Einstein and Reager, the latThe photoplay "In the Name of ter claiming that the former hogged
the Law" will open for an extended all the publicity and did not give
Since splitting
run at the Geo. M. Cohan theatre, him any credit.
away from the "champion," Reager
New York, July 9.
has operated along much the same
"The Flirt" by Booth Tarkington lines and has met with a modicum
is being produced by Universal unof success.
der the direction of Hobart Henley.
Several rum runners were whizHerbert L. Steiner, former pro- zing through Washington county, N.
duction manager for Lewis J. SelzY., last Saturday with a load of
nick, has gone into production on
his own and will produce a series of booze aboard their automobile, when
live
reel
comedies and comedy two state troopers sighted them and
dramas featuring Arthur Housmann.
The films will be released through
the Clark-Cornelius Corporation.
"hit"

—

FURNITURE

CASH

Amusement Co., at Seventh
and Snyder avenue, closed for the
summer.

sador. Felt's

Walker, Henry's Melody Sextet,

"The Black Bag"; Alhambra, "Re-

CHICAGO OFFICE
Aubrey Burton A
Antenore Millio

library

Strife!
street

atre, by Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger,
For the current week the Pantnges to be booked through Stanley, ruis featuring Willard Mack In person mors have been persistent that the
and one of his former wives, Pauline Aldine would also change hands.
Frederick, on the screen.
The Bartram, 1515 South 55th
street, picture house, has been sold
popular-priced
picture by Harry Millman to John Brunner,
Several
houses on Twelfth street ha^e added who formerly owned the Pike, Sixth
a tab show to their programs and and Pike streets. The selling price
are going after the dimes in spite is reported as $27,000. Brunner will
take immediate possessldn.
of the weather.

STAR— "Jazzle Girls."
LUNA PARK — "Mile-a-Minute &

Worth Bud
Wright John
Wyble Laura

A

The Grand, operated by the

numbers throughout the season unmanagement of George C.
Tyler.
The shows the weeks will
be written by Franklin P. Adams,
Heywood Broun, George Ade, Harry
Leon Wilson, Dorothy Parker.

der the

Chorus, ballets, orchestra and stage
a 1,400-seai hands. They will also bring their
house at 5th and Rockland streets, own scenery and effects gathered
has cut to one show a night during from all parts of Germany.
Drama Players Stock members, were the hot weather. The one performDaylight
featured in a comedy sketch, "But- ance will start at 8.15.
Arthur J. Gaines, for ten years
tonholes," and pleased the regulars saving time was given as reason.
connected with the St. Louis Symand some of the fans from' the
phony Society as
secretary and
Grand, where the players had been
JuIps E. Mastbaum has issued a manager, has resigned to tfecome
appearing. The big crowds of the denial the Stanley company has the manager of the New York
week coul be found constantly at made overtures to the Messrs. Felt Musical Society at a salary of $10,000
Electric Park, where the Sea Beach for taking over the Aldine. Follow- a year. The
New York Musical
and the "Follies" divided honors.
ing the acquisition of the Ambas- Society will make its
debut next

On

the Panlages bill William
Nolte, supported by Cecile Arnold
and Charles Caulkins, all former

Ben Bernie, George Yeomans, Mur-

pictures.

Kaufman 8

Junior

"Up

ray Gerrish, Reddington and Grant,
Daniels and Walters, Hall and
Shapiro.

Holly Lulie

Imperial Carmine

Next,

Mabel's Room."

HANNA— Dark.

KEITH'S 105TH STREET—Lil-

Vincent Shea

Hoover Mary
Boulton Peggie
Burst Frank

J.

Co. in "Ladies' Night."

May

Stephens Betty
Stuart Austin

Glynn Harry
Orannon Ida

Weston Patricia
Werner Elsie
Walczak Tony
Wastika A U'study

Khaym

G

vers Ruth

Griffin

has been conveyed by B. Rubin to S. Morris for
$65,000.
It is assessed at $36,000.
The lot Is 40 by 120 feet

JACK LEWIS

1

Coulter Clarence

Fisher

With the mercury trying to break
all records for June in this city the
show shops hardly had a chance and
the paid customers were few and
far between last week. The Mainstreet
Kansas
featured
several
Cityans on the bill, and as a result
business was better there than anywhere else, but that is not saying
much.

Morosco Leslie

Clifton
Collins

By ARTHUR B. WATER3
The Hippodrome, 608-10-12 South
street, picture house,

Moody A Duncan

W

Cross
A
Chief Little Elk

Gibson J

PHILADELPHIA

"Arabian

sion";

Raye Sylvester

Marx S

liberty,

Royal, *'The Ruling PasPantagcs, "The Glory of
Clementina."

Love";

Gibson Hardy

Barnum Geo

Daddy";

elor

Long Bob
Leroy Veck
La Beige Alex

Francis

Leaver Ernie
Lorraine Sis

Bayle & Patsy
Berrlns Herman
Bonita Miss

AND DANCE"

at the Piano
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OSWALD
KENNELS

New York

N. V. A. Club,

City

Adelaide
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THE GINGER SNAPS
Direct. on:

Permanent Aildre**
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NEW YORK

Ti«M

St ill

SILVER

HIS

is

MAD WAGS

Thanks

to

Kaatera'Rep.: JOK 81' LI J VAN.
Western Rep.: JACK (iARDNKR.

ABE FEINBERG
and

two

to

Ogdensburgh.

They

\~x

ardner
IS

JUDSON COLE
The Talkative

NOW ON

Trickster

r A STACKS CIRCUIT

"Judson Cole. Here'* the hit of the* iho.r. lie
Fifteen
the
house
on
In
uproar.
mlnctes of spontaneous laughs " MINNEAPOLIS

ket-pa

JOURNAL.

COMEDY

GE0RGAL1S TRIO

TKTTI

Sensational Rifle and
'
Pistol Shooting
Playing W. V. M. A. and B. F. Keith

HARRY

ROGERS

1

(Western) Circuits

SIMON AGENCY

Direction

CHA3. and CECIL

McNAUGHTON

and Terpischorean
Grauf)
1
LlM Dansant
Inn, Pittsburgh, was arrested this
week on the charge of kidnapping
Let's get acquainted now, so next
Mrs. Marshall had filed
his wife.
season the new act will need no inaction for divorce against him.
troduction.
Marshall and a companion whLsked
LEVY
Direction
away his wife while she was playing
golf.
In a racing car they ran to
Fainting Mrs. Marshall
not appear there any more, only to Indiana.
be interrupted by the orchestra hit- was taken to a farmhouse. On reting up a fox trot. Upon Johnson's covering she escaped and returned
insistance the music was stopped. to Cincinnati where the kidnapping
Miss Marsh ia reported stating she occurred. . Marshall said he abis responsible for
the millionaire ducted his wife in order to be able
draw during her stay at the cabaret. to plead that she return to him.
Mrs. Marshall has been living with
Albert Marshall, proprietor of the her parents, wealthy society people.

MARK

be under the direction of Supervising Prohibition Apent Angell at Southern melodies had the proper
Malone, but will work with the or anticipated effect. It startled the
customs officers and others dele- audience, which thought it would get
automobile the troopers found 350
gated to the task of checking the a largo, assortment of "blue" numquarts of whiskey and wine, turned
flow of liquor from Canada into the bers and a lot of daring dances, such
over to /he prohibition authorities
as have been seen hereabouts where
United States.
with the car.
colored shows have been given. The
Joe Susskind will take his "Bath- audience liked it. and when the secThe floor revue from the Plantaing Beauties" from Murray's Roman ond number, fast and jazzy, was rention restaurant opens Monday at the
dered by Leonard Harper and Arcea colored Gardens, New York, down to Long ola Blanks, everyone seemed to set
Lafayette, New York,
Beach, I*. I., Sunday, as a publicity
house, for two weeks. The revue stunt to show the crowd the girls his mind toward enjoying the prohas an all-colored cast and will ap- can, really swim.
A beach terp- ceedings. From this number there
pear in the restaurant following sichorean entertainment will be part was a continual showing of fast and
theatre.
the
in
performances
the
of the program, assisted by Bill jazzy numbers, all presented in a
Pike's band. The girls will put on refined manner, with vaudeville speOrganization of- the new Canadian their show at the Blossom Heath cialties interwoven among them.
border division for the enforcement Inn on the Merrick Road, Long The specialties were all of the song
The Kinema Club, which promised
of prohibition, with headquarters at Island, in the evening.
and dance order and so arranged
on its opening to make its own film,
M alone, is under way. A group of
that there was no conflict. Marjorie
is
about to fulfill the promise.
men from the Albany, N. Y., office
A well known company manager Sipp is the prima donna. Her so- Thenow
story chosen is one by Edgar
were transferred to the booze bat- took a week or two off lately and prano voice is one of the most audi- Wallace, *The Crimson Circle,*'
Two went to beat it to a camp in the Adiron- ble and distinct heard in an outdoor which ran as a serial in a daily
tlefield this week.
Plattsburgh, two to Rouses J»olnt, dacks. He had been told by a friend amusement place. Dave and Trcssie, paper. The scenario has been writthat there was plenty of good Scotch man and woman, appeared in several ten by Pat Mannoc, until recently a
to be had in that region and fur- numbers besides doing their own member of the Hepworth staff and
previously with Broadwest.
The
nished him the name of a boot- specialty.
film* will be directed by George
who, the friend advised,
legger,
Blondi Johnson, known locally, RlrgwelL
would deliver choice liquor at $60
Bernard Davidson has put his
serves as the singing and dancing
the case. On arriving at the camp,
comic of the outfit. He does a pan- studios at the disposal of the comthe manager at once prepared to
pany
has also offered to pertomime scene with Harper and sonallyand
enjoy himself and sent forthwith
pay for the lighting. Kodak,
number
.for the booze producer.
The latter Blanks, leads an ensemblesong and Ltd., has given the negative film required.
The cast includes Madge
was ordered to fetch a case of good and does a specialty of
grotesque eccentric dancing.
Stuart, a Stoll Films star.
Eva
stuff, with no mention of the price.
The Plantation Four have voices Moore, widow of H. V. Esmond,
Next morning the Scotch came, but
Robert
English,
Rex
Davis,
Fred
harmonize and get over Groves, Sydney
the manager's taste for it was di- which
Paxton, Lawford
minished
when
the
bootlegger jubilee songs as well as syncopated Davidson and Clifton Boyrte. Sevknocked him off for $110. The man- one,s. They also serve as a good eral other members of the cast have
yet to be chosen.
to ager admitted it was good enough background in the numbers.
That Pertains
The chorus is a collection of eight
stuff, hut complained he could get
It is said a scheme is on foot to
type, good of
girls of the creole
it for less In New York.
''Ivanhoe"
If it
here.
form, graceful of appearance, have reproduce
materializes
it will
be under the
and
voices
Chicago has heard for a year or more than the average
aegis of "Universal" and King Bagindividually
as
steppers.
qualify
can
more of the success of "Shuffle
got, who played lead in the original
Along," the colored show in New In several of the numbers they production here some years ago, will
York. Jimmy O'Neal and Maurie sparkled brilliantly through their probably play the part again. The
Greenwald conceived the idea a "strutting" and eccentric steps. In producer of the first film was HerBroadway bert Brenen.
strong colored revue would be an at- the final number "The
Glide," they more than earned their
traction for one of the summer garMaurice Elvey has commenced
salary when they were matched up
dens. They hied themselves to New
with all of the principals, and every work on the interiors for the "Dick
York, looked over the situation
Turpln" film in which Matheson
one had to step, and step fast. This Lang is .starring as the notorious
there, got an idea as to how the
number proved to a fitting climax. highwayman, who on this occasion
"Plantation" was being operated,
The customers went home the open- will undoubtedly be invested with all
looked over "Shuffle Along." ening night satisfied that they had the heroism and romance of a boy's
gaged a contingent of actors, came seen something novel and entertain- "penny dreadful.** Isabel Elsom is
back and made negotiations to pre-, ing as welll
his principal feminine support. The
sent a revue which they named
cast also includes Cecil Humphreys,
Being different from any of the Norman Page, Lewis Gilbert, James
"Plantation Days" at the Green Mill
other type of Garden shows now run- English and Mile. D'Esterre. Who
Gardens, on the North Side, for 12
ning here it looks as though "Plan- is going to do the ride is a secret.
weeks. The people were brought
tation Days" will get over. It is not Some time will elapse before work
here, rehearsed for two weeks and
an expensive production, but well is started on the exteriors. It Is
IftSt Friday night made the local
put together and arranged, and at said that special turn -pikes, etc., are

gare chase. The bootleggers abandoned the oar and took to the underbrush along the roadside. In the

lbson
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The Only I.ady ia America Doing; the
Tom to-Toc Catch.
Playing Keith and Orpheum Circuit*.

Southern Time.
Continuing on Loew's New York
Time.

1

I

RUTH HOWELL DUO
Just finished

nibson

Opening: on Orplieum Circuit, August

IIMIMDMIIUS

oca:

AND

CITY

WILL JACOBS

CiKKS

Leading All Other*

B«Hld*«f.

America's Premier Aerialists

ack

DUVAL

i

ORPHEUIr CIRCUIT

CARL EMMY

LEW GOLDER

DUO
DE LYONS
Loow's Western and

Oir.:

UNTIL JULY—THEN HOME

Horse"
MyLONESOME
SPINE*

"That's

OANFOIITM

BOOKKD SOLID
HANLON A TI6HMAN

THE THREE JAY

1530 Formosa Avenue

ALICESHER

LYLE and VIRGINIA

S

ALE. T. WILTON

•I

•

HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

MAX BLOOM

VIRGINIA HARKI8

CECII.LTLK

AT HOME

WILL JACOBS

Ask:

POWELL

1««:

THE DARK"

"IN

)

Novelty Songs and Travesty

LL

Wett R
EeK

FRIGANZA

BOOTHBY and EVERDEAN
WOODSIDE

9'
Different Things
—W. T. M. A.

"A Few

'The Corn-Fed Boob"

WOODSIDE

CHARLES

Savoy and Capps CALVIN & O'CONNOR

TRIXIE

John Keefe

LESTER

.— KENDA1A.

FAFaV—

will

LONDON FILM NOTES
"high places."
teriously as
Dukes of Atholl, Montrose

,

EXACTLY

Variety's

Special

Service

Plan

debut.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE
via this plan, which covers a
per too of from six to twelve

months.

»+
For

seat about 2.300. They
have redecorated for a "plantation"
effect, with a n<nv dance floor. Edgar's
Syncopated Band, colored,

plays the

I
I

Read's novel. Edwin J. Collins is
directing Sybil Thorndyke in "The
Lady of the Camelias" in which sht
is supported jby Booth Conway.

Davidson -Granger

are making a
sporting feature which is as yet
title.'
The producer U
Arthur Rooke and the company includes John Stuart, Terence Cavanagh, Myrtle Vibart and Douglas
Munro. Racing scenes will be a

new

without a

Use the Old-Time

and Prevent Make-up
Poisoning
Romove your make-up with McKesson

particulars, apply to any

OPPORTUNITY
for Amlitloua

Voice

and
for

Young Lady with

Attractive

tending

Appearance

part

fcouhrette In Musical

Financial

MeMMff.

backing

as

Comedy
rarti«<>raldp

effete*.

Author-Composer, Variety,
New York

HICKS & SON

675 Fifth Avenue,

at

53d Street

of

little

your friends

fruit delivered

— take
\

it to

to

your home or

your week-end outing

Solid

Albokne* Cuts
Abso

grease paint Instantly.
free

Deas was brought

on

from

New

his period as far as his

are concerned.

dm an

At

all

druggists and supply store$
generally

H

and

satksfH

1

lb.

onlj.

McKrsson A Robbln*
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NEW YORK

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS
1580

New York

Broadway

City
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WEST 46th
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COSTUMES
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for KVFKY occasion.

ST.. N. Y. CITY.
*OH IIIRK— MAOK TO oRRKB
I.ARGFST f'OHTI MINO I S T A UIISII M IN T IN TIIK WORM*.
We Furnish Kverythlng for Motion Picture
Product Ions, Masquerades Amitm?
and Professional Thuilric.il.'?, Minstrel Shows, Pageants. Ktc
WIS*
Ktc
Make-Up Materials. Make Up People and Professional Coaches

318 320

l

.

rxperltnaed product ni music*) director,
and unnmially rntrhy music

nn<1 hetf Mi;-|i|ijr hook
for rauslcal comedy

ahow; aulUI>I>- fur medium
Hired or lame company.
Al>mv material and my
acrricea oi^h. for ufTera.
Addreaa 8. O., BIO
ilroad St.. Newark. N. J.

i
The same splendid and dependable
product you use to buy back In 19H

In

ankle from which she was .still ponvaleseing. At the conclusion of Miss
Marsh's engagement at the Tent
last week she endeavored to make
a little speech to the effect she will

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

from wate*.

Road, Elvey will find some difficulty

With him he brought a score is keeping to
and staged them in surroundings

novelties

Buster JohnSOIl! have brought suit
for $1,750, representing one week's
salary for service rendered at the
Tent restaurant. New York, against
J. F. Lanigan, the proprietor.
The
latter states Miss Marsh did not
earn their .salary because tthe did
only one dance nightly. Peggy says
the reason for this is a broken

I

Have a

& Robbins

To
York.

Solid

ALBOLENE

clear

Opening
night
the
place
was most pretentious and fitting fashion.
Will Kellino. who is producing the
Jammed. An ensemble number with The score and music for the show
all of the members of th a company,
were furnished by Jimmie Johnson, "Westminster" brand film of 'Rob
Roy"
for Gaumont, is receiving a lot
twelve principals an*! eight chorus also brought on from New York.
of assistance from what the dally
girls, pinging a routine of old time
papers here generally refer to mysPeggy Marsh and her husband,

VARIETY OFFICE

H.

dance and show music.

and

Master Films, besides the one reel
version of "The Merchant of Venice,"
with Sybil Thorndyke, which is be«
ing directed by Challis Sanderson,
have six subjects of the same calibre
on hand. Bert Wynne has completed
''Its Never too Late to Mend" with
Russell Thorndyke and Ward McAllister.
This may or may not bo
a "picturized tabloid" of Charles

urn

The Gardens

The

Argyll are all providing him with
"inside" information and giving him
a free hand in using their estates
for his locations, while the directors
of the principal Scottish meseums
and art galleries are assisting in the
costuming.
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THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

of the bill" of the old music hall
d*tvs, was generally considered deul
by his former friends or else it was

L

Leonard Hicks, Operating Hotels
AND

GRANT

LORRAIN

CHICAGO

OFFER SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

without bath, $10.50 per week
Single with hath,
< 14.00 ppr week

Double whli bath. 1 17.50 ami 921.00 per week
Double without bathL.
$14.00 perweek

flfnicle

Phone: Longacre 9444

(Of the Better Kind

Economical Folks)

of

owners. Located In the heart of the elty, Just
Under the direct supervision of the office*,
principal theatres, department stores,
all booking
•ST Broadway, /lose to
ro»d »nd subway.
*
x
traction lines,
e are the largest malntalners of housekeeping furnished apartments specializare on the ground dally. This alone Insures prompt
ing to theatrical folks.
cleanliness.
service and

who

look like men or types of men.
Home producer! lovo the "curled
darling of our race" and that has
probably a lot to do with the everlastingly repeated question "What
is wrong with British pictures?"

Geo. P. 8chnelder, Prop.

4893

COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING.

"V

W

— Bryant

B17DTIJA
1 11 A
DLI\

HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS TIJ17
lilt
— Within Means

300

thought he had bought a farm on
the money ho had saved from actlie has Just cropped up again
ing,
as a member of the Progress company at Shortham, near Brighton,
Where for more than a year he has
born film-acting under tho direction
of Sidney Morgan. Levy is a peculiarly fine type, but seems to have
little chance.
That is one of the big
troubles in England.
Wo have
scarcely a dozen men playing leads

furnished

APARTMENTS
CLEAN AND AIR*.

NEW YORK

323-325 West 43rd Street

CITY

The current

releases

London

in

Private Bath, 3-4 Rooms. Catering to rue comfort sod convenience of are: "Blood Money( Granger-Binthe i»rofeaalon.
ger), "Corinthian Jack" (Butcher),
Steam Heat and Electric Light - - - 90.50 Up
"The Country Fair" (Moss EmALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS
pires), "Honest Hutch" (Goldwyn),
HILDONA COURT
"Idol
of
the
North"
(Famous$41 ta 841 West 45th Si.
Lasky), "The Inner Voice" (Globe).
141-847 WEST 48d STREET
II
Phone Longacre 8500
"Its
Being Done This Season"
BRYANT 781$
Finest type elevator, fireproof build355 W. 51st Street
(Vitngraph). "Paid in Advance"
312 W. 48th Street
ing. One, two and three rooms; built(Folm Booking Office), "The Road
6640 CIRCLE
in baths with showers. Tiled kitchenLONGACRE)
3830
full-tiled
Demon" (Fox), "Seven Years Bad
have
rooms
Three
ELEVATOR
ettes
One, three and four room apartments
Luck (Jury), "Someone Must Pay"
kitchen.
Fireproof buildings of the newest type, having every device and convenience.
with kitchen
"Chickens"
(Famous$18.40 op Weekly. $05.04 up Monthly.
with kitchenettes, private baths and tele- Apartments are beautifully arranged, and consist of 8, 8 and 4 rooms, Lp Weekly. (Anchor),
and kitchenette. tUed bath and phone.
$17.00
Leaky), "Colorado Jim" (Fox).
THE DUPLEX
.Address all communications to Charles Tenenbaum, Irrlngton Hall.
phone. Directly off Times Square. Un880 West 43d Street
usual furnishings, room arrangement afPhone Bryant 4181
"Long Odds," a Stoll picture of
One, three and four apartments
sporting tendencies, is one of tho
fords every privacy. All night hall atbath
private
and
kitchenettes,
with
best
British pictures shown for
telephone. Unusual furnishings, room

We

YANDI8 COURT

IRVINGTON HALL

HENRI COURT

.

.

THE ADELABD

tendant.

arrangements affords the utmost prlvucy. All night hall attendant.
Rates $10.00 up Weekly.

Rates, $80.04 op weekly.

754-756

Address All Communications to M. CI.AMAN,
Yandis Court, 241 West 43d 8treet. New York.
Apartments Can Be Seen Evenings.
Office In Each Building.

Principal Office

ChestnutpUfl

Streets

8-Story.

rnil-^iL/LiLirrHHp^,,,
WIRE FOR RESERVATIONS

Ntsrt st Theatrs SBS Shopping

Stio

SPECIAL RATES TO

Recent!,

District.

in

F-.

reproof.

Every R 00m

^producers In England with a* sense
of realism and humor, neither of
which he exaggerates. His realism
is Zolaesque in its truth.
In this
picture he has necessarily had to
spend a lot of time on racing, but
there is very little sign of "cuts
from your topical' In his shots. His
racing scenes are fine and fit tho
story; the production work Is exWeekly Up
Special by
cellent, as is the photography and
month. the
acting is above the average.

.

At Unusually Low Summer Rates
»nd bath, completely furnished d»"| C
and
kitcht'Il. W * •*
fnr
hn,i.»l<< onln* regular
r.iruhlf kitchen.
for housekeeping,

O
A CL
«--**-0

E>f"tf"i1l/2Q

IVVrWffliJ

Near <Park, 110th Street "L", But, and Surface Cars.
All Latest Improvements, Telephone. Electricity, Etc.
208 Manhattan Ave.,' between lOSth & 109tb.
.
one Block West of Centrul Park West.
0720
Thone

TI I/^l^ITD rni)D
l^^IVi
ZUtS\L,K

BEDS.

—

FRENCH FILM NOTES

ACADEMY

RCAD AND SAVE!

I

FURNISHEO ROOMS TO LET IN HIGH CLASS, MODERN BUILDING
cold running water, housekeeping privileges,
service, «.nd linen Included; telephone, bath,
kitchen en every floor for your convenience.
Situated 60 feet from Central Park West; 15 minutes from booking
offices, next 8th Ave. surface cars, 5 minutes from 6th and 9th Ave.
"L" Stations.

THE AMERICAN
240-50

W.

(Opp. N. V. A.)

46th ST.

(OPPOSITE N. V. A.)
100 Furnished Rooms Running
water and all conveniences,

—

$4 and up.

LONGACRE SSSS
Furnished Apartments
AND ROOMS
1—2—3 ROOM APARTMENT8
$10 TO $18

Phone

DOUGLAS
H«TEL
BEN DWORETT,
Manager

ROOMS NEWLY RENOVATED.
411

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
310 WE8T 48th 8T H N. Y. CITY

Vacancies

Conveniences.

207

W.

CATERING to the PROFESSION ONLY
MRS. I. LUBIN, Prop.
MRS. J. RAMSEY, Mgr.
Telephone

Phone:

W. 44th ST. SSSdw^
ELECTRIC FAN "^jg?1
Rooms $10.50 Week
101

!

With Bath, $12.00

Up

feature.

Ordinary racing scenes,
however, are becoming somewhat of
Something exceptional is
always promised, the results aro invariably reminiscent of a last year's
topical of the Derby, the Oaks, or
the Grand National.

a drug."

The Gaumont "life of Lord Byron/'
nhn story will be shown as
Prince of Lovers."
It
Screeneraft"
brand

A

is

a British

featuring
toward Gaye, an American actor, as
n an<1 hafl Deen produced by
rw? U
Ui L. Calvart.

BRYANT

Columbus 2278-4

8882-0261
1473

Now Open.

FURNISHED

#TS.

SOL R

40th St.— Off B'way
BRYAMT 1471-8

I'hone:

HOTEL ARISTO

,

Paris,

St.

MRS.

T. C.

APARTM&NTS

STIFTER.

33 West 65th
2,

S

and

S

St.,

rooms.

New York

CITY

tion.

Paul Brunet,

Soutar's

novels

At the annual meeting of the professional probationers of the Society
of Dramatic Authors and
Com-

posers a commission was formed
with the object of studying the best
means of securing for scenario
writers the same percentage on the
620 Eighth Avenue, Cor. 40th Street films shown as exacted by the aald
society from theatrical managers
Phone: DRY ANT 1088
for dramatic performances.
YORK CITY
Rooms.
Housekeeping
Single Rooms
PROFESSION
During the week ended June 10
"SPECIAL RATES to the
$8 AND IP. _
there were only 12,960 metres of
films presented at the trade shows,
compared with 85.243 metres tho
In this previous week, and an average of
Dickens' "BleaTt House."
she will be supported by Betty 30.000 metres.
Tho few releases
In each case the producer were
Doyle.
made by Gaumont, 8.400
will be H. B. Parkinson.
metres; Pathe, 3,245; Paramount,
i—
3.300; Vitagraph, 2,500, and G. Petit,
When "Dick Turpin's Ride to 465.

QUIRICO'S HOTEL
NEW

—

Complete housekeep-

Prop.

"In the

Granville.

1923.

"The Pruning Knife" and
Charles Levy, a brother of the
a new British produc- "The Hornet's Nest." This program
Basil Macdonald Hastings' play three Sisters Levy, the Amazon 'top
rm boa8t the y have let all ter- will occupy his attention until OctoJf
will be picturized
ritory
in their first picture "Repent- ber when he will take his principal "The New Sin"
within the next few months.
ance by individual effort
and with- to the south of France, where he
t0 S° to one of the estab- will
produce during the winter
MrtLSs**
isned renting firms
FACE SUR6E0M
Sybil Thorndyke has been workas Is generally months.
DR.
Face Liftlsi
"* case
ing for one of the master "Intense
Peggy Hathaway is the
9"
moments.' a fragmentary Imper(40 West 34th St.)
lady and the Producer is the
totiS"*
Ami* James Gordon sometimes Current releases include "The sonation of Portia in "The Mer- Eyelids Vsuthiftes
^merican
(Pbont U Peon)
Known as "Young Deer." Geoffrey Adorable Bavage," Film Booking chant of Venice."
Bhe will also (
Jjenatead is the managing director of Office: "Godless Men/' Ooklwyn; "A appear in a tense moment from
conre »*n which
.Guerrini & Co
is
said to be Good Loser," Western Import; "The
ho
nackeci by a titled
f*r Lcadisa ans
woman who is House of Peril." Astra- British;
Laraeif
»n inveterate film
"fan" but who "Loves Prisoner." Haywardj "MaACCORDION
"Me
neithor Parts or publicity. If donnas and Men, •'Gaumont
FACTORY
•Si
n '8 is so
n the Unitatf Statei.
she Ih probably the only and Captain Kidd," General; "The
The nnl|
Factor*
.,oman of position here
"The
thai
Who looks Misleading Lady.' Jury;
makfa am s*t
Wt-inan.' VOX', "A Pauper
c ,llms as » commercial proRwcU -• n.;idf
>t
Mountain
225
if-'I.Vl<1
position.
"BenBritish;
IdealMillionaire."
777.779 Coiumbm
niless Millionaire," Walturdaw: "The
Avanua
Miner, Inc.
Red Woman,' Hayward; "What Est. Henry
San Franclice
Csl
monK tho
Blood,"

B; an(* Z."

.

PRATT

-

The amusement

i

INERS

:

i

MAKE UP

•

Brlttoh Studio invaders
k*
Vivien Gibson, n
discovery of blaster Films.
°ne Laves for
Germany and will ap-

ofr
°

C

caterers' congress

was a heated affair,
both as concerns the weather and
the discussion.
Tho taxes came in
for a warm dressing, tho suggestion of a general closing of all
bouses being again proposed if the
fiscal authorities refuse relief.
A.
Fra'nck,
representing
the
Paris
legitimate managers, explained the
problem was not easily solved for
the reason certain leases would be

at Strasbourg

lost by such a closure, and tho
question of contracts with performers must be considered.
The picture men were more pronounced.
Finally the matter was once moro
left In abeyance, to the disgust of
the provincial directors, who appear
to be in a more precarious condition owing to the heavy taxation
on entertainments, out of all proportion when compared with any
other business in France.

EDWARD GROPPER,
THEATRICAL

he.

WARDROBE TRUNKS
HOTEL NOKMANDIE

BLDO.,

A IT way, PI. Y.
PIIONEi P1TZROT 8848

9 E. cor.

—

'

New York manager

of Pathe Exchange, Is back ln Paris
for a visit.

W.

Andrew

10.

Columbus 9780

City York" ie completed Maurice Elvey
will have reached his diamond Jubilee as a film producer. He probably
Phone in every apartment.
ing.
holds the record ln Great Britain
MRS. RILEY Prop.
2-3-room apartments, also single and
for' the number of films he has
double rooms, $7 to $20; complete housemade,
but for some years has been
keeping: nicely furnished; bath, teleHe
phone, hot water; cool and comfortuble. Every Woman Knows." Famous- exclusively retained by Stoll.
8
who conceived the bright
was
It
254
44th St. SiTv^'m? Lasky; "The Blushing Bride," Fox. idea of having his own photograph
Bet Broadway And 8th Ave.
shown at the trade showing of a
Walter West, who, although the new production prior to the picture
Broadwest company, of which he itself. Of late he seems to have
pear in a film in which Hutjeiibaek's was the fountain head is very dead, been cured of this particular type
menagerie will be used.
busy making films for himself of self-glorification.
is
with Violet Hopson as his leading
Walter West's next film will be a lady and many of his old people in
Peggy Hyland, who was brought
picturizatlon of W. R. Troubridge's support, is still making first class
novel "The White Hope." This title racing pictures, the first of which back to England by Samuelson to
has already been used for a Hep- has not yet been seen by the Brit- appear in "The Honey Pot." an
worth picture and for a touring ish public. 'Scarlet Lady," a screen anything but nice film of theatrical
legitimate melodrama. Violet Hop- version of an original story by J. life, and "Love Maggie." its aequel,
son and Stewart Rome will play Bertram Brown, will be released is the "star" in "The Price of SiThe exteriors of this are
the leads. Both these players rose during the Steeplechase season and lence."
to their present positions in the Aim "When Greek Meets Greek," featur- being made ln Tripoli, the while the
world by means of a ladder provided ing Violet Hopson and Stewart "star" makes two-reel comedlea for
by Hepworth. West's program also Rome, will be the first picture of herself in England. The producer
includes film versions of several of the British National program in of the big feature is Fred le Roy

PRINCETON

June

Fhilibert Robin has quit the locaj
branch of tho Fox "Film Corpora-

FOURTEEN FLOORS OF 8UN8HINE
SINGLE ROOMS WITH SHOWER, 812.00 WEEKLY AND UP.
DOUBLE, WITH Till BATH AND SHOWER, 817.50 WEEKLY AND UP.
SUITES. WITH PRIVATE BATH. 820.00 WEEKLY, AND UP.
SPECIAL RATES AND ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE PROFESSION

maid

SINGLE ROOM, $6 WEEKLY
FRONT SUITES $14 WEEKLY
POUBLE ROOM, $7 JO UP, 5-ROOM APARTMENT, $25 WEEKLY
OFFICE ON PREMISE8 UNDER SUPERVISION OF OWNER
14 WEST 101st ST., N. Y. CITY
Phone RIVERSIDE 5026

71 st

NEW YORK

HOTEL JOYCE

hot and

gas, electricity,

West
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HOME FOR PERFORMERS
Rooms with

A. E. Coleby, the proAlso happens to be a
actor, la one of the few

who

HAVE THE COMFORTS OF HOME

Opened. Beautiful^ Furmaheo

PERFORMERS— ROOMS WITH TWIN

EIGHTH AVENUE

time.

ducer,

On* Block West of Broadway
Between 40th and 47tb Street*
Up
Three Four nnd Five-Room High-Class Furnished Apnrtments—-$10
Phones: Bryant 8030-1
Mgr.
UIEGEL.
GKORtiK
MRS
ProfewSInaL
Strictly

cALPiN
HOTEL
AHFI PHIA

and

10th

Is

—

some

Aery good
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THE NATURAL
BOBBED HAIR,
Without Cutting:,

$10.

•

r-»

Far Wi»e, S3 »a|r
far Puffi. S2 SO pair.

Side

WALTER HAIR GOODS
TiO Hiith Ave., nt 4-M Street,
Room II
Uept. v

CO.
New York

Germany

recent

"?*"

BLANCHARU

'

M

RROADWA1 new firHR crr\
rr***«tew material. SINGLES.
VmiiVV" r,M
ln «•"«• Wrjtten. Rewritten
?
•«
"« stuped.
Coaching a specially.
•««m

1

i

OPENINGS

AKItA\(.i:D.

RAllE Allft DENT Cycloramas, Stage Settings in the newest
materials, £o velvet and plush
DROP CUKMIro MlK Mil AMI KWll
BUMHJS & LEWIS SCENIC STUDIOS
nttVliJI /'lUJroTHiWf1

245

WEST

46th

STREET,

7}fr-l^

NEW YORK

CIT*1P

Phone

BRYANT

2695

i

VARIETY
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CIRCUIT OF OPPORTUNITY"

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE
MADE TO

ALL APPLICATIONS FOF ENGAGEMENTS AND TIME FOR SHU BERT VAUDEVILLE SHOULD BE

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
ARTHUR

KLEIN, General Manager

(Continued from Page 20)
ArnoM orater
SKATTI.K

&

Lfillni'n

I'alarr

Mack & Brantley
llfcder A >rrnstr'g
Ha Ha Ha"

TORONTO

'

Follies

STOCKTON, CAU

Dupr'ce

Miller PackeT * I
Prank Stafford Co

•

Hert Lewis

Mirij.it

Ix>rw
& Francois

Miinimy
LnKollette Co

•fsitt

W

McCormack *

2d half

Marcys loew's AMALGAM
VAUDEVILLE
BOOKING AGENCY
r

Stanley Hughes Co

The Ruckus

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
(The Pantages Circuit

bills,

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX

I.owman Rros
A Cappell
Whipple Huston Co

Clinton

WINNIPEG

Jrck Conway Co

4

«

CT. FALLS, MONT.
Pantages
(27-2S)

plays

Helena 20)
Victoria A Dupree

Murray
1'riva

(Two to fill)
Bl'TTE, MONT.

Sis

M 'nettea

BchicU's

8POKANK
Pantages
O'Hanlon & Z'b'ni
P.ob Pender Tr
Jrm Thornton
Gladys Green

&

Coscia

Verdt

Powell Quintet
lulu Coates

&

Mile

Rhea Co

Dritt

Wood

Pantages
Mule Jest a A

M

Popularity Girls
I
Nt laon A Madison
Kverette's Monkeys
Pol l'ourri Dancers

Mack & Lano

Jim

DunK-y A Mellill
Miller Kent Co
Moran A Wiser

DENVER
Tom

Pantages

•Country Village"

1»ors

Jones & Crumley
I antages
ppera Co
I

Emily Darrell
Itallet

Pantages
Emlle Si Willie
Leo Greenwood Co
Callahan & Rlisa
Royal R<»v
Telaak & Dean

TRAVEL

Bryon

Nor:r»ni"

MeKnn Co
Girls

SAN FRANCISCO
Punt ages
(Sunday opening)

A

Jefr.-ry

Daddies"
Kola Jackaon Co

COLORADO

tirOS

I'antages
(tt-li)

(Same
.Tie

bill

plays

Pueblo 29-1)
Thomas Co

Lal'ine

A Emery

Carter A Cornish
Skipper Kn My A R
"

J'etticuats"

Walter Hastings
C
Johnson Co
3 Ambler Bros

W

Closeups"

Loraini Troupe

Melody Garden**
Lieut Barry Co
'

Rome A Wager

PuntuKeft
Rernlvlcl Rros

Henry Catalans Co
Mafgle Clifton Co
Maaon
Bailey
.<•

Southern
4

GUS SUN CIRCUIT
ALBANY.

N. Y.
Majestic
Hilton Sis

Lew Freed
Murray A Harris
Synco
Case A Weston
Lorimer A Carberry
Mitchell A Uurges

BUFFALO
Lafayette

Eva Tanguay Co
A A M Royce
Brown Syrall A D
R Hughes A l'am
Pink Ties

JO

GLENS

F'LS. N.Y.

Empire
Synco
Lorimer A Carberry

4

Murray & Harris
Hilton Sis

INDIANAPOLIS

ST.

i

Lucky A Harris
Pedwick A Devere
Terminal 4
"Melody Garden"

ROCHESTER,

N.Y.

Victory

Holland

A Odea

dhadoweths

Eldridge B'rlow

Jimmy Dunn

O.

Sealo
Fries A Wilson
"Virginia Rom'nce"

Hugh Johnston
Three White Kuhns

L. A.

Rayes A Fields
Katahnl'a Haw'ifns

HATRTOWN,

N.Y.

Paul Conchas Co
Harry Rewley Cj
Zaaa A Adele Co
2.1

half

Bhadowetfaa
D Darling A Roys

fill)

Dunn

fill)

Hayes A Lloyd
Chas Keating Co

Leo Haley
Rossow's Midgets

till)

STATE FOR PICTURES?

Rivoli

Doris A Lyon Sis
Joe Martini
Franz A Strickland
Davis A Rich

to

2d half

The Florenis
Savoy A Capps

to

Lost Angeles,

June

The Wheelers
Hayes A Lloyd
Chas Keating Co
Laa Halny

The recent deal between Loew and
Ackerman & Harris will bring about
the change. It is thought the WarSan Francisco, recently
in
will switch along
with the local State.
There is considerable talk regarding the rising of another mammoth

Held

Opened by Loew,

The Stage
For The Boudoir

Rossow's

Midgets

2d half
Cfcaa Wiles

Wells

STEINS MHKE UP
{SSfiopkkt Upon Request]

fi

|#\ STEIN COSMETIC CO/fif'

^V\*30 BROOME *J>>^rV

.

A M'tgomery

Beautify

OMAHA.

N7n.
Empress
Klnkald

Five Radiolites

F.

Eddie Hill

CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

STUDIOS

E.

N. V

City

from too many theatres

York script department, was mar*
June 16 to Hildegarde Rudin*

ried

tho secretary to Ray Long, editor
in chief of the Hearst magazines.
Mr. Johnson has been prominently
identified with the picture industrf
both a fan magazine editor, publicist, screen author and reader.

The ceremony was performed
Chicago, June

in

Municipal

contracting

building after the
parties
had secured

their license.

21.

The

Plaza, one of the best known
local houses closed Monday when a
receiver was appointed on a petition
of J. C. Duncan, principal owner.
Duncan stated that because of

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS

MAN.— 24. University education,
business experience, wishea position as
assistant to an executive in any branch
of the theatrical or motion picture business; knowledge, stenography, typewriting.
AtMrosH J. n.. Variety. New York.

ART BOOKBINDING CO.
WEST 42d STREET
11J
NEW YORK CITY

AM) LKATIIKK BRIEF

TOUlfd

(ASKS.

•

Fan*

Avenue

frO.85

Opp IValdnH

CJ

I

FOR STAGE AND STREET AT MODERATE PRICES
Catalogue OOK *. «« 81
Stage Lett Tump*. friar* Kallet*-Bo»
V FREE
>ea*|
Stcsr.

S«tm Strap Pumc
itlark

White

NOW IS THE TIME TO DROP IN AND SEE
WHAT WE CAN GIVE YOU FOR A HUNDRED
DOLLARS.
FOR RENTALS^ PHONE BRYANT 9448
225

JULIAN JOHNSON MARRIED
Julian Johnson, editor in chief of
the Famous Playera-Lasky New

ttte

RECEIVER FOR PLAZA

SMITH. M O

347 Fifth

2d half
Currier A Williams

BEAUMONT
NEW YORK

Your

poor business the house incurred an
indebtedness of '$30,000 the past six
months.

now. and with the usual stretch of
hot weather for five months a year
Los Angeles is far from ready for
another theatre.

Vou mint look food to make
food
Man* of the "Profession" hava obtained and rstaines better earn b> havlnc
ma correct their foatural <msorfeetinni and remove blemitftei.
Consultation fre«
Fee>
reasonable

Radiolites

Eddie Hilt
Fred's Novelty

itiiiy

suffering

21.

understood that Loew's State
will go into a straight picture policy
Sept. 26.
The house is at present
using
the
combination program.

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE
Plva

is

It is

Danube*

Globe.

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS
GRAND OPERA HOUSE
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

house here by Ackerman & Harris.
With tho completion of the big
eastern deal Ackerman & Harris
Roothby A Everd'n are without any holdings whatsoLawrence Bros A T ever in Los Angeles. A few years
TOPEKA. KAN. ago they controlled t'ae Hippodrome
Novelty
with Adolph Ramlsh. who is now
Rob Hardy
the entire owner.. It is hardly posHavely A Mack
sible at this time that Ackerman &
(Three to fill)
Harris are. contemplating the erec2d half
The Wheelers
tion of a new playhouse. The city
(One

Grand

(One

AUSTRALIAN

I

Sterlings
AE The
Jimmy

2d half
to

T

Ball Trio

Kluting's Co

2d half

H Rewley Co
Zaza A Adele Co
TOLEDO.

LOUIS

Columbia
Lawrence Rros A T

(Two

Rowland A Oden

Lyric

Wat era s Lr*s
Rubb A Whitman

Skydotno
Octavo
Williams A Howard

3 Is

Billy Clark

Avon

KANSAS CITY

*

Wright A D
Ray Conlin

C IU Li
17 D
I
Li Ej .Ix
r

CIRCUIT
VAUDEVILLE, MELODRAMA AND PANTOMIME

CHICAGO

TIIEA. BLDO..

Pantages
"Cupid's

2d half

OMAHA

(OpCH week)
Will Morris

Kelly

Stanley
"Breosy

PORTLAND. ORE

Robt

Pantages
Julia Edwards
Skelly Heit Rev
Foley A O'Neil

2d half

Pantages

TACOMA

Kada

MEMPHIS

KANSAS CITY

and

SAN FRANCISCO JOHN

PAUL GOUORON
EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE!. WOODS

Rev

(23-1)
Farrell I Hatch
Futuristic Rev
Lady Alice's Pets

Bouncer's Circus

Itulowa

ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING,

A Symonds

Brrottoa

NEW YORK

GAIETY THEATRE BLDCL

Bryant 6060-6061

_\

Pantnges
Lockctt & T. addle
Jlryani Sc Haig
Carl McCullough
JUcLellan & Carson

Llplnslu's

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES BEN

Punt ages
Wilton A McAvoy

Pnntuges
B.C.

Charge

1547 Broadway,

SALT LAKE

Waldeman A Freed
OGBEN. CTAII

"Love Nest"

VANCOUVER,

L'G BEACH, CAL.

Little

MATTHEWS b

C.

J.

Holtsw'rth

<

Ford & Trice
Chas Rogers Co

4

Pantnges
Family
Judson Cole

FALL!

Masonic .Temple Building

Savoy
Mrs R Janata
Waller Browor

Duval

SEATTLE

Baltimore

CHICAGO OFFICE

SAN DIEGO. CAL.

Cinderella
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INSIDE STUFF
ON PICTURES
^
The problem of how Marcus Loew
Iiis

will secure first

TO ENGLISH LIGHTS

State,

Los Angeles, when they take up

Luncheon
American
and

the straight film policy,

while causing considerable speculation among film people, does not seem
head of the Loew circuit. He has figured that with
to be worrying the
the East as a a lever, on top of the price he can
his circuit bookings in
pay, he will be able to compel first run attractions for those two houses,
portion of the higher grade product is lined up
greater
the
even though
controlled by Loew in those coast cities.
for houses other than those
In Los Angeles the situation is that all of the Paramount first runs go
Dollar
theatre or the Rialto.
Million
Adolph Zukor Is
to Grauman's
personally interested in those two houses, and seemingly would want to
protect them in the matter of bookings as against the Loew opposition.
All the First National product is held under franchise by Sol Lesser and
the Gores for their Kinema theatre, and they also have a circuit of
picture houses in the southern California territory that in number of
days compares to any of the bigger circuits anywhere in the country.
The California is the house in which the Goldwyn company is interested
with the Millers, and naturally is the outlet for their product. The independent field is open to Loew for booking, and he may be able to work
out a plan whereby he will be able to get enough from this end. together
with his own Metro productions and the pictures of Fox and a few
The Fox specials,
others, to fill the 52 weeks in each of the houses
however, are now being run at the Mission in L A., owned by Mack
Sennett, so that precludes any possibility they would be a first-run
proposition for the Los Angeles State at any rate.
In San Francisco the California and the Granada get all of the Paramount and First National output, and here again it looks as though Loew
will have trouble in getting attractions for his Warfleld. although last
week none of the houses in the quintet that make up the first run string
in Frisco played a Paramount picture, the California having a Hodkinson
release, while a Vitagraph feature was at the Granada, with the latter
company also having the attractions at the Imperial.

a picture a good picture? That is something producers can
not decide, even though they have been in pictures for a number of
years. An incident that occurred within the past few months is ample
A director made a picture for a large producing organization.
proof.
"When

is

completion he was discharged because the executives of the
was a bad one. Later the cutting and
handled in their plant, and the picture is now boosted as
were
titling
one of the real big finds of the year. The question is whether the picture

On

in

run pictures for

two Isolated coast houses, the new Warfleld, San Francisco,

Loews

COAST FILM NEWS

WILLIAM FOX SPEAKS

its

organization believed the picture

was really "there" in the first plaee, or whether the cutting and titling
"made it." Meantime the poor director, who must have at least had
something to do with it, has been out in the cold for a couple of months.

London

—

Producer

London,
luncheon was given
Fox by the 20 Club at
Automobile Club in Pall

A

serial

begin soon at Universal. It will be
Hubert
titled "The Radio King."

for Dillon is author of the story, which
will be directed by Robert F. Hill,
Sir
who directed "Robinson Crusoe."
lected.

Parker Talks

Gilbert

A

Los Angeles, June 21.
buHed on the radio will

Harold Lloyd has received, word
13.
of a special Harold Lloyd picture
William week in Yokahama, Japan, held
the Royal Feb. 4. It is understood that 12 of
Mall today, tho comedian's pictures were ex-

June
to

at which many famous legal luminaries, literary men, bankers and
members of the film business were
present.
Speaking of the screen Fox said
that the pictures in America were

hibited in the city at the only playhouses.

a wonderful factor in domestic
Before they became general,

to look
ing in

life.

the

A

into Harold Lloyd's standthe leading cities of the

—

—

Am

was

the

theatre

so.
The film was helping
instead of hurting it.
films were encouraging dramatic instinct and dramatic under-

The

standing.

Norman Wright, the president of
the "20," sprung rather a surprise
on the company by announcing he
had just completed arrangements
whereby films would be shown In
British schools.
Harry Relchenbach, in a characteristically modest
speech, paid a great tribute to William Fox as a "Gov'nor" and as a
showman.

Among

otheY

showed that he still held them.
the Affiliated will start were G. A. Atkinson
It is possible both the International and
bidding against each other for the Spoor-controlled story and then either Fredman.
one or the other will seemingly hold the whip hand in the situation.

Uko San," and that

late event

Bert Siebel, formerly with Thomas H. Ince, who has recently joined
in Vienna, Austria, to co-direct pictures, writes that
American producers are first now beginning to overcome the prejudice
abroad against American film people. This antipathy has been chiefly
the fault of American fourflushers who, in attempting to finance a foreign unit, have exaggerated as to their talents, even to the extent of
saying they directed Nazimova, Dorothy Dalton, Elsie Ferguson (all
favorites on the Continent), and, still further, mentioning "The Miracle

Tom Walsh

Man" and "Out of the Fog" as being their effort. The Austrian film man
had no way of checking up for a time, until the product spoke for itself,

betraying the fabricator.
The studio equipment is terrible, but despite this, the American film
colony abroad is showing them a trick or two which is being gradually
accorded recognition and commendation.

Jack plckford left for Los Angeles Monday. He had been in New
York for a few weeks making scenes for a new production. The company left about 10 days prior to Pickford's departure, while the star
remained to visit with MarHyn Miller, to whom he is engaged. Mrs.
While
Pickford, his mother, arrived in New York about a week ago.
•he issued a statement to the effect she was not opposed to her son's
marrying the musical comedy star, she did want him to return to the
coast to finish the picture that he was working on.
The New York
"American" Magazine section last Sunday held a page rav e by Miss
Miller over "her Jack."
She said they were surely engaged to marry,
but she didn't know when that would happen, and that she had turned
down "10,000 millionaires who have been in love with me, because I love
Jack—he's such a kid."
the support of the
the Name of the Law," which
or 3. Andrew J. Cobe. who is
will supervise and stage the
The
Picture at the Cohan in addition to his duties at the other house.
Picture deals with the duties of the patrolman that pounds the sidewalk
**C. figure if they can obtain the .support of the cops through some
^rangement whereby the patrolmen's benevolent Association will get a
fa r t of the receipts, they will have a sure-fire business builder for the
ouse.

The Robertson -Cole company is trying
department for their production, "In
open at the Cohan, New York, July 2
managing the Central for the Universal,

to obtain

Police
1» to

the

Keith

office

•hown, the picture

"saw

"*
It.

When

the Nhubert

was forthwith carolled.

vaudeville

Hash was

NEW

speakers
and Ernest

FIRE RULES

Harrisburg. Pa., June 21.
rules relative to educational

Noble Hearne, formerly manager
of tho Superba, Los Angeles, has returned to his old post, replacing J.
Hurley, who has (one to Salt I^ake

City to

manage

the Universal house

there.
i

special reception

was held

in

Roach, secretary -treasurer honor of the opening of Harry <JiHal E. Roach interests, has rard's music studio last week. The
returned from a six weeks' trip of Ek;ui Little theatre was completely
the country, which gave him time filled with more than 600 guests.

working man was getting too little South and East.
money to go to regular theatres
Film editing by T. J. Crizer is
and therefore spent his cash on
proceeding on two Harry Pollard
drink, letting his wife and family
comedies, the first of which is neardo as best they could for their ly completed.
amusement. With the inception of
pictures at five-pence a seat he was
Leah Baird is working with literable to take his entire family and ary collaborators on the continuity
dramatic feature,
for
her next
they not only had mutual amusement, but something of mutual in- which will enter production next
month
the
Thomas H. Ince
at
terest to discuss after the show.
His own ambition was no longer studios.
monetary he and his firm were
John Bowers is supporting Collong past that. His ambition now leen Moore in "Affinities," the Mary
was to do good with the help of Roberts Rhinehart story now under production by Ward Lascelle at
the kinema.
Speaking of the bad business in the Ince studios in Culver City.
this country he blamed the exhibClaire Windsor will play an imitor; the instincts of showmanship
portant part in Goldwyn's screen
were lacking. Among other things version
of "Broken Chains," the
they paid no attention to music, a $10,000 prize story which Allan
very important factor in picture Holubar has started to direct at the
presentation the British exhibitor Culver City lots.
Colleen Moore
considered any old rumbling piano plays the feminine lead. To date no
selection has been made for the
would make enough noise.
Previously Sir Edward Marshall leading male part. Cedric Gibbons
Hall, K. C, had spoken in eulogy is art director.
of the Fox film "Monte Cristo"
All the literary lights of the picwhich had just been shown jat the ture colony united to give a fareAlhambra. He said very little ex- well dinner to Clayton Hamilton at
cept to explain that he had been the Writers' Club in Hollywood last
put up to give Sir Gilbert Parker week.
Mr. Hamilton completed a
two-year term of service as assohis cue.

this

Gloria Swanson, having finished
laying aside her wardrobe of latest
French creations, is preparing for
the next Paramount picture, "The
Impossible Mrs. Bellew."

A

C. H.
for the

One of the most remarkable feats accomplished in the industry has
come to pass within the last four months, which have been notoriously
the worst the picture trade has passed through in its entire career.
Sir Gilbert Parker, the novelist ciate editor at the Goldwyn studios.
It is an accomplishment worthy of more than passing notice, for the
playwright of international He is to rest in Honolulu and will
wise ones on the inside were of the opinion "it couldn't be done." and
later devote his entire
time to
F. B. Warren is deserving of a decided place in the film business for fame, spoke seriously on the future writing.
of
the film from an educational
having established the American Releasing Corporation and put it on
He said that In In "The Christian." the Hall Calne
a paying basis inside of 14 weeks. In the fourteenth week of its existence point of view.
the new releasing company passed the mark that showed a profit, some- America 7,000 schools were showing story being revived by Goldwyn at
films
as an ordinary educational London
studios,
Phyllis
Haver,
thing around $2,000 for operation, with the actual operating cost below
Since feature, in England there were none. former Sennett bathing beauty, has
20 per cent, of the amount of collections on sales for that period.
her initial chance for serious picthat time, in the face of the general slump, the worst that the organi- Speaking of the often voiced idea
Heretofore Miss Haver
that the kinema was killing the ture work.
zation has done is to break even on any week.
theatre he said he did not consider has appeared in comedies only.
general airing of a lot of dirty linen in the selling and reselling of
picture rights to novels and plays is almost certain to be disclosed during
the fight between the Hearst International and Cosmopolitan companies
and C. C. Burr and the Affiliated Distributors over the question of the
the Law," infringing on the rights of "The
latter's production, "I
Valley of Silent Men." In the Burr offices it was stated this week by
that
the Hearst people did not hold the rights
Fineman
and
F.
Burr
B.
to the title, "The Valley of Silent Men," because they had been informed
by George Spoor he purchased that title and a story simiKtr to that in
the late Cosmopolitan published story of that name from James Oliver
Curwood. Spoor's telegram, according to Burr and Fineman, stated that
he had published the story in April, 1919.
They also state that they have discovered that Colonel Selig had at
one time obtained the rights to the Curwood story, "The Poetic Justice of

him in "getting a line on the
production end of the business."

aid to

Irving

song

Grossman rendered several

specialties.

Harry McPherson is production
manager for the Malobee Productions,

Leo

which combination comprises
Maloney, director, and Ford

Deebeti scenario writer. The company has arted the first of a series
of Uti two- reel western dramas.
f

Harold Lloyd is about through
with his new special comedy, which
will be the first under his new contract with Pathe.
The last Lloyd
comedy, "Grandma's Boy,'* is in its
sixth week of an indefinite run at
the Symphony theatre prior to opening in New York.
Erich von Stroheim
his

new

is

started

on

Mary Philbin

picture for U.

have the leading feminine role.
Dale Fuller and Maude George will
will

also appear.

King Baggot has returned from
Kentucky, where he made several
important scenes for "The Kentucky
Derby." Half of the picture is in the
editorial department ready for the
pen.

"Money, Money, Money" the next
Preferred Pictures production for
First National, will have Katherine

MacDonald

and

starred,

Jack

Dougherty, Jacqueline Logan, Margaret Loomis, Charles Clary, Herschel

Mayall,

Carl

Stocksdale,

Bredna Fowler.
John M. Stahl has started on "The
Dangerous Age." Louis B. Mayer la
producer,
National.

releasing

through

First

"Gimme,"

an original scenario
Hughe* and AdeManola Hughes (Mrs. Rupert
Hughes) goes into production at
Goldwyn next week, with Mr. Hughes
Rupert Hughes is making much directing. Helen Chadwick has been
of a name for himself as a picture the only star cast so far.
director.
The noted author who
Jackie Coogan is still resting In
has been directing at Goldwyn's set
mountains with Harry Wilson,
a precedent for directors on his the
his p. a., and a tutor.
production of "The Wall Flower"
when he petitioned Goldwyn ofSol Lesser is/ back at his desk at
ficials to allow him to retake two
the United studios and also busy
reels after a successful exhibition
with west coast theatre matters.
of the picture had been made in
several cities. An entire
ing was given the story.

new end-

For the first time in his picture
career Wesley Barry uses make-up
in "Rags to Riches," the Harry
Rapf production for Warner Bros.
Wesley plays a sickly child of the
rich and then becomes the natural
outdoor boy. His freckles are covered at the beginning.

written by Rupert

laide

Jack Coogan, Sr., father of the
star, has started producing
pictures apart from the Jackie spechild

cials.
Two companies — a western
and comedy— have been started in
Hollywood with Jack Coogan at the
h.ad. The western company will be
known as the Rodeo Film, while the
comedy will be Fred Hibbard Productions, with Mr. Hibbard in the

directorial role.

Reed and Mary Jane
Jack Warner and Harry Rapf are
New
Saunderson, both of Los Angeles, in New York on business.
motion pictures will become effec- have been chosen by Harry Rapf Warner left tho coast studios Sam
sevtive In Pennsylvania, September 1, and Sam Warner as two of the eral weeks ago to go into conference
regulations having been agreed to four girls to be selected by them as with his brothers, Harry and Albert,
by the State Department of Labor winners of the Warner Bros. Type in New York. Definite plans are to
and Industry after months of public Contest, which created much inter- he mado for "The Beautiful and the
est in this city.
Both of the girls Dan-itied, » the F. Scott Fitzgeraid
discussion and consideration by exare appearing in "Rags to Riches." story, to be made here late this seaperts.
The. regulations relate to
son. "Main Street" will also be dispictures shown in schools, churches
Irving Asher publicity director on cussed. C. II. Wilder is in charge
and auditoriums, and were promul- the Coast for Warner Bros, is soon of the coast plant during the abgated by the department after the to become an assistant director. He sence of the Warner brothers.
manufacturers, the exhibitors and is being groomed for the Job by
Lon Chaney has been signed again
the underwriters had made sug- Jack Warner.
by Universal and will commence on
gestions.
Myron Selznlck left last week for a Universal-Jewel at once. Chaney
The rules relate specifically to New
York, where he will confer just completed the part of Fagln In
two types of picture films, one the with sales heads of Select Pictures "Oliver Twist," which stars
Jackie
flammable, or nitro-cellulose vari- Corp. regarding production plans Coogan. "Bitter Sweet" is the title
ety, and the other the slow-burning, for next year's Selznlck pictures. of the next Chaney special. His last
for U. was "The Trap."
It is understood that the Selznlck
or acetate-cellulose type.
Lambert
At the hearings the manufac- schedule for this summer will be Hillyer will direct.
turers of safety projectors main- an elaborate one headed by "The
Roy Stewart returns to the Loi
tained their machines were fool- Easiest Way," "Rupert of Hentzau," "Justice" and •'Wine."
This Angeles picture field as the star of
proof and it was not necessary to is
"The
Radio King," a new chapter
Coast
program
for
the
Elaine
discriminate in the use of types. Hammerstein and
Owen Moore, play which Universal will make.
The insurance men had another who are now working at tho United Louise Lorraine will be in the support.
view, however. They held that the studios.
only film which is approximately
Virginia Valli has been siRned for
Harry Carey has started his secsafe in these machines is the slowburning kind. If the flammable film ond R-C production, tentatively ti- a long-term contract by Universal.
"Good
tled
Men
and
True."
Noah
firethen
a
is used, they contended,
Madge Bellamy will play opposite
Beery, Tully Marshall, Thomas Jefproof booth must be used the same ferson, Charles LeMoyne and Vester Jack Plckford in "Garrison's Finas in the movie theatres. The mem- I'egg have been cast so far.
ish," now in production.
Miss Belbers of the State Industrial Board,
lamy recently finished "Someone, to
Mel Riddle is in charge of the Love" for Thomas Ince.
which drafted the regulations, acpublicity for Rodolph
Valentino,
cepted this view.
Antonio Moreno has been signed
Irvin Willat, Jack Holt, Debi Daniel*
and Wallace Rcid at the Lusky lots. for the had in "Captai n Blackbird,"
LOSES "SUNSHINE MARY"
Riddle, who has been in the picture which R. A. Walsh will make for
Los Angeles, June 21.
Harry Myers and Wilbusiness sin< e leaving newspapers, Goldwyn.
Phimy Goodfrien<! was granted a recently wrote a book, "From Pen to liam Mong are also in the cast.
divorce from his wife, known to the Silversheet," in which the details of
Irvin Willat did not Hop long bescreen as "Sunshine Mary" Ander- a film studio are completely explained.
The book has been taken tween pictures, nor did Dorothy DalHe informed the court his over
son.
ton, his star.
Willat Is directing
by
Times-Mirror
the
Publishthat
wedded life ing Co. of this city and will soon be "On the High Seas," with Dorothy
Insisted
wife
marred her chance of a career in placed on the stands. The first letter Dalton and Jack Holt co-starred.
pictures and she wanted her free- of approval came from Will Hays, "The Siren Call" was recently prowho explained that it was a great duced by Willat for Paramount.
dom.
Elizabeth

,

•

PICTURES

M
THE DEPTH OF THE FURROW
Paris,

June

10.

exceedingly strong
type which
glory in. It
leaves life stripped naked and its
morals are those of the farmyard.
The story is powerfully told, full of
realism to a point, but at the end

This

an

is

Brama of the brutal
some French producers

Goethals was corking. Annette DeFoe in a black face role managed
to land, but there was a touch in
her character that was not quite
definable.

The

story

in

brief

is

that

actual theatre into the theatrs rather
than to symbolize an ideal world
on the stage in terms that shall be
This picture goes
unmistakable.
back to the old technique and it
Dr. comes before as raw and unconvinc-

Hamilton (Sills) is visited by his
boyhood chum (Walthall) to be ex-

ing.

Hilda O'Shaunnessey works in a
department story to support her invalid child brother, who spends his
days in an invalid chair on the roof
Next door there is
of a tenement.
a painter—disappointed in love by a
selfish wife who abandoned him for
a richer man who lives in a bungalow built on the housetop. His
daughter and Hilda's small brother
strike up a childish friendship which
is opposed both by the painter and
Hi Ma's aunt who in her small
band
his
the wife of the doomed man who left minded way looks with suspicion on
terrified collapse, and the equally
she
learned
occupahim
when
his
of
rich
artists who befriend poor worknasty scene when ho gives her a
tion.
ing girls.
thoroughly good thrashing.
Owl"
which
"The
is the name of
Meanwhile
the proprietor of the
The story tells of three children
adopted by an old farmer. Two are the combined, gambling, dance and store lavs siege to the young, undrinking
the
place
has
so
incensed
Out of that situation
spoiled
Hilda,
and
a
brutal
boys one Bernard,
eon of the soil; the other, Jean, an citizens of the town that the Klan it stands to reason that these three
amined. He is informed that it is
but a matter of weeks before his
ft falls away altogether.
death must occur. He then starts a
the
original
keep
to
In his desire
for a girl who was entrusted
search
producer has created a morality to him by her father on his death
-which is absurd and unnatural.
and
he defrauded of her
whom
Realism is the keynote of the whole legacy. A mystery woman who has
feature, and a good deal of it could
in the town with whom
appeared
Among the things Dr. Hamilton has fallen in love
be deleted.
which will repel any decent audi- strikes
the audience as a possibility
ence are the "first night" scene,
being the missing person, but inwhen the drunken, lust-mad hus- of
stead
it later developes that she is
reduces
bride to a state of

—

—

The girl is
weakling.
They grow up together,
end Arlette loves Jean. Discoverartistic
Arlette.

ing this, the old farmer throws Jean
out of the house and compels her
From then on
to marry Bernard.
tier life is

unbearable.

Meanwhile Jean becomes a great
After a particularly brutal
thrashing, an accidental meeting
with Jean's benefactors puts her in
touch with him. She begs him to
artist.

come and save her. Bernard discovers what she has done and bides
his time, bidding a lunatic to watch
for Jean's coming. At last he comes
and Bernard spirits his wife away
to "the old farm."
Jean compels
the lunatic to tell him the truth,
and is shot in the back by way of
revenge. He, however, rides to the
rescue, arriving just in time to save
Arlette from another good thrashing.

He

attempts

to

go for

his

brother, and the result is his own
death. Before he dies, however, he
delivers himself of a philosophy
which is altogether wrong. "The
old man was right," he says. "She
was for you, not for me. The farmer
never makes mistakes; the artist
often." This may be delirium, sarcasm, or merely the kinematographic straining for something

new.
This gloomy story is beautifully
produced and the acting is excellent.
Gore.

ONE CLEAR CALL
A John M. Stahl Production presented by
Louis B. Mayer, released by First National.
Adapted from the story by Frances Nimmo
Greene. Length about eight reels, running
time 85 minutes.
Dr. Alan Hamilton
Milton Sills
Faith
Claire Windsor
Henry Garnett
Henry U. Walthall
Maggie Thornton
Irene Rich
Bonny Thornton
Stanley Goethals
Tom Thornton
William Marion
Colonel Garnett (Henry's father)
Joseph Dowllng
Sfother Garnett (Henry's mother)
Kdith Yorke
Phyllis Howard
Doris Pawn
Dr. Bailey
Donald MacDonald
Jim Ware's daughter
Shannon Day
Yetta
Annette DeFoe
Ktarnes
Fred Kelsey
Jim Holbrook
Albert MacQuarrie
Toby
Nick Cogley
There seems to be no doubt that
this picture is a sure fire money
getter at the box office. At the

Strand. New York, where it is showing this week it opened strong on
Sunday, with the drawing power
seemingly being in the strong cast
of names that the production has.
The picture is a combination of
everything that goes to make a successful screen production. It has a
society element, some dive stuff, a
measure of mystery, lots of love interest, a wandering boy and blind

mother

comedy and a touch of
Ku-Klux Klan that serves as a
thrill. The cast will draw audiences
and the picture will hold and entertain them sufficiently
send
to
them out talking about it. The latter
bit,

will not be because it is a tromendout picture but is so far and away
ahead of the usual run of feature
production released in the last six
inontns that the audiences will be
compelled to say that here is a really
good picture.
In the cast are Milton Sills, who
plays the lead in a clever manner,
carrying his role in a most convinc-

ing manner and turning from a successful surgeon to a souse with his
regeneration being brought about
tvhen he has to operate on his youthful nephew to save his life. Claire

Windsor who plays opposite

Sills,

portrayed the wife of the gambler

king of the small

city delightfully.

She looked pretty and displayed a
quality of reserve that carried her
to the audiences from the screen.
However, to that veteren Henry
Walthall a full measure of praise is
due. It was he as the gambler that
really furnished the back -bone of
the plot. Of a good family he strays
from the path of righteousness,
opens a gambling hell and disruptable hotel and dance place, causing
a stern father to cast him off, the
mother who has become blind, being
informed that her son is dead. Walthall on being informed that he has
but a short time to live tries to
Straighten out his accounts and right

R

finally issues a call for its destruction and the "getting" of the proprietor, but the doctor intervenes

will

sooner or later come together
will be dis-

and the store proprietor

man who wrecked the
Just that situation
artist's home.
that the place will be closed within does develop and it leads to a rough
30 days. As a physician he is cer- and tumble fight between the two
tain that there is only one thing men a pretty tame affair as film
that can occur to save his patient battles go but it leads to the happy
from passing on and that is the re- denouement in which the poor shop
turn of the missing wife of whom girl and the rich artist fall into each
he has been informed, yet when he other's arms.
Rush.
discovers that she is the girl that
he is in love with he hasn't the
courage to send her to her duty. In
the end it is the gambler who clears
A Universal-Jewel Special In ueven ree's
the situation by an overdose of heart hascd on the Langdon MoCormlck play of
In photography, direc- the same title. Has House Peters at head
stimulant.
Directed by Reginald
tion and settings the picture leaves of all-star cast.
Barker.
nothing to be desired. There are Dave Stewart
Matt Moore
comedy touches here and there in Burr Win ton.....
House Peters
Josef Swickard
the script that lighten the serious Jacques Fachard
Virginia Valli
Manette Fachard
stretches and on the whole the pic- Nanteeka
Frank Lanning
ture is one that will pull no matter N. W. M. Police Sergeant.. Gordon McKee
Fred.
where it plays.
In "The Storm" Universal has
turned out a picture that is a winIt has
ner from start to finish.
the
First,
Paramount feature bearing the mark of three great wallops.
Jesse Lasky. A William D. Taylor produc- great forest fire scene; then a great
tion story by Sonya Levlen with scenario bit of river stuff of the shooting of
by George Hopkins.
May McAvoy is the rapids in a canoe, and thirdly, a
starred.
number of snow scenes such as
May McAvoy haven't been shown in any of the
Hilda O'Shaunnessey
Walter McGrail more recent northwestern pictures.
Emery Oray
Pat Moore Incidentally, this one is a decidedly
Micky O'Shaunnessey
Edward Cecil different picture of the territory
Gregory Stearns
Charles Kennett
Mr. Isaacson
Mary Jane Irving where the action supposedly takes
Susan Gray
"The Storm" seems to be a
Carrie Clark Ward place.
Mrs. Brady
Arthur Hoyt special in the fullest sense of the
Mr. Brady
word, and with a few draggy spots
The picture is a frank sentimental eliminated it will hit on all six for
pretention to the fans.
melodrama without
anything else. The action is built
House Peters as the hero manup around the troubles of a work- ages to hit a stride which will start
ing girl (a shop girl at that), and him on a new wave of popularity
it follows in design a host of old in this picture, and Virginia Valli,
fashioned plays and pictures that who is his principal support, is defall in the same catagory. It's frank, lightful.
Matt Moore is a concandid fiction without any subtle re- vincing heavy at times, while at
lation to life and so makes its appeal others he flops just a little below
to the more elemental tastes of the what the picture audiences expect
film public.
It is dean straight- of the villain in an out-and-out
away romance and serves its pur- meller of this type. It is these three
pose satisfactory, even, if it is not that carry the story almost from
particularly significant in purpose beginning to end, although Josef

and saves the man on the promise

closed as the

—

—

THE STORM

TOP OF NEW YORK

Swickard manages to impress with
and meaning.
The modern scenario writers have the work he performed in the first
discussed these social problems in couple of reels of the production.
rather a more subtle manner than
the melodrama writers of ten years
ago when "Bertha the Sewing Machine Girl" was the type. Socialism
and parlor Bolshevism have changed
the terms and the technique somewhat but the material is much the
same.
In the present case the
scenario writer and the director have
reverted to the old style. Here we
have the poor working girl struggling against the dishonorable plottings of her rich employer, trying
to remain straight under the temptaThe
tion of his proffered luxury.
problem remains fixed, only the
medium of dramatic discussion has
changed and this production comes
on the screen as rather a crude and
old fashioned affair. Dealing in old
only
fashioned materials, it is
natural that Taylor made use of the
old fashioned devices. For example
his shop girl wears one of those
short length, blonde wigs that used
to be the trade mark of young
beauty in distress; the heroine lives
in squalor under the patronage of
a drunken uncle and a bullying aunt
and the surroundings are a tenement
house in the slums.
All the paraphernalia of the melodrama of a generation ago is present.
O. Henry was probably the first to
take the shop girl out of the theatrical class and discuss her as an
actual human unit and for the most
part the picture writers and directors
have followed his lead. In this case
there is a reversion to the old convention.
remains a question
It
whether it will make as strong an
appeal as the new technique. Certainly this picture is extremely theatrical.

Hilda O'Shaunnessey

is

a

in

Reginald Barker, who directed, is
a large measure responsible for

the picture. He certainly managed
to "get shots." Scenically, the picture is a beauty, and the action, except for a few scenes about twothirds way along, where it drags,
goes along at a great rate of speed.
The original play has been
prefaced by several pieces of action
that enhance It wonderfully.
The
meeting of Burr Win ton (House
Peters) and Save Stewart (Matt
Moore) at a trading post hotel and
the planting of a reason for their
later friendship is well handled.
Then the arrest of Jacques Fachard
(Swickard) and his escape from the
Mounted Police by jumping into a
swirling torrent and his rescue by
his daughter, who has followed the
trail along the water with their
canoe, is a real thrill.
In handling the fight for the girl
through the long winter <n the cabin
of Winton, with him and Stewart as
rivals for her after the father has
died from a wound. Is cleverly
worked out and holds the Interest
of the audience.
It is the forest
fire, however, that furnishes the real
big punch.
Part of it may have
been luck in getting a real forest
fire, but if it was. then the manner
in which the matching up of scenes
is handled is wonderful.
It's
a whale of a picture for
thrills, and certainly different from
any other northwestern that has
been shown in more than a year.
Fred.

SOUTH OF SUVA
Paramount feature presented by Adolph
Zukor. starring Mary Miles Minter. Frank
Urson directed from story by Kwart Adamson and continuity of Fred Myton.
Su-

creature of the stage and the screen
and the illusion of real life is pretty
Showing curwell blurred. That seems to be the pervision of Elmer Harris.
rently at Rialto. New York. Tale of South
principal defect in the picture. It's Sea Islands.
all family story paper type of fiction
rather than the modern effort to re- Phyllis LAtlmer
Mary Miles Minter
Winifred llryxon
flect real life.
The picture has the- Pauline Leonard
Walter I^ong
atrical force but it is eminently Sydney Latimer
John Webster
John Bowers
lacking in realism.
Marmaduke Crubb
Roy Atwell
It is possible that a certain element Karl Swarts
Fred Kelsey
Lawrence Steers
of the fan public likes its drama in Alfred Bowman
more or less childish terms, but the
Pleasant screen entertainment is
the wrongs he has committed and drift has been away from the obvious
We do not afforded in this Mary Miles Minter
finally in an effort to bring happiness to the subtly realistic.
to his wife who has left him and is take our heroines any more as al- Realart production allowing for a
In love with his only friend he com- together, inhumanly good and our number of stagy novelties as part
villains as
unqualifiedly viciously of the action. Set in its Fiji Islands
mits suicide.
prefer some sem- locale anything from cannibalism
Of the other players Irene Rich, worthless.
Shannon Day, Doris Pawn con- blance of shading between good and and voodooism to primitive depictribute materially to the acting, bad such as everyday experience has tion of human existence can be
especially Miss Rich, Joseph Dewl- taught us is the state of the world made to conform to story requireing and Edith Yorke as the mother rather than the stage creations. We ments.
The action starts on board ship
and father scored and little Stanley are being educated to move the

We
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New Zealand via the
Phyllis Latimer (Miss MinMetro's latest Viola Dana starring
ter) is due for the latter placs to
vehicle produced by Harry Beau*
Join her husband on a surprise
mont. The feature is an adaptation
Pauline Leonard,
her
Journey.
by Edith Kennedy of the Rex Taylor
decides not to Join her
friend,story.
As a summer release "Seeguardian in the same place, but
ing's Believing" is a good light pic-

SEEING'S BELIEVING

en route to

Fijis.

continues on to New Zealand with
man who professes affection for
her, stating she prefers civilization
to what she pictures as a place of
unbearable crudeness. Phyllis enters Sydney Latimer's cabin and
finds her husband booze-drugged
and surrounded by a quartet of
dusky native sirens. She agrees to
stay and help him rise from the
depths, but after two weeks of pretended vlrtuousness the copra and
sugar trader is seen tasting forbidden fruit and liquor in one of the
natives huts. She decides to leave
and finds she has not sufficient fare
to Now Zealand.
Missing the boat,
Marmaduke Grubb (Roy Atwell)
encounters her and, recognizing the
"P. L." initials on her luggage, mistakes her for the Pauline Leonard

a

his employer is expecting.
She
poses as such for a while until Latimer, embittered by John Webster's
trade supremacy and driven crazy
by hooch, decides to fetch Webster
as a human offering to the native
barbarians' heathen gods. Webster
is away and Latimer forces his wife
to accompany him back to the scene
of the frenzied Fijian festivities.
She is gaudily decorated for the
cremation when Webster returns
and in a tense moment accomplishes the rescue.
As a story it is a fanciful little
thing, suitable for

summer and

all-

weather entertainment.
There is
plenty of tropical outdoor stuff that
makes a pretty setting. The casting is splendid. Walter Long as thr»
heavy did a neat piece of work in
a thankless role. John Bowers is
a manly vis-a-vis for the star and
can be made into a "name" if given
the opportunity.
Abel.

Beaumont made no attempt
ture.
to make it a big picture
but was
satisfied with putting out a fast
moving program release.

The star has been entrusted with
a role which gives her many opportunities.
She handles the part
of a spirited miss with all of the

necessary ginger. Her individual efforts are largely responsible for the
speed.
Allan Forrest is the male
lead.
He proved a good selection
with Gertrude Astor as a young
matron proving one of the best bets.
Miss Astor is well suited for parts
calling for the present day type of
young matrons and can always be
relied upon to build up her parts.
Edward Connelly and J. P. Lockey
come to the fore with character
roles.

The scenes

for ''Seeing's

Believ-

ing" are on Long Island. The maexteriors
are on
of
the
grounds of an attractive estate. A
satisfactory ballroom set is one of
predominating interiors.
the
A
small town hotel scene has been well

jority

worked

out.

The Taylor
tral figure a

story has as
boy and girl

its

cen-

in

their

The death of their parents
brings them considerable money and
They have as a
the estate.
guardian a youthful aunt. The girl
teens.

becomes involved in several escapades, typical of a harem scarem
miss but escapes unscathed, and
finally wins the youth who earlier
believed her of no account.
There are several angles to the
Taylor story nicely developed. A
twist here and there adds materially
to the interest.
If it were not for the unexpected
happening the production would lose

most of

Hart.

its interest.

Great for the Hot Spell!
National

First

offering you pictures of just as high a

is

Summer

as any time of the year. They will
wean them away from the outdoor amusement parks and

quality for this

other hot weather attractions.
of these productions

—so

There's

money in every one
them at once.

get busy and book

RICHARD
BARTHELMESS

MARSHALL NEILAN
Presents his latest
First National

Presented by
Inspiration Pictures, Inc., in

"Fools First"

"Sonny"

With

Taken from the play by George
V. Hobart and directed by
Henry King.

Hugh MacNair

NORMA TALMADGE
Presented by
Joseph M. Schenck in

"Smilin'

Claire Windsor, Richard
Dix and Claude Gillingwater.

Kahler's story.

ANITA STEWART
Presented by
Louis B. Mayer

in

"Rose o 9 the Sea"
From

Through"

Adapted from Allen Langdon
Martin's play and directed by
Sidney A. Franklin.

the book by Countess
Barcynska and directed by Fred
Niblo, director of "The Three

Musketeers."

"ONE CLEAR CALL'

OLIVER MOROSCO

Presented by
Louis B. Mayer

Presents his
stage success

The John M. Stahl

"The Half Breed"
A story of tradition's
and how ho smashed
Wheeler Oakman.

it.

barrier

With

Production
From the book

by Frances
Nimmo Greene and directed by
John M. Stahl

BUSTER KEATON

MACK SENNETT

Presented by
Joseph M. Schenck in

Presents his latest
2-reel fun maker

"My

Wife's Relations"

Written and directed by Buster
Keaton and Eddie Cline. Open
market-

DOROTHY

PHILLIPS

Presented by

"Gymnasium Jim"
With
June.
Ruth.

Billy

Bevan and Mildred
by Roy Del

Directed

Open market.

CONSTANCE

TALMADGE

Allen Holubar in

Presented by
Joseph M. Schenck

"Hurricane's Gal"

"The Primitive Lover"

Adapted and personally directed by Allen Holubar from the
story by Harvey Gates-

Adapted from "The Divorcee."
by Edgar Sclwyn, and directed
by Sidney A. Franklin.

CHARLES RAY

KATHERINE
MacDONALD

Presented by

Arthur

S.

Kane

in

Presented by
B. P. Schulberg in

"Smudge"
Written by Rob Wagner. Distributed by First National Exhibitors'

Circuit,

market.

First

in

Inc.

Open

"Domestic Relations"
Story and scenario by Violet
Clarke and directed by Chet
Wit hey.

There'll

Be

National

a Franchise

Attractions

Everywhere

^^^^HBP
rriday,

June
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EVIDENCE

be heard, and as she testifies the
story is told by the fade-out device.
The suffering wife makes it plain
that she wants a family, but has
little hope of accomplishing her amJSE'
bition under the circumstances. The
ancient husband is constantly sura thoroughly enjoyable human
rounded with showgirls, with whom
with an especially ap- he continuously
interest story
carries on amours.
for
^ling and sympathetic role
get rid of her he hires a spy to
The play is To
Sum Hammerstein.
his wife's stateroom, where
enter
in a pictorial
oclety

*t„* rt«l

product

drama

POSS' "PERFECT LOVEB"
Kenelm Foss, one of the earliest
of British picture producers and the
one who has had more golden opportunities than most of his brethren, and has generally managed to
miss the mark, at least in his more

by

HammcnWn
«Hia J. Selralck. Blaine
01by Nigel Conrad.
l£Hd .upported
GeoVfV Arcnalnba ud.

rather
sense,

pretentious
but the director

make

10

his

fiat
as

managed

background appropriate

recent productions, is crossing over
the water to see what he can do
with America. His avowed object
in visiting the U. S. is to negotiate
the sale or rental of his forthcoming
productions, including "The Perfect
Lover," the cast of which includes
Maurice Moscovitch. The news that
he is going to America is not gen-

the frameup is witnessed. The wife
thereupon departs from the yacht,
going to her Canadian lodge (can
this be a delicate suggestion of the
.scandal in high life that has recently been on view in the newspapers?).
During a horseback ride her mount
runs away and she is saved by the

He
obtrusive
without being too
the common
has at least escaped
of allowing the settings to
Here they
overshadow the story.
convincing, but
are appropriate and
itself is
drama
the
of
manly young engineer at work on a
he progress
rather than bridge near by. He accompanies the
the center of interest
surroundings.
wife home and is forced to remain
mere pictorial
The play has one capital surprise indoors during a violent storm.
insure it a
The rich wife's yearning for mothtwist that alone would
rertain prominence, a very deftly erhood is here made the motif for
managed bit of dramatic trickery some pretty delicate dramatic hanwarranted to impress. Miss Ham- dling, to the appropriate accompanimerstein plays the part of a popular ment of the crashing storm effects
scion of through the windows. The audie'nee
actress who marries the
aristocratic name and thereby earns is left to understand that the pair
small-minded
the
of
pledge their love, the young man
the enmity
women of his family and their so- departing in the belief that the
successa
is
uncle
An
woman is free to marry him. When
cial circles.
harps he learns by a note that she is marful lawyer and he constantly
"interloper"
the
that
he goes to pieces. Succeeding
ried
upon the fact
that fact alone passages disclose his degradation in
is an actress and by
to
conform
to
drink
until at the finish his regenerexpect
they cannot
the high-bred ation is worked out through the
the traditions of
fault

erally

known

in

London, where it
going ahead with

35

GUNNINGS ATTACHED
Commercial Traders Corp.
Claims of $21,000

Has

Two

attachments were filed late
week by the Commercial Traders'
Cinema Corporation against
Fred C. Gunning and Wid Gunning,
Inc.
The attachment against Gunning, Individually! is for $16,003, and
last

the other against the corporation
for $5,129.34.

is

The Commercial Traders' Cinema
Corporation, 128 West 52d street,

is thought he is
the production work of his prom-

New

ised program.

suit

Los Angeles, June 21.
The suit brought against the
Realart Pictures Corp. by Edward
Charles Myatt, author, for $20,000,
alleging "The Speed Girl," a Realart
production, starring Bebc Daniels,
was stolen from his manuscript,

"The Mile-a-Minute Girl," was dismissed by Judge Wood last week
when Myatt failed to appear."

injuries sustained Feb. 18 last in
the making of a film. The action
took place 15 feet above studio
ground, Maurelli fighting with tho
leading lady, the former slated to
take a fall into a net.
Because of the alleged negligent
manner of supporting the net, Maurelli
alleges he sustained serious

York, is controlled by Herbert
Yates, managing director.
Ills
against the corporation Involves a transaction over the "Our

organization.
Wid
Gunning pledged 40 per cent of his
70 per cent intercs.t in the gross
receipts of the film as security for
a $21,000 loan. Yates' schedule appended discloses that the picture

Warren's

B.

admitting
receipts of $12,833.68 on his account,
of which over five thousand
is

has

grossed

still

due.

$28,689.32,

child.
The woman's testimony on
The other action against Gunning,
Myatt's complaint sets forth he
_
,
Husband and wife under the cir- the stand is frankly to the effect that submitted his manuscript to the individually, is to recover $5,000 and
apart
grow
father
of the child is not her
the
gradually
cumstances
on two notes representing
defendant
$11,000
in
April,
for
1921,
apand the husband is contemplating husband but the engineer, and when proval, but that it was rejected. money loaned. These notes are part
At this set of circumstances is made
proceedings for a separation.
reverses its decision, Elmer Harris, then scenario writer of the $21,000 loan, payable in a
this point there intrudes himself an plain the court
now degraded young for Realart, was also named along series of $5,000, $11,000 and $5,000
old sweetheart of the actress. He and in time the
with Miss Daniels.
The original notes.
insinuates himself into her boudoir man's reform is accomplished.
uncle
the
that
manner
Of course, the story has a certain manuscript was prompted, accordThe attachment proceedings are
in such a
cannot but discover them under cir- romantic appeal, but its working out ing to Myatt, by Miss Daniels' made necessary because of Gunning
cumstances that makei him believe is rather twisted and the moral is sentence at Santa Ana for speeding. being a resident of Hollywood, Cal.
indiscretion.

which

injuries

$2T>.000

«>»dy

will

alleviate.

'•DISCOVERY" STUNT

J.

Mutual Friend" film produced by
Gunning and released through F.

COMPLAINT DISMISSED

$25,000 DAMAGE IN FIGHT
Eduardo Maurelli Is asking $25,000 damages of John J. Glavey and
George Brockway, partners as Glavey Productions, and the Estees
for
Studiycr and Laboratory.
Inc.,

Los Angeles, June 21.
About as good a publicity stunt
as this city has seen for many seasons
is
the
Goldwyn-Examiner
Discovery Contest.
As much as
two whole sides a day has been
devoted to this picture contest by
the Hearst paper, which is holding
tests for future picture "stars" at
the Goldwyn stu'dtos, under the direction of Robert Mclntyre, casting
director for Goldwyn.
Joseph A.
Jackson, Goldwyn's publicity chief,
is responsible for the stunt.

'•

family.

altogether oblique, but the situation
she has been guilty of
The intruder departs while the is saved by creating a sympathetic
uncle lectures the wife on her stage atmosphere, however thin, around
antecedence and weaves a chain of the wife and giving to the young
circumstantial evidence that seems lover a touch of romantic interest.
At this point the
to condemn her.
The drama is rather deftly worked
wife turns the tables on her prose- out pictorially, with its seashore
She locks the boudoir door shots and wild country views and
cutor.
and announces that she will sum- the luxurious interiors. The thing
mon her husband, who is in another could have been made crude, but
part of the house. The same chain under careful handling it is not at
of circumstantial evidence that the all offensive.
The play has some
uncle has forged in the previous in- well-managed dramatic touches of a
probably
nocent situation will work out to sentimental* color, and
his own appearance of guilt.
would engage the sympathies of
and
defeated
himself
He admits
women fans, but the titles are too
goes to the husband, announcing high flown. The effect could have
concerned
if
that as far as he is
been conveyed better in simple lanthere are any court proceedings he guage. Flossy titling never helped
defend
will appear for the wife and
a picture. Fine title writing always
her against the husband.
carries a suspicion of insincerity. It
developThis effective dramatic
is the rugged and terse printed lines
ment is worked out smoothly and that deliver the kick on the screen
spirit
reof
naturally and in a
even more than on the printed page.
strained unaffectedness that adds
This picture is for the neighborgreatly to its strength. Miss Ham- hood houses and the medium class
merstein can always be depended clientele. A wiser grade of patronupon to give a certain earnest suav- age would penetrate its Laura Jean
Rush.
ity to her roles and in this instance Libbey sentimental bunk.
she does splendidly.
A touch of
theatrical

insincerity

might

have

spoiled the quiet effectiveness of
the whole central scene, but it was
handled in just the right degree of
aplomb and delivered a powerful
punch.
Aside from this "punch" episode
the picture is as entertaining as
could be expected of a story that

depended

upon

one

central,

sig-

Henry

Vlbert,

Henry

Victor,

Few-

Llewellyn, and Dora Gregory.
Reginald Warde will handle the production in this country.
lass

An R.-C. nve-reel production with Pauline
Frederick starred. Story by Wm. J I^ock

and script by Richard E. Schaycr.
Chautard directed.
Clementina
Quixtus
lfuckaby

Wing

liilliter

scene.

ful manager would have to make
plain by titles. In one passage the
girl is divided in mind as to whether

pear in the film version of "A Bill
Divorcement." In her support
will be Fay Compton, Malcolm Keen,

of

THE GLORY OF CLEMENTINA

Uurgrave
Director Archain- Tommy
ta Concannon
baud has a knack for expressing Et
Vandemeer
subtleties in action that a less skill- Lena Fountalne

nificant

Constance Blnney has been engaged by the Ideal Film Co. of London to head the cast that is to ap-

Louisa Mailing
Sheila

Her Maid

Emlle

Pauline Frederick

Edward Martlndale
George Cowl

Plummer
Edward Hearn

Lincoln

Jean Calhoun
Wilson Hummel
ou 8e P r HSr r
I'
Truly Shattuck
'

. .

,

Hel«'n Str/tie

Lydla Yeamans Titus

or not she will marry the young
This seems to be ratl.er an exIn nine out of ten cases
program picture,
her state of mind would be ex- ceptional R.-C.
Frederick draws the
pressed in a title, but here the sit- and if Pauline
certain to satisfy the
is
picture
uation is neatly conveyed by the
time it seems rather
way the actress handles a bouquet fans. At this whether
or not Miss
of flowers just received from the a point as to
drawing power
young man. It is a capital example Frederick has any In the bigger
office.
box
the
at
of a clever handling of a detail, a
around the Times
clever device to express in screen week run theatres
is held that Miss
action a situation which ordinarily square section it
Frederick has lost her power to atwould call for title explanation.
this the
The production will have a strong tract there, but as against
houses maintain that
sympathetic pull among the women daily change drawing card as ever
a
big
as
she
is
fans.
It is one of the best In the
Fcrhaps her return to
series of this excellent young pic- for them.
the stage during the coming season
ture actress.
Rush.
will alter the aspect regarding her
box office attractiveness even to the
big Broadway houses. This picture,
however, was worthy of being run
Roy Stewart and KathWn Kirkham are in any of the week stand theatres
co-starrea in this independent production
on the Main Stem, especially
right
issued through Arrow under sponijonship of
in the view of the productions that
•Ben Wilson. Broadway, June U>.
the majority of those houses have
been playing during the last three
A rather

aristocrat.

INNOCENT CHEAT

florid
problem play,
maudlin at moments, especially in months.
some of the lurid titles, but fairly
Miss Frederick plays the role of
interesting in a super-sentimental a woman disappointed in mankind
way. The play has to do with the because of the fact that the man
marriage of a young woman to a that she was in love with was
battered old roue, and, as the candid vamped away from her. His death
title puts it, "cheated of the boon of makes
his
of
co-guardian
her
motherhood."
daughter with Quixtus sharing the
The hateful old party is given to responsibility with her. When she
Pay parties on his yacht, the per- discovers that the vamp who stole
sonnel being largely made up of girls her first love is about to ensnare
from the "Follies"
(symbol, x>t Quix she decides to emerge from
course, of gay wickedness).
It is the dowdy cocoon that she has been
during one of these affairs, which affecting and emerge as a beauty.
serves the double purpose of point- She does this and the result is that
ing a highly respectable moral and
she proves to be the victor in the
at tho same time treating a theatrebattle for his affections.
ful of highly respectable people to
The story is well handled on the
the sight of shapely girls in union
screen and Miss Frederick makes a
suits,

that the disreputable husband
impression. A juvenile love
maneuver the wife into 8 distinct
by Jean Calhoun
compromising situation with a hired interest Is carried
and Edward Hearn, while Louise
man conspirator.
by Truly Shatassisted
Dresser,
All this passage is displayed in
element.
the form of a fade -back when the tii'k, furnish the heavy
acceptable as
hushand's divorce case comes up, Kdward Martindale is
Quixtus.
handled
presumahly before a referee. The the easily
court decides on the previous testiThere arc a few spots about midmony that the husband shall have a way in the picture whero the action
decree and the custody of the child drags a little, but with a little
(a cute little girl plays the part), but speeding here the direction would
«*cn the outraged wife demands to
Fred.
have registered perfect. *

The
"Miss

McAvoy

has the kind of role that

acting."

"An

excellent vehicle for the star

throughout

is

and

the

—New Yorkwinsome
Herald
women
—New York American
two
Acting
—New York
star

as

as

adore.

Excellent

is

child actors.

Call

superior."
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CAPITOL DID AROUND

Business in

tfte

Broadway

picture theatres

something

district

like

Washington,

$36,000

office during the week. The smaller
houses, with the exception of the
Central, failed to profit by the return of business, and the houses
playing specials did not show any
noticeable Increase in patronage.
The Central, with a reissue starring

ness.

"Nanook of the North." tho

at-

traction at the Capitol, pulled the
receipts at that house up from
which it played to the
$27,000,

previous week, to $36,000, an Increase of $9,000. At the Strand "My
Wild Irish Rose," while not a great
picture, got a little over $18,000,
which gave the house a good break.
The Rialto and Rivoli both showed
a healthy increase in figures, with
the former getting $19,400 and the
latter $18,200.

of the freaks of the street

is

mind-reading act that A. J.
Cobe put in at the Central. The
act is a small-timer that has played
the Pan time in the past. Right on
Broadway it is pulling a lot of
money and creating considerable
the

Interest.

A

special

morning per-

formance "for women only" yesterday was worked out on a percentage
basis, with the mind-reader getting
60 per cent, of the gross.
The estimated grosses last

were:

—

The Heat and the Beaches
the Cause
Kansas

City,

June

21.

—

"Evidence" (Select) and
"Missing Husbands" (Metro). Seats
Scale: mats., 30-50; eves.,
50-65. Two features split the week
at the house, being shown in conHouse
junction with vaudeville.
goes along with a steady grind. Got
3,300.

around

$17,300.

week

MANAGERS HOPEFUL FOR
CHANGE

IN

PATRONAGE
Renewed

Interest

Only "Fool There Was"
Doesn't Pick Up

the

regular

theatrical

'

circused for the house, but only the
first

will

chapter was shown. The house
probably be reopened as a pic-

with

A

be

A

tinent."

—"Across

regular Reid picture.
extremely popular here

The star is
and the week was an improvement
over the one proceeding. Scale 20Possi35 matinees; 35-50 nights.

WORST YET TO COME

m

—

A

A

FOR

—

—

HONOLULU

Visitors in

Town

and

Theatres Lose $27,000—
3 Night Parades

loss.

the Con-

Na-

—

—

Loew's Palace

Los Angeles, June 21. N tional (seats 1,980; scale, matinees,
renewed interest in the picture 35c; nights, 50c. -75c.). Jackie Coo- PITTSBURG JUST FAIR;
theatres here on the part of the pub- gan starred with Wallace Beery and
Gloria Hope featured. Lloyd Hamlic last week has made the managements hopeful that the turn for the ilton comedy, 'The Rainmaker."
better has come. There was but one Novelty film, "Washington Irving,"
house, the Mission, with the William completed pictures. Lillian CrossFox feature "A Fool There Was," man and Frank Ridge, with Six Waiting for Hottest Weather
that failed to show any improvement Dutch Kiddies, in a condensed ver—Grand Does $19,000
at the box office. Grauman's showed sion of "The Red Mill," extra. Bill
the highest mark that it has reached constantly interesting.
with "Sonny"
Liberty •-* "Reported
Missing,"
in months in point of receipts with
"The Woman That Walked Alone," Selznick (seats 2,000; scale, 35cand the early part of the current 50c). Owen Moore circused in feaPittsburgh, June 21.
week indicated that business was ture, described as season's best com"Sonny" lifted receipts at two of
Louise Fazenda in "A Rural
edy.
still improving. The California held
the largest picture houses here out
up nicely, while the Kinema showed Cinderella" thrown in for good of a temporary slough last week,
measure. Feature got away to slow
a tremendous improvement over prebut in the main business continued
start, but built up about middle and
vious weeks, and while the business
concluded with happy finish. Fa- at most of the houses just fair. Thehas not returned to normal there, it
zenda film pleasing hot weather af- expected strength of the Bart h el
is
climbing toward that mark
mess feature at the Grand Induced
fair.

—

—

$10,500.

A

—

200,000

Wives"

made with a musical tab

First

IQW FRISCO'S BUSI

"Foolish

for

Newman—"Trouble,"

SHRINERS' CONVENTION

21.

bly got up to $13,500.
Moore's Rialto— "Over the Bora couple of weeks to see
Capacity 1,900. Held up to
der."
if the change will show results.
From all reports the w ek was about the usual business. Picture
create any great comment,
did
not
the worst for years and the receipts
Scale
so low no manager could be found although seeming to be liked.
who had thetierve to tell how small mornings, 30; afternoons, 40; even$10,000.
gotten
have
May
50.
ings,
they were.

will

(Fox
"Silver Wings"
Special). Seats, 1,200. Scale: $1.65
top.
Picture in the third week of
its run with Mary Carr the star of
the production making personal appearances to help business. Bussteadily.
iness averaging around $300 a day
Royal "The Ordeal," Paramount
During the last few days It has (seats 900; scale, 85c-50c). The
during the week with Sunday night
been
extremely
hot,
and
that
will
cut first of Sir Conan Doyle's "Advengoing a little stronger.
week's receipts somewhat.
tures of Sherlock Holmes" and LarCameo "False Fronts" (Amer- this
The
final week of the Fox feature ry
Semon comedy, "The Show"
ican Releasing). Seats, 550. Scale:
"Monte Crlsto" at the Mission making up program of variety.
mats., 55; eves., 75. Last week was
proved a slaughter. There was hardStreet
Twelfth
"Shackles of
final one, American Releasing Corp.
ly a handful in the house at any Gold," Fox special
(seats 1,100;
had house under rental. Business time,
the placing of "A Fool scale, 25c. -10c). "Torchy" comedy
was way off with less than $2,000 There and
Was"
in the house does not filled program. William Farnum In
grossed. This week house took leap
s
to have helped matters any.
Fox film. Story reads as though
with
''Sherlock
Holmes,"
Jack
An estimate of the business last written for Farnum; pretty near
Barrymore starring, at Capitol few
week
is:
whole show.
weeks ago. It looks as though the
Doric— "Blind Hearts" with HoG r a u man's "The Woman Who
house would do about $6,000.
bart Bosworth and "Adventures of
Central— "The
Delicious
Little Walked Alone" (Paramount). Seats
Robinson Crusoe," Universal special
Devil"
960. 2,300; scale, mats. 35, eves. 55.
(Universal).
Seats,
12-reel serial (seats 1,000; scale
Scale: 55-75. A reissue with Mae George Melford production, with
50c). Both films strongly featured
Murray as the star and Rodolph Dorothy Dalton, Milton Sills and and management announced one
Valentino in the cast. Drew excep- Wanda Hawley. Brown's Saxophone reel of serial each week in connectional week's business for this house, Six added attraction, but didn't tion with
feature until 12 episodes
getting $8,20J>1
Picture held over mean a thing at the box office. The shown. Crusoe picture has indorsethis week and will continue at house picture was responsible for what ment of Parent -Teachers' Associabusiness there was. Grossed $16,800. tion.
next week.
Great things were expected
Capitol— "Nanook of the North"
Cal if ornia— "The Wall Flower" of it. House expected its ten -cent
(Pathe). Seats, 5.300. Scale: mats.. (Goldwyn). Seats 2,000; scale, mats. admission would start kiddies to see
35-55-85; eves., 55-85-$1.10. Proved 25-35, eves. 35-55.
Rupert Hughes Crusoe picture, but they failed to
distinct novelty and got good week's production starring Colleen Moore come in sufficient numbers, despite
business.
about and Richard Dix. Monty Banks in advertising and circusing. ManageCross,
$36,000;
$9,000 better than previous week. his latest comedy, "F. O. B. Africa," ment decided to call all bookings off
This week putting over another proved a good stimulant at box of- and closed for season.
smash with Universale special fice. Dix and Miss Moore have been
•The Storm."
coming along very rapidly of late
CRITERION
LEGIT I
Criterion— "The Strike of Mid- and now are good attractions in this
night" (Metro-Swedish Bio). Seats, <ty. Managed to draw $11,500.
The Criterion, New York, utilized
886.
Scale: 55-99.
First week of
Kinema— "Fools First" (First Na- for extended runs of features by
Swedish made production, original- tional). Scats 1,800; scale, mats. 25- Famous Players -Lasky for more
ly brought to this country under 35, eves. 35-55. This is Marshall than a year, may possibly return
title of "The Death Cart" brought Neilan's
latest
picture and was to the legitimate theatre ranks next
fair business to Criterion. Picture greeted
with capacity audiences season. Famous Players, it is unheld over another week, by Metro opening day. Film got off great and derstood, has offered the house to
which has house on rental. Gross should get a two weeks' run, al- several managers, but the price to
under $4,000.
though Kinema seldom lifts the bar date has made it impossible for
"Nero" (Fox Special). over a week. Rene Williams is back them to get together. It is underLyric
Seats, 1,400. Scale: $1.65 top. Pic- on the Job directing the orchestra. stood offers from between $50,000
and $60,000 per year have been
ture Is in third week with business Got around $8,000 on the week.
not improving over that registered
Mission Seats 800; scale, mats. turned down. The film people are
the week before. Gross going be- 55, eves. 55-80-1.50. "Monte Crlsto" expecting to get in the neighborhood of $70,000 for the theatre.
tween $4,000 and $4,500.
ran through until Saturday, when
Recently Famous Players have
Rialto— "The Devil's Pawn" (Par- "A Fool There Was" opened in the
amount). Seats 1,960. Scale: 50- morning without any ceremonies at been renting the house to other producers
on the basis of $5,000 a week
Pola Negri. German-made. all. This is the world premier
85-99.
of the
Business jumped considerably over i.ew Fox, which in the original Fox for theatre and attaches.
previous week. Gross $19,400.
form was the making of Theda Bara.
"Our Leading Citizen" Estelle
Rj vo |i
OPERATING IN
Taylor is the star of the new
(Paramount). Seats 2.210. Scale: "Fool,"
directed by Emmctt J. Flynn.
San Francisco, June 21.
Per50-85-99. Thomas Meighan.
Greenfield & Kahn who control
Grauman's Rialto— "The Bachelor
sonal popularity of star responsible
several
theatres
Daddy"
here and on the
(Paramount).
Scats
800;
busifor certain part of advance in
ness. Picture fair program produc- scale, mate. 35, eves. 35-55. Tommy coast are reported to have acquired
Drew around $18,200. getting Meighan star. This picture was the new People's, due to open soon
tion.
just about same play as Strand did. shpwn at Grauman's theatre a short in Honolulu.
Joe Cohen's new house in Hono"My Wild Irish Rose" while back, but was brought to the
8trand
Scale: Rialto for a return engagement be- lulu, to be known as the Hawaiia
(Vitagraph).
Seats 2.989.
mats., 80-50-85; eves., 50185. Type cause of the popularity of the star. theatre, seating 1,700, is expected
to shortly open
•f meller fair for cheaper houses. Played to $5,100.
Apollo

Von

Strohelm's

U

and Wallace Reid in
"Across the Continent" at the Palace was suggestive of mid season
San Francisco, June 21.
receipts, to such an extent that
The Market street picture thea«
"Foolish Wives" has been held over
for a second week and the business tree were terrifically hit by the con.
continuing right up to the mark.
vention here last week of the
The 2.75 working hours are still Shriners. There were over 200,09$
in force, although practically all of visitors in the city, but they did
the stores have gone back to the not visit places of amusement, and
the fact that the Shriners held
regular hours.
Loew's Columbia—"Foolish Wives" parades on three nights killed
Got a splen- show business entirely on those
1,200.
(Universal).
did week's business and accom- evenings.
The loss on the week in the pic.
many others
which
that
plished
have failed to do, namely, to be ture houses alone is placed at $27,.
lield over for a second week. Scale 000, with the Market Street Realty
Forced Co., which controls the Granada,
35 matinee; 35-50 nights).
the gross of the previous week up- California, Imperial and Partola re.
ward an easy $3,000, touching about ported to have sustained a $15,001

ture theatre again in the fall. JTho
Newmans' third house, the Twelfth
street, Is also up against It and
finding it hard to draw with a 25cent admission, with half a dozen
other houses in its immediate neighborhood shooting for lessr
try

show
Public

off

beat, felt the bad business the worst
and closed Saturday. "The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe," a 12week serial, had been extensively

D.'C June

Loew's two houses got the greater break during the past week, the
business done at the Columbia

Week Worst on Record—

blocks

better from early indications.

Mae Murray and having Rodolph
Valentino in the cast, did real busi-

One

Last

"Old Sol" certainly got In his
deadly work on the box offices at
the film theatres last week. With
Placed he*e by Vitagraph under an the thermometer ranging around 95,
and
the parks and bathing beaches
agreement to share on gross If it
went above, $19,000. Gross on week crowded, there were few left to look
about $18,200, which got house pic- for pleasure indoors.
The Doris, the second best of the
Business this
ture without cost.
week with "One Clear Call" much Harding string, but located two
State

Wivoo" Pull* 8trongly—
Two Loow Houm* Got Brook

ASHAMED OF RECEIPTS

Only" Show

resumed
a normal aspect last
slump
terrific
the
week following
that they all suffered the week before. Of the houses the Big FourCapitol, Rialto, Rivoli and Strand
all staged a come-back at the box

of the

WASHINGTON IMPROVES
"Foolish

Others of Big Four Fare Well—Mind Reading Act
at the Central Which Did $8,200 with Reissue—

Women

Friday, June 23,

GROSS SO BAD,

K. C/S

B'WAY TRADE UP LAST WEEK;

"For

X

PICTURES

The

in the

Tivoli is the only houst

town that broke a

little bet*

ten than even.
During the nights parades were
given the streets were jammed with
people, but the theatres starved.
The Orpheum tried to gain some

advantage by announcing that its
shows on parade nights would start
at 10 p. m., but this plan failed to
bring 'em in, only about 300 people
present on one of the nights.
Everyone of the picture houses
were below normal in the business
At the Strand "Lady Fair
done.
did the worst business of the town,
It was voted a good picture, but the
title Is blamed for not drawing. The
Tivoli had Norma Talmadge la
"Love's Redemption" held over for
a second week, getting Its biggest
play at the matinees. This was also
true at the Granada, Imperial and
California, but the business even

was below what
should have been.
Estimates for last week:
"The Gray Dawn*
California
(Hodklnson). (Seats 2,780; scale

in the afternoons
It

—

Claire Adams, Robert
About $8,000.
Granada "Too Much Business"

50-75-90.)

McKim.

—

(Seats

(Vitagraph).

Marshall

Around

scale

3,100;

Edward Horton,

50-75-90).

and

Ethel

Grey

Tully

Terry.

$7,000.

Imperial—"The Prodigal Judge"
(Vitagraph.)

(Seats

scale

1,425;

the management there to call off 35-50-75.)
Macklyn Arbuckle, Brany added feature, such as it has nest Torrence and Jean Paige
been offering for several weeks Down to $3,000.
past, to overcome the hot spell.
8trand— "Fair Lady" (United Ar«
With the hottest weather yet to tists.)
(Seats 1,700; scale 25-50come, and some rain due following 75.) Betty Blythe; $3,100 on week.
the recent dry spell, conditions are
none too promising. Business at
several of the North Side houses
has been reported off, with several
carnivals having been held there

—

Redemption"
"Love's
Tivoli
2,240;
(Seats
National.)
(First
Second week, Norma
scale 25-40.)

Talmadge. House broke about

even,

$5,000 gross.

recently.

At the Savoy where "The Isle of
The Savoy, one of Rowland & Zorda" was showing the house did
Clark's three downtown houses In around $100 a day, the gross just
the heart of the Rialto, and which about topping $700 on the week.
is to pass from their possession,
continues to show the western stuff
STATE ROBBED OF $5,200
and is drawing comparatively well
Los Angeles. June 21.
enough to make them feel sorry to
During the second show at Loew's
lose the house. Some of the lobby
displays in the downtown houses of State here Sunday night two ban*
that firm have been both startling dits stuck up H. P. Cressnuu*
auditor of the theatre, In the office
and artistic, as well as effective.
and looted the safe of $5,200. The
Last week's estimates:
a
Grsnd— "Sonny" (First National). police are of the opinion it wasthe
(Seats 2,500; scale, 25, 40, 65.) job by those familiar with

Richard Barthelmess. Star's third house.
Cressman was in the office alone
picture for First National shows inorcreasing popularity, though catchy when the bandits entered and
at
title
and good notices helped. dered him to throw up his hands

Though

receipts weren't much over
the preceding week, edifying in view
of tough weather. About $19,200.
Liberty— "Sonny" (First National).
(Seats 1.200; scale, 25, 40, 65.) Richard Barthelmess. Returns here kept
pace with those at Grand, topping
previous
week slightly.
About
$9,500.

week

balance

of

mildly.

Not
About

registered

below

far

only
previous

$8,500.

sayi
the gun, stunning him.
state
that he heard one of the
that they had better hurry, as Nat
Holt, the manager of the house, wM
due back In the office any minute.

FILM MEN'S GUEST

GOCKE,

JR.,

MISSING

Los Angeles, June

Charles Higham,

who won a

and distinction in
the war, and is in

title

Engl**-during
this country to
attend the convention of advertising clubs.
Sir Charles came to the United
States as representative of Lord
Northcliffe and as the British deleprate.
A notable assembly of American advertising men attended the
lunchean, at which D. W. GriflUh
made the principal address.
-

21.

G. A. Gocke, Jr., executive and
business manager of Frederick Re*1
Pictures, aged 53, has been missing
from his home here since la* 1
police have bee»
disappearance and
fear that he has met with foul pi**
His bride of three months is" prostrated over his failure to retuift
home. Gocke was last seen at t»
Robertson-Cole studios, where m

Wednesday.
notified

of

The

his

The Picture Advertising Associa- had made arrangements
company to film an Oriental

tion entertained at luncheon at the
Biltmore yesterday (Thursday) Sir

struck

butt of

He
men

G. A.

—

Olympic "Man from Home" (Paramount). (Seats 1,100; scale 25-40.)
James Kirkwood, Anna Q. Nillson
and Norman Kerry. Trinity of stars,
heavily billed helped storm tough
weather breaks at week-end, while
week.

They then
revolver point.
him over the head with the

It is

sum

for dm
picture

understood that he had a larg
tn<
of money on his person at

time.

BAND BOX, CHICAGO,

CLOSED

Chicago. June 21.
The Band Box, a small downtowi
movie house, which made a practic
of running only sensational flum

has Closed.

The Band Box

is

J" a

out Jf the "midway" of all theatre
and has been faring poorly of late.

*

PICTURES
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CHICAGO FILM

tr

BOSTON DULL

LAST WEEK VERY GOOD

MEN RETRENCH

Film

Managements

FOR PHILLTS HOUSES

OVER SUMMER; BATTLE IN FALL

"Smilin' Through" Holds

Up

Splendidly on Unexpected

Hold-Over

Loop Theatres Running Along Quietly Without Special Features or Extraordinary Exploitation
Outlying Houses in Like Situation

—

Chicago, June 21.
Reorganize financially, ia the Indicated battlecry of local picture
Though each has
jiouse magnates.
been scouting about silently and
keeping their plans well under
cover, they all seem to be definitely
headed toward retrenchment, and

and gross. The theatre is
a new one and is the heaviest press
agented and advertised one of this
group of picture houses.
Most of the other Loop movie
clientele

houses are of second importance
with a small seating capacity and
operating on a grind policy with
allowing the summer to wind itself just a piano or organ for accompaniment to the film. Second run
out without scheming to overcome

and reissues usually are the attracthe stagnant, sluggish conditions
and low grosses. The best indica- tions.
The
Rialto
and
State-Lake,
tion may be the deal already consummated by Balaban & Katz with vaudeville houses, are two first runs
Ascher Brothers for their which are not taken info considerathe
tion through their eight-act vaudeRoosevelt, and the reported Universal-Jewel forces arranging with ville policy accompanying the film.
McVickcr's, now under reconstrucJones, Linick & Schaefer for a subtion,
formerly playing vaudeville
mental on their ad"anta£eous Ranwith a first run, is reported as going
dolph theatre.
for pictures altogether, but it is not
The general conditions for the known upon which policy it will
past few months have not in any operate.
It is due for reopening
way encouraged any of the picture- around September. At the three
house men to present innovations big Loop movie houses the films
nor even to keep their spring pace presented met with a high tension
It
of presentations and novelties.
caused by the intense heat.
It
seems more as though the loop looked very bad for the entire week
average
houses have been housing
up to Friday, but Saturday and
while every once in a Sunday developed to be life-savers
releases,
infrequently, a special
feature would stay over for a number of weeks.

while,

too

Inasmuch as these are the curmovie house in-

rent factors, the

terests perhaps have done wisely
in curtailing expenses, temporarily,

and fortifying themselves for the
coming new season, which has
much competition, excitement and
interest in store, for the battle that

has been smouldering the past few
#
weeks.
At that, though, an important
factor has been side-tracked, while
entitled to more attention.
That factor represents the patrons
obliged to accept without comPerhaps
plaint the films shown.
the backward strides in presentations have affected the movie public to the extent of their refusal to

it

is

in

most of the week, was probably
about the only thing that kept a
number of local film houses from
giving up the ghost for the summer months. Business hopped up
quite a bit in several of the downtown houses, and with the aid of
some first-rate features, the whole
situation was vastly improved.
The Karlton, which hasn't done
any business worth speaking of all
spring, changed its policy and took
the second run of "Smilin' Through"
which had done excellent business
for one week at the Stanley. After
a rather slow and doubtful start,
attendance picked up with a bang,
and Wednesday the Stanley company decided to put off its bookings
of "The Man from Home" and continue "Smilin* Through" another
week, making three for it in a
downtown house. Its success has

t

d

1
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Buffalo, June 21.
Business appears to be persistently
skirting the lower levels of summer
depression. Last week saw freakish
weather hitting theatres hard. Cool
spell, which might have meant business, broken into by heavy rainstorms first and last of week. Neigh-

Sunday and Monday, which
most behind for the start of

the week.

As has been mentioned before the
picture houses this season seem to
be more sensitive to weather conditions than they ever were before,
and the weather seems to be cooperating with other forces to keep
them making an uphill fight all the
time.
For the first time in several seasons, and in direct contrast to last
season, nothing has yet developed
in the way of a legitimate house
being taken over for the summer by
some one of the big producers or
exhibitors for the showing of a special film at fancy prices. Last year
the Colonial and one of Shubert
houses were taken over on a rental
basis and an attempt made to do
big business. Whether business depression of this season, or the experience of last season, is responsible for the lack of interest cannot
rather fooled the wiseacres, who be determined, but the fact is apfigured the picture as being too parent that no move of this chartragic and "sobby" to go over big, acter is in sight so far, and if it
but with splendid notices and some were coming it would seem that it
special boosting it has been the should be launched by now,
definite wallop of the last four
Estimates for last week:
months, not counting "Beyond the
Loew's State— (25-50; capacity,

borhood houses reported strong business as result. Downtown theatres
moved along at steady pace, none
going to anything sensational.
Loew's matinee business Is still
holding up and beating everything
Shopping trade playing
in town.
large part, but the straight 20-cent
matinee scale really turning the
trick.
House running strong picture features, with vaudeville bills
holding up well. Hippodrome booking big and moving along to neat
business. With smaller gross than
other houses, Hippodrome probably
getting larger net than competitors,
due to judicious operating policy.
Lafayette Square has locals guessing, high cost of attractions and
overhead making big business necessity.
Has been getting largest
gross in town, due partly to capacity

and

Dalton featured.

At most did about

$6,000.

Francis X.

Bushman and Beverly

Bayne are not

to

appear

in

a pic-

business.
The Stanley, perhaps because of
the boom at the Karlton, did no?

scale

and

to else of Its features.

Recent vaudeville bills size up like
real money, house going in for heavy
stuff.

real summer slump not yet
as weather has been moderate,
extended hot spell will test
endurance of remaining houses.

The

I

—

ture production for Lewis J. SelzThe deal whereby the stars
nick.
were to enact the two principal
•o low, and other factors, and acroles in "Rupert of Hentzau" for
cordingly they get a good play for Selznick during the summer was
patronage, although their field for called off by them last week.
drawing patronage is no* as large
It appears the duo will finance and
»• that offered by the loop.
make a production of their own durIn the loop there is scattered a ing the time that they are free
large number of second-run houses, from vaudeville before next seaw '*h just a few really important in- son's route opens. A part of the
dependent houses, which stand up picture may be shot abroad.
to the big movie loop
Under consideration at present
inagers.
The Ziegfeld, on Michigan avenue, they have the famous old play
in the Music College building, and
"Beverly of Graustark," unless they
J
jhe mornings are usually devoted succeed in obtaining the rights of
toaide the Ziegfeld
to recitals of •'Rupert" from Selznick. The latter
•Junenta and pupils and the like. seems at present to be inclined to
The Ziegfeld plays first run, and hold on to the story for the screen
because of
its
construction and and is planning to present someone
Ration elipf, up a good weekly else in the production.
•howing, but is not considered opDuring the 'last week Bushman
position i n the Loop.
of some financial
Its clientele has had an offe
drawn
*
from transients ;md hotel barking for the picture that he pro*-*sts.
Closer to the Majestic, poses to make, but the two stars
Jiudeville, than any other theatre are of the opinion that they will be
the Barbee's movie house, play- able to swing the deal personally.
*8 freak attractions, sensational No releasing arrangement has yet
Urn, whieh gives it a hit and miss hoen'entered Into by them.

m

left

Attraction

—

crowds,

ter
themselves in
outlying
the
(string of movie house; owners, and
their circuit covers the city on the
north and south sides. The admission generally is lower in the outlying sections, due to rental being

rain,

Lafayette Square Tries $1 ,850
Extra Vaudeville

Rocks." Wbat K will do this week 4,000.)
"Over the Border" with
* proMtWSttasl. SS tt .ts «*» >Sl»f Betty Compson and Tom Moore and
shown in two of the bigger down Bert Lytell in "Sherlock Brown,"
through ideal theatre weather.
and Larry Semon in "A Pair of
Most of the theatres have gigantic town houses all week.
Another interesting feature of the Kings" for supporting features.
cooling systems placarded. All the
the sudden coming to life
Park— (40-60.) While still runtheatres carry lines in their ads, week was
little Arcadia, which has alning making no attempt either
but this did not influence enough of the
catered to a distinctly class through features or advertising to
ways
people to give the films showing a
good play.
Paramount had two trade, and which, since the opening plug house.
of the Karlton and Aldine. has met
Modera (28-40; capacity, 800.)
pictures at two of the big houses.
with little success. Last week, with "The Broken Silence" with "The
Estimates for last week:
"North of the Rio Grande" (Para- "North of the Rio Grande," this Wall Flower" also featured.
in some
Beacon Capacity and prices iden(Roosevelt).
Featuring house saw its first queue
mount)
Jack Holt and Bebe Daniels. Both time at th^ Monday evening -alio w, tical with Modern. Also using same
continued
its business through- reels.
and
local favorites. Film got good sendout the week with a slight falling
The Tremont Temple, which for a
off from dailies, and after that padthe return of the couple of seasons back has been the
dled along on heat waves, finishing at the end due to
stars (Jack Holt home of first release and feature
wave.
Two
hot
to gross of about. $9,000. The usual
picture films, has dropped completely out of
added novelties came in for share and Bebe Daniels) and a
that, while panned by the dailies, the race for the summer months
of attention.
"The Woman Who Walked Alone" was above the average of their re- and is using true and tried travelog
(Paramount) (Randolph). Dorothy cent bookings, caused the better for attraction at reduced prices.

OWN

f

Boston, June 21.
While the picture houses got a
fair break in the weather last week,
which served to patch up some of
the holes that occurred the previous
one when a hot spell struck the city,
they were prevented from getting
very far ahead by two days of severe

of cool weather, lasting

spell

KEEP BUSINESS DOWN

Specials in Sight

Philadelphia, June 21.

A

even though a
"The Man from Home" (First
special feature may be shown. The National) (Chicago).
James Kirkprices of admissions are as steep as wood, Anna Q. Nilsson and Norwood
before, and that may be also taken Kerry featured. B. & K. report this
into consideration in summing up house as doing average of $30,000 on
the "loop" film situation. A pano- week, while inside stories have
rama of the outlying or neighbor- gross dropping considerably below
hood houses presents a view sim- this figure. This week's attraction
ilar to that encountered by the in face of conditions hovered around
downtown movie houses. » It is $24,000, with Saturday and Sunday
somewhat of a fight between the cool weather responsible for gross
same interests which control the hitti: g that high. Summery proloop houses, as they also direct a logs contributed toward showing.
string of neighborhood theatres. On Holt and Rosedale, of vaudeville,
the other hand, there are just as extra.
powerful interests (without loop
houses) in the neighborhood theaWinfleld R. Sheehan, of the Willtres that are racing along unmoiam Fox organization, stated this
lested by climatic or any other con- week that no deal had been closed
ditions.
Some of those neighbor- with Universal for the showing of
hood houses stand up excellently in the Fox special at the Randolph.
grandeur of construction and pre- The offer had been made by Unisentations, although it is seldom versal, but nothing had been dethat
any of the neighborhood cided on by the Fox people. This
houses plays a first-run in the city. was also true regarding the Central
The Lubliner & Trinz firm con- theatre, New York, which it was
trols a good string of movie theastated was to show Fox specials in
tres advantageously
located, and the fall.
presents a show just as high class
with as good feature pictures and
BUSHMAN-BAYNE'S
talent as any other chain.
With the relinquishment of the Withdraw from 8elznick Proposi
Roosevelt, the Ascher Brothers ention— Return to Vaudeville

come

Week

BUFFALO'S FILM BREAKS

Listless— No

NEW PRODUCERS

felt,

First

Estimates for last week:
Loew's State— "Blind Hearts" and
vaudeville. (Capacity 8,400. Scale:
Mats., 20; nights, 30-40.) Bosworth
picture not much of draw in Itself,
star being only moderate attraction.
Vaudeville card bit heavy for trade.

House running on even
little

keel, with
Present pace means
margin.
last
$7,000

variation.

comfortable
week.

Hippodrome— "Reported
first half;

Missing,"

"Crimson Challenge,"

last

(Capacity 8,400. Scale: Mats.,
16-25; nights, 35-50.) The "old reliable" Hipp riding pretty. Ran $600
over figure of previous week. "Missing" picture got good comment. Sunday business tip-top. $7,600.
half.

Lafayette Square—"Beyond the
Los Angeles, June 21.
the week's big jump in
A new producing organization has Rainbow" and vaudeville. (CapacScale:
Mats., 15-25;
business, but did nicely. Constance been formed here within the last ity 3,400.
Talmadge in "Polly of the Follies" week that combines some of the nights, 35-50.) Picture looked like
was the feature, with Martin John- most widely known script writers "flash" from cast and publicity, but
son's "Jungle Adventures" featured and production managers.
Those proved mediocre in showing. Just
This Talmadge sister is not interested are Frank Woods, who another program feature. Vaudebig.
be,
used
to
she
here
as
popular
so
has been head of the scenario and ville headed by Johnny Dooley and
Sisters,
with
Gordon
and ran a good bit behind Norma's production department at Famous Madison
Act got
"Smilin' Through" record at the Players-Lasky and for a number of Dooley in act (unbilled).
entire
the
which
However,
$1,850,
drove
vaudeville
house.
well
same
years was with Goldwyn.
bill at the Stanley was of such a
They plan to produce at least four over $3,000 for week. Tanguay's canhigh calibre that business built up big features a year and have closed cellation cost house some business,
Wednesday and Thursday and an arrangement with Hiram Abrams but Dooley brought in his own conmight have approached the $30,000 for distribution of their product siderable following. Minor, organmark if it had not been for hot through the newly formed Allied ist, replaced for week by Beck from
Philadelphia.
This boy
nights Friday and Saturday.
Artists' Corp., which is a subsidiary Stanley,
sat them up for the salvos.
Night
The Aldine again trying the per- of theTJnited Artists.
business
steady,
with
matinees
sonal appearance stunt, showed no

share in

definite improvement. Grace Davidson in "The Splendid Lie" was the
feature and the film won little
"His
praise, though the star did.
Wife's Husband" will bring Betty
Blythc back this week, and following that will be-"Don't Doubt Your
Wife," with a Lloyd revival, booked
because of the great success of "I
Do" a couple of weeks ago. It is
expected that a film company will

take this house over for July, running some special features whose
price is beyond what the Stanley
company will give up for a summer
The "changing hands"
showing.

rumor
thing

is

still

strong,

and some-

expected to transpire along

is

this line

before

fall.

More improvement was shown
week in the Lower Market
street houses. Palace and Victoria,
which showed "The Ruling Paslast

sion" and "The Three Musketeers,"
respectively. These have not been
seen downtown since early In the
winter and then at high prices at
There is no feature
the Aldine.
which has built up so fine a wordof-mouth popularity as "The Ruling

Tassion" here in Philly.
Estimate* for last week:
Stanley— "Polly of the Follies"
Constance Tal(First National).
madge. Booked in conjunction with
Adven"Jungle
Martin Johnson's
tures,"

the

latter somewhat cut.
called by some of

The comedy was

the dailies Connie's best in some
The
by others, roasted.
time;
jungle film received high praise.
light, but during midweek business was good and

Monday was
dle of

showing weakness. Between
GAYETY, PORTLAND, BURNED and $10,000.
Portland, Me., June 21.
Fire wrecked the Gayety, a picture house, at 420V6 Congress street,
Loss estiearly Sunday morning,
mated at nearly $100,000 on the
theatre and half a dozen stores on
the ground floor.
The theatre was leased by the
Brewster Amusement Co. of Boston.

$9,000

PLAY AND FILM
Divorcement" to Have
of
Double Presentation Over Here

'•Bill

Reports from London Indicate the
"A Bill of Divorcement" being made with Constance
William Gallagher was manager.
Blnney in the principal role will be
finished at the Ideal studio. London,
time for delivery in New York
Who Walked Alone," on which in
not later than July 16 and will
Stanley company is making quite a
probably have a Broadway presbig play, both in publicity and adentation in the early fall.
vertising, this week, with "Sonny"
Alan Pollock has announced his
Capacity, 4,000.
$26,500.
to follow.
intention to reappear next fall in
Scale, 35-50 matinees; 60175 nights.
the dramatic piece in which he esKarlton— "Smilin Through" (First tablished
himself this spring, so
National). Surprised even Stanley
that the screen and stage versions
company by volume of business, and are
likely to run over here at the
after "Man from Home'' notices
same time.
were all out company decided on
Fay Compton
a secondary
Wednesday to keep Norma Tal- role as the wife has
in the film.
She
madge feature another week, first played the principal part in "Diana
time this has happened since winof the Crossroads," the screen verter.
Business was fair Monday,
sion of the George Meredith novel
jumped to capacity Tuesday night, made by Dennlson Cliff, a pupil aj)d
and despite drop at end of week, protege
of Cecil De Mllle.
cleared nearly $9,000, good for this
house.

Capacity,

1,000.

Scale,

film version of

50

cents.

HEARST RETURNS

Aldine— "The Splendid Lie." Grace
William Randolph Hearst, owner
Davidson's personal
appearances
(films),
refailed to arouse any great enthu- of the International
to New York Tuesday on the
turned
siasm in this feature and the lack
of up-standing comedy feature was
felt as this house has been advertising its iwo-rtel comedy pictures
Betty Biythe in "His
right along.
Wife's Husband" this week, and

did not fall off with the hot "Don't Doubt Your Wife" next week.
it
Capacity, 1,5^0.
Scale 50
weather Friday and Saturday as at $* 500.
some other houses. "The Woman cl %B

having cut short his
to have extended until the end of July, owing
to the death abroad of Guy Barham.
Mr. Barham was with the Hearst
party, and the publisher of the Los
He died in
Angeles "Examiner."
London following an operation.
"Olympic,"

European tour that was

PICTURES
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AITKEN UNCERTAIN WITNESS

FOR PICTURE FOLK

UP CHICAGO FILM STATUS

TIES

DOWN

.

IN TRIANGLE $3,000,000 SUIT

Famous Players Form Stock
School and Report Sys-

Exhibitor's Five- Year Contract with

zation Changes

Against

It

Loop Line-up

16.

from New
Aaron Jones,
of Jones, I.inick & Schaeffer. had
Bigned a contract with Adolph
Zukor which gives his company exclusive first run on Paramount pictures in Chicago for the next five
years has had the effect of chang-

Word

Tork

received

—Competitors

Up

for First-Run Material

Chicago, June
here

to the effect that

ing the entire aspect of the line-up
of first run in the loop section. It
is certain that J. L.
S. are going
to devote the New McVickers exand
unpictures
clusively
to
doubtedly they will pipy their first
run Paramount productions in that

&

tem on Players

Zukor Organi-

played at the house under a pooling

arrangement.

Balaban & Katz, who now have
weeks to fill with their two

104

houses, the Chicago and the Roosevelt, w|l be more or less up against
According
it for first-run product.
to the present figures the First National product, which may number
between 60 and 70 pictures during
the coming season, will give them
about 12 real features which will
take care of 50 per cent of the time
There are
that they have to fill.
about eight Loew specials and posLoew-Mae
sibly
additional
four

Adolph Zukor this week issued an
announcement to the effect that the
Paramount Stock Company and
school has been formed for the
benefit of the actors and actresses
of the organization on the Famous
in Hollywood.
lot
Also setting forth a set of rules that
had been adopted by those interested in the plan for the regulating of
the lives and conduct of the screen
artists both in and out of the stu-

Players-Lasky

dios.

Complete rules and regulations,
courses of study, officers and instructors have been provided for
the conduct of this stock company.
There is a Board of Control which
includes Mr. Zukor. Mr. Lasky, S.
R. Kent and Cecil B. DeMille. director; Robert T. Kane, Victor H.
Clarke and Frank E. Woods. There
Murray pictures, a possibility of 10 is also a Players' Board of Control,
United Artists productions which of which the members are Conrad
would take care of about 22 weeks. Nagel; Lois Wilson, Thomas MeighIn the event that the U.-Fox deal an, Sylvia Ashton and Theodore

Former President of Company Suffers Lapse of
Memory Court Reserves Decision on Motion

—

to Dismiss Action

The plaintiff in the $3,000,000 suit
of Triangle against Harry E., Roy
E. Aitken and others finished its
Promptly
case Tuesday evening.
on Wednesday morning Edward L.
Mooney, attorney for Hyman Winnik, one of the plaintiffs, made a
motion to dismiss the proceedings,
quoting voluminous authorities and
precedents.
Justice Finch, sitting
in Special Term, Part III, reserved
decision, and the taking of testi-

clusive and disappointing.
R waa
anticipated in the film trade that
once the Aitkens had agreed to come
into New York state and appear on
the stand for the plaintiff that sensational testimony would come out

mony

SENATOR WALKER'S

continued. Seligsberg was on
the stand most of Wednesday as a
witness for the defendants, being
examined as to his knowledge of
certain loans made by Winnik and
others to Triangle.

Whatever understanding was reached when the agreement was made,
the

Aitkens'

testimony

had

little

effect.

DINNER DRAWS MANY

Triangle about finished the preSuccessful Affair at Hotel
sentation of its case Tuesday afternoon.
Both the Aitkens. Harry E.
Plaza
Senator's Bombdoes not materialize as at present Roberts.
and Roy E. had been called to the
laid out there would be an additional
shell at Close
Courses of training include overy- Witness stand by Triangle, but their
bring
eight picture which would
thing connected with the motion testimony was rather disappointing.
Universal productions and a number the total to about 30. Balaban &
picture art. The technical branches Harry Aitken suffered a complete
of outside productions. An arrange- Katz are now figuring for the filling
The testimonial dinner, tendered
divided into two parts— physical lapse of memory and his replies to
ment has already been made with of the open 22 weeks with F. B. are
Senator James J. Walker by the
and studio training. Under searching inquiries from Arthur to
Fox whereby the series of specials Warren and the product that he is training
Theatre
Owners'. C aamber of Comthe physical training there are the Butler Graham concerning the afthat organization is to turn out dur- handling through the American Remerce
at the Hotel Plaza. New York,
subjects of health, action dancing fairs of the corporation brought the
ing the coming season is to be leasing Corp.
proved to be one of the most sucand fencing. The studio training invariable "I do not remember."
cessful of affairs of this nature.
They
courses are very elaborate.
He
was
willing to "presume" that There
were approximately 1,000
and lightcinematography
include
CLEAN-UP
STUDIO
innumerable things happened, but guests present to do honor to the
ing, pictorial values, stage mechanhe
could not reply definitely upon Senator, representing every walk
L. A. Officials After "Fake" Picture Mechanics at Glendale Demand a ics, stage business, make-up, cos- vital points.
of professional, political, amusetuming, architecture, interior decoPromoters Charges Against Millers
Closed Shop
The complaint set forth that when ment and sporting life.
ration, direction and acting.
Triangle issued 1,000.000 shares of
Former Governor Al Smith acted
Los Angeles, June 21.
As soon as the news got around
The Glendale studios at Glendale,
as toastmaster, and the speakers ingeneral clean-up of "fake" L. I., were the scene of a walkout the members of the company drew new stock the whole block was
cluded
Will H. Hays, De Wolf Hoptaken
Lothbury
over
Synby
the
motion picture promoters is under on the part of union mechanics#last up a set of rules and appointed the
way here by the district attorney. week after the organization had Board of Control, which is to assis* dicate which undertook the distri- per, Bernard Edlehertz, who introduced the toastmaster;
Tommy
It is expected a resolution will be
made a demand for a contract for in their enforcement. They are bution and the further allegation
adopted by the "city fathers" and a "closed shop," which was refused strict, but are considered necessary was made that the Syndicate be- Gray and the senaton A picture
burlesquing
the
life
of
the
senator,
Aitken.
in
1916.
longed
This
was
to
forwarded to Sacramento, where the by C. C. Burr, who is producing the by the artists for their own proState officials will be asked to take "Torchy" comedies there.
Asked if he owned the Lothbury which was titled and edited by
tection. As they were finally agreed
Gray, was one of the big laughs of
action against the "over-night" orBurr stated this week that he upon in conference with Mr. Lasky, Syndicate, Aitken replied he "didn't the evening. After Gray had spoken,
ganizations operating in California. was operating with non-union help, they read:
think he did, but he was not sure."
Al Smith gave him special credit
In San Francisco it is known there and intended to continue to do so.
"To protect th« «ood name of their He couldn't remember whether he
1.
for the laugh.
profession, the members of the Paramount did business with
have been numerous arrests of gcta man named
suggested and adopthave
Company
Stock
The dinner afforded an opporrlch-quick operators. A test case in
ed these rules of conduct and work. Webster who headed the syndicate,
Los Angeles will be that of A. LinBASEMENT FOR CHILDREN
Therefore Infringement of these rules not but since Webster was head of the tunity of getting together a numonly works harm to yourself as an actor
ber
of people who In their own walk
coln Miller and his wife, Helen, who
Chicago, June 21.
injury
concern
he "presumed he did deal
and an individual, but it also works
of life gathered a rather matter of
were taken into custody last week
to
A new feature in the middle west to your associates. Strict adherence
member with him." The witness had to be fact knowledge of the motion piccharged with swindling many per- will be the establishment of a min- these rules is demanded of every
cautioned against "presuming" so
of the company, and it also is requested
sons in an alleged phony picture faTsrre theatre in the basement of that members, by precept and example, much. Aitken said he had borrowed ture industry. It was to these that
to have other members of the comboth Walker and Will Hays adscheme.
the Bluebird theatre, a 1,200 seat strive
$100,000 personally from the Central
pany observe them.
dressed themselves, driving home a
In a complaint sworn to by Dr. vaudeville and picture house being
2.
"The basis of all good work is good Union Trust Co., and with this
Fred Tilling, dentist, Miller and his erected at Waukegan, 111.
Therefore, members of the Para- money he had paid for the Triangle great many important points. To the
health.
mount Stock Company should guard their
exhibitors present the most interwife are alleged to have sold him
This miniature theatre will be used health as their most precious asst>t and stock issue. Aitken could not re- esting feature of the evening waa
$1,000 worth of stock in a motion
avoid any conduct or circumstances that member what
had become of the
exclusively for the exhibition of will
Proper exput their health in peril.
the
announcement
Senator
by
picture enterprise. The district ateducational and comedy pictures for ercise, sufficient sleep, fresh air. proper records of the Lothbury concern, al- Walker he had
been called in by
torney's office also charges Miller
diet— all these are essential to good health.
though he "presumed" that the votschool
children
school
and
after
hours.
and
late
stimulants
First National to go over and posmade false affidavits to the State
Avoid alcoholic
ing trust certificates which were
If you are a woman, nothing can destroy
sibly
modify the sub-franchise
Corporation Commission. It is ex- Saturday morning.
your good looks so quickly; if you are a signed by him as Triangle president
The vaudeville for the house man. nothing can Incapacitate you so much
agreement which that organization
pected he will face a double charge.
bore
his
bona
fide signature.
studio.
the
work
of
the
arduous
for
which
opens in September will be
Miller, it is set forth, represented
holds with exhibitors.
3.
"Any member of the Paramount
It is the contention of Triangle
that he had contracts with Lon supplied by the W. V. M. A. offices. Stock Company who falls to maintain 75
This came more or less as a bombattendance that Aitken purchased the entire
Chaney and
The house is being built by the per cent, standing In classes,
other
well-known
shell at the end of the meeting, but
and general deportment is liable to expul1,000,000 shares of Triangle stock none of the First National execu«
screen stars.
Deyton Bros.
sion from the company.
"Although the stock In trade of the at the rate of 10 cents a share and tives present
4.
would comment on the
members of the Paramount Stock Company the syndicate marketed
350,000 vot- matter other than to say that they
is their ability to portray their emotions,
tha place for such portrayal is on the ing trust certificates on the New were willing to
go 100 per cent,
Temperascreen, and not In the studio.
ment is a valuable asset, but temperament York Curb at as high as $9. The with Walker and the exhibitors.
out of control is a nuisance to yourself present
suit was brought at the
Bursts of soand everybody about you.
instance of a stockholder named
called temperament in the studio will not
be tolerated; we are all grown men and Arnold who declared he bought the
women, and our actions should be governed stock for more than
$9 a share.
by sanity and common courtesy.
Mr. Graham tried to make Aitken
"No member of the company will be
5.
allowed to make a public appearance at a admit that he was dissatisfied with
theatre or public entertainment without
permission of the director of the stock Webster's management of the Lothcompany.
bury Syndicate and Aitken sent for
G.
"Gifts
and gratuities to any InSeabury Stewart to take his place
structor or officer of the Paramount Stock
Paying J. L.
Company, or anybody else connected with at $200 a week, but Aitken couldn't Producers Withholding Major
S. $175,000 Yearly for Five
the studio, are strictly forbidden.
"Members of the stock company will remember the circumstance.
Productions for Fall— ReSeats
Grind
A.
Until be7. expected
to play any part asslRnod to
Edward L. Mooney, attorney for
them. Success can be based only on good
issues Also Fill Void
work, and ability to do good work can be the co-defendant, Hyman Winnik,
Midnight
demonstrated as well In a small bit as in
Therefore, never slight part owner of the Western Import
a leading role.
your work, no matter how inconsequential Co., sought to make it appear that
The picture business has about
your role may seem.
8.
"He careful in the choice of your Aitken was present as a Triangle touched its bottom. The poor averCliicago, June 21.
keep the first run prices to a minRemember. witness under a "gentlemen's agree- age
associates outside the studio.
quality of current releases has
Finding itself crowded off State imum. Through this arrangement, 'A man Is known by the company he ment,"
but Aitken denied that was been the topic of general trade comUniversal was left in the cold as keeps.' A woman Is known by the comstreet, as a result of Bnlaban &
the case. It was admitted the two ment for several weeks.
she avoids.
B. & K. did not do business with.it. pany
0.
"Do not confine your outlook on life
Katz, taking over the Roosevelt
The Randolph has a seating ca- to the activities of the studio, liroaden Aitkens had settled their part of the
This situation arises because of
theatre from Ascher Bros., the pacity of about 600, with two en- your viewpoint. Read good books, read a case out of court by a written agree- the large number of theatres which
abreast
of ment signed a week before
good newspaper and keep
the
case
trances,
warffl*
one
on
State
and
one
on
have
developments in politics, literature, econthe
Universal has leased the Randolph,
closed
during
art.
Remember that your mentality opened in Newark, N. J., but the weather and which reduces the pobetween the Chicago and Roosevelt, Randolph street. These entrances omics,
and your tasts shine through your eyes terms of the agreement did not
tential volume of playing date*.
both Balaban & Katz houses, and are considered great assets, as this on the screen.
10.
"The motion picture, because of its come out in the testimony.
The effort to fill in the gap by putwill exploit all of its productions house proved to be a consistent
great distribution, gives you popularity,
The suit sought to set aside a ting out considerable number of rethere in the future. The rental it money maker for J., L. & S. through wealth and a great career. I'.ut. by virtue
between
Triangle
and issues seems to have failed to acits entire career under their man- of this very distribution, It also brings contract
is to pay Jones, Linick & Schacfenormous responsibilities.
You must ac- Western Import which
gave the complish the desired result. Even
fcr, who own the Randolph, is said agement.
cept these responsibilities. The motion piclatter
concern
foreign
rights
to the revival of "Cabiria" and "Qu°
ture
has
ma<io
you
an
Intimate
frleifa
will
take
of
year.
It
The
Universal
people will give
to be $175,000 a
countless people whom you will never see.
Triangle
product
in
perpetuity. Vadis" attracted only casual interpreference to the Universal-Jewell You are their friend,
possession August 1.
nevertheless, :m«l it
This
agreement
stands
in
the
way
est and the other reissues were
B. & K. rented the Roosevelt for features, but state they will also must be your constant care never to do
rst
anything or say anything that will betray of Triangle's dealings in its negaeither passed up entirely by
$260,000 a year and GO per cent, of compete with B. & K. and the pro- the confidence
thc.«<» millions of motion piclow
the profits, as the announcement jection of other big features made ture lovers have placed In you Therefore, tives abroad and, it is contended, run houses or commanded such
esof the Paramount Stock Com- Interfere* With the re-establishment
rentals in the commercial run
& S. would, when by rival concerns. Their lease will members
came out J.,
pany are expected to avoid places, people,
tablishments that results were ui»the new McVicker's theatre is com- he for five of the 15 remaining circumstances and conduct \vhi< h might of the concern*
Among the other witnesses were cou raging.
pleted, turn it into a feature pic- years of the J., L. & S. tenure, and in any way bring themselves :tn<l the
motion picture profession Into disrepute. Richard Rowland, now an Official of
ture house instead of vaudeville it is claimed that they will operate Any member falling strictly to Obsesve this
Meantime the principal producer!
the house at a weekly overhead of rule Is liable to instant dismissal from Firsfr National; but formerly presi- are holding back their more amand pictures.
r
the
company."
dent
of
Metro
who
for
had
dealings
charging
50
cents
top
Brothers
»00,
$5,.
The B. & K. and Ascher
bitious productions rather than oiwith Triangle at its inception, and ler them now and take off the edg«
deal was made for the purpose of all features. The house is a steady
George Gould has resigned from
eliminating competitive bidding of grind from 9 a. m. to midnight, and the staff of the "Moving Picture Percy L. Waters, now president of for autumn exploitation and the extheir two downtown houses against has played pictures as long as 10 News," and his place will be taken Triangle.
hibitors are in a bad way for s'lP"
Aitken's testimony
each other for feature films, and to weeks at a time.
by Harry Dickinson.
was Incon- plies.
|
house.

The company has disposed

of the
Randolph for the next five years to
Carl Laemmle who has taken the
house under a lease and will play
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UNIVERSAL GETS IN

100r

THROUGH LEASING RANDOLPH
&

FILMS

FOR DULL PERIOD

Years-

600—

House

LOW QUALITY

from 9

M.
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STRAND'S SEPT. LIST

NEW YORK OFFICIALLY BREAKS WITH

M. P. T. 0. A.;

REPORTED AS STRONG

THREE EXHIBITOR FACTIONS CONFER WITH HAYS
T.

—

CHARGE
"Sunday"

VS.

STRAND

Agitator

In

Bad

New York

The

state

exhibitor

of America this^week. The
meeting of the Board of Directors
meeting
of the state body has been

Owners

New York since Monday and
with 13 of the 22 present it was
voted by 12 to 1 the organization
withdraw from the national body.
The single negative vote was cast
by Howard Smith of Buffalo. Immediately after he was asked for
his resignation as a director by moin

J

This motion being voted on
with Smith again voting in the negone director passing the
and
ative

tion.

vote.

While the state *i>ody was In
meeting 'the directors of the national body have also been holding
h males of "meetings with Will H.
Hays in New York on the question
Early in
of the uniform contract.
the week there were indications all

was not well in the national association. It is understood several or
the directors protested to Sydney
S. Cohen against his continually issuing bulletins to the press and to
exhibitors through his own press
sheet that would tend to destroy
the possibility of the harmony and
co-operation which they were trying to maintain in their conferences
with the Hays association execu*
iives.

had been approached by the executives of First National and asked to sit in with
them on the questions of the subfranchise agreement they have with
exhibitors. Walker, during the past
year, has waged a fight on the subfranchise agreement, while attorney

to the dinner ho

for the If.

T.

P.

O.

A. and First

National want him to go over the
contract point by point and in the
the
of
event that modification
agreement is a necessity in view of
the change in conditions since the
time it was originally drawn, they
are willing to make such changes
as suggested.
Late Wednesday Charles O'Reilly
of the New York state organization
stated he would issue a ^gtatement
to the effect that the stlueN4>ody
was officially through with the M.
P. T. O. A. and that it would not
with any national
affiliate itself
body, but devote its energies toward
the upbuilding of a more solid state
organization.
Whether this plan is worked out
It is
successfully is to be seen.
known that members of the national
body during the last week have
been in touch with those of the
state organization. They suggested
that if the New York organization
confined itself strictly to New York
state and did not try to make their
organization a national one the
M. P. T. O. A. would not issue any
franchise for a local organization in

At the same time, the meetings
between the state organization and

three sources on
was said matwere progressing favorably
ters
toward the arriving of an understanding regarding a uniform con-

From

all

the exhibitor side

it

Monday

night, at the dinner ten-

Picture Theatre Owner Mentioned
as Compromise Candidate

The new Harold Lloyd comedy
(shown in Los Angeles last week),
"Grandma's Hoy," has been booked
into the Strand for early in Bep«

Mike Walsh, owner of the Strand,
Yonkers, N. Y..
a Democratic
power in Westchester county and
New York State politics, la being
whispered as the compromise candidate for governor of New York

the Strand first.
The Strand is
Interests.
controlled
Center
by
Matthews explained that there was
no charge against the Strand as U
had paid a $1 fine. As it had kept
closed beginning May 28, no disorderly house charge had been

mi

'

INCE

assistant manager of Proctor's, to
bring a complaint against manager
Minert of the Strand, for running
a disorderly house, in that he gave

Sunday performances on May 14
and May 21 and Sundays preceding.
It was then found that ynanager
Minert was not in the court and
'the case

The
house

the members of the organization as a means of raising funds to
defray their expense for counsel.
This was the third reading of the

all of

had

to

bringing,

the

charge against

disorderly
the Strand

and it was unanimously
The fund thus secured
go toward the paying of the

James J. Walker salary that the organization voted
by the Theatre Owners' Chamber of to Senator James J. Walker when
Commerce, the senator in his speech they engaged him as counsel after
few days prior the Washington convention.

R-C

McGUIRK SEES FILM

BOOM

IN

NAME CHANGE

Booking Office of
Succeeding

Fiim

THE FALL

is

managers

motion

America

SPECIAL SUNDAY

TAX

PROPOSED UP-STATE

The name

of Robertson-Cole is
be wiped out as far as the exOutlines Stanley Co.'s Building changes which the organization conto

Program

for

Next Season

Nearly $5,000,000
Around

$5,000,000 is involved in
the theatre building program of the
Stanley Company of Philadelphia
for next fall, according to the statement of Vice President John J,
McGuirk, also of Sablotsky & Mc-

c

h
i«

>n
10

r*
re
at
)«r

s-

nv
(

>f-

lg«'

ex*

until

recently is concerned.
that is to be embe the Film Booking

The new

title

ployed

to

is

Offices of America.

in the future will only be utilized as
far as the production end of the

-

and this is bound to
by October or Novem-

tional

P reflected
*£ in increased theatre patronage.

The Stanley people are starting
•*r building schedule in time to
Jjoy this prospective boom in buso.eji 8
according te Mr. McGuirk.
,

scale."
;

LONDON FILM NOTES
found on
pages 30-31

will be

Watertown Discouraging Sunday Performances State

—

The R-C brand

business is concerned.
P. A. Powers, who is now at the
head of the corporation as managing director, is responsible for the
change. Since he took over the control of the organization, in which
the English bankers,
Guirk, bookers of the Stanley and Graham & Co.,
reported to have invested $4,other houses.
Mr. McGuirk is one are
reorganized the proof the original franchise holders of 500,000. he has
plans of the company and
First National and is spending this duction
whereby the
arrangement
made
an
week at the home office in accordoperated disance with the rotating scheme in exchanges are to be
the producing
from
tinctly
apart
force among the franchise men of
and under the management of the
the organization.
who, in
Th© Stanley company plans to local exchange manager,
the majority of cases, have pur>ut up three new major film houses,
or obtained
exchanges
chased
the
beginning immediately.
The first a financial interest in them.
Project will be a structure representing an investment of more than
$4,000,000, on the site of the old
Bingham hotel at 11th and Market CLERGY SPEAK OF PICTURES
Los Angeles, June 21.
streets, Philadelphia.
It will have
seating capacity for 3,400.
Speaking before the Open Forum
Ground
*m bo broken this week. Next meeting of the City Club last
week, operations will begin on a Thursday, Rabbi Edgar F. Mangin
new house on North Broad street. urged that motion pictures be kepi
The second house will represent free of any board of censors and
•bout $400,000.
that public opinion continue as the
A third property will be located sole censor of the cinema.
"To establish censorship is to
Jt 63d street in the Woodland district.
The whole building campaign break down the free spirit of the
11 based
on the conviction that re- constitution of the United States,"
"Pa.TS of the
adjustment of wages and
lower Dr. Mangin said.
if
^ ri ces for building materials
has bible would have to be torn out
ever began on a natone far enough
to insure a period censorship
Prosperity

?ri|

trolled

^\

Ass'n.

Gossip Comes as Aftermath of Ince-First National
Lawsuits Goldwyn Proposition Still in Abeyance Rowland-Williams9 Mystery

—

—

Interested

The suit of First National against
Nothing new developed In the
Thomas H. Ince to prevent the pro- Geldwyn-First National deal, alducer from releasing through any
other distributing medium came as
a surprise to the trade. There had
been a vague report that Ince and
Mack Sennett were contemplating a
joining of forces, but no Intimation
was made that the fife prodtfters

had contemplated any change of

dis-

tribution.

the suit, an inside bit of gossip yoked the names of
Ince and Sennett with the Vitagraph
exchange system. It was said that
nothing had been closed on the deal,
but such a proposition had been discussed.
The arrangement would work out
advantageously to Vitagraph, for
that concern is one of those in the

With the

filing of

Universal-Pathe-R-C group

left

on

the outside in the prospective lineup of Goldwyn and First National
on one side, Paramount on the other,
and United Artists* as the third of
the important releasing organizations.

Until

the

Vitagraph report got

though the trade

still understood
that everything was set. The producing units within First National
do not look on the proposition with
any great favor. The entrance of
Goldwyn into the co-operative con-

cern places the franchise holders in

a rather Independent position as regards terms given to producers.
Also, if First National is to be bankrolled by Goldwyn and Is to handle
Goldwyn productions (having in

mind

also that Goldwyn owns the
Capitol theatre, one of the representative Broadway houses), the
outside Independent is at a 'distinct
disadvantage in his dealings with
the central company.
There Is some confusion as to the
status of Ince's contract with First
National. One version Is that with
the elimination of Lichtman as gobetween for the Associated Producers and First National, Ince
signed a temporary contract w4th
First National running up to next
October, at which time a long-term
agreerrent was to be entered Into
after negotiations. The other version is that Ince's contract still has
three years to run.

Into circulation nobody could understand how Ince and Sennett could
Watertown, N. Y., June 21.
find a distribution medium if they
Al Lichtman wafl scheduled to
special Sunday performance tax were able to break away from the
start from New York for Los Anto be levied against picture thea- First National affiliation. Any congeles early this week bent on negotres will have the effect of dis- nection with the new Al Lichtman
tiations for further affiliations for
couraging Sunday performances, is concern was promptly eliminated.
his new distributing company, but
the belief of City Manager J. Wal- While First National and Lichtman
did not disclose any of his plans.
He presented a were negotiating to place Lichtman he Meanwhile
ter Ackerman.
the uncertainty concommunication to the City Council as First National sales manager, it
tinues in the trade as to what Richwas Tom Ince more than any other
in which he proposes to increase
ard
Rowland
is doing at First Nathe
the city s revenue by the Jumping factor In the concern that balked
consummation of the deal. After tional headquarters and what the
of the theatre license fees.
future holds for him and for J. D.
Mr. Ackerman stated that he was that turn of affairs It would be most
Williams, present general manager.
from the unlikely for Ince to tie up to a constill awaiting statistics
Mayors' Conference regarding thea- cern in which Lichtman was the
Los Angeles, June 21.
tre taxes in various parts of the principal factor.
The Thos.
Ince studios in CulOn the surfaco it mlghl appear ver City wereII.closed
state. He informed- the-scouncil that
down on Monin some places a flat tvfi is charged that Ince and Sennett are seeking to day
on
word
received
direct from
with a surcharge based on the seat- form the nucleus of a concern that Ince
In New York City. This is the
ing capacity of the house and atop could supply a whole program. Ince first
time that tho entire plant has
of that nn additional fee for per- and Sennett, both of whom possess
been closed down since It originally
give Sunday perform- considerable public good will, added

A

mission

to

ances.

extra Sunday charge, It Is
believed by Airman, will compel
a number of the houses to close.

The

Charles O'Reilly, head Of the New
York exhibitor organization, st;it»-d
Wednesday bis membership would
strongly fight any sueh measure as
He
that proposed In Watertown.
immediately sent to Watertown for
pronewly
of
the
complete
copy
a
posed taxation*

At the Will H Hays office, Charles
Petti John, who bandies the legislatown
out of
tive matters, was
Wednesday, but it is stated thai he
Water*
undoubtedly would give the
town situation some attention on
his return, either today or tomorrow.

*C:

EXCHANGE DEAL

IN VITA

be adjourned.
of

the intention of the theatre
so to maneuver that the
prosecutor handles the case against
them for the state, thus eliminating the counsel for the Center Company from the prosecution.
There is a rumor that the Center
interests will gtve up the Strand
shortly. This cannot be confirmed,
but the Strand has been a losing
proposition, and now that it is
closed Sundays the weekly loss must
be considerable.

It

dered to Senator

stated that within a

AND SENNETT MENTIONED

brought against It.
The court said that there should
be a charge brought against the
Strand too. It held the case up long
enough to allow Harold Shadbolt,

this state.

will

Also Lloyd's

•

adopted.

tract.

—

Late Five-Ree!er

At the Tuesday meeting of the may be taken as an indication that
Hays and the Theatre Owners' T. O. C. C. a measure was adopted the other managers are going to
placing
a tax of 3 cents a seat on strike back at the* Center people.
conalso
Commerce
Chamber of
tinuing.

Mail" Touted

—"Fast

The picture lias already
tember.
been shown In the toast where it
was pronounced one of the best picMay Prosecute
tures Lloyd has done. It is a flveState.
reeler, and the Ifllrf picture In which
Al Smith reluctant and the comedian a; pears under his conWith
21.
Newark, N. J., June
William
R. Hearst as yet failing to tract to tbo Associated Exhibitors.
The case against the Newark thedevelop sufficient sentiment to
Among the o,;r:y season bookings
atres for Sunday opening has been
swing the nomination, Walsh is are also included two of the Fox
again postponed until next Friday.
mentioned
the likeliest of the specials. One is "The Fast Mail,"
as
There was an amusing tilt between
outsiders. He is acceptable to Tam- which, according to advance incounsel at the last hearmg at which
many and strong up-state, where formation is going to be one of the
the defense insisted upon a posthas held .picture surprises of the year, and
ponement so that there might be a he was born. Mr. Walsh
political po-'.s, and the other is "A Fool There W;ts, M a
So bitterly did Mat- many important
trial by jury.
the
Center was given credit for the defeat of recreation that was originally dona
counsel
for
thews,
Amusement Co„# demand an im- Mayor Wallin of Yonkers, a Repub- by Fox some years ago and served
lican stronghold, by the present in- to place Theda Rara in the foremost
mediate trial tnat finally Judge
cumbent, Mayor Tausig, a Demo- rank of picture stars and the vogue
Boettner agreed and said that they
for vamps.
would proceed with the case against crat.

Grace with Court— State

organization officially broke away
from the Motion Picture Theatre

of Fox's Specials

MIKE WALSH ^OR GOV.?

DISORDERLY HOUSE

O. C. C, State Organization and National Body
Discussing Uniform Contract Walker to Pass
on Sub-Franchise Agreement for First National

Two

They havo been running
Vitagraph, one of the oldest opened.
trade-marks in the business, would short handed at the studio for some
little time, but with Ifonday'i order
be a good start to this end.
In addition It is known Thomas from the east those remaining at
Ince Is a financial power on the the studios were let out.
Pacific coast and has done a good
At the Thos. Ince offices in New
deal of financing of independent production. It was humorously report- York it was stated that the studio
ed at one time that if an Independent had not been completely shut down
wanted capital he didn't go direct to but that all activity had been cura bank* r to get it, but used Ince as tailed until Such time that the sitan intermediary. If Inee's banking uation in regard to distribution nt
affiliations are as strong as that Ince productions has been cleared
All knowledge of the reported
state of affairs would indicate. It up.
ougbt to be a simple matter for him In( e-Sonne!t- Vitagraph deal was
to attract considerable independent also denied.
The Ince answer to the suit of
production to a new pool headed by
himself. All these consideration*, of Firn National, which asked for an
course. ;iro Contingent Uppn the out- order restraining the producer discome of the Ince-First Na tonal law- tributing his productions elsewhere
to

suit.

is

to be filed late this

week.

A
^^^^^^^m
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RECORDS

The Supreme Attraction of the Season
The Beautiful French-Australian Stage and Screen

STAR

"THEIR WEBBING NIGHT"
A DELIGHTFUL HIGH-CLASS

Directing local girls, children

and audiences.

COMEDY-DRAMATIC GEM

These pictures are shown on
the screen the following week.

The Only Attraction on the Road That Guarantees Your Theatre
a Capacity Week Following Its Engagement

—

.

Here

a Record of Smashing Business:
Theatre
GREAT FALLS
Is

SAN FRANCISCO
PORTLAND

Strand

Rivoli Theatre

TACOM

SEATTLE

Strand Theatre
Liberty Theatre
American Theatre

VANCOUVER,

B.

VICTORIA,

C

SPOKANE
BUTTE
Last

Week (June

12), Allen's Palace,

Calgary.

Edmonton. Next Week (June

COMING EAST

S

B.

This

C

Liberty Theatre
Rialto Theatre
Allen Theatre
Royal Victoria Theatre

Week (June

26) , Capitol, Winnipeg,

Address VARIETY,

19), Allen's;

Man.

CHICAGO

PRICE

20

CENTS

w.-ouiy at 1G4 West 4Cth St.. New York. N. T., by Variety, Inc. Annual subscription $T. Slngis copies 20 cents.
Knit-red aa second clnsa matter December it, 1905, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y., under the Act of March S. 1879.
I'iiMihIihI
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FOREIGN PLAYS FOR B'WAY
THEATRICAL MANAGERS' GROUP
INSURE MEMBERS FOR

&

$1,500,000

New York

BY

—

—

Life

—
—
—

Selwyn business

interests.

The nrm

each policy,

in realty,

i

The Selwyn insurance Is said to
be the largest of record for stage
People.

Adolph

Zukor

(Famous

Players) within the past year had
his
life
insured -for
$7,000,000

throogh Henry Rosen, an officer of
the Harriman National Bank and
also a New York Life agent.
In
April Mr. Rosen was sixth on the
list of agents Mr. Libman headed.

BIGGEST BALLROOM
Trianon

in

Chicago

modate

Will

Bill

all

Issued by the New York Life, which
Wight have reinsured some portion.
The insurance passed througn *%>.
Ij. Libman, the broker.
He has led
the New York Life agents for the
past. four months. Associated with
the Libman agency is Arnold Rothslein, who recently became active

Accom

at Proctor's,

Albany—

Venita Gould Uses Image

The

Albany, N. Y., June 28.
Ling Foo Chinese

Choy

vaudeville troupe left the bill last
Friday at Proctor'e Grand here,
following the refusal of Venita
Gould to remove the image of the
Chinese God from her act, used in
her impersonation of Leonora Ulric
in

"The Sun-Daughter."
Both acts opened for the

last half
killing
scene

Thursday.
In the
from "The Sun-Daughter" and for
the Ulric Impersonation, Miss Gould
prays to the Chinese G^d.
The
Chinese act followed Miss Gould on
the program. They objected to the
presence of an Image of their God
on the stage. Miss Gould declined
to

remove

it.

The argument increased in Intensity between the two acts. Man-

5,000 People

ager Joe Wallace attempted to adJust it, but could obtain no concesChicago. June 28.
sions from Miss Gould.
The Trianon will be the name of
Friday afternoon the controversy
the world's largest ballroom, now
grew warmer. At that time the
being constructed at 62d street and
Chinese also complained because of
Cottage Grove, according to George
a dark stage during Miss Gould's
L. & C W. Rapp. the architects.
The total cost of the structure act that prevented properly setting
No satisfaction
their apparatus.
will be more than $1,000,000.
The
foreigners, and
dance floor will accommodate 3,000 was secured by the
they left the bill after the matinee.
Persons and there will be room for
Although holding a play-or-pay
2.000 more In the foyers, promecontract for the engagement, they
nades and loges.
U is expected that the new ball- neither asked for nor received salroom will be opened late in Sep- ary.
continued the remainder
tember.

The

LATE

JUNE

IS

GOOD

Foreign plays will feature Broadway's next season, dated by custom

from

Labor Day

on.

From

the

tardy announcements «.f the new
season's plans by several managers recently arrived back from
Europe, It Is estimated 20 or more
plays originally produced in Europe have already been secured. If
presented here at one time they
would approximate more than onethird of the total list In New York.
Scarcity of American plays in
proportion to the 50 theatres on
Broadway was claimed in managerial quarters last when eeason,
when close to 200 plays or attractions produced, that being an increase of about 20 per cent, over the
usual season. The Increase was not
actual, the total including a score
of revivals hardly any of which was

That managers

able to land.

did

(Continued on page 21)

IN

Wife

in

Have Kicked
Face After She
to

Shot Him

Democratic

YEARS

1

of

the

ticket.

She

is

the

first

in

film,

of the state to strive for a

GIVING UP RADIO

Minneapolis. Juno

Three newspapers
have derided

in the
to stop

It

28.

Twin
radio

broadcasting, finding it too costly.
also brought many protests from
theatre managers.

It

One St. Paul paper arid two In
Minneapolis ire the ones that win

C.

LOWERS PARTY RATE

P.

The

rats an the Canadian Pacific
Railroad for party Movements callIng for tpecial 'run service .has

been

reduced

from

j.i 7r>

to

$3

mils.

The minimum wis formerly $100
for a
reduce

movement
J

to

$7f»

This

has

been

*

screens.

"Friderlcus Rex- is the first Gerpicture that deals with a subhigh political position.
Joct taken from German history,
Mrs. Brown at the National Dem- the life and
work of Frederick the
ocratic convention at San Francis- Great, who
was selected, according
co seconded the nomination of John to the producers
of the film,
W. Davis for president. She was he is "the only romantic because
figure
an energetic speaker during the among the Hohenzollerns."
campaign.
Two of the four parte, of whieh
Nedga** K. Merhie, a local manu- the
picture consists, have thus fir
facturer of short reel pictures, edubeen completed. They are taken up
cational and commercial, has come
completely by the conflict between
on for the Republican nomination the old
King Frederick William I.,
from his district (Kanawha county)
whose life purpose was the creation
for the house of delegates.
of a strong army, at the head of
winch he wished to see his son, and
the young Frederick, who preferred

woman

of the last half with four act! instead of five.

1ST CLOSING IN 14

One

photoplays

IS.

from Berlin says:
most remarkable

the history of the
not so much on acIzetta Jewel Announces Her count of its composition, but on account of its effect upon the audiCandidacy in West Virginia
ence, is the film entitled "Frldericus
for U. S. Senate
Rex." While In one part of the city
it has caused the audience to rise
from their seats and sing the old
Charleston. W. Va., June 28.
Mrs. Junior Brown, formerly Izet- imperial national anthem, in other
ta Jewel, of pictures, has announced parts of the town workmen have
her candidacy for United States i been storming the movies that
Senator from West Virginia on the dared to put the hated film on their

abandon radio

bill

special cable

German

Cities

Husband Said

Montreal, June

A

ACTRESS FOR SENATOR

THEATRICALS

Neither Oscar A! fWally) Ilirsh
nor his wife, Hazel, who is charged
with
having shot her hu.->b in
ice it Opened through the mouth, his never been
Tor the first time
v London, Juno 28.
Steamship companies are offering under Marcus Loew's direction 14 connected with the stage or creen
a reduction of 25 per cent to pas- years ago, th« Lyric, Hoboken, will In any manner.
•engers during July.
close during the summer, shitting
A couple of NVw York dallies, afAll transatlantic boats aro solidly down July 2.
ter Mrs. Ilirsh had been arrested
booked up for August and SeptemThe house will reopen with Loew early Sunday morning charged
ber.
vaudeville In the fall.
(Continued on page 7)

CUT-RATE SAILING

FORMER PICTURE

Twin City Newspapers Finding
Too Costly

NEITHER OF HIRSHES

EVER

"FRIDER1CUS REX"

Film of Frederick the Great Causes Patriotism and
Hate, According to Where Shown Picture in
Four Reels

FALL

IN

Producers Declare Native
Dramatic Writings Fall
Partners of Selwyn & Co. have
Down British and ConCHINESE
ACT
OBJECTS
Insured their lives for $500,000 each,
tinental Material Schedtotaling $1,500,000.
The first year's
TO IMAGE OF THEIR GOD uled Woods and Shupremium was $60,000.
berts Have at Least Four
Edgar and Archie Selwyn and
Crosby Gaige are the partners. The
Each
Dozen Others
Insurance was placed to protect the Choy Ling Foo Troupe Leaves
la the beneficiary in

GERMAN PEOPLE DIVIDED

TAKE COMMAND

Partners of Selwyn
Co. Take $500,000 ApieceFirm Beneficiary in All Policies Policies Issued

by

TO

T

man

the flute to the saber, detested the
severe drilling introduced by hs'
father and who finally tried to
escape to Holland.
This Incident ll the climax of tin*
picture.

The

old king, bitterly die-

ippointed and enraged, sentences
son md his sons best friend.
Katte,
death.
to
As a special
punishment the young Frederick is
forced to wStCh the execution of
his

Katte

from

prison

cell.

the

This

Window

of

his

iwfui experience

changes him completely end thenceforth he is the good soldier his
father had endeavored to mike him
until then
The >ld king is so overborne with joy that his heart fails
him ihd he diet
•The
coronation
scans «>f
the
rows Prises ends the picture.
The final two parti Will oVil with
the iif" it 'he oottrt af gaa Soocl
in PotSdam end the Seven YeuiV

War.

i

—

—

«

'
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VARIETY'S

I
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LONDON OFFICE
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Martin's Place, Trafalgar Square

St.
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ENGLISH MANAGERS CONFER

ENGLISH ARTISTS REJECT

OVER BURLESQUE CIRCUIT

CUT SALARY PROPOSAL

of "Chuckles" in London Revives Long
Cherished Scheme 25 Weeks Mentioned in The.

Success

—

75 Per Cent, of V. A. F. Members Vote Against It Acts Suggests Agents Cut
Commissions and Executives Cut Their Own Salaries Many Artists Canceling Dates to Make Room for Unfortunate Brother-Players
W
London, June

The Executive Committee

—

MORE AMERICAN ACTS

of the

It

/

Is

said

Yvette Rugel Scores at Coli-

for

75

per

cent,

seum

— Marx

Act—3

Bros.

Change

Keltons Get Over

V. A. F. membership voted against
the managers' proposal.
Among
those acts playing halls on percentages, 85 per cent, voted against It.
All kinds of counter- proposals
have been sent to the managers by
artists.
Many English acts have
voluntarily canceled engagements
In order that artists more needy
might secure the engagements.
The artists accepted with alacrity
a, suggestion the vaudeville agents
should cut their commissions, to
help both managers and actors, and
also that the executives of the dif- You sit down and write your agent
and tell about the beautiful country.
ferent variety circuits interested in
But remember he's getting older
the proposal to the artists cut their and you
must make allowance's.
own salaries first.
The one thing to console you is
About tWo weeks ago the com- that while they are roasting you
bined variety managers met a dele- they are not panning some of your
gation from the V. A. F.
It was pals. They roasted Barnum's show
then proposed that artists holding one time and Barnum played the
town the next season, giving a banplay or pay (iron-bound) contracts
quet to the. newspaper
with the English halls involved o'clock in the morning men. Three
six or seven
should either cut their salaries on years from now half past eight;
a percentage system to be agreed a quarter to nine.
Happy day.
upon or have their salaries reap- Domzalski, Dave Chasen, that was
praised on the amount of the weekly good. Oh Dave, you thoughtful little
gross the halls are now doing as wonder.
Sincerely, Gus Sun's little playmate,
against the average gross in the
same theatres for the past two
years.

—

—

FRANKIE VAN HOVEN

London, June 28.
At the Coliseum Monday, Yvette
Rugel, debutting here in the halls,
scored
tremendously, creating a
strong demand for encores.
At Newcross the same day, the
Three Keltons, also American, did
very well.
The Marx Brothers, when reverting to their old act, "Back Home,"
at the Coliseum, did 40 minutes and
much better, but the hokum comedy of the turn doesn't readily lend
itself
to being
Anglicized.
The
piano antl harp specialties were the
best liked.

J.

J.

GUITRYS IN NO DEAL

Has Seen Nothing

Shubert

TO COME OVER HERE

Abroad Worth White
London, June 28.
J. J. Shubert has returned here
from the Continent and may leave
Saturday for New York.
Mr. Shubert says he has seen
nothing in London nor on the Continent worth while In a theatrical

way

Slim Likelihood at Present

Playing

for the States.

Postpones Discharge
Two Years

Referee

>

the

Variety's Artists'
Federation
toward
the
Shubert
vaudeville contract, J. J. replied he
Is not connected with the Shubert
vaudeville venture and knows nothing about It.

of

London, June
Indif-

ferent
Paris,

The weather here

June

For

London at £200
Performance
in

talk to the effect that the Guitrys,

A

short lived venture which seems
to indicate the state of public taste
was Enrico Toselli's enterprise at
the Apollo last week.
Toselli con-

ducted personally and the project
aroused some interest, but its success was ephemeral, the house being again closed.

THREE LONDON SHOWS

HAVE CLOSING DATES

l

—

affairs

"Trilby" July 15

of

engaged in various theatrical and
musical adventures in Johannesburg. In 1916 he produced "Three
Cheers" with Lauder as the star.
On this he lost £2,000. During 1917
he bought three American musical
plays which he sold for £5,000 to
In 1919 he formed
J. L. Sachs, Ltd.
a syndicate to. produce "Nobody's
Boy." He lost £2,000. On "East Is
West" he lost £3,400. He attributed
his insolvency to depreciation in the
shares of J. L. Sachs, Ltd., heavy interest for borrowed money, and
losses.

It was stated by
who was applying

counsel for Sachs

«md "Trilby"
stop July

(revival)

set

is

to

15.

MADE DATE BY AERO
Paris,

June

Madame Karsavina made a

28.

single

performance with the Russian Balwhich occupy the Theatre Mogto Saturday night when the
engagement will cease.
Mme. Karsavina made the trip
from London by aeroplane in order
to be on the bill for June 27 when
the performance was for the benefit
of Russian refugees.
Already members of the organization are making other arrangements
lets

ador up

for his discharge
now appearing under the Cochran
that the present position was due to
summer. Or*
management at the Princes, were rash and hazardous speculations. No for the comedian
with
French
contemplating
1

"iel

season.
Mr. Shubert's state merit he is not
connected with BhUbert vaudeville
on this side refers to his inattention
to that branch last season, when it

was commonly understood among
the Shubert forces that J. J. Shubert was giving his entire time to
the legit productions of the broth"
ers, leaving the vaudeville direction
entirely to Lee Shubert.

WORK

BATAILLE'S LAST
Paris.

June

will
akt a theatre next season and create a 'play
which the late Henry Bataille left
completed* The deceased in hit will
made the actress heir to his literary

famous

through.

Guitrys

Weeks

remain

here

for

at a etratgrht salary

e.f

four

"talian tra-

gedienne, was in Parle hist week
and negotiations are in hand for her
appearance here with Lucien (luitry
next season.

performance, taking no percentage
on the houses takings.
For this
they furnish plays, players and
everything required.

GILBERT MILLER HAS RIGHTS
London. June 2>.
The English and American rights
to several Continental plays were
secured by Gilbert Miller while
touring with Jesse L. Lasky.
Mr. Miller has returned to London.
Mr. La sky is due to sail for
home today en the "Majestic,"
heading it at Cherbourg.

FOSTERS AGENCY,

Ltd.

II

\KKY FOSTER

GEORGE FOSTER
•

we n.ACBn
1469

KTl

'.,

IN

KTT.

RESISTA and BUSH BROS.

COMMI'NICATB THROUGH WILLIAM MORKIH AOKMCY, INC.
NEW YORK CITT
BROADWAY; PUTNAM BUILDING

Charles Gulliver, of his own eir-c
Charles B. Cochran, London
manager and producer; Albert de
cuit;

Signdret,

upon whose recommen-

Courville,

dation Cochran booked "Chuckles"
without previously seeing it; Jean

manager of the Oxford's
S. Bentham, who some

Bedini,

and M.

years ago first broached the project
of a burlesque circuit in England,
to operate along the American idea
of routing and performances.
The meeting informally discussed
the possibilities. It was stated an
English circuit of 25 weeks could
be organized with the necessary
theatres recruited from the Moss

and Gulliver
vaudeville).

(now playing
The weekly rotation,

circuits

according to the American custom
may not be necessary here if the
should
burlesque
formation
go
through. The newness of the entertainment might make it possible
for "runs" in various houses of
perhaps two weeks or longer. The ^
opinion is that whatever movement
may be decided upon, no step will
be taken for at least a year. MeanLondon may see another
time,
burlesque show, to follow "Chuck*
les" without set date, to more definitely test the English taste for
that brand of entertainment. It is
accepted here that "Chuckles" is an
exceptional example of the American burlesque show and it is conceded as quite unlikely a series of
such shows could be produced up to
its standard. The London managers
would prefer an experiment .be made with an average American
burlesque production over here, also
in the provinces when a more direct
line of its favor with the English
public would be obtainable.
"Chuckles" has done big evening
business at the Oxford from the
Its matinee attendance is
outset.
now excellent, as we*l. The engagement has been prolonged two

weeks beyond the
or

until

first

Clark .and

six booked,

McCullough

to New York to start
rehearsals for "The Music Box ReAt that time
vue" (new show).

must return

another comedian will be secured
for the Bobby Clark role, and
"Chuckles" will try the provinces.
Bedini is now negotiating with
George Foster, the London agent,
who booked the Marx Brothers
over here, for the Marxes to join
"Chuckles" when it goes on the
provincial tour.

LONDON

L

OUR GIRLS IN PARIS
Paris,

June

28.

Yvett Guilbert, with a surrounding company of American girls, is
doing nicely at the Theatre Edward
VII.
Their p resent vehicle is a
•

London, June 15.
Kimberley and Page have arrived
in town and open at Finsbury Park,

They will play a limited
weeks in England, a*
they are booked in America next
commencing In October.
season,

£200 July

a

28.

Yvonne de Tray

estate.
La Duse,- the

stipulated they should be paid in
francs.
To protect himself Gest
bought a large parcel of francs. The
deal fell through, and the American
Old the francs at a large profit, remarking that this was the only theatrical proposition he had gone In
for which had yielded him a profit
without having to carry the matter

now

conference, following the success of
"Chuckles" at the Oxford.
At the first meeting were R. H,
Gillespie,
of the
Moss circuit;'

hit,

July

is

and English and American
managers.
The Americans were called into the

favorable for theatre attendance,
but somehow business is indifferent.
Most of the regular houses are
closed. An exception is the Coliseum
which has been taken over for the
time being by Raphael Beret ta as a

the company,
an American season. producer of plays could guarantee
left Paris June 24 for a tour of
The Selwyns claimed to have the
his productions would be^ success. South America.
French people, but this is not so.
He applied to the Registrar to grant
The Variety Artists' Federation No deal has been brought through, the discharge subject to judgment
Following her short season at the
nor
is there any likelihood at the
of England some weeks ago was
being entered against the applicant Kingsway, Mrs. Patrick Campbell
reported having notified its mem- 'moment of the French players crosswill do a special tour of the provto the amount of £750.
bers not to sign Shubert vaudeville ing the Atlantic.
In the end Mr. Registrar Mellor inces, playing one or two days each
contracts without first consulting
Last year Morris Gest negotiated decided to suspend the discharge for at the more fashionable watering
the V. A. F. It was stated at the for them, but the Frenchmen, not
places.
two years as from April 20, last.
time this suggestion was made understanding
American
money,

through returning English artists
complaining of the Shubert eontracts played under over here last

long cherished scheme of in*
augurating an American burlesque
the subject of conferences between

28.

cool

is

28.

A

Public

London, June 28.
London, June 28.
Closings so far reported, due to
Joseph Leopold
* theatrical
depression,
exceptthe
Sachs have been once more among
the "star" turns in the Court of ing with one piece, are three.
The official receiver "Pomp and Circimstance" ended a
Bankruptcy.
24.
Bad
reported that the trustee in bank- stay of two weeks June
play, which
ruptcy estimated the total of the business stopped the
striven ior patronclaims admissible at £22,290. The had desperately
£100 and no age through freak publicity.
assets has realized
is due to close July 1,
"Eileen"
was probable. Debtor had

The

London, June 28.
There has been a great deal of other

Asked concerning the reported
attitude

But

"Pomp and Circumstance" Already Off— "Eileen" Closes

SACHS' BANKRUPTCY

dividend

NOTHING OVER THERE

Coo!

dance place.

the

of

Weather

rotating circuit in England

IN ENGLISH HALLS

one month, to<
aid the managers during the depressed business spell..
salaries

from Moss and Gulliver Circuits

PARIS OFF

28.

Variety Artists' Federation of England has notified the variety managers its members have rejected the
proposal of the managers for acts
to cut

—

—

atres

10.

number

of

Pending the opening, tiny will visit
the continent.

The successor to "The Beggar's
Opera'* at the Lyric (Hammersmith) will be a m w ballad opera
by John Drinkwater. The sul>j» ct
will be founded on tin life of RoTin music will bs by
bert P.urns.
Frederic Austin, who was responsi"The Beggar's
f<T
th.it
of
ble
opera."

produced "The Gypsy
Princess" at the Prince of V/alei
and estimated his loss at £13,4D0
for this production. He then formed
Claude B. Yeasl. y Plays. Ltd and
produced "The Little <iird in Red"
In tills production
at the flaicty,
iness,

lie

,

was
he
amounting

three
debt*
He attributhis
ending
the
of
ed
Insolvency tQ
his contract With the music publishers and to the depreciation of
shares in that company, and to
the Yearsicy-ds Groot
losses
in
company and "The Gypsy Princess"
and also to liabilities incurred with
Claude D. Yearsh y. Ltd.
This
(barge suspended f<r two yearsliable
to
to .L2,118.

The disastrous condition 4of things

Fourteenth

Century mystery
Saved by the

called "C.uibour
gin."

The company includes
Moffat,

Sybil

Mandell.

play
Vir-

Elisabeth
CaroliBS

Jenny
Buyka,
Eugenie
Parry, Frances lrfssler. Ra< a-nne
Delahaye, Folwell and Kelly.

Meade.

"SHUFFLE ALONG" IN AUGUST
The New York managern* nt of
"Shuffle Along** has cabled Charles
Cochran signifying its acceptance
of the Cochran proposal for the entire New York production with principals to epen here at the Palace »•
P..

(Continued on page 21)
I August.
Claude Yearsh y applied for bis
discharge from bankruptcy June is.
His debts amounted to £20,161 and
£200 had been received in respect
visiting London are cordially invited to make use of our offices for then
of the estate. There would be only
mail. We shall be pleased to assist and advise you respecting your BOaiS
a small dividend, if any. Aft< r havand material, whether published by us or not.
ing been a musical director, AtbtOT
had formed a music publishing company. In 1918 he formed a eomC,
Since 138-140 Charing Cross Road
pany. Musical Farces, Ltd.
1920 his company had done no busCable: ARPEGGIO LONDON

AMERICAN PERFORMERS

FRANCIS,

DAY & HUNTER ENC
LONDON, W.

VAUDEVILLE

Friday, June 80, 1922

—

LONDON PAVILION

HOTEL MAN'S INSULTING LETTER
BRINGS ACTIONTROM
Gilbert F. Stevenson of Hotel

1 S. C. A. AND P.

Miramar, Santa Monica,

Cal., Suggests

His Orchestra Jazz "Nearer My God to Thee"—Calls Organization "Jewish Hold
Up Society" and "Blackmailers"

The board

governors

of

the

of

American Society of Com posers, Authors and Publishers has voted unbacking to take action
limited
against Gilbert F. Stevenson, proprietor of the Miramar hotel, Santa
Monica, Cal. Stevenson has written
to J. A. Robinson, his manager at
tbe hotel, the following letter, a
duplicate copy of which he also
mailed at the same time to P. Cohn,
pantages Theatre building, Los Angeles, attorney and southern Cali(

fornia representative of the A. S.
q. A. and P.: "I Just learned that a
little flapper called at the hotel office last week and demanded $90 as
a quarterly payment for a Jewish

Society known as the
^American Society of Composers,
Publishers,' because, as
and
Authors
she stated, the orchestra that plays
far the occasional dinner dances
may have played a piece of music
that had been copyrighted by the
Jewish blackmailers. Under no circumstances are you to pay them any
money. Please instruct the orchestra leader to only play the refined
music of the masters, and if jazz
music is required instead of using
any copyrighted stuff gave them
Jazz familiar melodies. 'Nearer My
God to Thee' properly jazzed is a

Hold-Up

way ahead

long

of 'Ain't

We

Got

Fun?*
shortly invite employers of
orchestras to hold a banquet at the
Miramar, and wo will form an organization to boycott any music
dealers or publishers of music who
put out sheet music, records or rolls
that cannot be used without paying
tribute to that band of blackmailers,
Of which a certain Mr. Cohn, Pantages Theatre building, Los Angeles,
)s manager and attorney."
The trouble started when an
American Society inspector found
the hotel violating the copyrighted
"I will

HITS SCARCE

play.

SAILINGS
July 8
iWllkens,
Inont, Ed

(from

New

York), Charlie

Prank Hughes, Blllie LaKennedy (Mauretania).
June 28 (from England), Maurice
Chevalier, B. S. Moss. Ruth St.
penis, Mistlnguette, Jesse L. Lasky
JMoss and Lasky boarding boat at
Cherbourg) (Majestic).
June 28 (New York to Havre),
Leon Laskl (La France).
June 28 (London to New York),
Irving Berlin (Majestic).

June 27 (from New York), Doris
Rankin,
Michael
Strange,
Mae
Marsh,
Mae Murray, Constance
Bennett (Mauretania).
June 24 (from London for New
York), Elkins,
Fay and Elkins
TAquitania).
June 24 (from New York), Lester
Bweyd (Olympic).
June 24 (from New York). Mr.
»nd Mrs. Chauncey Olcott (Orbita).
June 24 (from New York), Frances
AW Giovanni Martinelli, Leonore
A. Harris, Ray and Gordon Dooley,
..

Owen McGivney (Olympic).

Reported through Paul Tausig
Bon, 104 East 14th street
(all

New
nie

York):

June

Kaufman

24,

&

from

Chinko, Min-

(Adriatic);

June

2\,

ReKal and Moore, Bessie Perdue
(Olympic); June 27, Arthur Godfrey (Mauretania);
July 8, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Althoff
(Majestic.
June 24 (from Havre to NVw
xork), Earl Leslie,
Maurice Chevaani1 Mme Mistinguette (Paris).
#ai
(Ala*
reported sailing on Majestic
June 28.)
-

June 24 (from New York). Mme
jertha Kalisch and husband (Leon
Spachnor), Olympic.
July if, (From San Francisco
for
Australia), Ina Williams
(Ventura).
X (From New York), Collins
m£rVk}

and mil (Berengaria).

WILL COST IT $2,000

the

first

public

ments.

vaudeville unit will star Bessie
Coy Davis.

Desvall estimated his damfor the four weeks' enforced
delay at $500 a. week or $2,000.
Judge Wendel charged t..e Jury
which brought in a verdict after IS
minutes' deliberation for Desvall for
the full amount.

Mc- ages

William Masaud has resigned as
of Fox's Audubon, New
York.

manager

RADIO CONCERT PUBLICITY

FOR SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE

ance.

their

numbers.

The

The

radio craze

is

people are drawn.
The first concert will be sent out

from the Newark (N.

(WJZ) July

21,

It

J.)

station

will consist of

material from "Joys and Gloom,"
the I. H. Herk unit. The Watson
Sisters, Fred Heidor, Vaughn DeLeath, Eddie Nelson and the Four
Timbergs will be the artists.
A special train will transport this
group to Pittsburgh immediately
after the Newark concert, where a
second concert will be broadcast.
The radio program, with a circulation of 500,000, and all other program material sent out by the radio
people, will give publicity to the
Shubert vaudeville circuit.
This is the first time radio has
been considered as an advertising
medium by the theatres. The majority of theatrical producers and
theatre owners have looked upon
the radio concerts as opposition,
and have forbidden their acts to
appear at any of the broadcasting
stations.

Nathan P.urkan, counsel for the
Music Publishers' Proteetive Association and tbo American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers,
and
C. Mills and J. C. Rosenthal,
1*:.

respectively executives of both organizations, are working as a committee to devise a system whereby
radio broadcasting companies may
be tax.nl for the privilege of pub-

performing copyrighted music
Mr. r.urk.in his intercopyright law as such,
and the responses from the ISO -odd
radio stations which VrejrO advised
to th.it effect hive been courteous
and fair-minded. Meantime, no one
is
broadcasting popular songs or
any copyrighted music.
licly

for profit.
preted the

AMERICANS IN EUROPE

being utilized

for publicity for the new Shubert
units through the Westinghouse
company. The radio people have
contracted with the Shuberts to
broadcast Shubert artists exclusively, using the names of the artists, name of the producer and the
title of the unit from which the

in

Paris, June 25.
Edgar Selwyn, after a short stay
the French capital, has left for

MANY YEARS

Ball

and Many Events

— Running from June 24
to July

1

London. June

many

28.

years Brighton, "Lon-

total

Following this there will be a distribution of prizes and a masked
carnival ball at the Pavilion and
other attractions.
It is the plan of the management
to make this carnival week outdo
anything which can be seen on the
Continent.
The intervening days
will be devoted to tournaments and
aquatic sports.
The crowning of
King Carnival, processions of decorated motors, battle of flowers, a
costume ball of George IV period
and an illuminated procession of
King Carnival and his revelers.
The day before the last will be
taken up by a procession of children
representing fairy stories and another battle of flowers. A pageant
of beautiful women, at which a
queen of beauty will be chosen, a
grand skating carnival and a
masked ball at the Pavilion.
Throughout the week extra attractions will be provided at kin-

etnas, theatres and music halls.
The whole affair Is being organized by Arthur Applin, once an
actor, now a novelist and play-

wright, with a decided penchant for
the mercenary side of the stage and
life generally.

was conspicuous by the London
absence of red-nosed comebill

dians, without which no English
variety program has hitherto been
regarded as complete.
It opened
with Charles Poley and partner, a
knockabout acrobatic comedian, assisted by a straight tumbler. Poley
finishes on a ladder placed upon a

"Spanish Lovers" Roasted by London Dailies

table, which is rocked and finally
crashes to the stage, with the comedian doing a fall after the fashion of
Bert Melrose. Viewed recently at
another variety hall in the middle
of a bill Poley and his partner
scored neatly, but placed to open at
the Pavilion the result was negli-

versally
roasted In the London
press as ridiculous melodrama.

May

t>m

Masked

After

hearsed only a limited amount of

enne,

—

FIRST IN

Asked by a Variety representative don- by-the- Sea," is about to hold a
if the return to vaudeville at the
Carnival Week. This will run from
Pavilion was in the nature of a trial
with a view to continuing it indef- June 24, when a grand sports meetinitely, Cochran replied it was for ing will be held in the aristocratic
four weeks only, but if it caught on suburb of Preston Park, to July I,
would be continued for an additional when there will be a grand allegorfour weeks, after which he was al- ical procession or cars and personready committed to a revue produc- ages famous in Brighton history.

gible.

Arrangements with Newark Broadcasting Station,
Also Pittsburgh First Instance of Theatricals
Co-operating with Radio Opposition

BRIGHTON'S CARNIVAL

performance was

given in the afternoon, but the "season" really began in the evening bofore a packed audience. The afternoon, explained Mr. Cochran, standing in the side aisle before the first
performance, was really a dress rehearsal, and he was just as well
pleased there was a meagre attend-

tion there, the artists being under
There is a dearth of truly popucontract and the scenery and coslar songs at this very moment,
tumes
in process of manufacture.
The affirmance of the $2,000 judgjudging from the shortage of new
Reverting to the subject of his
songs on the rolls and records. ment in favor of Olympia Desvall vaudeville bill, he said he had the
Many of the numbers have been (vaudeville) against the American choice of but two "tops" of bill for
his opening show that he deemed of
recorded "two ways" on the discs, Railway Express
Company by the sufficient value to draw, his first
dance and vocal, a thing only done
choice being the Duncan Sisters,
Appellate
Term
is of general thewith sensational hits.
and he felt he was fortunate in
A glance at the catalogs of the atrical interest. It establishes a being able to secure them. He had
phonograph
companies
proves strong test case for professionals personally attended the morning reotherwise.
Songs, little heard of. who find that through the mistrans- hearsal and had cut all the acts,
which in mid -winter would only be portation of necessary paraphernalia with the exception of the Duncans,
to approximately 10 minutes, enrecorded and marketed by the
and props their acts aye delayed deavoring to put over a fast-moving
minor companies, are now included
program of 12 turns in two and a
from opening. Desvall shipped his half hours.
among the major disc releases.
Had the Duncans not scored so
It is also strikingly noticeable to horses, dogs, bird and other props
what extent numbers from long de- from Havana, Cuba, to New York sensationally and failed to elicit
demands for encores he would
such
parted musical comedies are first December 28, 1920. Of the 13 pieces
have succeeded in keeping the runmaking their appearan e in addionly 11 were received by Desvall ning time down to that space of
tion to an unusual number of reJanuary 9, 1921, two mechanical time, but they were so roundly apcordings of old-time and high-grade
wheeled chariots, which are part of plauded they held the stage for a
songs. The Q. R. S. Co., word roll
full half hour, holding back the
his act, being missing. They finally closing
acrobatic turn until a few
manufacturers, will not issue a July
turned up in the American Railway minutes after five o'clock (the show
list because of this fact, but will
Express Co.'s Jersey City office started at 2:30). The Duncan girls
wait until August.
February 1, 22 days after the day were not permitted to retire until
due. They were not delivered until they begged off, after repeated calls
for some of their former successes,
BESSIE McCOY DAVIS IN UNIT February 7, due to a demand by the which they sang without the aid of
express company for further paythe orchestra, having evidently reThe Arthur Pearson Shubert

law by playing copyrighted music
Without license. The hotel refused
to accord to requirements, with the
result an inspector stationed there
daily will bring suit for $250 minimum damages allowable each time
a copyrighted song is played without permission.
Other than pointing out that the
Officers of the A. S. C. A. and P.
are either English, Irish or American in origin, the society has extended no further courtesies such as
the satirical request that a list of
Oopyrighted songs be furnished so
that they will know what not to

EXPRESS CO. NEGLIGENCE

Record Companies Forced to Expedient on Discs

London, June 12.
Charles B. Cochran's temporary
season of vaudeville at the Pavilion
opened yesterday. That is to say,

Sherrard,

was

comedibut one song,

singing

allotted

which she rendered most
an extremely clever

It is

effectively.
ditty, with

opportunity for unlimited verses,
each a bit of a "story" in itself, the
catch-line being "Touch the harp
gently, my pretty Louise," during
which she thrums a crudely constructed harp.
Fred Sylvester and Co. are programed as "the neatest of the neat,"
and livs up to that billing. The act
was one of the outstanding hits of
Cochran's recent
Oxford revue,

"Mayfair to Montmartre." It cona man doing hand balancing
with three boys, or dwarfs, in a
manner that places him In a class

MEL0 RIDICULED

London, June 28.
At the Klngsway, June 21, "Spanish Lovers" was produced and uni-

LAUDER TO CAPACITY
The
der

Sir

London, June 28.
Harry Lauder show, un-

William

Morris' direction, at
Cardiff all of last week, played to
capacity twice nightly.
A matinee was given Saturday.

"DEDE" RESTING
Paris,

June

28.

The

successful musical comedy of
Chrlstlni "Dcde" has been withdrawn from the Pouffes for the
summer, and is replaced by a revival of "Phi-Phi," to enablo Maurice Chevalier to rest.

sists of

Berlin.

Kidder Home for Fortune
Paris, June 28.
by himself.
Wo have had some Captain Homer Huntington Kidsplendid examples of this class of der, for a long while connected with
act in America, but this one differs the American lied Cross and its enGenevieve Pitot, pianist, gave a from all the others and will stand tertainment department, who has
favorable comparison.
recital in Paris last Sunday.
Gene Gerrard, assisted by a been In Vienna for the past two
Yvette Heaton is appearing at the straight man, has a singing and years, passed through Paris last
Deutches theatre, Munich, and will conversational skit wherein he en- week on his way to America to colbe in Paris by the end of June, ac- acts a "souse" In dress clothes and lect a fortune recently left him
runs counter to a policeman, who
companied by her mother.
"feeds" his nonsensicalities.
Un- Catting "Broken Wing" in London
B. Adler has been giving a few doubtedly
a seasoned performer, he
London, June 28.
shows in Yiddish at the Fourmi, got by nicely. He was followed by
"The Broken Wing" will be cast
Paris, as the start of his world tour Trlnl, a Spanish dancer, who also
over
here
by
George
Choos, the
in "The Only Son" and "The Wild sings sweetly, who was billed during
the run of "Fun of the Fayre" at the American producer, who arrived
Man."
Miss Bunny Little, of Los An- same house as "the most beautiful last Saturday on the "Majestic."
girl in the world." Beauty Is a matPaul Dickey, co-author of the
geles, is dancing as Duquo's parttor of personal selection, but Trlnl play, may come over to stage It.
ner at the latter's new dancing is undoubtedly a very pretty
woman
salon, Rue Caurr.artin, Paris.
and is an excellent Spanish dancer.
Alhsmbrs 8eason Closing
In Paris last week:
Edgar Sel- She would do well in America if
Paris, Juno 28.
wyn, Russell Hill, pianist; Leo placed with some big musical show
The final program of the AlhamTeckonius, Mme. Zazella Panosian, and was properly stage managed
and
Instructed
of
bra
In
the
art
dressfor
the
season
Includes Charles
soprano; Andrew E. Lawler (Community Film Co.), Norman Peei, ing. Flo Ziegfeld could probably do Hanlon, Seattle Troupe, Walter
wonders
with her. For her variety Sayton,
Marise Damla, Remhip,
Harry Elmer, Mason Peters, George act she is
assisted by a male dancer Tre-kl, Fran Kllnt, Aurora Troupe.
Arliss, Conde Nast, Wm, Fox and and a guitarist seated
upon the
This house closes tomorrow (Juno
family, Mona Morgan. Shakespeai- stage. Besides her Spanish stepping
e.m lecturer; Harry Pilcer.
she sings in English and finishes 29) for a couple of months.
Charles Hubbard, tenor, gave his with a soft-shoe number.
The Royal Southern Singers are a be Impossible for a human bHng of
last Paris concert this week, supported by Siegfried Salomon, Dan- quartet of colored" men recruited the girl's size to "condense" herself
from
the Southern Syncopated Or- into such small spaces. The act as
ish composer.
chestra.
They render the usual done here is more intriguing than
Mason Peters, New York "Journal "barber shops" to
good harmony. as shown In the States.
of Commerce," has gone to Berlin. They went well, as do all quartets.
"General" Kd Lavine, the amusing
Chief John Kenton, of New York
Closing the first part is P. T. Sel- American Juggler, was a hit aft»-r
bit, who claims to be the originator
fire department, is touring Europe
the Intermission. Fred Duprez, mostudying foreign situations prior to of "Sawing Through a Woman." He nologlst, another American who has
the
national
convention of fire presents the act here in a different spent the past half-dozen years In
manner from its American ''ver- England, tore things wide opon with
chiefs to be held in San Francisco
sion." Instead of having the hands his Chatter, after which the Duncan*,
in August, and is at present h\ Gerand feet projecting through the box who were royally welcomed. The
many.
he has the committee tie the girl's Five Wharton**, springboard tumPeggy O'Neill, who has been play- hands and feet, with the ropes blers, four men and a woman, closed
ing in London, sailed for New Tom -drawn through knotholes in the box the show.
from Havce on the Franc* last Sat- and held by them throughout the
The Duncans will probably remain
"experiment." After being tied up for the initial four weeks, and if the
urday.
the girl is placed in the box, and experiment proves financially sucCharles
and
Both
Hackctt
George
before the box is sawed in half Scl- cessful it might not be a bid move
Baklnnoff (latter <>f Chicago dpergJ bit
pisses slabs of solid glass to continue for an additional month,
Carl

Laemmle

is

remaining here

for the present, but presently will
go to Carlsbad for a rest and the
baths.

sang

In "Rlgoletto^ last wreck
Paris Opera.

it

the

through the "coflln" at intervals
about a foot apart, to show it would

with Delysia topping the

bill.

Jolo.

—— —
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IKET TREND REFLECTS

H

DISCOURAGEMENT FOR FILMS

AWARDS
Greenpoint,

Other Issues Regain Lost Ground, but Amusements
Hold Near Recent Low Revels Queries Multiply

—

Over Motionless Goldwyn

The movements

preted as reflecting a discouraging
among traders over the
future of the show business gen-

limited product of high class.

Orpheum a Puzzle
The situation in Orpheum

Brooklyn,

BORDEN ACQUITTED

amusement pendent steel men was partially
week were inter- financing a lone film producer with

of the

attitude

IN WEEK'S
First

too

is

ETHEL GILMORE

complicated to ltand analysis. Not
Jury
only has the middle wist coterie of ETHEL GILMORE end GIRLS
Famous Players Wednesday sold of managers taken a hand in the
on the Loew Circuit
below 80; Orpheum touched a new company, but Boston is now said
Returning East in October with
low for the present movement at to be involved through a banking new and recreated costumes.
brokerage
house. The shrewdand
was lifeless

aN4i

marthe list had

resentative of the rest of the

but other issues in
been through an almost uniformly
constructive week with especial high
ket,

levels for the oils

motors.

and some

of the

Mexican Petroleum as rep-

resentative of its allied shares was
a sensational performer, going be-

est

followers of

amusement

issues

have long since given up trying to
Dealings in
figure out Orpheum.
New York this week were at a minas
imum, as well
in Boston and

The total for all marChicago.
kets was around 600 shares, while
in Boston on one day alone last
week the turnover was more than
1,500 shares.

Nothing has been heard of the
pool in

Famous Players

lately.

It

PEOPLE AND TITLES

FOR NEW UNIT SHOWS
The following titles have heen selected and people engaged to date
for the various Shubert unit vaudeville
I.

shows for next season:
H. Herk's "Joys and Glooms,"

was supposed to be backed, at least Herman Tlmberg, Sam Timberg,
yond 200 while Studebaker passed morally, by Kuhn, Loeb & Co., who Hattie Darling, Kathj-yn Guera,
130 for the first time.
are the financial sponsors of the Else and Paulsen.
I. H. Herk's "Stolen Sweets." Harconcern, but since the Issue struck
One Weak Group
ry Steppe, Harry O'Neal, Watson
a snag aruund 80 the connection has

If one group of stocks holds back
not been so well advertised. What
while the generality of issues goes hitch has occurred, if any, has not
forward it seems reasonable to sup- leaked out, although it seems plain
pose that some inside interest is that the bull campaign in the stock's
interest has been at least momenbearish on some substantial factor
tarily abandoned.
and is discounting the obstacle
Famous Players Weak
sooner or later to be encountered.
Its best for the past week was
What this hindrance in the amusement business is no one cares to re- 80, compared with a recent top of
better than 87, and it changed hands
veal, but a conscientious inquiry
in New York as low as 79 flat, half
indicated forebodings generally in
point net lower than June 15,
the theatrical trade, with special a
when it was selling "ex" its $2
reference to the film division.
For one thing tRe Loew fiscal year quarterly disbursement. As far as
approaches its end and shortly appears on the surface, there has
been no active opposition to the bull
thereafter the annual statement will
the short side, and the
be forthcoming. Last year the cur- pool from
rent income and profit and loss ac- explanation of a speculative drive
against
its price seems to have no
count as well as the annual balance
Indeed, the
sheet came out August 31 reflecting substantial backing.
the condition rs of Juno 30. Pre- stock might be in better market
situation if it were "cushioned" by
sumably the same schedule will be
followed this year. That being the a largo short interest who could be
caso the inside position of the com- forced to cover by a strong bull
pany as it will ultimately be dis- pool, such covering running the

closed to the stockholders probably
is apparent to the insiders already.
During the spring Loew put out
several very favorable statements,
one showing excellent current profits
and the other disclosing the substantial reduction of bank loans.
Partly on the strength of these representations the stock moved up to
a peak of nearly 19, but since then
the course has been progressively

downward
•

to a bottom of 14^ established twice, June 22 and again

June

28.

Guessing on Loew
If

Loew has

in store

a favorable

annual statement there ought to be

up substantially.
Very little new data came out

price

in

The

reference to Goldwyn.

Trial

Vindicates

statethat the

Sisters.

\

Davidow

&.

Lemairc's "Troubles

George Jessel, Bobby Higgins and Co., Dolly Manuel, Jack
Edwards.
Eddie Dowling's "My Radio Girl,"
Jerome ar.d Herbert, Jerry Delaney,
of 1922,"

Saranoff.
E.
Thos.

Cassidy

in

Auto

Los Angeles, June 28.
Eddie Botden, the vaudeville actor

now

in

pictures at the

Lasky

who, while playing at the
Orpheum here about a year ago, ran
down and killed Margaret Cassidy,
a picture actress, at Culver City,
was completely exonerated from all
blame for the accident.
A jury trial was held with the
actor charged with manslaughter.
The jury was reported to have
stood 11 to 1 for acquittal on the
After the findings had
first ballot.
been delivered to the court Judge
Shcnk addressed the jury and
thanked them, stating that a fairer
verdict could not have been found.
The testimony at the trial was
overwhelming in favor of Borden.
At the time of the accident he was
accompanied in the car by James
Dwyer, also a vaudeville actor.
Motorcycle Policeman Kane testified Borden could not have avoided
the accident and that immediately
after Miss Cassidy had been struck
he rushed her to a hospital. There
studios,

Beatty's
"Just
for
Laughs," Roger Imhof, John Conroy and Sister, Dick Lancaster,
Minnie Carey Stine.
E. Thos. Beatty (no title yet for
was also testimony to the effect
other unit).
that on arrival at the hospital BorGeorge Gallagher's "Mulligan's
den was examined by the physician
"Mulligan's Follies," De Haven and
in charge and found to be perNice,
Joe Towle, Ruby Nevlns,
fectly sober.
The prosecuting atWiatte Twins.
Barney Gerard's "Town T*lk," torney did not sum up the case at
conclusion of the-'testimony.
the
Johnny Dooley, Willie Cohan, MurAt the time of the accident and
ray and Irwin, Eddie Green.
Barney Gerard's "Jimmy Hussey's the arreet of Borden" the local press
Funmakers," Jimmy HllMey, James made a spread of the story, but
they ignored entirely the trial and
B. Carson, Harry Hines.
Butler Estate's "Echoes of Broad- Borden's acquittal.
Jud Rush, local atturney, deway,"
Eddie
Nelson,
Nip and
Fletcher, Irving O'Hay, Virginia fended Borden.
Anno, Moran and Wisert Davis and
,

Rich.

notes outstanding in the hands of 22," Lew Fields.
Max Marcin and Henry Dixon's
other institutions, which stood as
a bar to the increased value of the "Broadway Celebrities," Claire Devine.

stock.

Triangle came out late last week
In a single trade of 2,000 shares on

MADE TARGET OF BROWN

grounds Saturday afternoon (July
for the benefit of the Occupation
Therapy Society will have many
Long Island society matrons as pa1)

tronesses.
The reserved section of
the grand stand is priced at $3, with
general admission at $1.
Possible

some activity in discounting it in
advance.
On the contrary, the
stock does not move in any volume.
Its highest turnover was 400 shares
Tuesday. This is against it3 normal volume in daily trading in several thousand.
While the small
turnover indicates no great demand
for the stock, at the samo time it
demonstrates that there is no hasty
liquidation such as probably would
be tho case if it was known that the
mid-summer statement was going
to
be
unfavorable.
The truth
seems to be that strong Jinancial
interests hold big blocks of Loew,
while smaller quantities are in
scattered hands.
Apparently tho big holder! are
standing firm, while the little fellows are letting go, their holdings
being picked up at bargain prices
by the important interests, who are
content to let prices drift for exactly this purpose. There is a shipload of the stock outstanding, the

the Curb at 21 cents, 6 cents down
Kansas City, June 28.
from the List previous transaction.
George N. Brown, who toured labt profits are computed at about
This may be no more than a mar- season as the "World's Champion $12,000.
ket turn by the Aitkens, who pre- Walker," and who, when here, was
The Wild West performers, in adviously held around 500.000 shares sued in the district court for a di- dition to Stone, include Annie Oakof tho common stock, but who are vorce, has been granted a divorce ley, once noted as the lady champ
understood to have delivered a big from Mrs. Lurena Brown.
Mr. rifle shot. The broncho busting exblock, estimated at half that total, Brown claimed that some of the hibition, a feature of the show, will
in settlement of the suit brought
thingj that made his married life have a number of western riders.
against them by Triangle.
unpleasant were that his wife threw The horses to be used are said to
The summary of transactions June 21 to a typewriter at him, which black- be the "outlaws" % of a carload of
28, inclusive, are as follows:
ened one of his eyes; that she hit Texas horses recently shipped here
STOCK EXCHANGE
him on the head with a ginger ale for sale in tho Bronx. The "motor
Thursday—
Sales. High Low. Laat. Cher
bottle; that she pulled his hair and hippodrome" phrase explains
the
Pan, l'iay-L...
400 80
80
7'J
+ ft
tore his clothing. Mrs. Brown was system to be used in the display of
Loew, Inc
400 It
Htt M'4
Boston sold 100 Orpheum at 18!4.
not at tho trial, but her attorney some of the stunts. Stone has had
Friday—
sought to have the case dismissed. sections of an outdoor stage mountl-'am. Play-L... 1,000 70\ 70% 79% —%
Do. pfd
10O 03
on
*x\
Brown, however, was granted the ed on trucks, which will be wheeled
Loew, Inc
ifOO 14ft
lift 14ft
% decree on a cross bill.
to different sections of tho stand,
Orpheum
300 18ft 18
—1
18

official
figures showing the
last
total at 1,060,780 shares.
Several

Orpheum
Uoston sold r-0
sold 150 at ISft,

Orpheum

big downtown houses a.e heavily
interested and the belief is that ultimately they will run the quotations up to a point where they can
profitably get out.
There is very little to the. statement which gets around from time
to time that Wall Street is out of
the picture business. Half a dozen
captains of industry have independent bankrolls in various indiThe du
vidual screen ventures.
Ponts are supposed to be heavily
Interested in Goldwyn, and the report was recently around Times
bquare that one of the big inde-

If,

1

.*

-I

100
200

Loew. Inc

—

79

79

79

13

15

15

70ft

70

*0% +1%

93

02?;

!»3

15

Mft

14ft

79'A

400

W%
U%

3<>0

18

70ft
14ft
18

18
at 18;

+

Mond.iy
Fatn. Play-L.,.. 2.«0fl
Do. pfd
200
Loew, [no
300

Tuesday—
Fam. IMay-L...

1.100

l.oew, Inc

lift

ft
ft

—%
—%

Chicago

Wednesday—

Fam. Play-L...
Loew, Inc

Orpheum

Summary

2.100

300
300
covering

80
14ft
17ft

70ft
14ft
17ft

week

70ft

\\\
17ft

ending

—ft
+ K

—

ft

last

Saturday:

THE CURB
Thursday—
Ooldwyn
Friday—
Ooldwyn
•Triangle

Sales. High.

2,900
1.000
2,000

8

Low
7>i

7ft

20

7ft

21

Saturday

Ooldwyn
Monday
O.ddwyn
Tuesday—
Ooldwyn

000

7ft

7ft

200

7ft

7ft

2,100

7ft

7ft

1,200

7ft

7ft

Wfrtnt- inlay

Ooldwyn
•

Cent* a shaie.

Last.

Chg

—

When Mrs. Brown filed her petition asking for a divorce last April

that all

may

see.

ft

Keith's Riverside

(big time),

tool*

and $100.
The contest was staged

third honors

to stimulate the business getting talents of
the various managers during tho hot

The judges were

spell.

dock,

J. J.

Maloney, B.

MurMoss and

J. J.

S.

F. F. Proctor.

The managers were rated on

re*

for the week, cost of thej
special exploitation, etc., consideration being given to admission!
scale and capacity of the houses in
the rating of returns.
The Greenpoint had two revues

ceipts

bills,

staged by Manager Kelmer in which]
local neighborhood talent appeared*
Being a split week house, Kelmen
staged an entirely new revue and
cast the last half and is reported
to have bettered his receipts on the;
previous week by $2,700.
Crull also staged a local talent!
revue at the Prospect and held it
the full week. Derr ran a patrons",
request bill for the entire week at
the Riverside, New York, and made
a splendid showing, being the only
Manhattan house to get in the
1

money.

The

rest of tho

shows,

cial

Egans
ham,

houses staged spe«

among

them

Chri|

local talent bill at the Ford-

New York.

MRS. ARDELL UNCONSCIOUS
Found

Central

in

— Overdose

Park

1

of Veronal

Margie
appeared

Ardell
in

(who

formerly)

"King Solomon,

Jr.,"

4

playlet featuring her divorced hus-

band, Franklyn Ardell) was found
unconscious in Central Park Sun-

day evening. When removed tol
the Roosevelt hospital It was said
she was suffering from an overdose
of veronal.
It was not until late
Monday she was identified, and al«
though not conscious up to Wednesday morning, physicians believed
she would recover.
There was some mystery up

to

the time Mrs. Ardell was identified!
In her delirium she mentioned Ardell's name and also
that of a

Broadway manager who

Is

known

to have paid much attention to her
of late. The manager was called to
the hospital, but it waa not known
if he made an Identification.

Monday, Mrs. Ardell waa removed
from a ward to a private room. Ardell was out of the city and not
located.

Mrs. Ardell secured a divorce!
several months ago and was granted alimony of $150 weekly by the

Evidence was secured by tho
wife in the Somerset hotel. A page
torn from the hotel register and

court.

done away with failed to figure In
the proceedings.
Mrs. Ardell IB
said to have been stopping at the

Chatham

hotel.

According to th> announcement of
she stated they were married June tho Dillingham plans next season,
DICKINSON-TEMPEST ACT
Stone will play a third season in
16, 1918, in New York.
Homer Dickinson, formerly of
"Tip Top," the show going on the
road in the fall. It had been re- Dickinson and Deagon, and FlorROSALIE STEWART, PRODUCER ported Stone would appear at tho ence Tempest, of Tempest and Sun*
Rosalie Stewart will make her Globe in a new show.
shine, have formed a vaudeville
bow as a legitimate producer late
partnership, breaking in their act
this
summer, when, with Bert
in
independently booked houeee
French, a comedy called "Tho Torch
DUFFY-SWEENEY REUNITE around New York.
Bearers" will be put on. The play
George Harris appears with the
Jimmy Duffy and Mr. Sweeney
is by Anthony Paul Kelly.
(Duffy and Sweeney) have reunited act as pianist.
Tho new play calls for a cast of 10 for vaudeville and will revive their
ami is due for tryout early in Au- former turn at a Keith house nexc

C0ITBTNEYS IN UNIT

gust.

week.
Duffy and Sweeney dissolved part7ft —ft
Horwitz,
Mrs.
Arthur
formerly
nership last season when Duffy proa
-0
21
^professional, will open a beauty duced his "Horrors of 1921" trav7ft — ft
parlor on 46th street, between Fifth esty, which included four girls.
and
Sixth
avenues,
1%
about the Sweeney partnered with Johnny
middle of August. The shop will Stanley for several weeks follow7ft — ft
trade under the namo of Mme. ing.
The reconstructed team ap7ft + ft
Kdythe, which is Mrs. Horwita* peared Sunday night at a benefit in
first name.
New Rochelle, N. Y.
7ft

Kelmer received $250.
Harrjl
manager of the Prospectj
Brooklyn (full week Keith house)!
was declared second, and received
William Derr, manager of,
$150.
Crull,

STONE'S CIRCUS
Jack Singer's "Hello, New York,"
ment of two weeks ago
company was redeeming more than Fred Heider, Helen Eley, Maurice
Top
for "Motor Hippodrome and
$3
Cole,
Eight
English
Daisies,
Lon
of
cent,
$1,500,000
8 per
notes does
Wild West" at Mineola
not seem to have put any life into Hascall.
Jack Reid's "Carnival of Fun,"
the stock.
It got into new low
Fred Stone's "Motor Hippodrome
ground this week at 7% Tuesday, Alfred Latell and Elsie Vokes, De
and Wild West Show* to be given
and the unsupported gossip was Wolf Sisters, Jack Reid.
Lew Fields' "Ritz Girls of 19 and in the Mineola (Long Island) fair
heard that the company had other

Saturday—
Fam. Play-L...

Spe*

The Opportunity Week Contest
between the house managers of the*
Greater New Tork Keith, Moss and
Proctor houses week of June 12 waf
won by Leon Kelmer, manager of
the Greenpoint, Brooklyn, a Keitlf
Actor
house booked by Lawrence Goldie*

Who Ran Down Margaret

These figures would not have been
so depressing if they had been rep-

Brooklyn^

Two

OF MANSLAUGHTER

erally.

17& and Loew

—Prospect,

Second Riverside, New York, Thirdcial Revues on Split Week

—

Issues during the

MANAGERS PICKED

The Courtney

Sisters were added
Shubert

to "Troubles of 1922," the

to be presented by DaviLeMaire. The unit will future Georgie Jessel, from whom
Florence Courtney secured a <b"
vorce last week.
The "sifters are
Troualso to be featured in the

unit

show

dow

<&

bles" unit.

I
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THEATRICAL UNIONS FAIL

^mm

1

—

bY
,:

1

{Musicians Reported Incensed at Equity Over "The
9
Equity Does Not Want Vaudeville
Rivals '
Under
Branch
Jurisdiction with Present Officers

—

;

Mm

W

TO AGREE AT CONVENTION

***

**>
1

";^b*

You?"
"Swanee River Moon" and
"Do It Again"
"Gee! But I Hate to Go Home
Alone" and

SL&

"Wake Up,
Cincinnati, June 28.
The annual convention of tae
American Federation of Labor concluded here without any agreement
the
between
theatrical
reached

leaving it unnecessary for
the Executive Committee of the
A. F. of I*. to pass upon any point
in connection with them.
The convention concerned Itself
with pressing questions, some recently arising, none of which had
anything theatrical in it. The theatrical unions as such made no
prominent appearance before the
convention, ana their failure to
agree upon unity was reached in
according to
private conference,
unions,

s Wonderful World
All"
Q. R. S. ROLLS

closed

shop.
It compared actions
under that decision to the Danbury
Hatters' case, a famous epoch in

BRv

.

'^w.

'

^Bt

.^jjHpp^""

unionism. The editorial went on to
say that actors who had saved their

money, purchased homes and had
a nest-egg for old age, will ponder
deeply

before

seeing

that

fill

any

affiliation,

close

representative is said
to have stated Equity does not want
the supervision of the Vaudeville
Branch as at present officered, nor
has Equity seriously considered
taking ovev the vaudeville end of
the Four A.'s unless it might feel
compelled to for the protection of
Equity. The Equity man is quoted
as saying Equity had found the
Vaudeville Branch of little assistance; that while it covered the
vaudeville and burlesque field, it
falls far short of. controling the
acting forces and seems to have no
influence in either branch.
That
condition it is claimed is attributed
to Harry Mountford and William J.
Fitzpatrick, the Vaudeville Branch
officers.

UNDER ARREST

Many players in vaudeville and
burlesque do not belong to Equity
or the Vaudeville Branch, the
Equity representative is reported to
have said, although a large majority of these players are competent
to
walk into legit productions,
where they would not be even under Equity's
Jurisdiction
unless
The Equity man summed

up the proposition of the Vaudeville
Branch, stating if it is eventually
found and not in the so far distant
future that Mountford and FitzPatrick are Incapable of increasing
the prestige and membership of
their branch, Equity may feel called
.upon to take steps that would bring
other organizers into their positions, to make a final effort to have
the Vaudeville Branch assume some
importance.
The present Vaudeville Branen
administration is reported undisturbed over what Equity thinks in
regard to this matter. It Is claimed
for the Vaudeville Branch officers
that they "tied up" Equity so completely when permitting it to enter
the Federation through the former
White Bats A. F\ of L. chart, r (that
Was retained and is now the opera*
tlVe franchise for all of the Four
A.s In the A. F. of L. that Equity

any attempt to Inter*
VaudeviHo Branch*

a Rigniflcant change In thje atti,f the Shun, its toward Equity
its closed shop could be s*cn in
an editorial published in the shuberts' weekly press sheet, "The Review.' last Saturday. The editorial
called attention to the U. S. Supreme Court decision that labor
nnfont are subject to action under
tude

IN CHICAGO

—

WILD STEERING GEAR

Chicago, June 28.
John A. Tenney and. Merta W.
Furry were arrested here Thursday (June 22) by postal Inspector
Frank M. Davis charged with using

Harry

national periodicals that they
would "put to music any verse sent
to them and guarantee to ^jave the
music printed and placed on sale.
The Music Publishers' Protective
Association, through E. C. Mills,
Its executive chairman, secured the
arrest of the two as well as Dennis
B. Owens, Jr., the colored Denver
22-year-old young man, some weeks
ago on a similar charge.
Statistics show that "fake" music
publishers in 1920 have enriched
the IT. S. Government to the extent
of 31,000 copyrights of trashy compositions at $1 ^aeh, w'..reas 14 of
the lending national legitimate publishers have had only t,7W songs
The
copyrighted In that period.
tpurious music printers use as a
come-on the slogan they will copyright the song in the author's name
and thus fully protect the author or
authoress (more often the latterj.
One music authority explained In
a public address at a recent convention in Boston how he mailed
thern a rank three -verse "poem,"
each different In metre from the
other, and was advised In due time
the

"delightful

little

poem" wouid

be set to music for so much.

Carlin's

Damaged

Shoulder

— Others

Blade

Injured

Harry Carlin suffered

the mails to defraud with an Illicit
music publishing venture. The duo
is alleged to be officials of the Chester Music Co., 980 Michigan avenue;
the Riviera Music Co., Chateau theatre building, and the Seton Music
The Chateau and Michigan
Co.
avenue addresses are the same.
Furry
and Tenney are alleged
Miss
to have secured $400,000 in three
years by means of the publishing
proposition whereby they advertise

LAW

Rule Against Admitting Children
Invoked in Troy First in Years

—

TIMBERG AT PALACE
Shubert

Unit Producer
Contract

Held

to

a

Troy, N. Y., June 28.
Herman Timberg, Shubert unit
The law prohibiting children un- franchise holder and producer, will
der 16 years of age from entering a play tho Palace, New York, week of
theatre unless accompanied by a July 17, the Keith office refusing to
parent or guardian Was Invoked in release Timberg .from his pay or
Troy yesterday when George Doyle, play contract held for that date
a former ticket collector at the Co- and made prior to his Shubert
lonial in Third street, was arrested affiliations.
for admitting a boy under the reAccording to report, Timberg required age without a guardian.
Upon his arraignment before
Magistrate James F. Byron on the
charge, Doyle was fined $10. It was
the first arrest on the charge in

Troy

many months.

in

\

New York

noon.
Carlin and Hutchinson are booking men in the Keith agency. Perakos is manager of the Lyceum, New
Britain, Conn. Carlin and Perakos
were removed to the Hartford Hospital after tho accident. Both Carlin
and Perakos had to remain there for
several days.
Hutchinson was the
least injured of the trio.
He was
also remo\ed to the hospital for
treatment, his legs becoming temporarily paralyzed and remaining In
that condition for two days. He will
carry a bruise on his forehead for
some time as a memento of tho spill.
It was an hour after the accident
before aid was secured, Hutchinson
having to crawl a distance of half
milo or more to a farmhouse. The
party were six miles out of Hartford
when the accident occured. Perakos
was driving, when the steering gear
suddenly went wrong, the car era. hing headlong into a stone wali.
Hutchinson and Carlin book together in tho Keith office. Hutchinson will handle Carlin's bookings
until the latter returns.

PAUL ALLEN HELD
Paul Allen, the agent, was held
for the Grahd Jury on the charge
of forgery by Judge Renaud in the
West Side Court last week in $1,000
bail.
Allen, a brother
of
Kdgar
Allen, the

T-'ox

booker,

hays forged a $210

THEATRICALLY SOCIAL
(Over the

Friday after-

last

is

play.

damaged

shoulder blade, Teter Perakos a
fractured
collar
bone and Bob
Hutchinson was bruised about the
head and legs as the result of an auto
accident while en route to Hartford

from

quested the Keith people to cancel
the date. The Keith office held that
a pay or play contract was equally
binding upon the house and artist,
and notified Timberg to prepare to

alleged to
the
in

cheek

Summer

The summer season of the Rye,
N. Y, (on the Sound), theatrical
colony was Inaugurated June 22. It

marked tho first anniversary of the
wedding of Jack Patton and Loretta
Marks, one of tho most popular of
the younger couples at the beach

To commemorate the event
celebration was tendered
the
couple at the home of Mr. and Mrs.

resort.

a

Jack Farrell (Saxton and Farrell).
The affair proved a proper season
opener wfth the members of tho theatrical

colony,

In

entirety
being the

their

present.
Tho Pattons
guests of honor wore showered, with
paper gifts as mementos of their

anniversary.

Tho Rye theatrical summerlsts are
taking an active part in the water
sports at Oakland Reach. Oakland,
which adjoins Rye Beach, has the
preference over tho latter with the
showfolk. The beach is in the best
of condition and tho greater portion
of the daylight hours find tho waterfront well patronized. The beach in
addition to drawing from tho bungalow colony secures a number of
transients from theatricals over the
week*ends.

The I^ong Island Sound resort is
well supplied with golf Jinks having
the

Rye Country Club and West-

chcster-Biltmore course*. Theatrical

at Bye, N. Y.)

vaudeville with Harry Holman and
Co., and prior to that with "FloFlo/* has retired from the stage to
become an all-year resident of Rye,
recently married Cyril
Cash, a
wealthy real estate operator of the
Westchester town.
Notwithstanding that Mrs. Cash has decided to
leave the stage she is preparing her

newly acquired husband for vaudeville.
He has never appeared bea
tenor voice which Is being cultivated

fore tho footlights but possesses

for stago work.

Rye's -summering thespians have
taken up tho progressive party idea.
party in one bungalow an evening
is
a rarity. The house-to-house
policy with the welcome sign on
every door is being followed exclusively. This is largely helped by tho
close proximity of most of the summ*r homes. The curfew does not
sound until dawn in the week with
tho church bolls often bringing
festivities to a cTcTSTTBUhday morns
ings.
Of the Indoor amusements,
poker Is securing its share of
patronage.
Nellie Mae (Mrs. ftob
Ferns), brings a reputation of considerable proportions for playing
from the city, and often holds over
a full gamo from tho bungalow to
btingaloW visitors.
The Ferns aro
pending tlnir summer with Georgia
Sands who formerly appeared with

A

name of Mrs. Solon Bh filer on the competition to date lias been limited Marry Watson, Jr., and later did a
The M. V. P. A. has b< en af!-r
Chatham & Phoenix Baltic, l.ioad- to J'.ob Ferns, Jack ration and Jack sister act;
the spurious publishers tor many
way and 106th Street branch, New Farrell. That Boston and Farrell
Rene RIano, appearing In the
years. There are still two or throe,
have been showing their new act in ''Music Bos Revue,* is one of Rye's
two of the biggest located in New York.
1

Yor*
•hd

FINED UNDERJDHILD

Advertised Any Verse Would Be Set to Music
Secured $400,000 from Victims M. P. P. A.
After Others.

in

helpless in

•

or otherwise,

An Equity

fere with the

Ms Up snd Lay Me Down
Dear Old Dixieland"
"Angel Child"
in

The jobbers report an unusual spurt tho Inst two weeks of
June with the outlook exceedingly encouraging for the fall. With
July yet to be put up with, August is always a bigger month,
even than September, owing to the fact certain industries are in
full swing that time and dealers stock up accordingly.
The Kress
Store*' letter urging a return to 10-ccnt music rate some jobbers
assert is ridiculous; if anything the price should be raised, all
things considering, they say.
The publio buys hits only these
days, and to make hits requires heavy exploitation outlay.
There are a number of songs selling almost on a par with the
"Georgia," "Gallagher and
six best, varying according to locality.
Shcan," "Poor Little Mo," "Who Believed in ^You?" "Jimmy, I Love
You," "Don't Feel Sorry for Me," "Just a Little Love Song," "Time
; :ter Time," "Swanee River Moon," "Teasln'," "Gee! But I Hate
to Go Home Alone," "Why Should I Cry Over You?" "All Over
Nothing at All," "Wake Up, LittH Girl; You're Just Dreaming" and
"Sapphire Sea" arc among these. "Mary, Dear" and "Dancing Fool"
are two k. o. hits in the making, already showing up.
The selling production numbers are "Lovey Dovo" and "Hose of
Stamboul," "Lovable Eyes" ("Make It Snappy"), "'Neath tho
Sou hern Moon" ("lollies') and "Do It Again" ("French Doll").

SPURIOUS MUSIC PUBLISHERS

achieved.

t

"Pick

HARRY HOLMAN

acuoa

$20,000.

outside of the affiliation of each
With the A. F. of L.
The matter of merging the vaudeville branch with Equity did not
come up. According to impression
around, this was not an official Federation movement, but would be
wholly private, possibly subject to
the approval of the Federation if

Joining.

"California"

"Some Sunny Day"
"Roaming"

everything

:j

another stage union, and could not
be looked upon as conducive toward

8HEET MUSIC
"Stumbling"
"Three O'clock in Morning"
"Some Sunny Day"

"Stumbling"
"All Night Through"
"Ros- of Stamboul"

;

Equity -cast week's

show cleared over

Nothing was said to the musicians
over the absence of an orchestra,
and only chimes, it is asserted, were
The musicians alleged this
used.
displayed a disregard by Equity for

"Oogie Oogie Wa Wa" snd
"Little Red Schoolhouse"

After

"Teasin'"

The switch in the sentiment of the In "Hard Boiled Hampton"
Shubert paper could not be missed
June L'6 Riverside, New York.
by its readers. "The Review" has July
Keith's, Roston
been most circumspect ever since Juiy in BUshwlck, Brooklyn
the Shuberts signed their most reJuly 17 Keith's 81st St., New York.
markable agreement with Equity.
AND THEN?
The Shubert weekly has religiously
report.
Dir.: THOS. J. FITZPATRICK
refrained from pertinent comment
or
meetings
beconferences
The
upon Equity proceedings or their
tween representatives of the theatown relations with Equity. It is
rical unions ne^er did get very far,
LIGHTS' SPECIAL NIGHT
understood
among theatrical newsmusical
unions
it is said, after the
The Lights Club at Fro- port will
himself. paper men nothing appears in the
expressed
representative
The musical union is reported as Shubert paper of consequence un- have its .second special Saturday
less it is iirst submitted to either entertainment July 1. McKay will
resenting the absence of musicians
Lee or J. J. Shubert, and that much be the skipper.
at -the recent revival of "The Riof
the matter the press sheet conLast Saturday night Victor Moore
vals" at the Empire, N**w York, ».i
tains is inspired by either one of was the master of the evenings
which Francis Wilson, former presithe brothers.
ceremonies at the club.
dent of Equity, appeared among
others in
run. The

"Lovey Dove"
"Swanee River Moon" and
"South Sea Sweethearts'*

You're

"It's

editorial,

swept away through an
based upon that decision.

Girl;

Little

"Oh Sing -a- Loo" and
"Sing Song Man"
"Do It Again" and

Just Dreaming" snd

Sherman Act. This, said the
meant the end of the

the

"Rosy Posy"

"Don't Feel 8orry for Me"
"You Can Havs Every Light on
Broadway" end
"Lovey Dovs"
"Some Sunny Day" end
"Rosy Posy"

1H

^P

COLUMBIA
"Some Sunny Day" and
"Poor Little Ms"
"Every Day" and

"California" and
"Who Believed in

M^M

?

FOR JUNE

VICTOR

^ Jp9
v*"5pw*u^
J0*

•

SIX BEST SELLERS

R^Ng

city,

that

are

doing a lann-

business and seem beyond the
reach of the law. because ol expert
These firm* do not
legal advice,
guarantee any publication by a
offlce

Alien
on
waived examination
counsel's fed-vice pending an indictTipnt or rion -Indh tmr nt.

GERTRUDE HOFFMAN'S UNIT

legitimate mufic house and keep
within their announced advert tag
provisions hy inserting paid advertisements in the trade papers oc-

Gertrude Hoffman has been engaged by Arthur Klein t»» head the
Bhubert Vaudeville unit hd win

casionally.

operate next season.

I

The dancing
resident*.
comedienne has settled down complacently to dally commuting as tho

has forced
Jack out of serious competition with
two
the other
who are daily visitors

all-year

to the links, rain or shine. Tl»e game
not Spread as yet to the female

Irving l!erlin-Sam Harris attraction
is to remain open throughout tho

members

Tho light In Rene's
window- gleams nightly. The reason
this is that the young woman
is a writer of considerable reputa-

tin'

Keith

local

hot] SI

Ij.is

of
t

of

whom

activity

hme has

i:»

the colony, the majority
.no
preparing to start
that line before much

ela p. ed.

Ruth CoJcer who

last

appeared

in

summer<

for

tion.

VAUDEVILLE
SMALL TIME IN MINOR

CITIES

GRIFTERS HAVE BAD

—

Agents Report Feeling Is to Expand Have Passed
Through Worst Season Big Agency Men See
Coming Improvement in Mercantile Condition

—

WILL

SWITCHES

Small town vaudeville houses
KING
generally, in the minor cities, despite having passed through the Becomes Added Attraction at Pan
worst season in many years, as a
tages, Los Angeles, July 10
whole do not incline toward cutting
down shows next season, according
Los Angeles, June 28.
to the agents booking this class
"Will King, who came here seven
The feeling generally weeks ago and leased the Philharof houses.
appears to he that the shows will monic Auditorium, where he since
be expanded, if anything, with the has been appearing with his musical
present number of acts played in comcely company of 50 people, is to
given cities maintained at least.
switch to the Pantages on July 10.
One reason for this condition Is lie will continue the presentation of
the
small
time vaudeville his shows, together with the regular
that
houses with two and three acts are Pantages road shows (vaudeville).
faced with competition as far as
King had been appearing in San
specialty turns are concerned, with Francisco for three years under the
the picture houses, many of which Ackerman & Harris management
did not play anything but films at and scored a terrific success there.
the beginning of last season, but
At the Philharmonic here he was
who added singers, instrumental- handicapped, as he could not give
ists, and in some instances dancers Sunday performances.
The house
along around the first of the year, is leased the year around for church
services
the
to strengthen the shows.
on
Sabbath.
The
With picture houses playing as elimination of the extra two permany as three concert turns, the formances each week held the posvaudeville houses incline toward sibility of profits down.
Although .several other offers
Increasing three and tour act showw
they have been playing to live an«i were made King by local managers,
six turns, in that way getting the the switch to the Pantages is looked
small time vaudeville house
ack upon as the best move he could
into the distinctive class that it have made. It is believed the combefore
picture
houses bination policy will bring the busiheld
the
ness back at that house which has
started adding specialties.
Another factor that the out and been hurt considerably of late by
out small time vaudeville house the Orpheum, Jr. (Hill street). The
must compete with more next sea- Pantages location, corner 7th and
son than any hitherto is that many Hill, is ideal for the sort of enterpicture houses, formerly playing a tainment King offers and on a dropstraight picture policy, will add a in thoroughfare, while the Philhartab musical comedy type of act, a monic is more or less out of the
cross between burlesque and vaude- beaten path.
ville.
These tabs were v.*y successful in the picture houses last
season, and the picture people genUNITS FOR F.
R.
erally have come to a realization
Arrangements
of their possibilities.
to Include Houses on
Shubert Vaudeville Circuit
Reports sent in by field men for
the big agencies regarding possible
The Finklestein & Rubin houses
mercantile conditions in the smaller
cities, for next season, are more en- at St. Paul and Minneapolis will
couraging than at any time in the play the Shubert units next season,
the western theatrical men having
last six months.
concluded a booking arrangement
with I. H. Herk, president of the
AT A. C.
Affiliated Theatres Corporation, to
include the two western theatres on
Playing Vaudeville Legit at the the Shubert vaudeville circuit.
Woods House
The houses in question were
withdrawn from the Loew office
Atlantic City, June 28.
several months ago .and have been
A latter change in plans will have playing Shubert vaudeville booked
Keith's vaudeville playing at the through the Morganstern agency in
Globe, Commencing July 17.
This Chicago, affiliated with the Shuwill shift the legit attractions that berts' New York exchange.
otherwise would have played the
It was impossible to supply ShuGlobe into Woods', where Keith's bert vaudeville bills to the F. & R.
vaudeville was firs*, reported going. houses last season from New York
Keith's vaudeville will oppose the on account of the jumps.
The
Garden Tier, which will play inde- Affiliated,
however,
has
houses
pendent
bills
booked
by
Fally signed up that will make the Twin
City theatres accessible.
Mark us.
1

&

GLOBE

—

TWO ALEXANDER

BROS.' ACTS
The Alexander Brothers and Eve-

ACT LOSES JUVENILE

San Francisco, June 28.
Jack Conway and Company did
act, which formerly played In
conjunction with Joe Cook, sepa- not open at Pantages here last
rated into two acts, each of the week because Harry O'Day, the
brothers forming a
liferent com- juvenile man, is reported to have
bination. The Alexanders and John left the act without notice. Al Cort
Smith is the name of the act con- was secured to replace him.
Meantime some trouble is said to
tinuing with Joe Cook (tlu latter
burlesquing the "John Smith" role). have arisen over an attempt on the
The other Alexander brother and part of Pantages to cut the salary
his wife (Evelyn) have formed an- of the act. Conway has taken up
the matter and It is still pending.
other act now playing for Loew.
lyn

.

The

act playing for Loew sails
ngland the last week in July,
opening at Funsbury 1'ark (Moss),
London, Aug. fc.

for

.

MEETING OF LOEWS CANADIAN
Toronto, June

28.

At a meeting hero yesterday of
Marcus Loew Theatres. Ltd., W. A.
MacKenzie was added to the board
of directors.
It was said conditions had Improved since the last annual meeting- and the prospects are brighter.
The corporation reported a payment
Ol $42,000 this
Interest.

Markus Agency's Limit Rule
The Fally Markus Agency has
notified Agenti

booking

that all business

by

in

the office

must be transacted

m. daily.
The ruling has been placed in effect to allow the booking men to
cover acts playing in town, and lo
give an opportunity to acts desirous ol booking direct.
1

p.

BERNSTEIN RETURNING SOUTH
Coming bar* from a CcntralAmericaf] trip of a vaudeville shew
with a COUpl« of girl acts in it,
Freeman Bernstein is preparing to
go back to the same territory next
month, with concessions only,' including a Ferris wheel, merry-go
round, swings, besides some boxers and a wrestler, who will meet
all comers.
Bernstein claims a government
grant for bis next show.

month on bonds and

NO VAUDEVILLE IN STRAND
Max Spiegel, speaking for the
MitChel M. Mark Amusement Co..
Operator of the Strand, New York,
tying
says
is
picture*,
there
no foundation whatsoever for any
report that the Strand will play
Bhubert vaudeville next season.
I

I.

HOUSES CLOSING
The State
(Jjly

1.).

VAUDEVILLE BOOKING DEADLOCK

BREAK UP THE STATE

WONT CUT DOWN NEXT SEASON Con

St

,

Trenton, Saturday

Friday, June 30, 1922

BETWEEN MANAGERS AND ACTS

Meets Couple from His
Old Mob
Country Slickers
Clean Them on Season

—

Binghamton, Juno 28.
Dear Chick:
Cuthbert and Algy will be here

UP STATE QUITS
Floods and Crop Damage Discourage Theatre Patronage

Amusement men

week from up Stale territory
tory declared the amusement busi-

time.

met a couple of the old mob up
here last week traycllin' aroun" on
the mak\
They had a state fair
at the old race track in town, and
all the cannons you ever heard off
was tailin it. They tell me that a
flock of the guns are workin' with
the carnivals and burning up the
territory, but that some of them has
turned seiuare and are bootleggin*.
Two of the touts had to take it
on the lam and were lucky to get
out of town without gettin' hoosed
in the local boob.
They grabbed a
sap out at the, track and one did
the bookmaker
with the other
toutin* and pickin* them for the
sucker.
They made five guesses
I

naK they guessed at came

Mohawk

Valley

is

through until fall. Several summer
stocks have quit before playing
out their contracted time, while
the carnival people are giving the

for

long

terms,

two and three-year con*
and mostly acts of comedy
to

tracts,
classification.

Very few headliners have been en*
gaged for next season, reluctance on
the part of both parties keeping the

engagements pending.

One Keith ofT.cial declared the
was not cutting acts' salaries,
he knew of no case where
raises were consented to. As a re*
office

but tha

a wide berth.
June with rainfall more than suit the contracts sent out arc com«
three times normal has resulted in ing in slowly.
The same authority believed the}
floods in many sections, and unless
promise of 35 weeks from the Shu*
a dry spell comes along promptly bert vaudeville
circuit was
district

A

local crops will be injured. Farming districts are discouraged and
that
pessimism spreads to the

respon*

sible for many acts failing to sign at
last season's figures.

This applies particularly to the
so-called body of the bill type of
at
acts, who are more prevalent than
the Linton, Little Falls, closed Sat-,
the feature or headline turns. The.
urday night, although it had prombookers are sitting tight as a resul^
ised tc run all cummer. The Billy
with the acts reported likewise.
Allen stock at Watertown, N. Y.,
which had contracted for four
weeks, gave up after two weeks and DAILY

cities.

The Graham Stock Company

him a stoomer, but

to

every

down
By

ness along the

being signed

who returned mostly

this

tryin*

e

The Keith circuit Is holding firmly
to the policy of no increase of saU
aries for acts now being contracted
for next seaeon. The acts engaged
are

to win the pennant is throw our
gloves over the fence each day at

pick

m

Increases

Slowly Signing

next week. The local papers are
full of baloney about the pennant
bein' in as soon as this pair get out
their uniform. To hear them sport
scribes pipe all we have to do now

game

No

Over Last Season*
But no Salary Cutting Being Tried—-Acts Are

Keith's Office Says

In front.

the time the fifth race was on
they owed him enough sugar to pay
the soldier bonus. They would pay
him off after each race, just wipin*
the jack across his mitts, and tout
him right back on the next one,
figurin'. of cour.se, that as soon as
they picked him a loser they could

adjusted

its

MATINEES AT GARDEN

agreements.

Atlantic City, June 28.
Even the Walter Plimmer chain
The Garden Pier theatre, which'
of one- and two-nighters in upopened Saturday afternoon undeij
State summer resorts have pretty
the management of Joseph Wax*
generally given up, and the amuseman, changed its policy of three*
ment
business for practically the
fold up the kale.
matinees
weekly and instead a daily;
When the bugle called them to whole of northern New York is matinee is being given. Box office"
The Duchess, demand
the post for the last race this pair over until autumn.
for tickets is crediteel by|
were white around the gills. They roughkeensie, is closed for the first the management for the switch to!
time in ten years. In normal

years

had

picked a plug that couldn't
stagger a mile in less than 15 minutes, and the sap had about five
grand ridin'. The horse was 40 to
1 and a bookmakers' benefit.

They

steered
the rail

the

chump

sdmmer rethat kind of
business seems to be slack so far
this year.

it

kept going by the

is

sort
!

trade.

Even

up

against
and watched the
race with one foot on the startin'

COLORED ACTS

the twice daily plan.
Nora Bayes, headlining, it is un«
derstood, will be paid pro rata on1
the four added afternoons.

CHANDLER, "AS YOU WERE'*

Anna Chandler has been engaged
by Jenie Jacobs to head "As You
In Vaudeville Road Show for Colored
Were," the Shubert unit show to bf
Theatres
under her direction.
the boy takin' a crease in his lunge
The revue is a condensed version!
"Step
On
It,"
a colored vaudeville of the show of
rein.
They come into the stretch
that name produce^
with "Poison" leadin'.by ten lengths show with a revue finale, has been by E. Ray Goetz, starring Irene]
but he would have finished a bad formed by Wirth, Blumenfelt & Co., Bordoni.
who will present the attraction,
last if the touts had been entered in
Bert Baker will also be with the]
After show, although not
the same race, for they took the which opens next Monday.
in the revue*
fence like a coupla intercollegiate four weeks out of town the show He will present "Prevarication."
cross country hurdlers and made will be brought into New York,
i
for the freight yard, where they though whether a Broadway house
MILNE SHORTLY DUE
">limbed under a John O'Brien and will be sought has not been decided.
1
There will be two white novelty
hugged the rods until the next town
The Pantages office in New Yorsj
turns
added
to
the
present
lineup
of
loomed up.
was notified this week Ed Milne will
The yokel made a beef that got eight colored acts, including "Holi- arrive in a few days to take ovefj
into all the local papers and sent day in Dixieland," Musical Spillers, the management
of the office. Milne*
the boys out to the track with the Johns and Johns, Leona Williams, has been in charge
of the Fantagei;
fish hook around the pokes.
This Greenlee and Drayton, and Scott, Seattle office.
made it tough for the cannens, who Thomas and Ray. Several of the
Edward Fisher, who replace^
had to work rough to get a touch, colored acts have not appeared In Walter Keefe as the Pantagea
so on the vhole it was a tough week colored houses which figure in the booker
and head of the New YorJf
out-of-town bookings of colored
for the mob.
Pan office, will return to Los An&
They say the carnivals are the houses only.
The show will open at the Stand- geles, where he will resume hid
darb. but their's so many cannons
former Pantages position.
on the lots they have to wear ard (Philadelphia) next week, playbadges to keep from friskin' each ing Baltimore and Newport News
other.
Also them yokel judges is thereafter. It will play on percent- 13 CARNIVAL PEOPLE FINED]
gettin' hep to the
slickers,
and age. There will be about 40 persons
Greensburg, Pa., June 28.
when they get one with his duke in the company, the weekly salary
A fine of $1 each with costs'
in somebody's jeans they throw the list approximating $2,500.
on the condition the carnival
key away on him.
and the 13 people who were finedl
Of course, some of the towns in
must leave the county, never to en*;
TWO STICKING IT OUT
copesetty, especially where the boys
ter it again, was imposed June 1%
have been rippin' and tearin' and
Memphis, June 28.
by Judge Charles E. Whittetf
cuttin' their bit up with the local
Loew's State and Pantages re- against the members of the Home*
authorities.
But the guns claim main open, fighting it out between E. Moore Carnival.
you can't trust them, for in one them so far over the summer.
The 13 people were arrested W!
town they was just hoppin* on a
Pantages was about ready to Ce-'nty Detective Feightner and,
rattler after splittin' the coin with close a couple of weeks ago, but a local officers, charged with gan\«
the chief, when a flock of coppers spurt in business indefinitely post- bling and other misdemeanors.
nailed them anel whipped them into poned it.
the, mayor's office.
He wanted his
Ethel Barrymore's Vode Tour
bit,
so they told him about the
Pantages Loses Wilkes-Barre
Ethel Barrymore has been booked
chief.
The latter was sent for, but
The
Capitol,
Wilkes-Barre; Pa.; for a tour of the Keith houses. She]
had a rotten memory when he arwill return to the books of the will appear in a playlet by SiJ
rived. se> they had to slip the mayor
the rest of their kale and get out Amalgamated Agency July 3, the James M. Barrie, opening shortly*
vaudeville bills from that date on with the Palace, New York. schedP
of the burg.
To make it more Saratoga, the to be booked by Harry Padden. Tne uled to receive the act within thd
*
chief counters with a list of beefs Comerford Amusement Co., opera- next three weeks.
frenn the local people, claim-in* they tors of the house recently cancelled
its
booking
agreement
with
the
was robbed of so much, so that
F. & R.'s Garrick In September
before they got through they had l'antages office.
Minneapolis, June 28. 1
about all the jack that this mob had
Finkelsteln At Rubin's n< W Garjj
rick will
collected since the season opened.
playing Shttbefl
start
"Stolen Sweets" for Herk
vaudeville in September, it 1* an*
Wi have won a coupla gamesT. H. Herk'l Shubert "unit," feasi nee I wrote you last, but we a in
nounced.
turing the Watson Sisters, will be
gettin' no Wherefl, and if this bunch
Written and produced by Herman
don't step on it before long I'm
BIRTHS
Timbers. It will he titled "Stolen
poin' to start
rattlin'
thecans. Sue tg,"
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lipshutf, &
They won't stand for nothin' but a
son.
Mr. Lipshutz is the- promiwinner In this town and the way
nent Philadelphia theatrical cos«
Jack
Reid's
Unit
Named
were poln' we won't win even genturner.
eral condemnation.
Jack Reid's Shubert unit will be
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph McKlcrnaJj
called "Carnival of Fun," with the last week, daughter.
Be good.
The tether !•
De Wolf Sisters, vaudeville dancing the song writer. Mrs. IfcKierntl
Your old pal,
team, featured.
Con.
I was formerly Olga Manning.
You can believe me or not,
but this wreck spread eagled his
field and copped eased up witnout
line.
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BURLESQUE

Friday, June 30,
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COLUMBIA LOSES SUIT

COMPLAINING WHEEL COMEDIAN

DAVE KRAUS ELECTED HEAD

ON AMERICAN'S NOTES

MAY BRING ABOUT REFORMS
Sam Scribner Issues Order to Columbia House Managers Letter Written by Actor Details Faults in

—

and Back

Theatre, Front

OF NO.

Jury Gives Verdict for Defend-

ant—Notes Not Payable Until Amount Was Earned
The jury before Justice Cohalan
In the New York Supreme Court
was not out over 10 minutes before

brought in a verdict for the defendant in the Columbia Amusement Co. suit against the American
COLUMBIA IN ALBANY
Burlesque Association for $30,000
Report at Capital Says Wheel Hat on two notes, one for $20,000 and
the other for half that amount. Tho
Leased Leland. Old Proctor House
notes were made out by the A. B.
A. to the Columbia in consideration
Albany, N. Y.. June 28.
A rumor here says the Leland for it purchasing the controlling inTheatre, the old Proctor house terests in the Mount Morris (New
bought by Christopher F. Buckley, York) theatre and the Capitol,
Albany real estate operator, for "an Washington, D. C.
The Jury held for the defendant
investment," will be re-leased by the
Columbia people to house their bur- on the defense the notes were not
payable until the houses had earned
lesque in this city next season.
The Columbia is without a house sufficient dividends to cover the
here since the sale of the Empire amounts. Charles L. Hoffman acted
Leon Laski was
to the City Savings Bank. The Em- for the defendant.
in court for the Columbia, but did
pire is now being torn down.
not actually conduct the trial.
What influence this will have on
IKONS & CLAMAGE'S 3 SHOWS the bankruptcy proceedings pending against the A. B. A. is probIrons & Clamage will operate
lematical.
"It may help «ome," is
three shows on the Columbia wheel
what counsel for the American
next season.
The titles will be said.
"Town. Scandals," "Talk of the
Leon Laski states he will appeal.
Town" and "Temptations of 1922." He sailed for Europe Wednesday.
"Town Scandals" has been used by

2

BURLESQUE WHEEL

—

Limited to

One Each

-

It

In response to a letter sent to

Sam

Scribner by an actor appearing in
the Columbia wheel houses, in which
conditions in the theatres were severely criticized, a general order
Went out to all Columbia house
managers this week, signed by
Scribner, calling for drastic reforms
in the operation of the Columbia
theatres next season.
Among the matters pointed out as
needing reform by the actor's letter
to Scribner was a claim that the
treasurers have the habit of holding
out the best seats, when they take
orders over the phone especially,
and inform patrons the only thing
The
left is in the 10th or 12th rows.
letter contended sales of seats were

through this.
Another thing panned by the

lost

letter

the condition of the dressing
rooms. "Some of the dressing rooms

was

are terrible," the letter said. "There
are no accommodations for the performers, dirty prop chairs are given
in some theatres for the actors to sit
on while making up, the floors are
concrete and not carpeted, and over
half of the dressing-rooms on the
circuit

have no water

in

them,

it

being necessary for the actors to
walk half a block to wash up." These
dressing-room handicaps hurt the
Show, It is claimed, through affecting
the work of the actors. The stage
entrances likewise come in for a
roast, it being charged some are
heaped with snow and mud in inclement weather.

,

Irons &
seasons.

Clamage for the last two
The other two titles are
new for the Columbia wheel.
The casts of the three shows are:
"Town Scanda.s"— Harry (Hickey)
Le Van, Johnny Iludgins, Johnnie
Crosby, Floyd Wright. Annetta Le
Pierre, Germaine Le Pierre, Paula
Le Pierre, Leetie Bolles. Dick Zeis-

manager.
"Temptations of
1922"— Danny
Murphy, Joe Stanley, Two Brownings, Don Clark, Dolly Marlowe, Joe
that Yule, Sedal Bennett, Rosie Chevalier,
Another paragraph asks
tailors and laundry representatives Dancing Levardes;
manager, Ed
and Edmondson.
stage
back
back
from
kept
be
that card playing and crap shooting
"Talk, of the Town"— Frank R.
by musicians be abolished, as the Murphy, 'Chas. Fagan, Arthur Lanmusicians are inclined to neglect ing, Sam Bransky, Paul Cressy,
cues, the letter states.

letter

and

effect

things complained

Cheska Du Po Trt y Trlxie Butler, Jessie
McDonald, Jack Henderson.
Snow and Campbell. Manager, Wm.
,

Scribner enclosed the actor's letter, who is not identified other than
that he is "principal comedian and
dropped into see Scribner one day."
A conversation ensued. Scribner
asked the complaining actor to put
everything in writing.
The Scribner order asks that the
bouse managers read both the order

and

ler,

reforms

in the

of.

MURDERER SENTENCED

Truehart.

Columbia

Amusement

J.

Philadelphia, June
Vissell, who shot

following near midnight, following
the breaking up of the party around
11, as related by a guest continuously present, is as follows:
"The party started to gather
around 4 in the afternoon. Guests
or neighbors drifted in at different
intervals, some of the neighbors not
arriving until a buffet lunch was
served in Miss Davies' dining room
after dark. Marion Davies was not
there, nor were any picture people.

Co.

shows will not play Syracuse, N. Y.,
next season. The Columbia shows
played the Bastable, Syracuse, for
three days for several years past.
The Columbia filled in the Syracuse three-day stand with Ithaca,

28.

and

W

WEEK

NEW

"MIMIC WORLD" AS BASE

next season.
Joe Wood will travel ahead of the
•how as advance man.. It is understood he will also be interested.
title

Milwaukee and Indianapolis
Columbia Amusement
hows will play Milwaukee ami
Th»«

<'<>.

fn-

Oltnanolli noxt season, in addition
to the new
Stands mentioned last
Week.
Indianapolis will be for three day?,

Jnd

Ukely

Louisville.

spirt

with

the Gaiety,

Ad

Pineus, novelty variety turn.

Frank Hurst and Charlie Wilkins
The combination is
in blackface.

summer only. Wilkins and
Wilkins have engaged for the \VhitO
"Scandals" n<'\t season.
K<1 (not Tun) Conrad Will be coti*
cerned In the wrltin of viic n -w act
for tho

-.

Mary H.iyn< s.
Terries Twins, two girls
ing Mr*. Sam SHdman.

heard a pistol shot, followed by a
man's cry, 'She shot me/ and a

woman
do

shrieking,

'I

didn't

mean

to

for

I

over night in his daughter'i house.
"Th" Hirshes had been in the Davies' parlor earlier in the ev< nlng.
Both bade Miss Davlei good ni«ht
around 10, saying they were going
home.
Miss Davies, Immediately
upon the party guests departing, retired, stating she was tired, ;is she
had given Imt personal attention to

Ue arrangements
"At |1:45 Mm,

the shooting occurred, failed to hear
a sound before the pistol exploded.

"The Hirshes were outside the
Davies grounds and on their way

i

omedy

and

!

Viola

IX.

skit.

Freemont Benton

will

appear

jn

The No. z wheel will limit its
producers to one franchise each.
own hooking
operating the
shows, through which performers
appearing in the attractions will
be engaged.

It will operate Its
office, in addition to

The

Mutual as at

policy of the

roughly devised provides
for each house paying a booking fee
and transportation expenses, in addition to a percentage or fixed profit
for the producer above that.
Applications for franchises are being
gone over. Announcement of the
franchise owners will be made the
present

latter part of July.

The

under way the
September.
get

A

75-ccnt top scale

The

sidered.

circuit will
week of

first

is

circuit

being conwill

afford

about 35 weeks to extend as far
west as Detroit.
William Grossman, of House,
Grossman & Vorhaus, assisted on
the legal end In the organization
of the wheel.

Dave Kraus
that

control

New

Street,

is

Kraus family
Olympic, 14»h
Richard Tuni-

of the

the

York.

son controls the Lyrio, Newark.
That house was formerly known as
Waldman's and was one of the early
Columbia wheel stands. Last season the Lyric played the American
wheel shows for the better part of
the season, and following the playing out of the American wheel
route, booked independently. Chas.
Franklin operated a show on the
American last season, and previously had operated shows on that
circuit with Jack Strouse for several seasons.
At the end of the

.

The dallies carried many conflicting stories. Some seemed Inspired
to create a sympathetic wave in
mitigation of the charge against
Mrs. Hirsh. The Hirshes, through
their attorney, George Morton Levy
of Freeport, agreed in one or more
statements to the press that tne
shooting was an accident and that
they had no coherent recollection of
It.
Sympathy, however, went out
for the Davieses and the others
unfortunate enough to have been
connected In the reports of the

HI

kidneys.
Patrieola

recovering at St.
Is
Elizabeths Hospital, New York,
whero she was operated on Sunduy
by Dr. Melvin Wolk.

Walter LcRoy is suffering from
pneumonia at his home in New
York.
Dr. Wolk pronounced him
out of danger Tuesday.
Nat Roth, company manager of
"Llllom," at the Great Northern.
Chicago, is ill in a hospital In that
city.

Counsel for the Hirshes admitted
both of them were drunk Saturday
evening. Feople at the Davies home

Katherine Chcevers returned to
her duties In the office of the Eastern Theatre Managers' Association
this woe!:, having fully recovered
from a recent operation for appen-

who knew them

said something was
the matter with the Hirshes, but
whether drunkenness or not they
could not state.
It was reported Hirsh had been
a theatrical manager and had made
money through an eleetrical business he was interested in. As far
as anyone knows in Frerport or
elsewhere, he has never been eonnected with a theatrical venture,
lie only knew professionals through

dicitis.

Freeport and hobnobbing
them for business purposes.
Hazel Hirsh's maiden name

Jacobs

shooting.

living

with
Mrs.

f*

Km ma

Frabell (Al and Emma
recovering from an
is
for the removal of her
tonsils, at 130 RldgewOOd avenue,
Newark, N. J.
Alexander, the magi Man, stricken
with fever while In Memphis, has
recovered and is about to leave me
local hospital, if he has not already

Frabell)
operation

done

so.

Ros< now, of the Jerri*
who has been Inactive for several weeks due to a nervoui breakdown, sails for Europe.
July 12, to undergo treatment by
Melville

in

Mrs. Hirsh has never appeared on
the stage.
BhOftly after the shooting Mrs.
IT";,
h stated she and her husband
had not spoken to earh other for
four days,

ttuldi,

reuni't*

president; Charles Franklin, secretary; Dr. Richard Tunison, treasurer, and Albert L. Singer, general
manager. The officers also constitute the board of directors.

when the police arrived. season Franklyn's show played the
Hirsh was sent to the hospital and Burlesque Booking Office Circuit.
there the next day. Mrs. Hirsh The other directors have not been
went to her home, Just on the rear actively connected with show busiof the Davies lot, and remained ness heretofore.
there .until placed under arrest
The Manheim Interests of CleveBail was procured for her in $25,000 land will contribute about eight
Sunday morning, furnished by houses to the Mutual circuit. The
Thomas Powell, a turfman."
stock represents
1 110,000 capital
At the prelimrnary hearing Mon- 1,000 shares at $100 par value.
day the examination was postponed
until yesterday (Thursday), when
AND INJUKED
the district attorney said he would
Mart Fuller Is at the Memorial
present the charge to the grand
Hospital,
West
100th street, New
jury of Nassau county, The penalty
for felonious assault in the first de- York, to undergo an operation for
the removal of a tumor from the
gree is from five to ten years.

s.i r
husband, she was Informed no
one had seen hirn within two hours
secarid
that he might he at the Light!
the
the
with
fall
vaudeville in
R< marking that she would
ond act of -Breakfast, in Bod." Thle Club.
was a three-act farce produced by too!: for him, Mrs. Hirsh loft the
\bout five minutes afterhouse.
A. H. Woods Several years ago.

Lloyd and dopde<
Art hur Clay Our)

f<*tc

meeting Wednesday to elect
David Kraus is the president; George D. Lathrop, vice-

officers.

left

Townley.
She -fame to New
I
Vorl; some years ago from Kansas
City.
Her mother, who lives with
her, is said to be of English birth.

for the lawn

capitalised at $100,000, held a spe-

home

Hindi returned to
th'' parlor of the Davie-: home ;md
Inquired at to the whereabouts of

Includ-

The Mutual Burlesque Associawhich was chartered June 24,

tion,

cial

it.'

The story of the lawn party, from to the pistol shot. Two ehauffeurs,
commencement to the shooting, seated within twenty feet of where

killed Bessie

The joo Wood vaudeville act, "The
Mimic World," will form the basis
of Maurice Cane and Dan Davenport's Columbia wheel show of that

in the parlor

its

Elmlra and Binghamton. The shows
will play each of the towns menDorn, formerly a bur- tioned for one day ,the first half of
The last half, the Colesque chorus girl, was found guilty the week.
murder in the second degree and lumbia shows will play Utica for The guests were mostly New Yorkers and Brooklynites. not ?*i the
threo
days.
sentenced to 20 years' imprison•how bUsinc&S, while the neighbors,
ro
hft
ment. The murdered woman was
some Invited and others who
married to Gustav Dorn of Newark,
dropped In, were professionals with
NO PIANO LEADERS
N. J. April 1 she visited Vissell at
his apartment at 717 North 11th
The order issued by the Columbia their homes in Freeport, nearly all
and wives.
street.
A quarrel over money be- a couple of weeks ago to the pro- husbands
"It was a pleasant afternoon. All
tween the pair occurred and he shot ducers calling for piano leaders
lawn,
and instantly killed the woman.
with the traveling shows next sea- of the people remained on the
At the trial here no testimony was son has been rescinded, through a where some played games, while
others
were
seated
benehes.
on
Offered in defense.
Evidence that number of the Columbia managers
Vissell was a drug addict
was already having engaged violin di- They remained there until nearly 9,
when twilight came on ,and a call
brought out at the trial.
rectors.
came for ,lunch inside. Following
an informal cold lunch with nearly
FINAL
FOR '"FOLLIES"
Flappers"
everyone
standing around the table
People in "Broadway
Barney Gerard's "Follies of the
The complete cast for Rube Bern- (about 20 people at the time), the
Day," the only Columbia wheel show stein's "Broadway Flappers" (Co- party broke up into groups.
"Around 11 the native profesplaying, last week did $8,721 at the lumbia)
includes Gattison Jones,
Gayety, Boston. Last week was its Jack Hunt, Clyde Bates, Major sionals said they would be shortly
sixth at the Gayety.
It will close Johnson,
RIchy Craig, Jr., Jim going, as the Lights Club (in Freethis week.
The business last week Hamilton, Mae Dix, Edna Lee, Vin- port) had its first Clown Night of
was $1,000 over the previous week.
nle Phillips and Billie La Verne. the summer Saturday night, and
The "Follies" received publicity Irving Becker will be the company they wanted to be there. The New
last week as the result of the dean manager and Charles Koster ad- Yorkers and Brooklynites also said
of a local college withdrawing invi- vance agent.
they would have to leave, owing
tations sent to Gertrude Hayes, Jr.,
to the long ride to their homes. By
and Althea Bannes, two of the
11:15 nearly everyone had left, exshow's principals, after the girls had
Miss Davies' sisters. Ethel
cepting
ACTS
been invited to appear at the mmRose (Mrs. Wan Clevel), and
and
aets
are
timers*'
Two more "old
mencernent exercises.
bring readied. They are called "The her brother-in-law, George B. Van
Afterpiece" and "The Last Re- Clevel, and her father, Magistrate
Douras, who intended to remain
hearsal."

Harry

ward those remaining

"Magistrate Douras rushed to the
lawn opposite the parlor door and
met Wally Hirsh walking toward
the house, holding his mouth and
shouting, 'She shot me.'
Mingled
with his cries were the continued
shrieking of Mrs. Hirsh, 'I didn't
mean to do it. My God, what have
I
done?'
As Magistrate Douras
lead Hirsh on to a sofa in* the Davies
parlor, after telling Miss Davies'
chauffeur not to allow Mrs. Hirsh
to get away, Mrs. Hirsh laid down
on tho roadway beside the Davies
house, kicking her feet up in the
air and continuing to shriek at the
top of her voice. Inside the parlor
Hirsh kept yelling, 'She shot me!
Get a doctor!*
"Magistrate Douras gave Hirsh
such first aid attention as he could
command. The noise made by the
HIRSCHES N0N-PR0
Hirshes in the yard had awakened
(Continued from page 1)
the neighborhood. One of the neighwith felonious assault in the first bors phoned the Freeport police
degree for shooting her husband headquarters. Chief Hartman, with
Saturduy night on the lawn of j a patrolman, reached the Davies
Reinie Davies' home at Freeport, home some minutes afterward, but
Long Island, employed extraordinary not before Mrs. Hirsh had left the
tactics to develop the Hindi family roadway, walked into the parlor
feud into a "Hollywood of the East" and laid down on another sofa on
scandal. One of the dailies ("Even- the other side of the room.
ing Telegram") persisted in asserting
"When Hirsh saw his wife on the
that Marion Davies, the Cosmopoli- other sofa, he arose and, walking
tan's star, was at the lawn party over, kicked her in the face.
At
her sister Reinie gave Saturday aft- the same time he said, 'You would
ernoon, and to which Reinie invited shoot me, eh? You said you would
the Hushes at the urgent request get me, and you got me.'
Hirsh's
Later in the kick may explain the black eyes
of a mutual friend.
week reporters of "The Evening and bruised face reported for Mrs.
Telegram" scoured the village In a Hirsh when she was later arrested
desperate
effort
substantiate at three Sunday morning.
to
Immestatements made in its columns of a diately after the shooting she had
libelous nature against both Marion no marks visible upon her, nor was
and Reinie Davies.
any talk heard on the lawn prior

SYRACUSE OFF WHEEL
The

—

Albert L. Singer, General Manager New Circuit
Holders
Capitalized
at $100,000 Franchise

Office,

apecIallstS in Berlin.

N

32

Woeks For Musical Stock
Memphis, June

2S.

After 3_' Weeks at the Lyceum, the
musical tabloid of Bete Pates arid
with Laskln's Beauties, has
Co.,
ClObcd.

91919

saable

way

in the

of costumes, dia-

and dances.
That the "49 Camp" and its kindred shows of the dance hall type
have got to go was the unanimous
opinion, and all Oriental shows, Hawaiian cabarets and other attractions where the cooch, the hula-hula
or any other kind d a wiggle is a
part of the performance are strictly
log

BE-

T

L

taboo.

The

athletic

nents and

Argument

in

Kansas

—

City

Reveals Opinions Carnival Proprietor Tells Variety

What

Done

to

Should Be
Clean Up— All
Gambling, Grifting and
Questionable Shows Must

j

Go Out

MANAGER RESPONSIBLE

.

'

j

a (leaner and

Variety's interest in
better carnival has created a deal of

comment, and many letters have
been received from carnival owners
and managers indorsing the movement. These have come from representative open-air showmen, and
most are letters urging the campaign be kept up.
Carnival men of the better class

now hope

the "grifting" carnival and
carnival's greatest bugaboo, with the searchlight of
publicity flashed upon the dark and
shady methods of the "gypsy camp"

the

'49

Camp, the

showman and

"strong

and with the consequent pubindignation that must inevitably
ensue, there will be but one outcome: the gradual but sure exit of
the "grifter" and his cohorts. He
sees the passing of the low down
lic

"Dancing Academy," "Happy Hollow" and "The Girl From Up There"
shows. He visualizes the end of the
"flat Joint"

and of

all

thow nad

money gam-

He knows

that this meant the
approbation of the law and order
committees and the disappearance
ill-smelling
of the
stigma with
which the carnival is now sur-

rounded.
Last but not least, he knew that it
meant a new clientele on the carnival midway; a better class of patronage, which in the past had
scorned to grace the carnival lot
with its presence. He knew that organization had been essayed and
found wanting. He knew that other
plans had been tried and had failed
and he saw in Variety's work a new

its

oppo-

adherents, some believing it to be harmless .and others
finding it undesirable. The athletic
show or stadium is a tent where the
show wrestlers meet all comers for
money prizes with the gloves or on
the mat. To insure profitable events
the show carries several professional
wrestlers who go to towns ahead
and mix with the local sports and
fight fans. When the show gets in
town these men accept the challenges of the show wrestler, and
then comes a series of fake matches,
worked up to a big "blow off" on
Saturday night at $1 admission.
These shows usually attract a rowdy
element to the show grounds and
are often the cause of disputes and
fights which sometimes develop into
really serious affairs,
its

programs strictly to living curiosand odd and unusual people,

ities

but not deformed unfortunates.,
"To give entertainment that
suitable for ladies and children

is

is

the whole solution.
Something for
their money besides filth.
Something that will please and satisfy,
and that will send audiences away
boosting instead of knocking.

A

Necessary Evil
"Regarding concessions, which
may be termed the necessary evil
of
to

the carnival business, there

my

that

is

is,

mind, but one solution, and
the complete abolition of

money games, buy backs or trick
games of skill. There is warm conall

troversy

as

to

the

rating

of

r

that

c i*lnd

trolled

"flat

all

joints"

(con-

gambling devices) must

go,

favor the
percentage wheel in cases where
the local authorities were agreeable.
A well -known carnival manager,
and one of the more conservative
type, was approached by a Variety
man the other day. He was asked
to give his opinion as to the various
carnival features considered in the
undesirable class. He said:
"I do
not care to be quoted on this subject as, after all. it is largely a
matter of opinion and, as all the
world knows, opinions differ. Personally I am opposed to anything
and everything that savors of the
immoral or that is against the law
of the land.
I believe in the entire

banishment of

all girl

to

shows where

vulgar or indecent entertainment is
offered. I am against all suggestive
dances, and I would not have a
'cooch show' or a '49 Camp' within
a dozen miles of my midway.

effort in an old direction, that promises a real benefit to the conscien-

the

of the big ball and which the operator of the game can capsize every
time and with apparent ease. The
game appears a cinch to the uninitiated but, except for the expert
player, there isn't a chance. When
the gaff is on he is bound to lose
and, strange to tell and in spite of
the simplicity and honest appearance of thf frame-up, there is a
gaff.
(The gait is a secret trick by
which the game is controlled.) This
game attracts women and children
by its seeming simplicity of operation as well as by the alluring
prizes destined to grow old and
faded but that nobody ever wins.
It is one of the games I do away
with at once, and with it the 'Spot
the Spot,' another easy appearing
game, but one that gives no chance
to the inexper.enced player.
"All fake
or 'tip up'

games

of the 'roll

down'

variety as well as all
other 'count u§' rackets should be
eliminated by all self-respecting
managers who carry privileges or
concessions.
All and any games
that are mechanically controlled
should be cut out and with them the
percentage wheel, the jingle board
and the cane or knife rack that attaches $1 bills to the prizes on the

Without the big state
various district and
the

midway

larger

fairs

division

and
fairs

organization

The big state fairs
July and continue to Noand on until December,

could not exist.

begin in

vember
when several big events are held

in

the extreme south.
The big state fairs attract enor-

mous crowds.

These in most cases
The
day and night events.
grounds open at an early hour in
the morning and remain open until
a late hour at night, with agricultural and industrial exhibits, horse
and automobile racing and a big
program of sensational free acts.

are

The fair secretaries of the larger
fairs are familiar with the carnival
business.
best in the
tions.

They demand the very

way

of

midway

attrac-

production was offered, and all
Much competition exists between
agreed that the carnival producer the larger carnivals to secure "the
could not expect to get away with plums," as the contract! for the big
half as much under canvas as his fairs are termed.
The special repbrother manager who stages like resentatives of the various carnival
Offerings for indoor presentation.
organizations haunt the fair secreOne manager said, and with prob- taries and fair commissioners, while
able truth, that if the carnival man- the publicity department- of the difager were to steal his show material ferent shows keep up a continual
from Broadway playhouses, he would bombardment of marked newspaper
more than likely wind up in jail. The copies and various forms of novelty
carnival show presented in small advertising matter is shot through
towns must, in consequence, he the mails to fair officials in a steady
constructed to suit its Audiences, as stream,
National fair and exro.iition conthe authorities in the smaller communities are ofttimes less broad- ventions are held at Chicago in the
minded than their confreres in the fall and during the winler. These
larger cities, and the country has its events are attended by show agents
flews as to what is considered de- and owners, who use evl ty method

a bad one, and a bad show with
careful and conscientious manage*
ment can soon be transformed intoj
a good one.
"It is entirely up to the owners
and management. They alone can!
decide

want

what type

of carnival they

to run."

BANKERS AS CHECK ON
ASSOCIATION PEOPLE
Carnival People Using Sealed
Tickets to Avoid Dis-

putes

A new device in the cutting up of
percentages between carnival companies, and the associations under
whose auspices they make local appearances, is the designation of a
local bank as depository for tickets
in sealed blocks.

The

tickets are purchased from a
concern numbered in
and marked with an identifying insignia.
The whole week's
supply Is delivered to a local bank

Philadelphia

rotation

and each day's supply is taken out
by an agent of the carnival accompanied by an official of the association.

In this way the introduction of
is prevented and an
accurate count kept of receipts.
Carnival men declare they have been
several times victimized by associa*
tion officials who disposed of counterfeit tickets in the town, pocketed
the return and then demanded from
multicolored
blanket
their are properly operated.
over
A reliable the carnival organization the local
shoulders or proudly displaying a superintendent of concessions should association's percentage on the rehuge ham or basket of groceries.
be a man of dignity and executive ceipts represented by the spurious
"The local authorities, especially ability. He should know the conces- tickets.
in the smaller cities and towns, selsion business thoroughly, but he
The
of making a local
dom object to the merchandise should not be operating any conces- bank a system
sort of trustee, both for the
wheel, and at most church bazaars sions on the midway he is supersealed blocks of tickets and for the
or club festivals the candy and doll vising. His duties should be to see
daily receipts to match the cash
wheel is often the big feature. that all concessions remain within
and the slips as they come from the
They do much to brighten and en- the limits of the strictly legitimate.
box of tickets as it is delivered
hance the appearance of the mid- He should be there to protect the
way with their bright lights and public from unscrupulous agents locked to the bank daily, obviates
the trouble over disputes about
attractive displays of goods, and the and to adjust all arguments.
He totals and beats the trick of the
carnival manager who can find time should see that no 'buying back* is
phoney ticket.
to see that the public is getting practised and he should be concourtesy and politeness as well as stantly on the watch for coarse,
a square deal will seldom find him- loud, profane and insulting conces.
PARK
self or his show in trouble on acsion agents or owners.
count of his wheels.
"The carnival manager should "Pacific City," on San Francisco'
"A so-called game of skill which seek the co-operation of his
concesBay, to Be Built
has been in great vogue the past
sioners and in return he should
few seasons is the swinging ball. give them
a square deal.
San Francisco, June 28.
This is a heavy ball suspended by
Preparations are under way here
"Game of skill concessioners are
a cord from a small frame. The
for the opening of the big new outidea is to knock, down a cone- not able to afford the high rentals
door resort and bathing beach
shaped pin which is in direct line that the gambling joint and 'thieving store' are able and willing to pay, known as Pacific
City that is
but if there is to be a cleaning up located on the shore of San Franof the carnival it must begin at the cisco bay, near San Mateo.
A big board walk flanks thsj
beginning and go all the way down
the line.
Both showmen and con- beach for a mile or more and concession owners should be treated cessions of every character have
been installed.
alike.
Pacific City' is reported to have*
"Whire there would be amity
there must be equity, and I know of 90 acres and 250 acres of tidewater
short of bribery to secure coveted no place where these happy virtues land. The amusement zone is said
contracts.
are more .adly lacking than with to cover 15 acres.
Each state has its individual fair the present-day carnival. It's an
association, which organization also old, old story, and it has all been
DANCE FLOOR OUT
meets annually. These are also at- told and retold; clean and meritoritended by the contracting agents of ous shows, strictly legitimate conDes Moines, Iowa, June 28.
the various carnivals.
Fair secre- cessions and on-thc-Ievel business
Word comes from Richland Center
taries are invited to visit the re- methods are the only requirements,
stating
the Stanton's Mid-Continent
spective shows and are escorted and when each carnival ovner will
from one end of the country to the make this his slogan and studiously Shows are there this week and exother by the .anxious show repre- seek to attain a goal of near-perfec- hibiting to fair business. The resays Manager Stanton has
tion, there will be an end to all of port
sentatives.
As there .are only a limited num- the slurs and slander that have closed his cabaret show, Which was
ber of big carnival shows, no show dragged the midway »how into the an attraction of the "40 Camp"
type.
Mr. Stanton is credited with
can well afford to grow beyond the Slime of public disapproval.
"Many carnival rianagers have deciaring there will be no more
15 or 20-car size unless it is assured of big state and district fair blamed the concession for all of dance floor shows with his midway
Contract < as few of the county fairs their troubles and have laid the In the future.
are able to support big organiza- present anti-carnival war at the
C. R. Harding has just engaged
tions which depend entirely upon door of the gambling privilege man. with the Mid-Continent Shows as
They ignore that their entire midway general agent.
the fairs for the season's profit).
Carnival dates usually offer only is under their direct and personal
a night play. It is only here and management. They appear to forthere when a show furnishes the est that all of Die attractions car- LOOKING FOR SOCIETY CIRCUS
attractions for some big local event ried on their tiain are under their
Auburn, N. Y., Juri< a8.
and under strong local auspices it eye, and as manager they are legally
Auburn and Geneva merchants are
can hope for really profitable busi- and morally responsible for the today looking for the O'Brien Soness.
With the cibsing of the park standard of both shows and conces- ciety Circus. Some time ag< an
If
seasOll and the consequent Jhiggin,; sions.
there are undesirable advance agent visited both town*
of interest in outdoor amusements shows the managers alone are to Several
merchants entered Into a
the shows are ompelhd to look to blame,
it
(here are crooked c< - ticket arrangement with tht show.
the fairs for sure business.
CCtwiOns jt is their duty to close Sinct then nothing
has been heats
It is the smaller or "gypsy"
amp them up, and if they arc carrying Of it.
variety of carnival with a small uncouth and disrespectful employee
show
was
0h<
booked to* today
overhead that can ramble along and in any department they should dis- and tomorrow at Geneva*
get a living. Many of this type do charge them.
Auburn merchants saj th» : have
not even bother about fair contracts.
"As manage] he ii monarch of had word from Coming and llof"
They are content to move along all hi Surveys, and if there aie any nell the show also failed t< keep
playing still spots, or, in other illegal or immoral features about dates there.
Thf local merchants
words, just paying for lot and his show he, and he alone, is
to are endeavoring to find out w nether
license without
seeking the co- blame. With lax and careless han- the rhow has closed
or changed it*
operation of a local organization
dling a good show can soon become route.

phoney tickets

NEW COAST

AND CARNIVALS

FAIRS

and not harm.
Sick of Gambling

tious manager,

The letters also corroborate Variety's statement of a week or so ago
that the general run of better class
carnival men, including concessionaires, are heartily sick of all forms
of gambling as well as of the immoral and undesirable sideshow, and
that all would be glad to see the last
of them.
The question of what constitutes a
clean carnival was discussed at
some length by a party of show
owners and general agents in the
lobby of a Kansas City hotel the
other day. Many opinions were offered and advanced as to what is
and what is not desirable in the way
of shows and concessions. A warm
controversy ensued as to the limitations of the musical comedy and
the much abused "girl show."
was granted that the "girl
It
show" was 0. k. provided a clean

"I do not allow athletic shows
win re phoney matches are given.
Tin y are mure trodble than they
are worth, and they keep decent
people away from the lot. A good,
clean diving girl show is all right.
is
It
educational and instructive
when really competent divers are
employed. Repulsive and disgusting freaks never did attract business, and I would confine all freak

merchandise wheel, the race track
and other games of chance where
merchandise Is given as prizes, alThe "49 Camp" and the "Dancing though there are few communities rack.
Academy" are dance halls under where these games are not perManagers Responsible
canvas, where painted dance hall mitted. This is purely a percentage
"The carnival manager is reproposition
and,
where
wortha
girls solicit dances with the patrons.
sponsible for the concessions he
At the close of each dance the man while prize is given at every turn, carries, and the fact that he does
buys refreshments at the bar, which there is small cause for complaint. not actually own them does not
"The concessioner, too, has little alter the case. He is held responsiis the show's only source of revenue.
The girl gets a percentage for the incentive to cheat, as with a fast or ble for the nature of the games
drinks she can sell, and pockets even a steady grind he is able to operated and the methods with
whatever small change the can reap a pleasing profit on the goods which they are conducted.
The
wheedle out of her dancing partners. he throws out, and these very prizes public look to him for decent treatare his best advertisements, as the ment and fair play, and it is for this
Flat Joints Must Go
winners parade around the midway reason that he should personally
The Kansas City gathering de- with an attractive kewpie doll, a see to it that all of his concessions

mob" man- but some appeared

ager,

bling.

j
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RINGLING COAST TRIP SHIFTS
CIRCUS FEUD TO WEST AND SOUTH
Maneuver Four
Outfits West of Chicago— Forecast Is for John
Robinson Campaign Through South

Muggivan and Ballard Expected
'

Newark, N.

J.,

June

Oswego, N.
Notwithstanding a

28.

The

Bros.'

Ringling

Barnum-

compared to what is likely to happen between now and October.
The answer of Muggivan & Bal-

to the Ringling jump across
the Rockies probabTy will bo a
frame-up of Ballard
four-sided
circus properties in the West weavof the Ringling
ahead
rings
lng
ehow. using up as much key terripossible beTore the Ringling
tory
ehow can get in.

lard

•

M

"mystery man" as the framer of the
Muggivan-Ballard policies, and his
identity is concealed so far.

At various times credit for routcleverness has been given to
Bert Bowers, but it appears that
Dowers merely holds a 20 per cent,

ing

rider

known as Cyclone
Harry Baker, and now with the
Wortham Shows.

Hagenbeck and

interest in the

Mrs. Weinstein named, Josephine
Baker, her husband's riding partner.
Alimony was set at $10 a week, to
be raised when Baker's actual salary
is

established.

vari-

ous scattered interests In sideshows
Charley Moyer
of other circuses.
has been spoken of in this connection, but men in touch with the
actual situation discount It.
The
appears to be
truthmof the mattf
that Ballard and his unknown lieutenant do most of tho heavy work
and the others are practical field

B.

Nye With Burns' Show
Nye is now general agent

IT.

with the Burns Greater Shows, a
10-car outfit.
Nye was formerly
with the Smith Shows.

.

MATTHEW

men.

J.

are

the

available

30-car

A sidelight on tho bitterness of
the feud between the French Lick
group and the Ringlings is the story
that

in Chicago, ready to take the road
either in the West, to take part in
the Ringling fight or co-operate
with Sells-Floto in middle western
The decision on this
territory.
point was scheduled to be made
The Yankee Robinson
thin week.
Is the fifth Ballard unit and presumably will be used for general
utility purposes, shifting east, west
or lake district, as occasion seems
to dictate.
The outline given above is but
Probably as big
part of the plan.
an object as any and the center of

the plan Is to route the John Robinson show through the South. The

John Robinson name has tremendous possibilities throughout Texas
and the South Atlantic states, but
during the last years of Governor
Robinson's

life,

when he

•

Hagen-

beck-Wallace show, the (Jcllmar
Bros.' outfit. Al. G. Barnes' circus
(it may come as a surprise to the
that the
learn
circus world to
French Lick crowd hold nn important interest in this property, which

suffered

health, the show's good will was
permitted to lapse somewhat. Now
Ballard sees a chance to capitalize
its former good will In the terriill

tory.

With the Ringling show headed
for the coast the whole southern
territory will be wide open and the
Robinson to be framed so It can
be split Into two parts and made
to cover double territory—can take
the edge off* the circus Interest, and

#

slight.

Figuring on

money invested

in

estimated all the
circus properties held by Muggivan and Ballard do not represent
over $3,000,000, representing cautious purchases In the building up
What their Inof the properties.
circuses,

it

is

vestment in carnival properties is
no one knows, as their holdings in
this field are more or less under
cover for the present, but the connections are coming out gradually.
was at first reported they owned
the Wortham shows outright, but
now it appears that their Interest
is about 65 per cent., the remainder
of the property being vested in the
active management. It appears to
be a rule with Ballard to leave a
generous "cut in" for the active
management of a show property, on
the theory that an interest in the
profits Insures more aggressive and

It

an at-

— snake

den, wild man and similar freaks.
In the centre is a three abreast
merry-go-round and a medium sized
Ferris wheel, while to the side Is a
"Barrel of Fun," a whip and an

The

aeroplane device.

rest of the

made up of about a score
games, hoop-throwing devices,
wheels and ball-throwing games.
There are no money games in sight
nor girl shows. In the trade the
outfit is understood to be on the
outfit is

of

level.

New

Brunswick stand is
Just a case of an
from the
bad behavior of others that have
As
past.
in
seasons
gone before
far as New Brunswick is concerned
both as to its people and the

The

typical.

It

amusement

—

is

outfit suffering

—

more efficient management than a authorities the carnival proposition
mere salaried post. The Ringlings is through for the present.
operate on the opposite theory. All
During the war and afterward
salaried men,
their lieutenants are

and the Ringling name carries

all

the prestige.
Ed Ballard and Jerry Muggivan
are in Chicago this week, laying
out their transcontinental campaign,
and the route sheets at their becomes
ginning make it appear that all
outfit
when the Ringling
down the Pacific coast, turning east three shows, Hagenbeck, Barnes,
through the southern tier of states, and Gollmar Bros., will remain
big top entertainment will be an old along the northern tier of states,
keeping in close touch with the
•tory to the public for the year.
Another element that enters into Ringling opposition. The big show
is
Ringling
must almost of necessity cross the
the trip west is that the
carrying an equipment that com- northern route to get into Vancouprises over 90 cars. It runs In three ver. After that it is a fairly simple
sections, a "flying squadron" that Jump into Portland, and then a
gets away early and two other sec- day's travel to make San Francisco.
Once the opposition shows are in
tions that trail later. The overhead
runs around $10,000 a day and the narrow Pacific coast strip there
transportation is a whale of an ex- is likely to be hot opposition for
playing territory is restricted to
pensive proposition.
path between the coast
T3y comparison the Muggivan- the narrow
mountains close by to the
Ballard properties are smaller, more and the
is
cohesive units.
The Hagenbeck, east. In this narrow strip there
for circus opposithe biggest of the three or four not much room
prospect is for handthat will operate in the West, car- tion and the
fighting.
ries only 30 cars and operates at a to-hand
Ballard-Muggivan
the
thing
One
cost of something between $3,000
this week apand $3,200 a day. The others are conference in Chicago
pears to have definitely settled is
considerably less.
show will
Robinson
Yankee
The two contending factions are that the
west, cleaning
somewhat in the position of a pair remain in the middle
the
while
One has only up territory unopposed,
of checker players.
will be made a
one "king," while the other has other three shows
west. There is
four.
Given equal skill, the player battle force in the
west of Missouri
with the four kings has a tremen- plenty of territory
several narare
th«'re
for nil, but
dous advantage.
out where
Thf Muggivan-Ballard crowd have row strips on the way
Across
compete.
done some brilliant routing and all will have to
there are
example,
railroading this season thus far. Montana, for
promise profit.
There seems to be a good deal of only four towns that
Great Palls
mystery as to the real brains be- They are Btrtt \ Helena, Whichever
iMiings
Ballard, and possibly
hind the route sheets.
first will
territory
this
through
through powerful comm-nvi al ami get*
have created a imp for wh.it folpolitical affiliations, can command
along
the
is
Another link
a lot of influence with bankers; low
road has
Muggivan grew up in the practical Rock Island roi.1. That that only
rule
wagon show business and has n for years made M i
ln,>
one show a geason^wU! he carried
comprehensive' knowledge
gone to
has
ilways
favoritism
both and
litem
country, but behind
a carnival orthere is said to be a master manipu- the Worth. mi outfit,
Mugby
part
owned in
lator.
In the absence of his actual ganization
it
flvan and Ballard. Nevertheless,
identity, the circus world this seathe railroad
son has erected the conception of A is a free-for-all among

—

fronts for the back of the lot, including a minstrel show, animal circus, "Darktown Follies" and
tractive group of pit shows

during the period of industrial actown hummed. A big aero
motor works was built by the government, employing nearly 5,000
war workers. The surgical dressing
concern of Johnson & Johnson

tivity the

worked night and day shifts, and
other Industrial concerns employed
large numbers of workers.

Money was

free

carnival troops

and

loose,

and

came and went at
one a week. The

an average of
town was a little over Itself with
plentiful money and until wartime
prohibition was wide open. The result was that money games were the
rule rather than the exception, and
the police were constantly being
called to quell riots on the lots arising over rows that had their roots
in gyp tactics.
About a year ago the thing got to
be such a nuisance that the police
representations to the city
council asking for an ironclad ordinance against the admission of any
carnival under whatever auspices,

made

went
measure
local
this
through. Only a few weeks ago the
American Legion asked permission

and

to hold a carnival on the
plan, and it was refused.

percentage

the

pla^

is

tire plants,

and

returning to a prosper-

m

except the Ballard -MukkIknows the territory and
Ringling agents, mostly new

agenta.

van
tho

staff

this year,

do not.

28.

Loos Carnival Shut Out at Ft.
County AuthorScott

—

ities

Started Action

ney's determination, the show came
to Fort Scott, jumping from Ossowotamie, Kan. Meantime, the sheriff
had made a trip to Ossowotamie for
the purpose of investigating the outand when, last Monday, the
fit,
ous, thrifty community.
But old
time carnival methods have killed county attorney went into court for
injunction against letting the
an
the popularity of the institution,
and the new city ordinance keeps carnival set up, he had the evidence.
In his petition he stated the show
them out.
New Brunswick is in the southeast operated 15 or 20 wheels of fortune,
marble
games, dart boards and fiat
corner of Middlesex county, and
from the center of the town it is table devices upon which numbers
are
covered
by a disc, all operated
only a ten-minute walk or threeminute trolley ride to tho county In violation of tho anti-gambling
fine of Somerset county, where the laws of Kansas.
He further charged that the car*
township of Franklin lies. The carnival men have tried to beat the nival had certain shows which havs
local ordinance by setting up on the a tendency to create immorality, one
Lincoln highway in Franklin town- of the shows In particular being an
ship. Transportation is exceedingly exhibition and illustration of imbad, for the trolley lino stops three- moral diseases, shown by wax figquarters of a mile short of tho lot, ures; and another being a dancing
and travel is supplied only by a show, where the "hoochle-koochle"
happy-go-lucky bus service with a was given. Attorneys for the dejitney fare that runs at half hour fendant In an attempt to have the
intervals from tho New Brunswick Injunction
denied promised that
Pennsylvania railroad station in the none of the games mentioned would
center of the town.
be permitted and none of tho objecThe place was liberally billed with tloable shows opened; that the comIts sponsor was pany had already been to an exthe Riley paper.
the* Veterans of Foreign Wars, a pense of $635 to bring its 23 cars
weak rival of the American Legion, to Fort Scott and that some 300
the latter being locally very strong, persons were dependent upon the
and this may have worked to the show for a living. The court redetriment of the Riley stand. At fused the request and continued the
any rate, the week was a bad loser. case until Wednesday, June 21, when
The lot was visited by a Variety the temporary injunction was made
observer Saturday afternoon. Most permanent.
of the factories had closed for tho
At the later hearing D. W. Howell,
day at noon and the streets of the former chief of police, and C. H.
filled
and
bustling
town itself were
Barr, former mayor of Ossowotamie,
with prosperous-looking people, but testified that the show operated nuthe lot was almost vacant except merous games and that loud "ballyfor a handful of boys and* an oc- hoolng" was allowed until late in
casional couple, none of whom were the night.
spending anything.
No attempt was made by the show
The outfit was a dispirited lot. management to fight the granting of
They had apparently given up for the permanent injunction, as it gave
One or two of the up after the Monday ruling and
the week.
smaller games tried to grind with a jumped to Pittsburgh, Kan. Upon
mild ballyhoo and a semblance of arrival in that city the management
activity by the shills, but during was advised by the police that they
mid -afternoon and up to dusk it was wore not wanted, and the county
They kept the officials stated they would follow the
listless.
pretty
merry-go-round working because its Fort Scott attorney's action and rebarrel organ had a certain effect of strain them from showing. However,
gaiety, but there was no patronage
the show unloaded and set up on the
for the Ferris wheel or the aero- fair grounds Wednesday morning.
plane, and they were motionless for
The judge in that county stated he
hours at a time.
would not grant an Injunction until
As a sample of tho discourageviolation was shown.
ment that oppressed tho concessionaires most of the soft drinks
which ordinarily sell for 10 cents
had been cut to a nickel, and even

one

CIRCUS ROUTES

then they drew no customers, although the bare lot was sizzling
with heat.
Ringling Bros. B. B.
One incident of the two-hour
June 30, Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canvisit was a young man in a position ada; July 1, Quebec; 3 and 4, Monthidden by one of the stands who real; 5, Ottawa; 6, Belleville; 7 and
quietly attracted a small crowd 8, Toronto.
while he worked an extempore
three-card monto layout, the table
Hagenbeck- Wallace
being a newspaper held by a conJune 30, Kalamazoo; July 1, La
federate. Two cappers assisted, one Porte, Ind.
a well-dressed foreign-looking man
of middle age who played in 15 and
Sells-Floto
$10 bets, and the other a blonde
June 30, Dayton, O.; July 1. Mungolf-capped youth. The game had
Oie, |nd.; 3. Terre Haute; 4, Decatur,
been going II minutes wh«m th<« 111.; 5. Springfield; 6, Alton; 7-8-0.
operators suddenly scattered at the
St. Louis.
approach of a stock man in a Shantung shirt, who seemed to be a perWalter L. Main
son in authority about, the show.
June 30, Plymouth, Mass.; July 1.
The monte players disappeared Hyannis; 3, Falmouth; 4, New Beddown the alleys except for the forford; 6, Fall Hiver; 6. Bristol, R. Lj
eign-looking man. who engaged In
Conn.
7, Woonsocket; 8, Samielson,
conversation with the person in authority, who gave him an enthusiBarnes
Al G.
On the f.ice of
astic bawling out.
Juno 30, St. Joseph. Mo; July
the affair it looked as though some
City; July 3, Falls City.
Kansas
1-2,
attache of the outfit who had a lean
Omaha; 6, Atlantic. la.; «,
week ''took a chance" and was Neb.; 4.
Moines; 7, Ottumwa; 8, Muscachecked as soon as the transaction Des
*

During thf* dull period following
1910 the factories were running at
low scale and the community was
practically broke. During that time
none of the traveling organizations
But recently the
was attracted.
pov^rnm^nt aeroplane plant has
boen taken ov»-r by the International
Motors Co. and is used to turn out
Mark trucks. At first the payroll
comprised only about 500 people,
but since January the force has
The
gradually Increased to 1.200.
sam«» fenerftf tendency applies to
•vera) rubber and

June

RILEY SHOWS

when Ed Ballard and Jerry
The Matthew J. Riley Shows made
Muggivan first' came into promi- a week stand in the outskirts of
the
field
and
the
circus
New
Brunswick, N. J., last week,
nence in
Ringlings were pre-eminent, one of and practically did no business of
the Ringlings made this statement any account. The show itself is in
so that it would get into general a fairly pretentious outfit, traveling
"Oh Muggivan. He on about 16 cars, 12 flats, three box
circulation:
came out of the small wagon show cars and a Pullman, and in the main
has l>oen looked on as an independ- class, and sooner or later he'll go is typical of its class.
the Yankee Robinson back Into that humble occupation."
It has good looking equipment,
ent), and
*thow. which has been concentrated Muggivan has never forgiven the with a collection of flashy looking
The Muggivan-Ballard

properties

Y..

GRANTED BY COURT

Kansas City, June 28.
Judge 15. C. Gates of the Bourbon
County Court at Fort Scott, Kan., in
Moose be allowed to have a street an action brought by County Attorcarnival without license at Fitzhugh ney Warren for an injunction to
Park for next week.
prevent the Q. W. Loos Carnival Co.
Tim committee having the affair
that city, granted a
has arranged with a from showing In
in charge
traveling carnival claiming to have permanent injunction.
30 concessions and 10 riding deThe show had been billed to apvices.
pear in Fort Scott under the auspices
of the local band. On account of a
Ray Lucas, pugilist and at pres- high city license, $150 a day, the
ent proprietor of a boxing club and show's management arranged to exa cafe at Newburgh. has been made hibit in the ball park, just outside
defendant in a suit for separation the city limits. This took the matter
brought by his wife, Josephine Lu- from the city officials' hands, but
cas of Schenectady. In her com- the county attorney took it up and
plaint Mrs. Lucas charges cruelty.
before the show arrived stated that
the carnival would aot be allowed to
show in the county. Although given
plenty of notice of the county attor-

professionally

Bailoy project to skip the Chicago
Stand and hasten into coast territory has suddenly changed the
circus map. but. according to circus
men in New York, the prospect is
that under the new pattern all that
has gone before since early May
by way of the Ringling-MuggivanBallard big top feud will be mild

CARNIVAL INJUNCTION

report sent
out that this city had decided to
permit a carnival to appear here,
such statement being made according to the report by the Commissioner of Pjblic Safety, at a meeting of the Common Council, June
a resolution was moved and
23.
adopted that the local Order of

Mrs. Sophie Weinstein of Linden
secured a divorce last week from

Harry Weinstein. a motorcycle

S CARNIVAL

Permit Given for Street Carnival
Under Auspices

HARRY BAKER DIVORCED

to

f

was

noticed.

tine.

OUTDOOR AMUSEMENTS
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FRAUD CHARGED

"GOOD CARNIVALS MUST ASSIST
IN CLEANING OUT BAD ONES"
W. A. Creevy Writes
ness

—Suggests Bureau of Information

vals,

— "Girl Show" Bane of Busi-

Variety, on Inside Viewpoint
to

Be Maintained by Good Carni-

with Committee in Charge

IJF. A. Grcevy, v>riter of the following unsolicited

a general ayent, 'uxll knoun in the outdoor
with carnivals of th* best repute.\

field,

Utter to Variety,

is

AMUSEMENT PATENTS UP

and has been connected

BEFORE FEDERAL JUDGE

*
Editor Variety:
Your very .able articles on carnicommendahighest
the
from any respectable individual or
vals deserve
Chester-Pollard Co. Against
tion from all interested in the busi- company.
and
Many a carnival manager carryness, financially or otherwise,
Kentucky Derby Co. Counthought,
for
food
be
ing
these repulsive features avoid
should at least
As the guiding spirits, desirous of contact for himself or family only
ter-claim Dismissed
getting on Variety's "White List," at settling time and is sometimes
the time is fast approaching when unaware the thing is so raw until
This excerpt from an opinion by
legitimate shows or concessionaires informed by others; when the damFederal Court Judge C. J. Hough
will be guided by the reputation of age is done and he has been coninsofar
list
suit
ceded a perpetual injunction, re- in
the
Chester-Pollard
of
the "White" or "Blue"
as to whom they will consider ca- straining himself and others from Amusement Co. against Kentucky
pable of placing them where they enjoying the hospitality of that city Derby Co., Inc., should be of interest to outdoor showmen and concesran work consistently for a whole in the future.
Several towns have been and are sionaires:
"I cannot think that an
season without being annoyed by or
confused with the un U sirable car- to be opened in the future. Some amusement device is patentable
of the larger and creditable shows merely because it amuses, much
nival on Variety "Black" list.
However, the detrimer ts can be are responsible at great expense. less because the process of amusremoved, as the company discard- Spending money, with no other ob- ing the public is profitable. Thereing them will have a greater num- ject than to convince the authori- fore, J regard all the pfitents brought
ber of legitimate concessions or ties that good, clean amusement is to the attention of this court herein
mechanical
capable show folks on their mid- in greater demand than t^er, is as merely
as
devices;
way, even although charged mo»o essenti.il to the mind as. a change of though 1 pay some attention to the
couneasily
being
this
food for the body. If these sliows fact (plainly enough proven) that
for space,
icred by regular and steady busi- can convince the skeptics of their the defendant has put out a machine
ness and a future.
uplift intentions it
may just be for bursting balloons solely because
Ninety per cent, of every aggre- possible the same authorities will the plaintiff was the first person to
gation, especially the women, te^l allow them to show. The best way attract and amuse a foolish public
the sting of ostracism as soon as is to learn of high-class shows de- by doing the same thing with a
they hit a town when applying for sirous of coming their way, and machine requiring skill."
accommodation, even though they unless there is some definite source,
The balloon inflating trick and
don't have the Oriental disreputable such as a bureau, where records are the idea of accelerating an effigy of
But
"girl show" with the company.
forwarded by every show of stand- a racehorse on a track are familiar
it has already been there, and preing, showing press comments, etc., amusement park games. The Chessented by some ignoramus who where the likely patrons may refer ter people alleged patent infringehimself
or
probably had no children
when it is impossible to visit, their ment. The defendant counter-sued,
forgot that he was the son of some uplift efforts will be for naught, and claiming a prior patent, which Judge
good woman, or the brother of some the same old conditions will govern, Hough admitted, but decided for the
and dismissed the
decent sister, or he may have for- caused by "knock-'em-dead" con- complainant
gotten he was the husband of the cessions and "girl shows" carried count ei claim.
principal of this lew 1 "girl show" by the fly-by-night indiscriminate
until receiving some of the tainted manager.
CARNIVAL
KILLED
money. Perhaps he is the cause -f
The good show, for its own proAnd tection, may have to turn "copper"
his wife being the principal.
Police
Officer
Mi
not,
at
D., Shoots
N.
a tine species o? humanity he is!
to eliminate undesirable and unHim Others Arrested
The recognized prostitute in the scrupulous would-be managers.
larger cities rarely if ever plies her
However, it is evident something
Omaha, June 28.
trade as brazenly as the manager more drastic than talking about it
A police officer at Minot, N. D.,
coterie
his
with
show"
of the "cooch
must be done, and naturally those
June 24 shot and killed Archer D.
•f would-be "Oriental dancers'— an
interested most should find a way
Poole, traveling with a carnival, and
insult to American people and an out.
whose home is said to have been
carnivals.
outrage on decent
I see two towns to be opened by
Not only a black eye to the repu- two of the larger companies, one at Delaware, Ohio. The policeman
was
wounded by Poole and is in a
tation of the good people who are to be followed by another company,
compelled to ride the train and and unless the second company has local hospital, having been shot in
sometimes come in contact with changed • considerably, then the both legs. Poole died on the operthem, but their demoralizing con- good work of the first means noth- ating table half an hour after hit.
The report says a summons was
duct leaves a lasting and undesir- ing. In fact, the second company
sent to Minot police headquarters
able effect in every community, and has no right in the same neighborfrom
a local hotel. When the dethe management of any company is hood.
It has done much to bring
unconsciously probably disregard- about the unfavorable conditions tailed officer arrived before Poole's
ing the wishes or feelings of ins continually complained of. It would room and knocked on the door
company in general by continuing be well if the first company, if a Poole inquired who was there. The
officer told him, whereupon Poole
their presence.
very reputable one, informed the
Take the "girl show" away from authorities of the character of at- opened the door, it is said, and imsome carnivals and you have no tractions, etc., of the second, and mediately commenced shooting. The
officer fired once and Poole fell to
Take the "girl show" prevent any "misunderstanding."
carnival.
the floor.
attendthe
and
others
from
This is one way to remove those
In the room where Poole was shot
ance and receipts will jump uy that we don't want to see.
a
woman giving her name as Mrs.
leaps and bounds because some of
It must eventually come to this,
L. G. Middleton, 19 years of age,
single
the
or
even
the family men
because the undesirables will rebel was
found and placed under arrest.
men who went there to satisfy their and be in evidence for a little while
Gibson,
25.
and
Nellie
baser instincts .ire agreeably sur- longer, anyway. But if the authori- Jessie
Sprague,
21, were located
In anlegitimate
no
offer
prised and can
ties can be advised in advance it
other room, ant! were also taken in
alibi why he and his wife or family
will be fo»* the general good of the
charge.
Each of the women Js
or best girl or sister should not go respectable carnivalite.
charged with immorality.
and see what the world contains at
Legitimately inclined people in
the carnival.
the business are in the majority,
ESTATE IN COURT
During the last few Weeks 1 have and the few otherwise inclined
Mrs. Rose Howard, widow of
visited several shows, big and little, should be either eliminated or eduThomas
Howard,
who died June 10,
all doing a nice business, none carcated.
these
If
former secretary of the Exhibitors'
rying "cooch shows."
It is almost folly to contemplate a
shows by their actions are consist- national figure at the head of a League of America, and director of
ently and profitably combating the bureau of investigation or records. the National Association of the
oppressive influence brought about There is surely some honest and Moving Picture Industry, was diby these repulsive ignoramuses and capable men, whose unbiased opin- rected by Surrogate Wingate, in
placing the business where it be- ions would be a matter of reference Brooklyn, to show cause before him
longs, then it is plain there is only and record, that have spent years last week why letters of adialnisan infinitesimal minority causing all around the lots or in the business, ration upon her husband's estate
1
this very fair am just criticism of that could be considered a commit- should not be granted Charles F.
a business where they have not a tee to tell the truth fearlessly. They Wilcox, a creditor.
The deceased, who was an indime invested. Nor will the **«*• at least would be some guide and
ventor, was 49 years old at the time
age "girl" showman invest in a top. help in the necessary clean-up.
his death, and lived in Brookof
So the av^»ge carnival manager
Many owners in the business
having a "girl show" cuts his own could assist financially and other- lyn with his wife and two children.
tout
Mrs.
Howard claiming that her
everything
throat by supplying
wise in the upkeep of such a buhusband left only $1,300 in personthe women.
reau.
Many methods could be suggested
Trust to see more of your timely ality and no will petitioned the
as a preventive to these conditions. comments and the opinion of others. Surrogate's Court to appoint her
administratrix.
apply
may
courts
the
of
some
One
W. A. Crccvey.
Wilcox, who lives In Brooklyn,
and arrest all c« ncerned, including
claims that the estate is about
carnival managers, for subscribing
Committed
Snake
Charmer
in personality and $1,000 in
$100,000
otherwise
an
of
to the delinquency
realty.
Utica, N. Y., June 28.
respectable citizenry, or not only
Edna Wilson, a snake charmer
closing the show as objectionable
W. B. Fox Leaves Z. & P.
but close the whole aggregation and with a carnival that played here,
Walter B. Box has left his post as
They would was committed to the state hospiarrest the principals.
be absolutely within their legal tal for examination, after she had general agent for the Ziedmann A
Mr. Fox, It is rerights and a successful prosecution been held on a charge of petit lar- Pollie Shows.
would follow, and the guilty could ceny for refusing to pay a food ported, will shortly take the advance for another organization.
Or support | check in a restaurant

—

MAN

—

HOWARD

8napp

Against

%Bros.' Action

DEMAND THAT McCASLIN
J. J.

SHOW RIGHT INTENT

Russell

Duluth, Minn., June 28.
A court battle is the aftermath Catonsville, Md.,
Demands to
of the showing of the Snapp Bros,
Be Shown Where Vetercarnival in Duluth.
J. J. Russell,
carnival concessionist, defendant in
ans Will Benefit
a suit begun by Snapp Bros, to recover on a debt, is charged with atBaltimore, June 28.
tempting to defraud by attempting
John C. McCaslin, whose recent
to rid himself of $5,000 by entering
judgment in district court against carnival on the site of the proposed
himself and in favor of his brother, war memorial on the civic
center
John A. Russell, residing in Texas. caused vigorous
protests, yesterday
The property was to have been
applied
to
the
Board of County
sold by the sheriff July 1. And it
Commissioners for a permit to make
is charged by Victor H. Gran, attorney for Snapp Bros., that Rus- a stand at Catonsville. John R,

communicated
would have purchased the Haut, chief clerk
property sold to satisfy the judg- with Commissioner Robert C. (Mark,
who will investigate the conditions
ment.
"Legal procedure must not be under which it is proposed to bold
the carnival.
prostituted," declared Judge Cant,
"The carnival is supposed to be
after hearing the testimony.
Evidence was produced by Hugh for the benefit of the disabled vet*
erans of the world war," CommisJ. McClearn, attorney for Russell,
to show that his client was indebt- sioner Clark said. "If I find on ined to his brother.
McClearn con- vestigation that the veterans WJ n
tended further that under the Ibn- receive their proper percentage of
proceeds the permit will be
tract, which Snapp Bros, had with the
Russell, they could not recover be- issued."
cause Russell was operating gambling booths and receiving part of
the proceeds.
Such a contract, he
HIT
TRAIN;
declared, would not be recognized
by the law.
Judge Cant ordered the carnival
company to put up $2,000 to protect the interests of the defndant
should they lose their suit. Three
show wagons, forty-five trunks, Fortunate Escape of Four Peoeighteen tents and other property
ple in Auto on Penn.
are being held by the sheriff. Snapp
Tracks
Bros, are suing to collect $2,690.

sell

CAR

BY

,

NOBODY INJURED

HAGENBECK 70-CAR
CIRCUS NEXT YEAR
Equipment Jumped From 30
to 47, With More to Come.
Elephant Size of Pony

A miraculous escape from death
by Mr. and Mrs. Max Gordon, Mrs.
Lulu McGuire, the wife of the author
"Six Cylinder Love," and Abe
Berman, the attorney, occurred at
Beech wood, N. J., last Saturday.
The party were motoring to Atlantic
City to witness the performance
of

there

of

"Spice

of

1922."

When

about 30 miles from Tom's River at

Beechwood they came upon a
track

single

of

Hagenbock -Wallace Circus from Lake the Pennsylvania R. R.
wood to Asbury Park.
heads west to form the main oppoAs they approached the crossing,
sition

As

way

the

to the Ringling tops on the
to the coast, it is a vastly diforganization to that which

ferent

played

across
Pennsylvania and
during early May.
Before it got into Northern New
York seven new 70 -foot cars had
been added, and on the way back
from the Canadian stands 10 more
were put on. It is understood to be
the object of the French Lick operators to make the outfit a 70-car
organization next year, with a top
capable of holding a record crowd.

New York

The combined properties now have
52 elephants and are in the market
for further ring, aerial and animal
acts. It is said negotiations have
been started to get control of
Stark, the girl train?* who worked a
panther in one of the arenas of the
Ringling show at Madison Square
Garden, but this deal is in the distant future. Miss Stark is tied i p

Emma

to

the

Ringlings

by a three-year

contract.

Four

elephants
Louis Ruhe (they

received
from
arrived on the

"Wertemburgh"

from
Hamburg)
were shipped Monday to arrive on
the Gollmar Bros.' Show lot in Stephens Point, Wis., Thursday evening. The same show has been
strengthened by the addition of 15
it greater force in the
cross-country battle with the Ring-

acts, to give
lings.
The
28 cars.

Gollmar

outfit

carries

The Ballard-Muggivan properties
are being strengthened in other respects. The Sells-Floto show, which
started the season with 11 bulls, has
received eight mor from the Ruhe
«

shipment of two weeks ago, and this
week, in Columbus, received "Tom
Thumb," said to be the smallest elephant in the world, about the size of
a Shetland pony. The show now
has 20 elephants available for parade and menagerie purposes. The
same show has the Hanneford Family, which it is reported to pay $1,250
a week, one of the highest paid ring
features under an American top.

HARRY GORDON RECOVERING
Roseburg, Ore., June 28.
Harry Gordon, of the Leaviw,
Huggins & Brown Shows, who is at
the Mercy Hospital here recovering
from a fractured skull and severe

unprotected by either gate or sign,
they saw a train approaching on its
way to Asbury Tark. The car that
they were in was a sedan owned by

Berman, who was driving.
He
jammed on his emergency break,
but the machine slid onto the tracks
the railroad and the engine

of

stalled.

The quartet jumped from the ma*
chine as the train struck it and demolished the car entirely. The only
one injured was Max Gordon, who
received a cut on the left side of his
face from flying glass. All of the
members of the party suffered from
shock after the escape, but continued to Atlantic City, arriving there
late Saturday evening.
Action has been started against
the railroad because of the unprotected grade crossing.

AGENT'S WIFE TURNS ON GAS
Lynn, Mass., June 28.
F. Brewer, age 33, actress, and the wife of Fred A. Brewery
proprietor of a Boston theatrical
booking agency, attempted to commit suicide by taking gas in her
apartment at 137 Broad street Monday night, during the absence of
her husband.
Mrs.

Mary

Neighbors, smelling gas, investiBrewer lying on
the bed in a room next to the
kitchen, with all the burners on a
gas stove turned on. She had removed her street clothing and was
in a bathrobe. She was removed to
the Lynn hospital, where she was
revived.
gating, found Mrs.

Mr. Brewer returned home after
had been taken to the hospital. Neither he nor she would give
any cause for the suicidal attempt
Mrs. Brewer told th* police she
turned on the gas herself, and would
do it again if she got a chance.
his wife

AGENT'S KIN POISONED
Joseph Rosenweiger, the son-inlaw of Winona Tenney, the independent vaudeville agent, war attended Wednesday afternoon in her
office for alleged carbolic poisoning.

Friends say Mrs. Rosenweiger left
her home in Boston to return to her
mother in New York. Her husband
shock, is expected to rejoin his arrived in New York Wcdn« sday—»and immediately went to his mothershow this week.
Gordon sustaii.ed his injuries in in-law's office, where he met his
an automobile wreck while driving wife and endeavored to arrange *
from Redding, Cal., to Portland, [reconciliation.
Ore., with Victor D. Leavitt, who
An ambulance was called from *ho
escaped with minor injuries.
Flower Hospital,

^^^m

EDITORIALS

Friday, June 30, 1922

"EFFICIENCY" IN

wriety
j

»'

Efficiency la operation as applied to theatricals so far has proven but
a matter of conjecture as to actual benefit. This is Judged by reports,
not from balance sheets nor the Inside offices of a theatrical-going concern, but through comment from these affected by
the "efficiency." That
may be, after all. a better guide than cold figures.

Trad* Mark Registered
rabllshed Weekly by VAJUKTY. Inc.
sime Silverman. President

}|i

New York

West «6th 8treet

IT

I

Foreign

Efficiency on merchandise is a recognized commercial staple.
Some
one man may buy to a better end than various men, or one man who sets
himself up as an efficiency expert may be able to trim down the overhead in a mercantile institution, even though the previous record of the
efficiency expert might fail to record he had ever made a permanent

$g
tO Cents

Single Copies
.VOL..

business success

m

LXVII.

No.

own name otherwise

in his

C

sold by some ticket
agencies for $30 and $35 each. The
box office price limit in New York
Is $15, only for a championship
match, with the government's 10 per
cent., and the state's 5 per cent., the
regular price on tickets was $16.50.
It was openly stated one big ticket
agency that sells for 50 cents premium on all tickets was refused any
allotment of tick -Is unless 25 cents
premium was paid the fight promoters. The agency stated it could
not pay the premium and break even
on ticket disposal.

show business efficiency kills the morale, assuredly. It may
save some money through a central office buying, it could have saved
much money in reducing picture studio extravagance and waste of former days, but it has never saved the individual from buying a site and

Several times this agency has
asked for allotments for the matches
at Madison Square Garden, with no
results other than the 25-cent pre-

In brief: a picture firm inaugurated efficiency.
Result: its best people,
who had done much to erect the organization, left it to become independent operators, making many out of one and all those competitors to the

and

mium

provision.

In the

work. So it would seem the dollar minus is the most
mistaken economy that could have been devised, for with the dollar
minus working and the morale out, goes the dollar plus that personality
without restraint means to the operation of a theatre, theatrical circuit

or corporation

And, above

(pop vaudeAlbany, is to take
another plunge into the boxing game.
He is secretary and general manager
of the Knickerbocker A. C, which
was granted a license by the State
'Athletic Commission at its meeting
in New York Tuesday to conduct
©pen air bouts at Chadwick Park.
the Albany Baseball Park. The club

.

show on Monday

home

plate

be accom-

modated.
B. W. Burdiek is president of the
boxing club and Mr. Stacy announced
that he had appointed Daniel E.
McMahon matchmaker and Jack

McCann

The
director of bouts.
matchmaker, he added, is now at
Work arranging the card for the

Club's opening show.
Stacy was identified with boxing
for many years until a few years
ago when he retired to give his entire time to the theatrical business.

associated
the old

in

with

Charles

Meyer

Athletic

Club in Albany during the Horton

law days and later was connected
With tho Knickerbocker club, which
P'it on shows in the old Gaiety,
Chadwick park and the Lark Streel
arena.
McMahon acted as match-

maker
the

for the club.

stage
month, although no
yet been adopted.
"ill

It

is

probable

two shows

$100.

more or less estranged temporarily and often, and
through another vaudevilllan. was made the subject of a phone
joke the other day. Someone called up the husband, impersonated another person agd worked up a jealousy wave until it could be felt over the
wire. It was a woman speaking. When the husband could stand It no
longer, he said to the woman on the phone: "What right have you to mix
into family affairs like this? You are no lady. 'Oh yes. I am a lady,"
said the kidder, "because I am in good standing In the N. V. A."

A

vaudeville couple,

M-liry

a

Iris

action over the "Mister"' song of Gallagher and She in
be settled >ut of court. It is said Gallagher and Shean first offered
Foy $1,000, then $2,000, but Foy. through his father, Eddie Foy. has demanded $15,000. and there the adjustment hangs. Foy's claim is that
Gallagher and Shean secured a statement from him in their Shubert
defense to the injunction proceedings, wherein Foy said the team owned
that time, though it is claimed by the Foys, Bryan never
the song.
i> to
was understood he would participate
passed title to the number, and
records of the number. The
in any royalty for sales of sheet music or
Duffy and Sween "V vaudeville partnership has been revived. It is reDuffy and Sweeney were the
it.
in
'Mister'
ong
ported they will have .1
Mister" turn In vaudeville, they having addressed e ;i ch other as
original
"MiStcr Duffy" ami Mister Sweeney" while on the Stage, long hefore the

The Bryan Foy

T

l

it.

advent of the Gallagher and Shean hit
Last Sunday night 't New Rochelle, N. Y. the Foy Family continued
an annual benefit Inaugurated by the late Mrs. Foy some years ago. and
The Foys aril) repeat the benefit
continued yearly by her until lea death
anhu illy in Mr;* Foy's m< mory.
producers have not been definitely
h >w» and* the circuit's houses
,•
i-'
dinner of the producers it was Intimated
the
,,,,.
K
.i
ei'it.,
meaning, perhaps, GO pe r cent.
ind 03 per
,., n;
>e
,1,,.
It
is
$i:.
!'»i
the .ii<»w over that iraount
n .•
cni
per
tl)
,,,,
'•
*•"' ictinn t.h
Shubert* rre no! making tr.e
rt'ni
possible In
II
,••1 Theatres Corporation
presided 9ver by
Herk. which" will have the booking or t|H house tnd shows on the
Shubert circuit neat icason. The producers think that with the terms
mentioned, if re. elved, they have • chance for i break if not hooked up
beyond '3,000 for the weekly expense, including transportation One unit

Whi'e
,.

Shubert vaudeyaib

tf.o

m

advised

•

>

miirii g

I

anil

ums'between

th< ir

.

,

.|

•'.

i

.

I

The

capital district will be the
s«'ein. of many big auto racea during

the summer,

now

that the Bheepe*

(Continued on page

38)

CABARET
The pages of the history of the Society people noticed there havo
Terrace Gardens, Chicago, were dry taken up Brooks John, a tall, handreading matter until one Charles some chap, who toys with the banjo
Bohler took up a chapter, and from and warbles ditties softly. Sherbos
then on it became a gripping affair. orchestra supplies the dance music.
John is out in lights and to him is
It was the third show Bohler had
put on in this te'rrace built cabaret. given credit for the good draw at
To Chicago, Bohler is really a new- $2 each for cover charge. Awnings
comer, inasmuch as he has not pro- of white red stripes attract attenduced here extensively, except a few tion,
yean back when he directed a show
at the old Winter Gardens, now a
Tho zealousness of some young
cafeteria.
As a newcomer he has policemen becomes annoying, not
set himself solid with the local only to the public they annoy but to
cabaret owners, and through the their superiors, when the cops are
results of his productiveness, both detailed to restaurants.
After the
financially for the managemnet of police raid a restaurant In New
the Terrace Gardens, and uplifting York it is classed as a nuisance or
the class of trade through present- disorderly house, pending the dising some fast moving revues, Bohler position of the charge, and a policereceiveiKthe award of the,,, Pageant man stationed ln~ it. The other
of Progress contract for their two- evening one of the detailed men
week show. Terrace Gardens has arrested a youth of 21 who was
an immense cooling system that seated with his mother and a party
gives it an outdoor atmosphere. of friends at a table in a restaurant.
Bohler has labeled his third revue Someone at the table asked for a
"Sweethearts." The revue shelters drink. The boy, who does not drink
two big numbers consisting c' the himself, took a flask from his
opening labeled "A Trip Through the pocket. The policeman walked up.
Loop." It developed to be a revue asked if the flask belonged to the
of hits from .current musical shows. boy, and when answered truthfully
r

The cast Is costumed in their respective numbers. The idea Is novel
in cabarets.
Frank Norton, known
hereabouts, whirled into home fast
dancing. Jack O'Mallcy from vaudeville swung into a masterful rendition of "The Road to Mandalay.'*
Frankie Klassen, who danced in
"Irene" when it was here, tripped
through a series of toe work that
drew applause.
Patricia
Baker
glided through operatic numbers.
She pleased immensely. Ferol Fairman, who was one-half of the
vaudeville team of Fairman and
Fairman, came to the front singing
fast numbers.
Jane Foster, local,
did dance and gathered concentrated attention. The principals, besides their specialities, doubled and
dovetailed into chorus numbers.
The chorus are dancers and singers.
Margaret Miller, La Petra, Katherine Salisbury, Etta Travis, Marion
Daviess,
Babette DeFields, Ivey
Benton, Dot LaKue, Gertie Piatt and
May Love complete the roster of
the chorus as veil as the show. The
closing and climaxing number developed to be a song production,

"Sweetheart Girls." The costuming
show is soothing to the eye.
Tho cover charge is 55 cents and
the cashier at the entrance seats
patrons the same as at a theatre,
each table and terrace being numDancing by guests occurs
bered.
frequently during the running of
the show. The orchestra is the selection of Bohler, *nd he has picked
a decided a.-nct. Tho program also
announces "Gentlemen unaccompanied wishing to dance may do so
by calling for the hostess, Ethel
Dean."

of the

may

t

s<«t

in-

lastly

,

club

engaged to

A song writer recently sold a lyric upon bootlegging and hold-up men
for $125. To celebrate, he bought a bottle of hootch and, with a couple
of friends, consumed it. The friends told the song writer, as he lived on
Amsterdam avenue, to be careful when going home with the remainder of
the money, as he might be held up. After consultation, the song writer
placed $100 in one of his shoes, leaving $4 In his vest pocket. When nearing his home he was held up and backed into a doorway by a couple of
crooks, who were disgusted when finding but $4. "Is that all you've got?"
"Yep." answered the song writer, "and I'm
said one of the robbers.
ducky to have had that, but now you have it so I am not so lucky."
"Funny guy, ain't you?" remarked one, as they walked into the street
and separated. "Not so funny," said the song writer, as he was right at
Wherehis door, "just cute. You forgot to look in my shoe, smarty."
upon the hold-up fellow pulled a gun, told the song writer to stand still
made
him
take
his
returned,
off
and
shoes,
both
They
where he was.
found the

on the Eastern
league park from Michael J. Hawkins, the owner, and will stage all of
its shows there.
Chadwick park
has a seating capacity of about
4,000, but with the seats that can
be installed around the ring, which

Meyers

is

year's

lease for use at night

He was

man

Chickens and post-cards come home to roost. While B. S. Moss was on
the other side^c sent a post-card to Danny Simmons In the Keith office.
On the reverse was a picture of the Ascot race track and on the front of
the card B. S. Moss wrote: "Danny, this is the place you ought to be."
Danny, among other Keith-booked theatres, places the bills for the MossKeith houses in New York. Danny has had the card preserved in alcohol
so the ink won't rub off, and before B. S. next summer can think of
Europe, young Mr. Simmons is going to slip it under his arching eyebrows as a notification that Ascot is still there and he would like to be.

films),

will be erected over the
6,000 or more fans can

efficiency

ON VAUDEVILLE

manager and

lessee of the Majestic

The club has obtained a

seems when an

INSIDE STUFF

100,000.

Will stage its first
night, July 10.

all else, it

own or some other system into the show or picture business, it is
invariably someone who is not a showman or picture man; therefore,
required for him to proceed along set lines without understanding, using
commercial methods, and when at sea working on theories that are not
practical.
The net looks like a distinct loss in the aggregate, for while
the balance sheets may indicate an improvement on the expense saving,
the gross is really the answer plus dissatisfaction and discontent among
the entire staffs.

•t

Stacy,

or screen.

sert his

scheduled for Jersey City July 27.
Already it is reported the first 10
rows at Boyle's Thirty Acres, the
scene of the Dempsey-Carpentier
match, are to be turned over to Jersey people. If true, It Is supposed
that many of such tickets will be
redisposed of to Broadway specs "at
a price." That was the same condition attendant the distribution of
the Dempsey-Carpentier fight tickets, and the explanation of the high
prices asked in New York for it.
(There is no doubt there will be
plenty of good seats on sale In New
iYork regardless, also in the Bronx,
•which is the headquarters of Billy
Gibson, Leonard's manager, and, of
course, in Philly for the use of
ITendler and Phil Glassman. his
manager. The Jersey City arena is
supposed to accommodate close to

H.

— stage

parent concern. Again, a legitimate organization with, perhaps, a necessary system of auditing, invoked a stool pigeon system that demoralized
the staff spied upon, through the common feeling the honest members
deemed themselves considered crooks anyway, with possible consequences
unfavorable to the firm. And again, vaudeville circuits, cutting salaries
of resident managers essential to the business returns at the box offices
in towns so far removed from headquarters many matters of importance
must be left to the local man; of centralizing the purchase of supplies
so thoroughly the meagre prestige allowed the local manager in ordering
supplies in the same town is done away with, leaving him with the
impression he has been converted into a "janitor."

The matter was

The Leonard-Lew Tendler match

and

veteran songsmiths who are not unknown in this country, it may develop
that :in English song will >mother a native product. The book is al«o
to be done into a picture (Fox) on the other side, also a play over there.

mony and team

Is

Oliver

Clifford

reselling it to a corporation, nor can efficiency cut salaries of men with
personalities and theatrical ability who are running the business, nor
can efficiency assume a showman's duties without "taking the heart out"
of the staff.
Once the heart is removed from any theatrical circuit or
institution the morale disappears with it; there is an absence of har-

taken up with John Ringling, backer
of Tex Kickard in the Garden management and said also to be in control of the Velodrome, the scene of
the Leonard-Britton mill, a Kickard
Ringling advised the
promotion.
50-cent people he could do nothing
unless the premium was acceded to.
The best locations for the fight were
given over to one speculator, according to the theatrical ticket
agency men, and distributed "at a
price" by hlm^It is supposed this
spec paid more^t+rt6«h—<fie 25-cent
premium demanded of the 50-cent
agency.

ville

Day & Hunter

In England are publishing an "If Winter
Grey and Melville Gideon, suggested by tho
popular A. S. M. Hutchinson novel. Similarly In Chicago a publishing
house is exploiting a song of the same name. The former song is being
heavily exploited abroad, and if it catches on, written as it is by two

Francis,

Comes" song by

"Efficiency," however, on showmanship, personality and talent as constantly found in theatricals has so far failed to prove itself. It's saving
vs. morale, and with morale gone find the unknown quantity.

Bingside locations for the Benny
Ijeonard-Jack Britton match at the
new Velodrome Monday night were
offered

production already formed, on paper shows an expense of $6,075 without
transportation, but this will bo cut down before the season opens.
It has not been settled yet which downtown house will play the Shubert vaudeville next season, though it seems set it will not be the
Winter Garden. Some of the Affiliated crowd favor the Lyric, while
ethers like the Central. As the Shuberts never lose a chance to rent a,
tlheatre. it may be the one not rented by the middle of September will
Just now the Shuberts are said to be renting the
nit shows.
get the
Lyric to Fox for picture showings at $".00. a week. That is a large
house, but the Times Square (Selwyns). medium size, quite close by. is
renting to the colored show, "Strut Miss Lizzie," at $l,i'50 weekly, for
three weeks, as a summer snap which may be prolonged.
•

City

SUBSCRIPTION:
Annual

THE SHOW BUSINESS

11

The Side Show is the new name
Ted Lewis club. New

by the young man,

told the boy to
come along to the station. At the
station house the lieutenant at the
desk asked the patrolman if he
knew what was in the bottle; if he
had tasted or smelled it. The policeman did not know; had neither
tasted nor smelled It, but presumed
it was liquor because it was a flask.
A headwalter Jn the restaurant was
also taken in charge at the same
time.
Bail was immediately given
and the cases were thrown out of
court tho next morning.

Comprehensive plans for a summer drive to check the flow of liquor
across the Canadian border were
mapped out on a visit to Malone of
John S. Parsons, chief of the New
York state field department for the
enforcement of prohibition; William
Brennan, head of the Syracuse "dry"

and other officials. The party
made a thorough investigation of
conditions along the northern border, and arranged for closer cooperation between the local authorities, state troopers and prohibition
Agents.
It was announced that at
least 35 men agents would be added
to the border force, to be stationed
at Cape Vincent, Clayton. Alexandria Bay. Morristown. Ogdensburg,
Malone, Bouses Point and Pittsburgh.
High powered automobiles
and fast motor boats (the latter on
the St. Lawrence Kiver and Lake
Cham plain) will be utilized in tho
latest campaign against booze run.
nl/ig.
Prohibition officials say that.
t*io liquor trafllc between Canada
and the United States via the border
has steadily decreased, but they
hope to reduce It to a minimum
during the coming months.
ofllce,

of the former

York.
The decorative scheme is
that of awnings of blue and white
stripes.
The Versatile Sextet, q
group of musicians and songsters,
are the entertainers and they provide excellent dance music. Lewis
and his band rejoined the club as a
feature upon the closing of the

"Greenwich Village Follies." it Is
said business was off and around
the Side Show
They say Lewis
voluntarily withdrew to play vaudeLewis is really a gr.id
ville dates.
u its of the Versatile bunch
On the top floor of the same
building, The Tent, formerly called
int. ti located, Jack
the Club
Lanlgan being concerned there ts
it
the Club Matinee.
The Tent'*
entrance is iround the corner on
5ist. street, close id Braid way, and
of much better location than the
.->i Jo
Both cabarets
Show*! gatS
aro controlled hy
offleer of an
Upper Broadway bsnlt, Tin* Tent

Dms

m

is

drawing

a

vfty

srnar*

crowd.

Now
season
of

that
is

the

regular

over, the story

how one cabaret

cabaret
order

is in

lost

stir

its

attraction through strictly cabaret
methods. The art was brought info
the restaurant as a draw, bill failed.
That threw the restaurant into i
panic, as the average re itaurateor
experts at hast three for one for
his money. Tie- ict had i contract
for several weeks, but the first week
returned the answer about the draw.
At the opening of the second week,
while the act was on the floor do ng
a turn, several pennies hit the wood
with a jingling sound.
The let
,,
abruptly lefl tie- tl >u ml sen'
»be manager. The manager regrethe occurrence and could not
ted
control til.- guests, but if t.he penny*
throwers were pointed nut the|
would be Immediately 'ejected, he
•• •ning,
lid, n» more pennies that
but the neat n .ght they inci
in
volume.
The act thereupon ciu«
\

f

I

(Continued on page 31)
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FLUGELMAN'S

$100,000

CO-OPERATIVE GRAND

PROFIT

OPERA BY

ON 42D ST. REAL ESTATE DEAL

A.

ACTIVE ONE-NIGHT ROUTINGS

DIPPE

Pittsburgh and Cleveland Now
Other Cities Expected.
In

FOR ATTRACTIONS NEXT SEASON

—

Meeting Last

Week

Sells Restaurant Site to Strauss Co. for Office Build-

ings

—Other

dis Court

Realty Activity

Building and realty activity In
district
theatrical
York's
though not confined to theatres is
counted OH as increasing the value
of a number of Broadway houses.
Particularly docs that apply to a
string ol show shops on the north
Structures alside of 42d street.
ready in work on that thoroughfare
and on 43d street count among the
Important operations in Manhattan's
current building schedule.
The old church adjoining the Selwyn theatre to the west which was
partially razed and was to have been
made over into a cafe by 1. Flngelman will instead be entirely removed and a 21 -story office building
Mr.
will be situated there instead.
Flugelman changed plans upon the
Acceptance of an offer from V. W.
Strauss, the broker. The latter paid
$100,000 bonus for the property and
will erect the office building. Flugelman has made a reputation with the
Hamilton hotel on West 73d street.
Formerly he was in the show business.
A restaurant along the line
of Luchow's on 14th street was, to
have been made out of the old

church by Flugelman, who

is

now

building a 1,000-roora hotel at 85th

and Madison avenue,

to

have

same policy ahd the European
menus of the Hamilton.
the

On 43d street at the corner of
Eighth avenue there is building a
1,000-room hotel for men, to have a
commercial policy. The new hotel
will extend toward Broadway ©n
the north side of 43d street. Oct. 1
the apartment known as the Yandis
Court will be torn down and that
site used .'or an extension of the
Immediately next to the
hotel.
apartment is the site for the new

New York

"Times" building. The
daily's property will rang« then
eastward up to the Astor Court
property and the Putnam building,
on which site the Famous Players
propose the building of

.a

4,000-seat

picture palace.

The south

side of 43d street, be-

tween Broadway and Eighth avenue,
Is mostly taken up with the backs
The three
of 42d street theatres.
Selwyn theatres occupy most of
that property (Selwyn, Apollo and
Times Square) and will probably

On 43d
In rating the most.
immediately west of the Selwyn's stage, are two tenements, located actually in the rear of the

Jump

street,

church site. These tenements have
been purchased by the Selwyns, who
will extend the stage of the Selwyn
theatre.

That

and Yan-

Coming Down

New

street

—Church

will give the

Selwyn

stage a 40-foot depth, equal to that
of the New Amsterdam, and will
permit the staging of all classes of
The
attractions in that house.
seating capacity will remain the

same.

The Selwyns appear to have gotten another lucky break in expected
increased realty values in Boston.
They own the Park Square there,
the house now being called the Selwyn. Close to it a building boom is
Their new theatre
in full swing.
and that of Sam II. Harris* In Chicago are reported the prettiest of
the Loop theatres. The Selwyns, in
conjunction with Harris, will break
ground for a theatre Oct. 1 in Philadelphia,

N. Y. HIP'S

NEW SHOW

mi PLAY TO $2.50 TOP
Opens Near Labor DayTrouble

with

Equity

No

Cincinnati. June 28.
seerns to be no doubt

There now
that the United States Grand Opera
Club soon will be able to inaugurate
its co-operative plan of producing
grand opera in Detroit, Cleveland,
Pittsburgh and Cincinnati. The following attended a meeting at the
Hotel Statler, Cleveland, last week:
Frank M. Peters and C. J. Neare,
Cincinnati: Mrs. Charles F. Hammond, Detroit; J. B. Shea and
James D. Hallman. Pittsburgh, and
E.

(Jaffney.

T.

Henry Dreher and

Charles D. Ballou. The U. 8. Grand
Opera idea is sponsored by Andreas

—

ROAD SHOWS FOR K. C.
TO PLAY AT CENTURY
Shubert Vaudeville Announced
Cenfor Shubert Theatre
tury Played Burlesque

—

Dippel.

Pittsburgh and Cincinnati, the
Kansas City, June 24.
first cities to develop the movement,
Reports
that
differences
The most important j^ory conhad
already have reached their quota of
arisen between Equity and the Hipcerning Kansas City theatrical inpodrome over the rehearsal period 1,000 members each. Detroit has terests broke this week when the
incorporated as the Detroit Grand
for the new show were denied by
announcement was made that ShuOpera
Association,
with
Hugh bert vaudeville will go to the ShuR. H. Burnside this week.
It was
Chalmers,
auto manufacturer, as bert theatre and that the Shuberts'
understood Equity took the stand
president, while Cleveland has a fast
thfit four week's rehearsals would
legitimate attractions would be at
growing membership list. The- idea
be the maximum.
Mr. Burnside,
the Century. When the first reports
who continues as the Hip's stage is to extend the string of cities un- were received from New York many
til the grand opera plan is nationrefused to believe them, as it seemed
director and general manager, said
improbable that the road shows
no trouble had urisen and that the wide.
The following resolution was be sent to the old burlesque hom-o
usual arrangement for five weeks'
on West Twelfth street. All specurehearsals had been made with adopted:
"That the interests of the four lation is now ended as work of reEquity.
The Hip* has never been actually cities should be pooled for the pro- modeling the Century has been
included in the list of legitimate motion of grand opera of the high- commenced and the announcement
theatres under control of members est artistic standard, under the di- has it that $80,000 will be expended
of the Producing Managers' Asso- rection of Mr. Andreas Dippel, and in turning the house into a home
ciation.
C. B. Dillingham, under that 50 per cent, of the profits of for the Shubert stars.
The Shubert was entirely redecwhose direction the Hip is con- the United States Grand Opera
ducted, though in the P. M A., does Company accruing from the mid- orated and refurnished last sumnot rate, the house as under his con- western division should be divided mer at a cost of $40,000 and later
trol.
The Hip is owned by the TJ. S. equally between the four local clubs. in the season, after the Shubert
Realty Corpor.it ion and operated by Thus, while Music Hall has a seat- vaducville rumor became persista subsidiary. Dillingham is said to ing capacity of approximately 3,500, ent, an additional box office was
conduct the big house under a salary the Cincinnati club can share in the built and the lobby enlarged.
The Century theatre, which has
profits to be derived from a specand percentage agreement.
The new shew will open Sept. 2, tacular production in Cleveland's been the home of American burthe Saturday before Labor Day. It new city auditorium, in which 12,000 lesque for a number of years, is
This one of the oldest in town and n«j
will begin rehearsals late in July. people can be accommodated.
Its press department will continue profit-sharing arrangement means had a varied experience. When the
under the guidance of Murdock that the local clubs can be placed in house is finished it will be pracPembcrton, who will also have a position to devote their respective tically new. The old second balcony
shares of the profits for the lurther- will be removed, new boxes built,
charge of advertising.
Last season the Hip cut down its ing of the musical uplift in their lobby enlarged and the general
scale of show, claiming too much communities, and the clubs will be plan of the house changed. In the
labor overhead. The admission was enabled to support any worthy shakeup the seating capacity will
$1.50 top, except for several front musical enterprise approved by the be reduced from 1,800 to 1,350 acpresent
plans.
rows in the center section, which elub members as making for the cording to the
Thomas Taffe, who has been manwere priced at $2. The general scale general advancement of music."
ager of the Century for a number
will be $2.50 and $2 for next season.
of years, is in charge of the reSETTLES
modeling, but so far no announcements .have been made as to who
TABS FOR PICTURES
Receives $2,500 from Shuberts
will be in charge of the two ShuSued for $3,820
bert houses when the season opens.
Condensed Operas Under Production
Joseph B. Glick, resident manager
by Mangan
A claim of Robert Warwick for for the Shuberts, is in New York
Francis Mangan is preparing tab- $3,820 against the Shuberts under on his vacation.
contract agreement has been
With the coming of the new
loid versions of several former comic a
and light opera successes, to be settled but of court, the player ac- vaudeville ""house it will give this
cepting
settlement
through
his
at*
city
six houses offering this class
played in the picture houses. Among
entertinment,
viz.,
Orpheum,
the pieces slated are "Toyland," with torney, Frederick E. Goldsmith, In of
the
of
sum
$2,500.
Mainstreet (Junior Orpheum), PanBessie Wynn; "Wizard of the Nile,"
Warwick
was
engaged
by
the
tages,
Loews,
Globe
and
Shubert.
with Jefferson De Angelis, and
Shuberts in 1920, tho managers* Most of the local managers are firm
"Mile. Modiste," with Fritzi Scheff.
guaranteeing
him
20 weeks at $1,000 in their belief that the vaudeville
The "Toyland" tab will open at the
Garden Pier, Atlantic City, about weekly. At the end of the season thing is being overdone here and
there was a week and a half "owed" that someone will suffer, but time
the middle of July.
Warwick. At that time the con- will tell. It is announced that when
tract was renewed, the Shuberts the season opens the remodeled
guaranteeing Warwick a season of Century will be called the Shubert
0. I. HALL'S SELECTIONS
22 weeks in lieu of the time not and that a new name will be found
Chicago, June 28.
They also advanced him for the present Shubert theatre
O. L. Hall, dramatic editor of the played.
"Journal," who is perhaps one of $1,500 to be applied on the final when it opens with its new class of
the greatest encyclopedias of the- weeks of the season. The second variety.

Active ^booking of attractions for
the one and two-night stands tor,
the coming season has started with
the number of productions offered
for the small stands approximately
the same as routed at this time last
year. The general impression the?
one-nighters arc show hungry is in
error, according to the booker of a
circuit of these houses. This source
of information says the one-night
stand managers desire only attractions with Broadway reputation*
and large casts. No demand exist*'
for the smaller type of show.
Poutes are being laid out at the
present time for the one and two*
nighters for "Irene," "Just Married"
(No. 2 company), "Lightnin' " (two

companies), "Keeping

Up With

th*\

"Mutt and Jeff" (two
companies), "Main Street," "Pass*
ing Show of 1920," "Shuffle Along*
(2nd company), Walter Scanlan in
"The IriHh Musketeer," "Sonya,"
"Tangerine" (2nd company), "The
Bat" (five companies), "Blossom
Time" (2nd company), "Bringing Up.
Father"
(two companies), "Chu

Joneses,"

Chin Chow," "The First Year" (2nd
company),
"The Gold Diggers"
(2nd company), "Honey Dew," and
"The Cat and the Canary" (2nd
company),
"Welcome
Stranger,"
"The Unloved Wife" and "The
Common Law." A second company
of "The Circle," with Wilten Lac*
kaye, Amelia Bingham,- Henry E.
Dixie and Charlotte Walker, will
also play the one and two nighters.
The traveling stock companies

now being

routed are the Charles
K. Champlin, Merkyl-Hardcr, Chicago and Joseph W. Payton companies.
Billy Allen's Own Show
Billy Allen Musical Comedy
Co. are also having time arranged.

and the

In the minstrel group now routing are the Al G. Fields, Gus Hill
and John R. Vanarnan shows. The

Vanarnan company opened last
week in Fredericktown, Nova
Scotia, and will play throughout the
provinces during the summer.

WARWICK

facts and figures in the contract called for the player recountry, has bis own ideas about ceiving 10 per cent, of the gross,
what were the greatest plays of the with a minimum of $1,000 per week
yi'ar In Chicago.
His selection car- guaranteed.
Warwick was appearing in "The
ries the weight and attention' that
Night Watch" at th* time of rehis writings always do.
newal.
Last fall the show was out
Hall listed bis selections In the
following order:
"Anna Christie," but 11 weeks. After it closed he
"The White-Headed Boy." "The was leaned to W. A. Brady, who
was to give Warwick 10 per cent,
PLAY Pad Man," "Lightnin'," "The Inti- of
MARIO BOZZI IN
the gross in "Drifting, 'in which
mate Strangers," "Nice People,"
"The Inevitable.*1 a new drama by
"Rater Madame," "Mr. Pirn Passes he co-starred with Alice Brady.
Charlotte E. Wells, to be tried out
Under
Brady's management WarBy." "The Detour" and "Liliom."
for Broadway next month, will have
He Credited Pauline Lord and wick was to get no less than $800
for its lead Mario Bozzi, an Italian
George Marion with the best acting weekly, the Shuberts agreeing to
actress, godchild of Bnrico Caruso.
pay an additional $100 and at the
Of the year In "Anna Christie."
She will be under the direction of
end of the season pay the extra
Fortune Gallo next season. Mmo.
$100 weekly to make up $1,000 in
Bozzi drew attention by her ap- WARFIELD'S SHYL0CK IN DEC. case Warwick did not secure that
pearances in London, playing in
The David Polasco production of amount on the percentage of
English there. She was also in a
"Drif ting's" gross.
number of plays produced in Paris "The Merchant of Venice" will not
The Brady engagement lasted 10
he produced on Broadway until De"William H. Gillmore Is staging
cember. The lateness of the produc- weeks, it developing that the man"The Inevitable," adapted from a
agement
disputed thr $800 guarantion is <lue to the difficulty of buildnovel by Louis Couperus, a noted
tee, Insisting it was $700, on which
ing the production.
Dutch author. In addition t#o Mme
basis
Warwick
was paid for a total
David Warfield will not appear
Bozzi, the cast will have Alphonse
of $7,107.00.
Warwick worked 21
until the opening of the ShakeEthier, Leslie Austen. Paul Doucei
weeks in all, claiming one week
spearean play.
Helen Bolton. Grace Reals. Camillo
still due him.
That, plus what was
Basil
Miller,
Beatrice
7>'Albcrg,
owed or. the Brady engagement,
Bonney.
Henrietta
CHICAGO
and
"LnJOM"
TO STOP IN
Stratti
totaled his claim $3,820. The Shuberts contended that the difference
Chicago, June 28.
STEEL IH "MUSIC BOX REVUE"
"Liliom" goes out Saturday. The between what Braely's first guarJohn Steel has been engaged for Shuberts haven't mentioned It In antee was and the money advanced
the next "Music Box Revue," duo the newspapers, probably prefer- really left the actor owing them
The settlement was made,
$600.
The tenor has I c< n ring to make it a quiet exit.
in September.
The storehouse gets the Great however, following issuance of a
appearing In vaudeville the pant
summons.
Northern production.
season.

NEW

One and Two-Nighters Not "Show Hungry"— Bi$
Shows Only, with B'way Rep., Wanted
ings About Same as Last Season

atrical

"OLD SOAK"

FTR^ PLYMOUTH

"The Old Soak"

will be the first
attraction for fali at the Plymouth,

$16,000 FOR "CIRCLE"

!

Selwyn Show Does Good Business
in "Circle"

San Francisco, June 28.
The Selwyn production of "The
Circle," with John Drew and Leslie
Carter, at the Century, got $16,000
last

week.

Business at the house

for the current week is continuing
at about that pace.
At the Columbia, where **Mr. PimH
Is

being presented,

week was around

the gross last
with con-

$8,000,

siderable falling off this week.

Chicago, June 28.
The Selwyns have cut off one)
week of the San Francisco engagement for John Drew and Mrs. Leslie
Carter in "The Circle," returning
the production to Chicago for arThe production will bo
Selwyn's new theatre
(stage ready for occupancy now)
and the east will depart for the
east immediately upon arrival here.
"The Circle" is the only play that
has drawn "big money" on the coast
in the last five month9.
rival July 5.
stored in the

which goes dark Saturday when
"The Hairy Ape" closes for the season.
The new show is due some
time in August.
It
will feature
Harry Percsford.
Don Marquis,
the columnist for the New York
BAILEY'S FULTON LEASE
"Sun," ^is the author.
"The Old
Oliver D. Bailey, sub-lessee of the
Soak" will be produced by Arthur
Fulton theatre, New York, lost out
Hopkins.
on th( order to show cause why he
Lionel Parrymore will be the should
benot vacate
the thecitre

Plymouth card for later in the fall. fore Judge
Heatherington and a
to appear in Eugene O'Neils "The
jury in the Third District Municipal
Fountain."
Ethel Parrymore. also Court. New
York. The Clevehanna
under the direction of Hopkins, will
appear at the Longacrc. The title
of the play she is to star in has not
been settleel upon.
Mrs. Garrity

in

"Liliom"

Chicago, June 28.
Charlotte Learn, wife "of John J.
Garrity, the Shuhort's Chicago general manager, who is knewn as

"The

World's Champion Underand a line eater without a
established in the role of
Marie in "Liliom" at the Great
Northern theatre. She will remain
in this part during the balance of
the Chicago run of the play.
Miss
Learn has unelerstudied during the
present season in five shows that

study,"
rival,

is

ran here.

Realty Corporation la the plaintiff
against Bailey, Jesse L. Lasky and
Renee Harris, executrix or the estate
of Henry B. Harris.
The plaintiff cerporation owns the
theatre controlled by A. L. Erlnnger,
who seeks to oust Bailey. Krlanger's lease to Mrs. Harris provided
it
could be canceled on a year's
notice.
When Bailey sublet it from
Mrs. Harris for eight years, four of
which have yet to run, no mention
Mrs.
of that provision was made.
Harris' lease having expired, B*J*
ley's
is
automatically v o i d e d*
although he contended otherwise

through M. L. Malevinsky (O Hrien,
Malevinsky & Driscoll).
Bailey Immediately filed notice of
appeal through counsel.
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B'WAY PRODUCTIONS,

LAMBS' CLUB MEMBERS GOLF

INC.

AS PERCY WILLIAMS' GUESTS
Day Held on Williams

Estate

L—150 Attend—William

Deave-

fifth Annual Lambs'
at East Islip, L.

Wins Tournament

raux

The

fifth

private

course

on

that

it

was

his

hours.

Among those who appeared on the
appearance in a tournament.
His net score, Including a handicap lawn during the day were Mr. and
Mrs.
Ernest Truex, Florence Moore,
is
Patton
was
69.
deduction of 15,
looked upon as a comer among the Mr. and Mrs. James Spottswood,
Roy Webb, the Mr. and Mrs. George Nash, Mi*.
Lambs' golfers.
scratch man, was unable to place Reed Aibee, Ethel M. Donough, Mr.
himself, with Oscar Shaw, under a and Mrs. Jack Patton, Mr. and Mrs.
three-stroke handicap, also out of William Masaud, Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Among the other Buck, Edward Ellis, Anita Stewart
the running.
Hurst, and Virginia Norden.
Brandon
(players
were
first

(Charles
Daisy, Edward Edlocne,
Hal Forde, Cyril
[Ernest Truex,
Bcott, Crauford Kent and Ned Hay.
fThe tournament was -layed on tne

"PIN
Show

WHEEL" TRY-OUTS

at Carroll Has
cialists

Spot for Spe-

People

in

—

FOR "GOODNESS

Corporation

Lederer in
Reported Out
Charge of Phoenix Co.
With George W. Lederer out

—

of

The host was assisted in the entertainment of the guests by Mrs.
Wilda Richards and his son, Hal
Williams.

ALIMONY SETTLED
Now Lawyer Wants
From

Fee of $3,383

Alex. Carr

a corporation of which Lederer
was president, with Otto Harbach
and Harold Orlob interested up to
last

week,

it

FOR "SPICE"

is said.

quite the best

New York brokers, who promoted
the sale of Broadway Productions
stock could not be ascertained Nor
did anyone appear to know what
disposition had been made of the
proceeds from the reported sales
of $125,000 worth of Broadway Productions stock in different sections
of the country, although it was said
that the commissions for those^ sales

Atlantic City, June

to $30,000.

which

(opening Tuesday)'; with an extra
matinee Friday. This is accounted

played for

phenomenal business for Atlantic

under

tne

City during the season past.

until

last

Field,'

two or three weeks
Broadway's direction,

"Spice." Jack Lait's show, is at
the Walnut Street.
Philadelphia.
this week, placed there pending its
opening next week at the Winter
Garden, New York, where it will
play at a $3 top scale.

week, when salaries failed to arrive
on schedule, with the "Lilies" company continuing on the commonwealth plan.
About $50,000 of Broadway Productions stock had been disposed of
in and around Poughkcepsie, it is
said, by one Tuddreau, a local bond
salesman. Among the Poughkeepsie purchasers, according to report,
were Lloyd, a wealthy realty operator, and the city's chief of police.
Lloyd is said to have become interested

in

the

The

Phoenix Play Co.

Phoenix

Co.

cut down to minimum for the summer and with the rent all taken
care of, the house can afford to
take a chance with some try-outs.
It is understood that the owner
has rather set his heart on breaking tradition by keeping open all

is

summer.

operating "For Goodness Sake" in
Chicago, a piece that also ran into
a financial jam last week as reported In Variety, but which continued to play.
Broadway Productions, Inc., was
a theatrical promotion, designed to
be the holding company for subsidiaries which would operate or
produce legit attractions* Lederer
inaugurated
a plan of stimulating local interest through personally visiting cities, advertising
for amateur stage talent that could
be utilized for the professional
stago with promise of future Broadway, New York, engagement, if the
amateurs displayed promise. Considerable publicity in local papers
followed the campaign which -appeared to be for the purpose of aiding local agents of the New York
promoting brokers to follow it up
with stock selling solicitation.
Besides Poughkcepsie, Broadway
Productions stock is said to have
been disposed of in Buffalo and

MISS BAYES' NEW SHOW
Max Spiegel has accepted for
production as a starring vehicle for
Nora Bayes an Intimate musical

comedy entitled "The Queen of
Hearts,"' by Frank Mandell and Oscar Hammerstein 2d. The piece will
have a four weeks' preliminary outof-to u showing and will open at
the George M. Cohan theatre, New
York, the latter part of September.
The company Is being recruited by
Jenie Jacobs, who placed the play
and the star with Spiegel.
Arthur Gordon!, husband of Nora
Bayes, will not start legal action for
The
a separation, as reported.
couple have decided to live apart,
but no legal action will be taken.
The two children (adopted) will
remain in the custody of Miss Bayes.

Claiming a fee of $3,383 for services, Attorney Frederick E. Goldsmith has begun proceedings against
Alexander Carr and his wife, Mary.
JCarroll.
Eva Clark has withdrawn, The couple have been separated for
Dorothy Smoller now handling the some time. Recently she retained
prima donna role.
The Bennett Goldsmith in an action to compel
/Twins have been added, while two the co-star of "Partners Again" to
©f the dance specialists are out, show cause why ho should not be
(Ragina
Devi,
who did Hindu punished for contempt of court, she
idances, and Maria Montero, a Span- alleging he was $20,000 in arrears
for alimony.
ish dancer.
It is presumed the couple reached
It is said that Frank Fay will
hlso withdraw, With Percival Knight an understanding, Mrs. Carr then
Mentioned to team with Hitchy in- insisting the contempt proceedings
CHICAGO OPERA ARTISTS
stead. A number of acts and spe- be withdrawn. Though the attorney
Baltimore, June 28.
cialists have gone on in the finale, was retained by Mrs. Carr, there Is Cincinnati.
R. R. Ellinwood, representative of
**A Quiet Evening at Home," the precedent for both man and wife
fee.
legal
the
for
responsible
Opera, was in
Grand
Chicago
section being used for trying out being
FAR EAST TRIP the
Baltimore and said that this city
Up to October last Carr was under FRAWLEY'S
material.
28.
Francisco,
June
San
of
will have a four-day season
The show is quoted as getting court order to pay his wife $850
T. Daniel Frawley is preparing
grand opera de luxe instead of the
feround $8,000 last week, which is alimony monthly. At that time the
for another and more elaborate
three-day season which was given
claimed to permit an even break. alimony was reduced to $100 weekly.
than usual tour of the Orient with
last year.
IThat does not include Hitchy's sala dramatic company. Frawley, who
The artists announced for the
ary, he having an interest in the
staying at the Bohemian club
is
"DAFFY DILL'S" CAST
Baltimore engagement were Mary
ehow.
New
for
leave
expected
to
here,
"Daffy Dill," the next Arthur
Garden, Claudio Muzio, Rosa Raisa.
show which York this week to make his ar- Cyrcne Van Gordon, Georges Baa>
FLORENCE COURTNEY DECREE Hammerstcin musical
rangements for plays and some lan off, Giacomo Rimini, Ulysses
will star Frank Tinney, will go into
players. A number of the company
Florence Courtney (Jessel) was
Lappas, a new Greek tenor, Lazrehearsal July 10, due to open out of
already have been engaged for the
granted her interlocutory decree of
town early in August and enter the tour. Among these is Reynolds zari, Cortreuil and Lnmont Pavlowdivorce from George Jessel, June 22.
sak. Other big names will bo anApollo, New York, Aug. 31. Georgia
Justice Fawcett
the Queens O'Ramey will he featured.
in
Others Dennison and Adcle Blood.
nounced later.
Frawley expects this to be his
County, N. Y., Supreme Court alMuratore will not be with the
in support nre Queenie Smith. Guy
final trip to the Far Fast and says
lowed it. The suit was undefended.
Harry
company, according to Mr. EllinWing.
and
Grant
Robertson,
he is going to take the biggest and
Miss Courtney alleged statutory
Mayo, Irene Olson, Mary Haun. beat organisation that he ever has wood, and he will not bo missed.
offenses with a number of unknown
Kllinwood said that ho never was
Galden Sedano, Keen Twins.
The start probably will be a drawing card, yet one cannot
had.
Women.
The show is lv-ing written hy Guy made about Aug. 15.
The plaintiff waived all claims to
help but believe that something
Bolton, Oscar H ammerstein, 2d, and
alimony. The couple were married
else (could it be Mary Garden) is
Julian Mitchell
Herbert Stothart.
Sept.
12,
1919.
They have no will Stage tfce numbers and young JAMES CRANE REPORTED
behind his absence.
Children.
The tour this year will not be
A rumor on Broadway is that
Hammerstcin the hook.
married so extensive as the one last yea»,
recently
Crane
James
TWO "PARADISE" PLAYS
lllythe Daley, daughter ot Arnold and it will not embrace the Pacific
John Bratton (Leffler & Bratton) CASTING FOR PASSING SHOW" Haley, In Chicago. Crane was lately coast. The following cities have
18 preparing for production a draThe ShUbertS have Started cast- divorced by Alice Brady, shortly been chosen: Baltimore, four performances; Detroit, three; Pittsmatization of his song, "The Sun- ing for a new "Passing Show." to after she became a mother.
four;
burgh,
Cincinnati,
three;
shine of Paradise." published as a !)•• the 1'.'-- rttoMe)
The revue may
Philadelphia, four, and Boston from
Shea Leases in Bradford, Pa.
Popular number in 1895. The Brat- be aimed for the Winter Garden in
the
two
five
has
weeks.
leased
to
shea
The
opera
under
Maurlcs
ton piece will be a straight comedy September, i>ut that depend! on tinfor
Bradford, consideration
house,
Baltimore are
on which he is collaborating with run of '.Spice «*f 1932," which opens Bradford opera
The lease covers "The Jewels of the Madonna,"
J'a.. fn-m M. Keis.
Ed Rase,
there next week
No policy is "Salome," "The Secret of Suzanne"
Carlo Carlton is to product a
in tin- event of the "Spice" show a period <>f IS years.
and probably an Italian opera of the
fail
announced.
tinteamusical piece entitled "Paradise carrying through into
The Bradford has heretofore Puccini school or a bit of Wagner
Alley."
Passing Show" may be
Both productions are slat- ion, the
will round out the list.
played travelling attractions.
ed for Fan showings.
assigned Jolson's.

A number

of changes have been
the cast of "Pin Wheel,"
jthe
Michio Itow revue starring
Raymond Hitchcock at the Earl
fcnade

in

WED

.

rip-roarer the

little

managerial executives participating
have encountered for some time. It
is impossible to give in detail the
multitudinous array of happenings,
since they would All this edition of
Variety twice over.
Each new day's developments are
eye-openers.
The chief status of
the exciting situation rests with
the howl the Equity members of the
company are making over the failure of their own organization to
live up to the promises made concerning the necessity of all independent producers to post a forfeit
of good faith before the Equity approval is given such organizations.
The original promoters of "For
Goodness Sake" never posted a forfeit,
and the turn of affairs has
placed the Equity members of the
company in jeopardy for utilizing
the strength of their organization to

protect

their

own

position,

if

an

abrupt closing happens.
Frank Gillmore has rushed on
here to make amends with the
Equity members for the tangled
Philadelphia, June 28.
The Walnut, after closing its situation. lie has served notice on
doors for a week following the pro- the Shubert offices here that inasnounced flop of "A Romance of much as he cannot find out who
Youth," reopened Monday with owns the show at this writing that
Equity will step in tonight (WednesJack Laifs "Spice of 1922."
This revue is in for but 6ne week, day) if somebody doesn't post the
but unofficial word has It that the forfeit bond. It's quite certain the
house is looking for another show Shubert offices won't do it, and the
to follow it.
The staff has been
(Continued on page 21)

with Lederer, who was in an advisory capacity to the Phoenix
while a downtown New York broKtsr
was reported to control upon Its orLast Saturday, it is
ganization.
the downtown broker was
said,
voted out a stockholders* meeting
and Lederer was Installed with full
authority.

28.

The judgment which early last
week altered the plan for "Spice of
1922" from the Casino to the Winter Garden, New York, was upheld
when the show closed its local
engagement at the Apollo, SaturFive
day, to a gross of $15,000.
night performances
were given

Broadway Productions had purIt

IN A.

Played to $15,000 at Apoll
Gave Extra Matinee with One
Night Performance Short

a story Lederer had
not received his salary as president
for three weeks.
What connection
remained for Jones & Thurmond,
tions, following

chased "Lilies of the
reopened in Chicago.

Chicago, June 28.
Matters continue to sizzle at the
Garrick where "For Goodness Sake"
C. is tossing off pyrotechnics in such
a way as to make the engagement

SENSATIONAL RECEIPTS

One story around reported the
show people had severed all connections with Broadway Produc-

had amounted

SAKE'' CO.

Equity Players in Show Disgruntled Over Looseness of Rules Demand for Guarantee Made
Only After Actors Protest

Inc.,

his

Prior to the golf, luncheon was
Pineacres, in
served in the Williams home with
East Islip, L. I., occurred Sunday an
orchestra
furnishing
dance
(June 26). The affair is looked upon music.
Immediately following the
social
featheatrical
luncheon
leading
the
tournament
the
was
gotIts
Each ten under way with the gallery well
ture of the summer season.
filled with women.
As
a special
means
of
new
devises
host
the
year
afternoon attraction a ladies putentertaining his guests, who num- ting contest was Iield with the winSunday.
ner Mrs. Jack Keller.
bered 150
Mrs. Hal
A golf tournament for members Forde was second and Miss Cook
third.
Artistic
prizes
were
also
outbeen
the
has
Of the Lambs
Mr. awarded by the host for this event.
standing event each year.
Upon the completion of the
,WilUams donates several attractive
prizes. It brings out the best golr- tournament, during which several
of
the women indulged in aquatic
tournaThis
year's
club.
the
of
era
ment received 36 entries, including sports in the pool, a clam bake was
held
on the lawn. Long tables were
the
orthe two leading players of
nd Oscar arranged in the form of a horseganization, Roy Webb
Shaw. Webb has established him- shoe. Between courses the orchesself creditably in open competition, tra furnished dance music with the
An imend Shaw has been finishing well lawn as a dance floor.
HP with the leaders in theatrical promptu entertainment was supplied
by
several
of
the
Lambs and
tournaments.
Sunday it was won by William ladies during the bake. Hal Forde
Deaveraux, who shot the 18 hoits as master of ceremonies introduced
in 76, aided by a handicap of 10, Florence Moore, Scotti Welsh, Gene
which brought his net score down Buck, Oscar Shaw, Barney Berna'rd,
to 66. Rudie Cameron, a hot selec- John Willard, Ernest Truex and
tion for the first prize, finished sec- George Nash, each doing a specialty.
With the approach of darkness
ond, making the 18 in 78 with a
handicap of 11, scaling his net score and the termination of the clam
festivities
in
the
started
to 67. Jack Patton, a young Lamb, bake,
and ont of the dark horses of the Chalet, a popular retreat on the
He Williams estate. The merriment
tournament, took third place.
played a good game with the fact was continued there for several

known

Show

early in the week, said to
have gone to Chicago, not much
detail was forthcoming as to the
status of Broadway Productions,

annual Lambs' Day held Williams
Percy O. Wil- .estate.

pot generally

EQUITY ASSN. DEMANDS BOND

APPEARS MUDDLED

New York

tinder the auspices of
liams on his estate,

IS

i

ANNOUNCING OPERA AHEAD
Philadelphia. June

A

28.

funny* one that Just appeared

here was the announcement by the
Metropolitan
opera
that
house
"Philadelphia would at last have an
opportunity to see 'The Beggar's
Opera* during the weeki: of Oct. 16
and 23. This is believed to be the
long distance ahead announcement
record.
It is further stated that
reservations are now available at
the Met. The prices will range from
25 cents to $2.50, with Thursday and
Saturday matinees, at which no
seats are priced over a dollar.

There have been a number of
rumors "The Beggar's Opera" would
come to another theatre, though first
announced here, but this seems to
These
set such rumors at rest.
da ton will probably Just precede the

engagement of the San Carlo opera
company.

COLORED SHOW IN TROUBLE
Atlantic City, June 28.
"Up and Down," played by colored players at the Globe last week,
had something of a struggle before
members of its cast were able to get
out of town.
The week proved to be a poor one,
despite the show was heralded as a
second "Shuffle Along." Several of
the troupers wore reported to have
left

on

tickets

bought

with their

own money. Others and most of the
show baggage were here until Tuesday when some arrangements were
made about salaries, and the moro
optimistic
the company anof
nounce that the show would get together and open in New York next
week.

MISS ROBSON FOR

NEW PLAY

Chicago, Jun<«

Howard McKent Barnes

will

1!X.

sup-

ply the script for the tour of May
Robson. Barnes has titled his play

"The Master Woman," and has already delivered the play and Signed
contracts with Augustus l'itou.
The author is Spending six weeks
at the home of Mi. * Robson, preparatory to making the production.
He will then set sail for England
Sept. 9, attending the opening performance of his new comedy, "Mules
and Men." While in England it is
the intention of Mr. Barnes to complete his studies at Oxford.

Nat Roth

—

III

in

Chicsgo

Chicago, June

Nat Roth, manager

28.

for "LIUOA,"
under the care of a physician at
a loop hotel, suffering with a comli

plication of ailments.

—

LEGITIMATE
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Friday, June 30, 1929

which

CHICAGO KEPT INTERESTED

lasted, with the exception of
Friday night and Saturday matinee.
Many hearty laughs from

BY TWO SHOWS

IN "JAMS"

"For Goodness Sake" and "Lilies of Field" Financially Entangled
"Lilies" Comiponwealth-ed
Hot Weather Keeps Up and Grosses Down

—

SHOWS

who

contributed $10,400.
"Anna Christie" (Cort, 10th and
final week)
The farewell caused
rush by the "put-offs" who found it
difficult to get scats for last half
of week. Went out Saturday night
with a big reception for Pauline
Lord. Hit $10,560 for the getaway.
those

IN N. Y.

—

Figures estimated and comment point to tome attractions being
successful, while the same grots accredited to others might suggest
mediocrity or loss. The variance is explained in the difference in
house capacities, with the varying overhead. Also the size of show
cast, with consequent difference in necessary gross for a profit.
Variance in business necessary for musical attraction aa against
dramatic play is also to be considered.
These matters are included and considered when comment below
points toward success or failure.

Williai.i Courtenay and Juliette Day
opened In "Her Temporary Husband" Sunday, with Bill Williams
handling both ends for Frazee.
"For Goodness Sake" (Garrick,
3d week Clouded with financial
"Abie's Irish Rose," Fulton («th
storm all week, but salaries forthweek). Getting strong attendance
coming
after Saturday's matinee.
by virtue of two for one tickets.
tain crowd that makes a rush when
Future of show now rests with
Attempt will be made to continue
the farewell is announced.
Poughkeepsie backer deciding if he
show through summer. Last week
"Lightnin' " is going to b« the wants
gross was claimed over $7,000.
to sustain a $1,500 loss week
wonder attraction for average high for the next two or three weeks in
(40th
business for Chicago's all-time at- order to hold the Investment while "Blossom Time," Ambassador
week).
Held steady here last
tractions.
The balcony trade is the tangle is straightened out and
week, with favorable weather up
picking up, and this spells huge bid made for growing business. If
to Friday again factor. Went to
summer grosses for the Hlackstone. Poughkeepsie man withdraws sudbetter than $1,600 for one or two
nights, and total gave show nearly
No campaign is needed for "Light- denly, 'twill be embarrassing for
$10,000.
Still a summer holdover
nin' " now.
The public just goes, all. A cuckoo of a situation, revelapossibility.
out of its own free will. The own- tion of same in promised court ac"
ers of "Lightnin'
must be congrat- tion will lay bare new theatrical "Captain Applejack," Cort (27th
week). Figures for week ending
ulated for the expert manner in promotion angle. Checked off for
June 17 overestimated, gross then
which the natives of the small towns the week at $S,110.
of
little under $10,500, a jump
were made aware of "Lightnin*
"Liliom" (Great Northern, 7th
nearly $2,000 over previous hot
Bill's"
goodness via tremendous
weather week. Last week another
week) Charlotte Learn went into
magazine work two years ago. It's
$500 advance was made for a total
cast, supplanting Hortense Alden,
counting now.
of a little over $11,000.
and private parties in Miss Loam's
Space forbids the angles which
honor saved this piece from going "Cat and Canary," National (21st
could be bandied in disclosing the
week). About $800 better for this
out Saturday night.
reaching
I.
innermost secrets of the happenings
mystery show last week, when
$6,300, "Liliom" got another week's
for "Lilies of the Field" and "For
gross was little under $9,400. Figgrace. Will be a quick exit when it
ures to rim into next season.
Goodness Sake." The Powers atgoes.
Salary list, $3,000.
(22d
Century
"Chauve-Souris,"
traction closes Saturday, but who
"Garrison and the Girls" (Cohan's
Morris Gest's Russian
week).
will take away the production Is a
novelty very big, even through
matter of guesswork. If Dan Mor- Grand, 2nd and final week) Costly
warm going of opening weeks
rison takes away anything, it will try for George M., but here's one
here (moved to roof from 49th
who grasps situations
be the production, but even his showman
Street June 6) and lower temperaright to that may be questioned quickly, for he knows public's pulse.
tures last week made attendance
Chicago
didn't
want
the
it.
so
to
when it comes to the appointed hour.
capacity. Fewer $3 seats now and
Only attraction at
While the actors and actresses are storehouse it went quickly. As the
more at $5.
scale.
ut'Mzing the production property to Cohan system of "go-get-them"

—

Chicago, June 28.
A series of transformations, with
the deadly hot weather and cool
breezes holding the front seat, continue to cram the loop's legit situation with a full measure of healthy
Activities.

Tossing into the situation the
excitement caused by the financial
positions of two of the attractions,
"For Goodness Sake" and "Lilies of

the Field," tho newshounds find it
necessary to run faster than nature's best little babbling brook in
order, to keep up with an accurate

survey of conditions.
Gigantic are the troubles caused
by the weather man, who turned
the situation upside down a fortnight ago when he took the chains
off Old Sol, who engaged in deadly
pranks, drove four musical shows
out of town, placed In jeopardy another which went out Saturday
("Anna Christie"), never allowed
"Garrison and the Girls" to get
started, and whirled such disaster
around "For Goodness Sake" and
"Lilies of the Field" that when the
owners of those two independent
shows were revived, they found

their organizations

away from them,

had been taken
"Lilies

of

the

Equity ruling and the
musical piece by a complete disorganization of humpty-dumpty proField"

by

that clustered summary
isn't a tumultuous affair, write your

motion.

own

If

ticket.

Having

duties elsewhere, lid Sol
left
these
parts
flat
with his
juoiest of juicy offerings as last
week's business went into its first
part. And thereupon came the cool
breezes on the scene, with a welcomed hundshake from tho managers. Rack came the erftint playgoers, and they flocked around until
the week's grosses attained profitable heights.
There would have
been several mid -season grosses on
the week if it hadn't been for the
fact scorching heat peeped in again
Friday and lingered around until
about 4 o'clock Saturday afternoon.
This lingering caused small houses

Friday night and Saturday matinee.
caused disappointment again with
the Saturday business. Sunday of
the new week opened surprisingly

It

in fact, a record cool breeze
for June, and up went the business
again.
So It is readily seen the
weather man's whims hold the
upper hand in shaping the box ofllce
statements for better or for worse.
Even the two shaky attractions,
cool,

"For Goodness Sake" and "Lilies of

>

the Field," got caught in the draft
of the breezes, for despite the black
eye both these attractions received
in the uncertainty of proceedings
after the eruptions of the previous
Saturday, each climbed a good
$2,000 over the past week's business.
With the exception of "Garrison and
the Girls," all the other attractions
in town made huge gains, with
"The Hotel Mouse" and "Lightnin' "
playing before mid-winter houses.
"Garrison and the Girls" never
rot. started.
It was odd to see a
Cohan play fall by the wayside as
tho vehicle which brought back
Donald Brian to the loop did. Cohan
can now hold the losses of tho last
two weeks of "The O'Brien Girl" and
the two weeks of "Garrison and tho
Girls" until he decides to come here
and appear in a play himself. Substantial as these losses may be
rightly considered, overcome they
will be in a week's time with Cohan
giving Chicago a peep at himself on
There's a whale of a
the stage.
reception awaiting tho "great little
guy" out here. Cohan's Grand now
goes dark, and with the Palace
dark,' Clark street at night has lost
its brightened aspect.
"Anna Christie's" closing at the
Cort is working overtime those who
like to write into the newspapers
criticizing the dramatic appreciation of the second largest city in
Enthusiasm doesn't
the country.
make profitable a play's run in any
city, and the sooner students of the
high art realize this, the better off
they will be in functioning their

trade-mark. It's box-office receipts
that hold a show, and these weren't
forthcoming three weeks prior to
There was
last week at the Cort.
good busines-s last week for O'Neill's
play, because there's always a cer-

—

—

get their expenses, Morrison is being
kept distant from attaching the production, thereby blocking the commonwealth plans of the company
members by a streak of municipal
pride which protects local inhabitants from being interfered with by
outsiders. It's a great situation.

AND COMMENT

wasn't launched, after the early de-

cision

made

to
to

close,

no

attempt

was

check

the

week's

poor

"Follies,"

business.
"Lilies of the Field" (Powers, 8th

week)

— With

ness,

Dan Morrison stand-

ing in the lobby with his claim that
he bought back 51 per cent, into
the production not working, the
company members decided to take
unto themselves another week, with
the closing now fixed for Saturday.
House management disgusted with
whole affair, but getting full pro-

New

Amsterdam

Agencies

week).

selling

(4th
allot-

ments out well before each performance, and Ziegfeld revue,
16th of series, drawing great busi-

week
•

leading entire field; last
gross around $37,600. Near-

est contender

was

$15,000 less.

"From

Morning Till
Midnight*
Frazee (1st week). Theatre Guild
production put on at Garrick for!
special

presentation

along

vith

there.

Moved here

"He"

and

offered!

several days
for regular

showing Monduy.
"Good Morning, Dearie/' Globe

(35th

Management expects attraction to hold over until next
season and that is probable, dependent upon July business. Last
week).

week quoted around $21,000.
"He Who Gets 8lapped," Garrick

(25th week). At Fulton for four
months, moving back here last
month. About $5,000 last week*
Cast changes and moderate takings permit show making some
profit.
Theatre Guild has house

and attraction.
"Kempy," Belmont

(7th

week).

Agencies accepted another buy*

out, which insures comedy hit safe
transit through
usually deadly
July.
Box office selling all but
few $2 seats in small baloony.
Pace is $8,000; big for house of
this size.

"Kiki," Belasco (31st week).
Dra*
matic leader, with no contenders.
Wonderful
business
continues,

with weather making for virtual
capacity at over $16,000 weekly,
Will hold over into new season.
"Lawful Larceny," Republic (26th
week).
Although listed to close
two weeks ago this drama, which
counts among season's successes,
has continued, and because of cast
cutting has earned profits with

moderate
last

week.

close

"Make

About • $6,000
Another hot spell will

gross.

it.

It

Snappy/' Winter Garden

12th week). Final week for Canter show; comic will take vaca-

"For Goodness Sake" had a week
tion, show going to road in August
of fury and there promises to be no
"SALL1TAL0NE
according to present plan. "J>?>ice
abatement this week. Notices are
of 1922" succeeds next week. New
being handed in by the principals
Doing $30,000 Weekly— Sensational
show given excellent rating.
and until the Poughkcepsio man
Gerard's "Follies"
"Music Box Revue," Music Box (41st
(Lloyd) decides to give up the sitweek). Musical smash has yet to
Boston, June 28.
Mooney
Manager
House
by
tection
uation
as
hopeless,
fall under $20,000.
there's
no
Last week it
"Sally'* sails along its way quite
went to $22,600, or about $4,000
method to draw positive assurances refusing to allow Morrison to parunder capacity.
Matinees little
of what will happen from day to ticipate In the transaction of the merrily, holding the town alone in
off.
Wealth arrangements. Ex- the legitimate attraction field and
day.
Lloyd is seeking informa- conn..
"Partners
Again,"
Selwyn
(9th
tion at present desirous of holding citing farewell for the house's suc- playing to about $30,000 every week.
week).
Comedy leader, with no
the property and squaring all ac- cessful year. Commonwealth-ed on This means that the show has a
contenders and guaranteed big
sell
practical
out
every
performance
$6,300.
counts so that a complete claim
business up to start of new seawith the standees eliminated. Conmay be made for an expose of where
son through agency support. Last
sidering the show has been here for
week gross was better than $16,700,
the money for the stock which was
many weeks it is a wonderful "Pin Wheel," Earl Carroll (3d week).
ABDUCTION CHARGED
sold for the establishing of the
Odd revue of classical dance and
record.
Broadway Productions, Inc., has
comedy; improved by cutting aften
As far as the other houses in
gone to. The Shuberts are* giving 45-Year-Old Pianist Runs Away
first night.
Business with cut
Secretary
tg-Year-Old
town
are
concerned
plans
With
the
for
the Poughkeepsie man wide scope
rate aid between $8,000 and $8,500
the coming season are of the conto keep going, even suggesting a
for first full week. That probably
ventional sort. The Colonial is supAlbany, N. Y., June 28.
change of cast at lower cost (presgives attraction even break, with
ent weekly cost is $5,200).
only one important salary in cast.
Charged with abduction fh run- posed to house "Good Morning,
Wires
Dearie."
when
the
run
of
"Sally"
is
"Shuffle
Along," 63d Street (58th
are out for new people, and as this ning away with Rose Beszedes, 15
over, the Wilbur will have "The
week). Colored show will start
was written, Lloyd is being advised
years old/ who for the past year Bat" for an opener about Labor
July;
exact
date of withdrawal
by his representative here (Trunot set. Booked to open at SeN
deau) to expect a deficit of $1,500 has served as a secretary to him, Day, the Hollis will open with some
wyn,
Boston,
July 31. Still makstrong straight show, the Tremont
for the next two weeks each.
If Prof. Albert B. Tondra. 45 years old,
ing little money with cut rate
the money isn't forthcoming the en- a music teacher and the pianist at in August will have "Little Nelly
tickets.
gagement will abruptly end, for the Proctor's, Yonkers. N. Y. was ar- Kelly," the Cohan show, and the "Six Cylinder Love," Sam Harrii
(45th week). Business again went
Shuberts will not advance money rested with the girl at the Union Selwyn Is supposed to open with a
new musical comedy and not a
to $7,900 last week.
That is beto keep tho attraction Intact.
A station here Sunday afternoon.
film
lieved
such
to give season's run leader
as
put
the
house
the
in
good weather "break" is the only
Tondra and the girl were taken outlandev class at the first of last
a profit. Has a few more we eke
in pe.
off the New York train by Detective season—
to go.
a class that it had extreme
It's going to be a gold mine for
"Strut Miss Lizzie," Times Square
Joseph Fisch after receipt of a tele"The Hotel Mouse" if present pros- phone message from the Yonkers difficulty in emerging from.
(2d week).
New colored revue
One of the sensations of the seapects continue.
Tho Apollo at- police requesting that they be
voted entertaining.
It went to
son is the business that the Gayety
traction picked up $1,500 over the
four
figures
for night businesa
picked up. When told they would with Bozo Snyder and his "Follies
after opening, and with a midprevious week and got a slashing
headquarters
both
to
go
to
have
night
Wednesday
performance
getaway for the new week Sunday remonstrated and claimed a mis- of the Day" did last week. This is
reached over $8,500. That is very
not the first week that this show
night. "Just Married" sailed along
take had been made. Tondra, who has cleaned up, it being a big money
top.
One
more
week
here under
prosperously.
"Liliom" only saved
rental.
is a grandfather and has a wife and
No other berth secured
maker since it hit in, and it has
itself
through local interest In
yp to Wednesday.
two sons living in Yonkers, claimed kept the house open several weeks
Charlotte Learn's entry into the
"The Bat," Morosco (97th week).
he was going to Niagara Falls for beyond the usual time limit.
cast.
Broadway's run leader dropped as
a vacation.
The stock houses open in town
low as $4,100 early in month but
Last week's estimates:
He said his family -vere aware of also got a good break in business
last
week was nearly $6,000, which
"The Hotel Mouse" (Apollo, 4th his going. The Beszedes girl, who
last week
due to the weather and
made profit. Show breaks even at
week) With no opposition to com- looks much older than she is,
$5,000.
the fact that it was Harvard comSeven more weeks to atbat box-office value of s>iar" names claimed her parents knew of her
tain two years'
n.
mencement week with about 50,000
to attract, this one did tl
expected accompanying Tondra and had no
strangers in town, all dressed up "The Dover Road," Bijou (28th
climb, after tho bunched exit of objections. He was locked up in
week).
Again bettered takings,
and very few places to go.
other musical plays out of town a the second precinct station and the
gross last week going to over $5,500. Show can make money at that
week ago, reaching $12,700, and girl sent to the Humane Society
pace and ought to run well into
pointing to even higher figures if building.
MILLER'S $10,000
July.
House made money, too,
Held keeps clear.
Early Monday morning Detectives
period of season figured.
"Lightnin*"
42nd Charles Ward and John Fitzpatrick Disappointing Gross at Los An
( Black stvne,
"The Goldfish," Astor (10th week).
week) Reaches its 400th perform- of the Yonkers police arrived in
Moved up from Maxine Elliott last
geles Last Week
week, switch accompanied by
ance Saturday. Out-of-town grad- Albany with a warrant for Tondra
jump of $3,000, or nearly 50 per
uation visitors swelled
business and to return the Beszedes girl to
Los Angeles, Juno 28.
cent, over the final week at the
over $12,00u, and the mid-week her parents. They said the girl's
The Henry Miller company at the
Elliott.
Management encouraged
business
continues
marvelous. father, John Beszedes, was the Mason here did not get the business
show can last through Hummer.
Si). .old break its own advance sale
complainant against Tondra.
expci t.
last week when Mr. Miller
Last week's business not far UIH
record with Pageant of Progress
According to the police the girl anil Blum he Bates appeared as coder $10.0U0.
visitors.
left home Saturday with her younger
at irs in
l\(v Friend the King."
It "The Hairy Ape," Plymouth (Hth
week). Was to have closed Satur"Ju»t Married" (La Salle, 9th sister,- taking her to New York, w.is expected the attraction would
day, but management decided to
week) Odd to have a show draw a where she left her with relatives. Kei nl least $10,000 but the gross
Last
continue another
week.
review from a newspaper critic She met Tondra on the train Sun- Juet topped Jlo o(ii».
week pot $6,500.
after playing nine weeks, but the day morning.
The girl's parents
This week with "La Tandrcsse"
(36th
"The
Cohan
Perfect
Fool,"
Vivian
Martin-Lynn
Ovcrmann became suspicious and, invest igat- with Miller and Ruth Chatterton, a
week). Final week for Ed Wynn
combination got it from Amy Les- Ingfl found that she had taken all gross of about $14,000 is looked for,
musical show, which has accom"Tic News."
clothes from home. Later it although tho original figures hoped
lie
in
Everything li
pli. .lied season on Broadway. ?»>'"
connected with this success reflects was a^< ertalned that Tondra had (or were around $ is, 000.
inp up real profit at $2.50 top. I'.usjness averaged $1 5,000 for time, n «*
credit on the first year's house shipped them in trunks to Niagara
The h' at has affected the busiwent
as high as $18,000 ami bet*
Tl:.say
detectives
that ness.
management of J»»bu_ McMarms. Falls,
"The Circle- in its ieCond
ter.
Last week over |t,000.
Monday's busi- Tondra told hi* wlfi that he was week at the Mason preceding the
former treasurer.
"Silver
Wings," Apollo (Till wreKJl
ness of $980 forerunner to the going to th- Adirondack* with sev- Miller run got $12,000, although they
Film.
expected to do $1">,000 on the week. "Nero," Lyric (Cih week). Film.
promise of return of good business eral theatrical nun.
f
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made to exhibit the painting in a public square or
figures of the painting aro so striking they appear to be
This is an effect gained so ifer only by foreign artists. At St.
Anne de Duprey, near Quebec, and the shrine (recently burned) in that
Canadian Tillage, is a cyclorama of the Bible, a magnificent painting to
which an admission of 25 cents is charged. The painting is valued at
$1,500,000 and it is claimed required 25 years to complete.
Tbe

Snappy," at the Winter Garden, this week Is a
George M. Cohan has been steadily at work at his home In Great
It's the first time Cantor has played
proadway in the summer. In framing the show, he arranged his own Neck, L. I., op "Little Nellie Kelly" since his return from Boston two
work, that through five comedy scenes and his other stage activity, when weeks ago. Charlre Gebest, long associated with Cohan as musical
director, has been with him arranging the orchestrations. In some quargie wasn't on the stage, he was changing in his dressing room.
It compelled him to go direct to his Mt. Vernon home each evening after the ters an old rumor had it Cohan did not compose many of the melodies
performance, and he was in bed an hour after the curtain rang down. credited to him. but to those who know him the report has always been
His knowledge of musical composition has been
Besides, Cantor's knee is troubling him. His left knee has developed a regarded as absurd.
habit of jumping out of place. It often happened to him while on the a source of wonder to those working with him. The "Kelly" show is to
Stage, and, though it did not prevent him from walking, it pained and he be all Cohan, he not only doing the book and score, but the lyrics as
could not b,end it. The heat also attacked Nan Halpcrin. At on e Sunday well. It Is the first musical piece by him unassisted in some years. The
show is due to start rehearsing this week and listed to open at the
night concert at the Garden, Miss Halperin collapsed.
Cantor had asked Lee Shubert to end the run so he could rest during Tremont, Boston, Aug. 31.
.
m
S visit to Europe, as Cantor was afraid he would be unable physically to
Oscar Hodge, who died of appendicitis in a New York sanitarium two
season.
With
next
"Make
It
through
Snappy"
doing
go
$18,000 a week. weeks ago, had been married for eight months.
Hodge was interested
Lee told Eddie not to be bothering his head about the weather; he was in the Neil O'Brien Minstrels, the arrangement being an even split with
thinking about it too much, and the show was good until September. O'Brien.
There was, according to current accounts, no written agreeJust about as Eddie had made up his mind to close, Shuberts notwith- ment between
Hodge and O'Brien, and the question has arisen whether
standing, the Jack Lait show, "Spice of lOC'.V in Atlantic City, looked so
the 50 per cent, ownership of the attraction under a verbal contract, will
good it seemed a pity to waste it at the Casino at $2.50, as originally pass on to the
widow. O'Brien was credited N with agreeing to continue
planned, when It might do $30,000 the first weeks, anyway, at the Garden.
Hodge's half interest in favor of Mrs. Hadge, but It is not known whether
J>e saw the "Spice" performance and then returned to New York, going the widow will care to invest in half of the production expenditure for
"Eddie, do you know you are working tco
to the Winter Garden, saying:
the eoming season.
The measure of business the show has drawn in
hard. I don't want you to break down. You must have a vacation, and
the past two seasons will probably determine her decision.
Hodge is
I think we'll close July 1 so you can spend the real hot weather away, if
reported having expired under the knife. His remains were cremated.
you want to."
Joe Cluck (in Kansas City they have given him a new name—Joseph)
Fred Marshall, who was manager of the Lyric, New York, for the
is back at the Friars, telling the bunch what a live town Kansas City is
Shuberts until arrested and charged with being short in his accounts,
-that it's the only place in the world for him and that he can't wait
was
released under bail last Friday.
The case against Marshall is
until he gets back to it. Joe came back reformed. His worst this sumin the hands of the bonding company which secured the Shuberts
mer is rhum and he's against buttermilk as a chaser. Otherwise, Joe is against loss. It
is understood he will be permitted a chance to make
looking pretty good, has added a little weight which makes him rotund
restitution, in which case the charge may be withdrawn.
According
(new for K. C.) and his smile has developed. In Kansas City, Joe is the to
the auditors who went over Marshall's books, it is alleged he manrepresentative for the Shuberts. The town seems to like him and Joe
to appropriate $1,997 by means of charging up bills which he failed
He wants to give anybody an argument aged
certainly does like that city.
to pay.
There are no receipts for a number of items marked up as
who mentions St. Louis. There are several live towns in Kansas. paid by him. Included
in the items which the house man charged up
Joe has worked out a sort of booking route for attractions, taking Kansas
as paid were the wages of scrubwomen who were supposed to have
City as the key. Now he has about 10 and will probably add more (if
received $3 per day.
this isn't supposed to be public, the Shubert booking office is not to
The two sons of a showman living in Westchester county were rebelieve it). Broadway lost a great plugger when Kansas City won the
cently summoned before a magistrate for violation of the traffic regulalove of Joe Gluck.
tions.
The kids drove their flivver past a cop who had held up his
Flo Ziogfeld, going to Europe this summer, may have the real objective
arm for them to stop. They entered a novel alibi, saying they really
by the producer of placing the current "Follies" in a London theatre. thought
the officer wanted to sell them tickets for a benefit and added
During the early days of this season's "Follies," Ziegfeld said: "This is that
they had been stopped by another officer for just that. The sourt
the show I want to see in London. It has everything thoroughly typical
knew their father and let them off after a "bawling out."
of the best of any 'Follies' and I want to show the English the best
sample. This one is going over just as it is now." Ziegfeld has been
The new season attraction for the Liberty is in doubt, both George
smarting under the skin for some years through the best production and
White's next "Scandals," to be produced with the backing of A. L.
comedy bits of the annual "Follies" finding their way to England. It is Erlanger, and
Moore & Megleys "Molly Darling," which recently closed
not unlikely while abroad he will give the English producers notice he is
for the season in Chicago, are mentioned for the house.
Louis Mann
gosag to brmg the current show over there, and warn them to lay off of has
been given a proposition by White for "Scandals," though the
Meanwhile, he asked if Variety would minutely describe in its reit.
engagement was not consummated early this week. White figures to
view »f the show each scene and all comedy, in order that the Englishthe revue out of town in August, which would make It ready for
men could have no excuse for taking any of It, but he was advised to open
Broadway before Labor Day. "Molly Darling" will also be ready for
have his staff write out that description and send it to Variety's London
metropolitan debut at that time. When that show again reaches the
office.
So it does look after the many pipes pulled about the Ziegfeld boards there will
be replacements of three-quarters of the cast as seen
productions and London, that London may see at last a genuine blown
in the Chicago engagement.
in the bottle "Follies."
Variety every once in a while is visited by representatives of so-called
y
No doubt many fakers in years past have victimized colored people investigating bureaus and
other societies, asking for detailed information
through agreeing to take the kinks out of their hair. Negroes of both
on one or another items appearing in the Inside Stuff departments
sexes have maintained it was a possibility. A few years ago a Negress,
vaudeville, legit or pictures. For obvious reasons a good deal of these
who lived on an estate near Tarrytown, N. Y., was said, when she died,
items are written innuendo. It has been noticed the people always into have amassed a large fortune through smoothing out the kinks. Anyquire about an item where scandal or an unconventional occurrence is
bow, at the present time it appears as though some process has been
concerned. These bureaus' agents will hem and haw considerably when
discovered that is successful.
In the colored shows and all-colored
asked how they concern them, generally replying they want it for their
cabaret revues in New York just now may be observed any number of the
own
colored folk with perfectly straight hair.
Though heavily plastered, handsinformation. It is obvious some of this information in unscrupulous
could be commercialized— a gentle synonym for blaokmail or the
perhaps, and often with the girls the hair is bobbed, there does not
"shake-down."
appear to be any Inclination of the kinks to assert themselves, while
The more important principals of "Spice of 1922," due at the Winter
before or under the foot or spot lights.
Garden Thursday (July 6), are playing under a percentage of the gross
arrangement. Different principals have agreed to different percentages.
Joan Sawyer is reported about to marry a wealthy business man in
In all, the players' percentages total about 31 per cent. Besides are the
,the West. It is some time since Miss Sawyer has appeared professionally.
6he first struck Broadway as a society dancer and had an extensive, fixed salaries for the other principals and choristers. The percentages
were first arrived at with the Astor or Casino in mind, at a $2.50 top.
also prolonged vogue. Miss Sawyer later went into vaudeville. Another
dancer of former days who has remained active and latterly in vaudeville The switch to the Garden for the Jack Lait show at $3 top, with a different and lower sharing arrangement for the show, leaves a problem
Is Florence Walton.
Miss Walton is reported to have commissioned a
Writer to turn out a regular vaudeville act for her next season. Miss over the percentages that may be a subject for adjustment. Lait, who
Walton's former partner, Maurice, over here last season for a while with wrote "Spice," piled principals into it until the program looked like a
Leonore Hughes, dancing in "Dearie," is back in Paris, operating a cab- list for a Broadway benefit. In fact, the cast did frighten out two or
three of the first principals engaged. After they saw the group, each
aret to quite moderate returns, it is reported.
"walked," saying they did not care to buck the competition. One was
At the general meeting of Equity, held in New York last month, a a comedian, and it is said "Spice" would have made him if he had
remained.
skeleton financial report was read and it was stated a detailed statement
Jimmy Hussey has been playing with the Lait show since it opened,
would appear in the next issue of "Equity," the society's monthly pamwithout salary. Jimmy was in the Hotel Astor having his lunch with
phlet.
"Equity" for June has been Issued. It contains no more of a
Lait. Hussey had just returned from the other side. Someone jocularly
financial statement that was read at the meeting. The net profit for the
Equity benefits at the Metropolitan opera house in 1921 and 1922 is given told Jimmy to go to Atlantic City, wateh the ".Spice" show opening, and
he might have a job the next morning. Jimmy volunteered to go into
as $11,910.82 in 1921, and $1,700 in 1922.
the show at once, and said he would do it to oblige Jack and for his
carfare.
Hussey scored one of the hits of the performance, remained
The recent dramatic stock in the People's, on the Bowery, brought
forth the first English-spoken from the stage in that house for years. with the show in Atlantic City, is with it this week at the Walnut
Street,
Philadelphia, and will open at the Garden, with no one having
The People's has had Yiddish and Italian companies for several seasons.
At one time, when under the management of H. C. Miner, it played first- said anything as yet about hi3 salary. Now when Jimmy eats, he o. k.'s
the restaurant check as a box office order, and it Is presented. Monday
class attractions.
Jack Pickford, according to reports, has instructed his attorneys to he asked Nat Phillips, Lait's representative with the show, for 00 cent.-,
start an action for defamation of character against Flo Ziegfeld. Jr.. and Nat made him sign a receipt for that amount.
"Spice" did a phenomenal business last week for the seaside getwhen the latter returns (n,m the oth. r Side. Pickford, according to
mutual announcement by both parties, is engaged to wed Marilyn Miller, ting $15,000, and will do around $10,000 this week in Philly. It reopened
the
Walnut for the week at a $3 seale, and has nothing but the weather
the Ziegfeld co-star (with Leon Errol) of 'Sally." now in Boston. Some
time before sailing, Ziegfeld caused to be uttered statements against against it in that city. Philly is not a summer town, however.
Pickford containing derogatory remarks anent Pi- kford's naval recortfl.
They Raid young Pickford had become involved while in the Navy
through bribery charges and had turn.-d state's evidence. Pickford repudiated the allegations and Miss Miller int 'mated the Ziegfeld statement
Was issued with a view to having her break her engagement to Pickford.
This she firmly said would not occur, but that she intended wedding
Pickford without date set.
Not the least of the little troubles of Louis Wolheim, who jumped
The Provinctttown Playhouse has berg receive from $5 to $io each
into Broadway's limelight through his characterization of 'The Hairy
Ape." is his hair. To keep within the role he has retained a shaggy closed its doors for a year, its time one of their works is played,
head and that has been uncomfortable on hot days. The show doses at workers and playwrights deciding and as high as loo little thestrei
the Plymouth for the season and Wolheim told friends he has engaged on taking vacation** Kugene ONeil. and rollegs group*
will
presenl
the father of
the
three barbers to attend him immediately afterward.
Provincetown them within a Week. That Insures
group, win re ht> has Staged many a r.'vonuo of at hast several bunhas gundled dollars a month,
Interested in the "Strut Miss Lizzie" show, the Creamer and Layton of- his short dramas,
Susan GlaspjBll, who In
ell-colored
il-rolored revue, are Arthur S. Lyons, the independent
Independent booking agent, abroad.
a~
nd- Hilly Minsky (Minsky Brothers). The Minskys arranged the Times private life is Mrs. Georgt Cram
Next season's report of, and eo*
Bq
k|uare booking and are interested in tbe lllOfr exceeding the 10 per cent, Cook, and Mr. Cook are also going operative ventures in s, *
Jfork
will
the
inter
overs*
as
and
w
Spend
promiso
to be as actye a* during
hare reported
Minsky, Lyons and Henry Creamer have incorporated
In Greece, while the players of the
for
or $5,600
the
season now ending, during
15,600 as Strut
Strut Miss Lizzie,
Lizzie. Inc.
Provincetown company will appear which time considerably mors In
depend- nt production units operThe Pantheon de la Guerre, for which A. H. Woods has guaranteed elsewhere.
1300. oen for the American rights, will come over here before the year
There is a tidy revenue In royal- ated than prudktcd.
Indication!
for at leas! an sexual niu
*hds.
It is 130x130 feet, detailing the history of the war in relief by
ties from plays such as produced
dating
paint inp. One hundred and one artists worked on the frame, according by the Provinretown
Playhouse. from ihe f '1! will attain, despite the
to report.
It is exhibited in Faris.
When reaching New York there Miss Glaspcll and Alice Gernsten(Continued on pas,
.0)

The

closing of

STOCKS

be an attempt

park.

lifelike.

Vaughan

The

Glaser

Players

closed at the Uptown theatre, Toronto, Saturday, after a season of
301 consecutive performances.

It

preak for Eddie Cantor,

its star.

LITTLE THEATRES

i

Joseph de Stefan!, Helen Keers and

Jimmy Hayden, who have been with
Arthur Casey's Players in Omaha,
have joined the Orpheum Players at
Duluth. Torrid weather in Omaha
has forced the players to discontinue
stock for a time.

The Coloron Park theatre, Jamestown, N. Y., will open next week
with a stock musical company call-

Summer

ing itself "The

Frolics."

The Proctor Players, Troy, N. Y„
in "Smilin' Through." It is
the first stock the city has had since
the Mortimer Snow Company went
on the rocks at the old Lyceum a
year ago last January. Clara Joel
and William Boyd head the company, supported by Bena Titus
(local), Pierre Watkln, Mabel Coleord, Kric Dressier, Marian Lord,
Roy Elkin, William Amsdel and
Norman Tracy. Mr. Boyd and Mr.
Amsdell do the directing. For some

opened

unknown reason

advanoe pub-

little

licity about the opening
in the local papers.

was carried

The Broad, Newark, N.

J., Is

dark

for the summer. Mauflc Fcaly decided to quit rather than pay the
$750 rent Morris Schlesinger de-

Miss Fealy will appear jxt
Proctor's, Newark, next week, in a
tabloid "Fair and Warmer," with

manded.

two members of her company, Milton Byron and Jack Martin.

The

Gardens

IJlitch

opened

ver,

under

theatre,

Den-

the third time
present management;
for

the

Sunday (June

"Three Wiss

25), in

Fools." Helen Menken, who played
the leading female role In the piece
for two seasons, Is the leading
woman for the company. Ernest
Glendinning is the leading man and
is expected
to be another Ht'uce

McRae, who took summer audiennse
at Elitch's by storm a few years
ago.

Rollo Lloyd

the stag*
is again
has beon the rightJ. M. Mulvihlll, president of the operating company,
ever since the theatre was reopened
two years ago. The advance sals
indicates the season will be mors
prosperous than either of the past
two years, despite that local condirector.

He

hand man for

ditions aro not nearly as good.

The

Players,

ftrlasco

Washing-

with "Getting Gertie's Garter,"
played to IG.C80 last week.
The
piece is held over for this week.
Brandon Peters has succeeded Harris Gillmors in the comp. -y, and
Ernest Trushelm replaced Leon
Pierre Gordon.
ton,

C. I. Tucker has taken over the
lease and the Garrick Stock, Washington. Its business affairs are be-

The plan of

ing straightened out.
visiting star players
out.

is

to be carried

With James Rennlo playing the
week In "Moonlight and

lead this

Honeysuckle"
stock will

it

show a

Is

expected

the

profit.

The George Marshall Players at
Lyceum, Baltimore, closed Baturday.
"The Fidgeon" had been

the

announced

for this week, the closing
occurring suddenly.

LEGIT ITEMS
Mme. Maud
violinist, who

Powell, the contort
died Jan. X, 1920, in

Uniontown, pa., l-»rt a net estate
of $10,407.00, according to a transtax State appraisal of her
TTnder her will, execnted
Nov. C, 1919, this amount passes to
her husband, Harrj Godfrey Turner,
who, without bonds, Is al.so executor.
The. assets of the estate consisted
^largely of royalty agreements with
fer

property.

music

publishers and
record manufacturers,

phonograph

Mum. Bertha Kalim h and her busband. Leon Bpachner, sailed <>n the
Saturday for London
'•Olympic"
where Mme. Kalisch will put on
•The Riddle: Woman." Ph.. may
also do several plays in Yiddish.
Wilharn

S.

Kainey has secured the

Pacific Coast rights to "The First
If Tears" and will appear in It with

Kvelyn Vaughn,

Heven companies of "The Tint".
arc being organized for tho road by
Wagenhalfl & Kemper for next sea*
son.
Several will play return en«
gageenesita, the same number having
been out last season.
^

NEW ACTS THIS
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The long arm

HER TEMPOKABY
Tom Hurlon
Clarence Topping

of stage coincidence

doughboys is killed and the other
wounded. In dressing his wound
Polly
discovers a miniature of her
of an ancestorial will
HUSBAND conditions
specifying she must not marry the self and recognizes her son, whom
Geor** rarnone
bravejy
she
gave up to an English
she exHelena Royle man she thinks she loves if
in order that
Harry li. Allen pects to come into possession of the family 20 years before
he
might
grow
up to be a gentleJuliette Day will's fortune.

William Courtenay
Tercy Amei

Chicago, June 28.
Tn Harry Fra zee's baseball parlance they say "Game postponed, account of wet grounds." In Harry
Frazee's theatrical parlance at the
Cort Sunday they should have^said
"Performance postponed, account of
lack of study,"
If this had been done those interested wouldn't be worrying about
what's going to be the future of "Her

Further stipulation of the will's
requirements affords the girl a
chance to wed again in case of her

—

it developed when unsteady
nerves reigned supreme perhaps a
more than first-nighters (and
a goodly quota of the regulars were
present, with Leo Ditrichstein back
from the coast and studying a new
play here, as their guest) have witnessed at so important an event.
Chicago always takes its openings
very seriously, for out here they are
not addicted to advertising "first
performance on any stage." "When
a show reaches here the first-nighters have become accustomed to believing it is a finished work. There's
becoming a tendency, however, to
execute premature premieres, and

that's all

WHO

WHO'S

—

trifle

"Her Temporary Husband" was all
There was a tarry for the new
play at South Bend, but it wasn't
long enough. The opening perform-

this.

ance proved it. Playgoers don't always realize the reasons for hurried
premieres, and Frazee's was a hurried one, double quick for that matter, because of "Anna Christie'" giv-

tarium authorities as to the kind of
a husband she wanted there was a
false alarm offered in the hinting at
the possibility of the McCormick
gland story being utilized for comment, but it only involved discussion 'on monkey tissues. It was a
spicy reference, yet extremely brief.
It
looked as thought Courtenay
didn't get the full value of the first
act curtain with the way he was
bundled up to escape being caught
in the elisguise. as the girl suddenly
returned on the scene. Rehearsals,
of course, will make better the curtain for bigger laughs.
The "whiskers" hold the anxiety
of the audience until a drowning rescue (off-stage), when Courtenay is
obliged to .hake them, going to the
girl's rescue ant} saving her life after
the "villain," seeking the girl's fortune, has a chance to enter his
strongest into the story.
At this point the play starts to
stagger, and it never returns, despite the romance entered upon and
continued until the final curtain.
"Her Temporary Husband" gets its
punch with the sanitarium
full
scene. When this scene is worked
wi^h the speed necessary the play
will have more to carry it through
the ordinary moments of the second
and third acts, particularly the

premieres contribute one good

fact,
alibi for

nevertheless, and that's an
both the players and the author.
So under the conditions, let everybody be happy, and proceed with
hope that later performances find
tho players squeezing every value
out of this new farce. At that an
estimated gross of $5, 500 weekly

should gain a profit for both company and house for the eight weeks
intended.

The good points

of a rakish play
blind cues, causing a
in the slam -bang that is necessary to unravel the beauties without drawing fatalities. The tempo
stood still because it had no ehap-

were
miss

lost

in

Arabella Meeker
Mustette
4
Irene

MacManamy

Sue

Marcelle D'Arville

MOTHER

anything for him

it

positively

Armed Pry
round - OneI'.u m.

ed out more handsome features, and
what lovable Lillian Russell was to
the stage in looks in the feminine
department, Courtenay surely holds
an equal reputation for the manly
opposite department. It's a tribute
that Courtenay can always gain, no
matter what the worth is of the
play he's participating in.
The story is mildly told, with the
greatest laughs coming from the
circumstances
the
of
absurdity
which had up to the comical situations. Courtenay adopts "whiskers"
rather than lt.se the girl for whom
Kitz*
the
at
starts
admiration
luncheon session. The pursuit for
the giii's hand involves a dislike for

Courtenay by the girl's kinsman and
bent factor, and takes a winning
turn for the Romeo, after several
boring moments in explaining to the
audience how the day will be won
if the scheme works out successfully in a sanitarium with the great
help from said "whiskers." The girl
is at the sanitarium whfre she is
pleading for an acquaintance of a
man guaranteed to die within three
youths time, so that she may satisfy

i

Tolly
Tilda

i'I.m,

sailor*,

Sedgwick

rupts.

farces in "Who's Who." The play
is derived from a German original
by Pordes Miller and Enrich Urban, and a hitherto unknown, Walter De Leon, has owned up to the
right of adapting the salacious tale.
It deals with a rather gay Lothario,

played

by

Charles

Ruggles,

who

takes an extra step once in a
while.
In the absence of his wife
he yields to the persuasion of an
impersonator for a vaudeville com-

pany and leaves that man, make-up
and all in possession of his own
home.
Matters are complicated by the
of his wife while the said
Lothario is gayly spending the
evening in the company of the im-

arrival

personator's wife.
You are allowed

to

thirk

what

Aiston has started an
against Corse Peyton althe conversion of scenery
used by Peyton during the run of
his stock company at Keeney's, Bay
Ridge,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
James
Timoney is representing Aiston.

Arthur

action
leging

Charles B. Largy has been appointed appraiser by Surrogate Cohalan of the estate of the late Mrs.
William Harris (Florence Quail
Harris), the widow of William Harris, the theatrical manager.
Mrs.
Harris died April 25, 1921, at her
home in New York City, leaving a
will dividing her estate among nine

Jeanne Eagles

Fanny
St.

Aulvii*

Tom Rotinson
Porter
Mr. St. Aul.yns

of the west."

j
-

Please do not think I am preaching. Who am I that I should preach?
This is the season of discontent and anxiety among the people of thej
theatres.
Many of you have made no definite plans for next season.
Haven't been able to get the route, the contract or the salary your
wanted, and feel much discouraged. And perhaps, if you stop and take:
stock of your many blessings, check yourself up, you will realize)
how trivial are the things that seemed so important. This is a period
of reconstruction. Many of us have to readjust our whole lives, learn to.
live without the things and people that we once thought indispensable.
There is nothing you rannot live without but life. There is no one
you cannot live without but God.

A prominent vaudeville actress called on me recently. She was well
dressed, teeming with youth, health and prosperity.
She owns a nice
country home, drives her own car and is happily married. After tho
usual greeting she immediately began to unfold a tale of woe about
her many perplexities coincident with her bookings, her try-outs and
her route for next season. "Oh, Nellie," she said, "I am so discour*
aged. I don't seem to be able to get any satisfaction from my affbtfc
I have come in three times in the broiling sun and sat on a bench'
in an outer office two hours at a time, only to be told to cofne in
again next day. The suspense of it all is getting on my nerves. I
hate being stalled." Then I told her how glad I would be to be able
to sit on a bench for two hours. Or to see that "hot, broiling sun "— not
having seen it in years. Reminded her of her youth, health and pleasant home, of which I have neither. And explained to her that agents*
and booking managers were not the only people who keep their clients'
in suspense.
That doctors do the same thing and, like agents, would
much rather have good news than bad news for us. I related some of
the disappointments I hav-; been subjected to. Besides losing a comfortable sum of money, my car, a home I had just built and never!
occupied, but also my health. And while she had been told to came back
next day, I have been waiting three years for the relief promised by)
doctors.
Two years ago last April my doctor said I would be able?
to be taken home in July.
I was not.
Then he said six months more.
At the expiration of that period he said six months more and put me
in a ca.it more severe than the previous one.
Another six months!
passed. Still no relief. Another operation was advised. I submitted.
That was a year ago today. I am still here and today my doctor say*
six months more, and, strange as it may seem, I again believe him,
I know that some day this prophecy is coming true and that
my doctor,
like her agent, could not help the delay.
He did all he could. I know
that some day she will come in from her comfortable home, drive
through the hot sun to her agent's office and find that she opens in a
few weeks. The little lady had not stopped to think about the three
seasons' work she just finished, nor of the nice home waiting for her.
Had not thought of the nice, cool drive she had through miles of trees,
or that she owned and was able to operate her own car. After hearing
my story she slipped right off of her chair, down on her knees, put
her head on my bed and prayed for forgiveness for her lack of gratitude for her blessings. And with tears in her eyes promised me t<J
never complain again. Thus endeth a true story.

relatives.

Harris was known professionally as Florence Thornton. She
was married to the theatrical manager in 1913, at which time she reMrs.

from the stage. Her husband
died Nov. 25, 1916, leaving an estate
of $820,188.05, which has been filed
in the Queens County Surrogate's
Court, but is tied up in litigation
by creditors. Under his will she
was left a life interest in his residuary estate, with the principal at her
death to be divided among his chiltired

I wonder if there be many more among you who
feel bitter about
your route, your salary, your role, your billing, your spot on the bill*
And feel you have been neglected or mistreated because you were not
given precedence over someone else who no doubt has as much right
to the coveted advantage as you have.
If so, just remember:
Molly;
Fuller and Ben Welch have as much right to their eyesight as
I have,
but they haven't got it. And they are not kicking. And I have as
much right to be able to sit, stand and walk as anyone has. Eut I
can't do it.
But remember that while you may not get Just what you
want in the way of engagements, and may find heartaches, petty
obstacles and disappointments while you are well, we always find
sympathy and encouragement, moral and financial support when affliction overtakes us, and that we belong to a profession that
takes better'
care of its wounded soldiers than Uncle Sam takes of his.

dren and a granddaughter.

According

an application fer
letters of administration fileel by
Leon Cordon Mary E. St. John, a cousin of the
A. P. Kaye
..Michael Agnus late Ira T. Moore, an actor, who
Arthur Elliott died May 19, last, In New York

Kloanor Laniels
Elizabeth Risdon

Tony Pastor

tionately called "the

THE PLAY

Tear!

Leonard

Ilusscll

etc

.

hospital
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Seven years ago this Fourth of July I ate dinner with Molly and
Fred (Hallen and Fuller) in their home on Fifty-seventh street, a
comfortable, I might even say luxurious, apartment, and a meat
After dinner we all went for a ride in my Ford (a poor thing,
it was.
And all
but mine own). We enjoyed the scenery and the sunshine.
three were prosperous, were working and in splendid health. Fred has
passed on, Molly came in to call on mc last Sunday, led by an attendant*
She is totally blind and I am helpless and we are both financial bank"*

and doctor bills.
Speaking of Tink Humphreys, I have heard of three cases in a week?
Ho is affecof his having financially assisted destitute old-timers.

Edna Hihbard
Russell Mack

Isobel Farrell
Felix Farrell

Ames has

eronage. The players had all they
could do to chaperon each other, if the background offered.
not their individual selves.
The
The Cort doesn't "paper" an openpcssibiliti* s for Edward Paulton's ing, so the capacity audience meant
farce were visible, but many more a good financial send-off, and there's
of them were probably lost observ- little doubt that "Her Temporary
ing
and sympathizing with an Husband" will rally and manage to
cmbarassed cast and it's always clear a summer profit. If it doesn't
cmbarassing, this "fishing for lines a, great chance has been lost, and
and struggling for exits." The com- charge jt entirely to lack of study.
pany received enough encourageLoop.
ment to anticipate success later,
with more study.
A GENTLEMAN'S
There is big hope for "Her Temporary Husband," because William
Atlantic City, June 28.
Apollo theatre. Sam II. Harris presents
Courtenay heads the cast. Chicago
"A Gentleman'! Mother," by Martin Urown.
is clanish in worshipping an actor
PROLOG
of Courtcnay's type, and the mat- Tolly Pearl
Jeanne Kaples
inees will undoubtedly prove this. Tin- Traveler
Frank Westerton
Kx
English Soldier
If this actor's broken season did
Frank Horton

—

A. H. Woods has offered his newest contribution to the career of

Eleanor Williams
.Spencer Charters
Marion Ballou
Charles Ruggles
Ruth Terry

Mantle
Richard Meeker
Diane O' l>are
Mrs.

—

—

spent in the hospital.

Peggy Eleanor

Marion Minter

Andrews

you please, but in the end the audience was informed that there was
nothing whatever out of place.
last act.
The lines are very broad and can
Courtenay (last here in "Honors
be
interpreted according to the deAre Even") has a role that he's going to fit nicely for eventually he'll sire of the listener. Spencer Charters
has a typical role but insufbe cool, and when this actor is this
ficent.
Sue McManamy, Edna Hibway he's got the lines to be humor- hard,
Russell Mack. Eleanor Wilous in a humorous and- brilliant
fashion. It's a handsome role for liams and Marion Ballou make up
the efficient company.
Courtenay.
It is a typical Woods farce in
Juliette Day, the baffled heiress,

the villain's role in the
race for the girl's fortune, but he
was a "nervous" villain on the
opening night, instead of the slick
article quite an unusual occurrence
for this actor, but still emphasizing
the universal unsteadiness of the
whole company. Selena Royle was
closely followed in the nurse's role
because she is the offspring of Edward Milton Royle. Miss Royle
would hold greater attractiveness if
she exchanged that "red color" in
the exit in the first act after the
marriage ceremony to a nice lavender, for the time is the present, on
the Hudson, and lavender would
quickly match the girl's other attractiveness, since it is the picturesque color for any "nurse" with

BT NELLIE BEVELL

As dear Rennie Wolf used to say, "It is pleasing to record. " How!
wonderful Molly's spirits are. She is sad, of course, but still hopeful*
not complaining and full of praise and gratitude for the many kind
following Variety's story about her
friends affliction brought her,
Letters of sympathy poured in from all over the country*
condition.
Some were from friends she had not heard from in years. Among tho
long
first to communicate with her was Mr. Albee, who called on
distance to ascertain her exact condition and instructed Tink Hum'
phreys to see that she got every attention and to take care of her

ing an unexpected closing notice,
and the Cort just can't go dark it has plenty
vein, not so speedy, not so
cf charm as "the girl." lighter
wouldn't be the natural order of
gay as some of the other days, but
functionings. George Parsons always deals in hu- if anything more full of suggestive
Chicago's theatrical
mor
and
once
again
he profusely
So there you are, and there you have handles it as the doctor.
tichcuer.
Harry Al- lines.
the advanced tip if the play doesn't
len as "Judd" got the laughs started
make the grade even while wearing and
throughout he makes every line
its appropriate financial attire to
of a good part hit the target. Percy
face summer conditions. Premature

—

BED-SIDE CHATS

Now comes the Fourth of July again. It will be the third I hav*
So if you do not get to go to the ball game, i*.
your favorite team loses or you cannot get just the reservation yout
hotel, cannot get away over the Fourth, your dinner^
expected
the
at
Rather than let him know
man.
she lets him go away unawares. doesn't suit you, the waiters seem alow, the crowds jostle you, the surf
This scene, as well as the one in is too hot, maybe it will rain, your car breaks down, business may be
which at an earlier stage of the play bad, you have had a bad spot on the bill or maybe you are not working
Polly renounces the man whose in- at all yet if you can walk around alone without pain and have your
fatuation she took for love, is par- eyesight, you are still ahead of the game.

spouse's de-ath. So the scheme laid
bare by the girl to win the fortune
and still have the man of her choice ticularly
well done.
advances neatly until Courtenay
Elizabeth Hisdon as the music hall
learns of it and bribes the sanitarium attendant and puts on the beauty, whose morals are measured
"whiskers," passing off as the man by the length of the masculine purse
who will die in three months time, strings, is superb— and A. P. Kaye
and marries the girl under his own comes in as close second as a LonKchcuer.
name, which is unknown to the girl. don sport.
The situation made the first act
Temporary Husband," which Frazee spasmodically interesting, although
gave a premiere a sudden one, to it was extremely boring because the
say the least, with every hope the ideas were visibly held back from
Atlantic City. June 28.
attraction would serve a financial the speed. Faster revealing would
Farce "Who's Who?'* in three acts, prepurpose until the arrival of "Thank- have uncorked greater laughter. In
sented by A. H. Wood* at the CJlobe.
U," Aug. 20. As matters went, the the girl's explanation to the sani- June UC.

slips of speech, denoting lack of
study and rehearsals, spoiled what
carried an unusual enthusiasm for a
summer premiere. When that series
of gusts of late October winds circled the loop Sunday, reaching their
heights mid -afternoon, the firstnighters came out of hiding, and it
was Just Frazee's and Bill Courtenay's luck to have the whole bunch
there to observe the massacre of themanuscript and acrobatic stunts in
reaching for "exits."
Therefore let the biographers of
premieres mark off asterisks against
this premiere and specify it under
For
the caption of a "try-out."

Friday, June 80, 1922

Is relied on rather strongly to bring
about a meeting of two American
doughboys in the tavern. During
the quarrel which ensues one of the

OUT OF TOWN REVIEWS
Dr. Gordon Spencer
Xafe Tanner
judd
Blanche Ingram

I

WEEK

City,

his

to

estate

does

not

exceed

Jeanne Eagles with fine acting
and support ing company lifts "A $1,000. The deceased was 55 years
Gentleman*! Mother" from what old at death and had appeared on
might easily bo mediocrity to a the stage for 30 years. Ho died
without a will, with Deborah A.
place as a rather excellent play.
Told in its stage sequence, the Sargent, a cousin, entitled to share
production begins with a scene in a equally in the estate with Miss St.
sordidly but colorfully fitted sea John,
coast tavern where the aging Polly
I'»arl (Miss Eagles), hardly above
Frank Wilstach's $2,000 claim on
the slattern, is the owner. A chance
traveler who arouses poignant mem- a contract against tho Vanderbilt
ories of her youth throws us over Producing Co., sponsors of "Irene,"
into the first act, which is the formal was settled out of court last week
beginning of the play. Here Polly, Just before it reached trial before
in the height of her charm, making Judgo Valente in the City Court.
a youthful dip into a marriage Wllstach alleged breach of contract
which turns out to be a hopeless as advance man for one of the
folly, leaving her a bre»ken thing,
one-night companies.
He
thinking only of the child whom she "Irene"
decides must know nothing of his settled for about a quarter of the
amount.
past.
mother's
of
his
origin or
I

You

can't

"Two prisoners stood looking through the bars;
One saw the mud; the other saw the stars."
see stars if you look at the mud. The two do not mix.

Bide Dudley says if "Sue Dear" doesn't get over he will be in the
next room to me in this hospital. No, you don't. There's nothing as
attractive as a man allowed on this floor.
That's why we call it
"No Man's Landing." So here's hoping "Sue Dear" realizes her responsibilities and behaves in a manner that will at least keep her
author, composer, backer, etc., out of the hospital. He must have read
that I got so fat here that they put me on a diet, and all the nice food
sent me that I cant eat besides. He thought maybe he might fall heir
to them and pet fat, too.
Bide has been working too hard, lie says
he is so thin that if he had appendicitis it would be a spine disease.
Last week when

name

in

my

about him:

I

promised

I

wasn't going to put Eddie Cantor's

column again I forgot that I wanted
I remarked that I was so glad to

had not spoiled him.

to tell
s<

"Listen, Nellie," he said, "no

you

that

e

little

this story
his success

ele<ti..

sign

going to run away with me. When I first saw
name in eiectrlO
lights I, of course, was happy and proud, but I soon reflected th.it a
five-cent chewing gum had an electric sign 20 times larger that, mine
is

my

and so I determined :o keep my head. Whenever I feel that there i«
danger of my becoming conceited I go and stand near that enormous
chewing gum sign and it has an effect on me the advertiser n«\er
intended."

Friday, June 90, 190f
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REVIEWS OF RECORDING DISCS

In

double

fashion. Including patter.
ing vaudeville disk.

CUDDLE UP BLUES
The

department

IVarii'lV

of critical

review

POPULAR
AEEf BUT HATE TO GO HOME
M
ALONE- Victor Roberts
I

Ft;EL SORRY FOR
&r?ik
DON'T
1

Same-Victor No.
"Gee! But I Hate

wu

Aloue"

to

Go Home

a production

buried

me and

ME—

28*92.

retarded,
rather than pushed (a reverse of
for
It is a type
true),
It's
usual,
the
of song that requires simultaneous
exploitation to get it across for the
be. It is first hit•lit it deserves to
ting its stride currently and looks
sad, sentiwinner.
a potential
mental thing, on the "All By Myuniversally
a
always
self" order,
appealing theme. Victor Roberts exthe lyric.
from
considerable
acts
fBr

-

>

really

of the current phonograph record*)

A

(Fox Trot)—

Brothers (Vocal).

WILLIAM ROCK

Virginians.

MY HONEY'S LOVING ARMS—
Same— Victor

No. 18881.
The Virginians are a new recordpeople, Thrall's saxophone featuring
direction of Ross
bunch,
under
ing the Jimmy Rule ballad, which
makes for a surprising dance num- Gorman and sponsored by Paul
Whiteman
who
seems
to control
ber.
Aron twangs the banjo faithfully in the accompaniment. Ernie every new Victor recording bunch
have
Virginians
practically.
The
Stevens only sfomlng to the fore
swaying
compelling
a
with his pla*o thumping in the in- brought
for
make
with
Both
rhythm
them.
termittent
runs
and
"breaks."
Otherwise he, too, sticks faithfully mean toddles that inspires a wicked
director, has
the
to his last of permitting the saxo hoof. Gorman,
made the brasses stand out in strikto carry the melody.
ing portions with tom-tom effects in

MISTER GALLAGHER AND
MISTER SHEAN — Kaufman

OBITUARY

version
pleas-

the accompaniment.
Blues" is by Harry
M. K. Jerome.

''Cuddle

Up

deCosta and

Fay and was afterward divorced, but
not before a series of difficulties
through the triangle, some of which
reached the courts.
Miss White

William (Billy) Rock died June 27
in a Philadelphia sanitarium as a
result of a long-standing stomach
ajJsaoVit.
A few months ago when
jfiis life was despaired of Dr. Jerome
Wagner performed an operation on
his stomach, removing part of it,
and Rock recovered. Weakened, he
returned to vaudeville, but lately
asked to be relieved of a Philadelphia engagement in his vaudeville
act because of his physical condi-

eventually secured production en*

gagements.
Rock about a couple of seasons
ago,
in
conjunction
with some
friends, produced "Silks and Satins."
a revue that opened on Broadwuy.
had a fair run and went on the road.

or OUR DEAR FRIEND
was

Billy
Rock
age at death,

years of
lie had occupied a
niche in musical productions and
vaudeville through his staging ability, as a character delineator for
dances and as a dancer himself.
The dancing character Rock liked
47

EDWIN

"My Honey's Loving Arms" is
composed by Joe Meyer, a newcomer
to the east from California who is
rapidly making his mark locally
The Kaufman Brothers hare
already established on the
made the popular Gallagher and although
coast.
is a COttfln of B. ft. Mom
Shean number for Gennett, which and on He
advice of theatrical men best to appear in was an old man or
the
Jimmy Hanley and Joe Goodwin also issues a dance version of the he came east to be in closer touch roue. He once said that in this
wrote/ it, and it was the latter's song this month. The verses sell with things.
character he could make up to dithemselves, so any comment on the
flrst contribution to the Shapirovert an audience's attention from
Bernstein catalog upon his return delivery would be superfluous other
Hsxey
Trot)—
(Fox
STUMBLING
He has since than that the Kaufmans do it in
to the S.-B. fold.
Natsy and Orchestra.
their usual finished style.
severed connections again.
for
Sorry
Me"
Feel
"Don't
"All Over Nothing at Air (Cun- QUEEN OF THE ORIENT (Fox

A

(Ciarke-Leslie-Gottler) is one of
the outstanding songs of a new
Those
cycle of "sorry" numbers.
things are always good after a
year's rest. Thru accounted tor the
Hawaiian song starting in again

some months back when "Ka-Lu-A"
was at its height, and now a new
"cry" ballad series seems to be the
rage, judging from the publisher's

ALL OVER NOTHING AT ALL(Vocal)— Gennett,
ft^WgLfMw
No. 4870.

ningham-Itrennan-Rule) is delivvery sincerely
by Arthur
Fields. His baritone gives strength

ered

meaning of the lyrics, comparing best to the other recordings
of the number.
to the

STUMBLING (Fox Trot)— Nathan
Glantz and Orchestra.
SOME SUNNY DAY— Same—Pathe

this number is
No. 20746.
All love
kind.
This disk is a good buy. Two
songs are divided in two classes, hits back to back is as good value
with you and without you lyrics. for 75 cents as one can ask for.
This is of the latter type on the Furthermore. Glantz has made good
order of "If we can't be the same recordings of both numbers.
The
old sweethearts, let's be the same "Stumbling" disk particularly comold friends." Little wonder it made pares favorably with the other
rea hit. Since that song was popular, leases.
publishers have clamored for one
on a similar order. This is it. RobMISTER GALLAGHER AND MISerts first sings it as a waltz ballad
TER SHEAN (Fox Trot)—
and then rags it a la jazz version
Nathan Glantz and Orchestra.
with interpolated econversational
HORTENSE
(Fox Trot)— Bailey's
new
trick
for
lyrics.
It's a
the
Lucky 7—Gennet No. 4874.
disks.
The dance version of Gallagher

Anyway,
a good one of its
catalogs.

Trot)

— Lanin's

4877.
Natsy'e version of "Stumbling" is
not of the standard shown by the
other disk makers although satisfy-

His latest vehicle was a three-act,
which included Miss Helen Kbey.
whom he married.
Rock is credited with being the
first vaudeville producer to introduce a band to accompany a vaudeville

of

— Vincent

Richard Carle and produced it at
Avenue with a cast of 24,
which was revolutionary for vaudethe Fifth

May

ville

he find eternal peace

EDWARD

S.

—

KELLER

sister.

reason

The Broadway Dance Orchestra,
an unknown quantity up to now,
will bear watching henceforth on
the strength of the "Stumbling"

Of the several
Bide of the disk.
disks issued by the various companies this aggregation's "canning"
shapes up as the most interesting.
It has everything in it except the
tWoohvorth building in the way of
trick
effects.
The intermittent
•witching of instrument to instrument in the course of the choruses
Is inspiring.
Then that saxo echo
effect, as if the melody were chasing
and trying to catch up with itself, is

a peach

of

that once heard it is not
forgotten, is surprisingly melodious.
"Hortense," an old (as far as
popular songs go) Walter Donaldson tune is played in the spirit the
lyric has been written up, the rubenut idea. "Hortense, she ain't good
looking but she's got good sense"
describes its theme.
Bailey's jazz
artists have added the rube hokum
to it to convey the spirit. Withal, it
is a good dance record, either Bide.

JAMES

What

On
yes,"

the temperature may he.
the Serene side
"Lovable

catchy
melody from "Make It Snappy," is
medleyed
with
Hootch
"The*
that

trippingly

Rhythm.**
It is
intelligently arranged, "I Saw Your Eyes*' and
Other snatches being worked into
the accompaniment.

6WANEE RIVER MOON

(Waltz)—

Lieut. Matt's O-chestra.

SAY PERSIANNA SAY
Fox Trot)

(Oriental

— Same— Gennett

No.

4846.

a

new

Lieut. Matt's orchestra is a
addition to the Cennett ranks,

and

recording purposes, althey have shown nothing

Suffices for

though

distinguishing in this disk. "Swanee
River Moon" (H. Pitman Clarke)
Jras many months in the making,
but the fact it has anally caught on

speaks host for it. It is a soothing
Waltz, one of the host of the year.
"Persianna" (Willv White) tried
nard to follow up "Dardanella." but
it jusr
proved to be another fox
trot.

SOME SUNNY DAY— Marion Harris (Vocal).
POOR LITTLE ME
Same —
Columbia No. 3593.
Marion Harris is a comedienne
puts a certain individual something into her pop song renditions
that makes them stand out.
Her
current release, both Berlin publications, ig as good an Interpreta•

who

tion of "canned'' vaudeville as could

be asked
exclusive

for.
Miss Harris is an
Columbia artiste the com-

pany should cash

Her disks
up a following.

in on.

are rapidly building

PARADE OF THE WOODEN
SOLDIERS (Novelty March)—
Vincent Lopez and Orchestra.
ALL OVER NOTHING AT ALL
(Fox Trot) — Ernest L. Stevens
Tno— Edison No. 50987.
Vin< -nt Lopez was
adapt
the
novelty

Chatiw

.Souris"'

the

to

first

march

>m

ft

(Leon Jessel)

I

fence purposes, and it make* equalas novel a dance,
it has that

ly

Continental rhythm to distinguish it
from the native tunes which docs

Omoh

;

()

Km est

makes

make

stand out.
L. St. •vena Tf o certainly
enough noise for three
it

"I

by the saxo rendition of
melody and echo follow-up arrangefeatured

ment.

NOT

IT'S

as

Victor No. 18893.
Henry Burr, that

disk

veteran

who becomes Henry McCIoskey as

It

his

vaudeville

Rock and Fulton

Williams)

(Vocal).

A WONDERFUL WORLD
AFTER ALL— Charles Harrison

partner,

best known as president and part
owner of the Toronto Baseball Club

JOE LEVITT

Joe Levitt died June 24 of blood
Misa pulton started for poisoning at the Hcrman-Klefer
Hospital, Detroit. The deceased was
of Levitt and Lawlor In vaudeville.
IN LOVING MEMORY
His wife. Mrs. Vera Levitt, surof my husband
vives, and is now at the Hotel Vic-

o panned

May

away June

tory, Detroit.

16th. 19!

EDWARD LLOYD

hla aoul rent In peace
rtia

Loving Wife

HELEN GALVIN

—

WA WA—

HOUSE—

MENUETT—

I

—

—

—

MENUETT—

—

man

When

MAMMY LOU—

i

Toronto at the age of fifty. Although not an active thestrlcal
he had been interested in
plays and acts. The deceased was

in

forcing

TOMMY GALVIN

intention to market "Not Lately"
as a single-faced disk in deference
to the late colored comedian, but it
was found another recording was
lying around loose, so it was de"Not
cided to back them up.
Lately" is the last record made by
Williams, he literally getting up out
of bed to do It. It is of the typical

STANDARD

Edward Lloyd, 77, tenor and organist, who retired in 1900, died
June 27 in Schenectady, N. Y. As
a boy he sang in the choir of Westminster Abbey. He also sang at the
Gloucester Festival of 1871.
Bert Howard died June 15 at the
Central Hospital, Memphis, of a
lingering mental disease.
He was
of Howard and Graf, a
vaudeville team billed as playing
"The Jugglers' Dream." The act
had been playing for several years.

formerly

A widow

und

daimhter

(age 9)

survive; also a brother, E. Howard, of 1520 Lincoln avenue, Toledo.
Interment was at Columbia,
Tenn., the native town of the deceased.

The mothsr of Ira Hellstcln, expert accountant and auditor for ths
Shuberta, died at her home in New
York June 16. She was buried at
Indianapolis last week.
Arthur McCabe, a Toronto busi-

known to '-many professionals, dropped dead June 22 in
his office in Toronto.

ness man,

Eddie

Poy

and

Family

staged

their annual benefit at New KochN. Y., for St. Joseph's Parochial School Sunday night, June 23.
About $2,000 was realised.
The
artists
who appeared were Will

elle,

Rogers, Eddie Cantor, Frank Tinnoy,
Charlie King, Eddie Foy and Family,
Duffy and Sweeney, Tarzan.
George McKay, Polly Moran, Pistel
and Cushlng, Kalmar and Ituhy.
Victor Moore, Dugan and Raymond.
The performance ran from K :.'{<)
Frank Wellp. m. untl" midnight.
ing, brother of Joe Welling, the
boxer, was in charge of the box
office

and

ticket sale.

'

Herman Dolinsky, nmnager of
Loew's Avenue B, New York, will
turn over the house next week to
s Potsdam, who will manage
during the summer. Dolinsky is
be married shortly and will

CharU

i

•

McCAFFERY

to headline atten-

occasion demands, particularly in
sacred numbers, has been missing
from the Victor ranks for several
herself, dissolving that team, Rock
months. He is one of the pioneers
in the phonograph field, and years mournfully
Williams went to the coast. He was appearhumorous
of singing into the megaphone have style, done only as he could.
ing in stock out there and noticed a
taught him how to grade each note
"You Can't Trust Nobody" is a girl in the show named Franqps
for best effect on the disk. He does wail about a gal who has been White.
Rock thought he saw in
a typical Burr number this month, double-crossed fn love, with the re- Miss White a successor to Miss Fula light ballad telling his little girl sul f faith and her are strangers
partner. Rock proposed
bis
ton
as
"wake up, you're just dreaming forevermore. This disk is an excelpretty dreams, but I'll make those lent example of why Williams came to the show's management that he
dreams come true."
to the fore.
His inimitable, and would play at his own weekly salary
On the reverse side, Charles Har- even yet muchly imitated style of for them both if permitted to work
Winnie delivery is well illustrated on this together with Miss White in order
rison
song
tenors
the
Lightner stopped shows with In disk.
to train her. The management acvaudeville in the Lightner Sisters
ceded, and after six months of
The
and Newton Alexander act.
Peerless
Quartet strenuous training of the girl, Rock
latter is the author of the number
(Vocal).
and the act practically "made" it. PICK ME UP AND LAY ME came east," was engaged for the Palas Rook
It's a good song and deserves popSame
Victor
No. ace, New York, and opened
ular recognition which limited exand White, scoring instantaneously.
18884.
ploitation is denying it generally.
The Peerless Quartet Is really Later Mi* s White married Frank
one of the best of the male close
OOGIS OOGIE
Al Jolson harmony .icrgregations in the field.
not mentioned, alBoth numbers are typical harmony companistthatIs end is well taken
(Vocal).
though
songs, 'Mammy Lou" particularly.
LITTLE RED SCHOOL
care of.
quartet
The
is
well
too
established
Hart Sisters
Columbia No.
to require further comment.
3588.
EVENING STAR -William W.llekc
Abel
Al Jolson is so well identified with
('Cello Solo).
Columbia records, the Hart Sisters,
Sam — Brunswick No.
new-comora to the field, deserve
5139.
This sister team
prior attention.
Like in every field, competition
appeared with Jolson in "Bombo" FAUST (Waltz)— Pietro
(Instru- ensues through similar patterning.
where they did little, but did that
mental).
After the disks had forgotten there
Their har- MEDLEY OF FAVORITE OPER- is such a thing as a 'cellist on earth
little exceedingly well.
mony work stands out here with a
ATIC AIRS— 8ame— Victor No. capable of recording a solo Victor
kid number.
As for Jolson, he is
18883.
brought
Hugo Kreisler (Fritz's
Jolson always, whether singing a
Pietro certainly can do things to brother) to the fore with a solo.
Dixie song or an Eskimo ditty. It that piano accordion of his and
'.runs wick now has a violoncellist
so hnpp« lis it's the latter.
make it sound like an entire hand. in William Willekc a capable one
He has taken the popular "FaU.st" who is good for one number a
IN THE LITTLE RED SCHOOL waltz from "Kormesse" second act month. Ills renditions of "Evening
HOUSE— 3tlly Jones and Ernest (Gounod) and delivered a corking Star" from Wagner's "Tannhauser"
rendition, equally adapted for dance and Haydn's "Meftuett" are exceedHnrc (Vocal).
MISTER GALLAGHER AND MIS- or concert. The tone coloring is fine- ingly proficient instrumcntally.
TER SHEAN Same- Bruns- ly contrasted with intermitent enerThe operatic medley NOCTURNE D FLAT MAJOR—
getic chords.
wick No. 2270.
Duci de
The "Gallagher nnd Bhean" num- on the reverse Is truly beautiful,
Kerekjarto (Instruof
"Lucia."
snatches
mental) Columbia No. 49901.
ber will probably sell this disk. containing
waltz)
and
(Musette
Kerekjarto plays one of lbs few
Jones ami Hare have caught the "Bohemc"
spirit pi the originals surprisingly "Martha."
Chopin compositions (Op. 27) that
ih«' lyrics over spank\.,!i ;in.l :;•
Sounds as well on the strings as on
Bruno Labat<? (Instru- the piano. Kerekjarto has a rumiir;l<.
h looks like n golden harmental).
mnrjling lilt in his bow that compels
vest for !•'<! Gallagher and .M Bhean
Pathe No. the Veriest iow-hrow." That Is why
who ihronph ;> |Hi;illar arrange- VILLANF.LLA— Same
20754.
probably, concerts in style and dement with their publishers, gel all
However,
La bate is an a< complished master livery without any pretext at showthe mechanical royalties^
the Bryan Foy legal claim as part- of reed Instruments, his oboe ar.d manship and knowledge of frauds
nuthor win probably develop un- piano duet making for a charming ville values, he scored SUch a treconcert disk.
Beethoven's "Menu- mendous hit nt Keith's Palace, New
li). .(<<•,
for dilflcnll les.
i.)
iho Little Red Hchool House" ett" i* hacked up with an original York, some Weeks nco before a hnrdkid
is
song composition by ih»* artist, "Villa- boib '1 audience of dyed-in-the-wool
n
( Wilson -Brennan)
vail V-ville fans.
Ahvl.
which Jones' tenors and Is Joined nella."' The name OI 'be piano ac-

—

J.

McCaffery died June 24

{

—
was the Columbia Co.'s original

DOWN —

J.

(International League).
He was
formerly proprietor of the Bay Tree
Hotel,
Toronto.
funeral
serThe
After having appeared in several
musical productions quite a number vices were largely attended by theof years ago Rock turned to vaude- atrical people in Toronto.
ville.
He developed Maude Fulton

tion.

LATELY— Bert

James

resentatives, but never failed to refer them to his agent, Mr. Keller.

LITTLE GIRL, YOU'RE YOU CAN'T TRUST NOBODY—
JUST DREAMING— Henry Burr
Same Columbia Mo. 3587.
(Vocal).

falsetto saxos are strikingly contrast oil to the ba.%s saxos' braying,

tarrying the scale from one extreme
jto the others.
This disk is irresistible for dance purposes, no matter

major portion of the disk.
Love Her" (Irving Caesar) is

for the

WAKE UP

The

an arrangement.

though he does not do anything
unusual with the "Harry" number.
medleyed with "Bandanna
It
is
Days," also from "Shuffle Along,".
arrangement featuring
stop-time

Mrs. H. C. Mitchell of Pitta-

burgh.

his feet, for Rock always was agreeable to admit he was a better show-

Atlantic
Dance man and producer than dancer.
(Fox Trot)
Orchestra— Edison No. 50986.
Fidelity was another virtue of
Lopez is one of Edison's features Billy Rod:.
During his several
as well as an exclusive artist for years in vaudeville as the head of
the Okeh disks. Because the Okeh well-known acts he always retained
and the Edison cuts are exactly opSTUMBLING Fox Trot)— Broad- and Shean is interesting. The tune, posite, there really is no competi- the same agent, Rdw. S. Keller.
so catchy despite its low range,
way Dance Orchestra.
Lopez has Rock was approached by many
tion between the two.
EYES— Same— Edison which probably accounts for the an Inspiring swing to his stuff, al- vaudeville and musical comedy repLOVABLE
No. 5098.

productions.

For the past 12 years Eddie Keller,
the Keith agent, has acted as his
business manager.
Mr. Rock was 47 years old and
was born at Bowling Green, Ky..
where he will be burled near his old
home. He leaves a widow and a

(Fox
Lopez and Or-

LOVE HER—SHE LOVES ME

a legitimate piece for vaudeville

when he condensed the "Tenderfoot*

WILD ABOUT HARRY
Trot)

act upon the stage. He also
first big condensation

produced the

William Rock

clarionet ing. tom-toming, etc.

chestra.

Mrs. Barney Gerard

of

Somehow thougu it
ing enough.
Natsy has done
lacks a "kick."
better work before.
Lanin's Famous Players, one of
the several orchestras controlled by
the Roseland dance expert, have
done a good job with Cut's "Queen
of the Orient" including all the
Oriental effects in the lexicon, eerie

I

Mr and

M

/ft

MINER

D.

Died July 9th. 191*

Famous Players

—Gennett No.

I'M

MEMORY

IN

tion.

it

to

si>end the

summer

in California.

—

.

'
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VIVIENNE SEGAL

PHIL BAKER.

ARTHUR DE VOY

Songs

Talk and Accordion.
18 Mins.; One.

"Broken Promises" (Sketch).

15 Mms.,-

One

17 Mins.;
ting).
8tate.

Riverside.

Palace
Just a couple of seasons ago Miss
then a bit past her middle

Segal,
teens,

Phil Baker has added considerable new material to his act since

As

gained
drew attention on Broadway, last seen around. He has
much in smoothness of deliveiy and
hailing from Philadelphia, and it
impreswas not long before she was featur- presence, but still gives the standsion of forcing his stuff by
ing a production on Broadway, "The
ing in the footpan while talking
Little Whopper," which ran a seainstead of a foot or so back of the

ton at the Casino.
This is Miss Segal's first vaudeville try.
Unlike other production
pong bjrds, she has prepared an act.

<;<orge

The

same thing with a

partly explanatory,
partly introductive, is present. In
Mis
Segal's routine the lyric is
lyric

idea,

r

3

An

lights.

news

a

addition

with

ticker,

bulletins

reading

the act

to
off

Yeoman does

laughs.

has

rial

precisely the
The idea

ticker.

most

the

of

given a
playing

Some

been

new

of

heard

Yeoman

the matebefore, but

familiars
twist.

scored

have been

The accordion

heavily,

and

de-

and what she should have was com- servedly, for Baker is a good musiThe gag about Santa Claus
edy. There was a cute kid number cian.
and then a mammy song, which and papa climbing into bed was
Miss Segal says she understood
It
belonged.
was splendid
einging and gave an idea of just
what can be done with some popular
numbers if in rare hands. The finale
really

of the special lyric was to the effect
that mother demanded her rights,

overdone a couple of years ago.
a

is

A

bit blue for
plant in a

It

box was
of comedy, and

used for a brief bit
helped out with a nicely delivered
ballad. Phil Baker has ability, personality and a sense of comedy that

always in
perfect
control.
Doubtless Miss S.-gal could have ofiered tricky stuff, with her production standing counting. But, instead
of singing up, she sang down to
vaudeville. As a straight singing
single she is an acquisition. Charley

Ambler was accompanist.

lbec.

ANDREWS and MAY
Chemical Novelty
10 Mms.; Full Stage
H. O. H.
Billed as "The Wonder Act," this
fippears to be a revival of "The
Magic Kettle," popular some years
ago. The curtain rises upon what
seems to be a cake of ice with a
kettle boiling upon it. This is later
explained by the man in a technical
discourse about the coldness of the
liquid in the kettle.

The liquid is used to Mow a horn
Inserted in the neck of a bottle containing it; to fry an egg on the ice,
the egg being passed out for inspection; a cold steam demonstration with the kettle brought into
proximity with the faces of several
lower floor occupants to ignite a
eigaret placed in a glass to burn
ice; to freeze a rubber ball which
scatters Into fragments at an attempt to bounce it after being
liquidized, etc.

The man

is an experienced showHis assistant is a pretty girl
"who does little but dress the stage.

man.

He

inserts

some comedy

into

his

patter at her expense. The turn is
just as interesting and mystifying
to the present day vaudeville patrons as when last played.
The
frankness and disinclination of the
demonstrator to mystify aided the
turn considerably.
Con.

Jap

Risley. Juggling Ncvel>'

10 Mins.; Full Stage

23rd

St.

This troupe includes two women,
one of whom appears to he a Caucasian, and three men.
All are in
native Japanese attire, but minus
the elaborate special drop usual
with acts of this kind.

The manner of working and the
missing and uncertainty in some of
the specialties creates an impression
they have but recently pot together,
probably recruited from Japanese
acts in this country.
The routine Consists of the conOne
ventional stuff, nothing new.
lad proved a remarkable contortionThe native
ist and plate balancer.
woman performed a few mild acrobatic balancing stunts on an inverted perch, hung from the flics. Anboth women susother trick
pended by their hair from r< <
handling two chairs and a tabh
While swinging, later supporting tw<
of the men in balancing.
At the finish a bit of risley with
a barrel is flanked by plate jugIt can't ccmgling by two men.
pare to the neat workmanlike ji<
deeessors that have been around
but eontains enough merit for the
Con.
smaller houses.

wm

i

surprises him, stating he does not
want money, merely advice. Then,
too, he is all courtesy and kindness
to the pleasantly surprised wife,

68th St.

girl

in

a

black short knee-length dress, solos
a wooden shoe routine of waltz clog
and buck that lands solidly.
The eccentric double next, with
both in derbies for comedy.
She
wears a claw hammer coat in
scare crow get-up. This dance was
well executed.
For an encore they
solo hard shoe dances, both excellent steppers at this style.
He discards a pair of rubbers to avoid a
shoe change for the hard taps. It's
an old-fashioned dancing act and
qualifies for an early spot on the
small time bills as such.
Con.

DANNA

and

LOEHR

Piano, Songs, Dances
12 Mins.; One

H. O. H.
Youthful
appearing
man and
woman combination. He Is in tuxedo, she in knee-length, blue, lowneck dress, make neat appearance.
She is plump, good looking blonde.
They open with double pop song
version, neither possessing voice.
A fair double dance follows.
He proposes in cross-fire, affecting light, airy delivery that was
too light to register here.

A

double song next, with boy at the
piano, was followed by his solo
eccentric buck dance,
while she
changed tc black knee-length dress
fer a solo.
The sonu has a weak
lyric, but was given but a fair delivery.

He solos at the instrument while
She makes another change to black
pantalets for a double jazz number.
in which she inserts a bit of shim
and betrays a cabaret or chorus
The last number got them
origin,
most and should comprise the bulk
of th« ir specialty,
Their main assm
at prevent is the girl's appearCon.
anc<
t

CHAS. FRICK
Banjoist
12

Mms.; One

23rd St.
Flick is a well -appearing young
chap wtih a straight banjo routine
that Will do for the intermediate
bills.
.Seated on a chair mid-stage
he (.pens with "Poet and Peasant,"
followed by a Southern melody.
La Paloma" next, melody and ac-

mpahirnenl played simultaneously.
A medley of populai airs pulled
ick for an encore.
the musician
Fiick is an excellent banjoist and
with a straight musical turn held
the No. 2 spot lure strongly.
.

i

.Con.

A

is

comprised of two men and

trio

a young woman. The boys, clad la
tuxedos, do straight and comedy re*
epectively.

A

flirtation bit following;

burlesque lines is used at the start
with the young woman doing a

French character.
an impersonation

She

of

later offer!
Hel<L

Anna

It's

and

will

All five people are capable

12 Mins.;
H. O. H.

One

A

blonde and brunet sister team
with a singing and piano act framed
along conventional lines, but lifted

by the excellence of the voices

to

pretty

summer

harmonize a

H. O. H.

of

A double Introyoungsters.
ductory song is harmonized with
both girls seateel on piano bench,
instrument.
one handling
The
blonde member solos, having a spearrangement
permitting
cial
oblU
gato effects that registered.
The other dittos the impression
with a piano solo well arranged to
Include a blend of popular and
classical melodies cleverly executRlondie is back after a ehange
ed.
the

dress and they

"blues'*

number

to big

returns.

Douglas and Earl are a man and
The finish is a s»-mi -comedy numwoman comedy talking and knock- ber, sung down near the apron. As
sure
fire for the
combination,
about
who meantime has been presented
handled by this pair it made a
The rough handling good get-away number. The Carwith the necklace originally intended pop houses.
the pair hand to each other is good rols will do for an early spot on the
for his paramour.
In addition Intermediate bills.
for roars anywhere.
Con.
A special hanging set is employed, both
are unusual dancers, he stoprunning to a pink color scheme. It
ping the show cold with an acro- LASS and LASH
certainly does not look like a housebatic eccentric that can follow anyComedy Talk, Songs, Dances
hold interior, but is most practical
thing of its kind in vaudeville.
14 Mins.; One
for the flashback stuff and looks well
The
girl
is a good looking, well
H. O. H.
hardly
otherwise.
The vehicle is
Young chap attempts solo song.
intended for more than small time formed blonde with plenty of enplay
for
the
durance
to
opposite
He is interrupted by comic in aisle
bookings, and as such will satisfy
rough
A
highlight
stuff.
comedy
candy butcher using Hebrew diaas
on the general run of three-awas his attempt to read her «a tele- lect.
Somo crossfire of released
Abel.
dayers.
gram concerning her mother and gags between the pair with comic
her hysterical attempts to stop him. mounting dri stage.
More released
ELECTRO (1)
Both threw each other all over the conversation is followed by solo
Electrical
stage several times.
song
of
well
comedian
fairly
5 Mins.; Full Stage; Cyc
The dialog is a mixture of new handled*
58th St.
More crossfire, the matter conand familiar stuff well handled, but
Electro is a male in evening dress. most of the comedy is derived from taining "Music Scales" and other
For his "experiments" he is assisted action. The man lacks a refined ancients,
is
followed
the
by
by a young woman who hands him delivery for the two-a-day houses. straight's eccentric soft shoe dance
Tne This might be overcome by getting awkwardly executed with the comethe necessary apparatus, etc.
demonstrations consist of a familiar beneath a character. It's a sure fire dian joining in the walk off at the
array of electrical tricks, such as show stopper for anywhere else.
finish.
lighting candles and papers from
This was a tryout act.
The
Con.
different contact with the body, the
youngsters are obviously amateurs*
body presumably acting as a conlacking
e.omiO
everything.
The
ductor for the electricity from a DE LYONS TWO.
shows flashes of ability in dialect.
Acrobatic.
large apparatus.
They might do in a large act surThe candle lighting stunt first 8 Mins.; Three (Special).
roundeel
by experienced people*
State.
on
later
repeated
done
the stage is
No. 2 here and on much too long.
in the house proper.
A showy trick
Con.
Two men. Heavy undi rstander
was the welding of two pieces of and light topmounter. Usual handcarbon held in both principals'
to-hand stuff. Lifts and balancing. JACK IRVING
mouths. The candle power generA special purple background con- Songs and Dances
ated illumined the whole house.
trasts nicely with their immaculate 10 Mins.; One
For the finish Electro sits in an
white tights.
The kingpin stunt, H. O. H.
electric
chair and lights papers
Jack Irving is a young chap who
the getaway, is the Franklyn and
from contact with his body.
The Charles trick over
the chair. It Is sings popular songs, giving each
assumed expression of agony redone identically the same way, ex- one the typical cabaret semi -shim
vealed when the current is turned
This apcepting here the understander faces delivery now prevalent.
on is a trifle overdone. The act can
the right wing instead of the left, as plies to ballads and pop songs.
entertain for the three-a-day houses
An impression of T'ddie Cantor
Franklyn does. The same type of
but lacks novelty for the more prespecially constructed chair is em- monologing and singing was but
sumptuous bills. They opened here,
A soft shoe da nee at
ployed, one bending over to the fairly done.
doing nicely.
Con.
floor and lifting the topmounter up. the finish was the strongest asset.
The similarity is so striking, pos- Irving was a tryout and spotted
He will have quite a
DAVIS TRIO
sibly this combination is using it fourth.
Music and Comedy
on the small time on a royalty struggle beyond the least pretenCon.
15 Mins.; Full Stage and One
basis, for after all the big time act tious of the pop houses.
is a "spot" turn and this just an
23d St.
MARRIAGES
Two of the men open the act with opener.
Sheila Terry, the dancer, now
a song duct, one accompanying on
In 1014 there showed a DcLyons
the piano, the number about pars- Three, two men and woman, but playing tho Orpheum circuit, was
ing.
The third in black face en- that was a flying rings and iron jaw married June 12 at Los Angeles to
trances carrying brasses, with dia- offering. For the three-n-day they Roy Sidley, a member of her act
Neither has been previously marlog leading up to a train imitation suffice on either end of q bill.
ried, according to friends.
Which the comic accomplished on a
A bcl.
S.im Ross (Ross and Berman) to
trombone, one of the Davises simDorothy Hallam.
ulating the engine bell and the
ASH
and FRANKS
Sylvia Taubenhaus to Harry Stern
other the whistle.
Songs and Talk
York,
at the

Man €ind woman dancing team.
The man is unusually stout for a
dancer. In conventional evening attire,
they enter
similar
to
old
fashioned song and dance duo with
a song and soft shoe dance. The
singing is very light, but the dancing up to par.
A couple of released gags crossfircd are followed by a comedy song
parody about his physique that
meant nothing. It was followed by
some excellent stepping on his part

much

CANTON FIVE

One

The

written around
what is termed in the underworld
"the shake." Translated tho "shake"
is a swindle in which the victim is
placed under arrest by a phoney detective for violating the Mann Act
and then released after he pays a
sum of money to the alleged copper.
The turn opens in full stage. A
young couple have just arrived at
an Atlantic City hotel from Philadelphia. They are eloping. He had
a minister engaged to meet their
train, but they muffed him. The boy
registers as man and wife.

sketch

:

and HILL

One

12 Mins.;

'

WOLFORD and BURGARO
Songs and Dances

of fast "wings,'' etc.

Songs and Comedy

American Roof

an interesting little comedy
make a welcome addition.
and convincing
players.
The author has
ways and promises to make up to
his wife and children for his lapses. succeeded in manipulating a deliInstead of merely contributing to cate subject humorously and inCon.
daughter's $50,000 fund for Russian offensively.
babies, he gives her the whole
amount.
Turning to his son. he DOUGLAS and EARL
asks him what he wanted of him Songs, Talk, Dances, Comedy
before, and how much.
The son 16 Mins.; One
quarrel, showing him walking out of the house silently. Wayward papa sees the error of his

Bell}

10 Mins.;

Bmmett DeVoy has
DeVoy! newest ve-

first real

:

and

Comedy Drama
16 Mins.; Full Stage
23rd St.

This

It calls

SWEET, McCAULEY

(5)

The victim now pulls a gun, sticks
mother's diary. Dad overhears. As
part of the reading, the action of up all three, flashes a cigarette case
the excerpts are enacted in flash- for a badge and announces he is the
back style in a partitioned alcove only real detective in the room. He
upstage centre. One of them is the recovers his money and $1,000 addiproposal scene when he promises tional. A clever curtain line leads
everything to make her happy, and him into a loving clinch with his
the other is the enaction of their bride-to-be after the law has ieft.

Baker.
balcony

having spent a lot of money on her makes him distinctive for vaudevoice and thinking opera should be ville. All he needs is a slight buildthe thing. That preluded the bird ing up of material, which should
include the elimination of the shop*ng from "Pagliaeci."
worn stuff that crops up in his act
There was a semi-classical love here and there, a simple enough
song excellently sung, and another
Correction. The aet on the whole is
encore was earned, it being a litth
big time in the real sense of the
novelty number.
word. It went over for a wow. next
Miss Segal looked dainty and was to closing.

dressed richly, a wrap of silver cloth
being especially eye filling.
Her
voice is as dainty as her appearance

"ARE YOU MARRIED?"

singing "I Can't Make My Eyes Be«
have," and at the finish is included
a Spanish number handled by all
three.
Three flashy costumes are
worn by her.
The comedian has gotten away to
a certain degree from the regular
of comics and is capable of
A detective enters and applies the style
dramatic skit.
producing laughs.
The straight"shake," the boy giving up $100 to
The mother has a diary, and about protect the girl's name. A second man feeds his partner in the proper
Daddy also enters and throws a gun on manner and can handle vocal work.
it the skit really revolves.
Whistling is one of the comedian's
has a "sweet mamma" uptown for No.
accusing him of being a
1,
assets.
whom he has just purchased a pearl phoney.
He takes $200 for his bit. best trio
with plenty of comedy and
necklace,
A
forgetting this is the
As they are about to leave No. 3 sufficient
novelty to entertain three*
twenty -first anniversary of their shows and denounces No. 2 as spuaudiences.
a-day
marriage. He is reclining in an easy rious, giving
Hart.
No. 1, who is in handchair with his back to the audience
cuffs, a clean bill of health.
More
CARROLL GIRLS
when the children (18 and 20 or so) dough passes.
Piano and Harmony Singers
surreptitiously read extracts from

is

for several years now.

for

before,

(Special Set-

for a cast of four
mother and father, and son and
daughter.
DeVoy, as the father,
has neglected his wife and family
in his mad lust for worldly goods.
When his children address him he
is deaf, although the young man
has ingeniously derived a way to
wake his father from his reverie.
He has but to say "money" or clink
the change in his pocket, and his
sire is all attention.
This serves
as the comedy relief for a rather
hicle.

more extended, in fact, explaining
Mr. Bakers talk carries a numthe why of each number. The writ- ber of p« it merit sallies that have
her
family
trying
ten mimber tells of
the mark of freshness and are sure
to select the ditties for vaudeville,
though it was her idea to offer a
ballad. That she does. The lyric
goes on to say that brother thought
that eort of song was apple sauce,

Full Stage

(3).

written Arthur

Mr. Baker
the
tape.

has been associated with

and Co.

.

The straight men carried on with
a plAQO and violin duet with popular melodies and the fiddler hoofing
it for the final chorus.
The comic's
second entrance had him with a
French horn and after a comedy attempt, an old-fashioned melody was
played as a trio, the ttrafghts ui Ing
violin and accordion, with tra g«neral effect of an organ.
Into "era
all three played brasses, t\v<
cornets and one trombone.
Opening the show the trio w« n

satisfactory.
The comedy needs
attention.
Either elimination or
strength Jr. that department should
make for a later position on threea-day bills.
Jbcc.

14 Mins.;

One

Greeley Sq.

Ash (Ash and Hyams) has a
new "straight" in Franks, who
throati a cruel tenor.
As before,
the parody verses by Ash on his
partTH r's legitimate pop ballad cooing is the outstanding feature for
the getaway, The old Mathews and
Ashley verses, "There*! Nothing on
the Level Any More." still is surefire for the body of the routine, Ash
Incorporating
a
few
up-to-theminute lines.

Tho team landed solid in the
mid-sectie>n of a six -act lay-out.
Abel.

June

Hotel Majestic, New
Mrs. Stern Is a sister

29.

of

Ruddy Doyle (Shubert vaudeville)
and associated with Nathan Vidaver
in theatrical law practice.
She was
admitted to the bar this week. Mr.
St. rn is also a theatrical attorney.
Betty Brackman to George D Lottrri.'in.
June 2C, in New York. Mr.

Lottman

is

publicity

manager

for

JacH Mills, Inc.. music publish!!*
Margie Parcel! to Te>m Willla^ss"
in

New

York, .Tune

was divorced hy Ina
Chicago

in 1917.

27.

IV iliam»

Wi!li;i"i s

in

'

Al Klein (Klein RrothersV at the
Pennsylvania Hotel, New York,
June 21, to Hernosa Jose, a dancer
in

"Make

It

Snappy.*'

—

-

—

-

VARIETY

Friday. June 30, 1922

THE SPHINX OF NEW YORK
WAGNER

By JENNY

Everybody's gone to Europe, and I think it's a shame,
±\\ <jajr long I'm running around, trying to dig up a game.
jlost of my partners in cards have gone, and I'm lonesome for the chips,
yrom hunting up games I'm losing weight and losing my sylphlike hips.
why I fool with cards, because I never win;
J don't know
Jjveryone knowe I'm always the loser, and really it's a sin.
IWell, It may be I lose at poker, but I never miss picking stars.
Of course, I missed a couple, like Jupiter and Mars;
Put my last were the Duncan Sisters— they go with Harris next year,
;A.nd I know those two clever girls will make the hit of their career.
And I got my usual commission, too— I'm the agent that never waits—
The largest one in the business, and probably the only one that doesn't
cut rates.

pounds onto May Tully— to be exact, fifty-two
And maybe you won't believe it, but I got commission on that, too;
And I signed up a couple of other stirs, but I have them up my sleeve,
I never talk about what I do; why, would you believe
I could have my name in the papers daily, but it's very distasteful to me.
I laughed fifty

I'm even surprised I'm writing this rhyme, for I hate publicity.
I like to be a shrinking violet, unseen and unheard,
Sort of a Broadway wall-flower, never saying a word,

Never asking questions, never listening to talk.
The Sphinx of New York."
I sit in the corner all alone, hey call me
For I can't stand those people who are always ready to chat.
My motto is "Silence is Golden," and always go by that;
But if you want to hear a gabfc3t, go to Fanny Briee'a dressing-room
some day.
First, there's brother Phil with his argument, .'Niblo of the N, V. A";
Then there's Mujs Moon, wherr she starts in she never wants to stop,
And Lottie, who's in business with Fanny, always talking shop.
By the way, Fanny suggested I go into vaudeville,
She says I could do a sister act all by myself, and maybe I will.
My friend, May Tully. would write my act, and I'd have her book me, too.
B\it I'd hate to pay an agent's commission— that's one thing I couldn't do.
,J

I

Blanche

PALACE

Merrill.

nier

"reason."
"Everything That
provides about the proper billing for the combination act. Cook
is doing a shooting bit that looks
on the level .and is accomplished
with utmost ease and with his irrepressible comedy. The two turns
occupied over 40 minutes, and at
the close the appreciation was enIs"

Glimpsed from the orchestra

floor
that pic-

Monday night, the blue
tured a southern sea and the tropipalms beyond looked cool and
inviting through the open doorways
to the right and the orangeade service got a real play at intermission.
The far reaches of the upper
boxes ranging towards the gallery

—

cal

Last season Cook and
the Alexanders were a great comedy
attraction.
Now it is better than
thusiastic.

were peopled with faces, and it
seemed every seat was tenanted.
That means something for late
June, though it is not exceptional
for the Palace. At the matinee there
was a capacity audience in, too.
Fannie Brice again the card and
surrounded by a bear of a show.

that.

Vivienne Segal (New Acts) made
a charming impression immediately
before Cook. William Seabury and
Co. were on for a ripping hit in
No. 3. Seabury in the sleeping car
section started something with his
This is the "Follies" star's third solo dance, but his stepping spesuccessive week, and it is likely she cialty later landed the house. The
will be held over for an equal en- second section of the act is somegagement She has the material, what changed, and the "plot" now
most all of it having been done calls for the interlude being a page
either in the "Follies" or Ziegfeld's out of the Arabian Nights.
The
roof show that was atop the New trend to yellow tights throughout
Amsterdam. And Miss Brice is an the act was a garish note. The
artist.
A change in routine should girls in the turn are Hose Stone,
be easy for her, though certainly Edith May Capes, Marie Cavanaugh,
up to this week ehe hasn't needed Margaret Quimby; aiding also arc
.to do that.
J. Roxey Clements, with Cooper at
As for the first week, Miss Brice the piano.
Bill Bailey and Lynn Cowan, with
•
was down next to closing, and
again she beat a running time of 30 Estelle Davis ("Red") assisting,
intermission with "The Litopened
minutes.
That included the final
It is a song and
recall after the lights had gone tle Production."
musical
turn well spotted, with
down a number of times and the
Cowan's hard work the outstanding
many-voiced request for "Second
Hand Rose." The number labelled feature. Miss Davis exhibited about
on the card "New York in 1899," $500 worth of paradise feathers on
and called "The Fiorodora Baby", or one frock and looked very nice in
"I Married for Love," is one of the the bridal gown.
Harry Adler and Rose Dunbar
best ever given Miss Brice. and she
sings it Just that way. "My Man," were second with the "hypnotic"
which, like the "Rose" number, was mimicry turn formerly done by Adin last season's "Follies," will prob- ler and Arline. It was on too early
ably linger with Miss Brice as long and Adler repeated some of his stuff
as anything in her repertoire.
It for new arrivals. Monroe and Grant
was her rendition of the number last opened the bill with their beer
season that gave it a vogue, even at truck trampoline novelty. It was
a time when few artists could do the second time for them to get
things started* at the Palace lately,
anything with it.
Joe Cook, the Fred Stone of and they went off to flying colors
Muldoon, Franklyn and
Vaudeville, carried on his gimcracks again.
on fifth, that arrangement permit- Rose closed. The singing of th G
attention at first, but
straight
held
ting the Alexanders and "John
Smith" to close intermission (actu- there was too much of it for the
house emptied.
spot,
the
and
ally the sixth spot). Instead of »wo
Ibee.
turns, it is really one big turn in
two sections, with Cook the very
life of the party all the way.
Evelyn is still a feature of the Alexanders, though not individually billed.
An oddly arranged show at the
The heavy member of the rubber Riverside this week, eight acts, with
ball experts is missing, which exno acrobats and a monologtst secplains the changed billing* plus ond.
Business was fair Monday
"John Smith," none other than Mrs. night considering the time of year
Cook's boy. In Cook's act itself the and the weather. The first part held
man of the Alexander duo is chief a couple of show stoppers in Walter
assistant.
and "TJmily Walters, ventriloquists,
Cook's own act is full of new and Eric Zardo. concert pianist.
chatter and is a succession of Walters and Walters get away from
chuckles. It is really funnier than the conventional in their voieethe combination turn, in which it placing turn, both shining with difsoemed he introduced just a bit too ferent styles of ventriloquism. The
mueh hokum, and from which some hov dummy used by Mr. Walters has
pruning would not he amiss. Every- a peculiarly expressive grin sort of
thing Cook did they laughed at. Impudent smirk that accords nlc -ly
Everything he says is humorous. with the £;ib Walters gives it
Witty or nonsensical laughter woo- Emily Walters'
l>» by
crying bit
ing.
Anyone paying attention to scored heavily, as usual.
his rhatter out in "one" can be
Classical music can be sold in
cured of indigestion. I lo has a new \ tudeviiie if the salesman -knows
Me played
explanation of why h" won't imitate how. and Zirdo doe*
the four Hawaiians."
He asks it' three selections, with Paderewski's
anyone is present who remembers pretty minuet sandwiched In bethat the "old Polo Ground" was on tween »wo heavier pieces.
Zardo's
the Palace site, and goes on to tell execution with both hands la faultabout the three teams in the league less
H<* could have played mothoV
—New York, St. Lotus ind San one had he desired, the ipplausc
Francisco; how the crucial game of justifying
much longer stay on the
the season was on; four men on platform
Zardo's modest personbases and he up to bat and Daniel ality while playing and his shy acBoone umpiring. It's a better rea- knowledgment of applause is an
son why he don't do the four-ply asset.
imitation" and a fresher and funHarry Holman and Co. closed the
'

RIVERSIDE

—

—
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i
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half with "Hard-Boiled Hampton," a vaudeville standard as far as
comedy sketches go. Mr. Holman

show with a

well balanced dancing
turn that gave the bill a speedy
Healy and Cross, second, did
makes the grouchy business man a a pleasing singing turn a la Van
human sort of fellow, and legit- and Schenck, getting returns. Healy
imately amusing. The girl playing soloed with ballad for a hearty acthe office assistant, that has most of knowledgement.
the dialog with Mr. Holman, is a
Laughlin and West. No. S. slowed
capable exponent of farce, who also up the bill at the start, but quickpitches her performance in the right ened the pace at the finish for fair
key. The stenog is a bit. but like- applause. Edwin Grasse. announced
wise well handled. The Holman act by Miss Campbell (Morris and
made them laugh throughout its Campbell) as the only blind organist
running, and got much more at the to appear on a vaudeville stage,
finish than is usually accorded a played five selections.
Each proved
turn preceding the intermission.
lie was a finished musician.
Baggett and Sheldon opened with
The feature picture "Man From
hat Juggling. The routine holds the Hell's Biver" closed the show.
familiar formations and pleased.
Lew Hawkins, the blackface monologist. had an impossible spot for
talk. No. 2. but made the most of it.
catching all the laughs in sight.
The show the first half was adeShireen opened the second half. quate, although running slow in the
The picking out of colors, walking fore part, but winding up with a
around the stage amidst obstacles bang. Three double acts, although
and shooting blindfolded mystified all of a different order, followed one
the house completely. The audience another, starting with DcLyons Two
(New Acts). VVaiman and Berry,
business added to the mystery.
with a musical offering, piano and
Pat Hooney and Marion Bent with violin, nicely attuned to popular
"Kings of Smoke" closed. The act taste, landed No. 2. Excepting for
entertained while it was on, hold- the
"heavy" classical
inevitable
ing the house intact until the finish. opening selection, the balance of the
The set number of hows, however, routine strikes a genuine responsive
had to be curtailed Monday night. chord. "Glow Worm" as soloed by
the walkers starting to promenade Waiman paved the way for the imas the drop descended, with half pressions of "Home. Sweet Home."
the house in the aisles and on their done with fandango, heather, vodka
way to the exits. The greater part and Hibernian variations, winding
of the audience seemed to be familup as a rag. This won them a recall
iar with the turn through frequent
for a medley of musical comedy
repetition around New York, and selections* It is an entertaining muanticipated the business that should sical act of its kind.
have gone with the final how, which
Armstrong and James' comedy,
w,i3 never reached.
Phil Baker
despite its antiquity, clicked sweetly,
(New Acts).
Bell
chiefly because the house was hungry for laughs. A good deal of the
chatter has been released long ago,
although the blackface comic, who
The Broadway secured a fa it- later does a blackface Eltinge for
break in attendance Monday night comedy purposes, helps sell it for
when the lower lloor was comfort- fair returns. The straight, if he ever
ably filled, together with the side was gifted with a voice, kept it a
boxes. The Ioges and balcony were secret Monday night, displaying a
slightly off. This house is announc- tremble that was far from convincing the last show starts at 9 p. m. ing with the "Broadway" number
Monday evening the vauJeville got and a posture that was ungainly.
under way at 8.55. with a short car- Throughout the verse and two
toon reel used prior to the opening choruses of a ballad he was inclined
act.
at a 15-degree angle to the left,
The current bill failed to hold a looking far from groomed and posname, with the show in general a sessed as every "straight" man
regulation summertime bill.
The should be. In th,e concluding double
Mclntyres, a sharpshooting turn, number, with the comic doing the
gave it a start. The man experi- "nance," a couple spicy kick lines
enced little difficulty with his shoot- were gotten away with, as well as
ing and had the audience with him. some business that would not be
The act is a sight turn for an open- excusable If the "gal" were really
Arthur Devoy and Co.
ing spot and contains capable work. feminine.
An attentive audience gave ap- (New Acts).
first

tered that proved

for a couple of minutes and
lights had been doused at the

was on
»h<*

finish,

ventriloquial

playing,

violin

The

worked quietly

appear at their
best while dancing.
One is given
the preference in this line, with her
partner also capable when called
upon. A piano solo is one of the
real bits.
Rather quiet for the
Broadway, but the audience nevertheless knew the girls were present.
A dash of ginger was added by the
Yip Yip Yaphankers, No. 3.
The
ten-boy combination carried off one
With speed
of the applause nits.
predominating from curtain to curtain the returns were as expected.
Fast tumbling, capable harmony,
and the proper knockabout comedy
provided the necessary punch and
gained returns.
Lew W.ilson, No. 4, experienced
difficulty with his talk. He fared
much better with the whistling and
stepping. The final accordian playNo.

2.

girls

ing lifted him up and placed him
what was expected
well above
earlier. Way Dalton and Jane Craig,
in a novelty singing and dancing
turn, were rather late, considering
the weight of the turn. It is a flash
and that is all. Nicely mounted before special hangings the routine
lags and lacks the necessary kick
at the finish. The bridal idea is
neat and attractively dressed, but
there is nothing produced to call the
couple back.
The Quixey Boys, next to closing,
had the second chance with quartet
Using
vocalizing of the evening.
several published numbers vocally
they Introduced three banjos and a

saxophone for some speedy musical
work.

They carried the spot satismaking way for the Tan

factorily,

Arakis. a Japanese balancing act in
the closing position. The early arrivals started to leave during the
final turn.

The picture end of the program
suffered through a slipshod feature,
Seconds

"Nine

entitled

from
Hart.

Heaven.**

FORDHAM
Monday

night the

Kordham had

to

strong
Bronx favorite,
a
Benny Leonard who fought Jack
Button at the New York Velodrome.
situated a little over a mile beyond
the theatre. The house was three-

buck

good
audience
Since the clos(between the
Franklin and Kordham) the only big
time house in the Bronx, the bookers
have changed the quality of the
Kordham bills trul instead of one
he idliner each half aa heretofore.
It has tWO.
The jirst half Toto. and Morris
headline
nrtd
Campbell
shared
Toto walked* -eft with the
ng.
through* his cle er clown
hit h >noi
Morns and Campbell prein;,'.
him and roistered with
led
their patter. The eornedy talk from
box to stage had them laughing
quarters

for

ing

full,

Monday
of

the

a

night.

Royal

i

continuously.
The Fifers and Sister opened the

clamored
had a
vocal

and mind -reading

bits

were wows.
Francis X.

Bushman and Beverly

met

Bayne
Their

playlet.

a

reception.

cordial

"Boor

swung along smoothly,

Man,"

Bich

closing the

and gave both a chance to
The pair were an unqualified

first half,

shine.
hit.

Lou Lockett and Ann Linn, programed for closing, were third. The
dancing

is the big thing, both adept
at all styles.
Lockett'e solo seft-

shoe stepping and Miss Linn's toe
dancing stood out, and each landed
solidly.

Howard and Sadler were second
with song and conversational stuff.
The two women are strongly contrasted as to sixe and the voices
blend sweetly. They went very well
for the spot.
Anderson and Yvel
opened with a skating turn that held
a pirouette swing, with the man
holding the woman and revolving
dizzily at top speed, that made most
of the other spins and swings look
commonplace.

Pat and Julia Le-

voilo closed with their wire aVt,
holding 'em as well as the average.
Bell.

BROADWAY

and

still

end has been considerably freshened up.
Tom Smith, fourth, gave the first
section plenty of heft through his
comedy turn. Smith has a method
of his own, dances exceptionally and
knows how to gauge laughs to a
nicety.
His acrobatic stepping is
tilled with humorous touches.
The

|

Madelon and Paula Miller, a
youthful sister team featuring piano

but the houso

for (Bason.
His talk routine
couple of new ones and the

STATE

plause.

most of the house

knew him. Van and Sehenck's piano

start.

AMERICAN ROOF
Plenty of variety in the American
half bill with a sketch the only
missing factor in the layout. The
returns were a little slow in starting Tuesday night but bolstered up
with the introduction of comedy.
The first half of the bill held the
comedy strength, with the Charles
Ahearn Troupe, closing this section,
taking the honors of the evening.
Business hit a summertime average Tuesday. At 60 cents top the
Boof still appears to have a drawing, power
during the summer
months.
first

A comedy picture started the
evening, with Wally and Wally, a
two man acrobatic team, the initial
vaudeville offering.
They topped
their six-minute routine off with a
neat feat that gained fair applause.
Lillian Boardman vocalized No. 2.

Harry Hioes is in the lights this
week.
Entering with an ad lib The opening selection was a pubabout the preceding sketch charac- lished ballad which meant little In
ter,

who

away

gives

the

$50,000 Just like

way

of applause.

Her phononovel and

that,

graph record number

much money he

nicely worked up in 'conjunction
with the old-time song, light opera,
and blues. The audience at this
point had yet to be awakened, and
the returns were meager for the

he remarks that if he had that
wouldn't be doing
three-a-day.
Hines went into his
songs and stories with the usual
"nut" flavoring, and afforded the
customers a few real laughs they

is

craved. For the getaway Hines single.
Beal entertainment value was proworks with an audience plant in the
front row of the orchestra for a duced by Arthur and Lydia Wilson.
vocal number, also encored In a fal- Before a special drop, a rarity on
setto. Hines was an unqualified hit the Boof, they offered a song and
talk routine blended in
at the State.
such a
The Harry Downing Bevue, three manner as to prove refreshing from
men and two women, in a song and start to finish.
Vocally Arthur
dance routine, shapes up as a cork- Wilson is a sure bet and carried off

still

ing big three-a-day Hash, with a
chance at the big timers. This turn
has been working about the small
time for many months, constantly
smoothing the rough edges and elaborating in spots, until now it runs
its course with clockwork preeision.
Besides Downing, who flashes a
falsetto, some stepping and a comedy female Impersonation, there is
a male pianist and a specialty
hoofer. And how that boy can hoof!
In fact, one is in doubt which is
Downing the stepper or the other
until the finale, when the posing
gives it away. The two girls are
specialty steppers, one standing out,
with an acrobatic toe number and
the other with a Jazz strut.
"Hate," a Loew-Metro release.
'was the feature film.
The usual

—

each number in tip top style. The
waltz finish and the novelty dance
encore let them off to real appreciation.
Sweet, McCauley and Hill
(New Acts), No. 4, gave the show
a comedy boost with it being carried
along in the same vein by the
Charles Ahearn Troupe closing the
first half.

The hodge-podge comedy

contained in the Ahearn act kept up
a steady stream of laughs. Bough
house comedy is always a sure bet
with the Boof audience.
Paramo with his harmonica work

opened after Intermission. An artist
in his line the returns were forthcoming all of the while.
Paramo
has eliminated the colored boy from
his act and should experience no
difficulty as a straight musical act
anywhere. Hugh Emmett and Co.,
neWa reel and a Larry Semon com- with a ventrlloqull offering, proedy preceded the vaudeville.
vided one of the comedy bits of the
second section. Emmett has perfect
Abe*
control of his voice and displays exceptional ability with the long dis-

BRIGHTON

tance chatter. The turn is completed by violin and vocal work,
The Brighton, Coney Island, Is in Emmett doing the instrumental
its sixth week and going along nicework and his young woman partner
The house has been getting con- the vocal. A strong finish and good
ly.
sistently good bills.
Through so laughs during the running secured

many houses

closed this

summer

the

the desired results.

lirighton, together with the few
Turk and Clare, a two man acrohouses remaining open, has the pick batic team, held forth next to closof the acts.
ing.
The spot was a bit heavy for
Tuesday night found near capac- the combination.
Several laughs
ity, with a couple of small parties
were credited to the contortion work
building up the total. The running of the one man, and the ground
order
shifted
about
somewhat work of his partner also gained recthrough Ruth Budd leaving the show ognition. In an earlier spot the reMonday, withdrawing because of turns would have been greater. The
dissatisfaction with her billing. Pat Aerial Dc Clroffs, a man and woman
and Julia Bevollo replaced her.
team, closed the show on the rings
This is the third week for Van and and trapeze. The revolving finish
Schenck, The piano get was In fine gained m applause finish.
shape Tuesday night and knocked
Tom Mix in "For Big Stakes" was
over a walloping hit. The applause the leature picture.
Hart.

was so insistent at the finish, and
continuing until long after the piano
hid been removed, that the pair
O. H.
couldn't
beg off
Joe S< -bench
stepped down into the orchestra pit
The Harlem split week pop
finally, and with the house instru- vaudeville house is thriving during
ment as first aid the pair warbled the hot spell mostly through lack of
Hie
an encore ditty.
opposition,
Alhambra being
Previously Silly Olison, opening closed around the corner, leaving
the second half, had performed an Loews
Victoria
the
only other
unusual feat by stopping the show functioning in tins section. Another
cold.
Considering Qlaaon had Van reaaon is the quantity of entertainand Schenck following him and thelnient offered at popular prices,
house were waiting to see the] Monday night. In addition to the
Brooklyn favorites, (Bason's stunt regular bill of five acts and a feawas all the more remarkable. Heture picture, also lows weekly and
(Continued on page 27)
received a receotion when he en-

HARLEM
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NEXT WEEK (JULY

BILLS
(AH houses open

The

below are grouped

bllla

according to booking

In divisions,

from.

The manner

In which these bllla are printed
of atta nrr their program position*

Importance

name denotes

before

*

act

from vaudeville, or appearing

CITY

In

Marc McDcrmott

Keith's

Ki\«-r-.i«|r

2d

to

HOTEL

WEST

II

AKGH

STREET,

72d

\\

2d

till)

CITY

(Others

8tars of Yesterday

Parry
"Dress

Brack Co
Dawton
Moss' Broadway
Al Shayne

Hal Johnson
"Toyland"

Lambert A Flab
(Others to

Diamond A Pren'n

"Tickle Toes"
to fill)

2d half
Pierce A Ryan
Jack Collins Co
Leena Hall Rev

Howard A Sadler

Wm Ebs

2d half

Harry Cooper

Purgett Co
Ziska
•(;

Kelly

3

N. Y.
Proctor'*

OH

"OROADWAT TO

Young's Pier

AH

to

The Tan Arakis
3

(One

fill)

to

2d half

Murray Tarleton
Edwards Co

Wm

Yip Yip Yaphank'ra
to

D D H?

•

2d half (6-9)

Wonder Act
(Others to

fill)

Vokcs A Don
Mabel Purke Co
Tony George Co
Haney A Morgan
Cahill A Romaine
(One

Wonder Act
•Maude Detty Co
(Others

to

fill)

half

1st

to fill)

(3-5)

HEMMENDINGER,

E.
S3

fill)

Proctor's 23d St.
2d half (29-2)
Tbach's Co

Franklin

Moss'

Inc.

JEWELERS

West 4Cth

Telephone Bryant 1543
Dixie Hamilton

W

(Two

(Others to fill)
2d half (6-9)
Mel Klec
•"Stolen Sweets"

to

fill)

Keith's Hamilton

Wilson
Tracey A McDride
Choy Ling Foo Tr
Glenn Andrews Co
Ethel Hopkins
(One to fill)
I*arry

CONEY ISLAND
Brighton
Ted Lewis Co

Wm

Sea bury
Pros

D D H?

Comer
A Lynn
A Homuine

Walters

White

Lowe Fcely A S

(Two

to

(One

Keith's Jefferson
Sliding P Watson

to

Morin

Sis

Autumn

2d half

K Hall Co
Choy Ling Foo Co

Maud

Earl

Dloyd A Goode

H Crosby Co
Foster A Seamon
Glason
Dave Harris Pand
(Others to (ill)
Hilly

"PROFITEERING"

Just finished 94 successful weeks on
Keith, Orpheum and Interstate circuits
Direction W. S. HEN N ESS

Francis Kennedy

Hymack

FAR ROCK AWAY

A Don
•Dave A Dor©

Moss' Regent
Sam Llebert Co
Frank Gaby
•Dave A Dor*
(Others to fill)
2d half
Dynn Cantor

B Watson
Deddy A Leddy
Haney A Morgan
Sliding

J^ew Wilson

Corrine

A Humber

Keith's 81st St.
Jack Norton* Co

Columbia
2d half
Morris A Campbell
Davis A Felle

Rooney A Pent Rev
Frank Gabby
(Two to fill)

2d half
Parrett A Farnum
Clifton A De Res
J

Johnson

It

Polly

Circus

(Two
MT.

to

fill)

VERNON,

Bnshwlck*
Stanton
"Trip tp Hit)and"
Fred Ardath Co
Sis

Farrcll Taylor
Al Dord

Co

Pa

A Cowan
Williams A Taylor

LaFleur

Jolecn
Keith's H. O. H.
2d half (29-2)
flier s Musical 10

Veteran of Varle.y

CcbwaiU *

cm

id

Keith's

A

N.Y.

Herchel Henlere
S Loyal Co
(Others to fill)
lnt half

Florence Prady

Purke Walsh A

N

the

V. A.

IV.

(Others to

Portia

Orpheum

Elizabeth Brice
Healy A Cross
Carttnell A Harris

"Love Js Young"

Y

\ »

Miller Sisters

2d

N.

Proctor's
half (29-2)
K Hall Co

(One to fill)
Gordon's Olympia
(Washington St.)
Novelty Perettos
Sid Gold A Pro
Swartz A Clifford
Faber A Bernet
Weber A Rldnor

LEWISTON, ME.
Music Hall

W

(3-:>)

Lambert A Fish
Hall's

Itev
to fill)

to fill)

Nice

2d half

y

A Young

CINCINNATI
Palace

Poothby A Evcrd'n
Jolly

W

Howard

3

Armstrong Co

Wilson A Kappell
Jack La Vier
C Lansing Co
"

—ETHEL

WARD and DOOLEY
"What

We

Can Do"

Co
Plyler

Paula
Henre

LeVeaux

Boulevard

Romas Troupe
May McKay A

GRAND RAPIDS
Ramona Park
Love A Wilbur
Jennie Middleton
Pearson N'pcrt A P

Circuital

Billy Clifford

Frank Van Hoven

Harry Van Fossen
Pobby McLean Co

(Others

2d hair
Garcennlti Pros

Jack Walsh Co
Marino A Martin
till)

DETROIT
Garden*
Garcemttl Pros
11 D Devitt Co
Marino A Martin
(Others to fill)
2d half
Nick Hufford
Sternad's Midgets
(Others to fill)

fill)

INDIANAPOLIS

DAYTON
B. F. Keith's

to

F. Keith's

It.

M

d

fill)

LOI ISVILLE
National
(Nashville split)
Flanders A Hutlcr

R

Ails

(Two

a Pullman

Syhi opal ion
(Others to All)

Chadwuk A
(One

Seymour A Yates
Barry limes
Hyde's ircnt stra
(

Zarrel) 2

Princess

Paramo
Cook A Vernon

Greeley Sq.
Lytells

I'na

Morton

Willi'ms

J( well

Tr

Fulton

Lewis A Drown
Lewi* a Henderson
"Old Tuners
L« Van Ar Stern
King Braa

}d half

King Braa
Lewis A Henderson
Wheeler A letter

'

i

GKRTRI'DE—

2d half

—MARY

split)

MOODY

barber A Jackson
(Others to Oil)

Direction:

A Dodd

Williams A Daisy
Ubert Carlton
Wahl A Francis

Macks

W'alman A Perry
Mrs 8 Stanley Co
Hubert Dyer Co

Weston A Eline
Dance Follies

DO YOU KNOW
ARTHUR CLAY GARY

and

DUNCAN

OPERA and JAZZ. INC.
HAHHV WEBER,

VIOLA

DALDI?

It.

and

GARY and BALDI
in

"WHEN HELP NEEDS
By

HELP''

JAMES MADISON

LONDON, CAN.

SAN ANTONIO

I/Oew

Chas

Dennis Pros
Altina Carbone Co

Morgan A Gray
I/O

Princes*
1st half

L< dt gar

2d half

Clayton Co

Dunham A

Vaudeville

Jack Strauss
Aronty Hros

Lyle A Virginia
Carlos A Dufrees

State

Patten

NASHVILLE
(Louisville

SALT LAKH

2d half

a Read
Dimond A D'ghtcr

2d half

LeVine Audrey A R
Kennedy. A Davis

Jo-Jo

fill)

Flo Ring

Sis

to

tc

BROOKLYN
Metropolitan
Leo Barren Co

"Old Timers"
Adrian

Road

Howard A Norwood

Taylor

By man

Officer

Harry White

The

1st half

Leach LaQulnlan S
Downey A Whiting
Texas Gulnan
Pender A Armstr'g

Elbsy A St Leo
(One to fill)

Gordon A Delmar

Orvilie Stamm
I'na Clayton Cc

Dei,

Hippodrome

N. J.

2d half

S*J.

PEACH, CAL.
State

Pender A Berr
Bart Doyla

Frank Cornell Co
Lester A Moore
Cameo Rev
LOS ANGFLKS
State
Dell

Hose A
Lee Mason Co
Calvin A O'Connor

.

SACRAMENTO

Co

Gilbert

HOBOKEN,

?

to Mil)

Ishakawa Jape

Henre

W

Nelson

It

Evans A Massard

Armond Co

Pobby Henshaw Co
Walton A Prandt
(Others to

Avenue

Sis

Lincoln

"Songs A Scenes"
Marie Stoddard
Dailey Bros

Ethel Gilmore Co

Rubini Sis

Llnd A Treat
Haig A LeVere

Hector
Marion Clare

Arch A Vera
Rucker A Winifred

2d half

Eliz Dawn Co
Church A Forrest

Pert Andrews

2d half

Palermo's Dogs

Loew

Proken Promises
Armstrong A J'mes
4

2d half

Over"

A Plondy
Prown A Elaine
Mane lussell Co

Kennedy A Davis

Victoria

A Walker
Warman A Mack

Weston A Young
Jas Kennedy Co
Heath A Sperling
Rose Revue

Hippodrome

L

K.I.

Dallas

Will

Jack Hanley

Follies".

Emery

FRESNO. CAL.

2d half

Jack Hanley
Carney A Carr
Green A Plyler
Dunham A Willi'ms
Chas Ahearn Co

Donals

The World's Foremost Mlnature Star.
Hooked Solid: Orpheum and Keith

to

H

8teppe A O'Neill
Gypsy Songsters

Honeymoon Ship
Bryant A Stewart

MASTER KARLH WAYNE

(Two

Sweet McC'ley A

'Sunbeam

l^.well
It

Armstr'g

PROVIDENCE.

State

"Putting

A

Pert Lewis

BUFFALO

Hodge A

Sis

"HE KNOWS"

Runaway Four

Reeder

Grew A Pates

Kennedy Co
Heath A Sperling*
Rose Revue

JACK DEMPSEY

Ask

Hippodrome

Mack A Brantley

Foley A Spartan
Josephine Harmon
Homer Miles Co

A O'Neill
Romas Troupe

Steppe

xuit

Kay Hamlin A K
PORTLAND, ORE,

J

H

I

Plake's Mules
Mora A Reckless 2

A Walker
Warman A Mark
Weston A Young

Dan Downing

Sweet McC'ley A

Hegedus Sisters
Jean Granese

PALISADES

2d half

Gypsy Songsters

2d half

Martin

Dallas

Sis

ULIS and LEE

CLIFFORD WAYNE TRIO
FEATURINO

I-iiSnlle

WALTER—

I

Robles

A

The Chattel
Harvey
Saltl Co

GAT
Eliz

Orpheum

Gray Sisters
Jack Donahue
Princess Rajah
N. B'DF'D, MASS.
Olympia

CHICAGO—KEITH CIKCUIT

Loew
Turner Bros
Davis A Pradner

Dogs
Arch A Vera
Rucker A Winifr'd
Songs A Scenes
Marie Stoddard
Dailey Pros

Ren Welch

Nick Hufford
Mabel Harper Co
(Others to fill;

Syncopated Seven

A G Ahearn
Herman A Slurb

Overholt

2d half (6-9)

(Others

Work Co

Carroll

OTTAWA. CAN.

Palermo's

Orpheum

Paul

2d half
Pureella A Ramsay

P0LI CIKCUIT
BRIDGEPORT
De Haven A
Frank

A

Gray Sisters

i)

Keefer A Kewple
Hilda LeRoy
Chas McDonald Co

St.

Gautier Pros

2d half

Roberts A Poyne
Wilson A La iv.
II Green Pand

A Poise
BOSTON

Hazel Crosboy
Nola St Clair Co
Harry Hines
Aronty Pros
(One to nil)

Pen Welch

Runaway Four

GEORGE CHOOS

2d half

3
MORTON Wyoming
2d half

Jean Graneso

Solar

Willie

Cooper

Roy Harrah Co

Tuck A Clare
Green

Dan Valerio Co

half

A

B Brown

A'etln

Toney A George
Frazer A Punce
Camla Co

AND

fill)

Anderson A Yv«l

Poll's

A

2d half

(Others to

(Others

Proctor's
half (If 2)

W~ A

I

Altken
A Tate
A Rtcardo
Exposition Jub 4

Carlton

Mills
Thornton Sis

Selden A Pro

Salle

PAL.

JAP

Milton

Tom

Paramo

Hilton

McConnell

The Philmers

I,

J.

Lew

R

Bennett

State

Hijou

CO.

(One to fill)
Delancey

A

OAKLAND,

BIRMINGHAM

John Regay Co

Bryant A Stewart
Dublin 3
Billy Dewis
"Broken Promises"

LYNN, MASS.
Olympia
Hegedua Sisters

Tojette

Pia> ing Stoll Circuit In England.

2

Nola 8t Clair Co
Armstrong A J'mes

A Ollie Olms
YONKERS, N. Y.

1st

to fill)

)

Earl

John

Frank Gaby

fill)

NEWARK,

Lester Alien
Diane A Rublnl'
Sidney Phillips

Pisano A Pingham
Carol Girls

I

Edmunds Co

(Others

Whiting A Purt
Hawthorne A Cook
Dou Tellegen Co

Al

2d half (0-9)
Pixie Hamilton

Wm

Yf ASH1NGTON
B. F. Keith's
La Alcrica Co

2d

(.?-:.)

Sq

(Scollay

Van A Tyson

F"zgerald

BROOKLYN

Hugh Herbert Co

ley

Dotson
I

Official Dentlat to

Keith's

"Night in Spain"
Jas J Morton
i

2d half

Wills

Johnson

V A E
White

Bernard A Meyers

Mt. Park Cum no

Diamond Co

Dane A Dare
Kennedy A Leo

Montague Love
Gautier's Toyshop

Boston

AND

Rlxzo

PRESENTS

FAIRY TALE

HOLDING THE NEXT TO CLOSING
POSITION IN A HIT SHOW
BOSTON FOR
NOW ININDEFINITE
AN
RUN

HOLYOKE. MASS.

II

KEITH

F.

A

"Perfect Day"
Jlmmle Cooper

fill)

MR.

YEARS TO COME"

"IN

2d half
The Faynes
Houston Ray
The Brlghtons
Roger Gray Co
Helen Pingree
Pob Hall
pphelbreck A DeVoe
Sherman A Rose
Harry Polden
P La Varre A Bro
Gordon's Olympia

fH f

Henodee Troupe
Ruby Royce
Arthur Astill Co

Dotson

IN HIS

Co

THE "SINGING HUMORESQUES"

Marga AValdron Co

Anderson A
"Vokes

De Grohs
Dilletta

2d half
Aerial Bartletts

\aio

R

The Lytells
Orvilie Stamm
J Mack A Girls

BILLY GASTON

Cell

Sistera

Galloway A Gar'ta
Walters A Gould
Brava Mich'lina Co

Patsy Doyle

WAG
Mates

2d half

A

Cosslar A Peasley
Frazer A Punce
Daley A Berlew
2d half

fill)

Florence Perry

Fagg A White

Don Fong Oue
A hear n

Melva

Douglas

Cook A Vernon

to

Crescent

Ruge A Rose

A M'Donald
Harry Antrim
Yoho Japs

2d half

Parto A Melvin

J.

\r\f

MATT1

Rice A Werner
Chas Irwin

Proctor's
2d half (29-2)
Irene Franklin

WALTER NEWMAN
In

N.

Capitol
El Cleve
Fr'klln Charles Co

1403 H'waj (Putnam Hide;.) N. Y

2d half
Little Yoshl

Al

TRENTON,

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

W

3

Jack Wilson Co

DaForce

American
Armstrong A N

Downing Rev

NEW ORLEANS

EDDIE VOGT

Salle

(One

H

Eckert

National
Hartley A Jee

C Ahearn Co

"Pepper Pox Rev"
Sharkey Roth A H
v The Dr Shop"

BOSTON—B.

Kennedy A Perle
Postock's School

Temple
Cornell Deona A Z

fill)

Florence Prady
Chas Harrison Co
Welch A Norton
Leavitt a. Lockw'd

Davis A Pello
Burt A Rosedale
Manthey Co
•Smith A Strong

A Pro

Melvin

J Farnum
Kramer A Griffith

Mates
Le Grohs
Lilletta Co

BOSTON

Moore A Jayne

Jack Rose
"Pedestnanism"
Pen Smith
Perk A Sawn
Pinto A Poyle
Howard A Clarke

Sisters

Henderson

fill)

105th St.
A Sterling

A Ward
Maker A Redford
Cardo A Noll

N A

A

Pauline
Frank J Sidney Co
Dlbonatl

Paul

Dohse

A

Danny Dugan Co
SP'GFIELD, MASS.

CHAS. MORRISON

Poise

A

Dillon

CO.

HUGH HERBERT

Hippodrome
Edwards A Edw'ds

to Vaudeville
to fill)

(One

A Mansf'ld
A Robles
Dublin 3
Jack Strauss

Poll's

A

Road

2d half
Valerio Co

Don

W'BC'ST'R, MASS.

B. F. Keith's

CLEVELAND

Marion Clare
Dewis A Rogers
"Honeymoon Ship"

Tuck A Clare
Camia Co

Margaret Ford
Penck A Hart
Morrisey A Young

Parto

Dewis A Prown
Edith LaMont
LaVine Audrey A
Lewis A Rogers

LeVeaux

S017

SYRACUSE

Pob Albright Co
Harry Holman Co

Petty Reat

York City

Sq. Sta., Nc»w

Bldg.

NEW
YORK
PHONE: BRYANT

Don Fong Oue
Parrett A Farnum

A Walter*

Dockett
Cahill

•The Laneys

Times

Romax

Cell

Terms

Monologist with Stooge.
15r>,

Suite 417,

A Rosa

"KKCCPERATION"

BALTIMORE

Jo-Jo
Alex Pros A Evelyn
2d half

Sis

to

i

—

Duray A Sarli
Elliott Johnson Co

cikcuit

YORK CITY

Donals

245 West 47th Street

Palace

FOR

lleras

Co

<

ORIGINAL ACT
AN SADE.
SU1TADLE FOR

.

Arnant

2d half

Van A Corbett
Pons Duncan
Muldoon F'klyn A R

MrRath A Deeds

•Marks A Deonard
S Doyal Co

Dew

Morton
Ixmghlin A West
Nathane Pros
M Diamond Co
(One to fill)
«'.•

DETROIT
New York

Street

2d half
Joe Darcy
Manttoey Co
Tracey A Mcpride
Al Jerome

2d half

'J

Ho\

Chong A Moey

State

Jean Moreau
"Memories"
Anthony A Arnold
"Stars Record"

Britton
JAM
he Castlllians

(S-t)

HeTch*l llenlcre
Swift A Kelly
Pallyhoo 3
(Others to fill)

.

Glenn Andrews Co
Josephine A Hen'gs
Tony George Co
Ethel Hopkina

(One to

half

1st

fill)

2d half

(29-2)

Jim McWilliams
Welch A Norton
Green A LaFell
Dancing Dorans
(Two to fill)

Fordhnm
Dockett A Lynn
Keith's

(Two

5th Ave.

I'roe tor's

Autumn

Singer's Midgets

Jimmy Savo

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS NEW

Rubini

A Seamon
N ATI Verga
(One

Ca

N. J,
j

Coopar

Robinaon
Martin A Moore
Kerekjardo
Leo Carrillo

W

The Gaudamitha

2d half

Bill

loew

A

Martin

Mildred Harris
Flo Lewis

Orpheum

BOOKING WITH ALL

fill)

Orpheum

LAG Archer
Alexandria

»

Proctor's
Kafka A Stanley

BOSTON

to

NEWARK,

Grand
Keefer A Kewple
Hilda LeRoy
C McDonald Co
Anger A Adelon

(Sunday opening)

P A F Mayo

Heard

The Novelles

fill)

(One

Hill Street

Carnerons
Hall A Dexter
*

Francois)

Stanley Hughes

Direction-

A H Brown

Edward Marshall

SCH'N'CT*DY, N.Y.

fill)

W

A

LaFollette Co

McCormack A

ATLANTA

& Chain
Frawley A Louise
Karl Karey
Robbie Gordone

LOS ANGELES

Ona Munson Co
Perez A Marguerite

BALTIMORE

ORIENT*'

TIIIC

(One

Loew

Mammy

Loew

By

Darclay

|

MONTREAL

Pro

In

Golden Gate
(Sunday opening)
Mrs Wallace Reid

Zelayo
Dee A Cranston
Vanderbilts
Signor Frisco

OFFICES

Fuller

!

Bennett

JACK NORTON and

3

A

8AN FRANCISCO

A Francene

Ducas

J.

1st hair

Hilly

LaMont
Angel

Main Street ~
Newhoff A Phelps

Mitchell

I.yrio
(Norfolk split)

McCoy A Walton
Cook Mortimer

Alexander Patty

KANSAS CITY

RICHMOND

ATLANTIC CITY

B. F. Keith's
Fr'nklin Charles Co

Danois Sis
(One to fill)

Sewcll Sis

CHAS.

A Demal

Carlisle

M

A

Selden

A

2d half
Mills

Margot

Wyoming 3
Lew Hilton
B Brown Co

Hennepin
Margaret McKee
Dave Schooler
Chas Wilson
Newhoff A Phelps

3

Tom Brown's Rev

Hoffman A Hughes

Laedem A Gardner
Whitney's Doll Rev
Anderson A Grave s

Moreau
"Memories"
"Stars Record"
Klafka A Stanley

Eddie Ross
(Others to

Pird Cabaret
A Dee
Foster A Ray
Cordon Dooley

1st half

B. F. Keith's
"The Weak Spot"
petty Washington

fill)

Madam Herman

ALLEN

and

LeVere

Harry White

MINNEAPOLIS

"Cotton PlckerB"

Keno Keys A
Geo Yeoman

Ul'is

split)

Stephens

Peggy Parker Poya

split)
1st half

PORTLAND, ME.

Mar) land

AUSTIN

PA.

Hanako Japs

2d half
Anthony A Arnold

CARRIE

A

2d half

R

Jlmmle Cooper

Thornton Sis
Fagg A White
Patsy Doyle
Roy Harrah Co

Toney A George
Wheeler A Potter
4 Rubinls A Rosa
Bert Walton
Morton Jewell Tr

J

Loew

Tom

(Three to fill)
Gates

Harry Bussey

Howard
Hitter A Knapp

Irene Frankiin

Nathane Pros
Geo Morton
Loughlm A West
Lonnegan A Allen

Quixey Four
Six Hassans
II

A

Douise

Ji-an

Sherman A O'R'kc
(Two

fill)

ALBANY,

(One to

Stan Stanley
Al Stryker

The Dancys
l.« «ul>
A Leddy

A

Mil)

Proctor's 5*th St.

"Dreams'"
Mows' Coliseum
Morris A Campbell
Maud Earl

Bwift

flip
(»!-9)

Bis Act*.

to

MEMPHIS
Aerial Bartletts
Naio A Rlxzo
"Perfect Day"

Tojette

2d half

Jennier Bros

Pert

Davis

Norton

fc

Pallyhoo

A Ryan

Pierce

Ziska
(Others to
2d h.ilf

Montgomery

to

Emma

(Srranton

Poll's

Lake

State

Harry Fox

Poll's

(W'kes-Parre

Kspe A Dutton
Wright A Dktrick
Harry Kahne
Arthur West
Pobbe A Nelson

2d half (6-D)

Welch

half (3-5)

1st

Shaw A Dee
Ornaabee A Remlg

M

(Others

Rah)

Royal Pekln Tr

fill)

Bert Andrews

ALWAYS OPEN— AUTO TRUCKS

S -It 'RUE,

Palace

KGn

PITTKIH

Vine A Temple
•P Fredricks Co

Sherman A O'R'kc
Wyeth A Wynne
Morok Sis
(Two to fill)

Rehearsal"

Wm

(3-5)

K

\\

P A Rolfe Co
SCKANTON, PA.

Geo Le Maire Co
Van A Pell
Pooth A Nina
Harry Preen

Mel Klee

Proctor's 125th St.
2d half (29*2)
"Tickle Toes"

Whitlcdge

Ac

Zuhn A Dries
Ryan Weber A R

HAVEN, CONN.

N.

B. F. Keith's

fill)

half

1st

Special Load

Broax, Brooklyn. $1.00.

75e.

"Pepper Pox Rev"
Sharkey Roth & H
"The Dr Shop"

William Eba
De Haven A Nice
Syncopated Seven

Crafts A Haley
Kitty Doner Co

(29-2)

to

St..

FREE 8T0RA6E ONE WEEK.

PHILADELPHIA

(C-9)

half

Rate to '2Mh

Theatrical

split)

Four Fords
Daniels A Walters

Larry Comer
Shaw A Lee

F

NEW YORK

J

ROSTER.
47th ST. HARRY
Manager

NOW AT

TELEPHONE
LONGACKE 5992

Kane A Herman

(]•»)

Vine A Temple
(Others to till)
Keith's Greenpoint

HUGH HERBERT

Montgomery A A

to

1st half

K Hall Co
"Wonder Act"
2d half

(One

E Bernard
Fred Hughes

Kerr A Weston
Moran A Mack

A Hyman

Officer

Iahakawa Japs

75cSERV-US310EXPRESS75c
W.

to fill)

Academy

Al

(Others to

Chadwlck A Taylor
Gordon A Delmar

Palace
Cansinoa A Wilk'ns

Mayhew

Stella

Palace

MILWAUKEE

Pob Murphy

Ross A Foss
N A J Farnum
Kramer A Griffith

Sis

Grace Nelson
Paul Dexter
Gallagher A M'rtin

Doyle A Cavanaugh
Jack Oaterman
Seebacks
Kluting's Animals

2d halt

Beaaley 2
Alex Bros A Evelyn
Bert Walton

Halg

NORFOLK

fill)

half

1st

Majestic

Cottage"

"Little

Auk land A Mae
Herman A Shirley

(29-2)

(Richmond

A C

Drown

Poster Girl

A

Coaalar

Niobe

Lionel Atwell

Aukland A Mae
Lansing Co
Arnold A Weston

Theresa A Willey

I^twton

(Two

CHICAGO

Palace
Theresa A Willey

2d half

A Ryan

Pierce

\

half

(Two

1

Van & Schenck

1a.

Hush Herbert Co
Zuhn A Dries
Healy A Cross
Van A Bells

•"Stolen Sweets"
(Others- to fill)
2d half (<'•.')
O'Connrll a Ltwia
"Tickle Tots'
(Others to till)

Anderson A Yvel
Dew Price Co
<Onc to till)

Joe Drowning
Powers W'lters

Dave Harris Co
Ona Munson Co

Keith's Prosper!

Clason

Billy

Dixie. 4

relative

Clifford
olios

Btssjj

The

half (3-5)

1st

doea not denote the

Ann Gray

Foley A* I.aturo
Al Strykcr
(One to nil)

Keith 'a l'» litreFanny Price
Van A St hem k
Toto
York K King
Adelaide A Hughes

eupplled

doing new turn, or reappearing after absence
city where Hated for the first time.

la

KEITH CIRCUIT
XEW YORK

offices

Wilson A Kappell
Ross A Fobs
Jack La Vier
"Oh You Sheik"

A Berlew
Dan Downing
Daley

OEPHEITM CIBCTJIT
C

WT'BCBY, CONN.

Capitol

week with Monday matlre*. when not otherwise

the

for

HARTFD, CONN.

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

IN

"Oh You Sheik"
Joe Browning
Bowers W'lters A

Arnold A Weston
"Little Cottage"

3)

Friday, June 30, 1922

Van A Emerson
A If Kipon
Lddie Clark Co
Wilson A Kelly
"Yachting"

SAN FRANCISCO
IliprMMlroii

•«

The Rockos
Arnold Grazer
Lalloen A Dupi'ere
Miller Packer a. s
Frank Stafford »o

[(MM JOSE. CAI.
Hippodrome
1st

half

A Plondy
Prown A Elaine

Will

Marie Russell CO

(Continued on Page 26)
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IN

LONDON

(Continued from page 2)
everywhere has
which are general
between the manJld to a meeting
of the
representatives
ners and
Federation to disVariety Artists'
both
whereby
means
cuss the best
could carry on without every-

Margaret Bannerman has taken
Wilette Kershaw's place In "Decameron Nights" aa the result of an

amicable arrangement between the

American and Sir Alfred Putt. The
change, however, was not allowed to
take place without one big daily
paper printing a story, "lifted" from
•Ides
ruined.
the Paris edition of a Chicago
totally
being
body
which has caused a good
The main thing to be considered paper,
deal of annoyance to the ladies conPracticalquestion.
was the salary
In the cerned. The story was to the effect
show
of
description
ly every
that Wilette Kershaw would not
loss, this
country is being run at a
strip down sufficiently for the scene
many thousands in which she
was cast up by the
loss running into
weekly and in some cases the sit- sea, and also insisted on wearing
if the
tights and a wig which covered her
uation is so bad that even
nothing there to her ankles.
Miss Bannerman.
artists played for
however, was said to have had no
would be a loss. If that bugbear, such scruples. Not
only would she
was abolishthe entertainment tax,
strip,
go on without tights, but
not improve for would
ed, things could
have her hair bobbed. Both
women denied the story strenuously,
come time.
The managerial side at the con- as did the management, while the
ference was represented by Charles "back to nature" lovers lured to
Gordon Drury Lane in anticipation of someGillespie,
Gulliver, R. H.
thing particularly daring were badly
Michie and Walter Payne. The arby Albert disappointed, as Miss Bannerman's
tists were represented
carefully arranged wig provided a
HastErnest
Clare,
"Whelan, Tom
costume quite as decorous, if not
Pleasants, more so, than many
ings, Tercy Ronrl, Jack
of the walking
Neil Kenyon, Whit Cunliffe, Harry dresses now being worn in London.
Weldon, Lauderdale Maitland, HymacR. Fred Russell, Arthur Prince,
"Old Bill M. P." will not go into
Ifonte Bayley and Albert Voyce.
the Lyceum, as reported, although
At the outset the managers pro- several attempts have been made to
duced their books to prove losses. acquire the theatre for this proWould the artists help them to duction. The truth of the matter
keep the ball rolling? The V. A. F. is that nobody can go into the
answer was why should managers theatre at the moment. The propask the artist to share losses during erty is in Chancery and must be
a time of slump? Did they share sold before anything can be done
The
the profits during the boom?
with it. The authorities have not
managers excused themselves by yet appointed a date for the public
stating the boom. results were prac- sale.
When the sale does come off
tically swallowed by excess profits
some excitement can be expected, as
After
and other heavy taxation.
both Walter and Fred Melville are
further discussion, the managers likely to bid against
each other for
put forward their scheme for cut- the theatre they have run
so sucting salaries.
cessfully in the past as joint manOn a minimum of £12 act they agers. Melville will also probably
proposed a cut of 8 1-3 per cent, ris- try his luck and many
other maning to the maximum of £300, which
agers have an envious eye on the
they proposed cutting down by building which has been made sec4S3-5 per cent. Lesser turns than ond
to none for business.
those at £12 would not be affected
and in the provinces turns at £15
Captain Alexander Aaronsohn has
and under would not be touched.
Double acts, trios, quartets, etc., acquired a lease of the Apollo from
C. B. Cochran and Edward Laurilwould have special consideration.
The matter is not yet settled, but lard. It dates from July 15. Arrangements
are now being made for
to
applied
have
the V. A. F. officials
new
the managements concerned for a the summer, following which a
produced in September
will
play
be
lost of their artists likely to be
who
has
popular
"starring"
a
actor
personal
affected, with a view to a
been absent from the West End for
canvass on the matter.
some time. His new play, "The
Risk," will be produced at Brighton
Robert Courtneidge will produce a
new play entitled "Fickle 'Earted" during Carnival Week with Arthur
an Bourchier in the leading role. This
is
It
at the Grand, Leeds.
adaptation of a novel, "The Dancing is an adaptation of a French play
Child," and if successful it will come "La Caducee."
The management
to the West End.
Iris Hoey is the have several French plays in view
leading woman.
and the veteran dramatist, Arthur
Shirley, is overhauling them with a
After the inclusion of Maidle view to reporting on their suitabilScott in the cast the chief feature
ity for London.
In the new edition of "Pot Luck" at
the Vaudeville is a new version of
The "Everyman" (Hampsteaa)
"David Garrick" by Dion Tithercloses June 24 until tha autumn.
adge.

wholesome

rections.
series of

coming down

The

Little,

for

Grand Guignol

Andrew Melville will shortly pronew duce a new play, "Adam and Eve,"

In all di-

the

playlets,

which have fallen somewhat below
the average in nastiness and horror,
charges of admission are in some
cases below pre-war.
When "The
Way of an Eagle" is produced at
the Adelphi stalls and balcony stalls
*ill be at ten and sixpence and
seven and sixpence, and C. B. Cochran will drastically reduce his prices
at the London Pavilion.

Despite the heat and the slump,
at Prince's for the Guitry
season are at 17 shillings, and
booking is reported good.
The
original version of "Sleeping Partners" which Seymour Hicks did at
stalls

the St. Martins has been banned,
|*nd the company therefore opened
Tn "Pasteur."
The other three
pieces to be done during the present short season are "L'lllusionwte." "Jacqueline" and "Le Grand
*>«c."
These are all 'rom the pen
Sacha Guitry, who will play n
Jj
them all with the exception of
Pasteur."
The Guitrys have always been very popular with the
Public here, but have never got past

the

Lord Chamberlain's department

in the provinces.

" r the

Marconi offices nothing defibeen decided about the
however, a big
?:, Thcre iH
nn
,llty of Robert Evett present
m«*lJose
JJK
Collins there in "The Last
Evett wa* spoken of
thl
n, t*

has

-

M

"e probable occupier
of the thea' r
f with Jose Collins as his star
ncn changes were taking place in
T
f
jne
directorate of the theatre some
time ago.

for

whose banking accounts have made
the present day "semi-nude" revue
a so-called success.
For quite a long time the public

has been showing a marked dislike
for the modern music hall with its
quick "two houses nightly" show,
each performance lasting approximately two hours, with 10 turns,
three of which were overture, intermission and "God Save the King,"
with a topical picture
(seldom
shown) making a fourth, and there
is a very great leaning toward the
old-time full show.
The present slump has had nothing or little to do with the very
big falling off of business, more especially in the provincial and suburban second houses.
For many

months "second"

in a great number
have been playing to practically empty benches, and artists
will gladly accept a diminution of
salary for the one house nightly,
which will probably lead once more

of halls

the profitable "turn working."
the slump cannot account for
the ghastliness of business at some
to

Even

Recently a new revue of
Lakes, a man whose name is
considered a big pull, played to
something like £20 both houses on
fts production night at a big suburban hall, while the Whit Monday
business at the Palace, Manchester,
ran at £65 gross for three shows,
and one of the big Shoreditch music
halls played to £7 on two shows.
places.

Lew

FOREIGN INVASION
(Continued from page 1)
attempt revivals as early as
was another indication
fall
countless

(

scripts

failed

last

the

show

to

Walter de Frece has found

it

necessary to contradict the stories
freely circulated to the effect Ronald True, the man convicted of brutally

murdering and robbing a com-

mon

prostitute, was the son of
Tillcy (Lady de Frece). True

Vesta
has been reprieved and the scandal
arising from this has led to a recrudescence of the stories and made

Morning Dearie" are both doing real
business, though neither is now
drawing capacity. The new "Spice"

figured to cut Into the going
and according to out of town reports should liven the Garden well
into the fall.
The next musieal try will bt "Sue
Dear" due at the Times Squaie
July 10. The house now has "Strut
Miss Lizzie," a colored show whien
rented the house for three weeks

.

'

"Kempy," the Belmont hit,
was given a new agency buy, whien
insures

it

continuance through the

summer. "The Goldfish," which was
moved from the Elliott to the Astor
last week, showed a leap of nearly
50"per cent, in business and went
"The Bat" went
close to $10,000.
upward, too, getting nearly $6,000,
which is profitable at this season.
The mystery play is Broadway's
run leader and has but seven weeks
more to complete a solid two years'

the Guild's
accepted.

plays

foreign

already

During her forthcoming season
West End Sybil Thorndykc will

fcj]

the

Roman

Catholic staffs at Cork.

Waterford, Gahray and Dublin are
on the point of making an arrangement win reby they will refuse to
handle the scenery, props and bag'
gage of any performers booked for
Belfast. Performer* are also warned
they will get bad receptions, if it
StOpi at that, if tb*y play the opposition eounties.
Rigin the

changes in vaudeville, Jf not
whole show world, are fore-

Four or

Ape" announced to close Saturday
Plymouth has been extended
another week. Warm weather de-

at the

scending Wednesday made the continuance of several others unlikely.

The announced closings this week
are evened up by the entrance next
week (July C) of "Spice of 10J2"
at the Garden und the placing of
"From Morn Till Midnight" into the
razee was inserted this Monday.
Tin "Follies' at the New Amsterdam It rated to date as having the
biggest call for the entire series o»
Agencies state
revues.
Zlegfeld
their allotments Are disposed of by
I*'

morning of any evening
That the demand

fermance.

pei
so

is

partly nccou.it* d for by tn<
that no other summer levue
has b< < n brought in against it,
Whereas for the past four seasons
there w*rc at least two revue* atso
"The
trying for Broadway money.
big
f...

is

t

Music

Box

ReVUO'

1

und

"Good

hopes

the

Sunday
of

night, rais-

Monday

all.

started
further strengthening
claim, the show is well
liked and has a chance If the internal troubles are removed immeoff

sale

briskly,

Garrity'e

diately.

Local newspaper writers have attempted to sift the many angles of
"For Goodness Sake" troubles for a
story for their respective newspapers, but the complications have
baffled all. Variety carried the inside angle of the organization pro-

motion

in

last

week's issue.

was

easier
to
grasp the
troublesome career of "For Goodness Take" in New York than the
authorities evidently found it out
in Chicago the past week.
The
mess was given a thorough airing
at the law offices of Harry Kohn,
It

downtown.
Jones & Thurmond
have assigned all their rights in
"For Goodness Sake" over to Davison Lloyd of Poughkeepsie who,
after a talk with Geo. W. Lederer,
signed a

new contract with

the lat-

man Thursday.

(Thursday).

Midnight" (Frazee),

(Fulton), "lie
Who Gets Slapped" (Garrick), "Six
Cylinder Love" (Harris), "The Bat"
(Morosco), "The Hairy Ape" (Ply-

five attractions set

tractions are definitely to close
Saturday, "Make It Snappy" at the
Winter Garden and "The Perfect
"The Hairy
Fool" at the Cohan.

ri..

tion $2,175 gross

morning the window

pected arrival o* the I'oughkeepsie

to

month.

the

weather "break," gave the attracing

"Abie's Irish Rose"

formerly Angus, as his mother. It
is further recorded that the fifth
Lord de Freyne, who was killed ki
the late war, married Annabel,
daughter of William Angus, in 1902.

Ronald True.

show for visitors." The force of this
newspaper campaign, plus a good

mouth). "Lawful Larceny" (Repub-

stop are continuing from week
week, the survivors on the list
profiting in the last two weeks with
a good weather break and virtually
all attractions playing a better business than early in June. Two at-

chosen by

officially

the musical piece, reorganizing it
at lower cast expense for the try to
keep going.
It was apparent with Lloyd's representative Jn Chicago (J. W. Trudeau) did not agree with Lloyd's
decision to take Lederer back into
the fold, and with Trudeau in Chicago handling the existing situation there loomed up prospects of
another fight that is ap l to cause
further important developments At v
least this was the gist
.
the situation gleaned from chats with inside
folks in New York, versed in the
complicated situation. Trudeau in
Chicago did not allow Lederer to
participate in the working* of the
attraction until the arrival of his
financial
boss,
Lloyd,
yesterday

"From Morn

Broadway enters July with 23 at- lic), "Shuffle Along" (63d St), and
tractions, that number being above "Strut Miss Lizzie (Times Square).
this
early
estimates made
the
to
to

had been

the Pageant of Progress municipal
authorities as the "official summer

Time" (Ambassador), "The Dover ter, sending him on to Chicago
Road" (Bijou), "The Perfect Fool" Monday with the understanding
(Cohan), "Pin Wheel" (Carroll), that he will again take charge of

denial necessary. True's birth ce» •
tificate gives William Thomas True
as his father and Annabel True,

De Freyne was the surname ^/
Trues pet alias when in America
and the felon's full name is Angus

tion

run.

While the agencies managed to
put over a small buy on the "Strut
Miss Lizzie' show, it isn't really
regarded as a buy for them. The
management of the show, however,
strongly elated over the fact
is
that they managed to get anything
like a guarantee from the agencies
at this time of the year. The agencies are all up in the .air over the
coming in of "Spices of 1922." the
advance reports that they received
on the show from both Atlantic
City and Philadelphia have them
ready to buy on the show, figuring
that it is certain to give the "Folopposition over the
lies" a real
summer months.
This week the buy list, with the
addition of "Lizzie," brings the buy
total to nine with the cuts standing
at 13. The buy list includes "Kiki"
(Belmont),
"Kempy"
(Belasco),
"Capt. Applejack" (Cort), "Good
Morning, Dearie" (Globe), "Music
Box Revue' (Music Box), "Follies"
Again"
"Partners
(Amsterdam),
Lizzie"
Miss
"Strut
(Selwyn),
(Times Square), and "Make It
Snappy" (Winter Garden.
The cut rate list held "Blossom

Brady, H. W. Savage are all known
to have purchased two or more foreign works, to which may be added

continue. He engaged Walter Duggan, summering here pending the
Selwyn opening, to handle the
press work, guaranteeing Duggan
Shubert protection.
A big campaign was let loose the middle of
last week, reaching its height Sunday, when the newspapers carried
advertisements between 700 and 800
lines featuring the fact the attrac-

$11,000.

Small Buy for "Lizzie"

is known to have purchased
rights of four foreign plays;
C. B. Dillingham will do two or
three; the Shuberts will have at
least four, and David Belasco, the
Selwyns, Gilbert Miller, W. A.

effect

is

Scarcity of likely material
tempt.
was not confined to regular managers, but is claimed to be true
also of the co-operative field and
The Theatre
the little theatree.
Guild, which ranks as leader of the
it
exexplained
latter movement,
amined thousands of plays, but was
compelled to turn to foreign products, although the policy of the organization H ior encouragement of
American works.
This condition appears not only
to have held up production programs, but the dash overseas for
material by Broadway managers in
pursuit of foreign successes tells
its own story. It is understood that
in all Europe there were not over
a dozen and a half successes last
season regarded as promising for
American adaptation. It was notable that more English plays landed
on Broadway than usual, but the
bulk of the foreign pieces secured
are not confined to that field, the
imported crop including more Continental products than at any time
since the start of the war. A. H.
the

Virginia O'Brien so strongly she has
handed in her resignation to take

immediately.
Miss O'Brien
repudiated
orders
from Equity
given the company members to proceed with the performance a week
ago Monday, despite salaru s were
overdue. Miss O'Brien held the curtain against Equity's orders until
she was given her salary. Life for
Miss O'Brien in the company hasn't
been pleasant since the incident,
and has one more week to go. Tne and the Equity reprimand encourmanagement was undecided what to aged her to depart. Edna Bates is
do with
attraction
up to being sought to take Mjhs O'Brien's
the
Wednesday. It was reported for the role.
The Foughkcepsic man (Lloyd, a
Fark, but it is understood a lease
dealer
there)
is
making
provision will prevent the switch. realty
strong efforts to hold together tho
'"Lizzie'' played to $8,600 for its first
week at $2 top. That went for nine company.
When last weeks' salperformances, a midnight show be- aries were due some $5,000 was
ing inserted Thursdays.
The gross short, and this amount was wired
probably means good profits for a on from I'oughkeepsie. Participants
company of the kind.
on this* end realize strenuous atMorris Gest's "Chauve-Souris" of- tempts are being made in the east
to hold the enterprise, and as soon
the
new
program
at
Cenfering the
Hoof theatre is a summer as certain matters are rectified in
tury
smash and it is riding second to the the fight over tho way the stock for
"Follies." That this attraction will the concern was handled, effort will
be a fixture into the new season is be made to continue by making
caat changes, thereby reducing tho
not doubted in show circles.
"Partners Again" at the Selwyn high cost of operating for the sumGeo. W. Lederer is expected
leads the non-dramatic field, its mer.
takings last week being close \o here, and comes, it is said, with
official
sanction of the Lloyd interdra$16,800." "Kiki" dominates the
matic field as from the start at th* ests to. participate in the affair. Tho
Belasco and last week the business attraction is now being managed
was almost as good as the Selwyns' by John J. Garrity in the interests
comedy smash, it doing $16,000. of both the Shuberts and Lloyd.
"Captain Applejack," which imGarrity still has hopes that the
proved during the month, went to attraction will steady itself and

show

promise enough for production at-

Woods
Sir

appear in "Macbeth" and "The
Without trouble.
The latter play
Trojan Woman."
Under the title of "The Risk," was an enormous succt ss when pro«aron Henri de Rothschild's play,. duced by Charles r.ulliver at the
La Caducee," will be produced at Holborn Empire for a matinee
»ne Strand toward the end of the
season.
jnonth.
Some years ago another of
•ne Baron's plays, "Croesus," was
Politics rarely comes into matproduced by Arthur Bourchier with
anything but success.
"The Risk" t< rs theatrical except to provide
Howtopical gogt for comedians.
|» a topical title for a play at the
Present moment.
ever, news com* I from Ireland that
His r.jrr finished at the Qalety
J»ne 10, and beyond the fart that
wooner or later it will become part

Shows staged

f .n.

'

the public, not for wealthy old degenerates and their young confreres

..

Prices are

21

shadowed. With the Alhambra and
I'avilion back into the music hall
world, the Palace about to g§ back,
und other theatres threatening, It
will surprise nobody if wc soon have
the West End of 20 years ago. Less
swank and publicity, more clean,

EQUITY DEMANDS B0H9

.

(Continued from page 13)

<

on the ground who
a position to consider
it is the I'oughkeepsie man's representative (Trudeau).
The representative is having his troubles
keeping things moving until the ex-

only

person

would be

in

With Equity issuing orders it will s;ep in and block
the present progress of the engagement if the bond forfeit isn't posted
tonight, it is hard to say just how
matters will develop.
ThiH action is being severely
criticized by the Equity members of
the company, who complain of the
looseness of the executive heads of
Equity in not securing the bond forfeit as per the specified rule.« of
the organisation,
it is the general
opinion that Equity headquarieie
should keep out of the mess now
and allow the principals to handle
the affairs in the way they have
managed to gracefully escape dinaster since Jeopardising of the organization was developed with nonpayment of MlariCi for the second
week until the following Tuesday
night after a walk-out appeared

imminent.
Equity headquaiters reprimanded

Equity's New York office reports
that if the bond forfeit isn't posted
with Lloyd's arrival Thursday the
show will be ordered closed and the

company's share for Friday and
Saturday performances so handled
that they will go towards defraying
the expenses of the
to

New

company bach

1

York.

Equity »h niHo preparing a mesthat
will
sage
go to
Virginia
O'Brien, demanding that she not
only apologize for her actions in
Chicago last week, but also submit
to a fine.
ThiH stand by Equity
promises to create a rumpus be«
Cause friends of MtSf O'Prien «ro
going to side with her with proof
they had knowledge no bond forfeit bad been claimed by Equity
when orders weie given by Equity
for the company members to proceed with the performances despite
no salaries had been paid.
•

'
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The One Man Vaudeville Show
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ONE OF THE REAL BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTIONS OF VAUDEVILLE
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•• follows, and on oagts:
cities

in
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nothing substantial in the act tomake it stand
very good, but there
Out.

BALTIMORE
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
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DENVER
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DETROIT
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INDIANAPOLIS
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KANSA8 CITY

The mob

is

at the Rialto liked

him.
are

Andy and Louise Barlow
and with few

MONTREAL

followed,
changes could hold a

They need a Bowery drop and
a little new dialog at the opening.
The act consists of singing, talking
and dancing. It was the big hit of
spot.

25
24
23
24
22
24
24
25

PITTSBURGH
PORTLAND, ORE
ROCHESTER, N. Y
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE
SYRACUSE. N. Y
WASHINGTON, D.

the show.

Ray Conlin and his dummy in his
well-known ventrfloquial act was
He had the house laughing
from the start. His talk ip all good
0>
1
and his finish still goes over very
big.
Criterion Four followed, just
an ordinary four-men singing act.
All matter In
VARIETY'S
The boys look good, but their singCorrespondence
OFFICE
ing is off key. Gordon and Healey
refers te current
were next to closing and acquitted
State- Lake
week unless
Theatre
Rid*.
themselves. Miss Healey is a stunotherwise
'
CHICAGO
ning blonde and Healey a goodIndicated.
looking juvenile.
Their talk is a
little fly, and Healey could cut his
Something' different In the air of dishing out their style of singing closing number, as it has been done
this week that has not prevailed in and piano entertainment. This trio to death.
many a moon. The old-time Majes- has been together for a good many
Phil Adnms and Oirls elosed the
tic patron pricked up his ears and years and have burned a trail on
knitted his brow as he had diffi- small and big time. Margo Waldron. show and would have done much

DULUTH

]

next.

I

CHICAGO

culty in explaining the cause of that
something, that something which
sent every act over with a thunderous bang, that something which
made it appear that the Majestic
at last was coming to be another
"Palace," for a home-like atmosphere was present which seemed to
get under the skin. It might have
been the fact that smoking was per-

mitted in the boxes and mezzanine.
it might have been the snappy first
rate bill which ran with a glassy
smoothness, but to a good degree it

must have been

the class of clientele

present.

better if in the middle of the bill.
act consists of two men and
girls, with a full-stage set of a
hotel lobby. Adams is a good comic
and the girls can all sing and dance.
They did bits and specialties. The
act held them in to the last.

danseuse. got more out of the trey
spot thin most any kind of an act

The

four

Miss Waldron is a classical
dancer and registers with both feet
on the ground. George Halprin, at
the piano, followed up with a masterly technique, slicing off a good
share of honor for himself. He did
does.

three

Loop.

numbers

Venita Gould varied her routine
from the program, bringing her impressions up to the minute in plays
Fenton
and character selections.
and Fields hopped on in high and
sold their chatter and dances for
high

applause.

Following

Steele,

were "hogged" who was preceded by Fields, was
by nobody, as no one's name was re- Helen HigginH and Natalie Bates,
Everybody got a with Horace Bentley at the piano.
peated twice.
break according to importance. Miss Higgins last season teamed
John Steel, who fitted into the with Miss Braun. The new song
headliner'a frame, surrounded his and dance offering they have, though
performance by a series of lobby closing the show, was strong enough
displays, including a victrola play- to hold the patrons intact. Both of
ing the songs he has sung on me- the women are par excellent at doMr. Steel was ing dances in doubles and singles.
chanical devices.

The

lights outside

very obliging, encoring to the ex- The act is tastefully dressed, staged
and costumed, and measures up to
tent of nine numbers.
W. C. Fields has a cholcy cutlet big-time standards. Mr. Bentley at
labeled "An Episode on the Links." the piano did a few numbers alone,
His dress
Fields finished to a high score, with besides accompanying.
the assistance of a funny, short fel- was very unique, as he wore an aplow, who acts as a dub doing mostly parent patent leather coat, cut tuxe
pantomime, and two stunning girls, style, with checkered trousers. It
who model more than anything else. drew a few comments. His makeup
The pace was set by Johnson and was a trifle too heavy for the lights
Both of he worked under, but these things
Baker, hat manipulators.
Loop.
the men have made an art of clumsi- he can regulate.
ness, injecting comical pantomime
that tastes of originality and pracWith ideal theatre weather pretice.
They were formerly Johnson, vailing the Rialto was more than
Baker and Johnson.
three-quarters filled, and it looked
Sherman, Van and Hyman deuced as though the picture was the main
it with a concoction of their own
event. Jackie Coogan, In "Trouble,"
which they serve as "Melodious was the feature, and the audience
Nonsense." They follow the path of had many a good laugh, making it
comedy and dig up a few now ways good for the La Beige Duo, a twoman hand-balancing act. The boys
look good and handle themselves
capably.

>»
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the Alexanders and "John Smith
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NEW YORK

KEITH'S PALACE,

F.

SAN FRANCISCO
VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO
OFFICE
PANTAGES THEATRE BUILDIpfO

with bright conversation, chalk
sketches and comedy caricatures of
box patrons, enlivened proceedings
in the closing position. Bert and Flo
Mayo opened with aerial stunts and
secured applause throughout the
j

I

routine.

With a raft of wholesome comedy
and Hazel Green and her Beau

Numerous good features marked Brummels headlining the current
the Orpheum bill, which was re- Warfield bill hit the mark. MUa

Green made things lively in the
closing spot. She romped through
several songs, with the musicians
applauded liberally. Roberts and
Boyne, with a boat set and comedy
talk excellently delivered by neat
than last week. Gallagher and Mar- appearing couple, elicited much
tin repeated safely. Duci de Kerek- laughter and were called back for
jarto won admiration for his brill- several bows. Wilson and Roberts
iant technique on the violin. Alex- provide good comedy and also dance
andria, billed with a question mark, with agility. Theyhad the audience
consists of two men who secure with them from start to finish, with
laughs with knockabout props and the double somersault from the
finish with xylophone playing to a springboard sending them away a
generous hand. Paul Murray and hit. Carlton and Tate sang songs
Gladys Gerrish were misspotted in well and displayed taste in selection
the opening position, but did well and excellent routine. Their semienough with production numbers comedy operatic finish brought good
and impressions of Marilynn Miller results. James and Bessie Aiken
and Ann Pennington. They are a opened the show. Miss Aiken, wearcapable couple, but need a more ing attractive costumes, sings pleassubstantial routine. M. and Mme. ingly while gracefully roller skating.
Richard Karsey, with their original She left a good impression, with her
gigantic myriophone, proved a nov- partner's snappy contortion work
elty in the closing spot. This act providing a good finish. The house
played here 20 year* ago. Harry held about two-thirds downstairs
Carroll in "Varieties of 1922" re- and only a few balcony seats were

ceived with approval by the capacity
audience
Sunday evening.
Leo
Carillo headlined and won his way
easily.
"The Showoff," with Fred
Sumner, caused laughs, with the domestic playlet scoring even better

"Cyclone" Thompson, a middle- peated last week's success.
weight wrestling champion, is organizing a vaudeville road show to
tour through the Central West and
Nothing to excite enthusiasm In
has requested the W. V. M. A. to the current Golden Gate bill, albook the show intact. There will be though the show pleased a capacity
eight acts besides the wrestler, who audience Sunday afternoon. Hall and
will meet all comers in the towns he Dexter proved a surprise with an
plays.
entirely rearranged routine since
witnessed at the Orpheum a few
The Frank Theilin Circuit of The- weeks ago. Flanagan and Morrison
atres in Central Illinois is reported aroused laughter with their lesson
Lou and Jean Archer ofto be on the market. Theilan oper- in golf.
ates houses in Aurora, Joliet, Elgin, fered the prettiest, most artistic and
Bloomington and Ottawa, which handsomely dressed act of the bill.
play vaudeville booked by Sam Browne Sisters filled next to closing
to applause with their accordions
Tischmann of the W. V. M. A.

and good

looks.

Eddie

Marshall,

With the announcement of the
Columbia Circuit that three theatres
would be operated by it next season,
and the forsaking of the Star and
Garter for the Imperial on the West
Side, several new houses will be in
Immediate Delivery. Single Pair or
the vaudeville fold next season.
Production Orders.
The taking over of the Empress
SEND FOR CATALOO.
at 63d and Halsted streets, which
has played vaudeville for the past
eight years, was for the purpose of Stevens Bid*., 17 No. State St., Chicago
furnishing opposition to the Englewood theatre, around the corner
from this house, which will play
Shubert unit vaudeville. This house
is owned by E. Thomas Beatty, interested with I. H. Herk in several

<2%

occupied Sunday afternoon.

"The

There has been a lot of chatter
about another big theatre to be built
at Eighth and Market street and
various managers when approached
about the matter looked wise and
declined to discuss the matter, intimating that epeech from them at
time would be premature,
this
Naturally the new house waa cre6>

STAGE SHOES "EU," the Jeweler

AISTONS,

Taking advantage of

this

TO THE PROFESSION
Special Discount to Performers

WHKN

Inc.

SCENERY

projects.

with John Drew and

has curtailed its local engagement by one week. The company
was booked to stay three weeks but
in a published announcement reduced it to two.

EVERYTHING

turn of afHairs, the management of
the National, across the street from
the Empress, will inaugurate a
vaudeville and picture policy.
With the Star and Garter changed
from burlesque to vaudeville, the
Academy, a W. V. M. A. house
around the corner from it on Halsted street, will find opposition. The

Circle,"

Mrs. Leslie Carter, at the Century
here,

Inc.

626 Stater Lake Building, CHICAGO
Phone: DKARIIOKN IT7«.

-

ONE GOWN TO OUTFITTING
AN ENTIRE SHOW
THE MIRROR OF FASHION

~rJtOM

i

LENORE

UNIVERSAL SCENIC

ARTIST STUDIOS,

IN CHICAGO

State-Lake Theatre Bid*.,
Ground Floor

MODISTH

HATS, GOWNS. COSTGMB8. LINGERIE
Suite 1011-13, Garrlck Theatre

lijilldlns.

CHICAGO
Phone Dearborn 54OT
I,. P. LAR8EN, M(;R„ ART DIRECTOR
and Leever, a new act
around'here,
although
both
boys
are
Violinist (Musician). Irish Step
YOU'VE TRIED THE REST
NOW TRY THE BE8T
locals, did not fare so well.
Their
and Scotch Highland Dancer. Plar
material is old and their singing
parts
Vaudertlle. Would Join Musical Act. n»irdoes
not
harmonize.
Columbia people, when running
leaque. Irish comedian, or Lad/ Singer. Tartner.
The Great Harmon is a straight vaudeville in conjunction with their
(Oldtimer preferred.)
AGENTS. Km* My Addrau. Virlsty. New York. violin and piano act. Harmon fiddles shows last season, procured the acts Next Door to Colonial Theatre.
30 W. RANDOLPH ST., CHICAGO
from the W. V. M. A., but, it is said,
THE FOLLOWING HEADLINERS ATE HERE LAST WEEK:—
due to the close proximity of the
BOOSTERS FOR STEAKS
Star and Garter to the Academy, the
W. V. M- A. will be forsaken and Harry Vox. Beatrice Curti», Jesse Block, Franclne Dunlop, Jack Lewis, Harry 8lf
munil and Evans and Leever.
»
that the Billy Diamond agency will
furnish
the acts for tho Star and
Steamship accommodation* arrnnsed on all Lines, at Main Office
Garter
and
the
National
theatre
as
I'rlcea.
Boats are ftolna; very folli arrange early. Foreign Money
well. Both the Imperial and the Embought and sold. Liberty Honda bought and sold.
pire deals were handled by Warron
Irons, general Western manager for
PAUL TAUSfG A SON, 104 Rait 14th St., New York.
Columbia Amusement.
I'hnnei Htnrvofc.in? fllflO-0137

Francis X. Hennessy
IRISH

PIPER—SCOTCH PIPER

Evans

"THE

13th

CHAIR" "PETE"

Soteros

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?

ACME SCENIC ARTI5T BTUDI05

AATZitj I

Y

TJ\JEJslEllT^

by Subscribing for
if

SUITE

every week

WEST RANDOLPH STREET
CENTRAL

4358

CHICAGO

it

THE BEST SCENERY MADE

The surest way. You don't have to depend upon newsstands
a regular subscriber to Variety.
Subscription. $7 yearly; $3.50 six months.
Foreign. $8 yearly; $4 six months.
Special Summer Rate: $2 three months.
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THAT'S ALL

BETTER THAN THE BEST SHOW

IN

TOWN
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CLARK
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Tait's

downstairs cafe has discon-

Club" conducted by Fanchon
and Marco on the third floor of
Tait's
building will continue
its
present policy of a revue, one at
9.30 and the other at midnight.
"Little

Charles

E.

Bray formerly asso-

Orpheum

ciated with the

& SONS

Circuit is
back in San Francisco for a month's
Visit

his

circuit.

The

latest

»

to hand it over, but the robber stopped him with: "None of that
fellow.
All we want out of
y°u is quiet.
You keep your

split

weeks

Musical
filling in

valley

several

in

KANSAS CITY
MAINSTREET— Vaudeville.
PANTAGES— Vaudeville.
GLOBE— Vaudeville.
PHOTOPLAYS — '•Fascination,'

adding more new

Real Adventure,* Lib-

Nnvman; "A

In

erty; "Chasing the Moon." Twelfth
Street; "Sonny." Royal; "Evidence,"

Mainstreet:
Pantages.

"The

1'rodical

Judge/'

DUNN

The Agency of Personal Courtesy
MnjcMic
rnntnsres
II

I

<>H

FRANK

The Royal changes from pictures
comedy. The initial of-

to musical

fering will be "Oh You Wildcat," an
original overseas revue of the 91st

Theatre lli«l K
San
PrnnrUcn

Mo

"I
(

j.Vi

.'

450 Kuslrr Terrace
Salt

Lake

Baltimore.

C.'>.

Utah

Vd

new show as compared to the
bill.
Only one act has been
retained, Torelli's Circus. Outstanding in the new edition are two novelty numbers by Roy Mack, the producer. The first, "Remember Those

ly

opening

not stand the gaff and shut up shop
four days ahead of the time announced. These two picture houses
are the first in Portland's history to
close for the summer.

(Wildcat) division.
lead.

—

under false pretense and fraud, l\as
been sentenced to six months in jail.
He advertised to aspiring songwriters that he would popularize
their efforts by putting in "Jazz"

where

was racking

it

He

positions.

in their

com-

pleaded guilty.

A daughter was born June 18 to
Mrs. Robert F. Lakenan, Jr., at the
Research Hospital, this city. Mrs.
Lakenan was formerly Leota Crider.
screen actress, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel P. Crider of this city.
On the screen she was known as
Leota Lorraine. She expects to return to the pictures in the

Harlan

N.

Thompson,

fall.

James. Great Santcll and Co. and
Walter Stanton and Co.

.

SIDE

PORTLAND, ORE.

52D

SHOW
8TREET

CORNER SEVENTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

The return of William W. Ely to
on
the management of the Hippodrome
theatre was the signal on Thursday Thursday Eve, July
a dinner in his honor given
by other managers of the city.

last for

I

The Peoples and the Star, to have
been closed for the summer, could

LOU HOLT2

John M. Day of this city, manager
for the Blind Boone Concert Co.,
died Sunday in Chicago from injuries received when struck by a
taxicah.

seen around the town.
The Barnes erew got the jump on
choice locations for their outfit henJuly 1-2. but their work only proved
a stimulus to the Sells-Floto gangs,
as they have covered pretty nearly
every board, wall and everything
for their show's date, .July lf>ing

«

to

JACK JOYCE

be

.<--*

The

Sells- Kioto

stuff

"THE BOY WITH THE
This

Week

consists

(June

26)— Keith's

SMUT

Bushiyick, Brooklyn. N. Y.

mostly of cloth banners, and there
are thousands of them on walis thai
n< v< r h« fore held a circus announcement. There must he nough paper

BROOKLYN "STANDARD UNION"

OUt for the two dates to fill the top
to capacity for at least one performance if all the free ones came at the

Jack Joyce

JUNE

27,

1922

Scores

the first big city

At the Bushwick

where the two combinations clash,
but tiifir dati a arc two Weeks apart
and both will do business, as each
has a Saturday and Sunday Showing,
"St.-.i"
continues
Th« Kansas City
Both outfits will Show On the same
its radioactivities and is broadcast*
lot. at K.th and Indiana.

Jack Joyce, the one-legged "\«>y
with a smile," carried oft top honors
;it the Bushwick Theatre last night
Of course, Karyl Norman, the Creole

SAILING FOR EUROPE
4th

, 1

1

1

1 1 1 1

time.

This

is

The

midsummer

edition

"Follies" at Electric

fashion plater, was technically the
with Sarah Paddcn as
runner-up. but the one-legged dan*
<»r proved i-y far the best treat of
th« evening,
bemdlinef,

Ihe

of

Park was Inis an entire-

in duced this week and

RAYMOND MATTHEWS
COMPOSER

i Ik

at 11 P. M.

assistant city editor of the Kansas
City "Star," has been visiting his
family here for several days.

same

PAUL BELDON

6,

MEET AM, WY FRIENDS
AND WE WILL, MAKE IT A
GALA NIGHT.

HOI K TO

formerly

I

JULY

AT THE

Elsie Janis and her gang received
tremendous reception here. Star has
not appeared locally in 10 years.

<

are laylns? off on the Coeftt
or planning to
pond a f»w weeks in
California come anil see us.

Theatre Hid*;.

Cincinnati, Ohio

ing some of the best programs in the
country.

16.

MEIKLEJOHN
"you

5C3 Montehus B'rtg
Seattle. Waih.
FOSS. 855 Hamilton Ter-ace

S reet

City,

SYDNEY KLEIN

FRANK GIBNEY

WILL R. HUGHES
Never In the history of the city
ELECTRIC I'ARK — "Midsummer was
there so much circus advertis-

Follies."

and

Kansas

Los Angeles, Calif.

I.

By

money.

CALIFORNIA

6.

l

.

The Kelly and Rowe
Comedy Co. that has been

young

8UNNV SOUTHERN

21

East

MAL KING
Gaiety Thratre Bldg,

WILL OPEN

money

Spend a Few Weeks

Providence, R.

MERRELL RCHWAR2

NEW YORK

,.„),

207 Supe.ba Theatre Bldg

Belknap Street

'3

School Days," led by Paul Rahn and
It is probable that the Lyric, conClyde Hooper is Mirth Willis, with the 12 Follies demned at the close of this season
manGirls
Newman
representing articles from the as a fire hazard, will be completely
The
the comedy
agement is building a new stage in schoolroom. The offering was called rebuilt except for the outer walls.
the house, and while the plans are "The School Days Nightmare." and Otherwise the Lyric Musical Comtemporary at present the musical brought shrieks of Joy from the edy company will be put to it to
entertainment plan may be retained younger ones and smiles from the find another house and there seems
elders. The second feature was the to be no other available.
Eddie Milne, manager of the if its proves a draw.
finale of the second part, "Tell Her
Pantages Seattle house, was in San
Joseph Donegan, manager of the by Radio," an original novelty preFrancisco last week on his way east.
with
sented for the first time on any
seriously
ill
Edward,
is
Hotel
take
to
New
York
He is going to
Mr. Donegan was in stage. Marie James, the prima doncharge of the Pantages offices in pneumonia.
an
na, led the number, assisted by Mr.
ago
for
months
some
hospital
the
will
Inverarity
Duncan
that city.
operation, but fully recovered. He Rahm and Miss Willis, with the
be the new manager at Seattle.
was taken with pneumonia a week Broadcasting Girlies occupying both
Tom Baily who has had charge ago and other complications devel- stages and the run. Individual elecof the publicity for the Loew the- oped. His condition became alarm- tric flashers were carried by the
atres on this coast is to remain with ing and he was taken to St. Joseph's girls, and a number of pieces of
electrical wireless apparatus were
Ackerman & Harris. In addition to hospital.
used with much effectiveness. New
the A. and H. houses Baily will
Dennis B. Owens, the young col- acts on the bill are La Sovia and
handle the publicity for Loew's
Gilmore,
Bud and Jack Pearson,
Warfield in this city, the Casino and ored man who was charged by the
government with obtaining money George and May LeFevre, Marie
the State in Oakland.

the

is

AL COOK
1562 Broadway
VORT NATHAN

JACK CROWLEY

Savoy Theatre Bldg.

M. Meiklejohn, of Meiklejohn and towns for Ackerman & Harris closed
Dunn, vaudeville agents, was in last week.
San Francisco last week looking
Ferris Hartman, musical comedy
over his offices here. This firm got
quite a bit of publicity in the local favorite of a quarter of a century
papers last week when G. W. Rad- ago, who recently opened at the
Auditorium in Oakland with a series
cliffe, one of their road men, was
an unwilling witness to the holdup of his former successes has not done
of a Southern Pacific station in as well as was expected and it is reModesto. Radcliffe was in the wait- ported that he probably will close
ing room with Mr. and Mrs. Buster this week or next.
Browne, a colored vaudeville team,
Louis Homeier. 73 years old, well
waiting for the arrival of the train
to San Francisco. Thje two bandits known musical artist in the San
drove up in an automobile, armed Francisco bay section died here last
and masked. One trained a weapon week following a major operation to
on Radcliffe and the Browns and correct an illness of long standing.
ordered hands up. The other looted Homeier was closely identified with
histhe station safe of $385.
As Rad- early San Francisco theatrical
cliffe heard
the command "hands tory.
up" he started to reach for his

Bert Levey

...

GERLACM

importance is the
of
securing of the Empire, Long Beach,
a full week playing seven acts. He
also has secured new houses in
Redondo, Venice, and four picture
theatres in Los Angeles that show
Bob
vaudeville as well as films.
Cunningham of the Bert Levey
office staff here is visiting Boyes
Springs in the interest of his health.
He has been ill some time.

and James Rule

latsraatloaal
Copyright SecBrcd
•

.

"Fremont Street
Boston, Mais.
J.

all.

.

to
to first one and then another. houses
The theatre evidently Is going to be acquisition

tinued its musical revue and eliminated the cover charge. It is also
planned to close this part of the
resort at 10 o'clock each night. The

Both -lag' at

Pittsburgh. Pa.
San Francisco. Calif.
H Detroit M.ch.
Randolph Street. New Detroit

ited

but who will control it the
The
promoters are "not saying."
structure will cover nearly an entire
block and will contain an apartment
house, department store and big theThe ground, which for some
atre.
years has been known as the "circus lot," recently was acquired at a
published price of $1,500,000 by
Arthur Rousseau. The new structure, plans of which have been exhibited, is to have a frontage of
more than 225 feet on Market street
and about 200 feet on Eighth street.

J.

3V2

508 Pantaaes Bldg.

Block

built,
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ter
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and

Broadway,

ARRANGER
New York

City

OFFERS FOR NEXT SEASON INVITED

AMMESS

Hotel Woodward, New York
Columbia University, New York

City, Until July 10th.
City, July 10 to Aug. 18.
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VARIETY

u

Friday, June 30, l&aj

aas

"STRUT MISS LIZZIE

WILLIAM MIN6KY
and

r

ARTHUR

LY0N8

8.

Preeent

Witfi

LAYTON

and the FAMOUS CREOLE
"GLORIFIES THE CREOLE BEAUTY."—Nmu York Timet

CREAMER

and

TIMES SQUARE THEATRE;

42d

St.,

Wert

Eve*

of Broadway.

8:30.

tt

CHORUS
Wed. and

Mat*.

2:30

Sat.,

ASK ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING AND THEY WILL TELL YOU
CHARLES PURCELL

AND THE
"Rtrut Mk» Llzxte" got
there with both feet—
lively

All that

Jf.

CRITICS

—N.

Y. World.

sort

Excel*

of a

—

Y. Globe.

in

songs

A

and

Five.

—N.

Journal.

FOWLER

B.
"Erstwhile Susan'* is the Stuart
Walker Co.'s bill at the Murat this
week. Elizabeth Patterson joined
the company for the rest of the season, playing the lead this week.

Gregory Kelly has dismissed his
suit in a local court for $1,000 back
salary from Stuart Walker. It was
filed

year while Kelly's stock

last

company waa

English's

at

here.

Kelly alleged Walker had not paid

him money which

fell

due several

years ago.

A new

1.200-seat

movie house to

be called the Mishawaka

be
built at Wishawaka, Ind., according
to plana announced last week.

Loew's State, movies, closed Saturday. Manager Herb Jennings said
the house will reopen in four weeks.

PITTSBURGH
By

COLEMAN HARRISON

PICTURES—Grand
"One Clear
liambra,

Call";

"Woman

and Liberty,
Olympic and Al-

Who

the

By a

recent opinion handed down
Pleaa Court, the Weiland Theatres, Inc., was refused an
Injunction against a lessee of one of
its theatres named Wilkinson.
The
plaintiffs sought to enjoin the defendant's operation of the theatre on
the ground that he had forfeited his
lease by keeping the house closed
at one period for over a month.

Common

A

picture with plenty of local color

Walked has been produced here and will be
shown here early in July.
It is
titled "Mr. Dedd Mann's Island," and
was filmed for the benefit of the
Sewickley Valley Hospital Cot Club.

COUPON

Many

BOOK STRIP!

of

the

palatial

homes

of

Sewickley are shown. The scenario
the pen of Lowell W.

was from
Nichols.

Shubert plans for Pittsburgh for
the coming season will probably be

FORT SMITH. ARK.

prediction fairly safe at this
date that it will be the Nixon or
nothing for Shubert vaudeville. The
fact that that house is directly opposite the Davis makes the war possibility the more interesting.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
By L. B. SKEFFINGTON
LYCEUM— Lyceum Players

In

"The Purple Mask."
TEMPLE—The Manhattan Players In "Experience."

PICTURES— "Queen

o*

the Turf,"

Rialto.

Florence Shirley, leading woman
of the Lyceum Players, has signed
to play the lead in a new play Avery
Hopwood has written for production

by Waarenhals and Kemper.
leaves the company this week.

She

The Rochester •'American" made

Out Front
The admiration that I. Mill*?
Stage Shoes receive from
out fro St is no keener
than the admiration for his
street styles

Out

when you

are

The Broadway
your store with a

Front.

Store

is

service that

is

dedicated to

members of your profession.

I,
Fifth Ave. At 4 (Hh

15

Si.

Wf«t

Ed

"Union Record," has succeeded Mrs.

Martha Potter as press agent

of the

Palace Hip.
Bill

Hartung, assistant manager

of the Orpheum, is traveling about
the state doing publicity for a series
of Vancouver, B. C. -Seattle auto

polo Karnes that are being played.
is slated

The Orpheum house here
to

reopen Aug.

498 Fulton Street, Corner o£ Bond

A

Lively Party.

—N.

Taleg ram

.

SYRACUSE,

N. Y.
CHE8TER B. BAHN
WIETING—AH this .week, WestBy

20.

of

Normandy"

—

understood,

is

interests.

M. Schine

J.

acting for

is

l>ear.

Albert
Salk,
old-time
circus
strong man, but who for some time
has resided at Horseheads, was admitted to citizenship in naturalization court at Elmira last week, al«
though his witnesses failed him.
Saik, a native of Syria, had taken
out his first papers in Mississippi.
When his application waa called up
he learned his necessary witnesses
were in that state. Saik recalled,
however, two Elmira railroad men
had known him in Mississippi, and
the court permitted them to testify
in lieu of the missing witnesses.

of Gloversville

is

the only West Side picture house
now open at Oswego. The leases
to the Orpheum and the Hippo-

drome are

held by the Morton
interests, but these arc expected to
still

change hands

shortly.

Nace Bonville has Joined the

The Richardson

theatre, Oswego,

recently leased by J. M. Schine ef
Gloversville,

will

I**

SCHNEIDER A AN'DKB.SOX

WEST

49th ST.

remodeled to

some extent as a result of a con*
ference between Schine and Nor*
man L. Bates, owner of the prop*
erty.
The loges will be eliminated
and the seating capacity of the
lower floor will be increased. Schina
plans to reopen the theatre in August.

Margaretville, N. Y., Is slated for
a new picture house. Charles A,
Sanford will be the builder.
G. H. Brown will erect a new
picture palace at Old Forge, N. Y.

Webster Pictures Corporation of
Lee Langdon
Albany dis-

this city has delegated
to represent It in the
trict.

New

The Strand, owned

staff

of the Professional Players Inc., of
this city, and is directing the production of "The Firefly," the old
Trentinl starring vehicle,
which will open the Playc rs' eight
weeks of light opera at the Bastahle

^

« oV$X

The a
for The Boudoir\^

Y
STEINS MAKE UP

.

Emma

K0RTH RflIVER
West 34th

31

*

HrVSTEIN COSMETIC CO./fif'
S\£X*30 BROOME SJv>

/

S
SAVINGS
DANK
B
Street,

New York

has declared a dividend at the rale of

FOUR PER CENT.
ami

FOR SALE

ONE-QUARTER VALUE

be the

chester Players in "Forever After."
This dramatic troupe is going
stronger weekly. There's just one
criticism the pLys given so far,
with one exception, feature roles for
the leading woman, Lillian Desmonde. An equal chance for Leslie
Adams, leading man, would further
strengthen. Next week, "Jim's Girl."
The Kodeco Realty Corporation of
B. F. KEITH'S— Vaudeville
Binghamton has practically closed
STRAND— "Turn to the Rights
a deal for the purchase of property
KMPIREr-"Queen of the Turf."
at 105 Washington avenue, Endicott,
SAVOY— "The Truthful Liar."
ROBBINS-ECKEL— "The Worlds for a theatre site. The deal is being
handled by Ned KornblUe, presiChampion."
RIVOLI— "Just Around the Cor- dent of the Kodeco company, which
is associated with the Comerford
ner."
interests of Scranton, owners of 56
Two Syracusans playing on cur- houses.
rent Keith bill, Genevieve Finlay,
operatic contralto, and Jimmy SteiWatertown's municipal adminisger, at the piano for Jack Rose.
tration has swung into line 'or clean
carnivals with the announcement by
Syracuse now boasts of the "Syra- Mayor Robert E. Cahill that the
cuse Academy of Dramatic Art?," Common Council in the future will
which, you can take it from its adv. require good evidence fr>m any
copy, offers instruction in "acting, carnival applying for a city license
dancing and form reducing."
that It is of high type and of real
amusement or educational ralue.
Emilie Fitzgerald, dancer, is on
the Onondaga roof.
Stock of Charles Sesonske of
Watertown in the Oswego AmuseThe Goodwill. Johnson City, play- ment
Co. passed to Harry Morton,
ing films, closed for the summer on his
former partner, at a public aucMonday.
tion held last week.

SCENERY and COSTUMES
BROADWAY PBOOl CTIONS
10,000 COSTUMES
MADK 1IT MTIIJ.K. HICK SON,

will

second week's show, and the season
will close with "Carmen," in which
Marta Wittkowska, formerly of the
Chicago Grand Opera Co. w ill ap-

Abe Hurwitz, former manager of next week. Jefferson
De Angelis
the throe Jensen-V'on Herberg pic- and Eva Olivetta
will head the east
ture houses here, is now the managing editor of the Jacksonville, Fla.,
"Journal."
Hurwitz was formerly
with the Seattle "Star," a Scripps
paper.

419

Y. Herald

12

Chimes

by

Rivers, dramatic editor of the

42nd" Sfreet

Hrio{iyn Shop

i

J. E. (Eddie) Milne, former manager of the local Pajitagcs house, is
on his way to New York, by way of
San Francisco and New York, to
take charge of the Pantages New
York booking office. D. G. Inverarity has succeeded Milne as manager of the Seattle house.

York

the Seattle "Star." has anpouneod
her engagement to John Sefrcneaaman, an artist on the same paper.

1554 Broadway

—E m

The marriage will take place some of "The Firefly," the other berths
time later this summer.
being filled by Syracusans.
"The

it

SEATTLE

Daisy Henry, dramatic editor of

MILLER

Ethiopian

pep and ginger.

— Telegraph.

first appearance on the street
The dramatic and picture
departments were notable, by William P. Costello, for several years
with the "Democrat and Chronicle."
"Bill" received the usual bunch of
typewritten
matter which local
Joe Weber. New York producer,
houses send to the papers, and Just
as promptly tossed it all into his and Mrs. Weber, are now at the
capacious waste basket. The same Thousand Island House, Alexandria
basket still yawns for more, says Bay, for a vacation and rest.
Bill, because he hns a brand new
The Henry Carleton Players, at
typewriter that he likes to write his
Rorick's Glen theatre, Elmira, are
own dope on.
doing "The Woman He Married"
The Rochester Motion Picture Ex- this week.
hibitors' Association held its annual
Silvio
picnic on Tuesday, with Sidney
Meneguzzo,
professional
Cohen of New York and Comerford, musician, now flutist in Conway's
Pennsylvania theatre magnate, as Band, is seeking an annulment of his
marriage to Mrs. Nellie Meneguzzo
guests.
on the ground that she had a former
Rev. William Wallace Rose, pastor husband living at the time of their
of the Universaiist Church, and a marriage. The woman was recently
minister whose Sunday evening ser- committed to the State Hospital for
vices are featured by travel talks the Insane. J. Frederick Schofleld,
and illustrated drama-lectures, has also a professional, of Niagara Falls,
attacked the University of Rochester identified the woman's picture as
because the Eastman theatre is to that of his wife, who had left him
be open Sunday nights. The univer- to wed the flutist.
sity trustees name the directors of
Thomas L. Lowery of Syracuse
the Eastman School of Music, of has purchased the Capitol. Oswego,
which the theatre Is part.
N. Y., from Harry Morton. Lowery,
its

Saturday.

w

LIZZIE"
with

Sizzles

PALMER
GEORGIE PRICE
JACK DEMP8EY

st

Alone"; Regent and Blackstone, "Our announced in the near future. The
Leading Citizen"; State, "Broken Nixon, as Variety announced five
Silence"; Savoy. "Perjury"; Cam- months ago, seems their vaudeville
eraphone, "Reckless Youth"; Aldine. house next season. Since that time,
however, various obstacles have
"Black Bag."
arisen, and even yet it is known that
With the current week the Al- there has been no definite agreement
hambra in East Liberty, the largest it will be the Nixon. Several persingle holding of the Friedberg- sons here have gone so far as to
Adler Interests, breaks into the flrst- predict that Shubert vaudeville will
not come in here this season should
run class.
they be unable to land the Nixon.
Pitt, under Harry Davis' direcThe
Practically all the picture houses
tion, which Incidentally has been
closed after the recent Majestic roof
reported
for sale, is out of the quesagain
with
collapse have re-opened
tion as a vaudeville rival to the
the exception of the Majestic itself.
and
Director McCandless intends to close Davis. The erstwhile Shubert
any theatre that violates any of the the Duquesne have both been tried
and found wanting, which makes
formal regulations in the least.

in

of

MIDNIGHT SHOW THURSDAY AT

to

is

most pretentious

Y. Tribute.

aer-as

INDIANAPOLIS

HALE HAMILTON

fering.

dancing.

Jazz party.

strut Yo> Stuff to the

By VOLNEY

PAUL VVHITEMAN
MAX D. 8TEUER
EDGAR SELWYN

ALEX. CARR

WERE UNANIMOUS IN THEIR PRAISE OF "STRUT MISS

The peppiest

needed for an

uproarious evening.

sudumt »how.

—

is

GENE BUCK

BARNEY BERNARD
RAYMOND HITCHCOCK
SAM SHIPMAN

EDDIE CANTOR
WM. HARRIS, JR.
ROBERT WOOL8EY

DAVID BELA8CO
GRACE LA RUE

NORA BAYE8
EARL CARROLL
BEN AMI

/>«

r

Oepotdt* in*, lr
IS,
1.

will

draw

annum payahh«>n

on

or before July
from duly

Interest

I'.fit.

after July 11, 1923

On and
dend.,

after October 1. Wit. divi|>e credited and paid

will

quarterly

Bunk Open Week Day*:
1 !

Moadaytt, 10 A. M. to 7 I". M. Saturday**, 10 A. M. lo
Otber dnj«, 10 A. >!. to S P. M.

Noon.

Charles Rohe, President.

George T. Connett, Sec'y and Treas.

Friday,

June

80,

IWg

VARIETY
MLLE.

MARTINEZ

MARION and RANDALL

BUFFALO

BALTIMORE
ROBERT F. SISK
CENTURY — "Across the Border."

By SIDNEY BURTON
Samuel Carver, manager of

By

RIVOLI— "Domestic Relations."
NEW— "Trouble."

GARDEN— "The Man

from Lost

River" and pop vaudeville.

HIPPODROME

—

"Shackles

of

Gold" and Loew vaudeville.
"South of Suva."

PARKWAY—
PICTURE GARDEN— "The

itive

Prim-

Lover."

LYCEUM- Dark
MARYLAND— Vaudeville.
.

Next week DeWolf Hopper, at the
head of a Gilbert and Sullivan opera
company, including Herbert Waterous, J. Humbird Duffy, Arthur Cunningham and Alice Mackenzie, will
open a three weeks' engagement at
Their first week's
Carlin's Arena.
operetta will be "The Mikado." John
Pollack and Fred Bishop will have
charge of the new company and it
will play at $1 top. Yards and yards
of publicity have been carried in the
local

papers on

it.

last week of the George MarPlayers at the New Lyceum
was featured by a reception SaturThe closing play
day afternoon.
was "Good Gracious, Annabelle.

The

shall

The Lyceum stock circulated a
questionnaire during its final week,
seeking to ascertain the amount of
spirit that desired a winter reperActoire company in Baltimore.
cording to rumor there will be but
two legit houses here next winter,
and the Lyceum will not be one of
them. The remarkable success of
the nine weeks' spring season has
started the ball of public sentiment
to demand a return of the company
next season. According to the circular,

Leo

Carrillo,

Roland Young

and Elizabeth Rlsdon, along with
others, will be imported from time
to time to act as guest stars.
Lee McLaughlin, brother of Leonard McLaughlin, manager of the
Auditorium, and who has been employed in the box office, made his
stage debut last week, when he
Played Alec in "Good Gracious,
Annabelle."
He acquitted himself

DETROIT

the
film ture, "Lady Godiva,"
Empire, pleaded guilty in Federal exchange building in Detroit.
It
court to defrauding the government will be located at Cass and Charof money collected as taxes at the lotte avenues.
Ground will probThe Auditorium Hall is the pioneer
house and of failure to make correct ably be broken within a few weeks of the radio dance, in Montreal, at
returns to the* government. Carver and it will be completed late in the least, and the radio they have imwas indicted on six counts at the fall. This is the first concern to ported and installed is reputed to
May term of Federal court in Roch- break away from the Joseph Mack be one of the finest on the market.
ter.
It was charged that he railed building, which houses all of the
to turn over $420 in collected taxes. film companies at the present time.
The penalty amounts to over $6,000.
D. C.
On Carver's promise to pay $500 of
the fine at once sentence was dePhotoplay business fook a turn
By HARDIE MEAKIN
ferred. He stated that he is leaving for the better last week on account
The Rapley interests, owners of
the theatre business and will join of the cool weather. Sunday night
the sales staff of a film company.
reminded one of the good old days the National theatre are evidently
difficulties in getting
experiencing
of the fall and winter, as every
proper legal authority to go ahead
Local picture houses appear to downtown and even outskirt theatre with the rebuilding of the house,
did splendid business.
Many exhave gone organ mad. The Hippo- hibitors
planned to close dur- plans for which have been drawn
drome is about to install the largest ing July who
and August have definitely and accepted and contracts let for
The
unit organ ever heard here.
decided to remain open, as they the work.
Elmwood, a neighborhood house, has anticipate
Under the terms of the will of the
a summer considerably
just completed the installation of a
cooler
With cool late owner the estate is so tied up
last year.
new one, said to be second only to weatherthan
that it was necessary to get the
and
everybody
working,
that of the Lafayette Square.
Detroit exhibitors should show a court's action before the actual reconstruction work could be started.
profit for the summer months.
In the transfer to Chicago of JefAt the present time the work is apfry Lazarus, special exploitation
parently at a standstill, and if imman for First National, Buffalo loses
Robertson-Cole has two first-run mediate steps are not taken to get
one of its most resourceful film pictures this week, "Gay and Devil- the new building ready it will not
pluggers.
ish" at the Capitol and "The Son be completed in time for occupancy
of the Wolf" at the Adams. Asso- with the beginning of the new seaciated Exhibitors have "When the uon, as was the hope of W. H. RapDevil Drives" at the Madison; "For ley, present owner of the house.
For the first time since it came the Defense" is at the Broadway,
under the management of Louis and "Arabian Love" at the Fox6. Z. Poll, it is also reported, is to
Lcvand the Empress is closed. It Washington.
spend considerable money on the
plays vaudeville and picUjres, and
interior of the theatre here bearing
shut
a
books through Pantages. ^t
The Majestic Players in "The his name, and which presents Shuweek ago and will stay closed until Brat" at the Majestic, while Bon- bert's attractions. This house is
the influx of tourists becomes more stelle
Players
offer
"Wait Till owned by the government and it is
noticeable. That time is expected to We're Married" at the Garrick.
a constant question as to just how
be about July 15, maybe a little
soon the officials of the Treasury
June and early July are bad
later,
Department, under whose jurisdicweather
has
Garrick

WASHINGTON,

DENVER

is
The
E. D. Stair, who
the
for local theatres.
not so hot, but the local theatre- playing Shubert attractions, is keepattractiveness
ing
everybody
much
on
edge.
Some of
too
find
goers
in the hills and along the streams his closest friends predict he will
around the city to visit theatres. remain in the show business, while
The tourist trade helps very much others believe he will devote his
future activities tJ his morning and
in the late summer and early fall,
Sunday newspaper and his other
Charlotte Greenwood and the Oli- holdings. His lease on the Garrick
ver Morosco company in "Letty expires next May.
Tepper" closed a very profitable
eight-day engagement at the Broadway Sunday. The local critics did
not give the play very much, but the
By JAMES
star's name and the news that there
was a good-looking chorus did the
Orpheum Players in
business. It Is also possible that the "The Boomerang."
prices had much to do with the
Primitive

DULUTH

NEW

FOR SALE

WIVES"

Apply A. J. COB£,
Central Theatre,
B 'way at 47th St., New
York City

in Denver, will not be in the east
next season. He gees to the Wilkes
company in Los Angeles.

MONTREAL

By JOHN GARDINER
PRINCESS— Closed for reason.

LOEWS—

Elizabeth Solti: 'The
Chatter
Davis and Hradner; Chic
and Tiny Harvey; Turnrr Pros.;
Johnny Hines. Feature, "The Right
That Failed."

CHICAGO DEALS COMPLETED
The Star and Garter, Chicago, as
forecast in Variety last week, will
not play Columbia burlesque next
season.
The house was leased to
Warren Irons, of Irons & damage,
Wednesday.
Irons will play a combination pop
vaudeville and picture polity in it.
The negotiations between the Columbia Amusement Co. for the

Empress and Imperial were completed thifl week, the Columbia leasing the Imperial and arranging to
play the Empress on a percentage
plan.

NEW ACT

MOIXIE WILLIAMS'

Mollie Williams will have a new
melodramatic sketch as a feature

Columbia wheel show next

for her

scaeon.
It is called "The Woman
In the Dark," and was written by
Wm. Lytell, father of Bert Lytell,
the picture star.
The piece calls
for a cast of six.

Robert W. Jones has been engaged for the straight role, and
Ralph Sanford as the comedian
with the attraction.

ENGAGEMENTS
Allen for "The
of 1922" (Shuberts).

Fred

Show

Passing

Olga Steck, Bobby O'Neil, Bradford Klrkbride, Maurice Holland,
Maxine Brown, Madalino Grey,
John Hendricks, Alice Cavanaugh,
Douglas Cosgrove, for "fcSue Dear."
tion the building is, will take it
Dorothy Mackaye, Joseph Kilgour,
over.
James R. Waters, Jean Adair,
Charles Lawrence, Richard rJtman,
The stock companies are still for "It's
a Boy."
continuing. James Rennie is the
visiting star at the Garrick this
week In "Moonlight and HoneyHarry 8hafter, who left Irving
suckle."
Cooper's olfice and rejoined the staff
of Arthur Horwitz lasc week, reThe Belaseo is continuing "Get- signed Saturday. He has Joined the
ting Gertie's Garter" and doing very
office of Irving Tlshman, also a
nicely.
Company's final week.

Loew

WATT8

ORPHKUM —

NEW GARRICK— "The
crowds. The first show of any merit Lover" (film).
played at the BroadThe DeFeo Opera Co., engaged for at all that has in several years.
LYCEUM— "Over the Border"
three weeks at Carlin's Arena, has way at $2 top
(film).
been held over for a fourth week
Co. did
Opera
Light
LYRIC— 'The Right That
Brandon
The
and will round that out by Saturday.
very well with "H. M. S. Pinafore" Failed" (film).
at the Denham last week. The comZELDA—
"The Son of the Wolf
pany is offering a series of revivals (film).
of old favorites, such as "Robin
STRAND— "Money to Burn (film).
Hood," "The Mikado'' and "The Bohemian Girl." They did not start
well, but business has grown steadCarl Jackson of the Orpheum
the first four weeks. Players has made a remarkable reBeautiful Stage Settings and ily better duringcontralto,
and Carl covery from an operation. Three
Paula Ayres,
over
Cyclorama
Bundshu, baritone, have gone
days after undergoing an operation
The bill f<»r current week is for rupture he began reading his
big.
Used at Central Theatre for
"The Chimes of Normandy.''
lines for "Fine Feathers," and he
•
Presentation of
The Brandon company will stay then took the stage in the strenuous
two weeks longer and then give role of Brandt with Mr. Kdeson
"FOOLISH
places to Wilkes Players, who have and gave one of the finest and most
FINE CONDITION.
a lease on the house, and will open virile portrayal! that he has ever
the coming season July 25. done.
for
Can Be Ueed for Vaudeville George
Barnes, who holds a record
or Dramatic Sketch
for long stays with stock companies
nobly.

feature, "The Beautiful Liar";
Capitol, Capitol Opera Co., feature,
"The Bachelor Daddy"; Strand, feaCo.,

By JACOB SMITH
Paramount is to have its own

has the vaudeville
entirely to itself now.
Keith's

agent.

field

SHORT VAMP SHOES

houses: Locw's Colum"For the Defense"; Loew's Pal"North of the Rio Grande" (full
Moore's
week);
Rialto,
"Yellow
Men and Gold"; Crandall's Metro-

Picture

bia*

Original and Novelty

ace,

Footwear
la

politan, "Primitive Lover.**

stock

and

mada

to

srStr.

Also stage shoes and
toe dancing slippers a
specialty.

Ethel Barrymore at Keith's July

Our ihoo art «t«S

31.

far

at oat

Ida laatflafl productions now
runnlaf as Broadway.
Mall artfars promptly ailed.
of

John
theatre
citis

Salb, organist of the Rialto
was stricken with appendi-

Cataloiua on rtqucit.

suddenly

cessitated

last week, which nean immediate operation.

"BARNEY'S"

Reports are that the operation was
successful and that Mr. Salb will
shortly return to the orchestra pit
of the theatre.

EDDIE

1654 Eighth Ave.

MACK TALKS:

Handy Spandy,

New York

No. 89

Jack's a dandy,

1

;

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS
Prices Reduced,

$55 Up

Mail Orders Filled F. O. B., N. Y. City.
Send for Catalogue.
u »ed trunk* and shopworn samples of all standard makes always on hand.

SAMUELNATHANS &&«* &S "V2«
531 Seventh Ave.,
Phone: Fitz Roy 0620

OLD TRUNKS TAKEN

New York

City

Between 38th and 39th Streets
IN

EXCHANGE OR REPAIRED

NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER STORE

IMPERIAL

— Howard

Aodempn

and Rean Grave*; Joe McFarlan
and Palace Johnny; Margaret Hoffnian; Edna Leedofll and J«-lin fiard-

R«t»y Washing no; Whitney's
Feature, "Come On
Revue.

r.«r;

Doll

Ov<

PICTURES

Allen, Allen Concert

Always dresses dapper,
Dressed

in

MACK'S

clothes.

Wise Jackie knows

He can always

land a flapper.

Ask CHAS.

AHEARN,

New York

(Send

in

at Loew's American,
(June 26-28)

your Limerick)

evkivn
1493
nip:

BLANCH ARI) cutL
IMOAim'AY. Ml W VUKK CITf

time estfffc tei mntrrlHl.

Comedy n«t*ln
hii«1

fctitfferi.

onr.
oh<

<

Written,
liinjr

»»

MNOLKfl.
It* written

*i»r< iulty.

OPENING! AKKANttKII.

1582-1584 Broadway

722-724 Seventh Ave.

Opp. Strand Theatre

Opp. Colombia Theatre

"
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1928

1

GOLDEN

M.

PRESENTS

"THE ACT GORGEOUS"
WALTER

Music by

ROSEMONT

L.

HARRY WEBER

Direction

Week (June 26)— Headlining B. F. Keith's Theatre, Washington, D.
Week of July 3 B. F. Keith's 81st Street Theatre, New York-

This

C.

—

CHICAGO OFFICE

LETTERS

Antcrnorc

Wkei fading for aaafl to
VAR1KTY addrru Mall Clerk
POSTCARDS, AD V Kit T191NG or
CIRCULAR LKTTURS WILL
NOT BR AUVEKTISKU.
LKTTKRS ADVERTISED HI

Millie)

Leonard Albert

Benson H C
Bonnet JUn-e
Button I ma

LaBelge Alex

Borsini

Mackenzie

I-eRoy Vic

Wm

Barnes Stuart
Barry Ann
Barclay J

LaFoy MUly
La Vardy

Croas

Bursa A Wilson
Byrne Mrs A

LqHl&nc Eugrnlo
Lonergan Jamea

Chief Little Elk
Coulter Joseph

a

I<oyde Lois

Carlton Avery
Claire Doris

Dale Jack
Delmore Geo
D'Arg^y (Jraca
Uennia lira G

Montambo A Nap

L*w

lMymonJs K
Raymond Kay

Errico Jos
L.o nt Gpai

Itont

Rose

.

1

A Tr

•

'

Howard

Jinnie

.saiiwyoa

Jameson E Mrs
Jordon Josephine

Frawley C

Bhcehan Jos

Hager Clyde

Haywood Eddie
Hoffman Aaron
Horn brook Mra

Howard Tom

Taylor Laura
Thornton Miss

Jackson Warren
Jones T L

Judy M
K»rlin

Khaym

R

E

Vann BilMe
\ nnet LeOra

Carle

W

IJayea

Jack Rcddy

A

2

Kuma

Leach LaQuiulan

2

LmTour A Elliott
McKay's Rev

GUS SUN CIRCUIT
N. Y.
Mujestic

Gorman A Wood
NasatTO A Ivanhoff

Thirty

(One

Fenwif k Sisters
"Melody Garden"

to

fill)

2.1

half

Max Zimmer
Riley A Rogers
Bird & Bird
(One

to

1111)

EXACTLY

to

Lyric

A Lyon

IV^rli

Sis

A

Variety's

"Night

WTBTOWN,

N.Y.

Aron
Fenwlck Sisters
"Melody Garden"

(Two

to

Plan
whkh

covers a

Globe

"Last

Rohearsa.1"

Homer

Sis

Pantnges

O'Hmlon A

particulars, apply to any

Pint itri
Pettit Family
Judson 'ols

"Juvenility**

Rhea Co

Mile
Brltl

Wood

Low N- si"
TACOMA

'

Belnionts
fifli

Colidunia 4
Perry •mway

I'll nt 'teres

I

111

to

f

till)

m

p.
f>.

to iui#

•

Laddie

|

A

Fred's

to

(One

TROMMER'S

All)

2d half

1632

Kinkaid

Billy

A

Ourrler

Empress
Blaney A White
Casson A

to

fill)

Fred's

BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

OUTDOOR DINING GARDENS

Novelty

DANCE AND DINE FROM
A

Co.

6*.

BUSHWICK AVENUE

Corner Conway Street

WillI'ms

Wright A Do^jlas
Duval A Symonds

Klem

William Werner

7 P. M.

CUISINE OF EXCELLENCE

sntf

TO

1

A. M.

Lartast

ACCORDION
FACTORY
la the United State*.

onls

Formerly

SIMONE MARTUCCI

of Masime's. Paris; Cafe

Montreal.

Kactorj

makes any

—

set

Come and Spend a

of Heed*
made r-j
band.
277-279 Columbe*

Sss

Avenua
FranrUce

and His Orchestra,

de Paris, Monte Carlo; and Venetian Garden*
Recorders for Victor Records in Canada.

Pleasant Evening

At TROMMER'S

Cat.

THIRTY MINUTES BY MOTOR FROM COLUMBUS CIRCLE
Five minutes

Phonos

(Flushing 91
Flushing 3880-J

7

walk from Murray

SILL'S

I

Hill Station, Flushing, L.

HOTEL

I.

R. R.

Broadway and

13th Street

Flushing, L.

I.

O

N

the Direct

Road

of the North Shore of

and quickly accessible from

It

can be reached on the

TRACK,

way

to

Douglass Manor, Bayside,

Long

New

Island,

the

Heart of

the

BELMONT RACE

Little

York.

Neck, Great Neck.

p. oiiin

Sands Point, Plandome, Manhasset, Port Washington, Roslyn,

Sea

Cliff,

Oyster

Bay and

all

the beautiful

suburbs along the

Sound.

H»ifr

MeCullonah
:.in A Carson

IV:

er'e

Oircae

PRIVATE DINING ROOMS FOR MOTOR PARTIES

POUTLANII. OUK.

.M :j

I'll nt a c«-*
T.lpinhl.i s Dogs

soula f>)
Victoria ,v Dnpreo
Charlie Murray
Pprlngtlnvt l'riva

(Two

.

rail
Mi
I

]>'

»•:!!

Alia' Offda

q

:t

Bryant

TTF, MONT.
l'nntnges

(8ft

Management
Julius Keller

i

I

(8ame bHl plays
Hi' na c>

(One

Carte service

Hayf A Lloyd

Verdi

V\N(()l VF.K. B.C.

Pant ages

Crane

A

Coacia

GT. FALLS, MONT.

3

VARIETY OFFICE

Wilde

(4-

Z'b'nl

Pender Tr
Jim Thornton
Gladys Oreea
!'..>!)

"Indoor Sports"

months.

A Day
A Caverly

Novelty
Charles Wiles
Wells A Montg'm'y
Radio LItea
Kddie Hill

A White
A Klem

Wonderful Orchestra

SEATTLE

Wills

ih

Ma'nettes

Beautifully Decorated*

TOPEKA. KAN.

Novelty

:-:

Excellent Shore Dinner at $2.50 and exquisite a la

Currier

A Williams
Wright A Douglas
Duval A Symonds

SEASON OF

1922

Alice's Pets

that

Fred Borons
Parrish A Pern

Ward A King
B

NOW OPEN FOR

Fred Lewis
Rassow Midgets

Billy Kinkaid

N. Y.

City Island,

2d half
Jcanette
Allman A Kevins
ST. LOUS

Tne

Pantafes

pcriou of from six to thrive

For

W

Quinu
Lady

KANSAS CITY

Blancy
Casson
(Three

Managing Proprietor
PLAINS 1471-1669

The Chateau Laurier

Walter Hastings
Johnson Co
C
3 Ambler Bros ,

The Leading

Pantages
(Saturday opening)
Paso & Green
Fulton & Burt

."<

D. PROUNIS.
Telephone WHITE

I

4

Danubes

Guerrini

SPOKANE

Schietl's

NICK

Piintagen
Julia Kd wards
Skelly A Heit Rev
Foley A O'Ketl

to fill)

MINNEAPOLIS

WINNIPEG

PAYS TO 'ADVERTISE

4

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

fiord, >n

via this plan,

Southern

A Helena
Thirty Pink Toes

Faatafs

IT

ll
Catalano Co
Maggie Clifton Co
Mason A Bailey

Hart

Waiter Weemt
Alexander

SMITH'S IRRESISTIBLE EIGHT

ran tares

2d half

Gallsrini Sin
Lornrr Girls

DANCING AND DINING

KANSAS CITY

Francis

fill)

I

Service

K

.v

"Petticoats"

Grand Opera
Lordon Sis
King A Wyse

Jack Benny
3 Melvin Bros

(The Pantag-es Circuit bills, at the
request of the circuit, are printed
herewith in the order of their travel.
The Pantages shows move over the
circuit intact. Heretofore the Pantges hills were published with the
cities in alphabetical or-lcr.)

Special

OPEN FOR SEASON

LaPine

A Mary Royce

Al

Central Ave., Hartsdale, N. Y.

Pantnges

Thomas Co
& Kmery
Carter & Cornish

Joe

OMAHA, NEB.

Six Stellas

Strickle.nd

Davis A Rich
Bayei A Fields
Kalahui's Hawa'ins

Venice"

In

Wood A White

(One

Joe Martini

T.-'i

2d half

Ramson

Alice

INDIANAPOLIS

Pruna

O.

The Masons
Beck A Stone

Harry T:<uda
Marlowe A Th'rst'n
8 Sanderson Co
Terminal Four
Al Sweet Co

(ruml
nrn Marsh
Knight A June
Lee Hlng Chin
4 Kings A Dad

2d half

Kivoll

Lafayette

Pertains

Pink Toes

TOLEDO,

BUFFALO

That

N.Y.

Victory

A Mary Royce

Al

N. D.

2d half

ROC II EST KK,

ALBANY,

Hughes A Moore

M

Popularity Girls
Nelson A Madison

4

FARGO,

Wake Up

Betty

State

2d half

Watson Kathleen
Wardell Anne

OMAHA

M KM PHIS

SALT LAKE
Paul a prr*
Mole Jesta A

MAY-NOVEMBER FARM

Jeffery

"Breezy Buddies"
Kola Jackaon Co

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

Ella LaVatl
Billy Barlowe

STOCKTON

A

Stanley

4

load A Price
(has Rogers Co

Leew

Around the Clock

H

plays

bill

Pueblo 6-8)
Kelly
"Country Village"

Bernivicl Bros

TORONTO

Inez

Fred Gray

Waldam Teddy
I

A

(Same

L'G BEACn. CAL.
Pant ages
Mrs R Jansen
Walter Brower
Craig A Holthwrth

smiths held a 20-in-24-week contract of only which 13 wee played.
They ask for the remainder at the
rate of $350 a week.

Tom

Skipper K'n'tly

Texaa Guinan
Bender A Armstr'g

Palace
Russell

Vcrobell Mine

Wm

Kent Annie
King Margaret

M E

Troxho Mra Gillian

Wakefield

Savoy

their aide within the specified time.
result it has been placed on
the general calendar to be reached
In proper sequence.
The Gaud-

As a

^:

(3-5)

Horl A Nagaml
Jteeman A Grace
Hibbitt A Mails
Powell Quintet
Lulu Coates

(Continued from Page 20)
8KATTIJ5
Downing A Whiting

(

R

W

Mlas

last

trial

BEST PLACES TO DINE

Faatages

A

SAN DIEGO. CAL.

imme-

in two hours,
Judge Hartman In the City Court
found the testimony and evidence
too detailed and intricate, and that
the Gaudsmiths could not prove

Mellill

Kent Co
Moran A Wiser
COLORADO SP'GS

Verdi
Erford's Oddities

WEEK

BILLS NEXT

A

Hoyt Leo
Jericho Miss
Jinks Geo

Madame

Sloan Tod
Stanley Ed
Stanton Ernie
Suzette Miss
Swor Irene

Friak Billy

Seymour A Jean'lo
Jack Conway Co

Wright A Earl
White Joe
Wallace Jean Miss
Watsika A U'atudy
Walczak Tony
Werner Elsie
Weston Patricia

Julius

Hyland Leo

Kaun Miss

B

M

V. ruhill

Barrio

A

I'nderwood

Buster Qulllan Co
Early A Early
Clark

Thompson A

Delntar

£i

.i

.

Forrest Amy
Francia Mr
Frear Joe

Shee

WO

Pa nt a gee

Huilvbert Gone

Robinron Elliot

Ryan

LOS ANGELES

Summers C B

TTrndri* k.-cm Ji»ui«»a

Kfcoda Cecelia

Fiber Warren
Fallon Evelya
Floyd Estclle
Forntan Madge

3

al-

later,

could be disposed of

Miller

Bros

A Kooney
Whipple Huston Co

A McGarry

* mie a

Farrell & Hatch
Futuristic Rev
Lady Alice's Pets

Clinton

Sherman Dorothy
Smith Winifred
Stein A Smith

Gorman Eugene F
Gibson Hardy

R.iuUII Helda

Kdwards Jack

Bowman

Roye Sylvester
Rene Mignon

waybe

tried to secure

week. After having their suit placed on the short
cause calendar on the ground they
should not be comp.lled to wait
almost a year when their claim

Waldeman A Freed

A

and"

fall,

diate

Jim

Little

Dunley

(Sunday opening)
Novelle Bros
Pickfords

Palmer Bee

A J

Gibson J

OAKLAND. CAL.
Pantagas

Smith

Errettos

Pamages

A Oz

Riverside

4

DENVER

Ront McKim Co
Bryon Girls

until

though they

A Symonds

I>uval

Nada Norralne

Phillips Jess

Scott

Nelson Hyde
Nevina A Mack

*

J>ockstae>r

W

Fox "Bobo" Eddie

Larry

Mrs

A McAvoy

Wilton

will ntJt

^heir alleged breach of con-

ffac&laim against the Shubert Advanced "Vaudeville, Inc., adjudicated

Cinderella Rev

Will Morris

Owens Marie

Freehand Broa
Furman Hazel
Francis I>orua
Francis A V'olta
Francis Marie

Miaaen Willie

DeVor Frank
DeWitt Gertie

Dowd

W

Wm

Newman

A

Emma

DcIIaven Milo
Davenport Paul
Day George
DeLane Dale

RIchare
F
Marco Mra
Macintosh A Maids
McKay Tom Rev
McKeever Mrs E
Ming Toy
Mansfield

Mack Frank
Moody A Duncan

Polly

Lullaca Frank

Csrbrey Mra J

W

Caruft

Pant ages
(Sunday opening)

A

.

lia^f

SUi
OCI>E*, FfAH
to

(.One

SAN FRANCISCO

Miller Viola

Lesnder Happy
Ledan Kolfo

Birmingham V

Long Bob

The Gaudsmith Brothers

<?ya

Mack A Lane

COsjtoav.k)
Kmile A Willie
Greenwood Oe
Callahan A Bliss
Royal Rev
Telaak A Dean

-'

Bell Jessie

Bsrney Violet M
Barret Jack
Bar to A Mel via
Beck Uddie

Kverettea Monl

TRAVEL, ~

^bLcancdy Molly

Borman Evelyn

Lang Harry

Rulowa Ballet

Kerr F James
Kuehn K A W

Allen J

ONLY.

OlfB ISSUE

A

Aubrey Burton

Jon^.i

A

Pantafes
I

Basils

L)i

(*•

Welcomes

Where Hospitality
umley
Co and Good Food prepared by an
Experienced Chef ia the Standard

t>p<>r»

AN OLD VILLAGE
H08TLERY

Newly Furnished Rooms

for*

Bachelors Only.
Special Rates for Season.

i
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AMOTHER GREAT FOX TROT

(SONG

DANCE

OR

)

By THE WRITERS OF
BENNY DAVIS
If

Dane

-

yoa
lag

SILVER ABMER

want

win

haa _i

tha

fas . cln

heart

ion*

*

no

•'

one
one

-

WE HAVE

can

wy^w^^gw^
•

Tay

«•

bo

"

Her J*

the

way,

up

It

a

yoa,

e

IEFRAIN:

late _
• waJtce

WiW
hold

- ly

keep

ad

-

-

to .
Tcr

data_

There*
With

takes.

you

bo

da

lore*

e

are

glace

mln- nte you'll get hold-cr. Dane

-*ry

j'..i.nj
Say

vane - lag,

J.

QUIGLEY

GaTick Theatre
Chicago,

ED

danc

5

Lass and Lash (New
and Loehr (New
and Jack Irving (New Acts),
appearing in the order named.
The regular bill was started by
Andrews and May in "The Wonder
Act" (New Acts), a revival of "The
Magic Kettle" turn which was last
seen in vaudeville about 12 years

Danna

ago.

her

The

J

J.

and a dancer who showed
Russian acroanother show-

clever eccentric and
batic stepping, were

Detroit

C

H..

show Monday evenAve. was the orches-

hit of the

He

helped

many

a

new

turn, invol-

untarily leading with his head and
body as he played the piano. Monday evening an "Overture" was
immeasurably by tiie straight, who carded, following the news reel. The
is all
over him with dfalog and musicians started upon a jazz,
played it like a restaurant combination and so well the house held up
the opening act for at least a minute with applause. The leader had
There are still
to arise and bow.
seven pieces, but a vast improvej

;

ment.

The 5th Ave.'s lobby has been
made summery with flowery deco-

;

I

\

rations and a fountain. The front
It
looks inviting from the street.
was cool Monday evening, but the
not
overloaded,
though
house was
likely no complaint on business at
tills

Pxill

50. WORKS

act,

AJ Striker,

I

28

To
In

art for next

man

ar,d

h^-iat-*.

n'fc

1

•

V<\

MACK,

-

.

lag,
tlon,

•

DOUBLES i

BOy&GIRL
TWO BOYS

do-Uie__

elrea

AL COOK
1562 Broadway
MORT NATHAN

Buk'iap S

'

Providence, P
I

j.

E^rt

6i

i

I

FRANK dBNEV

Sree*.

bCO

Cincinnati, Qh.o

FRANK

Mich.

FOSS,

Variety,

New

Voi

k.

i

£50 Harr

\

1 lir«

NEW YORK

p.

I

HAL KING
Ga ety Theatre B'dt
K**».«» City.

Vt

SYDSEV KLEiN
45C k u*:e«

SaitL«k<

Qr Terrace. Baltrrore

T^roci

Ciry. L tad

</:v

Md.

NEWS OF THE DAILIES

—

Two strangers registered at the
Place Visger Hotel. Montreal, as Dr.

to sell

an automobile

traveled.

In

which they

The woman was

located in

and Mrs. Gray of Rochester, N." Y., New Brunswick, and when quesand are believed to have some tioned there said that she rode in the
knowledge regarding the disappear- same automobile as Small did when
ance of Ambrose J. Small, who van- kidnapped, and her husband drove
ished Dec. 2, 1919. They disappeared jit. The police expect an early arrest
without paying their hotel or garage of the man.
bill, after an unsuccessful attempt
The Broadway Association is

protesting the plan for building the
gets the most now, though th* girl "Temple of Art" at 67th street and
plays most naturally and the swain 7th ayenue, New York. The Temple
over several laughs. This act of Art scheme is the outgrowth of a
The two-act. No. 3, with a Jew drives
worth working on during the sum- proiM>sal to erect a memorial for
comic, distinctly hurt another two- is
mer
to have it shaped up for the soldiers who fell in the world's war.
man turn, Morris and Shaw, next to regular big-time season. There's
closing, also with a Jew comedian.
plenty of room and the piece is elasAccording to word received from
The latter act was inserted in a tic
enough.
Prague, Richard Strauss has just
hurry Monday afternoon when Raytwo
of completed a new light opera entitled
Dries,
men,
Zuhn
and
mond and Schramm fell out through small-time calibre but with a big- *;The Intermezzo,"
which will reillness.
One Jew comic of either
with a better and more quire an orchestra of 66 pieces. The
characterization as in this first-half time chance
variety of material, are rather noisy text is based on Strauss' personal
bill would have been plenty anythe 6tb Ave. adventures.
where, No. 3 or in any other position. in delivery, but made
crowd laugh hard, a certain sign of
The "drunk" dog (."Don") of Offi- a
small
anywhere
else.
-time
smash
Turner Layton of Creamer and
cer Vokes did the trick for him. Tt
The act should have an encore pre- I .ay ton authors of ''Strut Mies
was No. 2. "Don" has been trained pared,
either
awkward
an
song
or
an
Lizzie"
now appearing at the Tlmee
to a nicety, regardless of how the
to fit Square theatre, New York, has been
drunk thing may be worked. Vokes awkward double recitation
physically and elected a member of an interawkwardness,
their
gauges everything rather well, not as
made up. Now they talk, cross- collegiate committee to further the
overdoing it, and this aids.
fire with extravagant tales of their interests of the Negro in musical
"When Love Is Young," with four families
for the full time.
education.
people, is a Lewis it Gordon comedy
A boy dancer among the six young
It
is
by
playlet of possibilities.
the Ona Munson turn ran
men
of
Elizabeth Renfield, a former memLeroy Clemens and features Tom
Douglas and Lillian Ross. It's of away with the act. Formerly Miss ber of the "Tulip Girl" received
youth and has youth in it. as the Munson had two dancing boys to $17,000 for the loss of her hair fola trio with her. Now this one lowing the explosion of solidified
The piece has been make
title indicates.
and she compose a duo. Miss Mun- alcohol. She sued for $100,000.
out for about three months, perhaps
son
is cute, but the turn needs refor
recasting
or
rewriting.
retired
A musical comedy by Vera Bloom
About 13 years ago there was an act staging, if not all new boys other
than the dancer. Without him there and J. B. Rethy with the score by
in vaudeville by the same title but
of an act, and he
not the same subject, The story of would be little
do it all. The turn has been
a bashful swain bubbling his love ran't
on the big time. The cuteness of
to a pirl while her kid brother is
Miss Munson and her limited stepsecreted behind the sofa, to be held
ping ability might be added to
CO.
up by the kid for small change and through
new boys, as mentioned, an,]
then to he "cut out" by a blustering
1421-23 Third Ave.
youthful athlete of rontrasfing size, make this act show stronger by the

HOLZWASSER &

letting

It

starts off

if

proceeds,
the finish

down badly toward

The company

The
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FURNITURE

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS
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NEW YORK

The Three Danoise Sisters in their
dancing closed the performance.

completely

is

good, according to opinion.

C

r*Dnte U | Blda.
Seattle Wash.-

r

turn.

ason.

s<

I'iiiiii
,„,

Sucerua "" eatre Sldg
Los A n je es. Cali*

>

is not their first Joint vaudeville ap#pearance. They can get along on
small time; nothing else with this

Bpubrctte

For interview, address GEO.

1

'+

join straight

E. Randolph Sf

CHICAGO
w%&

aweet de

VERPElL rchwapz

Detroit.

tion.

,

CATAYLOR TRUNK
W44ihSr.

The opening

Wardrobe

Trunk-

NEW YORK

time.

COMEDIAN WANTED

Size.

rNbro.

yoa

eyea that

Loeeh

a contortionist, got IS much as any
passed
other turn, not for what he did but and after the centre has been
An Impromptu tight that holds
laughs in the working up flops badly
through its staglncss in a< tual ac-

TrunKS
210

.

When the orchestra could run
away with the hit it followed nothfor amusement.
ing startling was among the vaude- makes
briskly, but weaken! a*<
ville.

'

those

la

try
to

& Sont_

'3

312 Savoy Tneatre B'd
P.ttaburgh, Pa.

(namo unknown) was always a
worker individually, even when the
playing was ruined by the women.

stopping combintaion.
Pierce and Ryan, a two-man comedy talking act, accepted a tough
assignment in the next to closing
Bpot, but came through Oaring. The
comic is a corking character actor,
doing an old a. k.
He Is helped

ar

loTt'a

wACK CROWlEY

GERLACh

ing at the 6th
That's so uncommon for the
tra.
6th Ave. it's worth more than passThe women in the
ing comment.
6th Ave. placed there during the
strike continued until recently, making the orchestra about the most
terrible organization in the metropolitan district, left last week, replaced by men, with the same male
continuing.
That leader
leader

contributing factor.
Ibach's
Entertainers,
featuring
Ben Meroff, a bunch of Jazz musi-

Taylor

With

worth
.
da

heart.

.8 T-emcnt S'.'ee*
Boton, Mats

FIFTH AVE.

The Carrol Girls (New Acts)
hung up one of the hits of the
show with harmony singing and
piano playing.
Douglas and Karl
(New Acts) next also panicked
them with rough slapstick comedy
that found a home
The
here.
dancing of the pair was another
next,

£ew

tloo,

—

season;

the 4,

•

Pierce may be how he did it. He did only three
rough handling.
Ren Pierce, a former Dutch comic tricks, but put showmanship into
them, made each look hard almost
from burlesque. It's a dandy duo.
James and Etta Mitchell in their breathless and his headwork won
interesting aerial novelty on the for him. He can take the opening
revolving ladder closed the long spot on the Intermediate time.
vaudeville and were followed by
No. 3 held Swartz (Eddie) and
the feature picture. The gymnastics Clifford (Julia), a couple from buron the ladder which precede the lesque, with burlesque methods and
finish flash or breakaway spin held material.
The man does a Jew
them spellbound.
comic, probably as he did it in burThe lower floors were solid sell- lesque, with the turn framed for two
outs with a few vacancies in the doubles and two singles.
For his
upper boxes and gallery showing.
single Swartz did a sort of monolog
Con.
that carried little weight, and at
most the act is for small time. This

(Continued from page 19)
comedy, there were four professional try-outs opening the show.
They were Lieut. Thetion French,
sharpshooter, who was seen around

See
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lag

•

JACK LAHEY

*

New

1020 Randolph' Street,
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San Francisco, Calif.
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35 &o. 9th Street
Philadelphia, P».
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JOS. L. MANN
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Denver, Colo.
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America's
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ART BOOKBINDING CO.'
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finest

designs

for dining room, bedroom,
library and living room.

I
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THE HUMAN TOP

Direction

D'Annunzio (brother of the
Italian poet), has been announced
for production next season.

A.

grand opera work next season. Miss Exchange
Thiede was with "Blossom Time" suspended
and before that with the Dunbar Liabilities
$10,000,000,
English Opera Co.

———

^
suing the Hotel
York, for $10,000
A woman found Monday in Cenfor Jewelry, which she says was not tral Park, New York, Sunday, sufreturned to her after depositing it fering from the effects of veronal
in the hotel's safe. New Year's Eve, and removed to the Roosevelt Hos1918.
pital was recognized by a mysterious
Ardell,
Marguerite
as
doctor
of Franklyn Ardell.
A print of "Nero" now playing at divorced wife
giving
the Lryic, New York, with a com- He left the hospital without
plete set of French sub-titles has his name.
been sent to William Fox in Paris.
The picture will be shown at the
Mrs. William Anthony McGuire.
Oaumont Palace, Paris, early in wife of the author of "Six Cylinder
July.
Love." while riding in her autowas
mobile with four friends
.seriously
injured when she jumped
Malvena Reichman, pictures, was
held in $1,000 bail in the West Side from the car while going down hill
Court last week for trial by the leading to a railroad crossing in
Grand Jury on charges made by Beechwood, N. J. The car got out
Angus K. Nicholson. Nicholson said of the control of the driver and
he was held captive for three days when the brakes did not work Mrs.
and robbed in Miss Reichman's McGuire seeing a train coming and
a collision unavoidable, jumped,
Riverside Drive apartment.
The
telling the others to follow.
Betty Lee was removed from car was completely demolished by
the
drove
who
The
man
train.
the
Hotel Cornell, 114 West 47th street,
New York, to Bellevue Hospital last car was slightly cut but the others
shock.
the
from
suffered
only
week.
Miss Lee while suffering
from a headache swallowed an overdose of strychine by mistake, inThe Vanderbilt Producing Co.,
stead of medicine for relief.
James Montgomery as the
witl?
directing head, plan to produce a
Leo Schutzendorf, German opera sort of musical "Way Down East"
star, while playing at the National in the -fall.
Opera. Berlin, in "Bluebeard," fell
through an open grave on the stage.
Leslie Austin has been added to
Complete paralysis followed. Schut- the cast of "The Inevitable" which
zendorf recently signed a contract opens out of town in two weeks.
with Giulio Gatti-Casazza for the Austin with Alphonz Ethier will
New York Metropolitan Opera.
have the two leading male roles with
Maria Bazzl the leading feminine
Mrs. Louis Tinker, better known role.
as Louise Kelley, brought suit for
absolute divorce against her husAnne Bronaugh has been added
band, Frederick M. Tinker, in Su- to "Abie's Irish Rose" at the Fulton,
preme Court.
New York.

Edna Goodrich

3)

BUSHWICK

KEITH'S

is

New

Netherland,

af^n

CHAS.

brokerage

New

are said

creditors.
the firm, recently had Nellie Black
arraigned in court on a charge of
threatening him bodily injury. The
girl said she had lived with Fuller
for seven years, when he deserted
her. Fuller had paid the girl $5,000
a couple of times, and she went to
his office for more money.

SPORTS
(Continued from page H)
head Bay speedway is a thing of
the past. Officials of the New York
Automobile club, which stages all
the big meets, have completed arrangements to put on their first race
at the Nassau race track, Renssalaer county, on the afternoon of
July 4, when all the leading speed
track drivers in the country will
compete for honors.
The Nassau track, which is a half
mile oval, is being put in condition
for the race.
The turns are being
banked and the promoters promise
the track will resemble an old time
auto one when the work is completed, although It has never before
been used for a motor car race, as
far as is known. The grandstand is
being enlarged and repaired, and it
is expected that close to 30,000 pc sons will witness the races Independence Day.
Special trains will be run from
New York, while the Albany Southern Railway, whose line runs past
the track, will operate extra cars.

FURS
pelts.

price saving.
Buy direct from the manufacturer and save at least one -third
less than the wholesale price.
Special Discount to the Profession

WARDROBE TRUNKS
NORMANDIE

IIOTICL
4

MS
WEST
1¥a

***

-:-

-:-

at

53d Street

fruit delivered to

—take

your friends

it

to

C

& SON

HICKS
little

BLDQ.,

A n'wny, N. Y.
FflONKt PITZROY 8848
38tb

K. cor.

675 Fifth Avenue,
Have a

your home or

your week-end outing

COSTUMES

-:-

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. FOR F.VKKY OCCASION.

We

TELEPHONE:
14-15

LONO ACRE

IftlJ

his all

for

MUSICAL LiBrARTV

LNO.

Bernstein is president; Saul Hernstein, vice-president; Jerome Kelt,
secretary, and Charles K. Harris,
treasurer.
K. C. Mills is chairman
of the board of governors.

& Snyder Co., was denied by Justice
Wasaervogel in the New York

M. Witmark & Sons have secured
for $196.20 against Sam
Supreme Court, who held that the judgment
Wilson, a pianist, on a $150 loan.

defendant's affidavits contain cer- Wilson counter-claimed for $850 as
tain counter-claims entitled to have a balance due on a $1,000 contract
tried.
Grunberg, a composer, is for services rendered in securing
suing the publishers on a five-year backers for the "Take It From Me"
contract
which guarantees him show, which Witmark published.
annually,
payable
$100 The authors of the show testified
$5,200
weekly, against the royalty income that their production had been runon his songs.
The contract was ning over a season at the time Wildated Feb. 27, 1920, Grunberg al- son alleges he was approached.
leging dismissal from service April Wilson's counter-claims were dismissed and judgment taken with
1, 1921, asking the $20,400 balance
for the remainder of his contract. costs and interest.
The music publishers generally deThe Starr Piano Co., which also
nied the allegations, and in their
amended answer set forth Grunberg markets the Gennett records, has
was not discharged; that he had evolved an advertising stunt via
not been given his $100 weekly ad- the disks to interest dealers in the
vances because of infraction of Starr pianos. The company sends
rules in that hi has refused to re- the dealers an ordinary phonograph
port dally at the Strand building record on one side of which is a
professional offices to assist in classical composition and on the
demonstrating ant' "plugging" his other side a "canned" sales talk on
the merits of the Starr piano and
songs.
Walter Douglas, general manager why the dealer should close the
for W., B. & S.. filed an affidavit local territory franchise, etc.
that between February, 1920, and
Surrogate Cohalan has appointed
March, 1921, Grunberg supplied
only eight compositions, which have Clarence Schmetzel appraiser of the
earned $330.55 as against the $10,- estate of Fred Belcher, late secre400.73 advanced him in that space of tary and treasurer of Jerome H.
time.
Mr. Douglas avers the pub- Remick & Co., fo.- the purpose of
lishers are entitled to a counter- assessing whatever taxes may be
claim for the difference. He also due the state. Belcher died Sept.
alleges that Grunberg violated his 11, 1919, in Stern's Sanitarium, New
contract by writing for others than York, following an operation for
Waterson, Berlin & Snyder, naming appendicitis. He had been married
Arthur Pearson's burlesque show of the same year to Flo Hart, at that
1921 specifically, for which Grun- time a member of the Ziegfeld
berg is alleged to have composed "Follies." Following his death his
(Continued on Page 30)
the music after his severance with
the W.-B.-S. company.
-

&

Witmark
Sons announce that
several staff writers have renewed
exclusive contracts, including Sigmund Romberg, Arthur A. Penn and
Noble Sissle and Eubie Blake, composers of "Shuffle Along."
Witmarks will publish the second allcolored revue scheduled for the 63d
Street Music Hall in the fall.
At
last

Use

The biseball team of the Theatre
Owners C. of C. defeated that of the
Film Salesmen's Club Saturday, 28
to 18.

Prior to the

game

the bet-

Your

You

wiuit leek

good.

Many

Solid

ALBOLENE

annual election of officers
week the Music Publishers'
its

and Prevent Make-up

Protective
Association
re-elected
the same officials and board of governors for another term.
Louis
ting
win.

Old-Time

the

was 5 to 1 the salesmen would
Harry Brandt was severely

spiked in the game and v/ill be
unable to play for several weeks.

morning. The "Follies" won, 10 to
Leon Errol was umpire.

Poisoning
Remove your make-up with McKes-

&

son

Bobbins Solid Albolene. Cute

the grease paint instantly.
lutely free

Abso-

from water.

The same splendid and dependable
product you use to buy back in 1914
At

all

druggists and supply stores

4.

generally

THE NATURAL
BOBBED HAIR,

In

%

and

1

lb.

packages only.

Without Cutting, $10.

San Francisco's big automobile
speedway, located at San Carlos,
caught fire mysteriously last week
and was completely destroyed. It is
supposed that a cigarette butt or
back fire from some automobile
startefl the grass to burning, and
this spread to the racing bowl, which
was constructed of wood.

Beautify
•:-

FOR iiirk— m \i»f to order
46th ST.. N. Y. CITY.
THE LARGEST C'OSTI'MINO ESTABLISHMENT IN THE WORLD.
Furniah Everything for Motion Picture Production*, Masquerades, Amateur
and Profeaalonal Theatricals, Minstrel Shows, Pageants, Etc., Etc.; W1*a.
Make-Up Materials, Make Up People and Profeaalonal Coaches.
(MUSICAL and DRAMATIC)

318-320

for

$20,400 on
the pleadings in his breach of contract suit against Waterson, Berlin

EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL

CITY

H.

motion

Grunberg's

Teams composed of Gerard's
"Follies of the Day" at the Gayety
and "Sally" at the Colonial played a
around baseball game in Boston Saturday

Low Ilearn divided his
William McGee, husband of Louise playing.
Groody. was one of the partners In time between sliding to bases and
E. M. Fuller & Co., the Consolidated watching the liquid refreshments
near the home plate. A clam bake
followed the game.
There were
Inc. aquatic sports and a solid crowd of
the show's people, despite threatening weather.

34 West 34th Street

T* *
A

by

tracted attention

Just the thing you need to add
the perfecting touch to your summer costume is here at a marked

NEW YORK

Jacques

summary judgment

'

SUMMER
wanted

WITH THE MUSIC MEN

which

firm

week

York.
in
to be around
owing to 2,500 or more
Eddie Fuller, the head of
this

Helen Armstrong, cafe dancer, Is
William and Taylor, dancers, have The Nassau track, which is located
suing
Marechal
retired
Tissot,
been added to 'Strut Miss Lizzie"
French otflcer for $50,000 heart balm. at the Times Square theatre, New on the fair grounds, is 12 miles
from Albany, on the Boston Post
York.
road.
It will be the first time an
Elsa Thiede has succeeded Sophia
Brandt tm prima donna of the St.
The fourth edition of George auto race has been staged in the
Louis Municipal Opera, who re- White's "Scandals" will be presented vicinity of Albany in more than five
signed so that she could take a rest in New York, Aug. 1.
years. The last notable event beIn preparation for her concert and
tween buzz wagons In Albany was
The authors of "Shuffle Along" staged at the old Abbey, when Bob
completed a new book and score, Burman, the "speed king," broke
which they have put in rehearsal so the New York state record for a
that it can take the place of the
mile over a half-mile track.
A.
Inc.
e 63d Street thepresent show at
atre, New York, around Labor Day.
Eddie Cantor's Ball and Chain
Morris M. Glaser, who recently Gang (married men) won 16-7 from
purchased the Grand opera house, Jean Schwartz's Lucky Stiffs (sinEighth avenue and 23d street, New glo men) In the
baseball game last
York, early this week secured a
lease contract on Hotel Claridge, Sunday at Whitestone, L. I., during
the
day's
outing
by
members of the
Broadway and 44th street, to run 21
years at rents aggregating $5,000.- Cantor show, "Make It Snappy," at
000. He also commissioned Maximil- the Winter Garden. The unmarried
ian Zipkes, architect, to prepare bunch were odds-on favorites before
plans for altering the Broadway the game.
Cantor surprised the
Scarfs, Coatees, Stoles and novfront and lobby of the hotel, to cost crowd by presenting a
good playing
elty fur pieces, including the
$300,000. Three stories are to be alnine
who could hit and field. Johnny
very popular one, two and three
tered into stores, show rooms and
skin scarfs, in all the most
Munch,
youthful
ball
a
tosser, atstudios.
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MORRIS
EXPRESS CO.
RELIABLE THEATRICAL TRANSFER
Has Removed from 200 West 40th Street
238 WEST 49th STREET, N. Y. CITY
Day and Night Service
TEL. BRYANT 9557
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Face

teed to make
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Catalogue

V FREE
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New York
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The Summer

dull

is

i

but the Fall looks good
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While

it is

conceded

this

summer

will

have

little

activity in theatricals, all the indications are for

a brisk improvement commencing with the early
fall

season.

This

gauged mainly from the outlook, as seen

is

by the

themselves on

new

who

are busying
productions for the new

theatrical producers

season.

The producers

are after talent.

They want you, but
know where you are.

don't

remember or don't

Before casts and bookings are
aware you are available.

Try

it

set,

make them
I

by advertising.

Use Variety.

[The vaudeville field will be swamped by offers
for acts before the new season starts. Whether
bookings are lively or slow at present, the demand is there and must make itself felt sooner

or

later.

[There will be a denjand fbr many acts of many,
styles and descriptions for all classes of musical
shows and vaudeville, besides pictures, fairs and

parks.

Be among those that are going to be

in demand.'

Create the demand by advertising, telling where
you may be seen or reached or the name of your
agent.

Try

it

by

advertising.

Use Variety.

I

VARIETY
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THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

INCORPORATIONS
Albany, N. T., June

It,

American Commedia

Dell' Arte,
plays; $500. 00u.

Manhattan,

4nc,

and Mrs

fcjall

8ilverton

Kuth

Unpcr,

Mutiet

Subscribers.

A. D. Cruvcling.

Amusement

Corpora-

lion, Manhattan; capital $18,000.
New 8trand Theatre Corporation,
ffanhattan; capital $5,000.
Millen Bay Park Association. Cape
capital, $500

(Vincent;

Winmark

Producing

Manhattan;
Sue Dear,
ital,

ley.

Co.,

Three G. Amusement

HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS

B*acon,

Co.,

Corporation,

Pictures

Schubert

tan; musical compositions,

capital.

AND

kitchen.
SIS.Ca up Weekly.

Brooklyn;

Co.,

Leo Boyce Amusement
Brooklyn; capital. $5,000.

Co.,

Inc.,

Albany, N. Y Juno 28.
According to papers filed with
the Secretary of State, the Herbert
Amusement Co. of Brooklyn has
dissolved, and the Wilart Instrument Co. of New Rochelle his
changed its name to the Wilart
I

Cinema

$G5.00 up Monthly.

323-325 West 43rd Street

Private Hath, 3-4 Dooms, Cnterlnjt to the comfort and convenience
*
the profession.
Steam Heat and Rlertrlc Llffht • • - 90.50 Dp

'..'

with kitchenette*, private bath* and telephone.

Time* Square.

Un-

room arrangement

af-

Directly off

furnishing*,

iiNU.il

ford* every privacy.

355

W. 48th Street
LONG ACRE

J830

754-756

—

EIGHTH AVENUE
One Block %Yeat of Rroadwsy
Apartments—$l« Up

Ret ween «Cth and 47th Streets

Three. Four and Five-Room High-Class Furnished
Strictly Professional.

I

1

GEORGE HIEGEL.

11RS

Phones: Bryant 8930-1

algr.

IIIJMMIl.U ROOMS TO LET IN HIGH CLASS,

MODERN

$1,963.^5.

"L" Stations.

Gardner;

electricity, maid service, end linen included; telephone, bath,
kitchen on every floor for your convenience.
Situated 60 feet from Central Park West; IS minute* from hooking
office**, next Sth Ave. surface cars. 6 minutes from Gtli and 9tb Ave.

Film

Player

Pelham

Heath,

Club, Inc.; $861.82.

Lamar;

David
$494

A C
2 "t»"0

RUII.DINO

gas.

George

SINGLE ROOM, $6
DOUBLE ROOM, $7.50 UP,

George Price; Gerlach-Barklow
Co.; $87.47.
Jessie Reed; S. Merl & Bros.. Inc.;

14

ZUCKER CORP.

Byrne;

L.

PhotoFleur DeLys Films,
play Libraries, Inc., Lester Park and
Film
Wid's
&
Edward Whiteside;
Inc.,

Film Folk,

Inc.; $4,840.30.

Michio Itow; C. Howard; $484

W.

Wm.

HOTEL ARISTO DOUGLAS HOTEL
BEN imoRKTT.
101 W. 44th ST.
Noar

Moore Patch; A

P.

Manager

Broadway

ELECTRIC FAN

IN

ROOMS NBVVLT RBNOVATED.

EVERV

ROOM

With Bath, $12.00

Wax-

Co., Inc.;

Cinema Corp.; Victor

Ptg.

$295.19.

Phone:

&

E. Ray Goetz; J. M. ( lidding
Co.; $278.20; July 2, 1321.

Chicago
Scenery Studios

MUSIC

Up

Shop;

i

picture actor, June

20, 1920.
left $25,000

life

In-

and a

surance, payable to his wife,
note subscribed to by one witness,
Keit, which he intended as
his will, leaving all his property *o
Miss Hart. The note named her
and Keit executors, but was denied
ftrobate after a contest by Belcher's
nfant duaghter, Maxine, his child
by a former marriage, upon the
grounds the law required two wit-

Jerome

nesses.

ippOinted administratrix due to the refusal of the
Surrogate to admit the note for proUnder the Intestate laws,
bate.
fttnee only personal property was
she became entitled to oneleft,
third of that which Belcher had intended to dispose of by his lldte,
and his daughter the remaining
two-thirds.
Henrietta B. Melson. known professionally as Henrietta Blankc. the
first wife of the deceased, obtained
two orders from the Surrogate's
Court in 1920 directing Miss Hart
to file an inventory of the BelQher
As the orders could not
property.
be served personally upon Miss
Hart, they became void, and no inventory has been filed to date
Mrs.
fcfelsotl,
February
Last
claiming herself a creditor of the
estate, won her suit against Miss
Hart and secured a Judgment
Belcher estate for
the
against
The judgment was based
$2,575
upon a court order granting $26 a
week for the support of the child
which Mrs. Melson alleged had not
been paid for 70 weeks.
Oct. 15 Miss Hart started a separation action against Kenneth Harlan, and on Dec. 16 last was awarded $100 a week alimony and $700
From this decision
counsel fees.
Harlan took an appeal.
In her complaint, in which Bhe
sought $300 weekly alimony and
Hart
Miss
fees,
eounsel
$1,000
charged her husband witfi inhuman

H art was

support

MRS.

T. C.

FURNISHED

APARTMENTS
Prop.

W

his wife.
been fined $10 in a Long Beach
court, but denied that it was on account of beating Mis wife, but for

Bet.

Broadway and

St

CITY

Columbus 9780

1473

QUIRICO'S HOTEL

SOLRAPTS.
33 West 65th
3,

I

and
ing.

2 -3 -room
apartmenta. also single and
double rooms. $7 to $20; complete housekeeping: nlrelr furnished: bath, telephone, hot water; cool and comfortable.

.

Harlan, in his answer, denied the
except th.it he was
separated from his wife and had
been in a police court twice through

allegations,

Columbaa 2273-4

Phone:

1177 8

8TIFTER.

7 1st

»

Open.

C
Q» Ph0M Bryant 10486
2 OT
>4 Vy » ***"
44th Ot.
*
NEW YORK CITY
Harlan admitted having

(Continued from page 28)
Widow married Kenneth Harlan,

The deceased

financial

little

Now

West

NEW YORK

Sth Ave.

St.,

New York

620 Eighth Avenue, Cor. 40th Street
Phono: RRTANT 109*

NEW YORK

City

Complete housekeepPhone In every apartment.
MRS. RILEY Prop

•>

rooma.

LONGACRE 3333
Furnished Apartments
AM) ROOMS
1—2—3 ROOM APART MENT3

Single

CITY

Room*— Housekeeping

SPECIAL RATES
*S

AND

Rooms.

PROFESSION

to the

IP.

Phone

THE BELVEDERE
FERNDALE,

N.

Y.

$10 TO $18
Modern; near Swan Lake and Casino.
system of two revivals and one new
COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
Horseback riding, -cuisine in accordance
Newton and thrashing Henry Lehrman. a picture play, which is similar tj the little
with Jewish dietary law. $20 a week
310
WEST
48th
ST„
N.
CITY
Y.
director, who he found talking to
and up. Send for pamphlet.
her.
He also pointed out that his" theatre production system in EngMRS. A. WIENER, Prop.
Some of the newer groups
wife was named in the separation land.
suit of Mrs. Olga Levy against Ar- for next season are already consid- parts of the country. That applies
MEN

Artcraft
P. Hensel. $100.
National Theatre Co.;
CO., $42.

BRYANT

PRINCETON
treatment,

and abandonment

Judgment

Satisfied

Vacaacle*

•

FOURTEEN FLOORS OF SUNSHINE
SINGLE ROOMS WITH. SHOWER. $1«.00 WEEKLY AND IP.
BOl'BLE. WITH TUB BATH AND SHOWER. $17.50 WEEKLY AND UP.
SUITES, WITH PRIVATE HATH. $40.00 WEHKI.Y. AND UP.
SPECIAL RATES AND ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE PROFESSION

W. 40th St.—Off B'way

207

$44.20.

Ziegfeld

Convenience*.

411

Rooms $10.50 Week

40.

Pictures, Inc.; N. C. Castri-

Cls; $3,225.

0720

HOTEL JOYCE

OFFICE ON PREMISES UNDER SUPERVISION OF OWNER
101st ST., N. Y. CITY
Phone RIVERSIDE 5026

l»f

Manhattan Ave., between lOftth & 109th.
Block West of Central Park West.—
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WE8T

Special

—One

FRONT SUITES $14 WEEKLY
5-ROOM APARTMENT, $25 WEEKLY

Joe Ward; Arthur W. Tarns Music

H.

20ft

ACADEMY

Phone

$86.72.

Library, Inc.; $38.

-

Up.

furnished tf>1C

completely

bath
bath,

tnr housekeeping,
h,.iis.-k.,M>m L' regular
rccrular kitchen. aJ»A*J
for
.Near Park. 110th Street "L". Bus. and Surface Cars,
All Latest Improvements, Telephone, Electricity, Etc.

WEEKLY

23.

John F. Byrne;
Costs, $108.85.

HAV^THlTCOMFORTS OF HOME
At Unusually Low Summer Rates
Weekly
anJ
and
POOMS
l\V/V/lfW
month.

!

HOME FOR PERFORMERS

Wid Gunning, Inc.; Marcus Loew
Realty Corp.; $1,313.20.
Cmemaplays, Inc.; G. Scandalis;

'

312

CIRCLE

THE ADELAIDE

Rate*, f 10.00 up weekly.

Roomii with hot and cold running water, housekeeping privileges,

Miss

51st Street

Fireproof building* of the newest type, having every device and convenience.
Apartments are beautifully arranged, and consist of 2. 3 anj 4 rooms, with kitchen
and kitchenette, tiled bath and phone.
$17.00 Up Weekly.
Address all communications to Charles Tenenbaum. Irvlngton Hall.

night hall at-

All

$21855.

Bolt

I

Industries, Inc.

(First name is judgment debtor;
Creditor and amount follows.)
M. Lynch;
Ourant;
A.
Basil

man;

W.

ELEVATOR

tendant.

READ AND SAVE

P.

of

HENRI COURT

IRVINGTON HALL

.e

Apartments Can

JUDGMENTS

Inc.;

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS
CLEAN AND AIRf
NEW YORK CITY

COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING.

Address All Communications to M. CI.AMAN.
Yamtis Court, 211 West «Jd Street, New fork.
Office in Each iluitding.
lie Seen Evenings.

Principal Ottlee

Geo. P. Schneider, Prom,

4203

THE BERTHA

C640

330 Weal 43d Street
Phone Itryant C13I
One, three and four apartment*
null kitchenette*, private hath and
telephone. Inuwual funiinhins;*, room
iirrttitffementw afford* the utmost privacy. All night hall attendant.
Kate* f 10. 00 op Weekly.

Inc.,

capital. $10,000.

\WSTUI
nifAfNrtlttii

One. three" and four room apartment*

THE DUPLEX

Capital. $40,000.

Service

*!

inc.
In bath* with *IiO*»th. Tiled idtrile*rttos.
Three room* hare fnil-rHeil

Rialto Producing Co., Manhattan;

Film

t4 1-847

Finest

hattan; capital. $750,000.
Wave Crest Amusement Co., L.»wrenco; capital, $2,000.
Ethical

Wf»i 4Mb St.
onr acre 1500

Phone I
t jpe elevator, fireproof bsjU4?
One. two Mn<Mhr«« room*: MDV*

Co.,

— Bryant

YANDIS COURT

HILOONA COURT
til to 34?

capital. $150,000.

Brooklyn; capital, $10,000.
Feaster Manufacturing Co., Man-

Economical Folks)

We

Mulner Hotel Corporation, Bata-

Rockaway Aeroplane Swing

of

I .orated In the heart of the rity. Just
( mliT the direct auprrvUion of the owner*.
off Itroailwar, /lo*e to all hooking office*, principal theatre*, department store*,
tnirtlon lines, "I." rosd and nuhwajr.
We tire the largest maintainer* of hou*ekeeplnB furnUhed apartment* apeelaliiare on the (round d.iily. This alone Insure* prompt
Ihk to theatriral folk*.
service and rleanllne**.
ELECTRIC LIGHTS
AM. IHILD1SGS Kill IITKI) WITH 8TKWI I1KAT

$200,000.
;

Kind— Within Means

(Of the Better

Manhattan; capital. $500,000; subacribers. James Gray, Celia l'meus
and G. B Simpkins.
Albert Von Tilzer, Inc., M.mhat

Doable with bath. $17.90 and $21.00 per week
Double without bath.
$i4.00 per week

Phone: Loogacre 9114

capital. $15,000.

Y

Wngte without hath, 910.50 per week
single with bath,
$14.00 i>er week

Inc.,

Hotels

LORRAINE

CHICAGO

nrrCD
DATLTC
CDCPIAI CIIMMrQ
oUIVIrVltin nnlCO
Url'tn OrLl/lAL

feld

K.

AND

GRANT

Inc.,

Manhattan; cap$20,000; subscribers. Bide DudF, H. Gray and Arthur Rosen-

ifla,

Operating

Leonard Hicks,

$50,000

capital.

Friday, June 30, 1923

Harlan placed his Inthur Levy.
come, at $26,500 a year. Living and
business expenses amounted to approximately $16.G30 a year, accord-

ering th^ plan.

The Neighborhood Playhouse has
been operating for eight years. Its
direction has been under the Misses
Lewisohn, of a wealthy family. The
Provincetown group has felt the influence of Eugor.e O'Neil, regarded
among the leading younger American playwrights. It has been open
four years during which time therewere produced most of the O'Neil
works, some of which wc: j brought

ing to his statement.

Herman Stein, business manager
of S. C. Caine. Inc., lost his home in
the recent Arverne conflagration.

LITTLE THEATRE

Broadway

to

(Continued from page 15)
closing for a year of the Neighborhood Playhouse and the Provincetown Playhouse. Both are counted
as among the leaders of the country's Little Theatre Movement, of
which the Theatre Guild, which has
tenanted the Carrick for several
seasons, is also a development.
According to those closely identified with the work of the little pioneer producers in downtown Manhattan, it is believed there are not
enough good plays to gi> around.
That may be one reason why the
leading spirits of both the ProvIncetowri Player! and the Neighborhood Playhouse are gomj, abroad.

These two institutions in contrast
to the Theatre Guild have to date
put on only American plays, where
the Guild has devoted itself to
When
Virtually all foreign wor.<s.
the- two downtown little theatres

.is

reopen

it

is

likely they will

adapt

downtown production

field towards
changing the form of presentation
from the three-act play to the revue
type of entertainment, of which the
playlet will be a part. The idea now
is along the lines of "Chauve-Souris."
Such a show would reduce the pres-

sure for

tion.

new long

plays in the

season. It started with poking fun
at the Guild's "Back to Methuselah"

and "Madras House" (which was
within a harem and allowed for

set

the

introduction Of (lancers), with free
allusion to the money lost in such
ventures.
Their own production*
were not deleted, for there was fun

poked at "The Green Ring" and
"Makers of Light." The latter burlesque was risque. The Nikita Balieff
idea was used for the finale, witli

many

field.

notables figuring.

have am- The success of the "Grand Street
bitious plans for the development Follies," given by the Neighborhood
The School of the Theatre, undar
of the Neighborhood Playhouse on Playhouse, lent encouragement to
the direction of Mrs. Clara Tree MaGrand street, and one of the rea- the idea. The "Follies" was planned
jor, ll offering an intensive course in
sons for being dark a season is to for subscribers only, but waa exacting, producing and modern stage-*
permit rebuilding of f
theatre. tended and ran a week and a half
The LowitOhn idea Is the formation to capacity business. Further conof a permanent compa;
and the tinuance would have been practical,
A C0RAECT
establishment of a pensu
system, but it is explained the policy of the
TREATMENT
the idea being to keep the talent organization is against runs. The
developed within a unit. Not only "Grand Street Follies" was really a
FOR
has dramatic development been at- string of travesties arid burlesques
tained but dancing has been an im- on little theatre productions of the
portant department.
Raldnenn C tin Re Prevented «»
Both the Neighborhood and Provm Quarts Rays
BALDNESS— FALLING H A R— A N RU F F
movements
(ncetOWn
have been
and all Scalp Disorder successfully treated
with my Incomparable Sun-Kay treatments.
taken 11 pitterns for the hundreds
provid-

The Lewisohn

sisters

Baldness
I

of

little

«I9

W.

unconditionally guaranteed,
ing your hair bulb* ahow vitality.
treatments hava been gratlfylngly reallred bf
MBM of the m»it prominent stsrs In America
in
l r.-e
al.rosd.
Literature.

Tlite

theatre centers in various

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS
SSth St.. N. V.

Phone Fits Roy 0311
Send for PaMl^KUP

«

1580

Broadway

New York

City

THEATRICAL

SETTINGS. ATTRACTIVE SETS AT ATTRACTIVE PRICE. SETS TO RENT AS USUAL.

CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

I

225 W. 46th ST.

Is

TNg

l

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS

RIGHT NOW IS THE TIME TO GET THE
MOST VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY IN STAGE

BEAUMONT
NEW YORK

STUDIOS

for regular presenta-

both to the basic idea and the plays
presented.
Both have originated
production, and the product is used
both in community little theatres
and college dramatic organizations.
There is a recent tendency in the

tg££ NEW YORK

ALOIS
Tha

Wall-

MERKE

Known

Scalp

Special!*!

512 fifth Are., at 43d it.
Mitt
I.nngacre 873?.
Ro^>m 40».
.

NEW YORK
C H IC^\ G Q

LOS ANGELES

STUDIOS

I

I

iday,

June

80,

VARIETY
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"THE CIRCUIT OF OPPORTUNITY"

VAUDEVILLE
ALL APPLICATIONS FOP ENGAGEMENTS AND TIME FOR SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE SHOULD BE MADE TO

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
ARTHUR KLEIN,

General Manager

233 West 45th

Street,

NEW YORK CITY
was named Brigham's Ho-

Healy's

tel, and In the days of a post generation was one of the much patronized places by those who wished to
spend an "evening seeing the town."
It
adjoins
Boston's
Chinatown,
noted especially for its oysters and
lobsters, and did a whale of a busi-

Marcus Loew's
VAUDEVILLE

BOOKING AGENCY
LOEW BUILDING ANNEX

1441

Broadway,
I'HONE BRYANT

160 West 46th Street

BOOKING

New Yrok

12

H.

LUBIN

8003

WEEKS

manding

Baltimore

C.

MATTHEWS

in

Charge
1547 Broadway,

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
SAN FRANCISCO

ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING,
PAUL GOUORON
ASTERN REPRESENTATIVE. WOODS THBA.

BLDG.,

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

GAIETY THEATRE BLDG.

Bryant 6060-6061

AUSTRALIAN
FULLER
MELODRAMA AND

Miller and Charles Milhau singing the title roles, was sung Monday.

Francis Neilson, actor and playWr, Kht, was recently elected president
of
the
Drama League of
America.

The Pythian Dramatic Club of
Indianapolis has been incorporated
*'th $25,000
produce
capital
to
Stephen B. Allen, Jonn
J»yH.
B,r <H'l>, Jennie
Aikman, Louis B.

at

Cincinnati began last night, with
the best array of artists in the history of the local organization. Ralph
Lyford is musical director and the

will

WEST

46th STREET,

it

impossible.

.-.gents, customs ofand state troopers, armed with

search warrants, raided three adjoining residences on a road Just
this side of the Canadian line, and
made a big haul of boose. At one
residence they found 130 bottles of
Canadian beer, 5 bottles of gin and
three bottles or wine.
Search of
another house revealed two pints of
alcohol and 20 bottles of booze. Six
bottles of beer were discovered on
the premises in the third place.
The men arrested in the three
houses were all laborers. They were
arraigned
before
United
States

Commissioner Lawrence at Malone
and held in bail to await the action
of the District Court.

FACE SURG

S

Face LiMtm
Fact Got rtction ,
CrowtfMt
Eyeltdi Youthunfa

"

Garden (Los Angeles) revue. SI
Rubens, a cafe man of the coast, is
backing the new institution which
has the endorsement of the picture
colony.
It is the first cafe to be
opened in Hollywood in many
months, as that community is far
more rigid with its laws than the
city of Los Angeles 'tself.
Irving
Abraham is whipping the hand into
shape.

Lou

DR.

PRATT

(40 West 34th St.)
(FboM

U

Peon)

Fred Mann to produce a 30-pcople
revue at the Rainbo Gardrns on the
North Side, Chicago, beginning July

$660.$7.50
$8-50.$9.50
FOR

Est.

Henry C. Miner,

Inc.

NEW YORK

CITY

OC
ZD

8 * 10

THEATRICAL
PHOTOS

RKDUCBS RATKH HV
1

'

J

cloned

recently

8iq Dubin, a vaudeville act producer, has signed a contract with

MAKE UP

I

who

Holtz,

with White's "Scandals." will begin
an engagement at the "Side Show,"
formerly the Ted Lewis Club, nest
week. Holtz is to be featured and
is to receive one-half of the cover
charges, which are $1 a person. The
arrangement between Holtz and
the management is for a trial. If
business Improves the entertainer
may continue Into the fall. The
Versatile Sextet remains at the
"Side Show" as the other feature.

INERS

Cyd

245

made

Prohibition
ficers

I

IH'NI>KKI>

DELACROIX STUDIO
V

1405 ltrcMMlw*jr, for. 424

N.

St..

<

.

PjiQNB BRYANT €M«

S3fX TOS %ST

DROP CURTAINS FOR SALE AND RENT
BUMPUS & LEWIS SCENIC STUDIOS
k

the

dou-

to

The Majestic, Pittsfield, Mass., a
Hollywood (Calif.) is to have its
Symphony Orchestra. "Aida," split week pop vaudeville and pic- own Little Club. The club will open
with Elizabeth Amsden in the lead- ture house playing five Keith acts, this week under the management of
ing role, was the first attraction. closes July 5. The house was dam- Harry Seymour, formerly in vaude"Romeo and Juliet," with Ruth aged by fire several weeks ago.
ville and of late with the Winter

CIRCUIT
PANTOMIME

The Zoo grand opera season

from

who planned

musicians are members of the Cin-

CABARET

Begin production in the early fall.
The Little theatre department of the
k*w Studios has been called into
consultation about the scenic needs.

weekly

$5,000

him at two houses each week
from the Palace, New York. Houses

cinnati

Walter Scanlan, the Irish tenor,
again appear under the manand
Greek Evans, Henrietta Wake- agement of George Gatts next seaAgosGiuseppi
in
son
a new play with music by
field, Elinor Mario,
Rose,
entitled
"The
tinoi, Mario Valle, Italo Picchi and Ed
Irish
Natale Cervi are in the cast. These Musketeer." The piece is slated to
VAUDEVILLE,
open
in Portland, Me., in August,
singers and the others have been reADDRES8 ALL COMMUNICATIONS
Metropolitan, and will remain in New England
the
from
cruited
GRAND OPERA HOUSE
Gallo Opera territory until the cool weather
Carlo,
San
Scotti,
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA Comique, Paris; Mexico and other sets in.
Peggy Worth, who closed with the
grand opera companies.
traft at the Threshold Playhouse on Striebel and Benjamin C. Reed of
Eve Grippon, prima donna of the "Hollywood Scandals," has opened
directors.
Indianapolis are
Lexington avenue, New York.
/few Orleans Opera Company, as a beauty parlor in Chicago. She
visiting guest artiste will sing the will return to stage work when the
new enterprise has been properly
The Board of Education in New title role of "Aida" Thursday night,
next established.
Bertha lies is continuing her work
York is holding up its sanction for "Manon" and "II Trovatore"
with the children of Chicago at the
46
of
consists
chorus
The
theatrical organizations to play the week.
Little theatre on the Municipal Pier.
advanced music students.
local public schools next season. A
William Kopp is ballet conductor.
movement of considerable propor(Continued from page 11)
Ella Daganova, premiere dantions was started this year for small Mile.
At Mariarden, the "Eastern DeniWalter Heer- celed by consent, and the manager
is featured.
seuse,
theatrical units to play the public
congratulated
a couple of head•hawn," there will be a summer
The Board of Education mann is conducting the Cincinnati waiters upon their expert aim.
schools.
course in the drama given in the
Summer Orchestra at the Zoo.
at no time expressed itse'f as greatLittle theatre.
Mrs. Richard Ben- ly in favor of the movement and Harry V. Martin is handling grand
Boston's sole remaining cabaret
nett, assisted by experienced profesmade it necessary for the principal opera and general Zoo publicity.
place faded out of the picture Satsionals, will direct. During the seaof a school to secure an individual
urday when Healy's on Washington
eon Richard Bennett will appear in
Three one-act plays will be given street in the heart of the so-called
sanction each time a theatrical 01 "The Book of Job," under the direc- ganization was allowed to appear.
at the Threshold Playhouse, New "soubret belt" closed. All the other
tion of Stuart Walker.
York, beginning July 4. They are places that had been running a
It was planned for next season to
secure the sanction of the Board "Shoes That Danced," by Anna H. cabaret succumbed long before, but
covering all schools. Objections to Branch; "Asaph," by William O. Healy's hung on until the summer
At Peterborough, N. H., the Out- this have been entered with the pos- Pates," and "The Summons," by
park business cut into it so badly
door Players have a summer drama sibility that no general sanction will Dorothy Donnelly and Gladys Hall.
that it was impossible to go any
school camp.
be given. The Board is said to ob- The cast in for "The Summons" in- further.
There is a small chance
Ruth Chorpenning, Ruth of it ever being reopened. Originally
ject to an admission charge mam' cludes
by the theatrical companies and Valentine. Rose Moldman, Laurence
The Buffalo Players, under the that the performances are given Adams, H. J. Brenner. Converse
leadership of Marian de Forest, will during school hours.
Tyler, Ned Crane.

BEN
JOHN

gone

lrnder will

ble

closing

CHICAGO OFFICE
Masonic Temple Building
J.

The band

Whiteman's plans for
next season include a concert tour
of the entire country. The concert
thing is contingent upon his securing a release from his contract with
the Palais Royal restaurant in New
York.
The contemplated summer
vaudeville plunge for Whiteman
and his orchestra has been definitely abandoned,
the musician de-

THE STANDARD INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

General Manager

New York

his parents.

and intermediate towns

J.

left

purchase a ranch in the West for

New York

Washington,

Philadelphia,

York,

were used

for California to bo

23

three weeks.

Keith people,

New

stories

Paul Whiteman

June

AGENCY

General Executive Offices

The upper

ness.

as a hotel.

Phone

BRYANT

es *

2695

\

iassasssaH

VARIETY
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John Keefe
New York

N. V. A. Club,

KENNELS

"A Few
Watt.

City

FRIGANZA
AT HOME

"A TAIL OF THE LONESOME SPINE"

1530 Formosa Avenue

Address: 803 Time* BmtdinQ.

IVniiiiii-iit

NEW YORK

CITY

CHARLEi

"IN THE DARK"
BOOKED SOLID
Dir.x HANLON o\ TI8HMAN

A.

Ea»L

SKETCHTKTTE

.

|

THE THREE JAY

HARMONIOUS
COMEDY

I

8*

essie

Libson

HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

ack

(Jardner

HARRY

ROGERS

i

RUTH HOWELL DUO

Orpheom

McNAUGHTON GEORGALIS

America's Premier Aeriaiists
The Only Lady

in

CARL EMMY

America Doing the

Toe-to-Toe Catch.

PERETTOS —

Playing Keith and Orpheum Circuit*
Eastern Rep.: JOK HU M.I VAN.

lb

Sensational Aeriaiists

p

i

)

i

i

JUDSON COLE

Adelaide

MATTHEWS & MILLER

demobilised from the
American Army on this aide, ia making
hid English debut in a comedy magical
thla
a<:t. at the Finabury .Park Empire,

"Judsqn

called "Tick

several

Cole,

w ,.,.k. "—LONDON DAILY MAIL.

big

business men back of it financially
besides Benjamin EL Ehtiich. the
theatrical attorney.

mvvst too obviously planted in spots,
that becomes necessary for the final

Babe Lennox, a chorunraveling.
(Alice Lake) is the feminine
angle of a quadrangle situation.
Dick Talbot (Conrad Nagel), an assistant district attorney; Ed Felton
(Charles Clary) and Dave Hume
ister

Trommer'i, Brooklyn, N. Y..
opened a new outdoor restaurant
June 17 with Simone Martucci and
his orchestra as the dance feature.
Mr. Martucci was imported from
Canada, where he was the attraction at the Venetian Gardens. Montreal, for a year and a half.
He also
did recording work for the Canadian
Victor company.
Reeves, a former member
of the Ford Dabney Orchestra, who
died April 7 at the Harlem hospital, New York, left an estate of
about $1,500.
He died without a
will with letters of administration
upon the property granted his
widow, Gladys A. Reeves, by the
Surrogate's Court. He is also survived by a brother, Arthur Reeves.

John

J.

The Alamo, 125th street. New
York, will reopen August 15 under
management of Joe Wagner and

the

Harry Spiren. The floor show will
be headed by Margie Coates and
Wagner, who is Jack
Jazz band.
Sharkey's manager,

is

planning a

campaign to attract the theatrical
and sporting fraternity.
Chris Mann, formerly with Elklns*
band, is playing the saxophone and
leading the orchestra at the Sunset
Inn, the beach resort at Venice, Cal.,
owned by "Blondy" Clark and Mike

(Harry Northrup), rival gamblers,
are each wooers for Babe's affections. Felton has been released on
on a charge and promises to
Hume. The latter has been
days are numbered to six or
at the outset because
weeks
eight
of a chronic ailment, although his
rather belies this,
physique
robust
and frames it so that his Suicide
Hume fatally
looks like murder.
chloroforms himself, using Felton's
bail

"get"

told his

initialed handkerchief.

Felton

Charles

is in-

nocent, but the overzealous assistant D. A., Talbot, secures a conviction on circumstantial evidence for
murder, first degree. Felton is due
for the chair on a Thanksgiving day,
and the screen tension and attention
is gripped as the audience watches
the approach of zero hour at dayIt ia all straightened out
break.
when Babe reminds herself to hand

a little devil effigy which
had once instructed her to
present to his rival should the latter
ever face legal execution. It is a
written confession by the suicide.
The tension is theatrically climaxed
when Felton is shown entering the
death chamber, with the electric
chair silhouetted on the stone wall
within. When the confession is read
the district attorney, his assistant
and the warden rush to the death
room, the warden only entering and
asking the others to wait outside.
Young Talbot is seen chafing for

Felton

Hume

Lyman.

Novelty Songs and Travesty

WILL JACOBS

Ask:

French

little

model

pictures generally are with
the
veteran who has not been seen "catty" housekeeper ordered out of
Why this
hereabouts for some time, doing the the Bristol household.
woman was taken into the family
Abel.
best piece of work.

excellent, Charles Clary, that screen

HARRIS

Cliff

Carney, well

known organ-

and pianist on the Coast,

directing the orchestra at a resort in
Venice, Cal. He has written a new
song, "I've Loved You," for Remick.

The
at the

Is

SaiH H.

A New Comedy

with

Ermatinger orchestra is
So Chu Inn, Minneapolis, a.
It

succeeded the Cen-

tury Serenaders.

The Times square section has had
several restaurant raids within the
past 10 days, all for liquor and by
the police.

SElSt**

ERNEST TRUEX

Jack Holt

Wade

Etea..
West 4Rth St.
Mats. Wed. A Sat at

CORT
WALLACE

.

•

Bishop

in

ANDRE PICABD.

NASH

BROADWAY,
and Forty-alxtb St

GLOBE—

Mats. Wed. and Sat 1:20.

8:26.

CHARLES DILLINGHAM

Preaenta

'GOOD MORNING
With a Cast

DEARIE'

"CAPTAIN APPLEJACK"

N

FILM REVIEWS

MUSIC BOX
Krc*.

HATE
Imnw Mi'tm

picture featuring Alice Lake.

with Conrad Nagel in support. A Maxwell
Karger production from Wads worth Camp's
"Colller'a"

story.

Skillfully

the ecreen by June Mathis.

ning about fl.l minui.es.
three davs of the week

New

York.

alnta.

8:15.

"Beat Mutleal Shew

adapted

for

Si* reels, runShown the flrai
at Lbew'l State,

Weat

Wed. and

Evar

Made

45th

8tre#t.

Bryant 1470.
Sat.

at

S

of

Favorites

—MARK—

T

R

A

N

—

D

appeal, star appeal, exploitation and the rest of it, ••A National Institution" B'wny at 47 8t.
Joseph Plnnkett
this is a type of picture that once Direction
JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD'S
you get them in it will interest.
Wadsworth Camp, a past master of
mystery stories, has had none of his "God's Country and the
plot spoiled, if anything enhanced,
STRAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
by June Mathis' finished screen
CARL EDOUARDB. Conductor
plot

Discounting

title

—

r

0REMO8T TH

—

different.
That should mean
most at the gate, although the title
is a strong prop to build an exit's

They
ploitation campaign about.
liked it at the Rlvoli and applauded
roundly, which is much comment
and commendation as the star, cast,
director and all concerned could ask
it

Abel.

for.

HITS— Direction, LEE

AMBASSADOR

HOROSCO e^sfisss

tea.

at 8:30.

B'way.
Phono: Circle 8752
Matinees Wednesday A Saturday.
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With a Cait

directly opposite from
what he appears to be. In this particular case an escaped convict, a
son of a bishop, assumes the garb of
a cleric to evade the law, with the
result he finally "gets religion," decides to go back to jail to serve his
penance, with the suggestion he will
again assume his place on the pulpit

are

release and remark it would not be
a bad idea to have him back.
There Is one thing in the story's
favor it's away from the infernal
triangle thing and interests because

Ameriea."

In

IRVING
MUSIC BOX REVUE
—

—

T. Favorltet

-ooo-

Tel.:

This picture is an interesting
study In psychology what influence
a frank personation of a character
will have on the Inner self of the
personator whose basic characteristics

bishop accompanies two detectives

back

Fritzie Brunetto
Will R. Walling
J. P. Lockney

..

Bud Doming

tM.

Boteler

Mabel Van Buren

Absolom Randall
Bones
Mrs. Bones

« KIKI

Evenings

MARY

and

EDDINGER

8:15.
2:15.

—

to Panamint, where Phil is in
the midst of his confession. The
fadeout finds his father and Salome
waiting at the prison gates as they
Fred Huntly swing open to release him, while
Bobble Mack
Sylvia Ashton back in Panamint, the town having
Herbert Standing prospered surprisingly, the leading
citizens read of the bishop's son's

Bartor.

Sunflower Sadie
Salome Denting

gg tMVjjT

A New Character Study by

-ooo-

Panamint, and decides it deserves
patterning after a metropolis like
Los Angeles, including a school,
church and a parson.

—

Red

LEN0REULRIC

Wm. Anthony UeOulrt

by

th.it such situaits development

new and

WHILE SATAN SLEEPS

6344.

W

Matt. N ad. and Sat. at 2 20.

Six Cylinder Love

Jaa.

Chinese cafe.

HaniS

Evei. 8 20

tion Is not

WIFE AGAINST WIFE

OAVIO BELASCO PreMnU
ist

probably argue

will

in the rirat place is weakly
"Slink Phil" hits the burg in his
explained.
However, if one is to parson's disguise and a protecting
analyze the plot too closely there moustache, and is duly elected shepwould be no story.
herd of a willing flock about half
Excepting for this situation, which of the townsfolk, who* follow AbsoA Whitman Bennett Production released
through
First
National
and featuring is not made as plausible as perhaps lom Randall, a radical reformer, and
Starke
Pauline
Adapted by
Dorothy it mny have been in the original
Karnum from CJeorge Broadhurat'.i play, play, assisted by suitable language unanimously voted a nuisance by the
other half— the booze-flghting bunch
Society comedy-drama of
"The Price."
and possibly a more sympathetic haunting Bud Deming's dance hall.
Parts and New York Latin Quart ier
Oabrielle Oautier
Pauline Starke looking opposing force, the rest is This paves the way for a couple
Stannard Dole
Percy Marmont acceptable screen divertissement.
rough-and-tumble fights to show off
Dr. Ethan Bristol........ Edvrard Langford
The support is well cast except- the "fighting parson's" pugilistic
Mrs. Dole
Emily PIMmy
Florence Bromley
Ottola Nesmith Emily Fitzroy in the Mrs. Dole part. prowess.
Salome Deming (Fritzi
She is a bit too spooky and un- Brunette), the owner's daughter,
The title itself should hold up sympathetic to make it all plausible thereupon becomes enamored of the
this picture. It ought to accomplish even from the genesis of her mar- Rev. and, strongely enough, influsomething at the gate even for hot riage with the artist. Idealist that ences him to confess his pedigree to
weather audiences although as a Stannard Dole was, One can hardly his trusting flock. This is done while
this
woman he is conducting the last rites for
feature it is a good one day release conceive his wooing
Sunflower Sadie, one of the danceor used in combinations. Its Green- even a score years back.
The bankroll has not been skimped hall inmates, who had intercepted a
wich Village and Paris
Latin
on
although
the
picture
displays
no
bullet intended for him. An added
Quartier locale is another angle to
unusual production cost,
Abel.
twist Is included where the Los Anwork on.
geles bishop is advised from DavenThe story is a double repeat plot
port, la., upon his request, that there
as one recognizes from the synopsis.
is no Episcopalian clergyman of the
Oabrielle (Miss Starke) is Stannard
Dole's
inspiration
for a statue.
Paramount picture presented by J>«*« L. name Phil has assumed registered
Dole is married to a woman who will Laaky, starring Jack Holt. Written by in the Iowa diocese. At the same
Shelby LeVino; suggested by Peter time he recognizes the handbills
not release him. She thinks that the Albert
B. Kyne'a Saturday Evening Poat story, offering a reward for the capture of
"The Parson of Panamint." Joseph Hena- the
escaped Phil as his son. The
b«ry directed. At the Rivoll this week.

BELASCO

Attractions

The hard-boiled, sophisticated film fan— he is usually not
of the dyed-in-the-wool species—
who will only go out of his way to
see a muchly touted "super" picture
on release.

circle

Chuckawalla'Bili

H.

Keith

SIMON AGENCY

Direction

becomes wrapped up in his life work in this release must be pretty much
what seems, and was Intended, a with
the assistance of Florence obvious. All of which is true and
long time, nervously fretting that
Bromley. When the widow of Stan- readily granted, but its manner of
possibly he has sent an innocent
nard
Dole
is taken into employment development and the star's finely reman to his death.
Further interest is secured through by the Bristols (on the doctors sole served character drawing deserve
request)
as
housekeeper because of more than supercilious attention.
the audience's uncertainty as to
straightened
circumstances,
"Slick Phil" (Jack Holt) has made
which of the three the girl is favor- her
Mrs.
Dole
starts
the green-eyed imp good his* escape from jail and hides
ing. She admitted it was not Hume,
but stated to the condemned man at working on the young wife's con- away in Panamint, where "Chuckascience.
A parallel situation de- walla" Bill has just been elected
the final farewell that he was really
velops,
Gabrielle
imagining
the mayor.
Panamint is one of those
the man. Her choice of the assistfemale
student
of medicine is wean- western towns, presumably of the
ant district attorney was rather a
ing hor husband's love away from reconstruction period, where dance
surprise.
halls and its conveniences are wide
The technique from direction to her.
It is all straightened as all nice open.
Chuckawalla is proud of
The casting is
lighting is skillful.

NEW YORK THEATRES
8AM

come

has

between them when in fact love had
died long before. Dole's heart attacks finally best him and he wishes
Gabrielle happiness with Dr. Ethan
Bristol who has long pressed his
suit for the girl's hand.
Oabrielle
is happy with her medico-husband
for three years although he too

Phil

Ethel Teare, who appeared in
the movies in the Sunshine comedies, is an added attraction at the
Terrace Gardens, Chicago.
Miss
Teare does singing and dancing.

Pistol Shooting
V. M. A. and B. F.
(Western) Circuits

W.

Playing

MARK LEVY

TRIO

Sensational Rifle and

I

B00THBY and EVERDEAN

Representative*

The revue is to be
Tock." and will have

Oirection

.

The Talkative Trlckater
NOW ON PANT Ati BS CIRCUIT

S.

MAD WAGS

HIS

g^g

i

Let's get acquainted now, so next
season the new act will need no introduction.

AND

JACK GARDNER.

Vfewtern Kep.:

Circuit, August It

CHA3. and CECIL

Leading All Other*

Still

*^

rjibson

DIRECTION:
i

GEEJjP

lack

Opening- on

The

18J

1

M.

POWELL 4 OANF0RTN
Rapmsaratfvs: ALF. T. WILTON

»

"That's
in

V.

Reprwoatatlves:

oca:
UJUJ

ALICE SHER
My Horse"

W00DSIDE

Things»»

Different

Booked Solid—W.

BLOOM
MAX AND

LESTER

Savoy and Capps CALVIN
& O'CONNOI

TRIXIE

"The Corn-Fed Boob"

W00DSIDE

LL

—KENDALL

PAUL—

OSWALD

lassssssi

Friday, June 30,

Law"

It is primarily a
adaptation.
THEATRE. 42d St.. W. of B'way.
picture (one of those the-story-is- |
the-thing productions) that would Li I IxlVs TWICK B/ILY — 1:30 and 8:30.
WILLIAM FOX Presents
probably command attention with
anybody In it. This Is not deroga- TIIF. OREATKHT MOTION PICTURE
SPECTACLE OF ALL TIMES—
tory to the sterling cast that makes
each type so convincing, nor Mr.
Karger's accomplished direction, but
more to convince that the story is to
the fore throughout. It gets started
fast and moves rapidly from fade-in
to fade-out
Aiihouarh certain situations are al-

—

THE BEST MYSTERY PLAY

/.—SKLWYN

a

B, A, A. MILNE with
Mr'n. of (iuthrle UcCU&tle

—

42d St.—

BARNEY BERNARD and
ALEXANDER CARR in

4.VTH

A
MATINEES WEDNESDAY

MARJ0RIE

new comedy
in

"PARTNERS AGAIN"
By Montague Olaaa

&

Prices: Evs. $1.59.

VDir

NERO

TOWN

IN

THEATRE. W,

DOVER ROAD

New Amsterdam

A

Jules Eckert

Qoodman.

Mats. Wed.

— W.

Theatre

&

Sat.

in

National Institution

Street

Comedy

F.

RAY COMSTOCK

AND SATURDAY.

B A L

and
I

Thea.. W. 4«th St. Dry. 48.
Bra. 8:30. Mats. Thur-S.it.

THE

ItM.

HIT!

^KEMPY
"

WITH

GRANT MITCHELL
A.d Tha HUGE
NTS

'

Pra»eit

3

MOSCOW— Direct

from

LONDON— PARI!

NEW PROGRAM

Extra Holiday Matinee Tuesday

A

MORRIS CEST

E F F

CENTURY ROOF THEATRE
PAIR WBW
f»2d

BTttKKI &

CENTRAL

MATINEES TUE3.

w

Q^grfy

Chauve Souris
From

Classic

THE GOLDFISH

Belmont
Mi

BROADWAY

RAMBEAU

thr»

Ql^

STREET

J

NATTftNAT
BAiiUWAL

and SAT.

Thea.. 41st.

W.

ONLY
of "'way".

PHONE BRYANT

1&C4.

The CAT and
The CANARY
Matinees Wed. and Sat.
MATINEE TUE8DAY, JULY 4TH
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LOVE'S CRUCIBLE
London, June

17.

Tnia Is a remarkably fine SwedishGaumont.
Bio feature owned by
Whether it is a good universal
quite anis
proposition
'howman'8
The story and setother matter.
love inthe
is
as
mediaeval,
Sin* i«
vest and the combination is likely
subtle
bit
too
little
a
jusf
to prove
most picturegoers,
for the minds of
love,
been
on
have
they
as
educated
nassion, lust, as a raw material.
exceptionally
an
is
story
The

•trone one and works up to a fine
fire."
by
"ordeal
the
Jimax,
Throughout the film the Sacred
part, and it
big
very
a
plays
Image
Jras somewhat of a surprise that
such as the
the scenes of the Image,
wounds bleeding until the guilty
or her sin,
his
expiated
had
DOisoner
Inquiry elicited the
were passed.
Information that the film censor (T.
P O'Connor, M. P.), does not object

but
to the figure of Christ in itself
only to His impersonation by an
aC

the production is remarkable, the crowds, the types,
the smallest detail being perfectly
From a stage manworked out.
ager's point of view this film is a
masterpiece.
The story is that of a young woman married to an elderly man although she loves and is loved by a
young cavalier. Marriage made her
hatred more intense so that when a
wandering friar came selling trinkets, love potions, and deadly poisons
she choose a ring and bade him fill
a Borgian cavity in it with a poison.
At an inn the friar tells the story
which is overheard by the husband
Scenically

lover's father.

and the

The husband

of his wife's intrigue and of
her contemplated crime. That night
he bade her bring him wine. Torn
between temptation and fear she
hesitated and in her nervousness
the poison from the ring fell into
She turned to find her
the wine.
He had seen her
husband dead.
handling the ring through a mirror
killed him.
Her
had
shoek
and the
lover's father, believing her guilty,
put
burgomaster
as
position
in his
her to the test he bade her drink
on
refused
and
She
cup.
the
from
her lover volunteering to drink the
draught she dashed the cup from
Later the page on guard
his hand.
around the old man's body noticed
the wounds on the Sacred Image
were bleeding and the news went
forth that until the guilty person
was discovered the wounds would
Condemned to
continue to bleed.
the ordeal by fire she was saved by
her lover, who was accepted in her
stead. At the last moment, however, she insisted on taking her
lover's place and was brought safely
through the ordeal by the Sacred
Figure who, becoming her dead
husband, came down from the cross
and led her safely through the
flaming pyre to her lover's arms.
As will be seen by this rough story
there is no moral. The woman was
a murderess at heart and her end
was not the end, even mediaeval,
which was painful of a murderess,
but union with her paramour.
If
the scenic side of the production is
superb so is the histrionic.
Jennie Hesselquist plays the part
of the young wife with remarkable
power. She gets over by sheer ability.
Her make-up verges on the
plain throughout, but she is a very
pretty woman, hating intensely, loving madly.
The rest of the cast is
brilliant.
To the film world these
Swedish -Bio. productions are what
the productions of Hare, Alexander,
Irving, were to the legitimate as
Compared to the crude melodrama
of their contemporaries.
Gore.

knew

—

WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE
British

production

with

playors
Pictures with-

Enplish

offered on this side by Select
out credit to foreign makers.

The

director

Denniunn Chft, reputed to be a proti-ge
Cecil DtMUl*,
At the Strand.

to

M

Rachel
George Harford
Gerald Arbuthnot
Hester Worsley

Fny Compton
Milton Kimmcr

Ward

Thomas Harford
Lady Cecelia
Rachels Father
Lady Hunstanton
Ktoie

McCalltstcf
Llla Walker

M. Gray Murray
Hrtta UartW-tt

Sir

ll*>nrv

D.usv

Farquhar

Vibart

Campbell

Uwen Carton

Oscar Wilde's ideas of social jusand the double standard were
daring in his day as George
Bernard Shaw is in ours, but they
come upon the screen at this late
{tote as rather mild.
"A Woman of
No Importance" mav have been
tice

as

rather startling to London of 20
years ago,
but in this day and
generation it hasn"t a
shoek left,
°niy a keen analysis of justice and
* thoroughly Interesting story,
it is easily the best British proauction that has come to this side
from England, and in its technical

development
the tutelage

tography

js

shows

unmistakably

of DeMille.
The phoclear, and Its action is

natural and economical.
There ii
none of the over-emphasis that has
characterized the British studios,
rather the whole thing Is dune in an
mtellig,
to

spirit.

i,t

IU players are refreshingly new
the American fan.
Fay Compton

heroine of a society drama
Without tinning fiipflops, and Mil*
jon Kosmer gives
an intelligent inwpretation of a difficult rule as the
Pjutomj* ring nobleman, a part thai
com,] aasily
be overdone. The back"
Pounds are always convincing and
Beautiful, and lh< argument of the
Jtory— the justice of the single
PtoyH tin

Oral Standard

for
plausible.

---vhuiiy
said ot

men and women
Whatever may

Wilde, he

was always

a

clear thinker in a literary way, and
his screen adapters have done him
fairly complete justice, at least in
the lifelikeness of his characters.

but it has a mine of interesting
character drawing.
There is one

the other a considerable degree Of or later she realizes that her real
developed, ending, ©f sphere of happiness is th< home, and
SUSpenM
interesting passage in which a course, in the victory of the hero.
when the husband reappears sh»>
Jewish mother arranges the marThus the situation surrounding the gladly falls into his arms.
The
There is always something convinc- riage of Ruth and her son Bernie, little sister's condition is provided "Heal Adventure" Is not the mating
ing in the way the English players and around this incident there is for, and as an added kick Hagen in tltis ease, but the final readjustdo the high society types, and in woven a delightful romance. Bernie makes tracks tor the mountain vil- ment of husband and wife on a L.
this case they play them with an is in love with a schoolmate, Esther, lage, where he was forced to decline of mutual understanding and comauthenticity that contributes great- while Ruth is drawn to Larry Don- battle under his sweetheart's eyes, panionship*
\\ ho
shrill
say that
ly to the building up of the illusion. ovan, son of the police sergeant who where he makes a cleanup of his tins Ifl not as lin«' a t\pe of romance
They give their scenes and actions has been her guardian's old friend. scoffers and enemies and wins tin- as that of youthful courting Cera certain sense of real elegance, This four-cornered romance ap- girl in a whoop hurrah finish. It's tainly it works out into a highly
rather than an impossible grandeur pears to be blocked by the desire of all frank but clean-cut romance, absorbing screen story.
such as that with which the Ameri- Ruth's guardian and Bernie's motner cheerful in character and the sort
Perhaps the principal defect of
can actors invest the type of noble- to arrange a match and the appar- of a picture that leaves every one in the canting is the use of rather a
man and high-bred women. Some ent desire of the young people to a pleasant frame of mind. It has no too good-looking hading man (hi*
of the titles were probably adapted obey their- elders' advice.
The great novelty, but it uses the fa- name escaped in the business of
to the American exhibition, such as happy
denouement comes about miliar
materials
excellent catching the data from the title
in
the noble sentiments expressed by when Ksther and Bernie run away straightforward
manner for the sheets). lie looks too ninth the
the American girl in the latter part and wed with the connivance of making of an altogether enjoyable screen actor rather than the everyof the film, but that rather increases Larry, and Ruth wins her real love screen entertainment.
day man. Regular features are beits value here and is a fair trick of
The interiors are cheap but ade- coming less and less an ar .ot to
in a typical tomboy Viola Dana
nationalizing a foreign product. Al- scene.
quate, and some of the outdoor shots lea ling men while the discriminatHush.
together the picture will have an exin the mountains are exceptionally ing fans are coming to demand
cellent appeal here and is a forpretty.
Mayo, as always, makes a character in their masculine typeu.
HELL'S RIVER
Hush*
tunate introduction of the better
likeable, manly hero, and Miss Rich,
Irving I'ummingB
class British product in this market. l'iirre
although
she has not much to do by
Kva Novak
Mnrballa
It will especially gain the good will I-oppiUe
way of pretentious acting, makes a
Koijert K ti-ln
William Harford trim figure and at all times looks
of the American women fans by Padre
Wallace Beery the desirable sweetheart.
(Jaapard the Wolf
reason of its argument.
Hush.
Plvi-rerl wcsU-rn from t ti«* William Fo*
rstabliBlimrnt,
Marring
Charles
Jnnrx
The story is expertly framed for
Story by Churlpfl A. Selzer, ureimrio by Jack
Western
film
by
rights
state
A
adaptation to the screen, lta drama
NINE
SECONDS
StrumwuHwr,
directed by Het'v«'n I&inhi.
diis clean-cut and economical, with Pictures Exploitation Company,
'•Syirl" Itrnnrti-n
I'hnrlrs Jours
An independent release slipped Ib-tty
l.nwHon
the possible exception that it is rected by Irving Cummings, who is
HHen Kt-iKUimn
The story is an adaptation into the Broadway for a full week Jo Hamilton
Itulh lo hi. k
overtitled, and this perhaps is the featured.
"Satan
I.itim. r
Maurice
Klynn
"God
in
Curwood's
Oliver
conjunction
from
James
with
the
usual
vaudeBut
fault of the American titler.
L*k Artwclll
Jin-k KolUn»
the action is crisp and significant. of Her People," which probably ex- ville played at that house.
•licnver"
Charlt-M Lt-Moyne
'atmosphere."
excellent
The
plains
the
Kialto
releasis
Productions
Those passages in which Rachel is
A typical Fox western melodiama,
made the victim of George Harford, The tale concerns the love of a ing the picture, made by the PeerNorthwest less Producing Co. No cast is an- With a wealth of gunplay, abundance
Canadian
the philanderer, are daintily played. "Mountie,"
The suggestion of his betrayal of the Mounted Police (Pierre) for Mar- nounced upon the screen, with the of swiftly galloping horses and gor(Eva Novak), the adopted director and author also remaining geous natural scenic shots. Direct
girl is made adequate, although not bajla
overdone, as probably would be the daughter of a squaw man. who is a in oblivion. It is to the advantage and obvious m» lodrama addressing
from justice (Robert Klein) of all concerned that the secrecy be itself simply and candidly to that
fugitive
method of the American, and the
sympathetic passages later wnen and who is trying to forget his past maintained, as the production would portion of the fan public which
the north woods.
buried
in
not prove an asset to anyone.
takes its entertainment in dime
Mrs. Arbuthnot is confronted by her
Gaspard the Wolf (Wallace Beery)
It starts as a comedy, gets a big novel form.
A good enough picture
betrayer is not overdone, but the
becomes
and
country
the
into
comes
mystery
involved
during
the
runits way, just as mediocre fiction
in
dramatic values are adequate.
At the Strand Sunday night, an enamored of the girl. He uses his ning, and returns to the comedy is good enough in its way. They do
evening of oppressive weather, there knowledge of her adopted father's idea at the finish. It is long drawn no harm and furnish a certain
girl's
out and uninteresting.
amount of childish entertain aunt.
was a house somewhat short of past to wrest a promise of the latter.
the
The production is nil and the photirades for the daily Change of
capacity, but they displayed unusual hand in marriage from
in- tography
the
squaw
when
consents
She
is
atrocious at times. program houses where they like
liking for the picture, according it a
refusal means jail From general appearances the pic- their heroes most gosh-awful heroic
really earnest burst of applause, forms her that
ture would suggest having been and their heavies equally villainous.
something extraordinary in this for her father.
Pierre returns the day of the mar- made in England. The story is laid The picture has a number of excelhouse, where the clientele is rather
sweetHis
ii man hunt.
riage
from
in that country.
lent thrills, one of them a sensationRush.
apathetic as a rule.
heart cannot tell him her motive on
At the Broadway the audience al light between hero and heavy on
account of her father. He and C.as- cheered at the finish, because it the brink of a dizzy cliff .m«i what
pafd then wage the usual elemental was over. Theatre seats have yet looks like a sure enough plunge
battle for possession of the woman to be made that are comfortable into the water below. Also the story
Five-reel comedy-drama adapted by Rex
victorious enough to warrant anybody com- has plenty of spectacular riding,
Taylor from the story hy livin S. 1'obb they love, with Pierre
and presented at the <*riterion, New York, after a series of incidents, which in- fortably sitting through this one.
and altogether is well up in its class
under the auspices of Metro, which rent clude a realistic looking tight, made
Hart.
of transparent theatrical melodrama,
the house from Famous I'layem for the thrilling
by the intervention of
a little of which goes a long way.
nKagement. The subject in designated a
leader,
"Rin
dog
team
All the ancient devices are thereHarry Itraumont production, and Viola Pierre's husky
Tan." The latter is a typical CurDana is starred.
Five-reel drnmatlr wuhjer? made from the including the cultured girl from the
Viola Dana wood touch.
Ruth
east, who starts by hating the rough
novel
Kitrlxll
Henry
Wobntcr.
of
starring
J-ewis
Halph
Hen Shapinsky
The picture is melodramatic, but Florence Victor, directed by King Vidor, and ready ranch foreman and ends
Otto Hoffman
The Solitary Kid
John llarron handled with the soft pedal on the and put out under the au«r>ir«a of Asso- by loving him; the cattle rustler and
I^arry Donovan
Tom McCJuire gun throwing. Cummings gives a ciated KxhihitorM. Arthur 8. Kttne in the the brave cowboys, who ride to the
Mr. Donovan
Arthur Rankin splendid performance in the roman- producer. Prewntfd an hnlf a double bill rescue
J'.e.me Riskin
of the beauty in distreHS.
Marjorie Maurice tic lead, adequately supported by an at lxiew's Now York Roof, June i'7.
Ksther lilock
Like any one of a dozen score of
K. Pa»<iue
laadore
Miss Novak played
excellent cast.
similar pictures, but, as observed,
Something
always
iH to be expectAn engaging comedy -drama rich and
looked charming, while Wallace ed from Mr. and Mrs. Vidor in their produced (manufactured is the betin heart interest, well played and
Beery made the most of his many producing adventures. In this case ter term) in workmanlike fashion.
skilfully devised, but there seems
opportunities. He is developing into they get away from the familiar
Brannon is the foreman of Josephthis
warrant
to
nothing about it
one of the screen's most convincing style of story by beginning with ine Hamilton's ranch. Years before
kind of Broadway exploitation with villains.
his
father was murdered by
making
rothe
and
the
marriage
which
entails
and
expense
it
all the
A conventional story well pro- mance out of those readjustments treacherous stranger, who shot hima
must sooner or later come out of duced,
with an intelligent adher- which are worked out between men through the back, and Brannon in
rentals.
ence to detail will make this an and women after the wedding. In on his trail. There is much horse
The exhibitor idea appears to be enjoyable
feature to any program.
quiet stealing in the district, and a rich
instance
it's
the
present
that if there is inherent value in a
Con.
drama, with just an undercurrent rancher of the neighborhood is unpicture, they are entitled to it in
A posse captures a
of comedy, but in method and pur- der suspicion.
the first place, rather than having
accomplice of the rich
port the story is that of "The First humble
a huge overhead piled up on a picUniversal feature made from the story of Year," the stage play which has rancher and is about to lynch him
ture through New York exploitation
R. Brown, directed l>y William Worth- been making history in the metro- when Betty, the eastern girl, accomand paid off through the percentage I*
ington and played as half of a double bill politan theatre.
plishes his escape. Later on "Satan"
plan of booking.
on I.oew'8 New York Roof. June 'M. Frank
The whole thing makes a thor- Latimer, the master horse thief,
This is all irrespective of the pic- Mayo the star, supported by lallian Rich.
oughly interesting social study. It gets Betty In his power and abducts
ture under discussion, which has
gives chase. The
splendid sympathetic values in sevA good lively five-round prize has some of the quality of young her whiletheBrannon
fight between Brannon
eral directions, as well as several fight, with plenty of action and a romance, but its point is rather be- rescue,
and
Latimer,
who
turns out to bo
finished
a
as
though
one
that
yond
capital characters. The types are knockout as its climax, forms the
basis of an interesting picture. Back sweetish Victorian novel and then the murderer of Brnnnon's father
all native to New York City, how(this
is
disclosed
through
a tattoo
unpublished
constructed
new
and
contributing
ever, and may not register so surely of the ring battle and
For exam- to its genesis there is a capital heart chapters. The experiment with an mark on Latimer's arm; ..nd the
in other communities.
happy
ending
make
the
up
fastrestyle
comes
unusual
literary
as
that
story
pawnbroker
interest and a sentimental
ple, the venerable Jew
moving remainder of the story.
(played with fine dignity by Ralph bolsters the whole thing up into a freshing and enlivening after the
mildly
as
th<
Was
received
the
series
of
stories
feaunending
screen
score
will
picture.
first-rate program
Lewis) is a character who
The picture is full of good sympa- elements of which are he-loves-her- ture of the New York theatre June
100 per cent, in the metropolis, but
L'O.
Rush.
- loves - him-and-they-live-hapshe
has
so
author
sympathe
the
and
thetic values,
it is a question whether
Heal
thetic qualities of his character will framed his dramatic elements that pily-ever-after. Certainly, "The
deliver a high-power kick all the Adventure" has points of reality
have as great value elsewhere.
Another situation which is local way to the climax in the prizefight that engage the attention and make
Willi;im Fox feature jtMrnritf Tom Ml*.
pro- directed t»y I.ynn lt<yrioJ<l», with i>hotosto Manhattan is the fact the Irish scene. The picture is rich in popu- the spectator think, besides
oipliy bv DSS «'l.irk.
and the Jewish elements of the lar appeal and ought to prove a viding momentary entertainment.
Tom M1k
Sudden
The production method recom- "ciiMri-i'i,"
communities mingle on the friend- cleanup. In all details it is candid
Dorothy <*lark
Fatsy Itulh Miilrr
That condition makes sympathetic stuff, but neatly handled, mends itself. Vidor has always been Scott MuMon
liest terms.
Hid .U'liinn
simple
of
emphasis
the
advocate
<"iiirk
the
Rnwell
above
l<*ri
big
well
is
Kprotte
product
the
in
and
the
atmosphere
for first-class
Jo« Karris
Universal average. The one objec- rather than theatrical display, and Rjimon Valdoz
city, but probably will not be espethis
is a capital example of his style.
might
battle
ring
the
that
the
in
is
film
tion
the
of
favor
cially in
Tom Mix's latest Western thriller
have been shot at closer range and There is nothing hectic about the
smaller cities.
Mayo strips play, but it has a sort of subdued follows closely the lines ot his
As to the sympathetic quality of given more detail.
other
productions. Mix is the cenaction
Most
the
grace.
of
force
and
representation
the picture, it ought to be sure-fire. down to an excellent
in interiors, and these tral figure and in the action till of
The story is there a hundred ways, of a clean-cut fighter and handled takes placeconstructed
the
time.
Few stars are given the
eye
with
an
been
have
ring
the
well
in
and represent i Irvin Cobb's fiction himself extremely
to simple effectiveness instead of the opportunities this chap secures to
work at his mature best. Its earlier passages.
tin-ir
the
carry
making
of
method
{productions over.
common
He
hero
the
for
value
The sentimental
passages have an exquisite human
drama. is Included in practically every bit
touch which represents Cobb at the is built up deftly by making him a background overshadow the
of
footage
and
anyindividually
many
film
provides
have
plays
too
pugilistic
We
with
a
the
soldier
returned
apex of his writing career, and
But he has been how which are merely a production the majority of thrills.
latter portions of the story have record overseas.
Kanch life again provides the inromance with a comedy gassed, and his promise to his moth- Splurge. In this case Vidor had gredients
capital
upon which the story is
be conceived to be an intertwist which cannot but evoke a er removes him from the profes- what
based.
to
All of the elements ot life
he
and
tried
he
story
tell
to
that
esting
happens
so
It
cheerring.
sional
warm response. It's a happy,
in
the
self
cow country are brought into
effacemenl
has an* invalid sister WhosS medical tell it with as much
ful story, and furnisln * the best
The method niom- play, and the attempts of desp< rados
treatment requires a large sum of as possible.
type of constructive entertainment
play
havoc with the herds are
to
Vidor
Miss
lends herA great light manager is m< nds itself.
Certainly in a period of low ebb in money.
this style of production, she thwarted .y tin hero. Th« rr If such
high-vlass production it is an enter- trying with Indifferent results to self to
a
typo
of
great
in these westerii
high
intellectual
similarity
a
rater, and the pug has
pride on the part of Metro that de- develop a second
beauty as distinct from the flam- stories that the screen productions
serves a full measure of success. treats a youngster unkindly. Hagen,
rely
almost
in
a
and
upon th< direcplays
*h<
entirely
and
type,
boyant
Whether it will bo a draw remains the hero, takes tin- kid's part,
-tumble go gets the moderate key, a modi of quiet natu- tor and the st;ir to produce new
a question; that It will entertain in a rough-ami
it
is on
hysall
thrills.
rather
probabilit)
than
In
emotional
ralness
when the clientele has been at- better of the second rater.
The great manager persuades teria. Her comedy Is mod* rate In this account that M;x hai eetabtracted is without question'; espe*
he
l!sh<
.1
the
hai
himself
degree,
natural
and
recogai
to
try
name
for the
the boy it is his duty
cially, as nan been noted, In New
The stories arc ml in th« majority
nisable Without the usual flip-flop
.< nal
title in order to finance
prof*
YerkV It has all tin- tolerance, |„ a
of his features, but audiences are
tricks ol the screen comedienne.
In purest Sympathy and warm humanity his little Bister's recovery,
"The Ileal Adventure" ah* Always assured of a n« w stum here
in
is sen!
Hagen
plan
this
who
of
suance
Cohfo,
of
characteristic
that are
and there by th< star.
Into the Rocky mountain* under plays the high-splr|ted wife who \,<
is perhaps as typical of the highest
Supporting .Mix is Patsy kuth
her
discontented
because
in no roughhousc comes
clasa newcomers In tin field ot fi<-- pl< dge to take part
young
Milhr, a youthful miss rapidly «» rnher
a
until
husband,
lawyer,
keeps
rest
to
himself
and to devote
tion as w« ha\« today,
as an iin run k tidNtrength* apart during the serious occupations insj to 1,. !-•
been
his
have
two
lungs
gassed
Into
falls
a
v
naturally
sr.
Toe
of real lit"*- and makes h* r a pet only ing wrohian.
Sh< was a good selecm (i.
classes, the first dealing with the
'• rthe nt<
She tion tn ;
the romance dev« lops. IJagen in his moments of relaxation.
r«
adoption of the foUndling Ruth by
in the lovs angle of the story.
With M." local beauty obji ts t* b< mg a plaything Of las
the kindly old Jew and her child- falls in love
<.iMt
th<
The
members
of
remaining
reisun snd leaves his- home m <u<!<r
ha;:, nged hy a
.dkI hi< courtship is
d. at,<! the KCh« thing ol a FN
hi
JI<r Consisted entirely of th» usu... v.«mto seek'.* ca/eer foi herself..
do-wi 11 hobo who laa- s : profit rival, but Hagen cannot mix things only asset being her Beauty, she ern typj s, Th re was no pfs*lu< lion
under the circumstances, kater on
ti.« ^< cond divlby h< r situation
tin- majority
he goes back to the city. The doctor gravitates to th« th<Mr< wi,.i« hIi*- cost to speak off, as
di tils with her life when she
omoH a chorus girl, In this <a- of th<- work w. n <!<'t.e on location.
a young woman pronounce i hli condition perfect an.i i.«
l>:.s grown lip to
pictures
of
western
paeity
talent
sh«
a
Follower!
bit
pertain
develops
if
This
on,
8
:),.
gew
bout
of
title
of \y and Is courted by tin youth
this.
There isn't a staging is ni !y don* and as the in the designing ol dresses, fcffd {}** •should Secure a thrill from
netghhorhood.
ih<Uwrt.
brings
but
soonrr
knaek
bei
UCCCMS,
and
then
way
one
first
shifts
battle
great deal of drama to the story,
'•
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J.

strain

Wings"

lettering.

W.

The hearing for an injunction in
A famous Aim male star on the coast who has earned
Frederick W. Herbert's suit against of thousands in his picture career to date is fiat broke.
the Fox Film Corporation to re- mostly romantic and light juvenile roles.

C. Kpping, treasurer of the D.
Griffith Corp.. sails for Germany

on July 12. He will negotiate several deals for the director while
abroad.

the exhibition of "Silver
at the Apollo was adjourned

until late this week. Herbert claims
co-authorship to the story and

would restrain the further exhibition of the picture unless his

name

Decision on the inis captioned.
junction application will most likely
be reserved.

Myron and David Selznick left for
the coast Tuesday. They will reMetro announces its first five promain there for a number of month* ductions for next season: Rex Insupervising the production of the gram's
production
of
Anthony
Selznick

special

coming

the

for

year's program.
Brilliant, acting as

Arthur

east-

ern publicity manager for the Mack
Hennett productions, retired from
that berth last week. He will posthe
sibly return to writing for
screen.

A. J. Cobe, who has been managing the Central, New York, for Universal, will also take over the management of the Cohan during the
period Robinson -Cole will present
features there. The feature to open
is "In the Name of ihe Law."

Joe Pincus

Thursday

of just
week for the coast as a special repPinresentative for William Fox.
cus will make his headquarters at
left

the Pox Coast studios and is prepared to remain in the west indefinitely.

Tom

Terris leaves

New York

to-

morrow, Saturday, on the ''Olympic"
to produce films abroad for an independent corporation in which he
holds an interest.
The Terria'
foreign made productions will be
released over here through Metro.

William Nigh has been placed under contract by Bobby North for a
four productions for the

series of

coming year, which will be released
New York territory through
their Apollo Exchange and sold on
in the

Hope's 'Prisoner of Zendn." with
Robert Edeson and Lois Wilson;
Mae Murray in "Broadway Rose,"
by Edmund (Moulding; Viola Dana in
Irvin
Cobb's "The Five Dollar
Baby"; Clara Kimball Young (first
appearance for Metformin Richard

Washburn

Childs* -The^-Hand of
Nara" and Bull Montana in "The
Fred
Ladies' Man," a comedy.

Niblo will do four productions under
the sponsorship of I^ouis B. Mayer
for Metro release. These are all in
addition to the screening of "Peg o'
My Heart," with Laurette Taylor in
her famous role.

Myron Zobel. publisher of a picture "fan" magazine, "Screenland"
at
himself
damaged
estimates
$100,000 becatse the McClurc Newspaper Syndicate did not cede him
the exclusive magazine serial rights
to
Charles Chaplin's travel experiences, "My Trip Abroad." The
McClurc people subsequently also
licensed the Physical Culture Corp..
publishers of "Movie Weekly" to run
the story serially. Zobel. a citizen
of Los Angeles, has brought Federal
Court proceedings in New York to
restrain the rival publication from
further publishing Chaplin's story,
an accounting of the profits and
$100,000 damages.

Allan Dwan, the picture
was awarded a verdict for

in

the hundreds
has played

He

Viola Dana and
BlUle Dov*
Metro's newest star, are to b«Ji*

work at once at Metro on

The Rodolph Valentino starring contract with Famous Players

calls

for $2,000 weekly to the over night star for the first year, $2,500 the
second year, and $3,000 the third year, with Valentino reserving the right
of choice of story and director.

now

being: adapted.

Monty Banks

is

to

branch out

a.
a producer in his own right
ul
starts next month on a series
of

Rose Perfect has replaced Mabeiu
Burch as soloist with the Will Kit
company. Miss Perfect is a soprano
and was formerly in legitimate.

Hugh Hoffman, a

picture inspect

and story writer for UniversaL
a chance as a director this
month with a two-reel story writttn
by himself and starring Art Acor\
tor

gets

Water seeped through from the street into the rest rooms of the Plymouth and the boiler room of the Music Box Monday. Employes of the water
department opened up the street in several places to discover the leak.
It was finally located, the workmen saying a. tap formerly leading into
one of the old brownstone houses demolished had never been turned off.
The water had been months in working its way into the thoatre basements.

The percentage booking plan under which certain of the Broadway
picture houses are operating this summer is seemingly getting the best
of the break for the house. Within the past few weeks a certain releasing
company which seldom gets a chance to show its productions in one of
the Broadway first-run theatres made an arrangement whereby it has
had three pictures shown within «a few months at one of the houses.
All that the releasing company got for their end was the prestige of
having had their production shown on Broadway. The house under the
arrangement takes the first $19,000. with the distributor of the feature
sharing in the takings in excess of that figure. On none of the three
pictures shown did the house touch the mark at which the distributor
would begin to cut in on the receipts.

Jack Coogan, father of Jackie t«
go to New York to make dig.
tributing arrangements for his two
new companies, The Rodoo comedies
to

and Fred Hibbard comedies.

The male sex is head and heels
greater than the weaker sex on the
Universal lots today (so far at
number is concerned), where ths
list of stars and near-stars at
work
include
Kenneth Harlan. Frank
Kingsley, Philo McCullough. Reginaid Denny, Kingsley Benedict, Edward Hearn, Lloyd Whitlock. Harold Goodwin, Harry Meyers, James
Kirkwood, John Davidson, Stuart
Holmes

and

Wallace

MacDonald

besides the regular Universal mala
leads.

By Albert Shelby Le
Vino, based on' the
"The Parson of
Panamint," by Peter B.
Kvne.
Directed
by
Joseph Henabery.
novel,

New

York Supreme Court in his suit on
two notes against William G. Massarene. The notes, dated Jan. 26,
Stone 1920, are for $2,875 and $2,300. The

a state right plan for the balance
of the country.

Cleo Madison and Lewis S.
are to plav opposite each other in
the John Stahl production, "The
Dangerous Age," which Louis B.

Mayer

to present. Miss
the coast early this
begin work in the picture.
is

left for

II.

Rheinsmith.

J.

52,

deal concerns a common venture between the principals and Edgar Sel-

Margaret Mayo to purchase
Madison wyn and
week to a plot of land at Croton Point on

Hudson River on a turn-over.
alleged it was agreed no one

the

Dwan

a theatre

of Wellsburgh, W. Va., was
seriously Injured in his home town
and is in the local hospital. Crossing the street to entei a street car,

owner

would invest over $5,000. When it
was found he had to contribute more
he refused and sold out, accepting
the notes in payment. The notes
were never satisfied.

he was struck by the car, and fallwas then run over by an auto.

ing,

ACCOUNTS

GRISP'S BANK
Eustace Hale

former screen
and at one
now a special
"Engineers and

Ball,

writer, editor of pictures,

Depositions

time producer, is
representative of
Engineering," Tjut still retaining
touch with the picture mart through
editing a number of productions.

at the

in New York
Donald Crisp's account
Guaranty Trust Co. to assist

Marie

S.

Daisy C. Danziger has begun New
Supreme Court proceedings
against the Triangle Film Corp. on
an assigned claim of Jake M. Danziger
involving
"The
Corsican
The plaintiff alBrothers" film.
lege! the picture earned $12,250.19
in 1920 to which she is entitled.

York

Wife's Suit Reveals
Husband's Financial Condition
in

Depositions taken

June

the

23 of

Crisp

film

in

her suit against

for
separate
director
disclosed that $28,deposited between Oct.

maintenance,
518. GO was
5, 1921, and

Nov. 4, 1921, by Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, to
Crisp's credit. Of this amount $&,-

was transferred to the Pall
(London) branch about the
time. These sums were In the
nature of bonuses, Crisp's contract
with Famous calling for « $1,1)00

326.66

Mall

same
In

the

pending

bankruptcy

proceedings

the Exceptional
of 1540 Broadway

against

Pictures

Inc.,

weekly and $500 additional bonus,
the latter to be deposited in the
Guaranty Trust Co.
Samuel Schwartzberg, as New
York correspondent for Ingle Carpenter, Mrs. Crisp's Los Angeles
receiver.
attorney, took the depositions. It is
also disclosed Crisp has a $50,000
Th»» Loew Circuit is announcing bank balance in a Los Angeles bank
the personal appearance in New in the name of a teller of the ban*,
York of Mrs. Rodolph Valentino, and a house there in the name of
formerly Jean Acker, who some Wallace Bryant, watchman of the
months ago secured a divorce from F. P.-L. studio on the coast. Crisp
The announcement also is alleged to have a bank acher husband.
did not mention the divorce nor count in the name of Krisp,
refer to it. Valentino has since reUnder the California State laws
married.
Mrs. Crisp is entitled to half of the
community property of her husGeorge Arliss is spending th»' band. The $50,000 account and the

(Loew

Bldg.),

New

Yoik, Federal

Judge Mack has ordered that Alexander Beyfuss, the president, turn
over all properties and chattels to
the receiver. John L. Lyttle is the

summer

at his

summer home

at St.

Margaret, near Dover, England, lie
will return to the States in the fall

to continue either in "The Green
Goddess" or another piece In New
York and at the same time will start
another picture for Distinctive pictures, in which Arthur S. Friend is
the moving spirit. A: liss sailed from
New York June 6.

The Pathe News has completed a
motion picture for the Pennsylvania
State Police and the Pennsylvania
Health departments as an educafeature that will be shown
throughout the United States. Its
purpose is to bring home vividly the
necessity for careful automobile
driving on the highways. The picture was shot on a State highway
tional

between PottsvlUe and Tamaqua.

house

in

Los

Angeles

have

JESSE LIASKY

While Satan Sleeps

been

"Holt

"STORM" AT MISSION,

L. A.
M. Ashcr, eastern representa-

tomorrow

"The Storm" opens Sunday
run.

for a

a long while since

we have

seen such enthusiasm over a picture.
audience continually laughed and applauded."
N. Y. Tribune.

*It is

The

becomes a new idol for feminine fans to twinkle
Both comedy and dramatic skill in evidence." TV. V. Herald.

in this picture

—

over.

for Mack Sennett, closed a
contract with Universal for the presentation of "The Storm" at the
Mission, Los Angeles, for a run beginning
(Saturday).
Ashor and the U. were after the
original "Forest Fire" act which
Langdon McCormiek presented in
vaudeville as an added attraction
for the picture, with the U. getting
it for the Central, New York, where

PRESENTS

JACK H O LT

enjoined.

H.
tive

*

storiS

two-reelers starring himself.

The former Roscoe Arbuckle home in Los Angeles is now occupied
by Lou Anger. Anger formerly was manager for Arbuckle while with
the Joe Schenck forces. Anger is still with Schenck, while Arbuckle is
directing Buster Keaton. Arbuckle is reported clean broke, with but one
small car left to himself. Another report says he's in on some of the
Schenck picture business, but that has not been confirmed. He is now
living with Billy Camp on the coast.

director,
$5,695.95

before Justice Whitaker in the

28.

Sandy Roth is scheduled to star*
as gag man f6r AI St John at K2
studios in a series of comedies.

ON PICTURES
Jackie Coogan has Issued a spe"Oliver Twist,'"
of
edition
cial
leather bound with the name of the
recipient inscribed on it in gold

1921}

CZ (paramount Q>ictum
(3-Col.

Adv. Mats
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FEENCH FILM NOTES

LONDON FILM NOTES

COAST FILM NEWS

Paris, June 16.
exposition of films la being
organized at Munich, Germany.

An

August

4-11.

Los Angeles, June

Guy
99 per cent, of the population is
London, June 8.
A. Osso, local director of Parahas been as- trying to earn bread and butter, and mount, is the father of a son named
Adelaui Megliar, who
most suc- food comes before amusement.
Donald.
tSSSd with some of thefilms,
ia to
SJSil Granger-Binger
The smaller members of the Britof his own.
First National pictures are now
hive a brand
ish film industry have caught on to
the radio and changed their coats being handled in France by Edelhis
and
Granville
uved le Roy
accordingly. One small firm which stein (Erka Film Co.), which also
for
has changed its brand (and its di- controls Goldwyn here.
English company
of Silencei" will sail rectorate) with
.-The Price
every new film it
,~~
the middle of
about
•
England"
n
™
has been able to get possession of
from BJgum
Louis Gaumont, son of M. Leon
Their destination is Tripoli. is going in whole-heartedly for
radio apparatus, and has already Gaumont, head of the company
with
bearing
his name, was married May
simultaneously
emerged from a grubby cellar in a
Released
Millionaire" (Ideal), Wardour street alley to palatial 10 to Mile. Germaine Dancie.
•"The Pauper
(Broadoffices in Piccadilly.
The present
She Penniless Millionaire"
Senoiii BjuiuvI Iteller, the Span•V«t-Walturdaw) is a very different presiding genius of this concern
Frank Crane's picture for expects the radio boom to last' for ish vaudeville singer, booked by
;fTair
produced
beautifully
year,
during
a
a
which
Jesse
he
L. Lasky for a Paramount
hopes
to
is
Meal'
but the make enough money to enter the picture by H. Boussell, dealing with
comedy verging on tragedy,
is kinema with more pomp and cirBroadwest-Walturdaw picture
the Spanish occupation of Belgium,
melodrama.
cumstance when the new boom ar- is now in France, and will visit
merely very ordinary
rives, if it ever does.
Given the
Los
Angeles after making the first
company
the
stated,
necessary capital to provide the
As already
Provin- "swank," without which a film firm reel here.
controlling the kinemas of
or
is,
Ltd.,
Theatres,
is of no account here, this man will
cial Cinema
subject of probably do big things, for .no one
Mme. Ernesta Stern, widow of^
nas been by now. the
F. B. in the industry knows more about the banker, known in local literary
very drastic reconstruction.
films than he, but he has never had circles, is the author of the scenario
Adams has taken over the control
properties in the capital.
of three of its best
of "Sol y Sombre," a picture with
thought he will
the provinces. It is
P. C. T.. if
to
good-bye
Arthur Bachner, the general man- a Spanish love story, which is beehortly say
and will ager in London /or Granger Ex- ing shipped later to America. The
not to the kinema world,
clusives,
Granger-Binger Produc- film was taken in Spain, with Mile.
embark in commercial enterprise.
tions (Dutch) and Granger-David- Musidora and a famous bull fighter
producing
Granger-Binger
son
(British),
says Exclusives have in the leads.
The
concern, which has the HOllandia had the greatest trouble in getting
Btudios at Haarlem, have always the Paul Terry "Aesop Fable" carA screen has been installed in the
worked on a principle of Dutch- toons over. This he *put down to old chapel of the Luxembourg,
British-American mixture in com- the general ignorance of the Brit- forming part of the Senate, for the
pany and producers. They are now ish exhibitor, who, because the fea- use of Senators.
This Innovation
bringing over two new American tures were only 500 feet in length, has been started by Lucien Hubert,
several American insisted on looking at them as ordi- leader of the colonial group, and he
producers and
"stars" to play in their new pro- nary "fill-ups" and expected to get proposes projecting films demonThe names of the new- them at the same price. This atti- strating the development of French
ductions.
comers and the forthcoming pro- tude took a lot of breaking down, colonies. Indo-China will commence
ductions are at present being with- but the cartoons were now doing the series, to be followed by views
well.
Business generally, he said,
held.
for
possessions,
the African
was deplorable, and if things went of
which the pictures are now being
Ideal has engaged a fine support- on as they were doing there would taken by state officials.
ing cast to work with Constance soon be no British kinema industry.
Binney in the Denison Clift -Ideal The release date was again creeping
While William A. Brady, with his
"A Bill of up to 15 months ahead, and he was
"Art" production of
wife, Grace George, was recently in
Divorcement." The players include afraid the British National Film
Prague,
he acquired the dramatic
League,
whose
object
is
to
reduce
Keen
(by
Fay Compton, Malcolm
Henry the release date to within six and picture rights of a play, "The
permission of Beandean),
months,
would
have
the
greatest
Dora
and
Life of Insects," by Capek brothers,
Vibart. Fewless Llewellyn
Denison Clift will pro- difficulty in getting over despite now running at the National theaGregory.
the
fact
that
all
the
leading
Britalready
comWork has
duce.
The Czech playwrights have
tre.
menced and the star, who is on the ish producing firms were behind it. adapted this allegorial and satiriAdriatic, will step in immediately
from "Souvenir." a
comedy
cal
"The Rose of Nice" is the sort of
on her arrival.
picture which makes one wonder book dealing with insects, by the
Work on the new kinema which whether renters are mad or whether late French entomologist, Fabre,
they have a wonderfully innocent who died almost in destitute ciris to be built on the old Tivoli site

Mason Opera house

staff have found
something to do during
their
Jean Havez la going to Europe*
"leisure" hour each day. Mr. Price this fall. He has sold his home and
and Mr. Hearn after spending 23 plans to auction his furniture which
hours daily with newspaper and is reported to be valued at $70,000

press worries will devote the final before leaving for the foreign tour.
hour to real estate in the future. Havez la connected with Harold
They are reported about to take Lloyd pictures.
over a string of homes in Holly-

1

wood.

.

Strand will begin in July, the
building being scheduled for opening early in the autumn of next

in the

James White is behind the
scheme and is chairman of the company, while A. L. Ormerod and T.
F. Dawe are on the board of directors.
The building when complete
will hold 3,000, and will be called
the Tivoli Palace.
There will be
no licenses for stage plays and the

year.

house will be "dry."

"Doubling"

studio

the

in

is

America,

a well known thing
world,

here

when a "star"

as

in

called

is

upon to do anything which appears
to entail risk of any sort.
Usually,
here at any rate, the "double" is not
overpaid for the risk he takes.
Rumor has it that Mattheson Lang
is "jubbing" at some of the riding
required of him in the Stoll version
of Dick Turpin's famous ride from
London to York. The "double" is
said to have refused to risk life and
limb for less money than the "star"
is getting for the rretty and ordi-

faith in the stupidity of the public.
This piece, which will not be released until 1 9123, would have been a
poor secondary feature 10 years
ago.
The acting is of the "walk
through" order, the setting ostentatious and unreal, while much of
the feature is devoted to scenes of
a "bal masque" which might have
been lifted from any other picture,
and a wearying "topical" of a battle
young
of flowers. The story is:
and brilliant artist loves a country
He goes to
girl.
She loves him.
Paris and fame. Likewise he for-

Why

the

by

picture "Cocaine" was
the Censor is still a
contained nothing that
would harm the most innocent man
or woman, had no scenes of debauchery, and certainly did not hold
drug taking up as a particularly
useful hobby.
Having put a stop

got. into

prises,

Baron Theatrical EnterH.
Manhattan,
$50,000;

Rosenberg

Hertz,

theatres, $20,000;

Manhattan,

W. Rosenberg.

1.

The Poly Cinema in Regent street
Schine Oswego Corp., Syracuse,
made a "scoop" by getting the picture theatre, $.r»,000; E. M. Bryne,
nowing rights of the "Round the N. E. Timmons, W. II. O Brien, Jr.
World Flight."
The first section,
Oswego Orpheum Corp., Syracuse,
jnowing the start, was shown May
pictures, $5,000; E. M. Bryne, N. E.
the second half, Paris to Rome,
Jj;
May 29. An English cameraman, Timmons, W. II. O'Brien, Jr.
Oswego Strand Corp., Syracuse,
Geoffrey Mallins, will go in advance
Bryne,
°f the flight and
will take advance picture theatre, $5,000; E. M.
Pictures at the points touched by N. E. Timmons. W. II. O'Prien, Jr.
Major Blake and his party. Up to
Troubles of 1922, Manhattan, picnow all la well. The trouble in get- tures, f40,ooo; e. Davidson, B IS
ng the films to England in order
Ma ire, L. I less.
J
to
keep the series going will come
Greenwich Productions, ManhatJater.
it will be an impossibility
and there must be lengthy breaks tan, pictures (1.000 shares preferred
$100 each; 1.000 common, no
stock,
this new type serial.
nas

J

»

At a pale in the country last Week
following prices were bid for
jeveral first -class houses:
Picture
,

f

»"*

"ouse,

Wolverhampton.

.C

9,000;

^oiseum, Wolverhampton, £11,600;
iaiace,
«jectric

West

Bromwich,

.CS.000;

theatre, Walsall. £11,000;
yinrrna de Lux*, Walsall. £0,500,
ami the Picture
House, KiddermLn;*r- £9.r>00.
The houses Were

withdrawn from sale. The truth of
whole thing is there is little
"»J
mom y loft in
this country for such
0T
D " rin * the war anyboVJ
\}
\l
h
° ha(1 a barr COU
™« k °
fnr
>" a. rountry
try which waf=
Jr nrally
*»ructn
one huge camp.
Now
»

,

^

LLOYD'S COMEDIES

FILM INCORPORATIONS

Hertz.

,!

2,110;

par value), active capital, $100,000;
K N. and li Bloomberg.
Shubert Toronto Theatres Corp.,
Piamond,
Manhattan. $10,000; H.
A. and H. W< rr,« r.
Phenix Projectors Corp., Manhat-

K

will

—

Los Angeles, June 28.
Harold Lloyd finished a new special comedy, "The Doctor's Orders,*'
at the Hal Roach lots this wtek.
It will be the first of a new series
of six features to be released by
Pathe under the new Pathe conIt will not be exhibited for
tract.
"Grandma's
as
months,
several
Boy," has last special for Associated Exhibitors, has not yet been
shown in New York. "Grandma's
Boy" is having a record run at the
Symphony, Los Angeles, where It
It will be
is in its seventh week.
released in the east September 3.
The releasing date for 'The Doctor's Orders" has not been decided.
There i« B story attached to the
showing of "Grandma's Boy" at the
Symphony here. It seems that Dr.
N. li. Brrckwedel, owner of th"
house, was the first exhibitor in the
w< st to feature Lloyd in his early
The Symphony, which
comedies.
seats 800, ran "A Bai|or-Made Man"
for w v« n weeks, playing to pheTwo previous
nomenal business.
Lloyd productions received lengthened inns at lie house at a timr
t

when

the

young

was just comAs a tribute to

star

own.
lii'Mkwc.M's

ing into Ins

confidence, the
Symphony was given "Grandma's
four months
run
special
a
Roy." for
rh,.
re*t of the country.
bt u r<
I>r.

Western Pictures are to make an
Elinor Glyn story concerning Holly*
wood. Conlin Campbell is to direct.
The story will not be for propaganda
purposes but will carry a rial plot.

Bob McGowan has put the finishing touches on the fourth of Hal
Boach's series of two-reelers known
as His Rascals series.
Harry Beaumont has completed
cast for "Page Tim O'Brien"
starring Viola Dana. Cullen Landis
will play opposite the star.
his

Myrtle Stedmnn

the latest addition to the all star cast of Louis
-B^ Mayer's "The Dangerous Age."
is

She was formerly with Clara KimHoot Gibson Is in Arizona working
ball Young.
on some exteriors for his new Universal Western.

"Homemade Movies" will be the
next Ben Turpin release by First
National through Mack Sennett
comedies.
The picture was orig"The

Frozen

Semon has signed Tom
his new co-director.

Larry

Buckingham as

Mack Sennett has started a new
company under the direction of Fred
Jackson with George O'Hara in the
William Abramson has started on capacity of co-director. John Henry,
a trip of the country in the interests Jr., and Teddy, the wonder dog, are
of the Phil Goldstone Productions. to be starred.
inally

titled,

Trail"

but was later changed.

J.

Fred

Miller,

formerly

in

the

Tom

Furnam

has

the

put

show business in the east, is now final editing touches on "White
manager of the Dome, Ocean Park, Shoulders," the Preferred Pictures'
Cal.
production In which Katherine MacDonnld is starred. Her next in First
Norma Gregg and Estelle De National attraction will be "Money,
Shone are to make a trip to Money, Money."

Great for the Hot Spell!
First

National

quality for this

is

offering

Summer

you pictures

of just as high

They

as any time of the year.

a

will

wean them away from the outdoor amusement parks and
other hot weather attractions. There's money in every one
so get busy and hook them at once.
of these productions

—

MARSHALL NEILAN

RICHARD
BARTHELMESS
Presented by

Presents his latest
First National

Inspiration Pictures, Inc., In

"FooU

"Sonny"
Taken from the play by George
Hobart and Directed by

V.

Henry King.

NORMA TALMADGE
Presented by
Joseph M. Schenek

"Smilin'

First"
With Claire Windsor. Richard
3>ix and Claude Gillingwnter.
Hugh MacNair Kahler's story.

ANITA STEWART

?

First

Baron, B. Bagley.
Cartis Corp., Mineola, pictures,
D. Stamatis
$75,000; C. D. and G.
and G. Carnavo.
Association,
Burlesque
Mutual
Manhattan. $100,000; J. Ginsburgh,
to this film, however, the Censor M. Kurz, B. A. Leerburgor.
has signified his satisfaction with
Tee Vee Pictures, Manhattan,
and approval of such features as
$100,000; E. J. Goeyens, J. F. Bar'The Cocaine Smugglers," "Crushbler, F. Fischer.
follow.

Cinema,
1,950;

Pathe Completed "Grandma's
Boy" a Knockout on Coast

it.

It

ing the Drug Traffic," etc.
There
»re more of these "dope" films to

Generale
Univers Location,

English retitling and editing
have cut out any "guti" the French

Henry

banned

During the week ended June 17
there were 22,055 metres of films
presented at the Paris trade shows,
compared with nearly 13,000 the
previous week, and released by W.
Union Eclair, 2,100;
Fox, 1900;

the

producers might have

nary heroic bits.

mystery.

cumstances.

Agence

Los Angeles

probably be the
future headquarters of Joseph K.
Gorham, well-known restaurant and
hotel producer of New Orleans who
is visiting here with Manager Ben
Piazza of the Hillstreet theatre prior
to opening local offices. Mr. Gorham
was formerly manager of the Walton
Hoof in Philadelphia. He has the
Cave Midnight Frolic in
New
Orleans for seven years.

Gaumont,
2,000; Pathe, 2,010; Goldwyn (Erka)
Paramount.
Jupiter,
5,650;
2,945;
The Erka peo2 200; Harry, 4.190.
picgets the country girl in the em- ple trade-showed two Goldwyn
comedy,
Quex,"
"Joyeux
Lord
braces of a "vampire." He and the tures,
vampire ooth tire. He goes back with Naomi Childers and Tom
to the country girl and is forgiven. Moore, and "Petites Causes, Grandes
The "vamp" gets peeved at this and Douleurs," drama, with Vera GorBut don and Tom Santschi.
wins him back momentarily.
he goes back once more and all is
well.
It is terribly weak stuff, and

A

At present
they are playing special stands in
and around Los Angeles.

Honolulu this summer.

28.

Price, dramatic editor of the
Walter Hearn of the

Herald, and

"Rose

in

From

Through"

Adapted from

Presented by
Louis P>. Mayer Jn

Albn Lnngdon

Martin's play and directed by

o*

the Sea"

book by Count ess
Rarcynska and directed by Fred
Niblo, director Of "The Three
the

Musketeers."

#

Sidney A. Franklin.

"ONE CLEAR CALL"

OLIVER MOROSCO

Presented by
Louis F». Mayer

Present! his
stage success

The John M. Stahl

"The Half Breed"

Production

A

story of

tradition's

and how hi smashed
Wheeler Oakman,

it.

barrier

With

MACK SENNETT

BUSTER KEATON

Presents his latest
2-reel fun maker

Presented by
Joseph M. Schenek in

"My

Wife's Relations"

Written and directed by Buster
Keaton and Eddie Cline. Open
market.

DOROTHY

From the book by Frances
Greene and directed by
John M. Stahl.

Nimmo

PHILLIPS

Presented by

"Gymnasium Jim"
With
.Tune.

Kuth.

Billy

Bevan and Mildred
by Hoy Del

Directed

Open market.

CONSTANCE

TALMADGE

Allen Ilolubar In

Presented by
Joseph M. Schenek

"Hurricane's Gal"

"The Primitive Lover"

Adapted and personally directed by Allrn Ilolubar from the
story by Harvey Gates.

Adapted from "The Divorcee,"
by Kdgar Selwyn, and directed

CHARLES RAY

KATHERINE
MacDONALD

Presented by

Arthur

S.

Kane

K

Written by Hob Wagner. Pi's*
trlbUted by Fust National Inhibitors'

mark

<

Circuiti

t.

by Sidney A. Franklin.

Presented by
P. Schulberg

in

"Smudge"
inc.

Open

in

In

•"Domestic Relations"
Story and scenario by Violet
Clarke aid directed by Chet
With*y.

n

tan, picture projector*, |250.000;
C. Gomprecht, T. Full. n.
Miss Lizzie, Manhattan,
Strut
$".000;

A. s. Lyont^

K. Kehdleri

J.

tales
general
Herman,
of ITnJverffal, has resigned.
-•"
thi
in
|.'<
ion
d a
He ha'- a.
Kobertson-Coli
,;.w ranks of 1 »«w,
future
ill
< rganiz&t'M
n and In the
with P, A Pow< :s In
be associate

Harry
manag< r

•

.

i

lirden.

Garb

Carlton has purchased the

First

There'll

Be

i

1

National

a Franchise

Attractions

Everywhere

<

Berman has been
that company.
Bayslde, L. !., home of Maui ire with U f<>r a number of years and
adjoins
the
The property
Costello.
has been one of th<- organisers of
their preaent vales organisation.
present Carlton estate.

+
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BETTER PICTURES OR

"THE STORM" LIFTS BUSINESS

Capitol Gets $41,000 with U. Special—Returns to
Central Next Week, with Original Act Added—
Receipts Decline in All Other Broadway Houses

week

HEAVY EXPLOITATION

took a frightful flop last
with the exception of the

FOR BUFFALO HOUSE

about

which advanced
Capitol,
$5,000 over the business of the pre-

vious week with the U. production
"The Storm" as the attraction. The
Cross at that house was $41,000, but

Cool Weather Helps Pick

Business

Up

—Eva Tanguay as

Extra Attraction

was the only house on the street
that .showed an improvement over
it

the

business

done

the

Buffalo. June 28.

previous

Cool weather the prime factor in
week's business at local picture
Karly in the week it looked a.s houses. All houses turned in excellent gross as result. Forecast calls
though the Strand hud a chance to for little hot
weather in prospect
pull a great weeks business with until after Fourth.
that
fact
the
Loew's led the field last week,
"One Clear Call," but
with good show and heavy publicity.
th«'re was little or no exploitation
This
house spending as much, if not
for the picture In advance spoiled
more, for pictures, vaudeville and
Late In the week ii advertising now than at any time
the chances.
group of masked men on horseback during regular season. Shows, in
with Ku-Klux costume were used entirety, size up to mid-season topup and down Broadway, but the notch form. The straight 20-cent
fact that the advance punch was matinee policy is doing much to atnot delivered evidently held the tract family trade.
business down.
Lafay tte continues
to
move
The fact that the John Barrymore along, with
s vaudeville as best
picture "Sherlock Holmes" attracted bet. lias consistent trade but opa $6,000 week's business to the erating at maxh.ium. Continues to
Cameo was the reason for the pres- play Si'n bookings, working in large
entation of the revival of "Dr. number of Shubert acts.
Is unJekyli and Mr. Hyde' at the Rialto questionably going in for heaviest
this week, that picture also having attractions ever seen here at pop-.
Barrymore as the star.
ular prices. Eva Tanguay this wec'i
This week business along the followi. g her cancellation of forttreet generally was reported as night ago. House playing a 50-cent
worse than that which was experi- top.
enced last week.
Hippodrome running neatly on its
At the Central theatre the second retrenched policy. Offers straight
week of the revival of "The De- pictures for summer with change
;o twice
licious Little Devil" managed
weekly.
Can weather the
draw $7,200, which was about $1,000 summer ship-shape at its present
loss than th« work before, and "The pace, meantime installing its new
Storm" goes into the house for an organ and preparing for the autumn
extended run beginning Sunday drive.
Several important changes
Langdon
McCormick in prospect for fall.
with
the
Among smaller places, downtown
Vaudeville act "The Forest Fire" as
The picture houses suffering badly. Unable to
an extra attraction.
was adapted from the play, which compete with the big ones either in
in turn was the outgrowth of the price or in quality of attractions.
At least one said to be contemplatvaud»»vi.le»act with the lire effect.
An estimate of the gross business ing closing permanently, with little
else in prospect for
the others.
la at week is:
Apollo "Silver Wings" (Fox spe- Neighborhood houses doing well.
Compared with last season, comScats 1,200;
cial).
scale,
$1.65.
Fourth week of the picture, evtni munity theatres more than satisfied.
with the added personal appearance This time last season found most of
of Mary Carr, the star, is attracting them dark. No closings in prospect
little attention.
Business arounu so far thi su lmer.
$2,500 on the week.
Estimate! for last week:
Loew's— "Bought and Paid For"
Cameo— 'Sherlock Holmes" (Independent). Seats 550; scale, 55-75. and vaudeville.
(Capacity, 3,400;
John Barfymore, star. Picture lifted scale, mats., 20, nights 30-40.)
the house from business of around Picture measured up with best.
$3,000 a week to almost $6,000 last Supported by excellent vaudeville.
Heavy going right from start of
w^-ek.
Central—"The Delicious
Little week with little let-up except final
Devil" (Universal reissue).
Picture and vaudeville
Seats Saturday.
960; scale, 55-75. In its second week cost house a mid-season figure with
the business dropped about $1,000 plenty of extra advertising sending
cost flying.
With the gross going to $7,200.
Reflected in week's
Capitol— 'The Storm" (Universal business, $11,000.
Lafayette Square "Virgin ParaJewel).
Seats 5,300; scale, mats.,
35-55-85; eves., 55-b5-$1.10.
(Capacity,
This dise" and vaudeville.
picture came within an ace of hold- 3,400; scale, mats., 20-25, nights,
Picture ran to about even
ing over for the second week. The 30-50.)
understanding was that if the pro- eomme.t. Vaudeville strong. Probaduetion got $2K,000 by Wednesday bly little too heavy for trade but
night the second week was to have showed class.
On vaudeville side,
been played. The picture did draw house running close to big time.
$24,300 up to Wednesday night and Between $9,000 and
$10,000 la~t
week.
on the week grossed $41,000.
Hippodrome "Yellow Men and
Criterion— "The Stroke of Midnight" (Metro).
Seats 8SC; scale, Gold" first half; "Is Matrimony a
Business off with heat and Failure" last alf. (Capacity, 2,400;
55 -'J9.
scale, mats., 20-25, nights, 30-50.)
rain; house draw about $4,200.
Lyric
"Nero"
(Fox special). Got off on wrong foot. Order of
pictures
should h:. - been reversed.
Seats 1,400; scale, $1.65. Business
has not taken any material jump 'Yellow Men" sizzlin;, good yarn
but the Fox people are plugging the but devoid of any draw. House on
production with a clever line of ad- low first "f week but pulled up
vertising for it and making some- with second half. "Matrimony" well
Featuring orchestra
thing of a public demand noticeable. liked herei
and using local soloists. Between
Topped $5,000 last week.
$7,ooo.
$6,000
and
Rialto "South of Suva" (Paramount). Seats 1,960; scale, 50-85Mary Miles Ifinter, star. Busif»9.
C0L0RCRAFT IN TROUBLE
ness off last week with the house
Samuel Hell has been appointed
Setting $17,000, as against $19,400
receiver under $2,500 bond of the
for the week previous.
Rivoli— "Top of New York" (Para- Colorcraft Corp., natural color picmount). Seats 1,210; scale, 50-85- ture producers of 25 West 43rd
99.
May McAvoy, star. Business street, Xesv York, and studio at 203
Here also took a urop last week with West 40th street.
Harold A. Ley is the largest
$16,000.
Strand— "Ono Clear Call" (First pettioning en dtter to the extent of
National).
Seats 2,989; scale, 30- $11,31 2. f»0 for money loaned on de60-86.
A corking picture that did mand notes. William H. Peck
not get the exploitation that it claims $»50 for salary and the Nashould have had. Managed to draw tional Association Bid-., Corp. (25
around $17,600 despite this in a bud West 43rd street olilce building),
asks $1,260.03 for reut and light.
week.
last

WOt'lC.

—

—

—

*

—

—

Break

It— Knicker-

INDUSTRY WILL FLOP

Did

UNEVEN BUSINESS

—Los Angeles Houses Drop
Business

Los Angeles, June

The general slump

'-.

the business of the picture theatres here,
the heart of the manufac aring end
of the Industry, is attributed to the
monotone of productions, by Sol
I/esser, who speaks in the role of
producer-distributor-exhibitor.
He
says the producers had better make
stronger pictures or the entire bottom is going to fall out of the iadustry.
in

His views were brought about by
the terrific wallop handed the business at all of the houses here last
week, when a l.eat wave hit. Grauman's big house was the only one
that showed any strcnLth.
All of
the matinees were knocked sideways and a deep cut into the night
business also occurred.
The Chamber of Commerce must
have been working overtime to prevent any record of the high temperature being published, but none
of the local press even commented
to the extent of "unusual heat."
That word "unusual" is the standard stereotyped phrase employed

Even though no comment
was made on the heat the public

here.

wouldn't go indoors for entertainment. The legitimate theatres also
suffered.

The drop in business
nema is entirely due to

at the Kitho picture,

"The Barnstormer." said to be one
of the worst Charles Bay has made.
At Miller's is "The Cross Roads of
New York," the strongest the house
has had since "The Silent Call,"
and although it showed box office
strength it will remain only for this
week, its second there.
Estimates for last week:
Grauman's
"South of Suva"

—

(Realart-Paramount), (seats
mats.,

scale,

eves.,

35;

2,300;

Mary

55).

Miles Minter. Also Swim Easy Bathing Girl Revue and Brown's Saxo-

phone

Bathing girl revue orThis house has ju/- good
matinee play revue aided picture
after the opening day. $16,800.
California
"Golden
Dreams"
(Goldwyn),
(seats
2,000;
scale,
Six.

dinary.

—

mats., 25-35; eves., 35-55).
Zane
Grey story with all-star cast. Added
attraction picture of San Francisco's

Chinatown.

weak, business only

Kinema

—

ogram

Entire
$8,200.

"The

Barnstormer"

(First National), (seats 1,800; scale,
mats, 25-35; eves., 35-55). Charles
Ray.
Also "Sp-oks," a Mermaid

comedy.

Gross $6,800.
Mission— "A Fool There

Was

(Fox), (seats 800; scale, mats., 55;
eves., 55-80; loges, $1.50).
Picture

commenced second week Saturday.
Hardly likely engageiaeni will run
as it showed considerable
weakness opening week, following
flop of "Monte Cristo."
Business
decidedly off. "The Storm" coming.
Grauman's Rialto— "The Bachelor
Daddy" (Paramount), (seats
longer,

800;

scale,

mats.,

35;

eves.,

15).

Tommy Meighan. Picture in second week of return engagement,
Probably
holding up pleasingly.
out next week.
Miller's

— "The

Down

to $1,000.

New

Crossroads of

York" (First National), (s.ats

900;
scale, mats., 30; eves., 40, all-starThis picture got off nicely
cast).
and will probably run for some
time, as it is first attraction of any
power house has had since run of
"The Silent Call." Drew $3,000 first
week, although expected to do better.

IN

PHILL Y LAST WEET

bocker Agitation

C

Sol Lesser Expresses Opinion

in

cerned

WEEK

Weather

AS OTHER HOUSES FALL OFF

Broadway's business as far as the
motion picture theatres are con-

CAPITAL'S FAIR

June IS.
Washington, D.
The theatre had a splendid break

Level

weather during the past week.
o summer parks, Savoy and
Apollo, ar smashing records. The
early close of the government departments is apparently just what

in the

Trade

The

—Small Houses
Now

at Summer's
Low

First

Runs

they needed.
Philadelphia. June $8.
The continuous publicity given
•Local film men are inclined ts
b*
the Knickerbocker di -ster is to a
lieve that the present level of boa
certain extent hurting the business
ness about represents the summ«J
of the downtown as well as resigoing although the real dog days
dential houses.
During the past
the theatres in Philly are not sun,
week Congressman Cooper delivered
posed to begin until July.
a speech on the floor of the house
The exodus to the shore hsj
insinuating money was being used
begun and the weather has beta
to delay p
vutions In the theatre
hitting the high spots with almost
case.
These charges cause the timid to dally rains in the early evenings-,
just the worst time for the evening
hesitate.
crowds.
It will be a mighty long time be
The Stanley Company is announc
fore the effects of that catastrophe
will become softened and forgotten ing in advance the second "Go-to.
movies" week, July 10-15, and
the
in spite of the O. K. given all the
local theatres by the district gov- making an almost tearful plea for
people to go to ono or two film
ernment officials.
showings that week. As a matter
Estimates for last week:
fact, it is probable a number ot
of
Loew's Columbia— "Foolish Wives"
second wc k. Splendid qualities of the larger downtown houses are lospicture coupled with mildness
of ing money weekly and will continue
weather held business up, although to do so until late August bring*
the gross fell from the opening a cool spell. The overhead is being
week. (Capacity, 1,200; scale, mat., cut to the limit in some cases, and
the main object is to keep the losses
35. nights, 35-50.)
About $9,000.
Moore's Rialto— Betty Blythe in down as low as possible.
The statement is being made in
"His Wife's Husband" (Pyramid
Pictures).
Nothing unusual in many quarters, the main trouble
drawing. Orchestra and extra fea- with some of the big downtown
tures attracting regular patrons. houses 'is that they do not feature
(Capacity, 1,900; scale, mornings 30, or make a play on the shorter surThe Stanley, tor
afternoons 40, evenings 50.) About rounding weeks.
after
example,
a period when
$9,000.
subjects # were
Crandall's
featured
Metropolitan
"Fools shorter
First" (First National). Cast heu..- almost weekly in conjunction with
ed by Claude Gillingwater, Claire features, has ceased, and, safe for
Winslow and Richard Dix created an occasional musical attraction,
some interest. Business about as relies solely on the five or six^Teel
usual, may have dropped little from subject. This house very often subprevious week.
(Capacity, 1,750; stitutes a short cartoon for a com«
scale, mat., 20-35, nights, 33-50.) edy, and cuts the travel or educa*
About $?,000.
tional pictures down to a minimum.
Palace
Loew's
Another si t
As a matter of fact, the sentiment
week. First half Klliott Dixter in of many film devotees here U
"Grand Larceny." Picture got bet- strongly in favor of short reel subter play.
Second half Viola Dana jects, including comedies and special
in
"Seeing's Believing"
(Metro). travel and novelty films.
When
Light story but attracted. Capacity, properly advertised at other houses
scale, mats., 20-35, nights, these have helped draw patronage,
2,500;
35-50.)
About $12,000.
and have gained much favorabls
comment. The Aldine sometimes
and the
features short subjects,
BOSTON'S
Karlton has plenty of them, but
does not feature them. Nope of the
Visitors and Weather Give Pictures
houses here give attention to the
Good Week
surrounding program that other big
(

—

(

—

—

BREAK

,

cities do.

Boston, June 28.
Business in the three big houses
Just when they needed it badly
Stanley, Karlton and Allast week
the picture houses in this town, todine ranged from good to bad. Ths
gether with houses using other
smaller houses, all with first-runs
forms of entertainment, got a fine
(first time this has happened in
big boost last week which took them
several months) did unevenly. The
out of the dumpy condition they
with Ethel Clayton in "For
had been in for the past several Arcadia,
below ths
weeks and left them at the end of the Defense," dropped far
record
of "North of the Rio Grande."
the week with a fair-sized figure on
the previous week; Palace, with
the profit side of their ledgers.
"Ths
The break was due to the Clara Kimball Young in
off and
weather.
It
was commencement Worldly Madonna," was way thesf
week at Harvard and* it brought the picture not liked. Both
stars have lost popularity here.
about 60,000 strangers.
Estimates for the week:
The weather conditions this week
Stanley
"The Woman Who
are about the same for the picture
(Paramount) rebusiness, as was the case last week Walked Alone**
and was
notices
fine
with the indications being that it ceived
especially plugged in advertising,
will hold cool for the balance of the
but bad weather kept attendance
*
week.

—

—

—

down. Surrounding program unat«
Estimates for last week:
to have hurt,
Loew's State (25-50;
capacity tractive also believed
the
4,000).
"The Woman Who Walked "Sonny" this week, with "Over
CapacAlono" with Dorothy Dalton, and Border" underlined $25,000.
35-50C.;
matinee,
ity,
scale,
4,000;
"Don't Write Letters" with Garcth
Hughes. Did between $11,000 and evenings, 50-75c.
Karlton— "Smllin' Through" (M
$12,000 last week with "Over the
this
Border."
This business' about on week First National). Though
ne
par with what wag done after open- Norma Talmadge feature by
previing of house while season was at means lived up to business of
considering
ous week, it did well
best.

—

third week downtown, and that it
was shown in a number of suburban

Modern— (28-40; capacity 800).
"Glory of Clementina" with "Head
Over Heels" for supporting picture.

houses

In

conjunction

with

last

"Man
and week's run at Karlton. $7,000,
"The Wall Flower." About $5,500. from Home" this week, with "The
to
Despite Wid Gunning's efforts to
Beacon (Capacity and prices and Ordeal" coming, marking return
adjust the internal business affairs
(Capacity, 1,000;
pictures same as Modern and busi- first-run policy.
of the picture producing corporaness last week about on a par with 50c.)
tion bearing his name, the petitionAldine— "His Wife's Husband' set
sister house.
ing creditors who filed their petition
no river on fire though benefiting by
last April 24 decided a receiver is
recent personal appearance of star.
necessary In order that their interGOLDSTONE'S PLANS
With recent grade of picture*,
ests may be protected.
everybody wondering how house w
Los Angeles, June 28.
Federal District Judge Manton
Tho most elaborate preparations managing to. keep open, and importhas appointed John H. McCooey, ever made for
a picture at the Rus- ant* announcement soon expected.
Jr., receiver under $5,000 bond upon
week.
sell studios nre under way for "De- "Don't Doubt Your Wife" this
50c.
the petition that Gunning on June
erted at tho AltHr," which Phi! $4,500. Capacity, 1,700; scale,
iy transferred his stock to a Mr.
Goldstone is to produce this season
Powers and arrnnged for releaso as the first
of a series of specials,
"BUSTER BROWN" CARTOONS
through Robertson-Cole. The two
(.'"ldstonc's present plans are the
judgments for rent by the Marcus
Tho Buster Brown cartoons are"
most extensive of his career -nd call
ar
Loew Realty Co. and the attach- for the making of three specials
to be piituri/.ed by Herman G
imoi
ment by tho Commercial Traders mediately
Meld, who is to turn out a series
af*er his present producere
Cinema Corp., which have since de- tion.
two-reel comedies. The rights *
The cast Includes

RECEIVER FOR GUNNING

With "The

Broken

Silence"

—

veloped,

resulted

m

appoint-

the

ment

of the receiver.
Liabilities are fixed at
and assets at $15,000.

The

new

Kanawha

at

;i*>0»000

South

Charleston,
W. Va., owned by
Quince Jones, has opened with a
picture policy.

Bessie Love,
Tully Marshall, Wade Rotelar, William Scott, Euialie Jensen and
lVankle Lee.

secured
week froltl Jay
this
Packard.
...
;
A midget and a. train* «»V'd"g wl1
be used for the productio ns.

*

;

Richard Talmadge has completed
.•six productions and for the coming
William Fox is trying to dispone
season will make eight special.--.
of the Albemarle, Brooklyn. N« ]'
Frankly n Farnum is also busy un- The house is one of the numerous
der the same banner.
neighborhood theatres, now clesea.
I

—
Friday,

June

80,

PICTURES

1*88

FILMS

PROMISES ACTIVE FILM BATTLE
Schaefer and Balaban & Katz PreJones, Limick
paring Have/ All Loop Houses Expect Bigger

—

Pictures

will
close
Chicago, June 28.
Wednesday (tonight)
and undergo a series of changes,
The tom-tom of the opposing in- redecorating and
refurnishing, to
Linick & Schaefer
terests, Jones,
conform to the B. & K. idea of how
& Kate, rumbled to make a theatre a paying thing.
and Balaban
mingled
through the week, which
The factors decided upon were
definite plans of pro-

with

itself

season, being
cedure for the coming
practice. As preput in immediate
Variety, much
dicted in last week's
excitement and flurry may be exInevitable
coming
the
pected for

are the only two
movie Arms in the loop that really
importance, as
any
count up to
movie
they control the strategic

These

battle.

houses.

While conditions throughout the
country on the film situation have
thrown a startling scare into house
owners, few cities have actually
been faced with the situation of
predominating
like nature that is
Things are developing
Chicago.
with a rapidity that is of greater
momentum than ever anticipated.
Last week the movie pulse beat
faster with the announcement of
Jones, Linick & Schaefer transferring the lease of their Randolph
and
to the Universal-Jewel interests
Paramount
J. L. & S. acquiring the
fourwith
a
franchise for Chicago,
week pre-release showing, for 5
years.

'

Conflicting announcements by the
opposing forces have been given to

the press, Which is * thing that is
yet to be threshed out by the picture people and the movie house
owners. The exact status of progress this

week "with the press an-

nouncements
detail.

made

it

made are given

&
Jones, Linick
public that their

in

Schaefer

new Mc-

is to* show only Paramount
It was labeled as the most
Important movie event of the seaThe program of the Famous
son.
Players (Paramount) calls for 75
photoplays, of which J. L. & S. has
The importance
the choice of 62.
of this merger is more fully realized
when it is known that they (J., L.
& S.) are the only holders of an
exclusive franchise from the Paramount, as most cities have three or
more franchise holders. The McVicker's Is being completed with as
much rapidity as is possible, with
three shifts working eight hours
each to keep up with the schedule

Vicker's
films.

for the

opening about September.
& 8. Would Quit

4n L.

As
also

tl.ese

facts

came

to

light,

it

developed that Jones, Linick

&

Schaefer, holders of a string of
loop small movie houses, are angling to dispose of these loop movie
houses, and retain only the Rialto,

which is playing vaudeville with a
feature picture.
The Rialto does
not come under any of their negotiations as
to exclusive showing
with distributing companies, and
this gives them a free lance on any
Independent films.
They will also
retain the McVickera and
Randolph.

However,

it

became known that

the Bijou

Dream, one of their small
movie houses, was leased to a commercial firm and that firm will not
use the building for theatrical purposes.
This goes into effect within
the next 60 days,
Next to the
Bijou Droam is the Orpheum, another J., L. & S. holding, that usually gets the feature
picture after
they have made its first showing.

The balance of the holdings of
Jones, Linick
Schaefer consists
of loop houses: Alcazar
and Rose,

&

a few doors next to each other; the

Boston, wrecked for a church being
Put up on the property; and the

that the Roosevelt will run feature
pictures only of the nature of the
premier film, "Orphans of the
Storm," which will inaugurate the
new regime July 1. Pictures of this
nature will only be used angling to
have them get a longer run, surrounding the picture with musical
accompaniment and presentations,
similar to the successful policy in
force at the Chicago. B. & K. look
forward upon the Roosevelt as a
separate unit in their chain of
theatres, and expect to present the
feature films at very low prices.
With this announcement of policy,
the B. & K. interests, it seems,
have a great advantage inasmuch
as they will be the only ones to
present colossal specials for extended runs at low prices. All other
theatres, according to announcements so far, will opcrato on a
weekly changing of films basis.

This decision of policy may be
sufficient to turn the house over
to a profit on the year. The conflictlon in announcement by the
opposing interests in Chicago's loop
is

that the press quotes A.

J.

Bala-

ban as saying: "The coming season
will see more big, good pictures

?

The Bijou Dream was Jones,
& Schacfer's for a 99 -year
long-term lease. In numbers these
owners have an upp<r hand
the
sible.

linick

MAY BE THROUGH

.

Business

San Francisco Walks Out on

—"Connecticut Yan-

kee" on Return Did Best

them are

almost around the cornerjrom each

With the strengthening of
other.
in
these theatre owners' holdings, the
'oop district.
Criss-cross in the film studios will be obliged to ally
same edition of the dailies
in which themselves with either of the above
"]• statements appeared of Jones,
interests. From the foregoing it is
{-wick & Schaefer, is an outline
easily seen that Jones, Liniek &
irem Balaban
& Kat.. of their pol- Schaefer have a greater releasing
icy as to
their intention* of operat- power, that may also prove an Im»g their latest acquisition, Aschportant factor in the impending
"•-S Boose volt,
may be
a block from their skirmish.
Predictions
>™cago theatre. The Roosevelt,
made, but there are too many Jini:!- il
•ccording to the
announcement, to the Chicago sit nation to bank on

KANSAS CITY HOUSES

Week

in general held

23.

up here

The

I

m p e rceptible Improvement
Last Week
"Way Down
East" Returns at 25c. Scale

—

State did comparatively the
best business last week with "Nanook of the North." An icy lobby
San Francisco, June 28.
Kansas City, June 28.
layout had something to do with it,
Another proof the public is tiring
Business with the picture houses
as well as advertising a week ahead.
of Canadian northwoods and Alas"Crossroads of New York" main- picked up a little bit last week, but
kan pictures was evideneed last
The past two weeks
very little.
week when both the Granada and tained a fairly high gait at the have been the worst in recent film
Grand and Liberty, but it was the
the Imperial with pictures of that
The Newman,
belief here that much of its pub- history in this city.
character dropped materially in relicity value was lost sight of, or with its modern cooling system and
ceipts. "Over the Border" with Betty
in "The
Mcighan
Thomas
offering
else not taken advantage of.
Compson at the Granada, and
Bachelor Daddy," ran away from
Last week's estimates:
"Shame" at the Imperial.
that
the
Grand "Cross Roads
New all competitors, but at
The big receipts were at the York" (First National). of (Seats,
business was far below normal. At
Strand from Fox's "Connecticut
2,500; scale. 25-40-55.) Without any the Twelfth Street, the Newmans'
Yankee."
This film shown here name featured, except
one of Sen- third house, "Way Down East" was
some months ago at a dollar filled nett's specials, receipts approximat- given for a quarter. This picture
the Strand at every performance
ed those of week before. About had been shown In both of the
last week.
The theatre put over a $18,750.
firm's other downtown houses at
live wire ballyhoo stunt by turning
Olympic "Over the Border" (Par- higher prices, and also at a numloose a dozen motorcycle riders in
amount). (Seats, 1,100; scale, 25- ber of the leading residential thecostume.
Betty Compson and Tom atres, but came back strong for the
40.)
At the California "Buster Keaton" Moore picture got best notices, with third downtown showing. It was
in "Cops" was featured over Corinne
previous week's returns lightly bet- strongly clrcused and had a street
Griffith in "A Virgin's Sacrifice."
ballyhoo.
At the Victory, another
tered.
About $8,750.
While Keaton is a food draw in this
Liberty
"Crossroads
of
New downtown house, the "Sawing a
theatre the business for the week
York" (First National).
(Seats, Woman Exposed" Aim was featured
was not as good as expected.
scale,
25-40-55.)
Receipts for a dime and drew some of the
1,200;
None of the picture theatres is went along on about even pace with curious.
doing normal business. Many first Grand.
The Harding interests, which
Lack of a name along witfa\
run houses have cut down in the Sennett's something to do wit<n closed their Doric a week ago on

—

—

—

musical

programs,

have had

and

this

may

slight failing off.

About

$9,000.

its effect.

The

Tivoli did pretty well with a
double bill consisting of Richard

JUDGE KELLY'S WEEKLY

Barthelmess in "Sonny" and Mabel

Normand

A

in

"Head Over Heels."
week was the

house.

residential
It

$20,000

Addresses Lions Club at Lunch and
Talks Boardwalk to Variety
ceipts

feature of last

Walter Kelly, the
"Virginia Judge," guest of honor
at the Lions Club luncheon at the
Breakers yeesterday. "T-day this
great resort city belongs to thfc
people of the world, their title resting on their claim that it is their
playground where they in millions
to you," declared

tion.

They

will be remodeled and
While
installed.

is cutting the reIn all of the houses, thooe In
the resident districts are not suffering as much as the palaces
downtown. However, many of them
are cutting prices, the Isis, at
Thirty-first and Troost, one of the
finest and largest in the city, running for 10c.-25c. and giving fea-

tures.

For the current week the New-

mans are placing all their hopes in
the Mne Murray picture, "Fascination."

Estimates for last week:
"Arabian Love."
Liberty

—

(Fox
(Seats 2,000; scale 35ccan come to play.
flOc.)
John Gilbert comedy and
"God has done wonders for AtPlenty
IHister Keaton in "Cops."
lantic City," continued the famous
of desert stuff. About $5,500.
stage humorist in serious vein,
Newman— "The Bachelor Daddy"
"but man has been knowi to undo
(Seats 1,980; *cnle #
(Paramount).
even God's handiwork
bad citi50c-75c)
nights,
matinees, 85c;
zenship and a narrow viewpoint,
Lcatrice Joy
which fails to realize that every- Thomas Melghan with
Charlotte
kiddles,
one is entitled to recreation in the and the five
Bruce
form which they most enjoy. At- Jackson, Barbara Maier,
Guerin and the DeBriac Twins. A
lantic City is the ideal resort, its
Mermaid comedy, "Step This Way,"
citizens, its morals and its liberal
government make it Ideal. In trav- and Lloyd Garrett completed bill.
Feature
warmly received. Around
eling the world I have discovered
special).

•

"

-

that humanity is much the eame $9,000.
Fa.-slon."
Ruling
Royal— "The
whether the place be Australia or
Rangoon, Boston or New York. (Seats 900; scale 35c-50c; chilHere in Atlantic City you have dren 10c. at all times.) George Arliss and Doris Kenyon.
Story tnken
created a vacation city which is defrom one by Earl Derr Bigger. Both
signed to meet the desirci of all."
principals favorites here.
NeighThe following weekly letter has borhood of $4,000.
Down
Twelfth
"Way
Street
been received from Judge Kelly,
who promised when fleeing Broad- East" (Girfflth). (Seats 1,100; scale

—

way

for the Boardwalk to write
Variety every week.
This is his
second letter in eight weeks"?
Atlantic City, June 25.
Dear Variety:
Just a few slices from a Virginia
ham. "The Spice of 1922" oponed
at the Apollo to big business and
provides a very good evening's entertainment. Valeska Suratt, Adele

25c; kiddies 10c) Pictures in many
houses here nnd guess whether It
had any draw left, but Newmans'

judgment was good and probably
did
better than
anything that
could hav
been selected for this
drop-In house. About $2,000, considered good for the price and con.

ditions.

Opposition pictures at the popuRowland, Jimmie Hussey and James lar-priced vuudeville houses wer«:
"Boy
Crazy,"
Mainstreet;
"The
Morton were the life of the party.
Hatoma, an Egyptian dancer, paint- Glory of Clementina," Pmtages;
"Kissed,"
Globe.
ed like a RIngling 3-sheet, showed

everything but her birth certificate.
Armand Kallz, in a bedroom scene,
indulged In a kissing debauch that

FRISCO CONVENTION IN AUG.

San Francisco, June 28.
would Justify the management In
The Motion Picture Theatre
muzzling him for the remainder of Owners' Corporation completed arthe season.
rangements here last week for ft
"Jump Steady," a colored entry convention of Northern Call for i
from the Goldberg stables, opened exhibitors to be held In San Franat the Globe. This company of high cisco In August. This organization
yellows,
seal
browns and deep has 400 members located in the folblacks need nothing but the Cherry lowing states: California, Southern
Sisters to complete the cast.
Oregon and Nevada. The commitCabarets au now charging pa- tee of arrangements includes: P. A.
trons for waiters' shoes.

Clam bake and dance
and jcampered up to 11,000.
"The Primitive Lover" (First not Hose Company

of the Fearat
Smith's

landing, near h*>re, next Wednesday.
Street car company will run
both cars until 10.30 P. M.
Willie Cohen has Just launched a
new $12 Palm Beach, tipped off
with a $2 Warner that is blocking
traffic on the Walk.
Bootlegging craft off shore the
other ni^ht was chased by revenue
boat and threw 400 quarts of Scotch
overboard. Willie Cohen Is taking
diving lessons at the Hygeia Pool.
Met Lew Golder on the Boardwalk last night He seemed to be

Constance TalHarrison Ford and K*n
Adaptation from Stage
Friday
"The Divorce."
success,
only real hot day of week, so gross
jumped to around $28,000. Spe» lalaccompanied the picture, and
tl s
the usual musical selections enmpl.'cd the program.
National), Chicago.

madge,

Harlan.

Sol Burke returned to Fairmont.
W. V.i, and announced he would resume the management of the Hlue
He was reRidge t heatre there.
cently ancstul for issuing bad
T'jion his return he was
checks.
again arrested, on the name charge,
this time for a bad check of $12.

leading

announce

organ
the hot weather

opening of a big neighborhood theatre, Castro, which had Wallace
Atlantic City, June 28.
Walter C. Kelly, the Virginia
Reid in "Across the Continent."
This theatre in the Eureka Valley Judge, was the honor guest at a
district is a magnificent building luncheon at the Breakers, and said
and its opening marks an important during his address:
step in the development of the sec"Atlantic City no longer belongs

6'

account of the heat and poor bustness, have closed the Linwood. their

a

—

Vicker's, offer a colorful
the situation, ft*, all of

TWO WORST WEEKS FOR

Keeps to

of last week, during the hottest
spell to date. Slight depressions in
a few cases were reported.

.

of the "big four"

— Business.

all

—

The proximity

Hot

Previous

California— "A Virgin's Sacrifice"
than ever before in film history. (Paramount). (Seats, 2,780; scale,
50-75-90.)
Corinne Griffith.
Also
From the First National, Paramount
and Metro and other studios arc Buster Keaton in "Cops." Ran neck
coming pictures . etc." The ref- and neck with Granada and 'Strand
erence to Paramount is where the with 115,000.
Granada
"Over
Border"
the
hitch comes in, and from this angle
(Seats,
3,100;
more may be heard. The state- (Adolph Zukor).
scale,
50-75-90.)
Betty
Compson
ment refers further to the fact that
their Chicago could not be used for and Tom Moore. $15,000.
Imperial— "Shame" (Fox). Seats,
the specials to be shown at the
John GilRoosevelt, as it is already estab- 1,425; scale, 35-50-75.)
bert,
Rosemary Theby and Doris
the
that
lished in the public's mind
Business
decidedly
off.
Chicago operates on a basis of a Pawn.
new program every Monday, re- Gross $6,000.
Strand
"A
Connecticut
Yankee"
gardless of the success of the film
being shown. The theatres operat- (Fox). Seats, 1,700; scale, 25-50-75.)
ed by the Balaban & Katz interests Strong ballyhoo. Picture formerly
Did business all
consists of the Chicago and Roose- here at $1 top.
velt in the loop, and Tivoli, Riviera week, putting house with leaders at
$15,000.
and Central Fark theatres, In
Tivoli— "Sonny" -{First National)
neighborhood sections.
(Seats, 2,240; scale, 25-40.) Richard
Bidding for Fans
Barthelmess.
Mabel Normand in
Each faction has important han- "Head Over Heels" (Goldwyn).
dicaps over each other, and the $9,500.
question seems to be which firm or
theatre owners can draw the movie
lovers. But certain conclusions can anything definite.
Last week's films presented at
bo made from the above and that
is that it apparently seems it will
the three big houses met with a
be compulsory for the movie pa- good break in the weather and a
trons to travel to the loop (down- coma of relapse from a declining
town) in order to really get the gross. The excitement in the exbenefit of the battle that Is raging ecutive end of the operation of the
between Jones, Linick & Schaefer theatres is not in any way affectand Balaban & Katz. It also means ing the increase or decrease of the
that it appears inevitable that the grosses.
movie public will bo obliged to visit
Estimates for last week:
two theatres where they formally
"Over the Border" (Paramount),
visited one, as the exclusive rights Bandolph.
Starring Betty Compof both firms prevent any other son and Torn Moore. Galloped along
break.
movie house from getting a
with pleasing notices from dailies
The public, from indications, will and good break in gross, completing week's cycle to around $6,500.
anthe
from
materially
benefit
"Golden
Dreams"
(Goldwyn),
nounced plans, but it also seems
that it will be necessary for them Roosevelt. Zane Grey's novel, with
author's
m.me
getting
as
much disquestion,
the
so
fall,
to wait until
as far as the public is concerned, play as film, sharing lights and adThis practically is final
arises as to what should they do for vertising.
movie entertainment between now week of Roosevelt under the Ascher
and then. The grosses speak most banner, as next week's film. "Rose
clearly of their dissatisfaction of of the Sea," with Anita Stewart,
present films being shown at all plays first half with curtain ringhouses, so it is a foregone conclu- ing down Wednesday on this picsion that the weeks that lapse be- ture, as well as Ascher Brothers
tween the fall and the present arc life in the loop, as movie house
going to bo very lean ones for the owners. "Golden Dreams'' doubled
up with "Leather Pushers, Round
movie theatres.

a few doors next to the Ritheatres, Balaban & Katz's Chialto.
These smaller theatres have
cago, a hrJf a block away from the
not proven to be
a paying propo- J. L. & S.'s Randolph, B. & K.'s
rtion, and it is the
intention of the
S.'s McJ. X* &
0w ers to tub-lease them if pos- Roosevelt, and
touch to
Lyric,

Weather

Pittsburgh, June

Them

—

PITTSBURGH HOLDS UP

CANADIAN AND ALASKAN

CHICAGO'S LINE-UP IN FALL

&

37

lorrJclng for

arr^

Hanlon

of Vallejo, C. C. Griffin of

Oakland, Marcus Kline of San Francisco, and S. Gordon of Napa.

Garnetto Sabin's claim for an accounting on the sale by her of
"Weigh Down Yeast" to the Hadin
Pictures Corporation was decided
against the plaintiff. The Jury before Judge Schrnuck in the City
Court brought in a sealed verdict
for the defendant.

think that kid Is trying to break
into the show business.
My valet has Just announced the
bath.
\
•

Have heard Mr. Albee wis here
last
I

week looking DAM r the Glebe
Between you and me 1

theatre.

(Meaning H>urs
Mta in.)

tion

until

•

mortifica-

Judye h»Uy.

—

FAMOUS PLAYERS' NEW

ENGLISH PRODUCERS BIDDING

'INTELLIGENCE'

FOR AMERICAN FILM STARS

FIRST NATIONAL'S

NEW YORK

SCHOOL

FRANCHISE GOES TO CAPITOL

Hollywood Studio's Dramatic
Annex Zukor and Lasky

—

Harry and Simeon Rowson, of Ideal, London, Start
Fashion Plan of Invasion Credited to Reginald

—

—Several

Warde

"Names" Under Negotiation

Inquiry Into the circumstance of
BritlHh picture being brought into
the New York Strand, which is the
First National franchise holder for
the territory (the film is "A Woman
of No Importance." made by Ideal
of London and sponsored In this
country by Select Pictures), opens
up a double-ended situation in the

*

American picture

One angle

field.

that one group of

Is

English picture makers have undertaken a long range and determined
campaign to get a foothold in this
market by employing American producing methods in English studios
and by securing American screen

names to back up
upon exhibitors on

their sales drive
this side.

The other item is the indication
that exhibitors are using this movement against the producing companies in an effort to force them to
increase the quantity and quality of
hot weather releases.
The leaders in the British drive
for American trade are Harry and
-Simeon Rowson, owners of the
Ideal studios of London, and the
instrument through which they are

land

English deluged
native product,
but it never had a look In. One
agent, the pioneer of the English
trade, came over with more than a
dozen picture?, and hired the New
York theatre for a week for trade
demonstrations in the mornings.
The trade unanimously turned
thumbs down on the product and the
trade scout went back discouraged,
without closing a single American
contract. His product was so far below the American standard it attracted no attention.
It was Warde, in combination with
the American instructed Dennison,
who conceived the idea of the English cast with an American &tar and
pictures made by American technical method, that evolved the new
method of pushing British film goods
in America. Before introducing his
this

started,

market

the

with

Idea

Goldwyn's Acquisition of Allen's Looked

—

names

and typical American methods.
into this market.
It has an allThe other aspect of the appearEnglish cast, but the same concern
ance at the Strand is the booking of
Is committed to a long campaign
a
picture outside the list of First
and an ambitious series of other*
pictures in most of which American National, the Strand being the New
stars will figure.
The first of the York franchise holder. Sub-franlatter class will be "A Bill of Di- chise holders of First National and
vorcement," now being made in the clients of most of the other big comIdeal studios with Constance Bin- panies are complaining that the disney as the fiancee and Fay Compton tributors are holding back their imas the other woman lead.
(Miss portant productions for fall and in
Compton is the star of "A Woman many cases are booking in features
turned out by independents.
of No Importance.)
Production Lags
It is understood on good authority
Around the first of June, First Nathat Reginald Warde has opened
negotiations with many other im- tional had scheduled only three picportant American film stars to play tures for June and two for July.
Since then the June schedule has
in Ideal pictures in England.
Another Ideal picture which ar- been filled up and July is about
completed,
but exhibitors complain
this
rived In
country last week was
"Diana of the Crossways," made that the releases are second class
from George Meredith's novel, and products and the real box office
this will be put out shortly to follow draws are being held back.
up the impression made by "A
"The Masquerader" is completed;
Woman of No Importance." The but it probably will not be issued
latter was presented at the Strand until the second
half of August.
without intimation either on main "The Eternal Flame" is not due untitle or program that it was of fortil September.
Meantime, the only
eign manufacture.
promising productions are "The
It was in line with Warde's plan Hurricane Gal" and the new Richthat the filming of "A Bill of Di- ard
Barthelmess production.
It
vorcement" was undertaken.
The seems to be up to First National explay originated in London and was hibitors to pick up the Issues they
then brought to New York, where have previously passed by in favor
it created a good deal of a furore.
of other product, and whieh they
It was after the play had estab- have tied
up on pay or play conlished itself in the American me- tract, in
order to keep their schedule
tropolis that Warde went after the filled
or to depend on independent
screen rights in London. It fitted product.
into Warde's campaign for an invasion of the American film market
to tie up a piece of property which
had already established Itself in
America, and the engagement of
Miss Binney was a further step in
the same direction.
It seemed to
the English producer that an American screen star in a play which
had made good in America offered
possibilities, especially when added
to the fact that the picture was to
be made according to the best

known American methods.
Bid for Rights
Accordingly Warde cabled to his
principals

to

bid

for

the

screen

is now under
England, the first
British film made under this scheme

rights,

and the picture

production

in

for international exploitation. The
play has created considerable pres-

and Miss Compton
draw there, having
recently completed ,a draw In "Quality Street," the James M. Barrie
tige in England,
will be a strong

comedy,

in

London.

The whole Rowson campaign in
this country is a revision of England's former plan. After the war,
when shipping facilities and the re•umption of film production in Engm bu

as

New

WOULD

WOMEN'S

BETTER

was

in

many

cases the foundation

of brilliant stage careers of legitimate artists of today. All considered, Zukor and Lasky decided during their recent conference in New
York that this was an excellent
time to introduce some ideas which
would mean more suitable results

American group of pictures Warde
experimented with a group of four
Ideal films which he imported about
six months ago. They were "The
Necklace," made from the depress- before the camera.
It is to be required of every pupil
ing short story by Guy de Maupassant; "The Will." written by J. M. that he make a mark of 75 per
working is Reginald Warde, their Barrie; "The Twelve Pound Look," cent, in his studies. The penalty
American agent, located in New by the same author, and "Sonia," by for a lower mark is expulsion from
York, and their prize director, Stephen McKenna, a popular British the company. The conduct of the
Dennison Clift, who spent several author about the equivalent of
our players outside the school will also
seasons in Hollywood as assistant Robert W. Chambers. In
spite of the be weighed in the markings of the
to Cecil DeMille and is now produc- importance
cards. The entire process of totalof the authors'
ing in the Ideal studios in England, the
pictures made little impression
using American methods and as far and
did not win representative
as possible surrounding himself with
showing. Clift up to that time had
an American technical staff.
not thoroughly absorbed the AmeriOscar Wilde's "A Woman of No
can technique, and his product had
Importance," at the Strand this
the tone of foreign manufacture. Out
week, is the first really ambitious
of his study of that occurrence has
picture from a British source decome the new idea of American stars
signed to make an entering wedge

On

Men

Los Angeles, June 28.
Complication Theatre
Framing Scheme to
At the Famous Players -Laaky
Rule
Distribution
Business
Themselves
Hollywood
radical
studios
in
changes in production activities
for the players are about to take
place. First on the list of new poliThe film trade atmosphere wai
cies is the establishment of an
CLUBS
filled with reports this week
and
"intelligence" class and a dramatic
"
most looked forward toward a reschool, where experts on every imAID
FILMS
vision of franchise holdings on aa
portant line of picture producing
will lecture and brush up the playadjustment basis.
Adolph
ers on general principles.
The first inkling was the billiag
Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky are re- Will Hays Expected at Meetat the Strand, which holds the New
sponsible for the inpovatlon, which
ing
to Discuss Means of
York zone for First National prodIt is hoped will result in better ,actuct, of M A Woman of No Imporing and better pictures.
Improvement
tance," made from the Oscar Wilde
Every player under a long-time
play of the same name by Ideal of
with
organization,
contract
the
London. On the face of the rewhether extra stock player or recAlbany, June 28.
turns this is a repudiation of First
ognized star, must enroll in this
Two conflicting recommendations National
by its Broadway franchise
dramatic school. The plan is un- regarding pictures were
considered holder.
dertaken to provide, as nearly as by the resolutions committee
of the
Promptly on this news coming
possible, a training for the screen Federation
of Women's Clubs at
which will equal the famous old Tuesday's session of the biennial out it was reported the Strand had
tied up with a series of William
training in stock companies, which

ing will be similar to that of a
public school pupil where deportment and natural ability count in
promotion. Temperamental artists
will be "carpeted," according to the
plans of the Lasky officials.
Several classes are to be organized at once, although the complete
routine will await the arrival of
Mr. Lasky from Europe early next
month. Those subjects' already decided for are acting, scenario, comedy, architecture, motion picture
history,
pictorial
value,
physical
training and the individual's health.
Members of the faculty at this time
include Norman Selby (Kid McCoy), physical education; George
Melford, Penrhyn Stanlaws, Max
Parker, Frank E. Woods, scenario;
•

convention of the organization at

Chautauqua, N. Y. One of the proposals, sponsored by the Georgia
federation, indorsed the "better film
organizations," while the other auvanced by the federation chairman
of moving pictures, recommended

co-operation with
interested

in

all

organizations

improving

motion

pictures.

Resolutions must remain before
the
federation
for
twenty-four
hours, according to the rules of the
organization and the recommendations will not come up on the floor
for discussion until today (Wednesday), when Will Hays, president of
the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors, is expected to speak.

TRIANGLE CASE GOES ON
Attempt Toward Settlement Fails

—Defense Presented

The

salt of Triangle vs.' Aitkens
and others continued through this
week.
It looked for a time last
week that it would be settled. Hy-

man

Fox

subjects for next month and
the relations between the Strand
and First National were strained.
It was broadly
hinted that the
franchise wpuld go to the Capitol

owned by Goldwyn.
This is only one of the numerous
all indicating a change of
line-up by the First National. Only
a few days ago it was circumstantially reported that the Goldwyn
interests, which under the new deal
is substantially First National, had
taken over the Allen chain which
details

lately

went into

Aliens

all

The

liquidation.

over Canada and

in the

especially Cleveland, were
in conflict with First National subfranchise holders and other exhibitors allied with First National, and
the new connection is rich in possibilities for trouble.
These are new
developments in a situation already
confused by the pending deal of
Goldwyn and First National and
the presence of what looks like a
divided authority in the presence of
States,

both Richard Rowland and J. D.
Williams at the home office, which
has generated a lot of office poli-

Winnik, co-defendant with the
•
Aitkens, is on the defensive against tics.
In the meantime, major picture
the new Triangle board's effort to
break the foreign rights contract circuits are holding off making conin perpetuity on Triangle product tracts for next season, with the
probable exception of Loew. Cerwith Western Import.
The proposition was made that tainly the group centered in the
Triangle pay Western Import, which United Booking Office have made
George Fawcett and Theodore Rob- held the foreign rights, $250,000, no commitment. Loew is in great
part tied up with Famous Players,
erts, make-up; James Cruze, Wil- and the company surrender all films
other
liam and Cecil B. Deriille are on in its possession and cancel the but the Keith houses and
contract.
William J. Mooney, coun- groups are holding off with the
the board of directors of the new
deliberate intention of waiting until
school, as are
Lasky, Theodore sel for Winnik, objected to this armid-August. By that time the proKosloff will instruct in
special rangement on the ground that Triducer-distributor
situation will have
angle
could not deposit that amount
dancing and costuming.
in court, and on this contention settled down to a stabilized basis
and
the
theatre
men will throw
Justice Finch, Special Term Part II,
reserved decision, meanwhile or- their business to the faction In the
producing and distributing field
dering the case to continue.
For most of the sessions, Lawyer which seems to have the best grade
Selisberg, at one time counsel for of goods to deliver. Meantime, it If
IN
the Aitkens and for Triangle early a waiting game, with the producer*
together
in 1916. was on the stand.
Arthur distributors trying to get
Butler Graham, attorney for the In various formations and the ex*
Take Secondary Para- new Triangle board, tried to make hibitor circuits maintaining *
and waiting attitude.
mount Franchise for Chicago it appear that Harry Aitken, presi- watching
Just as one indication of the big
dent for Triangle, and at the same
with First National
time owner of the stock of Western, factors lined up on opposite siden
was working a double shift, seeking it is estimated that the Loew forces
to negotiate a contract with Tri- at the top of their stride had about
Chicago, June 28.
angle and Western Import, and at 150 playing dates a week In the
The State Lake theatre has been the same time trying to close a greater city and the theatres allied
coasting along with- a gigantic deal for the sale of an interest in with the Keith exchange had only
vaudeville policy and just a nice Western Import to Winnik, which seven less exhibition days.
first picture release picture.
This Winnik finally purchased after one
theatre, which is directly across the Bloch had fallen down In his paystreet
the
of
Balaban
&
Katz*
Chi- ments for the interest. Selig:sbery
FIGHT
There seems to be a fair supply
of independent product available, cago and a few doors from Jones, said the transaction was known to
G. J. Cleveland to Contest $150,000
but not enough to go around, for Linick & Schaefer's Randolph, has all concerned.
The cast threatens to stretch out
Damage Suit
the reason that the independents did not at any time figured as a big
competitor
in
the
film
market,
but
interminably
unless
some
settlenot see the current situation sulllLos Angeles, June 28.
ciently in advance and were not pre- the prospects that have developed ment was reached out of court.
George J. Cleveland, wealthy thepared for it when it did arrive. add a new touch to the local movie
house
commotion.
atrical
man
of Venice, Cat., is preFamous Players is doing what it can
$1,500; GROSS $205 paring to fight charges made by
It is likely that the State Lake will
to keep production up, but even that
take all first Paramount releases
A
booking
contract has resulted 16-ycar-old Georgie June Dunn of
big producer has had to fall back
which the Jones, Linick & Bchaefer in a City Court suit by the Blaney the beach city that Cleveland atupon reissues to fill the gap.
firm does not use for its McVicker's. Producing Co. against the Regal - tacked her in the office of one of
Fox looks to be in the best posiThese films will number about 23. Fischer Corporation of America, his theatres. Miss Dunn filed suit
tion for the opening of the new teaIt will alto take about the same
against
Inc.,
producers of "Persecution." in
the
Superior. Court
son. Fox has 12 or 15 specials ready
amount of films that Balaban & The Blaneys control the Orpheum, Cleveland for $150,000 damages for
for distribution.
Katz will not accept from the First Newark, N. J., the film company the alleged attack on her. Action
Thus there comes a shortage National, buying the difference
on booking the feature for six days, was brought through the girl'*
which gives the British coup just the
open market, with the rest of April 10-lf). on a 50-50 basis, guar- mother, Lillian S. Dunn, as her
the opportunity it seeks. It is ex- the open time
filled in between Bellanteeing the house $1,500.
The complaint recites
Tin- guardian.
pected the next two months will witnick, Goldwyn and other studios.
picture grossed only $L'05.44 In those that Miss Dunn was kept a prisness a whirlwind campaign to estabsix days, the house owners Ming oner in the office of the theatre
lish the English
product in this
for the balance.
from 6 o'clock in the evening to 9
market. Much depends upon the imFOLLIES"
CAUSE?
The Regal-Fischer company al- o'clock the following morning.
pression made by "A Woman of No
Los Angeles, June 2S.
leges the Orpheum was not reguThe suit is a direct result of the
Importance" at the Strand this week.
Nina Bryon's ambition to succeed larly a picture theatre and had lost charges made against William Cavin the Ziegfeld "Follies'* broke up Its good will and patronage through anaugh,
Venice chief of police,
Selsntck has purchased the pic- the home of Nicholas A. Dunay, her
losing by the censor the week be- whom citizens of Venice are atture rights to "Wine" by William husband, picture actor, according to
fore, and countrrrlaimcd for $500 tempting to recall for various reain
Macllarg,
which
appeared
his suit for divorce on file in the representing the sum alleged real- sons, one of which is the alleged
Hearst s
the
International.
In
Dunay says his ized on the alleged conversion of neglect to prosecute Cleveland after
Schedule of production "Wine" will Superior Court.
follow
"The Easiest Way" and wife deserted him after he had aided the film by the Blaney people for the Dunn matter had been brought
in getting her started.
their own use.
•Rupert of Hentzau."
to his attention.
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INTRACT FOR $500,000

Draft of
Famous riayers

Greater
one of

in

completed

has

New

the

for Sales Forces

—Outlines Points of Contract

contracts in the
largest exhibitor
organization with the
fciatory of the
Circuit and the Keith and

Loew

of

number

the

The Theatre Owners' Chamber of worked out by Mr. Hays
Commerce special committee on adopted read as follows:

contract, which has been in conferdays that are allotted ence for the past two weeks filtH acommittee of the Will H. Hsjri or41

In

3,500 for the
are approximately
is to repictures the organization
in the six months period be-

g

.nization,

Mew York

territory,

making a

total

The Peerless
of about 2,000 days.
hooking is taking the balance of 22

reported to the regular

I

While a salesman has every right

'

to trade among respective customers, to obtain the best offer possible
for his 'product, after he has select5

conference either today or tomorrow.
One of the points is the setting of
the length of time that shall pass
before the acceptance or the rejection of a contract signed in either
New York city or New York State.

and its contract will make
a total of about 1,500 days.
The Peerless list of productions
The committee that has been acting for the T. O. C. C. comprises
Is "The Dictator," "The Young Diana," "The Top of New York," "Nice Bernard Edlehertz, Leo Becher and
People." "The Valley of Silent Men," Louis Blumenthal. For the produ"The Siren Call," "The Mysteries of cers and distributors, Carl Kirch"Pink Gods," "The Old way, John Quinn (Vitagraph) and
India,"
Kent (Famous Players).
Homestead," "The Face in the Fog," Sidney
Breaker^" "Anna As- Senator Walker and Mr. Hays have
Ghost
"The'
"Enemies of been acting with the committees.
"Clarence,"
cends,"
Tuesday, when the report was
Women," "Ebb Tide." "The Pride of
Palomar," "Singed Wings," "Kick made to the T. O. C. C. regarding
the progress made in the contract
In,' "Thirty Days," "Little Old New
York," "Missing Millions" and "No- matter, Charles Steiner, vice-president, acting instead of William Lantoriety."
The Loew Circuit will play "If You dau, president (who sailed for EuBelieve It, It's So," "The Bonded rope on that day) made an appeal
Woman," "The Loves of Pharaoh," in behalf of the Israel Orphan Asy"Her Gilded Cage," "Blood and lum, destroyed by fire at Arverne,
^While
Satan
Sleeps," and $1,500 was subscribed by the
Sand,*.
"Manslaughter," "Burning Sands," members present. A committee to
"The Cowboy and the Lady," "To assist in the rebuilding drive was
Have and to Hold," "The Man Who appointed, with William Brandt as
Baw Tomorrow," "On the High its chairman.
Seas," "The Young Rajah," "The
The code of ethics that was
pictures,

Value for Trouble

and exhibitors.
The present draft eliminates all
penalties on both sides.
It sets up what I hope will prove

Mr?.
Belleu,"
"Back
Home and Broke," "Daughter of
Luxury," "The Spanish Cavalier"
FRIEND'S PL/CN
and "Making a Man."
Although the greater part of the
Distribution Producers
Centralized
pioductions are scheduled to be reApproached Favorably Impressed
leased from August on, both the circuits, because there
is
an acute
Arthur Friend is working out a
shortage in the picture field at presnew plan for centralized distribuent, are scheduling some of the pictures for bookings beginning the tion of picture*, which may lead to
latter part of this month, two or the amalgamation of a number of
three weeks ahead of the regular distributing firms. During the past
week Friend is reported to have
release date.
The pictures that will be so re- broached the matter to a number
leased will be those already having of the producers and distributors,
had their Broadway run at either who arc marketing anywhere from
For the
12 to 20 pictures a year.
the Rialto or the Rivoli theatres.
The teiritory surrounding Greater greater part they were favorably in-

in competitor's territory until the
application so forwarded has been
formally rejected or accepted.
II

No

paid

advertising should be
any feature picture,
comedy, scenic or news reel.
inserted

in

HI
In the event of the adoption of
standard clauses for a uniform contract, contracts already taken for
1922-'23 product— shoukl
be carried out in the spirit of the new

form of agreement.

Wednesday

of last

week

the nego-

had progressed so far that
Hays wrote Bernard Edelhertz,
chairman of the board of directors
of the T. O. C. C, as follows:
Dear Mr. Edelhertz:
tiations

I take pleasure in transmitting
three copies of a memorandum embodying the principles that have

The Executive Committee

to be a workable and fair method
of selecting play dates which will
cure at the same time the evils both
of over-buying and over-selling.
It provides for the delivery of all
pictures released by a distributor
during the period of the contract,

of tno

National began a series of
meetings Monday at which the
Goldwyn affiliation will undoubtedly
First

be settled. The committee is alao
to take up the question of exhibition value on the Jackie Coogan
picture, "Trouble," and may possibly
conclude
an arrangement
whereby the organization will take
over for release the series of productions directed by Reginald Barker for Louis B. Mayer.
The Goldwyn matter is by far tho
most important the committee is to
of the film.
have under discussion. Up to the
It provides for a uniform paypresent the matter has been passed
ment for film lost or destroyed.
back and forth among attorneys for
It provides in every case of a reissue or a re-named negative that both
much
sides
without very
the photoplay should be specifically headway being made.
enumerated in the contract as a reThe interest that Goldwyn hoios
issue.
To cure the complaint that signed in several theatre chains is one of
matters that seemingly is
applications of exhibitors are not the
acted upon with reasonable prompt- holding up the closing of the deal.
ness, we propose to provide that The Ascher chain in Chicago is one.
unless a
written
acceptance is In this the Goldwyn people have 44
mailed within fifteen days* from the per cent, of the stock which origidate of the application by the ex- nally represented something like
hibitor, such application shall be
$850,000, although later it is said
deemed withdrawn.
We have consented to the assign- that the company put an additional
ment of contracts in the case of a $500,000. The A.-chcrs hold a like
sale "of a theatre, under suitable amount
of the stock while the
regulations, and, final". we propose Greenbaum Son's Trust and Savwith your co-operation to promul- ings Bank holds 12 per cent.
gate a mutually agreeable code of
The Lessers on the question of
ethics, a copy of which is enclosed,
exhibition value of "Trouble" are
in which we announce and declare
our views as -to certain practices to asking that it be placed at $600,000.
be observed by both parties, which The First National is said to have
do not properly belong in a formal offered $450,000, which the produccontract and tend to unduly ex- ers have refused, stating that they
tend it.
would withdraw the picture from
I should like very much to have
First National and release elseyour written comments, if any, by
noon Thursday, and would then like where.
as soon as possible thereafter to

and which we hope

Weekly meeting ot.the Tv O. C. C. ed
a particular exhibitor whose
the contract negotiations would be offer he believes to
lease
be the beet, and
concluded this week. The details of takes a written application from
this year.
of
August
in
fc..ining
the new uniform agreement have such exhibitor he should forward
The Loew Circuit is taking 19 of been worked out, with the exception the same to the home office and
to receive
the 41 pictures. Each is
of one or two minor points. These make no further effort to sell the
same service to any other exhibitor
98 to 110 dayt> in the Greater are to be adjusted at the final
from

Goldwyn Affiliations to Be
Passed On Exhibition

distributors

Be Approved This Week

Instrument to

—Hays Frames Code of Ethics

New

represented in
Proctor theatres, as
Booking Corporation.
the Peerless
involved and
excess of $500,0C0 is

NATL COMMITTEE
MEETING THIS WEEK

FIRST

CONTRACT THROUGH HAYS CONFERENCES

Agreement for Greater
New York

York

89

OBTAINS INITIAL UNIFORM

T. 0. C. C.

>aramount Closes Big Exhibitor

33 to 39

reach the complaint that it has been the practice
occasionally to withhold a picture
intended to be delivered when the
contract ,vas withheld because it
was. believed it would command a
higher price.
It cuts down the period of payment of license fees from seven to
three days in advance of shipment
will

•

I

,

been suggested by our committee,
subject to approval of counsel, as
a basis of a uniform contract between distributors and exhibitors.
I hope you will agree with me
that this draft marks a decided advance in eliminating, as far as pos- meet your special committee for a
sible at this time, consistent with discussion which I hope will be in
sound business and the natural the nature of a final conference.
right of a manufacturer to exert a
With very kindest regards, I am,
reasonable control over his prodSincerely yours,
(Signed)
uct, various grievances both of the
Win, II. Hays.

PERSONAL APPEARANCE

HAS NEW TWIST

Impossible

—

is also booked rather solthe new list of productions.
In Buffalo the entire product is being divided between the Lafayette
Square, Loew's State andt Shea's

idly for

Hippodrome, with the dates for
already set.

entire list

to

—

Warning

Gives

the

tendered

be

general

sales

of the new organizastated Wednesday

Buxbnum

tion.

he had not been approached on the
matter and that he knew nothing

Picture Repre-

sentatives Will Act

of

it.

I

The tremendous Increase
thefts

within the hist

month have

caused a committee
of film delivery
representatives to wait on the Hayi
or ninization
to ask the assistance
that

°1

body

trying to Curb the

in

robberies.

One of the delivery
companies'
Mateo at the meeting that misomething was done he \v» uld
f
l t0 retire
from tn delivery
fuM T

W

hr -«ds
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n

)iv P

* th(ft

r con,
Pan y
a»v2
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"Wioitor
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responsible

STUDIO WILL CLOSE

film

in

to

the

or the exchange which
^'Pped the film.
Mat d u * ;1 * undoubtedly the
*rn*
B or*anl *«o' gang and that
cm*
na,i n persons
who at one time

Angl les, .lime 2fi.
Thomas 11 Ince has wired from
the east the studio bearing hia name
at Culver City is not to be closed
an.l production may soon be resum* d there. Then is, however^ but
one man on the payroll at the
T.c-

studio at present.
Rdmor hen toys future Hearst
production ori the coast might Im
made at the fnc< etudio, Mit tins
is
unconformable, as is also the
rumor Hearst hag bought the
C. Levee.
United studios from

M
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28.

A meeting: of the creditors of the
Allen Theatre, Ltd., took place here
yesterday

which an

alt

offer

from

It is possible that the committee
of creditors will operate the theatres if the assent of the courts can
be secured.

28.

It is reported that as a result of
the conferences the United Artists
held here the units to be represented in their new Affiliated Artists are to include Rupert Hughes,
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Mere Chats in Vogue
F. B. Warren's Plans
The booking of stars in conjunction with picture productions in
special vehicles, either a part of the
piciaire or special sketch, ia an important development in the plans of
F. B. Warren and the American

now with Goldwyn, recently re-*
Warported as having renewed his con- Releasing Corp. According to
appearance"
"personal
the
ren,
tract with that organization; George
Fitzmaurice,
Players;
Rex
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Famous

with

Beach

and
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Frothingham as directors of pro-

stunt has lost its novelty and box
pulling power and the picture
public today wants to see the stars
really do something on the utage
instead of addressing "then dear

office

mak-

eamly accomplished.

ganization and place it with the
box
American Releasing Corp. The direction of the productions made
under the Frothingham brand name
has been in the handH of Kdward
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was announced last night that
Ar
Ruben have paid the

Cook

Brothers $200,000 for their
half Interest In the Duluth Theatre
projects. The transaction takes
in
the Garrick, Lyric and Astor
theatres here, Palace, Superior, and
a Mt< adjoining the new Garriok.
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Thr 3eban innovation has led tho
American Releasing to take over
Monroe Salisbury in "The Great
Alon*" under a similar plan, with
the star opening last Sunday in Los
Angelts at the New Pnntagcs with
10 weeks of the circuit booked to
follow.
The picture is rented
through the usual exchange system,
with the star appearing at a set

figure in addition

t

•

the rental price.

With two attractions

of this sort

operating now Warren is casting
about f<r Other productions that
will he handled on a similar basis
and alAng n,e yume lihes.
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for failure to deliver pictures
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F.

Cook

combination vaudeand picture houses. Beban has
a releasing contract with
Fred Warren v hereby the production and the star will make a tour
office in the
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Of the bigger picture theatres, operating under a basis of $4,500 guarantee with a sliding sharing contract on the gross above a certain

Duluth Theatres Co.
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$3,000,000.
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the house in the future.
present it seems the motion picture
by
directed
has
been
which
policy
Harold McCormiek will be continued, but it i« hardly probable
McCormiek will continue at the
house.
Locally it is not known Loew has
gamed possession of the bouse.
Monday the lease passed from the
Allen-Cleveland Theatre Go to the
Euclid -14th Theatre Co, the latter
said t<: hr formed by a number o!
local investors who are turning the
over to Loew.
hi us<
The lease was negotiated through
Joseph Larenge nnd is for 15 years
with the aggri gati rental plas ed at

board
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It was also reported that Harry
Sloman.
Buxbnum. head of the New York
The Loew circuit has secured the
state territory for Paramount, was Allen theatre here and will operate
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Official
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Los Angeles, June
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Tries American
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producers could gain from
tribution such as Friend proposes
would be so great it would mean
something like $1,000,000 annually
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the Famous Players Canadian, Ltd., ductions to be made.
One producer-distributor stated of $1,050,000 for the assets was reHeretofore the Frothingham prohe was more than "in favor of it; fused by a committee of the cred- ductions have been released by public."
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itors.
First National. A week or so age
Friend was successful in carrying
An indeterminate extension of a the local financiers decided to with- production and sketch proved durthe las> season that a novelty
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that the average kind was granted to the company. draw one production from that orthe it out. The saving
of this nature was sure-fire at tho
a dis-
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BRUNTON'S MIAMI FILMS
John Bruntoh, who has taken over
the Miami studios at Miami, Ma., is
preparing to make a seiies of six
f«atur« productions there. Negotiations are under w;iy for r«;«.4«-<- of
the pic tures.
It i." the E&unton plan to bring a
of standard players from
California for the Miami produclie has already brought a
ts/is.
gnat number of his former technical Maff from Lo^s Angeles and put
th»rn to work at the new Florida
plan*
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